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1

Introduction: The Dragon Slayers

By Jurgen Graf

1. Dr. James Smith's Plight

On October 7, 2010, The Jewish Chronicle Online reported the fol-

lowing:

"Holocaust Denial is slowly becoming a thing of the past, according to

a leading authority who claims there are only three or four 'pure denial

experts ' left. Dr. Nicholas Terry, founder ofthe anti-denial blog HC [Holo-

caust Controversies], told a Leicester University conference that denial

these days has 'great brand recognition, but almost zero costumers '. Dr.

Nicholas Terry, a historian at Exeter University, said: 'My assessment is

that there have been around 100 authors since the 1940 's who have written

what can be consideredpure denial books or pamphlets. Most ofthese ex-

perts are now either dead or inactive. It's down to only three or four au-

thors who are capable of writing such books. ' He said there are another

100 cheerleaders or propagandists who talk down the Holocaust, but with-

out contributing original ideas. These include Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad and 500 'footsoldiers ' who are active online.' [...] But Dr.

James Smith, chairman of the Beth Shalom Holocaust Centre, warned of

the continuing danger: 'The problem is, even after professional Holocaust

deniers have died, their published material remains in circulation, is avail-

able on the Internet and remains as pernicious and dangerous as ever, ' he

added.

"

Dr. Nicholas Terry's estimate that there have been about one hun-

dred authors since the 1940s who have written revisionist books or

pamphlets is reahstic; I arrived at a very similar figure a couple of years

ago. However, these one hundred or so revisionist writers were, and are,

apparently so dangerous - not only for official historiography but for

the whole "democratic" system of the "fi^ee world" - that many Western

countries have adopted thought crime laws which make Holocaust revi-

sionism a criminal offence and stifle all fi-ee debate about the extent of

the persecution of the Jews during the Second World War. It goes with-

out saying that these totalitarian laws flagrantly violate the constitutions

of the respective countries and unmask their political leaders, who in-

cessantly proclaim their commitment to "freedom" and "human rights,"

as shameless hypocrites. Anti-revisionist repression is especially fero-

cious in Austria and in the Federal Republic of Germany where in some

cases revisionists have been sentenced to many years in prison. Better
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evidence is hardly needed to prove that the official version of the fate of

the Jews dxiring the Second World War is rotten to the core.

The adherents of the orthodox Holocaust story regularly compare

revisionists to those who think that the earth is flat. Such people do in-

deed exist; they even have their own organization, the Flat Earth Socie-

ty, and their own website. ' But interestingly enough, nobody bothers the

Flat Earthers. The political and scientific establishment refuses to pay

any attention to them; not in their wildest dreams would our politicians

envisage promulgating anti-constitutional laws in order to silence them.

No Dr. James Smith fi-om a Beth Shalom Holocaust Centre castigates

their published material as "pernicious and dangerous." After all, the

Flat Earthers have no chance of winning: Any competent astronomer

could easily trounce them in an open debate.

On the other hand, orthodox Holocaust historians are mortally afraid

of a debate with qualified revisionist researchers. To prove this asser-

tion, we need look no further than the collective volume Neue Studien

zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas (New Studies

on the National Socialist Mass Killings by Poisonous Gas)^ which was

published in 2011. In his introduction to this voliune, Thomas Kriiger

writes:'

"This collective volume [...] explains the intentions and structures of

revisionist propaganda and presents suggestions and concepts for dealing

with revisionist denial.

"

As it is not possible to "deal with revisionist denial" on a scientific

basis without summarizing and analyzing the revisionists' claims and

arguments, one would of course expect the authors of Neue Studien to

do precisely this, but in fact they categorically refuse any debate. Two
of the editors of the volume, Giinter Morsch and Bertrand Perz, explain

why they are unwilling to address the arguments of their opponents:"*

"There can be no question ofresponding to pseudo-scientific arguments

in order to refute them, because this would confer their representatives and

their absurd theories an aura ofrespectability.
"

In accordance with this strategy, in his article about the alleged hom-

icidal gassings at Sachsenhausen concentration camp,^ G. Morsch ig-

nores the only detailed revisionist study about this camp, an article by

' http://theflatearthsociety.org/cms/

^ Giinter Morsch, Bertrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen

durch Giftgas, Metropol Verlag, Berlin 201 1.

' Ibid.,p.Xll.

" /Wrf.,p.XXIX.
' Ibid, pp. 260-276.
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Carlo Mattogno published in 2003.* Likewise, Dieter Pohl, the author of

an article about the Camps of Aktion ReinhardtJ does not mention the

revisionist monographs about Treblinka^ and Belzec'

However, one of the authors of Neue Studien, Achim Trunk, devi-

ates from this strategy of silence by discussing, and attempting to refute,

several revisionist arguments in his article "Die todbringenden Gase"

(The lethal gasses),'" thus conferring upon the "pseudo-scientific deni-

ers" an undeserved "aura of respectability," as Morsch and Perz would

put it. Unfortunately for Trunk, his "refutation" fails miserably, because

in his recent response to the collective volume, Schiffbruch (Ship-

wreck), Carlo Mattogno demolishes Trunk's objections with the great-

est ease.
'

' The only revisionist argument Trunk is able to refute is Fred

Leuchter's assertion that the explosiveness of hydrogen cyanide would

have prevented the SS from installing gas chambers in the same build-

ing as crematoria ovens. This argument is indeed unsound, since the

danger of an explosion would only have existed if exorbitant quantities

of HCN had been used. But since Carlo Mattogno had pointed out this

fact fully fifteen years before the publication of the collective volume,'^

and because Leuchter's error was corrected in a revised edition of his

report authored together with Germar Rudolf and Robert Faurisson,'^

Trunk merely forces an open door.

To put it in a nutshell, orthodox Holocaust historians face a dire di-

lemma: Either they choose not to respond to the revisionists, which is

tantamount to unconditional surrender, or they try to refute them, thus

initiating a debate which they are bound to lose. We can therefore fully

understand the plight of poor Dr. James Smith, chairman of the Beth

' Carlo Mattogno, "KL Sachsenhausen. Starkemeldungen und 'Vemichtungsaktionen' 1940 bis

1945," in: Vierteljahresheftefiirfreie Geschichtsforschiing, No. 2/2003, pp. 173-185.

' G. Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), pp. 185-196.

* Carlo Mattogno, Jiirgen Graf, Treblinka: Vemichtungslager oder Durchgangslager? , Castle

Hill Publishers, Hastings 2002. - English Version: Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit

Camp?, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2004.

' Carlo Mattogno, Belzec. Propaganda, Zeugenatissagen, archdologische Untersuchungen, his-

torische Fakten, Castle Hill Publishers, Hastings 2004. - English Version: Belzec in Propa-

ganda, Testimonies, Archeological Research and Historv. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chi-

cago 2004.

G. Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), op. cit., pp. 23-49.

" Carlo Mattogno, Schifjbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, Castle Hill Publish-

ers, Uckfield 201 1, pp. 28-45. An English translation is forthcoming from The Barnes Review

under the title Confronting Revisionism, 2013.

" Carlo Mattogno, Olocausto: Dilettanti alio sbaraglio, Padua 1996, pp. 212-215.

" Fred Leuchter, Robert Faurisson, Germar Rudolf, The Leuchter Reports. Critical Edition, The-

ses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2005; 3rd ed., The Barnes Review, Washmgton, DC, 2011.
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Shalom Holocaust Centre, haunted day and night by the idea that "even

after professional Holocaust deniers have died, their published material

remains in circulation, is available on the Internet and remains as perni-

cious and dangerous as ever." One would really have to have a heart of

stone not to feel sorry for this unfortunate man!

2. Four Intrepid Dragon Slayers

Dr. Smith need not have worried; the saviors were near. Four intrep-

id dragon slayers have set out to rid the world of the revisionist peril.

And behold, one of them is none other than the very same Dr. Nicholas

Terry whom The Jewish Chronicle quotes at the beginning of the

above-mentioned article. Together with three other heroic fighters

against "negationism" - Roberto Muehlenkamp, Jonathan Harrison and

Sergey Romanov - Nicholas Terry runs the blog Holocaust Controver-

sies which, unlike other websites promoting the orthodox Holocaust

story, not only mentions revisionist books and arguments, but discusses

them and even "makes mincemeat of them," as Sergey Romanov puts

it:"*

"Mattogno and Graf are really nothing but intellectual dwarves. Even

amateurs like Roberto [Muehlenkamp] or me, relying on publicly available

sources, can make mincemeat ofthem.

"

Harken to these joyfiil tidings. Dr. Smith! Holocaust Controversies

can make mincemeat of the revisionists! Surely these geniuses were

sent by Yahweh himself to save the world from the horrible revisionist

dragon? Surely the articles these geniuses have published on their blog

all appear in printed form in an ever-increasing series of collective vol-

umes which are the pride of every university library in the Free World?

Surely the grateful Holocaust historians make ample use of the invalua-

ble insights of these champions of the orthodox narrative?

As a matter of fact, they do not. Although Terry, Muehlenkamp,

Harrison and Romanov have authored hundreds of articles since the

creation of their blog in 2006, as a group they have never published

anything in print. Mainstream Holocaust historians persistently ignore

them. The collective volume Neue Studien does not even name them in

a footnote. And while the anti-revisionist Aktion Reinhard Camps
(ARC) website does indeed mention the Holocaust Controversies

" http://holocaustcoiitroversies.blogspot.com/2006/10/thats-why-it-is-denial-not-

revisionism.html.
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group, it is only to deliver a scathing rebuke to its members:

"Unauthorized links to our website from the controversial and grossly

inaccurate hate blog posting of the following persons: Roberto Muehlen-

kamp, Sergey Romanov, Dr. Nick Terry, are not condoned by ARC. We
maintain no connection to Holocaust hate blogs, and would caution all to

avoid being misled by these individuals.

"

Why this black ingratitude? Why are these tireless fighters against

denialism either ignored or reviled by their fellow anti-negationists?

Why do the narrow-minded Holocaust historians stubbornly refuse to

recognize their titanic struggle?

The solution to this apparent riddle is simple. First, there is the often

puerile tone of the "Controversial Bloggers," complete with the use of

insulting and obscene language, which self-respecting adults of any per-

suasion naturally do not want to be associated with. When a vmter pre-

tending to engage in historical debate on a subject as important and con-

troversial as the Holocaust nonetheless peppers his articles and private

communications with insults and four-letter words, he not only reveals a

deplorable level of intellectual and moral development, but also demon-

strates a fundamental lack of respect for the subject itself And this lack

of seriousness is all the more glaring as it manifests itself not only in

language and tone, but in the use of arguments so flimsy and embarrass-

ing that at times they must seem to orthodox Holocaust historians as

tantamount to sabotage. A single example will suffice.

In a "Holocaust Controversies" discussion of the so-called Gerstein

report and the alleged homicidal gas chambers of Belzec, Roberto

Muehlenkamp approvingly quotes the opinion of one Charles Provan,

according to whom "703 people, over half children, can fit into an area

of 25 m^," and then adds on his own account:'*

"The number was probably higher in the Belzec gas chambers, consid-

ering that the Jews killed there were emaciated due to the lack offood in

the ghettoes in eastern Poland in 1942 and of relatively small stature, as

Provan pointed out
"

Now, the idea that the Jews allegedly gassed at Belzec were all chil-

dren or Lilliputians, and that they were standing on each other's shoul-

ders in the gas chambers (for this is essentially what Muehlenkamp 's

claim implies), may seem funny to some people, but the joke will un-

doubtedly be lost on the academic world of Holocaust orthodoxy, and

Jews definitely do not appreciate this kind of hiunor. The latter group

" www.deathcamps.org/dedication/
" http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_27.html
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may well feel the need to defend the Holocaust narrative against revi-

sionist critique, but they would hardly want it defended by clowns.

On page 35 of their sprawling Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: Holocaust

Denial and Operation Reinhard, object of the present refutation, the

"Holocaust Controversies" bloggers state:

"This critique has been written without pay in our spare time during

evenings, weekends and vacations. None of us has ever been paid for our

activities.

"

If there is one passage in the entire text of which I believe every

word, it is certainly this one! No one in his right mind would contribute

so much as a penny to support the "research" of people who claim that

703 human beings - or more - can fit into an area of 25m^. For the Jew-

ish ideologues of the Holocaust Industry, people like Roberto Muehlen-

kamp are an embarrassment, allies whom they can do without. That

isn't to say that the defenders and beneficiaries of Holocaust Orthodoxy

need no allies at all - just allies of a different type. They need politi-

cians who promulgate laws against revisionism. They need judges who
enforce these laws and send revisionists to prison or ruin them with

heavy fines. They need journalists who insult and defame revisionists

without ever having read any of their writings. They need court histori-

ans who rehash the traditional Holocaust wisdom without ever giving a

thought to the question whether the alleged events were physically pos-

sible. But they certainly do not need "helpers" who get them into a mess

by inadvertently exposing the overwhelming absurdity of accepted Hol-

ocaust lore.

3. Why the Holocaust Controversies Blog is

Loathed by Holocaust Historians and Holocaust

Propagandists

As we have seen, Roberto Muehlenkamp apparently believes that

703 persons, or more, can fit into an area of 25m^. The German judges

at the first Treblinka trial in Diisseldorf (1964-1965) were graced with

an only marginally greater endowment of common sense. In their ver-

dict, they described the "old gas chamber building" as follows:'^

"The building, solidly constructed out ofbrick upon a concretefounda-

tion, contained three gas chambers, which were approximately 4 x 4 m in

" Adalbert Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, dtv, Frankfurt

1977, pp. 206f.
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area and about 2.6 m high. [...]An accepted holding capacity ofapproxi-

mately 200 to 350 people per gas chamber in the old house [. . .] might safe-

ly be said to be the mostprobable according to all [information].
"

Thus, according to these sterling jurists, as many as twenty-two peo-

ple per square meter could be crammed into the three chambers of the

old gas chamber building! (By the way, no Holocaust historian has ever

been able to explain why it would have been a good idea to subdivide

the gassing building into three rooms, thereby reducing the available

space and complicating the gassing procedure.)

Absurd as these claims may be, they are the logical consequence of

the official picture of the Holocaust. If no fewer than 491,000 Jews

were gassed at Treblinka between 23 July and 30 September 1942, as

Israeli Holocaust historian Yitzhak Arad would have us believe in his

"standard work" on the Aktion Reinhardt camps, and if the gas cham-

bers of the old building indeed had a total surface of merely forty-eight

square meters, the capacity of these chambers must have been truly

astounding, just as the Diesel engine allegedly used to perform the gas-

sing must have functioned impeccably around the clock during the

whole period of seventy days. It stands to reason that it is not in the in-

terest of orthodox Holocaust historians to draw public attention to the

detailed evidentiary basis for their claims. Indeed, they are generally

averse to any discussion about the technical feasibility of the mass gas-

sing claims, preferring to stick instead to the famous motto of the thirty-

four French scholars who declared in 1979:^'

"One should not ask how such a mass murder was technically possible.

It was technically possible because it happened.
"

The fact of the matter is that Kurt Gerstein, key witness to the al-

leged homicidal gassings at Belzec, claimed that 700 to 800 victims

were herded into a gas chamber with an area of 25m^. Any moderately

intelligent Holocaust historian or Holocaust propagandist naturally must

reaUze that the best way to deal with "testimony" like that is to pass

over it in discreet silence. To attempt to justify Gerstein's ridiculous as-

sertions, as Muehlenkamp does, is not only to make a fool of oneself

personally, but also to expose the total unreliabilify of Gerstein's report,

thus dealing a devastating blow to the credibilify of the official version

of the Belzec story. When Israeli Holocaust historian Yitzhak Arad

Yitzhak Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka. The Operation Reinhard Death Camps, Indiana

University Press, Bloomington/lndianapolis 1987, p. 392-397.

"II ne faut pas se demander comment, techniquement, un tel meurtre de masse a ete possible. II

a ete possible techniquement puisqu'il a eu heu. " Le Monde, 21 February 1979.
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quoted from the report in the well-known collective volume Nation-

alsozialistische Massentdtungen durch Giftgas [National Socialist Mass

Killings by Poisonous Gas], he had enough savvy to delete all refer-

ences to the alleged capacity of the Belzec "gas chambers.

Raul Hilberg, who was undoubtedly the most competent of the Hol-

ocaust historians, understood this principle well, which is no doubt why
he did not so much as acknowledge the existence of revisionists or revi-

sionism in his standard work The Destruction of the European Jews?'^

Jean-Claude Pressac, on the other hand, failed to heed the injunction of

the thirty-four French historians, attempting to show over the course of

two books that the alleged mass murder in the "gas chambers of

Auschwitz" had indeed been technically possible?^ In doing so he

merely succeeded in opening a breach in the wall of the extermination-

ist bunker, as revisionist scholars quickly pointed out the numerous fal-

lacies in his reasoning.^^ The end of the story is well-known: Pressac

was forced to make the most startling concessions to the revisionists

and drastically reduced the death toll for the alleged "extermination

camps."^'* Because of this unpardonable heresy, he fell out of grace with

the powers that be, and when he passed away in 2003 at age 59, the me-

dia, which had hailed him as the nemesis of revisionism after the publi-

cation of his second book in 1993,^^ reacted with icy silence, fronically,

the only known obituaries commemorating him were written by three of

his former adversaries, Robert Countess, Carlo Mattogno and myself^''

The propagandists who run the website Aktion Reinhard Camps may
be intellectually dishonest, but they are no common fools. Just as

Eugen Kogon, Hermann Langbein, Adalbert Riickerl et al. (eds.), Nationalsozialistische Mas-

sentdtungen durch Giftgas, Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt 1983, pp. 171 f.

^' Raul Hilberg, The Destruction ofthe European Jews, 3 volumes, Homes and Meier, New York

1985.

Jean-Claude Pressac, Auschwitz: Technique and Operation ofthe Gas Chambers, Beate Klars-

feld Foundation, New York 1989. Jean-Claude Pressac, Les crematoires d'Auschwitz, CNRS,
Paris 1993.

Robert Faurisson, "Bricolages et gazouillages a Auschwitz et Birkenau selon J. -C. Pressac,"

Revue d'Histoire Revisionniste, No. 3, November 1990. S. Verbeke (ed.), Auschwitz: Nackte

Fakten, Berchem 1995. Carlo Mattogno, Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity. A historical and

technical study ofJean-Claude Pressac 's "Criminal Traces " and Robert Jan van Pelt 's

"Convergence ofEvidence" , The Barnes Review, Washington 2010.
^* Valerie Igounet, Histoire du negationnisme en France, Editions du Seuil, Paris 2000, p. 641.

"Radio and TV talk shows analyzed its importance for hours. Pressac has been adopted as a

hero by the French press and embraced by France's leftist intellectuals as the man who has

proven that the Holocaust really happened." Sharon Waxman, "Speaking Terms: Europe's

Left And Right Are Too Divided To Even Talk About It," Chicago Tribune, December 13,

1993, p. 1.

Vierteljahresheftefurfreie Geschichtsforschung, No. 3/2003, pp. 406-415.
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Yitzhak Arad, Raul Hilberg or the authors of the collective volume

Neue Studien, they know better than to draw attention to the technical

and logical absurdities of the Holocaust story, carefully hushing them

up instead. They eschew any discussion about the historical accuracy of

the official version of events, because they know only too well that such

a discussion would open the proverbial can of worms. And yet our

would-be dragon slayers routinely do just that. This, and not the abusive

language of Nicholas Terry or the obscenities of Roberto Muehlen-

kamp, is the real reason why orthodox historians and propagandists

loathe the Holocaust Controversies blog, and even - as in the case of

the ARC website - "caution all to avoid being misled by these individu-

als."

4. The Tactics of the "Controversial Bloggers"

Almost any book of history is bound to contain some errors. If the

author becomes aware of them, or if they are pointed out to him by

friend or foe, he usually corrects them in the following edition, if there

is one. It stands to reason that revisionist books constitute no exception

to this rule.

The tactics used by the "Confroversial Bloggers" are basically very

simple: they search for mistakes in the books of their opponents - one

mistake on page 82, a second on page 175, a third on page 243 - and

then try to use these mistakes to discredit the book as a whole. A single

example will be sufficient to illustrate this method.

In my 1 999 critique of Raul Hilberg,^' 1 erroneously stated that Hil-

berg had not adduced any reference for his claim that on October 12,

1941, the Germans shot 10,000 Jews at the cemetery of Stanislawow,

Poland. As a matter of fact, Hilberg had indeed mentioned a (totally un-

reliable) source, the declarations of some self-styled "eyewitnesses."

My mistake, which was of course due to carelessness, prompted Nicho-

las Terry to write

"Graf opted to omit the contents of the footnote on the same page and

[to] claim no evidence was advanced. Therefore, Grafis an outright liar.

"

But why on earth would I have "opted to omit the contents of the

" Jiirgen Graf, Riese auftonemen Fiissen. Raul Hilberg und sein Standardwerk ilber den "Ho-

locaust, " Castle Hill Publishers, Hastings 1999. English version: The Giant with Feet ofClay.

Raul Hilberg and his Standard Work on the "Holocaust, " Theses & Dissertations Press, Chi-

cago 2001.
^ http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2006/05/jrgen-graf-is-liar.html.
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footnote"? The issue of the alleged Stanislawow shooting is not particu-

larly important; had I not mentioned it at all, my critique of Hilberg

would have lost nothing of its force. As a matter of fact, the embarrass-

ment of having such an elementary mistake pointed out by an adversary

clearly outweighs any benefit I could have hoped to derive fi-om a de-

liberate deception.

Ironically, Terry twice commits similar errors when attacking me in

his contribution to Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: Holocaust Denial and

Operation Reinhard. The first error concerns the person of Erich Bauer,

the alleged "Gasmeister" of Sobibor. In the book about Sobibor vvritten

by Thomas Kues, Carlo Mattogno and myself,^' I stated:

"What is the basis of these assertions [that Bauer had been the

"Gasmeister"].? In the early accounts of witnesses about Sobibor, Erich

Bauer is either not mentioned at all or mentioned only in passing. His name

neither appears in the two Pechersky reports nor in the testimony ofLeon

Feldhendler - which lists, after all, 10 SS men by name. Zelda Metz has a

total of seventeen names of SS men stationed at Sobibor, Bauer among
them [the names of these 17 SS men are enumerated in my footnote 494,

Bauer is the fifteenth on the list] but does not ascribe to any of them any

specific crimes. "
(pp. 172f

)

This does not prevent Terry from writing:

"Typically, Graf highlights Bauer's absence in the testimony of one

witness [Feldhendler] while omitting his inclusion in the next statement in

his source [Metz]." (p. 76)

By his own standards, I am therefore entitled to call Terry "an out-

right liar"!

Then on page 150, Terry states:

"Graf doesn 't even manage to mention the word 'ghetto ' once in The

Giant with Feet of Clay.

"

Had this splendid scholar bothered to read The Giant with Feet of

Clay more carefiilly, he would have noticed that the word "ghetto" ap-

pears on no fewer than twenty pages of the book (pp. 10, 16-18, 38-42,

44, 55-57, 59, 65, 69, 107-109, 1 12) and as the title of a subchapter.^"

The same Nicholas Terry, for whom trivial errors are automatically

"outright hes" when committed by revisionists even though he is guilty

Jiirgen Graf, Thomas Kues, Carlo Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, The

Barnes Review, Washington 2010.
^° We include "ghettoization" per Terry's complaint. The text ofthe book in the PDF file offered

on VHO or HolocaustHandbooks.com is not searchable without the appropriate font installed.

One rather suspects that what our academic sleuth's research program consisted ofwas 1)

download and open the PDF file, 2) type CTRL+F and enter the "ghetto" search string and 3)

close the PDF afterwards, only to proceed to denounce what I "didn't even manage" to do.
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of more serious errors himself, does not shrink from slander. Twice, in

June 2009 and in May 2011, Terry accused German revisionist Udo
Walendy of being a brazen forger. In his journal Historische Tatsachen

Walendy had reproduced in facsimile a clipping from the London-based

Polish newspaper Dziennik Polski dated 11 July 1942, together with a

German translation of the most important passages.^' According to the

Dziennik Polski article, the Germans had already gassed large numbers

of Jews at Treblinka. But as all Holocaust historians agree that the first

fransports arrived at Treblinka on 23 July 1942, twelve days after the

publication of the article, the information conveyed by Dziennik Polski

thus was necessarily false - a classic case of afrocity propaganda which

throws light on the origins of the Treblinka myth.

On 19 June 2009, Terry wrote:^^

"/ am looking forward to consulting a copy ofDziennik Polski for the

relevant date at some point in the future and showing that this is an une-

quivocal example ofdenier forgery.
"

Almost two years later, on 13 May 2011, our tireless researcher had

still not got around to "consulting a copy of Dziennik Polski for the rel-

evant date" - although that did not prevent him from repeating his at-

tacks on Walendy. So a few months later, revisionist Thomas Kues fi-

nally took Terry to the woodshed: He obtained a copy of the Polish

newspaper and showed that there had been no forgery at all. Dziennik

Polski had indeed spoken of mass gassings at Treblinka nearly two

weeks before the camp became operational.'^

Accusing a scholar of falsifying his sources is about the most serious

charge one can levy against him. The fact that Terry had the effrontery

to call Walendy a forger without any evidence to back up the accusation

unmasks him as a unprincipled slanderer. His "error" is vastly worse

than the one I had committed in the case of the alleged Stanislawow

shooting because I did not accuse Hilberg of having falsified anything; I

only made the (incorrect) claim that he had given no reference for a

specific assertion.

Udo Walendy,"Der Fall Treblinka," Historische Tatsachen, no. 44, Verlag fiir Volkstum und

Zeitgeschichtsforschung, Vlotho 1990.

http://rodohforum.yuku.com/sreply/130194/Revisionists-proven-Udo-Walendy-forged-

document-reply-130196; now removed.

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/201 l/volume_3/number_3/a-

premature_news_report.php
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Chapter 1 : The Insane Challenge

By Jurgen Graf

1.1. "The Falsehoods of Mattogno, Graf and Kues"

Curious to see how the Holocaust Controversies group would react

when challenged to write a comprehensive critique of a revisionist

study, I twice threw down the gauntlet to Roberto Muehlenkamp in re-

cent years, first in October 2010, and again in June 2011, offering him

the choice between several revisionist works. As I had received nothing

from him by 5 December 2011,1 stated in an article at that time that he

had apparently "thrown in the towel."^"^ This was a bit premature, how-

ever, for only three weeks later Muehlenkamp (or one of his fellow

bloggers) sent me a large PDF text file entitled Belzec, Sobibor, Tre-

blinka: Holocaust Denial and Operation Reinhard, A Critique of the

Falsehoods ofMattogno, Graf and Kues^^ The authors were Jonathan

Harrison, Roberto Muehlenkamp, Jason Myers,^* Sergey Romanov and

Nicholas Terry, and the objects of their critique were the following

three books:

> Mattogno, Carlo, Jiirgen Graf, Treblinka: Extermination Camp or

Transit Camp?, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2004 (hence-

forth: Treblinka)

> Mattogno, Carlo, Belzec in Propaganda, Testimonies, Archeological

Research and History, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2004

(henceforth: Belzec)

> Graf, Jiirgen, Thomas Kues and Carlo Mattogno, Sobibor: Holo-

caust Propaganda and Reality, The Barnes Review, Washington

2010 (henceforth: Sobibor)

I confess that I was utterly amazed at the folly of these people and

the delusional ambition of their project. After all, to refiite our trilogy

on the Aktion Reinhardt Camps would be tantamount to proving that

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were indeed extermination camps where

huge numbers of Jews were murdered in gas chambers. But even Raul

"A challenge to Dr. Christian Lindtner." http://globalfire.tv/nj/12en/history/lindtner.htm

Jonathan Harrison, Roberto Muehlenkamp, Jason Myers, Sergey Romanov, Nicholas Terry,

Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: Holocaust Denial and Operation Reinhard, A Critique ofthe

Falsehoods ofMattogno, Grafand Kues, A Holocaust Controversies White Paper,

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com, December 20 1 1

.

Apparently Yahweh in his infinite wisdom has recruited a fifth genius to assist the other four

in their endeavor.
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Hilberg, whose knowledge of the wartime documents certainly was

vastly greater than that of five "controversial bloggers" put together,

had been unable to prove that so much as a single Jew had been gassed

in any of these three camps, so how on earth could non-entities Hke

Harrison, Muehlenkamp, Myers, Romanov and Terry honestly hope to

succeed where the most knowledgeable of Holocaust historians had

failed? Did they seriously believe they were better than Hilberg?

1.2. Notes on Three Errors

It is easy to imagine how frantically the five "controversial blog-

gers" must have looked for errors in our books, and it was to be ex-

pected from the outset that they would indeed find a few. With regard to

my own writings, they were able to detect only a handful of genuine

mistakes. Below I will restrict myself to commenting on three of these

not addressed elsewhere: one from Sobibor, one from The Giant with

Feet of Clay and one from my article "David Irving and the Aktion

Reinhardt Camps."

The first of these mistakes is pointed out by Nick Terry on p. 76 of

the critique. In Sobibor, I had commented on the trial of Hubert Gomer-

ski and Johann Klier, which took place in Frankfurt in 1950, stating that

the proceedings were "accompanied by a massive campaign in the me-

dia still under Allied control." (p. 179). To this Terry objects:

"In order to support his assertion, he [Graf] cites precisely one news-

paper article from the Frankfurter Rundschau, a paper based in the same

town as the trial was being held. This 'massive campaign in the media ' evi-

dently did not include either Die Zeit or Der Spiegel, neither ofwhich ran a

single story on the trial.

"

Note taken; I should indeed have verified if the proceedings had

been reported in other German media before speaking of "a massive

campaign."

The second error is pointed out by Jonathan Harrison on pp. I06f.

On page 40 of The Giant with Feet of Clay, I had written that, according

to Raul Hilberg, the "mobile killing unit" Einsatzgruppe A had killed

125,000 Jews up to 15 October I94I, the overwhelming majority of

them between August and October. As Einsatzgruppe A only had 990

members, about 240 of them non-combatants, I concluded that for lo-

gistical reasons, this unit could not have killed 120,000 Jews within a

mere two and a half months. But Hilberg explicitly states that

Einsatzgruppe A was supported by other German units, plus local help-
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ers. In the light of this fact, I am compelled to concede that the alleged

mass killings may indeed have been possible from a logistical point of

view - which of course does not mean that they actually occurred.

A third mistake of mine is adduced by Nick Terry on pp. 22 If In my
article "David Irving and the Aktion Reinhardt Camps"^^ (which Terry

erroneously calls "an open letter to David Irving"), I had argued that a

transport of 1,000 Warsaw Jews to Minsk on 31 July 1942 must by ne-

cessity have passed through Treblinka, "as the deportation of Jews from

the Warsaw ghetto had commenced eight days before, and as everybody

agrees that at that time all Warsaw Jews were deported to Treblinka."

Since about 1 1 ,000 deported Warsaw Jews did not go to Treblinka, this

argument was not sound. As Terry notes on p. 221, I later acknowl-

edged my error in a private Swedish language message to a correspond-

ent in Sweden.

So Holocaust Controversies have once again proved that they are

indeed capable of detecting a few isolated mistakes scattered over hun-

dreds ofpages of revisionist books and articles - something nobody ev-

er doubted in the first place. But their aim is more ambitious by far.

They want to prove that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were indeed ex-

termination centers, thus refiiting the revisionist thesis that they were

transit camps. Let us now take a look at the sources they use to achieve

this goal.

1.3. The Sources of Our Opponents

At first sight, the text presented by our adversaries - 533 copiously

annotated pages - looks impressive, but even a cursory reading shows

that it contains a good deal of useless junk. Instead of concentrating on

their avowed aim - the refutation of Mattogno, Graf and Kues - the five

authors present an overall summary of the orthodox version of the fate

of the Jews in Poland and the occupied Soviet territories. In order to

show off their erudition and give their polemic a veneer of scholarship,

they adduce a plethora of sources, quoting myriads of books, the ma-

jority of which 1 am pretty sure they have not read.

While the language of our opponents in Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka is

more temperate than on their blog (they mostly refrain from using ob-

scene language, though on several pages Terry slips somewhat, giving a

Jiirgeii Graf, "David Irving and the Aktion Reinhardt Camps," Inconvenient History, Volume
l,No. 2, 2009.
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demonstration of his more usual intellectual level by using the word

"bullshit" repeatedly and phrases such as "the Shits 'n' Giggles depart-

ment," p. 60), their style is consistently overbearing and insolent. For

this reason, they cannot expect us to handle them with kid gloves.

An analysis of the evidence the authors present to prove the alleged

systematic extermination of the Jews reveals an appalling lack of criti-

cal spirit on their part. Being Holocaust fundamentalists, our opponents

unquestioningly accept even the most spurious sources as long as these

support their narrative. Not in a million years would they admit that cer-

tain documents might have been manipulated or fabricated, that certain

confessions of "Nazi perpetrators" might have been obtained under du-

ress, or that certain eyewitnesses might have lied. If the statements of a

self-styled eyewitness are so crazy that even the Controversial Bloggers

cannot pretend they are true, the latter conclude instead that the witness

in question simply committed an excusable error. Referring to "wit-

nesses" who claimed two or even three million victims for each of the

three Reinhardt camps, our adversaries have the audacity to speak of

"overestimates from disoriented survivors"! (p. 17)

Again and again, the Holocaust Confroversies authors rely on de-

monstrably phony evidence to advance their claims. I could cite numer-

ous examples, but I will confine myself here to three: arguments relat-

ing to the so-called Gerstein Report, the alleged massacre at Babi Yar

and the imaginary Erntefest mass shooting at Majdnek.

1.3.1. The Gerstein Report

Since the bizarre "confessions" of the mentally deranged SS officer

Kurt Gerstein have always been the cornerstone of the Belzec extermi-

nation camp myth. Holocaust orthodoxy has no choice but to portray

the man as a credible witness - at least when his embarrassing role in

the story cannot be elided altogether. And sure enough, Nicholas Terry,

author of the first chapter of the book ("The Hoax That Dare Not Speak

Its Name"), argues that it is "hard for deniers to explain" why Gerstein

had given a "detailed description of the gas chambers at Belzec" (p. 70).

Now, Terry may not have read Mattogno's book about the Gerstein re-

port^^ (because he could not find it in an Enghsh library, see p. 53), but

surely he is familiar with Henri Roques's magnificent analysis of the six

Carlo Mattogno, // rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di un falso, Sentinella d'ltalia, Monfalcone

1985.
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different versions of the report,^' which is amply sufficient to "make

mincemeat" of this line of evidence, as Terry's crony Sergey Romanov
might put it. However, while Mattogno and Roques's critiques are in-

deed conclusive, simple common sense alone is all that's really needed

to judge Gerstein's value as a witness. Not content with claiming that at

Belzec 700 to 800 victims were crowded into a gas chamber with an ar-

ea of 25 m , Gerstein also asserted that fully 20 million people had been

gassed by the Nazis in total! And these are only two of the most salient

absurdities in his "confessions." Taken as a whole, the report is about as

credible as the confessions of medieval witches about their wild orgies

with the devil. The fact that Terry is forced to quote this text as a relia-

ble source shows the full extent of his despair. Whom but the unin-

formed can this third-rate historian hope to fool?

1 .3 .2. The Alleged Babi Yar Massacre

Of all the mass shootings allegedly perpetrated by the Germans and

their local helpers on the Eastern Front, the Babi Yar massacre is the

most notorious. On 29 September 1941, 33,711 Jews are said to have

been killed at the Babi Yar ravine near Kiev. Predictably, Jonathan Har-

rison uncritically accepts the official version of Babi Yar in his chapter

about the "Extermination of Soviet Jews, June 1941-March 1942." (p.

100)

Udo Walendy"*" and Herbert Tiedemann"*' have documented the wild

implausibility of the official version of Babi Yar. As just one example,

the various "witnesses" to this alleged crime flagrantly contradict each

other on the most basic issue of identifying the killing instrument: the

victims were shot with rifles, or submachine guns, or slaughtered with

bayonets, or buried alive, or blown up by mines, or squashed with

tanks, or killed by means of lethal injections, or drowned in the Dnie-

per, or exploded by hand grenades, or had their heads crushed with

rocks, or were suffocated in gas vans."^' Needless to say, none of these

embarrassing discrepancies are mentioned by Harrison.

Had the Germans really murdered more than 33,000 Jews on the

outskirts of Kiev on 29-30 September 1941, the Soviet government

Andre Chelain, La these de Nantes et I 'affaire Roques, Polemiques, Paris 1989.

* Udo Walendy, "Babi Jar. Die Schlucht mit den '33,711 ermordeten Juden,'" Historische Tat-

sachen, no. 5 1 ,
Verlag fur Volkstum und Zeitgeschichtsforschung, Vlotho 1 992.

Herbert Tiedemann, "Babi Yar. Critical Questions and Comments," in Germar Rudolf (ed.).

Dissecting the Holocaust, 2nd. ed.. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003, pp. 501-528.
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would have learned of this atrocity within days and immediately de-

nounced it in the strongest terms. As it happens, the first official men-

tion of the "massacre" came at an impossibly late date. On 6 January

1942, Soviet foreign minister V. Molotov stated that "a large niunber"

of Jews had been stripped naked, beaten (!) and shot in the Jewish cem-

etery of Kiev.""

So much for "eyewitness testimony." What about forensic remains?

According to the official version of the Babi Yar story, the bodies of

the victims were dug up and burned by the SS in September 1943, as

the Red Army was approaching the Ukrainian capital, in order to de-

stroy all evidence of the crime. Ifwe are to believe the "witnesses," this

mass cremation action wrapped up just before the end of the month."*^

Yet on September 26, the German Luftwaffe flew a reconnaissance

mission over Kiev, taking aerial photographs of numerous parts of the

city, including the district in which Babi Yar was located. In 1992, revi-

sionist researcher John Ball obtained a copy of the Babi Yar photograph

Irom U.S. archives, and published it. His commentary encapsulates

what any objective observer can see fi-om the photograph itself:"*^

"1943 air photos ofBabi Yar ravine and the adjacent Jewish cemetery

in Kiev reveal that neither the soil nor the vegetation is disturbed, as would

be expected ifmaterials andfuel had been transported one week earlier to

hundreds ofworkers who had dug up and burned tens ofthousands ofbod-

ies in one month.

"

However, it remains to be noted that the killing of 33,71 1 Jews near

Kiev is indeed mentioned in one of the Einsatzgruppen reports."^"^ So ei-

ther the report is a forgery, or it is formally authentic but historically in-

accurate. In either case, the report casts doubts on the authenticity, or

veracity, of the Einsatzgruppen reports as a whole.

Does this mean that no Jews were shot near Kiev in late September

1941? Indeed it does not. As soon as German troops had occupied the

Ukrainian capital on September 19, 1941, tremendous explosions

rocked the city, and on 25 September a major fire caused widespread

damage. Before long, mines had destroyed ahnost all pubhc buildings,

and hundreds of German soldiers and Ukrainian civilians had per-

ished."*^ To this kind of terrorist activity the German military typically

According to the Nuremberg transcript, the witnesses Ostrovski & Co. made their escape on

Sept. 29—with the implication that the cremation action had just finished (that's why the SS

was then allegedly shooting the work crews). IMT, vol. VII, p. 556.

John Ball, Air Photo Evidence, Ball Ressource Service, Delta 1992, p. 108.

** 102-R.

Herbert Tiedemann, "Critical Questions and Comments," op. cit.
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responded as occupying armies throughout history have responded to

similar provocation: with reprisals. If shown hard evidence that two or

three thousand Jews were indeed shot towards the end of September

1941, I would not be overly surprised. Since the Germans would not

have wanted to alienate the local ethnic Ukrainians (many of whom had

welcomed them as liberators from the "Jewish"-Communist yoke), ac-

cording to the grim logic of war the local Jews would have emerged as

the natural target of such reprisals.

In any case, crucial questions remain unanswered. If a certain num-

ber of Jews were indeed killed, and if the killing itself was indeed car-

ried out at one location in Babi Yar, why do the various "eyewitness"

reports allege such wildly differing - and absurd - killing methods? On
the other hand, if reprisals were carried out at another location (and in

fact, Babi Yar is not mentioned at all in the respective Einsatzgruppen

report), why did the Soviets not identify the place of execution correct-

ly? After all, in the absence of external observers to check their asser-

tions, they could have claimed as many victims as they wanted either

way.

1.3.3. The Imaginary ''Erntefesf Slaughter

On 24 July 1944, the Majdanek concentration camp near Lublin, Po-

land, was overrun by the advancing Red Army. Three weeks later, a

Polish-Soviet commission "ascertained" that no fewer than 1.5 million

prisoners had been murdered in the camp. Subsequent research by

Polish historians has since reduced this figure, however, first to 360,000

in 1948 and then to 235,000 in 1992."'' Then, in 2005, Tomasz Kranz,

head of the research department of the Majdanek Memorial Institution,

caused a minor sensation by once more revising the number of victims

downward, this time to 78,000."^' Yet, as I have shown in an article first

published in 2008, Kranz' s figure is still too high by at least 28,000

deaths."^^ Furthermore, in the book about Majdanek which he co-

authored with me and which first appeared in German in 1998, Carlo

Jiirgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek. A Historical and Technical

Study, 3rd ed., The Barnes Review, Washington, DC, 2012, chapter 4.

*' Tomasz Kranz, "Ewidencja zgonow I smiertelnosc wi^zniow KL Lublin," in Zeszyty Maj-

danka XXIII (2005).

Jtirgen Graf, "Revision du nombre des victimes de Majdanek," Sans Concession No. 42-45

(September-December 2008). English translation: "Official Reductions of the Majdanek Death

Toll" in: Jiirgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek, op. cit. (note 46), pp.

260-274.
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Mattogno came to the conclusion that about 42,200 prisoners had per-

ished at Majdanek,"** a figure which might actually be too low, though

only by a few thousands/^ So the orthodox historians, who had all the

pertinent documents at their disposal from the beginning, had impudent-

ly and tenaciously lied for decades, while two "deniers," with limited

resources, who had spent only several days in the Majdanek archives,

came very close to the truth! It goes without saying that our five oppo-

nents would rather bite off their tongues than acknowledge this embar-

rassing fact.

Kranz's startling revision seriously undermined the credibility of the

official history of the camp - assuming, that is, that it was ever credible

in the first place. Obviously wanting to limit the damage, Kranz has

tried to save the two central pillars of the "extermination camp" legend

as regards Majdanek: the lie that there were homicidal gassings at the

camp (in a later article he claims that 11,000 to 12,000 prisoners were

killed'*') and the he that 17,000 Jews, previously employed at arma-

ments production sites, were shot there on 3 November 1943. Together

with the alleged murder of 25,000 Jewish workers purportedly shot at

two of Majdanek' s satellite camps, Poniatowa and Travraiki, on the

same day, this invented massacre has inexplicably found its way into

Holocaust mj^ology under the name "Aktion Erntefest or "Operation

Harvest Festival." Predictably, Nicholas Terry wholeheartedly endorses

this story (pp. 233f

)

A week before the alleged mass shooting, Oswald Pohl, chief of the

SS Economic-Administrative Main Office {Wirtschafts- und Verwal-

tungshauptamt, or SS-WVHA), had sent the commandants of all con-

centration camps, including Majdanek, a directive. The text declared, in

part:^"

"From nothing at all, we have created armaments production sites that

are unparalleled anywhere. We must now do everything to ensure that our

achievements to date are not only maintained, but constantly increased.

Since the plants andfactories are the vital aspects of this, this can only be

achieved by maintaining and increasing the inmates ' capacity to work.

"

This directive shows how desperately flie German military industry

needed workers, so how can any sane person seriously believe that the

SS killed 42,000 of them just one week later without any reason? Need-

less to say, there is not a shred of documentary or material evidence

Tomasz Kranz, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Konzentrationslager Majdanek," in G.

Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), op. cit, p. 227.

Archiwum Muzeum Stutthof, I-IB 8, p. 53.
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corroborating the claim that such a massacre occurred; as so often, the

whole story is based exclusively on "eyewitness reports."

Ironically, official Polish historiography does not conceal the fact

that sick prisoners were transferred to Majdanek from Auschwitz, both

before and after the alleged "Erntefest" slaughter. For example, in the

entry for 3 June 1943 in her Auschwitz Chronicle, Danuta Czech

notes:^'

"542 male and 302 female inmates from Majdanek were transferred

from Auschwitz to the concentration camp Lublin, Majdanek.

"

According to the same source, on 25 November 1943 "the registra-

tion was ordered of those inmates suffering fi-om malaria who were

quartered in the inmates' infirmary and the recovery blocks [of Ausch-

witz]; the malaria patients would be transferred to the Lublin camp

(Majdanek)."^^

Auschwitz, one must remember, is supposed to have been the great-

est of all the "extermination camps." Why then had the Auschwitz SS

not killed these "useless eaters" on site by gassing or lethal injection,

but instead decided to send them on to Majdanek - where they were not

exterminated either?

Between 12 December 1943 and March 1944, transports of sick in-

mates continued to arrive in Majdanek fi-om various other camps of the

Reich. Again, nobody claims these people were exterminated there.

Apparently we got it all wrong: far from killing sick Jews and sparing

healthy ones, the SS spared the invalids and shot the able-bodied! A tru-

ly revolutionary insight, is it not. Dr. Terry?

In the ninth chapter of our book about Majdanek, Carlo Mattogno

quotes the "confessions" of Erich Mussfeldt, former chief of the Maj-

danek crematorium, who described in Polish captivity how the Jews

were shot in three ditches near the crematorium building.^"* Mattogno

summarizes the statement as follows:^^

"According to E. Mussfeldt, the killing began at 6 or 7 o 'clock in the

morning and ended around 5:00 p.m., so it could not have taken more than

11 hours. The Jews were liquidated in groups of ten. Assuming the execu-

Danuta Czech, Kaiendarium der Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz-Birkenau

1939-1945, Rowohlt Verlag, Reinbek 1989, p. 51 1. English title: Auschwitz Chronicle: 1939-

1945, Henry Holt, New York, 1997.

Ibid.,p. 663.

Jurgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek, op. cit. (note 46), p. 65.

Anna Zmijewska-Wisniewska, "Zeznania szefa krematorium Ericha Muhsfeldta na temat

bylego obozu koncentracynego w Lublinie (Majdanek)," Zeszyty Majdanka no. I, 1965.

J. Graf, C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek, op. cit. (note 46), p. 217.
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1

Hons took place in all three ditches simultaneously, this would indicate

(17,000 : 30 =) 567 separate executions. Therefore each execution took (11

X 3,600 =) approximately 70 seconds. In this short time, the ten people

making up each ofthe three groups had to climb down into the ditch and lie

down on the bodies of their predecessors, to be shot in their turn. After the

firstfew executions, the victims would literally have had to climb onto the

corpses of the earlier victims.

"

Would this have been possible? Perhaps, but only if all went abso-

lutely smoothly. What a pity that Mussfeldt did not tell his interrogators

how long the SS and the Jews had practiced the procedure in order to

get it right! Of course the whole story is nonsense: the Jews would have

known that they had nothing left to lose and would have tried to escape

or to set up resistance. Terry, who has read our book about Majdanek, is

fiilly aware of this fact.

Woefully unable to counter Mattogno's arguments, the British histo-

rian resorts in effect to changing the subject:

"Mattogno 's attempt at 'debunking' the massacres in his 1998 brochure

[sic!] on Majdanek isfairlyfeeble in its grasp ofthe available sources. [. . .]

Moreover, his total omission/ignorance ofthe parallel massacres at Trawn-

iki and Poniatowa mean that we will simply send him back to the library

and archives to deal with all the evidence rather than cherry-pick it. " (p.

234)

Had Mattogno and I written a book about "Operation Erntefest'' we
would doubtless have studied the evidence for the "parallel massacres"

as well, but our subject was Majdanek, and only one of the ten chapters

of our book dealt with "Erntefest." As the very idea that the Germans

should have killed large numbers of desperately needed munitions

workers is risible from the outset, and as the evidence which the Holo-

caust historians cite for the alleged mass killing at Majdanek is fi-ankly

preposterous, neither Mattogno nor I felt obliged to deal with Trawniki

and Poniatowa. If the central part of a story is wildly implausible, there

is no reason to assume that the secondary parts are any better.

The fact that the biggest mass shooting allegedly committed by the

Germans in World War Two belongs to the realm of fantasy of course

does not mean that no shootings of Jews, or non-Jews, took place (no

serious revisionist has ever made such an outlandish assertion), but it

should give pause to a "moderate revisionist" like Samuel Crowell, who
in his interesting book The Gas Chamber ofSherlock Holmes rejects the

gas chamber lie, but uncritically accepts the claim that "Nazi Germany"
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massacred (i.e., shot) "millions" of Jews.^*

1.4. The Role of Auschwitz and the Reinhardt

Camps in Orthodox and Revisionist

Historiography

It has been said that the beginning of a book is the calling card of its

author(s). So let us take a look at the calling card of the five authors of

Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: Operation Reinhard and Holocaust Denial.

Their "refutation" of Mattogno, Graf and Kues begins as follows:

"From the earliest days of their movement, Holocaust deniers have

largely centered their arguments on the Auschwitz death camp. Surveying

the literature which makes up so-called Holocaust Revisionism, the obses-

sion [sic!] with Auschwitz is undoubtedly one of its definingfeatures. Since

the early 1990s, with the advent of the modem world-wide web. Holocaust

deniers have taken to the internet to try and argue their case. Until recent-

ly, the ensuing online debates between advocates ofHolocaust denial and

their critics have likewise focused on Auschwitz. In 2005, there was even a

formal debate on Auschwitz between several prominent Revisionists and

their critics, hosted at the Real Open Debate on the Holocaust forum.

Around the same time, however, a noticeable shift in Revisionist discourse

began to make itselffelt. After arguingfor so long over Auschwitz, and los-

ing those arguments in open court during the Irving vs. Lipstadt libel trial

of2000, deniers began to turn their attention to the so-called Aktion Rein-

hard camps of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka. Although these camps had

been discussed in passing in many older Revisionist works, it was not until

the mid-2000s that they became a veritablefixation for Holocaust deniers.
"

(p. 6)

The assertion that the "deniers" began to turn their attention to the

Reinhardt camps only "after arguing for so long over Auschw^itz, and

losing those arguments in open court during the Irving vs. Lipstadt libel

trial of 2000" is ridiculous beyond description. Consider the following:

> David Irving is a brilliant historian of World War II, but he is defi-

nitely not an expert on the Holocaust. As a matter of fact, he has

never written a scientific paper, much less a book about the subject.

> As I showed in my aforementioned article "David Irving and the Ak-

tion Reinhardt Camps," Irving is not, and has never been, a techni-

cally informed, systematic revisionist. The only aspects of the offi-

Samuel Crowell, Tlte Gas Cfiambers ofSfierlocic Holmes, Nine-Banded Books, Charlestown

2011, p. xiv.
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cial Holocaust story he disputes are the alleged gassings in the crem-

atoria of Auschwitz I and Birkenau and the Fiihrerbefehl.

> At the Irving vs. Lipstadt trial of 2000, Judge Charles Gray did not

have to decide whether the Holocaust is a historical fact or not. This

would have exceeded his competence. He only had to decide wheth-

er Lipstadt and Penguin books had defamed Irving by calling him a

"Holocaust denier," and he decided that they had not.

> With regard to Auschwitz in particular, however. Gray nonetheless

did exceed his competence as judge, pronoxmcing his opinion on

what an "objective, fair-minded historian" should or should not

"have serious cause to doubt"

"Having considered the various arguments advanced by Irving to

assail the effect ofthe convergent evidence relied on by the Defendants,

it is my conclusion that no objective, fair-minded historian would have

serious cause to doubt that there were gas chambers at Auschwitz and

that they were operated on a substantial scale to kill hundreds ofthou-

sands ofJews.

"

In this respect, then, the Controversial Bloggers are certainly correct:

Gray did in fact "rule" on Auschwitz. The problem lies in the impli-

cation that revisionism in general "[lost] those arguments in open

court," when the truth of the matter is that for the most part "those

arguments" were never heard by the court at all. What the court

heard instead were Irving's arguments, and in defending himself

from the charge of "Holocaust denial," Irving found himself com-

pelled to distance himself from precisely those expert revisionists -

routinely defamed as "deniers" - who might have helped him win

his case. The outcome of Irving v. Lipstadt may have been a defeat

for one poorly informed historian with a bad legal strategy, but it

was by no means a defeat for scientific revisionism.

> Finally, the implication that revisionists, having lost the argument

about Auschwitz "in open court," now have abandoned the field to

their opponents and turned instead to the Aktion Reinhardt camps as

a last resort, is utterly false. On the contrary, revisionists have handi-

ly answered the so-called argument from "convergent evidence"

which Gray mentions in his judgment, most notably in Carlo Mat-

togno's exhaustive critique of the "expert opinion" of Lipstadt star

witness Robert Jan van Pelt.^^

In sum, then, revisionists have by no means lost the argument with

" England and Wales High Court (Queen's Bench Division), "Decision David Irving v. Penguin

Books Limited, Deborah E. Lipstadt," 13.91.

Carlo Mattogno, Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity.op. cit.

.
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regard to Auschwitz - quite the contrary - and in recently turning their

attention to the Aktion Reinhardt camps they are not retreating but ad-

vancing.

It is, of course, undeniably true that revisionists initially concentrat-

ed their attention almost exclusively on Auschwitz, but this is easily ex-

plained by the fact that the exterminationists themselves centered their

propaganda on that camp from the beginning, thus forcing their oppo-

nents to meet them on the battlefield of their own choice.

That Auschwitz quickly became the cornerstone of the Holocaust

myth was natural for several reasons:

a) After the end of the Second World War, Europe was literally teem-

ing with former Auschwitz inmates, and many of them were eager to

describe their "miraculous survival," thus enabling the media to

flood the world with a continuous stream of stultifying Auschwitz

propaganda.

b) Upon their capture of the camp, the Soviets seized vast numbers of

documents left behind by the German administration. Among this

wealth of documents, they found a few items which could be inter-

preted as a confirmation of the gas chamber and extermination

claims, the most famous examples being Karl Bischoff s letter of 29

January 1943 in which he mentions a "Vergasungskeller" (gassing

cellar).^'

c) The Auschwitz camp fell into the hands of the Red Army almost in-

tact, thus enabling the Polish communists to set up a memorial site

where visitors could be shown through a sort of Holocaust House of

Horrors, complete with a gate bearing the inscription ''Arbeit macht

frei" empty cans of a pesticide, piles of shoes and glasses, and other

"irrefutable evidence" for a gigantic mass murder in chemical

slaughterhouses.

With Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, the situation was fundamental-

ly different. There were relatively few "eyewitness reports"; only a

handfiil of documents had survived; the Germans had destroyed the

camps before their retreat. Under these circumstances, the three Rein-

hardt camps did not lend themselves for propaganda purposes as easily

as Auschwitz. There was, to be sure, Kurt Gerstein's surrealistic report

of a supposed gassing at Belzec, and the media later did its best to pro-

mote the lurid fantasies of imposters like Jean-Fran9ois Steiner, Martin

Gray, Richard Glazar and Toivi Blatt, but overall the development of

Archiwum Panstwowego Muzeumw Oswi^cimiu, BW 30/34, p. 100.
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this part of the narrative was overshadowed by the vast output of

Auschwitz-related propaganda.

From the very beginning, however, the Auschwitz lie was living on

borrowed time. The same factors which made it so useful to the benefi-

ciaries of the legend later enabled revisionists to debunk it:

a) Many witnesses, such as Rudolf Hoss and former members of the

so-called crematorium Sonderkommando had described the alleged

gassings in great detail. Sooner or later a skeptical researcher was

bound to emerge who would study the technical literature about

Zyklon B and compare it with the "eyewitness reports." This skepti-

cal researcher was Robert Faurisson, who in the late 1970s was the

first to point out the impossibilities of the alleged gassing procedure.

b) Far from corroborating the notion of a German extermination pohcy,

the Auschwitz documents, which have gradually become accessible

to revisionist historians, prove that there was no such policy:

- The Sterbebiicher (Death Books) of Auschwitz, which the Rus-

sians made available to the Red Cross in 1990 and the data of

which were published in printed form five years later,*" show that

Jewish children and eldery Jews were not "gassed upon arrival

without registration" as official historiography claims, but were

regularly registered at the camp.

- The wealth of documents about medical assistance at Auschwitz*'

categorically excludes the possibility of it having been an "exter-

mination camp." Valuable information about this aspect of the

camp's history can be gleaned even from orthodox Holocaust lit-

erature. For example, as Polish historian Henry Swiebocki has

shown, no fewer than 11,246 inmates underwent surgery at

Auschwitz between 10 September 1942 and 23 February 1944

alone.

- The deliveries of coke to the Auschwitz concentration camp are

fully documented from a period ranging from February 1942 to

October 1943: they amounted to 1,032.5 tons.*' On average some

20 kg of coke are required for the incineration of a hiunan body,

which means that 51,625 bodies could be cremated at Auschwitz

™ Staatliches Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau (ed.), Sterbebiicher von Auschwitz, Saur, Munich

1995.

Carlo Mattogno, Auschwitz: Assistenza sanitaria, "selezioni " e "Sonderbehandlung " dei de-

tenuti immatricolati, Eiiepi, Geneva 2010.

Staatliches Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau, Auschwitz: Studien zur Geschichte des Konzentrati-

ons- und Vernichtungslagers, Oswi^cim 1999, p. 330.

Archiwum Panstwowego Muzeumw Oswi^cimiu, D-AUI-4, Segregator 22, 22a.
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dxiring the aforementioned period. As the Sterbebiicher show, this

figxire corresponds almost exactly to the number of prisoners who
died from February 1942 to October 1943. The only possible con-

clusion is that the SS did not plan to cremate the bodies of any hy-

pothetical gassing victims.

- Two German wartime documents quoted by Mattogno in one of

his articles*''* prove that the corpses of prisoners who had died in

the camp could be taken to the crematoria at any time. The inevi-

table conclusion is that the morgues of the crematoria were indeed

in regular use as morgues and thus could not possibly have been

used as homicidal gas chambers disguised as shower rooms,

c) According to the Holocaust story, Leichenkeller (morgue) 1 of Kre-

matorium II at Auschwitz-Birkenau was the epicenter of the geno-

cide. Robert J. van Pelt, for example, has claimed that as many as

half a million people were gassed in this room which had an area of

exactly 210 square meters. '^^ (For the sake of comparison, during

World War Two, 291,557 American soldiers were killed in action on

all fronts.**) But since Leichenkeller 1 has survived to the present in

a relatively intact condition, it is possible to take samples from its

walls and other surfaces for forensic testing. In pioneering research

undertaken at great personal cost, revisionists Fred Leuchter and

Germar Rudolf have shown that brick and mortar samples from the

ruins, analyzed in independent laboratories, contain no relevant trac-

es of the ferrocyanide compounds which would necessarily have

formed if hydrogen cyanide gas had been regularly used in such an

environment. Furthermore, as Germar Rudolf,*^ Brian Renk*^ and

Carlo Mattogno*' have demonstrated, the holes in the ceiling of

Leichenkeller 1 never existed through which the poison-bearing

Zyklon B pellets were allegedly infroduced into the gas chamber.

Carlo Mattogno, "Die Leichenkeller der Krematorien von Birkenau im Licht der Dokumente,"

Vierteljahresheftefiirfreie Geschichtsforschung'Ho. 3, 4/2003.

Robert J. van Pelt, The Casefor Auschwitz, Indiana University Press, Bloomington and Indi-

anapolis 2002, pp. 68, 458, 469.

* John Whiteclay-Chambers 11 etal.,The Oxford Companion to American Military History. Ox-

ford Uni. Press , New York City 1999, p. 849. cf.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiAJnited_States_military_casualties_of_war

" Germar Rudolf, The RudolfReport, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003.

Brian Renk, "Convergence or Divergence? On Recent Evidence for Zyklon Introduction Holes

at Auschwitz-Birkenau Crematory II," Journal ofHistorical Review, vol. 20, no. 5, pp. 33-5 1

.

" Carlo Mattogno, "Keine Locher, keine Gaskammem," Vierteljahresheftefurfreie Geschichts-

forschung No. 3/2002, pp. 284-304; extended in Engl.: "No Holes, No Holocaust," The Revi-

sionistm. 4/2004, pp. 387-436.
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The gassing of the Jews in Leichenkeller 1 literally is a "murder"

without a murder weapon.

For all practical purposes, the Auschwitz gassing myth was decisive-

ly debunked by 1994 with the pubHcation of the important collective

volume Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte.^^ This did not mean that no fur-

ther research about Auschwitz was necessary, of course, but it did allow

revisionist researchers to begin devoting more of their time and energy

to the study of the other alleged "extermination camps." In late 1995,

during our second visit to the newly opened archives in Moscow, Carlo

Mattogno and I decided to vmte a book about Treblinka. We later modi-

fied our plans and tackled Majdanek first because it was a much easier

subject; Treblinka would come next, followed by Belzec and Chelmno

(studied by Mattogno alone) and Sobibor (studied by the two of us, to-

gether with Thomas Kues, who had previously written several carefully

researched articles about this camp).

In my introduction to Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit

Camp? I stated:

"An historian who wishes to check with scientific methods the picture of

the four 'pure extermination camps' [the three Reinhardt camps plus

Chelmno] sees himself confronting a far more difficult task than a re-

searcher who has set himself the same goal with respect to Auschwitz and

Majdanek. The latter can study the documents of the camp administration,

which are available in great number; he can examine the quarters - some

ofthese preserved in undamaged condition, others in ruins - which accord-

ing to the prevailing notion served as gas chambers for killing human be-

ings, to see whether their structure was suitedfor thisfunction and whether

the crematoria were capable of turning into ashes the number of bodies

claimed. All ofthese possibilities are denied to the historian ofthe 'pure ex-

termination camps. "' (Treblinka, p. 10)

No doubt it is for those very same reasons that the Holocaust Con-

troversies bloggers have chosen to challenge the revisionists on the sub-

ject of the Reinhardt camps, not Auschwitz or Majdanek. Indeed, at-

tempting to refute Mattogno 's Auschwitz: The Case for Sanity or Graf

and Mattogno 's Concentration Camp Majdanek would have been the

height of folly on their part. As far as Auschwitz and Majdanek are

concerned, the exterminationist position is hopeless from the beginning,

and the authors ofHolocaust Controversies are fully aware of this fact.

Ernst Gauss (ed.), Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte, Grabert Verlag, Tubingen 1994. Enlarged

English translation: Germar Rudolf (ed.), op. cit. (note 41).
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1.5. The Alleged Revisionist "Conspiracy Theory"

At the beginning of his chapter "The Hoax that dare not speak its

Name," Nicholas Terry writes:

"From its inception, Holocaust Revisionism has repeatedly asserted

that we have been lied to about thefate ofEuropean Jewry at the hands of

the Nazis. However much it might be denied by some contemporary nega-

tionists. Holocaust denial is unthinkable without some form of conspiracy

theory. " (p. 38)

With his usual dishonesty, Terry here presents a straw man version

of the revisionist thesis. Of course nobody in possession of his mental

faculties would seriously claim that the officially accepted Holocaust

story is the product of a conspiracy in which the participants all agreed

to suppress the truth and promote instead a falsified version of events

agreed upon in advance. To refute Terry's nonsensical insinuation, I

will shortly recapitulate how the legend really originated.

It is a well-known aphorism that the first casualty of war is truth. In

World War One, British atrocity mongers accused the Germans of cut-

ting off the hands of Belgian children, crucifying enemy soldiers on

church doors and distilling glycerin from the bodies of their own dead

soldiers.^' After the end of the war, this primitive propaganda against

the "Huns" was discontinued. It was no longer needed.

In 2002 and in early 2003, the Bush and Blair regimes in the U.S.

and U.K. spread the lie that Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of

mass destruction in order to justify their imminent war of aggression

against a country which in reality could not possibly threaten them. A
few months after the occupation of Iraq, Saddam's "weapons of mass

destruction" were forgotten.

In September 1939, the Germans conquered the western half of Po-

land, a country which was home to numerous large Jewish communi-

ties; in the summer of 1941, they overran the previously Soviet-

occupied eastern half as well. Since the Germans had plenty of guns and

the Jews had very few, the Jews were unable to resist the increasingly

harsh measures imposed by the Germans (ghettoization, confinement in

concentration camps, conscription for forced labor) which made their

lives miserable and indeed provoked the deaths of large numbers of

them. In order to mobilize world opinion against the tormentors of their

people, Jewish underground movements in Poland soon began spread-

ing all kinds of mind-boggling stories about the extermination of their

Arthur Ponsonby, Falsehood in Wartime, George Allen and Unwin, 1928.
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co-religionists whom the Germans allegedly were murdering by elec-

tricity, steam, gas and other exotic means. The Holocaust Controversies

bloggers make a futile attempt to explain away these embarrassing con-

temporary reports about electrocution facilities and steam chambers and

the like as simple "inaccuracies," "wartime hearsay" and "Chinese

whispers" (p. 16), but this explanation does not hold water for a minute.

In order to "make mincemeat" of this theory (to use Sergey Romanov's

charming formulation), it suffices to recall the lengthy report about the

"steam chambers" of Treblinka published by the resistance movement

of the Warsaw ghetto on 15 November 1942. 1 will quote merely an ex-

cerpt:''^

"Now comes the last act of the Treblinka tragedy. The terrified mass of

men, women and children starts on its last road to death. At the head a

group ofwomen and children is driven, beaten by the accompanying Ger-

mans, whips in their hands. The group is driven ever quicker, ever heavier

blows fall upon the heads of the women who are mad with fear and suffer-

ing. [...] The floors of the chambers are slippery. The victims slip andfaU,

and they cannot get upfor new numbers offorcibly driven victimsfall upon

them. The chief throws small children into the chamber over the heads of

the women. When the execution chambers are filled, the doors are hermeti-

cally closed and the slow suffocation ofpeople begins, brought abroad by

the steam issuing from the numerous vents in the pipes. At the beginning

stifled cries penetrate to the outside; gradually they quiet down and

minutes later the execution is complete.
"

According to another passage in the report, two milhon (!) Jews had

already been killed in the steam chambers of Treblinka, and the Ger-

mans were preparing to exterminate the entire Polish population as well

in those very same chambers!

In 1944, a Geneva-based rabbi, Adolf Abraham Silberschein, pub-

lished another lengthy report about Treblinka, which he chose to chris-

ten "Tremblinki."^^ As the pious rabbi was apparently not too sure

about the killing method used at "Tremblinki," he opted for a creative

synthesis: On the one hand, he spoke of "gas chambers," while on the

other hand he stated that the bodies of the victims, "under the influence

of the water vapor," became clumped together. I will now quote some

excerpts from his "report":

Krystyna Marczewska, Wladyslaw Wainiewski, "Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rz
Rzqdu du na Kraji," (Treblinka in the Light of the Files of the Delegation of the Government

ofthe Polish Republic for the Nation) in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Hit-

lerowskich w Polsce, volume XIX, Warsaw 1968, pp. 136 f.

" AdolfAbraham Silberschein, Die Judenausrottung in Polen, Geneva 1944, vol. 3.
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"Every day groups ofa thousandpeople were brought into the gas and

oven chambers. [All historians agree that there were no crematoria ovens at

Treblinka.] Atfirst, as at their arrival, they were lead into the bath by the

Kapos. Everyone had to take off clothing and shoes and remained naked.

For the fitrther deception of the victims, each was handed a little piece of

soap. [...] Hauptmann Sauer took them over in the reception room of the

extermination facilities. [...] He did not miss any opportunity to fiog every

single person. [If groups of a thousand people were brought to "Trem-

blinki" every day, and if Sauer flogged every single victim, he must have

been in enviable physical shape! More pertinently, he would have made

nonsense of the alleged deception of telling the Jews they were going to

take a shower.] The extermination cells all fill up. When they are full, they

are hermetically sealed, from every side the pipes open out of which flows

gas. The death ofasphyxiation reaps a quick harvest. Then the Kapos must

go to work. With pitiless blows, the guard personal force them to perform

the work. The gates of death open - hut the dead bodies somehow cannot

he pulled out individually, /or they have all clumped together with one an-

other and stiffened under the water vapor. [. . .] But the camp of Tremblinki

had another specialty: To wit, the Jewish Arthur Gold Orchestra gave con-

certs there, and it had the duty ofplayingfor those who were been lead to

their deatlis!!!! At the same time as thousands ofJews were poisoned in the

gas chambers, the musicians had to play cheerful melodies. Whichever of

them refused to do it was hanged up by hisfeet with his head down.
"

By claiming that the authors of such ridiculous reports, which Mat-

togno and I extensively quote in Treblinka, were acting in good faith

and merely committed an excusable error by relying on "wartime hear-

say," our opponents once again make fools of themselves. As a matter

of fact, such reports vv^ere classic examples of coarse atrocity propagan-

da; they w^ere obvious hoaxes. The "Chinese whisper" theory also fails

to explain why the Soviet commission which visited Treblinka in late

August 1944 and questioned twelve former inmates of the camp "ascer-

tained" that "three million people" (!) had been killed by pumping the

air out of the chambers

Starting in December 1941, the reports concocted by various Jewish

underground movements were forwarded to Jewish organizations all

over the world. The fact, however, that the press in the Alhed nations

did not give repeated frontpage coverage of the allegedly ongoing mass

slaughter,^^ if at all, indicates to what extent the Jewish leaders in these

Gosudarstvenny Arkhiv Rossiskoy Federatsii (State Archive ofthe Russian Federation), Mos-

cow, 7021-1 15-9, p. 108.

" See Laurel Leff, "News of the Holocaust: Why FDR Didn't Tell and the Press Didn't Ask,"

http://varianfry.org/documents_english/leff_fdr_press.pdf
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nations believed these grotesque tales. They were much too intelligent

to take them at face value.

After the war, however, the victors decided to maintain and even ex-

tend their wartime extermination propaganda, because unlike the horror

stories of World War 1 and the lies about Iraqi weapons of mass de-

struction they were still very useful to the interested parties:

> Zionist Jews with influence in international media and political cir-

cles naturally understood that the Holocaust tale would give them

the status of a martyr nation, victim of a crime of imprecedented

magnitude. Henceforth anybody critical of organized Jewry, its aims

and its methods could automatically be castigated as a "vile anti-

semite" eager to perpetrate a new Holocaust. This muzzling of dis-

senting voices in turn made possible the anachronistic creation of the

modern state of Israel in 1948. At that time, Britain had just granted

independence to India, and dozens of other Asian and Afiican terri-

tories were striving ever harder to shed the white man's rule. Yet at

the very moment of worldwide de-colonization, the Zionists were

permitted to launch a new colonial venture in the Near East, one

with terrible consequences for the Palestinian people. Israel's former

ambassador to the United Nations, Abba Eban, made no secret of the

fact that the Holocaust had been instrumental to the foundation of

the Zionist entity:'*

"One reason of this really stupendous victory was without the faint-

est doubt the Shoa. The memory ofthe genocide was still alive.
"

> Despite the animosity which has always characterized PoHsh-Jewish

relations, the Poles also stood to benefit from the Holocaust hoax.

After all, Poland had annexed huge tracts of German territory at the

end of the war and brutally expelled the overwhelming majority of

their ethnic-German population. In order to justify this crime against

humanity, the Poles thus needed an even more heinous German

crime to point to - the Holocaust. However, if the Holocaust story

was to be widely believed, it had to be given a minimum of coher-

ence. As it was simply not credible that the Germans should have

used a wide array of outlandish, if not unfeasible killing methods in

their "extermination camps," - the steam chambers, subterranean

electrocution installations, etc. - they were eventually relegated to

the memory hole and replaced by homicidal gas chambers using poi-

son gas.

™ Quoted in Sam Concession, No. 67-70, October 20 1 1 , p. 1 5

.
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> And for the Western Allies and the Soviet Union the Jewish exter-

mination tale was of great utility as well, for it enabled them to hush

up their own crimes, such as the indiscriminate fire-bombing of

German cities and the Katyn massacre. Thanks to the Holocaust sto-

ry, Stalin was able to take on the role of a savior who had freed half

of Europe from a tyranny even more cruel than his own. More im-

portantly, the victorious powers could use the Holocaust myth to

prevent any resurgence of German nationalism. It allowed them to

poison the German people with a collective guilt complex which

rendered Germans unable to defend their national interests.

As we can see, then, no "conspiracy theory" is needed to explain the

birth of the Holocaust myth and its survival after 1945. Rather, the

"hoax," as Arthur Butz memorably dubbed it in his seminal 1 976 study

The Hoax of the Twentieth CenturyJ^ was bom irom the exigencies of

wartime propaganda, but has since been perpetuated because it serves

the converging interests of various national and transnational parties

which have both the will and the means to enforce its acceptance by the

public. In an excellent recent article, "The Non-Jewish stake in the Hol-

ocaust mythology,"^^ revisionist Paul Grubach outlines numerous rea-

sons why the hoax continues to be tenaciously defended even six and a

half decades after the end of the Second World War.

1.6. The Overwhelming Absurdity of the Official

Version of Events

The official version of what transpired at the Reinhardt camps can

be summarized in a few sentences:

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were "pure extermination camps."

Except for a handftil of Arbeitsjuden needed to keep the camps running

and some small groups of Jews redirected to Majdanek or smaller labor

camps in the Lublin district, all Jews deported to these three camps

were immediately gassed with engine exhaust fumes without prior reg-

istration, regardless of whether they were able-bodied or not. Since

there were no crematoria at the Reinhardt camps, the bodies of the gas-

sing victims had to be burned in the open air, most of them after previ-

ous burial.

" Arthur Butz, The Hoax ofthe Twentieth Century, Historical Review Press, Brighton 1 976.

™ www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2/number_l/

nonJewish_stake_in_holocaust_mythology.php
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Numerous points can be made to show the absurdity of this account,

as indeed will become clear over the course of this voliune. For now,

however, we need consider only two.

1 .6. 1 . The Alleged Extermination ofAbie-Bodied Jews

Numerous German documents, many of which Mattogno and I quote

in our books on the camps, prove that German industry was in constant

and desperate need of manpower during the war. A single example will

suffice here. On 28 December 1942, alarmed at the high levels of mor-

tality among camp inmates due to epidemic disease, Richard Gliicks,

Chief of the Concentration Camp Inspectorate of the SS-WVHA, sent a

circular to all concentration camps commandants making them person-

ally responsible for maintaining inmates in a condition fit for work.

Gliicks declared:™

"The First Camp Physicians are to use all means at their disposal to ef-

fect a considerable decrease in the mortality in the individual camps. [...]

The Reichsfiihrer-SS has ordered that mortality absolutely must decrease
"

So how can any reasonable person believe that the Germans were

stupid enough to kill hundreds of thousands of valuable workers? In this

context, we should remember that, even according to the orthodox ver-

sion of events, able-bodied Jews were not exterminated at Auschwitz.

And yet at the so-called Aktion Reinhardt camps few able-bodied Jews

are said to have survived the alleged selection and extermination pro-

cesses. No Holocaust historian has ever been able to explain this glaring

contradiction.

1.6.2. The Missing Crematoria

"Normal" concentration camps such as Buchenwald and Dachau, for

which no mass killings are alleged today, were equipped with cremato-

ria for the disposal of the bodies of detainees who had died while in

custody, but inexplicably the SS forgot to install crematoria at the "pure

extermination camps" where they would have been far more urgently

needed. Consequently, one and a half million corpses allegedly had to

be burned with primitive manual means in the open air, nearly half a

million of them in winter!^"

™ NO-1523.

The bodies of 434,000 Jews allegedly killed at Belzec, where cremation is said to have com-

menced in December 1942, plus the bodies of some tens ofthousands of Jews allegedly mur-
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Rather than rejecting this insuh to soxind human reason, our oppo-

nents at Holocaust Controversies wholeheartedly endorse it as part of

their narrative. Who is being unreasonable?

1 .6.3. The Genesis of the Alleged Gas Chambers

The craziest aspect of the officially sanctioned version of events,

however, is its explanation for the genesis of the alleged gas chambers

at the Aktion Reinhardt camps. To illustrate this point, I can do no better

than quote what Carlo Mattogno wrote on the subject in Sobibor:

"The Encyclopedia of the Holocaust wants to make us believe that the

SS had to envisage 'the killing of the 2,284,000 Jews then living in thefive

districts of the General Government' as part ofAktion Reinhardt To real-

ize this objective, the SSplanners are said to have built a single extermina-

tion camp - Belzec - with a gassing installation absolutely ridiculous in

view of its task: three gas chambers having a total of 96 square meters.

[...]

At Sobibor, which was built to overcome the deficiencies ofBelzec, the

SS likewise set up three gas chambers, but they were even smaller, 36

square meters altogether, or, ifwe follow the sentence of the Sobibor trial

at Hagen, three chambers each 4 by 4 meters, or 48 square meters alto-

gether!

Only slowly and painfully the SS is said to have realized that 'the gas

chambers turned out to be too smaU, the 'output' of the Sobibor camp was

too low, ' and hence they ostensibly decided to build another three cham-

bers of the same size, 4 by 4 meters, to reach a total of96 square meters.

[•••]

At Treblinka, the last of the claimed eastern extermination camps to be

set up and said to have been built on the experience gained at Belzec and

Sobibor, the same mistake was made again: once again three small gas

chambers are claimed, 4 by 4 meters ^16 square meters each, with alto-

gether 48 square meters, exactly like those at Sobibor, which had turned

out to be too small! And, as at Belzec, thefirst gas chambers were replaced

by 'six or ten ' (!) new cJiamhers, 8 by 4 meters each. Furthermore, to make

things even more absurd, the old gas chambers at Belzec were torn down

instead ofbeing left intact or repaired in order to ensure a higher extermi-

nation capacity. [...]

Hence SS-Obersturmfiihrer Richard Thomalla who is said to have built

all three alleged extermination camps ofAktion Reinhardt, one after anoth-

er, would have been a perfectfool, ifone were tofollow mainstream Holo-

dered at Sobibor.
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caust historiography, and even more so Wirth and Globocnik, who had or-

dered him to do the work. Actually, it is mainstream Holocaust history

which is wearing thefool's cap. "
(pp. 260-262)

Indeed! Had the National Socialists really tried to implement their

alleged genocidal objectives in the way summarized by Mattogno, they

would have been the biggest cretins since the extinction of the Neander-

thal man. But then they would of course have lost the war on the very

first day.

Together with the paucity of documents and the absurdity of the

eyewitness reports, the inanity of this account of the genesis of the al-

leged Aktion Reinhardt gas chambers is undoubtedly the reason why
very few Holocaust historians have wanted to deal with these camps in

detail. In the first chapters of both Treblinka and Sobibor, I present a

survey of the existing literature about these camps, showing that the few

works with any pretense to scholarship are all based on phony sources

and that the bunglings of brazen liars are accepted as classics of the

Treblinka and Sobibor literature. Predictably our Controversial Blog-

gers make no attempt to refute this assessment, unless of course one

considers the one sentence which they devote to my survey of the litera-

ture a "refutation":

"While Graf assumes that writing pot shots and snarky comments

against memoirists and historians about the camps count as proper litera-

ture reviews, he is sadly mistaken. " (p. 13.)

In reality, to pretend that the works of these "memoirists" and "his-

torians" have any merit is a bit too much even for our five intrepid

bloggers. How could anybody claim to discern a taste of authenticity in

the books of a Vasily Grossman or a Stanislaw Szmajzner? How could

anybody justify a brazen forger like Yitzhak Arad who in his "standard

work" on the camps impudently falsifies the report of the Jewish re-

sistance movement from 15 November 1942, replacing the embarrass-

ing "steam chambers" at Treblinka with "gas chambers"?**' As I stressed

in Sobibor, the only orthodox historian of the Aktion Reinhardt who de-

serves some respect is Jules Schelvis, but even he is unable to prove in

his book about the camp that a single Jew was ever gassed at Sobibor.

Our five would-be dragon slayers think they can do better, of course.

However, as "refuting Mattogno, Graf and Kues" is tantamount to de-

fending the official version of the Reinhardt camps story, riddled as it is

with contradictions and absurdities, they face an unenviable task. There

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 354 f.
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is no middle course: the three Reinhardt camps were so small that they

could only have ever accommodated a tiny fraction of the nearly 1.5

million Jews deported to them, so they must by necessity have been ei-

ther extermination camps, as the orthodox historians claim, or transit

camps, as the revisionists claim; tertium non datur. But if they hope to

prove that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were in fact extermination

camps, the Controversial Bloggers necessarily will have to contend with

all the absurdities which orthodox historiography relies on for its "evi-

dence" in this connection, including the ridiculous story about the gene-

sis of the gas chambers.

Let us now see how Jonathan Harrison, Roberto Muehlenkamp, Ja-

son Myers, Sergey Romanov and Nick Terry handle this task. The re-

sults of their endeavors will show once and for all whether the official

story of the Aktion Reinhardt gassings can be saved by our daring blog-

gers, or whether it too, like the myth of Auschwitz, remains doomed to

end on the scrapheap of history - and Yahweh cheated us by sending

out five clowns.
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Chapter 2: Scope and Significance of the

Present Study

By Carlo Mattogno

2.1. The Adversaries and Their Credentials

Jiirgen Graf has been a revisionist since the early 1990s. He is the

author of many studies, the most important of which, totalling well over

900 pages, are:

> Der Holocaust aufdem Priifstand. Augenzeugenberichte versus Na-

turgesetze. Guideon Bxirg Verlag, Basel, 1992;

> Auschwitz. Tdtergestdndnisse und Augenzeugen des Holocaust.

Neue Visionen GmbH, Verlag, Wiirenlos, 1994;

> Riese auf tonernen Fussen. Raul Hilberg und sein Standardwerk

iiber den "Holocaust. " Castle Hill PubUshers, Hastings, 1999;

> Krach mirowogo porjadka (The Collapse of the Global Order),

Moscow, 2008.

He has also written numerous articles, the most important of which are

available for consultation at http://juergen-graf.vho.org/.

Thomas Kues has dedicated himself to revisionism since 2007. He is

the author ofmany articles, including:

> "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied East-

em Territories" (ongoing article series in the Inconvenient History

online journal);

> "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' — A Preliminary His-

toriographical Survey," Inconvenient History, vol. 3 (2011), nos. 1

and 2.

> "Tree-Felling at Treblinka," Inconvenient History, vol. 1 (2009),

no. 2.

> "The Alleged First Gas Chamber Building at Sobibor"

(http://codoh.com/library/document/654);

> "On Rudolf Hoss' alleged visit to Treblinka"

(http://codoh.com/library/dociunent/652).

His principal line of research is far removed from mere "negationism,"

incidentally, since he attempts to reconstruct, within the limits of the

available sources, the fate of the Jews deported to the East.

Graf and myself [C. Mattogno], together or separately, have visited

the following former German concenfration camps, or their locations:

- Auschwitz-Birkenau,
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- Buchenwald,

- Chelmno,

- Dachau,

- Gusen,

- Mauthausen,

- Gross-Rosen,

- Lublin-Majdanek,

- Stutthof,

- Plaszow,

- Belzec,

- Sobibor,

- Treblinka,

- the ex-ghetto of Terezm
- and Fort IX at Kaunas.

Together or separately, we have accessed the following archives:

- Archives of Dachau Concentration Camp
- Federal Archives at Koblenz

- State Archives at Weimar
- Municipal Archives of Erfurt

- Archives of the StutthofMuseum
- Archives of the State Museum of Gross-Rosen, Walbrzych

- State Archives of Katowice

- Archives of the State Museum of Majdanek
- Provincial State Archives of Lublin

- Archives of the State Museum of Auschwitz-Birkenau

-Archives of the Central Commission for the Investigation of

Crimes against the Polish People National Memorial, Warsaw
- State Archives of the Russian Federation, Moscow
- Russian State War Archives, Moscow
- Federal Security Office of the Russian Federation, Moscow
- State Institute for War Documentation, Amsterdam
- State Military Archives, Prague

-Archives of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic,

Prague

- Archives of the Jewish State Museum, Prague

- Archives of the Terezin Monument
- Central State Archives of the Slovak Republic, Bratislava

- National Slovak Archives

- National Historical Archives of Belarus in Minsk
- Central State Archives of Lithuania, Vihiius
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- National Archives of Hxmgary, Budapest.

- State Archives ofLodz
- State Archives of the District of Lwow.

We have received documents from a number of institutions, includ-

ing:

- Deutsches Patentamt, Berlin

- Zentrale Stelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen, Ludwigsburg

- Institut fur Zeitgeschichte, Miinchen

- Staatsarchiv Niimberg, Niimberg

- Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine, Paris

- Swiss Federal Archives, Bern

- National Archives, Washington D.C.

- Yivo Institute for Jewish Research, New York
- Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, New York
- Public Record Office (now within The National Archives), Kew
- The Jewish Museum, London
- Wiener Library, London
- Studium Polski Podziemnej, London
- Imperial War Museum, London
- Yad Vashem, Jerusalem

- State Archives of Israel, Jerusalem

- Friedman Archives, Haifa

- Riksarkivet, Stockholm.

That our research interest was initially concentrated on Auschwitz is

not due to any sort of "obsession" with the camp, but rather to the obvi-

ous fact that Auschwitz was considered at that time the "center" of the

Holocaust, and because relatively large quantities of documentation ex-

ist about that camp. Based on the substantial documentary material I

gathered there, I have authored a series of systematic studies on essen-

tial aspects of the history of the Auschwitz complex, totalling approxi-

mately 3,300 pages:

> The Central Construction Office of the Waffen-SS and Police

Auschwitz. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2005;

> Auschwitz: The First Gassing. Rumor and Reality. Theses & Disser-

tations Press, Chicago, 2005; 2nd. ed.. The Barnes Review, Wash-

ington, DC, 2012;

> Auschwitz: Crematorium I and the Alleged Homicidal Gassings.

Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2005;

> The Bunkers ofAuschwitz. Black Propaganda versus History. The-

ses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2004;
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> Special Treatment in Auschwitz. Origin and Meaning of a Term.

Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2004;

> Auschwitz: Open Air Incinerations. Theses & Dissertations Press,

Chicago, 2005;

> Auschwitz: assistenza sanitaria, "selection" e "Sonderbehandlung"

dei detenuti immatricolati. Effepi, Genova, 2010;

> Auschwitz: Open Air Incinerations. Theses & Dissertations Press,

Chicago, 2005;

> Auschwitz: The Case for Sanity. A historical & technical study of

Jean-Claude Pressac's Criminal Traces and Robert Jan van Pelt's

Convergence ofEvidence, 2 vols.. The Barnes Review, Washington,

DC, 2010;

> Iforni crematori di Auschwitz. Studio storico-tecnico con la colla-

boration del dott. ing. Franco Deana. 2 vols., Effepi, Genoa, 2012.

Over the course of years of research, conducted with limited re-

sources and at great personal sacrifice, Graf and I collected a wealth of

dociunentation on the former concentration camps of Lublin-Majdanek

and Stutthof as well, material corroborated by careful inspection of the

installations of the camps themselves. Based on this dociunentation, we
have co-authored the following studies:

> Concentration Camp Majdanek: A Historical and Technical Study.

Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2003; 2nd. ed.. The Barnes

Review, Washington, DC, 2012, and

> Concentration Camp Stutthof and its Function in National Socialist

Jewish Policy. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2003.

All the books mentioned above offer an abundant harvest of material

(documents, testimonies, photographs, material comparisons) which had

previously been unknown or ignored, so that dismissing this material

out ofhand as simply "negationist" makes no sense.

From a strictly revisionist {i.e., critical) point of view, the search for

documents was dictated by the observation that, as regards the question

of the alleged homicidal gas chambers, "justified confidence" in Holo-

caust historiography is inversely proportional to the documentation ex-

amined; that is, the greater and the richer the documentation, the more

difficult it is to demonstrate the (presumed) existence of homicidal gas

chambers and the easier it becomes to refute the related arguments for

their existence. This is also true of the orthodox arguments critical of

revisionism: the greater and the richer the documentation, the more tri-

fling the arguments of our exterminationist critics. The most obvious

demonstration of this pattern is seen in the examples of Auschwitz,
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1

Majdanek and Stutthof.

The reason for the pattern itself lies in the fact that it is more diffi-

cult to systematically distort a huge mass of documents which, precisely

because of their abundance, usually permit an effective understanding

of the events they relate to. In addition, it is equally difficult to refute a

genuine convergence of documentary evidence.

On the other hand, where the documentation is nearly non-existent,

as for the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps. Holocaust-related "reconstruc-

tion" is necessarily conjectural, based almost exclusively on testimo-

nies. Even if a pretense of "material evidence" is subsequently raised by

proponents of the exterminationist thesis, this turns out to be, upon crit-

ical investigation, simply smoke and mirrors.

Over the course of our research, Graf and I did not neglect to exam-

ine whatever materials existed in relation to these camps, sparse as they

are; we also found testimonies, reports and a variety of other elements

which had previously been unknown or ignored. This research resulted

in three books, one each for the three principal "Aktion Reinhardt"

camps (the fourth being Lublin-Majdanek):

> Belzec in Propaganda, Testimonies, Archeological Research, and

History. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2004;

> Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp? Theses & Disser-

tations Press, Chicago, 2004;

> Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda end Reality, written in collabora-

tion with T. Kues, The Barnes Review, Washington, DC, 2010.

These three works total more than 900 pages.

Our critics, in extreme terms, accuse us of faking our findings. They

claim, in fact, to have unmasked the so-called "Falsehoods of Mattogno,

Graf and Kues," as stated in the subtitle to their book.

But can one seriously believe that Graf and I spent fifteen years of

our lives in exhausting travel, at great personal sacrifice (which in

Grafs case, as is well known, involved serious disruption to his person-

al and professional life), in order to write thousands of pages with the

intention simply to "falsify" history? In the realm of reasonable possi-

bility invoked by our critics, is it not at least more probable that our in-

tentions were honest? That we were motivated by the desire to ascertain

the truth, or to approximate the truth insofar as possible, or - as the

great French revisionst Robert Faurisson would say - by a desire for

akribeial If we had really wished to falsify history, we would not have

imdertaken exhausting journeys in search of documents, but would have

rather simply copied the sources from existing literature, as the "contro-
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versial bloggers" have done.

Now let's take a look at our critics: Jonathan Harrison, Roberto

Muehlenkamp, Jason Myers, Sergey Romanov, Nicholas Terry. Who
are they? The terms in which describe themselves are rather vague:

"Two of us live in the USA (one a native, the other an immigrantfrom

the UK); one of us lives in England, one Portugal and one in Russia. "
(p.

35)

They have, in fact, good reason to be circumspect, because they are

all affiliated with the notorious Holocaust Controversies blog, the

members of which are well known to have been banished by the ARC
(Aktion Reinhard Camps) site, a prominent website promoting the or-

thodox Holocaust narrative:

"As part of our ongoing effort to restore the Action Reinhard Camps

website to its original state, [prior to it being vandalized back in 2006], we

have identified this page as one of several forged/faked Holocaust docu-

ments created by the Holocaust Controversies group, and maliciously in-

serted into our pages by Michael Peters. We have removed the page and

will replace it, and any other erroneous information with accurate histori-

cal data that is untainted by those 'controversial bloggers ' who seek noth-

ing more than to sow the seeds ofdiscord and malcontent amongst the his-

torical community.

"

These are, in fact, serious criminal offenses. The ARC site adds (see

Illustration 2.1):^^

"'Holocaust Controversies' is a controversial blog whose sole stated

purpose is an insane dedication to manufacture dispute, and foster Inter-

net-based altercation with Holocaust deniers and revisionist believers.

However they have not limited their dispute to deniers, and are notorious

for attacking Holocaust scholars and websites as well. The Holocaust Con-

troversies members are linked to the attack on ARC, as well as thefabrica-

tion offorged documents and photos. Their entire membership has since

been bannedfrom this website, and we would remind everyone that the Ac-

tion Reinhard Camps website maintains no connection to the members of

that disreputable blog.

Holocaust Controversies members:

Nicholas Terry

Sergey Romanov

Roberto Muehlenkamp

Andrew Mathis

Michael Peters.

"

www.deathcamps.org/gas_chambers/trebmuenzberger.html
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Action Reinhard Camps Website Restoration Initiative

(cleanup after being vandalized)

As part o( our ongoing ellort to restore ttie Action Reinhard Camps wetsite lo its

original stale, tpmr to it being vandalized back in 20061 we hiave idenlilied Vn\s

page as one ol several forged/faked Holocaust documents created by the Holocaust
Controversies group, and maliciously inserted into oui pages by Mictiael Peters. We have

removed trie page and will replace it. and any other erroneous inlonvalion with accurate

historical data that is untainted by Uiose "controversial bloggers" who seek nothing rrwre than

lo sow the seeds ot discord and mak;ontent amongst the historical community.

We sincerely apotogize lor these events that were outside ol our control, and pledge that

Never Again vnll Ihe ARC website be subiected to such InsidKius activity Irom any individual or

group.

Since the ARC website was put mto archival state back in 2007 we have been diligently

updating all ol our pages (ollline) in preparation lor a re-launch ol the site, complete with an

updated k)Ok and leel. and cleansed ol association with the vandals.

We hope that ARC has proved a invaluable resource over Ihe past ten years and we strive lo

ever improve our ability to shed hght on the dark penod ol history known as Aclton Rekihard.

"HolocausI Controv0nl»s" Is a controversial blog ivho's sole staled purpose Is an Insane

dedication lo manufacture dispute, and losler Interrtel-based altercation with Holocaust denlers

and revisionist believers. However they have not limited their dispute to deniers. and are

notorious lor attacking Holocaust scholars, and websites as well. The Hok>caust Controversies

photos. Their entire membership has since been banned Irom this website, and we would
remind everyone that Ihe Action Reinhard Camps website maintains no connection to the

members ol that disreputable blog.

Holocaust Controvanlos members:

Nicholas Terry

Sergey Romanov

Roberto Muehlenkamp

Illustration 2.1: Holocaust Controversy members banned from orthodox Hol-

ocaust website due to illegal activities.

In another communication, ttie ARC team informs us ttiat it "lias

unanimously agreed to bar indefinitely, the following individuals: Ser-

gey Romanov and Nick Terry," elaborating as follows (see Illustration

2.2):**^

"ARC maintains NO association or contact with these individuals, and

while we appreciate the thousands ofemail reports we Ve received regard-

ing their unsavory actions we must ask that you direct this information to

www.deathcamps.org/sergeyandnick.html
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www.DeathCamps.orgthe appropriate authorities.

"

(Emph. added)

Moreover, the ARC team

have expressly barred Muehlen-

kamp, Romanov and Terry from

Unking to their site (see lUustra-

tion 3):^^

"Unauthorized links to our

website from the controversial

and grossly inaccurate hate

blog postings of the following

persons:

Roberto Muehlenkamp -

Sergey Romanov - Dr. Nick

Terry

Are not condoned by ARC.

We maintain no connection to

Holocaust hate blogs, and

would caution all to avoid being

misled by these individuals.
"

In spite of the above warn-

ing, our critics, with their typical

effrontery, have created at least

six links to the ARC site in their

flailing polemic against us (p.

338, footnote 293; p. 396, foot-

notes 36, 40; p. 424, footnotes

60 and 61).

According to the ARC site,

then, our critics are hate mon-

gers, vandals and falsifiers,

guilty of "unsavory actions" and

the authors of "grossly inaccurate hate blog postings." With such cre-

dentials, their attacks upon our credibility, expressed in the following

terms:

"It does not mean that we regard deniers as equal debating partners on

an intellectual or ethical level; instead, we proceed in the knowledge that

deniers operate in ignorance and badfaith. "
(p. 8),

appear simply grotesque: what a pulpit from which to deliver ser-

lllustration 2.2: S. Romanov and N.

Terry permanently banned from ortho-

dox Holocaust website due to

tivities.

ac-

Illustration 2.3: R. Muehlenkamp, S.

Romanov, N. Terry are grossly inaccu-

rate hate bloggers, according to ortho-

dox Holocaust website.

w.deathcamps.org/contact/
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mons on intellectual and moral honesty!

It should not surprise us, therefore, that the Holocaust Controversies

group, despite its pretentions of forming the vanguard of anti-

revisionism, is not taken seriously by orthodox holocaust historians.

As is well known, an international historical conference was held in

Oranienburg, Germany, in 2008, the papers of which were only pub-

lished in 20 1 1 - in a volume over 400 pages long bearing the title Neue

Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas. His-

torische Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leug-

nung^^ The object of the conference was on the one hand to publicise

the most recent findings of orthodox historians in relation to the "gas

chambers" in general, and on the other to critique revisionism in partic-

ular. The participants occupied themselves, both directly and indirectly,

with the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, among other things. In particular.

Dieter Pohl contributes a paper on the topic of "Massentotungen durch

Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhard'" (Mass killings by toxic gas

within the framework of the "Aktion Reinhard")^'' in which he explains

that, in this context,

"die Forsciiungen stofien vor allem durcfi den Mangel an aussage-

krdftigen Quellen an Grenzen. Im Gegensatz zu den Konzentrationslagern

sindfir die Lager der "Aktion Reinhard"fast keine zeitgenossischen Akten

iiberliefert"

,

"[r]esearch is restricted, above all, by the lack ofsignificant sources. In

contrast to the concentration camps, there are almost no contemporary

records on the Aktion Reinhard' camps.
"^^

Hence the fact that "historical scholarship" is based "almost entirely

on interrogations of the defendants, the few survivors and Polish eye-

witnesses, [fast durchweg auf Befragungen der later, der wenigen

Uberlebenden und polnischer Augenzeugen.]"^^ That much, of course,

is just what we should expect - there's simply no way around some

facts. More interesting, for our purposes here, is Pohl's endorsement in

this context:^^

"Einen guten Uberblick kann man sich auf der Internet-Seite

deathcamps.org verschaffen.

"

"One can gain a good overview [of the Aktion Reinhardt story] from

the deathcamps.org internet site.

"

Published by Giinter Morsch and Betrand Perz, with the collaboration ofAstrid x, Metropol,

Berlin, 2011.

/Wrf., pp. 185-195.

Ibid., p.m.
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This is the only website on the topic apparently considered serious

enough to be worthy of mention. Nowhere in the book, totalling, as not-

ed, more than 400 pages, is there any mention of the site Holocaust

Controversies or its members.

Indeed, the fact that our critics' site, amongst the near-infinite mass

of Holocaust literature, is mentioned exclusively in a few articles on

Emory University 's Holocaust Denial on Trial website and in a book by

Pavel Polian and Alfred Kokh (p. 11) shows that authoritative Holo-

caust historians place no value on the claims of Muehlenkamp and as-

sociates. And the notice in Polian and Kokh's book is indeed pathetic,

because its nearly 400 pages contain only a single sparse mention, con-

sisting of three whole lines, of Jonathan Harrison in relation to a criti-

cism by Harrison of Walter Sanning's The Dissolution ofEastern Euro-

pean Jewry.^^

As to the Emory University website, the articles mentioning Holo-

caust Controversies there are obviously written by desperate people,

prepared to grasp at any straw to "refute" revisionist arguments. The in-

tellectual competence and honesty of these writers is made apparent,

among other things, by flie manner in which they present my article

"The Crematory Ovens of Auschwitz and Birkenau":^'

"Carlo Mattogno, an Italian denier, built his arguments on Leuchter 's

amateurish speculations, in a 1994 monograph. To prove the ovens could

not have cremated enough bodies he compared the operation ofmodern ci-

vilian ovens to the situation in Auschwitz-Birkenau.

"

Both claims are false and simplistic: on the one hand, I stated in my
original article that the crematory capacity cited by Leuchter "is actual-

ly far below the actual capacity," and on the other 1 described the struc-

ture and functioning of civilian ovens to provide an understanding of

the capacity of the ovens at Auschwitz-Birkenau. I then fleshed out this

description on the basis of documents from the Zentralbauleitung (Cen-

tral Construction Office) of the Auschwitz camp, comparing them to

Topf ovens of the same model, with 2 or 3 muffles, in other camps - a

Pavel Polian and Alfred Kokh (eds.), Otritsanie otritsaniia Hi bitvapod Aushvitsem. Debaty o

demografii i gepolitike Kholokhosta, Moscow: Tri kvadrata, 2008, p. 288 and footnote 196 on

p. 3 17. English translation available under the title Denial ofthe Denial, or the Battle of

Auschwitz: Debates about the Demography and Geo-Politics ofthe Holocaust, Academic

Studies Press, Boston, 2012,

"The crematoria ovens at Auschwitz couldn't have disposed ofthe remains ofthe 1 . 1 million

Jews," www.hdot.org/en/leaming/myth-fact/cremationl. My article can be found at

www.codoh.com/node/921; this is an English translation of the German version as published

in Ernst Gauss (ed.), op. cit. (note 70), pp. 281-320; published in print in English in a revised

version in G. Rudolf (ed.), op. cit. (note 41), pp. 373-412.
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project of historical and technical analysis to which I later dedicated a

voliune of over 500 pages.'"

These two mentions of Holocaust Controversies, apart from being

derisory in scope, are therefore anything but laudatory. Our critics as-

sure us that they have received the "appreciation" of many historians

and academics, in "emails and face to face," but they fail to mention

even a single one by name. Even if it is true that they have received

"appreciation" from various quarters, it is clear that the persons in-

volved are either not historians or academics or are otherwise ashamed

to be publicly associated with the "hate bloggers" and have thus forbid-

den them from making their names public.

But the issue of "appreciation" is most likely just a pretext for mak-

ing an underhanded attack on my own person. In this regard, the "hate

bloggers" remark as follows:

"without naming all of the historians who have expressed their appre-

ciation, we are quite certain that they outnumber whateverpraise Mattogno

himselfhas ever receivedfrom any academics. "
(p. 1 1)

Obviously, there is a certain difference between the fact that our

self-proclaimed Holocaust "historians" are given no consideration

whatsoever by their "colleagues," and the routine suppression of revi-

sionist historians by orthodox academia. In the first case, the reason for

exclusion can only be the historiographical ignorance of the snubbed

"Confroversial Bloggers"; in the second, ideological prejudice clearly is

at work, the result of decades of demonization (see, in particular, P. Vi-

dal-Naquet and D. Lipstadt), accompanied with copious accusations of

anti-Semitism, Nazism, racism, etc. Notwithstanding this situation, I

can personally cite a few exceptions. Prominent German historian Prof

Ernst Nolte, for example, has referred to me as being among "serious

scholars. "'' What is more, the prestigious documentary compendium

Standort- und Kommandanturbefehle des Konzentrationslagers Ausch-

witz 1940-1945, published by the Institut jiir Zeitgeschichte in Miin-

chen, mentions my study on the Central Construction Office of the

Waffen-SS and Police Auschwitz (Theses & Dissertations Press, Chica-

go, 2005) in its bibliography.'^ Tomasz Kranz, director of the research

department of the Majdanek Memorial Institution, considered our study

'° /forni crematori di Auschwitz, Studio storico-tecnico con la collaboration del dott. ing. Fran-

co Deana. 2 vols., Effepi, Genoa, 2012; vol. 1.

" E. Nolte, Controversie. Nazionalismo, bolscevismo, questione ebraica nella storia del Nove-

cento. Corbaccio, Milan, 1999, p. 13.

Edited by Norbert Frei, Thomas Grotum, Jan Farcer, Sybille Steinbacher and Bemd C. Wag-
ner. Institut fur Zeitgeschichte. K.G. Saur, Munich, 2000, p. 570.
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on Majdanek worthy of mention in a short book, without praise to be

sure, but without reproach either.'^ And finally our book Treblinka.

Vernichtungslager oder Durchgangslager? (Castle Hill Publishers,

Hastings, 2002) is present in the Polish National Library in Warsaw un-

der the shelfmark II 2.182.986 A. It's not much, of course, but it is still

more than the recognition obtained, in print, by our aspiring critics,

which is . . . nothing.

In this context, it is easy to see why, after a few initial responses, I

decided to refrain from continuing to reply to the claims of the "contro-

versial bloggers" unless their claims were published in print, a condition

which they, tj^ically, interpreted as "desperation" on my part (p. 11).

This condition was intended solely to establish substantially what on the

web is only virtual, a fact obvious even to the bloggers themselves,

since they state "internet links are ephemeral and tend to 'decay' as

time passes." (p. 1). In other words, in blogs one can write the most ob-

vious nonsense and it may disappear after a few years, to the benefit of

the authors of that complete nonsense. A printed text, on the other hand,

remains in existence, fixing the author's responsibility for a much long-

er period of time. In the second place, I am in no way interested in end-

less "online" disputes, finitless by their very nature for the same reason.

In the third place, I have no desire to debate with persons obviously mo-

tivated by hatred and bad faith - persons who do not hesitate to assert

the most ridiculous absurdities as long as they contradict the arguments

of revisionists in any manner whatsoever. How is it possible to engage

in serious discussion with people who, for example, claim that it is pos-

sible to cram 20 persons into a single square meter? Among the more

"scholarly" orthodox holocaust historians, everyone is prepared to ad-

mit that this is an obvious absurdity. Only the "controversial bloggers"

adopt this same absurdity as a profession of faith.'"* And what can one

say of people who attempt to calculate the combustible value of a hu-

man body based on the biogas produced by the decomposition of "ani-

mal waste," particularly "cattle manure"?'^ If Muehlenkamp had pub-

lished such an absurdity in a book, he would have been the laughing

stock of every competent person for the rest of his life.

A single PDF file on the web approaches a printed book more close-

ly, if only because it can be printed as a book without modification. For

our part, we are glad that the "controversial bloggers" have finally de-

Tomasz Kranz, Zur Erfassung der Hdftlingssterblichkeit..., op. cit., p. 54.

I shall return to this matter in Chapter 1 1

.

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_28.html.
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cided to utilise a mode of communication which will commit them to

their statements, we hope, for years, without the hope of any overly rap-

id "decay."

And the relative permanence of the medium is all the more im-

portant in that it leaves our critics no way of effacing the evidence of

their plagiarism. The PDF file authored by the "controversial bloggers"

was posted on the Internet on 24 December 2011, and within days it

was aptly renamed by persons well acquainted with the authors as the

"Cut and Paste Manifesto." For example, the user Blogbuster wrote as

follows in the CODOH Forum at the time:^^

"My view on the HC manifesto:

I wasn 't overly impressed with the hodge-podge collection of "cut and

paste" research compiled by Nick Terry, Sergey Romanov, Roberto Mueh-

lenkamp and the rest Having read through it Ifound a lot of information

that was originally posted on other websites and tailored in the manifesto

to suit the arguments of the HC compiler. Ifound it to be useless as an aid

for debating revisionism either one way or the other. The focus is more on

structure designed to emulate a white paper than to provide a substantial

critique ofrevisionist belief.

Any grammar school student could just as easily assemble a body of

work that is liftedfrom the research ofothers, arrange it to a desired theme

just as this manifesto was specifically directed atMattongo [sic], Grag [sic]

and Kues. The problem is, that the original research this electronic argu-

ment is composed ofwas not designedfor such purpose, and the way Terry,

and Romanov have attempted to jam a square peg into a round hole is

sloppy at best

"

Taken by itself it is just the unsubstantiated opinion of a single,

pseudonymous poster to an Internet discussion forum, true. But as this

book shall show, it is also a remarkably accurate one, correctly identify-

ing the vast pseudo-scientific pretense maintained by the "controversial

bloggers" - a pretense which is obviously the resuh of whole days spent

"cutting and pasting." In the chapters to follow I will show that histori-

cal, documentary and bibhographical plagiarism on the part of of our

"controversial bloggers" is indeed so extensive as to earn for them the

title not of "controversial bloggers" but rather "plagiarist bloggers."

Appendix I contains a list of their most salient plagiarisms, and as

impressive as it may appear, it is still incomplete. I recommend the

reader to take a look through it before going on with the reading of our

reply, so that he or she can immediately assess the degree of duplicity

" http://forum.codoh.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t^6769.
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and misrepresentation of our dissembling critics.

The "new" sources adopted by our bloggers with regards to "our

knowledge of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka" (pp. 20-24) are in fact

precisely the same ones listed in summary form by Dieter Pohl in his

paper "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Rein-

hard'" mentioned above. As to our own sources, the analysis of them

presented by the "hate bloggers" - as always, totally destitute of any

sense of proportion - is ridiculously simplistic:

"Indeed, of the non-judicial files cited across the 'trilogy, ' 11 relate to

Auschwitz while 7 relate to other concentration camps, leaving only 7 that

ostensibly relate directly to Belzec or Treblinka along with 18 to the Gali-

cia and Lublin districts and 4 to the Lodz ghetto. 11 more files from the

Moscow archives are quoted in relation to the Holocaust in the Soviet Un-

ion, while one file purportedly citedfrom the National Archives ofBelarus

is seeminglyplagiarizedfrom secondary sources.

"

They then conclude:

"Measured against the research efforts ofserious historians, all these

figures are risible. "
(p. 28)

In reality, our "trilogy" presents previously unknovra material, ac-

companied by critical analyses, on a scale and with a degree of thor-

oughness which had never before been attempted in the historiography

of the Reinhardt camps. Without entering into too much detail, the book

on Belzec combines, for the first time, a vast collection of wartime and

post-war propaganda sources relating to the origins and development of

the assumed methods of mass killing, showing the manner in which,

and why, the story of the "gas chambers" emerged from these propa-

ganda fairy tales.'^ Similar compilations of sources were produced by

us for Treblinka'^ and Sobibor.'^ In all three cases, extensive use was

made of Polish sources not considered at that time to form part of West-

em historiography. The Belzec book also offers a detailed critical anal-

ysis of the archaeological studies performed by Andrzej Kola on the

grounds of the former camp.

One can argue about the exposition in these works as much as one

likes, but they remain nonetheless the first effort on such an extensive

scale ever to appear in printed literature.

Our study on Treblinka also presents a pertinent range of documen-

tation which at the time of its publication was entirely unknovra, even to

" Belzec. ..,op. cit., pp. 9-50.

Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 47-76.

" Sobibor, op. cit, ^.671-16.
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Holocaust specialists. We refer in particular to material obtained by

ourselves from the State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF) in

Moscow: for example, the testimonies of A. Kon and K. Skarzynski; S.

Rajzman's text Kombinat Smerti v Treblinke and his interrogation dated

26 September 1944; the Soviet report on the mass graves at Treblinka

dated 15-23 August 1944; the TASS reports written immediately after-

wards, dated 11 and 12 September 1944; the report of the preliminary

investigation of Z. Lukaszkiewicz dated 29 December 1945; the Soviet

diagram of Treblinka dated 24 September 1944 (published by ourselves

as Document 1 1 in Treblinka); the diagrams of the presumed [homici-

dal] gas chambers of the camp drawn by First Lieutnant Jurowski (Doc-

uments 1 8 and 1 9), and other material. As we will see in the following

chapters, Muehlenkamp and Company plagiarized even these sources!

Our work on Sobibor presents and analyses for the first time the re-

sults of the archaeological research work performed by A. Kola in the

former camp of Sobibor, described, in particular, in the article "Badania

archeologiczne terenu bylego obozu zaglady Zydow w Sobiborze w
2001 r.," in Przeszlosc i Famine, no. 4, October-December 2001.

All three of these books are illustrated by photographs personally

taken by myself in the areas of the former camps. The book on Belzec

contains approximately 90 bibliographical references, that on Treblinka

approximately 210, that on Sobibor approximately 310. Contrary to the

insinuations of the "hate bloggers," the sources are all first hand and

have been verified.'"''

The bloggers thus begin their "critique" with a systematic distortion

of the value of our work with the evident intention of discrediting it.

En passant, since our bloggers consider themselves "historians,"

why did they not begin by first presenting the enormous mass of histor-

ical research, documents and other materials relating to the concentra-

tion camps and homicidal gas chambers gathered and compiled by

themselves? For example, they declare:

"Mattogno also claimed that none of the blog members ever visited an

archive, a library, have seen an original document, or are aware of the

documentary evidence ofthe camps. This is flat outfalse, as will be seen in

thefollowingpages. "
(p. 11)

In this context, our bloggers claim that "one file purportedly cited from the National Archives

of Belarus is seemingly plagiarized from secondary sources." (p. 28). The file is a list of the

Jewish transport from Hamburg to Minsk dated 1 8 November 1 94 1 which is before me as I

write this; it begins with the name "Abramowicz Ruchla" and ends with "WoUfsohn Clara."

Plagiarism is not our speciality.
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A few pages further on, they add:

"Our own research into the materials from East European archives

have included research trips to some ofthe relevant archives. " (p. 29)

Yet these vague assurances shed little or no light on the fundamental

questions: who among them visited which archives? What new material

did they discover there? Who visited which former "extermination

camps"? And if they really did perform profound research work as they

claim, why waste their time "refuting" the alleged "falsifiers" instead of

providing the academic world with the precious knowledge they gained

in their studies, publishing specialist monographs on each of the three

main "Aktion Reinhardt" camps? Why waste such a precious opportuni-

ty to sculpt their names in the prestigious annals of Holocaust historiog-

raphy!

The tragic reality is that our bloggers are not even "paper historians"

(a term rightly applied to Pierre Vidal-Naquet by Robert Faurisson), but

mere "cut and paste bloggers."

The discredit which the controversial bloggers attempt to cast upon

our own work seems all the more malevolent and unjustified in view of

the fact that Holocaust historiography itself, despite an immense de-

ployment of speciahst manpower and resources, has produced very little

of significance on the three "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, as admitted by

Pohl himself.

Obviously, we are very well aware that our "trilogy" might have

possessed even richer, more extensive documentation than it did. Those

wishing to reproach us on these grounds should consider that we have

not enjoyed access to pubHc archives for over a decade, since we are

well-known - indeed "notorious" - revisionists, which precludes much

further documentary research by us in this regard. And that is without

even considering our financial resources, which are absolutely ludicrous

compared to those available to orthodox Holocaust historians. In this -

to say the least - unfavourable context, our goal has been to offer works

of pioneering research, which we hope may constitute the basis for fur-

ther, more in-depth research in the future.

Our "plagiarist bloggers" repeatedly and obsessively insist on the

fact that the bibhography consulted by ourselves in the preparation and

publication of these works is incomplete. That is true. This was in part

the result of factors beyond our control and in part a dehberate decision.

Since it was our intention to present introductory studies on the "Aktion

Reinhardt" camps as soon as we could, we did without a systematic ex-

amination of the rich body of exterminationist literature (with the possi-
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ble exception of our Sobibor study), since that would have delayed,

perhaps indefinitely, the publication of our work. We focused, there-

fore, upon the "traditional" positions of Holocaust historiography,

which are "dated" perhaps, but have not yet been superseded. The de-

Hberate decision was made by asking ourselves: to what extent, in fact,

are the recent developments of Holocaust historiography truly relevant

to an understanding and demonstration of the "gas chambers"?

Morsch and Perz stress that at least 60 major texts were pubhshed on

the topic of "Massenmord durch Giftgas" (mass murder with poison

gas) between 1983 and 2010, but that little real progress had been made

in the matter:

"Viele der dainals durch die schwiehge Qiiellenanlage bedingten

Begrenziingen der Forschimgen konnen vor dem Hintergrund fehlender

Quelle aber auch fast 30 Jahre spdter nicht einfach uberwunden werden.

Das gilt vor allem fur die Lager der "Aktion Reinhardt, " fir die im

Gegensatz zu den Konzentrationslagern nur dufierst wenig zeitgendssische

Dokumente Uberliefert sind.

"

"Against this background of missing sources, many of the restrictions

on earlier research caused by the difficult source situation of the time still

cannot be easily overcome even thirty years later. This is true in particular

for the 'Aktion Reinhardt ' camps for which, contrary to the situation for

regular concentration camps, veryfew contemporary documents have been

handed down to us.
"

Pohl, an author much cited by the "plagiarist bloggers," makes the

same assertion even more explicitly:'"^

"Die Erforschung der Vernichtungslager der sogenannten Aktion

Reinhardt hat zwischen Ende der 1970er- und Mitte 1 990er-Jahre grofSen

Schritt voran gemacht, nicht zuletzt durch das Sammelwerk "Nationalso-

zialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas. " Seitdem konnten zwar viele

neue Erkenntnisse zu den Ghettordumungen und Deportationen gewonnen

werden, wenigerjedoch zu den eigentlichen Vernichtungslagern selbst, also

Belzec, Sobibor und Treblinka.
"

"Research on the extermination camps ofthe so-called Aktion Reinhard

made great progress between the end of the 1970s and the mid-1990s, not

least as a result ofthe 'Nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Gift-

gas ' compendium. Since then we have, indeed, succeeded in gaining a great

deal ofnew knowledge on the ghetto evacuations and deportations, but less

on the actual extermination camps themselves, that is, Belzec, Sobibor and

G. Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nauonalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch

Giftgas. Introduction, pp. xvii-xviii.

'"^ D. Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhard'," in: G. Morsch,

B. Perz (eds.), op. cit, p. 187.
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Treblinka.

"

Pohl diligently lists "new sources," but must then admit that "never-

theless we are still far away from an overall synthesis of all this

knowledge; the state of research has not fundamentally changed since

the 1980s [dennoch sind wir von einer umfassenden Synthese aller

dieser Erkenntnisse noch entfemt, der Forschungsstand hat sich seit

den 1980er-Jahren nicht grundlegend verdndert}."^^^ (Emph. added)

Pohl in fact observes disconsolately:

"Freilich fehlt es noch an eingehenderen Studien vor allem zu

Treblinka, dem grofiten der drei Lager, und zu Belzec.
"

"Ofcourse, there is still a lack ofmore detailed studies, particularly on

Treblinka, the largest ofthe three camps, and on Belzec.

"

Since we were essentially interested in the problem of the "extermi-

nation camps" and the "gas chambers," and since this more recent liter-

ature has produced nothing new in this regard - as explicitly stated by

Pohl, and as we shall see in detail in the chapters which follow - the re-

proaches directed against us by our detractors are only of marginal rele-

vance. On the other hand, their obsessive-compulsive use of innumera-

ble sources, most of them plagiarized, does not aim to fill this vacuum

in Holocaust historiography, or even to present a summary of the exist-

ing literature, but merely to lure the reader into a dense thicket of in-

conclusive references through a puerile and ostentatious display of false

learning.

2.2. Genesis of Holocaust Historiography and the

Revisionist Method

Every time there is any discussion of revisionism among orthodox

Holocaust advocates, the old canard of the "conspiracy theory" inevita-

bly resurfaces. Our "plagiarist bloggers" put it this way:

"From its inception, Holocaust Revisionism has repeatedly asserted

that we have been lied to about the fate ofEurope's Jews at the hands of

the Nazis. However much it might be denied by some contemporary nega-

tionists. Holocaust denial is unthinkable without some form of conspiracy

theory. " (p. 38)

This claim, in turn, depends on a routine misrepresentation of the re-

visionist approach to documentary sources. This becomes clear early on

in their book, in a passage in which they pretend to impart a lesson on

p. 190.

Ibid.,]?. 187.
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the correct historiographical method:

"It is striking that in all of their work, MGK consistently act as if the

only source that can be considered a 'document' is a German report. Yet

such an attitude is quite frankly the purest gibberish when measured

against all known standard practices of historical scholarship ever since

they were codified in the 19th Century. Rankeanism has only one rule,

namely to prefer where possible a source that is closer to the events, either

in terms ofchronology or proximity. Medievalists, after aU, are oftenforced

to rely on sources from long after the fact, written down by commentators

who were nowhere near the events they describe. Military historians do not

have a problem in making use ofthe records ofboth sides in a war or con-

flict. Many historians ofthe Holocaust have since the 1940s made good use

of non-German contemporary documents, most especially the written rec-

ords ofJewish councils and the Polish underground. Such sources are in-

disputably documents, and we have made use ofsome of them in what fol-

lows "
(pp. 29f.)

It is obviously not the case, as Nick Terry insinuates, that non-

German documents hold no value to us as regards German wartime ac-

tivities (or, worse, are not "documents" at all!). Our position is indeed

that with respect to Holocaust historiography "a German report" is the

most valuable type of vmtten docxraient in that it can tj^ically be con-

sidered true and accurate at face value (being based on more than mere

witness stories or hearsay), whereas non-German wartime reports, while

not disconsidered out of hand, are sources the value of which depends

on many factors. Yet we obviously also consider photographs and mate-

rial exhibits as valuable evidence, whether of German origin or not. All

the rest, starting with the testimonies, possess only subordinate eviden-

tiary value, or even none at all in the very frequent case of testimonies

unsupported by any wartime document. We do, in fact, make use of

non-German documentary sources throughout our works. Like all others

(including German reports) they must be subject to criticism, and only

upon being verified as legitimate and trustworthy can (and should) they

be used, a process which annoys our "bloggers" intensely.

The correctness of this approach is even admitted by Holocaust his-

torians such as Mathias Beer:

"Allerdings ist es dem Historiker nicht erlaubt, Gerichtsurteile

unuberpruft zu ubernehmen, da Justiz und Geschichtswissenschaft von

unterschiedlichen Zielsetzungen geleitet werden. Fiir ihn sind in erster

Linie die Zeugenaussagen von Belang, well sie helfen, Quelleliicken zu

M. Beer, "Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den Juden," in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir

Zeitgeschichte, Jg. 35, 1987, Heft 3, p. 404.
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schliefien. Aber Zeugenaussagen konnen wegen ihrer Eigenart nur dann

gleichrangig, d.h. wie Dokumente behandelt und von der historischen

Forschung nutzbringend ausgewertet werden, wenn bestimmte Grundsdtze

beachtet werden. Die Grundvoraussetzung ist, die Verbindung von

Aussagen und quellenkritisch Uberpriiften Dokumenten mdglichst aufzu-

geben, d.h. den wahrscheinlichen immer mit dem gesicherten Sachverhalt

zu koppeln.

"

"However historians are not permitted to accept court judgements

without examination, since justice and scholarly knowledge are motivated

by differing objectives. For historians, witness statements are of im-

portance primarily because they assist to close gaps in the sources. But due

to their own peculiar nature, witness statements can only be treated as

ranking equally with documents and be usefully evaluated by historical re-

searchers, if certain principles are respected. The basic condition is never

to abandon, as far as is possible, the correlation ofwitness statements and

documents already subjected to critical source examination , i.e., always to

couple the probablefacts with the proven.
"

To explain this position requires an examination of tiow and wtiy

Holocaust historiography arose in the first place. Our "controversial

bloggers" describe the origins of Holocaust historiography without even

realizing that they are undermining their own criticisms. For example,

they discuss the history of the alleged "Aktion Reinhardt extermination

camps" from its origins in the black propaganda issued by a variety of

Jewish and Polish resistance groups:

"A growing number of reports reaching the Polish underground state,

the Delegatura, as well as Jewish organizations such as the Oneg Shabes

archive in Warsaw, led virtually all within Poland quickly to conclude that

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were sites ofextermination. " (p. 15)

Much as our bloggers try to wave the problem away, however, it is

just the circumstances surrounding this "growing number of reports"

that call the whole story into question:

"Hearsay rumours of the use of electricity and steam circulated among

the Polish and Jewish population ofPoland as well as among German oc-

cupation officials and troops, but the majority ofthe reports in Poland con-

verged on the use ofgas chambers. "
(p. 15)

"Hearsay rumours" indeed. Belzec is a typical example. Historian

Michael Tregenza has stressed "the fraternization between the camp

staff and the Ukrainian village population": residents of the village of

Belzec worked in the kitchens and laundries of the SS command; "four

men were employed within the camp proper"; one of these, an electri-

cian, "installed cables and lighting in the second gas building," and, it is

said, occasionally witnessed gassings; two photographers from the vil-
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lage were moreover authorised to photograph the interior of the camp.

In practice, "from the very beginning, every single villager knew what

was going on in the camp."'°*

But in that case, why didn't the alleged "truth" of gas chambers us-

ing engine exhaust gases - the version of the story officially accepted

today - arise "from the very beginning"? The birth of "hearsay ru-

mours," particularly those regarding fantastic mass electrocution instal-

lations, death trains and human soap factories, notwithstanding a whole

village of eyewitnesses, can only be explained as the result of intention-

al atrocity propaganda.

This is also true of Treblinka. The report of 15 November 1942 on

the "steam chambers at Treblinka" is so detailed that it could only have

resulted from a deliberately falsified description of installations which

actually existed, but which could in no case be "gas chambers": so if

our opponents are right, why would the author(s) of the report describe

them as "steam chambers"? And why were the most improbable meth-

ods of extermination, starting with chlorine, initially attributed to So-

bibor?

The belief that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were "extermination

camps" is said to have resulted from the fact that "during the war, re-

ports began to appear within a month of the opening of Belzec that large

numbers of Jews were entering the camp and not coming out." (p. 15)

But this is just the indispensable pre-condition of all black propaganda:

the propagandists first spread about the notion of "extermination

camps" and then only later seek to substantiate it (being, like our detrac-

tors, totally destitute of any sense of the ridiculous) with the most ab-

surd fantasies.

These fantasies did, it is true, also include gas chambers, but it is

false to state, as our critics have done, that "the majority of the reports

in Poland converged on the use of gas chambers"; moreover, the few

sources which mention them do not connect them with the use of engine

exhaust gas. At the end of 1945, notwithstanding the various testimo-

nies - indeed, precisely because of them - a variety of killing methods

were all simultaneously contending for primacy as official "truth":

steam, vacuum pumps, electrocution and gas chambers. Notoriously,

the electrocution installations at Belzec and the "steam chambers" at

'"^ M. Tregenza, "Das vergessene Lager des Holocaust," in I. Wojak, P. Hayes (eds.), "Arisie-

rung" im Nationalsozialismus, Volksgemeinschaft, Raub und Geddchtnis, Campus Verlag,

Frankfurt/Main, New York 2000, pp. 241-268. Summarized in Mattogno, Belzec in Propagan-

da..., op. crt.,pp. 41f.
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Treblinka were accepted as officially established facts even at the Nu-

remberg Trial.

Only thanks to the testimony of Rudolf Reder and the "Gerstein re-

port" (which are, however, mutually contradictory) did Polish investiga-

tors eventually settle, in 1947, on the theory that the Germans used en-

gine exhaust gas, as we have documented in the sections entitled "From

Steam Chambers to Carbon Monoxide Chambers," "Origins of the Car-

bon Monoxide Version" and "Triumph of the Carbon Monoxide Ver-

sion" in oxir book on Treblinka, and "The Struggle between Electric

Current and Exhaust Gas" in that on Belzec. The solution thus excogi-

tated was then applied, by analogy, to Sobibor as well.

Before proceeding further, I must answer a criticism relating precise-

ly to the term "black propaganda." Our "controversial bloggers" write

that in my view "'propaganda' necessarily implies its falsity" and that I

use "black propaganda" with this meaning, while on the contrary they

object that "the term 'black propaganda' has a very precise meaning,"

that is, simply, "propaganda purporting to come from the enemy side."

(p. 43). If this were solely a question of terminology, we could speak of

"propaganda lies" instead, but the core problem remains: call it what

you like, the propaganda in question is intentionally deceptive, as is

acknowledged, in effect, by current Holocaust historiography in its

avoidance of it. How else should we describe the tales of mass elecfro-

cutions, steam chambers, human soap, and so on?

Nick Terry chides me for not using "black propaganda" as the pre-

cise term of art currently employed in studies of propaganda, in which it

may be categorized as either white, gray or black. This is particularly

true for Sobibor, where "Greuelpropaganda" (atrocity propaganda; col-

loquially, atrocity tales) in the German edition came to be translated as

"black propaganda" in the English edition, a matter which we did not

offer too much attention given the popular connotations of the term, and

as there are no two ways to interpret this, especially if referring to a

post-war witness statement. In Treblinka, on the other hand,

"Greuelpropaganda" was more accurately rendered as "atrocity propa-

ganda." It is known that the Holocaust Controversies group obsesses

over our various different-langauge book editions to hunt for anomahes,

so it is a safe bet they have looked this up as well and are contriving an

issue, scarcely affecting anyone else, to be my "hysterical repetition."

Nevertheless, our opponents' definition seems to be simplistic, only

USSR-93;PS-3311.
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governing the relationship between two parties, usually governments. It

is inaccurate to claim that "black propaganda" is restricted to that "pur-

porting to come from the enemy side" in the sense obviously meant by

Terry in which the "enemy side" would be the German Government.

Modem scholarly definitions of "black propaganda," a term always not-

ed to have negative popular connotations despite more precise defini-

tions, would include two key points: that (1) the information transmitted

is incorrect, usually on grounds of villifying some target or achieving

some aim, and that (2) its true source and/or purported authority is ei-

ther misrepresented, obscured or falsified.

To wit, we may look at the World War I "Corpse Factory" hoax.

Aside from the mistranslation of "kadaver" to corpse, British propagan-

da had employed the use of blatantly false stories purporting to come

from neutral groups or individuals. One example would be an English-

language Shanghai paper reporting that the Chinese Premier was horri-

fied over the boastful and increasingly ghoulish statements coming from

Admiral Paul von Hintze, German ambassador, first telling the Premier

that the Germans were prepared to send women to the trenches in order

to win the conflict, then that they were manufacturing glycerin out of

fallen soldiers.'"^ Others could include statements of indignation falsely

attributed to neutral parties over mere news of the story (Pope Benedict

XV), or self-styled witnesses providing helpful hints as to the veracity

of the tale, which can be safely assumed invented.'"^

All examples given above are clearly "black propaganda," even in

the academic sense Terry is so keen of, albeit directed against the Ger-

man side without the "propaganda purporting to come from" the Ger-

mans. They are certainly not gray propaganda, which has no identifiable

source, authority or importance of label, or white propaganda which is

typically based on persuasion and whose source is truthfully identified.

A good tell of "black propaganda" tends to be its basis on "insider in-

formation" in authority or capacity to know the message, which is just

the situation we face with resistance or interest groups pretending to re-

lay accurate eyewitness statements of extermination installations.

In this context, our critics mention the Polish underground courier

Jan Karski who "engaged in 'black propaganda' among German sol-

diers." (p. 43). This is in fact an excellent example for establishing the

real significance of "black propaganda." Karski is introduced as follows

"China's Issue with Germany. How Feng Kuo-Chang Was Converted. Informal Messages

from Berlin," The North-China Daily News, February 26, 1917, p. 7.

TNA FO 395/147.
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on p. 15 of the book:

"A further crucial report, combining information compiled by Oneg

Shabes with Polish underground sources, was brought out by the Polish

underground courier Jan Karski in November 1942.
"

The "plagiarist bloggers," however, are careful to avoid mentioning

the actual content of this "crucial report." In it, Karski in fact claims to

have infiltrated the Belzec camp, but found no gassing installation

there. Instead, according to Karski, the deported Jews were killed in

"death trains" sprinkled with quicklime, the trains being loaded at the

camp and then driven to a location eighty miles away where the victims

were left for several days until they all died. I have described Karski 's

various "eyewitness testimonies" in the section "From Electrocution to

the 'Train of Death'" in my book on Belzec. This story, from the ortho-

dox Holocaust point of view, is obviously untrue (from the revisionist

point of view, it could be a distortion of reports of transports which ac-

tually left the camp for other destinations). This explains the embar-

rassed silence of our critics, who clearly know full well that "black

propaganda," starting with the propaganda spread by Karski himself,

consists precisely of intentional hes.

Returning to the main thread of the argument, our "controversial

bloggers" next trace the phases through which this mendacious propa-

ganda, filtered and reinvigorated by the various Soviet, Polish-Soviet

and Polish "war crimes investigation commissions" and the "findings"

of examining magistrates, entered the courtrooms of the various post-

war Military Tribunals, whence it would soon emerge newly clad in the

garb of "juridical truth."

The decisive ingredient in this process was no doubt the "Declara-

tion of the United Nations" of 17 December 1942, which on the one

hand elevated this propaganda to the status of official truth while de-

termining, on the other, the criteria of punishment for the alleged crimes

depicted in it, thus laying the foundation for the creation of the future

Military Tribunals:"^

"From all the occupied countries Jews are being transported in condi-

tions ofappalling horror and brutality to Eastern Europe. In Poland, which

has been made the principal Nazi slaughterhouse, the ghettos established

by the German invaders are being systematically emptied ofall Jews except

afew highly skilled workers requiredfor war industries. None ofthose tak-

en away are ever heard of again. The able-bodied are slowly worked to

death in labor camps. The infirm are left to die ofexposure and starvation,

™ IMT, vol. XII, p. 364.
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or are deliberately massacred in mass executions.

The number of victims of these bloody cruelties is reckoned in many
hundreds ofthousands ofentirely innocent men, women, and children.

"

The declaration concluded with the threat that the United Nations

"reaffirm their solemn resolution to ensure that those responsible for the

crimes shall not escape retribution, and to press on with the necessary

practical measures to this end."

The draft of this declaration had been discussed at the Foreign Of-

fice in London by the beginning of December, following the arrival of a

great many propaganda reports, the last of which was one by none other

than Jan Karski, dated 25 November."' A note dated 26 November

summarizes the discussion to that point:

"Extermination ofJews in Europe.

Mr. Law records a conversation with Mr. Silverman^^^^^ and Mr.

Easterman^^^*^ regarding the extermination ofJews in Europe. Mr. Silver-

man pressed that His Majesty 's Government should take some action to re-

lieve these atrocities and suggested that a Four Power Declaration be

made by the United Nations declaring that the perpetrators would be duly

punished, and also that use should be made of broadcasting to encourage

non-Jews to aid the Jews underpersecution.
"

In a handwritten note dated 27 November, Denis Allen, an official

from the ministry's Central Department, advised that the upcoming

U.N. declaration should, "in the absence of clearer evidence, avoid too

specific reference to the plan^ "^-^ of extermination," and restrict itself to

condemning the "German pohcy" with regards to the Jews.'"' Another

Foreign Office official, Frank Roberts, noted in the same vein:"'

"A statement on the above lines would have to be somewhat vague,

since we have no actualproofofthese atrocities, although I think that their

probability is sufficiently great to Justify action on the above lines, if this is

considered essential with a view to satisfying Parliamentary opinion here.

The propagandists could then take statements on the above lines as their

cue. Without such statement it would, I think, be dangerous to embark upon

a propaganda campaign lacking a foundation of quotable and proved

facts.

"

See in this regard Belzec. ..,op. cit., pp. 22-25.

™ TNA FO 371/30923 XP004257, p. 62. The note was received in registry on 1 Dec. 1942.

Sydney Silverman, a Labotir Member of British Parliament.
'

" Alexander Easterman, at that time Political Secretary of the World Jewish Congress, British

Section.

' Underlined in the original.

'"^ TNA FO 371/30923 XP004257, pp. 64£

Ibid., pp. 66f. Also dated 27 Nov. 1942.
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A Foreign Office note composed by Anthony Eden on 2 December

relates to a conversation between himself and Soviet ambassador Ivan

Maisky on the upcoming U.N. declaration. After expressing warm ap-

proval for the speech that he had just made in the House of Com-
mons,"^ intimating that Stalin would feel the same, Maisky reportedly

continues:

"His Excellency went on to say that I had referred to the position of the

Jews in Europe and to the systematic attempt which appeared to be being

made now by the Germans to exterminate them. The Jews had been to see

him as they had been, he understood, to see me in the matter, and their

suggestion, as he understood it, was that the three Powers, ourselves, the

United States and Russia, shouldjoin in a condemnation of these atrocities

and state that those who perpetrated them would be punished when the day

ofretribution came.''

The admission as to who lobbied for the declaration, on both sides, is

certainly revealing. The note closes with Eden describing on his own -

i.e., not relating Maisky' s words - the Great Powers' declaration as "the

statement for which the Jews were asking."'

The document establishing the future Allied Military Tribunals was

not, therefore, based on any "actual proof," but rather on a mere "prob-

ability" of German "atrocities." But the United Nations had now com-

mitted themselves before the entire world in such a manner that their

Courts had to "prove" German crimes in some way.

The sort of love of justice and truth that animated these Tribunals

was explicitly revealed by Justice Robert H. Jackson, the American

chief prosecutor, during the 26 July 1946 session of the First Nurem-

berg Trial:

"In interpreting the Charter, however, we should not overlook the

unique and emergent character of this body as an International Military

Tribunal. It is no part ofthe constitutional mechanism ofinternaljustice of

any of the signatory nations. Germany has unconditionally surrendered,

but no peace treaty has been signed or agreed upon. The Allies are still

technically in a state ofwar with Germany, although the enemy 's political

and military institutions have collapsed. As a military tribunal this Tribu-

nal is a continuation of the war effort of the Allied nations . As an Interna-

tional Tribunal, it is not bound by the procedural and substantive refine-

ments of our respective judicial or constitutional systems, nor will its rul-

http://hansard.rnillbanksysterns.com/commons/1942/dec/02/reconstruction.

TNA FO 954/25 (SU/42/345), Eden to H.L. Baggallay, 2 Dec. 1942. Also two copies in TNA
FO 371/30923, 113f., 115f.

™ IMT, vol. XIX, p. 398.
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ings introduce precedents into any country's internal system of civil jus-

tice" (Emph. added)

Indeed, the Charter of the International Military Tribunal explicitly

stated that the court was not created for the purpose of ascertaining the

truth or seeing that justice was done, but, rather, "for the just and

prompt trial andpunishment of the major war criminals of the European

Axis."'^' (Emph. added)

For the purpose of obtaining this desired result, the victorious war-

time powers created conducive juridical instruments. Article 19 of the

Charter of the Tribunal:

"The Tribunal shall not be bound by technical rules ofevidence. It shall

adopt and apply to the greatest possible extent expeditious and non-

technical procedure, and shall admit any evidence which it deems to have

probative value.

"

And Article 21:'^^

"The Tribunal shall not require proof offacts of common knowledge

but shall takejudicial notice thereof. It shall also takejudicial notice ofof-

ficial governmental documents and reports ofthe United Nations, including

the acts and documents ofthe committees set up in the various Allied coun-

tries for the investigation of war crimes, and the records and findings of

military or other Tribunals ofany ofthe United Nations.

"

As a finishing touch, the documents upon which the trials were

based were selected beforehand based on their perceived prosecutorial

value; defense attorneys were only permitted to draw documentation

from this pre-selected pool, and so, in practice, there were no defense

documents.

British historian A.J.P. Taylor once gave a marvellous description of

this situation in an attempt to explain "the almost universal agreement

among historians" on the origins of the Second World War, an explana-

tion which applies equally to Holocaust historiography:'^^

"If the evidence had been sufficiently conflicting, scholars would soon

have been found to dispute the popular verdict, however generally accept-

ed. This has not happened; andfor two apparently contradictory reasons -

there is at once too much evidence and too little. The evidence of which

there is too much is that collectedfor the trials ofwar-criminals in Nurem-

berg. Though these documents look imposing in their endless volumes, they

are dangerous materialfor a historian to use. They were collected, hastily

and almost at random, as a basisfor lawyers ' briefs. This is not how histo-

IMT,vol.I,p. 10.

Ibid.,p. 15.

A.J.P. Taylor, ne Origins ofSecond World War. Athaneum, New York, 1983, p. 13.
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rians wouldproceed. The lawyer aims to make a case; the historian wishes

to understand a situation. The evidence which convinces lawyers often fails

to satisfy us; our methods seem singularly imprecise to them. But even law-

yers must now have qualms about the evidence at Nuremberg. The docu-

ments were chosen not only to demonstrate the war-guilt ofthe men on tri-

al but to conceal that of the prosecuting Powers. Ifany ofthefour Powers

who set up the Nuremberg tribunal had been running the affair alone, it

would have thrown the mud more widely. The Western Powers would have

brought in the Nazi-Soviet Pact; the Soviet Union would have retaliated

with the Munich conference and more obscure transactions. Given thefour-

Power tribunal, the only possible course was to assume the sole guilt of

Germany in advance. The verdictpreceded the tribunal; and the documents

were brought in to sustain a conclusion which had already been settled. Of
course the documents are genuine. But they are 'loaded'; and anyone who
relies on themfinds it almost impossible to escapefrom the load with which

they are charged.
"

Reginald T. Paget, who defended Feldmarschall Erich von Man-

stein, described the difficult documentary situation faced by defense

coxinsel for German defendants:

"The entire walls were covered with files and a number ofrows offiles

sixfeet high ran across the room. The difficulties imposed upon the defence

are obvious. The only documents available were those which had been se-

lected because they might help the prosecution, the German documents had

never been screenedfor those that might help the defence. We had access to

only a tiny part ofthe documents seized. Our staffwas wholly inadequate to

examine even a tiny portion of the documents actually in Hamburg, and it

was only at the very last moment that we discovered several documents vi-

tal to the defence. We shall never know how many other such documents ex-

isted.
"

Before describing his own predicament, however, Paget goes back to

the initial document screening for the EVIT. He relates that in July 1945

a special branch of the US Army had been tasked with "collecting,

evaluating and assembling documentary evidence in the European The-

atrefor use in the prosecution of the major war criminals before the In-

ternational Tribunal." This work was done through so-called document

centers. The documents so selected were then given to the prosecution

staff to be sifted again for the purpose of ascertaining "whether or not

they should be retained as evidence for the prosecutors." Finally, the

dociunents thus re-selected were photocopied and made available to the

tribunals. The defense essentially had to select the dociunents which
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they would use from among them.'^''

It is usefiil to investigate the documents forming the basis of Paget'

s

assessment. Colonel Robert G. Storey, Executive Trial Counsel to Jus-

tice Robert H. Jackson, prepared a statement dated 20 November 1945

outlining the gathering and handling of documentary evidence. It ex-

plains that the documents to be presented to the court had been "exam-

ined, re-screened, and translated by expert US Army personnel, many of

whom had been bom in Germany and thus possessed excellent language

and backgroimd qualifications."'^^

Perhaps aware of the too compromising hint as to the ethnic identity

of "many" of his personnel, Storey amended this sentence in his verbal

statement before the Tribunal on 22 November 1945, during the course

of which he also explained his decisive role in organizing the selection

of documents for the trial:
'^"^

"Beginning last June, Mr. Justice Jackson [ChiefUS Prosecutor at the

IMT] requested me to direct the assembling of documentary evidence on

the continent for the United States case. Field teams from our office were

organized under the direction of Major William H. Coogan, who estab-

lished United States liaison officers at the main Army document centers.

Such officers were directed to screen and analyze the mass of captured

documents, and select those havins evidentiary value for our case. Literally

hundreds of tons of enemy documents and records were screened and ex-

amined and those selected were forwarded to Nuremberg for processing. I

now offer in evidence an affidavit by Major Coogan, dated November 19,

1945, attached hereto, describing the method of procedure, capture,

screening and delivery ofsuch documents to Nuremberg. " (Emph. added)

After reading a long extract from Coogan' s affidavit to the Tribunal,

Storey continued:'^'

"Finally, more than 2,500 documents were selected and filed here in

this Court House. At least several hundred will be offered in evidence. They

have been photographed, translated into English, filed, indexed, and pro-

cessed. The same general procedure was followed by the British War

Crimes Executive with regard to documents captured by the British Army,

and there has been complete integration and cooperation of activities with

R.T. Paget, Manstein: His Campaigns and His Trial, Collins, London, 1951, pp. 106f. Paget

quotes Coogan's affidavit discussed below, adding an empliasis. Also in R.T. Paget, Manstein.

Seine Feldziige und sein Prozefl. Limes Verlag, Wiesbaden, 1952, pp. 128f

"Outline OfMethod Of Capture, Processing And Assembling Documentary Evidence, And
Plan Of Presentation To The TribunaF' by Robert G. Storey, 20 Nov. 1945, PS-OOl(a). IMT,

vol XXV, p. 3.

"'^ IMT, vol. II, p. 157.

Ibid., p. 160.
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the British in that regard. " (Emph. added)

The aforementioned Major William H. Coogan was appointed Chief

of the Documentation Division of the Office of United States Chief of

Counsel in July 1945. On 26 October 1945, Storey wrote a Prosecution

memo which advised submitting a general affidavit in lieu of individual

authentification of captured documents.'^** In his affidavit submitted to

the Tribunal, Coogan described the personnel employed for the task and

their aims in gathering and evaluating German documents

"The Field Branch of the Documentation Division was staffed by per-

sonnel thoroughly conversant with the German language. Their task was to

search for and select captured enemy documents in the European Theater

which disclosed information relating to the prosecution of the major Axis

war criminals. " (Emph. added)

In the chambers of the Military Tribimals, the presumed extermina-

tion of the Jews, particularly with regards to "extermination camps" and

"gas chambers," suddenly became a "fact of common knowledge" re-

quiring only the taking of "judicial notice" - that is, a dogma not sub-

ject to dispute. The defendants' defense strategy naturally adapted itself

to this situation. In this context, a "confession" held out incomparably

more hope for the accused than a "denial"; pursuing the latter course

would have only increased the punishment for the recalcitrant defendant

who, presumed guilty, would necessarily have been considered an im-

penitent and hardened Nazi as well. Prosecution witnesses, understand-

ably embittered due to the sufferings they endured under the National

Socialists, eagerly pushed themselves forward to demand vengeance.

The Tribimals proved themselves highly accommodating in this regard,

guaranteeing these self-styled witnesses total impunity. Thousands of

testimonies offered in dozens of trials never resulted in a single prose-

cution for perjury, although there was no shortage of obviously and ab-

surdly false statements among them.

The example of the Belsen trial is typical in this sense. Belsen was

the first major post-war trial, held by the British from 17 September to

17 November 1945. The principal defendant was SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer

Josef Kramer, who had been commandant of Auschwitz-II concentra-

tion camp (Birkenau) between October 1942 and May 1944, then com-

mandant at Bergen-Belsen. For this reason, the trial involved both

Auschwitz and Belsen. In his first statement, Kramer ingenuously told

™ Online: http://library2.1awschool.comell.edu/donovan/pdf/Batch_8A'ol_XVIII_55_03_01 .pdf.

"Affidavit of Major William H. Coogan," 19 Nov. 1945, PS-OOl(a). IMT, vol. XXV, p. 5.
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the truth:''"

"/ have heard ofthe allegations offormerprisoners in Auschwitz refer-

ring to a gas chamber there, the mass executions and whippings, the cruelty

of the guards employed, and that all this took place either in my presence

or with my knowledge. All I can say to all this is that it is untruefrom be-

ginning to end.

"

But he soon came to understand the ideological and political func-

tion of the trial. The only permissible defense strategy consisted of

complete accordance with the dogma of the "gas chambers"; even his

defense attorney could not help but accept it:'''

"The gas chamber existed, there is no doubt about it
"

"It [is] clear that thousands ofpeople [were] killed in the gas chambers

at Auschwitz...
"

For this reason, Kramer was compelled to retract his denial as the

trial proceeded. Thus emerged the strategy which was soon to become

standard practice for the defense in the post-war courts: the defendant

"knew," but was not directly "responsible." In this specific case, Kra-

mer declared:"^

"/ received a written orderfrom him [Rudolf Hoss] that I had nothing

to do with either the gas chambers or the incoming transports.
"

The Belsen trial is also typical as regards the testimonies of the for-

mer inmates. While the defense team consisted of eleven British offic-

ers and one Polish, even they could not help but repeatedly object to the

unreliability of the witnesses, as recorded in both direct transcript and in

summary:"'
"/ am suggesting that the whole incident is imaginary. " (on Ada Bim-

ko)

"/ suggest that your account here to-day is exaggerated and untrue.

[...] I suggest that the same thing applies to the rest ofyour evidence and

that you are a thoroughly unreliable witness? " (on Sophia Litwinska)

"/ put it to you that this incident only occurred in your immagination

and that the whole thing is a tissue oflies? " (on Dora Szafran)

"We object to the whole ofthese affidavits, which are contained in this

book and elsewhere, beingput before the Court as evidence. In our submis-

Trial of.losefKramer and Forty-Four Others (The Beben Trial). Edited by Raymond Phillips.

William Lodge and Company, Limited. London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 1 949, p. 73 1

.

Ibid., p. 150, 512, resp. Both statements were taken by Major Thomas Claude M.Winwood,

defense cotmsel for Kramer and three other defendants.

/Wrf.,p. 157.

Ibid., p. 76, 82, 89, 141, 518, 519, 524, 524, p. 535, resp. But A. Bimko's visit to the "gas

chamber" was a "stupid and unreal story" as well Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit., pp.

599-601.
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sion the whole ofthe evidence contained in this book is completely unrelia-

ble, and we invite the Court, having considered the statements which are in

the book of those witness who have already given evidence, to judge from

these, and say that the remainder should not be received by the Court as

they are completely worthless and ofso little value that the Court should

not make such an enormous departurefrom what is the normal practice of

Criminal Courts and Field General Courts-Martial.
"

"Counsel asked the Court to consider the stojy ofBimko and Hammer-

masch with regard to killing ofthefour Russians as a pure invention by two

witnesses who had appeared in quick succession in the court for the sole

purpose ofhaving a go at Kramer, theirformer Kommandant, and thatfur-

ther it wasfor this reason that these two witnesses had accused him oftak-

ing an active part in the selections at Auschwitz.

"

"Counsel submitted that this witness had come to court and made this

wild accusation against Kraft, andfurther wild accusation against Kramer,

without any regard for the truth. [...] Counsel asked the Court to accept

Kraft 's story in toto and to reject Sompolinski 's description ofCamp No. 2,

which could not conceivably be considered a true description.
"

"Major Munro submitted that the whole story was pure nonsense...

"

(on Helen Klein)

"The whole story was fantastic. " (on Charles S. Bendel)

"What Litwinska had said was inconceivable when compared with the

evidence ofDr. Bendel. Where had she got itfrom? In Counsel's view she

had first of all heard from her friend Bimko what she, Bimko, had seen

when she went over the gas chamber; then she had heard the story about

the girl having been savedfrom the gas chamber by Hoessler; and she put

the two together and hadproduced this stupid and unreal story.
"

As defense counsel Major L. S. W. Cranfield noted, it was not diffi-

cult to guess the motivation behind all these lies:'^"^

"The Nazis have aroused racial passion all over the earth, and I do not

think it is unnatural or surprising that those young Jewesses should be vin-

dictive towards theirformer warders, or to seek to avenge themselves upon

them.

"

The Belsen trial, alas, was no exception. Indeed, I have dwelled at

length on it here precisely because it provides a perfect illustration of

the prevailing atmosphere of the times, the dogmatism of the Tribunals,

the concessive strategies of the defense, and the vengeful motivations of

the witnesses.

By means of a powerful mobilization of the communication media,

the new judicial dogmas soon developed into a kind of atmosphere of

»W.,p.244.
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mass consensus which permeated and infected all the parties to the case,

judges and witnesses, ex-inmates and ex-SS, journalists and "public

opinion."

That which the enemies of revisionism call "conspiracy theory" is in

reaHty simply this all-pervasive atmosphere: all the parties to the case

had implicitly agreed, for differing reasons, to support the dogma of the

"gas chambers," not as the result of a "conspiracy," but because the gas

chambers were now judicial and media "truth," and not subject to ar-

gument. As to the witnesses, there is no need to presuppose that they

were all deliberate liars; indeed the number of deliberate liars is numer-

ically insignificant. The overwhelming majority of witnesses simply re-

peated and embellished what they had heard elsewhere, in a process

which historian David Irving has called "cross-pollination."'"'^ Nor is

this merely a matter of pure hearsay, for witnesses may sincerely be-

lieve their own corrupted testimony, having interpreted events, the real

meaning of which they could not know, in the hght of subsequent

"knowledge," in a sort of self-delusion aptly described by Italian anti-

revisionist vwiter Valentina Pisanty:'^''

"Spesso gli scrittori [cioe i testimoni] intrecciano le proprie osser-

vazioni dirette con frammenti di "sentito dire " la cui diffusione nel laser

era capillare. La maggiorparte delle inesattezze riscontrabili in questi testi

e attribuibile alia confusione che i testimoni fanno tra cid che hanno visto

con i propri occhi e cid di cui hanno sentito parlare durante il periodo

deU'internamento. Con ilpassare degli anni, poi, alia memoria desli eventi

vissuti si assiunse la lettura di altre opere suU'arsomento, con il risultato

che le autobiogrqfle stese in tempi piu recenti perdono I'immediatezza del

ricordo in favore di una visione piu coerente e completa del processo di

sterminio.
"

"These writers [that is, the witnesses] often interweave their observa-

tions with fragments of 'hearsay, ' the dissemination of which was omni-

present in the camps . The majority of the inaccuracies to befound in these

texts are attributable to the fact that the witnesses confuse what they have

seen with their own eyes with what they merely heard ofduring theirperiod

ofinternment. Then, with the passing oftime, to the memory ofevents actu-

ally experienced is added the reading of other works on the subject, with

the result that autobiographies published in recent years lack the immedia-

cy of recollection in favour ofa more consistent and complete vision of the

D. Irving, "David living's Final Address in the London Libel Trial," Journal ofHistorical Re-

view, vol. 19 (2000) no. 2, pp. 9-46. (ww.ilir.org/jlir/vl9/vl9n2p-9_Irving.html)

V. Pisanty, L 'irritante questione delle camere a gas. Logica del negazionismo. Bompiani, Mi-

lano, 1998, p. 183.
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process ofextermination . " (Emph. added)

Starting in the early 1950s, the growing Holocaust historiographic

industry, through the efforts of such personages as Leon Poliakov, Ger-

ald Reitlinger, Lord Russell of Liverpool, Artur Eisenbach and others,

gradually transformed the "juridical truth" of the court rooms into es-

tabhshed "historical truth." Earher trials supplied material for later ones

in a perverse, self-perpetuating spiral in which each new sentence

served to consolidate the "judicial truth" which had always been pre-

assumed from the outset. And this new "judicial truth," in turn, consoU-

dated the resulting "historical truth." Aside from strictly political fac-

tors, the numerous trials held in the former Federal Republic of Germa-

ny seem to have been intended not so much to administer justice as

simply to supply additional "factual" details for the purposes of Holo-

caust historiography. A few defendants, like Wilhelm Pfannenstiel,

were conscious participants in this process and were duly awarded with

acquittals or legal impunity.

A book like NS-Verbrechen vor Gericht (National Socialist Crimes

Before the Court) by Adalbert Riickerl'^^ visibly demonstrates the de-

pendence of Holocaust historiography upon the process of "judicial his-

toriography" inaugurated by the Allied Military Tribunals, which acted

as the fertile soil in which the entire process germinated in the first

place. '^^ In their introduction to the collective volume Neuen Studien

discussed above, Morsch and Perz declare candidly:'^'

"Ohne die Ermittlungstatigkeit von juristischen Einrichtungen wie der

polnischen Hauptkommission in Warschau oder der Zentralen Stelle der

Landersjustizverwaltungen in Ludwigsburg wiirde sich die historische For-

schung iiber Massentdtungen durch Giftgas heute sehr schwer tun.
"

"Without the investigatory activity ofjuridical bodies like the Polish

Main Commission in Warsaw or the Central Office of the State Justice Ad-

ministrations in Ludwigsburg, historical research on the mass killings with

poison gas would be very difficult to do today.
"

One must also add that these trials, as a rule, did not even attempt to

make a legally plausible case matching the standards of normal murder

trials for the "judicial truth" which they served to promote. The exam-

ple of the Auschwitz Trial in Frankfurt (20 December 1963 to 20 Au-

C.F. Miiller Juristischer Verlag, Heidelberg, 1982.

In his treatment of the subject, Riickerl inverts the cause-and-effect relationship ofthe process,

describing the "NS-Verbrechen" [National Socialist crimes] first, and then the trials which es-

tabUshed the "juridical truth" of the matter.

G. Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsoziahstischen Massentdtungen durch

Giftgas. Introduction, p. xvi.
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gust 1965) is representative in this regard. In their written verdict the

judges stated as follows:""

"Aufier wenigen und nicht sehr ergiebigen Urkunden standen dem
Gericht zur Rekonstruktion der Taten der Angeklagten fast ausschliefilich

Zeugenaussagen zur Verfugung. Es ist eine Erfahrung der Kriminologie,

dafi Zeugenaussagen nicht zu den besten Beweismitteln gehdren. Dies um
so mehr, wenn sich die Aussage der Zeugen auf Vorfalle bezieht, die vor

zwanzig Jahren oder mehr unter unsdglichem Leid und Qualen von den

Zeugen beohachtet worden sind. Selhst der ideale Zeuge, der nur die reine

Wahrheit sagen will und der sich iniiht, sein Geddchtnis zu erforschen, ist

nach zwanzig Jahren manchen Erinnerungsliicken unterworfen. Er gerdt in

die Gefahr, Dinge, die er tatsdchlich erleht hat, auf andere Personen zu

projizieren, und Dinge, die ihm von anderen in diesem Milieu sehr

drastisch erzdhlt wurden, als eigenes Erlebnis aufzufassen. Aufdiesem Weg

aber gerdt er in die Gefahr, Zeit und Ort seiner Erlebnisse zu verwechseln.

[...]

Im Gegenteil, man muj] sich doch nur einmal vergegenwdrtigen, welche

unendliche Kleinarbeit in einem Mordprozefi unserer Tage geleistet wird,

wie aus kleinen Mosaiksteinchen das Bild des wahrhaften Geschehens im

Augenblick des Mordes zusammengesetzt wird. Es steht dem Gericht zur

Verfiigung zundchst die Leiche, das Obduktions-Protokoll, das Gutachten

der Sachverstdndigen iiber die Ursachen fiir den Eintritt des Todes und der

Tag, an dem die Tat geschehen sein mufi, die Einwirkung, die zum Tode des

betreffenden Menschen gefiihrt hat Es stehen zur Verfiigung die Mord-

waffe, die Fingerahdriicke, die den Tdter identifizieren, es steht zur

Verfugung der Fufiahdruck, den er hinterlassen hat als er in das Haus des

Ermordeten eintrat, und es sind noch vielerlei Einzelheiten vorhanden, die

dem Gericht die unabdingbare Gewifiheit verschaffen, dafi dieser Mensch

von einem ganz bestimmten Tdter zu Tode gebracht worden ist All dies

fehlt in diesem Prozefi.
"

"Apartfrom a few not very productive documents, the Court, in recon-

structing the acts of the accused, disposed almost exclusively of witness

statements. One of the experiences ofcriminology is that witness statements

are not one of the best methods ofproof. All the less so when the testimony

of the witness relates to events that took place twenty or more years before,

observed by the witness under circumstances ofindescribable pain and suf-

fering. Even the ideal witness who wishes only to tell the pure truth and

who makes an effort to search his memory suffers from many gaps in his

recollections after twenty years. Such a witness runs the risk ofprojecting

onto other persons things which he has actually experienced, and regard-

Bem Naumann, Auschwitz. Bericht iiber die Strafsache gegen Mulim u.a. vor dem Schwurge-

richt Frankfurt. Athaneum Verlag, Frankfurt am Main-Boim, 1965, pp. 523 f.
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ing as his own experiences things vividly described in the same context by

otherpeople. In this way, he runs the risk ofconfusing time andplace in his

recollections. [...]

On the contrary, one need only recall, once again, the endless painstak-

ingly detailed work required in an ordinary murder trial in our own day,

the vast number oftinypieces ofthejigsaw puzzle that must beput together

to reconstruct the true circumstances at the time of the murder. First of all,

the actual corpse is available for examination by the court; there are the

autopsy records, the expert reports as to the cause of death; we know the

approximate date of death, and the effects upon the victim from which

death resulted. The murder weapon is available, there are the fingerprints

of the perpetrator, left behind in entering the victim's house, as well as

many other details providing the court with a sense of certainty as to the

causes and circumstances ofdeath suffered by the victim at the hands ofa

given perpetrator. All these things are absent in the present trial.

"

This admission alone is sufficient to demonstrate that Holocaust his-

toriography has nothing in common with normal historiography. Medi-

eval history, to return to the allusion of the "controversial bloggers" (p.

29), is not the dependent by-product of military tribunals set up to pun-

ish some (presumed) guilty party, and the same is true of any other

branch of historiography. Holocaust historiography, an obvious anoma-

ly, is the only exception. That the Holocaust is "unique" is, of course,

perfectly true, but only vs^ith reference to the related procedures of his-

torical writing. What is "unique" is the exterminationist method of writ-

ing history itself, the "findings" of which constitute the only form of

"truth" not open to discussion in public debate - by law in many coun-

tries, by social taboo almost everywhere on this planet. Hence we deal

with a sort of metaphysical "truth" here: above reason, above discus-

sion, above objection, to be accepted on pain of various social costs, of-

ten those being vindictively lengthy terms of imprisonment. The politi-

cians who promote and defend the various anti-revisionist laws in place

around the world are, in so doing, merely admitting that Holocaust his-

toriography is an essentially ideological and political construct built

around a "truth" incapable of withstanding objective scrutiny. By con-

trast, no one has ever demanded anti-"denier" laws with regards, for ex-

ample, to the witchcraft trials, or any other aspect of the history of the

Middle Ages.

One of the vwiters of the present volume, Jiirgen Graf, has felt the

force of this inviolable, ideological, "higher" truth on his ovra person,

as is well knovra.

Considering the framework of ideologically-interested court histori-
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ography described above - one based from the outset on the selective

corruption of the German documentary record through the objectives

and procedures of the Military Tribunals - it is nothing less than aston-

ishing to read that we supposedly hold that "the only source that can be

considered a 'document' is a German report," as Nick Terry claims, as

if there were no gaps to fill. Still, the issue merits further discussion all

the same. It is useful in this regard to first examine and keep in mind a

foreword to Whitney R. Harris's Tyranny on Trial penned by none oth-

er than Robert G. Storey in April 1954:''*'

"The purpose ofthe Nuremberg trial was not merely, or even principal-

ly, to convict the leaders of Nazi Germany and affix a punishment upon

them commensurate with their guilt Offar greater importance, it seemed to

mefrom the outset, was the making ofa record of the Hitler regime which

would withstand the test of history^^^^ I set about, therefore, to assemble

the maximum number of German documents which had relevance to the

crimes charged to the defendants. [...]

We were greatly aided by teams ofthe United States Army in the collec-

tion andpreliminary screening ofthese documents. But it was necessaryfor

us to establish our own records center to which were assigned analysts and

translators. The documents which we considered useful upon final screen-

ing, were translated and duplicated for use by the teams of lawyers as-

signed to the preparation of the several aspects of the affirmative case. In

the few weeks we had to work before the commencement of the trial we
were able to assemble a surprising number ofdocuments establishing crim-

inality ofthe Hitler regime. This was partly the result of the maintenance of

records by all German offices and departments, and partly due to the fact

that when the war drew to a close no general order was issuedfor the de-

struction of documents, decisions in that regard no general order was is-

suedfor the destruction ofdocuments, decisions in that regard being left up

to individuals, offices, and departments. Not infrequently attempts were

made to hide, rather than to destroy, important documents. And sometimes

we were able to recover entire caches ofinvaluable written evidence.

"

As we have seen earlier, the collecting and sorting of German docu-

ments performed by the victors after the Second World War represented

"a continuation of the war effort of the Allied nations" that was to im-

Whitney R. Harris, Tyranny On Trial: The Trial ofthe Major German War Criminals at the

End of World War II at Nuremberg, Germany, 1945-1946. Southern Methodist University

Press, Dallas, 1999, pp. xi-xii.

'"^ A related goal is bluntly stated by an undated OCC plan on PR organization: "One of the pri-

mary purposes of the trial of the major war criminals is to document and dramatize for con-

temporary consumption and for history the means and methods employed by the leading Nazis

in their plan to dominate the world and to wage an aggressive war." Online:

http://library2.1awschool.comell.edu/donovan/pd£^atch_8A^ol_XVIII_54_02_03.pdf
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press an indelible legacy on the cultural, political and judicial shape of

post-war Europe. It was, in fact, performed for the sole purpose of lo-

cating material capable of use for meting out "punishment" for crimes

whose reality was assumed a priori.

Holocaust historiography is unique in this sense as weU. All the doc-

uments preselected and introduced into evidence at the various post-war

trials are prosecution documents; defense counsel had to select docu-

ments for their own use exclusively from among this prosecution col-

lection such that, in practice, there are no defense documents on the

record. More generally, all the archive material currently available to

researchers is also, effectively, prosecution material. Our "plagiarist

bloggers," for their part, gloat sarcastically over the fact that, in the

course of our research in various eastern European archives, Graf and I

have found no documents relating to the destination of the Jews, who,

in our opinion, were transferred to the East from the alleged "extermi-

nation camps." But when one considers that these archives consist sole-

ly of dociraientation gathered by the Soviets, can one seriously expect

to find documentation on transfers that would refiite the same Big Myth

they found advantageous to maintain as true?

In truth, the fundamental question is now insoluble from a documen-

tary point of view, regardless of the historiographical position from

which it is examined: if the "extermination camps" really existed, the

National Socialists must have destroyed the related documentation on

the "gas chambers" and exterminations (for indeed there is none); if the

"extermination camps" did not exist as such, then the Soviets must have

destroyed the related documentation on prisoner transfers and resettle-

ment. In view of this dilemma, those asserting the existence of the hom-

icidal "gas chambers" suffer from the equal disadvantage of having to

prove their accusations without documents, relying instead solely on

"testimonies" and "confessions," which, as I have explained above,

have no evidentiary value without valid documentary support, even

from the point of view of these anomalous historiographical procedures.

Nevertheless, while the dilemma is real, the revisionist position is

more reasonable. It is well-known that the Germans left undestroyed

large quantities of documents relating to the shootings of Jews, particu-

larly on the Eastern Front, documents written in blunt and open lan-

guage. Why, then, should they have needed to systematically destroy all

documents relating to the "Aktion Reinhardt extermination camps" and

Chelmno? This alleged exhaustive yet highly selective destruction of

documents makes no sense. Nor can one seriously believe that the doc-
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xunents on shootings were saved by some fortuitous accident (which in

this case would require a whole multitude of fortuitous accidents), as

was hypothesized nonsensically by Jean-Claude Pressac for the archives

of the Zentralbauleitung (Central Construction Office) of Auschwitz,

which were left practically intact by the retreating SS to be found by the

Soviets/"*^

It is known with certainty that the National Socialists issued clear

and precise directives on the destruction of documents which they con-

sidered important, a process which can be traced in niunerous dossiers

found in the Military Historical Archive of Prague. For example, the

documents classified ^'geheime Sache" (secret matter) and "geheime

Reichssache" (secret state matter) belonging to the Einsatzgruppe VII

of the Organisation Todt were destroyed starting in January 1945 by

superior order, as recorded in a Vemichtungsprotokoll (destruction pro-

tocol) which lists in detail all the destroyed documents. But with re-

gards to the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, no trace of even such "destruc-

tion protocol" records has ever been foimd. As a result, in practice there

is no way to tell which documents were really destroyed by the National

Socialists and which documents the Soviets may have foxmd but chosen

to suppress.

The essential task and function of revisionism is not to "deny" the

claims of Holocaust historiography concerning alleged installations or

events, but rather to subject those claims to critical evaluation and veri-

fication. From a strictly methodical point of view, the fundamental

problem is not whether or not the "gas chambers" existed, but whether

or not the proofs proffered by orthodox Holocaust historiography are

justifiable or unfounded. From this point of view, revisionists are posi-

tively interested in what really happened, and this is the principal direc-

tion of our research.

We are also inclined to believe that the wartime propaganda which

sublimated first into judicial "truth" and later into an all-pervading at-

mosphere of historical and media "truth" has had a deleterious influence

on the great majority of Holocaust historians. No doubt most of these

historians have been working in good faith, at least from the point of

view of their own overall historical vision, and we are glad to

acknowledge as much even if, like Raul Hilberg, they do at times create

an obvious tissue of deliberate lies.'"^^ But they build on false founda-

Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit., pp. 32-34.

™ VHA, Fond OT, 25/7, pp. 299-303.

J. Graf, Riese auftonemen Fiissen. Raul Hilberg und sein Standardwerk iiber den "Holo-
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tions: Holocaust historiography has been corrupted by opportunism and

bad faith from the very outset.

Notwithstanding the "hundreds of tons of enemy documents and

records" examined by the Americans alone immediately prior to the

post-war trials, as Samuel Crowell has astutely noted,'""' the 72 volumes

of the three most important collections of trial transcripts
'"'^

altogether

contain only three documents regarding the alleged (stationary) gas

chambers, two relating to Auschwitz and one to Gross-Rosen (NO-

4473, NO-4465 and NO-4345). Of these, one, the well-known letter

from Karl Bischoff of 29 January 1943, was subject to a mistranslation

whereby the term "Vergasungskeller" was rendered as "gas cham-

^jgj.
"148 rpj^g

second, a letter from the Zentralbauleitung (Central Con-

struction Office) of Auschwitz dated 31 March 1943, is the source of an

even more serious error, as the term "gasdichte Tiirme" (gas-tight tow-

ers) - the latter word clearly a typographical mistake for "Tiiren"

(doors) - was translated as "gas-tight chambers."'"'^ And the last of

course is simply a grotesque falsification, for in this letter from the firm

Tesch and Stabenow to the camp at Gross-Rosen, dated 25 August

1941, the two disinfestations chambers equipped with Degesch-

Kreislauf circulation systems ordered from this firm by the camp Bau-

leitung (construction office) are referred to ominously in translation as

"two extermination chambers,"'^" while the subsequent letter of this of-

fice to the Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten (Central Office, Administra-

tion and Buildings) of 28 August, which refers to the Tesch and Stabe-

now letter, clearly had as its subject "Delousing plant"! As to Belzec

and Treblinka, there were only fantasies of "elecfrocution installations"

and "steam chambers, "'^^ while of Chelmno and Sobibor, practically

nothing was known at all.

And yet despite all this, it has never occurred to our Holocaust histo-

caust, " op. cit. ; C. Mattogno, Raul Hilherg e i "centri di sterminio " nazionalsocialisti. Fonti e

metodologia, available online at www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres8/CMhilberg.pdf
'"^ Samuel Crowell, op. cit., pp. 87f.

Trials ofthe Major Criminals Before the International Military Tribunal. Nuremberg 14 No-

vember 1945-1 October 1946. Published at Nuremberg, Germany, 1947, (IMT) 42 volumes;

Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals. Ntiremberg, October 1 946-

April 1949 (NMT), 15 volumes; Law Reports ofWar Criminals; Published for the United Na-

tions War Crimes Commission by His Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1947, 15 vol-

NMT, vol. V, p. 620. NO-4473.

p. 622. NO-4465.

/Wrf., p. 363. NO-4345.

/Wrf.,p.362.NO-4344.

See following chapter.
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rians to doubt whether the story of the "gas chambers" may be un-

founded. Like the Mihtary Tribunals before them, they aprioristically

assumed it as a "fact of common knowledge," a "certain fact" requiring

no discussion, only presentation and endorsement. In almost seventy

years, they still haven't found any documentary evidence to support the

claim, yet they obsessively persist in their vain task.

The "plagiarist bloggers" are a sort of precipitate of the corrupted

historiography we have described above - a sort of slimy sediment in

which all of the worst elements are found in concentration. Their meth-

od (if we can use the term) is grossly over-simplistic, for it arises from

an attitude not of critical detachment but of fundamentalist faith. They

believe that the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps were "extermination camps,"

and so for them all professed witnesses to that claim are truthful a pri-

ori. This, in turn, entails a program of systematic distortion, on the one

hand of the testimonies, subject of a painful and ridiculous sequence of

attempts made to explain or justify the innumerable contradictions they

present, and on the other hand of the National Socialist dociraientation,

misrepresented with a multiplicity of lies and impostures in support of

the "extermination" thesis.

We, by contrast, start from a foundation of certainty built on a great

number of indisputable facts, as we shall see below.

2.3. Auschwitz: First Example of Holocaust

Schizophrenia

The "controversial bloggers" demonstrate their bad faith from the

very outset of their "critique":

"From the earliest days of their movement, Holocaust deniers have

largely centered their arguments on the Auschwitz death camp. Surveying

the literature which makes up so-called Holocaust Revisionism, the obses-

sion with Auschwitz is undoubtedly one of its definingfeatures. " (p. 6)

This is a beautiful example of the manner in which our bloggers,

with their customary impudence, turn reality completely on its head. A
bibliography drawn up by the Auschwitz Museum listing publications

about the camp which appeared in the years 1942-1980 contains 1,950

titles, of which barely ten are revisionist in nature. '^^ Here is all the

proof one needs that any "obsession with Auschwitz" lay and still lies

Anna Malcowna, Bibliografla KL Auschwitz za lata 1942-1980. Wydawnictwo Panstwowego

Muzeum w Oswi^cimiu, 1991.
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with orthodox Holocaust historians and the devotees of "Holocaust

Memory." Nor has the flood let up in the years since Jean-Claude Pres-

sac focused the attention of historians and the communications media

on Auschwitz with his fundamental studies on the camp in 1989 and
1993.'^"' In 1994, Michael Berenbaum, in the preface to another classic

of Holocaust Hterature, wrote: "Auschwitz was the largest and most le-

thal of the Nazi death camps."'^^ A voluminous study by Deborah

Dwork and Robert Jan van Pelt'^'' appeared only two years later. The

Auschwitz Museum published its own history of the camp in five vol-

umes in 1999.'^' A further massive tome by Robert Jan van Pelt - The

Casefor Auschwitz - saw the light in 2002. . . and so on - and that is to

cite only the most important works of scholarly intent. Revisionist

scholars have simply repHed to this flood of Holocaust literature, a task

all the more right and proper in view of the fact that the existing docu-

mentation on this camp is well-known to be enormous.

As for the "controversial bloggers," it is only too easy to show that

they themselves display a genuine "obsession" - with myself and my
co-authors - as is evidenced by the contents of their blog. And an ob-

session makes it hard to see clearly sometimes. A few lines beneath

their silly insinuation about revisionism's supposed "obsession" with

Auschwitz, the "controversial bloggers" declare:

"After arguingfor so long over Auschwitz, and losing those arguments

in open court during the Irving vs Lipstadt libel trial of2000, deniers began

to turn their attention to the so-called Aktion Reinhard camps of Belzec,

Sobibor and Treblinka. " (p. 6)

Clearly our "controversial bloggers" suffer from some kind of Holo-

caust schizophrenia which cuts them off from reaHty. The reality, as far

as I am concerned, may be summed up as follows: it was after the ver-

dict in the Irving libel trial (11 April 2000) that I published the eight

fimdamental studies on Auschwitz listed above in section 2.1, including

my systematic demolition (published in English in 2010) of van Pelt's

expert report whose arguments were used by Justice Gray in his deci-

J.-C. Pressac, Auschwitz: Technique and Operation..., op. cit.; Les crematoires dAuschwitz,
op. cit.

Yisrael Gutman, Michael Berenbaum (eds.), Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death Camp. Indiana

University Press, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1994, p. vii.

D. Dwork, R. J. van Pelt, Auschwitz 1270 to the present. W.W. Norton & Company. New
York-London, 1996.

Auschwitz 1940-1945. Studien zur Geschichte des Konzentrations- und Vemichtungslager

Auschwitz. Published by Waclaw Dhigoborski and Franciszek Piper. Publishing House of the

State Museum ofAuschwitz-Birkenau. Oswi^cim 1999.
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sion against Irving!

2.4. Scope and Significance of Our Response

In their puerile arrogance, our "plagiarist bloggers" make the follow-

ing ridiculous prediction:

"Given that deniers seem incapable of reading a book from front to

back, we anticipate that many denier readers will start with the gas cham-

ber chapter and then respond with personal incredulity. They will ignore

the long sections on discovery and wartime knowledge (chapter 1), over-

whelmingproofofextermination decisions (chapter 2) and the twisted road

to Belzec (chapter 3). They will refuse to accept any burden ofproof to

show that there was a hoax (chapter 1) or to show systematic evidence of

resettlement, not the cherrypicked hearsay crap that Kues hypocritically

parades as evidence (chapter 4). All these things would be mistakes. The

critique is intended to be read as a whole, and the arguments advanced in

each chapter have not been putforward independently of each other. " (p.

36)

Apparently our bloggers really do think they have produced an unas-

sailable vs^ork of historical research, a symptom vs^hich fully confirms

the diagnosis of Holocaust schizophrenia. In reality, what they have

constructed is an intellectual sand castle which dissolves with the first

wave of revisionist criticism. Our critique, presented in the chapters that

follow, is both radical and total: our response covers every chapter of

the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" and answers all the arguments of the

"controversial bloggers," even the most fatuous (of which there is no

shortage).

The object of our response is not so much to refute their fallacious

"historical reconstruction," though we shall indeed do so, demonstrating

the falsehoods, the impostures and the flights of delirium it contains.

But we would not have the attention we thus give their "work" miscon-

strued as a mark of scholarly respect: spreaders of hatred and vandals

and falsifiers do not merit respect, let alone a patient reply. Our interest,

rather, lies in the opportunity for comprehensive refutation which our

opponents have unwittingly supplied by producing their "Cut and Paste

Manifesto." For with their unprecedented plagiarisms, they have created

a sort of Summa holocaustica, piling up, as best they can, all the possi-

ble or imaginable arguments in favour of the existence of the homicidal

"gas chambers" and all the possible and imaginable criticisms of our ar-

guments against it.

Our response thus aims above all to show the total vacuity of ortho-
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dox Holocaust historiography's claim that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblin-

ka were "extermination camps" equipped with homicidal "gas cham-

bers." In this sense, the "plagiarist bloggers" have made a decisive con-

tribution, on the one hand rendering obvious the total historical incon-

sistency of such a claim, while on the other stimulating us to extremely

profitable new discoveries. This latter point relates in particular to the

introduction of a conspicuous mass of new documents, brought together

in our presentation of many new arguments still more solid than those

published by ourselves in the past. The result is the end of the legend of

the "Aktion Reinhardt extermination camps."

In this regard, Robert Muehlenkamp's contribution is fundamental.

His two chapters on the "forensic and archaeological evidence about the

mass graves" ("Mass Graves" pp. 382-439) and "fuel requirements,

cremation time and disposal of cremation remains" ("Burning of the

Corpses" pp. 440-515; capsule descriptions on p. 35) are characterised

by raving flights of delirium which in themselves demonstrate the total

absurdity of the whole Holocaust scenario. By virtue of a sort of boom-

erang effect which the "controversial bloggers," in their arrogant self-

congratulation, could scarcely have imagined, their "critique" has in-

duced us to lay the foundations for an entirely new, exhaustive study on

the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, to be pubhshed as soon as we have

completed more urgent tasks postponed for the purpose of drawing up

this response. The time spent on the present response and the post-

ponement of our principal commitment will not have been in vain,

however, since they will have resulted in a new book in paper format,

far better-documented than the three books which preceded it. This is

the principal object of the present response.

In their "Cut and Paste Manifesto" the "plagiarist bloggers" present

a "historical reconstruction" based on a mass of distorted documents,

pseudo-arguments and futile chattering. To gain some idea of the total

historiographic inconsistency of their approach and to gain a better un-

derstanding of the significance and value of our ovm response, one must

start out fi-om a factual basis. The facts of the "Aktion Reinhardt"

camps will be documented in detail in the study that follows, but let's

review them here briefly:

There are no documents on the gassing of Jews in any of the "Aktion

Reinhardf camps.

There is no German order to exterminate Jews in these camps.

There is no German order to build these camps as "extermination

camps."
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The archaeological investigations conducted by Polish authorities at

Belzec and Sobibor have found no trace of any homicidal "gas cham-

bers."

It would have been impossible to bury the bodies of the alleged victims

at Belzec and Treblinka; some 281,200 and 654,800 bodies would have

remained unburied in these two camps repectively. Hence the killing

and burial of 434,508 persons at Belzec and of 758,400 at Treblinka

cannot have happened.

For these two camps, the volume of ashes produced in cremating the

claimed number of corpses would have exceeded the volume of the "of-

ficially certified" mass graves by 109% and 305%, respectively, while

at Sobibor it would have occupied more than 50%(. But these quantities

find no confirmation in archaeology, and thus the claimed cremations

cannot have taken place.

In none of the three camps would it have been possible to acquire the

quantities of wood needed to cremate the alleged number of bodies

within the allowed time fi^ame. To supply all three camps, the inmates

assigned to this duty would have required 9,716 days, more than 26'/2

years! Hence the supply of such a quantity of wood cannot have oc-

curred.

Finally, the cremation of the alleged number of corpses would have

been impossible within the asserted chronological limits and would

have lasted for another 592 days. For this reason, the cremation of the

alleged gassing victims cannot have occurred.

In the face of such evidence, the pathetic attempts of the "plagiarist

bloggers" to sustain the thesis of mass extermination vanish like so

much exterminationist fog under the sun of revisionism.
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Chapter 3: The Propaganda Origins of the

Extermination Camps Legend

By Carlo Mattogno

[1] Our opponents' first chapter, entitled "The Hoax That Dare Not

Speak Its Name," opens on p. 38 with Nick Terry purporting to explain

the supposed link between revisionism and "conspiracy theory":

"From its inception, Holocaust Revisionism has repeatedly asserted

that we have been lied to about the fate ofEurope 's Jews at the hands of

the Nazis. However much it might be denied by some contemporary nega-

tionists, Holocaust denial is unthinkable without some form of conspiracy

theory.
"

With an air of great superiority, he adds the following a few lines be-

low:

"Moreover, it is virtually impossible to find a major negationist author

who does not at some point advance a claim offabrication, manipulation,

coercion or some otherform ofskulduggery.

"

In Chapter 2 of this rebuttal I have shovm that, as far as we are con-

cerned, the charge of "negationism" is completely unfounded. Terry's

claim that revisionism is exclusively negative - or "negationist" - in na-

ture is refuted by the facts. To restrict ourselves only to the works by us

mentioned in the chapter above, can anyone seriously believe that the

more than 5,500 pages dedicated to Auschwitz, the more than 900 dedi-

cated to the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, and the more than 400 relating

to the camps at Majdanek and Stutthof contain nothing more than "ne-

gations"?

The real significance of "black propaganda" (p. 43) has already been

discussed in the previous chapter. But Terry objects not only to the use

of this term, he objects to the word "propaganda" itself, insisting that

the reports of the Polish underground state (Delegatura) and of Jewish

underground organizations "cannot be called 'propaganda.'"

Once again, a sophistical terminological distinction. In 1945, the

Polish government drafted a long official report for the Nuremberg Tri-

al, a report subsequently introduced into evidence by the Soviet prose-

cutors at Nuremberg as USSR-93. One paragraph addressed the "exter-

mination camps." With regards to Belzec, the commission arrived at the

following "findings":

"Early in 1942 the first reports indicated that special electric installa-

tions were used in this campfor quick mass killing ofJews. Under the pre-
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text of being led to a bath, Jews were completely undressed and led into a

building, thefloor ofwhich was under high electric current.

"

As to Treblinka, the report states that the Jews there "were put to

death in gas chambers, by steam and electric current." At Sobibor, it la-

conically notes, "they were killed in gas chambers," but there is no

mention of motor exhaust. The report attributes "millions" of victims to

Auschwitz, and alleges that "1,700,000 human beings were murdered in

Majdanek."

The story of the "steam chambers" at Treblinka was the object of yet

another official report by the Polish government. At Nuremberg,

"Charge N° 6" of the Polish indictment against Hans Frank was entered

into evidence as follows:

"The German authorities acting under the authority of Governor Gen-

eral Dr. Hans Frank established in March 1942 the extermination-camp at

Treblinka, intendedfor mass killing ofJews by suffocating them in steam-

filled chambers.

"

The credentials of the report, dated 5 December 1945, are as fol-

lows:'^«

"Certificate. This will certify that the document entitled 'Charge No 6,

Camp of Treblinka, ' concerning the extermination ofJews in this camp, is

hereby officially submitted by the Polish Government to the International

Military Tribunal by the undersigned under the provisions setforth in Arti-

cle 21 of the Charter. — Dr. Tadeusz Cyprian Polish Deputy Representa-

tive on the United Nations War Crimes Commission in London.
"

Terry is free to call these reports anything he likes, but the fact re-

mains that the statements made in them are false, and are therefore, as

we understand the term, purely propagandistic. Since these claims were

made in official reports, one must suppose that the Polish government

based them on an evaluation of all the available sources, including those

of the Delegatura and various Jewish resistance movements. Official

propaganda thus makes a continuous whole with the unofficial propa-

ganda of the wartime underground movements, disinformation trickling

up from below only to be rebroadcast downwards again in a self-

reinforcing cycle. No conspiracy is necessary to this process, only a

common purpose to defame.

[2] Terry next cites a long report on Belzec from the Armia Krajowa

(Polish Home Army) dating back to April 1942, "which Mattogno sees

fit to ignore entirely in his book on Belzec" (pp. 47f.). This reproach

may be true of the American edition of the book, but not the Italian edi-

IMT, vol. XXXII, pp. 153-154.
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tion, in which I do indeed discuss the report and the three alleged ex-

termination methods listed in it/^^ Here is the relevant text from the re-

port as presented by Terry:

"It is unknown by which means the Jews are liquidated in the camp.

There are three assumptions: (1) electricity; (2) gas; (3) by pumping out

the air. With regard to (1): there is no visible source of electricity; with re-

gard to (2): no supply ofgas and no residue of the remaining gas after the

ventilation of the gas chamber were observed; with regard to (3): there are

no factors that deny this. It was even verified that during the building of

one of the barracks, the walls and thefioor were covered with metal sheets

(for some purpose). "
(p. 48)

In his reference for the text (footnote 46) Terry writes: "Zygmunt

Marikowski, Zwiazek Walki Zbrojnej, I, Armia Krajowa w Okregu

Lubelskim, London. 1973. Book Two, Documents, pp.34-35, also trans-

lated and cited in Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, pp. 350-1."

The text is obviously lifted from Arad's book. Here, in fact, Terry

provides a prime example of his activity as a ridiculous plagiarist. I say

ridiculous because he has invented a book which does not exist. The

text in question was in fact written by Ireneusz Caban and Zygmunt

Mankowski {not Marikowski) and bears the title Zwiqzek Walki Zbro-

jnej i Armia Krajowa w Okr§gu Lubelskim 1939-1944 (The Union for

Armed Struggle and the Home Army in the Lublin District 1939-

1944)
160

-pej^y's titie^ conjugation "i" ("and") becomes an upper-

case "1" duly set off with commas as if it were the volume number - an

error which he has copied straight from his source in Arad's bibliog-

raphy and notes. To compound the absurdity, this monstrous biblio-

graphical pastiche (complete with "London" as place of publication,

and incorrect date), is then repeated in note 359 on p. 218: "Zygmunt

Marikowski, Zwiazek Walki Zbrojnej, I, Armia Krajowa w Okregu

Lubelskim, London. 1973. Book Two, Documents, pp. 34-35." Clearly

Terry has never read the original text which he presents with such an air

of assumed authority.

The report itself, of course, had no reason to exist at all since, as I

explained in Chapter 2, the circumstances at Belzec necessarily would

have meant that "from the very beginning, every single villager knew

what was going on in the camp." There would have been no need for

Belzec. Propaganda, testimonianze, indagini archeologiche e storia. Effepi, Genoa, 2006, p.

17.

I. Caban, Z. Mankowski, Zwiqzek Walki Zbrojnej i Armia Krajowa w Okregu Lubelskim 1939-

1944, Lublin, 1971, Cz^sc dmga, Dokumenty, pp. 34-35.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 401, 425.
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furtive observation and no need for speculation as to what was happen-

ing inside. But Terry does his best to gloss over these absurdities, draw-

ing the reader's attention instead to the number of Jewish transports

claimed in the report: "52 transports arriving, whereas 'no Jews left the

camp, neither during the day or the night.'" Hence - allegedly - "the

conclusion 'that there [was] a mass murder of Jews inside the camp'"

comes to us.

What we see here is not even bad faith so much as the puerile naive-

te of those who believe a priori in the truth of any and all Holocaust

sources. The claim that no transports loaded with Jews ever left the

camp may be a "fact" for Terry and his ilk, but to us it is a mere unde-

monstrated assertion,'*^ one which is, moreover, contradicted by the

witness Jan Karski. Holocaust literature is full of these so-called

"facts."

To cite the most striking example, was not the fairy tale of the 4 mil-

lion victims at Auschwitz presented as the result of "observations" by

"eyewitness testimony"?

One could just as well affirm that the whole story of trains entering

Belzec loaded with people but never leaving with any, even at night,

was simply invented by the authors of the report or borrowed by them

from other sources. With the legend of the "extermination camp" thus

established, all that remained to do was to invent the system of mass

killing. If the story was indeed borrowed from other sources, and those

sources were Jewish, as is probable, the explanation is even simpler.

Art-dealer turned Holocaust historian Gerald Reitlinger once aptly de-

scribed such sources in these words:

"The hardy survivors who were examined [by the Central Jewish His-

torical Commission of Poland] were seldom educated men. Moreover, the

Eastern European Jews is a natural rhetorician, speaking in flowery simi-

les. [...] Sometime the imagery transcends credibility... Thus readers, who

are by no means afflicted with race-prejudice, but who find the details of

murder on the national scale too appalling to assimilate, are inclined to cry

Credat Judeaus Apella and dismiss all these narratives as fable. The wit-

nesses, they will say, are Orientals who use numerals as oratorical adjec-

tives and whose very names are creations offantasy, Sunschein and Zyl-

berdukaten, Rotbalsam and Salamander.

"

Such a claim would have required a continual presence oflookouts in the proximity of the

camp, day and night, who are supposed to have gathered huge quantities of information, of

which there nevertheless exists no documentary trace.

G. Reitlinger, The Final Solution. The Attempt to Exterminate the Jews ofEurope 1939-1945.

Vallentine, Mitchell, London, 1953, p. 531.
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The historian's task is to ferret out the facts from "creations of fanta-

sy" - certainly not to pass them as facts, as our bloggers attempt.

[3] Still on the subject of the underground reports, Terry then makes

the following accusation:

"Mattogno 's gloss on the reports, that they did not specify 'gas cham-

bers using the exhaust gas from a diesel engine, ' is a particularly odious

example of the fallacy of misplaced precision and a classic instance of ne-

gationist misdirection. By omitting the AK [Armia Krajowa, see point [2]

above] reportfrom his analysis, Mattogno prevented his faithfulflockfrom

learning of a report that might inflict too much cognitive dissonance on

them. " (p. 49)

On this point the "fallacy" is Terry's, since no known underground

report mentions "gas chambers using exhaust gas" at Belzec regardless

of the type of motor. The only known exception with regard to the "Ak-

tion Reinhardt" camps is Treblinka, as has indeed been noted by us."'"'

Incidentally, I have never hushed up any reports that mention "gas" at

Belzec; on the contrary, the very first report I quote in my book on the

camp is one dated 8 April 1942 which mentions precisely Jews "mur-

dered by an electric current or poisoned with gas."'^'" (Of course, a

slightly more accurate translation would be "with gasses," since the

Polish text uses the plural, "gazami." In the reports in question, the

Polish term "gaz" is extremely generic; use of the plural form here sug-

gests that the report writers had no exact idea of the nature of the gas

which they alleged was being used.)

Still, it is worth noting that, while underground reports about Belzec

did indeed occasionally speak of "gas" being used there - something

which I have never concealed - this "fact" was considered so irrelevant

by the Polish government as to be unworthy of mention in its official

report (USSR-93) of 1945, ceding place to "special electrical installa-

tions" instead.

The report dated 8 April 1942 mentioned above derives from the

book Dziennik z lat okupacji (Journal of the Occupation Years) by

Zygmunt Klukowski. Terry quotes it himself at the beginning of his p.

49:

"[We] now know that every day there is a train arriving at Belzecfrom

Lublin and one from Lwow, each with twenty cars. The Jews must get off,

are taken behind a barbed-wirefence and murdered by an electric current

orpoisoned with gas and then the corpses are burned.

"

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 48.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 1 1.
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What Terry does not tell his reader is that the translated text which

he quotes is taken verbatim from my book.'** In the related footnote, he

has even inserted my reference to the Polish original, "Zygmunt

Klukowski, Dziennik z lat okupacji, Lublin, 1959, p. 254," without the

slightest mention of his real source. If it were simply a matter of need-

ing an English translation for his readers' benefit, there is an extant

English edition of Klukowski's book, published in 1993, in which he

could have found the passage in question (though naturally with a

slightly different wording).'*^ Instead, Terry tries to pass the quotation

off as his own independent discovery from original Polish sources, all

the while plagiarizing my translation - his true source - even as he hyp-

ocritically berates me for "suppressing" the very sources he's quot-

ing.'*** A shameless "cut-and-paste" job indeed!

[4] In his note 49 on p. 49, Terry, compelled by the evidence of his

own prior irresponsibility, performs a minor gesture of contrition:

"The present author previously expressed the suspicion that Udo

Walendy had altered the original newspaper to score a revisionist 'goal,

'

and is happy to accept that he was acting like, well, a Revisionist See

Thomas Kues, 'A Premature News Report on a 'Death Camp ' for Jews,

'

Inconvenient History.

"

This mocking show of false contrition demonstrates the typical hy-

pocrisy of the "controversial bloggers": while on the one hand they ac-

cuse others of having failed to consult a variety of sources, they them-

selves make unfounded accusations without checking the sources. Terry

also fails to tell the whole truth of the incident, because he did not mere-

ly "[express] the suspicion," but declared apodictically, with no

knowledge of the original text of the issue of Dziennik Polski in ques-

tion, that Walendy' s reproduction was "actually a rather crude denier

forgery, more specifically an alteration of the original text."'*^ To

demonstrate the ridiculousness of such an accusation, Kues obtained

and published the page from the original Polish report, something

He does make two purely cosmetic spelling changes, dispensing with the Polish 1 and z in the

name Belzec and switching Lvov to Lwow. Cf. Beliec, op. cit., p. 1 1

.

See Z. Klukowski, Diary from the Years ofOccupation, 1939-1944. G. Klukowski trans., A.

Klukowski, H. Klukowski May (eds.). University of Illinois Press, 1993, p. 191.

I note in passing that the report in question also affirms of the alleged killings at Belzec that

"the corpses are burned [zwlolii palq]." As such, cremation of the corpses of the presumed vic-

tims at Belzec must have ah-eady been underway by the beginning ofApril 1942, some four

months earlier than the "plagiarist bloggers" are disposed to surreptitiously admit, and fully

eight months prior to the dating of "official" Holocaust historiography. No doubt this false-

hood too was derived from "adequate observations."

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/201I/volume_3/number_3/a_premature_news_report.php
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which, by any standard of logic and honesty, Terry should have done in

the first place. I will return to this question later in the course of refuting

Terry's other falsehoods in this regard.

[51 Terry dismisses the story of mass electrocutions at Belzec as a

mere "hearsay distortion," but to explain the origins of this "hearsay" he

can find nothing better than to quote the proverb "no smoke without

fire." (p. 51). Here the "fire" was the indisputable fact that Jewish de-

portees did not return to their previous homes - a fact which does not,

of course, rule out their having been deported further east. For Terry

and his kind anyway, the logic is implacable: Jews left the ghettos and

did not return, "therefore" they must have been murdered somewhere,

"therefore" the "extermination camps" existed.

Ail of Terry's lucubrations on this score are refuted by two simple

facts:

1. Since, as we have seen above, the situation at Belzec was such that

"from the very beginning, every single villager knew what was go-

ing on in the camp," the true nature of any "killing operations" un-

dertaken there should also have been apparent from the start; how
much sense can the claim of "hearsay distortion" make when there

were numerous eyewitnesses who had access to the camp?

2. The Polish government chose to present mass-killing by elecfrocu-

tion as the official truth about Belzec at the Nuremberg Trial. Gov-

ernments may engage in propaganda, perhaps, but surely not "hear-

say."

[6] Terry points out that not all of the wartime reports about Belzec

are of Polish or Jewish origin, a fact which, he asserts, would refute my
"propaganda thesis." As an example, he quotes a report dated 20 August

1942 "filed by the Swedish consul in Stettin, Vendel, after a meeting

with a German Army officer, most likely associated with the resistance

circle around Henning von Tresckow." Yet the report only confirms the

dubious nature of these sources. It says, in part:

"in the cities all Jews are gathered; they are officially informed that it

is for the purpose of 'delousing. ' At the entrance they have to leave their

clothes, which are immediately sent to a 'central warehouse of textile mate-

rials. ' Delousing is in practice gassing, after which all are packed into pre-

viously prepared mass graves. "
(p. 52, emphasis added)

An excellent confirmation of the thesis by Samuel Crowell: standard

public-health measures for preventing the spread of infectious disease -

shaving, showering, disinfestation of clothes - are distorted through the

twin lenses ofpopular paranoia and propaganda, and the "urban legend"
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ofmass gassings (literally "in the cities") is bom!'™

When it comes to the critical assessment of sources, Terry's school-

boyish naivete is once again plainly on display. Since the document he

quotes was drawn up at Stettin (at the time still part of Germany), in his

view its source cannot be Polish or Jewish. How can he assume that?

The report itself only says that the source "is such that there can be no

shadow of a doubt that his description is true." (p. 52)

Although it dates to 20 August 1 942, and thus to precisely that peri-

od in which, according to Terry's theory, underground knowledge of

the "extermination camps" was becoming widespread in Poland, this

report"' makes no mention of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka or even

the deportation of the Jews. Rather, the presumed homicidal gassings

are supposed to have occurred "in the cities," and the report sets forth

the ridiculous propaganda lie that "The number of Jews murdered in

Lublin is estimated at 40,000" (emphasis added).

Rather than refuting the "propaganda thesis," this report therefore

constitutes yet one more confirmation of the grossly propagandistic na-

ture of the early reports on the eastern "extermination camps."

[7] Among the group of non-Polish, non-Jewish reports, Terry also

cites the so-called "Ubbink report":

"Mattogno is completely silent on the Ubbink report in Belzec, and in-

deed has very little to say about Gerstein in that brochure. He might well

reply by pointing to his discussion of Gerstein in Treblinka (!), and to his

1980s book on Gerstein - unfortunately, not a single copy ofthe latter book

appears to be available in any library of the present author's home coun-

try, so it might as well not existfor allpracticalpurposes.

The discombobulation and incoherence produced by his refusal to dis-

cuss the Ubbink report in its proper context - wartime reports about Belzec

- and the more general refusal to analyse the three camps together is in our

view a typical example ofMattogno 's dishonesty and intellectual vapidity.

"

(p. 53)

On the contrary, here it is Terry himself who offers us further proof

of his own profound "dishonesty and intellectual vapidity." First of all,

the term he uses - "refusal" - is foohshly inappropriate; it seems proba-

ble that what he really means is "omission." But even this charge is un-

true. Although he claims to have been unable to procure a copy of my

'™ For a full exposition ofwhat Crowell has called "the shower-gas-buming sequence," see S.

Crowell, op. cit.

Jozef Lewandowski, "Early Swedish information about the Nazis' mass murder of the Jews,"

Polin 13, 2000, pp. 113-127. Available online at:

www.jozeflewandowski.se/pdf'Lewandowski_Early_Swedish_Information_about_Holocaust.pdf
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book II rapporto Gerstein: Anatomia di un falso^^^ that is his personal

failxire and it is absurd to say on that basis that the book "might as well

not exist for all practical purposes." In this book of 243 pages, I indeed

analyzed - "in [their] proper context - wartime reports about Belzec" -

not merely the document which Terry erroneously calls the "Ubbink re-

port" but a whole range of other relevant sources, reports which are less

well-known, unknown or ignored, such as the reports received by the

Holy See, the declarations of Baron von Otter (including his letter in

Swedish to Baron Lagerfelt dated 23 July 1945), and the testimony by

Rudolf Reder. As for the so-called "Ubbink report" itself, the entire

fifth chapter of the book, ''Tdtungsanstalten in Polen'' takes its title

from it. This peculiar document is a handwritten anonymous manuscript

of some ninety-one hues on two sheets of paper, front and back (three

ftill pages plus six lines on the final reverse side), dated 25 March 1943,

written in Dutch but including many Germanisms, beginning with the

title. I obtained my copy of the document from the Rijksinstituut voor

Oorlogsdocumentatie in Amsterdam. In my 1985 book on Gerstein, I

presented a full translation of the document with related discussion. Not

until fifteen years later did "orthodox" Holocaust historiography catch

up, as anti-revisionist writer Florent Brayard, ignorant of my earlier

work, published an article on the report in 2000 with the claim that he

was presenting it "for the first time in a language other than Dutch."'''

Terry presents the report, according to the erroneous popular opin-

ion, as a "report of Gerstein' s friend in the Netherlands, J. H. Ubbink,

written down in Dutch after a 1 943 meeting with Gerstein in Berlin" (p.

53). According to Terry's own source Brayard, however, it was actually

one Cornelius van der Hooft, a friend of Ubbink' s, who ultimately pro-

duced the document as it comes down to us:'^"*

"Several days later, on March 25, 1943, Van der Hooft met with mem-
bers of his underground network, Jo Salter and his father, in the outskirts

ofDoesburg. In their presence. Van der Hooft wrote a four-page long re-

port in Dutch, entitled 'Tdtunsanstalten in Polen ' - the one reproduced

here which will be analyzed in part two ofthis article.

"

Whether van der Hooft was simply producing a fair copy of a text

previously sent to him by Ubbink, or actively vwiting a new one based

on his recollections or notes of what Ubbink had told him, is not made

Sentinella d'ltalia, Monfacone, 1985.

F. Brayard, "An Early Report by Kurt Gerstein," in: Bulletin du CRFJ, number 6, Spring 2000,

p. 159.

Ibid., p. 163.
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clear either by Brayard or by his source, Dutch historian Louis de

Jong.'^^ What is clear, at any rate, is that the document itself cannot

properly be called the "Ubbink report," since, as Brayard himself notes,

the report is drawn up "in the first person"'^'' and thus at least pretends

to be a record of Gerstein's own words. Whatever the precise contribu-

tion of Ubbink and van der Hooft, however, the "report" itself, with its

torturous chain of transmission at second and third hand (it allegedly

was hidden under a roof tile in a chicken coop for some years), '^^
is

positively emblematic of the confused and dubious nature of Holocaust

historiography's "documentary record." This is the text which I am be-

rated by Terry for "refusing" to discuss.

Of course, we do indeed see a case here of "refusal to discuss the

Ubbink report" - but not on my part, on the part of the "controversial

bloggers." The quotation which I reproduce above is in fact all that they

have to say on this document. The reason for this embarrassed silence

no doubt is the fact that the report in question reveals numerous serious

and inexplicable contradictions when compared to the reports drawn up

by Gerstein in 1945, notwithstanding false assurances to the contrary by

Brayard.^^^ Let us summarize the principal contradictions:

1. The circumstances of Gerstein's visit to the "Tdtungsanstalten" of

Belzec and Treblinka stand out in total contrast to those described in

1945. In the Ubbink version, Gerstein is not selected unexpectedly

by the RSHA for a top secret mission, but rather personally takes

the initiative: he seeks to place himself in contact with SS officials

in Poland, gains their trust and succeeds in "obtaining consent"

(toestemming te krijgen) to visit one of the four ''Tdtungsanstalten.''''

2. The name of the camp is distorted into "Belsjek."

3. According to the Ubbink version, Treblinka is located "approxi-

mately 80 km north of Warsaw." In the 1945 versions it is located

120 kmNNE of Warsaw.

4. In the 1943 story, Gerstein visits Belzec and Treblinka but does not

succeed in entering the other two "'Tdtungsanstalten'" in Poland, i.e.,

Majdanek [!] and Sobibor. In 1945, by contrast, Gerstein declared

that he had visited Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, but not Maj-

L. de Jong, "Die Niederlande und Auschwitz," Vierteljahrsheftejur Zeitgeschichte, Vol. 17,

No. 1 (January 1969), pp. 1-16.

F. Brayard, "An Early Report by Kurt Gerstein," op. cit., p. 169.

Ibid., p. 163. Also see B. Van Kaam, "De waarheid bleef liggen onder een dakpan," Trouw,

July 22, 1995.

™ Ibid., p. 170 ("The structure ofthe testimony is absolutely identical") and 171 ("This great

similarity, in both structure and detail. .." emphasis added).
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danek,'^^ and in yet another version that he had visited Belzec, Tre-

blinka and Majdanek, but not Sobibor.'^"

5. Transports in the 1943 version consist of cattle cars loaded with 120

persons in each car. In the 1945 versions Gerstein speaks of a train

of 45 carriages carrying 6,700 people, or an average of 148 persons

per carriage.

6. Upon arrival, the victims are locked up in appropriate barracks

(1943) rather than being left out in the open (1945).

7. The "gassings" occur "the day after, or a few days after" arrival {de

andere dag ofenkele dagen later); in the 1945 versions, gassing oc-

curs on the very day of arrival of the transport.

8. In the 1943 version, 700-800 persons are crammed into the building

igebouw) in which the gassing takes place. In the 1945 versions,

700-800 persons are crammed into each "gas chamber," of which

there are six in the building, four of them filled.

9. It is "Ukrainian criminals," not Jews from the Arbeitskommando as

stated in the 1945 versions, who cut the hair of the victims - and not

just that of the women either, but of the men as well.

10. The "gassing" in the 1943 version occurs by means of a "large trac-

tor" {een groote tractor). The 1945 versions speak of an old Diesel

engine.'^'

11. The victims all die within about an hour {binnen het uur). In the

1945 versions, 32 minutes suffice.

12. The bodies are thrown into "ditches filled with quicklime" (kalkput-

ten). The 1945 versions speak only of a layer of sand thrown onto

the bodies in the ditches.

13. According to the 1943 text: "In every estabhshment the number of

killings is recorded statistically" {In iedere Anstalt wordt het aantal

Totungen statistisch bijgehouden). This is in plain contradiction to

Gerstein's handwritten confession in French of 26 April 1945: ''A

Belcek [sic] et a treblinka [sic], on n 'est pas se donne la peine de

compter d'une maniere quelquement exacte le nombre des hommes

tues" (At Belcek and at treblinka, one did not give oneself the trou-

ble to count in a fairly accurate manner the number of men

Rapport du Dr. Gerstein de Tubingen du 6 Mai 1945, p. 4. Cf. Andre Chelain, Faut-ilfusillert

Henri Rogues? Polemiques, Paris, 1986, p. 327.

PS-2170,p.3.

Ironically, in his article Brayard cites a letter dated 14 September 1949 in which Ubbink states

that Gerstein told him, in February 1943, "how the gassings took place using the exhaust gas

from diesel engines"; F. Brayard, "An Early Report by Kurt Gerstein," op. cit, p. 161.
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killed).

14. Again: "Between 3 and 4 killings per day are performed, that is, in

24 hours. This thus makes a total of 8-9000 deaths per day for the 4

establishments" {Per dag, dit is per 24 uur warden 3 tot 4 Totungen

doorgevoerd. Dit bedraagt dus voor de 4 Anstalten gezamenlijk per

dag 8-9000 doden). In the 1945 versions, by contrast, the three

camps Belzec, Trebhnka and Sobibor are said to possess a total ex-

termination capacity of 60,000 persons a day.'**^

15. Finally, the 1943 report claims that: "In total, in this way, 6 and a

half million men have already perished, including 4 million Jews

and 2 and a half million mentally ill and so-called enemies of the

Germans." {In totaal zijn op deze wijze reeds 6V2 miljoen mensen

omgebracht, waarvan 4 miljoen Joden en 2 'A miljoen krankzinnigen

en zgn. Deutschfeindlichen). This figure, itself obviously false, is in

open contradiction with those from the 1945 reports, which in turn

themselves are reciprocally confradictory and absurd: 25 million,'^''

and 20 million.'^^

Brayard takes little notice of these confradictions, and when he does

admit one, his response is to avoid its obvious implications for the or-

thodox Holocaust narrative and find refuge in speculative fantasy in-

stead. For example, with regard to the problem mentioned above as

point 14 he writes:'^*

"However the reports Gerstein himself wrote in 1945 give figures of

much higher magnitude (between 15 and 25,000) and, moreover, these fig-

ures do not apply to the extermination complex it [sic] its totality but to

each ofthe extermination camps separately.
"

A significant discrepancy thus is acknowledged, but rather than ad-

mit that this might cast doubt on the reliability of Gerstein as a witness,

Brayard chooses to blame the Dutch instead, opining that "the figure of

9000 victims per day in the 1 943 document was an alteration in the fig-

ures provided by Gerstein."'^*

An argument worthy of the "controversial bloggers"! The claim that

the figure of 8-9,000 victims per day was "an alteration" is a mere con-

jecture without any evidence to support it; that this figure should refer

to each camp would be an equally unfounded conjecture, and does not

PS-1553,p. 7ofthereport.

PS-1553, p. 2; PS-2170 (report in German dated 6 May 1945), p. 3

PS-1553, p. 4.

PS-2170, p. 7.

F. Brayard, "An Early Report by Kurt Gerstein," op. cit.
, p. 171.
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even eliminate the contradiction: a maximum capacity of 9,000 deaths

in four "Tdtungsanstalten" would make for 36,000 in all, but in 1945

Gerstein spoke of 60,000 deaths in only three (Belzec, Sobibor, Tre-

blinka).

The March 1 943 report was drawn up only seven months after Ger-

stein' s visit to Belzec, when his memory presumably was still fresh, and

should therefore be more accurate, not less, than the complex of texts

collectively known as the "Gerstein report," which dates to late

April/early May 1945. From the revisionist point of view neither ver-

sion is reliable, of course, but if one had to choose between them, obvi-

ously the 1943 report should be given preference by any responsible

historian.

Returning to our "plagiarist blogger," Terry's "refusal" to explain

why, in little over two years, Gerstein should have distorted his earher

version of events in such an obvious manner is in our view a prime ex-

ample of his own "dishonesty and intellectual vapidity."

[8] As for Gerstein' s alleged efforts to inform various non-German

authorities of his "discoveries" during the war, Terry limits himself to a

fleeting mention of Baron Goran von Otter:

"At virtually precisely the same time, as is well known, Kurt Gerstein

visited Belzec, and upon his return informed the Swedish diplomat Baron

von Otter of what he had witnessed there. Although Otter corroborated

Gerstein 's 1945 claim to have passed on the news, no documentary trace

survived in thefiles ofthe Swedish Foreign Office. " (p. 52)

No doubt Terry is so reticent because he knows that the presumed

"confirmations" of the Gerstein statements, by Otter and others, rather

than clarifying the matter merely complicate it even further, introducing

yet more contradictions into an already convoluted story. In this con-

nection, I shall summarize what I have previously written in my book-

length study of Gerstein.'**^

The first known declaration by von Otter on his meeting with Ger-

stein is a "strictly confidential [Strdngt Fortroligt]" letter to Baron

Lagerfelt, first secretary of the Swedish Embassy in London, bearing

the heading "Helsingfors [Helsinki] den 23 juli 1945." In the letter, von

Otter writes that during his return trip to Warsaw, in the "last days of

August 1942 [sista dagarna i augusti 1942]," he was approached by a

German apparently belonging to the SS, the engineer Kurt Gerstein,

bom in 1907 and a native of Braunschweig. Gerstein claimed that he

// rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di unfalso, op. cit, pp. 87-97.
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had something extremely important to relate. He had just come from a

study furlough of a few days "at a corpse factory at Belzec \yid en

likfabrik i Belzec]" and he needed to tell someone what he had seen:'^^

"Then, [Gerstein] described to me the entire gassing procedure [hela

gasningsforfarandet] and gave me all the details [hela detaljer] which I

asked ofhim, for verification, on the subject of the conditions of transport,

the technical procedure, the reaction of the victims, the SS guard personnel

and the Ukrainian executioners, the treatment of the victims before and af-

ter the executions, the collection ofjewels, gold teeth and currency, the

method ofburial, etc.
"

Moreover, to support his story, Gerstein allegedly showed von Otter

various items of evidence as well: "documents, orders for hydrocyanic

acid, identity cards, etc. [dokument, cyanvdtebestdllningar, identitets-

kortm.m.]."

Amazingly, despite the obvious importance of this terrible infor-

mation, von Otter never took the trouble to draw up a vwitten report to

his superiors; indeed, from the letter in question we can infer that he

didn't even take notes of the meeting, since he mistakes Gerstein's date

and place of birth ( 1 905 in Miinster) - a rather unseemly error given

that Gerstein allegedly showed him his identity card. And notwithstand-

ing von Otter's assurances that he received "all the details" from his in-

formant, his account of Gerstein's revelations about the "corpse factory

at Belzec" is vague and general and doesn't even add up to six lines.

The letter as a whole speaks neither of Jews nor of the other alleged

"extermination camps" which Gerstein claimed to have visited. So

which version of his report did Gerstein tell von Otter? The 1943 ver-

sion, the 1945 version, or yet another?

Only in 1964 did the Swedish diplomat finally decide to reveal the

particulars of the gassing procedure which had been confided to him by

Gerstein, namely that "more than 6,000 people [mehr als 6000

Menschen]" had arrived at "Belsec" and then been crammed, 700-800 at

a time, "into each of four chambers, each measuring 93 square meters

[jede der vier Kammern von je 93 Quadratmetern gepreJSt]." But

these and other particulars were in fact simply lifted from a contempo-

rary article by Leon PoUakov, "Le Dossier Kurt Gerstein," in which the

Jewish Holocaust historian had presented a heavily manipulated version

In 1983, when I was sent a copy, the document was located in the Archives ofthe Foreign

Ministry of Sweden, volume HP 1051 of the Filing System of 1920.

Randolph Braumann, "Das Zeugnis des Barons von Otter fiir den SS-Offizier Gerstein," in:

Rheinischer Merkur, no. 30, 24 July 1964, p. 12.
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of Gerstein's "confession" in French of 26 April 1945/'" going so far as

to arbitrarily revise the size of each "gas chamber" upward from 25 to

93 square meters/'^ Even the spelling "Belsec" originates with the text

by PoHakov.

Indeed, the available sources show that Gerstein told a different ver-

sion of the presumed events to every single person he spoke to.

In June of 1 944 the Swiss diplomat Paul Hochstrasser met Gerstein

in Berlin. More than a decade later, in a typewritten document entitled

"Notizen betreffend Vernichtungstnassnahtnen unter der Herrschaft des

Nationalsozialismus. Fur Herm Prof. Dr. Carl Ludwig in Baser (Re-

marks concerning extermination measures under the National Socialist

regime, for Professor Dr. Carl Ludwig in Basel; dated Hamburg, 25 Ju-

ly 1955) he reported on his experience with the SS officer and his

claims:''^

"G.ferstein] war wiederholt in Vernichtungslagern zwecks Priifung der

Entseuchung. Kurz vor der Besprechung im Juni 1944 war er iin Lager

Berblenka [Treblinka] (Gouvernement) gewesen, und bei dem dreistiin-

digen Zusammensein zu drift (Gerstein, Verbindungsmann und icli) stand er

nocli sicfitbar unter dem EindrucJi dieser Erlebnisse. [...]/« versclilossener

Halle, wurden sie so diclit gedrangt, dass lieiner melv umfallen lionnte.

Alsdann wurden Dieselmotorabgase fiineingelassen. Die Totungsprozess

dauerte 1 1/2 Stunden, da der Zustrom der Gase unregelmdssig war. [...]

Ein scltwieriges Problem war die Beseitigung der Leiclien: Massengrdber,

cJtem. Vernichtung oder Verbrennung. Alle drei Arten wurden ausprobiert.

Der grossen Menge wegen wurde dort schliesslich hauptsdclilicli folgendes

Verfaltren angewendet: In grossen Gruben wurden die Leiclien (viele

sollten sich noch bewegt haben) schichtweise zu hunderten aufgebeigt

(sielie obige Bemerkung betreffend Lastwagen mit Kippvorrichtung in

Dachau), mit Benzin oder dergl. begossen und soweit als mdglich ver-

brannt, um Platz fiir die ndchste Lieferung zu gewinnen. Mit der Priifung

eines radikalen Vernichtungsverfahren der Leiclien war u.a. ein Professor

von einer westdeutschen Universitdt beauftragt. Man fand aber kein

geniigend wirksames Verfahren.

"

"G. [erstern] was in the extermination camps repeatedly for the purpose

oftesting the measures taken to combat epidemics. Shortly before the meet-

"° In // rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di un falso, op. cit. (pp. 208-227), I provide a detailed doc-

umentation of Poliakov's many manipulations.

Le Monde Juif, no. 1 (36), January-March 1964, pp. 8-9.

A copy of the document was sent to me at my request in 1 983 from the Bundesarchiv of Bern,

but without indication of the archive reference. The document has received mention more re-

cently in D. Bourgeois, "La Suisse, les Suisses et la Shoah," Revue d'Histoire de la Shoah,

163 (1998), pp. 132-151, where it is referred (p. 141, n. 3) as: "E 2001 (E) 1970/217/206, AF
[Archives federales]." The material quoted above is from pp. 3-4 of the typescript text.
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ing in June 1944 he was in the Berblenka [sic, evidently Treblinka] camp

(Gouvernement [recte, Generalgouvernement]), and after three hours spent

together in a group ofthree persons (Gerstein, the liaison man and myself)

he was still visibly under the impression ofhis experiences. [...]Ina sealed

hall, [the victims] were pressed so tightly together that they no longer had

room to fall over. Then Diesel engine exhaust gases were released into the

room. The killing procedure lasted 1 1/2 hours, since the incomingflow of

gas was irregular. [...] ^ difficultproblem was the elimination of the bod-

ies: mass graves, chemical destruction or burning. All three methods were

tried. Due to the large numbers involved, in the end the following proce-

dure was principally adopted: the bodies (many of which must have still

been moving) were piled up in layers by the hundreds in large pits (see

above remark relating to dump trucks at Dachau), after which they were

soaked with gasoline or the like and burned, as completely as possible, in

order to make room for the next delivery. A professor from a western Ger-

man university, among others, was tasked with testing a radical corpse de-

struction procedure. But no sufficiently effective procedure was found.
"

The contradictions with the various versions of the "Gerstein report"

are obvious. Gerstein was "in the extermination camps repeatedly

\wiederholt\" and not just once; he had visited the "Berblenka" camp,

that is, Treblinka, "shortly before the meeting in June 1944 \kurz vor

der Besprechung im Juni 1944]," an expression which can only refer to

his visit in August 1942. Belzec is not mentioned at all, the whole de-

scription of the presumed extermination procedure focusing on Treblin-

ka instead. Gerstein's mission is said to have been related to "testing the

measures taken to combat epidemics [Priifung der Entseuchung]" and

not to changing the system of killing by substituting hydrocyanic acid

for the earlier Diesel motor exhaust, as Gerstein claimed in 1945. The

killing itself allegedly took place in a "sealed hall [in verschlossener

Halle]" in the singular, instead of four rooms, and took an hour and a

half, instead of thirty-two minutes (after two hours and forty-nine

minutes of bimgled attempts to start the engine). Even the experiments

at eliminating the bodies by means of "chemical destruction or by burn-

ing [chem. Vernichtung oder Verbrennung]" are in contradiction with

the other versions of Gerstein's story, as is the supposedly preferred

technique of cremation eventually adopted using combustible liquids on

bodies placed in large pits - which is itself, furthermore, in contradic-

tion with the orthodox thesis that the bodies were initially buried, and

only later exhumed for cremation on metal grids laid out on the ground

surface. The "Professor from a western German university [Professor

von einer westdeutschen Universitdt]" could only be Prof. Wilhelm
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Pfaimenstiel, here made responsible for "testing a radical corpse de-

struction procedure [mit der Priifung eines radikalen Vemichtungsver-

fahren der Leichen]." In Gerstein's "confession" in German of 4 May
1945, by contrast, Pfannenstiel came to accompany Gerstein "rather by

accident [mehr zufdllig]"^^^ only "because a seat in the carriage was still

free [da noch ein Platz in Wagen frei war],"''"^ that is, he had no mis-

sion at the camps at all.

At the trial of former Degesch director Gerhard Peters in 1948, sev-

eral witnesses spoke of having met with Gerstein. The sentence of 28

March 1949 states in this regard:

"Der Grund seiner [Gerstein] Entsendung nach Belcec [sic] ist nach

seiner Mitteilung gegenuber dem Zeugen [Hermann] Eh. [lers] der gewesen,

dort Massnahmen gegen die durch die Massenbeisetzungen Uberhand

nehmende Rattenplage zu treffen.

"

"The reason for his [Gerstein's] being sent to Belcec [sic] was, accord-

ing to his communication to the witness [Hermann] Eh.\[Qxs\, to find

measures to combat the increasing plague ofrats caused by the mass buri-

als.
"

Former friend Armin Peters also declared that Gerstein had shovra

him''''

"ein streng geheimes, dienstliches Schreiben, welches ihm vor wenigen

Stunden von einem Kurier iiberhracht warden war. Es stammte von dem

damaligen Hdheren SS- und Polizeifiihrer in Lublin, der auf diesem Wege

monatlich 500 kg Blausdure fir 'Schddlingsbekdmpfungszwecke' von

Gerstein anforderte und ihn mit der Beschaffung persdnlich beauftragte.

[. . .] Soweit mir erinnerlich, beschaffte er dei erste Lieferung Blausdure von

der 'Degesch ' und transportierte sie selbst mit einem LKW nach Lublin.
"

"a top secret, official letter which had been brought to him by courier

just a few hours before. It originated from the then Higher SS and Police

Leaders in Lublin, who had asked Gerstein for 500 kg ofhydrocyanic acid

per month for the purposes ofdisinfestation ' and personally assigned Ger-

stein with procuring it. {...] As far as I can remember, he obtained thefirst

delivery ofhydrocyanic acidfrom 'Degesch ' and transported it himself, by

truck, to Lublin.

"

Bishop Otto Dibelius, invariably mentioned by orthodox historians

as a guarantor of Gerstein's credibility, described his meeting with the

T/13I0, p. 6 of the report.

PS-2170,p.3.

C.F. Riiter, Justiz und NS-Verbrechen. Sammlung deutscher Strafurteile wegen nationalsozia-

listischer Totungsverbrechen 1945-1966. Amsterdam, 1968-1981, vol. XIII, pp. 147-148.

Ibid., p. 148.
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SS officer in his famous meditation on "Authority":''^

"Er erzdlte folgendes: Die SS habe ihn beauftragt, ein Verfahren

auszuarbeiten, wie man eine grofie Zahl von Leichen beseitigen konne,

ohne die Luft zu verpesten oder sonstige unangenehme Spuren zu hinter-

lassen. Mit diesem Auftrag habe man ihn in eins der grofien Konzentra-

tionslager geschickt. Dort sei er Zeuge einer Verbrennungsaktion gewor-

den: Anrollen der Eisenbahn-Waggons, vollgepfropft mit Menschen, meist

Juden, Manner, Frauen, Kinder; Entkleidung; Marsch zur Vergasungsan-

stalt unter den Lederpeitschen der SS; Einpressen der Menschen in den

Vergasungsofen unter unausgesetzten Schreien der Verzweiflung; der

Motor Iduft an; die Schreie verstummen; durch die breiten Seitenklappen

werden die Leichen herausgezerrt; die Gebisse werden nachgesehen und

die Goldplomhen herausgebrochen; endlich werden die Leichen in eine

Gruhe geworfen; Erde dariiber; fertig! So erzdlte Kurt Gerstein mit halb-

erstickter Stimme.
"

"He recounted as follows: The SS had assigned him to work out a pro-

cedure by means of which a large number of bodies could be eliminated

without contaminating the air or leaving inconvenient traces. They had sent

him to one of the biggest concentration camps on this mission. There, he

had been witness to a burning action: arrival of the trains, crammed with

people, mostly Jews, men, women and children; undressing; march to the

gassing installation under the leather whips ofthe SS; cramming the people

into the gassing oven among incessant screams of desperation; the motor

starts; the screaming stops; the bodies are dragged out through the broad

side hatches: the teeth are examined and goldfillings are broken out; final-

ly, the bodies are thrown into a ditch; earth is thrown over them; finished!

This is how Kurt Gerstein described it, in a half-suffocated voice.
"

This version in turn presents various inexplicable contradictions with

the versions of 1943 and 1945, most notably in connection with Ger-

stein' s alleged mission "to work out a procedure by means of which a

large number of bodies could be eliminated without contaminating the

air or leaving inconvenient traces." Here, Gerstein is mysteriously trans-

formed into an expert in corpse disposal - which perhaps is why Dibe-

lius refers to a process of gassing and burial as a "burning operation

[Verbrennungsaktion]" performed with a "gassing oven [Vergasungs-

ofen]." Zyklon-B, the ostensible object of Gerstein's mission in the

1945 "confessions," is not mentioned at all.

This brief examination is instructive in several ways:

1. It shows in particular that the various "corroborating testimonies" to

the "Gerstein report" are far less dispositive than Holocaust histori-

O. Dibelius, Obrigkeit, 1963, p. 141.
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ans would have us believe. While citing the witnesses in general

terms, these same historians tj^ically maintain an embarrassed si-

lence on the details of what they actually say, an omission which in

turn speaks volumes of their methods and motivations.

2. More generally, it also shows once again that the simple reference to

texts by historians as proof of something in reality proves nothing.

What matters is the critical examination of those texts in their histor-

ical context.

3. Finally, with regard to our "controversial bloggers," it serves as con-

firmation that, when they find nothing in the Holocaust literature to

plagiarize from, they are at a loss, unable to undertake such an ex-

amination on their own. Here their "refusal" to analyze in its proper

context the complex of contradictory "testimonies" surrounding Kurt

Gerstein and the contents of his famous "report" is all the more seri-

ous in that they cite this key witness literally dozens of times in their

attack on us.

[9] With his claim that my presumed "refusal to analyse the three

camps together" also counts as a "typical example of Mattogno's dis-

honesty and intellectual vapidity" (p. 53) Terry only shows his own in-

sipidity once more. The decision to draw up individual monographs on

related subjects or to treat them together obviously depends on the na-

ture of the material in question, the means and time at one's disposal

and any number of other factors. The reasons for Terry's rancor against

individual monographs are, at any rate, not very clear to me: perhaps we
should criticize Robin O'Neil for having written only about Belzec, or

Jules Schelvis for writing solely about Sobibor and Alexander Donat for

focussing merely on Treblinka?

[10] Terry once again displays a remarkable lack of sense for the ri-

diculous when he points out that the report from the Armia Krajowa

dated April 1942 mentions "a 'police captain' by the name of Wirth

who commanded Belzec" and then insists:

"It would be a colossal coincidence that the Polish resistance would

succeed in naming the same man as is documented in German records as

involved directly inAktion Reinhard" (p. 53)

But really, that the Aktion Reinhardt camps became a focus for the

incipient myth of "extermination centers" is not in fact that hard to un-

derstand given their central function as waystations in the deportation of

Poland's Jews. Moreover given the close relationship between the citi-

zens in Belzec and the camp garrison, it is not at all surprising that they

would be aware of the name and rank of Wirth, and that the resistance
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movement should have learned of both through them. Far from being an

"astronomical" coincidence, the Armia Krajowa's identification of

Wirth as commandant of Belzec was a matter of simple observation; it's

the story built around those facts that is improbable. Terry is looking

through the wrong end of the telescope.

[11] Terry continues to display the fruits of his tireless "cut-and-

paste" historiography, quoting from a diary entry by Emanuel Rin-

gelblum dated 17 June 1942 which speaks of "Sobibor near Chelm,

where Jews are poisoned with gas" (p. 54) as if this supports the stand-

ard narrative of the "Aktion Reinhard" engine-exhaust gas chambers.

But Ringelblum's diary, as can be seen in Terry's own source for the

quotation, the German edition of Raul Hilberg's major work, actually

speaks of "gasses [Gasen]" in the plural. There is nothing new in this.

As we have seen above, a report on Belzec dated 8 April 1942 also

speaks of killings "with gasses [gazaw/],"'^^ as does another, dated 23

December 1942, about Sobibor. The expression itself, as I have noted

above, is quite generic, as is the term "gas chamber," and is a reflection

not of "reliable intelligence" but rather a system of contemporary ru-

mor-mongering which did not shrink from the wildest speculations:

"They were asphyxiated with chlorine. [...] Then the floor opened up

automatically. The corpses fell into the car of a railway which traversed

the gas chamber and transported the corpses to the oven."^""

[12] Discussing the report, reproduced from the "Warsaw diarist,

Abraham Lewin," that the deportees at Sobibor were sent on to Pinsk,

Terry declares: "indeed, no Jews arrived from anywhere in the Pinsk

ghetto at this or any other time." For proof of this sweeping assertion,

however, he cites only a single book, "E.S Rozenblat and I.E. Elen-

skaia, Pinskie evrei: 1939-1944 gg. Brest, 1997." (p. 54, note 74). This

continual recourse to Holocaust literature to "prove" things is decidedly

puerile, given the ideological function of this literature. Are we to be-

lieve that, had Roszenblat and Elenskaia foimd documentary evidence

that the Jews deported to Sobibor were then transferred to Pinsk, they

would indeed have published it? To rely thus on the secondary Holo-

caust hterature to "demonstrate" that certain events actually did or did

not occur - for example, adducing the Kalendarium by Danuta Czech or

the works of Jean-Claude Pressac for the presumed gassings at Ausch-

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden. Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt

am Main, 1999, vol. 2, p. 525

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 65.

™ lbid.,p.l\.
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witz - is to abandon the responsibilities of the critical historian alto-

gether. In the case in question, one might just as well refer to the well-

known book by Yitzhak Arad^°' to "demonstrate" that the "Aktion

Reinhardt" camps were "extermination camps."

Still harping on his "conspiracy theory" claim, Terry concludes his

"refutation" of the Sobibor-Pinsk connection as follows:

"To take the claim ofa deportationfrom Deblin-Irena to Pinsk literally,

one would moreover have to presume that every survivor of the Pinsk ghet-

to was in on a gigantic conspiracy ofsilence, and that all German records

from the Generalkommissariat Wolhynien have been falsified; moreover,

even if all of these hurdles were straddled, as we will see in Chapter 2, the

Jews ofPinsk were murdered in October 1942 in a mass shooting. "
(p. 55)

That Terry is familiar with the statements of "every survivor of the

Pinsk ghetto" seems rather improbable to me. Moreover, it should be

noted that, what he refers to as "all German records from the Gen-

eralkommissariat Wolhynien," are not in fact a complete set of the doc-

uments in question but rather merely the fraction of the original set

seized by the Soviet Commissions and then selected to be filed in their

archives. The revisionist position does not, therefore, presuppose "a gi-

gantic conspiracy of silence," but merely a careful selection of the cap-

tured German documents. Need we seriously believe that the Soviets,

after continually accusing the Germans during the war of conducting a

campaign of "extermination" against the Jews, would have taken note

of documents which would have categorically refuted those claims once

the war was over? Terry's conclusion also reveals a curious logical

leap, since the alleged shooting of the Jews of the Pinsk ghetto in Octo-

ber 1942 (including, possibly, Jews deported there from Sobibor) would

not render any less false the tale of gassings in the camp.

[13] Starting on p. 55, Terry discusses a report from an "anonymous

Slovakian Jew," launching his commentary with the typically boomer-

anging accusation that "[a]lthough reproduced almost in full in Jules

Schelvis' book on Sobibor, Mattogno does not see fit to acknowledge

this source properly." The most important part of the report quoted by

Terry regarding Sobibor reads as follows:

'"In the vicinity ofSobibor one can always observefire by night, and in

a wide area one can register the stink of burned hair. Various signs allow

the conclusion (the population asserts it in any case) that the corpses,

which had been executedpreviously through electricity and gas - and were

Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka. The Operation Reinhard Death Camps. Indiana University Press,

Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1987.
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later buried - are now exhumed and burned, in order to leave no trace.
"'

(p. 56)

Even in this report Terry purports to be able to establish what is the

finit of real "observations" and what are "rumors":

"The writer's descriptions offires burning at night and the stink of

burning hair were direct observations, his mention of 'electricity and gas

'

were not. "
(p. 56)

For the record, let us also note here the original German text, which

is not quoted by Terry

"In der Umgebung von Sobibor ist in der Nacht immer Feuer zu be-

obachten, und im weiten Umkreis ist ein Gestank nach verbrannten [sic]

Haar wahrzunehmen. Verschiedene Anzeichen lassen daraufschliessen (die

Bevoelkerung behauptet es jedenfalls), dass die Leichen welche vordem

durch Eletrizitaet und Gas hingerichtet wurden - und spaeter begraben

wurden - jetzt exhumiert und verhrannt werden um keine Spuren zurueck-

zulassen.
"

Here too Terry purports to be able to establish what is the fruit of re-

al "observations" and what is simply "rumor":

"The writer's descriptions offires burning at night and the stink of

burning hair were direct observations, his mention of 'electricity and gas

'

were not. " (p. 56)

In a real mass cremation, however, the "stink of burning hair" would

not even be perceptible, partly because hair constitutes only a tiny pro-

portion of the total weight of a human body, and partly because it would

bum first and for only a few seconds; in any case, the stench of burning

hair would be covered by the much more intense and longer-lasting

smell of burning flesh. The story of the "stink of burning hair" is a typi-

cal "rumor" found in "eyewitness testimonies" of this sort. For exam-

ple, Miklos Nyiszli speaks of the odor of "burning hair," though he at

least has the good sense to mention that of "broiled flesh" as well.^"^

The smell of burning hair is also at odds with the alleged practice,

accepted as fact by the "plagiarist bloggers,"^""* of shaving the heads of

the deported Jews before the presumed gassing. Had this practice been

Tatsachenbericht eines aus der Slowakei deportierten und zurueckgekehrten Juden, dated

"Slovakei, 17. August 1943." Quotation is from p. 4. Cf. J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager

Sobibor, Metropol Berlin 1998, p. 269. Schelvis received it from Moreshet Archives, Givat

Haviva, Israel.

M. Nyiszli, A Doctor's eyewitness Account. Fawcett Crest, New York, 1961
, p. 70.

"Sobibor was planned similar in its general layout to Belzec. Victims would be brought in

through rail, unloaded on a ramp, brought to the reception camp (Camp II), separated by gen-

der, undressed, shaven, gassed, and then buried" (p. 288, emph. added).
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in compliance with Richard Gliicks's order of August 1942,^"^ then the

men's hair would also have been cut off if more than 20 mm (approxi-

mately Va") in length, such that the alleged victims should have been

cremated virtually without hair.

The presumed "observations" about Sobibor in the report refer to

April 1943,^*"' but the exhumation of the bodies had allegedly already

been completed by the month ofMarch 1943 (see Chapter 12, point 92),

so that at this time the bodies should no longer have been in the process

ofbeing exhumed.

Of course, there is no reason to doubt that a limited number of Jews

may have died or been killed at Sobibor, so "observations" of exhuma-

tions and cremations, even if true, do not necessarily demonstrate the

reality of the claimed mass extermination.

The source indicated by Terry is "Tatsachenbericht eines aus der

Slowakei'^^"^^ deportierten und zuriickgekehrten Juden, 17.8.43, VHA
Fond 140/59, pp. 41-50 (Papers of J. Kopecky)" (note 79 on p. 55). The

dociraient in question^"^ consists of only 5 typewritten pages, so that the

indication "pp. 41-50" makes no sense. Moreover, for the passage he

quotes regarding "burning hair," reproduced above, Terry writes "p. 50"

as the page reference (note 82 on p. 56), so it would presumably be

from the last page of the document, but it is in fact found on the fourth.

[14] Terry next attempts to show that the wartime Polish and Jewish

reports on Treblinka were truthful, at least in essence. He mentions two,

dated 17 August and 8 September 1942, which I quote from in my
monograph on the camp,^°^ and then accuses me of faihng to comment

on them in detail, something which I regarded as superfluous at the

time, since their content speaks for itself. Here, by contrast, is Terry's

comment:

"both descriptions are entirely plausible comingfrom a witness escap-

ing the outer camp at Treblinka who lacked either a precise line ofsight or

sufficient time to register their impressions properly. " (p. 59)

Since Terry insists, let us therefore take the trouble here to examine

the nature of these "entirely plausible" reports, as reproduced by Terry,

a little more closely. For the sake of brevity, we shall for the moment

™' USSR-5 11 . See point 88 in Chapter 8.

Tatsachenbericht eines aus der Slowakei. .
. , p. 4.

^"^ In the actual document title the German name of that country is misspelled as "Slovakei" with

a "v" instead of the correct "w."
™ A copy of it is in the NIOD (Nederlands Instituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie) archive 804, in-

ventory 54, pp. 148-152.
^"^ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 48.
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pass over the first report (returning to it in point 22) and its outlandish

claim of mobile gas chambers "situated above the [burial] pits" (p. 58;

if Terry wants to call that description "entirely plausible" that is his

problem, not ours), and focus on the second, of 8 September 1942:

"The Treblinka extermination camp, the place where the Jews are being

killed, is located near the labour camp. It is situated 5km from the Treblin-

ka station, and 2km from Poniatowo station. There is a direct telephone

link to Malkinia. There is an old camp for Poles) and a new camp whose

construction is still under way (exclusively for Jews)... The extermination

of the Jews is now carried out in a way that is completely independent of

the old camp. A locomotive pushes the wagons with the Jews to the plat-

form. The Ukrainians remove the Jewsfrom the cats [sic] and lead them to

the 'shower to bathe'. This building is fenced off with barbed wire. They

enter it in groups of 300-500 people. Each group is immediately closed

hermetically inside, and gassed. The gas does not affect them immediately,

because the Jews still have to continue on to the pits that are a few dozen

meters away, and whose depth is 30 metres. There they fall unconscious,

and a digger covers them with a thin layer of earth. Then other groups ar-

rive... Soon we will relay an authentic testimony ofa Jew who succeeded in

escapingfrom Treblinka. "' (quoted by Terry, pp. 58f.)

The source cited by Terry is "Informacja Biez^ca Nr 33 (58),

5.9.1942, published in MarczewskaAVazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle

Akt Delegatury,' pp.137-8" (note 94 on p. 59). In reality, however, the

text is reproduced verbatim from Yitzhak Arad's book on the "Aktion

Reinhard" camps,^'" with a few minor changes and/or transcription er-

rors: "link" for "line," "wagons" for "cars," "cats" for "cars," "other"

for "another," "arrive" for "arrives." (The date which Terry attributes to

the report is also wrong: "5" instead of "8" September 1942).

Arad's translation contains two omissions indicated by ellipses,

which the plagiarist reproduces "as is." The text omitted in the first case

is as follows:^"

"Camp personnel: 25 SS and 180 Ukrainians (including 12 Germans

and 50 Ukrainians in the old camp). Arms: in addition to their personal

side arms, submachine guns, carbines and grenades. The work of the pris-

oners consists chiefly ofloading gravel.

"

The second omission removes this anecdote alleging the presence of

ethnic Poles among the deported Jews:^"

"It sometimes turns out that there are Poles among the Jews as well. On

Y. AradBekec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 353-354.

K. Marczewska, W. Wazniewski, "Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraji"

op. cit., p. 138.
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28 August a Poleflung himself onto a Ukrainian, grabbed his carbine and

smashed in the heads ofa German and a Ukrainian. He was shot immedi-

ately. (The above information was obtainedfrom the Ukrainian guards, and

requires verification.)
"

Finally, the report closes with the following curious statement:^"

"W najblizszym czasie podam autentycznq relacjf Zyda, ktdremu udalo

si^ zbiec z Treblinki.
"

Translated:

"We will soon supply an authentic report from a Jew who succeeded in

fleeingfrom Treblinka.
"

That statement implies, of course, that the report itself was not an

"authentic report" from someone who had been in the camp, and if the

information from the Ukrainian guards was still awaiting verification,

upon what authentic facts did the Informacja Biezqca writers base their

descriptions? The report is obviously mere propaganda, a pastiche of

simple-minded falsehoods. Who could seriously believe in mass graves

30 meters deep, or worse yet, a fantastic gas which, though fatally poi-

sonous, nonetheless allowed victims to run another few dozen meters

after gassing in order to collapse unconscious in their pre-assigned final

resting places?

But Terry, prisoner to his Holocaust faith and his aberrant method, is

forced to presuppose that any ostensibly incriminating report about the

camps must be the result of "observations," however outlandish. Mani-

fest absurdities thus become "entirely plausible" as Terry clutches at

straws to find an explanation that will save the appearances once more.

[15] It is tj^ical of Terry that, while accusing me of failing to exam-

ine this or that document "in its proper context," he passes quickly over,

without contextual analysis, the important article published by the Dzi-

ennikPolski dated 11 July 1942:

"The Slaughter of the Jews The situation of the Jews presents itself

even worse. The matter ofthe Warsaw ghetto is well known. Hunger, death

and diseases continually and systematically threaten the Jewish population.

In the area ofLublin on the night of23-24 March [1942] the Jewish popu-

lation was deported. The sick and disabled were killed on the spot All chil-

dren aged 2-3 years from the orphanage, who numbered 108, were sent

awayfrom the city along with their nurses and murdered. Altogether 2,500

people were murdered that night, while the remaining 26,000 were sent to

camps in Belzec and Tremblinka [wywieziono do ohozow w Belzcu i Trem-

blince]. From Izbica Kujawska 8,000 people were deported in an unknown

direction. Reportedly in Belzec and Tremblinka the killing is going on with
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the help ofpoisonous ga5[es^'^] [zapomoca gazdw trujacych]...

"

Thomas Kues, from whose article on the subject I have taken the

text cited above, has stressed the importance of the report within the

framework of the emerging propaganda about "extermination camps" as

follows:''^

"It is unanimously claimed by Holocaust historians that the Treblinka II

extermination camp began its operation with the arrival of the first of the

transports from the Warsaw Ghetto, which departed on 22 July 1942 and

reached the camp the same or the following day. This means that

Mikolajczyk reported on the alleged extermination actions at Treblinka a

whole two weeks before they are supposed to have commenced. Even more

remarkable, it is alleged that a machinery ofmass murder was in operation

at Treblinka three and a halfmonths earlier, on 23-24 March 1942.
"

Terry, as mentioned above, passes over this issue without critical ex-

amination, relegating it to a footnote (note 49 on p. 49) in which he

supplies this explanation:

"As the officialprotocol ofthe cabinet meeting apparently says 'Trawn-

iki, ' the gambit - trying to stir up suspicion about a too-early referece to

deportations to Treblinka - fails utterly. Somewhere along the chain of

transmissionfrom local underground organisation to London and thence to

the Dziennik Polski journalist, the information became garbled - some-

thing which was clearfrom re-reading Stola 's articlefor this critique.

"

Thus it is from Dariusz Stola' s article "Early News of the Holocaust

from Poland"^ that Terry takes the information that "Stanislaw Miko-

lajczyk, the prime minister of the Polish government-in-exile, [stated] at

a meeting on July 7, 1942 that 'apparently, in Belzec and Trawniki, [the

Germans] murder with poison gas'" (p. 49). Stola's source, in turn, is

the minutes of the Polish National Council, as found in the Archives of

the Polish Institute in London.^'^ So this account of Mikolajczyk's re-

marks is probably accurate. But then, the essence of the claim itself had

already been reported months earlier by the Biuyletyn Informacyjny, or-

gan of the propaganda bureau {Biuro Infortnacji i Propagandy) of the

Armia Krajowa, in an article published 14 April 1942 under the title

"The Killing of Jews in the Area of Lublin":^'*

^'^ Or rather, once again, "gasses" {gazdw). See point [3] in this chapter, above.

T. Kues, "A Premature News Report on a 'Death Camp' for Jews," in: Inconvenient History,

vol, 3, no. 3, 2011,

Dariusz Stola, "Early News of the Holocaust fi-om Poland," Holocaust and Genocide Studies,

vol. 11, no. 1 (1997), pp. 1-27.

^'^ "NC minutes, 7.7.42, Archives ofthe Polish Institute in London . . . A.5.2/32," Cf ibid., note

31, p. 23.

Biuletyn Informacyjny. Cz?sc H. Przedruk rocznikow 1942-1943. Rok 111 (LIV) Nr. Specjahiy
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"[The Jews] remaining alive, numbering approximately 25,000, were

transported to the camps of Belzec and Trawniki [w obozow Belzcu i

Trawnikach]. In these camps, according to a very reliable report [wedle

najwiarygodnicjszych relacji] the mass killings ofJews occurred by means

oftoxic gases [przypomocy gazow trujqcych].
"

Moreover, on 30 April the same paper referred once again to sealed

railway carriages arriving "at the camp of Belzec or Trawniki."^'^ And
while Dziennik Polski may have written "Tremblinka" in its report on

Mikolajczyk's remarks, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency of New York

clearly speaks of "Belzec and Trawniki" in its Daily Bulletin of 10 July

1942:218

"The [. . .] mass-execution by poison gas of26,000 Polish Jews [...] was

reported here today by the Polish vice-Premier Stanislaw Mikolajczyk on

the basis of reliable information just received by the Polish Government

here. [...] The suffocating of the 26,000 Polish Jews by poison gas took

place in the two 'Jewish ' concentration camps which the Nazis have estab-

lished at Belzec and Trawniki.
"

Thus, according to "reliable information just received by the Polish

Government" (though already published by its affiliated "Bureau of In-

formation and Propaganda" more than two months before!), by March

of 1942 the Germans had established "two 'Jewish' concentration

camps" for the extermination of Jews, one at Belzec and one at Trawni-

ki.

The identification of Trawniki as the camp referred to by Mikolaj-

czyk thus solves one problem only to create another. Moreover, as

Thomas Kues notes in the article cited above, even if the editors of Dzi-

ennik Polski were mistaken in their reference to "Tremblinka," there are

other "early reports" of "The Death Camp in Trenblinka [sic]" which

predate the alleged start of operations there on 22-3 July 1942 by as

much as forty to fifty days.^'' The dilemma for Holocaust historiog-

raphy is clear: either the Polish and Jewish resistance declared that Tre-

blinka was an "extermination camp" before it had even received its first

Jewish transport, or they invented one altogether at Trawniki. Either

way, the "early reports" of the alleged mass killings at the "Aktion

2 (195), Warsaw 2002, p. 902.

Ibid, p. 916.

"Nazis Slaughter 30,000 German Jews; Exterminate 36,000 Polish Jews by Gas and Guns."

JTA Daily News Bulletin, 10 July 1942, p. 1.

T. Kues, "A Premature News Report on a 'Death Camp' for Jews," op. cit., citing material in

R. Sakowska "Two Forms of Resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto; Two Functions of the Rin-

gelblum Archives," Yad Vashem Stiidies, vol. 21 (1991), pp. 207-208.
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Reinhard" camps are thus revealed to be examples of vulgar and men-

dacious atrocity propaganda.

[16] Terry does us the courtesy of citing, without comment, a long

article published on 20 September 1942 in the underground Bund news-

paper Oif der Vach^^'^ which merely confirms our thesis on the origins

of the "extermination camp" myth. The article begins as follows:

"During the first week of the 'deportation Aktion ' Warsaw was flooded

with greetings from the deported Jews. The greetings arrived from

Biaiystok, Brest-Litovsk, Kosov, Malkinia, Pinsk, Smolensk. " (p. 60)

Of course, since Treblinka was supposed to be an "extermination

camp," the "greetings" necessarily had to have been false. The article

writer explains the "contradiction" as follows:

"All this was a lie. All the trains with the Warsaw Jews went to Treblin-

ka, where the Jews were murdered in the most cruel way. The letters and

greetings camefrom people who succeeded in escapingfrom the trains or

from the camp. It is possible that in the beginning, from thefirst transports,

some ofthe Warsaw Jews were sent to Brest-Litovsk or Pinsk, in order that

their greetings would mislead, deceive, and provoke false illusions among

the Jews in Warsaw. " (p. 60)

We thus are presented with two possibilities: either Jews escaped, in

substantial numbers, from the alleged "extermination camp" Treblinka

or from the transports en route, and then somehow managed to travel,

unmolested, from there to points as far distant as Biaiystok, Pinsk and

Smolensk, whence they "flooded" Warsaw with greetings which arrived

"[during] the first week [!] of the 'deportation Aktion"'; or the Germans

deliberately diverted some undetermined number of Jews (enough to

write a "flood" of letters, anyway) from the Treblinka fransports to cit-

ies hundreds of miles to the east just so that they could send greetings

home in order to deceive other Jews in Warsaw still awaiting deporta-

tion. The first of course is too absurd to consider, but the second, while

reversing the natural order of things, contains a kernel of the obvious, if

suppressed, truth: Jews really had been sent to the transit camp at Tre-

blinka and then from there to various destinations in the occupied east.

The method of extermination indicated in the article is also worthy

of note for its absurdity:

"Thefioor in this barrack opened up and the peoplefell into a machine.

According to the opinion ofsome of those who escaped, the people in the

barrack were gassed. According to another opinion, they were killed by

The English text cited by Terry, and quoted below, is taken from Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor,

Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 244-246.
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electrical current. " (p. 60)

With regards to the daily capacity of this remarkable extermination

apparatus, the article states:

"The bath absorbs 200 people every fifteen minutes, so in twenty-four

hours the killing capacity is 20,000 people. "
(p. 61)

This, of course, is a crazy claim, even by the standards of orthodox

Holocaust historiography.

Finally, at the end of the article, the Oif der Vach writer presents a

list of the "extermination camps" allegedly in existence at that time:

"There were three such camps: one in the vicinity ofPinskfor the east-

ern area, another in the area ofLublin at Belzec, and the third, the largest,

was Treblinka near Malkinia. " (p. 61)

What exactly was the name of the extermination camp "in the vicini-

ty of Pinsk"? Another propagandistic fantasy!

[17] Terry continues to unwittingly reinforce our own arguments

through more uncritical presentation of plainly propagandistic material:

"Oneg Shabes activist Peretz Opoczynski reported rumours of a 'giant

electric chair' in Treblinka, capable ofkilling ten thousand Jews and Poles

each day. 'The Germans like to brag about their industrial prowess, ' he

wrote, 'and so they also want to run their killing industry with American ef-

ficiency. ' Emanuel Ringelblum likewise reported in a long diary entiy, un-

doubtedly dated retrospectively to October 15, once the deportation action

was over, of 'the news about the gravediggers (Rabinowicz, Jacob), the

Jewsfrom Stok who escapedfrom the wagons... the unanimous description

ofthe 'bath, ' the Jewish gravediggers with yellow patches on their knees. -

The method ofkilling: gas, steam, electricity.
"'

(p. 61)

To this Terry then adds the remarkable claim that "Jacob Rabinow-

icz' s account had in fact described gas chambers, even specifying the

use of a 'diesel' engine" (p. 61). As support, he offers the following ref-

erence in a footnote: "Rabinowicz' s report is published in Ruta Sakow-

ska (ed), Archiwum Ringelbluma, getto warszawskie: lipiec 1942-

styczen 1943. Warsaw, 1980." In reality, a "Rabinowicz's report" does

not even exist. The Ringelblum archives contain only the few lines cited

by Terry above, which mention gas, steam and "electricity":^^'

"Treblinka. Wiadomosc od grabarzy (Jakub Rabinowicz), Zydow ze

Stoczka, ktdrzy zbiegli z wagonow, naladowanych rzeczami, zlotem i

walutq. Jednomyslny opis 'lazni, ' grabarze z zoltymi latami na kolanach.

Sposob usmiercania: gaz, para, elektrycznosc.

"

A. Eisenbach (ed.), Emanuel Ringelblum Kronika getta warszawskiego wrzesien 1939-styczeri

1943. Czytelnik, Warsaw, 1983, p. 416; Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?,
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Translated:

"Information from the gravediggers (Jakob Rabinowicz), the Jewsfrom

Stoczek, who have escapedfrom the trains loaded with objects, gold, and

cash. Congruent description of the 'bath, ' the gravediggers with golden

patches on the knees. Method ofkilling: gas, steam, electricity.

"

That there is indeed nothing more to "Rabinowicz' s report is effec-

tively" confirmed by Israeli historian Esther Farbstein:^^^

"During the Aktionen in the summer of 1942, reports from the first es-

capees from Treblinka reached the ghetto. One of these escapees was

Ya 'akov (Jacob) Rabinowicz, the son of the Rebbe ofParczew. Ringelblum,

who wrote the first reports on the camp in his journal under the heading

'Treblinki, ' wrote at the top: 'The news about the gravediggers (Rabinow-

icz, Jacob), the Jewsfrom Stok who escapedfrom the wagons.
"'

In other words, Ringelblum noted in his journal that he had received

"news about the gravediggers" from one Jacob Rabinowicz, but of a

"Rabinowicz report" there is nothing more, apparently, to report.

[18] Trying to explain away the problem of how Diesel engines be-

came associated with the alleged gas chambers at the Aktion Reinhardt

camps, Terry kindly provides yet more assistance in understanding the

origins of the mass-gassing propaganda claims:

"As will be seen in Chapter 5, calling the killing engine a 'dieseV seems

to have been part of the Lagerjargon ofAktion Reinhard, a misnomer bor-

rowed from the diesel generator supplying electricity to the camp, which

was located more or less alongside the petrol driven gassing engine. Thus

can several inaccuracies be traced back to a similar root cause. "
(p. 62)

As Terry would say, "No smoke without fire" - the "fire" here being

simply the motor used to drive the electrical generator for the camp. In-

deed, the famous "steam chambers" report of 15 November 1942 stated

explicitly:^^^

"A Diesel-motor supplies the energy and its rattle is a characteristic

sound at Treblinka B.

"

Terry, of course, wants his readers to believe that there was another

engine at Treblinka - a "killing engine [... a] petrol driven gassing en-

gine" - which is to be distinguished from the Diesel generator that sup-

plied the camp with power. In this, however, he merely assumes what

needs to be proven. Ignored altogether is the natural hypothesis that the

Diesel generator itself, with its characteristic "rattle," served as the in-

spiration for lurid rumors which would eventually grow into the mass-

E. Farbstein, Hidden in Thunder: Perspectives on Faith, Halachah and Leadership during the

Holocaust. Old City Press, Jerusalem, 2007, p. 49.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 54.
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gassing claims.

[19] Still on the topic of Treblinka, Terry soon offers yet another ex-

ample of his ineptitude and intellectual dishonesty:

"Another account hy a Treblinka escapee written down at this time is

entirely ignored hy Mattogno in his attempt at tracing 'the development of

the idea of Treblinka as an extermination camp, ' namely the lengthy de-

scription given by Abraham Krzepicki and recorded by Oneg Shabes activ-

ist Rachel Auerbach in October 1942. Krzepicki 's report, which will be re-

ferred to several times in this critique, also identified a gas chamber. "
(p.

62)

While chiding me for "ignoring" this "lengthy description," Terry

himself carefully and hypocritically refrains from citing any part of it in

which the "witness" actually describes the "gas chamber" which he

claims to have seen. The relevant parts of Krzepicki's description thus

deliberately ignored by Terry are as follows i^^""

"But the longish, not too large brick building standing in the middle of

the 'Death Camp ' had a strangefascination for me: this was the gas cham-

ber. [...] Only as we were returningfrom our midday meal and our column

haltedfor a while, did I sneak awayfrom them and move toward the open

door ofthe gas chamber.

I think I have already noted that this building was surrounded by a

wooded area. Now I noticed that, spread over the flat roofof the building,

there was a green wire net whose edges extended slightly beyond the build-

ing's walls. This may have been for protection against air attacks. Beneath

the net, on top ofthe roof, I could see a tangle ofpipes ....

The walls of the building were covered with concrete. The gas chamber

had not been operatingfor a week. I was able to look inside through one of

two strong whitewashed iron exits which happened to be open.

I saw before me a room which was not too large. It looked like a regu-

lar shower room with all the accoutrements of a public bathhouse. The

walls of the room were covered with small, white tiles. It was very fine,

clean work. The floor was covered with orange terra cotta tiles. Nickel-

plated metalfaucets were set into the ceiling.

That was all. A comfortable, neat little bathhouse set in the middle ofa

wooded area. There was nothing more to see. But as one stood in front of

the entrance to this 'bathhouse ' one could see hills of lime, and beneath

them the giant, still-open mass graves where tens, perhaps hundreds, of

A. Krzepicki, "Eighteen Days in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.). Death Camp Treblinka: A
Documentary. Holocaust Library, New York, 1979, p. 105. Admittedly, Jason Myers does

quote from the description in his contribution to the "cut-and-paste" critique, though he too

deceptively omits the embarrassing details. He quotes six words altogether: "longish, not too

large brick building" (p. 295, note 92).
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thousands of 'bathers ' lay in eternal rest.

"

The witness in actual fact never saw a "gas chamber" at all, but ra-

ther "[a] comfortable, neat little bathhouse set in the middle of a wood-

ed area" - "a regular shower room with all the accoutrements of a pub-

lic bathhouse" with walls "covered with small, white tiles" and a floor

"covered with orange terra cotta tiles" and "nickel-plated metal faucets

[...] set into the ceihng." Such a description is obviously more charac-

teristic of the disinfection and disinfestation installation of a transit

camp (Durchgangslager) than a killing installation in an "extermination

camp." Even if the account afterwards speaks of "mass graves" of the

corpses of "bathers," it does so without however explaining how the

victims were killed. Was the weapon of choice steam, a vacuum pump,

a delayed effect gas, chlorine gas, 'Cyclon-gas' or engine exhaust? Giv-

en the common description of the "building of death" as a "gas cham-

ber" regardless of the killing method, it is only with consummate hy-

pocrisy that Terry can confidently contradict Hersz Wasser (see next

point) and pretend that Krzepicki's report confirms the (engine exhaust)

"gas chambers" thesis, earlier on the page juxtaposed with "steam"

chambers.

The last sentence of the passage, of course, is meant to serve as

"proof for the rest: Krzepicki claims to have seen mass graves at Tre-

blinka, and so the building he saw must, necessarily, have served as a

"gas chamber." Without it, Krzepicki's testimony thus resolves into a

picture remarkable primarily for its sheer ordinariness.

Finally, note should also be taken of the pecuhar method with which

this "eyewitness testimony" is quoted by the "plagiarist bloggers." On

p. 62, note 102, Terry mentions as his source numbers 43-44 of the

1962 edition ofBiuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego, a source

which is practically inaccessible and cannot be verified by non-

specialists; later, starting with note 92 on p. 295, it is cited as "Krze-

picki, 'Eighteen Days in Treblinka,'" with a reference to the accessible,

EngUsh-language book by Donat (see also note 36 on p. 15). It is obvi-

ous that our "bloggers" wish to avoid making it too easy for readers to

verify the texts under discussion when it suits them, and as we have

seen above, they have their reasons.

It is clear, moreover, that Terry has never seen the Polish source

which he cites. In the original text, Krzepicki notes that the SS referred

to the alleged "gas chamber" as a "Badeanstalt" (bathing installation), a

term which, in the light of his description of it, must be understood lit-
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erally.^^^

[20] Armed with a report which does not mention "gas chambers"

(Rabinowicz), and one which describes them as a "comfortable, neat lit-

tle bathhouse" (Krzepicki), Terry then goes on the offensive and attacks

the famous "steam chamber" report, an extremely embarrassing docu-

ment for the "controversial bloggers":

"As both Rabinowicz and Krzepicki had referred to gas chambers, it is

mildly hard to understand why the long report compiled by Oneg Shabes

activist Hersz Wasser on the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto and the ex-

termination camp at Treblinka, dated November 15, 1942 referred to steam

chambers. But only mildly hard to understand, for steam is, after all, a gas,

and it is not difficult to see how the anonymous source describing steam to

Wasser could have deduced that the victims were being killed with steam

when witnessing the opening ofa gas chamber and mistaken the emanation

ofexhaustfumesfrom the chamberfor a lethal sauna. "
(p. 62)

Terry thus presents us with a true masterpiece of hypocrisy. First of

course, the premise of his argument, as shown above, is false: there's no

evidence that Rabinowicz "referred" to gas chambers when speaking

with Ringelblum; and while Krzepicki did indeed use the term, what he

actually described in his report was clearly a bathing installation which

could only be seen as a "gas chamber" under the prior assumption that it

in fact was one. Secondly and more importantly, the report's testimony

on the "steam chambers," which is very detailed, categorically gives the

lie to his conclusion:^^''

"According to the report ofan eyewitness, the interior ofthe building is

asfollows; a corridor 3 meters wide runs through the middle; there arefive

chambers on each side; the height of each chamber is about 2 meters; the

area is about 35 square meters. The execution chambers are without win-

dows, but they have doors opening on the corridor and a type of valve on

the outside walls. Next to these valves there are large scoops (they remind

one of large vessels). In the walls pipes were installed from which water-

steam is supposed to pour into the chambers. This was to have been death-

house No. 2.

A path skirts the building and runs along its western wallfinally ending

at the next building near death-house No. 1. This building is at right-angles

to the death-house No. 2. It is a brick construction much smaller than the

other. It consists of only three chambers and a steam room. Along the

northern wall of this house runs a corridorfrom which there are doors to

A. Krzepicki, "Treblinka," in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego, July-December

1962, no. 43-44, p. 104. The description of the presumed gas chamber is on p. 107.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, pp. 53f.
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the chambers. The outside walls ofthe chambers have valves (until recently

doors which had been changed into valves for utility reasons). Also here a

scoop in the shape ofa shallow vessel is placed at the height ofthe valves.

The steam-room is adjacent to the building. Inside the steam-room there is

a large vat which produces the steam. The hot steam comes in to the cham-

bers through pipes installed there, each having a prescribed number of

vents. While this machinery of death is in action, the doors and valves are

hermetically closed. The floor in the chambers has a terra-cotta inlay

which becomes very slippery when water is poured over it There is a well

next to the steam-room, the only well in the whole area of Treblinka B.
"

The Polish original is still more explicit: where the English text

above has "Inside the steam-room there is a large vat which produces

the steam," the Pohsh original speaks clearly of a "boiler room \kotlow-

nia]" containing "a large boiler for production of water vapour [duzy

kocioi dla wytworzenia pary wodnej]."^^^ Thus, Terry's pretense that

the witness in the report had confused "exhaust fiimes" with "steam"

proves little more than a shabby attempt at misdirection.

Of course, Terry is correct when he says that "steam is, after all, a

gas," but this merely corroborates what I said above, namely, that the

simple reference in the reports to killings with "gas" or in "gas cham-

bers" means nothing in concrete terms, as it may equally well refer to

steam.

In summarizing the evidence for "early reports" about Treblinka,

Terry's "critique" thus indirectly makes a valid contribution towards

clarifying the origins ofpropaganda about the camp:

1) first, Polish and Jewish undergroimd propagandists "identify" Tre-

blinka as an "extermination camp" even before the first Jewish

transports arrive there;

2) in the context of this underground propaganda, "a comfortable, neat

little bathhouse" certainly adjoined to a "boiler room" is "reinter-

preted" as a sinister "extermination installation";

3) and observations of "steam" and "steam chambers" - actually disin-

fection/disinfestation autoclaves for delousing clothes - become the

presumptive evidence for the existence of homicidal "gas cham-

bers."

[21] The testimony of "Treblinka escapee" David Milgroim (alterna-

tively, Milgrom), which Terry turns to next, once again serves to show

the gradual progress of this propaganda. Recorded, as Terry notes, "at

Likwidacja zydowskiej Warszawy. "Treblinka," in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Histo-

rycznego, no. 1, 1951, p. 95.
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the end of August 1943" and then "passed to the OSS in Istanbul by

early 1944" (p. 63), it mentions "poison gas" as the alleged instrument

of killing at the camp, but without stating its exact nature. The descrip-

tion in the text is quite crude: of the gassing process we learn merely

that the victims "were herded into those barracks" and "when a batch

was inside the door was closed and remained so for fifteen minutes."

Afterwards, the victims' bodies were thrown "into the fire-ditch which

stretched beyond the fence into the death-camp." But since Milgroim

supposedly "was deported from Czestochowa in 1942 and broke out of

the camp after one week," he could not have been present at the crema-

tion of the bodies at Treblinka, which according to orthodox Holocaust

historiography began in March 1 943 and moreover was not performed

in a "fire-ditch" but on metal grids laid out on the surface of the ground

(see Chapter 12, point 12). Milgroim's other "observations" also con-

tradict the current version: he speaks of gassing "barracks" instead of a

building [Gebdude] reportedly "of brick, solidly built, on a concrete

foimdation [aus Ziegelstein auf einem Betonfundament massiv ge-

bautj'f'^^ he impUes that the "gassing barrack" was a single unit ("when

a batch was inside the door was closed") rather than being subdivided

into 6 or 8 "gas chambers";^^' he cites a gassing time of only 15

minutes, as against the 30-40 minutes of the official, "court-approved"

version.^^" Surely it is no coincidence that the 15-minute duration men-

tioned here is the same as that stated in the "steam chambers" report of

15 November 1942: "gradually they quiet down and 15 minutes later

the execution is complete. "^^' Milgroim is not relating personal obser-

vations here, he is passing on rumor and propaganda and myth.

Indeed, Milgroim's "report" is not eyewitness-testimony at all, but

rather, at best, hearsay. Historian Richard Breitman described the prov-

enance of the "report" in another context:^^^

"Although kept away from the area of the gas chambers, Milgrom

heard afirst-hand descriptionfrom two boys who temporarily crossed over

to the barracksfor the Jewish workers.

"

This, then, is the pedigree of this "independent" and "corroborating"

testimony to the "gas chambers" of Treblinka: a man who claims to

Verdict of 3 September 1 965 of the trial against Kurt Franz, in: Adalbert Riickerl (ed.), NS-

Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., 1979, p. 203.

ft;V/.,p,204.

Ibid, p. 224.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 56.

R. Breitman, "Other Responses to the Holocaust," in R. Breitman et al. , U.S. Intelligence and

the Nazis. Cambridge University Press, 2005, p. 5 1

.
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have received "a first-hand description fi-om two boys who [claim to

have?] temporarily crossed over" into the relevant part of the camp,

produces a report nearly a year after this alleged communication, which

then somehow makes its way from Slovakia to Turkey, where it is even-

tually delivered into the hands of the local agents of the U.S. Office of

Strategic Services (OSS, wartime forerunner of the CIA) from a source

about whom we know only that he was "described as a reliable Jew in

Istanbul."^^^

Needless to say, Terry tells his reader nothing of the hearsay origins

of Milgroim's "report" - and this despite the fact that Breitman himself

alludes to the matter on the very page fi-om which Terry takes his quota-

tion.^^"* We are forced to conclude, then, that Terry must use a different

standard than critical examination of provenance when judging the au-

thenticity of a document, namely, publication in a newspaper.

"An anonymous version ofthis report was published in January 1944 in

the Canadian Jewish Chronicle; key lines match word for word, and thus

the published version can be firmly traced back to Milgroim 's report. "
(p.

63)

That a text appeared in a newspaper, however, proves only that the

text in question was available for printing; it proves nothing whatsoever

about the veracity of its contents. If anj^ing, the anonymous appear-

ance of the "Milgroim report" in a Canadian Jewish newspaper at

around the same time as the text itself was allegedly first transmitted by

the OSS in Istanbul to Washington only reinforces the natural suspicion

of propagandistic maneuvering. Indeed, the article's appearance in the

CJC (in the issue of 7 January 1944, not 14 January 1944, as Terry

claims - see his footnote 111 on p. 63) actually predates the "official"

transmission of the report by nearly a week, as is clear from Breitman'

s

reference in this connection: "Melbourne to Secretary of State, 13 Jan.

1944, NA, RG 59, CDF-740.001 16 E.W. [European War] 1939/1311

2/3/TLPS/TL."^^^ If one text can be "firmly traced back" to another, the

criterion of temporal priority would thus at least indicate that it is the

OSS report that followed the newspaper article, and not vice versa. Nat-

urally, we do not imagine that OSS operatives in Istanbul read The Ca-

nadian Jewish Chronicle, but the fact that the paper's source for the ar-

ticle, The Independent Jewish Press Service,^^* clearly was active trying

Ibid., p. 50.

Cf. Terry's footnote 1 10, p. 63.

R. Breitman, "Other Responses to the Holocaust," op. cit., p. 68, note 17, emphasis added.
236

'"piiis is the first eye-witness account ofthe horrors of Treblinka. [...] It is released in this
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to place the story in other venues at around the same time^'^ gives a hint

of the likely origins of the OSS report as well.

In short, the story was being circulated by interested parties to any-

one who might listen. Naturally, that fact in itself has no bearing on the

authenticity of the document, or on the truth or falsehood of its con-

tents: those are questions which must be determined by other means. By
the same token, however, it clearly undermines Terry's notion of an au-

thentic "Milgroim's report," transmitted to the OSS in Istanbul and cor-

roborated by contemporary newspaper reports which "can be firmly

traced back" to this alleged ur-document.

Finally, we note in passing that Terry also chides me here for "ignor-

ing" the "wealth of evidence concerning the progression of the deporta-

tions" available in wartime reports (p. 63) - as if evidence of deporta-

tions were somehow proof of extermination.

[22] Turning his attention from the alleged crime to its alleged cov-

er-up, Terry next writes that,

"contrary to a rather wild claim by Mattogno, the Polish underground

also reported on the open air cremations at the death camps. It takes a spe-

cial effort to ask in regard to open-air cremations at Treblinka 'how does it

happen that there is no mention of this in any of the reports of the Polish

resistance movement? ', and not realise that your own source spells it out

while the standard work on the Reinhard camps quotes the same point.

"

(pp. 64-65)

Grasping the significance of the statement which Terry attacks here

requires knowledge of the context:^^^

"As pointed out in our Introduction, the Treblinka camp was surround-

ed by quite a number of villages and hamlets. Within a radius of 10 km
were the small towns of Wolka Ogrqlik, Poniatowo, Grady, Treblinka,

Malkinia, Zawisty Dzikie, Rostki Wlk., Rytele, ^wieckie, Olechny, Wszolki,

Jakubiki, Tosie, Kosow Lacki, D^be, Zochy, Rostki, Maliszewa, Guty, Bo-

jewo, Brzozka, Kolodziaz, Orzelek, Zlotki, Prostyn, Kielczew.

From every single one of these villages and hamlets one would have

seen the glow (f theflamesfrom Treblinkafor 122 days - how does it hap-

country by the Independent Jewish Press Service." The Canadian Jewish Chronicle, Vol.

XXXI, No. 34 (January 7, 1944), p. 8.

^" "NEW YORK, Jan. 8— (INS) —The Independent Jewish Press Service announced today the

receipt of an eyewitness account of the horrors of Treblinka [...]" Milwaukee Sentinel, Vol.

VII, No. 17 (January 9, 1944), p. A7. The text which follows, entitled "Bare Wholesale Mur-

der of Jews in Hitler's Polish Gas Chambers," is effectively identical with that published in

The Canadian Jewish Chronicle.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 152 (not 148, as Terry errone-

ously states).
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pen that there is no mention of this in any of the reports of the Polish re-

sistance movement?
"

In other words, for the 122 days during which the alleged mass cre-

mations at Treblinka took place, there would have been literally hun-

dreds of "observers" in the area who would have supplied a flood of in-

formation to the Polish resistance, which in turn presumably would

have compiled dozens and dozens of reports on this basis.

Terry, however, mentions only two such reports, neither of which he

quotes from. He restricts himself to indicating the sources in a footnote:

"Marczewska/Wazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury, ' p.

154" (note 119 on p. 65)

"Arad, 'Reinhard, 'p. 358" (note 120 on p. 65)

The first reference is verifiable only by specialists. The source is the

article, already mentioned, by Krystyna Marczewska and Wladyslaw

Wazniewski, ''Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraji,"

extensively used by ourselves in our study on Treblinka. Indeed, the

page indicated by Terry, p. 154, contains the end of a report sent to

London on 31 March 1943, the first part of which we reproduce in that

book.^^^ This page moreover contains a brief report entitled "Annex no.

45 for the period 1-15.1.1943," cited by Terry on p. 64, with a reference

in Polish ("Aneks nr 45 za czas od 1 do 15.1.1943 r") to the article by

Marczewska and Wazniewski, but without page number (note 1 1 3 on p.

64); the translated text is in fact taken from Arad's book on the camps.

In fact, he quotes Arad's text word for word (with a few typos)^'*° -

"lately there are fransports with Jews from eastern Galicia and Ruma-

nia" (p. 64) - despite this being an inaccurate translation of the underly-

ing Polish text: "Ostatnio przychodzq glownie transporty Zydow z Ga-

licji Wsch. i Rumunii" ("Recently mainly transports of Jews from East-

em Galicia and Romania have arrived"
;
emph. added).

Finally, page 154 of the article contains the beginning of yet another

report, entitled "Annex no. 46 for the period 16-31.1.1943," which con-

cludes on the next page with a juicy little story about how "body parts

of Jews" were allegedly sent from Treblinka to military hospitals "for

purposes of fransplanting in surgical operations."

Nowhere in the entire page in question, however, is there any men-

tion of the cremation of bodies. Only in the report sent to London on 31

March 1943 is there mention of burning, namely, of the "burning of

waste and frash," and of Jews allegedly burnt alive in a ditch called the

/Wrf.,pp.49f.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 356.
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"Lazarett."' On the other hand, the report explicitly mentions "steam

chambers,"^"" a fact which Terry, with typical hypocrisy, naturally does

not share with his readers.

Terry's second reference with regard to "burning reports" is to p.

358 of Arad's Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: The Operation Reinhard

Death Camps. The book reproduces an extract of some thirteen lines

from a report of the Delegatura dated 26 August 1943. Discussing the

recent prisoners' revolt at Treblinka, the report makes the following la-

conic remark in passing:

"Recently they were put to work at opening the mass graves ofthe Jews

murdered in Treblinka and burning the bodies that were inside.

"

Poor Terry, in total confusion due to his cut-and-paste plagiarisms,

presumably attributes this quotation to p. 154 of Marczewska and

Wazniewski's article as well, since he claims that "the standard work on

the Reinhard camps quotes the same point" (p. 65, emphasis added),

while in reality the text which Arad translates is found on p. 156 of the

original piece.

This, then, is the "evidence" which according to Terry "it takes a

special effort" not to find so overwhelmingly persuasive as to never

question the lack of contemporary reports concerning the alleged mass-

burning of corpses at Treblinka: one source which does not speak of

cremations at all; and another, vmtten several weeks after the months-

long "burning action" supposedly was completed, which merely relates,

second-hand, that such an incident reportedly occurred. A special effort,

indeed.

Before going fijrther, it is worth pausing for a moment to present a

brief excursus on Terry's plagiarisms, as they relate to the article by

Marczewska and Wazniewski and others.

Terry's first mention of the article appears in note 44 on p. 16 as a

general bibliographical reference: "Krystyna Marczewska and Wladys-

law Wazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rz^du RP na

Kraj,' in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w
Polsce, XIX, Warsaw 1968, pp. 129-164." However, it is clear that he

has simply lifted this from our own study on Treblinka, since he repro-

duces our little error in the diacritical marking of the last name

"Wazniewski" ("z" instead of "z").^"*^ The other source routinely plagia-

rized by Terry, Arad's Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, cites the article in

The relevant passage is quoted in Treblinka, op. cit, p. 50.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., note 52 on p. 29.
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question without any Polish diacritics at all, and without the abbrevia-

tion RP for "Rzeczypospolitej Polskief ("of the Republic of Poland"):

"Papers of the Delegatura. Krystyna Marczewska, Wladyslaw Waz-

niewski, 'Treblinka w swietle akt Delegatury Rzadu na Kraj,' Biuletyn

glownej Kotnisji Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce, XIX, War-

saw, 1968."^^^

On p. 58, Terry presents the following quotation:

"After the engine leaves the station, they force the Jews to undress in

order to go, supposedly, to the showers. Actually they are taken to the gas

chambers, exterminated there, and then buried in prepared pits, sometimes

when they are still alive. The pits are dug with machines. The gas chambers

are mobile, and they are situated above the pits.

"

The source indicated by Terry is "Informacja Biezqca Nr 30 (55),

17.8.1942, published in MarczewskaAVazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle

Akt Delegatury,' pp. 136-7" (note 92 on p. 58) In reality, the quotation

is taken word for work from Arad's book.^'*''

Discussing the quotation above, Terry remarks, "The observation

about mobile gas chambers, it was noted, could not be corroborated by

any other source" (p. 58) - a comment which soon leads, fittingly

enough, to yet another example of his own fast-and-loose approach to

source referencing. His footnote to the comment runs as follows:

'A mobile gas chamber was also recorded in the diary of Wehrmacht

captain Wilm Hosenfeld on 6.9.1942. In our view, this would trace back to

the same original source. Entry published in Wladyslaw Szpilman, Das

wunderbare Uberleben. Warschauer Erinnerungen 1939-1945. Dusseldorf,

1998, p. 197ff
" (note 93, p. 58)

The claim itself is obviously propaganda of the crudest sort, but Ter-

ry refuses to admit it: provided of course that it serves the larger "Holo-

caust" narrative, it seems a lie, no matter how gross, is merely "infor-

mation" unconfirmed by another source for him - as if "confirmation"

could prove the truth of something which is patently false. The diary to

which Terry refers is, naturally, a "confirmation," but only of the prop-

aganda origins of the whole story:
^'^^

"6. September 1942: [...] es gelingt immer mehreren, zu entfliehen, und

durch die kommen die Wahnsinnstaten an die Offentlichkeit. Der Ort heifit

Treblinka, im Osten des Generalgouvernements. Dort werden die Wagen

ausgeladen, viele sind schon tot, das ganze Geldnde ist mit Mauern

Cf. Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 404.

™ ft/rf.,p.353.
^"^ Bogdan Musial, Deutsche Zivilverwaltung und Judenverfolgung im Generalgouvernement.

Harrassowitz Verlag, Wiesbaden, 1999, p. 325. Our translation.
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abgesperrt, die Wagen fahren hinein und werden entladen. [...] Die nach

Tausend zdhlenden Frauen und Kinder mussen sich entkleiden, werden in

einefahrbare Baracke getrieben und werden da vergast.

"

"6 September 1942: [...] afew people always succeed in escaping, and

news ofthese mad acts reach the public through these escapees. The loca-

tion is name Treblinka, in the eastern part of the Generalgouvernement.

There the railway carriages are unloaded, many are already dead, the

whole area is closed offwith walls; the trains travel inside and are unload-

ed. [...] The women and children, numbering in the thousands, must un-

dress, are driven into a wheeled barracks and there they are gassed.

"

Terry's true source is not the one indicated by himself, but rather a

book by Bogdan Musial, from which I have translated the text cited

above. This follows from the reference which Musial himself provides

for the text in question: "Ausziige aus dem Tagebuch von Hauptmann

Wilm Hosenfeld, in: Wladyslaw Szpilman, Das wunderbare Uberleben.

Warschauer Erinnerungen 1939-1945, Dusseldorf u.a., 1998, S. 193 f.,

197 f."^''* Clearly Terry says "p.l97ff' because Musial, on the preced-

ing page, reproduces other entries from the diary in question: the last in

the group is that of 6 September 1942; therefore, Terry must have as-

sumed that the indication "197 f" referred to that one.

As far as the contents of Hosenfeld's diary entry, with its mention of

"movable barracks [f'ahrhare Baracke]" and bizarre claim that the

whole area of the Treblinka 11 camp (including, presumably, the rail

spur: "the trains travel inside and are unloaded") was "closed off with

walls \mit Mauern abgesperrt]" - what is this but second-hand propa-

ganda at its most grotesquely ridiculous?

Terry's next reference to the article by Marczewska and Wazniewski

appears on p. 59: this is the plagiarism which I have already discussed

above under point 14.

On p. 62, Terry mentions that "the long report compiled by Oneg

Shabes activist Hersz Wasser on the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto

and the extermination camp at Treblinka, dated November 15, 1942 re-

ferred to steam chambers" (emphasis in original), and gives the follow-

ing as his source: "The Polish original is published in Marczew-

ska/Wazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury,' pp. 138-145; for

Enghsh translations, see below" (note 103). In the note that follows, he

then directs his readers to a plausible source: "Apenszlak (ed). The

Black Book of Polish Jewry, pp. 141-7. This title can be read free of

charge at Hathi Trust Digital Library, so will not be reproduced here"

note 484 on p. 325.
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(note 104). Naturally, Terry neglects to inform readers that Jiirgen Graf

and I have previously reproduced the report, in full as it appears in

Apenszlak's book, in our monograph on Treblinka (also readily availa-

ble online), though he is happy to once again borrow our bibliograph-

ical reference to the original with its telltale "Wazniewski."^"''

On pages 64 and 65 Terry then presents the plagiarism which I de-

scribed above.

The last mention of Marczewska and Wazniewski's article by Terry

appears on p. 221, where he states that "Polish undergroxmd reports rec-

orded two possible additional transports to Brest and Malaszewice near

Brest, but no further trace of them has been uncovered," a claim which

he then references as follows: "MarczewskaAVazniewski, 'Treblinka w
swietle Akt Delegatury,' p. 137" (note 375). Once again, he fails to tell

his reader that Graf and myself had already mentioned these reports in

our book on Treblinka, and once again he nonetheless is happy to bor-

row our bibliographical reference for them.^"*^

After this series of plagiarisms, our Holo-charlatans have the shame-

lessness to insert the title of the article into their bibliography:

"Marczewska, Krystyna, Wladyslaw Wazniewski, 'Treblinka w swietle

Akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraj, ' in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania

Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce, XIX, Warsaw 1968, pp. 129-164. " (p.

536)

Moreover, the title directly preceding this one in their bibliography

is "Marczewska, Krystyna and Wladyslaw Wazniewski, 'Oboz koncen-

tracyjny na Majdanku w swietle akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraj,'

Zeszyty Majdanka, Vll, 1973, pp. 164-241." And a few pages earlier

(534), we find the article: "Gajowniczek, Jolanta 'Oboz koncentracyjny

na Majdanku w swietle 'Dzennika Polskiego' i 'Dziennika Polskiego i

Dziennika Zolnierza' z latach 1940-1944,' Zeszyty Majdanka, VII,

1973, pp. 242-261." Apart from their entries in the bibhography, these

two titles are cited in exactly one place in the entire "Cut and Paste

Manifesto," note 121 on p. 66:

"Mattogno has elsewhere tried to repeat the same isolationist nitpicking

spam-quote routine for Auschwitz and Majdanek, utilising Polish publica-

tions excerpting reports on the individual camps, most notably the compila-

tions 'Oboz koncentracyjny Oswiecim w swietle akt Delegatury Rzadu RP
na Kraj, ' Zeszyty Oswiecimskie, 1968, special issue 1 for Auschwitz, as

^' Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 51f., notes 129 and 130. Nick

Terry commits a small typo in copying the starting page of our reference from note 129.

Ibid., note 837 on p. 280: "K. Marczewska, W. Wazniewski, op. cit. (note 52), p. 137."
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well as Krystyna Marczewska and Wladyslaw Wazniewski, 'Obdz koncen-

tracyjny na Majdanku w swietle akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraj, ' and

Jolanta Gajowniczek, 'Obdz koncentracyjny na Majdanku w swietle 'Dzen-

nika Polskiego' i 'Dziennika Polskiego i Dziennika Zolnierza' z latach

1940-1944,' Zeszyty Majdanka, VII, 1973, pp. 164-241, 242-261."

Here we must admit another typographical issue, which we set

alongside our little error of "Wazniewski": the correct spelling for

"Polish Daily" in the phrase "in the light of the 'Pohsh Daily"' (w

swietle...) is indeed "Dziennika Polskiego" not "Dzennika Polskiego."

This latter error does not appear in the German edition of our text, ra-

ther only in the English translation. But typos can have their uses too, it

seems, for the error here allows us once again to observe our cut-and-

paste plagiarist in action. Terry's reference to the article by Jolanta Ga-

jowniczek in the note quoted above contains that very error, which he

has copied from footnote 446 on page 163 of our monograph Concen-

tration Camp Majdanek: A Historical and Technical Study^'^^ Moreo-

ver, Terry's reference to Marczewska and Wazniewski's later (1973) ar-

ticle about Majdanek is also taken from the same page of our book (n.

445, p. 163), and again reproduces our erroneous spelling "Wazniew-

ski."

In other words, our plagiarist critic has simply misappropriated bib-

liographical references to works with which he otherwise displays no

real familiarity, lifting the references themselves from our own books,

complete with typos!

[23] Moving on to yet more general considerations, Terry next mar-

vels at the remarkable "success" of wartime propaganda in "identify-

ing" the targets of later, postwar propaganda:

"For the Polish resistance succeeded in identifying notjust one or two

hut all six camps as sites utilising gassing. This begs a set of questions

which are nowhere even vaguely answered hy Mattogno, Graf or Kues,

starting with: why? If this really was just some kind ofPolish underground

'propaganda, ' why would they misidentify six camps that MGK declare to

be 'transit camps ' one and all, as death camps? "
(p. 66)

Terry, of course, is begging the question here - he unwittingly ad-

mits as much himself As we have seen above, transit camps were natu-

ral targets for mass gassing claims both because of their high through-

put of deportees and because the standard delousing procedures fol-

lowed in them to prevent the spread of typhus and other diseases were

vulnerable to paranoid and/or mischievous misinterpretation along the

^' Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2003. Also carried over in the 2012 edition (p. 161).
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lines of the so-called shower-gas-buming sequence. At any rate, the

Polish resistance can have "succeeded" in identifying the camps as

"sites utilising gassing" only if those camps were indeed sites of homi-

cidal gassings - but this is precisely what needs yet to be proven.

As to the more general question of the reason for such reports, the

aim of all this anti-German propaganda, following the same precise pat-

tern as that unleashed during the First World War, was simply to de-

monize the enemy so as to create universal hostility toward him. The

most grotesque and horrible atrocity stories thus were disseminated

against the enemy, and to resort to mendacity in the process was simply

par for the course. So much for the question of "why."

[24] National Socialist declarations of intent regarding the Jews,

summed up by Terry as "to 'destroy' or 'extirpate' the Jews of Europe"

(p. 66), should be examined in their historical context - an examination

which reveals them to be entirely consistent with a policy of deporting

Jews to the occupied Eastern territories, then considered to be extrane-

ous to Europe. In his speech before the Reichstag on 30 January 1941,

Hitler declared:^^°

"Und nicht vergessen mochte ich den Hinweis, den ich schon einmal,

am 1. September 1939 [correct: 30 January 1939], im deutschen Reichstag

gegeben habe. Den Hinweis darauf ndmlich, dafi, wenn die andere Welt

von den Judentum in einem allgemeinen Krieg gestiirzt wiirde, das gesamte

Judentum seine Rolle in Europa ausgespielt haben wird.

"

"I do not wish the remarkforgotten, which I once made in the German

Reichstag on 1 September 1939. The remark namely, that if the rest of the

world is thrown into a general war by Jewry, then the role ofJewry as a

whole will befinished in Europe.

"

According to contemporary reports by the German Security Service

{Sicherheitsdienst, or SD), itself tasked with accurately tracking pubhc

sentiment, the German populace attributed the correct meaning to these

words: "the Fiihrer is taking his struggle against Jewry to its logical

conclusion; soon the last Jew will be driven from European soil {der

Kampf des Fuhrers gegen das Judentum mit unerbittlicher Konsequenz

zu Ende gefuhrt und schon bald der letzte Juden vom europdischen

Boden vertrieben werde.y^^^

Max Domarus, Hitler Reden und Proklamationen 1932-1945. R. Lowit - Wiesbaden, 1973,

vol. II - Zweiter Halbband, p. 1663. As is well known, Hitler erred in his recollection here: the

declaration in question was actually made on 30 January 1939.

Original passage: 'Wer Kampfdes Fuhrers gegen das Judentum mit unerbittlicher Konsequenz

zu Ende gefiihrt und schon bald der letzte Juden vom europdischen Boden vetrieben werde."

Heinz Boberach (ed.), Meldungen aus dem Reich. Die geheimen Lageberichte des Sicherheits-
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As to the news of shootings by the Einsatzgruppen in the Soviet Un-

ion during the early months of Operation Barbarossa in 1941, this in-

deed created the fertile ground from which later Polish and Jewish

propaganda would spring. I shall return to this question below.

[25] In this context, Terry cites a few lines from a German circular

letter of October 9, 1 942, entitled "Rumors concerning the situation of

the Jews in the east [Geriichte iiber die Lage der Juden im Osten]" and

intended for NSDAP party ftinctionaries. Terry, of course, cites the text

only in order to try to dismiss it, but it is worth considering the docu-

ment more fully here:^^^

"In the course of the work on the final solution of the Jewish question,

discussions concerning 'very harsh measures ' taken against the Jews, par-

ticularly in the eastern territories, are currently arising amongst the popu-

lation in various parts of the Reich territory. It has been determined that

such accounts - mostly in distorted and exaggerated form - are being

passed on by those on leavefrom various units employed in the east, who

themselves have had occasion to observe such measures.

It is conceivable that not allfellow-countrymen are able to muster ade-

quate understandingfor the necessity of such measures, especially not the

part of the populace, which have no opportunity to form their own opinion

ofthe Bolshevist atrocity.

In order to be able to counter any creation ofrumors in this connection,

which frequently bears an intentionally tendentious character, the exposi-

tion set out below is given for instruction about the present situation: [...].

Since the beginning of the war in 1939, these possibilities for emigra-

tion became increasingly reduced; on the other hand, the economic domain

of the German people steadily increased in comparison with its living

space, so that today, considering the large number of the Jews residing in

these territories, a complete expulsion by means ofemigration is no longer

possible. Since our next generation will no longer see this problem as real-

istically and, on tlie basis ofpast experiences, will no longer see it clearly

enough, and because the matter, once it has started rolling, makes a settle-

ment urgent, the whole problem must be solved by the present generation.

For that reason, the complete expulsion or separation of the millions of

Jews residing in the European economic domain^^"^ is a compelling com-

mandment in the struggle to secure the existence ofthe German people.

Beginning with the territory of the Reich and leading to the rest of the

dienstes der SS 1938-1945. Pawlak Verlag, Herrsching, 1984, vol. 9, p. 3235.

PS-3244. Cf. Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 191f.

It was in this sense that Hitler used the word "Vemichtung" (destruction) in his famous

"prophecy" of 30 January 1 939. Cf C. Mattogno, Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " na-

zionalsocialisti, op. cit, pp. 15-18.
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European nations included in the final solution, the Jews will be continu-

ously transported to the east into large camps, some existing, some still to

be constructed, from whence they will either be put to work or be taken still

farther to the east The old Jews, as well as the Jews with high war decora-

tions (E.K.I., Golden Medalfor Bravery etc.) will continue to be resettled in

the city of Theresienstadt located in the Protectorate ofBohemia and Mo-

ravia.
"

In response to this clear evidence from as late as October 1 942 that

the National Socialist policy towards Jews was one of deportation, not

extermination, Terry objects merely that

"in fact, deported Jews were disappearingfrom across Europe to 'un-

known destinations ' where they could not be reached by post or any other

form of communication and would be reported as 'whereabouts un-

known. "'
(p. 67)

As support for this statement, he refers his readers to a communica-

tion from Adolf Eichmann's office, dated 9 December 1942 and written

in response to a query by the Commander of the Security Police and SD
at Paris, Heinz Rothke, concerning a request for information on the des-

tination of Jewish deportees from France which Rothke had in turn re-

ceived from the Union General des Israelites de France. Terry does not

actually quote the message, of course (unless, that is, his use of the ex-

pression "whereabouts unknown" is intended as a kind of approximate

quotation). Instead he resorts to a mystifying footnote - "FS RSHA IV

B 4 A an BdS Frankreich, Betr.: Ausstellung von Bescheinigungen fur

Evakuierte, 9.12.1942, gez. Eichmann, T/37 (65)" (note 129, p. 67) - as

if the talismanic name of "Eichmann" is sufficient to establish the sinis-

ter nature of the communication. In so doing, he utterly distorts the true

meaning of this document, which in fact says:^^"^

"For reasons ofprinciple, the issue of confirmations by your office or

by the Camp Administrations about the evacuation of the Jews and their

whereabouts is notpermissible and must therefore always be avoided. Inso-

far as in individual cases the need [underlined] /or information is admitted

- settlement of estates, etc. - there is no objection to appropriate infor-

mation being given by the French police authorities. But in order to obviate

abuse of such information for the purpose of atrocity propaganda

(Greuelhetze), there must be no mention ofevacuation or deportation ofthe

Jews in any information which may be given. On the contrary, only thefact

that the Jew concerned has moved and that his presentplace ofresidence is

unknown may be mentioned.

"

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann. Record ofProceedings in the District Court

ofJerusalem. Jerusalem, 1992, vol. H, p. 596.
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Moreover, judging by the errors committed by him in reproducing

text for this footnote, it appears that Terry has not carefully read the

document in question. The heading of the document is not "RSHA IV B
4 A" but "R.F.SS Sicherheits-Dienst"; it is addressed not "an BdS

Frankreich," as corrected by Terry without notice, but rather "an BdS

Paris." In addition, the final part of the message's heading actually

reads "... fuer Evakuierte Juden" ("... for evacuated Jews"); the final

word ''Juden" (which begins a new line) has been omitted by Terry. Fi-

nally, the document concludes 'H.A. [im Auftrag] gez. Eichmann, SS.-

Ostubaf." that is, "signed on behalf of SS Obersturmhannfuhrer Eich-

mann," which is to say it is in fact not ''signed Eichmann" as Terry's

footnote implies by omitting "i.A."^^^

[26] Our "plagiarist blogger" next claims that

"Goebbels and the Propaganda Ministry were quite clear that they

could not stem the tide of reports of extermination because they could not

provide a plausible alibi, cover story or proof-of-life.
"

In support of this assertion, he then presents three quotations, the

first of which derives from "a conference on December 12, 1942" in

which Goebbels is said to have admitted that "we do not have all that

much to bring forth by way of counter-evidence." (p. 67). Once again,

Terry displays here his habit of quoting selectively and out of con-

text.^^* This is the original German text of the remark, as reproduced in

a recent book by Peter Longerich:^^^

"Da die gegnerischen Nachrichten iiber die anseblichen deutschen

Grdueltaten an Juden und Polen immer massiver werden, der Fall aber so

liegt, dass wir nicht allzu viel an Gegenbeweisen anzufiihren haben,

empfiehlt der Minister, entsprechend dem Prinzip, dass der Angriff die

beste Parade ist [...] unsererseits eine Grduelpropaganda aufzumachen

[...]. Genau wie die Engldnder konnen auch wir uns dabei aufganz vage

Quellenangaben beziehen, indent etwa gesagt wird: >VertrauenswUrdige

Manner, die soeben aus Kairo in Lissabon eingetroffen sind, melden, dass

soundsoviele fUhrende Agypter erschossen warden sind, usw.<" (Emph.

added)

Translated:

"Since the hostile news reports ofthe alleged German atrocities against

T/37(65),

The reference given by Terry is "Minister Conference of 12.12.1942, published in Willi

Boelcke (ed), The Secret Conferences ofDr. Goebbels: The Nazi Propaganda War, 1939-

1943, New York: Button, 1970" (n. 132 on p. 68). The quotation offered by Terry does not

appear on p. 308 where the 12 December 1942 conference is discussed.

P. Longerich, "Davon haben wir nichts gewusst! " Siedler, Mimchen, 2006, pp. 257f
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Jews and Poles are coming thick andfast, and since it's the case that we

can 't produce a great deal ofproof to the contrary, the Minister recom-

mends, according to the principle that the best defense is a good offense

[...] that we start producing some atrocity propaganda on our own side

[...]. Just as the English, we too can refer to wholly vague sources which

say something like, 'Trustworthy individuals, just recently arrived in Lisbon

from Cairo, report that so-and-so many leading Egyptians have been shot,

and so on.
"'

Goebbels thus clearly was preparing to "fight fire with fire" as far as

atrocity propaganda was concerned, but he was far from acknowledging

any truth in the claims against Germany. On the contrary, his argument

was precisely that if the Allies were going to spread lies about them, the

Germans were justified in responding in kind.

Terry then introduces his second quotation:

"The same day, he [i.e., Goebbels] wrote in his diary that

The atrocity campaign about Poland and the Jewish Question is assum-

ing enormous dimensions on the other side. Ifear that over time we cannot

master the issue with silence. We have to have some kind ofanswer... It is

best to go over to the offensive and talk about English atrocities in India or

the Middle East Perhaps that will get the English to keep quiet In any

case, by doing so, we change the subject and raise another issue. "
(p. 68)

The source cited by Terry in this case is "TBJG II/6, pp. 438-9

(13.12.1942)" (note 133 on p. 68). In reality, however, this is just an-

other example of Terry's cut-and-paste methods. He wants his readers

to believe that he is working directly from primary sources - in this case

the diaries of Joseph Goebbels (Tagebiicher Joseph Goebbels, TBJG) -

but the quote, in fact, is taken word for word, ellipsis included, from a

recent book by Jeffrey Herf

Terry's last quotation in this connection is once again manipulated to

give readers the impression that Goebbels admitted the "truth" of Allied

atrocity claims and thus despaired of reftiting them: "two days later,

Goebbels admitted that 'there can be no question of a complete or prac-

tical refutation of the allegations of anti-Jewish atrocities.'" (p. 68). As

his source, Terry cites the "Minister Conference of 14.12.42, published

in Boelcke (ed), Secret Conferences, pp. 308-9" (note 134 on p. 68),

though the unwitting copying of yet another error^^' indicates that here

J. Herf, The Jewish Enemy. Nazipropaganda during WoHd War 11 and the Holocaust. Har-

vard, 2006, p. 177. The source copied by Terry is in note 103 on p. 334: "Goebbels, entry for

December 13, 1942, TBJG, 11,6, pp. 438-439."

The relevant sentence as reproduced in the volume edited by Boelcke reads: "There can be no

question of a complete orpartial refutation of the allegations of anti-Jewish atrocities, but
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too his real source is Herf:^^"

"There can he no question of a complete or practical refutation of the

allegations of anti-Jewish atrocities, but merely a German campaign con-

cerned with British andAmerican atrocities throughout the world.
"

Of course, Herf s use of Goebbels's remarks here is also deceptive

and out of context - in that respect, at least, Terry is in "good" compa-

ny. When one examines a fuller sample of the minutes of Goebbels's 14

December address, as recently published by Peter Longerich, a quite

different picture of the Minister's mental state emerges:^'''

"Mit aller Eindringlichkeit bezeichnet es der Minister als unbedingt

notwendig, jetzt einen Entlastungsfeldzug grofiten Stils in der Judenfrage zu

starten. Es besteht kein Zweifel mehr dariiber, dass in ganz grofiem

Umfange jetzt die Judenfrage in der Welt aufgerollt werden nnifi. Wir

konnen nun auf diese Dinge nicht antworten; wenn die Juden sagen, wir

hdtten 2,5 Millionen Juden in Polen fiisiliert oder nach dem Osten

abgeschoben, so konnen wir natiirlich nicht daraufantworten, dass es etwa

nur 2,3 Millionen gewesen wdren. Wir sind also nicht in der Lage, uns auf

cine Auseinandersetzung - wenigstens vor der Weltdffentlichkeit nicht -

einzulassen.

Im iibrigen ist die Weltdffentlichkeit noch nicht so weit iiber die

Judenfrage aufgekldrt, als dass wir es wagen konnten zu sagen: ,Jawohl,

das haben wir getan, und zwar ausfolgenden Griinden. ' Wir kdmenja auch

gar nicht zu Worte. Es muss deshalb jetzt eine Entlastungskampagne

grofiten Stiles gemacht werden. Wenn beispielsweise TO [die deutsche

Nachrichtenagentur Transocean; P. L.J meldet, dass 500 Personen in

Indien verhaftet worden sind, so diirfen wir eine solche Meldung nicht

einfach in dieserForm wiedergeben, sondern miissen sagen: ,378 Personen

sind erschossen und 82 weitere erhdngt worden; der Rest wurde zu

Hungerstrafen verurteilte.' Alle Meldungen dieser Art [...] miissen jetzt

groji aufgebauscht werden, wie esja umgekehrt auch der Feind mit seinen

Grduelmeldungen in der Judenfrage macht

"

Translated:

"The Minister, with all urgency, considers it an absolute necessity to

begin a large-scale campaign to exonerate ourselves in the Jewish ques-

tion, starting immediately. There is no longer any doubt that the Jewish

merely a German campaign concerned with Britisli and American atrocities throughout the

world" (emphasis added). Note that the translation in the Boelcke volume, which Terry feigns

to reproduce here, has "partial refutation" while the translation in Herf reads '"practical refuta-

tion," as in Terry's quote. The sentence in question is fotmd in its entirety on page 308 of the

1970 edition ofBoelcke's volume, not on "pp. 308-9" as indicated by our opponent.

J. Herf, The Jewish Enemy. Nazipropaganda during World War II and the Holocaust, op. cit.,

p. 178.

^" P. Longerich, "Davon haben wir nichts gewusst! " op. cit.
, p. 259.
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question must be made an issue in the world generally, in a big way. At the

moment, there is no way we can answer these things. If the Jews say, for

example, we shot 2.5 million Jews in Poland or deported them to the East,

we can 't of course say, it was only 2.3 million. We are not in a position to

enter a discussion ofthese things, at least not in public.

What's more, the international public is not well enough informed on

the Jewish question for us to be able to say, 'Yes, we did it, and here 's the

reason why. ' We couldn 't even get a word in edgeways. Thus, a reliefcam-

paign in the grandest style must now be made. If for example, TO [German

news agency Transocean; P. L.J reports that 500 people have been arrested

[i.e., by the British] in India, we must not simply repeat the report in this

form, but rather must say: '378 have been shot and 82 more have been

hanged; the rest have been sentenced to starvation. ' All reports ofthis kind

[...] must now be greatly exaggerated, even as the enemy does, the other

way around, with his atrocity reports on the Jewish question.
"

On its own, Goebbels's reference to 2.5 (or 2.3) million Jews in Po-

land having been "shot ... or deported ... to the East" certainly seems to

suggest an admission of guilt. But against that must be placed such ex-

pressions as "hostile news reports of the alleged German atrocities" and

Goebbels's indignant consciousness of the systematic exaggerations of

anti-German propaganda, in which 500 simple arrests might be trans-

formed into 378 shootings, 82 hangings and an undetermined number of

miserable deaths by starvation. Of course the latter passage is Goeb-

bels's prescription for how German anti-British propaganda is to func-

tion in his proposed "relief campaign," but it is clear that he sees such

libelous distortions as justifiable precisely because they are characteris-

tic of what "the enemy does . . . with his atrocity reports on the Jewish

question." In short, Goebbels appears to acknowledge that hard

measures had indeed been taken in deporting the Jews to the East, but

he is equally clear in maintaining that the anti-German propaganda sur-

roimding those actions was "greatly exaggerated."

To judge by these two documents, the accusation that Goebbels felt

unable to respond to reports about shootings and deportations to the oc-

cupied Soviet East, both of which undeniably occurred, whatever the

actual figures involved, does not imply, however, that the deportees

were sent to "extermination camps," and it does not appear that Goeb-

bels ever mentioned any such thing. Rather, this is a simple re-

occurrence of the singular phenomenon which I have noted above al-

ready, namely, the existence of reports and explicit references to shoot-

ings in the German record, but nothing regarding "extermination

camps."
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The surge in intensified anti-German propaganda had begun on 30

August 1942, when the Geneva Office of the Jewish Agency for Pales-

tine disseminated a report on National Socialist "atrocities." Myron

Taylor, President Roosevelt's personal representative to Pope Pius XII,

then transmitted the report on 26 September to the Cardinal Secretary of

State Luigi Maglione, inquiring whether the Vatican could confirm its

contents. The report began as follows:

"(1) Liquidation ofthe Warsaw Ghetto is takingplace. Without any dis-

tinction all Jews, irrespective of age or sex, are being removedfrom the

Ghetto in groups and shot Their corpses are utilizedfor makingfats and

their bones for the manufacture offertilizer. Corpses are even being ex-

humedfor these purposes.

"

Belzec is mentioned immediately afterwards under point (2):

"These mass executions take place, not in Warsaw, but in especially

prepared campsfor the purpose, one ofwhich is stated to be in Belzek [sic].

In the month of July, the report continues, some 50,000 Jews were

killed at Lemberg "on the spot," while

"according to another report, 100,000 have been massacred in War-

saw. There is not one Jew left in the entire district east ofPoland, including

Russia. It is also reported, in this connection, that the entire non-Jewish

population ofSevastopol was murdered.
"

Furthermore, the report relates that "Jews deported from Germany,

Belgium, Holland, France, and Slovakia are sent to be butchered,"

though it does not specify where, and adds that "a large part of the Jew-

ish population deported to Lithuania and Lublin has already been exe-

cuted." Finally, the report mentions Theresienstadt as an "interim sta-

tion" for Jews awaiting "the same fate," and emphasizes that "[ajrrange-

ments are made for new deportations as soon as space is made by exe-

cutions," with deportation transports being "often seen [...] about forty

people in each cattle car."^'^^

The Vatican, for its part, responded that^*^

"reports of severe measures taken against non-Aryans have also

reached the Holy Seefrom other sources, but[...]up to the present time it

has not been possible to verify the accuracy thereof.

"

In this intricate tangle of little truth and much propaganda, it no

doubt was difficult, even for Goebbels, to supply "Gegenbeweise" -

counter evidence. A letter fi-om Heinrich Himmler to the head of the

Gestapo, Heinrich Miiller, dated 20 November 1942, shows just how

United States Department of State, Foreign Relations ofthe United States: Diplomatic Papers

1942, vol. Ill (Europe), pp. 775f.

Ibid., p.m.
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great the concerns of the Reichsfuhrer-SS were in this regard. With his

letter, Himmler enclosed "a very interesting report about a memoran-

dum by Dr. Wise from September." Rabbi Stephen Wise, a prominent

Zionist leader in New York and a privileged recipient of reports origi-

nating from Europe, had given a speech about alleged National Socialist

atrocities on 28 September [1942] at Madison Square Garden. In this

connection, Himmler wrote Miiller:

"Dafi derartige Gerilchte in der Welt einmal in Umlauf kominen,

wundert mich bei der grofien Auswanderungsbewegung der Juden nicht.

Wir wissen beide, dafi bei den Juden, die zur Arbeit eingesetzt werden, eine

erhdhte Sterblichkeit vorhanden ist.
"

"In view of the large-scale emigration of the Jews, it does not surprise

me at all that such rumors are being circulated in the rest of the world. We
both know that Jews who are put to work sufferfrom an increased mortality

rate.

"

Given those circiunstances, Himmler's only request of his subordi-

nate was a guarantee that the bodies of such dead Jews "should either be

burnt or buried [entweder verbrannt oder vergraben werden]" and that

"nothing else can happen to the bodies [mit den Leichnamen irgend

etwas anderes geschehen kann]."^^'^

In this internal memo, intended for a small number of recipients

whom he knew and trusted, Himmler thus acknowledged the alarming

rumors {Gerilchte] which were circulating around the "large-scale emi-

gration of the Jews [grosse Auswanderungsbewegung der Juden]" and

his only uncertainty, his only concern, was that someone, somewhere,

might have really desecrated the bodies of some Jews who had died. As

such, he ordered that the bodies of all Jews deceased in SS custody be

cremated and buried, prohibiting their use for any purpose whatsoever.

As for the suggestion of Szmul Zygielbojm, related in all apparent

seriousness by Terry, that a neutral commission should have traveled to

occupied Poland under wartime conditions in order to verify the where-

abouts of deported Jews (p. 68), this was a naive (or cynically faux-

naive^''^) request, to say the least, and indeed would have been rejected

by any occupying power.

'"^ Peter Longerich (ed.), Die Ermordung der europdischen Juden. Eine wnfussende Dokumenta-

tion des Holocaust 1941-1945. Miinchen-Ziirich 1990, p. 149.

In this regard it is worth harking back to the Corpse Factory tale of the First World War. Ac-

cording to a telegram dated 24 April 1917, an interviewed Belgian newspaper editor stated that

the story he had spread was "quite without proof and that "he conducted this campaign as this

matter annoyed Germans intensely, for there was no way of disproving [the] story except [by]

appointment of [a] neutral Commission," obviously a practical unlikelihood. Cf. TNA FO
395/147.
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[27] Still pursuing this question of "neutral" observers, Terry next

refers to the "tame Slovakian journalist, who was taken on a tour of the

Organisation Schmelt forced labour camp complex in Upper East Sile-

sia in December 1942 by Eichmann's office," adding with tj^ically ill-

considered condescension:

"It may need to be pointed out to geographically-challenged negation-

ists that the Schmelt camps were to the west ofAuschwitz. "
(p. 68; empha-

sis in original)

Now, it is certainly true that the camps of this organization were lo-

cated west of Auschwitz, but it must also be remembered that in his tour

with SS advisor for Jewish affairs in Bratislava, Dieter Wisliceny, Fritz

Fiala, editor-in-chief of the periodical Grenzbote, did indeed visit

Auschwitz and spoke with Slovakian inmates who had been deported

there.^** Auschwitz, it may be pointed out, is not west of Auschwitz.

Unsurprisingly, Terry "ignores" Wisliceny's affidavit about the tour,

misdirecting readers with a distorted reference to another document in-

stead:

"On the visit to the Schmelt camps andproposed tour of Theresienstadt

see RSHA IV B 4, Aussiedlung der Juden aus der Slowakei - Hirtenhriefe

der slowakischen Bischofe gegen die staatlichen antijiidischen Massnah-

men, 3.6.1943, gez. Eichmann, T/1108. " (footnote 136, p. 69)

In this letter from Adolf Eichmann to Eberhard von Thadden, Refer-

atsleiter (section chief) in the section "Inland 11" and Judenreferent

(Jewish affairs consultant) at the German Foreign Office, dated 2 (not

3) June 1943,'*' there is no mention whatsoever of Theresienstadt, nor

of the Schmelt camps for that matter - though Eichmann refers von

Thadden to Fiala's published articles about the tour, which naturally

would contain details of the latter. Contrary to Terry's claim that

"When in the spring of 1943, the Catholic Church in Slovakia began to

denounce the deportations of Slovakian Jews and to ask what had hap-

pened to them, the best that Eichmann and his men could think of was

to offer to arrange a visit to the Potemkin ghetto of Theresienstadt" (pp.

68-9), Eichmann's letter suggests nothing of sort. Rather, Eichmann

tells von Thadden that an inspection tour is superfluous precisely be-

cause one had already been made ("erne solche Besichtigung unldngst

bereits stattgefunden haf').^^^ And while Wisliceny notes that There-

^''^ Sworn affidavit ofD. Wisliceny, 15 July 1946, LST, 36/48, pp. 174-178; also submitted as

Eichmann trial document T/1 107. See C. Mattogno, Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " na-

zionalsocialisu. op. cit.,pp. 88-89.

Eichmann trial document T/37(70). The reference number supplied by Terry, T/1 1 08, refers to

the same item; certain documents were renumbered for convenience during the trial.
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sienstadt was indeed mentioned as a possible destination during initial

negotiations, his affidavit also makes it clear that Eichmann himself, in

consultation with camp commandant Rudolf Hoss, approved changing

the itinerary to include Auschwitz ("/c/i teilte dies Eichmann mit, der

daraufhin bestimmte, wir sollten in Auschwitz vorbei fahren").^^^ Final-

ly, if Terry had read Wisliceny's affidavit, he would also have known

that Fiala's tour took place in midsummer of 1942 ("Die Reisefund im

Hochsommer 1942 statf)^^^ rather than December 1942 as he errone-

ously claims.

In typical fashion, Terry thus suppresses one inconvenient source

while misrepresenting the contents of another. Eichmann' s suggested

response to the "Pastoral Message from the Slovakian Bishops" was not

to grasp at Potemkin-style deceptions, but simply to refer the matter

back to an inspection tour already undertaken, with his approval, of

Auschwitz and other camps in Poland. He did, however, have one last

suggestion for his correspondent von Thadden:^''^

"Im iibrigen kann zur Abwehr der iiber das Schicksal der evakuierten

Juden in der Slowakei umgehenden Greuelmdrchen auf dein Postverkehr

dieser Juden nach der Slowakei verwiesen werden, der zentral iiber den

Berater fiir Judenfragen bei der Deutschen Gesandschaft in Pressburg

geleitet wird undfiir Februar-Mdrz ds. Jrs. beispielweise iiber 1, 000 Briefe

und Karten allein fiir die Slowakei betrug.
"

"Furthermore, to defend ourselves from the atrocity fables circulating

in Slovakia about the fate of tlie evacuated Jews, reference can be made to

the use of the postal services by these Jews to Slovakia, as their mail isfor-

warded through the advisor for Jewish affairs at the German Legation in

Pressburg [Bratislava], amounting, for February-March of this year, for

example, to more than fOOO letters andpostcards to Slovakia.
"

Naturally, Terry makes no mention of these letters and postcards -

no more than he deigns to inform his readers that in the very letter

which he cites as proof of Eichmann' s inability to "account" for the

whereabouts of deported Slovak Jews, Eichmann himself dismisses the

stories circulating about their alleged fate as "Greuelmdrchen" -

"atrocity fables."

[28] Under the heading "Investigations and Trials" (p. 69), Terry

turns once again to the supposed "conspiracy theory" which he claims

Holocaust revisionism requires:

"in more than sixty years oftrying. Revisionists have consistentlyfailed

T/1107,p.2.
269 T/37(70).
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to explain how it was possible that the Alliedpowers as well as the succes-

sor states in Germany and Austria could orchestrate the massive conspira-

cy to distort the truth implied by the term 'show trial
"'

In Chapter 2 I have already explained why the post-war trials were

indeed "show trials" with no need for recourse to torture or "conspira-

cies." For this reason, I will no longer concern myself with this objec-

tion in general terms, but shall restrict myself to the individual argu-

ments Terry puts forth in its favor.

In effect, Terry resorts here to affirming what he previously denied,

a peculiar argumentative technique which results in complete self-

refutation:

"Soviet knowledge of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka was in fact ex-

tremely poor. Few reports on the camps had appeared in the Russian or

Yiddish language press in the wartime Soviet Union, while the Soviet lead-

ership received vague reports at best about the camps. No survivors of the

camps reached Soviet lines until the summer of 1944, precisely at the mo-

ment when Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were liberated. Any insinuation

that 'the Soviets' applied a scripted or preordained propaganda story to

these camps is refuted by the total absence ofany evidence to support such

a suggestion. " (p. 69)

After spending several pages attempting to demonstrate that "the

Polish resistance succeeded in identifying not just one or two but all six

camps as sites utilising gassing" (p. 66), Terry thus now tells us that the

Soviets in fact knew almost nothing about the "Aktion Reinhard" camps

after all. Moreover, since the Soviets based their claims on a report

from the Polish government (document USSR-93), it follows that the

Polish government didn't know anything either. Its declarations about

an electrocution installation at Belzec or "steam chambers" at Treblinka

are to be explained, according to Terry, by "paucity and inaccuracy of

information," but this claim merely aggravates the problem, since it

shows the total lack of scruples of the Nuremberg investigators, who
consequently must have based their accusations regarding these "exter-

mination camps" on thin air. It is a fact, which Terry himself must

acknowledge, that Tadeusz Cyprian, the man who signed off on the

prosecution report on the "steam chambers" at Treblinka, "had been the

Polish govemment-in-exile representative on the United Nations War
Crimes Commission" (note 144 on p. 70), and was therefore fiilly famil-

iar with all the reports received by the Delegatura. If he chose the steam

chamber accusation to present to the tribunal at Nuremberg, it can only

be because he considered it the most convincing.

Still, self-contradictory as it may be, Terry's claim of "paucity and
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inaccxiracy" is useful to him in another way, for it allows him to make a

counterfactual appeal for the accuracy of those "witnesses" whose tes-

timony does conform to the received story:

"[The] paucity and inaccuracy of information in such reports makes it

hard for deniers to explain why eyewitnesses interrogated hy the western

powers, such as Gerstein or Oskar Berger, gave detailed descriptions ofthe

gas chambers at Belzec and Treblinka ifthe Allies had such a demonstrably

inaccurate knowledge ofthese camps well into 1945. "
(p. 70)

Needless to say, Terry is once more begging the question here, as-

siraiing with his talk of "eyewitnesses" and "detailed descriptions of the

gas chambers," precisely what needs to be proven. Moreover, with ref-

erence to Oskar Berger, the claim is a ridiculous lie. This "witness" is

subsequently cited by Terry's fellow "controversial blogger" Jason My-
ers in Chapter 5 of their "critique," but only in connection with shoot-

ing; there is no mention of gassing (p. 299). On the next page, Myers

again cites Berger, but again only in connection with his "testimony on

shootings upon his arrival at Treblinka" (p. 300). I shall return to this

problem in point 66 of Chapter 8.

[29] Still beating his straw man conspiracy claim, Terry next writes:

"Both Mattogno and Kues have separately asserted that the Gerstein

report was a modelfor Polish investigators allegedly helping RudolfReder,

virtually the only survivor ofBelzec, to 'script ' his testimony. But this claim

is immediately refuted by the fact that Reder gave a lengthy testimony to

Soviet investigators from the Lvov oblast procuracy in September 1944,

well before Gerstein wrote his report" (pp. 7 If.)

As far as I am concerned, Terry here distorts everj^hing I have writ-

ten on this topic .^^^ To put it very briefly: as late as 1 1 April 1946, Za-

mosc court prosecutor Jan Grzybowsky, in his "Report on the results of

the investigation in the matter of the extermination camp at Belzec"

could still write that "it was impossible to determine what had been the

method of killing of the people in the gas chambers":

"In particular, we could not ascertain whether the pipes which linked

the engine with the gas chambers served to blow a gas into the chambers,

to compress the air in the chambers, or to pump air out of the chambers.

The witness RudolfReder, who worked in the camp at the time of the mur-

der of the Jews, has stated that [...] he never noticed any particular smell.

[...] The air in the chambers, on opening, was pure, transparent, and odor-

less. In particular, there was no smell ofsmoke or ofengine exhaust.

"

Indeed, the version of the Belzec story using motor exhaust gas was

Ses my Belzec in Propaganda..., op. df.,pp. 35-41.
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only canonized in 1947 by the Central Commission for the Investigation

of German Crimes in Poland. In his accompanying 1947 article on the

camp, Eugeniusz Szrojt wrote that the killing was performed "by means

of the exhaust gases from an engine," invoking as a source none other

than Rudolf Reder, who, as we can see from Grzybowsky's report, in

fact said nothing of the kind. Instead, Szrojt no doubt derived this

method of killing from the "Gerstein report" which had in the meantime

acquired great notoriety as a result of the hearings of 30 January 1946

of the Nuremberg Trial.

Terry returns to his "conspiracy theory" allegation again starting on

p. 75 with an argument based on the outcomes of various West German

post-war trials. Jiirgen Graf responds to these claims in Chapter 4, but I

will add a few words here as well.

Grafs statement, quoted by Terry on p. 75, that

"once the victorious Western Allies had created a puppet state called

'Federal Republic of Germany ' its leaders ordered the judiciary to fabri-

cate the evidence for the mirage of the murder of millions ofpeople in gas

chambers, for which not a shred ofevidence survived - if it ever existed ",

means, in our opinion, that the German judiciary was subjected like

the rest of the population to "re-education" (Umerziehung) and "de-

Nazification," and thus became a "puppet" of the victors, a "puppet"

wifli a lot of sins for which to seek forgiveness. But even this is not the

real problem. The judicial "puppets" soon became willing accomplices,

and with a nauseating degree of masochism, which has only increased

over the decades, adopted the agenda imposed by the Allied Military

Tribunals. Though no doubt pursuing the ends of justice in their way,

they have thus carried on the Allied war effort by acting as the local ju-

dicial purveyors of anti-German AUied propaganda. In fact, as noted by

historian Martin Broszat in 1977, "the specific circumstances" of the al-

leged extermination program had "been documented hardly at all in a

systematic manner [kaum systematisch dokumentiert warden]" prior to

the West German trials, and it was this series of "long and painstaking

investigations of the judiciary [jahrelange Kleinarbeit der justiziellen

ErmittlungY which itself ultimately created the framework of Holo-

caust historiography as we know it today.^^^

Grafs summation of the process thus is really quite unexceptiona-

ble:^^^

"Although nearly all history and other schoolbooks mentioned thefinal

^" A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager op. cit., p. 8.

™ Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda end Reality, op. cit. , pp. 1 7 1 f.
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solution of the Jewish question, the latter had been documented hardly at

all in a systematic manner. This was done only later, thanks to the long and

painstaking investigations ofthejudiciary! In other words: the public pros-

ecutors and the judges had to fly to the side of the historians in order to

prove belatedly what had not been proved sofar.

"

In this context, "the fact that there were at least 155 trials which re-

lated directly or indirectly to Aktion Reinhard" (p. 79) rather resembles

the fact that the Inquisition held hundreds of witchcraft trials that

"proved" the existence of witches and the devil. In either case, there

was an absolutely indisputable premise which was not subject to discus-

sion. In the German trials, acceptance of the accusation and eventual

confession were not necessarily the result of "plea bargaining," as Terry

somewhat childishly imagines or opportunistically argues due to the

fact that West German law did not allow for such a procedure (p. 80).

Rather, it was the result of tacit connivance between prosecutors and

defendants, a process demonstrated in exemplary manner in the case of

Wilhelm Pfannenstiel.^'^ Just as no woman accused of sorcery would

ever have dreamed of defending herself by denying the existence of

witchcraft or the devil, few accused National Socialists dared to deny

the "reahty" of the atrocities allegedly committed by the regime: the on-

ly hope for leniency lay in acknowledging the charges in general, while

attempting to minimize one's own role in particular. Needless to say,

with each such acknowledgment the apparently unassailable "judicial

basis" for Holocaust historiography has only grovra.

Still, the key calculation for defendants was probably not, as Terry

imagines, "more testimony about gassing = lighter sentence" (p. 80),

but simply "denial of gassings = maximum sentence." Thus has "histo-

ry" been written in the post-war world.

[30] Along with the West German trials, Terry dwells at length on

the Soviet investigations of "Trawnikis" (i.e., Ukrainian SS volunteers

who "graduated" from the training facility at Trawniki and served as

guards in the concentration camp system). He claims that the accused

did not sign "confessions in the cliched sense of the word, as Travmikis

continued to deny their ovm personal involvement in crimes of excess"

(p. 84). Of course, this is precisely one of the defense strategies which I

have mentioned above. In conclusion, he makes the following pro-

nouncement:

"MGK [i.e., Mattogno, Graf and Kues] are certainly entitled to assert

See Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, 53f.
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that all interrogations ofTrawnikis were the product ofsome kind ofgigan-

tic fabrication exercise, without offering any proof of their allegation, but

at the cost of excluding themselves from consideration as serious schol-

ars." 84)

Terry, like almost all writers of his persuasion, is captive to a sort of

idolatry ofjudicial testimony, a blind faith which confirms the degree to

which Holocaust historiography is based on "proof of this kind. In re-

sponse to his blustering, I can only repeat that, from the historiograph-

ical point of view, bare testimonies in the absence of objective fact are

worthless. Rather than taking my word for it, however, it may be worth

the reader's while in this instance to consider the opinion of an ortho-

dox specialist. Dieter Pohl:
^^"^

"Was ist diesen sowjetischen Akten nun zu entnehmen? Zundchst muss

beriicksichtigt werden, dass es sick nicht um rechtsstaatliche Verfahren

handelte. In den Vernehmungen wurden die Beschuldigten oft bedroht,

gelegentlich, besonders bei den Prozessen Ende der 1940er-, Anfang der

1950er-Jahre wohl auch misshandelt Deshalb sind individuelle Beschul-

digungen und Selbstbezichtigungen ehermit Vorsichtzu betrachten.

"

"What can we learn from these Soviet files? First, it must be remem-

bered that these are not the records of legal proceedings under a state of

law. The accused were often threatened during the interrogations, and oc-

casionally even mistreated, especially during the trials at the end of the

1940s and early 50s. For this reason, individual accusations and confes-

sions should be read rather cautiously.

"

To judge their credibility, Pohl suggests, the Soviet files should be

compared to the findings of Western judicial proceedings,^^^ but with-

out other material confirmation these too, naturally, are no more worthy

of a responsible historian's trust. Pohl's suggestion thus marks a step in

the right direction; but while reference to previous courts may serve as a

sufficient judicial criterion, it is certainly not adequate as a historio-

graphical one.

[31] Apparently working with the assumption that American courts,

unlike those of the former Soviet Union, are somehow incapable of

producing miscarriages of justice on the basis of false testimony, Terry

next appeals to the trials against Trawniki men who emigrated to the

United States after the war, emphasizing that the first of these, "the de-

™ D. Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhard'," in: G. Morsch,

B. Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nahonalsozialistischen Massentotungen durch Giftgas, op. cit,

p. 188.

"Deshalb ist es wichtig, die Materialen mit westlichen Untersuchungsergebnissen zu konfron-

tieren, und daraus aufdie Glaubwilrdigkeit zu schliefien." Ibid.
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naturalisation proceedings against Treblinka II Trawniki Feodor Fe-

dorenko, proceeded without the benefit of any Soviet-derived evidence"

(p. 85). Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the importance which Terry

attaches to Fedorenko's case, apart from the deliberately deceptive

claim that Fedorenko "never once denied that he had served at Treblin-

ka nor that he had witnessed the extermination of Jews there in gas

chambers" (p. 85), our "plagiarist blogger" neglects to cite a single

scrap of his testimony.

The Fedorenko case in the United States is usefully summarized in

the syllabus to the decision of "Feodor Fedorenko, Petitioner, v. United

States,"^^* Fedorenko's (unsuccessful) appeal to the U.S. Supreme

Court:

"The Government presented witnesses who testified that they had seen

petitioner commit acts of violence against camp inmates, and an expert

witness in the interpretation and application ofthe DPA [Displaced Persons

Act], who testified thatpetitioner would have beenfound ineligiblefor a vi-

sa as a matter oflaw if it had been determined that he had been an armed

guard at the camp, regardless ofwhether or not he had volunteeredfor ser-

vice or had committed atrocities against inmates. In his testimony, petition-

er admitted that he deliberately gave false information in connection with

his application for the DPA visa, but claimed that he had been forced to

serve as a guard and denied any personal involvement in the atrocities

committed at the camp. The District Court enteredjudgmentfor petitioner,

finding, inter alia, that although petitioner had lied about his wartime activ-

ities when he applied for a visa in 1949, he had been forced to serve as a

guard and the Government had not met its burden ofproving that he had

committed war crimes or atrocities at Treblinka. [...] The Court ofAppeals

reversed, holding that the District Court had misinterpreted the Chaunt test

and that it had no discretion to enterjudgmentforpetitioner in theface ofa

finding that he had procured his naturalization by willfully concealing ma-

terialfacts.

"

Indeed, as Terry says, it is true that these proceedings apparently

were conducted without recourse to "Soviet-derived evidence." Notice,

however, that Terry neglects to inform his readers that such evidence as

was presented by the Government was in fact deemed inadequate by the

original trial judge: "the Government had not met its burden of proving

that [Fedorenko] had committed war crimes or atrocities at Treblinka."

Terry's attempt to finesse this point away is characteristic in its dishon-

esty:

449 U.S. 490, 101 S.Ct. 737, 66 L.Ed.2d 686. Feodor FEDORENKO, Petitioner, v. UNITED
STATES. No. 79-5602. Argued Oct. 15, 1980. Decided Jan. 21, 1981.
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"His defense, however, tried to argue that as Fedorenko had notpartic-

ipated directly in the extermination process but merely stood guard in a

watchtower, that he should be acquitted, an argument which the judge in

the first trial accepted, but which was overturned on appeal after the De-

partment of Justice pointed out the legal errors in the initial verdict " (p.

86)

This is pure rhetorical sleight of hand. The "argument" that "Fe-

dorenko had not participated directly in the extermination process" was

not overturned at all; rather, the lower court's decision was, and that on

the basis of a purely legal argument that "the District Court had misin-

terpreted the Chaunt test and that it had no discretion to enter judgment

for petitioner in the face of a finding that he had procured his naturaliza-

tion by willfully concealing material facts," i.e., that he had indeed

served as a guard at Treblinka, whatever the details of that service.

Nothing sells like success, however: the Supreme Court upheld this lat-

ter decision, and so Fedorenko was stripped of his citizenship rights and

deported to the USSR, where he would eventually be killed by firing

squad, at the ripe old age of eighty years. The final result thus serves

as a kind of ex post facto justification for the whole affair: "Fedorenko

was then deported to the Soviet Union and executed after a trial there in

1987" (p. 86), Terry smugly concludes, as if that indeed settled the

question of participation "in the extermination process." Alas, Terry ne-

glects to inform us about what role, if any, "Soviet-derived evidence"

might have played in this latter trial.

The details of specific cases, however, are ultimately of secondary

importance to the orthodoxy; in the onward march of orthodox Holo-

caust historiography, what matters is that the overall story of "extermi-

nation" be once again "confirmed" in a court of law. Thus, "Feodor Fe-

dorenko, Petitioner, v. United States" also notes that,

"the infamous Treblinka concentration camp was described by the Dis-

trict Court as a 'human abattoir ' at which several hundred thousand Jew-

ish civilians were murdered.
"

Faced with a presumption of "fact" which he had no reasonable hope

of contesting, Fedorenko's only recourse thus was to admit to that

"fact" in general terms while denying any involvement in it in his own
case:

"He admitted his service as an armed guard at Treblinka and that he

had known that thousands ofJewish inmates were being murdered there.

"Nazi Expelled by U.S. Executed : Fyodor Fedorenko Dies by Soviet Firing Squad," Los An-

geles Times (Associated Press), July 27, 1987, p. 1.
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[...] Petitioner claimed that he was forced to serve as a guard and denied

any personal involvement in the atrocities committed at the camp [...]; he

insisted that he had merely been a perimeter guard.
"

Thus, for the public and for the "historical" record, the judicially

mandated orthodox story is once more given the stamp of specious legal

confirmation. Never mind the fact that the U.S. trial documents no-

where show that Fedorenko ever stated "that he had witnessed the ex-

termination of Jews there in gas chambers," as is claimed by Terry

without adducing a precise reference. Indeed, as can be seen in the rec-

ord of "United States v. Fedorenko," the original district court trial held

in Florida in 1978, he said the exact opposite: "He denied participating

at all in Camp 2 or ever being near the gas chambers."^^^

The Fedorenko case was only the first of such "Trawniki trials." As

for later trials held in the USA and Canada, Dieter Pohl notes that "of

course, considerable quantities of Soviet trial materials were also evalu-

ated," even if there were a few new witnesses and occasionally new ma-

terial introduced as well.^^^ So much, then, for independence from "So-

viet-derived evidence."

With pompous and insolent rhetoric, Terry concludes this, the first

of his chapters in the cut-and-paste critique, with the pronouncement

that our "'work' has been weighed in the balance and found wanting,"

and returns again to thrash the straw man of our "silly conspiracy theo-

ries" before advising at last that we simply "shut up" (p. 89). The entire

chapter is indeed pervaded with obsessive discussion of our alleged

"conspiracy theory," an obsession which forms the basis of Terry's

whole evidentiary system and completely invalidates it. I shall gladly

leave him to his "silly obsession."

United States v. Fedorenko. 455 F.Supp. 893 (1978). UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff,

V. Feodor FEDORENKO, Defendant. No. 77-2668-Civ-NCR. United States District Court, S.

D. Florida, Ft. Lauderdale Division. July 25, 1978.

"Zwar wurden dabei zu erheblichen Teilen wiederum die sowjetischen Prozessmaterialen aus-

gewertet." D. Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhard'," op.

c/f.,p. 189.
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Chapter 4: The "Noble Victors" and Their

Untiring Quest for "Justice"

By Jurgen Graf

The curious degree to which Holocaust historiography has long been

dependent on the records of post-war trials, both as a method of "dis-

covery" and as a source of presumed authority, is a matter which we
have touched on above already?**" Lest readers imagine that this obser-

vation is limited to revisionist circles, however, it is worth noting here

that the point has essentially been admitted by historians working in the

very heart of Holocaust orthodoxy. For example, in his introduction to

Adalbert Riickerl's 1977 volume documenting "NS extermination

camps,"^^' Martin Broszat, long-time head of the Munich Institut fur

Zeitgeschichte (Institute for Contemporary History), put the matter this

way:^^^

"Even though the fact of the final solution of the Jewish question ' can

be found in nearly all history and other schoolbooks about the NS era, the

specific circumstances of those horrifying events have so far been docu-

mented hardly at all in a systematic manner. [...] //; spite of unfavorable

starting conditions, the long and painstaking investigations of the [West

German] judiciary have brought about a general clarification of the fact

and the circumstances.
"

Of course Broszat adheres to the orthodox line that the trials had in-

deed "brought about a general clarification of the fact and the circum-

stances" of "those horrifying events," but the astonishing fact remains

that as late as 1977 a respected, mainstream historian felt the need to

make such an admission. For decades following the end of the Third

Reich, history and other schoolbooks had indoctrinated students about

the alleged final solution of the Jewish question, even though the latter

had been "documented hardly at all in a systematic manner." And when

a "general clarification" finally did emerge, this was thanks to the "long

and painstaking investigations of the judiciary!" In short: public prose-

cutors and judges had to fly to the side of the historians in order to

"prove" belatedly what the historians had been unable to prove for

themselves.

See especially chapter 2.2 and chapter 3 points 29-3 1

.

Adalbert Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strqfprozesse, op. cit.

»W.,pp.7fr.
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But if the National Socialists had really gassed millions of Jews in

extermination camps during the war, would trials really have been

needed to prove this atrocity? As Arthur Butz pointedly remarked in an

important 1982 speech:^^^

"We do not need 'confessions' or 'trials' to determine that the bomb-

ings of Dresden and Hiroshima, or the reprisals at Lidice following Hey-

drich 's assassination, really tookplace. Now the extermination legend does

not claim a few instances of homicides, but alleges events continental in

geographical scope, of three years in temporal scope, and of several mil-

lion in scope of victims. How ludicrous, then, is the position of the bearers

ofthe legend, who in the last analysis will attempt to 'prove ' such events on

the basis of 'confessions ' delivered under thefabric ofhysteria, censorship,

intimidation, persecution, and blatant illegality that has been shrouding

this subject for 35 years. [...] One might as well argue that the gypsies

burned down New York City in 1950, on the basis ofconfessions ofgypsies

who were living there at the time.

"

Altogether the West German judiciary has organized six major trials

of personnel formerly stationed at Treblinka and Sobibor:

a. The Treblinka trial of Kurt Franz and nine other defendants at Diis-

seldorf (1964/1965);

b. The Treblinka trial of Franz Stangl at Diisseldorf (1970);

c. The Sobibor trial of Erich Bauer at Berlin (1950);

d. The Sobibor trial of Hubert Gomerski and Johann Klier at Frankfurt

(1950);

e. The Sobibor trial of Karl August Frenzel and eleven other defend-

ants at Hagen (1965/1966)

f. The Sobibor Trial of John Demjanjuk at Munich (2009-201 1)

In chapter 5 of Treblinka and chapter 6 of Sobibor, I discuss the first

five of these trials (the court proceedings against Demjanjuk in Munich

began shortly before Mattogno, Kues and I finished the manuscript of

Sobibor), plus several cases of legal proceedings conducted in countries

other than the Federal Republic of Germany. To these two chapters,

Nicholas Terry devotes fifteen of the sorriest, most bereft pages of the

whole Manifesto (pp. 74-89), but the substance of his attack is well rep-

resented in a single paragraph on p. 75:

"Graf does not know what he is talking about, since nowhere does he

bother to citefrom a single case file relating to these trials. The result is a

series of assertions which would be merely risible were it not for the in-

Arthur Butz, "Context and Perspective in the Holocaust Controversy," in Arthur Butz, The

Hoax ofthe Twentieth Century, 3rd edition. Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003, pp.

379 f.
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creasingly offensive tone of Graf's conspiracising. Not content with simply

alleging a frame-up, Graf eventually hits the full conspiraloon Jackpot by

claiming that key witnesses were murdered, libeling respected journalists

and slandering eyewitnesses by asserting that they had knowingly con-

spired in the death sentences of war criminals, all without bothering to

provide a shred ofevidence and while ignoring nearly everything ever writ-

ten in these war crimes trials, much less their actual transcripts and exhib-

its.
"

Let us now analyze this small masterpiece of disinformation.

My Sources: With respect to the two Sobibor trials held in Germany

in 1950, I directly quoted from the sentences handed down by the re-

spective courts {Sobibor, pp. 172-182), but as far as the other trials are

concerned, my chief source was Adalbert Riickerl's documentary vol-

ume NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse (Nation-

al Socialist Extermination Camps as Reflected in German Criminal Tri-

als). As Riickerl was the long-time head of the German Central Agency

for the prosecution of Nazi crimes at Ludwigsburg, and as the legal pro-

ceedings against SS-men who had served at Belzec, Sobibor and Tre-

blinka (plus Chelmno, an alleged "extermination camp" not discussed

in our trilogy) constitute the exclusive subject of his documentation, this

book is certainly the most authoritative source one could ask for. Inci-

dentally, Raul Hilberg names Riickerl's book as a source no fewer than

forty-one times in the chapter about the "Killing Centers" in his own
"standard work" on the Holocaust.^^"*

My alleged claim that key witnesses were murdered : As a matter of

fact, I have made no such "claim." Rather, I have merely voiced my
suspicion that the alleged suicide of Hermann Julius Hofle, defendant

(not witness) in an upcoming trial in 1962, occurred under suspicious

circumstances given that "enough evidence was collected against him to

fill nine volumes" and yet "the Vienna prosecutor's office had not man-

aged by that date [Hofle 's alleged suicide] to extract a formal indict-

ment from those substantial flies. That being so, it is not unreasona-

ble to speculate that Hofle, having refused to confess during over a year

in custody - if he had confessed, an indictment presumably would have

been forthcoming - might have threatened to become a significant em-

barrassment to Austrian authorities had he taken the stand in his ovra

Raul Hilberg, The Destruction ofthe European Jews, op. cit. , pp. 86 1 -990.

See Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 89-90. The second quotation is translated from W. R. Garscha, "Das

Scheitem des »kleinen Eichmami-Prozesses« in Osterreich," Forschungsstelle Nachkriegsjus-

tiz 2004 (2009), original article viewable online at

http://www.nachkriegsjustiz.at/prozesse/geschworeneng/hoefle.php
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defense to refute the charge of an extermination program, and as a con-

sequence was pre-emptively eliminated. This is speculation, of course,

but it is far from being a groundless "claim."

My alleged "libelling of respected journalists": Although Terry uses

the plural, he in fact adduces only one instance in which I have suppos-

edly "hbelled" a "respected joumahst," to wit the fraud Gitta Sereny. In

her book Into that Darkness, which was to become a "classic" of Holo-

caust literature, Sereny claimed that former Treblinka commandant

Franz Stangl, whom she repeatedly interviewed in his prison, had con-

fessed without reservation to the mass murders he had been charged

with. Since there was no recording of her conversations with Stangl,

however, Sereny could adduce no evidence whatsoever that she had

rendered his utterances correctly. As a matter of fact, the whole story is

frankly ludicrous: Stangl, who had been sentenced to life in prison, had

appealed his sentence, so how can any sane person believe that he was

foolish enough to admit to a joumahst everything he had disputed in his

application for appeal, thus ruining his chances, however slight they

may have been, to become a free man again? But after his sudden and

mysterious demise on 28 June 1971, Sereny was able to put into his

mouth whatever pleased her. As to the fact, which Terry is so stormily

indignant at me for mentioning, that Sereny visited with Stangl the day

before, and even brought him soup to eat for lunch, this is something

which Sereny herself records in her book.^^'' She leaves her reader, in

effect, "to draw his own conclusions" - which is all we ever suggested

to our own book {Sobibor, p. 192). In any case, based as it is on the

"confessions" of a dead witness, for which no recording or third-party

witness exists to confirm their authenticity, "respected joumalisf ' Gitta

Sereny' s much-vaunted "standard work" on Treblinka thus turns out to

be little more than a brazen swindle.

The "slandered eyewitnesses": Another grievous sin that Terry ac-

cuses me of is "slandering eyewitnesses" (again, he uses the plural alt-

hough really only one individual is involved) by "asserting that they had

knowingly conspired in the death sentences of war criminals." What is

Terry referring to?

In my contribution to Sobibor, I mentioned two trials conducted in

Kiev in 1963 and 1965 against former Ukrainian guards of the Sobibor

camp. During the first of these trials, ten defendants were sentenced to

be shot, and one more got fifteen years imprisonment. During the sec-

G. Sereny, Into that Darkness, Vintage Books, New York 1 983, p. 362.
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ond trial, the Soviet court pronounced three death sentences. If we fol-

low the website Aktion Reinhard Camps, Alexander Aronovich

Pechersky took the stand in the first trial; according to Barbara Dis-

tel, former curator of the Dachau museum archives, he was a witness

for the prosecution in both trials.^**** In light of that record, I concluded:

"Alexander A. Pechersky could thus boast ofhaving brought ten or thir-

teen men in front ofa firing squad and ofhaving had another locked up for

a decade and a halfthrough his lies. " (Sobibor, p. 190)

By accusing me of having "slandered" Pechersky, Terry impHes that

this "witness" had made truthful statements when taking the stand, thus

helping the Soviet court to bring "war criminals" to justice. But as I

have shown in chapter 4.2 of Sobibor, this key witness was an obsessive

liar. His mendacious claim that he had been "thrown into prison for

many years" for surrendering to the Germans in October 1941 is enough

to mark him as a con-man, eager to decorate himself with the halo of a

double martyr who had survived not only a "Nazi death camp" but Sta-

lin's dungeons as well. His account of his sojourn in Sobibor is teeming

with grotesque lies. Among the many ridiculous things this erstwhile

Soviet-Jewish officer expects his readers to believe is the story that 300

geese were "chased around so that their honking would drown out the

shrieks of the people" whenever a new group of victims was lead to the

death chamber. How can anybody expect this sinister prankster to have

made truthful statements at a trial of former Ukrainian guards?

While the fact that the Soviet Sobibor trials' witness number one

was an inveterate liar of course does not prove that all other witnesses

hed as well, it still deals a heavy blow to the official version of events.

As the extermination camp tale - be it about Belzec, Treblinka or So-

bibor - has no authentic war-time documentation to support it, nor any

forensic evidence to prove it, the whole story is exclusively based on

the declarations of former inmates of the camps, plus the confessions of

former SS men and Ukrainian guards who served there.

The Jews who testified for the prosecution in post-war trials had suf-

fered greatly during the war: They had been robbed of their fi-eedom

and their property; they had been compelled to perform hard labor; they

had lost relatives and friends; they had seen large numbers of their co-

religionists being sent to unknown places. Understandably, they were

burning with lust for revenge against their former oppressors and were

http://www.deathcamps.org/sobibor/sobibortrials.html

B. Distel, "Sobibor" in W. Benz, B. Distel (eds.), Der Ort des Terrors. Geschichte der natio-

nalsozmlistischen Konzentrationslager, vol. 8, Verlag C. H. Beck, Munich 2008, p. 400.
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typically eager to ascribe the most mind-boggling atrocities to any SS

man in the dock.^^' In view of these undeniable facts, their testimony

has to be treated with the utmost caution. While this does not entitle us

to dismiss it without prior examination, it should be constantly borne in

mind that objectivity could not be expected from such witnesses. As
Paul Grubach aptly remarks:^'"

"There are good reasons for even the most hardcore believer in the

Holocaust story to be very skeptical of the Sobibor extermination story. As

the Scottish philosopher David Hume pointed out centuries ago, the veraci-

ty of human testimony is undermined when 'the witnesses contradict each

other; when they are butfew, or ofa doubtful character; when they have an

interest in what they affirm. ' [. . .] Many of these Jewish survivorsfrom So-

biborputforth testimony that is rather doubtful, and they did have an inter-

est in promoting horrendous atrocity stories about Sobibor. This would

help to defeat and forever degrade their hated enemy. National Socialist

Germany, and they would come away as heroes in the eyes ofthe world.

"

In my two chapters from Treblinka and Sobibor mentioned above, I

point out numerous examples of obvious, brazen lies told by Jewish

witnesses who were testifying under oath. Not being eager to make a

fool of himself by trying to present these frauds as honest and credible

witnesses, Terry simply passes over this issue in silence. Since the ques-

tion of eyewitnesses will be discussed in detail in a later chapter, I con-

fine myself here to a particularly telling example, the Demjanjuk trial in

Jerusalem (1986-1988).

On p. 86 Terry states:

"From an evidentiary perspective, the Demjanjuk case, including both

his appeal against the extradition order in 1985 as well as the trial in Isra-

el, was distinctive in two regards. The first was the flawed identification:

the entire affair was a case of manifestly mistaken identity, whose origins

however could easily be traced back to thefact that Demjanjuk did indeed

look rather like Ivan Marchenko, the real 'Ivan the Terrible '. The second

facet of the case was the large amount ofevidence providedfrom the Soviet

Union, which brought evidencefrom earlier Trawniki trials into the public

domain for the first time. Indeed the evidence made it quite clear that Ivan

Marchenko had operated the gassing engine at Treblinka, as he was rou-

tinely singled out by Treblinka Trawnikis for having performed this duty

with zeal and sadism.

"

Admittedly there were exceptions from this rule. At the 1950 trial ofHubert Gomerski and Jo-

hann Klier, the latter defendant was acquitted after having received favourable testimonies

from the witnesses. See Sobibor, p. 178.
^'^ Paul Grubach, "The 'Nazi Extermination Camp' Sobibor in the Context of the Demjanjuk

Case," Inconvenient History, vol. 1 , no. 2, 2009, quoted in Sobibor, p. 57.
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I concede that the "flawed identification" theory is remotely possi-

ble; afl:er all, cases of mistaken identity do occur. But if Terry thinks

that this helps him in any way, he is sadly mistaken, because in this par-

ticular case the credibility of the witnesses did not hinge on the person

of the accused. At the Jerusalem trial, five liars declared under oath that

"Ivan the Terrible," not content with gassing huge numbers of Jews

with exhaust gases from the Diesel engine of a knocked-out Soviet tank,

had crushed skulls with an iron pipe, stabbed pregnant women in their

bellies so that the fetuses hung half out, gouged eyes out, severed the

breasts of young girls with a dagger or a bayonet, drilled holes in the

buttocks of inmates and cut living flesh fi-om their bodies, and flnally

tried to force Jewish men to have sexual intercourse with the corpses of

gassed Jewish damsels (Treblinka, pp. 161f ;
Sobibor, pp. 10, 11, 386).

Regardless of whether "Ivan the Terrible" was Ivan Demjanjuk or

Ivan Marchenko, these allegations were of course nothing but atrocity

tales of the most nauseating sort. The purpose of this coarse propaganda

was clear: in addition to feeding the persecution psychosis of Jews both

in Israel and abroad and diverting the world's attention from the ruth-

less oppression of the Palestinians, the Israeli show trial was an ideal

means of fomenting hatred against the Ukrainian people, with whom, as

then Deputy Speaker of the Knesset Dov Ben-Meir wrote in 1986, the

Jews have "a long open account to settle since the days of Bogdan

Chmelnitzky."'"'

For readers unfamiliar with Ukrainian history, it is worth noting here

that the expression "the days of Bogdan Chmelnitzky" refers to events

that occurred more than three centuries ago. During the Ukrainian upris-

ing against Polish rule which Chmelnitzky led, beginning in 1648, there

were numerous anti-Jewish pogroms, for in the decades prior to the re-

volt, absentee Polish landlords had delegated the collection of rents

fi-om the local population to Jewish "tax fanners," who consequently

had come to be bitterly hated by the Ukrainians. This latter fact is open-

ly acknowledged in the famous contemporary account of Rabbi Nathan

ben Moses Hannover:

"When the nobleman and his wife arrived in Czehiryn they received an

enthusiastic welcome and were favored with many gifts. In that city lived

Hans Peter RuUmann, Der Fall Demjanjuk. Unschuldiger oderMassenmorder?
,
Verlag fur

ganzheitliche Forschung und Kultur, Viol 1987, pp. 202 f.

N. Haimover, A. Mesch (ix&m.). Abyss ofDespair: The Famous 17th Century Chronicle De-

picting Jewish Life in Russia and Poland During the Chmielnicki Massacres of1648-1649,

Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick (NJ) 2009, (1950, revised 1983), p. 36.
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the Jew Zechariah Sobilenki who was its governor and administrator. He
was the nobleman's tax farmer, as was the customary occupation of most

Jews in the kingdom o/ [Little] Russia. For they ruled in every part o/ [Lit-

tle] Russia, a condition which aroused the jealousy of the peasants, and

which was the causefor the massacres.

"
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A6 The Spokesman-Review Tues ,
April 26, 1988, Spokane. Wash.f

Illustration 4.1: Public reaction to the 1988 death sentence against John

Demjanjuk.^^^

The consensus among modem historians of course is that the "mas-

sacres" which Hannover refers to have traditionally been "grossly exag-

gerated,"^^'' but objective history is one thing and "cultural memory" is

another. Indeed, some of the atrocity stories related by Hannover in

1653 ("They slashed the bellies of pregnant women, removed their in-

fants and tossed them in their faces ... ") could well have been taken

Ocala Star-Banner (FL), Apr 26, 1 988, p. 6A. The News-Journal (Daytona Beach, FL), Apr

26, 1988, p. lA. The Spokesman-Review (Spokane, WA), Apr 26, 1988, p. A6.

"Jewish chroniclers of the seventeenth century provide vastly different and invariably inflated

figures with respect to the loss of life among the Jewish population of Ukraine during the

Khmel'nyts'kyi uprising. [ . . . ] Almost without exception, today's specialists on the period

reject what they describe as the grossly exaggerated figures in the chronicles." P. R. Magocsi,

A History of Ukraine: The Land and its Peoples, 2nd ed. University of Toronto Press 2010, p.

215.

N. Hannover, Abyss ofDespair, op. cit., p. 43.
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from the transcript of the Demjanjuk trial of 1986-88 - and vice versa.

Far from being merely a case of "flawed identification," the first

Demjanjuk trial in Jerusalem thus was a much more complex affair,

emblematic in many ways of "Holocaust history" as a whole, in which

wild accusations, fueled in part by ancient ethnic grudges, ran amok un-

checked by confrontation with verifiable fact.

In any case, one could hardly ask for better evidence for the unrelia-

bility of Jewish witnesses at such trials than Ben-Meir's astonishing

admission about settling accounts. In a cultural envirormient in which

high officials of the state could openly express themselves in such

terms, witnesses would have known that they risked nothing (see Illus-

tration 4.1.). None would ever be prosecuted for perjury, for even if

they were to be caught red-handed, the courts would automatically ex-

cuse even the most bare-faced lies as "errors" or as the understandable

exaggerations of the emotionally distraught.

It goes without saying that Terry will not touch this crucial question

of witness credibility even fieetingly. As their declarations are one of

the two pillars upon which the "extermination camp" myth is based (the

"confessions of perpetrators" being the other), any doubts about the

witnesses' reliability would shake the whole edifice of lies right to its

very foundations.

The hair-raising lies told by the Jewish witnesses were not the only

significant aspect of the Demjanjuk trial. Terry makes a point of noting

that a "large amount of evidence provided from the Soviet Union" made

it clear that the real "Ivan the Terrible" had been one Ivan Marchenko,

not Ivan Demjanjuk (p. 86), but what he neglects to tell his reader is

that the Soviets had not volunteered to hand this evidence over to the Is-

raeli authorities on their own. Rather, the files were unearthed by

Demjanjuk's able Israeli attorney Yoram Sheftel in Russian archives.^'*

Why had the Soviet authorities, who undeniably knew that Demjanjuk

was not "Ivan the Terrible," not informed the Israelis of this fact before

the trial even began? After all, their inaction came close to causing a

man who was innocent of the crimes of which he was accused to be ex-

ecuted.

The Soviets benefited from the Demjanjuk trial for two reasons. Not

only did it allow them to denigrate the Ukrainian exile community,

which was sfrongly critical of the USSR, as harboring evil "Nazi col-

A different account of the findings is given by James Traficant in a 23 November 2009 article,

in which he also adduces several points against claims like Terry's that Demjanjuk could be

easily misidentified. Cf. http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/demjanjuk_fights_201.html
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laborators," but more specifically, it thwarted any possibility of an anti-

Soviet alliance between Ukrainian exiles and Jews. Concerning the So-

viet strategy, Yoram Sheftel, who ultimately saved Demjanjuk from

ending up on the gallows in Jerusalem, had this to say:^^^

"Despite the many difficult and painful memories ofstrained relations

between the Jews and the Ukrainians, these two communities were begin-

ning to cooperate in anti-Soviet activity. [...] The Soviets, therefore, decid-

ed to nip the Jewish-Ukrainian 'conspiracy' in the bud. The Soviet success

with the Demjanjukplot was complete.
"

This is a most convincing explanation. As we can see, neither the

Soviets nor the Israelis were in the least interested in the person of John

Demjanjuk. For both, this unfortunate man was simply a tool for

achieving important political goals. It stands to reason that at other trials

of "Nazi war criminals," from the judicial farce at Nuremberg (1945-46

and after) to the Auschwitz show trial in Frankfurt (1963-65), exceed-

ingly important political aims were at stake as well.

As I have already pointed out, the "confessions of perpetrators" are

the second pillar upon which the myth of the extermination camps rests.

Before tackling the question of the later West German trials and the

"confessions" which they produced, however, let us first consider the

case of the former "Trawnikis" (Ukrainian guards who had served at

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka) who were put on trial in the Soviet Un-

ion after the war. With respect to these trials, Terry writes:

"The probability ofthe interrogations ofBelzec, Sobibor and Treblinka

Trawnikis all having been coerced is vanishingly low for three reasons.

Firstly, the records are too voluminous and too extensive, with too many in-

terrogations per suspect. Secondly, probably more than one hundred

Trawnikis serving in the Reinhard camps were interrogated after the war.

The sheer number makes a claim offabrication wildly improbable. Finally,

and most decisively, the interrogations and trials were given virtually no

publicity, the 1940s and 1950s trials not even seemingly reported in the So-

vietpress while the large group trials ofthe 1960s received at best, passing

mentions. As with the wartime reports, MGK cannot label these trials as

'propaganda, ' ifthey were not used as such. "
(p. 85)

All this is just so much outrageous nonsense. Clearly this splendid

professor of modem history is imable to understand - or pretends to be

unable to understand - the function and mechanism of political trials in

a totalitarian state such as the Soviet Union. Unlike Terry, his great

Yoram Sheftel, Defending "Ivan the Terrible ": The Conspiracy to Convict John Demjanjuk,

Regnery Publishing, Washington 1996, p. ix-x.
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compatriot George Orwell understood the matter admirably well. When
fiendishly tortured in the dungeons of the Thought Police, Winston

Smith, the hero of Orwell's 1984, wonders why the stooges of the re-

gime waste so much time on a non-entity like himself when they could

simply shoot him without further ado. O'Brien, a high-ranking party

member who supervises the torture sessions, enlightens Winston: no-

body is ever shot before having confessed to his crimes, and his confes-

sion must be genuine. Before receiving the deadly bullet, the culprit

must have learned to love Big Brother.^'^

While Stalin's USSR was certainly a much less perfect dictatorship

than Big Brother's Oceania (I fi-ankly doubt that very many of the

700,000 "counter-revolutionaries," "saboteurs," "traitors" and "spies"

executed during the Great Purge felt any love for the Father of the Peo-

ples when facing the firing squad), the confession of the culprit was an

indispensable element of any Soviet legal proceedings, whether they

were used for propaganda purposes or not. To prove this assertion, we
need look no further than the interrogation of Fritz Sander, Kurt Priifer,

Karl Schultze and Gustav Braun. These four engineers had worked for

the Erfiirt-based company Topf & Sohne, which installed crematoria

ovens in Auschwitz and several other German concentration camps. In

early March 1946 they were arrested by the Soviets as accomplices to

mass murder.^''

No show trial was staged against the engineers; indeed, there was no

trial at all. The sentences, twenty-five years of hard labor each for

Priifer, Schultze and Braun (Sander had died less than one month after

his arrest), were simply based on the protocols of their interrogations.^""

The sentences may or may not have been reported in the Soviet press,

but if they were, they could hardly have been used for propaganda pur-

poses, as they had been pronounced in closed session. Still, in accord-

ance with the ritual, the accused had to confess, which they duly did in

the style of the Moscow show trials. On 19 March 1946, Kurt Priifer

made the following abject confession:

"/ plead fully guilty to having worked as the chief of the section for

crematoria construction at thefactory ofthefirm Topfin Erfurt. Ipersonal-

ly built crematoria ovens, of which 150 units were produced during the

G. Orwell, 1984, multiple editions. See the dialog between O'Brien and Winston Smith in

chapter 19.

^" Arkhiv Federalnoy Sluzhby Bezopasnosti Rossiskoy Federatsii, Moscow, N-19262.

I have translated and analyzed the interrogation protocols in an article pubhshed in 2002. See

J. Graf, "Anatomic der sowjetischen Befragung der Topf-Ingenieure," Vierteljahresheftefiir

freie Geschichtsforschung, No. 4/2002, pp. 398-421.
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whole period of [my] activity in this field. During the war which Germany

led against the countries ofEurope, up to 20 ofthe aforementioned crema-

toria ovens were built at the behest of the SS leadership under my direct

supervision for the concentration camps Buchenwald, Auschwitz, Dachau,

Mauthausen and Gross-Rosen, where the bodies of completely innocent

people of various nationalities, who had been tortured to death by the

Germans in the aforementioned concentration camps, were incinerated.

"

Thus, a mere three weeks after his arrest, Priifer had already mas-

tered the jargon of his jailers perfectly!

Just as the defendants at the Moscow show trials had confessed to

crimes they could not have committed, the engineers confessed to

things which could not possibly be true. For example, on 7 March 1946,

Fritz Sander told his interrogators that in spring 1942, upon returning

from Auschwitz, his colleague Priifer had confided to him that he had

witnessed the annihilation of "huge numbers of people from Poland,

Greece, and other countries," and that the bodies of the victims had

been cremated in the crematoria (plural). But in 1942, the deportation

of Greek Jews to Auschwitz had not yet commenced (it actually started

in March 1943^"') and at that time there was but one crematorium at the

camp (Krema I).

Another highly significant aspect of the proceedings was that the

memory of the engineers improved over time. On 5 March 1946, the

Soviet interrogator who grilled Priifer about his journey to Auschwitz-

Birkenau in spring 1943 asked him:

"Didyou see a gas chamber next to the crematoria?
"

Priifer replied:

"Yes, I saw a gas chamberfrom the outside; there was a wooden shack

connected to the gas chamber; from the gas chamber there was a connec-

tion to the crematorium.

"

Even from the point of view of the orthodox Holocaust story, this

statement makes no sense. According to the official version of events,

homicidal gas chambers were installed within the new crematoria build-

ings at Birkenau, operational as of spring 1943, so how could Priifer

have seen a "connection" between one of these gas chambers and "the

crematorium"? And for that matter, since there were multiple cremato-

rium buildings at Birkenau, which one?

Exactly two years later, on 4 March 1948, Priifer's memory had mi-

Eberhard Jackel, Peter Longerich, Julius H. Schoeps (eds.), EnzyJdopddie des Holocaust. Die

Verfolgung und Ermordung der europmschen Juden. Argon Verlag, Berlin, 1993, vol. I, p.

561.
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raculously improved: By now he was able to furnish a precise and de-

tailed description of the gassing facilities in the Birkenau crematoria

buildings, including such details as the use of specially designed electri-

cal elevators to bring corpses from the below-ground gas chambers to

the oven rooms above."'"^ Apparently his jailers had given him some

private lessons in contemporary history. When they first interrogated

him in March 1946, they did not really know what they wanted him to

confess, because at that time the official version of what had allegedly

transpired at Auschwitz had not yet crystallized. Two years later, the

situation was very different: Thanks to two crucially important trials

conducted in 1947, the Warsaw trial of Rudolf Hoss and the Krakow

trial of forty SS men formerly stationed at Auschwitz, the Polish com-

munists were now able to present a more or less coherent, if fictitious,

history of the "extermination camp," which they evidently transmitted

to their Soviet comrades.

The Ukrainians who were accused of having served as concentration

camp guards during the war found themselves in an even worse situa-

tion than German defendants; after all, the Soviet system regarded them

not only as enemies, but as traitors as well. This fact alone would have

allowed the courts to sentence them to death,^"^ but in accordance with

the traditional ritual they had to confess that they had not only betrayed

their country but also committed, or at least abetted, all kinds of atroci-

ties.

Of course prosecutors would have been familiar with the official

version of what is said to have transpired in the German camps, and for

"confirmation" they could always rely on perjured witnesses like

Pechersky. Under these circumstances, the position of the defendants

was hopeless from the beginning, and they must have known it. Pre-

sumably it was not even necessary to torture them in order to obtain the

desired confessions. As we can see, then, no "conspiracy theory" is

necessary to explain these confessions; the revisionist "conspiraloon

jackpot" exists only in Terry's imagination.

While any moderately intelhgent person can easily understand the

function and mechanism of these Soviet trials, the court proceedings

against "Nazi War Criminals" in the Federal Republic of Germany are a

more complex subject. If the revisionist position is correct, and if the al-

leged mass murder of Jews in chemical slaughterhouses never hap-

See J. Graf, "Anatomie der sowjetischen Befragung der Topf-Ingenieure," op. cit., pp. 409-

410.
^"^ Except for the period 1947-1950 when the death penalty was abolished.
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pened, revisionists still must be able to give satisfactory answers to the

following two fundamental questions:

1. Why did "the freest state in German history" put many of its own
citizens on trial for having participated in an imaginary slaughter?

2. Everybody agrees that torture was not used in the Federal Repubhc

of Germany, so why did the defendants in these trials not dispute the

alleged mass gassings?

As far as the first question is concerned, it is essential to remember

that the Federal Republic, xmder its current "constitution," is not now
and never has been a sovereign country. Down to the present day, this

state has always slavishly followed the American-Zionist party line. At

no moment have its leaders seriously attempted to defend the national

dignity and the national interests of their people. Indeed, even if they

had desired to pursue such a policy, they would not have been allowed

to do so.

Article 7, paragraph 1 of the General Provisions of the Uberleitung-

svertrag (Transition Treaty)^°'* signed on 26 May 1952 between the

USA, Great Britain, France and the Federal Republic of Germany un-

mistakably stated:^"^

"Alljudgments and decisions in criminal matters heretofore or hereaf-

ter rendered in Germany by any tribunal orjudicial authority of the Three

Powers or any of them shall remain final and validfor all purposes under

German law and shall be treated as such by German courts and authori-

ties.
"

So the courts and authorities of the nominally independent Federal

Republic of Germany were explicitly forbidden to revise the sentences

pronounced against German politicians and soldiers by the three West-

em Powers. Of course this also applied to the results of the first Nurem-

berg trial at which the victors had decided that Germany was solely re-

sponsible for the outbreak of World War Two, and that millions of Jews

had been murdered in "extermination camps." Ever since, the Federal

Republic of Germany has been unable to free itself from the chains to

which it was shackled by this "agreement."

Incidentally, the last executions of German officers carried out by

Formally, Vertrag zur Regelung aus Krieg und Besatzmg entstandener Fragen. Online at

www.lexexakt.de/glossar/ueberleitungsvertrag.php
'"^ The 1 952 Convention on the Settlement ofMatters Arising out ofthe War and the Occupation,

signed at Bonn, 26 May 1952, as amended by Protocol on the Termination ofthe Occupation

Regime in the Federal Republic ofGermany, signed at Paris, 23 October 1954; entry in force

on 5 May 1 95 5 . Cf. The American Journal ofInternational iaw. Vol. 49, No. 3 ,
Supplement:

Official Documents (Jul., 1955), p. 75.
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the American occupiers on German soil took place as late as 1951, fully

two years after the foundation of the Federal Republic.^"* No truly sov-

ereign nation would have tolerated this.

In my contribution to Sohihor, I summed up the attitude of the Fed-

eral Republic's ruling elites, as evidenced in their continuing prosecu-

tion (and persecution) of the nonagenerian John Demjanjuk long after

he had been cleared by the Israeli Supreme Court, in the following

terms (p. 397):

"The zeal of the German authorities to bring an old man to trial, alt-

hough nothing concrete is there to justify this, cannot he explained solely

by the proverbial servility of the German puppet state towards Israel and

Zionist organizations. The German ruling class needs the Holocaust more

than anything elsefor its own survival. It needs it to nip in the bud any kind

ofresurgence ofGerman self-esteem, to block the rise ofany nationalforc-

es and ideas, and hence to remain in power.

In order to demonstrate over and over again to the German people as a

whole and to young Germans in particular the abject character of the Na-

tional Socialist system, the "freest state in German history" has required,

ever since it came into being, a never-ending stream ofNazi monsters as

proofofthe abominable state ofmind ofthe German generation of WWII.

"

The Munich Demjanjuk trial of 2009-1 1 is just one piece of a much
larger picture, and what I said in its regard could well be applied to any

number of similar cases across the decades. To put it in a nutshell: just

as the victors of World War Two at Nuremberg and the Israelis with

their trials of Adolf Eichmann and John Demjanjuk, the authorities and

ruling class of the Federal Republic of Germany have had a vested po-

litical interest in their prosecutions of former SS men stationed at the al-

leged "extermination camps." In effect, Germany's political elites use

the guilt-inducing dogmas of "Holocaust education" to discredit patriot-

ic opposition and to justify their own continuing hold on power. For this

reason, starting with the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial of 1963-65, countless

school classes have been forced to attend every major trial of "Nazi war

criminals" in Germany. It would be difficult to imagine a more insidi-

ous form of brainwashing.

Why did the German defendants accused of having participated in

the gassing of Jews not dispute the underlying claim itself? Simply put,

it would have been useless to try. Ever since the Nuremberg Tribunal of

1945-46 set the tone by declaring in its charter that it would "not be

"Mr.Britisteingetrofren,"Oer5;7iege;,24(1951), 13 June 1951, pp. 12-3. Viewable online at

www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-29 1 94094.html.
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bound by technical rules of evidence" and would "not require proof of

facts of common knowledge,"^^^ no court in Germany has been willing

or able to entertain the possibility that certain "facts of common
knowledge" about the National Socialist regime's alleged extermination

of European Jewry might not be facts at all. For a defendant to have

claimed otherwise could only have led to more severe punishments,

since courts inevitably would have seen such an "uncooperative" atti-

tude as indicating lack of remorse and/or continued loyalty to outlawed

Nazi ideas. Undoubtedly, their legal counsel informed them of the situa-

tion they were in and the strategies they could realistically pursue. As a

consequence, defendants restricted themselves to insisting on their own
personal innocence or at the most to having acted under duress in fol-

lowing military orders.

To nobody's surprise, Terry angrily rejects this explanation. He ac-

cuses me once more of defending a "conspiracy theory" while himself

standing common sense on its head in an attempt to explain away obvi-

ous facts about the trial sentences:

"Thefact that not one SS man who served at the Reinhard camps denied

that they were extermination camps evidently does not faze him [Graf], as

he constructs a convoluted theory whereby ifdefendants had done so, they

would have received higher sentences, a claim for which he provides not a

shred ofevidence. [. . .] West German law did not allowfor the possibility of

plea bargaining [...]. Indeed, the example ofErich Bauer, given a life sen-

tence for his role as the 'Gasmeister' of Sobibor, refutes such an insinua-

tion before it has even left the starting-gate. " (p. 80)

Terry claims that I have provided "not a shred of evidence" to sup-

port the claim that defendants received lenient sentences in return for

comphant testimony, but the proof is in the pudding: the sentences

speak for themselves. That there may have been occasional exceptions

to the general rule, as in the case of Erich Bauer, is no fatal weakness to

the revisionist position, for indeed former SS men who had served at al-

leged "extermination camps" more often than not got away with sur-

prisingly mild prison terms. At the Hagen trial of 1965-66, defendants

Erich Lachmann, Hans-Heinz Schiitt and Heinrich Unverhau, charged

with "aiding and abetting with others in the murder" of "at least

150,000," "at least 86,000" and "at least 72,000" persons respectively,

were even acquitted! And with the exception of Sobibor commandant

Karl Frenzel, who received a life sentence, the five other defendants

who were convicted at the trial received slap-on-the-wrist sentences

IMT, vol. I, p. 10. See also the discussion of the Tribunal charter in chapter 2.2 above.
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ranging from three to eight years imprisonment for (again) "aiding and

abetting with others in the murder" of tens of thousands of people.^"^ In

Sobibor I explained this strange leniency on the part of the German ju-

diciary as follows:

"The judges assumed that the defendants had not volunteeredfor serv-

ing in these camps and that a refusal to participate in the maintenance of

the 'machinery ofmurder' could have exposed them to sanctions, including

the death penalty. Thus, the court did not a priori attribute to them base

motives - a condition which was and still is necessary in Germany for a

murder charge. Base motives only came into play ifa defendant had com-

mitted unrequested crimes, for example killing or ill-treating Jewish labor-

ers, or whipping Jews on their way to the gas chambers. In such cases of

'excesses, ' the defendants couldface the toughest sanctions. Whether an SS

man had committed such 'excesses ' in an extermination camp was obvious-

ly something the court could only ascertain on the basis of testimonies. As

there were always plenty of witnesses on hand during these trials, alf^°'^^

eager to ascribe the most horrifying deeds to any of the defendants, the

court could easily put pressure on the SS men in the dock. After all, it was

entirely up to the Judges to classify 'witness statements' as 'credible' or

nof'ipp.mf.)

To say the least, none of this careful weighing of motives and exten-

uating circumstances would have ever come into play if the defendants

had been so unwise as to expose themselves as "unrepentant Nazis" by

questioning the validity of the "extermination camp" myth itself True,

no mention of this tacit agreement between prosecutors, defendants and

judges is likely to appear in the documentary record, but then that's just

the nature of a tacit agreement.

Now let us return to the strange case of Lachmann, Schiitt and Un-

verhau. In his book on Sobibor, Jules Schelvis explains Lachmann's ac-

quittal on the grounds that the court had considered him to be "mentally

impaired,"^'" but a more probable explanation is just that he had active-

ly cooperated with the prosecution. As a matter of fact, he continued

doing so after his acquittal, incriminating former comrades who had

been accused of similar crimes as himself. On pp. 355-6 of the blog-

gers' Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Jason Myers quotes a statement which

Lachmann made in 1969 during the preliminary proceedings against

former Trawniki commandant Karl Streibel. When still stationed at

See Sobibor, op. cit.,pp. 183-6.

A more prudent formulation would have been "nearly all," as there were a few witnesses who
testified in favor ofsome defendants. See Sobibor, op. cit, p. 178.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor: A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, Berg Publishers, Oxford 2006, p. 258.
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Trawniki - that is, prior to deplojmient to Sobibor - Lachmann alleged-

ly already knew that Belzec and Sobibor were murder factories because

"[every] Polish child knew at that time that these were extermination

camps. It could not be concealed that transports ofJews were constantly

going into the camps, and that no Jews were coming out of the camps. [...]

/ surmise that there was no German or Ukrainian at Trawniki who did not

know what was going on with the Jews.
"

In other words: Lachmann told the prosecutors exactly what they

wanted to hear - and they had sufficient confidence in his mental capac-

ity to use him as a witness. No doubt we may safely assume that the

same situation applied a few years earlier, when Lachmann's own free-

dom was at stake.

As for Hans-Heinz Schiitt, his acquittal can also be explained by his

readiness to adopt the prosecution's cause, as he had testified to the "in-

humanity of the Endlosung" and denounced the brutality of the Ukrain-

ian guards.^''

About Heinrich Unverhau, Jules Schelvis has the following to say:^'^

"He was cleared after both the Hagen and the Belzec trials [the latter of

which took place in Munich between 1963 and 1965]. He was the only SS

man who voluntarily spoke of his part in Operation Reinhardt immediately

after the war."

This means that Unverhau had in effect enlisted voluntarily as a wit-

ness for the prosecution in the post-war NS trials - and hence received

his reward. If Terry is unable, or pretends to be unable, to see the obvi-

ous connection between the acquittal of these men and their active co-

operation with the prosecution, that is his problem and not mine.

An even more striking example of this mechanism is the case of

Wilhelm Pfannenstiel. I did not mention his case in the two aforemen-

tioned chapters from Treblinka and Sobibor since Pfannenstiel is asso-

ciated with Belzec, which was not my topic, but Mattogno discusses

this matter at some length in his book on the camp (pp. 5 If). In his fa-

mous "report" of 1945, Kurt Gerstein asserted that Pfannenstiel had ac-

companied him during his 1942 trip to Belzec, where they had allegedly

witnessed the gassing of a group of Jewish deportees. When interrogat-

ed on this point during the IG Farben trial of 1947-48, Pfannenstiel ad-

mitted that he had been present at a gassing with Diesel exhaust but de-

nied having ever visited Belzec. Just as in the case of the Topf engi-

neers, however, his memory became sharper with the passing of time:

/Wrf.,p.261.

Ibid.,p. 263.
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Pfannenstiel later remembered that he had indeed travelled to Belzec

together with Gerstein. In his 1 947 testimony, he had given no date for

the gassing which he allegedly witnessed, but by 1950 he could recall

that it had occurred "in the summer of 1942" - and in 1960 he even re-

membered the exact day: 19 August 1942! Having in this way become

the official guarantor of the truth of the Gerstein report, Pfannenstiel

was rewarded with acquittal "for lack of proof in three different pro-

ceedings against him.^'^ Privately, he made no secret of the fact that he

had testified as he did for purely opportunistic reasons: in a letter to re-

visionist pioneer Paul Rassinier dated 3 August 1963 he called the Ger-

stein report "a piece of trash" in which "poetry far outweighs the

truth."^'"^ I will return to Pfannenstiel in a later chapter.

Finally, Terry's objection that "West German law did not allow for

the possibility of plea bargaining" really is rather infantile: Although

plea bargaining is indeed formally prohibited in the German system of

law, it nonetheless happens all the time, in unofficial deals made behind

closed doors between prosecution, defense and judges, with no records

kept and all parties colluding. To wit, a modem academic assessment of

Terry's cited authority (fii. 190, p. 80) reads as foUows:^'^

"As late as 1979, the American author John H. Langbein cited West

Germany as an example of a modern Western criminaljustice system that

worked well without any plea bargaining. [...] Langbein's account ofsafe-

guards againstplea bargaining in the German criminalprocedure was very

accurate. It was, however, based exclusively on a black-letter study of the

law. Thus Langbein unveiled the procedural reasons why German lawyers

should refrainfrom informal negotiations, not what the actualpractice was

in German courts at that time. In fact a practice of informal negotiations

which can be compared to plea bargaining had already been well known

among criminal lawyers at the time Langbein's article was published.

"

The fact that a certain number of former SS men got life sentences

does not invalidate the revisionist position either: the apparent leniency

of the West German courts not only gave rise to irate protests in New
York and Tel Aviv, it was also severely criticized by many Germans

who honestly believed in the official version of events. In order to de-

fuse such protests, at almost every major NS trial at least one of the de-

Mattogno, Belzec, op. cit.,^. 54.

A facsimile of Pfannenstiel' s letter to Rassinier is reproduced in Wilhelm Staglich, Udo
Walendy, "NS-Bewaltigung. Deutsche Schreibtischtater," Historische Tatsachen no. 5, Histo-

rical Review Press, Brighton 1979, p. 20.

Regina Rauxloh, Plea Bargaining in National and International Law: A Comparative Study,

Routledge, 2012, p. 63.
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fendants was singled out as a scapegoat who had to face the toughest

sanctions.^'* At the Sobibor trial at Hagen, the scapegoat was Karl Au-

gust Frenzel; at the Majdanek trial in Diisseldorf, the role fell to Her-

mine Braunsteiner-Ryan. But these two were still comparatively lucky.

Unlike Frenzel, who was released after sixteen years in jail, and Frau

Braunsteiner-Ryan, who was pardoned by Johannes Rau, Minister Pres-

ident of Northrhine-Westfalia, after seventeen years behind bars, Erich

Bauer, sentenced to life-long imprisonment at the first Sobibor trial in

Berlin in 1950, would go on to die in prison fully thirty-one years later.

Having been promoted to the rank of "Gasmeister" by the "testimony"

of two inveterate liars, Samuel Lerer and Esther Raab (see Sobibor, pp.

172-8), this unfortunate man had become the embodiment of evil, and

thenceforth no Minister President dared to incur the vwath of the Left

and the Jews by pardoning him.

At the Auschwitz trial (1963-1965), no fewer than six defendants were sentenced to life-long

imprisonment. This was undoubtedly due to the fact that this trial drew particularly extensive

coverage in the international media.
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Chapter 5: The Fuhrer Order and the

Alleged NS Extermination Policy

By Carlo Mattogno

In the second chapter of our opponents' work, dedicated to the de-

velopment of "Nazi Policy," Jonathan Harrison contests my approach

regarding the existence of a so-called Fuhrer order for the alleged ex-

termination of the European Jews,'''^ arguing that the most recent ortho-

dox holocaust historiography has arrived at the idea of "an incremental

process, with a number of acceleratory spurts, between summer 1941

and summer 1942" (p. 90).^'^ As a consequence, according to Harrison,

"Mattogno is deeply unhappy that many historians no longer rely upon

a single Hitler order, so he pretends that all such historiography 'bor-

ders on parapsychology.'" (p. 91)

Leaving aside the fact that parapsychology was indeed evoked by

the "Dean of Holocaust Studies" Raul Hilberg, who spoke in this regard

of "an incredible meeting of minds, a consensus-mind reading by a far-

flung bureaucracy the merit of my portrayal consists in the fact that

it captures the embarrassing efforts, first by various Military Courts and

later by orthodox holocaust historians, to sort out and clarify this deli-

cate matter. The exterminationist history of the elusive "Fuhrer order" is

a dense net of unfounded speculations and misinterpretations of docu-

ments in which subsequent historians denounce the errors and unfound-

ed claims of their predecessors, only to have their own missteps de-

nounced in turn. The most recent developments in this saga are based

on the magic word "radicalization," a lexical subterfuge which has

merely served to exacerbate the issue even further. These developments

ultimately show only the desperate stubbornness of true-believer histo-

rians, forced to cudgel their brains and twist the documentary record in

search of a solution to an unsolvable problem. From a historiographical

point of view, the thesis of "progressive radicalization" might explain

how and why the hypothetical decision and the hypothetical order for

mass extermination would have been arrived at, but it can in no way

The Fuhrerbefehl and the Origins of the "Extermination Camps" in the East, in: Sobibdr.

Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit.,pp. 219-282.

The quoted phrase is itself trom I. Kershaw "Hitler's Role in the Final Solution," Yad Vashem

Studies 34 (2006), p. 24.

Quoted in G. de Wan, "The Holocaust in Perspective," Newsday, Long Island, New York, 23

February 1983, p.II/3.
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substitute for the decision and the order themselves. Indeed, precisely

the person who has contributed most to the development of the thesis,

Christian Gerlach, has himself proven unable to renounce belief in a

Fiihrer order, to which he simply assigns a different date: "In my opin-

ion. Hitler made this decision in early December 1941."^^° The question

as a whole will be explored in detail in the pages to follow.

Since the "plagiarist bloggers" repeatedly set against our position the

shootings of Jews, especially in the Eastern territories, it is imperative

to assert right away an important distinction. To illustrate, we can start

with three statements by prominent mainstream Holocaust historians.

In summarizing the position of earlier orthodox historiography on

the timing of key decisions, Gerlach declares:'^'

"At the most, it is assumed that there were two separate decisions. One,

involving the execution ofSoviet Jews, would have occurred in July or Au-

gust of 1941. The second, concerning the extermination ofJews from the

rest ofEurope, is supposed to have been reached in September or October

ofthat year.

"

Regarding the decision concerning the Soviet Jews in particular,

Christopher Browning has written:^^^

"Cependant, la politique Juive des nazis dans le reste de I 'Europe n 'en

fut pas immediatement transformee. On continua a parler d 'emigration,

d 'expulsion et de plans pour une reinstallation future. [...] L'idee de la

solution finalepour les Juifs europeens seformapar un processus separe et

resulta d'une decision distincte.

"

"However, the Jewish policy of the Nazis in the rest ofEurope was not

changed immediately. One continued to speak about emigration, expulsions

and plans for a future resettlement. [...] The idea of the final solution for

the European Jews was formed by a separate process and resultedfrom a

different decision
"

Dieter Pohl also confirms this view:^^^

"Obwohl vermutlich gleichzeitig - Ende Juli/Anfang August - den Ein-

satzgruppen in der Sowjetunion die Weisung erteilt wurde, auch jUdische

Kinder unci Fruiien massenhaft zu erschiefien, ist dadurch der Plan zur

restlosen Ermordung alter europdischen Juden noch nicht vorbestimmt

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference, the Fate of German Jews and Hitler's Decision in

Principle to Exterminate All European Jews," in: The Journal ofModem History, Vol. 70, No.

4, December 1998, p. 760.

ftW., pp. 763-764.

C.R. Browning, "La decision concemant la solution finale," in: CoUoque de I'Ecole des

Hautes Etudes en sciences sociales (ed.), L 'Allemagne nazie et le genocidejuif, Gallimard, Pa-

ris, 1985, p. 198.

D. Pohl, Von der "Judenpolitik" zum Judenmord. Der Distrikt Lublin des Generalgouveme-

ments 1939-1944. Peter Lang, FrankfUrt am Main, Berlin, 1993, p. 98.
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gewesen.

"

"Although presumably at the same time - end ofJuly/beginning ofAu-

gust - instruction was given to the Einsatzgruppen in the Soviet Union to

shoot Jewish children and women en masse as well, the plan for the com-

plete murder of all European Jews was not yet predetermined through

this.

"

Mutatis mutandis, this is in fact our own position, namely, that the

treatment of the Soviet Jews constitutes an issue quite separate from

that of the pohcy applied to other European Jews. In order to prove the

contrary, our "plagiarist bloggers" would have to demonstrate:

1) that there existed an institutional order (from Hitler, Himmler or

Heydrich) to execute the Soviet Jews;

2) that this hypothetical order stipulated that these Jews were to be ex-

terminatedfor being Jews and not as carriers ofBolshevism;

3) that, accordingly, every single documented massacre was carried out

against the Jews for being Jews and not for other contingent reasons

(war reprisals, battle against partisans, etc.).

Moreover, with regard to the non-Soviet European Jews, the "plagia-

rist bloggers" would also have to prove:

4) that there existed an institutional order or regional orders to extermi-

nate Jewsfor being Jews;

5) that every single documented shooting of Western Jews, if claimed

to be pursuant to an extermination policy, was performed against

Jewsfor being Jews, and not for other contingent reasons;

6) that "extermination camps" were indeed built at Birkenau, Maj-

danek, Chehnno, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka;

7) and that millions of Jews were killed in "gas chambers" there.

To confront us with a long hst of shootings without answering these

questions in a convincing way does not solve anything, since, as a mat-

ter of principle, we do not have any difficulty in admitting the reality of

mass shootings and since - more importantly - such shootings do not

themselves prove the existence of an order or a systematic plan to ex-

terminate the Jews.

With these premises stated, I can now proceed to Harrison's criti-

cism of our work. He starts his detailed exposition with a section enti-

tled "Extermination of Soviet Jews, June 1941-March 1942." Since I

have already dealt with this issue in general terms in Chapter 2 above, I

will dispense with an overview here and move directly to the considera-

tion of specific arguments. With regard to the question of the

Einsatzgruppen, however, Graf, Kues and I are currently preparing a
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specific study on the subject, so in its case I will limit myself to simple

statements of a general character, though still dissecting Harrison's in-

dividual arguments and sources.

5.1. The Alleged NS Policy of "Mass Starvation" of

Eastern Populations

Harrison begins his section on the "Extermination of Soviet Jews"

with these words:

"During the planning stages for Operation Barbarossa, Nazifood poli-

cy was linked to plansfor large-scale political killing. " (p. 94)

To substantiate this statement he adduces a list of documents, which

I will examine one by one.

[1] "On May 2, 1941, a conference of state secretaries, chaired by

Thomas, had concluded that 'umpteen million people will doubtless starve

to death, ifwe extract everything necessary for us from the country. "'
(p.

94)

The source of the passage is a file note reporting "Conclusions of

Today's Deputy Ministers' Meeting Concerning Barbarossa [Aktennotiz

iiber Ergebnis der heutigen Besprechung mit den Staatssekretdren iiber

Barbarossa]" dated 2 May 1941. The document states inpart:^^"*

"1.) Der Krieg ist nur weiter zu fiihren, wenn die gesamte Wehrmacht

im 3. Kriegsjahr aus Rujiland erndhrt wird.

2.) Hierbei werden zweifellos zig Millionen Menschen verhungern,

wenn von uns dasfur uns Notwendige aus dem Lande herausgeholt wird.

"

"1.) The war can only be continued if the entire Wehrmacht is nour-

ishedfrom [supplies] out ofRussia in the thirdyear ofthe war.

2.) In connection with this, umpteen millions of people will without

doubt starve, ifwhat is required by us is taken out ofthe country.

"

This is no "plan for large-scale political killing" but an assessment

of the hj^othetical ("if ... if . . . ") consequences of measures taken to

secure the nourishment of the army, as results yet more clearly from

point 3 of the memo:^^"^

"Am wichtigsten ist die Bergung und Abtransport von Olsaaten,

Olkuchen, dann erst Getreide. Das vorhandene Fett und Fleisch wird

voraussichtlich die Truppe verbrauchen.
"

"The harvesting and hauling offofoilseeds and oil cake is the most im-

portant task, only thereafter comes grain. The availablefats and meat will

presumably be consumed by the troops.

"

"Aktennotiz iiber Ergebnis der heutigen Besprechung mit den Staatssekretaren iiber Barba-

rossa," 2.5.1942. PS-2718, IMT, vol. XXXI, p. 84.
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[2] The second document is introduced by Harrison as follows:

"The selection ofthese starvation victims wouldfollow a political econ-

omy of racial value, but would also be shaped by a political-ideological-

racial beliefthat the enemy was the 'Jewish-Marxist'" (p. 94)

Harrison then produces his source, a passage from the Allgemeine

Instruktion fur alle Reichskommissare in den besetzten Ostgebieten

(General Instructions for All Reich Commissars in the Occupied East-

em Territories), issued by Alfred Rosenberg on 8 May 1941, and intro-

duced at the Nuremberg Trials as document PS- 1030:

"[The coming fight will be a] fightfor thefood supply and raw materi-

als for the German Reich as well asfor Europe as a whole, a fight ideolog-

ical in nature in which the last Jewish-Marxist enemy has to be defeated.
"

(quoted on pp. 94f.)

The premise of this statement was a plan to restructure the Eastern

countries then under Soviet domination, described as follows on the

previous page of the document:

"Es geht bei dieser grofien Ostarbeit also im wesentlichen darum, neue

grofie Staatengebilde zu grunden von gemeinsam rund 70 Millionen

Einwohnern und ein anderes Staatengebilde (Rutland) aufseinen ureige-

nen Lebensraum zuruckzujuhren.

"

"What this great Eastern task is essentially about is to establish great

new state entities of altogether about 70 million inhabitants and to return

another state entity (Russia) to its own original living space.
"

Rosenberg describes this task as "riesengrofi" ("gigantic") and then

concludes with the following remark, from which Harrison adduces his

"linkage" between NS racial policy and the regime's alleged starvation

plan:"'^^

"Dieser kommende Kampf ist ein Kampf um die Erndhrung und Roh-

stoffversorgung sowohl fiir das Deutsche Reich als auch fiir den ganzen

europdischen Raum, ein Kampf weltanschaulicher Natur, in dem der letzte

jiidisch-marxistische Gegner niedergerungen werden muj], ein staatspoliti-

scher Krieg, der eine neue staatliche Konzeption in sich birgt und das

eigentliche Europa in entscheidender Weise nach Osten vorriickt
"

"This coming battle is a battle for the nourishment and supply of raw

materials both for the German Reich and for the whole European area, a

battle ofworld-ideological nature, in which the last Jewish-Marxist enemy

has to be wrestled to the ground, a state-political war which entails a new

concept ofthe state and by which Europe proper is advanced to the East in

a decisive manner.

"

Thus we find here no plan to starve a population; the importance of

PS-I030. IMT, vol. XXVI, pp. 579-580.
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the upcoming war with regard to "nourishment and supply of raw mate-

rials" for both Germany and Europe as a whole is indeed emphasized,

as is the importance of "ideology," but contrary to what Harrison would

have his readers believe, this is envisioned not as a matter of "a political

economy of racial value" for the "selection of [...] starvation victims,"

but rather as a part of an ambitious project aimed at restructuring the

balance of power in Eastern Europe. That this project involved the ap-

propriation of land by the German Reich, and in some cases the reset-

tlement of local populations, is openly acknowledged, but not only does

Rosenberg say nothing of deliberately starving those people, he in fact

explicitly refers to the need to make plans for their "compensation and

reimbursement [Kompensation und Ruckerstattung]" in view of

"achieving a just settlement [eine gerechte Regelung zu treffen]."^^''

[3] We move on to the third document. Harrison quotes a brief ex-

cerpt from Nuremberg document EC- 126, Wirtschaftspolitische Richt-

linien fur Wirtschaftsorganisation Ost, Gruppe Landwirtschaft (Eco-

nomic Policy Directives for Economic Organization East, Agricultural

Group) of 23 May 1941, with a view to underscoring "the specific de-

mographic consequences anticipated in this planning":

"There is no German interest in maintaining the productive capacity of

these regions, also in what [sic^^^] concerns the supplies of the troops sta-

tioned there. [...] The population ofthese regions, especially the population

of the cities, will have to anticipate a famine of the greatest dimensions.

The issue will be to redirect the population to the Siberian areas. As rail-

way transportation is out of the question, this problem will also be an ex-

tremely difficult one. " (p. 95)

This document of course does contain chilling remarks on the pro-

spective death by starvation of millions of people; indeed, in that sense

Harrison might have found even more striking passages in it to quote

from. Rather than evidence for the notion that, as Harrison puts it,

"death was at the forefront of Nazi intentions for the Soviet population,

with Jews at the front of the queue" (p. 95), what in fact emerges from a

reading of the full document, however, is something quite different:^^^

"Aus all dem folgt, dafi die deutsche Verwaltung in diesem Gebiet wohl

bestrebt sein kann, die Folgen der zweifellos eintretenden Hungersnot zu

inildern und den Naturalisierungsprozefi zu beschleunigen. Man kann

bestrebt sein, diese Gebiete intensiver zu bewirtschaften im Sinne einer

Ibid., p. 579.

™ Harrison presumably intends "apart from what" here: "auBer hinsichtlich der Versorgung der

dort stehenden Truppen, usw." See EC-126, p. 141.

™ EC-126, IMT, vol. XXXVI, pp. 145, 153.
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Ausdehnung der Kartoffelanbaufldche und anderer fur den Konsum

wichtiger, hohe Ertrdge gebender Fruchte. Die Hungersnot ist dadurch

dort nicht zu bannen. Viele 10 Millionen von Menschen werden in diesem

Gebiet iiberfliissig und werden sterben oder nach Sibirien auswandern

miissen. Versuche, die Bevolkeruns dort vor dem Hunsertode dadurch zu

retten, dal5 man aus der Schwarzerdezone Uberschusse heranzieht, konnen

nur aufKosten der Versorsuns Europas sehen. Sie unterbinden die Durch-

halteindglichkeit Deutschlands im Kriege. sie unterbinden die Blockade-

festiskeit Deutschlands und Europas. Die Fertigungsindustrie Belgiens und

Frankreichs istfur Deutschland und das deutsche Kriegspotential wesent-

lich wichtiger als die Rufilands. Es kommt also viel mehr darauf an, jene

Gebiete durch Uberschusse aus dem Osten erndhrungsmdfiig zu sichern,

statt aus Ehrgeiz den Versuch zu untemehmen, die russische Industrie in

der Konsumtionszone zu erhalten. [...]

Richtlinie muli bei allem sein: Keine Verzettehing auf Nehengehiete,

sondern Losuns der Hauptaufgabe und Entlastung der Erndhrungslage

Groffdeutschlands.
"

"From all this it results that the German administration in this area

might well strive to mitigate the consequences of the certainly impending

famine and to accelerate the naturalization process. One might strive to

cultivate these areas more intensively in terms of an increase of the area

cultivated with potatoes and other high-yielding crops important for con-

sumption. Famine in this region cannot [however] be avoided thereby.

Many tens of millions ofpeople in this area will be superfluous and will

have to die or migrate to Siberia. Attempts to save the popu-
lation there from famine by using the surplus pro-
duction from the black-earth zone can only be

made at the expense of provisioning Europe. They
undermine Germany ' s chances of perseverance in

the war, they undermine Germany's and Europe's
ability to endure the blockade. The manufacturing industry

ofBelgium and France is far more important to Germany and the German

war effort than that ofRussia. It is thus much more important to secure the

nutritional needs of those areas with surpluses from the East, than to seek

out of ambition to preserve Russian industry in the [Soviet] consumption

zone. [...]

The guideline in all things must be: no disper-
sion [of resources] on dependencies, but resolution of
the main task, relief of the food situation of
Greater Germany." (Emph. in original)

In other words, what was "at the forefront" of NS intentions in May
1941, at least as reflected in the "Economic Policy Directives" text, was

relieving the critical food-supply situation in Germany and Western Eu-
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rope in order to enable the Reich to withstand the kind of "starvation

blockade" (Hungerblockade) with which the Allies had brought Ger-

many to its knees in the First World War.^^' The calculations are coolly

made, and with little regard to the human suffering they imply, but they

by no means aim at death for its own sake for the Soviet population, let

alone for Jews.

Indeed, Harrison's attempt to link this document with the "Final So-

lution" is a prime example of just how tenuous the connections posited

by orthodox Holocaust historiography can be. The dociraient itself, of

course, makes no mention of Jews, but Harrison picks up on the term

"uberfJilssig" (superfluous), apparently as it appears in the passage

quoted above, and tries to twist it to fit:

"The document tellingly referred to these groups as 'useless eaters, ' a

phrase originally used to justify killing the mentally ill in the T4 program,

thereby confirming that euthanasia terminology had spread to these plan-

ners." {v 95)

The T4 program, of course, is commonly interpreted as a "fore-

runner" of the Holocaust, and so for Harrison the conclusion natural-

ly follows that, as we have seen above, "this document could be

viewed as an early admission that death was at the forefront of Nazi in-

tentions for the Soviet population, with Jews at the front of the queue."

Curiously, the term "superfluous eaters [uberflussige EsserY really

does appear later in the document, but it seems unlikely that Harrison

has this passage in mind in his dark speculations about "euthanasia ter-

minology"

"According to reports out ofRussia, around 25% ofthe total workforce

in the collective farms (Kolchosen) is occupied with management, that is,

they are sterile bureaucracy. It will thus be essential to supply practical

work for all superfluous eaters [alle iiberflussigen Esser]. [...] Under all

circumstances, the ensuring ofproduction must come first.
"

It appears that the planners of Economic Organization East were in-

deed concerned with the issue of "superfluous eaters," but only for their

labor value, not as targets for murder. In this way, Harrison completely

misinterprets document EC- 126 in service of the Holocaust myth.

An official German report completed in December 1918 estimated the death toll in Germany

due to the Allied blockade at 763,000, a number which does not include additional deaths re-

sulting from the extension of the blockade into 1919 after the armistice. See Reichsgesund-

heitsamt (ed.), Schddigung der deutschen Volkskraft durch diefeindliche Blockade: Denk-

schrift des Reichsgesundheitsamtes, Verlag Gerhard Stalling, Oldenbtirg i. Gr., 1919, p. 18 ef

passim.
'™ EC-126. IMT vol. XXXVI, p. 146. Emphasis in original.
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[4] Harrison continues:

"This is further confirmed by a document by Engelhardt, which includ-

ed a table of nationalities by town and country in Belorussia, on which

Waldemar von Poletika had underlined Jews, Russians and Poles and add-

ed a marginal note saying "starve!" Another part of the same text had a

marginal note by von Poletika saying that a population of 6.3 million peo-

ple would die. " (p. 95)

To this brief reference, he then appends a footnote that is aknost as

long:

''Eugen Freiherr von Engelhardt, Erndhrung- und Landwirtschaft, p.

11, NARA T84/225/1595914. Document was first discussed in Bernhard

Chiari, ,Deutsche Zivilverwaltung in Weissrussland 1941-1944. Die lokale

Perspektive der Besatzungsgeschichte, ' Militargeschichtliche Mitteilungen

52, 1993 and most extensively in Christian Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde. Die

deutsche Wirtschafts- und Vemichtungspolitik in WeiBrufiland 1941 bis

1942. Hamburg: Hamburger Edition, 1999, pp. 57-8." (footnote 13 on p.

95)

Though camouflaged by cosmetic changes - in particular the re-

placement of complex archival references to the German Bundesarchiv

(BA) with a more streamlined reference to the document copy found in

the U.S. National Archives (NARA) - the first part of this note shows a

remarkable similarity with a citation posted to the now-defunct

RODOH Forum by a certain "Jonny" on 6 September 2008:^^'

"Eugen V. Engelhardt, ,Die Erndhrungs- und Landwirtschaft der Weis-

srussischen Sozialistischen Sowjetrepublik,' BA, F 10772, Bl. 5895-6051,

also BA-MA, RW 31/299 and 31/300, here: RW 31/299 Bl. 11, 72. Bern-

hard Chiari has already discussed the marginal comments without making

their full meaning clear in ,Deutsche Zivilverwaltung in Weissrussland

1941-1944, ' in: Militargeschichtliche Mitteilungen 52, Nr. 1 (1993), pp.

67-89, 78f no. 72.

"

Of course this impressive-looking piece of erudition cannot really be

attributed to any "Jonny" (or Jonathan, for that matter), since it is in fact

taken nearly verbatim from a longer note that appears in a paper pub-

lished by German historian Christian Gerlach in 2000, "German Eco-

nomic Interests, Occupation Policy, and the Murder of the Jews in Belo-

russia, 1941/43.""^

The method here is more subtle perhaps, but while the "borrowing"

Previously available at: http://rodohforum.yuku.eom/topic/7380#.TxsFmWWvolE

Reprinted in U. Herbert (ed.), National Socialist Extermination Policies: Contemporary Ger-

man Perspectives and Controversies, Berghahn Books, New York/Oxford 2000, pp. 210-239.

The note in question is number 26, on p. 232.
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is less obvious, the underlying attitude to research and sources of others

remains xmchanged. In all of the more than 500 pages of our opponents'

"Cut and Paste Manifesto," the article by Bemhard Chiari is mentioned

exactly twice: in the footnote on p. 95 here and in the bibhography (p.

543). It is thus just one more of their inniunerable bibliographic plagia-

risms.

Gerlach of course is given his due in the more recent note. In his

Kalkulierte Morde, he presents the document in question as follows

"Es handelt sich um handschriftliche Randnotizen zu der ausfiihrlich-

sten Landes- und Wirtschaftsbeschreibung Weifirufilands, die vor dein 22.

Juni 1941 in Deutschland erstellt wurde.

"

"[The document] consists of handwritten notes in the margins of the

most detailed description ofthe country and economy of White Russia to be

compiled in Germanyprior to 22 June 1941.

"

He then provides a transcription of two passages from Engelhardt's

report, one slightly longer and subdivided into two parts, the other

somewhat shorter. The beginning of the first, longer one reads:

"Von drei landwirtschaftlichen Familien konnen sicher zwei je eine

Arbeits-Kraft (zwischen 16 und 40 Jahre beiderlei Geschlechts) an das

Reich abgeben, und zwar einen grofieren Teil als Saisonarbeiter, einen

Kleiner[e]n [sic] Teils als kontraktlich verpflichtete Landarbeiter.
"

"Out of every three agrarian families, certainly two can release one

worker each (between 16 and 40 years old, of both genders) to the Reich,

for the most part as seasonal workers, and for a smaller part as contracted

farmhands.
"

According to Gerlach, someone has added a note to the left margin

of the document copy saying "sollen sterben!" (shall die!). But why
were these ''Saisonarbeiter" (seasonal workers) and "Landarbeiter"

(farmhands) supposed to die? What would be the motivation behind

this?

The passage continues by stating that the country (i.e., Belarus, then

under Soviet confrol as the Byelorussian SSR) could deliver to the

Reich one million farmhands, "who, in contrast to the Polish farmhands,

would also have the advantage that their attitude is completely apolitcal

and pro-German \die, gegeniiber den polnischen Landarbeitern noch

den Vorzug hdtten, dass sie vollkommen apolitisch und deutschfreund-

lich eingestellt sind]." Again, Gerlach records a marginal note: beside

the text, in the left margin, "sterbenT (die!). Thus a hypothetical one

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde. Die deutsche Wirtschafts- und Vernichtungspolitik in Weifirufi-

land 1941 bis 1942. Hamburger Edition, Hamburg, 1999, pp. 56f.
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million farmhands who were necessary to the survival of the Reich and

even described as pro-German were supposed to die? Why? What is the

logic here?

The second passage reads:

"Das Verhdltnis von Stadt- und Landbevolkemng in der WSSR ist z. Zt.

somit etwa:

Stadtbevolkerung 2000000 = 19%
Landbevolkemng 8600000 = 81%
Gesamtbevolkerung 10600000 = 100%.

"

"The proportion ofthe urban and rural population in the BSSR is there-

fore atpresent approximately asfollows:

Urban population 2,000,000 = 19%,

Rural population 8,600,000 = 81%,

Totalpopulation 10,600,000 = 100%"

Here too Gerlach reports the addition of marginal notes: next to the

line for urban population appears the word "Verhungernr (starve!),

while in the margin next to the line for rural population are the words

"Verhungern zur Hdlfte" (starve by half).

Gerlach comments:

"Theoretisch ergab sich aus diesen Notizen eine prognostizierte Zahl

von 6,3 Millionen Toten.

"

"Theoretically there thus emergesfrom these notes a projected total of

6.3 million dead.

"

Harrison duly echoes this conclusion - he refers to "a marginal note

by von Poletika saying that a population of 6.3 million people would

die" - but in doing so he only confirms the suspicion that he is entirely

(if confusedly) dependent on Gerlach's account, and has no first-hand

knowledge of the document in question. The conclusion that the writer

of the marginal notes was a certain Poletika is Gerlach's - he writes that

"[tjheir author was with great certainty [mit grofier Sicherheit] the Ber-

lin professor of agricultural sciences Waldemar von Poletika," though

his only evidence in this regard is a letter to Poletika which is attached

to Engelhardt's report in the archival files but which makes no mention

of the report itself^^'' - and of course, there is no "marginal note" in the

document "saying that a population of 6.3 miUion people would die":

that too is an extrapolation by Gerlach.

Thus, we see here yet another example of the extraordinarily tenuous

evidence upon which orthodox Holocaust historians routinely rely. For

Ibid., footnote 121, p. 58. Gerlach otherwise refers to two documented inspection trips made

by this professor to White Russia on 24 July and 25 August 1941 in footnote 123.
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Gerlach, "a concretization of the starvation program for White Russia

with all its potential consequences {eine Konkretisierung des Hunger-

programms fur Weifirufiland mit alien moglichen Folgen]" "reveals it-

self {zeigt sich]"^^^ in a few simple marginal notes of dubious prove-

nance added to an obscure agricultural report. Considering their sense-

less, even absurd nature, is it not more likely that the notes are subse-

quent alterations added after the war by those who confiscated this doc-

ument?

In any case, the Ereignismeldungen (EM, Event Reports) of Einsatz-

gruppe B, which operated in White Russia, categorically refute the no-

tion of a planned program of starvation. Below I will list only a few ex-

amples related to the period of July-August 1941.

EM 21 of 13 July 1941:""

"Dr. Tumasch und seine Mitarbeiter sind hemiiht, als vordringlichste

Aufgaben die Erndhrung der Stadtbevolkerung sicherzustellen, titer ein

Arbeitsamt die arbeitsfdhige Bevolkerung wieder in den Arheitsprozess

einzuspannen und die seit 1928 unter bolschewistischen Druck zuge-

wanderte Landhevolkerung wieder auf's [sic] Land zuriickzufiihren.
"

"As their most important tasks, Dr. Tumasch and his staff are striving

to secure the nourishment of the urban population, to put the population

hack in the working process through [the establishment of] a labor office

and to return to the countryside the rural population which since 1928, un-

derpressurefrom the Bolsheviks, had migrated [to the cities].

"

EM 23 of 15 July 1941:"^

"Hierzu ist von der Feldkommandantur vorgesehen, dass von jetzt ab

von erbeuteten Warenlagern nur ein Teil fiir die Truppe in Anspruch

genommen wird und der Rest der Zivilbevolkerung zugeftihrt werden soil.
"

"On this issue the Field Headquarters have provided thatfrom now on

only a part of the captured storehouses will be claimed for the troops

whereas the rest shall be delivered to the civilian population.
"

EM 43 of 5 August 1941:"**

"Die Verwaltungen befassen sich vornehmlich mit der Sicherung der

Erndhrungslage, der Wiederherstellung des Wirtschaftslebens, der Erfas-

sung alter Viehbestdnde, der Unterbringung obdachlos gewordener Ein-

wohner und in diesem Zusammenhang auch mit der Bildung des Ghettos.
"

"The administrations predominantly occupy themselves with securing

Ibid.,p. 57.

Klaus-Michael Mallmann, Andrej Angrick, Jiirgen Matthaus, Martin Cuppers (eds.), "Die Er-

eignismeldungen UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion. WBG,
Darmstadt, 2011, p. 113.

Ibid,^. 123.

»W.,p.235.
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food supplies, restoring economic life, registering all livestock, providing

accommodationfor inhabitants who have become homeless and in this con-

text also with the establishment ofghettos.

"

EM 67 of 29 August 1941:^'^

"Eine Ausgabe von Nahrungsmitteln aus dffentlichen oder Beutebestdn-

den konnte bisher nur ganz vereinzelt ermdglicht werden, vorerst nur in

Witebsk und Mogilew (fur Mogilew ist vorgesehen, grossere Bestdnde an

Brauereigerste fur Brotversorgung der Zivilbevolkerung auszugeben). In

Witebsk sind 3 Verteilungsstellen geschaffen, die Brot und Milch auf

Karten und gegen Nachweis geregelter Arbeit oder an kinderreiche

Familien ausgeben.

"

"The issue offoodstuff's from public or captured supplies has so far

been possible only very infrequently and, for the time being, only in Vitebsk

andMogilev (for Mogilev it is planned to hand out larger stocks ofbrewery

barleyfor the bread supply of the civilian population). In Vitebsk 3 supply

stations have been established which supply bread and milk against [ra-

tions] cards and certificates of regular employment or to families with

many children.

"

[5] "Hunger planning was reiterated after the invasion. On August 14,

1941, Goring 'reckoned with great loss oflife on grounds ofnutrition. "'
(p.

95)

Harrison's reference here is: "Verbindungsstelle d. OKW/WiRiiAmt
beim Reichsmarschall, Wirtscliaftsauszeichungen fur die Berichtszeit

vom 1-14.8.41 (u. friiher), NARA T77/1066/1062; of Christopher R.

Browning, 'A Reply to Martin Broszat regarding the Origins of the Fi-

nal Solution,' Simon Wiesenthal Center Annual 1, 1984, pp. 113-32"

(footnote 14 on p. 95). The quoted text itself is taken from Browning's

article, where it in turn appears as quotation: "And in August, Goring

'reckoned with great loss of life on grounds of nutrition...'" Browning,

however, provides a different source: "National Archives, Wi / ID 1420,

'Anlage zu: Verb. St. d. OKW / Wi R6 Amt beim Reichsmarschall v.

14. 8.41.
"'"'''°

Harrison's "quotation" of an unverified archival source

here thus constitutes yet another de facto plagiarism. Indeed, apart from

the reference to Browning, Harrison's "documentation" here amounts to

simply lifting sources from Gerlach, who quotes a number of comments

by Goring about putting Jews in German-controlled territory to work in

/M.,p.373.

Browning's article is available on the internet:

http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/site/pp.asp?c=gvKVLcMVIuG&b=394981. There is no doubt that

Harrison took the quotation from this source, since he does not indicate the page on which it

can be found, something which he naturally would have done had he been working from the

original print text.
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labor camps, including the following:'"^'

"Die Erndhmng sei besonders zu regeln und zu iiherwachen.
"

"The nourishment in particular shall be regulated and supervised.

"

In the corresponding footnote Gerlach then indicates the following

documents as sources, thus providing the references plagiarized by Har-

rison (note the parts emphasized) i^"^^

"
Verbindungsstelle OKW/WiRUAint beim Reichsmarschall (Nagel), an

Thomas v. 29.7.1941, ebd. Bl. 103. Ahnlich auch Nagels Wirtschaftsaus-

zeichunsen fiir die Berichtszeit vom 1-14.8.41 (u. friiher), ' Anlage zu sei-

nem Schreiben v. 14.8.1941, BA-MA (BarchP)F 42942, Bl 91 8f."

As for Harrison's evidentiary reasoning in presenting the quotation

from Browning, clearly it is methodically unsound to extrapolate from

ten words in a single passage of a German document a claim as sweep-

ing as "hunger planning was reiterated after the invasion" - all the more

so considering that the words are taken at second-hand from an English

franslation, and that Harrison ignores the context and the remaining

contents of said document.

Was "hunger planning" indeed "reiterated" after the invasion of the

USSR? On 16 September 1941 - that is, nearly three months after the

start of Operation Barbarossa - Goring participated in a conference

about the war economy of the occupied Eastern territories during which

he declared:^'*^

"Es ist klar, daj] eine Abstufung in der Erndhrung notig ist. Zundchst

kommt die kdmpfende Truppe, dann die iibrigen Truppen in Feindesland

und dann die Heimattruppe. Die Sdtze sind dementsprechend eingerichtet.

Dann wird die deutsche nichtniilitdrische Bevolkerung versorgt Erst dann

kommt die Bevolkerung in den besetzten Gebieten. Grundsdtzlich sollen in

den besetzten Gebieten nur diejenigen in der entsprechenden Erndhrung

gesichert werden, die fiir uns arbeiten. Selbst wenn man die sdmtlichen

iibrigen Einwohner erndhren wollte, so konnte man es im neubesetzten

Ostgebiet nicht

"

"It is clear that a differentiation in the nourishment is necessary. First

come thefighting troops, then the other troops on enemy territory, and then

the homeland troops. The ratios are to be established accordingly. Then the

German non-military population will be providedfor. Only then comes the

population in tlie occupied territories. In the occupied territories, as a

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 577.
'"^

ftjV/., footnote 466 on p. 577.

EC-003. IMT, vol. XXXVI, p. 107, "Wirtschaftsaufzeichnungen fiir die Bericlitszeit vom 15.8.

bis 16.9.1941." The report states that in the period in question "AuBerungen von grund-

satzlicher neuer Bedeutung fielen im allgemeinen nicht," and therefore these directives were

valid also on 14 August 1941.
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principle, nourishment is to be secured only for those who work for us.

Even ifone desired to nourish all the remaining inhabitants, this could not

be done in the newly occupied Eastern areas.

"

This is a hard-nosed policy, perhaps, but it clearly has nothing to do

with a deliberate plan to starve Eastern populations as an end in itself.

[6] "On November 13, 1941, Wagner confirmed that 'non-working

prisoners ofwar in the prison camps are to starve.

'

"
(p. 95)

The source adduced by Harrison is "AOK 18 Chef des Stabes, Merk-

punkte aus der Chefbesprechung in Orscha am 13.11.41, NOKW-1535"
(footnote 15 on p. 95). The same document was quoted by Roberto

Muehlenkamp in a forum posting already on 13 November 2002.^'*''

There he presented the extract from the German document published in

excerpted form in the catalogue of the controversial Wehrmacht war

crimes exhibition,^"*' together with his ovra English translation, which

differs slightly from that given by Harrison.

I do not have a copy of the original document in question either,

hence I take the following passages from the literature:'"*^

"Die Frage der Erndhrung der Zivilhevolkerung ist katastrophal Um
Uberhaupt zu einem Ergebnis zu kommen, mufite man zu einer Klassifi-

zierung schreiten. Es ist klar, dafi innerhalb dieser Klassifizierung an

oberster Stelle die Truppe und ihre Bediirfnisse stehen miissen. Der

Bevolkerung kann nur ein Existenzminimum zugebilligt werden. Dabei wird

dasflache Land noch einigermafien ertrdglich dastehen. Unldsbar dagegen

ist die Frage der Erndhrung der Grofistddte. Es kann keinem Zweifel

unterliegen, dafi insbesondere Leningrad verhungem mufi, denn es ist

unmdglich, diese Stadt zu erndhren. Aufgabe der Fiihrung kann es nur sein,

die Truppe hiervon und von damit verbundenen Erscheinungen fern zu

halten. [...]

Versorgung der Bevolkerung: 1. Die Versorgung der bduerlichen Be-

volkerung wird keine besonderen Schwierigkeiten machen. 2. Die stddt-

ische Bevolkerung kann nur ganz geringfiigige Lebensmittelmengen erhal-

ten. Fiir die Grofistddte (Moskau, Leningrad, Kiew) kann einstweilen Uber-

haupt nichts getan werden. Die sich hieraus ergebenden Folgen sind hart,

aber unvermeidlich. Die in unmittelbarem deutsche Interesse arbeitenden

Menschen sind durch unmittelbare Nahrungsmittelzuteilungen in den

Betrieben so zu erndhren, dafi ihre Arbeitskraft einigermafien erhalten

^ http://forum,axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=90493#p90493
'"^

It appears, for instance, in: Hamburger Institut iSir Sozialforschung (ed.), Verbrechen der

Wehrmacht. Dimensionen des Vemichtungskrieges 1941-1944, 2nd ed.. Hamburger Edition,

Hamburg 2002, p. 213.

Johannes Hiirter, Hitlers Heerjuhrer. Die deutschen Oberbefehlshaber im Krieg gegen die

Sowjetunion 1941/42. Oldenbourg Wissenschaftsverlag, Munchen, 2007, p. 495.
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bleibt.

"

"The question offeeding the civiUan population is catastrophic. In or-

der to arrive at any result at all, a classification had to be made. It is clear

that within this classification the armedforces and their needs have to be at

the very top. Only an existential minimum can be granted to the population.

In this way, the countryside will fare somewhat bearably. The question of

feeding the big cities, however, is unsolvahle. There can be no doubt that

Leningrad in particular has to starve, for it is impossible to feed this city.

The leadership 's only task can be to keep the armedforces awayfrom this

andfrom manifestations linked to this. [...]

Supplying the population: 1. Supplying thefarming population will not

cause particular problems. 2. The urban population can receive only very

minor amounts offood. For big cities (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev) nothing

can be done for now. The repercussions resultingfrom this are tough but

inevitable. People workingfor the immediate German interest are to befed

with directfood allocations at their places ofwork in such a way that their

working strength can he more or less maintained.
"

Clearly these passages do not envision any plan to intentionally

starve the civilian population in the occupied east, but display rather a

sober and pragmatic concern for the tragic effects of a "catastrophic"

food situation.

With that background in mind, let us na^ return to the passage in

document NOKW-1535 cited by Harrison, but placed in a larger con-

text:^^^

"Nichtarbeitende Kriegsgefangene in den Gefangenenlagern haben zu

verhungem. Arbeitende Kriegsgefangene konnen im Einzelfalle auch aus

Heeresbestdnden erndhrt werden. Generell kann auch das angesichts der

allgemeinen Erndhrungslage leider nicht befohlen werden.

"

"Non-working prisoners of war in the inmate camps have to starve.

Workingprisoners ofwar can befed in singular cases with army resources.

But unfortunately, considering the generalfood situation, not even that can

be generally recommended.

"

The text of NOKW-1535 thus clearly acknowledges the hard truth

that some prisoners would have to starve, but it just as clearly implies

the desirability of feeding the others, and even drawing on army re-

sources to do so - though it concedes that unfortunately this is not like-

ly to be widely possible in view of the "general food situation." In short,

it means something quite the opposite of what Harrison tries to make it

say.

Original text in Hartmut Lehmann, Otto Gerhard Oexle (eds.), Nationalsozialismus in den

Kulturwissenschaften, Vendenhoeck & Ruprecht, Gottingen, 2004, Band 1, p. 432
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Harrison is not alone in misusing the text in this way. Take for ex-

ample this passage by historian Reinhard Otto:^'*^

"Orders were issued in each camp administration: nonworking and

weakened soldiers, meaning those who still had to recover, received the

smallest rations. And the camp administrationsfollowed that order. After a

tour of inspection, a district POW commander in Belorussia wrote about

the army's Michailowski POW collecting point on December 1, 1941, re-

porting that it held more than 10,000 Red Army soldiers at that time. The

previous night 144 of them had died. Nutrition was completely insufficient

Working POWs officially got 200 grams ofbread, one kilogram ofpotatoes,

and 200 grams ofcabbage, noinvoiii'ng prisoners about halfofthat quanti-

ty, but in fact it was less. Quartermaster General Wagner described it with

one short sentence: 'Nonworking POWs in the camps must starve.

Otto's account speaks of a single prisoner of war camp with 10,000

inmates - one facing a dire shortage of food, to be sure, but with no in-

dication that this shortage was intentional on the part of German author-

ities. What has this to do with an alleged extermination "plan" to starve

the civilian population? As so often, what we have here is a snippet of a

few words, taken out of context, which is uncritically passed from one

exterminationist publication to the next. To take yet another example,

the quotation appears as follows in a recent book by Peter Longerich:

"prisoners of war in the camps who are not working will have to

starve."'''*^ The wording of the translation is sHghtly different in this

case, but the misrepresentation of source material remains the same.

Moreover, other documents clearly refute any notion of a deliberate

program for starving Soviet POWs. For example, a Merkblatt fur die

Behandlung sowjetischer Kriegsgefangener (Bulletin for the treatment

of Soviet prisoners of war), without date, opens with these words:

"Die Behandlung feindlicher Kriegsgefangener beeinflufit in militdri-

scher, politischer und wirtschaftlicher Hinsicht weitgehend unsere Kriegs-

fuhrung. Richtige Behandlung heifit gerechte Behandlung. Gerechtigkeit,

die Hdrte dort, wo sie erforderlich ist, nicht ausschliefit, ist nicht nur

militdrisches Gesetz, sondern auch ein Gebot der Klugheit

"

"The treatment ofenemy prisoners ofwar broadly affects our ability to

conduct war, whetherfrom the military, political or economic point ofview.

Correct treatment is just treatment. Justice, which does not exclude hard-

R. Otto, "The fate of Soviet soldiers in German captivity", in: The Holocaust in the Soviet Un-

ion. Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Washington, D.C., 2005, p. 132.

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews. Oxford University Press,

New York, 2010, p. 249.
'™ NARA, T 175, Roll 225, 2764247-2764248.
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ness where it is required, is not only military law, but also a principle of

prudence.

"

After having underlined the importance of each of these three as-

pects of the problem, the document then comes to the following conclu-

sion:

"Darum: Ausreichende Erndhrung und gute Behandlung aller Kriegs-

gefangenen vom Zeitpunkt ihrer Gefangenennahme.
"

"Therefore: adequate nourishment and a good treatment of all prison-

ers ofwarfrom the moment oftheir capture.
"

Indeed, as early as 26 August 1 94 1 Albert Speer ordered that Soviet

prisoners of war should be employed to fill the vacant work positions

left by the 100,000 French prisoners of war whom he had reassigned to

the air armament industry {Luftwaffenindustrie)?^^

The "Directives for the treatment of Soviet POWs in all war prison-

ers camps [Anordnungen fur die Behandlung sowjetischer Kr.Gef. in

alien Kriegsgefangenenlagem]" apporoved by the Oberkomtnando der

Wehrmacht on 8 September 1941 and dispatched by Martin Bormann

on 30 September from the Filhrerhauptquartier, contained severe but

not oppressive directives

"Behandlung muss kiihl, doch korrekt sein. [...] Der arbeitswillige und

gehorsame Kr. Gef. ist korrekt zu behandeln. [...] Durch bessere Ver-

pflegung, Behandlung und Unterkunft soil ein Ausfiihrungsorgan im Lager

geschajfen werden, das die Tdtigkeit der deutschen Wachmannschaft stark

entlastet

"

"Treatment shall be reserved, but correct. [. . .] The obedient POW will-

ing to work has to be treated correctly. [...] Through better nourishment,

treatment and accommodation an executive branch shall be established

within the camp which will strongly relieve the operational burden of the

German security guard unit
"

On 31 October Supreme Commander of the Wehrmacht Wilhelm

Keitel released an order by Hitler related to the general mobilization of

Soviet prisoners of war for work purposes

"The Fuehrer [sic] has now ordered that the laborpower ofthe Russian

prisoners ofwar should also be utilized to a great extent by large scale as-

signments for the requirements of the war industry. The prerequisite for

production is adequate nourishment.

"

On 7 November Goring, in his capacity as Plenipotentiary for the

Four Year Plan, gathered in his Ministry a meeting with the subject

PS-3005. IMT, vol. XXXI, p. 474.

PS-1519. IMT, vol. XXVn, pp. 275-277.

EC- 1 94. NMT, vol. II, p. 394.
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"Einsatz russischer Arbeitskrdfte in der Kriegswirtschaff (Deployment

of Russian workers in the war economy) in which - among other things

- the question of the "Einsatz von russischen Kriegsgefangenen" (De-

ployment of Russian prisoners of war) was discussed. The material and

organizational requirements for their utilization were meticulously de-

scribed, including the question of their ''Verpflegung" (provisions) i^^"*

"Der Russe ist geniigsam, daher leicht und ohne schwerwiegenden

Einbruch in unsere Emdlimngsbilanz zii enidhren. Er soil nicht verwdhnt

oder an deutsche Kost gewdlint, nnij] aber gesdttigt und in seiner dem

Einsatz entsprechenden Leistiingsfdhiglieit erhalten werden.
"

"The Russian is frugal, and tlierefore easily nourishable without grave

consequences for ourfood balance. He shall not be pampered or grow ac-

customed to German food, but he must be kept satiated and productive in

accordance with his assignment.
"

In the report of a conference at the Reichsministerium fiir Emdhrung

und Landwirtschaft (Reich Ministry for Nourishment and Agriculture)

held on 24 November 1941 under the title "Nourishment of Russian

prisoners of war and civilian workers [Erndhrung der russischen

Kriegsgefangenen und ZivilarbeiterY details of the projected level of

provisioning are even laid out in chart form: ten dishes containing a to-

tal of 2,540 kcal were specified, and that for prisoners engaged in mere-

ly "light" work!
'"'^^

The question is thus not as cut-and-dried as Harrison would have his

reader believe. German planners did indeed anticipate wide-spread hun-

ger as a consequence of the food situation in 1941, but the records of

their ovra deliberations make it clear that deliberately starving prisoners

of war to death was neither envisioned by policy nor recommended in

practice.

[7] "In November, Goring told the Italian Foreign Minister, Ciano:

'This year, 20 to 30 million people will die ofhunger in Russia. Perhaps it

is a good thing that this is happening, because certain peoples must be dec-

imated. "'
(pp. 95f

)

Harrison makes reference here to "Czeslaw Madajczyk (ed), 'Gen-

eralplan Ost,' Polish Western Affairs Will, 1962, pp. 391-442." The fact

that no precise page is cited means - as usual - that Harrison has almost

PS-l 193. IMT, vol. XXVll, p. 58; PS-1519. IMT, vol. XXVII, p. 67.

"Entwurf. Kostsatzfur sowjetische Kriegsgefangene im Reich bei leichter Arbeit (aufGrund
der Besprechung bei Herrn Min.-Dirig. Dr. Claufien am 27.11.41 im Reichsministeriumfar

Emdhrung und Landwirtschaft/' (Draft: Cost ratio for Soviet prisoners ofwar in the Reich fo:

light work (based on the conference with Assistant Secretary Dr. ClauBen on 27.1 1.41 in the

Reich Ministry for Nourishment and Agriculture)). USSR-177. IMT, vol. XXXIX, p. 448.
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certainly taken the text from the web.^^^ Moreover, in the whole of their

"critique," the "plagiarist bloggers" mention this article only here and in

their bibliography (p. 535). Madajczyk quotes the passage referred to by

Harrison from a French edition of Ciano's "secret archives" {Les ar-

chives secretes du comte Ciano), a collection of verbal protocols record-

ing conversations Ciano held with high officials from various countries

during his time in office. The complete text of the passage in question,

as presented in this French version, is as follows:^^^

"Dans les camps de prisonniers russes, apres avoir mange tout ce qui

etait possible, y compris les semelles de leurs souliers, ils ont maintenant

commence a se manger entre eux, et, ce qui est plus grave, ils ont mange

aussi une sentinelle allemande. Cette annee, 20 a 30 millions de personnes

mourront de faim en Russie. Peut-etre est-il bien qu 'il en soit ainsi, car

certains peuples doivent etre decimes. Mais mime s'ils ne I'etaient pas, il

n'y a rien a faire. II est clair que si I'humanite est destinee a mourir de

faim, les derniers seront nos deuxpeuples.

"

"Inside the camps ofthe Russian prisoners ofwar, after they had eaten

all that was possible, including the shoe soles and their boots, they started

eating each other, and, what was more serious, they also devoured a Ger-

man watch guard. In this year between 20 and 30 million people will starve

to death in Russia. Perhaps it is good that this happens, because certain

people have to be decimated. But even if that were not so, there is nothing

to be done. It is clear that, if humanity is destined to starve to death, our

two nations will be the last.
"

However, when we look at the entry about the encounter in Ciano's

own diary, as found in the complete edition pubhshed by Renzo De Fe-

lice, we find a strikingly different account of the conversation:

"Era impressionante quando parlava dei russi che si mangiano tra loro

e che hanno mangiato anche una sentinella tedesca in un campo di

prigionieri. La faceva con la piii assoluta indifferenza. Eppure e un uomo

di cuore e quando ha parlato di Udet e Mdlders [Assi dell' aviazione

tedesca], scomparsi in questi giorni, le lacrime sono apparse sui suoi

occhi.

Un episodio drammatico. Goring mi ha detto che la fame tra i prigio-

nieri russi e tale e tanta che ormai, per avviarli verso I ' interna, non e piu

necessario inquadrarli con soldati armati: basta mettere in testa ad una

www.worldluturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/GPO/gpoarticle.HTM

Quoted in J. Stengers, "Himmler et I'extermination de 30 millions de slaves," Vingtieme

Steele, no. 71 (2001.3), pp. 3-11. (Available online at: www.carm.info/revue-vingtieme-siecle-

revue-d-histoire-2001-3-page-3.htm.) The text is in fact readily available in English translation

as well: see M. Muggeridge (ed.), S. Hood, transl., Ciano 's Diplomatic Papers, Odhams Press,

London, 1948, pp. 464-5.

G. Ciano, Diario 1937-1943, R. De Fehce, ed. Rizzoh, Milan, 1980, p. 560.
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colonna una cucina da campo che diffonda odore di mangiare, perche

migliaia e migliaia di prigionieri seguano come una mandria d' animali

famelici. E siamo neU'anno digrazia 1941.

"

"It was impressive when he spoke about the Russians eating each other

and who have also eaten a German watch guard in a prisoners of war

camp. He did it with the utmost casualness. However he showed heart and

when he spoke about Udet and Mdlders [two heroes of the German air

force], deceased in these days, tears appeared in his eyes.

A dramatic episode. Goring told me that the famine among the Russian

prisoners is so intense that currently, when moving them to the rear, it is no

longer necessary to surround them with armed soldiers; it suffices to put at

the head of the column a field kitchen emanating food scents in order to

have thousand and thousand ofprisoners follow it like voracious animals.

And were are in the year ofthe Lord 1941.
"

The differences are obvious and naturally raise the question why the

"secret archives" version deviates so drastically from Ciano's personal

account, as confided to his diary. But even if we accept the protocol text

as authentic, only a high dose of hypocrisy permits the conclusion that it

confirms an NS plan to deliberately starve Soviet populations.

[8] On page 96 Harrison concludes:

"During the summer of 1941, starvation policy was conjoined with a

more active shooting policy, partially justified by the concept of reprisal

andpartly by a conflation ofall male Jews with Bolshevism.

"

As I have demonstrated above, Harrison's pretense of having estab-

lished the existence of a "starvation policy" through an accumulation of

heterogeneous quotations, taken out of context and misinterpreted, is

simply ridiculous. If that were not enough, however, his allusion to the

Einsatzgruppen here completely destroys this pretense. The Ereign-

ismeldungen (Event reports, abbreviated as EM) of the Einsatzgruppen

show in fact a complete opposite understanding of the situation. The

Red Army, during their retreat before the advancing German troops,

disassembled or destroyed production facilities, emptied food stores,

took away cattle and partly destroyed crops, consequently condemning

to starvation the populations left behind. One of the main tasks of the

German administration in the Occupied Eastern Territories thus was to

reestablish essential economic conditions, something which is reported

on extensively in the reports of the Einsatzgruppen. I give here some

further examples related to White Russia. In EM no. 73 of 4.9.I94I we

K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit., pp. 398f.
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"Die Beschaffung von Nahmngsmittelfur die Zivilbevolkemng ist nach

wie vor eine der schwierigsten Aufgaben der einheimischen provisorischen

Verwaltungsstellen.

"

"The procurement offoodfor the civilian population is still one of the

most difficult tasks ofthe localprovisional administration.
"

Notwithstanding the measures taken "partly with the support of the

[military] Field and Local Headquarters \z.T. mit UnterstUtzung der

Feld- und Ortskommandanturen],'" the situation did not improve signif-

icantly, except for those working for German companies. Nonetheless

the population was confident:

" Wdhrend man anfangs im grofieren Umfange von drohender Hungers-

not im Winter sprach, hat sich die Auffassung nunmehr dahingehend

gewandelt, dass die Deutschen wohl alle Mafinahmen treffen werden, um
diese Hungersnot abzuwenden.

"

"While in the beginning there was considerable talk about the looming

threat offamine by winter, the perception has meanwhile changed in the di-

rection that the Germans will take all the efforts necessary to thwart this

famine.

"

The author of the report further reveals the line of action to be taken:

"Es wird vielmehr eine planvolle deutsche UnterstUtzung notwendig

sein.

"

"A planned German support will rather be necessary.

"

At the time of report's vmting in September 1941, German authori-

ties had not yet been able to provide substantial aid to local populations,

because obviously they were required "predominantly to supply the

troops with food and beyond that the Reich \in erster Linie die Truppe

und darilber hinaus das Reich mit Nahrungsmitteln zu versorgen]." If

the territory of Belorussia was to be utilized for a long time by the

Reich, as the author of the report implies, "then the population's co-

operation must be gained, and here an adequate food supply is an im-

portant prerequisite [dann mufi die Bevolkerung zur Mitarbeit gewon-

nen werden, und hier ist eine ausreichende Versorgung wichtige Vor-

aussetzung]."

The Germans presented themselves as the liberators from Judeo-

Bolshevism, and they were anxious to ensure that local populations

immediately and instinctively understood "that the German people does

not lead the war against the peoples of the Soviet Union, but exclusively

against Jewish Bolshevism [dass das deutsche Volk diesen Krieg nicht

gegen die Vdlker der UdSSR fiihrt, sondern ausschliesslich gegen den
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judischen Bolschewismus]."^^^ What then would be the purpose of

starving milhons of those people?

EM no. 133 of 14 Nov. 1941 states:'*'

"Da aus den von den Russen evakuierten Stddten neuerdings auch

sdmdiche Lehensmittelvorrdtefortgeschafft oder vemichtet worden sind, ist

die Enidhrungslage in den neubesetzten Stddten naturgemdfi ausserordent-

lich schwierig. [...] Diese schwierige Erndhrungslage hat dann auch dazu

gefiihrt, dass die in den neubesetzten Gebieten noch verbliebene

Bevolkerung die Besetzung des Gebietes durch die deutsche Wehrmacht vor

aUem in der Erwartung begriisst, dass nunmehr eine Besserung ihrer

Erndhrungslage schnellstens erfolgen werde.
"

"Because recently all the food supplies have been destroyed or carried

away from the cities evacuated by the Russians, the nourishment situation

in the newly occupied cities is ofcourse extremely difficult [...] This diffi-

cult nourishment situation has also, consequently, led to the fact that the

population left behind in the newly occupied areas has welcomed the occu-

pation of the area by the German Wehrmacht above all in the expectation

that an improvement of theirfood situation will now set in veryfast.
"

The Einsatzgruppen thus acted according to the directives estab-

hshed by Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories Alfred

Rosenberg some months earlier. In his "Working Guidelines for the

Civil Administration [Arbeitsrichtlinien jur die Zivilverwaltung\" part

of the so-called "Braune Mappe" or "Brown Folder" outlining pohcy

for the occupied Eastern territories, Rosenberg declared:'*^

"Wo ein dringender Bedarf der Bevolkerung an Versorgungsgutern

besteht, ist dieser im Rahmen der Mdglichkeit zu befriedigen, damit Hun-

gersnote vermieden werden. Es kann erwunscht sein, an dringend Hilfs-

bediirftige (Arbeitslose u. dergl), Unterstiitzungen in Geld und Naturalien

zu gewdhren.

"

"Where a pressing demand of the population for food supplies exists,

this is to be satisfied within the limits ofpossibility in order to avoidfam-

ines. It may be desirable to hand out allowances in money or in kind to

those in desperate need (the unemployed and the like).
"

German policy in the occupied Eastern territories thus was not one

of plunder for plunder's sake; food was indeed requisitioned for use by

troops in the short term, but occupation authorities simultaneously pur-

sued a long-term policy of reconstruction and investment. An affidavit

submitted to the Nuremberg Tribxmal in March 1946 by Dr. Ing. Carl

Ibid., p. 609, EM no. 100 of 1.10.1941.

Ibid, p. ISO.

PS-1056. IMT, vol. XXVI, p. 604. The memorandum is without date, but it stems from July

1941.
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Heinrich Dencker, an expert in agricultural technology for the Ministry

for the Occupied Eastern Territories, gives some insight into the scope

of this effort. For example, while the Soviets destroyed the major part

of local agricultural machinery during their retreat, the Germans were

able to repair 40% of the damaged machines, and themselves delivered

replacement machines to make up the remaining 60%. In the years 1 942

and 1943 alone the Reich sent into the occupied Soviet territories ap-

proximately 271,000 machines or spare parts worth some 180 million

Reichsmarks, and further delivered some 8,000 tons of fuels and 65,000

tons of lignite briquets each month. The machinery was given to the

koUchoses and sovkhoses (agricultural collectives), which paid only Vg

of their value, to wit 30,000,000 RM; the remaining % of the cost,

150,000,000 RM, was absorbed by the German administration as an

"Abschleusungsbetrag" (write-off).
^''^ So much for the Germans' al-

leged "starvation plan" for the occupied East.

5.2. The "Starvation Policy" and the "More Active

Shooting Policy"

[9] Having tried (and failed) to establish the existence of a "starva-

tion policy" in the German plans for the occupied East, Harrison turns

next to the question of the real but consistently misrepresented program

of targeted shootings which the Germans pursued in their effort to rid

the USSR of Bolshevist influences:

"In March 1941, Goring had told Heydrich to draft a warning to the

troops 'so that they would know whom in practice to put up against the

wall.'" (p. 96)

The source indicated by Harrison here is "Browning, Path, p. 236,

citing Secret file note Heydrich (CdS B Nr. 3795/41), 26.3.41, RGVA
500-3-795, fols. 140-42" (footnote 17 on p. 96). The abbreviated title

"Path" of course refers to Christopher R. Browning's The Path to Gen-

ocide: Essays on the Launching of the Final Solution (Cambridge,

1992). In the Italian edition of this book^'^'* the text quoted by Harrison

is nowhere to be found; on the other hand, the original edition has fewer

than 210 pages, including front matter, so Harrison's "p. 236" is clearly

an error. In fact the quotation appears in another book by Browning,

Rosenberg-35. IMT, vol. XLI, pp. 202-205. Affidavit by Dr. Ing. Carl Heinrich Dencker of 26

March 1946.

C. R. Browning, Verso il genocidio. Come e statu possibile la "soluzionefinale. " II Saggiato-

re, Milan, 1998.
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where it does indeed fall on p. 236:^*^

"When Heydrich submitted his draftfor a 'solution of the Jewish ques-

tion ' to Goring on March 26, 1941, the Reichsmarschall requested - along-

side a warning to the troops about the dangerfrom GPU members, politi-

cal commissars, Jews, and others, 'so that they would know whom in prac-

tice to put up against the wall' - the addition ofreferences to Rosenberg's

future competencies.

"

Browning's full reference for the source is as follows:^''''

"Secretfile note Heydrich (CdS B Nr. 3795/41) to Miiller ('also for the

information ofEichmann' fauch zur Unterrichtung Eichmann]), Schellen-

berg, Streckenbach, Filbert (for Jost), Ohlendorf ('only for per.sonal, veiy

confidential information' fnur zur persdnlichen, streng vertraulichen In-

formation]), March 26, 1941, Special Archive Moscow (hereafter cited as

SAM) 500-3-795, fols. 140-45, extracts printed in Klein, Die Einsatzgrup-

pen in der besetzten Sowjetunion, pp. 367-68; Aly, 'Final Solution, ' p.

172.

"

As Browning notes, extracts from the document were transcribed by

Peter Klein in his study about the Einsatzgruppen. The part quoted by

Browning (and thus Harrison) runs as follows:^'''

"Der Reichsmarschall sprach mich u.a. darauf an, dafi bei einem Eins-

atz in Rufiland wir eine ganz kurze, 3-4 seitige Unterrichtung vorbereiten

sollten, die die Truppe mitbekommen konne. Uber die Gefdhrlichkeit der

GPU-Organisation, der Polit-Kommissare, Juden usw., damit sie wisse,

wen sie praktisch an die Wand zu stellen haben.
"

"The Reichsmarschall told me among other things thatfor an operation

in Russia we should prepare a very short, 3-4 page-long briefing paper

which could be given to the troops. About the danger of the GPU-
organization [a secret service unit], ofthe political commissars, ofthe Jews,

etc., so that they would know in practice who they have to put up against

the wall

"

This comment, as will be explained below, referred to members of

the Soviet state machinery, and despite the appearance of "Jews" in its

list of dangerous elements, has nothing to do with a Jewish extermina-

tion policy as such. Discussing this document in its historical context,

Gotz Aly in fact comes to the conclusion "that at the lastest from March

Christopher R. Browning, Jiirgen Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution. The Evolution

ofNazi Jewish Policy, September 1939-March 1942. Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, 2004.

Ibid. , endnote 1 00 on p. 485

.

P. Klein (ed.), Die Einsatzgruppen in der besetzten Sowjetunion 1941/42. Die Tdtigkeits- und

Lageberichte des Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD. Edition Hentrich, Berlin, 1997, pp.

367-368. The document is presented as "Aktennotiz fur Himmler iiber eine Unterredung

Heydrichs mit Goring am 26.3.1941" with the following reference: "Sonderarchiv Moskau

500/3/795 Bl. 140-145."
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1941, Heydrich's deliberations for a 'solution of the Jewish question'

referred to the territory of the Soviet Union {dafi sich Heydrichs Uber-

legungen fiir die 'Losung der Judenfrage ' spdtestens seit Mdrz 1941 auf

das Territorium der Sowjetunion bezogen]." He then adds that Heyd-

rich, "in parallel with the conceptual formation of the later Einsatz-

gruppen [parallel zur konzeptionellen Formierung der spdteren Ein-

satzgruppen]," prepared "in the same context the deportation of all Eu-

ropean Jews [...] living West of the German-Soviet border of interests

\im selben Kontext die Deportation alter europdischen Juden [...] die

westlich der deutsch-sowjetischen Interessengrenze lebten]."^^^ This

implies that deportations and shootings were two coexisting but sepa-

rate policies, and that the former did not entail the latter, and vice versa.

This of course is exactly the opposite of what Harrison is trying to claim

with his conflation of the two.

[10] Harrison continues:

"On June 17, 1941, Heydrich held a meeting with the unit commanders

of the Einsatzgruppen in Berlin, giving instructions for the units to follow

after the invasion. On July 2, 1941, he passed on a summary of these in-

structions to the four HSSPF. He explicitly listed 'Jews in party and state

positions ' as a group to be executed, and also called for the incitement of

pogroms, euphemistically dubbed 'self-cleansing attempts' fSelbstrei-

nigungsversuchen), but 'without trace' (spmeaXos) of German involve-

ment "
(p. 96)

The adduced reference is:

"Heydrich an Jeckeln, von dem Bach-Zelewski, Priitzmann, and Korse-

mann, 2.7.41, RGVA 500-1-25; cf Peter Klein, ed. Die Einsatzgruppen in

der besetzten Sowjetunion 1941/42. Die Taetigskeits-und Lageberichte des

Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD. Berlin: Edition Heinrich, 1997,

pp. 319-28 " (footnote 18 on p. 96)

Yet Harrison has never seen these documents, not even from a dis-

tance, because everything, quotation and references, is taken from

Browning :^*^

"The most specific document in this regard is a summary ... that Hey-

drich passed on to the Higher SS and Police Leaders ofJuly 2, 1941. Ac-

cording to Heydrich, the Einsatzgruppen had been instructed 'to execute

'

(zu exekutieren) communist functionaries, 'Jews in party and state posi-

tions ' (Juden in Partei- und Staatsstellungen), and 'other radical elements

G. Aly, ' Endlosung. " Volkerverschiebung und der Mord an den europdischen Juden. S.

Fischer, Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1995, pp. 271f.

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution: Electronic Edition, p.

6. hass.unsw.adfa.edu.au/timor_companion/documents/Browning%20expert%20evidence.pdf
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(saboteurs, propagandists, snipers, assassins, agitators, etc.) ' They were

also instructed to 'promote' (fordern) pogroms, euphemistically dubbed

'self-cleansing attempts ' (Selbstreinigungsversuchen), by local anti-Jewish

elements but 'without trace ' (spurenlos) ofGerman involvement.

"

The source cited by Browning is as follows:""

"Heydrich to Jeckeln, von dem Back-Zelewski, Priitzmann, and Korse-

mann, 2.7.41, SAM, 500-1-25, printed in: Peter Klein, ed.. Die Einsatz-

gruppen in der besetzten Sowjetunion 1941/1942 (Berlin, 1997), pp. 323-

28. [sonstigen radikalen Elemente (Saboteure, Propagandeure, Heck-

enschiitzen, Attentdter, Hetzer, usw).].
"

The only "contribution" Harrison makes to the documentation of

sources here is the substitution of SAM (= Special Archive Moscow)

with RGVA {= Rossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Voennyi Arkhiv, Russian

State Military Archive), and an error in the indication of the page loca-

tion of the excerpts in Klein's book.

As to the substance of the claim itself, Heydrich' s memo does in-

deed indicate that local efforts at "self-cleansing" should be allowed to

proceed unhindered:"^

"Den Selbstreinigungsversuchen antikommunistischer oder antijudi-

scher Kreise in den neu zu besetzenden Gebieten sind keine Hindernisse zu

hereiten. Sie sind im Gegenteil, allerdings spurenlos, zu fordern, ohne dafi

sick diese drtlichen .Selhstschutz '-Kreise spdter auf Anordnungen oder

gegebene politische Zusicherungen berufen kdnnen.

"

"The attempts at self-cleaning by anti-Communist or anti-Jewish circles

in the soon to be occupied areas is not to be impeded. On the contrary they

are to be supported, although tracelessly, without that these local 'self-

defense ' circles can later invoke directives or refer to political assurances

given to them.

"

It goes without saying, however, that such a policy is a long way

from anything resembling a systematic program of extermination.

Moreover, with regard to the question of direct German involvement

in executions, the document is focused on specifically political and

military goals (de-Bolshevization and anti-partisan measures), and

again reveals no interest in a genocidal policy of extermination as

such:"^

"Zu exekutieren sind alle Funktiondre der Komintern (wie iiberhaupt

die kommunistischen Berufspolitiker schlechthin), die hdheren, mittleren

und radikalen unteren Funktiondre der Partei, der Zentralkomitees, der

Ibid., footaote 30 on p. 30.

P. Klein (ed.), Die Einsatzgruppen in der besetzten Sowjetunion 1941/42, op. cit., pp. 325f.

Ibid, p. 325.
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Gau- und Gebietskomitees, Volkskommissare, Juden in Partei- und Staats-

stellungen, sonstigen radikalen Elemente (Saboteure, Propagandeure,

Heckenschutzen, Attentdter, Hetzer usw.)
"

"To be executed are allfunctionaries ofthe Comintern (as generally the

Communist career politicians par excellence), the higher, middle and radi-

cal lower functionaries of the Party, of the Central Committee, of the dis-

trict and area Committees, People 's Commissars, Jews in Party and State

positions, other radical elements (saboteurs, propagandists, snipers, assas-

sins, agitators, etc.)
"

Indeed, the document even allows for exceptions in cases where oth-

erwise targeted individuals are judged likely to be useful for the recon-

struction (Wiederaufbau) of the occupied territories.

Heydrich's directives thus refer to hmited measures aimed at de-

stroying the leadership of the Soviet state apparatus and combatting

subsequent resistance, and do not in any way prove the existence of a

National Socialist program to exterminate the Jews of the Soviet Union.

[11] Harrison next quotes from three separate Einsatzgruppen re-

ports:

"Among thefirst men in thefiring line were any educated Jewish males,

such as the Lwow males killed in the 'intelligentsia action ' of early July.

Einsatzgruppe C reported 'Leaders of Jewish intelligentsia (in particular

teachers, lawyers, Soviet officials) liquidated. '[19] Einsatzgruppe B noted

that 'In Minsk, the entire Jewish intelligentsia has been liquidated (teach-

ers, professors, lawyers, etc. except medical personnel). '[20] Lutsk,

Ukraine, witnessed an early example of the hugely disproportionate appli-

cation ofreprisals:[21]

On July 2 the corpses of 10 German Wehrmacht soldiers were found. In

retaliation, 1 160 Jews were shot by the Ukrainians with the help ofone

platoon ofthe police and one platoon ofthe infantry. "
(p. 96)

The footnotes 19, 20 and 21 indicate respectively "EM 13, 5.7.41,"

"EM 32, 24.7.41" and "EM 24, 16.7.41." As always, the apparent ob-

jective is to mystify readers with a show of arcane-seeming references

(the meaning of the abbreviation EM - Ereignismeldung, variously

translated as "event report" or "situation report" - is explained nowhere

in the text) but the identical wording and arrangement of quoted materi-

al reveals once more that the real method of "research" here is more like

"cut-and-paste."

The first two quotations, for example, are clearly taken from the

above-cited text by Christopher Browning:^'^

"For example, for Einsatzgruppe C: 'Leaders of Jewish intelligentsia

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 6.
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(in particular teachers, lawyers, Soviet officials) liquidated.' [...] Andfor
Einsatzgruppe B: 'In Minsk, the entire Jewish intelligentsia has been liqui-

dated (teachers, professors, lawyers, etc. except medicalpersonnel).
"'

Browning gives as his sources "EM No. 13, 5.7.41" and "EM No.

32, 24.7.41,""'' and so Harrison has simply lifted the references without

acknowledging his true source for them. The third quotation, on the

other hand, is likely taken from the website of The Nizkor Project:^^^

"On July 2 the corpses of 10 German Wehrmacht soldiers were found.

In retaliation, 1160 Jews were shot by the Ukrainians with the help ofone

platoon ofthe police and one platoon ofthe infantry.
"

That, however, is simply plausible speculation, based on the fact that

Harrison relies on an online resource in the case of the Browning article

as well. In any event, all three texts ultimately come from the book The

Einsatzgruppen Reports, a collection of the situation reports in English

franslation first published in 1989.^^* They are hardly something new in

the field of holocaust research.

As to the contents of the reports themselves, they do indeed describe

harsh measures taken by the German forces as they fought to destroy

the Bolshevist system in the USSR, but these acts must be seen in the

broader context of that struggle. For example, following the quotation

from EM 24 about the shooting of 1 , 1 60 Jews as a reprisal for ten dead

Wehrmacht personnel, Harrison comments that "The Germans did not

recognize the concept of 'proportionality' that applies to reprisals in

international law^" (p. 96) - and a reader who knew no more of the

contents of the report would have to agree: the disproportion does

seem excessive. What Harrison neglects to inform his reader, how-

ever, is that this reprisal took place in a context of repeated atrocities

committed by the retreating Bolshevist forces against local popula-

tions. Thus, to take one example, EM 24 also reports that "The pris-

ons in Lvov were crammed with the bodies of murdered Ukrainians"

and states as a "moderate estimate" that "in Lvov alone 3-4,000 persons

were either killed or deported." Or to take another: "In Sambor on June

26, 1941, about 400 Ukrainians were shot by the Bolsheviks." Moreo-

ver, the report is explicit in noting that local Jews were not mere by-

standers to these crimes: "The Jews, some of whom also held official

™ /Wrf., endnotes 34 and 36 on p. 30.

"Einsatzgruppen Operational Situation Report USSR No. 24," in:

www.nizkor.org/hweb/orgs/german/einsatzgruppen/osr/osr-024.html

Y. Arad, S, Krakowski, S. Spector (eds.), The Einsatzgruppen Reports, Holocaust Library,

New York, 1989. The reports in question (13, 32 and 24) appear on pages 8-9, 45-46 and 29-

33 respectively
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positions, in addition to their economic supremacy, and who served in

the entire Bolshevik police, were always partners in these atrocities.
"^'^

Naturally, as with all such material - including, indeed, the self-

reporting of the Einsatzgruppen themselves - these tales of atrocity no

doubt should be treated with caution. But while we might hesitate to

draw firm conclusions from such evidence, and while we certainly

would not seek to justify one atrocity with another, we can at least say

that it is fundamentally dishonest to present the matter, as Harrison

does, by "cherry-picking" quotations to create a misleading, one-

dimensional portrayal of "Nazi" evil and Jewish victimhood. It hardly

need be added, moreover, that nothing in the material quoted by Harri-

son serves to indicate the existence of a systematic program of extermi-

nation.

[12] Continuing his exposition, Harrison writes:

"By October, one military leader, Reichenau, was calling for a 'tough

butjust atonement ofJewish Untermenschentum.
'

" (pp. 96f.)

This quotation is a perfect example to demonstrate the working

method of orthodox holocaust historians. The text of course is equivo-

cal: by "just" did Reichenau mean to say that the "atonement" should be

measured and equitable ("just treatment") or rather that, however harsh

it might prove, it was deserved? As source for the quotation, Harrison

cites a volume by German historians Gerd R. Ueberschar and Wolfram

Wette where Reichenau's order is reproduced starting on p. 285 (foot-

note 23, p. 97). However, in a discussion earlier in their book,^^^

Ueberschar and Wette also quote from the text in part, writing that Gen-

eralmarschall von Reichenau, Generaloberst Hoth and General von

Manstein

"in ihren Armeebefehlen zum Ausdruck brachten, als sie ihre Soldaten

dazu aufforderten, 'fur die Notwendigkeit der harten, aber gerechten (sic!)

Siihne am judischen Untermenschentum voiles Verstdndnis [zu] haben'

[...]"

"gave notice in their Army orders that they expected their soldiers to

'show full comprehension for the necessity of the hard but deserved (sic!)

atonement on the Jewish subhumanity '[...]"

The "(sic!)" here shows clearly that Gerd R. Ueberschar and Wolf-

ram Wette interpreted the adjective "gerechten" in the sense of "just,

right, fair" - and shows just as clearly their desire to warn readers away

Ibid., p. 30.

Gerd R. Ueberschar, Wolfram Wette (eds.): Der deutsche Uberfall aufdie Sowjetunion - "Un-

temehmen Barbarossa " 1941. Fischer Taschenbuch, Frankfiut am Main, 1991, p. 104.
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from any such idea. With that "spin" applied to the context, they then

complete the sentence as follows:

"und sich 'die erbarmungslose Ausrottung artfremder Heimtucke und

Grausamkeit' zum Ziel des militarischen Kampfes zu machen.

"

"and to make 'the remorseless eradication of the treachery and cruelty,

-which is alien to the [our] kind, ' a goal ofthe military struggle.
"

Thus, German soldiers are said to have received explicit orders to

commit exterminations and atrocities.

The document in question is a secret order of Generalfeldmarschall

Walther von Reichenau dated 10 October 1941 and bearing the subject

heading "Behavior of the troops in the Eastern territory [Verhalten der

Truppe im Ostraum]." It begins as follows (1 quote from the original

text and from the official franslation prepared for the Nuremberg Tribu-

nal and published in the document collection Nazi Conspiracy and Ag-

gression):

"Hinsichtlich des Verhaltens der Truppe gegeniiber dem bolschewisti-

schen System bestehen vielfach noch unklare Vorstellungen.

Das wesentlichste Ziel des Feldzuges gegen das jiidisch-bolschewisti-

sche System ist die vdllige Zerschlagung der Machtmittel und die Ausrot-

tung des asiatischen Einflusses im europaischen Kulturkreis.

Hierdurch entstehen auch fiir die Truppe Aufgaben, die iiber das her-

gebrachte einseitige Soldatentum hinausgehen. Der Soldat ist im Ostraum

nicht nur ein Kdmpfer nach den Regeln der Kriegskunst, sondern auch

Trdger einer unerbittlichen vdlkischen Idee und der Rdcher fiir alle Besti-

alitaten, die deutschem und artverwandtem Volkstum zugefiigt wurden.

Deshalb mufi der Soldatfiir die Notwendigkeit der harten, aber gerech-

ten Siihne am jiidischen Untermenschentum voiles Verstdndnis haben. Sie

hat den weiteren Zweck, Erhebungen im Riicken der Wehrmacht, die erfah-

rungsgemdfi stets von Juden angezettelt wurden, im Keime zu ersticken.
"

"Regarding the conduct of troops towards the bolshevistic system,

vague ideas are still prevalent in many cases.

The most essential aim ofwar against the Jewish-bolshevistic system is

a complete destruction of the means ofpower and the elimination ofasiatic

influencefrom the European cultural area.

In this connection the troops are facing tasks which exceed the tradi-

tional onesided routine ofsoldiering. The soldier in the eastern territories

is not merely a fighter according to the rules of warfare but also a bearer

ofrelentless ethnic idea and the avenger ofall bestialities which have been

inflicted upon German and racially related nations.

NOKW-341 1. NMT, vol. XI, pp. 329-330, Facsimile of the original document; D-411. IMT,

vol. XXXV, pp. 84-86; UK-81. NCA, vol. VIII, pp. 585-586.
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Therefore the soldier must havefull understandingfor the necessity ofa

severe but just atonement on the Jewish subhumanity. It has furthermore

the purpose to choke at the outset revolts in Wehrmacht's hinterland which,

as experienceproves, have always been instigated by Jews.

"

The document then lists various perceived problems with the behav-

ior of troops at the front, including, remarkably, an over-generous read-

iness to share their rations with the enemy:

"Das Verpflegen von Landeseinwohnern und Kriegsgefangenen, die

nicht im Dienste der Wehrmacht stehen.an Truppenkuchen ist eine ebenso

missverstandene Menschlichkeit wie das Verschenken von Zigaretten und

Brot. Was die Heimat unter grosser Entsagung entbehrt, was die Fiihrung

unter grossten Schwierigkeiten nach vorne bringt, hat nicht der Soldat an

den Feind zu verschenken, auch nicht, wenn es aus der Beute stammt. Sic

ist ein notwendiger Teil unserer Versorgung.
"

"The feeding of the natives and ofprisoners ofwar who are not work-

ingfor the Armed Forcesfrom Army kitchens is an equally misunderstood

humanitarian act as is the giving ofcigarettes and bread. Things which the

people at home can spare under great sacrifices and things which are being

brought by the Command to thefront under great difficulties, should not be

given to the enemy by the soldier not even ifthey originatefrom booty. It is

an importantpart ofour supply.

"

Thus, some three and a half months after the start of Operation Bar-

barossa, word of the alleged "starvation policy" of the NS regime ap-

parently had yet to trickle down to the troops meant to implement it,

who were still good-naturedly sharing their cigarettes and bread with

the enemy!

No doubt von Reichenau was right to be concerned that a "misun-

derstood humanitarian" spirit could become a hindrance to effective

conduct of the war, but did he - as Harrison and others imply - order

engagement in "atrocities" instead? At the end of the document, the

Generalfeldmarschall's expectations for his troops are summarized as

follows:

"Der Schrecken vor den deutschen Gegenmafinahmen miifi starker sein

als die Drohung der umherirrenden bolschewistischen Restteile. Fern von

alien politischen Erwdgungen der Zukunft hat der Soldat zweierlei zu

erfiillen:

1.) Die vdllige Vernichtung der bolschewistischen Irrlehre, des Sowjet-

Staates und seiner Wehrmacht,

2.) die erbarmungslose Ausrottung artfremder Heimtiicke und Grau-

samkeit und damit die Sicherung des Lebens der deutschen Wehrmacht in

RuSland.

Nur so werden wir unserer geschichtlichen Aufgabe gerecht, das
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deutsche Volk von der asiatisch-judischen Gefahr ein fur allemal zu

befreien.

"

"The fear of the German counter-measures must be stronger than the

threats of the wandering bolshevistic remnants. Beingfarfrom all political

considerations ofthefuture the soldier has tofulfill two tasks:

1. Complete annihilation of the false bolshevistic doctrine of the Soviet

state and its armedforces.

2. The pitiless extermination offoreign treachery and cruelty and thus

theprotection ofthe lives ofmilitary personnel in Russia.

This is the only way to fulfil our historic task to liberate the German

people onceforeverfrom the Asiatic-Jewish danger.

"

Yes, the document plainly speaks of "complete annihilation" and

"pitiless extermination" - but the intended "victims" are "false bolshe-

vistic doctrine" and "treachery and cruelty" foreign to the German spir-

it. As a soldier, von Reichenau certainly knew the realities of war and

doubtless had no illusions that these goals could be reached without vio-

lence and bloodshed, but he is far from suggesting the latter as ends in

themselves. Indeed von Reichenau did not order German soldiers to

commit atrocities against the Eastern populations, or even Jevv^s in par-

ticular, but only to take action to impede and extirpate Bolshevik atroci-

ties for the protection of the German army and nation.^^"

This example thus shows in a paradigmatic way the misleading and

deceptive nature of the "method" of piling up quotations taken out of

context which is so relied upon by Harrison and his ilk.

[13] From this collection of non sequiturs and misrepresented

sources, Harrison now draws his conclusions - conclusions which are of

course quite unfounded:

"Nazi desires to wreak vengeance against Jews therefore converged, in

the East, with a military culture in which vengeance actions were already

inclined to seek unlimited total solutions. " (p. 97)

As support, presumably, for his contention that Germany nurtured "a

military culture in which vengeance actions were [...] inclined to seek

unlimited total solutions," Harrison cites "Isabel V. Hull, Absolute De-

struction. Military Culture and the Practices of War in Imperial Ger-

many. London, 2005" (footnote 24, p. 97), but since he offers no page

number(s) to consult, it is difficult to say what, apart perhaps from the

evocative effect of the book's title, he intends his reader to derive from

the reference. (Indeed, the book is mentioned only here and in the bibli-

In this way, the document further confirms the vaUdity of our interpretation of Rosenberg's

use of the term "Ausrottung" (eradication) as well. See section [70] below.
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ography on p. 549 - yet another example of "cut and paste.") In any

case, no reference to Hull's work is necessary to see the empty absurdi-

ty of Harrison's claim regarding "unlimited total solutions" in "venge-

ance actions" for an army that has to be reminded not to share its ciga-

rettes with captured enemy soldiers.

Harrison no doubt believes that he has scored a point of some kind

in affirming that "this context is totally ignored by MGK" (p. 97), but

while it is indeed true that we have ignored this sideline of WWII histo-

ry in our previous work, that is only because "this context," as Harrison

claims it, does not exist as such, but is merely the illusory result of mul-

tiple deceptions and misinterpretations.

5.3. The "Reprisal Policy" and the Jewish

Extermination

[14] Harrison adds that the supposed context we "ignore" is "sys-

tematically misrepresented by deniers who discuss reprisal policy." He
then states that "the northern sector of the occupied territories" under

the jurisdiction of Franz Stahlecker, the leader ofEinsatzgruppe A, "be-

came the source of a crucial local initiative" and goes on to mention the

shooting of 201 Jews on 23 June 1941 by Einsatzgruppe A. He moreo-

ver states that Einsatzkommando (EK) Tilsif conducted similar kill-

ings, predominantly of Jews, in the nearby tovms of Krottingen (June

25, 214 people) and Polangen (June 27, 111 people); both were reprisal

measures for guerrilla activities." (p. 97)

We have no difficulty admitting that the German reprisal measures

in the East, and not only there, were at times excessive and dispropor-

tionate, sometimes even performed with false pretenses, but this has

nothing to do with a "radicalization" which would have almost automat-

ically led to a mass extermination of the Jews.

[15] Harrison affirms that "Heydrich and Himmler, in their June 30

tour of Grodno, 'approved in full' the measures of EK Tilsit." The

source (footnote 28 on p. 97) is "Peter Witte et al. (eds.), Der Dienstkal-

ender Heinrich Himmlers 1941/42. Hamburg: Christians, 1999." This

reference is without a doubt false, because Harrison does not indicate

the relevant page number of this book. The approval of the measures

taken by EK [Einsatzkommando] Tilsit can be found in the report of

Stapo-Stelle Tilsit of 1 July 1941, RGVA-500- 1-758, of which Harrison

knows only the words "approved in fiiU," taken most probably fi-om the

article mentioned by him in footnote 27, which states: "Report of Stapo
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Tilsit, 1.7.41, RGVA 500-1-758; cf. Konrad Kwiet, 'Rehearsing for

Murder: The Beginning of the Final Solution in Lithuania in June

194\; HGS 12/ \, 1998, p. 5."

Kwiet writes:

"On June 30, Himmler and Heydrich arrived in Augustowo. They had

already received telegraphic messages concerning the location and death

toll of the first mass shootings, and after examining a detailed report, 'they

both approved unreservedly ofthe measures ' taken by EK Tilsit [39] .

"

His endnote 39 on p. 23 refers to a "Report Stapostelle Tilsit,

1.7.41." Harrison took the reference "RGVA 500-1-758" from endnote

5 on p. 22: "Special Archives Moscow (Osobi), 500-1-758, fol. 2, Re-

port of Stapostelle Tilsit," substituting as usual the acronym "RGVA"
for the name of the archive. The words "approved in fiiU" are evidently

an elaboration of "approved unreservedly" to disguise the plagiarism.

The text of the document proves that at that time neither an order nor

a policy of Jewish extermination existed:

"Im Zusammenwirken mit dem SD-Abschnitt in Tilsit wurden drei

Grojisduberungsaktionen durchgefiihrt, und zwar wurden

am 24. Juni 1941 in Gardsen (einschl. 1 Frau) 201 Personen

am 24. Juni 1941 in Krottingen (einschl. 1 Frau) 214 Personen

am 27. Juni in Polangen 111 Personen erschossen.
"

"In co-operation with the SD [Sicherheitsdienst - Security Service] dis-

trict in Tilsit three major cleansing operations were performed, and in par-

ticular

on 24 June 1941 in Gardsen (including 1 woman) 201 persons

on 24 June 1941 in Krottingen (including 1 woman) 214 persons

on 27 June in Polangen 111 persons were shot.
"

After having explained the reasons for these reprisal measures, the

report continues:

"Es wurden bei alien drei Grofieinsdtzen vorwiegend Juden liquidiert.

Es befanden sich darunter jedoch auch bolschewistische Funktiondre und

Heckenschiitzen, die zum Teil als solche von der Wehrmacht der

Sicherheitspolizei ubergeben waren.

"

"In all three large scale operations mostly Jews were liquidated. How-
ever among them were also Bolshevik functionaries and snipers, who in

part had been handed over as suchfrom the Wehrmacht to the Security Po-

lice.
"

On 26 June Krottingen was burned dovm - it was suspected by the

remaining Jewish population - but

"von einer erneuten Aktion wurde bisher Abstand genommen, da in

Krottingen nur judische Frauen und Kinder verblieben sind, die in der

Umgebung Krottingens sich zurzeit nock im Gewahrsam des litauischen
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Ordnungsdienstes beflnden.

"

"so far it was refrainedfrom imposing a new action, because in Krot-

tingen only Jewish women and children remained, who at the moment are

still in custody of the Lithuanian Order Service in the vicinity of Krottin-

gen.

"

And this is the passage to which Harrison alludes:^^'

"Weitere Strafaktionen fanden durch Beamte des Grenzpolizeikommis-

sariats Suwalki in Augustowo statt. Dort wurde u.a. auch ein Kinderer-

holungsheim sichergestellt Der Reichsfuhrer-SS und der Gruppenfiihrer,

die dort zufdllig anwesend waren, liefien sich iiber die von der Staats-

polizeistelle Tilsit eingeleiteten Mafinahmen unterrichten und billigten

diese in vollem Umfange. Der Gruppenfiihrer ordnete an, dafl das sicher-

gestellte Gebdude unbedingt fur den Reichsfiihrer-SS gehalten werden

sollte, his weitere Weisung ergeht.
"

"Further punishment actions tookplace by officers ofthe Border Police

Department Suwalki in Augustowo. Among others also a children 's recon-

valescence home was secured in this place. The Reichsfiihrer-SS and the

Gruppenfiihrer, who were present by chance, have been briefed about the

initiated measures by the State Police branch at Tilsit and they have ap-

proved these in their entirety. The Gruppenfiihrer ordered to categorically

reserve the secured buildingfor the Reichsfiihrer-SS untilfurther notice.
"

The initiative for these measures came from Sturmbannfiihrer Boh-

me.^^^ Even Kwiet agrees with this:^^^

"Neither Hitler nor Stahlecker actually gave the first killing orders.

They were issued instead in the East Prussian city of Tilsit by SS-Major

Hans Joachim Bohme [sic], head ofthe Staatspolizeistelle (Stapo) Tilsit
"

What is laid out above proves only that Himmler and Heydrich did

not give any extermination order to the Einsatzgruppen before the start

of the Operation Barbarossa and that they limited themselves to approve

what they considered "reprisal measures for guerrilla activities," which

did not involve women and children.

[16] Harrison furthermore opines that there was no "general exter-

mination order for the Jewish population prior to the invasion [of the

USSR]," hence "anti-Jewish measures in the Soviet Union were driven

by locally initiated ad-hoc killings for the first months of the occupa-

Bert Hoppe, Hildrun Glass (eds.), Die Verfolgung und Ermordung der europdischen Juden

durch das nationalsozialistische Deutschland 1933-1945. Band 7, "Sowjetunion mit annektier-

ten Gebieten I." Oldenbourg Verlag, Miinchen, 201 1, Dok. 14, pp. 143f.

K.-M. Mallmarm, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit., p. 79.

K. Kwiet, "Rehearsing for Murder: The Beginning of the Final Solution in Lithuania in June

1941," Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Vol. 12, no. 1, Spring 1998, p. 4.
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tion, characterized by a high degree of co-operation between the Wehr-

macht and the SS" (p. 97). The intensification of these local initiatives,

in addition to more or less spontaneous pogroms, led - according to

Harrison - to the radicalization of the activity of the Einsatzgruppen,

which therefore acted without specific orders to exterminate Jews.

At this point Harrison introduces "an expansion of killing to include

women and children" which "was authorized explicitly by Hitler on Ju-

ly 16, 1941, when, at a meeting with top Nazi leaders, he stressed his

desire to create a Garden of Eden in the East by 'AH necessary

measures - shootings, resettlement, etc' - and hinted that troops and

police should now take the lead in 'shooting anyone even [sic] looks

sideways at us.'" (p. 98)

The two quotations are taken from document L-221, which is a

memorandum of 16 July 1941 about a discussion between Hitler, Ros-

enberg, Lammers, Keitel and Goring regarding the German goals in the

Soviet Union. The complete text of the first quotation is as follows:"'**''

"Wir werden also wieder betonen, dass wir gezwungen waren, ein

Gebiet zu besetzen, zu ordnen und zu sichern; im Interesse der Landes-

einwohner miissten wirfur Ruhe, Erndhrung, Verkehr usw. sorgen; deshalb

unsere Regelung. Es soli also nicht erkennbar sein, dass sich damit eine

endgiiltige Regelung anbahnt! Alle notwendigen Massnahmen - Erschies-

sen, Aussiedeln etc. - tun wir trotzdem und konnen wir trotzdem tun.
"

"We will therefore again emphasize that we were forced to occupy, to

impose order and to secure a territory; in the interest of the local inhabit-

ants we have to ensure peace, food, transportation etc.; hence our regula-

tion. It should therefore not be seen that thereby a definitive regime starts

to appear! All necessary measures - shooting, resettlement, etc. - we are

taking anyway and can take anyway.
"

The second quotation appears in the context of a passage discussing

the deployment and equipment of pohce units in the occupied Eastern

territories

"Der Riesenraum musse naturlich so rasch wie mdglich befriedet

werden; dies geschehe am besten dadurch, dass man jeden, der nur schief

schaue, totschiesse.

"

"This gigantic territory must naturally be pacified as quickly as possi-

ble; this would best be done by shooting anyone who even looks sideways

at us.

"

It is not clear who uttered this, although it follows on a statement by

Goring, a man who did not shy away from hyperbole. The shooting of

L-22 1 . IMT, vol. XXXVIII, p. 87.

Ibid.,p. 92.
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those opposing the German occupation was thus seen as the "best"

method to pacify the occupied Soviet territories "as quickly as possible"

- i.e. not as an enduring policy - and must be considered within the

context of the struggle against the partisans, as described in the follow-

ing passage from the same document:^**^'

"Die Russen haben jetzt einen Befehl zum Partisanen-Krieg hinter

unserer Front gegeben. Dieser Partisanenkrieg hat auch wieder seinen

Vorteil: er gibt uns die Mdglichkeit, auszurotten, was sich gegen uns

stellt.

"

"The Russians have issued an order for partisan warfare behind our

frontline. This partisan war again also has its advantage: it allows us to

eradicate what opposes us.
"

Here the military measures resulting from the occupation are meant,

especially the war against the partisans. This has nothing to do with "an

expansion of killing to include women and children."

[17] Harrison then quotes Einsatzbefehl No. 8 (Operations Order no.

8) of Heydrich of 17 July 1941

:

"Above all, thefollowing must be discovered: all importantfunctionar-

ies of State and Party, especially professional revolutionaries ... all Peo-

ple's Commissars in the Red Army, leading personalities of the State ...

leading personalities of the business world, members of the Soviet Russian

Intelligence, allJews, allpersons who arefound to be agitators orfanatical

Communists. Executions are not to be held in the camp or in the immediate

vicinity ofthe camp ... The prisoners are to be taken for special treatment if

possible into theformer Soviet Russian territory. "
(p. 99)

The source adduced by him is "Einsatzbefehl No. 8, 17.7.41, NO-
3414; see also earlier draft, 28.6.41, 78-PS" (footnote 13 on p. 99). We
first focus on NO-3414. The document is reproduced in volume IV of

the Trials of War Criminals, but the translation is different:^^^

"Above all, it is necessary tofind out all important officials ofthe state

and the Party, in particular:

Professional revolutionaries.

The officials ofthe Comintern.

All influentialparty officials ofthe Communist Party.

Ofthe Soviet Union and its subdivisions in the central

committees, the regional and district committees.

All People 's Commissars and their deputies.

Allformer Political Commissars in the Red Army.

The leadingpersonalities on the central and intermediate level

p. 88.

NO-3414. NMT, vol. IV, p. 130.
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ofthe state administration.

The leadingpersonalities ofthe economy, the Soviet-Russian

intellectuals.

All Jews.

Allpersonsfound to be agitators orfanatical Communists.

"

The text quoted by Harrison, with the identical words and the same

cuts, comes from the section "Murder and 111-Treatment of Prisoners of

War" in the verdict of the Nuremberg trial;^**** Harrison likely took it

from The Nizkor Project site, where it appears without indication of the

document.

Harrison even ignores that the document in question is PS-502. Gen-

eral directives against the enemies of the NS regime are hsted, which do

not have anything in common with "an expansion of killing to include

women and children." The Kommandos to whom they were addressed

allegedly had to "discover" the persons included in the above men-

tioned categories. Then the RSHA would have decided their fate, op-

tions of which included shootings, called "Sonderbehandlung" (special

treatment). The procedure to obey was the following:^^'

"Jede Woche gibt der Letter des EK. mittels FS. oder Schnellbriefes an

das Reichssicherheitshauptamt einen Kurzbericht. Dieser hat zu enthalten:

1) Kurze Schilderung der Tdtigkeit in der vergangenen Woche,

2) Zahl der endgultig als verddchtig anzusehenden Personen (Zahlen-

angabe geniigt),

3) Namentliche Benennung der als Funktiondre der Komintern, iiiafi-

gebende Funktiondre der Partei, Volkskommissare, Pol-Kommissare,

leitende Persdnlichkeit [sic] festgestellten Personen mit kurzer Beschrei-

bung ihrer Stellung

4) Zahl der als unverddchtig zu bezeichnenden Personen

a) Kriegsgefangene,

b) Zivilpersonen.

Aufgrund dieser Tdtigkeitsberichte werden sodann voin Reichssicher-

heitshauptamt die zu treffenden weiteren Mafinahmen umgehendst

mitgeteih.
"

"Every week the head of the EK [Einsatzkommando] gives a short re-

port by FS [FernSchreiben, telescript] or express letter to the Reich Securi-

ty Main Office [RSHA]. The report has to list:

PS-078. IMT, vol. I, p. 230.

www.nizkor.org/hweb/imt/tgmwc/judgment/j-war-crimes-pows-01.html

German text of the document in: Hans Bucheim, Martin Broszat, Hans-Adolf Jacobsen, Hel-

mut Krausnick, Anatomie des SS-Staates. Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, Miinchen, 1982, pp.

202-204.

PS-502. IMT, vol. XXVI, pp. 113-114.
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1) A short description ofthe activity in the previous week,

2) Number of the persons definitely regarded as suspects (giving the

number suffices),

3) Indication by name, giving a brief description of their positions, of

persons classed as: Comintern officials, relevant Party officials. People 's

Commissars, Political Commissars, leadingpersonalities

4) Number ofthe persons described as unsuspicious

a) prisoners ofwar,

b) civilians.

Based on these activity reports further actions to be taken will then be

promptly imparted by the Reich Security Main Office [RSHA].

"

Document PS-078 confirms that:^'^

"The duty of the Commands is the political screening ofprisoners and

the segregation and fui-tliei- handling of undesirable elements among them

with regard to political, criminal or similar respects.
"

Besides the single example quoted, there is no other reference to

Jews in this document, and Harrison's pretense is therefore flawed.

[18] Another "almost immediate radicalization" is said to have re-

sulted from the requisitions by the Wehrmacht of 6,500 tons of wheat in

August 1941 from reserve stocks of 5,000 to 6,000 tons(p. 99). This

means that, in Goring's words, "the Wehrmacht takes absolute prece-

dence as consumer . . . over the indigenous civil population,"^'^ to whom
in any case 120,000 tons of wheat from a foreseen crop output of

800,000 were left, although the source does not specify to how many
inhabitants this delivery was allotted.^'"*

[19] Harrison then adds:

"It is thus highly significant that, when the 2nd SS Cavalry Regiment

was preparing to sweep the Pripet Marshes, it received an 'explicit order

'

(ausdriiklicher Befehl des RF-SS) from Himmler on August 1, 1941 to kill

women and children through drowning: All Jews must be shot. Drive the

female Jews into the swamp. '[35] Magill's reply stated that 'the swamps

were not so deep that a sinking under could occur. '[36]
.

" (p. 99)

The sources adduced by him are:

Footnote 35:

"Christopher R. Browning and Jiirgen Matthdus, The Origins of the Fi-

nal Solution. The Evolution of Nazi Jewish Policy, September 1939-March

PS-078. NCA, vol. Ill, p. 123.

Christoph Dieckmann, "The War and the Killing ofthe Lithuanian Jews," in: David Cesarani

(ed.). Holocaust. Critical Concepts in Historical Studies, Routledge, New York, 2004. Volume

11: "From the Persecution ofthe Jews to Mass Murder," p. 278.

Ulrich Herbert (ed.). National Socialist Extermination Policies, op. cit, , p. 258. It is most

probably the same article quoted by Harrison.
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1942. London, 2004, p. 310, citing Himmler order of30. 7.41 to SS Calvary

Regiment 2, 1.8.41, BA-MA, RS 3-8/36; cf. JuNSVBd XX, Nr. 570.

"

Footnote 36:

"Magill report on the Pripet action, 12.8.41, MHA, Kommandostab des

RFSS.

"

This is another obscene example of "cut and paste." Everything is in

fact taken from the expert opinion redacted by Browning for the Irving

V. Lipstadt trial, in which the following passage appears:
'''^

"The escalation of the killing campaign to include Jewish women and

children began in early August 1941, with clear impetus from the top SS

leaders. When the 2nd SS Cavalry Regiment was preparing to sweep the

Pripet Marshes, it received an 'explicit order' (ausdriiklicher Befehl des

RF-SS)from Himmler on August 1, 1941: 'All Jews must be shot. Drive the

female Jews into the swamp. ' The reply of SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Magill

demonstrated that he fully understood the purpose of Himmler 's order,

namely the killing ofJewish women and children through drowning, and he

explained the inadequacy of the method: 'Driving women and children into

the swamps did not have the intended success, because the swamps were

not so deep that a sinking under could occur.

The plagiarism is demonstrated by the phrase '"explicit order'

(ausdriiklicher Befehl des RF-SS)," which appears like this in the online

text but not in the book, which has: "On the same day he issued an 'ex-

plicit order' (ausdriiklicher Befehl) . . . 'All Jews must be shot. Drive the

female Jews into the swamp.
"'^'''

Harrison, in his blatant archival ignorance, adduces acronyms of

which, it would appear, he does not even know the meaning: "BA-MA"
and "MHA," which in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" appear only here.

The former is the acronym of Bundesarchiv-Militdrarchiv Freiburg, the

latter is an error for "VHA," Vojensky Historiczky Archiv, Prague Mili-

tary Archive. The source in footnote 36 was also taken from Browning:

"Magill report on the Pripet action, 12.8.41, in: Prague Military Ar-

chives, Kommandostab des RFSS."^'^ In order to hide the plagiarism,

Harrison goofily substituted "Prague Military Archives" with the erro-

neous acronjon "MHA."
As for the the significance of the document we are faced again with

the usual extrapolation of an isolated sentence from one document

without reference to the context in which it is found: were "all Jews" of

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 6.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 3 10.

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit. , footnote 40 on

p. 31.
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all occupied territories supposed to be shot or only the local ones? And
were they to be shot because they were Jews or for other reasons?

Roman Shahriari mentions it in the following context:

"Nachdem sich Himmler am 31. Juli in Baranowicze mit von dem Bach-

Zelewski getroffen hatte, mit dem er auch iiber die Pripjetaktion sprach,

wurde am 1. August vom SS-Kavallerieregiment 2 ein Funkspruch abge-

setzt: 'Ausdriicklicher Befehl des RFSS. Sdmtliche Juden miissen erschos-

sen werden. Judenweiber in die Siimpfe treiben.

"After Himmler in Baranowicze on 31 July had met von dem Bach-

Zelewski, with whom he discussed also the Pripyat action, a radio message

was sent on 1 August by the SS Cavalry Regiment 2: 'Specific order of the

RFSS. All Jews must be shot Jewish women [Weiber, pejorative] to be

driven into the marshes.

The order was interpreted in a different way. While the "Command-

er of the 'Cavalry Division' of Regiment 1, Gustav Lombard [Komman-

deur der 'Reitenden Abteilung' des Regimentes 1, Gustav Lombard],'"

intended it in the sense that also women were supposed to be shot, the

"Commander of Regiment 2, Franz Magill [Kommandeur des Regimen-

tes 2, Franz Magill],''' interpreted it literally:^'^

"Eine gute Woche spdter meldete Magill: ,Judische Plunderer wurden

erschossen. Nur weinige Handwerker, welche in Reparaturwerkstdtten der

Wehrmacht beschdftigt waren, wurden zuriickgelassen. Weiber und Kinder

in die Siimpfe zu treiben, hatte nicht den Erfolg, den er haben sollte, denn

die Siimpfe waren nicht so tief dass ein Einsinken erfolgen konnte. Nach

einer Tiefe von 1 Meter kam man in den meisten Fallen auffasten Baden

(wahrscheinlich Sand), sodass ein Versinken nicht mdglich war.
"'

"One good week later Magill reported: 'Jewish looters have been shot.

Only afew craftsmen employed in the repair workshops of the Wehrmacht

were left behind. Driving women and children into the marshes did not

bear the success it was supposed to achieve, because the marshes were not

so deep that a sinking would occur. At a depth of 1 meter in most cases sol-

id ground (probably sand) was reached, so that a sinking was not possi-

ble.'"

The whole story is completely implausible. First of all the alleged

Himmler order did not include children, and therefore its literal en-

forcement would have excluded them from the killing. Secondly, can

anyone seriously believe that Himmler would have ordered a similar

nonsense? The drowning of thousands of persons would have been an

enormous task, let alone to bring them back ashore and to bury the

R. Shahriari, Das "Unternehmen Barbarossa " und die Genesis der "Endldsung der Judenfra-

ge. " Examensarbeit. Grin Verlag, 2005, pp. 82-83
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corpses. Thirdly, the report limits itself to state that women and children

could not be drowned in the swamps because the water level was too

shallow, with no mention of their fate. It is therefore probable that the

document was at least tampered with.

[20] Immediately after Harrison writes:

"In the Baltic region, Stahlecker wrote a draft on August 6, 1941, that

rejected Lohse's ghettoization proposals of July 27 and proposed instead

that policy should focus on 'the radical possibilities for dealing with the

Jewish Problem ' that had 'emergedfor thefirst time in the Ostland. ' He re-

ferred to 'general orders from above that cannot be discussed in writing,

'

and stated that, unlike in the GG, 'Perspectives derived from the need to

use the Jews for labour will simply not be relevantfor the most part in the

Ostland. ' Stahlecker was silent on thefate ofnon-working Jews, but stated

that the small number of working Jews would be subject to a 'ruthless ex-

ploitation ' that would produce 'a significant easing of the later transporta-

tion ofJews. ' This could only mean that non-working Jews were already to

be killed immediately whilst working Jews were to be decimated by forced

labour to leave only a rump that would have to be resettled later. "
(pp.

99f.)

Here the bad faith of Harrison, who omits a fundamental element

which gives to the text the opposite meaning of the one claimed by him,

can be demonstrated with the complete text:^''

"A the end of his response Stahlecker summarized the 'advantages ' of

his approach: 'an almost 100per cent immediate cleansing ofthe whole of

the Eastland ofJews, preventing Jewsfrom multiplying, possibilitiesfor the

most ruthless exploitation ofJewish labour, a significant easing ofthe later

transportation of Jews into a Jewish reservation outside of Europe.

"

(Emph. added)

The underlined segment is in full agreement with the goal of the NS
policy towards the Jews as I laid it out, and for this reason Harrison

omitted it.

[21] Our "plagiarist blogger" continues:

"Meanwhile, an OKWfile document revealed the first intimations that

gassing was an option being considered in the Ostland. " (p. 100)

The source is:

"Otto Dov Kulka und Eberhard Jacket (eds.). Die Juden in den gehei-

men Stimmungsberichten 1933-1945. Diisseldorf 2004, p. 454, citing Dok
563, Reisebericht des la des Wehrwirtschafis- und Rustungsamts des OKW
iiber seinen Besuch im Abschnitt der Wirtschaftsinspektion Nord, 11.8.41.

Originally cited by Gotz Aly, 'Endlosung.' Volkerverschiebung und der

P. Longerich, /fo/ocawii. The Nazi persecution and Murder ofthe Jews, op. cit.,p. 233
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Mord an den europaischen Juden, Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1995, p.

333.

"

Here is the relevant passage of the document in question:'*""

"Die Judenfrage war in Riga noch kaum irgendwie angefajit. Die Juden

tragen einen gelben Stern zur Kennzeichnung und werden zu Aufrdumungs-

und Strajienarbeiten usw. eingesetzt. In Libau dagegen sind schon mehrere

tausend Juden 'liquidiert' worden, teils durch die deutschen Behdrden, zum

grofien Teil aber durch die Letten, von denen den Juden vorgeworfen wird,

dass sie wdhrend der Russenzeit auf Kosten der Letten mit den Bolsche-

wisten paktiert haben. Judische Frauen wurden bisher nicht erschossen.

Man sprach davon, dass sie spdter durch Vergasung beseitigt werden

sollen.

"

"The Jewish question in Riga has hardly been touched in any way. The

Jews bear a yellow star for identification and they are deployed to clearing

works, to road building works, etc. In contrast to that, several thousand

Jews were already 'liquidated' in Libau, partly by the German authorities,

butfor the biggestpart by the Latvians who accuse the Jews that they were

in agreement with the Bolshevists during the Russian period at the expense

of the Latvians. So far Jewish women have not yet been shot. It was talked

that they shall be eliminated later through gassing.
"

The reference to "gassing" is generic and cannot be traced back to a

precise context: who had to perform the gassing and where, how, when,

with which gas and according to the order of whom was the gassing

supposed to be performed? And from whom did this information come?

From high SS officers, or was it simple hearsay?

And where is the context? In fact, it predates by more than two

months the only alleged reference to NS intentions of gassings Jews at

Riga - Wetzel's letter of 25 October 1941, to which I will return in

points 49-51. In it, however, the alleged gassing is said to have been

scheduled for Jews unable to work, whereas in the above document it

was instead intended only for women. What is the relationship between

the two documents?

If no answer to these questions can be provided, then this reference

does not have any historiographic value vis-a-vis Nazi decision-making.

I will deal with the Jager report, evoked on p. 100 by Harrison, in

our future study about the Einsatzgruppen. Here I merely point out that

Harrison's reference, "Jager report of EK 3, 1. 12.41, RGVA 500-1-25,

p. 115" (footnote 39 on p. 100) is wrong, because the precise reference

is "RGVA 500-I-25/I" and the page number 115, corresponding to

D. Pohl, H.Weber, Die Verfolgung und Ermordung der europaischen Juden..., op. cit. Dok.

56, p. 240.
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Blatt 7 of the document, does not contain any shooting statistics, where-

as Harrison quotes it in relation to "a sharp increase in the number of

Jews being shot and the inclusion of large numbers of Jewish women
and children." (p. 100)

The other quotations of the Jager report (footnote 61 on p. 103, 77

on p. 107 and 169 on p. 126) are always without any reference to the

page number. Footnote 169 on p. 126 refers to the alleged shooting of

various transports of German Jews to Fort IX at Kaunas which is found

on p. 1 13bis of the document. On pp. 257f there is instead a quotation

about the "Arbeitsjuden" (labor Jews) taken from page 115, the one in-

dicated by Harrison in relation to the shootings!

5.4. "Decimation by Labour"

[22] Moving on, Harrison introduces another topic:

"Stahlecker 's view ofdecimation by labour was shared by Einsatzgrup-

pen C leader Otto Rasch. In August, Rasch advocated the use ofJews in the

Pripet marches. [41J. On September 17, Rasch [42] suggested that an "ex-

tensive labour utilization " should be used to achieve a "gradual liquidation

ofthe Jews." [43]. "(p. 100)

The sources indicated by him are as follows (p. 100):

Footnote 41: "EM 52, 14.8.41," i.e. Ereignismeldung (event report)

no. 52, which says:'**^'

"Die uberzdhligen jUdischen Massen konnen ndmlich zur Kultivierung

der grojien Pripjetsiimpfe sowie der Siimpfe am ndrdlichen Dnjepr sowie

an der Wolga ausgezeichnet verwendet und verbraucht werden.

"

"Because the surplus Jewish masses can be expended and put to excel-

lent use particularly in the cultivation of the great Pripjet marshes and the

marshes on the northern Dnieper as well as on the Volga.

"

The text does not contain any remark about a "decimation by la-

bour." The references given in footnote 42 will be dissected later. Foot-

note 43: "EM 86, 17.9.41." Exactly the same text can be found at the

websites of the Jewish Virtual Library"^"^ and of Nizkor."^"' Here is the

relative passage:"*""^

"In der westlichen und mittleren Ukraine ist das Judentum nahezu

K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. oil, p. 290.
""^ Operational Situation Report USSR No. 86 (September 17, 1941), in:

www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Holocaust/sitrep86.htinl

""^ www.nizkor.org/hweb/orgs/german/einsatzgruppen/osr/osr-086.html

K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit., p. 479.
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identisch mit der stddtischen Arbeiter- Handwerker- und Hdndlerschicht.

Wird aufdie judische Arbeitskraft in vollem Umfange verzichtet, so ist ein

wirtschaftlicher Wiederaufbau der ukrainischen sowie der Ausbau der

stddtischen Verwaltungszentren fast unmdglich. Es gibt nur die eine

MogUchkeit, die die deutsche Verwaltung im Generalgouvernement lange

Zeit verkannt hat: Losung der Judenfrage durch umfassenden Arbeitsein-

satz der Juden. Das wurde eine allmdhUche Liquidierung des Judentums

zur Folge haben: eine Entwicklung, die den wirtschaftlichen Gegebenheiten

des Landes entspricht.

"

"In western and central Ukraine, Jewry is nearly identical with the ur-

ban stratum of workers, craftsmen and merchants. An economic recon-

struction of the Ukrainian administrative centers as well as the develop-

ment of the city administrative centers will be nearly impossible, if one

were to abstain totallyfrom using the Jewish workforce. There is only one

possibility, which the German administration in the General Government

has misjudgedfor a long time: the solution of the Jewish question through

widespread labor assignment of the Jews. This would cause a gradual liq-

uidation ofJewry: a development, which is in agreement with the economic

conditions ofthe country.
"

This was, in fact, a recommendation. EM no. 81 of 12 September

displays a completely different perspective. After having noted that in

certain areas about 70-90% of the Jewish population has fled, in other

areas 100%, the author of the report comments:"^°^

"Hierin kann ein indirekter Erfolg der Arbeit der Sicherheitspolizei

erblickt werden, denn die kostenlose Abschiebung von Hunderttausenden

von Juden - dem Vernehmen nach in den meisten Fallen iiber den Ural

hiniiber - stellt einen betrdchtlichen Beitrag zur Losung der Judenfrage in

Europa dar.

"

"Herein an indirect success of the effort of the Security Police can be

seen, because thefree [self-]deportation ofhundreds ofthousands ofJews -

reportedly in most cases beyond the Urals - constitutes an appreciable

contribution to the solution ofthe Jewish question in Europe.

"

Harrison lists then various massacres w^ith vv^hich, as I have already

mentioned, w^e w^ill busy ourselves in our study about the Einsatzgrup-

pen. The series starts as foUow^s:

"In August, 23,600 Jews, many ofwhom had been expelledfrom Hun-

gary, were killed at Kamenets-Podolsky. Theirfate was sealed in a meeting

headed by the Quartermaster-General Wagner and the Chief of Military

Administration, Schmidt von Altenstadt " (p. 100)

In the relative footnote Harrison refers to this source: "Vermerk iiber

Ibid., p. 452
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die im OKH stattgefundene Besprechung wegen Ubemahme eines Teils

der Ukraine in Zivilverwaltung am 27.8.1941 in Berlin, 197-PS" (foot-

note 44). But this document does not justify the statement of Harrison,

because it says:'^'"'

"Near Kamenez-Podolsk, the Hungarians have pushed about 11,000

Jews over the border. In the negotiations up to the present it has not been

possible to arrive at any measures for the return of these Jews. The higher

SS and Police leader (SS-Obergruppenfuehrer Jeckeln) hopes, however, to

have completed the liquidation ofthese Jews by the 1.9.1941.
"

The heading of document PS- 197, in German, is no doubt plagia-

rized, probably from an article of Andrej Angrick available on the net,

who likewise mentions the number of 23,600 killed,"*"^ which comes

from EM no. 80 of 11 September 1941."^"^ EM no. 67 of 29 August

1941 explains the previous events of the occurrence i"^"'

"Rumanen hatten Tausende ausgesuchte, nicht arbeitsfahige Gebrech-

liche und Kinder aus Bessarabien und Bukowina in deutsches Interessen-

gebiet getrieben. Insgesamt bei Swaniza-Mogilew-Podolsk und Jampol

etwa 27500 in rumdnisches Gebiet zuriickgetrieben und 1265, zum Teil

jungere, erschossen.

"

"Romanians drove thousands ofselected infirm persons unable to work

and children from Bessarabia andfrom the Bukovina into German interest

territory. In total near Swaniza-Mogilev-Podolsk and Yampol about 27500

[were] driven back into Romanian territory and 1265, partly younger.

The reference in footnote 44 - "cf Klaus-Michel Mallmann, 'Der

qualitative Sprung im Vemichtungsprozess. Das Massaker von Kamen-

ez-Podolsk Ende August 1941,' Jahrbuch fiir Antisemitismusforschung

10, 2001, pp.237-64" - is moreover an example of plagiarism, in this

case taken from Longerich.'*'''

In relation to the Zhitomir shooting, Harrison reports this sentence:

PS-197.NCA,vol.III,p.211.

A. Angrick, The Escalation ofGerman-Rumanian Anti-Jewish Policy after the Attacli on the

Soviet Union, June 22, 1941. SHOAH Resource Center,

wwwl.yadvashem.org/odot_pd£'Microsoft%20Word%20-%203208.pdf. Footnote 65 on p. 23

and 66 on p. 24.

™ Klaus-Michael Mallmann, Andrej Angrick, Jiirgen Matthaus, Martin Cuppers (eds.), "Die Er-

eignismeldungen UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit.,

p. 444.

Ibid, p.m.
P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazipersecution and Murder ofthe Jews, op. cit., footnote 51

on p. 512: "Klaus-Michael Mallmann, 'Der qualitative Sprung im Vemichtungsprozess. Das

Massaker von Kamenez-Podolsk Ende August 1941,' Jahrbuchfur Antisemitismusforschung

(JA) 10 (2001), 237-64." In footnote 50 the author quotes the document PS-197.
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"The women were allowed to hold their children in their arms" (p. 100).

Is this a quote from a document? Or is it a statement? Harrison does not

say it; he limits himself to report the sentence without any explanation.

His source informs us that it is a simple trial statement of Heinrich

Huhn, a subunit leader of SK 4a, given on the date of 13 March 1966.''"

[23] On p. 101 Harrison writes:

"On September 3, Gewecke noted the need 'to liquidate all Jews'

across the 'Schaulen ' [Siauliai] region.
"

As a reference, he adduces: "Gewecke, Jewish Concerns in Schau-

len, 3.9.41, 3661-PS" (footnote 47 on p. 101). In his frantic looting of

others' sources, Harrison evidently got confused. The document in

question is a short letter of Hans Gewecke, the Gebietskommissar (re-

gional commissary) in Schaulen, but it concerns only the impounded

Jewish assets and does not contain any reference to the necessity "to

liquidate all Jews.""*'^

[24] Immediately after Harrison adds:

"Postwar testimony indicates they were killed as 'useless eaters, ' the

same formulation earlier used to justify killing T4 patients. The language

was repeated by Erren in Slonim, Belorussia, when 7,000 Jews were shot:

'The action carried out by the SD on 13 November rid me of unnecessary

mouths to feed.
"'

(p. 101)

Such "postwar testimony" has value only for Harrison. As for the

second quotation, Harrison indicates this source: "Status report, RC
Slonim, 25.1.42, in Anklageschrift Erren et al., StA Hamburg 141 Js

173/61, p. 50" (footnote 49 on p. 101). This is no doubt another plagia-

rism. He posted the quotation in question on the Holocaust Controver-

sies blog on 25 April 2009 giving at that time as his source the web-

site Jewish Virtual Library, where in fact an excerpt of the "Situation

Report of Gebietskimmissar [sic] Gerhard Erren (January 25, 1942)"'*'''

appears containing the sentence quoted by him.

The source is the volume ''The Good Old Days.'"'^^^ About the "ac-

*" Wendy Lower, "The 'reibungslose' Holocaust? The German Mihtary and Civilian Implemen-

tation of the 'Final Solution' in Ukraine, 1941-1944," in: Gerald D. Feldman, Wolfgang Seibel

(eds.). Networks ofNazi Persecution. Bureaucracy, Business and the Organization ofthe Hol-

ocaust, Berghahn Books, 2005, footnote 38 on p. 254.

PS-3661. IMT, vol, XXXII, pp. 434-435.

Jonathan Harrison, "Extermination Planning and Forced Labour Needs,"

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.coni/2009/04/extermination-planning-and-forced.html

www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsotirce/Holocaust/Erren.html

Ernst Klee, WilU Dressen, Volker Riess (eds.), "The Good Old Days. " The Holocaust as Seen

by Its Perpetrators and Bystanders. The Free Press, 1 99 1 , "From the situation report of Ge-

bietskommissar Gerhard Erren, 25 January 1942," p. 179.
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tion" in Slonim 13 November 1941 documents have nothing to tell. The

editors of Die "Ereignismeldungen UdSSR" 1941 only briefly mention

it in a footnote, referring to Krausnick and Wilhelm's study on the

Einsatzgruppen,^^'^ while these two authors refer to the Erren report."*'^

It follows that we are dealing here with a unique case, not confirmed by

any other documentary source and thus senseless to take as a model for

a general poUcy.

[25] Harrison next writes:

"Extermination was also mandated by the assumption, expressed for

example by von Bechtolsheim, that 'without a single exception, Jews and

partisans are an identical concept ' This statement, with its use of 'con-

cept, ' demonstrates that the Jew-partisan linkage was established in the

minds of the Wehrmacht leaders before they invaded the USSR, but it was

also intensified into more systematic killing actions as the war proceeded.

"

(p. 101)

In the corresponding footnote (no. 50 on p. 101) Harrison refers to

the following source: "Jiirgen Forster, 'The Wehrmacht and the War of

Extermination against the Soviet Union,' Yad Vashem Studies 14, 1981,

pp. 7-33, citing Kommandant in Weissruthenien, Situation Report of

February 1-15, 1942, BA- MA WK Vll/527 RH 53 - 7/v. 206 RH 26-

707/v. 1."

1 give below the relative passage from the source indicated by

him:^>«

"Concerning Jews and Poles, further to the previous situation reports it

should be added that they work hand-in-hand with and assist Communism

andpartisan organizations in every conceivable way. Hence, without a sin-

gle exception, Jews andpartisans are an identical concept.

"

Since the passage is taken from a February 1942 report, it does not

make sense to claim that the equation Jews = partisans had been estab-

lished already before the invasion of the Soviet Union.

[26] In this context Harrison adds:

"Moreover, Bechtolsheim 's order that Jews had to 'vanishfrom theflat

land and the Gypsies too have to be exterminated ' was issued before there

was any partisan threat in Belorussia. "
(p. 101)

Harrison adduces the following source (footnote 51 on p. 101):

K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit, p. 847.

Helmut Krausnick, Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm, Die Truppe des Weltanschamngskrieges. Die

Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD 1938-1942. Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt,

Stuttgart, 1981, p. 600.

Jiirgen Forster, "Tlie Wehrmaclit and the War of Extermination against the Soviet Union", in:

Yad Vashem Studies 14, 1981 p. 31.
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"Kommandant in Weissmthenien la, Befehl Nr. 24, 24.11.41, gez. v.

Bechtolsheim, NARB 378-1-698, p. 32; cf. Browning, Origins, p. 289.

"

Apparently he does not know the text of the original German text,

since he limits himself to refer to the single passage quoted by Brown-

ing:"'^

"According to Bechtolsheim, Jews had to 'vanishfrom theflat land and

the Gypsies too have to be exterminated.
'

"

Browning's source in turn provides the original text of the pas-

sage i"*^"

"Wie in vorstehenden Befehlen angeordnet, miissen die Juden vom

flachen Lande verschwinden und auch Zigeuner veniichtet werden.
"

"As ordered in the above instructions, the Jews have to disappearfrom

the countiyside and the Gypsies too have to be annihilated.
"

The following comment of Harrison confirms that he knows of the

document in question only the short passage quoted by Browning:

"Moreover, Bechtolsheim 's order that Jews had to 'vanishfrom theflat

land and the Gypsies too have to be exterminated' was issued before there

was any partisan threat in Belorussia. Indeed, the fact that Gypsies also

had to be exterminated shows that Bechtolsheim was using militaryprerog-

atives to carry out extermination ofgroups he defined by race. "
(p. 101)

The immediately following sentence says in fact:"*^"

"Die Durchfiihrung grofierer Judenaktionen ist nicht Aufgabe der

Einheiten der Division. Sie werden durch die Zivil- oder Polizeibehdrde

durchgefuhrt, gegebenenfalls durch den Kommandanten in Weifiruthenien

angeordnet, wenn ihm dazu besondere Einheiten zur Verfugung stehen oder

aus Sicherheitsgriinden und bei KoUektivmafinahmen.

"

"The implementation of larger Jewish operations is not a taskfor the

units of the Division. They are carried out by the civilian or the police au-

thorities, where appropriate they are ordered through the Commander of

White Ruthenia, ifspecial units are at his disposal orfor security reasons

and during collective measures.

"

Browning informs us that General Gustav Freiherr von Bechtol-

sheim was "the commander of the 707th Infantry Division deployed in

the Generalkommissariat Weissruthenien,"'*^' and therefore the docu-

ment disproves the interpretation of Harrison; the alleged extermination

order did not come from von Bechtolsheim and its handling was not his

competence.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 289.

™ Auszug aus dem Befehl Nr. 24 des Kommandanten in WeiBruthenien (v. Bechtolsheim) vom
24. November 1941 u. a. betr. "Juden und Zigeuner," in: Wolfgang Benz, Konrad Kwiet, Jiir-

gen Matthaus, Einsatz im "Reichskommissariat Ostland. " Metropol, Berlin, 1998, p. 78.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 288.
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For what concerns the document, the fact that the Jews should "dis-

appear from the flat land" does not mean that they would have to be

killed; the term "flat land" ("flaches Land") refers in fact to the rural ar-

eas in juxtaposition to the urban areas. This clearly results from the let-

ter of Stahlecker of 6 August 1941
1"*^^

"Der Entwurfsieht als hauptsdchlichste und einschneidende Mafinahme

die Sduberung des flachen Landes von den Juden vor. Anderseits soil den

Juden der Aufenthalt in Ortschaften, die wirtschaftlich, militdrisch oder

ideell von Bedeutung oder Bade- oder Kurorte sind, verboten werden.

Demnach wiirde fur die Juden nur die Geringe Zahl von Klein- und

Mittelstddten als kiinftiger Wohnraum iihrighleiben. [...]

Der Entwurf sieht eine Umsiedlung vom flachen Land in die Stddte

vor.
"

"The draft sees as the most principal, drastic measure the cleansing of

the countrysidefrom Jews. On the other hand, Jews are to be forbidden to

reside in localities that are of economic, military or ideological im-

portance, as well as bathing resorts and spa towns. Accordingly only a

small number ofsmall or medium-sized towns would remain as future liv-

ing spacefor the Jews. [...]

The draftforesees a resettlementfrom the countryside to the towns.
"

This meaning appears explicitly also in the document PS- 11 38,

where the expression "The flat land is to be cleansed from Jews" ("Z)fl5

flache Land ist von Juden zu sdubern'") means that the Jews were sup-

posed to be confined to ghettos (see chapter 8, point 7).

On 6 January 2012 "Little Grey Rabbit" wrote on the Axis History

Forum
"It is, as I have suggested before, in my view a major weakness is that

the HC team appear not to have consulted the documents they quote neither

in their entirety, nor in their file context, nor in their original language.

They appear to have simply lifted this reference from Christopher Brown-

ing's The Origin of the Final Solution page 289 (where the identical mis-

translation appears) and picked up the fide refierence firom his fiootnotes to

awe the rubes.

At least Christopher Browning does later provide some context that

helps us understand this quote, on page 290: 'Where smaller or larger

groups ofiJews are encountered on the flat land, ' Bechtolsheim added, 'we

can dispose ofthem either on our own or concentrate them into designated

ghettos in larger places where they will be handed over to the civil admin-

istration or the SD:
"'

"^^ Bert Hoppe, Hildrun Glass (eds.), Die Verfolgung und Ermordung..., op. cit., pp. 512f.
"^^ http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=1662247#pl662247
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Nick Terry promptly responded:'*^''

"Where we have cited documentsfrom another author, we have written

e.g. Jiirgen Forster, 'The Wehrmacht and the War ofExtermination against

the Soviet Union, ' Yad Vashem Studies 14, 1981, pp. 7-33, citing Komman-

dant in Weissruthenien, Situation Report ofFebruary 1-15, 1942, BA-MA
WK VU/527RH53 - 7/v. 206RH 26-707/v. 1.

Where we have seen the documents ourselves, but it is already known in

the literature, we have written Kommandant in Weissruthenien la, Befehl

Nr. 24, 24.11.41, gez. v. Bechtolsheim, NARB 378-1-698, p. 32; cf Brown-

ing, Origins, p. 289.

There are a very few places where this presentation has become gar-

bled; one example is the Erren report cited on the same page (and this will

be corrected in version 2).
"

Someone who really examines a German document would translate

it himself and not rely to the translation of others for a simple line of the

text. This is the exact opposite of what Harrison did: He took the sen-

tence "vanish from the flat land and the Gypsies too have to be extermi-

nated" from the book by Browning mentioned above, as well as the ar-

chival reference: "Kommandant in Weissruthenien Abt. la, order no. 24,

November 24, 1941, USHMMA RG 53.002m, reel 2 (csa Minsk 378-1-

698, fol. 32).""^^^ But even granting that Terry would have told the truth,

the issue would be no less serious: Harrison would have relied on the

translation - and not even an impeccable one - of others for a single

line of a docimient of which he allegedly had the original text at hand.

The first is the method of braggarts, the second is the method of incom-

petents.

Footnote 52 on p. 101 - "Kommandant in Belorussia, 8.10.41 and

16.10.41, NARB 378-1-698; cf Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, pp. 612-

13." - is likewise taken from Browning, who indicates this source: "Re-

ports by Kommandant in Weissruthenien Abt. la, October 10 and 16,

1941, USHMMA RG 53.002m, reel 2 (CSA Minsk 378-1-698, fols. 4,

1
1)."'^^'' Harrison immaturely tried to disguise the plagiarism by writing

"Belorussia" instead of "Weissruthenien" (or "WeiBruthenien," as Ger-

lach correctly writes) and substituting "CSA [^Central State Archive]

Minsk" with "NARB" (Natsionalni Archiv RepubHki Belarus), the re-

™ http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=1662384#pl662384 The last sentence is a bla-

tant lie, because what Terry presents as an exception is the normal procedure of the "plagiarist

bloggers."
"^^ C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., footnote 250 on p.

507.
"^'^

Ibid., footnote 246 on p. 507.
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suit of another plagiarism (see point 109).

Finally, for what concerns the pretense that von Bechtolsheim's or-

der of 24 November 1941 "was issued before there was any partisan

threat in Belorussia," in anticipation of more detailed research on the

matter I limit myself to pointing out that at least three months earlier

Einsatzgruppe B, at that time based in Smolensk, dedicated a long re-

port entitled "Battle instructions for partisan groups [Kampfanweisung

fur Partisanengruppen]";'^^^ something which proves that already then

the partisans were a real threat in the operational area of Einsatzgruppe

B, which comprised Belarus and parts of bordering western Russia.

[27] Harrison continues:

"In November, Georg Thomas calledfor the 'complete extermination of

the Jews ' in Volhynia (in western Ukraine) on the grounds that Jews were

'without any doubt less valuable as labourers compared with the damage

they do as 'germ carriers' ofcommunism.'" 101-102)

The reference is "EM 133, 14.1 1.41" (footnote 54 on p. 102), but the

quotations are taken, as usual, from Browning."*^** The text of the passa-

ge reads as follows:"^^^

"Juden: Dass die kommiinistischen Umtriebe bet den Juden wdrmstens

unterstiitzt werden, braucht nicht besonders betont zu werden. Die unter

den ohwaltenden Umstdnden einzige Mdglichkeit, dem Treiben der Juden

in Wolhynien ein Ende zu machen und damit dem Bolschewismus seinen

fruchtbarsten Ndhrboden zu entziehen, ist die vollstdndige Ausrottung der

Juden, die als Arbeitskrdfte fraglos weniger Nutzen bringen, als sie als

'Bakterientrdger ' des Kommunismus Schaden anrichten.
"

"Jews: there is no need to especially emphasize that the communist en-

deavors are warmly supported by the Jews. The only possibility under the

current conditions in order to stop the machinations of the Jews in Volhyn-

ia and in this way to deprive Bolshevism of its mostfertile breeding ground,

is the complete annihilation ofthe Jews, who unquestionably bring less ad-

vantages as a workforce than they do harm as 'germ bearers' for Com-

munism.
"

The extermination was therefore motivated by the fact that the Jews

were considered a "breeding ground [Ndhrboden]" and "germ bearers

[Bakterientrdger]" of Bolshevism.

[28] Harrison then proceeds to another "proof:

"On December 18, 1941, Brautigam [sic] told Lohse that 'economic

K.-M. Mallmaim, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941, " op. cit, pp. 359-362. EM; no. 65 of 25 August 1941.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 296.
"^^ K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941, " op. cit, p. 792
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considerations' (referred to by Lohse in earlier correspondence ofNovem-

ber 15) 'shouldfundamentally remain unconsidered. ' Furthermore, he stat-

ed that this had probably been agreed via verbal discussion, thereby con-

firming thatpolicy was not always being conveyed by written order but in-

stead by mouth. On January 10, 1942, Himmler confirmed to Rosenberg

that 'measures to eliminate Jews shall be taken without regard to economic

consequences. " (p. 102)

On 3 1 October 1 94 1 Dr. Georg Leibbrandt, head of the office at the

Rosenberg Ministry, sent to Hinrich Lohse, Reichskommissar fur das

Ostland, a letter with the following wording:"*^"

"Von seiten des Reichs- und Sicherheitshauptamtes [sic] wird Be-

schwerde daruber gefiihrt, dafi der Reichskommissar Ostland Judenexeku-

tionen in Libau untersagt habe. Ich ersuche in der betreffenden Angelegen-

heit um umgehenden Bericht.

"

"The Reich and Security Central Office [sic, clearly a misrendering of

Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA), the Reich Security Main Office] filed

a complaint on the fact that the Reich Commissar of the Ostland has pro-

hibited executions ofJews in Libau. I ask for an immediate report on this

matter.

"

On 15 November 1941 Lohse answered:''^'

"Ich habe die wilden Judenexekutionen in Libau untersagt, weil sie in

der Art ihrer Durchfiihrung nichtzu verantworten waren. Ich bitte, mich zu

unterrichten, ob Ihre Anfrage v. 31.10. als dahingehende Weisung aufzu-

fassen ist, dass alle Juden im Ostland liquidiert werden sollen? Soil dieses

ohne Rucksicht auf Alter und Geschlecht und wirtschaftliche Interessen

(z.B. der Wehrmacht an Facharbeitern in Rustungsbetrieben) geschehen?

Selbstverstdndlich ist die Reinigung des Ostlandes von Juden cine

vordringliche Aufgabe; ihre Losung muss aber mit den Notwendigkeiten

der Kriegswirtschaft in Einklang gebracht werden. Weder aus den Anord-

nungen zur Judenfrage in der 'braunen Mappe ' noch aus anderen Erlassen

konnte ich bisher eine solche Weisung entnehmen. " (Emph. added)

"/ prohibited the wild executions ofJews in Libau, because in the way

they were performed they were irresponsible. I ask to inform me ifyour re-

quest of Oct. 31 is to be understood as a directive to the effect that all the

Jews in the Ostland are to be liquidated? Shall this happen without consid-

eration of age and gender and of economic interests (for instance of the

Wehrmacht for skilled workers in armament factories)? Of course the

clearing of the Ostlandfrom the Jews is a predominant task; its solution,

however, has to be conciliated with the necessities of the war economy.

Neither from the directives on the Jewish question in the 'brown folder' nor

™ PS-3663. IMT, vol. XXXII, pp. 435-436.

Ibid., p. 436.
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from other directives I could slean such an instruction. " (Emph. added)

And this is the answer of Otto Brautigam, of the Ministry of Rosen-

berg, dated 18 December:
"^^^

"Betrifft: Judenfrage

Aufdas Schreiben vom ]5.11.1941

In der Judenfrage dilrfte inzwischen durch miindliche Besprechungen

Klarheit geschaffen sein. Wirtschaftliche Belange sollen bei der Regelung

des Problems grundsdtzlich unberiicksichtigt bleiben. Im iibrigen wird

gebeten, auftauchende Fragen unmittelbar mit dem hdheren SS -und

Polizeijuhrer zu regeln.

"

"Regarding: Jewish question

To the written communication of 15.11.1941

In the meantime clarity with regard to the Jewish question might have

been achieved through oral discussions. Economic concerns shall generally

be disregarded in the course of the regulation of the problem. Other than

that, please resolve questions that arise directly with the Higher SS and Po-

lice Leader.

"

To summarize, Lohse basically asked whether "all Jews in the

Ostland [alle Juden im Ostland]" (i.e. the Baltic countries and western

Belarus) were supposed to be killed, which to him was a novelty, be-

cause none of the preceding directives had foreseen this possibility,

starting with the "brovra folder [braune Mappey Leibbrandt did not

state that these directives had been changed, but limited himself to stat-

ing that with regard to the solution of the Jewish question, economic in-

terests were not to be taken into consideration. This does not necessarily

refer to an extermination, but rather to an exclusion of the Jews from

the economic life of the state. At that time the National Socialist pohcy

aimed at the deportation of the Jews from the Reich to RK Ostland. On
9 November Leibbrandt sent to Lohse a telegram which stated:"*^^

"Bezueglich Judentransporte in das Ostland. Genaues Schreiben unter-

wegs. Juden kommen weiter nach Osten. Lager in Riga und Minsk nur

vorlaeufige Massnahme daher hier keine Bedenken.
"

"Regarding Jewish transports to the Ostland. Exact written communi-

cation on its way. Jews will be moved further east Camps in Riga and

Minsk only temporary measure, hence no objections here.

"

On the other hand the "green folder \grune Mappey in the section

"Guidelines for the handling of the Jewish question [Richtlinien fur die

Behandlung der Judenfrage]" of September 1942, gave exactly the op-

posite instructions with regards to the issue of the Jewish question and

"'^ PS-3666, p. 437.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 54. The telegram is written with capital letters without the umlauts.
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the war economy:'*^''

"Bei der durch den Krieg bedingten Vordringlichkeit der wirtschaftli-

chen Aufgahen im Osten ist bei alien Mafinahmen gegen die Juden darauf

zu achten, dafi wirtschaftliche Belange nicht wesentlich geschddigt

werden.

"

"Regarding the urgency of the economic tasks in the East caused by the

war it has to be made sure that, with all measures against the Jews, eco-

nomic concerns will not be considerably harmed.

"

Harrison's final statement , which confers a criminal semblance to

the above mentioned measures, remains to be examined:

"On January 10, 1942, Himmler confirmed to Rosenberg that

'measures to eliminate Jews shall be taken without regard to economic

consequences.
"'

The source is: "Himmler an Rosenberg, 10.1.42, NARA
T454/154/334; cf. Wendy Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holo-

caust in Ukraine. Chapel Hill, 2005, p. 251" (footnote 56 on p. 102).

In a post on the RODOH Forum dated 29 September 2008 (no long-

er available online), Harrison vwote in this regard:"^^'

"/ only have Lower's translation, but Iprovided the archival ref in my
blog so you arefree to check it out.

"

This sentence could serve as the emblem of the "Cut and Paste Man-

ifesto" and the mentality of the "plagiarist bloggers." For them the sim-

ple quotation from a book of a passage taken from a document consti-

tutes "proof." They do not ask themselves if the document really exists,

if the archival reference is correct, if the translation given in the book is

accurate, or if the context confirms or contradicts the interpretation of

the author of the book. Incredibly enough they presume that this re-

search should be performed by their readers, not by themselves who
purport to quote directly Irom the document! For what concerns the

term "to eliminate" (what is the German verb?), it could also refer to an

evacuation.

[29] The following quotation adequately shows the lack of critical

sense and the gullibility of the orthodox holocaust historians:

"In Ukraine, killings continued through the winter of 1941-42, as

shown hy the gassing ofJews with Lorpicrin to clear the Zlatopol ghetto in

Nikolayev on the orders ofthe county commissar. "
(p. 103)

The reference is:

"Fragment of a situation report from BdO Ukraine (gez. Miiller-

Brunkhorst), ca. March 1942 (title page missing); TsADAVOV, R-3676-4-

EC-347. IMT, vol. XXXVI, p. 350.

Previously available at http://rodohforum.yuku.eom/topic/7376#.Tx-ycmWvolF
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317, p. 71; cf. Dieter Pohl, 'The Murder of Ukraine's Jews under German

Military Administration and in the Reich Commissariat Ukraine, ' in Ray

Brandon and Wendy Lower (eds.) The Shoah in Ukraine, Bloomington,

2008, p. 48" (footnote 65, pp. 103-104)

The citation system corresponds to the case evoked by Terry "where

we have seen the documents ourselves, but it is already known in the

literature." In reality Harrison has never seen the document in question,

which is simply taken from the book mentioned by him, this time with-

out even a quotation, despite the remarkable fact that it is supposed to

deal explicitly with a homicidal gassing. In the German version of his

article, Pohl reports the passage in question as follows:'*^''

"So wurden am 2. Februar 1942 202 Juden aus dem Ghetto Zlatopil auf

Anordnung des Gebietskommissars von der Miliz durch Vergasung mit

Lorpicrin beseitigt. Die Beseitigung der Juden konnte ohne Storung und

ohne grofi Aufsehen zu erregen, durchgejuhrt werden.
"

"On 2 February 1942 202 Jewsfrom the ghetto Zlatopil were eliminat-

ed by the militia on order of the district commissar through gassing with

Lorpicrin. The elimination of the Jews could be carried out without dis-

turbance and without causing a big stir.

"

What is "Lorpicrin"? Pohl did not investigate and Harrison not even

in the slightest: the subject is "gassing" and this is more than enough!

Actually, the term does not mean anything, as it is a simple error for

"Chlorpikrin" (Trichlomitromethane). This substance was used as a ag-

gressive chemical irritant during the First World War, and later as a dis-

infectant against nefarious insects, such as weevils, lice, fleas, bugs and

as well as against rats. This gas has a relative density of 5.66 compared

to air (that of hydrogen cyanide is 0,93) and a boiling point of 1 12°C.'*^^

It is known, however, that during World War Two Chlorpikrin was not

part of the most common and therefore most easily obtainable disinfect-

ants, which included Zyklon, T-Gas (a mixture of ethylene oxide and

carbon dioxide), Tritox (Trichloroacetonitrile), Ventox (Nitrile), Cartox

(a mixture in different proportions of ethylene oxide and carbon diox-

ide), Nitrile, Calcid (a substance with a high percentage of calcium cya-

D. Pohl, "Schauplatz Ukraine. Der Massenmord an Juden im Militarverwaltungsgebiet und im

Reichskommissariat 1941-1943," in: Christian Hartmann, Johannes Hurler, Peter Lieb, Dieter

Pohl, Der deutsche Krieg im Osten 1941-1944. Facetten einer Grenziiberschreitung. Olden-

burg Wissenschaftsverlag, Miinchen 2009, p. 181.

Ferdinand Flury, Franz Zemik, Schddliche Gase, Ddmpfe, Nebel, Rauch- und Staubarten. Ver-

lag von Julius Springer, Berlin, 1931, pp. 418-419 and 540-541; Gerhard Peters, Die hoch-

wirksamen Gase undDdmpfe in der Schddlingsbekdmpfung. Satnmlung chemischer und che-

misch-technischer Vortrage. Neue Folge. Heft 47a. Verlag von Ferdinad Enke in Stuttgart,

1942, pp. 81 and 88.
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nide) and cyanogas (a substance with a low percentage of calcium cya-

nide). All these disinfectants were regularly distributed by the company

Degesch.^^^

Given the above, it has to be explained how a simple "Gebietskom-

missar" (district commissar) was able to obtain Chlorpikrin in a small

village in Ukraine, located approx. 80 km North-East of Kirovohrad,

near Kiev,"*^^ how he had used it for the alleged "gassing," since its boil-

ing point is 112°C, and further how the operation could have taken

place "without perturbance." In 1942 the Hygiene Department of the

Royal University of Padua performed experiments to test the efficiency

of various disinfectants, among them also chlorpikrin, regarding which

it observed:'*'*''

"La cloropicrina peraltro presenta degli inconvenienti: e di difficile

maneggio, data la sua azione lacrimogena anche se diluita fortemente (1 :

200.000.000,-) ed e molto tossica. [...]. Terminata I'operazione occorre

una ventilazione deH'ambiente che si protragga per due o tre giomi, perche

razione lacrimogena persisteper altrettanto tempo.
"

"The chlorpikrin presents some inconvenience: it is difficult to handle

because of its lachrymatory effects even if massively diluted (1:

200,000,000), and is very toxic. [. . .] Afterfinishing the operation, a lengthy

ventilation of the room for two or three days is necessary, because the lach-

rymatory effect persists for that same time. " (emphasis in the original)

The ridiculous "Lorpicrin" story is also referred to by Myers in

chapter 4 of the "Manifesto."

5.5. The ''Gas Vans"

[30] The abovementioned "gassing" through "Lorpicrin" leads us to

another topic: the alleged "gas vans," to which Harrison introduces us

in the following way:

"Gas vans were used in Simferopol, as confirmed in the trial ofDrexel

andKehrer ofEK 12a and 12b. "
(pp. 103f.)

The corresponding footnote refers to "JuNSV Bd. XL, Nr. 816 StA

Muenchen I, Az.ll9c Ks 6 a-b/70, Bl. 33-35" (footnote 66 on p. 104).

The reference appears in the article of Mathias Beer "The Development

Nl-9098.

From Harrison's text ("the Zlatopol ghetto in Nikolayev") it appears that Zlatopol was the

name of a ghetto in the city ofNikolayev (Mykolaiv), which in straight line is located more

than 400 km to the South, on the Black Sea, but here we may give him the benefit of doubt

that he meant "in the Generalkommissariat Nikolayev", which would be correct.

Socrate Mondini, / mezzi di disinfestazione contro le "cimex " nell 'ambiente militare. Tipo-

grafia AlbareUi-Marchesetti, Verona, 1942, p. 26.
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of the Gas Van in the Murdering of the Jews," who in footnote 72 refer-

ences: "Court-decision on Drexel and Kehrer, StA Muenchen I,

Az.n9c Ks 6 a-b/70, Bl.33-35 [ZSL, Az.Sammelakte 32]."^^ He added

"JuNSV Bd. XL, Nr. 816," that is "Ruter, C. F., et al. (eds.), Justiz und

NS-Verbrechen. Sammlung deutscher Strafurteile wegen nationalsozia-

listischer Totungsverbrechen. Amsterdam 1968ff, 45 volumes," a book

mentioned in the bibliography (p. 538), but which is always quoted as

"Justiz und NS-Verbrechen" (the first time in footnote 164 on p. 76),

and never as "JuNSV," an acronjon which remains xmexplained and in-

comprehensible for the reader not well-versed in the matter. Harrison

took the related reference from some other source apparently without

even understanding the meaning of the acronym "JuNSV." That he did

not consult the volume XL of this collection is proven by the fact that

he does not indicate the date of the verdict, nor the pages mentioning

the ''Gaswagen" ("gas vans"). From a historiographical point of view,

statements made in the 1970s without any dociunentary evidence to

back them up are just plain talk.

On p. 104 Harrison refers to a "group of [German] documents"

which were "[d]iscovered by Sergey Romanov" and gives an excerpt

from the verdict of a German Court Martial against Unteroffizier Hans

Rottgermann, in which it was stated:

"Therefore shootings ofJews, which lately have been a task ofSD, are

acts of the state, ordered for extermination of these enemies in a certain

manner andperformed in this manner.
"

The German text, originally published in a forum post by Terry on

15 September 2010, reads:"^"*^

" 'So sind auch die Erschiessungen von Juden durch den SD letztlich

Akte des Staates, der die Austilgung dieser Feinde in einer bestimmten Art

und Weise anordnet und ebenso durchfuehren laesst. Fuer diese vom Staat

fuer notwendig gefundenen Massnahmen sind eigens Organe eingesetzt.

Diese Organe sind in sich wieder straffen Satzungen unterworfen. ' ~ Feld-

urteil des Reichskriegsgerichts vom 17.4.1942 gegen den Unteroffizier der

Feldgendarmerie Hans Roettgermann.
"

" 'Therefore the shootings ofJews by the SD [=Sicherheitsdienst, Secu-

rity Service] are also in the end acts of the State, which ordered the de-

struction ofthese enemies in a certain way and which also allowedfor it to

*" http://weber.ucsd.edu/~lzamosc/chelmlO.htm. This article is also available online at the sites

ofthe Jewish Virtual Library

(http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Holocaust/vans.html) and Nizkor

(http://www.nizkor.org/hweb/camps/chelmno/sonderdruck.html).

http://forums.randi.org/showpost.php?p=6336974&postcount^671
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be undertaken. For these measures deemed necessary by the State dedicat-

ed institutions are established. These institutions are themselves subject to

tight bylaws. ' ~ Verdict ofthe Reich Court Martial of17 April 1942 against

Corporal ofthe Military Police Hans Roettgermann.

"

Harrison then refers to a passage of the verdict of another Court

Martial against SS-Untersturmfiihrer Max Taubner (this one taken from

a book), which says - among other things:

"The Jews have to be exterminated and none of the Jews that were

killed is any great loss. "
(p. 105)

This was part of the National Socialist battle against what was called

the Jewish-Bolshevik enemy, as it is attested to by the order of General

Erich von Manstein of 20 November 1941
1"^"^^

"Das Judentum bildet den Mittelsmann zwischen dein Feind im Riicken

und den noch kdmpfenden Resten der Roten Wehrmacht und der Roten

Fiihrung. Es halt starker als in Europa alle Schliisselpunkte der politischen

Fiihrung und Verwaltung, des Handels und des Handwerkes besetzt und

bildet wetter die Zelle fiir alle Unruhen und mdglichen Erhebungen. Das

jiidisch-bolschewistische System muss ein fiir allemal ausgerottet werden.

Nie wieder darfes in unseren europdischen Lebensraum eingreifen.

"

"Jewry constitutes the middleman between the enemy in the back and

the still-battling remnants ofthe Red Army and ofthe Red leadership. Here

more than in Europe it holds all key positions of the political leadership

and administration, of the skilled crafts and trades and continues to form

the cellfor all perturbations and possible uprisings. The Jewish-Bolshevik

system has to be eradicated once andfor all. It shall never again interfere

in our European living space.

"

[31] Harrison writes further:

"Himmler had advised the tribunal in instructions issued on his behalf

by Bender on October 26, 1942 that 'Executionfor purely political motives

shall result in no punishment, unless this is necessaryfor maintaining dis-

cipline and order. ' Himmler thus saw the murder ofJews as political kill-

ingjustified by the policy ofthe state, namely the Final Solution. "
(p. 106)

The original text of the document says:"*"^"^

"Mafigehend fiir die Frage, oh und welche Bestrafung bei Judener-

schiefiungen ohne Befehl und Befugnis zu erfolgen hat, sind die Beweg-

1.) Bei rein politischen Motiven erfolgt keine Bestrafung, es sei denn,

dafi die Aufrechterhaltung der Ordnung eine solche erfordert. [...]

2.) Bei eigensuchtigen oder sadistischen bzw. sexuellen Motiven erfolgt

PS-4064. IMT, vol. XXXIV, p. 130.

H. Bucheim, M. Broszat, H.-A. Jacobsen, H. Krausnick, Anatomic des SS-Staates, op. cit, vol.

I, pp. 279-280.
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gerichtliche Ahndung, und zwar gegebenenfalls auch wegen Mordes bzw.

Totschlages.

"

"Relevant to the question ofwhether and whatpunishment must be met-

ed outfor shootings ofJews without order and authority are the motives.

1.) For pure political motives [of the shootings] no punishment shall be

meted out, unless maintaining the order requires it [. . .]

2.) For egotistic, sadistic or sexual motives judicial punishment will be

meted out, and as the case may be also for murder orfor manslaughter.

"

It can be deduced from this that single shootings did require a specif-

ic "order and authority," outside of which kiUings were allowed only

based on certain motivations. This was in effect for the Eastern territo-

ries in the battle against "Judeo-Bolshevism," but not for example for

the concentration camps, starting with Auschwitz, where a different

norm was in force for everybody, including Jews:"^"^^

"Mir ist bekannt, dafi nur der Fiihrer allein iiber Leben und Tod eines

Staatsfeindes entscheidet. Ich darf keinen Staatsgegner (Hdftling) korper-

lich schddigen oder zu Tode bringen. Jede Totung eines Hdftlings in einem

Konzentrationslager bedarf der persdnlichen Genehmigung des Reichsfuh-

rer-SS.

"

"It is known to me that the FUhrer alone decides about life or death of

an enemy ofthe State. I am not allowed to physically harm any State enemy

(inmate) or to cause his death. Every killing ofan inmate in a concentration

camp requires the personal approval ofthe Reichsfuhrer-SS.

"

Therefore the above-mentioned disposition of Himmler had nothing

to do with the alleged "Final Solution."

5.6. The "Criticism" against Mattogno

In the section "Evolution of Europe-Wide Final Solution, September

- December 1941" Harrison pretends to demonstrate that in order "to

promote his thesis, Mattogno has to suppress evidence whilst distorting

the meaning of documents that actually prove extermination." (p. 109).

I reproduce below his criticism in its entirety to avoid his accusation of

... omissions. Some of his objections reveal utter stupidity, but I will

reply to these as well.

[32] "Mattogno 's distortions begin by softening the reality of the plans

thatpreceded the Final Solution. On page 198 o/Sobibor, Mattogno claims

that the Madagascar Plan formulated by Franz Rademacher proposedfor

'"^ GARF, 702 1 - 1 07- 1 1 , p. 30. Cft. my study Auschwitz: Assistenza sanitaria, "selezione " e

"Sonderbehandlung" dei detenuti immatricolati. Effepi, Geneva, 2010, p. 27 and document 3

ofthe amiex.
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the Jews an 'autonomous state under German supervision. ' He then trans-

lates one ofRademacher's lines as, 'Within this territory, the Jews will be

given autonomy in other respects: their own mayors, their own police, their

own postal and railroad services, etc. ' However, he omits the key sentence

preceding that line, which transforms the passage in a way that Mattogno

has intentionally concealed: 'That part of the island not requiredfor mili-

tary purposes will be placed under the administration ofa German Police

Governor, who will be under the administration of the Reichsfuhrer-SS.

Apartfrom this, the Jews will have their own administration in this territo-

ry: their own mayors, police, postal and railroad administration, etc.

'

Rademacher's wording, omitted by Mattogno, clearly shows that the Mad-

agascar reservation would have been an SS enclosure. " (p. 109)

This objection is clearly a pretext. It would be valid if I had written

that the Jews on Madagascar would have enjoyed full independence and

autonomy; instead I specified that they would have constituted an "au-

tonomous state under German supervision." The expression "under

German supervision" summarized in fact the passage which I would

have omitted: if this state was "under the administration of a German

Police Governor, who will be under the administration of the Reichs-

fuhrer-SS," it is obvious that it was "under German supervision." Stu-

pidity or bad faith? Probably both.

In any case, I am in good company. Just to make an example, the or-

thodox holocaust historian Eberhard Jackel speaks about the Madagas-

car project explaining that it foresaw "the deportation of the European

Jews to that island, which shall be placed under German mandate \la

deportation des Juifs europees sur cette ile, qui devait etre placee sous

mandat allemand]."'^'^^

In another text available on the web, I specified that the Madagascar

project "was approved by Ribbentrop and transmitted to the RSHA,
which had to implement the technical requirements for the Jewish evac-

uation to the island of Madagascar and to keep the evacuated Jews un-

der surveillance \fu approvato da Ribbentrop e trasmesso al RSHA, che

doveva eseguire i preparativi tecnici per I'evacuazione ebraica

nell'isola di Madagascar e sorvegliare gli Ebrei evacuati]."'^'^^ It is

therefore clear from my writings that the control was entrusted to the

SS.

[33] "Mattogno also omits Rademacher's insistence that the Jews

would be hostages: 'Moreover, the Jews will remain in German hands as a

*^ E. Jackel, "L'elimination des Juifs dans le programme de Hitler," in: CoUoque de I'Ecole des

Hautes Etudes en sciences sociales (ed.), L 'Allemagne nazie et le genocidejuif, op. cit.,p. 111.

Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " nazionalsocialisti, op. cit. , p. 7.
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pledgefor thefuture good behaviour ofthe members oftheir race in Amer-

ica. ' Mattogno 's 'an autonomous state ' is directly contradicted by Rade-

macher's insistence that 'our German sense of responsibility towards the

worldforbids us to make the gift of a sovereign state to a race which has

had no independent state for thousands of years. ' Mattogno also omits

Rademacher's rejection, in an earlier document, of the idea of sending

Jews to Palestine, because of the 'danger ofa second Rome!, ' even though

this phrase was quoted byfellow denier David Irving in Hitler's War. " (pp.

109f.)

This objection is even more specious than the previous. It assumes

that 1 have stated that the National Socialists would have allowed the

establishment on Madagascar of a "sovereign" and "independent" state,

while in fact 1 stated that this state would have been "under German su-

pervision." Being under the custody of the Germans, the Jews were ob-

viously also their hostages, but this has nothing to do with my quota-

tion: the Madagascar plan demonstrates that the National Socialists at

that time did not pursue an extermination policy against the Jews, but a

policy of evacuation/deportation/resettlement.

[34] "When Mattogno discusses the end of the Madagascar Plan, in

Treblinka (p. 186) he claims it was 'temporarily shelved' in September

1941; Sobibor (p. 209) gives February 10, 1942 as the official date when

the plan was cancelled. However, this fact undermines Graf's reliance on

Goebbels ' March 7, 1942 diary entry where he references deportations to

Madagascar: 'Being one of the leading figures of the Third Reich, Dr.

Goebbels would ofcourse have known about such an extermination policy,

so how do the 'holocaust' historians explain the fact that he spoke of the

concentration of the Jews in the East and advocated assigning them Mada-

gascar (or another island) as late as on 7 March 1942?"' (p. 1 10)

If I comprehend correctly, the contradiction is said to lie in the fact

that Goebbels mentioned the Madagascar plan on 7 March 1 942, after it

had been officially shelved. If that is so, the contradiction does not ex-

ist. Goebbels's diary entry of 7 March 1942 says in fact:"*"^**

"Die Judenfrage mufijetzt im gesamt europdischen Rahmen geldst wer-

den. Es gibt in Europa noch iiber 11 Millionen Juden. Sie miissen spdter

einmal zuerst im Osten konzentriert werden. Eventuell kann man ihnen

nach dem Kriege eine Insel, etwa Madagaskar, zuweisen.
"

"The Jewish question has to be solved now in a framework for the

whole ofEurope. There are still more than 11 million Jews in Europe. Lat-

er they must be atfirst concentrated in the East. Maybe after the war an is-

land, like Madagascar, can be assignedfor them.

"

See below, point 75.
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This diary entry was about the Waimsee conference (the figure of 1

1

million Jews being present at that time in Europe is an exaggeration

taken fi-om the statistic appearing in the pertinent protocol)/"*' Goeb-

bels, as shown by the quoted text, did not know anything about a plan

of Jewish extermination. The Madagascar plan was only an option for

the period "after the war."

[35] "Mattogno also ignores the fact that the Madagascar Plan evolved

at the same time as written exchanges between Wetzel and Himmler on ra-

cial policy. Mattogno cites selectively from this documentation in Sobibor,

in a lame attempt to neutralize it, but ignores its implications for the deci-

matory nature of 'resettlement. "'
(p. 110)

In my exposition I examined the central direction of the National

SociaUst policy towards the Jews in order to underline that it was not a

policy of deliberate extermination. For what concerns the "decimatory

nature of 'resettlement,'" one finds that, rather than the outcome of pre-

cise intentions, they were the result of despicable negligence, as in the

following case.

[36] "On November 25, 1939, Wetzel and Hecht stated that 'We are in-

different to the hygienicfate ofthe Jews. Alsofor the Jews the basic princi-

ple is valid that their propagation must be curtailed in every possible

waj;."'(p. 110)

This is true, and I also underlined it in the article "Origins and Func-

tions of the Birkenau camp," in which I dedicated more space to the

document in question, writing:"*^"

"This is followed by other restrictions, relating to newspapers, names,

agricultural properties, and measures to avoidpopulation increase, such as

abortion.
"

This does not mean that the preceding words are in opposition to a

policy of decimation:''^'

"To render the Jews aptfor emigration, it will be advisable to provide

them with better educational instruction at any rate. The Jewish political

associations must be prohibited, just like the Polish ones. By contrast, the

Jewish cultural associations must be tolerated a little more easily than the

Polish ones. We certainly need to leave the Jews afreer hand in this regard

than the Poles, since the Jews do not have a real political strength, like the

Poles have their ideology of Greater Poland. But that the well-known es-

sence ofJudaism is its tendency towards business and political and eco-

*" NG-2586-G, p. 6

In: Inconvenient History,

www.inconvenienthistory.coiiVarchive/2010/volume_2/number_2/origins_and_fimctions_of_b

irkenau.php

»W.PS-660.
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nomic enterprise must naturally be kept in mind at all times. The Yiddish

language may be permitted in everyday life. On the other hand, it is impos-

sible [to permit] the written Jewish language in official relations.

"

[37] "This clearly converges with developments in 1940 ignored by

Mattogno such as Brack's proposalsfor sterilization by X-ray and Hitler 's

authorization offorced abortions. " (pp. 1 10-1 1 1)

The reference relative to sterilization is "Brack an Himmler, 28.3.41,

NO-203" (footnote 95 on p. 111). The document in question is a "Be-

richt iiber die Versuche betr. Rontgenkastration" (Report on the exper-

iments regarding castration with X-rays) which has nothing to do with

Jewish policy (the Jews are not even mentioned), but clearly refers to

National Socialist eugenics. As for the "forced abortions" Harrison does

not give any reference, giving this away as an invention of his ovra. The

"Gesetz zur Verhiitung erbkranken Nachwuchses" (Law for the preven-

tion of genetic ill procreation) of 14 July 1933 foresaw optional abor-

tions like in the eugenics program:
''^^

"Wer erbkrank ist, kann durch chirurgischen Eingriff unfruchtbar

gemacht (sterilisiert) werden, wenn nach den Erfahrungen der drztlichen

Wissenschafi mit grofier Wahrscheinlichkeit zu erwarten ist, dafi seine

Nachkommen an schweren kdrperlichen oder geistigen Erbschdden leiden

werden. " (Emph. added)

"Who is genetically ill, may be made infertile (sterile) with a surgery, if

according to the experiences ofthe medical science it is to be expected with

great probability that his offspring will sufferfrom severe physical or men-

tal genetic defects. " (Emph. added)

On 9 March 1943 the Ministerrat flir Reichsverteidigung released

"with law enforcement" a ''Verordnung zum Schiitz von Ehe, Familie

und Mutterschaft" (Decree for the protection of marriage, family and

maternity) which, in its article II, expressly prohibited abortion.'*^"'

[38] "In May 1940, Himmler said that:

'.../ hope that the concept of Jews will be completely extinguished

through the possibility of large-scale emigration of all Jews to Africa or

some other colony. It must also be possible, in a somewhat longerperiod of

time, to let the national concept of Ukrainians, Gorals and Lemcos [Lem-

kos] disappear in our territory. Whatever is said concerning these splinter

peoples applies on a correspondingly larger scale to the Poles.

'

'
... Cruel and tragic as every individual case may be, this method is the

mildest and best if, out ofinner conviction, we reject the Bolshevist method

ofphysical destruction ofa people as un-Germanic and impossible ...

'

"^^ Reichsgesetzblatt, Teil I, Berlin, 25 July 1933, Nr. 86, p. 529.
"^^ Reichsgesetzblatt, Teil I, Berlin, 1943, pp. 140-141.
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Himmler was thus proposing, at the very least, a short-term extermina-

tion ofJewishness as a cultural identity through emigration to Madagas-

car. How else would this have been achieved apartfrom decimation?" (p.

Ill)

The reference adduced is document NO- 1880, which, seamingly un-

beknownst to Harrison, appears in an English translation in the Trials of

War Criminals. '^^^ The extract and ellipses, the purported fruits of Harri-

son' s research, actually originate from Yitshak Arad et al, but were un-

doubtedly copied by Harrison from an online article by Stuart D.

Stein,"^^^ who, unlike Harrison, had the decency to cite Arad et al. as his

source. The German text reads:'*^*'

"Den Begriff Juden hoffe ich, durch die Mdglichkeit einer grofien

Auswanderung samtlicher Juden nach Afrika oder sonst in eine Kolonie

vdllig ausldschen zu sehen. [...] So grausam und tragisch jeder einzelne

Fall sein mag, so ist diese Methode, wenn man die bolschewistische

Methode der physischen Ausrottung eines Volkes aus innerer Uberzeugung

als ungermanisch und unmdglich ablehnt, doch die mildeste und beste.

"

Apparently, Harrison is obsessed with "decimation" policy. The sig-

nificance of the passage is that the "emigration of all Jews""^^^ to Mada-

gascar would obviously have meant their disappearance from Europe,

and therefore the proverbial extinction of the term. The Madagascar

plan, as Harrison knows well, did not foresee any "decimation," neither

physical nor cultural, because the Jews "under the administration of a

German police Governor [unter die Verwaltung eines deutschen Poli-

zeigouverneurs]," subordinated to the "administration of the Reichsfiih-

rers-SS [Verwaltung des Reichsfuhrers-SS]," would have enjoyed "self-

administration [Selbstverwaltung],"'^^^ therefore full cultural autonomy.

Hence this objection is either based on stupidity or on bad faith.

[39] "Mattogno clings to the latter sentence about how 'we reject the

Bolshevist method ofphysical destruction of a people as un-Germanic and

impossible ' but this assumes that Himmler included Jews in his definition

of 'a people, ' which is clearly very unlikely; both Wetzel and Himmler

stressed that Jews were to be treated differentlyfrom the other eastern na-

tionalities discussed in these documents. "
(p. 11 1)

Harrison's pretense is refiited by the beginning of the document.

NO-1880. NMT, vol. XIII, pp. 147-150.

http://www.ess.uwe.ac.uk/genocide/destrtim.htni

"Denkschrift Hinunlers iiber die Behandlung der fremdvolkischen im Osten (Mai 1 942)," in:

f?Z,5. Jg., 1957, Heft 2, p. 197.
"^^ The project foresaw the deportation of approx. 4 millions ofJews. NG-2586-D.

NG-2586-B.
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which he is obviously ignorant of:"*^'

"Bei der Behandlung der Fremdvolkischen im Osten mussen wir damn
sehen, soviel wie mdglich einzelne Vdlkerschaften anzuerkennen und zu

pflegen, also neben den Polen und Juden, die Ukrainer, die Weifimssen, die

Goralen, die Lemken und die Kaschuben.

"

"When dealing with the alien nationalities in the East, we have to see to

it that we recognize and cultivate as many individual ethnic grups as possi-

ble, hence besides Poles and Jews also the Ukrainians, Belorussians, Co-

rals, Lemkos and the Kashubians.
"

Himmler therefore considered the Jews, too, as a ''Volkerschaft" (na-

tion). It is true that according to this document they were to be handled

with a different treatment, but surely not worse. For the other popula-

tions Himmler foresaw the fractioning and loss of cultural identity, for

the Jews emigration without further specification.

[40] "Even in the unlikely event that Himmler was rejecting the physical

extermination ofJews in 1940, it would be the snapshot fallacy to cite this

to try and neutralise the 1941-44 paper trail. It is possible but unlikely that

Himmler rejected the idea of extermination in May 1940, but utterly ludi-

crous by June-December 1941. "
(p. Ill)

If there is a "fallacy," it is in Harrison's reasoning. This document

was quoted by me in a chronological exposition of the NS policy to-

wards the Jews, particularly in the framework of emigration policy.'*''*'

That I had adduced the document to "neutralise" alleged changes of

Himmler' s mind (yet to be demonstrated) is a "ludicrous" deduction by

Harrison.

[41] "Mattogno's policy chapter in Treblinka (Chapter VI), duplicated

in Sobibor (Chapter 7), relies heavily upon a note sent by Zeitschel, an ad-

visor at the Cerman embassy in Paris, for the attention ofambassador Otto

Abetz, suggesting that all the Jews in places occupied by the Cermans be

deported to 'a special territory presumably marked offfor them. ' Mattogno

claims that:

'Zeitschel 's proposal was thus accepted some months later by Hitler

himself who resolved to temporarily shelve the Madagascar Plan and to

deport all Jews living in the occupied territories to the east This decision

ofthe Fiihrer was probably made in September 1941.

'

The vagueness of 'probably ' contradicts Mattogno 's demandfor preci-

sion in the policy thresholds he imposes on his strawman version of the

proper historiography. "
(p. Ill)

DenkscMft Himmlers iiber die Behandlung der fremdvolkischen im Osten (Mai 1 942), op.

cit, p. 196.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 197.
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This is another rather silly objection. First of all my request for "pre-

cision" aims refers to the essential aspect of the alleged decision or or-

der of extermination. Secondly, whereas here the imprecision of the ex-

act date falls between two series of incontestable and intrinsically-

linked events - the emigration/evacuation/resettlement policy and the

practical start of the deportation to the East from the Reich territories -,

for the orthodox holocaust historiography the inaccuracy of the date lies

between a series of events in contradiction to extermination, the emigra-

tion/evacuation/resettlement policy, and those dogmatically assumed as

real: the creation of "extermination camps." It is obvious that this ex-

terminationist imprecision, which at its basis is caused by sheer lack of

evidence and translates to, but cannot be rectified by, plain speculation

by the exterminationist school, has a much greater historiographical rel-

evance. Here I can refer to Christian Gerlach, who wrote:'"''

"Sometime between September 14 and September 18, 1941, Hitler ap-

proved the inauguration of a program to deport German Jews to the east-

ern territories.

"

If Harrison seeks an even more precise date, it is the one of 17 Sep-

tember 1941 :^*2

"Wir wissen, dass der Entscheidung Hitlers vom 17. September 1941

zur Deportation der deutschen Juden unter anderem eine Besprechung mit

Otto Abetz, dem Botschafter in Paris, und mit Ribbentrop vorausging. Auch

ein Treffen Ribbentrops mit Himmlerfand am 1 7. September 1941 statt.
"

"We know that Hitler's decision of 17 September 1941 for the deporta-

tion of the German Jews was preceded, among other events, by a confer-

ence with Otto Abetz, the Ambassador in Paris, and with Rippentrop. Fur-

thermore a meeting ofRippentrop with Himmler took place on 17 Septem-

ber 1941.

"

[42] "Moreover, thefocus on Zeitschel and Abetz is selective because it

ignores three crucial facts. Firstly, on the previous day, Zeitschel had pro-

posed the sterilization ofall Jews on German controlled soil. Zeitschel 's in-

tentions therefore clearly had a genocidal purpose, and reflected steriliza-

tion experiments that were already takingplace in Berlin. " (pp. 111-112)

This interpretation is completely baseless. As Longerich states,

"Zeitschel was prompted to draw up this plan by Theodor Kaufinan's

book, which suggested the sterilization of all Germans."''*^ It was there-

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., p. 763.

Eckart Konze, Norbert Frei, Peter Hayes, Moshe Zimmerman, Das Ami und die Vergangen-

heit. Deutsche Diplomaten im Dritten Reich und in der Bundesrepublik. Pantheon Verlag,

2012, p. XVll.

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit, footnote 93 on p.

529.
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fore an unscripted form of retaliation, not a project reflecting "steriliza-

tion experiments."

[43] "Secondly, when Hitler met with Abetz on September 16, 1941, the

Fuhrer discussedplans to starve millions ofpeople in Leningrad:

'The Petersburg 'nest ofpoison'from which for so long Asian poison

hadflowed into the Baltic, must vanishfrom the earth. The city [Leningrad]

was already surrounded: all that remained to do was to pound it with artil-

lery andfrom the air. Everything the population needed to survive, such as

the waterpipes and thepower stations, would he destroyed. The Asians and

Bolshevists must be chased out of Europe, the episode of '250 years of

Asianness ' was at an end.

'

Abetz was therefore fully aware that the fate awaiting the Jews would

involve highly attritional death rates, as Hitler had already told him that he

would remove 'Everything the population needed to survive ' from the

'Asians and Bolshevists. ' Mattogno ignores this context because, by impli-

cation, it shows that Hitler would not allow Jews, who were automatically

defined as enemies ofthe Reich, to survive in the USSR. "
(p. 1 12)

The source of the quotation is "Note on the Fiihrer's comments to

Abetz, 16.9.41, ADAP [Akten zur Deutschen Auswdrtigen Politik],

Serie D, Bd. 13/2. Goettingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1970, pp. 424-

25" (note 100 on p. 112). As usual, Harrison utilizes others' sources, in

line with the normal procedure of the "plagiarist bloggers." The quota-

tion and the relative archival reference are no doubt taken from the arti-

cle of Peter Witte "Two Decisions Concerning the 'Final Solution to the

Jewish Question': Deportations to Lodz and Mass Murder in Chelmno,"

in Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 9/3, 1995, pp. 327-328, which is

mentioned in the bibliography (p. 564). Harrison misrepresents totally

the meaning of the text, which evidently treats a war episode.

The destruction of the sustaining means which would have been

caused by the German artillery would have induced the city to surren-

der. According to the document, neither this population nor the "Asians

and Bolshevists" were supposed to perish, instead they would have been

"driven out of Europe," that is beyond the Ural mountains: "The Ural

will be the frontier behind which Stalin and his ilk can do whatever they

want [Der Ural werde die Grenze sein, hinter der Stalin und seinesglei-

chen tun konnten, was ihnen beliebe]."'^^"'^ Whenever Hitler spoke of the

disappearance of Jewry "from Europe" ("c/as Judentum aus Europa ver-

P. Witte, "Zwei Entscheidungen in der "Endlosung der Judenfrage": Deportationen nach Lodz

und Vemichtung in Chelmno," in: Theresienstddter Studien und Dokumente, Verlag Academi-

a, Prag, 1995, p. 49.
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schwindet'"),^^ he intended in fact their deportation beyond the Urals.

This was also expressly declared by Rosenberg on 18 November
1941.466

"Hinsichtlich der Judenfrage bemerkte Reichsminister Rosenberg, dafi

der Ostfeldzug auch diese Frage fiir Europa zur Losung bringen werde;

das Judentum werde, wenn es in Europa auch noch viele Millionen Kopfe

zdhle, diesseits des Ural vdllig ausgemerzt werden.
"

"Regarding the Jewish question Reich Minister Rosenberg observed

that the campaign in the East would bring for Europe also the solution to

this question; Jewry would be completely eliminated on this side of the

Urals, even though it still countsfor many millions ofheads in Europe.
"

[44] "Thirdly, Mattogno ignores the literature that shows how deporta-

tion policy in France evolvedfrom reprisals policy. On December 14, 1941,

Goebbels described impending deportations from France 'to the eastern

region ' as 'In many cases ...equivalent to a death sentence. ' In April 1942,

a Hitler decree stipulated that 'for each future assassination. ..500 Com-

munists and Jews are to be turned over to the RFSS and the German Chief

ofPolicefor deportation to the East. ' By May 31, 1942, 6,000 Communists

and Jews had been deported as 'reprisals.
"'

(p. 1 12)

The quotation of Goebbels is without reference. For Harrison it

would have been too embarrassing to admit having taken it from Thom-

as Dalton's article "Goebbels on the Jews. Part I," published in Incon-

venient History, 2010, vol. 2, no. 1:

"The early curfew in Paris has been abolished, but a plethora ofJews

remain to be pushed out (abgeschobenj of occupied France to the eastern

region. In many cases this is equivalent to a death sentence.

"

I add also Dalton's comment:"^*'

"If deportation is sometimes the 'equivalent of a death sentence, ' and

many will 'pay with their lives, ' we are left wondering how, exactly, and in

what numbers, they will die. I trust that there is a clear difference between

(a) many dying from disease, exposure, lack of medical care, periodic

shootings, etc, and (b) all dying in a complex and systematic gassing opera-

tion. There is no doubt that concentrating and deporting thousands or mil-

lions ofpeople in wartime would lead to many deaths. But this is not geno-

cide.
"

But there is also a more elaborate explanation.

"'^ Speech of Hitler in tlie Sportpalast of 30 January 1 942. Max Domarus, Hitler Reden und Pro-

klamationen 1932-1945. R. Lowit - Wiesbaden, 1973, vol. II, Erster Halbband, pp. 1828-

1829.
"^^ Aufzeichnung. Betr.: Ausfiihrungen des Reichsministers Alfred Rosenberg bei Berliner Pres-

seempfang am 18.1 1.1941. Politisches Archiv des Auswartiges Amt, Pol. Abt. Xin, V.A.A.

bei OKW, Band 25.

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2/number_l/goebbels_on_thejews.php
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Harrison falsifies the historical context in which the first deporta-

tions of Jews from France happened: he omits to specify where they

were directed to and he remains silent about their fate.

On 12 December 1941 in Paris the Germans conducted a reprisal ac-

tion caused by a series of anti-German assassinations. 1,043 Jews were

arrested, then detained in the Compiegne camp. Two days later the

German authorities released a notification announcing their deportation

to the East for forced labor of a substantial number of criminal Jewish-

Bolshevik elements.

The information reached London immediately. On 15 December the

Jewish Telegraphic Agency reported the following news of the previous

day:'**^

"The execution of 100 hostages in Paris, including many Jews, the an-

nouncement that French Jews will be deported 'east 'for hard labor and the

imposition of a billion francs fine on Jews in the occupied territory were

reported today by the Vichy radio.

In Paris, the Vichy radio said. General Von Stuelpnagel, commander of

the Nazi occupation forces in France, ordered the execution of 100 hostag-

es, charging that attacks on German soldiers in occupied France were the

work of 'an organized Jewish, anarchist, Anglo-Saxon plot ' to ruin France.

He also announced that 'a large number of criminal Judeo-Bolshevik

elements will be deported to hard labor in the eastern territories (probably

Poland). Other deportations ofstill greater numbers willfollow immediate-

ly should there be further attacks, and this independently of any other

measures that may be taken.

Rosenberg summoned Hitler "to allow the shooting of 100 or more

Jewish bankers, lawyers etc. instead of 100 Frenchmen [an Stelle von

100 Franzosen jeweilig 100 oder mehrjiidische Bankiers, Rechtsanwdl-

te usw. erschiessen zu lassen]" because the instigators of the com-

munist assassins were the Jews of London and New York, and therefore

it was only just that their co-religionists should pay for it, but "not the

small Jews, only leading Jews [nicht die kleinen Juden, alle fiihrenden

Juden]."'^'''^ This request was not heeded.

On 23 December 1941, 73 Jews were freed, some of them because

they were older than 65 years or were sick, others due to political pres-

sure. On 24 December the head of the Gestapo, Heinrich Miiller, com-

municated to the Sicherheitspolizei (security police) in France that the

"French Jews executed in Paris; others deported to Poland; fined billion francs," JTA Daily

News Bulletin, 15 December 1941, p. 1.

Aktennotizfur den FUhrer, 18 December 1941. PS-001. IMT, vol. XXV, pp. 1-2.
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aimoxinced deportation of the 1 ,000 Jews had to be postponed due to the

lack of railway transports/^"

This was reiterated on 6 January 1942 by the German military com-

mander in France in a letter to the representative of the head of the

Sicherheitspolizei (Security Police) and the Sicherheitsdienst (SD, secu-

rity Service) in Paris:"^^'

"Nach Mitteilung des OKH konnen die fur die Deportation bereitge-

stellten 1.000 Juden aus Transportgriinden z.Zt. nicht in den Osten abge-

schoben werden. Ihre Abschiebung wird voraussichtlich erst iin Februar

oder Mdrz ds. Js. mdglich sein.
"

"According to a communication of the OKH [Oberkommando des

Heeres, High Command of the Army] the 1,000 Jews committedfor depor-

tation cannot be deported to the East for the time being due to transport

reasons. Their deportation will probably be possible only in February or

March ofthe currentyear.

"

A letter by Eichmann to the German Foreign Office dated 10 March

1942 informs about the developments of the episode:''^^

"Es ist beabsichtigt, 1.000 Juden, die anldsslich der am 12.12.1941 in

Paris durchgefuhrten Suhnenmassnahmen fur die Anschldge auf deutsche

Wehrmachtangehdrige festgenommen wurden, in das Konzentrationslager

Auschwitz (Oberschlesien) abzuschieben.

"

"It is intended to deport to the concentration camp Auschwitz (Upper

Silesia) 1,000 Jews who were arrested on occasion of reprisal measures

implemented in Paris on 12 December 1941 for attacks against German

members ofthe Wehrmacht.

"

On 1 1 March 1942 Eichmann communicated that, in addition to the

1,000 above mentioned Jews, another 5,000 were supposed to be de-

ported to Auschwitz."*^^ Finally, on 20 March, the embassy attache

Rademacher of the German Foreign Office communicated to Eichmann

that the Foreign Office did not raise any objection against the "deporta-

tion of 6,000 [Abschiebung von 6.000]" Jews to Auschwitz."^^"^ These are

the documented facts.

On p. 246, the "plagiarist bloggers" write:

"As Mattogno is fond ofpointing out, French Jews were initially de-

ported to Auschwitz primarily for labor purposes during that year, as

Serge Klarsfeld, ]'ichy-Aiischwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la solutionfinale de la questionjuive

en France - 1942. Fayard, Paris, 1983, pp. 32-33.

F-967. IMT, vol. XXXVII, p. 388.

Text in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen. Europa Verlag, Zurich, Stuttgart, Wien,

1961, p. 186.

Ibid,^. 189.

Ibid, p. 192.
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shown by the large numbers ofFrench Jews selected to stay in the camp.

"

In fact the 6,000 (to be precise 6,148) Jews deported from France to

Auschwitz were all duly registered. As SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer Theodor

Dannecker, responsible of the Jewish matters in France, wrote on 10

March 1942: "in this context they have to be, for now, male Jews able

to work, not over 55 years old [dabei habe es sich zundchst um
mdnnliche, arbeitsfdhige Juden, nicht iiber 55 Jahre, zu handeln],"'^^^

something which shows that the punishment consisted in hard work and

not in an imagined "decimation."

Harrison falsely presents the quotation from Goebbels's diary entry

of 14 December 1941 as if he referred to a general deportation plan of

the Jews from France and not to a single case. The general deportation

was in fact ordered many months later. On 22 June 1 942 Eichmann au-

thored a letter addressed to Rademacher on the subject "labor deploy-

ment of Jews from France, Belgium and the Netherlands [Arbeitseinsatz

von Juden aus Frankreich, Belgien und den Niederlanden]," in which

he wrote i^''^

"Es ist vorgesehen, ab Mitte Juli bzw. Anfang August ds. Jrs. in tdglich

verkehrenden Sonderzugen zu je 1.000 Personen zundchst etwa 40.000

Juden aus dem besetzten franzdsischen Gebiet, 40.000 Juden aus den

Niederlanden und 10.000 Juden aus Belgien zum Arbeitseinsatz in das

Lager Auschwitz abzubefdrdern.

Der zu erfassende Personenkreis erstreckt sich zundchst auf arbeitsfd-

hige Juden, soweit sie nicht in Mischehe leben und nicht die Staatsangehd-

rigkeit des Britischen Empire, der USA, von Mexiko, der mittel- und siid-

amerikanischen Feindstaaten sowie der neutralen und verbundeten Staaten

besitzen.

"

"Starting in mid-July or rather at the beginning ofAugust ofthe current

year, it is planned to initially deport, in daily scheduled special trains to the

camp Auschwitz for labor deployment, about 40,000 Jews from the occu-

pied French territory, 40,000 Jewsfrom the Netherlands, and 10,000 Jews

from Belgium.

The group ofpeople to be apprehended comprises Jews able to work, as

long as they are not living in mixed marriage and are not citizens of the

British Empire, the USA, ofMexico, of the enemy countries of Central and

South America, as well of the neutral and allied countries.
"

Serge Klarsfeld (ed.), Deutsche Dokumente 1941-1944. Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in

Frankreich, Dokumentationszentrum iiar Jiidische Zeitgeschichte, CDJC Paris; published by

Beate and Serge Klarsfeld. Paris, 1977, p. 48. Document CDJC XXVI-18, and RF-1216. IMT,

vol. XXXVIII, p. 746.

NG-183. Facsimile ofthe document in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit, p.

199.
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In answer to an express letter dated 22 June, Luther communicated

to the RSHA and to Eichmann:'*^''

"Gegen die geplante Verschickung der angegebenen Anzahl von Juden

aus dem besetzten franzdsischen Gehiet, aus den Niederlanden und aus

Belgien zum Arbeitseinsatz in das Lager Auschwitz bestehen gmndsdtzlich

keine Bedenken seitens des Auswdrtigen Amies.

"

"Generally no objections exist on part of the Foreign Office against the

planned relocation of the indicated number of Jews from the occupied

French territory, from the Netherlands and from Belgium for labor de-

ployment in the camp Auschwitz.
"

On this occasion, Goebbels had nothing to object. This confirms that

his cruel comment of 14 December 1941 referred to isolated deporta-

tions and had no real general policy foundation.

The second quotation relating to Hitler's decree of April 1942 con-

tains a discreet omission which allows Harrison to distort the meaning

of this passage. His source reproduces the passage in question as fol-

lows:^^«

"In April it wasformalized in a Fiihrer decree which stipulated 'thatfor

each future assassination, apart from the execution by flrins squad of a

number ofappropriate persons, 500 Communist and Jews are to be turned

over to the RFSS and the German Chief of Police for deportation to the

East
'

" (Emph. passage omitted by Harrison)

Only by resorting to this lowly subterfuge is it possible for Harrison

to conclude that

"Deportations from France should therefore be understood as having

been commenced in lieu ofshooting: as an equivalent death sentence. "
(p.

112)

This conclusion is deliberately misleading, since the deportation to

the East of those persons was an additional punishment, yet not at all

comparable to a death sentence, which was instead regularly enacted

against perpetrators on French soil.

In the quotation relating to the deportation of 6,000 communists and

Jews, Harrison - just to keep to his bad faith - omitted another essential

sentence which obliterates his incorrect interpretation. Here the text of

his source i"^^'

"By 31 May, 993 executions had been ordered and 471 actually carried

Serge Klarsfeld,Maxime Steinberg (eds.), Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in Belgien, The Bea-

te Klarsfeld Foundation, Paris, 1980, p. 30.

Ulrich Herbert, "The German Military Command in Paris and the Deportation of the French

Jews," in: Ulrich Herbert (ed.). National Socialist Extermination Policies, op. cit, p. 143.

Ibid, p. 143.
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out; the number ofdeportations of 'Jews and Communists ' ordered as 're-

prisals 'for the same period was roughly 6,000.

"

This further confirms that the deportations had nothing to do with

the executions.

Harrison ends his argxunent with the statement:

"This alone is sufficient to place Zeitschel and Ahetz's correspondence

in the timeline of extermination, not (as Mattogno 's title chapter claims)

'emigration. "'
(p. 1 12).

This all merely demonstrates one more time Harrison's extraordi-

nary bad faith.

[45] "Mattogno cites Goehhels' diary entry for August 20, 1941, but

overlooks the parts of that entiy, cited by Browning, which quote Hitler 's

statements that Jews deported to the USSR 'will be worked over in the

harsh climate there ' and: 'Asfor the Jewish question, today in any case one

could say that a man like Antonescu, for example, proceeds much more

radically in this manner than we have done until now. But I will not rest or

be idle until we too have gone all the way with the Jews. "'
(p. 113)

The source quoted by me''^'' does not contain the sentence presented

by Harrison, which by the way is not found in the entry of 20 August

1941, but instead instead in that of 19 August:"^^^

"Im iibrigen sagt der Fiihrer mir zu, die Berliner Juden so schnell wie

mdglich, sobald sich die erste Transportmdglichkeit bietet, von Berlin in

den Osten abzuschieben. Dort werden sie dann unter einem hdrteren Klima

in die Mache genommen.

"

"Incidentally the Fuhrer promised me to deport as soon as possible the

Berlin Jews, once the first transport possibilty arises, from Berlin to the

East There they then will be worked over in a harsher climate.
"

Here Harrison's obsession with "decimation" reappears. This objec-

tion is rather stupid as well, since 1 never claimed that Hitler would

have been fond of the Jews and wanted to send them on vacations with

all amenities included. Yet the goal of the deportations to the East was

not their extermination, and this was the fact 1 wanted to underscore.

The quotation mentioning Antonescu has as its reference "TBJG \=

Die Tagebiicher Joseph Goebbels], 11/1, p. 266 (19.8.41) and p. 278

(20.8.41)" (footnote 103 on p. 113), but this is taken from page 320 of

Browning's book The Origins of the Final Solution. Endnote 40 on p.

517 of this work gives the following reference: "Die Tagebiicher von

Joseph Goebbels, 1:265-66, 269, 278 (entries of August 19 and 20,

Martin Broszat, "Hitler und die Genesis der 'Endlosung.' Aus AnlaB der Thesen von David Ir-

ving," in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeitgeschichte, vol. 25, no. 4, 1977, p. 75 1

.

Irving V. Lipstadt, Expert Report by Richard J. Evans, footnote 609 on p. 212.
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1941)." As usual, Harrison, like his worthy companion Terry, appropri-

ates sources he has never seen. On p. 570 of the "Cut and Paste Mani-

festo," under the heading "Frequently cited books," the "TBJG Die

Tagebiicher Joseph Goebbels" are listed with no editorial or publication

data at all!

But let's return to Harrison's objections. From the above quotation

he concludes:

"Hitler would have known that Antonescu 's Rumanian police had been

liquidating Jews since July, in co-operation with Einsatzgruppe D, and

driving those unfit to work into Transnistria, where most would starve or be

shot For example, Einsatzkommando llA reported that '551 Jews have

been liquidated in Kishinev.'" (p. 1 13)

His source is "EM 45, 7.8.41" (footnote 104 on p. 113). The text of

the relevant passage of this Ereignismeldung, which Harrison pretends

to know directly, like all the other sources he quotes, is the foUowing:"^^^

"Einsatzkommando 11a: Standort Kischinew. Hat bei Uberholung der

wenigen unzerstdrten Dienstgebdude Material und einige Terror- und

Sabotageorganisationen erfasst. Fiihrende Agenten erschossen. Bisher 551

Juden liquidiert, davon 151 wegen Beteiligung an Sabotage und 400 als

Vergeltung fiir Beschiefiung deutscher Sanitdtswagen und Geben von

Leuchtsignalen an rote Flieger. Juden im Ghetto abgeschlossen, soweit

nicht abgezogen.

"

"Einsatzkommando 11a: location Kishinev. During the inspection of the

few undestroyed office buildings, seized material and several terror and

sabotage organizations. Leading agents shot. So far 551 Jews liquidated,

151 ofwhom for participation in sabotage acts and 400 as reprisalfor the

shooting of German ambulances and for igniting fares for red aircrafts.

Jews locked up in the ghetto, asfar as they had not left.
"

Hence with regard to that day we are dealing with the shooting of

Jews, for "sabotage" and as "reprisal," by Einsatzkommando 11a with-

out any co-operation of the Romanians mentioned. Yet Harrison deduc-

es "that Antonescu' s Rumanian police had been liquidating Jews since

July." Very stringent logic, indeed! Browning, in the above mentioned

footnote 40, wrote without referring to any source:

"By mid-August Antonescu 's forces had killed Jews in Bessarabia and

were trying to expel the remaining Bessarabian Jews over the Dniester

River into Transnistria.

"

For once, Harrison wanted to surpass his master, clumsily trying to

back up Browning's sentence. It is worthwhile to investigate the issue.

"'^ K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit., p. 225
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though.

One of the major German information sources was without doubt

Einsatzgruppe D, which operated in close connection with Romanian

forces. EM no. 43 of 5 August 1941 mentions "that the police is bribed

by the Jews [dafi die Gendarmerie von den Juden bestochen ist]."'^^^

EM no. 61 of 23 August contains a note with the title "Behavior of the

Romanians" which states i"*^"*

"In Borowka hatten sich marodierende rumanische Truppenteile bet

Juden eingenistet und betrieben von dort ihr Pliindererunwesen.
"

"In Borowka marauding parts of the Romanian troops settled tliem-

selves witli some Jews and operatedfrom tliere theirplundering mischief.
"

EM no. 63 of 25 August presents a long report about Bessarabia and

the Romanians. With regard to the local Jews it states i"^^^

"Auch die Losung der Judenfrage als eines der wichtigsten Probleme

ist bereits, wenn auch zdgernd, in Angriffgenommen. In Kishinew gab es

vor dem Kriege etwa 60-80000 Juden. Ein grojier Teil davon ist bei dem

Abzug der Russen fortgezogen. Bei Besetzung der Stadt waren nur etwa

4000 Juden vorhanden, deren Zahl sich durch Zuzug noch erhdhte. Aufdie

Initiative des Einsatzkommandos hin richtete der rumanische Stadtkom-

mandant in der Altstadt ein Judenghetto ein. Z.Zt umfafit das Ghetto etwa

9000 Juden. Die Juden werden zu Arbeitstrupps zusammengestellt und den

verschiedenen deutschen und rumdnischen Dienststellen zu Aufrdumungs-

und sonstigen Arbeiten zur VerfUgung gestellt.

"

"Also the solution of the Jewish question as one of the most important

problems has been already tackled, albeit hesitantly. In Kishinev about 60-

80,000 Jews lived before the war. A sizeable part of them moved away at

the retreat of the Russians. On the occupation of the city only some 4,000

Jews remained, but the number increased due to influx. On initiative ofthe

Einstazkommando, the Romanian city commander established a Jewish

ghetto in the historic city center. The ghetto currently houses about 9,000

Jews. The Jews are forming working squads and these are allocated to dif-

ferent German and Romanian service offices for clearing and other

works.

"

Just to restore peace in the minds of Browning and Harrison.

[46] "Mattogno also discusses Goebbels ' meeting with Heydrich on

September 24, 1941, in which the latter stated that Jews deportedfrom Ber-

lin 'in the end are all supposed to be transported [...] into the camps built

by the Bolsheviks'; and they cite Hitler's statement of October 6, 1941, re-

ported by Koeppen, that 'Together with the Jews ofthe Protectorate, all the

/Wrf.,p.243.

Ibid, p. 344.

Ibid.,p. 350.
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1

Jews of Vienna and Berlin must disappear. ' However, theyfail to make the

obvious connection between these two statements: Heydrich 's 'camps built

by the Bolsheviks ' had become places where the Jews ofBerlin would 'dis-

appear. ' How does disappearance in camps equate to a policy of resettle-

ment?" (p. 113)

Here we are faced with another inept fraud which needs to be ana-

lyzed in detailed manner.

The first quotation, "in the end are all supposed to be transported

[. . .] into the camps built by the Bolsheviks," is taken from our study on

Treblinka,''^'' but Harrison pretends to know the source first-hand by re-

ferring to "TBJG, II/I, pp.480-81 (24.9.1941)" (footnote 105 on p. 113).

The second quotation, "Together with the Jews of the Protectorate, all

the Jews of Vienna and Berlin must disappear," on the other hand is not

taken from our book, even though Harrison quotes the relevant page

numbers in his footnote (106 on p. 113), but instead from Browning."^^^

The reason for this convoluted procedure is easily explained. Brovra-

ing's text contains an inexact translation which allows Harrison to in-

froduce his vvrongfiil objection. In the German version of our book

about Treblinka we have quoted the original text of the passage in ques-

tion.^««

"Alle Juden miissen aus dem Protektorat entfernt werden, und zwar

nicht erst ins Generalgouvernement, sondern gleich wetter nach Osten. Es

ist augenblicklich nur wegen des grossen Bedarfs an Transportmitteln nicht

durchfuhrbar. Mit den Protektoratjuden sollen gleichzeitig alle Juden aus

Berlin und Wien verschwtnden.
"

This is the proper English translation:"*^'

"All Jews must be removedfrom the Protectorate, and indeed notjust

into the General Gouvernement, but directly farther to the east The great

requirementsfor means oftransportation are the only reason why this can-

not be executed at the moment. Along with the Protectorate Jews, all Jews

should disappearfrom Berlin and Vienna at the same time.

"

Therefore "all the Jews o/Vienna and Berlin" were not supposed to

disappear, but "all the Jewsfrom Vienna and Berlin." It is in fact clear,

that, if the Jews of Vienna and of Berlin were supposed to be trans-

ferred into the "camps built by the Bolsheviks," they were also sched-

uled to disappear from these cities. And if all the Jews were supposed to

"'^ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 185.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 328.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Vernichtungslager oder Durchgangslager? Castle Hill I^ibli-

shers, Hastings, 2002, p. 231.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 185.
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be transported to the Eastern camps, their disappearance from the Pro-

tectorate, from Berlin and from Vienna could obviously not be in con-

trast to a "policy of resettlement." And Harrison knew it well, which is

exactly why he devised this stupid fraud. This is another example of his

manifest bad faith.

[47] "Furthermore, Mattogno cites Heydrich 's Prague meeting of Oc-

tober 10, 1941, but ignores a key passage referring to how Jews would be

'decimated' fdezimiertj. "
(p. 113)

In our Sobibor study I summarized it by providing the following

passage of the document in question:"*^"

"Wegen der Evakuierung entstanden Schwierigkeiten. Es war vorge-

sehen, damit am 15. Oktober 1941 etwa zu beginnen [sic], um die Trans-

porte nach und nach bis zum 15. November abrollen zu lassen bis zur Hdhe

von etwa 5000 Juden - nur aus Prag. Vorldufig muss noch viel Rucksicht

auf die Litzmannstddter Behdrden genommen werden. Minsk und Riga

sollen 50.000 bekommen. [...] In den ndchsten Wochen sollen die 5000

Juden aus Prag nun evakuiert werden. SS-Brif. [Brigadefuhrer] Nebe und

Rasch konnen in die Lager fur kommunistische Hdftlinge im Operations-

gebiet Juden mit hineinnehmen. Dies ist bereits nach Angabe von SS-

Stubaf. [Sturmbannfiihrer] Eichmann eingeleitet.

"

"Difficulties arose because of the evacuation. It was intended to begin

with it on about 15 October 1941 [sic], in order to gradually let the trans-

ports wind down until 15 November, up to about 5000 Jews - only from

Prague. For the time being the worries of the Litzmannstadt authorities

have to be accommodated. Minsk and Riga shall receive 50,000. [...] Dur-

ing the next weeks the 5,000 Jews from Prague are to be evacuated. SS-

Brif. [Brigadefuhrer] Nebe and Rasch can accept Jews in the camps for

communist inmates in the operational area. This has been already initiated

according to SS-Stubaf. [Sturmbannfiihrer] Eichmann.

"

Later on the document states:'*''

"In Bohmen kdme in Frage: eventuell die alte Hussitenburg Alt-Rati-

bor, aber am besten ware die Ubernahme von Theresienstadt durch die

Zentralstelle fur jUdische Auswanderung. Nach Evakuierung aus diesem

vorubergehenden Sammellager (wobei die Juden schon stark dezimiert

wurden) in die dstlichen Gebiete konnte dann das gesamte Geldnde zu

einer vorbildlichen deutschen Siedlung ausgebaut werden.
"

"In Bohemia the old Hussite castle ofAlt-Ratibor could be considered,

but the best would be the acquisition of Theresienstadt by the Central Of-

fice for Jewish Emigration. After evacuating this temporary collection

camp (whereby the Jews would already be heavily decimated) into the east-

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 204.
491 T/37(299).
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ern territories, the whole terrain could be upgraded to an exemplary Ger-

man settlement

"

The "decimation" thus did not refer to the destination of the evacua-

tion, but to the evacuation itself, and it was in any case a rhetorical em-

phasis. Two weeks later, on 24 October 1941, Kurt Daluege, head of the

order pohce \Chef der Ordnungspolizei], sent to the concerned offices

an express letter with the subject "Evacuations of Jews from the Al-

treich and the Protectorate [Evakuierungen von Juden aus dem Altreich

und dem Protektorat]" which stated:"*^^

"In der Zeit vom 1. November - 4. Dezember 1941 werden durch die

Sicherheitspolizei aus dem Altreich, der Ostmark und dem Protektorat

Bohmen und Mahren 50.000 Juden nach dem Osten in die Gegend um Riga

und um Minsk abgeschoben. Die Aussiedlungen erfolgen in Transportziigen

der Reichsbahn zu je 1000 Personen. Die TransportzUge werden in Berlin,

Hamburg, Hannover, Dortmund, Munster, Dusseldorf, Koln, Frankfurt/M.,

Kassel, Stuttgart, Nurnberg, Miinchen, Wien, Breslau, Prag und Brunn zu-

sammengestellt

"

"Between 1st November and 4 December 1941, 50,000 Jews will be de-

ported by the security policefrom the Altreich, the Ostmark [Austria], and

the Protectorate ofBohemia and Moravia into the region ofMinsk and Ri-

ga in the East. The deportations will be carried out by Reichsbahn

transport trains of1000 persons each. The transport trains will be assem-

bled at Berlin, Hamburg, Hanover, Dortmund, Munster, Dusseldorf, Co-

logne, Frankfurt/M., Kassel, Stuttgart, Nuremberg, Munich, Vienna, Bres-

lau, Prague, and Brunn.

"

Therefore normal transport conditions were foreseen rather than

conditions leading to a "decimation" of the deportees.

[48] "Eight days earlier, a Heydrich speech in Prague had referred to

the need 'to gather the plans and the raw material' and to 'test the materi-

al ' This indicates that the forthcoming deportations were associated with

experiments takingplace with 'raw material. "'
(p. 113)

The source indicated by Harrison is "Kamy, Politik im "Protektorat

Bohmen und Mahren" unter Reinhard Heydrich 1941-1942, pp. 107-

22" (footnote 108 on p. 113). In reality it is taken as usual from Brown-

ing, who writes:"^^^

"In a speech given to members of the occupation apparatus on October

2 in Prague, where he had just taken over the office of acting

Reichsprotektor in addition to his position as chief of the Security Police

and the SD, he stressed that the events of the previous years were interre-

"'^ PS-3921. IMT, vol. XXXni, pp. 535-536.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 301.
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lated and a prerequisite for the ultimate Germanization of the Reich's

sphere of influence. Toward that aim, even those ofgood racial origin but

bad character (gutrassig Schlechtgesinnten) would have to be put up

against the wall; one could but imagine what Heydrich had in mind for

those whom he regarded as racially inferior. The implementation ofthis vi-

sion, however, was a 'question that the Fuhrer will have to decide. ' But it

was already possible 'to gather the plans and the raw material ' 'We have

to test the material ' he concluded, 'we have to take advantage ofthe avail-

able opportunities.
'

"

I posit first that the Browning's explanation misinterprets the mean-

ing of the document. Heydrich first mentions two "Gegenpole" (coun-

terparts): individuals who are "racially good and well-disposed

[gutrassig und gut gesinntY versus those who are "racially bad and ill-

disposed [schlechtrassig und schlecht gesinnt]." Then he discerns an

additional "intermediate tier [Mittelschicht]" which contains in equal

numbers two further categories, "racially bad, well-disposed persons

[schlechtrassig GutgesinnteY and "racially good, ill-disposed persons

[gutrassig Schlechtgesinnte]." In regard to the second, he states:'"'^

"Bei einem Teil der gutrassig Schlechtgesinnten wird nur eines iibrig

bleiben, dass wir versuchen, sie im Reich in einer rein deutschen Umge-

bung anzusiedeln, einzudeutschen und gesinnungsmdflig zu erziehen, oder,

wenn das nichtgeht, sie endgiiltig an die Wandzu stellen.
"

"For a part ofthe racially good, ill-disposed persons the possibility will

only remain that we will try to resettle them in the Reich in a purely Ger-

man environment, to germanize them and to educate them with noble prin-

ciples, or, if that proves impossible, to ultimately put them against the

wall.

"

The shooting was therefore a hypothetical possibility, moreover re-

ferring only to "a parf ' of this category of persons. Only with a heavy

dose of bad faith can one assert that all those persons "would have to be

put up against the wall." This is also valid for the statement that "one

could but imagine what Heydrich had in mind for those whom he re-

garded as racially inferior," which leads to the assiunption that they

were supposed to be exterminated; regarding those the document says

in fact:"^'"^

"Bei den schlechtrassig Gutgesinnten - wird man es wahrscheinlich so

machen mussen, dass man sie irgendwo im Reich oder irgendwie einsetzt,

und nur dafiir sorgt, dass sie keine Kinder mehr kriegen.

"

"For the racially bad, well-disposed persons - probably these must be

Jaroslava Milotova, Margita Kama, Miroslav Kamy, Deutsche Politik im "Protektorat Boh-

men undMdhren" unter Reinhard Heydrich 1941 - 1942. Metropol, Berlin, 1997, p. 119.
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handled in the way that they are installed somewhere in the Reich or some-

how employed, making onlyprovisions that they have no more children.

"

Browning's last quotation does not have a particularly coarse mean-

ing. Here is the German text:'*''^

"Und wann das geschieht, das ist eine Frage, die der Fiihrer entschei-

den mufi. Aber die Planungen und das Rohmaterial zusammenzutragen, das

sind Dinge, die wir schon einleiten konnen. Wir mtissen das Material prii-

fen, wir haben die vorhandenen Mdglichkeiten auszunutzen.
"

"And when this will happen is a question the Fiihrer must decide. But

the planning and the gathering of the raw material are activities which we
can initiate already. We must examine the material we have to exploit the

existing possibilities.

"

This simply means that the human material had to be examined ac-

cording to the above mentioned racial criteria even before the Fiihrer'

s

decision regarding the single categories. In distorting the text of Brown-

ing, Harrison takes from it the fanciful deduction that "the forthcoming

deportations were associated with experiments taking place with 'raw

material,'" while here the topic is neither "deportations" nor "experi-

ments" and not even Jews! This is another example of obtuse stupidity

or bad faith.

[49] "In pages 274-276 of Sobibor, Mattogno attempts to neutralize

Wetzel's draft to Lohse of October 25, 1941 (three weeks after Heydrich's

'raw material' speech), concerning the proposed construction of Ver-

gasungsapparate ' (also referred to as 'Brack 's device ') in Riga to kill Reich

Jews incapable of work. The context of this draft should be noted. Wetzel

also drafted a covering letter on behalf ofRosenberg, so claims offorgery

would need to account for both drafts, not just one. Both drafts had been

prepared for Lohse 's attention but must have been given to him verbally

because he arrived in Berlin on the same day to protest against the planned

deportation ofReich Jews to Riga and Minsk. "
(p. 1 13-114)

As I demonstrated above, the reference to "Heydrich's "raw materi-

al" speech" does not have any relation with the deportations of Jews.

Harrison's objection is rather childish: in principle, the fact that Wetzel

"drafted a covering letter on behalf of Rosenberg" does not categorical-

ly exclude that the attached letter could be a forgery or that it could

have been tampered with. The attached letter, without date, is addressed

"to the Commissary of the Reich for the Eastern territory \an den

Reichskommissarfur das Ostland]" and has as subject "Your report of 4

October 1941 regarding the solution of the Jewish question [Ihren

Bericht vom 4.10.1941 beziiglich Losung der Judenfrage]." Wetzel at-
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tached his file memo (Vermerk), but also the report in question, the text

ofwhich is unknown.""^

A "handwritten draft" exists as well, which, due to its brevity (it is

only one page with a few unintelligible lines), cannot be the original

draft for the letter/''''

The document presents itself as a "draft" (Entwurf) of a typewritten

letter which, for what all that's known, was never sent. It contains at the

bottom only one handwritten note, which the analysts of the Staff Evi-

dence Analysis of the Office of US Chief Counsel interpreted as "Wet
25/10." Above that is supposed to appear, vwitten Ughtly with pencil,

"N.d.H.M.," which is said to mean "Nachschrift dem Herrn Minister

[copy for the Minister],
"'^^''

but ''Nachschriff' does not mean "copy" (in

German Abschriff), but rather postscript. In the German transcription of

the document, the acronym is "N.d.R.M." and the note at the bottom is

"Wlt.""^^^ Therefore, to be precise, there is no proof that the document is

authentic, I will return to this topic further below.

[50] "Furthermore, only two days before this draft, and on the same

day that Wetzel was meeting with Brack, Paul Wurm, the foreign editor of

Der Stiirmer, had written from Berlin to Franz Rademacher advising him

that 'many of the Jewish vermin will be exterminated through special

measures. ' It is thus certain that Lohse was aware ofplans to kill deported

Jews in the Ostland before he left Berlin.
"

(p. 114)

Paul Wurm was also the founder of the "Antijiidische Welt-Liga"

(Anti-Jewish World League), and the letter in question was vmtten on

the letterhead of this organization. His second-hand information (the

origin was an old "party comrade who works on the regulation of the

Jewish question in the east [Parteigenosse, der im Osten an der Rege-

lung der Judenfrage arbeitet]") obviously cannot be compared to the

leading men of the National Socialist political and military institutions.

Furthermore Browning's translation (Harrison's source) is not impecca-

ble, because in the German text of the blamed phrase - "in ndchster

Zeit wird von dem jiidischen Ungeziefer durch besondere Massnahmen

munches vernichtet werden" ("in the near future some of the Jewish

vermin will be destroyed with special measures"),'*^' '"munches" is not

NO-997.

NO-996, entered in the Eichmann trial as T/39(188), together with a copy of the documents

NO-365 and NO-997.

Translation of document NO-365. Office ofU.S. Chief Counsel. StaffEvidence Analysis, p. 2.

NA, Record Group no. 238, NO-365.

Staatsarchiv Niimberg, KV-Anklage, Umdrucke deutsch, NO-365.

Politisches Archiv des Auswartigen Amtes. Inland II A/B. Aktz. 83-25 Sdh. IV, Band 59/3.
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"many " (which in German would be "vieles"), but rather "some."

Therefore this letter does not at all prove the existence of alleged "plans

to kill deported Jews in the Ostland."

On the other hand, the date of the letter is 23 October 1941, while

the Fiihrer order would be traced to the month of December: who then

would have elaborated such "plans"? Nobody, because - as I document

it in this chapter - at that time the Reich followed a Jewish pohcy of

emigration/evacuation/resettlement.

[51] "Mattogno attempts to negate this entire process by claiming that

'Brack's device' proposed by Wetzel to be used in Riga would have been

'carbon monoxide cylinders, ' but this is highly doubtful given that, as we

show in the Gas Chamber chapter, Widmann had already discussed 'the

impossibility to transport the CO-cylinders in Russia ' (and gassing tests in

Mogilev using engine exhaust had already taken place) when Wetzel wrote

his draft on October 25. " (p. 1 14)

The question is important and requires thorough analysis. I will

begin by reproducing the text of the document:^""

"Betr.: Losung der Judenfrage.

1. An den Reichskommissarfur das Ostland

Betr.: Ihren Bericht vom 4.10.1941 bezuglich Losung der Judenfrage

Unter Bezugnahme auf mein Schreiben vom 18. Okt. 1941 teile ich

Ihnen mit, dafi sich Oberdienstleiter Brack von der Kanzlei des Fuhrers

bereiterkldrt hat, bei der Herstellung der erforderlichen Unterkiinfte sowie

der Vergasungsapparate mitzuwirken. Zur Zeit sind die in Betracht kom-

menden Apparate in genugender Anzahl nicht vorhanden, sie miissen erst

hergestellt werden. Da nach Auffassung Bracks die Herstellung der Appa-

rate im Reich viel grofiere Schwierigkeiten bereitet als an Ort und Stelle,

halt es Brack filr am zweckmdfiigsten, wenn er umgehend seine Leute,

insbesondere sein Chemiker Dr. Kallmayer, nach Riga sendet, der dort

alles weitere veranlassen wird. Oberdienstleiter Brack weist darauf hin,

dafi das in Betracht ' ' Verfahren nicht ungefdhrlich ist, so dafi

insbesondere Schutzmafinahmen erforderlich seien. Unter diesen Um-

stdnden bitte ich Sie, sich iiber Ihren Hdheren SS- und Polizeifiihrer an

Oberdienstleiter Brack in der Kanzlei des Fiihrers zu wenden und um die

Entsendung des Chemikers Kallmeyer sowie weitere Hilfskrdfte zu bitten.

Ich darf darauf hinweisen, dafi Sturmbannfiihrer Eichmann, der Sachbe-

arheiter fir Judenfragen im RSHA, durchaus mit diesem Verfahren ein-

verstanden ist. Nach Mitteilung von Sturmbannfiihrer Eichmann sollen in

Riga und in Minsk Lager fur Juden geschaffen werden, in die evtl. auch

Juden aus dem Altreichgebiet kommen. Es werden zur Zeit aus dem Alt-

NO-365; the English translation is from www.holocaust-history.org/1941 1025-wetzel-no365/,

which is far superior to the Nuremberg version.
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reich Juden evakuiert, die nach Litzmannstadt, aber auch nach anderen

Lagern kommen sollen, um dann spdter im Osten, soweit arbeitsfdhig, in

Arbeiteinsatz zu kommen.

Nach Sachlage bestehen keine Bedenken, wenn diejenigen Juden, die

nicht arbeitsfahig sind, mit den Brackschen Hilfsmitteln beseitigt werden.

Aufdiese Weise diirften dann auch die Vorgdnge, wie sie sich bei den Er-

schiefiungen der Juden in Wilna nach einem mir vorliegenden Bericht erge-

ben haben, und die auch im Hinhlick darauf, dafi die Erschiefiungen offent-

lich vorgenommen wurden, kauin gebilligt werden konnen, nicht mehr mog-

lich sein. Die Arbeitsfdhigen dagegen werden zum Arbeitseinsatz nach

Osten abtransportiert. Dafi bei den arbeitsfdhigen Juden Mdnner und

Frauen getrennt zu halten sind, dilrfte selbstverstdndlich sein.

Uber Ihre weiteren Mafinahmen erhitte ich Bericht

"

Translated:

Re: Solution of the Jewish Question

I. To the Reich Commissarfor the East

Re: Your report ofOctober 4, 1941 in respect to the Solution ofthe Jew-

ish Question

With reference to my letter of October 18, 1941, this is to inform you

that Oberdienstleiter Brack of the Fiihrer Chancellery has agreed to col-

laborate in the production of the required shelters and gassing devices. At

this time, the envisaged devices are not available in sufficient quantity; they

will first have to be manufactured. Since in Brack's opinion the manufac-

ture ofthe devices in the Reich will cause much greater difficulties than do-

ing it on the spot, Brack considers it most expedient to send his people to

Riga, especially his chemist Dr. Kallmeyer, who will effect allfurther steps

there. Oberdienstleiter Brack points out that the procedure in question is

not without danger, so that special protective measures are necessary. In

these circumstances I request that you address yourself to Oberdienstleiter

Brack in the Fiihrer Chancellery through your Higher SS and Police Lead-

er and request the dispatch ofthe chemist Kallmeyer and other assistants. I

should inform you that SturmbannfUhrer Eichmann, the expertfor the Jew-

ish Question in the RSHA, is entirely in agreement with this process. Ac-

cording to information from SturmbannfUhrer Eichmann, camps for Jews

are to be set up in Riga and Minsk, to which Jewsfrom the Old Reich terri-

tory may also come. At this time, Jews are being evacuated out of the Old

Reich to Litzmannstadt [Lodz], and also other camps, to then later be used

for labor in the east insofar as they are capable ofwork.

As things now are, there are no objections if the Jews who are not ca-

pable ofwork are eliminated with the Brackian remedy. In this way, events

such as those that, according to a report in front of me, took place on the

occasion of the shootings of the Jews in Vilna, and which, considering that

the shootings were carried out in public, can hardly be excused, will no
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longer be possible. On the other hand, those capable ofwork will be trans-

portedfor labor in the east. It goes without saying that the male andfemale

Jews capable ofwork will be kept apart

I request a report on yourfurther measures.

"

First of all: what were the gassing devices? For Harrison they were

"gas vans" (see also the following point), a hypothesis refuted both by

the context'"' and by orthodox holocaust historiography. Patricia Hebe-

rer, for instance, writes in this regard:'"^

"Am 25.0ktober 1941 schrieh Dr. Erhard Wetzel, Rassenbeauftragter

im Reichsministerium fiir die hesetzten Ostgehiete, einen Brief an Reichs-

kommissar Lohse mit einem Vorschlag, den Brack vorgebracht hatte: sta-

tiondre Vergasungsanlagen im Reichskommissariat Osdand zu errichten

und dabei "T-4" Vergasungstechnologie und Personal aus den Mord-

zentren zu nutzen.

"

"On 25 October 1941 Dr. Erhard Wetzel, administratorfor racial mat-

ters in the Reich Ministryfor the Occupied Eastern Territories, wrote a let-

ter to the Reich Commissar Lohse with a proposal brought forward by

Brack: to establish stationary gassing devices in Reichskommissariat

Ostland and thereby to utilize the 'T-4 ' gassing technology and personnel

from the killing centers.
"

Heberer then concludes that it was a simple proposal which was

never realized.'"^

Since the "gassing devices" were associated with buildings ("re-

quired shelters and gassing devices {erforderlichen Unterkiinfte sowie

der Vergasungsapparate]"), they could only be fixed gas chambers,

whether homicidal or disinfectant. The exterminationist hypothesis, that

they were gas cylinders of carbon monoxide, is not tenable after a thor-

ough analysis. The term cannot be applied to simple gas cylinders, but

to a device which could be constructed on the spot and which could be

used for the evaporation of a liquid substance, as the Kreislaufgerdte of

the disinfection chambers Degesch with hydrogen cyanide (Zyklon B),

called "Vergaser-Gerdte" (gassing apparatuses).'""* This system was

tested in Sachsenhausen on 25 October 1940 by representatives of the

See the adduced arguments against it by Santiago Alvarez and Pierre Marais in The Gas Vans.

A Critical Investigation. Tlie Barnes Review, Washington, 2011. pp. 95-96. a book not men-

tioned by the "controversial bloggers."
'"^

P. Heberer, "Von der "Aktion T4" zum Massenmord an den europaischen Juden," in: Giinter

Morsch and Bertrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen

durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op.

cit.,p. 168.

/Wrf.,pl68.
^"^ Gerhard Peters, Blausdure zur Schddlingsbekdmpfimg. Sammlung chemischer und chemisch-

technischer Vortrage. Verlag von Ferdinand Enke, Stuttgart, 1933, p. 40
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section "Sanitation and Hygiene of the Camps" of the Inspectorate for

the Concentration Camps, of the Hygiene Institute of the Waffen-SS,

and of the Degesch company. The same day the head of the Construc-

tion Office of the Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten sent to all concentra-

tion camps the order to utilize it in future for disinfestation purposes.

This interpretation is further confirmed by a message intercepted by the

British in November 1 94

1

"No. 490, Dec 13, 1491: decodes of Nov 13, 1941. Item 10, SS

Oberabschnitt Nordsee, Hamburg 13, Firma Tesch Stabenow, Hamburg 1,

Betr Brief Vom 5. Nov. 'Erbitte Sofort Nachricht wann Zyklonversand er-

folgt ist, und wann mit Teilversand von Tegas, Athyleno. D und Trito

gerechnet werden kann, damit Dr Tesch, der in Riga Ausbildung

[corrupt groups J... sdmtliche ... sind sehr notig. Dr Tesch bittet seine Post

hierher zu senden. Leitender Arzt, bei Hdherem SS und Pol.fuhrer Riga.
'

"

"No. 490, Dec 13, 1491: decodes ofNov 13, 1941. Item 10, SS Ober-

abschnitt Nordsee, Hamburg 13, Firma Tesch Stabenow, Hamburg 1, Ref

letter of 5 Nov. 'Request immediate information when Zyklon was supplied

and when partial shipment of Tegas, Athyleno. D and Trito can be ex-

pected, so that Dr. Tesch, who is teaching in Riga [corrupt groups J...

all ... are very much needed. Dr Tesch asks his mail to beforwarded here.

Commanding Surgeon, at Higher SS and Pol commander Riga.
"'

The mentioned gases are T-Gas, ethylenoxide and Tritox.

On 21 December 1941 the Riga-based newspaper Z)eMtec/je Zeitung

im Ostland published an article with the title ^'Hygiene im Ostland"

(Hygiene in Ostland) which referred to the recent introduction of hy-

gienic measures in RK Ostland:

"Fine der vordringlichen Aufgaben auf dem Gebiet der Hygiene im

Ostland ist die Besserung der korperlichen Reinlichkeit der Bevolkerung

und die Bekdmpfung des Ungeziefers, insbesondere der Lause. [...] Durch

den Frlass des Reichskommissars fur das Ostland vom 12. Dezember 1941

sind alle Gemeinden verpflichtet, diejenigen Finrichtungen zu schaffen und

unterhalten, die zur Bekdmpfung und Verhiitung gemeingefdhrlicher

Krankheiten notwendig sind. Hierzu gehdren in diesem Lande vor alien

Dingen auch Fntlausungsanstalten.
"

"One of the most urgent tasks in the field ofhygiene in the Fastern Ter-

Giinter Morsch, "Totungen durch Giftgas im Konzentrationslager Sachsenhausen," in: Neue

Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung,

technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnmg, op. cit.,p. 262.

German SS and Police Unit Radio Messages in British Archives, in:

www.fpp.co.uk/Auschwitz/docs/PoliceDecodes.html

"Hygiene im Ostland. " Von Dr. med. Otto v. Lilienfeld-Toal, Hygieniker beim Reichskom-

missariat. in: Deutsche Zeitung im Ostland, Nr. 139 of 21 December 1941.
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ritories is the improvement ofpersonal cleanliness among the population

and pest control, especially of lice. [...] With the decree by the Reich

Commissarfor the Eastern Territories of12 December 1941, all municipal-

ities are obligated to create and to operate the facilities needed for pest

control and the prevention ofdiseases dangerous for public safety. In this

land disinfection facilitiesfirst andforemost belong to these.
"

Wetzel's letter mention three persons: Eichmann, Kallmeyer and

Brack. During the 98* Session of Eichmann's trial (17 July 1961), he

challenged this document, posing a series of objections whose sense

was briefly summarized by the Attorney General in this way: "...and

now you are suddenly claiming that it is a forgery." Eichmann particu-

larly denied having spoken with Wetzel "about gas."^"^

On 20 June 1947 and in preparation for the trial against Karl Brandt

et alii (trial of the physicians), the chemist Helmut Kallmeyer wrote an

affidavit in which he stated in reference to the Wetzel letter, which was

submitted to him:^"'

"/ was neither in Riga nor the Baltic in the Fall of1941 or at any other

time. Neither did Victor Brack ever speak to me about sending me to Riga

to co-operate in the production of the necessary quarters and the gas

chambers (Vergasungsapparate) nor to make allfurther arrangements.
"

Finally Brack stated during his own trial that he knew nothing about

the letter in question:

"A. I did not receive a copy of it nor did I even see a copy of that letter,

nor do I know this Amtsgerichtsrat Wetzel.

Q. Did you have a conference with Eichmann on this problem, on the

solution ofthe Jewish question?

A. I already said I cannot even remember the name Eichmann, nor can I

remember the name Wetzel.

Q. Do you know anything about the matters discussed at this conference

concerning the solution ofthe Jewish problem?

A. No. [know nothing.
"

After reading the letter, the Public Prosecutor asked Brack:^'"

"Herr Brack, are you still going to maintain what you said here in di-

rect examination, namely that you tried to protect the Jews and to save the

Jewsfrom their terriblefate and thatyou were never a champion ofthe ex-

termination program?

A. I should even like to maintain that misuse, terrible misuse, was made

ofmy name.

"

The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 1707-1709.

Brack and Handloser [sic] supplement V. Document No. 62. Affidavit of Helmuth Kallmeyer.

Kiel, 20 June 1947.
''^ NMT, vol. 1, pp. 887-889.
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Wetzel is even mentioned in a document of 16 January 1942 in

which the information is contained that the "SS Obergruppenfiihrer

Heydrich is said to have received from the Reichsmarschall the man-

date, with approval of the Fiihrer, to initiate preparations in order to im-

plement, after completion of the war, the immediate and uniform solu-

tion of the Jewish question in Europe [SS Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich

habe mit Genehmigung des FUhrers vom Reichsmarschall den Auftrag

erhalten, Vorbereitungen zu treffen, urn nach Abschlufi des Krieges die

sofortige und einheitliche Losung der Judenfrage in Europa durchzu-

fiihren]" (see point 73).

In conclusion, Wetzel's letter of 25 October 1941 is historically in-

consistent and therefore irrelevant.

Before moving on, 1 must examine another important element of

Harrison's "critique" - important, because it clearly demonstrates his

extraordinary obtuseness and the false pretenses of his objections: he in

fact does not aim at identifying and correcting my possible errors of in-

terpretation, rather his only goal is to discredit my works in any way
and with any means.

He objects to my initial hypothesis that the "gassing devices" were

gas cylinders (bottles) of carbon monoxide that "Widmann had already

discussed 'the impossibility to transport the CO-cylinders in Russia'"

(Widmann will be discussed in points lOf of Chapter 8). But this has

no connection to the alleged letter by Wetzel; it does in fact say that the

"gassing devices" were insufficient and that they needed to be manufac-

tured, but "in Brack's opinion the manufacture of the devices in the

Reich will cause more difficulty than if manufactured on the spot [nach

Aufassung Bracks die Herstellung der Apparate im Reich viel grofiere

Schwierigkeiten bereitet als am Ort und Stelle]," therefore Brack con-

sidered it more convenient to send his chemist Kallmayer to Riga.

Since, according to Harrison, the "gassing devices" were "gas vans,"

the result is that Brack (!) would have proposed to built "gas vans" in

Riga! This hypothesis is ridiculous even from the exterminationist per-

spective, because a prototype of the "gas vans" is said to have been

tested at Sachsenhausen camp in early November 1941,^" while for

Harrison they existed already in October 1941, but not "in sufficient

number," and therefore more of them had to be manufactured in Riga!

What portentous stupidity!

M. Beer, "Gaswagen. Von der ,Euthanasie' zum Genozid," in: Giinter Morsch, Bertrand Perz

(eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas. Historische

Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op. cit., p. 161.
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[52] "The eventual use ofgas vans in the Minsk-Mogilev area was con-

firmed by EK 8 driver Josef Wendl in court testimony in 1970, while Sergey

Romanov o/ Holocaust Controversies has published a document cited by

Gerlach showing the arrival of two 'gas vans' (tjaswagen in the original

German) in Smolensk in February 1942. "
(p. 1 14)

From a historiographic point of view, a simple testimony, even more

so one dating from the year 1970, has no value at all. With regard to this

particular document I have demonstrated in my study Schiffbruch. Vom
Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie^^^ that one of the two "Gaswa-

gen" (gas vans) assigned to EK 8, the Saurer truck with the number

plate POL 71462 which was later sent to Auschwitz at the beginning of

September 1944, was for certain a "Generatorfahrzeug" (vehicle fuelled

by generator gas) and that in this case therefore "Gaswagen" was simp-

ly a short form of ^'Generatorgaswagen" (generator gas van). It stands

to reason that the second "gas van" of the EK, also that a Saurer truck,

this one with the license plate POL 71457, was of the same kind.

[53] "Court proceedings have also uncovered that, around the end of

May 1942, EK 8 received a gas van from Smolensk. The driver was SS-

HstufSch., who belonged to the driver Staffel ofthe EK. "
(p. 1 14)

As I explained before, the "court proceedings" can "uncover" what

they please, but without documents their "findings" have limited histo-

riographical value.

[54] "Against this raft ofevidence, Mattogno cites only Brack's Nurem-

berg testimony on CO cylinders, and states that this applied to the same de-

vice as in Wetzel's draft, but the exchange he cites was referring only to the

gassing ofmental patients in T4 euthanasia centers so was irrelevant to the

proposed gassing ofJews in Riga. "
(pp. 114-115)

But what kind of "raft of evidence"? Harrison adduced only a series

of equivocal quotations, taken out of their context and misinterpreted

with regard to their real meaning.

For what concerns my reference to the testimony of Brack, Harrison

either did not understand or he feigns not to understand. It is known that

the ''Gaswagen" are referred to in many ways in exterminationist litera-

ture, but never as ''Bracksche Hilfsmittel." What was the real meaning

of this term? The most obvious direction would have been to interrogate

Brack. The fact that he was referring to the context of Aktion T4 is not

at all "irrelevant," because the "Bracksche Hilfsmittel" were referred

only in this context, and their essential element, from the extermination-

ist point of view, were in fact the gas cylinders (bottles), as Heberer

''^ Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield, 201 1, pp. 138-141.
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confirms by speaking of "stationary gassing devices" which obviously

are said to have operated using gas cylinders (bottles).

[55] "This same section then engages in afallacy ofexcluded middle by

assuming that the Riga plan must have been abandoned when work began

onBelzec. "(p. 115)

The "fallacy" is Harrison's, since it is he who must prove that the

"plan" really existed,^'^ and that it was seriously considered for imple-

mentation. Hence I don't have to prove the opposite. His objection is al-

so refuted by Gerlach in a work quoted by Harrison himself in his foot-

note 1 on p.
90:''^

"As of the autumn of 1941, however, when the mass deportations of

Jewsfrom the German Reich began, a decision to exterminate them had not

yet been made. That becomes evidentfrom the different kinds of treatment

the German Jewish deportees received when they arrived at their various

destinations.

"

It is obvious that a decision which had not yet been taken could also

not be "abandoned."

[56] "Moreover, it assumes that Belzec 's original intention must, ac-

cording to the official historiography, have been to kill fit as well as unfit

Jews. This is simply a false reading of the historiography because almost

all historians concur that the policy at the time of the Wannsee Protocol

was to gas unfit Jews whilst granting workers a stay of execution. Both of

these false assumptions can be refuted by noting the obvious fact that the

Ostland and Belzec operated as killing sites simultaneously in the spring

and summer of 1942, so Belzec was simply an additional killing option at

the moment that construction commenced, not a replacementfor the Wetzel

proposal "
(p. 115)

It is true that the alleged killing also of the Jews fit for work is not

attested to for this period (October 1941); it is claimed only from March

1942 onward. But then who, how, when and why gave the order to kill

also the Jews fit for work? Was is an automatic "radicalization" which

proceeded on its own? The crucial point here is Harrison's chronologi-

cally absurd argument that "Belzec was simply an additional killing op-

tion at the moment that construction commenced," i.e. in November

1941, because of the "obvious fact" that "in the spring and summer of

1942" "Ostland and Belzec operated as killing sites simultaneously."

Logic would dictate instead a reference to the treatment of the Jews de-

In reality it was a simple proposal introduced with the wording: ".
. .bestehen keine Bedenken,

wenn..."NO-365.

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. c;7.,pp. 760-761.
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ported to RK Ostland during the period of Belzec's construction, i.e.

November 1941.

As for the Jews deported directly to RK Ostland up until spring

1942, the Gesamtbericht vom 16.0ktoher 1941 his 31 Januar 1942

(General report from 16 October 1941 until 31 January 1942) of Ein-

satzgruppe A, while listing horrendous shootings of local Jews, de-

scribes the fate of those deported from the Reich as follows:

"Seit Dezember 1940 [recte: 1941] trafen aus dem Reich in kurzen

Abstanden Judentransporte ein. Davon wurden 20000 Juden nach Riga und

7000 Juden nach Minsk geleitet. Die ersten 10000 nach Riga evakuierten

Juden wurden z. T. in einem provisorisch ausgebauten Auffanglager, z. T. in

einem neu errichteten Barackenlager in der Nahe von Riga untergebracht.

Die iibrigen Transporte sind zunachst in einen abgetrennten Teil des Riga-

er Ghettos eingewiesen worden. Der Bau des Barackenlagers wird unter

Einsatz aller arbeitsfdhigen Juden so weiter geJUhrt, dass im Friihjahr alle

evakuierten Juden, die den Winter uberstehen, in dieses Lager eingewiesen

werden konnen. Von den Juden aus dem Reich ist nur ein geringer Teil

arbeitsfahig. Etwa 70-80 % sind Frauen und Kinder sowie alte, arbeitsun-

fdhige Personen. Die Sterblichkeitsziffer steigt stdndig, auch infolge des

aussergewdhnlich harten Winters.

"

"Since December 1940 [recte: 1941] transports with Jews from the

Reich arrived in short intervals. Ofthem 20,000 Jews were directed to Riga

and 7,000 Jews to Minsk. The first 10,000 Jews evacuated to Riga were

partly accommodated in a temporarily expanded reception camp andpartly

in a newly erected barracks camp near Riga. The other transports were

marshalledfor the time being into a separated section ofthe ghetto ofRiga.

The construction of the barracks camp with the deployment of all Jews fit

for work is carried on is such a way that in springtime all the Jews who en-

dure the winter can be moved into this camp. Only a smallpart ofthe Jews

from the Reich is fit for work. About 70-80% are women and children as

well as elderly persons unable to work. The mortality increases continuous-

ly, also as a consequence ofthe extraordinary harsh winter.

"

Accordingly, the transports sent to Riga and Minsk were not submit-

ted to "selections": those unfit for work were not gassed or shot but re-

located to the ghettos just like those fit for work. There were also kill-

ings, but no planned ones and not on a vast scale:^'^

"Jn [sic] einzelnen Fallen wurden ansteckend erkrankte Juden ... aus-

gesondert und exekutiert.

"

"In certain single cases some Jews sick with contagious diseases were

... segregated and executed.

"

PS-2273. IMT, vol. XXX, pp. 79-80.
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These were exactly the Jews who would be referred to in Wetzel's

letter, therefore the inherent proposal to kill those unfit for work was

not implemented.

[571 "Furthermore, by conceding that Wetzel's document referred to

killing, Mattogno concedes a murderous motive, and fails to explain why

that motive would not have been carriedforward into 1942 at the expense

ofresettlement. "
(p. 115)

The "murderous motive," according to the document (whose authen-

ticity, as I explained above, is rather dubious), was a simple proposal

among others. It is important to verify whether it was taken into consid-

eration and implemented. The question could be also turned against

Harrison: if the proposal mentioned in Wetzel's letter was not imple-

mented in regard to the Jews deported to Riga, why would it have been

implemented with regard to the Jews deported to the "Aktion Rein-

hardt" camps in 1942?

[58] "Mattogno also perpetrates distortions concerning witnesses to

decision-making. On page 235 o/Sobibor, Mattogno insists thatFuhrer or-

ders must be located that match those claimed in testimonies by Hoss for

June 1941 and Wisliceny for April 1942. This is, of course, hypocritical;

firstly because Mattogno 's own dating for a resettlement decision is not

precise (he says 'probably ' September, as was noted above) and secondly

because he insists in other chapters that perpetrator testimonies are unreli-

ableforpurposes ofdating and detail. "
(p. 115)

Ignoring the question of the dates, which 1 have already discussed

above, the objection is one worthy of Harrison. Even he should be able

to understand that, from our point of view, neither a decision nor an ex-

termination order ever existed, and that therefore it is obvious that I on-

ly wished to emphasize the contradictions found in the essential testi-

monies pertaining to this issue, namely those by Hoss and Wisliceny.

Does Harrison consider them "unreliable" as well? For orthodox histo-

rians it is obvious that the Fuhrer order must have been issued between

Jime 1941 and April 1942. As one can see, this is not a question of hy-

pocrisy on my part but one of stupidity on my opponent's.

[59] "Moreover, Hoss's dating is contradicted by his own affidavit,

which stated that he received the order when the three Reinhard camps

were already operational. "
(p. 1 15)

Here Harrison shoots himself in the foot. The fact that Hoss contra-

dicted himself in his affidavit of 5 April 1946 (PS-3868) only aggra-

vates his own lack of credibility. And how does Harrison explain that

Hoss, according to himself, visited Treblinka after having received the

imaginary extermination order but before having carried out his first
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"gassing" in crematorium I at Auschwitz, which would have taken place

on 16 September 1941?^'^

[60] "His dating has also been criticized by historians such as Brown-

ing and Orth, who have shown why it was incorrect. Consequently, there is

no reason why historians shouldfollow Hoss 's dating, and for Mattogno to

insist otherwise is simply ludicrous, ifnot outright dishonest. "
(p. 115)

If anything is "simply ludicrous, if not outright dishonest" about all

this, is is Harrison's objection. At the beginning of chapter 8 of our So-

bibor study I pointed out that Hoss, at the morning hearing of 1 5 April

1 946 of the Nuremberg trial, declared that Himmler had summoned him

to Berlin in the summer of 1941 and on that occasion assigned him the

elusive Fiihrer order on the extermination of the Jews. I observed that

"this Fuhrerbefehl immediately became the cornerstone of mainstream

Holocaust historiography then taking shape but still lacking any kind of

documentation."^'^ Then I described the controversy between intention-

alists and functionalists and added that "one had to wait until 1999 for a

drastic revision of 'the older research literature' by Karin Orth's article

on Rudolf H6B. In it Orth pushed back the alleged order by Himmler

calling HoB to Berlin by one year into June of 1942."^'^

Since I explained that the dates claimed by Hoss have "also been

criticized by historians," i.e. the article by Karin Orth^'^ which marked a

turning point of orthodox holocaust historiography,^^" Harrison's objec-

tion is pointless. The fact remains that these two testimonies, which for

decades were considered the fundamental cornerstones of orthodox hol-

ocaust historiography regarding the Fiihrer order, are profoundly incon-

sistent and self-contradictory. If the date of the Fiihrer order is moved

forward to June 1942, nothing is solved, because then new contradic-

tions arise: on the one hand Hoss would have begun the extermination

of Jews at Auschwitz even before having received the corresponding

order yet - as pointed out above - after having visited Treblinka (which

opened only the following month); on the other hand Wisliceny would

have seen an extermination order signed by Himmler dating from the

month of May. I will return to this question later.

[61] "Historians also point out that perpetrators such as Hoss had a

motive to insist on an early Fiihrerbefehl, as a way of evading their own

Ausctiwitz: Tfie Casefor Sanity, op. cit.
, pp. 429-430.

^" Sobibdr. HolocaustPropaganda and Reality, op. cit, p. 219.

Ibid, p. 234.

™ K. Orth, "Rudolf Hofi und die 'Endlosimg der Judenfrage.' Drei Argumente gegen deren Da-

tienmg auf den Sommer 1941," in: Werkstatt Geschichte, 18. November 1999, pp. 45-57.
'™ Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit. , p. 234.
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personal responsibility for killings, but this obvious point about defence

strategy is ignored by Mattogno because it would take away the Fuhrerbe-

fehl strawman. "
(p. 115)

What kind of "personal responsibility"? This implies that Hoss

would have perpetrated massacres of Jews on his own initiative. From

what evidence could that be deduced? The only such basis consists of

the foohsh fantasies of Robert Jan van Pelt, which 1 abundantly refuted

in a recent study of mine.^^' And what kind of defense strategy would it

have been to claim the reception of the alleged extermination order in

June 1941 rather than in June 1942? If, as alleged by orthodox holo-

caust historiography, the mass extermination in Auschwitz commenced

only in July 1942, then how could Hoss have hoped to avoid his "per-

sonal responsibility" by pushing back the date of the alleged order by

one year?

[62] "Mattogno 's treatment of Wisliceny 's testimony is just as poor.

Wisliceny referred to an extermination order by Himmler in April 1942 that

gave a temporary exemption to Jews required for essential labour. Mat-

togno gives no plausible reason why Himmler did not have that authority

by that date to issue such an exemption without requiring a superior Hitler

order. "
(p. 116)

Here once more Harrison proves his ovra dishonesty. Himmler' s al-

leged order of April 1942, according to Wisliceny, went along the fol-

lowing lines

"The Fuehrer had ordered thefinal solution ofthe Jewish question [der

Fiihrer hdtte die Endldsung der Judenfrage befohlen]; the Chief of the Se-

curity Police and the SD and the Inspector of Concentration Camps were

entrusted with carrying out this so-calledfinal solution. All Jewish men and

women who were able to work were to be temporarily exemptedfrom the

so-calledfinal solution and used for work in the concentration camps. This

letter was signed hy Himmler himself. I could not possibly he mistaken

since Himmler 's signature was well known to me.
"

Harrison lies without reservation in saying that "Wisliceny referred

to an extermination order by Himmler in April 1942," because Himmler

explicitly referred to the Fiihrer order for the "final solution of the Jew-

ish question," which for Wisliceny was given by Hitler at that time and

for the first time. Harrison feigns to believe that the order originated

from Himmler, while from the context it clearly results that it was Hit-

ler's order ("The Fuehrer had ordered...") which had been signed by

Himmler to guarantee its supposed authenticity. Therefore it is clear

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 113-141.

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 235.
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that the "exemption" was part of Hitler's order (and it was not only val-

id "for essential laboxir," but simply "for work") and therefore Himmler

did not have any authority to change it, in any other way.

[63] "Moreover, Wisliceny 's claim is supported by documentation that

Mattogno ignores. On May 18, 1942, Miiller wrote to Jdger, following the

execution of 630 workers in Minsk, to inform him that Jews aged 16-32 in

these camps were to be 'excludedfrom special measures until further no-

tice. ' Peter Longerich has concluded using documentation from the GG
that Himmler actually gave this order on May 18. Thus the order dated by

Wisliceny for April 1942 can actually be documented as having been given

in May. "
(p. 116)

The question is not quite as simple as Harrison presents it. His

source, Peter Longerich, wrote in this regard:^^^

"At the end ofApril or the beginning ofMay [1942], the decision was

seemingly taken to murder any Jews indiscriminately and with immediate

effect. Apparently, at the end ofApril or in May 1942, the Nazi regime de-

cided to extend the murder of the Jews ofLublin and Galicia to the entire

Generalgouvernement. At the same time, the decision must have been taken

to murder en masse the Jews ofUpper Silesia.
"

He then adds:^^"^

"One significant indication ofHimmler 's order in May 1942 to extend

the murders has been obtained. In the middle ofMay 1942, Gestapo chief

Miiller told the commander of the security police in Riga, Jdger, that, in

accordance with a 'general order of the Reichsfuhrer SS and chief of the

German police, ' any 'Jews and Jewesses fitfor work aged between 16 and

32 are to be excluded from the 'special measures' until further notice.

These Jews are to be assigned to use as closed labour. Concentation camp

or labour camp.
"'

Wisliceny spoke of a general extermination order by the Fuhrer re-

lating to the "final solution [Endldsung]'" dating from April 1942 in

which it was stated that the Jews fit for work were temporarily excluded

fi-om extermination, without age limitation. Longerich refers instead to

a Himmler order of May 1942 which extended to the General Govern-

ment a previous order by Hitler, but with a temporary exemption of the

Jews able to work between 16 and 32 years old. It is obvious that

Longerich's statements do not confirm Wisliceny's statements at all.

This interpretation only complicates further an already tangled matter.

Gerlach describes the significance of the Wannsee conference of 20

p. Longerich, "The Wannsee Conference in the development of the 'Final Solution'," in: Da-

vid Cesarani (ed.). Holocaust, op. cit, p. 141.

Ibid., p. 142.
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January 1942 as follows

"First, it was a precondition not justfor the execution of the 'eastern

Jews' but also for the extermination of German and western European

Jews. Second, it was closely connected with Hitler's fundamental decision

to proceed with the liquidation of all Jews living in Europe. In my opinion.

Hitler made this decision in early December 1941.

"

The Wannsee protocol does not explicitly say what fate was reserved

for those unable to work (except in one case, which I will analyze be-

low) however it states expressly:^^''

"Unter entsprechender Leitung sollen nun im Zuge der Endldsung die

Juden in geeigneter Weise im Osten zum Arbeitseinsatz kominen.
"

"In the course of the final solution the Jews are slated to be deployed

for labor in the East under appropriate supervision and in an adequate

manner.

"

The consequence - from an exterminationist point of view - is that

Hitler's supposed extermination order of early December 1941 envis-

aged, at least temporarily, the exemption of the Jews fit for work from

that "final solution" which referred to "all Jews living in Europe," in-

cluding the ones living in the General Govenmient. Therefore the al-

leged Himmler order of May 1 942 does not make any sense, because

both the extermination order and the exemption had already been given

by Hitler in December 1941 for the General Government as well. With

regards to the Jews unable to work, the alleged Himmler order presup-

poses an order by Hitler for a total Jewish extermination, those fit for

work included, issued no later than the one given in December 1941

(excluding from direct extermination the Jews fit for work), which was

then modified by the Reichsfiihrer-SS by excluding the Jews fit for

work.

Of this alleged Himmler order no other frace exists outside the doc-

ument mentioned by Harrison, and this requires a comment. Harrison

adduces for it the following source: "FS Miiller an Jager, Betr.: Endgii-

Itige Losung der Judenfrage, 18.5.1942, RGVA 500-1-25, p. 379"

(footnote 121 on p. 116). Ignoring that "FS" means "Fernschreiben"

(telegram), Harrison states that "Miiller wrote to Jager," as if it had

been a normal letter. 1 present the original text of the document:^^^

"Riga Ft. [Funktelegramm?] Nr. 1533

Geheim.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., p. 760.

NG-2586-G, p. 7.

ZStL,SammlungUdSSR,401,p.259.
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An den Kommandeur Sipo u. SD Litauen,

SS-Standartenfuehrer Jaeger.

Im Auftrage des Befehlshabers der Sipo und des SD gebe ich folgendes

Ft. zur Kenntnis:

Geheime Reichssache

Betrifft: Endgiltige [sic] Loesung der Judenfrage.

Nach Mitteilung des OKH [Oberkommando des Heeres] sind beim HKP
[Heeres-Kraftfahrzeug-Park] 630 in Minsk als Fachhandwerker beschaef-

tigte Juden, trotz gegenteiliger Zusage kuerzlich Sonderbehandlungen un-

terzogen warden, wodurch angeblich Leistungspotential dieser Stelle we-

sentlich beeintraechtigt wurde. Zutreffendenfalls bitte ich kuenftig in Aus-

fuehrung einer generellen Anordnung des Reichsfuehrers SS [sic] und

Chefs der deutschen Polizei, arbeitsfaehige Juden und Juedinnen im Alter

von 16 bis 32 Jahren, bis aufweitere Weisung von Sondermaxnahmen [sic]

auszunehmen. Diese Juden sind dem geschlossenen Arbeitseinsatz zuzu-

fuehren. KZ oder Arbeitslager.

i.V. gez. Mueller, SS-Gruppenfuehrer"

.

Translated:

"Riga Ft. [Radio telegram?] no. 1533

To the Commander Sipo and SD Lithuania,

SS-Standartenfuehrer Jaeger.

On behalf of the Territorial Commander of the Sipo and of the SD I

submit thefollowing Ft foryour attention:

Secret Reich matter

Regarding: final [with a misspelled letter in German] solution of the

Jewish question.

According to a communication of the OKH, 630 Jews employed in the

HKP [army motor pool] in Minsk were recently subjected, in spite of a

promise to the contrary, to special treatments, whereby reportedly the in-

ternal efficiency of this institution was considerably impaired. In case of

this being true, I ask that in the future, in following a general directive by

Reichsfuhrer-SS and Chiefof the German Police, Jews and Jewesses in the

agesfrom 16 to 32 years able to work are exemptedfrom special measures

[with a misspelled letter in German] untilfurther notice. These Jews are to

be dispatched to closed working deployments. Concentration camp or labor

by proxy signed Mueller, SS-Gruppenfuehrer"

The document refers to Soviet Jews, whose fate, as I explained be-

fore, was different from that of other Jews. The formulation raises some

doubts: the killings of Jews is referred to first as "special freatments,"

then "special measures"; the age sfrata for those able to work is remark-

ably narrow: 16-32 years. Moreover, the document does not specify that
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all Jews are to undergo special measures/treatment. It's a fallacy to

claim that, if some Jews are to be protected from any reprisals, there is a

policy to kill all Jews.

Already on 12 October 1941, Sonderkommando 1 of Einsatzgruppe

A referred to having ordered in Estonia:

"1) Festnahme aller mdnnlichen Juden uber 16Jahre,

2) Festnahme aller arbeitsfdhigen, in Reval und Umgebung wohnhaften

Jiidinnen im Alter von 16 bis 60 Jahren, die zum Torfstechen eingesetzt

wurden.

"

"1) Arrest ofall male Jews over 16 years,

2) Arrest ofall Jewesses able to work, domiciled in Reval and surround-

ings, ofthe agefrom 16 to 60 years, who will be assigned to peat cutting.
"

This, at least, makes more sense. Since, according to many orthodox

holocaust historians, the order for "the execution of Soviet Jews would

have occurred in July or August of 1941,"^^' one must consider that it

also temporarily excluded Jews fit for work, and therefore - again -

what was the reason for Himmler's order ofMay 1942?

[64] "Mattogno claims instead that the original FUhrerbefehl had, ac-

cording to Hoss, allowed no exceptions, so any exceptions had to be grant-

ed by Hitler in a subsequent order, but this does not take cognizance of the

fact that Hoss 's actual wording simply stated that all Jews were to be 'de-

stroyed now during the war, without exception. ' By failing to consider the

timescale implied by Hoss 's 'during the war, ' Mattogno falsifies its mean-

ing into one that requires total immediate killing at the time ofdeportation,

whereas in fact Hoss 'sformulation is perfectly compatible with the Wann-

see Protocol's requirement that some Jews were to be exemptedfor labour

but then killed afterwards. There is simply nothing in Hoss or other sources

that precludes temporary exemptionsfor labour. "
(p. 116)

Here again it is Harrison who clumsily "falsifies" the statements of

the Auschwitz commandant, because his interpretation is refuted by

Hoss himself, who writes:^''"

'Als der RFSS seinen urspriinglichen Juden-Vernichtungshefehl von

1941, nach dem alle Juden ausnahmslos zu vernichten waren, dahin dnder-

te, daj] die Arbeitsfdhigen fiir die Riistungsindustrie herauszuziehen seien,

wurde Auschwitz Judenlager, ein Judensammellager in einem Ausmafi, das

bis dahin nicht gekannt
"

K.-M, Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetmion, op. cit., p. 672, EM Nr.

Ill of 12.10.1941.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit, p. 763.
'™ Kommandant in Auschwitz. Autobiographische Aufzeichnungen des RudolfHoss. Herausgege-

ben von Martin Broszat. Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, Miinchen, 1981, p. 1 14.
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"When the RFSS [ReichsJuhrer-SS = Himmler] changed his original

annihilation order against the Jews of 1941, according to which all Jews

had to be annihilated without exception, in such a way that those able to

work should be assignedfor the armament industry, Auschwitz became a

camp for Jews, a collection camp for Jews to a heretofore unknown ex-

tent.
"

If only a subsequent, later order established the exclusion of the

Jews fit for work from extermination, then the first order of total exter-

mination must have had a character of immediacy and was not in effect

dxiring the whole war.

[65] "Mattogno 's distortions continue with the 1942 evidence. On May
1, 1942, Greiser asked Himmler for permission to extend the Sonderbe-

handlung of 'about 100,000 Jews in the area ofmy Gau ' to ensure that 'the

cases of open tuberculosis among the Polish people are extirpated. ' Mat-

togno acknowledges that Greiser was requesting permission to kill these

Poles, but then perversely omits the connection with the killing of the

100,000 Jews that Greiser explicitly made in the letter. The use of the word

Sonderbehandlung to refer to the killing ofthese Poles also occurs in letters

by Koppe and Blome. In the latter, Blome presented Sonderbehandlung and

the 'Creation ofa reservation for all TB patients ' as mutually exclusive op-

tions, so Sonderbehandlung could not mean resettlement, contrary to the

claim made by Mattogno, who states that this was an extension of the

Himmler-Greiser correspondence ofSeptember 1941. The same distinction

was made by Himmler in his reply. " (pp. 116-117)

In footnote 128 on p. 117 Harrison quotes my study // campo di

Chelmno tra storia e propaganda,^^^ where I "perversely" quoted the

German text of the passage in question, which reads

"Reichsjuhrer! Die von Ihnen im Einvernehmen mit dem Chef des

Reichssicherheits-Hauptamtes SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich genehmig-

te Aktion der Sonderbehandlung von rund 100000 Juden in meinem Gauge-

biet wird in den ndchsten 2-3 Monaten abgeschlossen werden konnen.

"

"Reichsjuhrer! The special treatment operation ofsome 100,000 Jews

in my governed area, as approved by you in agreement with the Chiefofthe

Reich Security Main Office, SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich, will likely be

finished within the next 2-3 months.

"

The letter continues as follows:^^^

"Ich bitte Sie um die Genehmigung, mit dem vorhandenen und einge-

arbeiteten Sonderkommando im Anschlufi an die Judenaktion den Gau von

einer Gefahr befreien zu diXrfen, die mitjeder Woche katastrophalere For-

Effepi, Genova, 2009.

/Wrf., pp. 40-41.

NO-246.
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men annimmt.

"

"In connection with the Jewish operation, I askyoufor approval to Ub-

erate with the existing and experienced special commando the districtfrom

a danger which becomes more catastrophic with every week.

"

At the end of the letter Greiser asks again for permission:^'^

"damit jetzt wdhrend der ablaufenden Aktion gegen die Juden bereits

die Vorbereitungen zum anschliefienden Anlaufen der Aktion gegenuber

den offen mit Tbc. behqfteten Polen mit alien Vorsichtsmajinahmen getrqf-

fen werden konnen.

"

"in order to implement with all the precautions already now during the

current Jewish operation the preparations for the subsequent start of the

operation toward the Poles openly afflicted with tubercolosis.
"

The document does not contain an explicit reference to "special

treatment [Sonderbehandlung]" of those sick individuals; this appears

instead in the letter of W. Koppe of 3 May 1942 (NO-247) and in that

of Kurt Blome of 18 November 1942 (NO-250). In his reply, dated 3

December 1942, Himmler proposed "to select a suitable area, to which

then the incurably sick persons with tuberculosis could be sent [ein

geeignetes Gebiet herauszusuchen, in das dam die unheilbaren

Tuberkolosekranken geschickt werden konnen]."^^'^ Since it follows

from this exchange of letters that the isolation of the sick Poles within a

specially designated area was considered as a "Sonderbehandlung," it

eludes me why "Sonderbehandlung could not mean resettlement," be-

cause the Jews could likewise be sent to a "suitable area." In the above-

mentioned book 1 put this "special treatment" in relation to Himmler's

order to Greiser of 18 September 1941:^^^

"The Fiihrer desires that the Altreich [Germany proper] and the Protec-

torate be emptied and freed ofJews as soon as possible, from the west to

the east. It is therefore my intention, ifpossible already this year, to initial-

ly transport the Jewsfrom the Altreich and the Protectorate into the eastern

territories newly incorporated into the Reich two years ago, as a first stage,

in order to deport them stillfarther to the east next spring.

I am planning to bring about 60,000 Jews of the Altreich and the Pro-

tectorate into the Litzmannstadt Ghetto for the winter, which, as I under-

stand, has space to accept them. In the interests of the Reich as a whole, I

am asking you not only to understand, but to exert all your powers in sup-

porting this measure, which surely will cause difficultiesforyour district.

SS-Gruppenfiihrer Heydrich, who has the task of carrying out this mi-

gration ofJews, will be turning to you in due course, directly or through

NO-251.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 194.
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SS-GruppenJuhrer Koppe.

"

Harrison may well disagree, but then he must explain when and why
Hitler changed his mind and issued extermination orders. It could be

objected that Greiser referred to the Polish Jews of the Warthegau, and

not to those of the Reich transported to Lodz. In this case another inex-

plicable consequence would arise. Gerlach states that^^^

"in the middle ofJanuary 1942, when the civil administration and the

SSpolice apparatus began to transport Jewsfrom the Lodz ghetto to the ex-

termination camp at Chelmno, the Jews from Germany were initially ex-

cluded.
"

Hence it is claimed that, starting on 8 December 1941, only Jews

from the Warthegau were exterminated in Chelmno. But who gave this

order? If Greiser, on I May 1942, mentioned a "special freatment" con-

forming to that supposed by our opponents, i.e. the killing of 100,000

Warthegau Jews which had been approved ("genehmigte") by Himmler

and Heydrich and was to be terminated within the next 2-3 months, who
then had approved the mass killings allegedly performed up to the end

of April? The number is not irrelevant, since we are talking about

57,000 claimed victims. A general extermination order would not

have required a specific "approval" for each extermination action, but

an evacuation order would have required it.

The evacuation of the Jews from the Warthegau was planned since

July 1940. During a conference in Krakow (the exact date is not indi-

cated), Greiser stated:^^^

"In Litzmannstadt selber habe man die Juden in ein Ghetto gebracht.

Die Aktion sei an sich abgeschlossen, habe aber lediglich provisorischen

Charakter. In diesem Ghetto befinden sich ungefdhr 250000 Juden. Diese

250000 Juden, deren Zahl sich vielleicht auf260000 erhdhen werde, miifi-

ten einmal den Warthegau verlassen.

"

"In Litzmannstadtproper the Jews were brought into a ghetto. The op-

eration is said to befinished as such, ahhough it has onlyprovisional char-

acter. There are about 250,000 Jews in this ghetto. These 250,000 Jews,

whose number might increase to 260,000, will have to leave the Warthegau

at some point.

"

The initial plan was to deport them to the General Government.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., pp. 766f.

/; campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit, p. 147.

Tatiana Berenstein, Artur Eisenbach, Bernard Mark, Adam Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto -

Massenmord. Dokumentation iiber Ausrottung und Widerstand der Juden inPolen wdhrend

des zweiten Weltkrieges. Herausgegeben vom Jiidischen Historischen Institut Warschau.

Roderberg Verlag, Frankfort/Main, 1960, p. 58.
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Even before this, on 12 November 1939, SS-Obergruppenfuhrer

Wilhelm Koppe, Higher SS and PoUce Leader of the Warthegau

[Hdherer SS- und Polizeifuhrer im Warthegau], wrote a circular letter

{Rundschreiben) with the subject "Deportation of Jews and Poles from

the Reich district 'Warthe-Land' [Abschiebung von Juden und Polen

aus dem Reichsgau 'Warthe-Land'y in which he transmitted Himm-
ler's orders as Reich Commissar for the Consolidation of German Na-

tionhood {Reichskommissar fiir Festigung des deutschen Volkstums), of

which a passage states:^^^

"Auf Grund einer Besprechung beim Generalgouverneur in Krakau

erstreckt sich der Abtransport aus dem "Warthe-Gau" fiir die Zeit vom

15.11.1939 bis 28.2.1940 aufzundchst 200000 Polen und 100000 Juden.

"

"As determined by a conference at the General Governor's in Krakow

the deportation from the 'Warthe-Gau ' in the time period between 15. No-

vember 1939 and 28 February 1940 will initially encompass 200,000 Poles

and 100,000 Jews.

"

[66] "Mattogno fiirther distorts this documentary sequence by claiming

that, because Himmler changed his mind about authorizing these killings,

this must cast doubt on killings ofPolish mentalpatients in 1939-40. How-
ever, this is a chronological distortion because Blome 's letter had referred

to the political controversy leading up to the suspension of the euthanasia

program as his reasonforfearing that the TB euthanasia would be similar-

ly controversial:

7 could imagine that the Fiihrer, having some time ago stopped the

program in the insane asylums, might at this moment consider a 'special

treatment' of the incurably sick as unsuitable and irresponsiblefrom a po-

liticalpoint ofview.

'

This controversy occurred after the mentally ill Poles had already been

killed in 1939-40, so it cannot have prevented the killing of those Poles.

Furthermore, Mattogno 's assumption that no tubercular Poles were killed

may be incorrect; Greiser's note to Brandt ofJune 1942 has a handwritten

notation saying that the action was 'under way.'" (p. 117)

In the description of this alleged "documentary sequence," Harrison

picks his sources widely from the orthodox holocaust literature, but - in

keeping with the axioms of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" - he quotes

the sources taken from it as if he really had consulted them.

Regarding the first argument, the distortion is caused by Harrison,

who omits the next sentence of Blome's letter:^'*"

"Bei der Euthanasie-Aktion handelte es sich um erkrankte Menschen

p. 44.

NO-250, p. 3 of the original.
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deutscher Staatsangehdrigkeit. Jetzt wiirde es sich urn Infektidrkranke [sic

= Infektioserkrankte] eines unterworfenen Volkes handeln.

"

"During the euthanasia action it was about diseasedpeople ofGerman

citizenship. Now it would be about the sick people with infections ofa sub-

dued nation.

"

Therefore the "political controversy leading up to the suspension of

the euthanasia program" has nothing to do with this. The problem was

that in the case underlined by Greiser they were citizens of "a subdued

nation \eines unterworfenen Volkes]" and it was precisely this fact that

potentially caused difficulties. On the other hand, the fact that the eu-

thanasia action was limited to German citizens excludes that Poles

would have been included, and therefore I did not distort anything. Har-

rison, well aware of this fact, avoids providing a reference for his quota-

tion, perhaps in order to hinder independent verification of that text.

The final sentence has to be analyzed: "Greiser' s note to Brandt of

June 1942 has a handwritten notation saying that the action was 'under

way.'" In the original of the document quoted by Harrison (NO-252)

the notation in question is illegible, but the diligent American transla-

tors had it ''tentatively translated" in this way: "XIa/97 Inform by phone

that (gassing?) under way. Illegible initials."^'*' Who put this notation

there and when was it done? What was "under way"? What is the Ger-

man text? That this notation would refer to the killing of sick Poles as

being "under way" is refuted by the docxunent itself, since Himmler had

not yet taken a decision about it ("Because in this matter a decision of

the Reichsfuhrer has to be passed... [Da in dieser Angelegenheit eine

Entscheidung des Reichsjiihrers herbeigefiihrt werden soil...]"), and

therefore it does not make sense for Greiser to, on the one hand, have

asked Himmler to authorize the killing of sick Poles but then, on the

other hand, have them killed even before receiving such authorization.

No documents exists regarding the end of this episode, but during

the so-called Doctors' Trial against Karl Brandt et al.. Dr. Oskar Gun-

dermann, during the war chief medical officer in the department of the

Reich Governor in Poznan, outlined it as follows
:^'*^

"/ concluded that the letter from Dr. Blome to Gauleiter Greiser was

successful, mainlyfrom the development in thefight against tuberculosis in

the Wartheland. The regulation about tuberculosis reliefhaving become ef-

fective for the whole Reich territory on 1 April 1943, a similar regulation

for protection against tuberculosis could be decreed in the Wartheland in

Translation of document NO-252. Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes.
'"^ Blome 1. NMT, vol. I, pp. 778-780.
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favor of the Polish population. A central office for the fight against tuber-

culosis was established under the management of a specialist This office

gave the same treatment to German and to Polish cases. [. . .]

During my period in office as chief medical officer in Poznan, until

January 1945, no tuberculosis patients were 'liquidated' in the Wartheland

as far as I know. I never received an orderfor such a measure, much less

brought one about either directly or indirectly. On the contrary, the office

always tried to give all tuberculosis patients proper treatment.
"

[67] "This long list of distortions by Mattogno is intended to deflect

their readers' attention from the real policy timeline. This can be recon-

structed as follows. On September 20, 1941, the representative for the

Eastern Ministry in Hitler 's headquarters, Koeppen, wrote that the Envoy

von Steengracht (representative of the Foreign Office in the headquarters

of the Fiihrer) had told him that Hitler was considering the question of

postponing possible 'Pressalien' (i.e. Repressalien; reprisals) against the

German Jews for [the] eventuality ofan American entiy into the war. "'
(p.

117)

Considering the long list of distortions by Harrison that I've com-

piled so far, who exactly committed a "long list of distortions," some

foolish, others ridiculous?

The document of which he, as usual, presents the English translation

ofmerely half a sentence, states that Hitler^"*^

"bisher noch keine Entscheidung in der Frage der Ergreifung von Pres-

salien gegen die Juden wegen der Behandlung der Wolgadeutschen getrof-

fen [habe]. Wie der Gesandte von Steengracht mir mitteilte, erwdgt der

Fiihrer, sich diese Mafinahme fiir einen eventuellen Eintritt Amerikas in

den Krieg aufzuheben.

"

"so far has not yet made a decision about the question of resorting to

reprisals against the Jews for the treatment of the Volga Germans. As the

envoy von Steengracht told me, the Fiihrer considered to set aside this

measurefor America 's potential entry into the war.

"

The context in which Longerich, Harrison's source, places the sen-

tence of this passage quoted by Harrison is important and worth quot-

ing:

"In the middle ofSeptember 1941 Hitler ordered the deportation of the

Jews from the Greater German Reich into ghettos in Eastern Europe. He
thereby set in process the deportation plans which he had pursued at the

beginning of 1941, without waitingfor the original precondition - the mili-

tary victory over the Red Army. Only a month earlier, in the middle ofAu-

gust, Hitler had spoken against the 'evacuation ' ofJewsfrom the Reich ar-

Michael Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten. Das Fiihrungskorps des Reichssicherheitshaupt-

amtes. Hamburg Edition, Hamburg, 2002, p. 616.
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ea.

"

After having quoted the aheady discussed Himmler letter to Greiser

of 18 September 1941 (see point 65), Longerich continues:^'*''

"In the following weeks Hitler repeatedly confirmed his determination

to deport the Jewsfrom Central Europe to the East On 6 October he an-

nounced to his lunch guests as he expiated over the planned penalties

against the Czechs, that all Jews from the Protectorate must be 'removed'

fentfemtj, and notjust sent to the Generalgouvernement but rather 'direct-

ly further, to the East. ' This however, was not possible at the moment ac-

cording to Hitler, due to the shortage of transport capacity. At the same

time as the 'Protectorate Jews, ' the Jewsfrom Vienna and Berlin were also

to 'disappear ' ('verschwindenj.

On 25 October Hitler made the following remark at his table talk, after

he had once again made mention ofhis 'prophecy ' of30 January 1939:

'This criminal race has the two million deadfrom the World War on its

conscience, now again hundreds of thousands. No one can say to me: we

can 't send them in the mora.ss!^^'*^^ Who then cares about our people? It is

good ifthe terror we are exterminating Jewry goes before us.

'

In fact the deportationsfrom the Reich area began on 15 October 1941.

Why did Hitler at this point make the decision to start deportations which

he had begun to plan from the beginning of 1941? Leadingfunctionaries of

the regime demanded such measures: among others, the Reich Ministerfor

the Occupied Eastern Territories, Rosenberg, had suggested deportations

in September - as a reaction to Stalin 's decision to deport the Volga Ger-

mans to the East. Several Gauleiters demanded at this time that Jews be

pushed out oftheir living areas in order to create housingfor those affected

by the bombing raids. For Hitler it seems that yet another motive played a

role; he wanted to put out a warning to 'world Jewry ' by means of the de-

portation of Central European Jews - in the sense of his 'prophesy ' of30

January 1939. In this way he intended to prevent the entry of the United

States into the war (the leadership of the US in his opinion was a puppet of

'world Jewry, ' a theme which was particularly conspicuous in German

propaganda in thefollowingfew weeks).

"

The reference to the letter of Koeppen to von Steengracht follows.

This context only fiirther confirms what I wrote in this regard.

After having separated this single motivation from the context given

by Longerich from the other motivations which could have influenced

Irving V. Lipstadt. Defense Documents. Hitler's Role in the Persuection of the Jews by the Na-

zi Regime: Electronic Version, by Heinz Peter Longerich, in:

www.hdot.org/en/trial/defense/pll/ 1 6.

'"^ The German text says "in den Morast." This undoubtedly refers to the project to deport the

Jews to the marshes of the Pripyat to drain them. Cf Gotz Aly, "Endldsung. " Volkerverschie-

bung...,op. cit.,p. 275.
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Hitler's decision to deport the German Jews to the East, Harrison con-

cludes:

"Given that the reprisal policy that operated in the East and in Serbia

was to execute 100 civilians for every killed German soldier, it would be

perverse to assume that a Jewish population deported as a reprisal action

would not suffer a large death toll, even if the method ofdeath had not yet

been decided. "
(p. 117)

His obsession with "decimation" prevails again. From the context it

results that the "reprisal" consisted not in the extermination or in the

"decimation" of the deportees, but in their ehmination, in their disap-

pearance from the Reich. This is also admitted candidly by Harrison:

[68] "During that early autumn period, the intentions ofHitler, Himm-

ler and Heydrich appear to have been 'decimation ' rather than a policy to

exterminate every Jew. Hitler stated in August that the deported Jews 'will

be worked over in the harsh climate there. ' Hitler did not say 'by the harsh

climate,' so his formulation left open the possibility that 'worked over'

could mean active killing by SS and police as well as decimationfrom hun-

ger and disease. This interpretation is supported by his reference, in the

same entry, to Antonescu 's shooting ofRumanian Jews. As we have already

seen above, that possibility was also embraced by Heydrich in his Prague

meeting ofOctober 10, 1941. " (pp. 1 17-118)

Harrison reiterates here an already discussed theme. The passage in

question reads:

"Im iibrigen sagt der Fiihrer mir zu, die Berliner Juden so schnell wie

mdglich, sobald sich die erste Transportmdglichkeit bietet, von Berlin in

den Osten abzuschieben. Dort werden sie dann unter einem hdrteren Klima

in die Mache genommen.
"

"Incidentally the Fiihrer promised me to deport as soon as possible the

Berlin Jews, once the first possibility oftransport arises, from Berlin to the

East. There they then will be worked over in a harsher climate.
"

The last sentence is clearly Goebbels's comment, a colloquial, feisty

expression from which only Harrison can make such deductions, based,

obviously, on the English translation alone, because he ignores as usual

the original German text of his quotations. As for the following refer-

ence "to Antonescu's shooting of Rumanian Jews," I showed above

what foundation it has, or rather does not have (see point 45).

[69] "The decision-making process leading to that point can be charted

through Rosenberg's knowledge of Hitler's intentions as reflected in his

documents and speeches in the latter half of 1941[.] He was present at the

meeting ofJuly 16, when Hitlerproposed 'shooting anyone who even looks

sideways at us ' in the USSR. " (p. 118)

As I explained above (point 16), this proposal referred to the "order
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for partisan warfare behind our front [Befehl zum Partisanen-Krieg

hinter unserer Front]" issued by the Soviets and has nothing to do with

decisions on the Jewish question.

[70] "Rosenberg declined Frank's request ofOctober 13 to deport Jews

from the General Government into the Ostland, where Soviet Jews were be-

ing shot in large numbers. The Wetzel-Lohse draft of October 25 concern-

ing the construction of 'Vergasungsapparate' in Riga was prepared for

Rosenberg's attention. "
(p. 118)

Harrison refers to a statement of Browning:^'*''

"On October 13, 1941, the same day as the Himmler-Kriiger-Globocnik

meeting, Frank had approached Rosenberg about 'the possibility

ofdeporting the Jewish population of the General Government into the oc-

cupied eastern territories. ' For the moment, ' however, Rosenberg saw 'no

possibilityfor the carrying out ofsuch resettlementplans.
'

"

Harrison's comment, "where Soviet Jews were being shot in large

numbers," is misleading for two reasons: 1) the killing of "Soviet Jews"

did not necessarily imply the killing of the other Jews, for reasons

which we will see immediately; 2) the idea, as I mentioned above (point

43) and as we will again see presently, was to deport the Jews beyond

the Urals. I already dissected the Wetzel letter above (points 49-51).

[71] "On November 18, three days after a meeting with Himmler, Ros-

enberg gave a briefing to the German press in which he stated that:

'In the east some six million Jew still live, and this question can only be

solved in a biological eradication ofthe entire Jewry ofEurope. The Jewish

question is only solvedfor Germany when the last Jew has left German ter-

ritory, and for Europe when not a single Jew lives on the European conti-

nent up to the Urals. ... for this reason it is necessary to expel them over

the Urals or eradicate them in some other way.
'

" (p. 118)

This text is far too important to reproduce it only in translation;

Browning gives the following passage in the original German:^''^

"... diese Frage kann nur geldst werden in einer biologischen Ausmer-

zung des gesamten Judentums in Europa. Die Judenfrage ist fiir Deutsch-

land erst geldst, wenn der letzte Jude das deutsche Territoriums verlassen

hat, undfiir Europa wenn kein Jude mehr bis zum Ural auf dem europd-

ischen Kontinent steht ...

... dazu ist es notig, sie uber den Ural zu drdngen oder sonst irgendwie

zur Ausmerzung.

"

Translated:

"... this question can only be solved by the biological extirpation of the

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 360.

Ibid.,]?. AM.
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whole ofJewry in Europe. The Jewish question will be solvedfor Germany

only when the last Jew has left German territory andfor Europe when no

single Jew remains on the European continent up to the Urals ...

... for this purpose it is necessary to push them over the Ural or some-

how else to extirpation.

"

Beyond the mention of the destination of the Jewish deportations, it

is worth mentioning here the purely figurative meaning ofAusmerzung

des Judentums" (extirpation of Jewry); even with the connotation of

"biologische Ausmerzung" (biological extirpation): it designated the

eradication of Jewry from the soil of the Reich and from the European

soil.

Rosenberg's communication fully reflected the ideas which he ex-

pressed some months earlier in the article Judenfrage als Welt-

problem" ("The Jewish question as a world problem") i^"^^

"Fur Europa ist die Judenfrage erst dann geldst, wenn die letzte Jude

den europdischen Kontinent verlassen hat

"

"For Europe the Jewish question is solved only when the last Jew has

left the European continent.

"

Still on 6 August 1942, Rosenberg declared:^"^'

"Wir diirfen uns nicht damit begnugen, dass die Juden von einem Staat

zum anderen geschoben werden, und dass vielleicht hier und da noch ein

grofies jtidisches Ghetto steckt, sondern unser Ziel kann nur das alte sein:

Die Judenfrage in Europa und in Deutschland ist nur dann geldst, wenn es

keinen Juden mehr aufdem europdischen Kontinent giht.
"

"We cannot be satisfied by the fact that the Jews are pushedfrom one

country to the next and that there still may be a big Jewish ghetto here and

there, but our goal can only be the old one: the Jewish question in Europe

and in Germany is solved only when no more Jews are present on the Eu-

ropean continent.
"

[72 1 Harrison continues:

"These 'six million ' appear again in a draft that Rosenberg prepared

for a speech to be given on December 18, in which he threatened 'New

PS-2665. IMT, vol. XXXI, p. 67. The article appeared in the periodical Weltkampf. Die Juden-

frage in Geschichte und Gegenwart," Heft 1/2, April-September 1941. The text already ap-

peared in the Volkischer Beohachter of Miinchen of 29 March 1941 in relation to a conference

held by Rosenberg one day earlier. PS-2889. IMT, vol. XXXI, p. 256.

USSR-170. IMT, vol. XXXIX, p. 417. Stenographischer Bericht iiber die Besprechung des

Reichsmarschalls Goring mit den Reichskommissaren fiir die besetzten Gebiete und den Mili-

tarbefehlshabem iiber die Emahrungslage am Donnerstag, dem 6. August 1942, 4 Uhr nachm.,

im Hermami-Goring-Saal des Reichsluftfahrtministerium. (Stenographic report about the con-

ference of Reich Marshal Goring with the Reich Commissaries for the occupied territories and

with the military commanders about the notirishment situation on Thursday, 6 August 1942,

4:00 PM, in the Hermann-Goring-hall of the Reich Ministry ofAviation).
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York Jews ' with 'a negative elimination ofthese parasitic elements. ' More

importantly, on December 16, Rosenberg made a note concerning a meet-

ing with Hitler in which they had decided to modify the speech in the light

of the declaration ofwar against the USA and 'the decision ' to kill all of

Europe 's Jews:

'With regard to the Jewish question, I said that my remarks about the

New York Jews wouldperhaps have to be changed now, after the decision.

My position was that the extermination of the Jews should not be men-

tioned. The Fuhrer agreed. He said they had brought the war down on us,

they had started all the destruction, so it should come as no surprise ifthey

became itsfirst victims.
"'

(p. 1 18)

In this case it is important as well to read the German text of the

document:

"Uber die Judenfrage sagte ich, dass die Anmerkungen iiber die New
Yorker Juden vielleichtjetzt nach der Entscheidung etwas gedndert werden

mussten. Ich stand aufdem Standpunkt, von der Ausrottung des Judentums

nicht zu sprechen. Der Fuhrer hejahte diese Haltung und sagte, sie hatten

uns den Krieg aufgebiirdet und sie hatten die Zerstdrung gebracht, es set

kein Wunder, wenn die Folgen sie zuerst trafen.
"

Translated:

"With regard to the Jewish question I said that perhaps now, after the

decision, the remarks about the New York Jews would have to be slightly

changed. I was of the opinion not to speak about the extermination ofJew-

ry. The Fiihrer approved ofthis attitude and said that they had imposed this

war on us and brought about the destruction, and that it was no wonder if

they were thefirst to suffer the consequences.
"

Harrison should explain for what mysterious reason a "biologische

Ausmerzung" is a "biological extirpation," but an "Ausrottung" is an

"extermination."

Instead of quoting the source, which is easily accessible and contains

the original text ("Rosenberg, Vermerk iiber die Unterredung beim Fiih-

rer, 14.12.41, 1517-PS, IMT XXVII, p. 270ff": footnote 135 on p.

118), Harrison uses a translation taken from an English version of Ger-

lach's article on the Wannsee conference. This further demonstrates

that this self-styled speciahst is not even able to translate a few lines

from German! And all the more the translation in question is clearly

malicious, because "extermination ofJewry" is replaced with "extermi-

nation ofthe Jews."

Rosenberg was interrogated about the significance of this term by

PS-1517. IMT, vol. XVn, p. 270.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., p. 783.
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Thomas J. Dodd, Executive Trial Counsel for the United States, in the

session of 1 7 April 1 946 of the Nuremberg trial:

"Well then, perhaps we can help you on that. I will ask you be shown

Document 1517-PS. It becomes Exhibit USA-824. [Document 1517-PS was

submitted to the defendant.]

Now, this is also a memorandum ofyours written by you about a discus-

sion you had with Hitler on the 14th ofDecember 1941, and it is quite clear

from the first paragraph that you and Hitler were discussing a speech

which you were to deliver in the Sportpalast in Berlin, and ifyou will look

at the second paragraph, you willfind these words: [the passage mentioned

above].

"

Dodd, with an obtuseness similar to that of the "plagiarist bloggers"

then asked Rosenberg:

"Now, you have indicated that you have some difficulty with the mean-

ing of that word, and I am going to ask you about the word 'Ausrottung. ' I

am going to ask that you be shown - you are familiar with the standard

German-English dictionary, Cussell's, I suppose, are you? Do you know

this word, ever heard of it?
"

The accused replied in a scornful way:
"/ do not need a foreign dictionary in order to explain the various

meanings 'Ausrottung' may have in the German language. One can exter-

minate an idea, an economic system, a social order, and as a final conse-

quence, also a group ofhuman beings, certainly. There are the many possi-

bilities which are contained in that word. For that I do not need an Eng-

lish-German dictionary.

"

Then Dodd charged again:

"/ want to remind you that this speech ofyours in which you use the

term 'Ausrottung' was made about 6 months after Himmler told Hoess,

whom you heard on this witness stand, to start exterminating the Jews. That

is afact, is it not?

ROSENBERG: No, that is not correct, for AdolfHitler said in his decla-

ration before the Reichstag: Should a new world war be started by these at-

tacks of the emigrants and their backers, then as a consequence there

would be an extermination and an extirpation. That has been understood as

a result and as a political threat. Apparently, a similar political threat was

also used by me before the war against America broke out. And, when the

war had already broken out, I have apparently said that, since it has come

to this, there is no use to speak of it at all.

"

Rosenberg then explained that "we are speaking here of extermina-

tion of iQwry; there is also still a difference between 'Jevvry' and 'the

Jews.'"

Dodd retorted that at that time in the Eastern territories "Jews were
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being exterminated," adducing the letter of Leibbrandt of 3 1 October

1941 (PS-3663),^^^ which I discussed in point 28.

Therefore if in these territories shootings of Jews took place even

before the alleged extermination order of Hitler of December 1 94 1 ,
they

were either not part of a general Jewish extermination plan, or the al-

leged order of Hitler was antecedent, but both hypotheses are in contrast

with Harrison's thesis.

[73] "Evidence that this was the moment when Hitler announced 'the

decision ' also comes from the speech Goebbels described as having been

made to the top echelons ofthe Nazi party by Hitler on December 12, 1941:

'With regard to the Jewish Question, the Fiihrer is determined to make

a clean sweep of it. He prophesied that, if they brought about another

world war, they would experience their annihilation. That was no empty

talk. The world war is here. The annihilation ofJewry must be the neces-

sary consequence. The question is to be viewed without any sentimentality.

We 're not there to have sympathy with the Jews, but only sympathy with

our own German people. If the German people has again now sacrificed

around 160,000 dead in the eastern campaign, the originators of this

bloody conflict will have topayfor it with their lives.
"'

(pp. 118-1 19)

Before examining the meaning of this quotation, we do good to ana-

lyze Gerlach's new hypothesis as presented by Harrison. The center-

piece of Gerlach's argumentation is in fact the meeting between Hitler

and the Gauleiter (regional party leaders) on 12 December 1941, during

which the Fiihrer is supposed to have announced his "fundamental deci-

sion,"^^^ the consequences of which Gerlach summarizes as foUows:^^"*

"To summarize. Hitler's December 12 speech and the other meetings

had three crucial results: (1) new, fundamental directives regarding the ex-

ecution of all Jews by the General Government and by the Ministryfor the

East, the administrative units with control over the majority ofJews living

in areas under German rule; (2) an intensification ofplanning and ofprep-

arations for exterminating the Jews in various regions using poison gas;

and (3) a determination ofpolicy regarding German Jews. In announcing

his decision to exterminate all European Jews, Hitler had also decided the

fate ofthe deported German Jews.
"

This interpretation is the result of a systematical transposition of re-

ality. I remind the reader first of all that for Gerlach the Wannsee con-

ference "was closely connected with Hitler's fundamental decision to

IMT,vol.XI,pp. 553-556.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., pp. 784f.

ftW.,p. 810.
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proceed with the liquidation of all Jews living in Europe,"^^^ where

"liquidation" means physical extermination. He states almost in passing

that this conference was originally planned for the 9th of December/^*

but that is really where the problem is.

Heydrich's invitation letter to the participants, among them also

Martin Luther, to whom the copy was sent from which I quote, bore the

date of 29 November 1941 and said:^"

"Am 31.7.1941 beauftragte mich der Reichsmarschall des Grofideut-

schen Reiches, unter Beteiligung der in Frage kommenden anderen Zen-

tralinstanzen alle erforderlichen Vorbereitungen in organisatorischer,

sachlicher und materieller Hinsicht fiir eine Gesainddsung der Judenfrage

in Europa zu treffen und ihm in Bdlde einen Gesamtentwurfhieriiber vorzu-

legen.

In Anbetracht der aufierordendichen Bedeutung, die diesen Fragen

zuzumessen ist und im Interesse der Erreichung einer gleichen Auffassung

bet den in Betracht kommenden Zentralinstanzen an den ubrigen mit dieser

Endldsung zusammenhdngenden Arbeiten rege ich an, diese Probleme zum

Gegenstand einer gemeinsamen Aussprache zu machen, zumal seit dem

15.10.1941 bereits in laufenden Transporten Juden aus dem Reichsgebiet

einschliefilich Protektorat Bohmen und Mdhren nach dem Osten evakuiert

werden.

Ich lade Sie daher zu einer solchen Besprechung mit anschliefiendem

Fruhstuckzum 9. Dezember 1941, 12.00 Uhr, in die Dienststelle der Inter-

nationalen Kriminalpolizeilichen Kommission, Berlin, Am grossen Wann-

see Nr. 56-58 ein.

"

"On 31 July 1941 the Reichsmarschall of the Greater German Reich

entrusted me with the order to undertake - with the involvement ofall other

central institutions to be considered - all necessary preparations for a

complete solution of the Jewish question in Europe in organizational, fac-

tual and material respect and to submit to him a comprehensive draft in the

nearfuture.

Due to the extraordinary importance which has to be given to these

questions, and in order to reach the same perception among the pertinent

central institutions about the other tasks connected with this final solution,

I suggest making these problems the topic of a general talk, particularly

since, as of 15 October 1941, Jewsfrom the territory ofthe Reich including

the Protectorate ofBohemia and Moravia are already being evacuated to

the East in ongoing transports.

Therefore I invite you to such a conference with subsequent breakfast

Ibid., p. 760.

Ibid, p. 764.

Facsimile of the text in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit., pp. 127-128.
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for the 9 December 1941, 12.00 o 'clock, in the administrative offices at the

International Criminal Police Commission, Berlin, Am grossen Wannsee

No. 56-58.

"

Heydrich referred explicitly to the well-known task assigned to him

by Goring on 31 July 1941:^=^

"In Ergdnzmg der Ihnen bereits mit Erlafi vom 24.1.39 iibertragenen

Auftrage, die Judenfrage in Form Auswanderung oder Evakuierung einer

den Zeitverhdltnissen entsprechend mdglichst giinstigen Losung zuzu-

fiihren, beauftragte ich hiermit, alle erforderlichen Vorbereitungen in

organisatorischer, sachlicher und materieller Hinsicht zu treffen fir eine

Gesamtldsung der Judenfrage im deutschen Einflufigebiet in Europa.

Soferne hierbei die Zustdndigkeiten anderer Zentralinstanzen berilhrt

werden, sind diese zu beteiligen.

Ich beauftrage Sie weiter, mir in Bdlde einen Gesaintentwurf iiber die

organisatorischen sachlichen und materiellen Voraiismafinahmen ziir

Durchfiihrung der angestrebten Endldsung der Judenfrage vorzulegen.
"

"In supplement to the tasks already assigned to you through the decree

of24 January 1939 to lead the Jewish question to the best possible success-

ful solution according to current conditions by means of emigration and

evacuation, I hereby commission [you] to undertake all necessary prepara-

tions for a complete solution of the Jewish question in the German sphere

ofinfluence in Europe in organizational factual and material respect.

In case that in this connection the competences of other central institu-

tions are touched upon, these are to be involved.

Ifurther commission you to submit to me in the near future a compre-

hensive draft for the organizational, factual and material preparatory

measuresfor the implementation ofthe intendedfinal solution ofthe Jewish

question.
"

This situation was so clear to the German Foreign Office that on 8

December 1941, "as preparation for tomorrow's meeting at SS-Ober-

gruppenfiihrer Heydrich [als Vorbereitung fur die morgige Sitzung bei

SS-Obergruppenfuhrer HeydrichJ' - i.e. the Wannsee conference, at

that time planned for the next day - this office redacted a notification

for Luther with the title "Requests and ideas of the Foreign Office con-

cerning the intended comprehensive solution of the Jewish question in

Europe [Wiinsche und Ideen des Auswdrtigen Amts zu der vorgesehen

Gesamtldsung der Judenfrage in Europa]." In its point 1 we find

described the following goal:^^'

"Abschiebung aller im Deutschen Reich ansdssigen Juden deutscher

PS-7 1 0. IMT, vol. XXVI, pp. 266-267. Facsimile of the original text in: R.M. Kempner,

Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit, p. 98.

NG-2586-F.
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Staatsangehorigkeit unter Einbeziehung der kroatischen, slowakischen und

mmdnischen Juden nach dem Osten.

"

"Deportation of all Jews ofGerman citizenship residing in the German

Reich to the East, including the Croatian, Slovak and Romanian Jews.

"

Furthermore a similar request was made for the "deportation

\AbschiebungY of all Jews deprived of German citizenship, all Serbian

Jews as well as those Jews handed over by the Hungarian government.

The Goring decree of 24 January 1939 referred to the estabhshment

of a ''Reichszentrale fur jiidische Auswanderung" (Reich Center for

Jewish Emigration). Its task was to promote "the emigration of the Jews

from Germany [die Auswanderung der Juden aus Deutschland]" by all

means. On 31 July 1941 the emigration or evacuation was extended

to all Jews under German dominion, and therefore in the document the

expression "Gesamtldsung" comprehensive solution, is used. Therefore

a strict continuity in NS Jewish policy is visible from the decree of 24

January 1939, to the letter of 31 July 1941, to the invitation of 29 No-

vember 1941, and further on to the Wannsee conference of 20 January

1942: a policy of emigration/evacuation/resettlement without any deci-

sion to exterminate the Jews.

Gerlach's above-mentioned interpretation is thus devoid of a founda-

tion and also confradicts the documents. Abandoning the exact date of

12 December on which it was allegedly announced, he in fact writes

that "the decision to 'exterminate the Jews in Europe' must have been

made after December 7 and before December 14, 1941."^*^

But if the Wannsee conference, which in his opinion was scheduled

in order to communicate the Fiihrer order to exterminate all Jews, was

already conceptualized prior to November 29 (the date of Heydrich's

invitation letter), it follows that the alleged Hitler order was even older.

It must be pointed out that this is not a merely chronological issue.

Moving that date to a spot some 10 days earlier than 7 December is not

admissible, because the allegedly "convergent" pieces of circumstantial

evidence which Gerlach has collected and based his fanciful conjectures

upon are concenfrated between 7 and 14 December 1941 and would

therefore fall apart.

Gerlach's interpretation presents moreover another enormous loop-

hole: the motivation of the decision. The National Socialist policy of

Jewish emigration is an indisputable fact at least until 23 October 1941,

NG-2586-A.

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. cit.,p. 784.
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when Himmler officially prohibited it:^''^

"Reichsfuhrer-SS und Chef der Deutschen Polizei hat angeordnet, dass

die Auswandemns von Juden mit sofortiger Wirkung zu verhindern ist.

"

"The Reichsfuhrer-SS and Head of the German Police ordered that the

emigration ofJews has to be prevented with immediate effect

"

But one month later, on 25 November 1941, the German military

administration in Belgium issued a "Decree about the establishment of

an 'Association of the Jews in Belgium' [Verordnung iiber die

Errichtung einer 'Vereinigung der Juden in Belgien']," organized after

the model of the German one, which had as its main goal "preparation

of the emigration [Vorbereitung der Auswanderung]."^^^

Hence only within a few weeks the original policy is claimed to have

been radically turned upside down, moving from emigration/evacu-

ation/resettlement to total extermination: Why? The intentionalist school

of thought, for all its incorrectness, adduced at least one motivation:

Hitler's hatred for the Jews. The functionalist school of thought can ob-

viously not adduce this motivation, which stands in open contrast to the

National Socialist Jewish policy followed up until then. Therefore my
observation on this question remains fully valid:^^''*

"The fundamental problem of mainstream Holocaust historiography -

when, how, and why the National Socialist policy ofemigration/evacuation

was abandoned in favor of extermination - remains thus unresolved.

Hence, the FiihrerbefeM, which would have to coincide with this epoch-

making change and clarify it, dissolves into subjective conjectures which

border on parapsychology.
"

Gerlach may have renounced Hilberg's quasi-parapsychological ex-

planation, but the foundation of his speculations is no less shaky.

I will next analyze Goebbels's remarks, of which I quote first of all

the German text:^*^

"Bezuglich der Judenfrage ist der Fuhrer entschlossen, reinen Tisch zu

machen. Er hat den Juden prophezeit, daji, wenn sie noch einmal einen

Weltkrieg herbeifuhren wiirden, sie dabei ihre Vernichtung erleben wiirden.

Das ist keine Phrase gewesen. Der Weltkrieg ist da, die Vernichtung des

Judentums muji die notwendige Folge sein. Diese Frage ist ohne jede

Sentimentalitdt zu betrachten. Wir sind nicht dazu da, Mitleid mit den

Juden, sondern nur Mitleid mit unserem deutschen Volk zu haben. Wenn

562 J.394 Underlined in the original document.

Sonderbericht. Das Judentum inBelgien. 31 December 1941. Die Endldsmg der Judenfrage

in Belgien. Herausgegeben von Serge Klarsfeld und Maxime Steinberg, op. cit., pp. 12-13.

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 236.

Joseph Goebbels: Tagebucheintrag vom 13. Dezember 1941 (Auszug), in: www.kurt-bauer-

geschichte.at/PDF_Lehrveranstaltung%202008_2009/25_Goebbels-Tagebuch_Dez_l 94 1 .pdf
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das deutsche Volk jetzt wieder im Ostfeldzug an die 160000 Tote geopfert

hat, so werden die Urheber dieses blutigen Konflikts dafiir mit ihrem Leben

bezahlen miissen.

"

"With regard to the Jewish question the Fiihrer is determined to wipe

the slate clean. He predicted to the Jews, that they - in case they caused

another world war - would experience their annihilation. This was not an

empty phrase. The world war is here, the annihilation ofJewry has to be

the inevitable consequence. This issue has to be regarded without any sen-

timentality. We are not here to show compassion to the Jews, but only to

have compassion with our German people. If the German people has now
again sacrificed some 160,000 lives in the Eastern campaign, then the orig-

inators ofthis bloody conflict in return mustpay with their lives.
"

That this remark does not contain anything new and decisive clearly

results from an article by Goebbels which appeared in Das Reich a

month earlier and which showcased even more explicit sentences:^''''

"Die historische Schuld des Weltjudentums am Ausbruch und an der

Ausweitung dieses Krieges ist so hinreichend erwiesen, dafi dariiber keine

Worte mehr zu verlieren sind. Die Juden wollten ihren Krieg, und sie haben

ihn nun. Aber es bewahrheitet sich an ihnen auch die Prophezeiung, die der

Fiihrer am 30. Januar 1939 im Deutschen Reichstag aussprach, dafi, wenn

es dem internationalen Finanzjudentum gelingen sollte, die Vdlker noch

einmal in einen Weltkrieg zu stiirzen, das Ergebnis nicht die Bolschewisie-

rung der Erde und damit der Sieg des Judentums sein werde, sondern die

Vernichtung derjiidischen Rasse in Europa.

Wir erleben eben den Vollzug dieser Prophezeiung, und es erfiillt sich

damit am Judentum ein Schicksal, das zwar hart, aber mehr als verdient ist

Mitleid oder gar Bedauern ist da gdnzlich unangebracht. Das Weltjuden-

tum hat in der Anzettelung dieses Krieges die ihm zur Verfiigung stehenden

Krdfte vollkommen falsch eingeschdtzt, und es erleidet nun einen allmdh-

lichen Vernichtungsprozefi, den es uns zugedacht hatte und auch beden-

kenlos an uns vollstrecken liefie, wenn es dazu die Macht besdfie.
"

"The historical guilt of World Jewry for the outbreak and expansion of

this war has been so amply proven that no further words are needed on this

issue. The Jews wanted their war, and now they have it. But the prophesy

which the Fiihrer announced on 30 January 1939 in the German Reichstag

will come true also for them namely that if international financial Jewry

succeeded once more in plunging the nations into a world war the result

would not be the Bolshevization of the world and thus the victory ofJewry,

but the annihilation ofthe Jewish race in Europe.

Right now we experience the implementation ofthis prophecy, whichfor

Jewry entails a fate which, although harsh, is more than deserved. Com-

"Die Juden sind schuld!", by Reichsminister Dr. Goebbels, in: Das Reich, 16 November 1941.
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passion or even sympathy is completely misplaced here. By instigating this

war, world Jewry has made a completely wrong assessment of its available

forces, and it suffers now a gradualprocess ofannihilation, which they had

envisagedfor us and which they would unscrupulously enforce against us,

ifonly they possessed the power to do so.
"

Quoting only some excerpts of this article, Gerlach writes that it has

been interpreted by other historians "as proof of the existence of a com-

prehensive plan for extermination," but for him it "is in fact ambigu-

ous."^*'^ This verdict is rather hypocritical. In reality the text is unequiv-

ocal, but it does not refer to physical extermination.

Peter Klein has published a document which gives the coup de grace

to Gerlach's fantasies. It is the "Conversation note of the Oberregie-

rungsrats in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories,

Walter Labs, of 16 January 1942 [Gesprdchsvermerk des Oberregie-

rungsrats im Reichsministerium fur die besetzten Ostgebiete, Walter

Labs, vom 16. Januar 1942]" which reads

"Einige Tage vor Weinachten fand bei Amtsgerichtsrat Wetzel, Haupt-

abteilung I, dem Sachhearbeiter fiir Rassenfragen, eine Besprechung iiber

den vor einiger Zeit hierher gesandten Entwurf einer Verordnung iiber die

Bestimmung des Begriffs Jude statt, an der ausserdem teilnahmen: [the

names of the six participants follow].

Einige Tage vor dieser Besprechung hatte ich eine solche mit dem Sach-

bearbeiter des Reichsinnenministeriums, Regierungsrat Feldscher. Dieser

erkldrte mir iiber die voraussichtliche Entwicklung des Judenbegriffs

folgendes: SS Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich habe mit Genehmigung des

Fiihrers vom Reichsmarschall den Auftrag erhalten, Vorbereitungen zu

treffen, um nach Abschlufi des Krieges die sofortige und einheitliche Ld-

sung der Judenfrage in Europa durchzufUhren. In Durchfiihrung dieses

Auftrages habe Heydrich fiir Anfang Dezember eine Staatssekretdrbespre-

chung der beteiligten Ressorts einberufen, die dann aber wegen der Reichs-

tagssitzung aufden Monat Januar verschoben werden mufite.
"

"A few days before Christmas at Amtsgerichtsrat Wetzel 's, Main De-

partment I, the official in charge of racial questions, a conference took

place regarding the draft sent here some time ago ofa decree on the defini-

tion of the term Jew, at which furthermore participated: [the names of the

six participants follow].

A few days prior to this conference, I had another one with the Reich

Ministery for Internal Affairs ' responsible official, ministerial advisor

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. cit., p. 808.

P. Klein, Die Wannsee-Konferenz vom 20. Januar 1942. Analyse und Dokumentation. Edition

Hentrich, Berlin, 1995, p. 40.
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Feldscher. He told me thefollowing about the expected development ofthe

term Jew: SS Obergmppenfiihrer Heydrich is said to have receivedfrom

the Reichsmarschall with approval by the Fuhrer the order to undertake

preparations to implement the immediate and uniform solution of the Jew-

ish question in Europe after the war. In implementing this task, Heydrich is

said to have called a conference ofSecretaries ofState ofthe involved insti-

tutions for the beginning ofDecember [1941], although it then had to be

postponed to the month ofJanuary due to the Reichstag session.

"

This document proves on one hand that Hitler, on 12 December

1 94 1 , did not announce any decision to physically exterminate the Jews,

and on the other hand it fully confirms my interpretation of the Wann-

see conference as explained above.

The consequence is that the "annihilation of Jewry
[
Vernichtung des

Judentums]" evidently has the same meaning as the "biological extirpa-

tion of Jewry [biologische Ausmerzung des Judentums]" mentioned

above and that the phrase "must pay with their lives [mit ihrem Leben

bezahlen miissenj'- a cruel rhetorical comment tj^ical of Goebbels -

referred to the "originators of this bloody conflict [Urheber dieses

blutigen Konflikts]" who wanted to cause with it "the Bolshevization of

the world and therefore the victory of the Jewry [die Bolschewisierung

der Erde und damit der Sieg des Judentums'],'' that is: Judeo-Bolshe-

vism.

[74] "Thefollowing day, Goebbels wrote that the deportation ofFrench

Jews would be 'In many cases... equivalent to a death sentence. ' The num-

ber of deaths that Goebbels anticipated must have been high because, the

previous day, he had recorded Hitler's reference to 160,000 dead in the

eastern campaign. If the Nazis applied a 100:1 reprisal ratio to Jews for

those deaths, then the death toll in reprisals alone would easily encompass

every Jew living in Europe. Consequently, although Goebbels referred to

the Madagascar Plan as late as March 7, 1942 and was possibly not

briefed on Aktion Reinhard until the deportations began later that month

(see discussion below in the section on his March 27, 1942 diary entry), he

was already, by December 14, 1941, viewing deportation plans through the

prism ofmass death, in which deportation would result in 'the destruction

ofthe Jews, ' i.e. the deaths ofso many ofthem that they ceased to be a via-

ble entity, ifnot their total extermination. " (p. 119)

The historical context in which the notation of Goebbels of 14 De-

cember 1941 falls, outlined above, clearly shows the historical and doc-

umentary misconstruction by Harrison. His reference to "a 100:1 repris-

al ratio to Jews" is based on falsehood, namely that the Jewish deporta-

tions from France to the East "commenced in lieu of shooting: as an

equivalent death sentence," while in reality it was planned to deport
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"Jews able to work, not over 55 years old [arbeitsfdhige Juden, nicht

iiber 55 Jahre]" for labor pxirposes. Therefore Harrison's conclusion is

as false as his assumption.

[75] "Furthermore, if a reprisal quota of 100:1 were applied to the

160,000 dead Germans in this speech, the quota wouldjustify the killing of

all the 11,000,000 Jews that Goebbels mentions on March 7, 1942. It is

thus inconceivable that Goebbels would be viewing deportation as a reset-

tlement in which more than a 'remnant ' ofJews would be left alive. His

view ofdeportation had already been radicalized, even ifhe was 'out ofthe

loop ' of discussions on the extent of the extermination and the actual im-

plementation details as to the location, method and timescale of the de-

struction. "
(p. 119)

Goebbels's diary entry of 7 March 1942 causes great embarrassment

to the "plagiarist bloggers." It is mentioned only two times, by Harri-

son, here and on p. 110, but in both cases he carefully avoids quoting

the text, which reads as follows:^*'

"Ich lese eine ausfiihrliche Denkschrift des SD und der Polizei iiber die

Endldsung der Judenfrage. Daraus ergeben sick eine Unmenge von neuen

Gesichtspunkten. Die Judenfrage mufijetzt im gesamteuropdischen Rahmen

geldst werden. Es gibt in Europa noch iiber 11 Millionen Juden. Sie miissen

spdter einmal zuerst im Osten konzentriert werden; eventuell kann man
ihnen nach dem Kriege eine Insel, etwa Madagaskar, zuweisen. Jedenfalls

wird es keine Ruhe in Europa geben, wenn nicht die Juden restlos aus dem

europdischen Gebiet ausgeschaltet werden. Das ergibt eine Unmenge von

auSerordentlich delikaten Fragen. Was geschieht mit den Halbjuden, was

geschieht mit den jiidisch Versippten, Verschwdgerten, Verheirateten? Wir

werden also hier noch einiges zu tun bekommen, und im Rahmen der

Losung dieses Problems werden sich gewifi auch noch eine ganze Menge

von persdnlichen Tragodien abspielen. Aber das ist unvermeidlich. Jetzt ist

die Situation reif die Judenfrage einer endgultigen Losung zuzujuhren.

Spdtere Generationen werden nicht mehr die Tatkraft und auch nicht mehr

die Wachheit des Instinkts besitzen. Darum tun wir gut daran, hier radikal

und konsequent vorzugehen. Was wir uns heute als Last aujbiirden, wird

fur unsere Nachkommen ein Vorteil und ein Gliick sein.
"

"I am reading a thorough memorandum by the SD and the Police about

the final solution of the Jewish question. Out of it a plethora ofnew view-

points arises. The Jewish question must now be solved within a pan-

European framework. There are still more than 11 million Jews in Europe.

Louis P. Lochner (ed.), Goebbels Tagebiicher. Aus den Jahren 1942-1943 mit anderen Doku-

menten, Zurich 1948, p. 1 14. 1 take the quotation from: Steffen Werner, Die 2. babylonische

Gefangenschaft. Das Schicksal der Juden im europdischen Osten. Selbstverlag Steffen Wer-

ner, PfuUingen 1990, pp. 43f
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Later they have to befor once concentrated in the East; after the war an is-

land, for instance Madagascar, can perhaps be assigned to them. In any

case, there will be no peace in Europe unless the Jews are completely neu-

tralized on European territory. This leads to a vast array ofextremely deli-

cate questions. What will happen with the half-Jews, with those having

Jewish relatives, with the in-laws of the Jews, with those married to Jews?

We will have a lot more to do, and within the context of the solution of this

problem a great number ofpersonal tragedies will no doubt take place. But

this is unavoidable. The situation is now ripefor bringing the Jewish ques-

tion to afinal solution. Later generations will no longer possess the energy

and the alertness ofinstinct Therefore we will be better off to proceed rad-

ically and consequently. The burden we are assuming today will be an ad-

vantage and a boon to our descendants.
"

This "thorough memorandum of the SD and of the Police about the

final solution of the Jewish question [ausfuhrliche Denkschrift des SD
und der Polizei iiber die Endldsung der Judenfrage]" is the protocol of

the Wannsee conference. Goebbels states that it contained "a plethora of

new viewpoints [eine Unmenge von neuen Gesichtspunkten]" some-

thing which ftirther disproves Gerlach's pretense that it was strictly

coimected to Hitler's alleged decision to exterminate all European Jews.

These "new viewpoints [neue GesichtspunkteY consisted in fact in the

deportation - not killing - of the European Jews to the East, and in

sending them somewhere else "after the war \nach dem Kriege],"" per-

haps to Madagascar.

This diary entry is another confirmation of the fact that the Wannsee

conference, as I outlined above, was connected with the National So-

cialist policy of emigration/evacuation/resettlement as ordered by Go-

ring on 31 July 1941.

[76] "Hans Frank reflected the meaning of 'the decision ' in a speech in

Krakow on December 16, 1941:

'But what is to happen to the Jews? Do you believe that they will be

lodged in settlements in the Ostland? In Berlin we were told: why all this

trouble; we cannot use them in the Ostland or the Reichskommissariat ei-

ther; liquidate them yourselves! Gentlemen, I must ask you, arm yourselves

against any thoughts of compassion. We must destroy the Jews, wherever

we encounter them and wherever it is possible, in order to preserve the en-

tire structure ofthe Reich.

'

Frank continued by noting that 'We cannot shoot or poison those

3,500,000 Jews, but we shall nevertheless be able to take measures, which

will lead, somehow, to their annihilation...
"'

(pp. 1 19-120)

Harrison, true to form, copied everything from a book by others, in-

cluding the reference to the source "Werner Prag and Wolfgang Jacob-
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meyer (eds.), Das Diensttagebuch des deutschen Generalgouvemeurs

in Polen 1939-1945. Stuttgart, 1975, p. 457ff." (footnote 139 on p.

120): it is no doubt taken from Browning's already quoted paper for the

Irving V. Lipstadt trial: "Frank speech at Regierungssitzung of 16.12.41,

printed in Das Diensttagebuch des deutschen Generalgouvemeurs in

Polen 1929-1945 (Stuttgart, 1975), pp. 457-8.""° Everybody, except

Harrison, knows that it is document PS-2233.

Let us first take a look at the German text:^^'

"Mit den Juden - das will ich Ihnen auch ganz offen sagen - mufi so

oder so Schlufi gemacht werdeii. Der Fiihrer sprach einiual das Wort aus:

wenn es der vereinigten Judenschaft wieder gelingen wird, einen Weltkrieg

zu entfesseln, dann werden die Blutopfer nicht nur von den in den Krieg

gehetzten Vdlkern gebracht werden, sondern dann wird der Jude in Europa

sein Endegefunden haben. [...]

Ich muB auch als alter Nationalsozialist sagen: wenn die Judensipp-

schaft in Europa den Krieg uberleben wiirde, wir aber unser bestes Blutfur

die Erhaltung Europas geopfert hdtten, dann wiirde dieser Krieg doch nur

einen Teilerfolg darstellen. Ich werde daher den Juden gegenuber grund-

sdtzlich nur von der Erwartung ausgehen, daji sie verschwinden. Sie miis-

sen weg. Ich habe Verhandlungen zu dem Zwecke angeknupft, sie nach dem

Osten abzuschieben. Im Januarflndet uber diese Frage eine grojie Bespre-

chung in Berlin statt, zu der ich Herrn Staatssekretdr Dr. Buhler entsenden

werde. Diese Besprechung soil im Reichssicherheitshauptamt bei SS-Ober-

gruppenjuhrer Heydrich gehalten werden. Jedenfalls wird eine grofie jiidi-

sche Wanderung einsetzen.

Aber was soil mit den Juden geschehen? Glauben Sie, man sie wird im

Ostland in Siedlungsddrfern unterbringen? Man hat uns in Berlin gesagt:

weshalb macht man diese Scherereien; wir konnen im Ostland oder im

Reichskommissariat auch nichts mit ihnen anfangen, liquidiert sie selber!

Meine Herren, ich mufi Sie bitten, sich gegen alle Mitleidserwdgungen zu

wappnen. Wir miissen die Juden vernichten, wo immer wir sie treffen und

wo es irgend mdglich ist, um das Gesamtgefiige des Reiches hier aufrecht

zu erhalten. [...]

Die Juden sind auch jur uns auflergewdhnlich schddliche Fresser. Wir

haben im General-gouvernement schdtzungsweise 2,5, vielleicht mit den

jiidisch Versippten und dem, was alles daran hdngt, jetzt 3,5 Millionen

.Juden. Diese 3,5 Millionen Juden konnen wir nicht erschieflen, wir konnen

sie nicht vergiften, werden aber doch Eingriffe vornehmen konnen, die

irgendwie zu einem Vernichtungserfolg fiihren, und zwar im Zusammen-

™ C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., footnote 88 on

p. 34.

PS-2233, IMT, vol. XXIX, pp. 502-503.
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hang mit den vom Reich her zu besprechenden grofien Mafinahmen. Das

Generalgouvernement muB genau sojudenfrei werden, wie es das Reich ist.

Wo und wie das geschieht, ist eine Sache der Instanzen, die wir hier

einsetzen und schaffen miissen und deren Wirksamkeit ich Ihnen rechtzeitig

bekanntgeben werde.

"

Translated:

"Asfor the Jews - 1 will tell you that quite openly - they have to be rid

off in one way or other. The Fiihrer once uttered: should organized again

succeed in setting off a world war, then the blood sacrifice shall not be

made only by the peoples driven into war, but then the Jew ofEurope will

have met his end. [...]

/ must also add as an old National Socialist: ifthe Jewish community in

Europe would survive the war, hut we would have sacrificed our best blood

for the conservation ofEurope, then this war would constitute only a par-

tial success. I will therefore, on principle, approach Jewish affairs in the

expectation that the Jews will disappear. They must go away. I have initiat-

ed negotiations for the purpose of having them deported to the East. In

January there will be a major conference on this question in Berlin, to

which I shall send State Secretary Dr. Biihler. This conference is to be held

in the office ofSS-Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich at the Reich Security Main

Office. In any case a huge Jewish migration will set in.

But what is supposed to happen to the Jews? Do you believe they will be

accommodated in the Ostland in settlement villages? In Berlin we were

told: What's with all the fuss? We can't get anything under way with them

in the Ostland or in the Reichskommissariat either, liquidate them your-

selves! Gentlemen, I must askyou to steel yourselves against all considera-

tions ofcompassion. We must destroy the Jews wherever wefind them, and

wherever it is at all possible, in order to maintain the overall structure of

the Reich. [...]

The Jews are also exceptionally harmfulfeeders for us. We have in the

General Government an estimated 2.5, perhaps 3.5 million Jews including

persons who have Jewish kin and others. We cannot shoot these 3.5 million

Jews, we cannot poison them, but we will undertake measures leading to

their successful destruction in some way or other, ofcourse, in connection

with the overall measures to be undertaken by the Reich, as discussed here.

The General Government must become as free ofJews as the Reich. Where

and how this happens is a matter of the authorities to be created in these

areas, thejurisdiction ofwhich 1 will inform you about in due time.
"

Should Frank's threats be taken literally or as simple verbal thugger-

ies?

The first observation w^hich must be made is that he held this speech

on 16 December 1941, four days after Hitler allegedly announced his

decision to exterminate all Jew^s. Was Frank aw^are of it? If the answ^er
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is yes, then he naturally would have referred to this decision instead of

the stereotj^ical reference to Hitler's "prophecy." If not, then in whose

name was he allowed to speak about the extermination of 2.5 or even

3.5 million Jews of the General Government?

There is then another important element which needs to be analyzed:

the reference to the Wannsee conference and to Biihler. As mentioned

above, the conference was originally scheduled for 9 December 1941.

The invitation to the authorities of the General Government was sent by

Heydrich on 1 December 1942, a letter bearing as its subject "final solu-

tion of the Jewish question [Endldsung der Judenfrage]." It begins with

a "Vermerif' (note) in which Heydrich refers to a meeting with SS-

Obergruppenfiihrer Friedrich Wilhelm Kriiger, Higher SS and Police

Leader for the General Government and with the Secretary of State for

Security to discuss "the question of a central handling of Jewish matters

in the General Government [die Frage einer zentralen Bearbeitung der

Judenangelegenheiten im Genemlgouvernement]." From the measures

previously taken it results in fact "that the General Governor is aiming

to completely take over the treatment of the Jewish problem [dass der

Generalgouverneur bestrebt sei, die Behandlung des Judenproblems

vdllig an sich zu Ziehen]." For these reasons Heydrich, in agreement

with Referat IV B 4 of the RSHA, had decided to invite to the confer-

ence both Kriiger and Josef Biihler, who was State Secretary of the Cab-

inet of the General Government. The invitation letter in question was

addressed to both and was identical to that sent to Luther, except obvi-

ously for the heading. At that time Frank knew only that the topic of

this future conference would be the "final solution of the Jewish ques-

tion [Endldsung der Judenfrage]" as an implementation of Goring's let-

ter of 3 1 July, that is "in the form of emigration or evacuation [in Form
Auswanderung oder Evakuierung]"; a knowledge which he expressed

with this sentence:

"Im JanuarJindet iiber diese Frage eine grojie Besprechung in Berlin

statt, zu der ich Herrn Staatssekretdr Dr. Biihler entsenden werde. Diese

Besprechung soil im Reichssicherheitshauptamt bei SS-ObergruppenJuhrer

Heydrich gehalten werden. Jedenfalls wird eine srolie jiidische Wandemns
einsetzen . " (Emph. added).

"In January there will be a major conference on this question in Berlin,

to which I shall send State Secretary Dr. Biihler. This conference is to be

held in the office of SS-Ohergruppenfiihrer Heydrich at the Reich Security

Main Office. In any case a huge Jewish migration will set in. " (Emph. add-

PS-709.
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ed)

All the rest, as is easily proven, was only Frank's cruel rhetoric. Be-

fore further analyzing the question, a clarification is necessary. David

Irving writes that "on January 11, 1946, Hans Frank's lawyer Alfred

Seidl would apply to the court for the former Governor-General of Po-

land to be allowed to use his own diaries, of which he had voluntarily

turned over forty volumes to the Seventh Army. Those volumes were

now in the courthouse document room, but he too was allowed to use

only those extracts that had been picked by the prosecution. Permission

was refiised."^'^

This selection makes up document PS-2233 and contains therefore

merely those items found most important by the prosecution, with no

selections of the defense.

During the session of 18 April 1946 of the Nuremberg trial Frank

declared:"'*

"/ did not destroy the 43 volumes ofmy diary, which report on all these

events and the share I had in them; but ofmy own accord I handed them

voluntarily to the officers ofthe American Army who arrested me.
"

Five days later, Seidl specified:^^^

"The diary of the Defendant Dr. Frank, which contains 42 volumes, has

been submitted, but the Prosecution has used only those parts which ap-

pearedfavorablefor them.
"

Having taken note of this premise we return to Biihler. He partici-

pated in the Wannsee conference and reported to Frank the Fuhrer's de-

cisions as announced by Heydrich. During the session of 23 April 1946

Defense attorney Seidl interrogated Biihler about this:^^^

"DR. SEIDL: The Prosecution submitted an extractfrom Frank's diary

in evidence under Number USA-28f^'''''^ (Document Number 2233(d)-PS.)

This is a discussion of Jewish problems. In this connection Frank said,

among other things:

'My attitude towards the Jews is based on the expectation that they will

disappear; they must go away. I have started negotiations for deporting

them to the East. This question will be discussed at a large meeting in Ber-

lin in January, to which I shall send State Secretary Dr. Buhler. This con-

ference is to take place at the Reich Security Main Office in the office ofSS

T).\rv'mg, Nuremberg. T/je ios? Sa/f/e. Focal Point Publications, London, 1996, p. 174.

IMT, vol. XII, p. 7.

Ibid.,p. 115.

'™ IMT, vol. Xn, pp. 68-69.

The document US-281 was taken from volume 17 of the Frank diary and contained excerpts of

the transcripts ofthe sessions held in the period October-December 1941 ofthe Cabinet of the

General Government, including that of 16 December.
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Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich. In any case Jewish emigration on a large

scale will begin.

'

I ask you now, did the Governor General send you to Berlin for that

conference; and ifso, what was the subject ofthe conference?

BUHLER: Yes, I was sent to the conference and the subject of the con-

ference was the Jewish problem. I might say in advance thatfrom the be-

ginning Jewish questions in the Government General were considered as

coming under the jurisdiction ofthe Higher SS and Police Leader and han-

dled accordingly. The handling ofJewish matters by the state administra-

tion was supervised and merely tolerated by the Police.

During the years 1940 and 1941 incredible numbers ofpeople, mostly

Jews, were brought into the Government General in spite of the objections

and protests of the Governor General and his administration. This com-

pletely unexpected, unpreparedfor, and undesired bringing in ofthe Jewish

population from other territories put the administration of the Government

General in an extremely difficult position.

Accommodating these masses, feeding them, and caringfor their health

— combating epidemicsfor instance - almost, or rather, definitely overtaxed

the capacity of the territory. Particularly threatening was the spread of ty-

phus, not only in the ghettos but also among the Polish population and the

Germans in the Government General. It appeared as if that epidemic would

spread even to the Reich and to the Eastern Front.

At that moment Heydrich 's invitation to the Governor General was re-

ceived. The conference was originally supposed to take place in November

1941, but it was frequently postponed and it may have taken place in Feb-

ruary [recte: January] 1942.

Because ofthe special problems ofthe Government General I had asked

Heydrich for a personal interview and he received me. On that occasion,

among many other things, I described in particular the catastrophic condi-

tions which had resultedfrom the arbitraiy bringing ofJews into the Gov-

ernment General He replied that for this very reason he had invited the

Governor General to the conference. The Reichsfiihrer SS, so he said, had

received an orderfrom the Fiihrer to round up all the Jews ofEurope and

to settle them in the Northeast of Europe, in Russia. I asked him whether

this meant that the further arrival of Jews in the Government General

would cease, and whether the hundreds ofthousands ofJews who had been

brought into the Government General without the permission of the Gover-

nor General would be moved out again. Heydrich promised me both these

things. Heydrich saidfurthermore that the Fiihrer had given an order that

Thresienstadt, a town in the Protectorate, would become a reservation in

which old and sick Jews, and weak Jews who could not stand the strains of

resettlement, were to be accommodated in the future. This information left

me definitely convinced that the resettlement ofthe Jews, ifnotfor the sake
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of the Jews, then for the sake of the reputation andprestige of the German

people, would be carried out in a humanefashion. The removal ofthe Jews

from the Government General was subsequently carried out exclusively by

the Police.

"

Biihler thus fully confirmed that during the Wannsee conference

Heydrich announced a plan to deport the Jews to the East. That Frank's

statements about the fate assigned to the deportees were cruel verbal

thuggeries is demonstrated by the fact that, after Biihler returned from

the Wannsee conference and informed him on its contents, he never

made a comment of this kind again. In document PS-2233, after the

Cabinet session of 16 December 1941, the Jews are mentioned again

only in the session of 25 April 1942, this time in an innocuous con-

text."^ If Frank made any comments - and it cannot be beUeved that he

never mentioned the Jews at all for four full months - they were in line

with what Biihler had stated.

At Nuremberg Frank made the following declaration:^^'

"One has to take the diary as a whole. You can not go through 43 vol-

umes andpick out single sentences and separate them from their context. I

would like to say here that I do not want to argue or quibble about individ-

ual phrases. It was a wild and stormy period filled with terrible passions,

and when a whole country is on fire and a life and death struggle is going

on, such words may easily be used. [...]

Some of the words are terrible. I myselfmust admit that I was shocked

at many ofthe words which I had used.
"

These were just "words," mere verbal thuggeries.

At the end Harrison invokes a sort of "convergence of evidence"

with regard to Rosenberg, Goebbels, Frank and Wetzel (p. 120) which,

as I demonstrated above, is simply the result of his flawed assumptions.

5.7. The "Local Exterminations"

On p. 120 of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" the section "Local Ex-

terminations: Chelmno, Serbia and Reich Jews in RK Ostland" begins.

Harrison here sums up the latest thoughts of orthodox holocaust histori-

ography regarding the genesis of the "extermination camps."

The "old" historiography proposed in this regard only unfounded

speculations, but they were at least chronologically coherent. The hy-

pothesized Fiihrer order was placed in a period previous to the alleged

™ IMT, vol. XXIX, p. 516.

IMT, vol. XII, p. 20. 18 April 1946.
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establishment of the "extermination camps," for instance at the end of

summer 1941 (Hilberg). The "new" historiography, with Gerlach at the

helm, is instead faced with a profound contradiction: the construction of

the Belzec camp began in November 1941 and the camp of Chelmno

was inaugurated on 8 December (although this date is based neither on

documents nor on testimonies),^**" therefore the preparatory works for

these camps (blueprints, requisition of materials, staffing, preparations

with regard to logistics etc.) must have started several months earlier as

well, but Hitler's fateful "decision" is not claimed to have been taken

prior to 7 December. In order to overcome this contradiction, the "new"

historiography had to invent the helpful concept of so-called "local" or

"regional extermination centers."

Let's go back to Gerlach. As is inevitable, he starts out from mere

speculations:^^'

"It is possible that the exchanges on December 13 and 14 described

above led to a shift ofpersonnel on very short notice. But it is also conceiv-

able that, at these meetings, Bouhler, Rosenberg, and Himmler gave Hitler

only information about the steps that had already been taken to exterminate

the Jews using poison gas - that is, about the murders using gas vans in the

Soviet territories and in Chelmno, and about the status ofpreparations at

Belzec. " (Emph. added)

Obviously all is "possible" and everything is "conceivable," but a

historian should rest upon what is documented.

Gerlach then tries to justify his speculations regarding the above

mentioned camps :^^^

"Significantly, only four days before the Fuhrer's decision, and inde-

pendent of it, the first extermination camp at Chelmno had begun its grisly

work. Arthur Greiser had literally received specialpermissionfrom Himm-

ler and Heydrich to execute one hundred thousand Jews. It is unlikely that

Hitler was involved. If Greiser had received permission from Hitler he

would not have had to express his gratitude to Himmler, yet he did so.

"

In reality, in his letter to Himmler of 1 May 1 942 - already exam-

ined above - Greiser did not "express his gratitude to Himmler," but he

limited himself to saying that the "special treatment [Sonderbehand-

lungY had been authorized by the Reichsflihrer-SS in agreement with

Heydrich. It is unclear, however, why Gerlach states that the order did

not come from Hitler, as this would be more logical and "likely." Ger-

C. Mattogno, Chelmno A German Camp in History and Propaganda, op. cit.
, pp. 29f.

C. Gerlach, "The Waimsee Conference," op. cit., pp. 782f.

Ibid, p.m.
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lach excludes it only because it contrasts with his thesis. Furthermore

nothing proves that this authorization referred to the opening of the

Chelmno camp. In this case he even contradicts himselfby stating:^^^

"Artur Eisenbach, 'Operation Reinhard: Mass Extermination of the

Jewish Population in Poland,' Polish Western Affairs 3 (1962): 80-124,

esp. p. 83. Eisenbach mentions an enactment by Greiser, dated January 2,

1942, 'regarding liquidation ofthe Jews fEntjudung^ in the Wartheland.
"'

In the mentioned article Eisenbach writes:^**"*

"Gauleiter Greiser received a special order from Himmler (approved

by Heydrich) to start the extermination campaign in the province and liqui-

date 100,000 Jews in the first months of 1942. In this connection, on Janu-

ary 2nd 1942 Greiser issued a secret order to 'free the Warthegau ofJews

'

(Ijetreffend Entjudung des Warthegauesj, and at the beginning ofMay the

same year he reported to Himmler that this order would soon be carried

Please note the misleading translation in Gerlach's article of the term

''Entjudung" (dejudaization), which can also refer to deportation, with

the gorier word 'liquidation." Isaiah Trunk informs us that we are deal-

ing with a "Decree on the dejudaization of the Warthegau of

2.1.1942/1/50, 142/.s[ecret]" - ''Erlass die Entjudung des Warthegaues

betreffend vom 2.1.1942/1/50, 142/.g[eheim]." This decree has not been

found. We learn about it from Greiser' s letter to the Lodz mayor, dated

13 December 1942.^**^ It is not serious scholarship to invoke as proof of

something a document of which the content is unknown.

That a prior "order by Himmler" would have existed, of which Grei-

ser' s order of 2 January 1942 would have been its implementation, is

pure speculation. Moreover, how could this alleged order be reconciled

with the opening of the alleged extermination camp of Chelmno almost

one month earlier?

Gerlach tries next to solve the contradictions relative to the Belzec

camp:^^*

"It is possible, hypothetically, that Hitler had already announced his

decision before a smaller circle at some point between December 7 and

December 12. Statements made by Eichmann after the war, however, make

this seem relatively improbable. On several occasions Eichmann stated that

Heydrich had called him in one day and told him that Hitler had ordered

Ibid. , footnote 1 43 on p. 79 1

.

A. Eisenbach, "Operation Reinhard. Mass Extermination of the Jewish Population in Poland,"

in: Polisli Western Affairs, Vol. HI, No.l, 1962, pp. 82-83.

I. Trunk, Lodz ghetto: A history. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 2006, footnote 36 on

p. 445.

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., pp. 79 If.
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the extermination of the Jews. Two details of his account are significant

First, according to Eichmann, Heydrich had clearly gotten the information

from Himmler. If a meeting had been held between December 7 and De-

cember 11 to allow Hitler to announce his decision to exterminate all Eu-

ropean Jews before a smaller circle of advisers, it is difficult to imagine

that Heydrich would not have been present and would have had to learn

about the decision from Himmler instead. After all, Heydrich was in town

until December 11, so he was available to attend such a meeting, and it was

Heydrich who had been given the commission to prepare the 'total Europe-

an solution of the Jewish question. ' Second, Eichmann stated that he was

sent immediately after his conversation with Heydrich to meet with Glo-

bocnik at the concentration camp in Belzec. Eichmann 's descriptions ofthe

status of construction at Belzec make it clear that his visit could not have

occurred before December 1941. Most experts have declared this to be im-

possible since, according to their theories, such a date would be 'too late.

'

Eichmann 's more general recollection of being sent to Belzec immediately

after an important decision had been announced would, however, he con-

sistent with Hitler 's having made his decision in December 1941.

"

Gerlach's first argument is a simple speculation without any docu-

mentary evidence to back it up. Tiie second is an erroneous interpreta-

tion of Eictimann's statements

"During his interrogation (May 31, 1960, in Trial of Adolf Eichmann

[n. 25 above], p. 169), Eichmann maintained that this had occurred two

months after the June 1941 invasion of the Soviet Union. In a handwritten

correction he later added, 'It might also have been three months after-

wards. ' But abstract dates and temporal sequences of events related by

Eichmann must be treated with caution and verified through other sources:

his accounts are notoriously inconsistent and cannot in themselves be used

to prove or disprove any thesis. Eichmann 's statements can, however, be

evaluated in the context of other evidence to determine which of these are

most likely to be correct.

"

To summarize: Eichmann would have been sent to Belzec immedi-

ately after his conversation with Heydrich, who would have mentioned

to him Hitler's extermination order; since Eichmann's visit to Belzec

could not have been prior to December 1941, the establishment of the

Belzec camp is "consistent" with Hitler's "decision" in early December

1941.

In this reconstruction Gerlach omits the parts of Eichmann's state-

ments which contradict his thesis. According to Eichmann, during the

above-mentioned meeting, Heydrich communicated to him: "The Fiih-

Ibid., footaote 145 on p. 791.
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rer has ordered the physical annihilation of the Jews [Der Fiihrer hat

die physische Vernichtung der Juden befohlen]." For Gerlach, this hap-

pened in early December. Heydrich then added (still according to

Eichmann):

"Fahren Sie zu Globocnigg [sic]. The Reichsfuehrer hat Globocnigg

bereits entsprechende Weisungen gegeben und sehen Sie, wieweit er mit

seinem Vorhaben gelmmmen ist. Er benutzt, glaube ich, die russischen

Tanlcgraeben hier zum Vernichten der Juden.
"

"Go to Globocnigg [sic]. The Reicltsjueltrer Ims already given appro-

priate directives to Globocnigg and see howfar he has come with his pro-

ject. He utilizes, I think, the Russian anti-tank ditches therefor annihilating

the Jews.

"

Eichmann went to Lublin to see Globocnik and mentioned to him

the order which he had received from Heydrich, that is "that the Fiihrer

is said to have ordered the physical annihilation of the Jews \dass der

Fuehrer die physische Vernichtung der Juden befohlen haette]." After-

wards he visited a camp, perhaps Treblinka or another. Eichmann did

not mention Belzec, however. At the unnamed camp, the Jews were al-

legedly poisoned with the exhaust gases from an "engine of a Russian

submarine [Motor eines russischen U-BootesY'^^^ Which camp did

Eichmann visit? During his interrogation he returned to this question,

stating that he was sent to the same camp "this time for the second time

[diesmal zum 2. Mai]" in order to report to the head of the Gestapo,

Heinrich Miiller. He recognized the structure: "the wooden house here

on the right was still in my recollection, left were several others, 2-3

other wooden houses [das Holzhaus hier rechts, hatte ich noch in

Erinnerung, links waren noch einige andere, 2-3 andere Holzhaeuser

gewesen]." But this time he had no doubts about the name of the camp:

"instead I arrive at a station, that is, to a station named Treblinka

[stattdessen komme ich an eine Station, die also, an eine Station die

Treblinka hiess]."^^'^

In the narrative pubhshed in the periodical Life in 1960, Eichmann

stated instead that the alleged massacre had taken place at Majdanek:^^"

"It was in the latter part of 1941 that I saw of the first preparations for

annihilating the Jews. General Heydrich ordered me to visit Maidanek, a

Polish village near Lublin. A German police captain there showed me how

they had managed to build airtight chambers disguised as ordinary Polish

State of Israel (ed.), ne Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. VII, pp. 169-172.

Ibid., 229.

"Eichmaim tells his own danming story," in: Life, vol. 49, no. 22, November 28, 1960, p. 102.

The corresponding paragraph carries in fact the heading "The chambers at Maidanek."
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farmers ' huts, seal them hermetically, then injected the exhaust gasfrom a

Russian U-boat motor. I remember it all very exactly because I never

thought that anything like that would be possible, technically speaking.

"

Eichmann's narrative is completely "inconsistent" with Gerlach's

thesis, because on the one hand Globocnik is said to have received an

extermination order from Himmler already before that, and Eichmann

was then allegedly asked to verify how this order was being implement-

ed; on the other hand Eichmann supposedly conveyed the Fiihrer's ex-

termination order to Globocnik, who was already acting upon an even

earlier extermination order given by Himmler!

Gerlach's argument would make sense if Eichmann had brought to

Globocnik the order to construct the Belzec camp, but the German his-

torian himself states that the construction of the camp had already start-

ed in November 1941, before Hitler's "decision." Therefore this camp,

like Chelmno, could neither have been established due to a local per-

sonal initiative (by Greiser or Globocnik), nor as the consequence of a

Himmler order without a previous decision by Hitler. Eichmann's al-

leged visit to Treblinka or Majdanek instead of to Belzec further tangles

the question, not to mention his memoirs published by Life in 1960.

Eichmarm stated there: "In 1941 the Fiihrer himself ordered the physical

annihilation of the Jewish enemy." He added that "soon after the order"

Heydrich simmioned him and mentioned to him "Reichsfuhrer Himm-
ler' s order that all emigration of Jews was to be prohibited - with no

more exceptions."''' But this order was given on 23 October 1941 (see

point 73), and therefore the alleged extermination order would have

been given even before that.

Therefore the "new" orthodox holocaust historiography, far from

having solved the problem of the Fiihrer order, has entered a dead end

ofunfounded speculations.

Having clarified this, I resume with the examination of Harrison's

text.

[77] "On September 2, 1941, Hoppner (a close associate of the senior

Warthegau figures Greiser and Koppe) wrote to Eichmann that it was 'es-

sential ... that total clarityprevails about whatfinally shall happen to those

undesirable ethnic elements deportedfrom the greater German resettlement

area. Is it the goal to ensure them a certain level of life in the long run, or

shall they be totally eradicated?' Hoppner was aware that deportation

could mean death and was therefore seeking clarification. The ensuing

months would answer his query. " (p. 120)

Ibid., p. 24.
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In footnote 140 Harrison adduces the following sources:

"Hoppner an Eichmann, 2.9.41, AIPN CA 362/102, pp.45-62; Cf. Gotz

Aly, 'Endlosung.' Volkerverschiebung und der Mord an den europaischen

Juden, Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1995, pp. 334-39; Christopher R.

Browning, Nazi Policy, Jewish Workers, German Killers. Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2000, p. 37."

The sentence quoted by Harrison is taken from Browning, who re-

produces a much longer excerpt presented in the following manner:

"On September 3 Hoppner submitted to his two superiors in the RSHA,

Ehlich and Eichmann, a proposalfor a major restructuring and expansion

of the UWZ [Umwandererzentralstelle, central office for re-emigration] to

handle large-scale deportations in the postwar period involving not just

Jews but other racially undesirable elements as well.

"

He then adds:

"Basically Hoppner wanted the UWZ transformed into a subsection of

the RSHA within the Gestapo, in charge ofboth the areas from which peo-

ple would be deported and the 'reception territories ' (Aufnahmegebieten^.

His concrete proposals concerning the latter had to remain 'patchwork'

fStiickwerkj for the moment 'because I do not know the intentions of the

Fiihrer and the Reichsjuhrer-SS, as well as the Chiefof the Security Police

and SD, concerning the shaping of this territory. I could well imagine that

large areas of the present Soviet Russia are being prepared to receive the

undesired ethnic elements of the greater German settlement area. ... To go

into further details about the organization of this reception area would be

fantasy, becausefirst ofall the basic decisions must be made. It is essential

in this regard, by the way, that total clarity prevail about whatfinally shall

happen to those undesirable ethnic elements deported from the greater

German resettlement area. Is it the goal to ensure them a certain level of

life in the long run, or shall they be totally eradicated.
"'

Browning even gives the German text of this passage:^'^

"da ich die Absichten des Fuhrers und des Reichsfuhrers SS, sowie des

Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD iiber die Ausgestaltung dieser

Gebiete nicht kenne. Ich konnte mir vorstellen, dass man zur Aufhahme der

im grossdeutschen Siedlungsraum unerwunschten Volksteile grosse Rdume

im jetzigen Sowjet-Russland bereitstellt. ... Auf weitere Einzelheiten der

Organisation dieser Aufnahmegebiete einzugehen, ware Phantasterei, da

zundchst die grundlegenden Entscheidungen ergehen mussten. Wesentlich

ist dabei im ubrigen, dass von Anfang an vdllige Klarheit daruber herrscht,

was nun mit diesen ausgesiedelten, fiir die grossdeutschen Siedlungsrdume

unerwunschten Volksteilen endgiiltig geschehen soil, ob das Ziel darin

''^ C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 322.

pp. 322-323.
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besteht, ihnen ein gewisses Lebenfur dauernd zu sichern, oder ob sie vdllig

ausgemerzt werden sollen.

"

Aly, to whom Harrison refers as well, reports the initial part of the

document, which sounds like this:''"^

"Nach Schluss des Krieges wird in den verschiedenen neu zu Deutsch-

land gekommenen Gebietteilen in starkem Mafie eine Aussiedlung von fur

das Grofideutsche Reich unerwiinschten Bevolkerungsteilen stattfinden

miissen. Es handelt sich dabei nicht nur urn die endgiiltige Losung der

Judenfrage, die aufier dem Grofideutsclien Reicli alle unter deutschem

Einflufi stehenden Staaten erfassen wird, sondern vor allein urn die Aus-

siedlung von rassisch niclit riickdeutsclningsfdliigen Angeliorigen vor allem

der Ost- und Siidost-Volker aus dem deutsciien Siedlungsraum. Diese Auf-

gabe gehort zur Zustdndigkeit des Reichsfiihrer-SS als Reichskommissarfiir

die Festigung des deutschen Volkstums und inuj] von diesein, da sie iin

wesentlich sicherheitspolizeilicher Art ist, wie bisher dem Chefder Sicher-

heitspolizei und des SD iibertragen werden.
"

"After the end of the war a resettlement from the various territories

newly obtained by Germany of those populations segments which are un-

welcome in the greater German Reich will have to occur. It is not only a

question about thefinal solution of the Jewish question, which will encom-

pass apartfrom the greater German Reich all countries under German in-

fluence, but also especially about the deportation from the German settle-

ment area ofpersons who are racially incompatible for re-Germanization,

mainly from the Eastern and South-Eastern nations. This task belongs to

the competence of the Reichsfiihrer-SS in his function as Reich Commissar

for the Consolidation ofGerman Nationhood and shall he imparted by him,

as until now, to the Head of the Security Police and of the SD, because it is

mainly a task within the responsibility of the security police.
"

Both from the context and from the wording, it seems clear to me
that the "undesirable ethnic elements [unerwiinschten Volksteilen]"

could not be Jews, but in fact persons "racially incompatible for re-

Germanization, mainly from the Eastern and South-Eastem nations

[rassisch nicht riickdeutschungsfdhigen Angehdrigen vor allem der Ost-

und Siidost-Volker]." Therefore Harrison's conclusion is off the mark.

That for these elements the option of execution would have been con-

sidered does not necessarily mean that the same thing was valid for the

"final solution of the Jewish question [endgiiltige Losung der

Judenfrage]." But was it considered even remotely seriously? Hoppner

admittedly knew neither the intentions of leadership nor the scope of

whatever would happen. That drawing up logistics were a "fantasy

G. Aly, "Endlosung. " Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 335.
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[Phantasterei]" set the stage for his remark.

[78] "Decision-making to gas Jews at Chelmno was preceded hy argu-

ments over overcrowding in the Lodz ghetto that resultedfrom deportation.

On October 4, 1941, Uebelhoerforwarded a protest to Himmler, written by

Hans Biebow, that 'were the ghetto a pure decimation ghetto, then one

could contemplate a pure concentration ofJews. ' Himmler's response was

that the author 'did not appear to be an old National Socialist, ' and on Oc-

tober 15, a further 20,000 Jews and 5,000 gypsies were sent to Lodz, there-

by making the 'decimation ghetto ' a greater reality. "
(p. 121)

The source is "Ventzki an Uebelhoer, 24.9.41, NARA
T/1 75/54/256867 1-94; Himmler an Uebelhoer, 10.10.41, NARA
T/175/54/2568662-63; of. Browning, Origins, p. 331" (footnote 141 on

p. 121). I remind the reader that, according to Terry, this means that

Harrison saw the two documents in question, but he refers to Browning

because it is "already known in the Hterature." I have already demon-

strated above, that - except in very rare cases - the "plagiarist bloggers"

behave in the exact opposite way: they have taken the quotations from

the literature feigning to having seen the sources. Here Harrison pro-

vides another confirmation of this. In his hectic cutting and pasting,

however, he once more got confused. The sentence "were the ghetto a

pure decimation ghetto, then one could contemplate a pure concentra-

tion of Jews" is not taken from the book indicated by him, in which the

sentence appears as well, but translated differently: "If the Lodz ghetto

were a pure decimation ghetto, then one could contemplate a greater

concentration of Jews"^'^ Instead the sentence is taken from another

book by Brovming, The Path to Genocide.^^'' The following quotation,

on the other hand, is taken from the first-mentioned book:^'^

"Himmler replied to Uebelhoer that while Ventzki (in fact Biebow) had

written an 'excellent' report, he did not appear to be an 'old National So-

cialist.
"'

The original text states:^^^

"Zum Schluss mochte ich noch die Frage an Sie richten, wer Herr

Ventzki ist, der den ausgezeichneten Bericht verfertigt hat. Alter National-

sozialist scheint er nicht zu sein, denn sonst wurde er nicht nur aus Beden-

ken bestehen, wenn ein Befehl im Interesse des Reiches vorliegt.

"

"In conclusion I would like to ask you, who Mr. Ventzki is who pre-

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 331.

C.R. Browning, The Path to Genocide: Essays on Launching the Final Solution. Cambridge

University Press, 1995, p. 139. Harrison erred, replacing "greater" concentration with "pure."

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 33 1

.

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, NS 19/2655, p. 39.
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pared this excellent report. He does not seem to be an old National Social-

ist, because otherwise the report would not contain only concerns, ifan or-

der in the interest ofthe Reich is on hand.

"

Ventzki's letter to Ubelhor of 24 September 1941 was partially pub-

lished by Artur Eisenbach already in 1946.^^^ The complete text can be

found in the transcripts of the Eichmann trial. It is a report of 1 3 pages

with the subject "Confinement of 20,000 Jews and 5,000 Gypsies to the

ghetto of Litzmannstadt [Einweisung von 20000 Juden und 5000

Zigeunem in das Getto Litzmannstadt]." Ventzki adduced various pro-

tests against the delivery to Lodz of the abovementioned Jews and Gyp-

sies, mentioning difficulties regarding the lack of space, production, the

sanitary situation, food provisions, transports, the supply of fuel, and

the administration. At the same time he prospected the immediate needs

which would result from the transfer with regards to disinfection, the

long term securing of the fecal pits and the "construction of another dis-

infection facility for clothing [Bau einer weiteren Desinfektionsanstalt

fur Bekleidungsstucke]."^^'^

In the letter of 4 October 1941 Ubelhor wrote:**"

"Ware das Ghetto Litzmannstadt ein reines Dezimierungsghetto, dann

konnte man an eine noch grofiere Zusammenpferchung der Juden denken.
"

"If the ghetto ofLitzmannstadt were a pure decimation ghetto, then one

could think ofcram-packing the Jews even more.
"

This was evidently a polemical, even sarcastic hyperbole. Himmler

answered:''*'^

"Es ist selbstverstdndlich nicht angenehm, wenn Sic neue Juden zuge-

wiesen bekommen. Ich darf Sie aber sehr herzlich bitten, hier das selbst-

verstdndliche Verstdndnis zu zeigen, wie es Ihr Gauleiter getan hat. Die

Aufnahme der Juden ist im Reichsinteresse und gemafi dem Willen des

Fiihrers, dafi die Juden von Westen nach Osten hin Stufe fur Stufe ausge-

trieben werden sollen, notwendig.

"

"It is of course not pleasant when you get assigned new Jews. But I

must very cordially askyou to show here the same self-evident understand-

ing, as that shown by your Gauleiter. The acceptance of the Jews is in the

interest of the Reich and in accordance with Fiihrer's wish it is necessary

that the Jews be deported step by stepfrom the West to the East

"

This means that the Jewish deportation to the East had priority even

A. Eisenbach, Getto Lodzkie. Dokumenty i materialy do dziejow okupacji niemieckiej w Pol-

sce, Tom III. Warsaw, Lodz, Krakow, 1946, pp. 197-200.

T/221,p. 11.

Hans Safiian, Die Eichmann-Mdnner. Europaverlag, Wien, 1993, p. 1 17.

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, NS 19/2655, p. 38.
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over economic considerations, and therefore Harrison's deduction that,

as a result of the deportations, "the 'decimation ghetto' [became] a

greater reality" is completely unfounded. It is also rather foolish, since

Harrison relied upon a single sentence instead of analyzing the mortali-

ty in the Lodz ghetto. During 1941 the highest mortality index was in

January: 1,192 deaths out of a population of 152,791 persons = 0.78%.

This was also the highest percentage. In the month of September, before

the deportations, the number of deaths was of 769 among 143,800 per-

sons (= 0.53%). In October 17,010 persons were sent to the ghetto, and

637 out of 159,505 (= 0.4%) died. In November the new arrivals num-

bered 11,132, while 914 out of 168,623 ghetto inmates (= 0.54%) died.

In December 1941 there were 1,131 deaths among 167,681 persons (=

0.67%). During 1942 the mortality index increased, but it remained al-

ways inside relatively small percentages. The highest mortality was in

March 1942, with 2,244 deaths among 115,102 persons 1.95%);

from the month of January the population of the ghetto steadily de-

creased due to evacuations from 151,001 (January) to 101,259 (1 Au-

gust).*"^ In this context it is simply ridiculous to speak of a "decima-

tion."

[79] "Gassing was agreed between Greiser, Koppe and Himmler as a

solution to this problem because it resulted in decimation by quicker

means." (p. 121)

This is a completely unfounded statement. In footnote 143 Harrison

limits himself to quote "for further context" four books without men-

tioning a single page number. Here the titles:

"Forfurther context, see Michael Alberti, Die Verfolgung und Vemich-

tung der Juden im Reichsgau Wartheland 1939-1945. Wiesbaden: Har-

rassowitz, 2006; Peter Klein, Die 'Gettoverwaltung Litzmannstadt' 1940-

1944: Eine Dienststelle im Spannungsfeld von Kommunalbiirokratie und

staatlicher Verfolgungspolitik. Hamburg: Hamburger Edition, 2009; Gor-

don Horwitz, Ghettostadt: Lodz and the making of a Nazi city. Cambridge,

MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008; Montague,

Chelmno and the Holocaust
"

The book by Alberti is listed in the bibliography (p. 538) and fur-

thermore in footnote 40 on p. 46, where a simple footnote of the book is

referred to (footnote 403 on p. 451); the book by Horwitz appears only

here and in the bibliography (p. 549). Therefore they imdoubtedly are

plagiarized titles. The source is most likely Browning's review of Al-

Bevolkerungsbewegung in Litzmannstadt-Getto vom 16. Jimi 1940 bis 1. August 1942 nach

Meldungen. Archiwum Panstwowe w Lodzi [APL], PSZ, 863, p. 51.
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berti's book, which also mentions the book by Horwitz.*"''

[80] "The centre [Himmler] was thus responding to local initiative and

protest, a pattern that was repeated in the Ostland and Serbia. Moreover,

this did not require Hitler 's personal intervention because Hitler had al-

ready told Greiser that he could use his own discretion in choosing how he

dealt with the Jewish problem. "
(p. 121)

Here he quotes the following source: "Ian Kershaw, 'Improvised

Genocide? The Emergence of the 'Final Solution' in the 'Warthegau,"

Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 6th Series, 2, 1992, p. 72,

citing Greiser an Himmler, 21.11.42, BDC, PA Greiser" (footnote 144

on p. 121). Kershaw discussed the question of the "special treatment

[Sonderbehandlung]" of the 35,000 Poles of the Warthegau, incurably

sick of tuberculosis, for which Greiser requested Himmler' s permission

on 1 May 1942. On 18 November 1942, before the start of the opera-

tion, Blome, in a letter to Greiser, raised various objections to its im-

plementation (see points 65 and 66) and in this context^"^

"Greiser wrote again to Himmler on 21 November in the light of

Blome 's objections. His comment is enlightening. He wrote: 'I myself do

not believe that the Fuhrer needs to be asked again in this matter, especial-

ly since at our last discussion with regard to the Jews he told me that I

couldproceed with these according to my ownjudgment.

Blome's request, as 1 explained above (point 66), concerned the

problem of the extension of the euthanasia operation to persons who did

not have the German citizenship. Blome wrote:''''^

"Bevor aber die Aktion nun endgiiltig anlduft, halte ich es fiir richtig,

daj] Sie sich noch einmal ausdriicklich dahingegen versichern, daji der

Fiihrer mit einer solchen Losung auch einverstanden ist.
"

"But before the action now finally gets started, I deem it necessary that

you expressly reassure yourselfone more time that the Fiihrer also agrees

with such a solution.
"

In his letter of 21 November Greiser informed Himmler about

Blome's objections and asked him "to let me know soon whether you

consider it necessary to inform the Fuhrer about this status of the pro-

cedings and possibly to ask him, or whether such an approach shall be

abstained from \mir alsdann mitteilen zu wollen, oh Sie es fur notig

halten, den Fuhrer iiber diesen Stand des Verjahrens zu unterrichten

^ Christopher Browning, M. Alberti, Die Verfolgung und Vernichtung der Juden im Reichsgau

Wartheland 1939-1945, in: www.perspectivia.net/content/publikationen/irancia/irancia-

recensio/20 10-l/ZG/alberti_browning

Ian Kershaw, "Improvised Genocide? The Emergence ofthe "Final Solution" in the

'Warthegau,'" Transactions ofthe Royal Historical Society, Sixth Series, Vol. 2 (1992), p. 72.

^ NO-250,p. 3.
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und evtl. zu befragen, oder ob ein solchen Vorgehen verneint werden

mufiy He then added:*^"^

"Ich fir meine Person glaube nicht, daji der Fiihrer in dieser Angele-

genheit noch einmal befragt werden mufi, umso mehr, als er mir bei der

letzten Rucksprache erst bezuglich der Juden gesagt hat, ich mochte mit

diesen nach eigenem Ermessen verfahren.

"

"Ifor one do not believe that the Fiihrer shall be asked one more time

in this matter, all the more so since hejust told me during the last consulta-

tion concerning the Jews that I may proceed with them on my own discre-

tion.
"

Harrison's reference is therefore completely off the mark, even

chronologically, because Greiser was referring to a permission by Hitler

which supposedly originated only a few months earlier, hence it could

not have had any relationship to the alleged decision to establish an ex-

termination camp in Chehnno. Kershaw discusses that question a few

pages earlier:

"Did the initiative to begin the killing comefrom Berlin, orfrom within

the Warthegau? In one postwar trial, it was accepted that orders for the

'resettlement' (that is, killing) ofJewsfrom the Lodz ghetto to the extermi-

nation camp at Chelmno, went directlyfrom the Reich Security Head Office

in Berlin to the Gestapo office in Lodz. Even if correct, this could be taken

as consonant with a request emanating from within the Warthegau, then

sanctioned in Berlin. However, neither a requestfrom Lodz nor a general

order coming from Berlin for 'resettlement' of the Lodz Jews could have

by-passed the heads of the civil and police administration in the

Warthegau, Greiser and Koppe. Moreover, the 'resettlement' of the Lodz

Jews began only on 16 January 1942, more than a month after the killings

in Chelmno had started.

"

He underlines that the National Socialist policy towards Jews had

aimed at expelling the Jews from the Warthegau already starting in

1939: "Koppe issued instructions on 12 November 1939 for the depor-

tation from the Warthegau between 15 November 1939 and 28 February

1940 of, initially, 200,000 Poles and 100,000 Jews";""" furthermore,

"[d]iscussions with Eichmann in Berlin on 4 January 1940 then indicat-

ed the goal for the Warthegau as the deportations of 200,000 Jews and

80,000 Poles.""" Himmler's letter to Greiser of 18 September 1941

foresaw the assignment to the ghetto of Lodz of 60,000 Jews "as a first

' NO-249,p.2.
' I. Kershaw, "Improvised Genocide?," op. cit, p. 67.

' Ibid., ^.56.
' Ibid., p. 57.
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stage, in order to deport them still farther to the east next spring" (see

point 65). Kershaw comments:

"The stated aim, the further expulsion of the Jews the coming spring to

the east, does not appear at this point to have been concealing an actual in-

tention to exterminate the Jews in death camps in Poland. Clearly,

Uebelhoer knew nothing of any such intention. Hitler himselfspoke at the

end of the first week in October oftransporting Czech Jews directly "to the

east" and not first into the General Government, and both Heydrich and

Himmler referred in early October to German Jews being sent to camps in

the Baltic.
"

Since these were territories in which the Einsatzgruppen operated, in

his opinion, "the decision to deport Jews into areas where they had al-

ready been killed in their tens of thousands was plainly in itself geno-

cidal,"'''' but this, as shown above, is not at all that obvious.

The transfer to the ghetto of Lodz of the 20,000 Jews (and of the

5,000 Gypsies) mentioned above represented the first implementation

stage of Himmler' s order of 18 September. Kershaw refers to the al-

leged letter of Wetzel of 25 October 1 94 1 , from which he deduces that

"Eichmann was making it clear that the mooted further deportation to

the east of Jews deported from Germany to Litzmannstadt referred only

to Jews 'fit to work,'"'''^ while those unfit to work obviously had to be

killed. As "unfit to work" were considered persons under 10 years and

above 65.'''^ Nonetheless, of the 54,990 evacuated from the ghetto dur-

ing the period from 1 January to 30 June 1942, only 2,524 were older

than 65 years and only 5,957 younger than 10, so that 46,509 were

"theoretically" or "by their age" considered fit to work.*'"* This stands in

total contradiction to Kershaw's mind games, but it is congruent with a

real policy of transfer to the East. Kershaw, like his colleagues, is una-

ble to say when and by whom this deportation policy would have been

substituted with an extermination policy, and in order to make his spec-

ulations plausible, he is forced to refer - in a sterile vicious circle - to

alleged extermination actions which he assumes a priori to be matters

of fact.^'^ The alleged establishment of Chelmno as an extermination

camp is said to prove de facto the alleged decision to exterminate the

Ibid., p. 63.

Ibid., p. 64.

Julian Baranowski, The Lodz Ghetto 1940-1944. Vademecum. Archiwum Panstwowe w Lodzi.

Bilbo, Lodz, 1999, pp. 93f.

"Ausgesiedelte aus dem Getto 1.1.- 30.V1.1942." APL, PSZ, 863, pp. 66f.

1. Kershaw, "Improvised Genocide?," op. cit., pp. 64f. He even invokes the untraceable "first

gassing" in Auschwitz!
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Jews of the Warthegau, and this in turn demonstrates that Chehnno was

an extermination camp!

[81] "The gassing ofJews at Chelmno was preceded in 1940 by the use

of gas vans employing bottled CO in the Warthegau and at Soldau, East

Prussia, run by Otto Rasch. "
(p. 121)

The source indicated by Harrison is "Rasch testimony to SS investi-

gation of Soldau, 16.6.43, NO-1073; cf Peter Witte and Stephen Tyas,

'A New Document on the Deportation and Murder of Jews during

'Einsatz Reinhard' 1942,' HGS 15/3, 2001, p. 486 no. 61" (footnote 145

on p. 121)

Rasch's statement does not even remotely contain any indication of

the untraceable "gas vans." Rasch states there that the Soldau camp was

established by him in order to "inconspicuously [unauffdllig]" perform

the necessary "liquidations [Liquidationen]" of Polish political detain-

ees, according to Heydrich's instructions. Then it became a real "transit

camp \_Durchgangslager]" "for Polish resettlers [fiir polnische Umsied-

ler]," but at the same time "on special instructions mentally ill persons

were admitted to the camp and shot [wurden auf besondere Weisung

Geisteskranke in das Lager eingeliefert und erschossen]."^^^ Footnote

61 on p. 486 of the article by Witte and Tyas mentioned by Harrison

does not refer to a discussion about "gas vans" within the framework of

the Korherr report, but to the "transit camp [Durchgangslager]": "But

there are other examples of Durchgangslager that served exclusively'^*''^^

as killing sites.
"'''^ In the footnote the authors vmte:*''

"Presumably the first killing site called a Durchgangslager was the

camp in Soldau (Dzialdowo), established in winter 1939/40 "especially for

the purpose of necessary inconspicuous liquidations " ofPoles and handi-

capped people. See Interrogation ofDr. Otto Rasch, June 16, 1943, fol. 4,

BAB, BDC, SSO Hans Krause (NO-1073); HSSPF Wilhelm Koppe to SSPF
Jakob Sporrenberg October 18, 1940, BAB, NS 19/2576.

"

Koppe's letter is document NO-2098, which I will analyze in the fol-

lowing entry. I reveal ahead of time, though, that no trace of "gas vans"

appears there either, belying Harrison's statement.

[82] "The main unit using gas vans in the Warthegau was SK Lange,

which was assigned to HSSPF Koppe for 'special tasks. ' In the spring of

NO-1073.

This, as I explained above, is incorrect. At that time the camp was a tealDurctigangslager

(transit camp) in which also executions were performed.

Peter Witte, Stephen Tyas, "A New Document on the Deportation and Murder ofJews during

'Einsatz Reinhardt'," in: Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Vol. 15, N. 3, Winter 2001, p. 477.

Ibid, footnote 61 on p. 486.
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1940, Koppe loaned the unit to Rediess, the HSSPFfor East Prussia, to gas

mentalpatients in Soldau:

'[The] so-called Sonderkommando Lange, assigned to me for special

tasks, was detached to Soldau in East Prussiafrom 21 May to 8 June, 1940,

as per agreement with the Reich Main Security Office [RSHAJ. During this

period, it successfully evacuated 1,558 mental patients from the Soldau

transit camp.

'

Koppe referred to Soldau as a 'transit camp ' because, in that period, it

was also used to forcibly resettle Jews from western Polish towns such as

Plock into the General Government. However, the use of the obvious eu-

phemism 'evacuated' to mean killed suggests that Soldau may have set a

precedent for referring to death camps as transit camps, which was later

applied to Sobibor. "
(pp. 121-122)

The source of the quotation is "Koppe an HSSPF Nordost,

18.10.1940, BA NS19/2576, p. 3ff., also NO-2908" (footnote 146 on p.

121). In reality Harrison examined neither this document, nor the previ-

ously mentioned one (NO-2909), because he took the quoted text from

a forum post by David Thompson of March 2004,''^° which is identi-

cal*^' to the one published by Gerald Fleming in the 1980s.*^^ If Harri-

son had actually seen document NO-2908,*^' he w^ould have noticed

that it actually begins "The so-called Special Detachment LANGE..."

and that therefore the square brackets surrounding "The" are redundant.

Harrison pretends that the term "evacuated," which appears in the doc-

ument, would be a "euphemism," nonetheless the document claims:

"At that time I arranged with SS Gruppenfuehrer Rediess that an

amount ofRM. 10.- would have to be paid for the evacuation of each pa-

tient
"

Hence the total amount was of 15,580 RM.*^"* Should one then sup-

pose that the Sonderkommando Lange was paid 1 0 Reichsmark for each

sick person they shot? Or rather for each person that was actually evac-

uated? The second hypothesis seems the most reasonable one and more

credible than the shooting mentioned by Rasch and, as we will immedi-

ately see, it also has documentary evidence behind it.

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=406436#p406436

The only difference is tliat Harrison writes "[The] so-called. . .," whereas Fleming writes "The

so-called. .

." Harrison has carried over the brackets from Thompson's forum post, cautiously

changing only the "t" of "the" into uppercase T.

G. Fleming, Hitler and the Final Solution. University of California Press, Berkeley /Los Ange-

les, 1987, p. 21.

Prosecution staff translation ofNO-2908 viewable online at:

http://nuremberg.law.harvard.edu/iniagedir/HLSL_NMT01/HLSL_NUR_02350001.jpg

NO-2908.
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Here we simply face a clumsy attempt by Harrison to explain in a

criminal sense the very embarrassing - for the "plagiarist bloggers" -

use of the term "transit camp" for Sobibor.

[83] "A letter from Rediess to Wolffon November 7, 1941, revealed that

250-300 'insane persons (Poles) from the area ofZichenau'were added to

this operation. This letter also had a marginal note, handwritten by Brack,

stating that Lange had received an advance paymentfrom Rasch. A later

letter in this correspondence had a handwritten note on top, 'Tel. with Obf.

Brack."' (p. 122)

The letter of SS-Gruppenflihrer Rediess states:''^^

"Es handelt sich dabei wie aus dem hetreffenden Schreiben des Grup-

penfiihrers Koppe ersichtlich, um die Evakuierung von 1 588 Anstalts-

insassen der Ostpreussischen Provinzial-Anstalten. Hierzu kommen meines

Wissens noch etwa 250 bis 300 Irre (Polen) aus dem Ostpreussen angeglie-

derten Gebiet Zichenau.

"

"The letter of SS-Gruppenfiihrer Koppe deals with the evacuation of

1,558 mental institution inmates of the provincial institutions ofEast Prus-

sia. To these must be added, to my knowledge, about 250 to 300 insane per-

sons (Poles) from the area of Zichenau, which has been annexed to East

Prussia.

"

Then a discussion follows about the question of the payment of 10

RM for each evacuated patient - nothing new in regard to document

NO-2098 analyzed above. Harrison completely changes the meaning of

the note at the document's margin: it was not a note "handwritten by

Brack" but simply the handwritten word "Brack," as results from the of-

ficial translation of the document made by the Office of Chief of Coun-

sel for War Crimes: "(handwritten marginal note) Brack." Here Harri-

son incredibly misinterprets as a marginal note of Brack the part of the

letter which speaks about an advance payment to Lange by Rasch.

The letter having "a handwritten note on top, 'Tel. with Obf Brack'"

remains to be analyzed. It is a letter by Koppe to SS-Gruppenfiihrer

Wolff of 22 February 1941, document NO-291 1. This letter in fact con-

tains a handwritten note, which was translated as follows: "Telephone

conversation with Obf. Brack." But it contains also other much more

important information:

"In June 1940 1 took overfrom the Higher SS and Police Leader North-

east 1,558 burdensome personsfor the purpose oflodging them somewhere

else. In order to carry out this agreement reached with Gruppenfuehrer

Rediess, a detail ofmy agency was obliged to stayfor 1 7 days in East Prus-

sia. My Inspector of the Security Police and the SD, SS Standartenfuehrer

"^^ NO-2909.
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Damzog, and the Inspector of the Security Police and the SD in Koenigs-

berg, SS Brigadefuehrer Rasch, agreed upon RM. 10.- for transportation

costs and other expensesfor each person to be transferred.

"

Then a discussion follows about who had to pay the total amount.''^''

It is therefore clear that the evacuation was a real transfer and that it had

"the purpose of lodging them somewhere else." Or are all these "eu-

phemisms"?

[84] "In October 1941, Koppe forwarded a request to Himmler from

Army High Command that Lange, five subordinates and the gas van be sent

to Novgorod to kill 100 Russians sufferingfrom dysentery because the army

needed the hospitalfor its own quarters. "
(p. 122)

The source is: "PRO, HW 16/32, 4.10.41" (footnote 152 on p. 122).

The orthodox holocaust literature mentioning this source makes no ref-

erence to the alleged "gas vans." For instance, Longerich says in this

regard:*"

"Around the same time, probably still in October 1941, the mass mur-

der of local Jews began in the area of Konin in the southern Warthe-

gau.[240] In an "action " lasting several days at the end ofNovember, 700

Jews were killed in gas-vans at the camp ofBornhagen (Kozminek) in the

area ofKalisch.[241] This was carried out by the SK Lange which had al-

ready murdered thousands of mental asylum inmates in gas-vans in

1939/1940, and again in June/July 1941.[242] In October 1941, Lange's

unit was called to Novgorod by Himmler in order to kill the patients of

mental asylums there.[243].

"

His footnote 243 contains in fact the reference "PRO, HW 16/32,

4.10.41."*"

I mention in passing that Longerich's sources regarding the "gas

vans" mentioned here are historiographically inconsistent, since foot-

note 241 refers to a "Verdict District Court Stuttgart of 15.8.50," while

the footnote 242 quotes "Aly, Endlosung, pp. 188f" Aly refers to the

Soldau episode discussed above,*^^ but quotes himself Hilberg, who in

turn quotes the Indictment against Wilhelm Koppe in Bonn, 1964

"26 NO-2911.

P. Longerich, The Systematic Character ofthe National Socialist Policyfor the Extermination

ofthe Jews. Expert Opinion. Expert Opinion, written by Heinz Peter Longerich, M.A, Dr. Phil,

Professor at the Royal Holloway College, University of London, on Instructions of Davenport

Lyons and Mishcon de Reya, Solicitors, for the Purposes of Assisting the Queen's Bench Di-

vision in the High Court in London in the Case between David John Cawdell [sic] Irving,

Plaintiff, and Penguin Books Limited and Deborah E. Lipstadt, Defendants, p. 59 in the

webpage:

http://reference.kfupm.edu.sa/content/l/o/london_in_the_case_between_davidjohn_ca_80897.

pdf

G. Aly, Endlosung. Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit, p. 188.
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(Anklage gegen Wilhelm Koppe in Bonn, 1964)\^^^

The actual text of the decode (on p. 3, no. 20) at the indicated source

fully confirms the above:

"20.DHQdeDPJSQMNr.7 1345 113 SQP 155.

An Hdheren SS unci Pol.fiihrer POSEN, Gruppenfiihrer GOPPE [sic].

Das Sonderkommando ist sofort zu entsenden. Dem Ersuchen ist statt-

zugeben.

Gez. H. HIMMLER. "

"To HSSPF POSEN, Gruppenfiihrer GOPPE [sic, should be Koppe]

The Sonderkommando is to be dispatched immediately. The request is to

be granted.

Signed H. HIMMLER. "

Here appears no indication of either the Sonderkommando Lange,

much less of gas vans, Novgorod or mental patients to kill. In practice,

the history of the employment of "gas vans" in this context does not

have any documentary evidence, and vv^hat Harrison vmtes on the matter

is simply the result of his fantasy.

[85] "In late November, Jews from the Bornhagen labour camp were

gassed. " (p. 122)

In the corresponding footnote Harrison vmtes:

"The graves were exhumed after the war and the leader of the action,

Ferdinand Goehler, was given a life sentence by a court in Stuttgart

Browning, Origins, 2004, p. 542 n.l44, citing JuNSV, Bd. VII Nr. 23lb,

pp.21 7-33, Urteil LG Stuttgart 3 Ks 31/49.
"

Browning limits himself to stating that "the graves of the victims

were exhumed in the nearby forest after the war,"''"''' without saying

anything with regard to the killing method: did the corpses undergo an

autopsy from which resulted that they were gassed? If this is not so, the

exhumation proves maybe a massacre, but not a "gassing." The source

is the same as adopted by Longerich, a trial verdict based on testimonies

which do not have much historiographical value.

[86] "The initiative to gas the Warthegau Jews at Chelmno camefrom
close cooperation between Koppe and his Gauletier, Arthur Greiser. The

latter wrote to Himmler on October 28, 1941, referring to 'the agreement

reached between us. "'
(p. 122)

Here Harrison adduces the following source: "Catherine Epstein,

Model Nazi: Arthur Greiser and the Occupation of Western Poland, Ox-

ford, 2010, p. 185, citing Greiser am Himmler 28.10.41 BAB,
NSI9/2655, 49" (footnote 154 on p. 122). In the work in question, the

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit. Band 2, footaote 104 on p. 957.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 417.
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author delivers a completely false interpretation of the events. After

having reiterated the issue of the transfer of 20,000 Jews and 5,000

Gypsies to the ghetto ofLodz already discussed above, she states:*^'

"Greiser, in exchange for accepting the Jews and Gypsies, appears to

have received permission to have 100,000 'unproductive' Jews murdered.

Evidence for this is found in future correspondence between Greiser and

Himmler. On 28 October 1941, Greiser reminded Himmler about 'the

agreement reached between us.
'

"

In reality the letter in question refers to the protests of Friedrich

tibelhor in regard to the planned allocation to the Lodz ghetto of 20,000

Jews and 5,000 Gypsies. In this regard Greiser wrote to Himmler

"Hiernach kann ich Ihnen melden, dafi ich der absoluten Uberzeugung

bin, dafi Ubelhdr zwar das Beste gewollt hat, sich aber in der Form und in

der Anwendung im Ton bei seinem sprichwdrtlichen Temperament etwas

vergriffen hatte. Er hat im ubrigen selbstverstdndlich alles veranlajit und in

die Wege geleitet, um von sich und seinen Dienststellen eine reibungslose

Durchfiihrung Ihrer Anordnung und der zwischen uns getroffenen Verein-

barung zu gewdhrleisten.

"

"Hereafter I can report to you that I am absolutely convinced that

Ubelhdr indeed wanted the best but that he adopted a somewhat incorrect

form and tone when applying his proverbial temperament. And besides he

of course arranged and initiated everything in order to guarantee by him-

self and through his departments the flawless implementation ofyour de-

crees and ofthe agreement reached between us.

"

The "agreement {VereinbarungY between Himmler and Greiser had

obviously nothing to do with the unproven "exchange" claimed by Ep-

stein, but referred instead to the transfer to Lodz of the 20,000 Jews and

5,000 Gypsies, as results from Heydrich's letter to Himmler of 19 Oc-

tober 1941 on the subject ''Einweisung von Juden aus dem Altreich in

das Ghetto Litzmannstadt" (Allocation of Jews from the Old Reich to

the Lodz ghetto). In it Heydrich wrote that he had sent to SS-

Brigadefiihrer tibelhor a telegram starting with the following words:^^^

"Durch Ihr oppositionelles Verhalten anlasslich der vom Reichsfiihrer-

SS befohlenen Einweisung von Juden und Zigeunern aus dem Altreich, die

zwischen dem RF-SS und Gauleiter Greiser genauestens abbesprochen

wurde, haben Sie einmal die laufenden Arbeiten zur Durchfiihrung dieser

Massnahmen ausserordentlich erschwert ..." (Emph. added)

"Due to your oppositional attitude in regard to the confinement ofJews

Catherine Epstein, Model Nazi. Arthur Greiser and the Occupation of Western Poland, Oxford

University Press, 2010, p. 185.

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, NS 19/2655, p. 49.

Ibid, p. 41.
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and Gypsies from the Altreich as ordered by the Reichsfuhrer-SS, which

was agreed upon in detail by the RF-SS and Gauleiter Preiser, you have

for once extraordinarily hampered the ongoing tasks for the implementa-

tion ofthese measures... " (Emph. added)

Harrison thus copied, parrot-like, a sentence from a document which

he is unfamiliar with, took it out of its original context and inserted it

into a purely imaginative context.

|87| "On May 1, 1942, he [Greiser] wrote again and referred to the ini-

tial gassing request:

'It will be possible to conclude the action ofspecial treatment ofabout

100,000 Jews in the area of my Gau, authorized by yourself with the

agreement of the head of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt, SS-Obergruppen-

fiihrer Heydrich, within the next 2-3 months.

'

Greiser 'sfigure of100,000 is close to that given in a letter by Willy Just

to Walter Rauffon June 5, 1942, suggesting improvements to the vans. Just

noted that since 'December 1941, ninety-seven thousand have been pro-

cessed, using three vans, without any defects showing up in the vehicles.
"'

(p. 122)

I have discussed Greiser' s letter of 1 May 1942 already above. In re-

gard to Just's letter of 5 June 1942, it is a document full of crass errors

and technical absurdities which lead me to radically doubt its authen-

ticity.*^^

[88] "/« one ofhis interviews with Sassen, recorded when he was afree

man in Argentina, Eichmann stated that 'Later in that same winter [1941]

Miiller sent me to watch Jews being gassed in the Litzmannstadt area of

central Poland'" (pp. 122-123)

During the interrogations by the Israeh prosecutors, Eichmann re-

turned to this issue, stating that Miiller had ordered him in the fall of

1941 to go to "Culm in Warthegau" where a "Jewish action [Judenak-

tionY was unfolding, and to report to him what was happening there.

Eichmann went and described an episode of Jews entering a "truck . .

.

which was completely closed and where the doors were opened at the

front [Lastwagen ... der ganz geschlossen war, wo vom die Tiiren aufg-

emacht wurden]." Eichmann followed the truck after its departure to a

pit, where corpses were unloaded from the vehicle.
''^^

It is hard to be-

lieve that Miiller did not know about the alleged extermination in

Chelmno supposedly ordered by his direct superior Heydrich and -

even harder - that he would have sent his subordinate Eichmann to

See the detailed analysis of this document in: Santiago Alvarez, Pierre Marais, The Gas Vans.

A Critical Investigation. The Barnes Review, Washington, 20 11 , pp. 63-84.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. VII, pp. 174-178.
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gather information instead of asking for it directly from Heydrich him-

self For Eichmann this convoluted story evidently served the purpose

to create a pretext to introduce the other story of the visit to Chelmno.

In 1960 he evidently had a rather superficial knowledge about that camp

from literature, as results from his generic and lean narration which

does not contain a single new aspect (in respect to orthodox holocaust

literature) which could really be the result of a direct observation. At

that time he even avoided mentioning the name of this alleged extermi-

nation site he claimed to have visited:

"Later in that same winter MUller sent me to watch Jews being gassed

in the Litzmannstadt [Lodz] area of central Poland. I muss stress that the

gassing was not done on his order, but MUller did want to know all about

it He was a very thorough government official

Arriving at Litzmannstadt, I drove out to [the] designatedplace where a

thousand Jews were about to board buses. The buses were normal high-

windowed affairs with all their windows closed. During the trip, I was told,

the carbon monoxidefrom the exhaust pipe was conducted into the interior

ofthe buses. It was intended to kill the passengers immediately.

"

Reaching their destination, "some Poles who stood there jumped into

the buses and threw the corpses into the pit," while "another Pole with a

pair of pliers in his hand jumped into the pit. He went through the

corpses, opening their mouths. Whenever he saw a gold tooth, he pulled

it out and dumped it into a small bag he was carrying."*^^

As can be seen, Eichmann was even ignorant of the "fact" that the

auxiliary personnel of the alleged extermination camp are said to have

been Jewish, not Polish.

The sentence quoted by Harrison, extracted from a context he ig-

nores, demonsfrates only his ineptitude.

[89] "The gassings in the Warthegau have four important implications

for Nazi decision-making that are simply not comprehended by Mattogno.

Firstly, the gassings did not require an order; Greiser clearly refers in-

stead to the gassings being 'authorized by yourself with the agreement of

the head of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt, SS-Obergmppenfiihrer Hey-

drich. ' Secondly, permission to gas 100,000 Jews locally could be given

without that action requiring a generalpolicy having already been decided

to exterminate all Europe 's Jews. " (p. 123)

The other two "implications," of moral and organizational character,

are irrelevant.

The question of the authorization does not necessarily exclude an ex-

''^ "Eichmann tells his own damning story," in: Life, vol. 49, no. 22, November 28, 1960, pp.

102-104.
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termination order. This is so evident that for decades orthodox holo-

caust historiography has tried to deduce the existence of a general Jew-

ish extermination order by Hitler, among others, exactly from the onset

of the operation of the Chelmno camp. For instance, Browning wrote in

1982:*""

"Si les plans pour Belzec ont ete dessines d la mi-octobre et si le travail

y a commence le ler novemhre; si Lange etait d Berlin fin octobre afiin de

prendre les dernieres dispositions pour Chelmno et si le travail y a

commence debut novembre, il est tres difficile de ne pas conclure qu 'a un

moment quelconque d'octobre 1941 Hitler a approuve le plan

d'extermination qu 'il avait demande I 'ete precedent.
"

"If the plans for Belzec were prepared in mid-October and if the work

on that camp began on 1 November; ifLange was in Berlin at the end of

October in order to make the last arrangements for Chelmno and if the

work on that camp began at the start ofNovember, it is very difficult not to

deduce that at some point in time during October 1941 Hitler approved the

extermination plan which he had requested the previous summer.
"

On the other hand, the document in question stems from 1 May
1942, almost five months after the beginning of the alleged extermina-

tion activity at Chelmno. Between these two dates, orthodox holocaust

historiography adduces only one document, that quoted by Eisenbach,

i.e. the decree of Greiser of 2 January 1 942, of which only the heading

is known. It follows that practically nothing is known about the acts

preceding Greiser' s letter or its effective meaning, and the same can be

said with regard to the origin and the scope of the Chelmno camp. Thus

in a sense it cannot be stated that the alleged extermination of 1 00,000

Jews could have been implemented without a previous extermination

plan for the European Jews.

In his reconstruction, Harrison claims that at that time the Reich au-

thorities had only taken into consideration the killing of Jews unfit for

labor. Nonetheless the "authorization" by Himmler and Heydrich re-

ferred to "about 100,000 Jews [rund 100.000 Juden]" but Greiser did

not specify that they were Jews unfit for labor. Therefore the hypothet-

ical authorization for the extermination of 100,000 Jews had to be part

of a general extermination plan.

[90] "In mid-August, 1941, Harald Turner, the chiefof military admin-

istration in Serbia requested (via Benzler) that all Jews be deported down

the Danube to Rumania or the General Government This request was de-

C.R. Browning, "La decision concemant la solution finale," in: L 'Allemagne nazie et le geno-

cidejuif, op. cit., p. 206.
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dined, but a month later. Turner persuaded Benzler to make an appeal to

Rademacher, requesting deportation of the Jews to Poland or the USSR.

Rademacher recorded the reply that he received in a handwritten note that

was subsequentlypresented in evidence at the Eichmann trial: 'In the opin-

ion of Sturmbannfuhrer Eichmann, RSHA IVD4, there is no possibility to

take them to Russia or to the Generalgouvernement Even Jews from Ger-

many cannot be accommodated there. Eichmann proposes to kill them by

shooting.'" (jp. 123)

Rademacher' s handwritten note is unreadable on the facsimile

(negative) located in the records of the Eichmann trial. It is clearer on

the facsimile published by Kempner, to which I return below: the note

appears on the bottom left and was transcribed by Kempner as indicat-

ed.

On 8 September 1941 Felix Benzler, who was a Plenipotentiary of

the German Foreign Office (Bevollmdchtigter des Auswdrtigen Amtes),

sent fi-om Belgrade to his Ministry a telegram stating:*^^

"Nachweislich haben sich bei zahlreichen Sabotage- und Aufruhrakten

Juden als Mittdter herausgestellt Es ist daher dringend geboten, nunmehr

beschleunigtfur Sicherstellung und Entfernung zum mindesten aller mdnn-

lichen Juden zu sorgen. Die hierjur in Frage kommende Zahl durfte etwa

8000 betragen. Es beflndet sich zur Zeit ein Konzentrationslager im Bau,

doch erscheint es im Hinblick aufdie zukunftige Entwicklung ratsam, diese

Juden so rasch wie mdglich aufier Landes zu bringen, das heifit mit Leer-

frachtkdhnen, die Donau abwdrts, um sie aufrumdnischem Gebiet (Inseln

im Donaudelta) abzusetzen. Ich bitte um Schaffung der entsprechend noti-

gen Voraussetzungen bezuglich der Duldung durch Rumdnien.

"

"It has been verified that Jews emerged as accomplices in many acts of

sabotage and insurgence. It is therefore now urgently necessary to provide

in an accelerated manner for the securing and removal of all male Jews.

The number to be consideredfor this purpose may be about 8,000. At pre-

sent a concentration camp is under construction, but in view of the future

development it seems advisable to get these Jews out of the country as soon

as possible, i.e. with empty freight barges down the Danube river, in order

to disembark them on Romanian territory (islands in the Danube delta). I

ask for the creation of the pertinent required prerequisites regarding ac-

ceptance on part ofRomania.
"

On 1 1 September Luther replied:''^''

"Einem Abschieben von Juden auf fremdes Staatsgebiet kann nicht

zugestimmt werden. Aufdiese Weise wird eine Losung der Judenfrage nicht

erreicht. Es wird anheimgestellt, die Juden in Arbeitslagern sicherzustellen

Text in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann undKompUzen, op. cit, pp. 289-290.

NG-3354. Text in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit, p. 290.
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undfir notwendige dffentliche Arbeiten herauszuziehen.

"

"No approval can be given for the deportation ofJews intoforeign ter-

ritory. In this way a solution of the Jewish question will not be achieved. It

is suggested to secure the Jews in labor camps and to use them for neces-

sarypublic labor.

"

Benzler replied the next day with another telegram in which he stat-

ed:

"Unterbringung in Arbeitslagern bet jetzigen inneren Zustdnden nicht

mdglich, da Sicherung nicht gewdhrleistet. Judenlager hehindern und ge-

fdhrden sogar unsere Tnippe. So ist sofortige Rdumimg Lagers von 1200

Juden in Sahac notwendig, da Sabac Kampfgebiet und in Umgegend auf-

stdndische Banden in Starke von mehreren Tausend Mann festgestellt.
"

"Accommodation in labor camps under current internal conditions [is]

not possible, because securing [is] not ensured. Jewish camps hamper and

endanger even our troops. Therefore an immediate clearing of the camp

with 1,200 Jews in Sabac is necessary, because Sabac [is] combat zone and

in the surroundings insurgent gangs with theforce ofseveral thousand men

have been identified.

"

He added that the "deportation of initially the male Jews is the es-

sential prerequisite for the re-establishment of orderly conditions

[Abschiebung zundchst mdnnlicher Juden ist wesentliche Voraussetzung

fur Wiederherstellung ordnungsmdfiiger Zustdndey Benzler therefore

reiterated his proposal; if it were to be denied once more time, then only

the "immediate deportation to the General Government or to Russia

[sofortige Abschiebung nach Generalgouvernement oder Rutland]"

would be left, even though this would imply transport difficulties.^'^°

Rademacher then involved Eichmann: he called him by telephone on

13 September, taking down a note of the discussion in which reads:'''*'

"Nach Auskunft Sturmbannfiihrer Eichmann RSHA IVD VI Aufnahme

in Rufiland und Generalgouvernement unmdglich, nicht einmal die Juden

aus Deutschland konnen dort unterbracht werden. Eichmann schldgt Er-

schiefiung vor.

"

"According to information from Sturmbannfiihrer Eichmann RSHA IV

D VI accommodation in Russia and General Government impossible, not

even the Jews from Germany can be accommodated there. Eichmann pro-

poses shooting.

"

Nonetheless Ribbentrop, in a telegram dated 2 October 1 94 1 , decid-

ed that it was necessary to get in touch with Himmler to clarify "if he

could not take over 8,000 Jews, in order to bring them to Eastern Po-

Ihid.
, p. 29 1 , facsimile of the document.

ftW.,p.292.NG-3354
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land*"*^ or elsewhere [ob er nicht 8000 Juden mit iibernehmen konne, um
sie nach Ostpolen oder sonst irgendwohin zu schaffen]."^^

On 25 October Rademacher summarized the decisions taken:

"Die mdnnlichen Juden sind bis Ende dieser Woche erschossen, damit

ist das in dem Bericht der Gesandschaft angeschnittene Problem erledigt.
"

"The male Jews are shot until the end of this week, so that the problem

raised in the mission 's report is solved.
"

Regarding the "remaining about 20,000 Jews^'''*'^^ (women, children

and elderly people) as well of about 1,500 Gypsies, of whom the males

will also be shot {Rest von etwa 20000 Juden (Frauen, Kinder und alte

Leute) sowie rund 1500 Zigeuner, von denen die Manner ebenfalls noch

erschossen werden]" they had to be gathered in a ghetto in Belgrade,

where they could be fed during the winter. The decision regarding the

Jews was the following i*"^^

"Sobald dann im Rahmen der Gesamtldsung der Judenfrage die tech-

nische Mdglichkeit besteht, werden die Juden aufdem Wasserwege in die

Auffanglager im Osten abgeschoben.

"

"As soon as the technical possibility exists within theframework of the

comprehensive solution of the Jewish question, the Jews will be deported

on the waterways to the reception camps in the East.
"

Harrison's argument is therefore incomplete and misleading.

[91] "In the meantime, the Wehrmacht, under the command ofBohme,

began to shoot Jews under the pretext of the need to fill 1:100 reprisal quo-

tas. Such reprisals were not, however, for crimes committed hy Jews hut

were instead inflicted on Jews in lieu of Serb partisans who had not been

captured in sufficient numbers to meet the quotas. Turner admitted that this

was morally wrong in a private letter dated October 17, 1941, sent to Hil-

debrandt:

'In the last 8 days, I have had 2,000 Jews and 200 Gypsies shot dead,

following the quota of 1:100for brutally murdered German soldiers, and a

further 2,200, also nearly all Jews, will be shot in the next 8 days. That is

not pleasant work! But it must be done, in order to make it clear to people

what it means to attack a German soldier, while at the same time, the Jew-

ish question solves itself most quickly in this way. Actually, it is wrong, if

The term "Ostpoland," "Eastern Poland" no doubt included the parts ofPoland annexed by the

Soviet Union in 1939 which by that point in time had been incorporated into RK Ostland and

RK Ukraine.

Ibid. p. 292.

This figure is greatly exaggerated; in April 1941, at the onset of the German occupation, there

lived an estimated 16,700 Jews - men and women - in Serbia, including the Banat region; Jasa

Romano, Jews ofYugoslavia 1941-1945. Victims ofgenocide andfreedomfighters, p. 3,

http://www.jasenovac.org/images/jews_of_yugoslavia_l941_1 945.pdf

R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit., p. 293.
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taken literally, that for murdered Germans, for whom the ratio of 1:100

should come at the expense of the Serbs, 100 Jews will now be shot, but

they are the ones we happened to have in the camp... "'
(p. 124)

I present the passage quoted by Harrison in its context:'''*''

"Es sind erhebliche Truppenvermehrungen hergekommen, die sick nun

an das Aufrdumen heranmachen, was aber mit den notigen Schwierigkeiten

verknupft ist Denn nach den Leninschen Anweisungen uber die Aufstands-

methoden haben sich Zweier- und Dreierkolonnen in der notigen Menge

gebildet, um uberall mit Mord, Sabotageakten und ahnlichem vorzugehen,

was natiirlich schwer zu greifen ist Vor 5 Wochen ungejahr hatte ich

bereits die ersten von 600 an die Wand gestellt Seitdem haben wir bei

einer Aufrdumungsaktion etwa wieder 2000 umgelegt, bei einer weiteren

wieder etwa 1000 und zwischendiirch hahe ich dann in den letzten 6 Tagen

2000Juden und 200 Zigeuner erschiessen lassen nach der Quote 1:100 fiir

bestialisch hingemordete deutsche Soldaten, und weitere 2200, ebenfalls

fast nur Juden, werden in den ndchsten 8 Tagen erschossen. Eine schdne

Arbeit ist das nicht. Aber inuuerhin muss es sein, um einmal den Leuten

klar zu machen, was es heisst, einen deutschen Soldaten iiberhaupt nur

anzugreifen und zum anderen lost sich die Judenfrage auf diese Weise am

schnellsten.

"

"Substantial troop reenforcements have arrived and have now begun

the mopping up work, although this is linked with necessaij difficulties,

since, in accordance with Lenin 's instructions on the methods of insurrec-

tion, two-men or three-men platoons haveformed in the required number in

order to commit murder, acts ofsabotage and the like, which are ofcourse

difficult to seize. Already some 5 weeks ago I put the first 600 against the

wall. Since then we have bumped offsome 2,000 during a clearing opera-

tion, during another one some 1,000 and inbetween during the last 6 days I

allowed the shooting of2,000 Jews and 200 Gypsies according to the quota

1:100 for brutally murdered German soldiers, and another 2,200, likewise

almost only Jews, will be shot in the next 8 days. It is not a pleasant work.

But, after all, it must be done in order to make it clear to the people what it

means to merely attack a German soldier and besides in this way the Jew-

ish question is solved most expeditiously.
"

Therefore even before Jews and Gypsies were targeted, aheady

3,600 Serbs had been shot as reprisal measures. Ereignismeldung no.

120 of 21 October 1941 informs that, according to the order of general

Bohme, "for each shot soldier 100 and for each injured soldier 50 Serbs

will be executed {fiir jeden erschossenen Soldaten 100 und fur jeden

verwundeten Soldaten 50 Serben exekutiert werden]," "2,200 Serbs and

NO-5810.
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Jews \2200 Serben und Juden]" have been shot, in addition to "1,736

inhabitants [1736 Einwohner]" of Kraljevo and "19 communist women
[19 kommunistische Frauen]."^^

Therefore it is very simple-minded and deceptive to state that Jews

and Gypsies were shot "in lieu of Serb partisans."

[92] "...whilst evacuation of women & children 'to the East' was

agreedfor a future unspecified date. However, this evacuation did not take

the form of expulsion, but instead took the form ofgas vans the following

spring, which Turnerfalsely claimed creditfor in his letter to Wolff: ..."

Harrison then quotes a passage from the letter of Turner to Wolff of

11 April 1942, in which a "delousing van [Entlausungswagen]" is men-

tioned, and he comments:

"Turner admitted that 'Entlausungswagen ' was a euphemism for gas

van byplacing the term in inverted commas. " (pp. 124-125)

In the corresponding footnote, Harrison adds:

"Carlo Mattogno, Raul Hilberg e i 'centri di sterminio' nazionalsocial-

isti,' AAARGH, 2008, p. 79, cites this document butfollows Weckert's ex-

ample by ignoring the meaning ofthe inverted commas and taking the term

Entlausungswagen literally. Mattogno does not explain why a delousing

van would be required to 'clear out a camp ' nor does he confront the last

sentence concerning 'no longer existing kinfolk.
"'

Harrison's pretense about the "meaning of the inverted commas" is

rather naive, comparable to Pressac's pretense that the term "Normal-

gaskammer" ("normal" or "standard gas chamber") in a letter by the

company Tesch & Stabenow of 8 June 1944 had a criminal meaning

because it is underlined.'''*** Speaking in general terms, if the detainees

had to be transferred elsewhere, the "delousing van [Entlausungswa-

gen]" was in fact needed for the evacuation, and obviously the depor-

tees, after they had been transferred elsewhere, would not have been

present in the camp anymore.*"^'

In particular, as it results from the painstaking analysis of Alvarez,

the authenticity of the letter in question is spurious and much speaks for

it being the clumsy translation of a previous text written in English.''^*'

[93] "The gas van had been ordered directfrom Berlin by the head of

the Security Police in Belgrade, Emanuel Schafer, who admitted this in his

K.-M, Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941." Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetmion, op. cit.,p. 111.

Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit, pp. 181-185.

The phrase "no longer existing kinfolk" reads in the original German "nicht mehr vorhande-

nen Angehdrigen." The verb "vorhanden sein" can mean both "to exist" and "to be present."

™ S. Alvarez, P. Marais, The Gas Vans. A Criticallnvestigation, op. cit., pp. 87-92
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West German postwar trial testimony at both his trial in Cologne and

Pradel's trial in Hannover. After the gassings, Schdfer reported back to

Berlin noting that the two drivers of the 'special Saurer truck, ' Gotz and

Meyer, 'had carried out their special task. ' Army records cited in the

Schdfer trial judgment show that the victims were women and children.

Serbia therefore illustrates how a reprisal mentality that had racial targets

could escalate into a policy ofgassing racial groups. "
(p. 125)

The two verdicts, against Schafer (Cologne, 20 June 1953) and

against Friedrich Pradel, August Becker and Harry Weintritt (Hannover,

7 June 1966) have been analyzed by Alvarez and 1 refer to his observa-

tions/'^^' For what 1 am concerned, I already explained at the beginning

the motivations behind and the historiographic value of such "confes-

sions."

Document PS-501 with annexes has also been discussed in a very

thorough manner by Alvarez, and therefore I rely on his demonstration

that this document cannot be authentic/^^

Finally, in stating that "Army records cited in the Schafer trial judg-

ment show that the victims were women and children," Harrison

squeezes his source (footnote 166 on p. 125) to the extreme. It states/''"'

"Aus der Meldung des Kommandierenden Generals voin 20.12.1941

ergibt sich, dass 'dem in Semlin neu eingerichteten Jiiden- und Zigeuner-

lager bis zuin 15.12.1941 5281 Personen zugefiihrt warden. ' In der Mel-

dung vom 10.3.1942 heisst es unter VI: 'Im Judenlager Semlin hefanden

sich am 26.2. 5780 Personen (Meist Frauen und Kinder).
"'

"From the report by the general in command of 20 December 1941 it

results that 'until 15 December 1941, 5,281 persons will be brought into

the recently established camp for Jews and Gypsies. ' The report of 10

March 1942 states under VI: 'On 26 February 5, 780 persons (mostly wom-
en and children) were present in the camp for Jews at Semlin.

'

"

The other documents quoted mention the variations in strength of the

Semlin camp; none of them speaks about killings of the Jewish inmates.

The case of Serbia therefore illustrates exclusively shootings of male

Jews as reprisal measures. Regarding the women and the children, the

sequence of events carries no genocidal aspect:

> on 8 September 1941 Benzler proposed to transfer them to an island

of the Danube river;

Ibid., pp. 180-184 and 207-215.

Ibid., pp. 40-63

Die deutschen Strafverfahren wegen NS-Totungsverbrechen. Ausgewahlte Urteile. Lfd.Nr.362

(Ausschnitt). Die Totung von jiidischen und nicht-jiidischen Serben in Belgrad. Griinde. in:

wwwl.jur.uva.nl/junsv/Excerpts/362005.htm.
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> on 12 September he reiterated the suggestion of their "immediate

deportation to the General Government or to Russia [sofortige

Abschiebung nach Generalgouvernement oder Rufiland]";

> on 2 October Ribbentrop stated that it was mandatory to ask Himm-
ler for his decision if these Jews could be transported "to bring them

to Eastern Poland or somewhere else [nach Ostpolen oder sonst

irgendwohin zu schaffen]";

> on 25 October it was decided that "the remaining approximately

20,000 Jews (women, children and elderly people) as well as ap-

proximately 1,500 Gypsies [der Rest von etwa 20000 Juden

(Frauen, Kinder und alte Leute) sowie rund 1500 ZigeunerJ' should

be detained in a ghetto in Belgrade in order to be "deported on the

waterways to the reception camps in the East [aufdem Wasserwege

in die Auffanglager im Osten abgeschoben]" later, as soon as the

technical possibilities were available "within the framework of the

comprehensive solution of the Jewish question";

> on 8 December 1941, Rademacher wrote the following note (Ver-

merk)-!"'

"Gesandter Benzler, der z.Zt. in Berlin ist, teilte fernmiindlich mit: In

dem Plan zur weiteren Behandlung der serbischen Juden sei zu der Belgra-

der Besprechung insofern eine Anderung eingetreten, als die Juden nicht

mehr aufeine serbische Insel gebracht wiirden, sondern in das Lager Sem-

lin. Die zundchst vorgesehene Insel stehe unter Wasser. Die Kroaten hdtten

sich damit einverstanden erkldrt, dass die Juden nach Semlin als einem

Ubergangslager gebracht wurden. Gesandter Benzler bat, die Juden daher

mdglichst bald nach dem Osten abzunehmen. Ich habe erwidert, dass dies

vor dem FrUhjahr aufkeinen Fall in Frage kdme, da zundchst der Abtrans-

port der Juden aus Deutschland vorgehe. Auch ein Abtransport im FrUh-

jahr sei noch zweifelhaft.

"

"The envoy Benzler, who is currently in Berlin, told me on the tele-

phone: regarding the plan for further treatment of the Serbian Jews a

change to the Belgrad conference has occurred insofar as the Jews would

not be brought to a Serbian island but to the Semlin camp. The initially en-

visaged island is now submerged. The Croatians had agreed that the Jews

could be brought to Semlin with itfunctioning as a temporary camp. Envoy

Benzler therefore askedfor the Jews to he received in the East as soon as

possible. I replied that this would not be possible before springtime, be-

Die deutschen StrafVerfahren wegen NS-Totungsverbrechen. Ausgewahlte Urteile. Lfd.Nr.673

(Ausschnitt). "^//e Juden aus Europa! " Aus dem Urteil gegen den Legationsrat im Auswdrti-

gen Amt, Franz Rademacher, in: wwwl .jur.uva.nl/junsv/Excerpts/673004b.htm The original

document is reproduced at: http://forum.axishistory.com/Yiewtopic.php?p=1664077#pl664077
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cause initially the deportation of the Jewsfrom Germany have to have pri-

ority. Even in springtime deportation would still be doubtful.

"

The Serbian Jews (women and children) were assigned to the Selin

camp, which served as a "temporary camp [Uhergangslager]," a term

which is synonymous with ''Durchgangslager" (transit camp), in expec-

tation to be sent "to the East [nach dem Osten]." This project was em-

bedded in the real plans for deportations of Jews from the Reich to the

East. In spring 1942, according to plan, the Semlin camp was gradually

evacuated, and in connection with this - if the Turner letter is to be

trusted - a "delousing van [EntwesungswagenY was sent there, obvi-

ously for the disinfection/disinfestation of those who were supposed to

be transferred. When was this logical sequence of events disrupted?

How, when, why and by whom was it supposedly decided to gas these

Jews? No answers are to be found.

[94] "Decision-making in the Ostland was initiated, as shown above, by

Hitler's decision in September 1941 that Reich Jews were to be deported as

a reprisal measure, meaning that their lives were in severe peril "
(p. 125)

Harrison addresses this issue only partially in order to justify his ob-

session with "decimation" in connection with concept of the deporta-

tions "as a reprisal measure." In reality the principal motivations which

affected Hitler's decision to deport the Jews from the Reich to the

Ostland were of internal nature (the lack of accommodations due to

bombings) and connected to considerations of foreign poUcy (the pro-

posal by Rosenberg to deport all the Jews from Central Europe to the

occupied Eastern territories).*^^

[95] "There is compelling evidence that the deaths of some German

Jews deported to RK Ostland were decided before the formal Hitler deci-

sion to kill all Europe 's Jews was communicated to the German hierarchy

in December. "
(p. 125)

This is simply a fantasy of Harrison, for the substantiation of which

he adduces a book without any specific reference: "Andrej Angrick and

Peter Witte, The "final solution " in Riga: exploitation and annihilation,

1941-1944 _ Oxford: Berghahn, 2009" (footnote 167). On what page it is

written that such decision was taken? Other than here, this book appears

only in the bibliography (p. 539), and therefore it must be considered as

just the umpteenth bibliographic plagiarism.

[96] "The decision was made whilst Lohse was visiting Berlin for two

weeks commencing in on [sic] October. It can be inferredfrom thefact that,

on October 27, Lange told Lohse that 'essential work' on the camps had

P. Witte, "Zwei Entscheidungen. . .", op. cit, p. 44 and 47.
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not yet commenced and that other arrangements could be made if the

camps were not ready (other arrangements being code for shooting orfor

the gassing device in Wetzel's draft ofOctober 25). "
(p. 125)

In footnote 168 Harrison adduces the following reference: "Brown-

ing, Origins, 2004, p. 333, citing RK Ostland Vermerk, initialled by

Wetzel, 27.10.41 YVA, JM 3435 (YIVO Berlin Collection Occ E3-

30)." Therefore Browning claims that the alleged decision to kill "some

German Jews deported to RX Ostland" was arrived at before the fateful

general extermination order. I report the relative passage from Brown-

ing's book in its context:''^'^

"On October 11, 1941, Einsatzgruppe A commander Stahlecker in-

formed the Generalkommissar ofLatvia, Dr. Otto-Heinrich Drechsler, that

he needed materials for a big concentration camp to be built to lodge Jews

from the Reich who were being sent to Riga in accordance with the Fiih-

rer's wish. Ten days later SturmbannfUhrer RudolfLange ofEK 2 elaborat-

ed; it was a question of25,000 Jews in a camp outside Riga. Three days af-

ter that, on October 24, Reichskommissar for the Ostland, Hinrich Lohse,

and Drechsler met with Lange to discuss the issue. Lange was insistent

'that he was merely acting according to the order of Obergruppenfuhrer

Heydrich. ' He had been instructed to inform the authorities of the Reichs-

kommissariat Ostland, which he had done. Drechsler complained that he

had not been informed for the purpose of discussing the issue but merely

notified after thefact Because ofthe 'salient political significance ' ofthese

measures, Lohse added, he intended to go to Berlin the next morning to

clarify the matter. To a pointed question, Lange assured Lohse that 'essen-

tial work' on the camp had not yet begun, so that irrespective ofconstruc-

tion on the camp other decisions could be made.
"

Footnote 90 appears at the end of this quotation. Its text on p. 520 is

the one reported by Harrison. Only by an impressive leap of the imagi-

nation can he "infer" from this quotation an extermination decision.

[97] "This can be inferredfrom thefact that Lange's letter ofNovember

8, which announced the deportations of 25, 000 Jews each to Riga and

Minsk, revealed that five transports may be sent to Kaunas. Lange and

Lohse would have known that Kaunas had a killing site (Fort IX) but no

camps for holding the Jews. The resultant killings were recorded in the Ja-

ger Report:

25.11.41 Kauen-F.IX 1,159 Jews, 1,600 Jewesses, 175 Jewish children

(resettlersfrom Berlin, Munich and Frankfurt am Main) 2,934

29.11.41 Kauen-F.IX 693 Jews, 1,155 Jewesses, 152 Jewish children

(resettlersfrom Vienna and Breslau) 2,000.

'

* C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., pp. 332f.
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Operational Situation Report USSR No. 151 linked these killings to an

Aktion carried out by Jeckeln in Riga on November 30:

'The first three transports that were to come to Riga were sent to Kau-

nas. The Riga camp that is to admit about 25,000 Jews is being built and

will be completed very soon. In the meantime, the Higher SS Police in Riga,

SS-ObergruppenJuhrer Jeckeln started a [mass] shooting action on Sunday,

November 30, 1941. He removed about 4,000 Jews from the Riga ghetto

andfrom an evacuation transport ofJews from Germany. The action was

originally intended to be carried out with the forces of the Higher SS and

Police Chief; however, after a few hours, 20 men ofEK 2 who were sent

therefor security purposes were also employed in the shooting. "'
(pp. 125-

126)

As I already observed above, Harrison gives the impression of not

knowing ttie German text of ttie "Jager report," of wtiicti tie quotes only

passages of English translations available on the web. The exact source

is: RGVA, 500-1-25/1, p. 113a. And, as I also already noted, he appears

to never have seen the Ereignismeldungen, either. The excerpt he

quotes is taken from the website Holocaust Education & Archive Re-

search Team.''^^ Also in this case, I report first of all the original Ger-

man text:*^^

"Die ersten 5^^'^' Transporte, die nach Riga kommen sollten, wurden

nach Kauen geleitet. Das Rigaer Lager, das zur Aufhahme von rd. 25.000

Juden dienen soil, istz. Zt. im Entstehen und wird in kUrzester Zeitfertigge-

stelltsein.

Der Hdhere SS- und Polizeifuhrer in Riga, SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Je-

ckeln, hat inzwischen eine Erschiejiungsaktion in Angriff genommen und

am Sonntag, dem 30.11.41, ca. 4.000 Juden des Rigaer Ghettos und eines

Evakuierungstransportes aiis dem Reich beseitigt. Die Aktion sollte ur-

spriinglich mit eigenen Krdften des Hdheren SS- und PolizeifUhrers durch-

gefuhrt werden, nach einigen Stunden wurden jedoch die zu Sicherungs-

zwecken abkommandierten 20 Mann des EK2 mit in der Aktion eingesetzt"

Translated:

"The first 5 transports which were .supposed to go to Riga, were di-

rected to Kauen. The camp in Riga, which i.s to accommodate about 25,000

Jews, is currently under construction and will hefinished shortly.

Meanwhile the Higher SS and Police Leader in Riga, SS-Obergruppen-

fiihrer Jeckeln, has initiated a shooting action and on Sunday, the 30.11.41,

about 4,000 Jews from the Riga ghetto and an evacuation transport from

Operational Situation Report USSR No. 151, in:

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/einsatz/situationreportl 5 1 .html

EM 151 of 5.1.1942. NARA, T 175/234, 2723503 (p. 14 of the report).

The translation utilized by Harrison says, erroneously, "three."
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the Reich were disposed of. The action was originally to have been carried

out by the Higher SS and Police leader's own forces, but after afew hours

the 20 men ofEK 2 who had been detachedfor security purposes were nev-

ertheless employed in the action
"

While ignoring the question of the authenticity of flie Jager report, it

must be noted that two shootings in Kauen (Kaunas in Lithuanian,

Kowno in Polish) are mentioned here which involved the five transports

of Jews sent to this location from the Reich, that is from Berlin (17 No-

vember), Munich (20 November), Frankfurt am Main (22 November),

Vienna (23 November) and Breslau (25 November), in total 4,934 per-

sons. EM no. 151 on the other hand speaks of the shooting of approx.

4,000 people "from the Riga ghetto and an evacuation fransport \des

Rigaer Ghettos und eines Evakuierungstmnsportes]." I add that neither

the "Jager report" nor EM 151 give any reasons for these executions.

The Ereignismeldungen moreover do not mention the shooting of Reich

Jews in Kaunas. On the contrary, as already mentioned, a subsequent

report, dated 3 July 1942, expressly says that from the Reich "25,103

Jews [were] evacuated in 25 transports to Riga and accommodated there

in camps or in ghettos [in 25 Transporten 25103 Juden nach Riga

evakuiert und dort in Lagern bezw. Ghettos untergebracht]."'''''^

Therefore these shootings in Kaunas remain to be ascertained.

[98] "The killings were organized at local level in a meeting between

Peter Kleist and Jager on November 22. Kleist's notebook provides confir-

mation ofthe meeting and some ofthe killings. " (p. 126)

The source adduced by him, "Gerlach, 'Wannsee Conference,' pp.

768-69" (footnote 171), refers instead to the shooting of Lithuanian in-

stead of German Jews:'''''

"Just three days before the first massacre. Dr. Peter Kleist, the section

chieffor the Ostland in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Territories in

the East COstministerium), met with Karl Jager, the head of Einsatzkom-

mando 3 in Kaunas, and expressed his satisfaction with the executions of

Lithuanian Jews. We are thus justified in concluding that the Ministry for

the East, which had been informed about the transports, was in agreement

with the plan to execute the German Jews who were expected to arrive in K
aun a s.

"

The alleged "plan to execute the German Jews" is therefore a simple

speculation on Gerlach' s part.

"° Anlage zu den "Meldungen aus den besetzten Ostgebieten" Nr. 10 vom 3.7.1942. GARF, 500-

1-775, p. 233.

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. d/.,pp. 767-768.
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[99] "The entryfor December 1 [in Kleist's notebook] states thatLohse

was present at the previous day's massacre ofGerman and Latvian Jews in

Riga. Lohse voluntarily admitted that he had been present at the massacre

when interrogated by West German authorities on April 19, 1950. The Riga

massacre was also noted by Bernhard Losener on December 19, 1941. " (p.

126)

Harrison's source states: "Told about shootings of 10,000's of Ger-

man and Latvian Jews by SS. Reich Commissar was witness.
"^'^'^

Ger-

lach writes regarding Losener: "December 19, a report of the incident

reached the Reich interior ministry; see Bernhard Losener, 'Als Ras-

sereferent im Reichsministerium des Innem,' VJZ9 (1961): 264-

313."''''^ Here is the text:^'^'"*

"Kurz vor Weihnachten 1941 kain Reg. Rat Feldscher aufmein Dienst-

zimmer und berichtete mir, was ein zuverldssiger Bekannter von ihm tags

zuvor als Augenzeuge iiber Massenermordungen deutscher, vor allem Ber-

liner Juden bei Riga erzdhlt hatte. Es war so grauenhaft, dafi ich hier von

Einzelheiten absehe.

"

"Shortly before Christmas 1941 Gov. Councilor Feldscher came into

my office and he related to me what a reliable acquaintance ofhim had told

him the day before as an eye-witness of mass murders of German Jews

around Riga, especially ofJewsfrom Berlin. It was so atrocious that I will

refrainfrom any details.

"

This may constitute evidence of a shooting of German Jevv^s in Riga,

but it neither explains who ordered it and why it was implemented, nor

how many the victims were.

[100] "Himmler had belatedly attempted to avert this massacre by issu-

ing a 'keine Liquidierung' order, possibly because executions had only

been authorized explicitly for Kaunas, or because local protests against

prior killings had prompted Berlin to urge a pause. In either case, the

wording 'keine Liquidierung' clearly expresses an exception being made

that acknowledges that liquidations were takingplace elsewhere. "
(p. 126)

Harrison makes reference to "Dienstkalender, p. 278 (30.11.41)"

(footnote 1 72), a source which is the result of the usual plagiarism. The

document, as knovm, has been discovered by Irving and is available on

the web."''

Richard Evans interprets the question as follows:***

ftW., footnote 40 on p. 768.

Ibid. , footnote 42 on p. 769.

Werner Straufi, "Das Reichsministerium des Innem und die Judengesetzgebung," in: Viertel-

jahrsheftefur Zeitgeschichte, Jg. 9, 1 96 1 , Heft 3, p. 3 1 0.

www.^p.co.uk/Himmler/Note301141b.html

Expert Report by Professor Richard Evans for the trial Irving v. Lipstadt, in:
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"Recently available documentary evidence suggests that the decision to

include the Jews transportedfrom Berlin in the massacre ofthe Jews in Ri-

ga was taken locally, by Jeckeln. Although Himmler approved of the mass

killing ofthe Baltic Jews, and indeedprobably ordered it, he had notyet is-

sued any ordersfor the extermination of the Jews transported to Rigafrom

Berlin. Thus he called Heydrich on 30 November to prevent the murder of

the Berlin Jews on their arrival in Riga, in the light of the killing ofBerlin

Jews transported to Kovno a few days earlier. It was semi-public and

would arousefurther attention. However, by the time of this telephone con-

versation between Himmler and Heydrich, the Jews were already dead. On
the day after the massacre, 1 December 1941, Himmler once more spoke to

Heydrich about the executions in Riga. Then, the same evening, he issued

the following message to Jeckeln in Riga: 'The Jews who have been reset-

tled out to the territory of the Ostland are only to be dealt with in accord-

ance with guidelines issued by me or by the Reich Security Head Office on

my authority. I would punish individual initiatives and contraventions.

Signed H. HIMMLER. '. There can be little doubt, therefore, that Jeckeln

was acting on his own initiative on 30 November, and that Himmler not on-

ly tried to stop him, but, when he had failed, then made sure that Jeckeln

would not repeat his action. Equally, however, there can also be little doubt

that Himmler concerned himself only with preventing the killing of Jews

transported to Riga from the west; he fully sanctioned the mass murder of

local Jews in Riga at this time.
"

Himmler called Heydrich by phone in Prague at 13:30. At that time,

the alleged shooting of the Jewish transport from Berlin would already

have happened. The British intercept adduced by Evans reads:

'No. 471, Dec 4, 1941, decodes oftraffic ofDec 1, 1941: Item 24

(on page 3) reads,

'OEJde DSQ SSD DSQ Nr 3 1930 2 Tie 1 75 71 SPKl 3742

SS Obergruppenfiihrer Jeckeln, Hdherer SS und Pol.fiihrer Ostland,

Riga. Der RfSS bittet Sie am 4.12.41 zu einer Besprechung zu ihm. Ich bitte

um Angabe, wann Sie hier eintreffen, bezw. mit welchem Verkehrsmittel Sie

kommen (wegen Abholung)

Gez. Grothmann, SS Hauptsturmfiihrer und Adjutant

'

'OEJde DSQ SSD DSQ Nr 3 1930 2 Tie 1 75 71 SPKl 3742

SS Obergruppenfiihrer Jeckeln, Higher SS- and Police Commander

Ostland, Riga. The RfSS invites you to a conference with him on 4.12.41.

Please indicate when you will arrive here or rather with which means of

transportation you will arrive (concerningyourpick-up)

Signed Grothmann, SS Hauptsturmfiihrer and adjutant.
"'

www.phdn.org/negation/irving/EvaiisReport.pdf, p. 168.
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Immediately following this, item 25 reads:**^

"OEJ de DSQ DSAQ Nr 4 1930 2 Tie 1 77 75 DSPKl 3 742

An Hdheren SS und Pol. Fuhrer Ostland, Riga.

Die in das Gebiet Ostland ausgesiedelten Juden sind nur nach den von

mir bezw, [sic] vom Reichssicherheitshaiiptaint in meinem Auftrage gege-

benen Richtlinien zu behandeln. Eigenmdchtigkeiten und Zuwiederhandlun-

gen [sic] wUrde ich bestrafen. Gez. H. Himmler.

"

"OEJ de DSQ DSAQ Nr 4 1930 2 Tie 177 75 DSPKl 3 742

To the Higher SS- and Police Commander Ostland, Riga.

From now on the Jews resettled in the Ostland territory have to be

treated only according to my directives or according to the directives given

by the Reich Security Main Office (RSHA) on my behalf. I will punish arbi-

trary acts and contraventions. Signed H. Himmler.
"

Three days later, on 4 December 1941, Leibbrandt sent to Lohse a

letter with the subject "solution of the Jewish question \Ldsung der

Judenfrage]," which explains the above mentioned "directives

[Richtlinien]":^''^

"Mir sind die dortigen Vorgdnge des Herrn Generalkommissars in Riga

beziiglich des Transportes von Juden aus dem Altreich nach Riga sowie die

Errichtung von Judenlagern zugeleitet warden. Wie SS-Obergruppenfiihrer

Heydrich bei einer Besprechung vor wenigen Tagen mitteilte, soil das

Judenlager, dessen Errichtung in der Umgebung von Riga geplant war, in

die Gegend von Pleskau kommen.
"

"The local occurrences of the General Commissary in Riga regarding

the transport ofJews from the Altreich to Riga as well as the construction

ofcamps for the Jews have been passed on to me. As SS-Obergruppenfiih-

rer Heydrich conveyed during a conference a few days ago, the camp for

Jews which was planned to be constructed in the vicinity ofRiga will be lo-

cated in the area ofPleskau [Pskov].

"

Brovraing comments:

"The evidence is confusing. Ifthe Kaunas killings represented a point at

which Himmler had ordered the killing of all subsequent transports, but he

then suddenly changed his mind again on November 30, why was he angry

at Jeckeln for faithfully carrying out orders that had not yet been rescind-

ed? If the Kaunas killings represented a special case and Jeckeln had no

orders to destroy the Berlin transport, how did it even occur to Himmler

and Heydrich on November 30 to discuss 'no liquidation ' of this particular

transport?
"

He then conjectures that the confusion only concerned the transport

German SS and Police Unit Radio Messages in British Archives, in:

www.fpp.co.uk/Auschwitz/docs/PoliceDecodes.html.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 64.
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in question from Berlin, concluding:^*'

"It is only speculation, but the repercussions ofthe Kaunas killings may
have given Himmlerpause.

"

But why would this "pause" have pertained only to this transport?

According to orthodox holocaust logic, at the end ofNovember 1941 an

extermination order already existed, or a local extermination practice,

which Himmler' s phone call would have disrupted; in this case Himm-
ler' s exception would have applied to the "Jewish transport from Berlin

[Judentransport aus Berlin]" while all subsequent transports had to be

exterminated, but this did not happen.

Butz opined that the expression ^'keine Liquidierung" "applies to the

fransport itself, so that the liquidation is to be understood in the sense of

'cancellation' or 'disbandment' of the transport." This was likely justi-

fied, since the first five fransports directed to Riga were redirected to

Kauen due to logistical difficulties, while the one of 30 November 1941

was the first to reach Riga.''^°

[101] "We can infer three reasons why Lohse insisted that the Reich

Jews he killed. Firstly, the reception camps in Riga that had been promised

for these Jews were not ready. Secondly, Lohse and his colleagues believed

the camps should have been set up further east Thirdly, Army Group Cen-

tre was likely to oppose the deportations, and this is precisely what tran-

spired in the case of the 25,000 scheduled to be deported to Minsk. " (p.

126)

These are in fact difficulties which confirm Butz's interpretation.

[102] "On November 20, at the instigation of von Greiffenberg, the

Wehrmachtbefehlshaber Ostland (Walter Braemer) complained that 'The

influx of German Jews, far superior in intelligence to the bulk of the Belo-

russian population constitutes a severe dangerfor the pacification of White

Ruthenia, the Jewish population ofwhich is made up ofBolsheviks capable

ofany hostile, anti-German stance.'" (pp. 126-127)

Harrison refers to Hilberg ("Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 2, 2003, p.

366," footnote 173), but this dociunent is quoted also in our study on

Treblinka.*^^ The original dociunent says:*^^

"Nach Meldung der 707. Division sollen 25000 Juden aus Deutschland

nach Weissruthenien befdrdert werden, von denen fir Minsk angeblich

3000 vorgesehen und 1500 bereits aus Hamburg eingetroffen sind.

Der Zuzug deutscher Juden, die der Masse der weissruthenischen Be-

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., pp. 396-397.
'™ A. Butz, Keine Liquidierung, in: http://codoh.coni/node/200.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 197.

'™ GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 60.
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volkerung an Intelligenz weit iiberlegen sind, bedeutet eine grosse Gefahr

fir die Befriedigung Weissmtheniens.

"

Translated:

"According to a report by the 707"' Division, 25,000 Jewsfrom Germa-

ny shall be transportedfrom Germany to White Ruthenia, ofwhom ostensi-

bly 3,000 are earmarked for Minsk and 1,500 have already arrived from

Hamburg.

The influx of German Jews, who are by far superior in intelligence

compared to the mass ofthe White Ruthenian population, pose a high dan-

gerfor thepacification of White Ruthenia.
"

[103] "As a result of these protests, deportations from the old Reich to

Minsk ceased on November 28, and only 7,000 of the 25,000 Jews were

transported. This incident demonstrates, in miniature, why the Wehrmacht

would never have consented to the resettlement ofJews in the USSR. " (p.

127)

Harrison misinterprets facts and documents which he takes from our

book about Treblinka, including the arrival in Minsk of 7,000 Jews

from the Reich. In reality, as is well documented, the opposition to

these transports resulted only from the disastrous conditions prevailing

in Minsk at the time.^^' Once these conditions improved, the transports

resiuned and between May and November 1942 at least 28 Jewish

fransports from the Reich arrived in Minsk.
^^"^

[104] "Minsk's leading administrator, Kube, sent a letter to Lohse on

December 16, 1941, noting that the Reich Jews would die ofcold in Minsk,

and requesting that Lohse order their killing by a more humane method.

"

(p. 127)

The source quoted by Harrison is "Kube an Lohse, 16.12.41, facsim-

ile in Max Weinrich, Hitler's Professors, New York, 1946, p. 153ff"

(footnote 174 on p. 127). It is the umpteenth "cut and paste." His real

source is clearly Gerlach, who reproduces the document with some

omissions. The final part reads as follows:

"/ can be hard, and I stand ready to help solve the Jewish question. But

individuals who comefrom our own cultural milieu arejust not the same as

the animal hordesfrom these regions. Do you really want me to have Lith-

uanians and Latvians slaughter these people? I could not do it. I therefore

request, keeping in mind the reputation of the Reich and ofour party here,

that you issue clear directives indicating the most humane way of accom-

plishing what is necessary.

"

The source indicated by Gerlach and plagiarized by Harrison fol-

™ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 198f.

™ ftW., pp. 200-201.
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lows: "Kube to Lohse, December 16, 1941, reproduced in facsimile in

Max Weinrich, Professors (New York, 1946), pp. 153 f"**^^ This ap-

pears only in the above-mentioned footnote and in the bibliography of

the "Cut and Paste Manifesto." (p. 563).

It is important to read this text in its entirety:^^*

"My Dear Hinrich,

I wish to ask you personallyfor an official directive for the conduct of

the civilian administration toward the Jews deportedfrom Germany to Bel-

orussia. Among these Jews are men who fought at the front [during World

War I] and have the Iron Cross, First and Second Class, war invalids, half-

Aryans, even three-quarter Aryans. Up to now only 6,000 to 7,000 Jews

have arrived, of the 25,000 who were expected. I am not aware what has

become of the others. In the course ofseveral official visits to the ghetto I

noted that among these Jews, who differfrom the Russian Jews in theirper-

sonal cleanliness, there are also skilled workers capable ofdoingfive times

as much in a day as Russian Jews.

These Jews will probablyfreeze or starve to death in the coming weeks.

Theypresent a terrible threat ofdiseasefor us, as they are naturallyjust as

much exposed to the twenty-two epidemics prevalent in Belorussia as we
Reich-Germans [Reichsdeutsche]. Serum is not availablefor them.

On my own responsibility I will not give the SD any instructions with

regard to the treatment of these people, although certain units of the

Wehrmacht and the police already have an eye on the possessions of the

Jews from the Reich. Without asking, the SD had already simply taken

away 400 mattressesfrom the Jewsfrom the Reich, and has also confiscat-

ed various other things. I am certainly a hard [man] and willing to help

solve the Jewish question, but people who come from our own cultural

sphere just are not the same as the brutish hordes in this place. Is the

slaughter to be carried out by the Lithuanians and Letts, who are them-

selves rejected by the population here? I couldn 't do it I beg you to give

clear directives [in this matter], with due consideration for the good name

ofour Reich and our Party, in order that the necessary action can be taken

in the most humane manner.

"

Note also the German text of the final part of the letter.

"Ich bin gewiss hart und bereit, die Judenfrage mit losen zu helfen,

aber Menschen, die aus unserem Kulturkreis kommen, sind doch etwas

anderes als die bodenstdndigen vertierten Harden. Soil man die Litauer

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler 's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. cit, footnote 60 on p. 773.

Zvi Gitelman (ed.), Bitter Legacy. Confronting the Holocaust in the USSR, Indiana University

Press, 1997, pp. 269f.

Klaus Wedemeier, Mutzum Erinnern. Gegen das Vergessen. Donat Verlag, Bremen, 1994, p.
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und Letten, die hier auch von der Bevolkerung abgelehnt werden, mit der

Abschlachtung beauftragen? Ich konnte es nicht. Ich bitte Dich, mit RUck-

sicht auf das Ansehen unseres Reichs und unserer Partei hier eindeutig

Anweisungen zu geben, die in der menschlichsten Form das Notige veran-

lassen.

"

The killing of the deportees was therefore a mere possibility, dictat-

ed by a sort of euthanasia pohcy, for which Kube expected "an official

directive" from Lohse, whose answer is not known. Evidently Kube

was not aware of any Jewish extermination order by Hitler.

[105] "Kuhe made a further veiled request on February 6, 1942, when

he noted that because the ground in White Russia is frozen down to a

depth oftwo meters, other possibilities were also not available. "'
(p. 127)

I place the quotation, taken from Browning, back in its context:*^^

"Lohse chastised Janetzke for not following channels, and told Kube

that the RSHA quota for Minsk was still 25, 000 Jews. At the moment, even

these could not be sent because of transportation difficulties. Once those

difficulties were overcome, however, Minsk must reckon upon the arrival of

these Jews. Kube defended Janetzke 's presentation of the situation in

Minsk. One could not suddenly lodge 25,000 people in a city 80% de-

stroyed. Moreover, 'because the ground in White Russia is frozen down to

the depth oftwo meters, other possibilities were also not available. ' In fact,

transports to Minsk did not resume until May 1942, when the ground was

no longerfrozen.

"

The original document states in this regard the following:

"Da 80% der Stadt Minsk in Triimmern liegen, ware aufdem Dienstwe-

ge das vom Stadtkommissar, Gauamtsleiter Janetzke vorgebrachte Beden-

ken nicht nur gerechtfertigt, sondern pflichtgemdss gewesen. In einer zer-

storten Stadt kann man nicht plotzlich 25000 Menschen unterbringen, und

da der Boden in Weissruthenien bis zu 2 mtr. tiefgefroren ist, sind auch

andere Mdglichkeiten nach Mitteilung meines Sicherheitsdienstes nicht

vorhanden.

"

"Because 80% of the city ofMinsk lies in rubbles, the objections prof-

fered by the City Commissary, Gauamtsleiter Janetzke, using official chan-

nels were not only justified but also dutiful. It is not possible to suddenly

accommodate 25,000 people in a destroyed city, and since the soil in White

Ruthenia isfrozen up to a depth of2 meters, there are no other possibilities

either according to a report ofmy security service.

"

At the end Kube appeals, as an additional argument, to the tragic

"nourishment situation [Erndhrungslage]'" and concludes: "But of

course the order by Mr. Reich Minister will be implemented [Aber

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, Tire Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 394.
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selbstverstdndlich wird der Befehl des Herm Reichtninisters ausgefilhrt

werden]."^^^ Already in a letter of 5 January 1942 to Rosenberg, the city

commissar (Stadtkommissar) of Minsk, Wilhelm Janetzke, had raised

this objection against the "evacuation of Jews from Germany to Minsk

[Evakuierung von Juden aus Deutschland nach Minsk]," stating:''**"

"Sollte dies aher nicht mehr mdglich sein, so bedaure ich, schon heute

erkldren zu milssen, dass ich

1. weder die Vemntwortungfiir die Unterbringung dieser Juden, noch

2. die Vemntwortungfiir ihre Erndhrung iibernehmen kann
"

"Should this however not he possible anymore, I regret to have to de-

clare already today that I

1. will neither assume responsibilityfor accommodating these Jews, nor

2. responsibilityfor their nourishment.
"

The "evacuation [Evakuierung]" order did not aim at extermination,

because Kube in fact threatened with killings exactly to oppose it; at the

local level, these killings were not part of a declared extermination poli-

cy against Jews for being Jews, but dictated by circumstances.

[106] "This echoed the note, cited above, made by Hofmann a week

earlier, stating that 'the ground is too frozen to dig pits which would then

be available as mass gravesfor the Jews ' but that 'in the spring large-scale

executions would be initiated again.'" (p. 127)

The source indicated by Harrison is: "Protokoll iiber den Hergang

der Hauptabteilimgsleiter- und Abteilungsleiterbesprechung am 29.1.42,

NARB 370-1-53, p. 165" (footnote 176 on p. 127). Another "cut and

paste," as both quotation and source were in fact taken from Brovraing,

who writes
:^^'

"As SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Hofmann, head of the Security Service in

Minsk, explained to a meeting ofofficialsfrom the civil administration:

At present a complete liquidation of the Jews is not possible due to the

frost, because the ground is too frozen to dig pits which would then be

available as mass graves for the Jews. A complete eradication of the Jews

was also not possible, because workers were still neededfrom among the

ranks ofthe Jews.

Nonetheless, Hofmann assured his listeners that 'in the spring large-

scale executioners would be initiated again.

In a footnote Browning gives the source ("Central State Archives,''^^

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 72. Cfr. Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, pp.

198f.

GARF, 7445-2-145, pp. 65-66.

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 7.

NARB is the acronym of "Natsionalnii Archiv Respubliki Belarus," National Archive of the

Republic ofWhite Russia [Belarus]. I will explain later why Harrison used this acronym and
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Minsk, 1370-1-53") and the German text with a comment:*^^

"(Eine restlose Liquidierung der Juden sei zur Zeit wegen des Frostes

nicht mdglich, da die Erde zu stark gefroren sei, urn Gruben ausheben zu

konnen, die dann als Massengrdber fur die Juden zur Verjugung stehen.

Eine vdllige Ausmerzung der Juden sei auch deshalb nicht mdglich, weil

aus den Reihen der Juden immer noch Arbeitskrdfte bendtigt werden. ... Im

Fruhjahr werdejedoch wieder init starken Exekutionen hegonnen werden.)

According to Langenscheidts dictionary, 'ausmerzen ' has a literal meaning

(in the gardening context) of to 'cull, weed out' andfigurative meanings of

to 'eradicate, wipe out, ' 'eliminate, ' 'expunge, strikeout, ' and 'cast off, re-

ject ' In this context, clearly 'Ausmerzung' is synonymous with 'Liquidi-

erung' or 'liquidation' and hence should be translated as 'eradication' or

'elimination.
"'

I accept the intention appearing in the two documents mentioned

above to kill the Jews deported from the Reich. The above examined

documents show that is was a local initiative dictated by circumstances,

but this stands in contrast to the alleged Hitler order of total extermina-

tion of mid-December 1941. 1 will return to this issue later.

[107] Harrison next summarizes the transports from Germany to

Belorussia and the Baltic region, quoting in this context a passage from

the "Report by Hauptmann Salitter of the Security Police on the

transport of Jews from Diisseldorf to Riga; Diisseldorf, 11.12.41,

T/303" (footnote 178 on p. 127):

"At 12.10 hours the train left Konitz. The journey then continued via

Dirschau, Marienburg, Elbing to Koenigsberg Pr. At 1.50 hours it went on-

to Tilsit.

At 5.15 hours thefrontier -station ofLaugszargen and 15 minutes later,

the Lithuanian station ofTauroggen were reached. "
(p. 127)

The reference is correct, but the quotation is clearly taken from the

website of the Holocaust Education & Archive Research Team,^^"^ an-

other "cut and paste" job where Harrison did not even bother to separate

the hyphen of the word "station." Moreover this quotation contains

some unindicated omissions. Following "Koenigsberg Pr." (obviously

Konigsberg), the German text has another ten lines of text. Then ap-

pears the sentence "At 1:50 o'clock it went on to Tilsit [Um 1,50 Uhr

ging es weiter nach Tilsit]." After six lines there is a sentence starting

with "Um 5,15 Uhr" (At 5:15 o'clock). The term which Harrison's

not the denomination "Central State Archives."

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the tmplementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, footnote 51 on

p. 31.

The Killings at Riga, in: www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ghettos/riga.html.
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source translates with "frontier-station" is "Grentstation" [sic],''^^ that is

"Grenzstation" (border [train] station).

[108] "The political situation in Minsk had been tense. Planning as of

March 1942 was a subject of hostility between Kube and Strauch. On July

25, 1943, Strauch wrote a report to von dent Bach that described this peri-

od, complaining that "the Gauleiter used his knowledge to save his Jews.
"

(p. 128)

In footnote 179 Harrison refers to "Strauch an von dem Bach,

25.7.43, BA NS19/1770, pp.15-27, also NO-2662, NO-4315 and NO-
4317." It is clear that he took the quotation from a post made by David

Thompson on the Axis History Forum on 22 November 2004 ("At the

time it was not possible to prove these incidents. It is clear, however,

that the Gauleiter used his knowledge to save his Jew")*^* and the ar-

chival source from Gerlach; "...in report of Strauch, Abwehroffizier of

the Head of the Anti- partisan Units of the Reichsfiihrer-SS, to his Su-

pervisor, von dem Bach-Zelewski, July 25, 1943, BA NS 19/1770, fols.

15-27 (pubUshed in Helmut Heiber, 'Aus den Akten des Gauleiters Ku-

be,' VJZ4 [1956]: 67-92)";*'*^ Thompson takes his quotation from

"Ernst Klee, Wilh Dressen and Volker Riess (ed.), 'The Good Old

Days: The Holocaust as Seen by its Perpetrators and Bystanders,' Free

Press, New York: 1991, pp. 183-194."

Harrison originally admitted he took it from Thompson's AHF
post:

"The report is reproduced in full at the Axis History Forum here. The

report includes thefollowing revealingparagraph.

"

The report in question is document NO-2262. The literary source in-

dicated by Gerlach thoroughly reproduces it on 12 pages;*^' Harrison on

the other hand limits himself to nine words!

[109] After having mentioned Heydrich's visit of to Minsk in April

1942, Harrison writes:

"The visit was followed soon after by the beginning of deportations

from Austria. Germany and the Protectorate to GK White Ruthenia, to the

killing site at Muly Trostinets. These consisted of at least seventeen trans-

T/303, pp. 5-6. Transcript of the document in: Raul Hilberg, Sonderziige nach Auschwitz,

Dumjalm Verlag, Mainz, 1981, pp. 134f.

http;//forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=581842#p581842

C. Gerlach, "The Waimsee Conference," op. cit., footnote 45 on p. 770

Holocaust Controversies blog, May 13, 2008,

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2008/05/eduard-strauch.htinl

Helmut Heiber, "Aus den Akten des Gauleiters Kube," in: Vierteljahresheftefiir Zeitgeschich-

te, 4 Jg., 1956, Heft 1, pp. 80-92. The quotation ofHarrison is on p. 87: "Fest steht aber, daU

der Gauleiter sein Wissen dazu benutzt hat, seine Juden zu retten."
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ports departing between May and October 1942. " (p. 128)

Here he mentions the following archival source: "See the file of

Haupteisenbahndirection Mitte, NARB 378-1-784" (footnote 181 on p.

128). This source is taken from our book about Treblinka, where we ob-

served:

"Some documents concerning the transports to MinsJi are found in the

National Archive of the Republic of White Russia (Natsionalni Archiv Re-

publiki Belarus, NARB) under the inventory number 378-1-784.
"

Gerlach mentions it with regard to a specific case as follows: "Minsk

Railway Control Office, Rail Service Telegram, May 7,1942, ZStA

Minsk 378-1-784, fol.
64."'''^' Harrison, though, took it from our refer-

ence. This is the reason why he adopted the acronjon NARB instead of

"Central State Archives" when plagiarizing this and also other books.

[110] "A further transport was diverted to Baranovichi and liquidated

on July 31, 1942." (p. 128)

In the footnote 182 Harrison writes: "KdS Minsk an HBD Mitte,

31.7.42, gez. Heuser, NARB 378-1-784; cf Yehuda Bauer, 'Jewish

Baranowicze in the Holocaust,' Yad Vashem Studies, 31, 2003, pp. 95-

152; JuNSV Bd. XIX, Nr. 552." His source says:

"We now have fairly precise information about this train: its number

was Da 221, and it left Theresienstadt on July 28, 1942, with 999 persons

on board. There is German documentation ofthe use oftwo gas vans in this

killing. The Jews from Theresienstadt were murdered in Baranowicze be-

cause the day they arrived in the region, July 31, was the last day ofthe Ak-

tion in Minsk, and the Germans did not want the train to continue there.
"

In the footnote Bauer gives the following reference:''^^

"See YVS, M.41/2229, a letter from ObersturmbannfUhrer Dr. Heuser

of the Minsk Sipo to the management of the railways in 'White Ruthenia,

'

July 31, 1942: Aus technischen Griinden (wurde Ustrmfiihrer [sicp Ame-

lung angewiesen bereits in Baranowitsche auszuladen. ' [For technical rea-

sons Usturmfuhrer Amelung was ordered to unload already in Bar-

anowitsche] Around this time 100 Jews on another train (it is not clear

which one) arrived at the Koldyczewo campfrom Theresienstadt
"

As also results from Gerlach, the killing of the people on this

transport is not backed up by documents but merely by Soviet and

Polish investigations.*^^ The story of the "gas vans" originates from

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, footnote 568 on p. 199.

C. Gerlach, The Wannsee Conference, the Fate ofGerman Jews and Hitler's Decision in Prin-

ciple to Exterminate All European Jews, op. cit., footnote 210 on p. 804.

Y. Bauer, "Jewish Baranowicze in the Holocaust," in: Yad Vashem Studies, 31, 2003, p. 120.

C. GirX&ah, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., footnote 1393 on p. 759.
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post war testimonies, none of which are unanimous. Bauer states:^'"*

"The Jews wereforced to strip and then were killed on the spot in gas

vans (or by Belorussian or Lithuanian policemen, according to Lew-

inbok).

"

In footnote 182 Harrison commits a double plagiarism: "KdS Minsk

an HBD Mitte, 31.7.42, gez. Heuser" is taken from Gerlach, who men-

tions this source: "KdS WeiBruthenien (Heuser) an HBD Mitte v.

21.7.1942";''^' "NARB 378-1-784" derives instead from Longerich,

with Harrison's usual and astute archival name change: "StA Minsk,

378-1-784."*^''

The question of the "killing site at Maly Trostinets" will be exam-

ined by Thomas Kues in Chapter 7.

[Ill] "Heydrich 's visit also coincided with a new wave of killings in

other parts of the GK. Thus Kube reported on July 31, 1942 that 'we have

liquidated about 55,000 Jews in Byelorussia in the past 10 weeks, ' includ-

ing the 'Jews incapable of work, who were sent to Minsk in November of

last year by order of the Fuhrer, mainlyfrom Vienna, Bruenn, Bremen and

Berlin.'" (p. 128)

Harrison refers to "Kube an Lohse, 28.7.42, PS-3428" (footnote 183

on p. 128). The two quotes are taken word for word from the English

translation of the document that appears in a 1981 anthology*'^ which is

never mentioned in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto. " The sentences quot-

ed by him should be read in the context of the letter in question, which

is dated 31 July 1942:"'*'

"In every encounter with partisans in White Ruthenia, it has been estab-

lished that in theformer Soviet part of the district general as well as in the

former Polish part the Jews together with the Polish Resistance Movement

in the East and the Red Army men ofMoscow are the mainstay ofthe parti-

san movement. As a result of this, and in view of the danger to the whole

economy, the treatment of the Jews in White Ruthenia is a predominantly

political matter which, therefore, should not be solved according to eco-

nomic hut political angles. During detailed consultations with the SS Bri-

gadefucbrcr Zciiiicr und tlie extremely capable Chief of the SD, SS Ober-

sturmbunnfuehrer Dr. jui: Strauch, we found that we had liquidated ap-

Y. Bauer, JewL-ih Bamiiowicze in ihe Holocaust, op. cit., p. 1 19. Dr. Zelig Lewinbok was field

physician of tlie Koidyczewo camp from I September 1942. IhicL. p. 127.

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., foomote 1393 on p. 759.
"'^

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution and Murder ofthe Jews, op. cit. , footnote 46

on p. 546.

Yitzhak Arad, Yisrael Gutman, Abraham Margaliot (eds.), Documents on the Holocaust. Se-

lected Sources on the Destruction ofthe Jews ofGermany and Austria, Poland, and the Soviet

Union, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, 1981, pp. 41 If

PS-3428. NMT, vol. IV, pp. 192-193.
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proximately 55,000 Jews in White Ruthenia during the last 10 weeks. In the

Minsk-Land area, the Jewry was completely exterminated, without endan-

gering the allocation oflabor in any way. In the prevailing Polish Lida ar-

ea, 16,000 Jews, in Slonim 8,000 Jews, etc., were liquidated. The prepara-

tions for the liquidation of the Jews in the Glebokie area were completely

disrupted by the arbitrary action by the rear army area, which has already

been reported to your office. In the rear army area - 1 was not contacted -

10,000 Jews were liquidated who were scheduledfor extermination by us

anyway. In the city ofMinsk about 10,000 Jews were liquidated on 28 and

29 July, 6,500 ofwhom were Russian Jews - mainly old people, women,

and children - the remainder consisted of Jews unfit for work, most of

whom had been sent to Minsk from Vienna, Brno, Bremen, and Berlin in

November ofthe previous year at the Fuehrer 's orders.

The Slutsk area was also ridded ofseveral thousand Jew. The same ap-

plies to Novogrudok and Vileika. Radical measures still remain to be taken

for Baranovichi and Hanzevichi. In Baranovichi, about 10,000 Jews are

still living in the town alone, 9,000 ofwhom will he liquidated next month.

In the town ofMinsk, 2, 600 Jews from Germany have been left over. Be-

sides, all the 6, 000 Jews and Jewesses are still alive who have been work-

ing, during the action, with the units who had employed them previously.

Even in thefuture the largest Jewish laborforce will be in Minsk, since the

centralization of armament industries and the burden on the railways

makes this necessary for the time being. In all other areas the number of

Jews utilizedfor labor by the SD and myselfwill befixed at 800 at the out-

side but at 500 ifpossible so that after the completion of the action 8,600

Jews will remain in Minsk and approximately 7,000 in the 10 remaining

territories, including the territory Minsk-Land, which is already free from

Jews. The danger that the partisans will, in future, derive any important

supportfrom the Jews will then have ceased to exist
"

The massacres, even in their brutality, were therefore motivated by

the anti-partisan war and not by an extermination order of Jews for be-

ing Jews.

[112] "The killing of many of these deported Jews was done in gas

vans. This was made clear in a telex ofJune 15, 1942:. " (p. 129)

What is quoted next is a "telegram [Femschreiben]" which is part of

the series of texts constituting document PS-501, which I have already

mentioned above. It has been analyzed by Alvarez, who considers it a

probable American falsification. He observes among other things that

the document in question mentions two "gas vans" of the brand Dia-

mond, an American company, and he notices that Germany would not

have obtained any spare parts for these vehicles after the entry into the
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war of the United States.*'' In a "note [Vermerk]" dated "Berlin, den 29.

Januar 1942" there is a discussion of a "passenger car of the brand

Nash [Pkw Fabrikat Nash]" in which it is observed:

"Bei dem Pkw handelt es sich uin ein original amerikanisches Fabrikat

... Ferner ist in Betracht zu Ziehen, dafi eine Ersatzteilebeschaffung fur

diesen Wagen vollkommen ausgeschlossen ist.
"

"The passenger car is of an original American brand ... moreover it

has to he considered that a supply ofspare parts for this car is completely

out ofthe question.
"

This was evidently caused by the entry of the US into the war the

month before. The note in question bears the identification signature

code II D 3a, the Referat II D 3a "Kraftwesen der Sicherheitspolizei"

("motor pool of the Security police") of the RSHA and the handwritten

signature of Rauff, head of the "Gruppe II D i,"^"" who, according to

orthodox holocaust historiography had constructed the prototype of the

"gas van."'°^ How can one seriously believe that Rauff later would have

authorized the transformation of American Diamond vehicles into "gas

vans"?

The court testimonies adduced by Harrison on p. 129 are clearly

based on the document PS-501 and on orthodox holocaust literature

based on it in turn.

[113] "In addition to gassing, the Germans continued to shoot thou-

sands of Jews. Strauch had referred to 'resettlement, ' 'evacuation ' and

'pits' in his Einsatzbefehl of February 5, 1943, for the extermination of

Jews in Slutsk." (p. 130)

The reference is to: "Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei WeiB-

ruthenien, Einsatzbefehl v. 5.2.43" (footnote 190 on p. 130). There is no

doubt that in this particular context "Evakuierung" equalled shooting,

like the term "Sonderaktion" appearing in the docxunent.^''^ But the

meaning of these terms must in fact result each time from the context.

[114] "In summary, therefore, localized killing in Chelmno, Serbia and

Minsk had helped bring gassing technology to the center of the Final Solu-

tion through the use ofgas vans. The demands oflocal officials to eradicate

Jews had brought fresh momentum to the quest for killing solutions which

then fed into the radicalization of the Europe-wide Final Solution using

gassing technologies. Mattogno 's response to this mass of evidence is to

Santiago Alvarez, Pierre Marais, The Gas Vans. A Critical Investigation, op. cit., p. 59.
'"^ NARA, 175-254-2747313-14.

C. Mattogno, Chelmno. A German Camp in History..., op. cit, p. 14.

™^ An ample excerpt of the document was published in: Helmut Krausnick, Hans-Heinrich Wil-

helm. Die Truppen des Weltanschauungskrieges. Die Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei

unddes SD 1938-1942. Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart, 1981, pp. 582f.
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ignore most of it whilst systematically distorting the rest. For example, he

quotes Kube 's letter to Lohse ofFebruary 6, 1942, but omits the key pas-

sage stating that 'because the ground in White Russia is frozen down to a

depth oftwo meters, other possibilities were also not available. "'
(p. 130)

I will start from the end. I mentioned flie document in question in a

section titled "Direct Transports of Jews to the Eastern Territories."^"^

Kube's threats, as I showed above, do not refute the deportation policy

to the East. I will return presently to this essential topic. For what con-

cerns the alleged "mass of evidence," I have amply demonstrated that it

is Harrison who systematically distorts reality - more than once resort-

ing to systematic plagiarism - in order to try to create a case, which,

starting with the alleged Fiihrer order of December 1941 through the

unproven "gas vans," tries to explain and solve from a historiographical

point of view the serious problem of the "gas chambers."

The basic problem is whether executions of Jews were performed in

Serbia and in the Reichskommissariat Weifiruthenien based on a specif-

ic extermination order of Jews for being Jews. (I do not consider

Chelmno because Harrison did not adduce any evidence of killings in

this camp.) This problem remains unsolved also in the most recent or-

thodox holocaust historiography. If, as Gerlach states, "the decision to

'exterminate the Jews in Europe' must have been made after December

7 and before December 14, 1941," then the evacuation fransports from

the Reich territory to the East after this period were doomed for exter-

mination based on this order, and any of the alleged local ad hoc or of-

ficial extermination centers - Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka,

Auschwitz and also Majdanek - would have been the locations to im-

plement this order. Nonetheless many Jewish transports were directed

past these centers toward the East even after the opening of the alleged

extermination camps, as I observed in our study about Sobibor:^""*

"Besides the transports to the Lublin district, between 5 May and 28

November 1942 a full 36 transports ofwestern Jews (over 35,000 persons)

were deported into the localities in the eastern territories mentioned previ-

ously, bypassing completely the three alleged extermination camps of

Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka. The 124 transports which wentfrom Vien-

na to Minsk between 16 May and 28 November 1942 followed the line Vi-

enna-Lundenburg-Prerau, skirting Auschwitz to the west via Oppeln

(Opole) and Tschenstochau (Cz^stochowa) towards Warsaw, with some of

them going on to Wolskowysk-Minsk via Bialystok. To do that, they passed

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 198f.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 307.
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through Malkinia, some 4 km from the 'extermination camp ' at Treblinka.

Some other transports proceeded via Siedlce-Czeremcha-Wolkowysk and

thus came as close as 80 km to Treblinka and 140 km to Sobibor.

In the 'train schedule order No. 40
' ofthe German railway administra-

tion located at Minsk we can read: 'According to an announcement by RBD
[Reichsbahndirektion, Imperial Rail Administration] Konigsberg, there will

he a weekly special train (Zugg [sic] 30,9) on Friday/Saturday with about

1,000 persons from Vienna via Bialystok-Baranowitsche to Minsk Gbf
[freight station] having the following schedule ... ' Schedule order No. 517

ofRBD Vienna, dated 18 May 1942, mentions thefollowing routingfor the

transports from Vienna to Minsk: 'Wien Aspangbahnhof- Wien Nordbf-

Lundenburg - Prerau - Olmutz - Gross Wisternitz - Jdgerndorf- Neisse -

Oppeln - Tschenstochau - Warschau West Gbf - Siedlce - Platerow -

Czeremcha- Wolkowysk - Minsk.

'

Why would one want to make a detour of some 300 km around three

'extermination camps ' with trainloads ofJews destined to be killed?

Another event which is inexplicable from the mainstream Holocaust

point ofview has been noted by Jules Schelvis: 'The intriguing question is

why, in the spring and summer of 1943, the transports from Western Eu-

rope headedfor Sobibor rather than Auschwitz/Birkenau, which was infact

closer. ' [. . .]

The transportsfrom Westerhork ran along the line Breslau (Wroclaw) -

Oppeln - Czfstochowa - Kielce- Radom - Dublin - Lublin - Cholm

(Chelm). Going south from Cz^stochowa, along the line Zawiercie- Szcza-

kowa - Myslowice, the Auschwitz camp is only some 100 km away - in-

stead, the transports went east, another 400 km, to reach Sobibor.
"

If the goal of the deportations to the East was extermination, then

why were these Jews not directed to the nearest and best equipped "ex-

termination camps"?

5.8. The "Europe-Wide Final Solution"

On p. 131 a new section begins titled "The Europe-Wide Final Solu-

tion, January 1942 - March 1943." I will continue to analyze in detail

Harrison's statements.

[115] "The Wannsee Protocol is silent on thefate ofnon-working Jews.

Given that the document claims to be concerned with resettlement, this is a

case where silence implies intent to kill. The fate of the working Jews also

makes this inference the only plausible one:

'Under proper guidance, in the course of thefinal solution the Jews are

to be allocatedfor appropriate labour in the East. Able-bodied Jews, sepa-

rated according to sex, will be taken in large work columns to these areas

for work on roads, in the course ofwhich action doubtless a large portion
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will be eliminated by natural causes. The possiblefinal remnant will, since

it will undoubtedly consist of the most resistant portion, have to be treated

accordingly, because it is the product ofnatural selection and would, if re-

leased, act as a the seed ofa new Jewish revival (see the experience ofhis-

tory.).'" (p. 131)

In footnote 194 Harrison asserts:

"Besprechungsprotokoll, Am Grossen Wannsee Nr. 56-58, 20 Jan.

1942, Berlin, 20.1.42, NG-2586-G. In Treblinka, M&G claim that 'there is

well-founded doubt as to the authenticity of the Wannsee Protocol ' (p.187

n.537), but in Sobibor theypronounce that 'the authors ofthe present work

... see no need to doubt its authenticity.' (p.205 n.602). Moreover, later

documents in the same IMT bundle refer to the Protocol, and M&G use at

least one of the bundle's documents (Luther memorandum, 21.8.42, NG-
2586-J) in support oftheir own thesis.

"

First of all I notice that Harrison does not know the original text of

this document, as it is the case with all the others mentioned by him.

The quotation is in fact taken from a translation which is published in

identical wording on several web sites and which originates from "the

official U.S. government translation prepared for evidence in trials at

Nuremberg, as reproduced in John Mendelsohn, ed.. The Holocaust: Se-

lected Documents in Eighteen Volumes. Vol. 1 1 : The Wannsee Protocol

and a 1944 Report on Auschwitz by the Office of Strategic Services

(New York: Garland, 1982), 18-32."™^

For what 1 am concerned, 1 never doubted the authenticity of the

document and 1 always quoted the Luther memorandum for its substan-

tiation. 1 cannot speak for all revisionists, though, some of whom disa-

gree.

According to a consolidated orthodox practice, which goes back at

least to Leon Poliakov,^'"' Harrison presents only the usual quotation of

this important document, omitting the essential parts illustrating the NS
policy towards the Jews at that time. 1 present the summary which 1 al-

ready presented in our study on Sobibor:

The main speaker was Reinhardt Heydrich. The minutes of the meet-

ing begin with a broad overview of National Sociahst policy towards

the Jews:™^

"SS Lieutenant General [Obergruppenfuhrer] Heydrich, Head of the

The Wannsee Protocol, in: http://writing.upeim.edu/~afilreis/Holocaust/wansee-

transcripthtml.

L. Poliakov, Breviaire de la haine. Le Ilf Reich et les Juifs. Calmann-Levy, Paris, 1979, p.

132. This edition is conform to the original of 1 95 1

.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 205-207.
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Security Police and the SD, opened the meeting with the announcement that

the Reich Marshal [Goring] had put him in charge ofpreparationsfor the

final solution of the Jewish question. He noted that this conference had

been called to clarifyfundamental questions. The Reich Marshal's request

that a draft be submitted to him regarding the organizational, technical and

material aspects of thefinal solution of the Jewish question required prior

joint consideration by all central agencies directly concerned with these

problems in order to coordinate their subsequent course ofaction.

The authorityfor directing thefinal solution ofthe Jewish question rests

with the Reichsfiihrer-SS and ChiefofGerman Police [i.e. Himmler] (Head

of the Security Police and the SD) [i.e. Heydrich], without regard to geo-

graphic boundaries.

The Head of the Security Police and the SD [Heydrich] then gave a

briefreview of the struggle conducted sofar against this foe. The most im-

portant elements are:

a) forcing the Jews out of the various spheres of life of the German peo-

ple,

b) forcing the Jews out of the German people 's living space (Lebens-

raum)

In pursuance ofthese endeavors, an accelerated emigration of the Jews

from the territory of the Reich was seen as the only temporary solution and

was accordingly embarked upon in an intensified and systematic manner.

On instruction of the Reich Marshal [i.e. Goring], a Reich Central Of-

fice for Jewish Emigration was established in January 1939; its direction

was entrusted to the Head of the Security Police and the Security Service

(SD) [i.e. Heydrich]. Its particular tasks were:

a) to take measures for the preparation ofincreased Jewish emigration,

b) to direct thefiow ofemigration,

c) to speed up the emigration process in individual cases .

The aim of this task was to purge German living space ofJews by legal

means.
"

As a result of this policy and despite many difficulties, Heydrich

stressed, roughly 537,000 Jews had emigrated by 31 October 1941:

"Of these, ca. 360,000 left the Altreich [Germany with its 1937 bor-

ders], ca. 147,000 lefi the Ostmark [Austria after 15 March 1938], ca.

30,000 left the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia [after 15 March

1939]."

The protocol goes on to say:

"In the meantime, the Reichsfiihrer-SS and Head of the German Police

[i.e. Himmler] has forbidden anyfurther emigration ofJews in view of the

dangers posed by emigration in wartime and the looming possibilities in

the East

III. As a further possible solution, and with the appropriate prior au-
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thorization by the Fiihrer, emigration has now been replaced by evacuation

to the East. This operation should be regarded only as a provisional option,

though in view of the comingfinal solution of the Jewish question it is al-

ready supplyingpractical experience ofvital importance.

"

This fiilly confirms that, as I observed above, the Wannsee confer-

ence was the logic and coherent final step in the formulation of the NS
policy towards the Jews of emigration/evacuation/resettlement, which

paper trail consist, i.a., of the decree of 24 January 1939, the letter of 31

July 1941, the invitation of 1941 to that conference, culminating in the

Wannsee conference on 20 January 1942.

The document also clearly explains that the Fiihrer' s decision did not

consider "the liquidation of all Jews living in Europe," as Gerlach fan-

tasizes, but the deportation of all the European Jews to the East:'"^

"Inzwischen hat der Reichsfuhrer-SS und der Chefder Deutschen Poli-

zei im Hinblick auf die Gefahren einer Auswanderung im Kriege und im

Hinblick auf die Mdslichkeiten des Ostens die Auswanderung von Juden

verboten.

"

"Meanwhile the Reichsfihrer-SS and the Head of the German Police

has prohibited the emigration ofJews with regard to the dangers ofan em-

igration during the war and with regard to the possibilites ofthe East.

"

"Anstelle der Auswanderung ist nunmehr als weitere Ldsungsmdglich-

keit nach entsprechender vorheriger Genehmisuns durch den Fiihrer die

Evakuierung der Juden nach dem Osten getreten.

"

"From now on and after appropriate previous approval by the Fiihrer,

the evacuation of the Jews to the East has replaced emigration as another

possible solution. " (Emph. added)

This interpretation is further confirmed by other documents. For in-

stance:

A Schnellbrief (express letter) by Eichmann dated 3 1 January 1 942

and addressed "to all State police (main) offices in the Altreich (incl.

Sudetengau), the State police office in Vienna, the Central Office for

Jewish Emigration Vienna [an alle Staatspolizei(leit)stellen im Altreich

(einschl. Sudetengau), die Staatspolizeistelle Wien, die ZentralstellefUr

judische Auswanderung WienJ' issued the directives for the deporta-

tions from the Altreich, stating

"Die in der letzten Zeit in einzelnen Gebieten durchgefiihrte Evaku-

ierung von Juden nach dem Osten stellen [sic] den Beginn der Endldsung

der Judenfrage im Altreich, der Ostmark und im Protektorat Bohmen und

The order ofHimmler prohibiting the Jewish emigration, as I noted above, originated on 23

October 1941. T-394.

T/730.
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Mdhren dar.

"

"The evacuation ofJews to the East recently carried out in certain are-

as constitutes the beginning of the final solution of the Jewish question in

the Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate ofBohemia and Moravia.

"

Various categories of Jews were exempted from the evacuation,

among others:

"Juden a) im Alter von uber 65 Jahren; b) sowei [sic] Juden im Alter

von 55-65 Jahren, die besonders gebrechlich und daher transportunfdhig

sind.

"

"Jews a) aged over 65 years; b) as well as Jews aged 55-65 years who

are particularly weak and therefore unfitfor transport.
"

On 25 January 1942 Heydrich sent "to the commanders of the Secu-

rity pohce and of the SD, the inspectors of the Security Police and of

the SD, the authorized persons of the Head of the Security Police and of

the SD, the offices in Paris and Brussels, the Einsatzgruppe of the Secu-

rity police and of the SD in Belgrade, the office of the Security police

and of the SD in Athens, the Einstatzgruppen A-D \an die Befehlshaber

der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, die Inspekteure der Sicherheitspoli-

zei und des SD, den Beauftragten des Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und

des SD, Dienststellen Paris und Briissel, die Einsatzgruppe der Sicher-

heitspolizei und des SD in Belgrad, die Dienststelle der Sicherheitspoli-

zei und des SD in Athen, die Einsatzgruppen A-DY - i-C. the depart-

ments subordinated to him - a letter with the subject "final solution of

the Jewish question [Endldsung der Judenfrage]" in which he wrote:^'"

"Als Anlage iibersende ich Fotokopie eines Bestellungsschreibens des

Reichsmarschalls des Grofideutschen Retches / Beauftragten des Vierjah-

resplanes und Vorsitzenden des Ministerrats fiir die Reichsverteidigung

vom 31.7. 1941 init der Bitte um Kenntnisnahme und Beachtung.

Danach bin ich beauftragt, alle fiir eine Gesamtldsung der Judenfrage

innerhalb der deutschen Einflufigebiete in Europa erforderliche Vorberei-

tungen in organisatorischer, sachlicher und materieller Hinsicht zu treffen.

Die vorbereitenden Arbeiten sind eingeleitet.
"

"As attachment I enclose the photocopy of a letter of appointment by

the Reichsmarschall of the greater German Reich / Plenipotentiary for

Four Year Plan and Chairman of the Ministry Boardfor National Defense

of31. 7.1941 with the request ofacknowledgment and observance.

Therefore I have been appointed to undertake all necessary prepara-

tions with respect to organizational, factual and material matters for a

complete solution of the Jewish question inside the German areas of inter-

est in Europe. The preliminary tasks have been initiated.

"

Original document at: www.ghwk.de/deut/heydrich-an-befehlshaber-sd.htm.
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With this Heydrich exphcitly referred to the task given to him by

Goring on 31 July 1941, which was on the verge of implementation, be-

cause with the Wannsee conference the preliminary works had just be-

gim. In these documents there is no trace whatsoever of an alleged ex-

termination order by Hitler from the first half ofDecember 1941.

The Wannsee conference marked the final suspension of the Mada-

gascar plan. The corrsponding decision was announced on 10 February

1 942 by Rademacher in a letter to the Gesandter (envoy) Harald Biel-

feld of the German Forein Office:^''

"Im August 1940 ubergab ich Ihnen den von meinem Referat entworfe-

nen Plan zur Endldsung der Judenfrage, wozu die Insel Madagaskar von

Frankreich im Friedensvertrag gefordert, die praktische Durchfuhrung der

Aufgabe aber dem Reichssicherheitshauptamt ubertragen werden sollte.

Gemdss diesem Plane ist Gruppenjuhrer Heydrich vom Fiihrer beauftragt

worden, die Losung der Judenfrage in Europa durchzujuhren.

Der Krieg gegen die Sowjetunion hat inzwischen die Mdglichkeit gege-

ben, andere Territorien frir die Endldsung zur Verfugung zu stellen. Dem-
semdss hat der Fiihrer entschieden, dass die Juden nicht nach Madasas-

kar, sondern nach dem Osten abseschoben werden sollen. Madasaskar

braucht mithin nicht mehr fur die Endldsuns vorsesehen zu werden .

"

"In August 1940 I delivered for your attention the plan drafted by my
department for the final solution of the Jewish question, for which the is-

land ofMadagascar was to be requestedfrom France in the peace treaty,

but the practical implementation ofthe task was to be endowed to the Reich

Security Main Office. According to this plan, Gruppenfuhrer Heydrich had

been appointed by the Fiihrer to accomplish the solution of the Jewish

question in Europe.

Meanwhile the war against the Soviet Union has opened the possibility

to allocate other territories for the final solution. Therefore the Fiihrer has

decided that the Jews shall not be deported to Madagascar but to the East.

Consequently Madasascar no longer needs to be considered for the final

solution . " (Emph. added)

This is another full confirmation of the real significance of the

Wannsee conference and of the Fiihrer' s "decision."

On 7 March, as observed above, Goebbels wrote in his diary in ref-

erence to the Wannsee conference:

"Die Judenfrage mufi jetzt im gesamteuropdischen Rahmen geldst wer-

den. Es gibt in Europa noch iiber 11 Millionen Juden. Sie miissen spdter

einmal zuerst im Osten konzentriert werden. Eventuell kann man ihnen

nach dem Kriege eine Insel etwa Madagaskar, zuweisen.

"

NG-5770.
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"The Jewish question must now be solved within a pan-European

framework. There are still more than 11 million Jews in Europe. Later they

have to befor once concentrated in the East; after the war an island, for in-

stance Madagascar, can perhaps be assigned to them.

"

Yet another confirmation.

[116] "There is policy continuity between these paragraphs and Wet-

zel's discussion of Vergassungsapparate '/i/c7 (the Protocol can only be

read as stating that unfit Jews will receive the same treatment as the 'final

remnant') but at Wannsee the discussion had clearly shifted to include all

ofEurope 's Jews. "
(p. 1 32)

This is a double false statement, because the only "policy continui-

ty" attested to by documents is the one of emigration/evacuation/re-

settlement and for the reasons I explained above with regard to the

Wetzel letter.

[117] "Mattogno claims that the Wannsee Protocol cannot refer to the

extermination of the unfit because the phrase 'if released' must mean that

the Jews were to be held in captivity. However, the passage as a whole re-

fers to the death of the Jews: the phrase 'ifreleased' is written in the con-

text of 'eliminated by natural causes ' in the previous paragraph; it is meant

to convey the meaning that Jews were a historical virus that must not be al-

lowed back into the ecosystem ('see the experience ofhistory'). " (p. 132)

First of all I refer to the German text of the document:^^^

"Unter entsprechender Leitung sollen nun im Zuge der Endldsung die

Juden in geeigneter Weise im Osten zum Arbeitseinsatz kommen. In grofien

Arbeitskolonnen, unter Trennung der Geschlechter, werden die arbeitsfa-

higen Juden strafienbauend in diese Gebiete gefuhrt, wobei zweifellos ein

Grofiteil durch natiirliche Verminderung ausfallen wird.

Der allfdllig endlich verbleibende Restbestand wird, da es sich bei die-

sem zweifellos um den widerstandsfdhigsten Teil handelt, entsprechend be-

handelt werden miissen, da dieser, eine natiirliche Auslese darstellend, bei

Freilassung als Keimzelle eines neuen jiidischen Aufbaues anzusprechen

ist (Siehe die Erfahrung der Geschichte)
"

"In the course of the final solution the Jews are slated to be deployed

for labor in the East under appropriate supervision and in an adequate

manner. In large workingplatoons, with the genders separated, the Jewsfit

to work will be brought to these areas while constructing roads, whereby a

large part will doubtlessly drop out due to natural decrease.

The possible final remnant, which doubtlessly represents the most re-

sistant part, has to be treated accordingly, because upon release, this - be-

ing a natural elite - has to be considered as the nucleus of a new Jewish

reconstruction, (see the experience ofhistory).

"

NG-2586-G, p. 8 of the original.
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Harrison's interpretation has no foundation. This resuhs also from

the fact that Hilberg, quoting this passage, omitted the expression "bei

Freilassung" (upon release), having well understood its real meaning^'^

It is obvious for everyone except Harrison, that if these Jews were in

any case sentenced to death due to a general extermination order, this

expression would not make any sense, just as it would not make any

sense to state that a U.S. prison inmate on death row must be "treated

accordingly after his release" to prevent him from committing new

crimes. The deported Jews were indeed labeled as "'Schutzhdftlinge"

(prisoners in protective custody). Hence, in the eyes of the leading Na-

tional Socialists, these Jews were not to be released, but to be kept, as in

the case of the Madagascar project, "under the administration of a Ger-

man Police Governor, who will be under the adminisfration of the

Reichsfiihrer-SS
."

[118] "Mattogno also denies the killing ofthe unfit on the basis that the

Protocol allowedfor transports ofold persons to Theresienstadt. However,

this omits the fact that transport documents referred to Theresienstadt as a

'Propagandalager. ' For example, the Eichmann trial documentation in-

cluded a minute by Zoepffrom October 5, 1942, stating that according to

Eichmann, Jews who, on account oftheir age or merits, could not be put on

the same footing with other Auschwitz Jews may be transferred at any time

from Westerbork to the 'Propaganda camp' Theresienstadt." {'^. 132)

This is just another example of Harrison's ignorance and bad faith.

First of all I will reiterate my argument:^'"^

"The following item on the agenda of the Wannsee meeting is also in

blatant contrast with an alleged policy of extermination: 'The intention is

not to evacuate Jews over the age of 65 but to send them to an oldpeople 's

ghetto. Theresienstadt has been earmarked for this purpose. ' This latter

category comprised some 30% of the 280,000 Jews still remaining in the

Altreich and the Ostmarkon 31 October 1941, i.e. 84,000 persons.

"

Since the document does not contain the least hint of Theresienstadt

as a "Propagandalager" (propaganda camp), I did not "omit" anything.

Harrison introduces his reference using the misleading term "fransport

documents," and an equally misleading "for example" in the next sen-

tence, because it is the only document in which this term appears, as

Marc Oprach informs us:^'^

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtmg der europdischen Juden, op. cit. Band 2, p. 423.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 244-245.

M. Oprach, Das Konzentrationslager Theresienstadt in der Propaganda. Der Besuch einer

Delegation des Internationalen Roten Kreuzes. Magisterarbeit. Grin Verlag, Munich, 2000, p.

33.
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"Die Bezeichnung Theresienstadt als 'Propagandaghetto ' ist in Doku-

menten der SS lediglich einmal zu finden. Am 5. Oktober 1942 entschlofi

sich Eichmann, niederldndische Juden 'nach dem Propagandaghetto The-

resienstadtfahren zu lassen.
"'

"The term Propagandaghetto' for Theresienstadt can be found only

once in the documents of the SS. On 5 October 1942 Eichmann decided to

let Dutch Jews travel to the 'Propagandaghetto Theresienstadt.
'

"

Harrison's objection is pointless already from chronological view-

point, because the fact that Theresienstadt was called a "Propaganda

ghetto" once in October 1 942 does not prove that this had already been

the case in January of that year. Therefore Harrison must explain why
84,000 Jews unfit for work were not earmarked for death but rather for

deportation to Theresienstadt, and this after Hitler's alleged extermina-

tion order, which would have affected first and foremost the Jews unfit

for work.

For what concerns his source, Harrison refers us in footnote 195 to

"Minute by Zoepf, 5.10.42, T/537," but the content of the dociunent are

in fact taken from the document index of the Eichmann trial, in which

T/37(197) is described as follows:

"Minute by Zoepfstating that according to Eichmann, Jews who, on ac-

count of their age or merits, cannot be put on the same footing with other

Auschwitz Jews may be transferred at any time from Westerbork to the

"Propaganda Camp" of Theresienstadt; The Hague, 5.10.42. Submitted

during the course ofthe trial and marked T/537.
"

The German text of the document, with the subject ^'Freistel-

lungsgesuche" ("applications for exemption"), says:^"

"Wir konnen ndmlich zu beliebiger Zeit einmal von Westerbork einen

Zug nach dem Propagandalager Theresienstadtfahren lassen.

"

"Because at any given time we can let a train travelfrom Westerbork to

thepropaganda camp Theresienstadt.
"

Harrison evidently found it easier to plagiarize the document index.

[119] "Moreover, if Theresienstadt is the only reference in the Protocol

to the unfit, this simply highlights the silence of the document concerning

other unfit Jews. "
(p. 132)

The real problem is that the document does not even contain the

slightest hint as to the alleged extermination of Jews unfit for work, alt-

hough at that time the alleged extermination camp at Chehnno is said to

have been operational and the construction works for the alleged exter-

mination camp Belzec had already begun. The fate reserved for this cat-

'"^ Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2385.

T/537.
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egory of Jews is not indicated explicitly, but one must take note of two

different presentations of the deportation to the East, which are appar-

ently incompatible with each other, yet both appear in the protocol:^'^

"Unter entsprechender Leitung sollen nun im Zuge der Endlosung die

Juden in geeigneter Weise im Osten zum Arbeitseinsatz kommen. In gro/]en

Arbeitskolonnen, unter Trennung der Geschlechter, werden die arbeitsfdhi-

sen Juden stra/Senbauend in diese Gebiete sefiihrt, wobei zweifellos ein

Grofiteil durch natiirliche Verminderung ausfallen wird.
"

"Im Zuge der praktischen Durchfiihrung der Endlosung wird Europa

vom Westen nach Osten durchgekdmmt. [. . .] Die evakuierten Juden werden

zundchst Zug um Zug in sogenannte Durchsanssshettos verbracht. um von

dort aus weiter nach dem Osten transportiert werden .
" (Emph. added)

"In the course of the final solution the Jews are slated to be deployed

for labor in the East under appropriate supervision and in an adequate

manner. In large working,platoons, with the senders separated, the Jews fit

to work will be brought to these areas while constructins roads, whereby a

large part will doubtlessly drop out due to natural decrease.
"

"In the course of the practical implementation of the final solution, Eu-

rope will be scoured throughfrom the West to the East. [. . .] The evacuated

Jews will initially be brought step by step to so-called transit ghettos, and

from there thev will be transported further to the East .

" (Emph. added)

Either this contradiction is real, and then the first passage has proba-

bly been interpolated; or it is only apparent, in which case the second

passage might refer to Jews unfit for work. In other words: those fit for

work were to be deported "to the East for labor deployment [/w Osten

zum ArbeitseinsatzY', those unable to work would first be sent to transit

ghettos (Durehgangsghettos) and then "further to the East [weiter nach

dem Osten]." In his intervention, Biihler requested that the final solution

[Endlosung] start with the General Government:^'' "Jews ought to be

removed as quickly as possible from the territory of the General Gov-

ernment [Juden mufhen so schnell wie mdglich aus dem Gebiet des

Generalgouvernement entfernt werden]" stating moreover: "The major-

ity of the approx. IVi million Jews under consideration is moreover said

to be unable to work \Von den in Frage kommenden etwa 2 1/2 Millio-

nen Juden sei uherdies die Mehrzahl der Fdlle arbeitsunfdhis] ." This is

a confirmation of the fact that the Jews unfit for work had to be trans-

ported away fi-om the General Government, that is "further to the East

[weiter nach dem Osten]."

Two weeks after the Wannsee conference, on 2 February 1942,

™ NG-2586-G,p. 7and8oftheoriginal.

Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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Heydrich explicitly referred to the fate of all the European Jews, both fit

and unfit for work, during a speech in fi-ont of dignitaries and members

of the NS Party of the Protectorate:^^"

"Die noch nicht Eindeutschbaren [Tschechen] wird man vielleicht bei

der weiteren Erschliefiung des Eismeer-Raumes - wo wirja die Konzentra-

tionslager der Russen ilbemehmen, die nach unserer augenblicklichen

Kenntnis etwa 15-20 Millionen Deportierte haben und dadurch zukiinftig

ideates Heimadand der 11 Millionen Juden aus Europa sein werden -

vielleicht konnen wir dort nun die Tschechen, die nicht eindeutschbar sind,

unter einem positiven Vorzeichen einer prodeutschen Aufgabe als Aufseher,

Vorarbeiter usw. einsetzen.
"

"Those who cannot yet be Germanized [the Czechs] will perhaps be

[deployed] in the development of the Arctic sea region — where we take

over the concentration camps of the Russians, which to our current

knowledge have some 15-20 million deportees and which therefore will be

the ideal future homeland of the 11 million Jews from Europe - maybe

there we can deploy, as a positive example, the Czechs who cannot be

Germanized in the pro-German task of acting as supervisors, foremen,

etc.

"

This fully corresponds to the idea already expressed by him on 10

October 1941:^^'

"SS-Brif. [Brigadefiihrer] Nebe und Rasch konnen in die Lagerfiir kom-

munistische Hdftlinge im Operationsgebiet Juden mit hineinnehmen. Dies

ist bereits nach Angabe von SS-Stubaf. [Sturmbannfuhrer] Eichmann einge-

leitet.

"

"SS-Brif. [Brigadefiihrer] Nebe and Rasch can also accommodate Jews

in the camps for communist inmates in the operational area. This has al-

ready been initiated according to information by SS-Stubaf. [Sturm-

bannfiihrer] Eichmann.

"

[120] "In his Old Fighters' speech of February 24, 1942, Hitler de-

clared that 'through this war, Aryan humankind will not be annihilated, but

the Jew will be exterminated. "'
(p. 132)

The indicated source is: "Max Domarus, Hitler. Reden und Prokla-

mationen 1932-1945. 2 Bde. Wiesbaden, 1973, II, p. 1844; cf Aly,

Endldsung, p. 404; Richard J. Evans, David Irving, Hitler and Holo-

caust Denial, electronic edition, 2000" (footnote 196 on p. 132). In real-

ity the only source is Evans's expert report, from which Harrison took

also the references: "Cited in G. Aly, 'Endldsung' (Frankfurt a.M.,

Saul Friedlander, Die Jahre der Vemichtung. Das Dritte Reich und die Juden 1939-1945. C.H.

Beck, Miinchen, 2006, pp. 370f.

T37(299). See above, point 47.
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1995), p. 404; see also VB, 26.2.1942, Domarus II, 1844."^^^

Evans quotes the following passage

"Today the idea ofour National Socialist, and that of the fascist revolu-

tion, have conquered great and powerful states, and my prophecy willfind

its fulfilment, that through this war Aryan humankind will not be annihilat-

ed, but the Jew will be exterminated. Whatever the struggle may bring with

it or however long it may last, this will be its final result. And only then,

with the removal of these parasites, will a long period ofunderstanding be-

tween nations, and with it true peace, come upon the suffering world.
"

First Hitler hints at the "conspiracy, which follows the same goal

from the bank institutions of the plutocratic world up to the vaults of the

Kremlin: the extermination of the Aryan nations and races [Verschwd-

rung, die von den Bankhdusem der plutokratischen Welt bis in die Ge-

wdlbe des Kremls das gleiche Ziel verfolgt: die Ausrottung der arischen

Vdlker und Rassen]." The terminology is important. The passage quoted

by Evans reads in fact: "... that not the Aryan humanity will be annihi-

lated through this war, but the Jews will be exterminated [...dafi durch

diesen Krieg nicht die arische Menschheit vernichtet, sondern der Jude

ausgerottet werden wird]."''^^ It is obvious that the term annihilate {ver-

nichten) did not refer to an utter physical elimination of all the Aryan

people in the world, and so neither did the term exterminate (ausrotten)

refer to a complete physical destruction of the Jews. Regarding Hitler's

"prophecy" and the usage of the terms Ausrottung/ausrotten and Ver-

nichtung/vemichten I refer the reader to my study on Hilberg.
''^^

[121] "In his diary entry ofApril 27, 1942, Goebbels recorded a similar

threat by the Fuhrer, who stated that 'the hardest punishment that one can

impose upon [the Jews] is still too lenient "'
(p. 132)

The source mentioned is: "TBJG II/4, p. 184 (27.4.1942)" (footnote

197 on p. 132)

This is another proof of Harrison's dishonesty. He took the quote

and the source from Evans's expert report, where we read:^^*

"A related statement was recorded by Goebbels on 27 April 1942 in his

diary. Here, Hitler spoke about "pushing Jews out ofEurope, " which since

thefailure ofthe Madagascarplan in the autumn of1941 had meant depor-

tations to the East into theformer Soviet territory:

™ Expert Report by Professor Richard Evans, op. cit, footnote 100 on p. 390.

™ /M., pp. 238-239.

™ Max Domarus, Hitler Reden und Proklamationen 1932-1945. R. Lowit - Wiesbaden, 1973,

vol. II, Erster Halbband, p. 1 844.

Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " nazionalsocialisti, op. cit. ,
"4. La "profezia" di Hitler

del discorso del 30 gennaio 1939," pp. 15-18.

™ Expert Report by Professor Richard Evans, op. cit., p. 235.
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7 talk through the Jewish question extensively once more with the Fiih-

rer. His standpoint with regard to this problem is unrelenting. He wants to

force the Jews out ofEurope absolutely. That is also right thus. The Jews

have brought so much suffering upon our part of the earth that the hardest

punishment that one can impose upon them is still too lenient Himmler is

pressing ahead at the moment with the great resettlement of the Jewsfrom

the German towns to the Eastern ghettos.
'

"

In a footnote Evans quotes the reference, also plagiarized by Harri-

son: "E. Frohlich (ed.), Die Tagebu'cher von Joseph Goebbels, Teil II,

Vol. 4 (Munich, 1996), p. 184" and also the German text:^"

"Ich spreche mit dem Fiihrer nock einmal ausfiihrlich die Judenfrage

durch. Sein Standpunkt diesem Problem gegenuber ist unerbitterlich. Er

will die Juden absolut aus Europa herausdrdnsen . Das ist auch richtig so.

Die Juden haben unserem Erdteil so viel Leid zugefiigt, dafi die hdrteste

Strafe, die man iiber sie verhdngen kann, immer noch zu milde ist. Himmler

betreibt ausenblicklich die srolie Umsiedluns der Juden aus den deutschen

Stddten nach den dstlichen Ghettos .
" (Emph. added)

"I once more thoroughly discuss with the Fiihrer the Jewish question.

His point of view towards this problem is implacable. He absolutely wants

to expel the Jews from Europe. This is quite correct that way. The Jews

have inflicted so much suffering on our continent that even the harshest

punishment imposed upon them would still be too lenient. Himmler current-

ly conducts the great resettlement of the Jewsfrom the German cities to the

Eastern shettos .
" (Emph. added)

It is another full confirmation of the Wannsee protocol (deportation

to the East via transit ghettos) v^^hich Harrison transforms by use of a

piteous omission into a "proof in favor of his arguments.

[122] "At the Final Solution conference ofMarch 6, 1942, it was stated

that it had come downfrom the 'highest quarter' (Hitler) that 'it was in no

way tenable to keep the half-Jews permanently alive as a small race. ' It

was thus clearly known thatfull Jews were not to be kept alive. " (p. 132)

Harrison's deduction is risible. His source, Evans (even if Harrison

mentions a "Besprechungsniederschrift der Besprechung iiber die

Endldsung der Judenfrage, 6.3.1942, NG-2586 (H); T/lOO" which he

has most likely never seen), states:^^^

"According to a communication from the representative of the Party

Chancellery, the view had been expressed, in the highest quarter, in con-

nection with the discussion of half-Jew questions in the Army, that it was

necessary to divide the half-Jews into Jews and Germans, and that it was in

no way tenable to keep the half-Jews permanently alive as a small race. No

™ Ibid., footaote 87 on p. 388.

™ Ibid.,p. 222.
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account would be taken ofthis demand ifall half-Jews were to be sterilised

and allowed to stay on Reich territory.

"

The meaning is that the "persons of mixed-blood [Mischlinge]" were

not supposed to exist as a third racial category ("als dritte kleine Rasse"

- as a third small race) besides the Germans and the Jews, and therefore

it was imperative "to divide the mixed-blooded persons into Jews and

Germans [die Mischlinge aufJuden und Deutsche aufzuteilen]"™ that

is, to restore them to their "race" according to the prevalence of one or

the other in the individual, or to treat "mixed-blooded persons" of first

degree, which were equated with Jews, as Jews, and the ones of the

second degree, which - with a few exceptions - were considered Ger-

mans, as Germans. This also results from the Wannsee conference.^'°

[123] "On March 27, 1942, Goebbels revealed the fate of the non-

working Jews, whilst also repeating The Wannsee Protocol's formulation

for the workers:

'The Jews are now being pushed out of the General Government, be-

ginning near Lublin, to the East. A pretty barbaric procedure is being ap-

plied here, and it is not to be described in any more detail, and not much is

left of the Jews themselves. In general one may conclude that 60% of them

must be liquidated, while only 40% can be put to work. Theformer Gaulei-

ter of Vienna [Globocnik], who is carrying out this action, is doing itpretty

prudently and with a procedure that doesn 't work too conspicuously. " (pp.

132-133)

I assume that here as well Harrison refers to a source which he has

never seen: "TBJG II/3, p. 561 (27.3.1942)" (footnote 199 on p. 133).

The quotation is most likely taken from the expert report of Evans,^^'

who in his footnote 72 indicates as source "E. Frohlich (ed.). Die

Tagebiicher von Joseph Goebbels, Teil II, Vol. 3 (Munich, New Provi-

dence, London, Paris, 1994), p. 561.""^

First of all I present the German text, transcribed from Evans in the

above mentioned footnote

"Aus dem Generalgouvernement werdenjetzt, bei Lublin beginnend, die

Juden nach dem Osten abgeschoben. Es wird hier ein ziemlich barbari-

sches und nicht ndher zu beschreibendes Verfahren angewandt, und von

den Juden selbst bleibt nicht mehr viel iibrig. Im grofien kann man wohl

T/IOO. Reproduction in the negative badly readable. Very clear facsimile in: R.M. Kempner,

Eichmann und Komplizen, op. a?., pp. 170-178.

NG-2586-G, pp. 10-12 ofthe original.

Expert Report by Professor Richard Evans, op. cit, p. 232.

/Wrf.,p.386.

Goebbels Tagebiicher, op. cit, p. 142 and following. S. Werner, Die 2. babylonische Gefan-

genschaft, op. cit, pp. 44-45.
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feststellen, dafi 60% davon liquidiert werden mussen, wdhrend nur noch 40

% in die Arbeit eingesetzt werden konnen. Der ehemalige Gauleiter von

Wien, der diese Aktion durchjuhrt, tut das mit ziemlicher Umsicht und auch

mit einem Verfahren, das nicht allzu auffdllig wirkt. An den Juden wird ein

Strafgericht vollzogen, das zwar barbarisch ist, das sie aber vollauf

verdient haben
"

Translated:

"Starting with Lublin, the Jews are now being deportedfrom the Gen-

eral Government to the East A rather barbaric method which needs not to

be describedfurther is applied, and not much is left over ofthe Jews. Over-

all one can ascertain that 60% ofthem must be liquidated, while only 40%,

can be deployed for labor deployment. The former Gauleiter of Vienna,

who performs this action, does this with a good deal ofcircumspection and

also using a procedure which is not all too conspicuous. Against the Jews a

penalJudgment is carried out which, although barbaric, is fully deserved.
"

The Goebbels diary entry quoted by Evans contains two other im-

portant passages, which Harrison does not mention. The first passage

consists in the umpteenth reference to Hitler's "prophecy," which had

become a stereotypical Leitmotif'm Goebbels's comments:

"Die Prophezeiung, die der Fiihrer ihnen fir die Herbeifiihrung eines

neuen Weltkriegs mit aufden Weg gegeben hat, beginnt sich in der furcht-

barsten Weise zu verwirklichen.

"

"The prophecy which the Fiihrer issued to them for the case they start-

ed a new world war is beginning to come true in the most terriblefashion.
"

The other passage is this:

"Die in den Stddten des Generalgouvernements freiwerdenden Ghettos

werden jetzt mit den aus dem Reich abgeschobenen Juden gefullt, und hier

soil sich dann nach einer gewissen Zeit der Prozefi erneuern.

"

"The ghettos which are cleared in the General Government are now be-

ingfilled with the Jews deportedfrom the Reich, and after a certain span of

time theprocedure is then to renew itselfhere.

"

I demonstrated above that the documents perfectly match the NS
pohcy of emigration/evacuation/resettlement and that they do not con-

tain even the faintest trace of a Hitler "decision" to exterminate the

Jews. On the contrary, they abundantly negate it. We have also seen

how Goebbels himself summarized what he understood about the

Wannsee conference, noting that the Jews had first of all to be "concen-

trated in the East \im Osten konzentriert werden]," then, finally, after

the war, an island, "for instance Madagascar [etwa Madagaskar]"

could be allocated for them. Therefore it is legitimate to ask: who took

the "decision" to "liquidate" 60% of the deportees, and when did that

happen?
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Since this statement stands in stark contrast to all contemporary doc-

lunentation which I proffered above, and if an extermination order for

Jews unfit for work cannot be deduced, then the term "liquidation" must

be intended in the sense of Fritz Reuter's Vermerk (note) of 27 March

1 942 - to which I will return in chapter 6 - which is to say that the Jews

unfit for work had to cross the border at Belzec and never again return

to the General Government, i.e. a territorial "hquidation," not a physi-

cal one.

[124] "The 60-40 split between those immediately selectedfor gassing

and those 'put to work' suggests that the Nazis were still being conservative

in the targets they announced to their inner circle compared to the actual

proportions that were selected. " (p. 133)

This comment is a piece of pure fantasy contradicted by the docu-

ments. Harrison must explain who gave the order and when the order

was given to "gas" these Jews, and then demonstrate that they were re-

ally "gassed."

[125] "A final confirmation that resettlement of Jews in Siberia had

been abandoned as policy hy May 1942 was contained in Wetzel's docu-

ment, Opinion and Ideas Regarding the General Plan for the East of the

Reichsfiihrer-SS, dated April 27, 1942. Wetzel wrote that:

An evacuation of the Jews also mentioned in the plan is no longer nec-

essary due to the solution of the Jewish question. An eventual transfer of

the Jews still remaining after the end of this war to forced labour camps in

the northern Russian and Siberian territory is no 'evacuation. ' Of the alien

peoples to be considered for evacuation there thus remain to be discussed

only the Poles, Western Ukrainians (it is not quite clear if by 'Galicians'

the plan means Poles or Ukrainians) and White Ruthenians.
'

It was clear from Wetzel 's language that the 'the Jews still remaining

after the end of this war' would be only a small remnant of the original

population, echoing the Wannsee Protocol 's reference to a 'possible final

remnant' that would 'have to be treated accordingly. ' Non-working Jews

would have already been liquidated so could not be resettled. Wetzel con-

trasted theirfate with that ofthe Poles:

'It should be clear that one cannot solve the Polish question by liquidat-

ing the Poles like the Jews. Such a solution ofthe Polish question would in-

criminate the German people until a distantfuture and take away our sym-

pathies everywhere, especially as all other neighbouring peoples will have

to count on being treated similarly when the time comes. "'
(p. 133)

Harrison mentions as source: "Helmut Heiber, 'Der Generalplan

Ost,' VfZ Jahrgang 6, 1958, pp. 281-325" (footnote 200 on p. 133),

which he obviously never saw, since he took the quotation from a blog
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post by Muehlenkamp, who at least looked at the cited source/^"^

The German text of the document says:^^^

"Eine Aussiedlung der weiter in dem Plan genannten Juden eriibrigt

sich mil der Losimg der Judenfrage. [...] Eine etwaige Uberfuhrmg der

nach Beendi^iung dieses Krieges noch verbleibenden Juden in Zwangs-

arhciisla^cr im nordrussischen oder sihirischen Raum ist keine 'Aussied-

lung.' {...]

Dafi man die Polenfrage nicht in dem Sinne losen kann, dqfi man die

Polen, wie die Juden, liquidiert, diirfte aufder Hand liegen. Eine derartige

Losung der Polenfrage m'irde das deutscJie Volk his in die feme Zukunft

helasten und uns itlierall die Sympatlnen neJimen, zumal audi die anderen

Nachbarvdiker damit rechnen miissten, bei gegebener Zeit dhnlicli heJmn-

delt zu werden.

"

Translated:

"A resettlement of the Jews further mentioned in the plan becomes un-

necessary with the solution ofthe Jewish question. [...]A possible transfer

of the Jews remaining after the conclusion of this war to forced labor

camps in northern Russian or Siberian territory is no 'resettlement. '[...]

That the Polish question can not be solved in the sense that the Poles

would be liquidated like the Jews is an obvious fact Such a solution of the

Polish question would burden the German nation into the distantfuture and

would rob us of sympathies everywhere, especially because the other

neighboring nations would have to expect to be eventually treated in the

same way.

"

But before this passage we find these strange sentences:

"Damit ergibt sich fiir die hier in Betracht kommenden Gebiete eine

Gesamtbevolkerung von 51 Mill. Die Zahl der an sich nach dem Plan zu

Evakuierenden diirfe damit tatsdchlich grofier sein als in dem Plan vorge-

sehen ist Nur wenn man davon ausgeht, dafi die etwa 5 bis 6 Mill. Juden,

die in diesem Raume wohnen, schon vor der Evakuierung beseitigt sind,

kommt man zu der in dem Plan erwahnten Ziffer von 45 Mill Fremdvdl-

kischen. Die Ausfiihrungen des Planes ergeben jedoch, dafi die Juden in

den genannten 45 Mill noch enthalten sind.

"

"Therefore for the areas considered here a total population of 51 mil-

lion ensues. The number of those that ought to be evacuated according to

the plan would be in fact bigger than foreseen in it. Only if one assumes

that the approx. 5 to 6 million Jews living in this area have been eliminated

already before the evacuation, the number of45 million ethnic aliens men-

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2009/05^elzec-mass-graves-and-archaeology-

my.html

Helmut Heiber, "Der Generalplan Ost," in: , 6. Jg., 1958. Heft 3, pp. 300, 305 and 308.

Ibid., p. 300.
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tioned in the plan is reached. However, the layout ofthe plan yield that the

Jews are still included in the abovementioned 45 million.
"

In the so-called Waimsee Protocol the Jewish population of the So-

viet Union is estimated at 5 million people, of which 2,994,684 in

Ukraine and 446,484 in Belarus excluding the Biaiystok district.^^^

From an exterminationist viewpoint these 5 (or 6) million Jews were

obviously all to be shot, since no "extermination camps" were foreseen

for the Eastern territories. It follows that these millions were not of a

primary importance to the alleged economy of extermination.

Heiber publishes a simple transcript of this document (NG-2325), of

which the original is unknovm. Whatever it is, it is only "comment and

thoughts about the General Plan for the East of the Reichsfuhrers-SS

[Stellungnahme und Gedanken zum Generalplan Ost des Reichsjiihrers

SS]," which means that the document expresses only Wetzel's personal

opinion. The document in question constitutes a sort of review of a plan

drawn up by office IIIB of the RSHA at the end of 1 94 1 , which has not

survived. The plan, which spanned over a period of thirty years, consid-

ered a population of 45 million Fremdvolkische in the Eastern territo-

ries, of which 31 million were to be evacuated (ausgesiedelt). Judging

from what Wetzel writes, the total of 45 million included also Jews,

who, therefore, had to be evacuated as well. Wetzel's total figure for the

Fremdvolkische population in the territories concerned can be broken

down as follows: 35 million from former Poland, 5.5 million from the

Baltic countries, 3.6 million from the regions of Zhitomir and Kame-

netz-Podolsk and 2 million from the Vinnitsa region.^^** This adds up to

46.1 milHon, not 51 million. We do not know, however, the reply from

Himmler or from the RSHA. The fact is that three months later, on 24

July 1942, Hitler stated during one of his so-called table talks:^^'

"Nach Beendigung des Krieges werde er [Hitler] sick rigoros auf den

Standpunkt stellen, dafi er Stadtfiir Stadt zusammenschlage, wenn nicht die

Juden rauskdmen und nach Madagaskar oder einein sonstigen jiidischen

Nationalstaat abwanderten.

"

"After the end of the war, he [Hitler] will take the rigorous stand of

squeezing one city after another until the Jews came out, ready to emigrate

to Madagascar or to some other Jewish national state.

"

In addition, Wetzel's reported opinion regarding the fate of the Jews

NG-2586-G, p. 6 ofthe original.

™ Helmut Heiber, "Der Generalplan Ost," in: Vierteljahresheftefiir Zeitgeschichle, op. cit., pp.

298-300.

™ Henry Picker, Hitlers Tischgesprdche im Fuhrerhauptquartier. Wilhelm Goldmann Verlag,

Munich, 1981, p. 456.
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Stands in open contradiction to, inter alia, Luther's memo of 21 August

1942.

[126] "Pohl acknowledged the new policy on April 30, 1942, but noted

that the Jewish labour would be worked to death; the work would be 'ex-

haustive in the true sense ofthe word. "'
(p. 133)

This is yet another one of Harrison's embarrasing falsifications. First

of all the document does not even mention Jews, but it speaks in general

terms of concentration camps. Second, he completely misinterprets the

meaning of the quoted sentence, whose German text reads i^"*"

"Der Lagerkommandant allein ist verantwortlich fir den Einsatz der

Arbeitskrdfte. Dieser Einsatz mufi im wahren Sinn des Wortes erschopfend

sein, um ein Hochstmafi an Leistung zu erreichen.

"

Translated:

"The camp commander alone is responsible for the deployment of the

work force. This assignment must be exhausting in the truest sense of the

word, in order to reach a maximum ofefficiency.
"

The meaning of ''erschopfend" is "exhausting, back-breaking" which

means that the work had to be organized in a comprehensive manner,

utilizing all detainees and limiting time losses. Working the prisoners to

death would have resulted in the opposite effect of what Pohl wanted.

In his reply of 29 May 1942, Himmler not only didn't mention the

alleged extermination through work at all, but was in fact concerned

that "the idea could arise that we arrest people, or keep them in custody

after they have been arrested, in order to get workers." In this context he

ordered Pohl:^"*'

"Besides that, and giving a hundred percent priority to the labor to be

gotten out [of the prisoners], Ifeel that the camp commanders should take

care ofthe education ofthosefitfor education.
"

Prior to Pohl's directive, the detainees' labor schedule at Auschwitz

was 6 to 11 and 13 to 19 o'clock, in total 11 hours per day.'"*^ On 22

January 1943 Pohl sent to the commanders of all the concentration

camps a circular on the "Working time of the prisoner" in which he es-

tablished:^''^

"I should like to point out that the working time ofprisoners, laid down

by order, which amounts to 11 hours daily, has to be kept up also during

the winter months.

"

These arrangements did not affect "the detachments working outside

™ R-129. IMT, vol. XXXVIII, p. 366.

™ NO-719.NMT,vol.V,p.302.
'"^

SonderbefehlfiirKL. undFKL. of 17 April 1942. RGVA, 502-1-36, p. 121.

™ NO-1290.NMT,vol.V,p. 371.
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the compounds," which had to return to the camp before nightfall. The

letter continues as follows:

"In contrast to that, those prisoners who perform their work in factory

rooms, or in production sheds have to be put to workfrom Monday till Sat-

urday on an 11-hour schedule. Besides, in extraordinary cases of emergen-

cy, the prisoners should be set to work also on Sundays but only in the

morning. The extensive operations which are being carried on today and

which are importantfor our warfare and decisive for victory do not permit

under any circumstances that the net daily working time amounts to less

than 11 hours.

"

These dociraients demonstrate that Harrison's statements are blatant

lies.

[127] "Eighteen days later, Midler wrote to Jdger, following the execu-

tion of630 workers in Minsk, to inform him that Jews aged 16-32 in these

camps were to he 'excluded from special treatment /^Sonderbehandlung/

until further notice. ' This was another document where Sonderbehandlung

was clearly used to mean killing. "
(pp. 133-134)

This document has already been quoted. As I explained above, the

meaning of a term always depends on the context. In other cases

^'Sonderbehandlung'' means a favorable treatment.^'*'* One of these is

even contained in EMno. 156 of 16 January 1942:^'*'

"Die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche versucht bei den deutschen Stellen

eine Sonderbehandlung zu erwirken, was sich besonders in einer staat-

lichen Unterstiitzung geldlicher Art zeigen soil

"

"The Evangelical-Lutheran Church tries to obtainfrom the German in-

stitutions a special treatment, which is supposed to be realizedparticularly

in theform ofpecuniary governmental assistance.

"

[128] "This [the communication irom Miiller to Jager] also converges

with Wisliceny 's testimony that an extermination order had been shown to

him in April 1942 stating that Jews fit for work were to be excluded and

placed in concentration camps. " (p. 134)

Harrison repeats what I have already discussed above. I have already

demonstrated that this "convergence" is purely fictitious (see points 58

and 62-63).

[129] "On June 23, 1942, Brack wrote the following to Himmler, mak-

ing a clear connection between sterilization and extermination:

Among 10 millions ofJews in Europe there are, I figure, at least 2-3

millions ofmen and women who arefit enough to work. Considering the ex-

traordinary difficulties the labor problem presents us with, I hold the view

Auschwitz: Assistenza sanitaria, op. cit, p. 103.

™ NARA, T 175, Roll 234/2723655.
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that those 3 millions should be specially selected and preserved. This can,

however, only be done if at the same time they are rendered incapable to

propagate. About a year ago I reported to you that agents of mine had

completed the experiments necessaryfor this purpose. I would like to recall

thesefacts once more. Sterilization, as normallyperformed on persons with

hereditary diseases, is here out of the question, because it takes too long

and is too expensive. Castration by X-ray however is not only relatively

cheap, but can also be performed on many thousands in the shortest time. I

think, that at this time it is already irrelevant whether the people in ques-

tion become aware of having been castrated after some weeks or months

once theyfeel the effects. "'
(p. 134)

First of all I present the German text of the essential part of the doc-

"Bei ca. 10 Millionen europdischen Juden sind nach ineinein Geftihl

mindestens 2-3 Millionen sehr gut arbeitsfdhiger Mdnner und Frauen

enthalten. Ich stehe in Anbetracht der aufierordentlichen Schwierigkeiten,

die uns die Arbeiterfrage bereitet, aufdem Standpunkt, diese 2-3 Millionen

aufJeden Fall herauszuziehen und zu erhalten. Allerdings geht das nur,

wenn man sie fortpflanziingsiinfahig macht.
"

Translated:

'As I see it, at least 2-3 million men and women very much able to work

are among the approx. 10 million European Jews. In view of the extraordi-

nary difficulties which the question ofemployment poses, I opine that these

2-3 million are in any case to be extracted and sustained. This, however, is

possible only ifthey are sterilized.
"

If Harrison thinks that ^"erhalten" is used here in the sense of "keep-

ing alive," implicitly to prevent these Jews from being "exterminated,"

then Brack's proposal would confradict "Wisliceny's testimony that an

extermination order had been shown to him in April 1942 stating that

Jews fit for work were to be excluded and placed in concentration

camps," including also the other unproven "convergences." In this case

Brack presupposes in fact that 10 millions of Jews have to be killed and

proposes to keep those fit for work alive; but such a proposal would

have been pointless, because it is made to Himmler, who is said to have

given an order to that effect already two months earlier.

But ^'herauszuziehen und erhalten''' ("to exfract and sustain ") can al-

so be interpreted in the light of the already quoted passage of the Wann-

see protocol: "In the course of this final solution of the European Jewish

question about 1 1 million Jews are to be considered, who are divided as

follows among the individual countries:... \Im Zuge dieser Endldsung

™ NO-205.
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der europdischen Judenfrage kotnmen rund 11 Millionen Juden in

Betracht, die sich wie folgt auf die einzelnen Ldndern verteilen...]'"^'^^

The 2-3 million Jews in question could therefore be "extracted" from

the mass of deportees and left at the disposition of operations in need of

workers in cenfral and western Europe, even if Brack proposed to steri-

lize them.

On the other hand, this document is in the end a simple proposal.

The question is: what was Himmler's decision with regard to the Jews

mentioned by Brack?

In fact, no clear decision is known. On 11 August the Reichsfiihrer-

SS sent a reply by letter in which he limited himself to stating that he

saw "a definite interest in having sterilization by X-ray tested at least

once in one camp with one series of experiments [ein absolutes Inter-

esse, dafi die Sterilisierung durch Rdntgenstrahlen mindestens in einem

Lager einmal in einer Versuchsreihe erprobt wird]."^'^^ Three days later,

on 14 August, Werner Blankenburg of the Fiihrer Chancellery, who had

succeeded Brack on his post after the latter' s transfer that same month

to the SS division "Prinz Eugen," acknowledged the receipt of Himm-
ler's letter, stating that he was ready, as the "permanent deputy of Ober-

fiihrer Brack," to "immediately take the necessary measures and get in

touch with the Chiefs of the Main Offices (Hauptamtschefs) for the

Concentration Camps.
"^"^

In other documents the topic of sterilization is also discussed, but not

Brack's proposal regarding the 2-3 million Jews. On 7 July 1942,

Himmler, SS-Brigadefiihrer Prof. Dr. Karl Gebhardt, SS-Brigadefuhrer

Richard Gliicks and SS-Brigadefiihrer Prof. Carl Clauberg attended a

meeting on the theme of "sterilization of Jewesses [Sterilisierung von

Jiidinnen]." Himmler here put the Auschwitz camp at Clauberg's dis-

posal "for his experiments on humans and animal [fur seine Versuche

an Menschen und an Tieren]" for the purpose of creating an efficient

and discrete system of sterilization. Once the results from the experi-

ments were available, Himmler expected a report "in order that the

practical implementation for the sterilization of the Jewesses may then

commence [damit dann an die praktische Durchfilhrung zur Sterilisie-

rung der Jiidinnen herangegangen werden kann]."''^^ The experiments,

however, proceeded at a very slow pace. On 7 June 1943, Clauberg, re-

NG-2586-G, p. 5 ofthe original.

™ NO-206.
™ NO-207.
™ NO-216. The document is dated July 1942 without indication of the exact date.
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ferring to the above-mentioned meeting, wrote to Himmler that the

method of steriHzation in question was "as good as ready \so gut wie

fertigl"™ On 10 July 1943 Brandt wrote to Clauberg that, on Himm-
ler' s order, the latter was to go to the Ravensbriick camp to perform

there "the sterilization of Jewesses [die Sterilisierung von Jiidinnen]" in

accordance with his method. To assess its efficiency, Brandt proposed a

practical method of verification: one was to isolate a male Jew and a

Jewess together and then wait for the outcome/^^ As late as 29 April

1944, Blankenburg relayed to Himmler a report from Dr. Schumann re-

garding the efficiency of X-rays in sterilizing males, which means that

the experiments were still ongoing at that time/^^

[130] "On April 10, 1942, Heydrich informed Slovakian Prime Minis-

ter, Tuka, that 'half a million ' Jews were to be deported from Europe to

the East. ' Countries affected were to include Slovakia, the Reich, the Pro-

tectorate, France, Belgium and Holland. In the same period, Heydrich vis-

ited Minsk and Paris as part ofthe preparation for these deportations. " (p.

134)

The source of the visit of Heydrich to Tuka on 10 April 1942 is

"Longerich, Holocaust, p. 328." (footnote 206 on p. 234). In his exper-

tise for the Irving v. Lipstadt trial, Longerich established the following

historical framework:^^"*

"The deportation of5000 people to Auschwitz, which Heydrich had an-

nounced at the beginning ofMarch, was carried out between 5 June and 1

7

July. These five transports - as the transports offamilies from Slovakia

which started in April — were at this point already part of the first Europe-

an-wide deportation programme of the RSHA. An important piece of evi-

dence as to the existence of this programme is found in a notefrom the of-

fice ofthe Slovakian prime minister Tuka, dated 10 April, concerning a visit

by Heydrich.[298] On this occasion, Heydrich explained to Tuka that the

planned deportation ofSlovakian Jews was only 'a part ofthe programme.

'

[299]. At the time, there was an 'resettlement' of altogether '1/2 million'

Jews 'out of Europe to the East' Aside from Slovakia, the Reich, the

Protektorat, the Netherlands, Belgium and France were also affected.

"

In footnote 298 Longerich refers to "Moreshet-Archive, Givat

Haviva, Israel (Copy from the Prague State Archive, 1 14-7-300), print-

ed in Tragedia Slovenskych Zidov Fotografie a Dokumenty, Bratislava

NO-212.

NO-213.

NO-208.
™ Heinz Peter Longerich, The Systematic Character ofthe National Socialist Policyfor the Ex-

termination ofthe Jews: Electronic Edition, in:

ww.hdot.org/en/trial/defense/pl2/IlIF#pl2_3910p67n299
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1949"; in footnote 299 he writes: "Ibid. Note of Dannecker 15.6., RF
1217, printed in Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz, pp. 379f; cf. Klarsfeld's

interpretation, ibid., pp. 66f

"

Obviously Harrison has never seen the file memo dated 10 April

1942, which is in Slovak. 1 report the most important part:^^^

"The chairman of the government, Mr. Dr. Vojtech Tuka, met today the

appointed agent of Heinrich Himmler, the Reichsfiihrer-SS, Head of the

German Police andplenipotentiary ofthe Reichsmarschall Goring, who re-

ceivedfrom the Reich Chancellery as well as from the Fiihrer AdolfHitler

the direct order to solve the European Jewish question. During the meeting

it was recorded that the deportation ofthe Slovak Jews constitutes merely a

part of the program. Currently the deportation of one half million ofJews

from Europe to the East is on its way. Slovakia is the first Statefrom which

the German Reich was willing to absorb Jews. At the same moment the de-

portation of the Jews from France (occupied territory), Holland, Belgium,

the Protectorate as well as from the territory of the Reich is implemented.

The Jewsfrom Slovakia will be resettled in some locations in the surround-

ings ofLublin (district ofLublin), where they will remain on a continuing

base. Families remain together. From the viewpoint ofinternational law as

well as citizenship, the Jews will become wards [Schutzbefohlene^^^] of the

German Reich.

"

This document finds confirmation in a letter of the Slovak minister

Sidor to the cardinal Maglione, the State secretary of the Holy See, dat-

ed 23 May 1942:"^

"Ma in questo periodo di tempo [tra il 12 novembre 1941 e 1*8 maggio

1942] avvenne un mutamento circa la soluzione della questione ebraica.

Fra il Governo slovacco e il Governo tedesco ebbero luogo trattative sulla

soluzione del problema ebraico in Europa e fu considerato che

I'emigrazione degli ebrei slovacchi e soltanto come una parte di un piu

vasto programma integrate. Attualmente un mezzo milione di ebrei sard

mandato daU'Europa in Europa Orientate. La Slovacchia sarebbe ilprimo

Stato i cui abitanti di origine ebraica sarebbero accettati dalla Germania.

Contemporaneamente si realizza I'emigrazione degli ebrei dalla Francia

(dalla parte occupata), dall'Olanda, dal Belgio, dal Protettorato, dal

territorio del Reich. Cost anche I'Ungheria ha manifestato di essere pronta

di mandare via 800.000 ebrei come ha detto nel suo discorso d Presidente

del Consiglio Dott. Kallay il 20 aprile c.a. Gli ebrei slovacchi saranno

Stefan Engel, Tragedia slovenskych zidov. Fotografle a dokumenty. Dokumentacna akcia pri

Uszno V Bratislave, 1949, pp. 6f. (my numbering; the book lacks page numbers).

™ In German in the original.

Holy Sea (ed.), Actes et Documents du Saint Siege relatifs a la Seconde Guerre Mondiale.

Vol. 8, Le Saint Siege et les victimes de la guerre. Janvier 1941-Decembre 1942. Libreria Edi-

trice Vaticana, 1974, p. 542.
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collocati in diversi posti nei dintorni di Lublino dove resteranno

definitivamente.

"

"But in this period of time [between 12 November 1941 and 8 May
1942] a change regarding the solution of the Jewish question took place.

Between the Slovak government and the German chancellery negotiations

went on about the solution ofthe Jewish question in Europe, and it was de-

termined that the emigration of the Slovak Jews was only part of a vaster

integralprogram. Currently halfa million Jews will be sentfrom Europe to

Eastern Europe. Slovakia would be thefirst State in which its inhabitants of

Jewish origin would have been accepted by Germany. At the same time the

emigration of the Jews from France (from the occupied part), from Hol-

land, from Belgium, from the Protectorate andfrom the Reich territory is

takingplace. Hungaiy likewise has shown signals to be ready to send away

800,000 Jews as the President of the Council ofMinisters, Dr. Kallay, an-

nounced in his speech of 20 April of the current year [1942]. The Slovak

Jews will be placed in the surroundings ofLublin, where they will definitely

remain.
"

This is in full agreement with the German policy of evacuating the

Jews, which is further proven in Luther's memorandum of 21 August

1942, to which I will return below. To further demonstrate this and in

contradiction to the thesis of an earlier decision to exterminate the Jews,

it must first be noted that for both Slovakia and France the deportations

started with labor deployment as their purpose/^^

Already on 16 February 1942 Luther sent a teletype message to the

German embassy in Bratislava in which he informed that "in the course

of the measures for the final solution of the European Jewish question

\im Zuge der Massnahmen zur Endldsung der europdischen Judenfra-

ge]" the Reich government was ready to immediately transfer "20,000

young strong Slovak Jews [20.000 junge krdftige slowakische Juden]"

to the East "where a need for labor deployment exists [wo

Arbeitseinsatzbedarfbesteht]."^^^ On 21 August Luther summarized the

issue as follows:^''*'

"Die Zahl der auf diese Weise nach dem Osten abgeschobenen Juden

reichte nicht aus, den Bedarfan Arbeitskrdften dort zu decken. Das Reichs-

sicherheitshauptamt trat daher auf Weisung des ReichsJUhrer-SS an das

Auswdrtige Ami heran, die Slowakische Regierung zu bitten, 20000 junge,

krdftige slowakische Juden aus der Slowakei zur Abschiebung in den Osten

zur Verfugung zu stellen. Die Gesandschaft Pressburg berichtete zu D III

Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " nazionalsocialisti, op. cit.
, pp. 80-89.

T-1078.

NG-2586-J, pp. 5-6 of the original.
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1002, die Slowakische Regierung habe den Vorschlag mit Eifer aufgegrif-

fen, die Vorarbeiten konnten eingeleitet werden.

"

"The number ofJews deported to the East in this way was not sufficient

to match the demandfor workforce there. On directive ofthe Reichsfuhrer-

SS, the Reichssicherheitshauptamt [RSHA] therefore approached the For-

eign Ministry in order to ask the Slovak government to make available

20,000 young strong Slovak Jewsfrom Slovakia for deportation to the East

The embassy in Bratislava reported to D HI 1002, that the Slovak govern-

ment took the proposal with eagerness, thatpreliminary works could be ini-

tiated.
"

Document RF-1217 is mentioned in volume VII of the Nuremberg

trial transcripts:^*'

"/ now offer in evidence Document Number RF-121 7, which is a memo-

randum of 15 June 1942 headed 'Other Transports ofJews Coming from
France. ' It is still dealing with the same operation, but I believe it is inter-

esting to submit these documents without reading them, since they show the

extremely complex and regular working of this administration whose pur-

pose was to arrest and deport innocent people. The beginning ofthe memo-

randum alludes to a new conference held in Berlin on 11 June 1942 and at-

tended by those responsiblefor the Jewish departments in Brussels and The

Hague, as well as by Dannecker himself. In thefourth paragraph on Page 1

of this document I read the last sentence of the paragraph, 'Ten percent of

Jews unfitfor labor may be included in these convoys. ' This sentence shows

that the purpose ofthis deportation was not merely to procure labor, even if

it involved labor to be exterminated by work.

I should like also to read the fifth paragraph, which contains only one

sentence:

'It was agreed that 15,000 Jews should be expelled from Holland,

10,000from Belgium, and up to 100,000from France, including the unoc-

cupied zone.
"'

Edgar Faure, Deputy Chief Prosecutor for the French Republic, a

spiritual precursor of Harrison's, made a discreet omission which ena-

bled him to distort the meaning of the document, of which I report the

German text:^*^

"a) Gegenstand. Aus militdrischen Grunden kann wahrend des Som-

mers ein Abschub der Juden aus Deutschland in das dstliche Operations-

gebiet nicht mehr erfolgen. RF-SS hat daher angeordnet, dass entweder aus

dem Siidosten (Rumanien) oder aus den besetzten Westgebieten grossere

Judenmengen dem KZ Auschwitz zwecks Arbeitsleistung iiberstellt werden.

Grundbedingung ist, dass die Juden (beiderlei Geschlechts) zwischen 16

™ IMT, vol. VII, p. 37.
™^ RF-1217/CDJC, XXVI-29. Die Endlosimg der Judenfrage in Belgien, op. cit., pp. 24-26.
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und 40 Jahren; 10% nicht arbeitsfdhige Juden konnen mitgeschickt werden.

b) Vereinbamng. Es wurde vereinbart, dass aus den Niederlanden

15.000, aus Belgien 10.000 und aus Frankreich einschl. unbesetztes Gebiet

insgesamt 100.000 Juden abgeschoben werden.

"

Translated:

"a) Object. For military reasons the deportation of the Jews from Ger-

many to the Eastern operational territory cannot be carried out anymore

during the summer. RF-SS has therefore ordered that eitherfrom the South-

East (Romania) orfrom the occupied Western territories bigger amounts of

Jews will be handed over to the Auschwitz concentration campfor work ac-

tivities. The basic condition is that the Jews (ofboth genders) are between

16 and 40 years old. 10% Jews unable to work can be included in the

transports.

b) Agreement. It was agreed that from the Netherlands 15,000, from

Belgium 10,000, and from France, including the unoccupied territory, in

total 100,000 Jews will he deported.
"

Therefore the primary scope of the deportations to Auschwitz was

deployment for labor. Both of the above-mentioned documents fully

confirm therefore the NS poHcy towards the Jews outlined above.

[131] "In the same period, Heydrich visited Minsk and Paris as part of

thepreparationfor these deportations. " (p. 134)

The source is "Helmut Heiber, 'Aus den Akten das Gauleiters Ku-

be,' Vierteljahrshefte fur Zeitgeschichte 4, 1956, pp. 67-92." (footnote

207 on p. 134). Harrison doesn't know what he is writing. In fact, in

this article only one letter of Heydrich to Kube dated 21 March 1942 is

mentioned,^*^ which contains no hint about the alleged visit to Minsk.

[132] "Between March 11 and May 25, 1942, thirty transports left the

Reich for transit ghettos in the Lublin region, but in June 1942, most Reich

Jews deported to this region went directly to Sobibor. " (p. 134)

In footnote 208 Harrison comments: "Mattogno conflates these two

time periods in order to disguise the escalation point." This is another

unfounded objection. In our study on TrebHnka I did not "conflate"

anything, but first I presented the available documentation, which con-

cerns mostly the early period, then the list of Jewish transports into the

Lublin district, which mentions also all those directly allocated to So-

bibor.^^^

[133] "A circular by Eichmann stated that on June 15, 1942, a

transport to 'hbica ' would include 450 mentalpatientsfrom Bendorf-Rhein

[209], but subsequent Gestapo reports show 142 mentalpatients being sent

™ H. Heiber, "Aus den Akten des Gauleiters Kube," op. cit, p. 85.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 242-244.
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on that train in covered G-Wagen [210]. " (p. 134)

Here the references of the two footnotes: 209: "Photocopies of doc-

uments from the Diisseldorf Files, 21.4.42-30.6.42 (Vol. Ill, pp.l357-

58), T/1400"; 210: "Dusseldorf File No. 2 (Vol. Ill, pp. 1356-57),

T/1396." In his frantic cutting and pasting Harrison got confused once

more. The "Dusseldorf Files" are a series of documents of the "Diissel-

dorf Gestapo Leitstelle" mentioned in the vol. Ill of the Eichmann trial

files (all documents there received the numbering T/1395-T/1398 [Files

N.1-4], T/1300 and T-1400). The reference "Vol. Ill, pp. 1356-57" does

not refer to the "Dusseldorf File No. 2," but in fact to volume III of

these files. The document mentioned by Harrison is described as fol-

lows:'^^

"Then there is a cable signed by Accused, dated 6 June 1942, in which

he gives orders to several Gestapo Leitstellen - including Diisseldorf -

about organizing a further deportation to the district of Lublin, and he

gives orders that in the four hundred andfifty [deportees] from the district

ofKoblenz, mentalpatients in a hospital in Bendorfwere to be included.

"

This dociraient, which is dated 3 Jime 1942, states:'**

"Betrifft: Evakurierung [sic] von Jkden [sic] nach dent Osten. [...].

Zur Abbefoerderung der fuer die Evakurierung [sic] nach ddmnosten-

nnoch [dem Osten noch] in Betracht kommenden Juden wurde mit

dernrdcchsbahn [der Reichsbahn] die Bereitstellung des Sonderzuges S Da
22 am 15.6.42 ab Koblenz nach Izbica bei Lublin vdrdcnbart [vereinbart].

An diesem Transport sind beteiligt:

Sojvoftelle [Stapostelle] Koblenz mit 450 Juden (einschliesslich der

Schwachsinnigen aus der Heil- und Pflegeanstalt Bendorf/Rhein

Stapostelle Aachen mit 144 Juden

Stapostelle Koeln mit 318

Stapoleitstelle Duesseldorfmit 154 Juden.

Der Transport kann ausnahmeweise mit ueber 1.000 Juden belegt

warden.

"

"Ref: evacuation ofJews to the East

For the deportation ofthe Jews slatedfor evacuation to the East, the al-

location ofspecial train Da 22 on 15.6.42from Koblenz to Izbica near Lu-

blin was agreed upon with the Reichsbahn. In this transport are involved:

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. Ill, p. 1358. The document T-

1396 is described in this way: "Dusseldorf File No. 2 (Vol. Ill, pp. 1356-1357)." Ibid., vol. VI,

p. 2454." Harrison instead reverted to the site The Nizkor Project, The Trial ofAdolf Eich-

mann, Session 74 (Part 2 of 2), www.nizkor.org/hweb/people/e/eichmann-

adol£'transcripts/Sessions/Session-074-02.html. The text is identical to the one of the printed

version, except for the omission of "[deportees]."

T/1396 [119].
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Stapo office Koblenz with 450 Jews, included the mentally deficient

from the convalescent and nursing home Bendorfam Rhein

Stapo office Aachen with 144 Jews

Stapo office Cologne with 318

Stapo office Dusseldorfwith 154 Jews.

The transport may as an exception contain more than 1,000 Jews.

"

Before examining the issue, it is necessary to briefly outline the pre-

vious history in order to show on the one hand the development of the

events and on the other hand Harrison' crass historical-documentary ig-

norance. The first document of the Diisseldorf-Files is the Schnellbrief

express letter of 3 1 January 1
942^''^ which I have discussed already in

point 115. Eichmann states there that "the evacuation of the Jews to the

East [die Evakuierung von Juden nach dem OstenY represented "the

beginning of the final solution of the Jewish question \den Beginn der

Endldsung der Judenfrage]" in the Altreich, Ostmark (Austria) and the

Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. The transports carried out up un-

til then constituted only partial operations (Teilaktionen) "in the face of

the limited possibilites of accommodation in the East and the difficul-

ties of transport [angesichts der beschrdnkten Aufnahmemdglichkeiten

im Osten und der Transportschwierigkeiten]," but "currently new pos-

sibilities of accommodation are worked on with the goal to deport more

contingents of Jews from the Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate of

Bohemia and Moravia [zur Zeit werden neue Aufriahmemdglichkeiten

bearbeitet mit dem Ziel, weitere Kontingente von Juden aus dem Alt-

reich, der Ostmark und dem Protektorat Bohmen und Mdhren abzu-

schiebeny As I described above, various categories of Jews were ex-

empted from evacuations, among others i^*"^

"Juden a) im Alter von iiber 65 Jahren; b) sowei [sic] Juden im Alter

von 55-65 Jahren, die besonders gebrechlich und daher transportunfdhig

sind.

"

"Jews a) aged over 65 years; b) as well as Jews at the age of 55-65

years who are particularly weak and therefore unfitfor transport
"

It is important to underline that Eichmann' s order followed the

Wannsee conference, and therefore, according to orthodox holocaust

historiography, it represented the implementation of the alleged Fiihrer

order of December 1941 which is said to have sanctioned at least the

murder of the Jews unfit for work. But Eichmann' s order exempted

from the deportation exactly those unfit for work!

™' T/1395. Dusseldorf File No. 1.

768 p/1395^ [2] The number in square bracket is the one reported in the document.
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The "directives for the technical implementation of the evacuation of

Jews into the General Government (Trawniki near Lublin) [Richtlinien

zur technischen Durchfuhrung der Evakuierung von Juden in das

Generalgouvernement (Trawniki hei Lublin)]" stem from early January

1942 and appear in the Diisseldorf-Files shortly after the above quoted

express letter (Schnellbrief). These directives open with a consideration

of general character:

"Fiir die Evakuierung von Juden aus dem Reichsgebiet und dem Pro-

tektorat Bohmen und Mahren in das Generalgouvernement werden folgen-

de Richtlinien, die in alien Punkten genau einzuhalten sind, aufgestellt.
"

"For the evacuation ofJewsfrom the territory ofthe Reich andfrom the

Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia into the General Government the

subsequent directives are established, which have to be exactlyfollowed on

all points.

"

The document establishes first of all the directives regarding the

"administrative offices in charge of the evacuation [Zustdndige Eva-

kMierungsdienststellen]," followed by those regarding the "determina-

tion of the group of people to be evacuated [Bestimmung des zu evaku-

ierenden Personenkreises]," which begins as follows:

"Erfafit werden konnen im Zuge dieser Evakuierungsaktionen alle

Juden (§ 5 der 1. Verordnung zum Reichsbiirgergesetz vom 14.1 1.1935,

RGBl. I, S 1333), abgesehen von vorerstfolgenden Ausnahmen:
"

"In the course of these evacuation actions all Jews can be included (§ 5

of the 1st decree to the Reich citizen law of 14.11.1935, RGBl. I, S 1333),

apartfrom thefollowing exceptionsfor the time being:
"

Four categories of Jews were exempted from evacuation:

1) Jews who lived in a mixed Jewish-German marriage;

2) Jews of foreign citizenship, including Soviets, with the exception of

stateless persons, former Polish citizens and those with Luxembourg

citizenship;

3) Jews employed in the wartime industries whose deportation the

competent authorities had not allowed.

The last category is the most important in this context, and therefore

it is worth to report the complete text of the document:
^''^

"4./Juden

a) im Alter von iiber 65 Jahren,

b) im Alter von 55 - 65 Jahren, die besonders gebrechlich und vdllig

transportunfahig sind.

Beijudischen Eken, in denen ein Eheteil unter 65 Jahre und der andere

T/1395 [15-18].
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liber 65 Jahre alt ist, konnen beide Teile dann evakuiert werden, wenn der

in Frage kommende Eheteil nicht alter als 67 Jahre ist und ein amtsdrzt-

liches Zeugnis fir die Arbeitsfahiskeit dieses Eheteils erbracht werden

kann. Weitere Ausnahmen sind aufkeinen Fall zuldssig.

(Fiir die auf Grund des Alters nicht zu evakuierenden Juden ist spdter

gesonderte Regelung vorgesehen.)

Judische Rechtskonsulenten sind nur in einem entsprechenden Verhdlt-

nis zur Zahl der zundchst verbleibenden Juden zu erfassen.

Ehetrennung sowie Trennung von Kinder bis zu 14 Jahren von den

Eltern istzu vermeiden.

"

"4./Jews

a) aged over 65 years;

b) as well as Jews at the age of55-65 years who are particularly weak

and therefore unfitfor transport.

In Jewish marriages, in which one spouse is under 65 years and the

other is over 65 years, both spouses can be evacuated, if the considered

spouse is not older than 67 years and an attest ofa public health officerfor

the ability to work can be providedfor this spouse. No further exceptions

are allowed under any circumstances.

(For the Jews not to be deported due to age afuture separate regulation

will be provided.)

Jewish legal advisers are to he included only in a corresponding rela-

tionship to the number ofthe initially remaining Jews.

Separation ofspouses as well as separation of children up to 14 years

from the parents is to he avoided.
"

The directives on ttie transport imposed that each train could contain

at maximum 1,000 people ("a higher occupancy is forbidden \stdrkere

Belegung ist unzuldssig]") and they prescribed that every deportee had

to carry along:

"ZahlungsmittelRM 50.- in Reichskreditkassenscheinen oder 100 Zloty

Ein Koffer oder Rucksack mit AusrOstungsstucken (kein sperrendes Gut)

Vollstdndige Bekleidung (ordentliches Schuhwerk)

Bettzeug mit Decke

Verpflegungfir 2 Wochen (Brot, Mehl, Graupen, Bohnen)

Essgeschirr (Teller oder TopfmitLoffel)
"

"Means ofpaymentRM 50.- in Reich Credit Cashier Certificates or 100

Zloty

One suitcase or backpack with outfit items (no bulky items)

Complete clothing (sturdy shoes)

Bed linen with blanket

Provisionsfor 2 weeks (bread, flour, pearl barley, beans)

Dinnerware (plate orpan with spoon)
"

The directives exempting Jevv^s unfit for labor fi-om deportation w^ere
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not mere assertions. On 27 May 1942 the Staatspolizeistelle (State po-

lice office) of Diisseldorf sent to the RSHA a telegram (Fernschreiben)

summarizing the deportations in its area of competence with reference

to Eichmann's express letter (Schnellbrief) of 31 January 1942:

"Die fiir das Altersghetto Theresienstadt vorgesehenen Juden gliedern

sich wiefolgt:

1. Uber 65 Jahre alte bezw. iiber 55 Jahre alte gebrechliche Juden

1545, davon 571 mdnnliche und 974 weibliche Personen.
"

"The Jews designated for the Theresienstadt ghetto for the elderly are

divided asfollows:

1. Jews vver 65 years old and weak Jews over 55 years old 1,545, of

which 571 male and 974female persons.
"

There were further 56 husbands and spouses of no longer intact

mixed marriages (no. 2), 83 "mixed-blood persons \MischlingeY (no.

3), 51 "Jews who are seriously disabled from the war or holders of the

order insignia for wounded persons or holders of high valor honors

[Juden, die schwerkriegsbeschddigt oder Inhaber des Verwundeten-

abzeichensorder hoher Tapferkeitsauszeichnungen]." The report con-

cludes:""

"nach dem Osten konnen aus dem hiesigen Bezirk

154 Juden und nach dem Altersghetto in Theresienstadt

1 735 Juden abgeschoben werden.
"

"from the local district

154 Jews can be deported to the East whereas

1 735 Jews can be deported to the Theresienstadt ghetto for the elderly.
"

The candidates for the deportation were submitted to a medical ex-

amination which confirmed or denied their eligibility for work and

whose results were transcribed in a provided blank form called "exami-

nation results [Untersuchungsbefund]" and signed by the "accredited

police physician [Polizeivertragsarzt]."^^^

On 8 August 1942 the Staatspolizeileitstelle (State police head of-

fice) Diisseldorf sent to Eichmann's office a report about the deporta-

tions to the Theresienstadt ^'Altersghetto''' ("ghetto for the elderly"):^^^

"Von den aufGrunddes F.S.-Erlasses Nr. 974 30 vom 21.5.1942 -IVB
4a- 2093/42g - gemeldeten 1735 Juden wurden am 21.7.1942 mit dem

Sonderzug Da 70, 965 Juden und am 25. 7.1942 mit dem Sonderzug Da 71

694 Juden, insgesamt 1659 Juden nach Theresienstadt abgeschoben.

"

"Of the 1,735 Jews reported on basis of the F.S.-decree no. 974 30 of

T/1395 [89].

T/1395 [45- 48].

T/1397 [223].
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21.5.1942 - IVB 4 a- 2093/42g - on 21. 7.1942, 965 Jews with the special

train Da 70 and on 25.7.1942 694 Jews with the special train Da 71, in to-

tal 1659 Jews, were deported to Theresienstadt
"

The missing persons had partly taken their life, partly died or fled.

One person was "bedridden \bettldgerig^'' and for this reason "was de-

ferred from the transport \wurde vom Transport zuriickgestellt]."

On the one hand this fully confirms what I observed about the

Theresienstadt ghetto in relation to the Wannsee conference, on the oth-

er hand it radically refutes Harrison's vapid fantasies.

On 6 June 1 942 Eichmann transmitted to the State police head office

(Staatspolizeileitstelle) Diisseldorf an express letter (SchnellbrieJ) with

the heading "Reichssicherheitshauptamt IV B 4 a 2093/42g (391/' and

the subject "evacuation of Jews to Izbica near Lublin [Evakuierung von

Juden nach Izbica bei Lubliny To this the new "directives for the tech-

nical implementation of the evacuation of Jews to the East [Richtlinien

zur technischen Durchfuhrung der Evakuierung von Juden nach dem

Osten]" were attached.^^^

To the four already mentioned categories of Jews exempted from

deportation, a fifth was added:

"Inhaber des Verwundetenabzeichens und Trdger hoher Tapferkeits-

auszeichnungen (EK I Goldene Tapferkeitsmedaille usw.)
"

"Holders of the order insignia for wounded persons or holders ofhigh

valor honors (EKI, golden valor medal, etc.)
"

As before, the directives established:
''^'^

"Bei Abmeldung der Juden ist in den Melderegistern der Meldedmter

nicht der Zielort, sondern lediglich 'unbekannt verzogen ' bezw. 'ausgewan-

dert' anzufiihren.

"

"During the deregistration ofJewsfrom the registration offices' popu-

lation registers the destination is not to be mentioned but merely 'address

unknown ' or rather 'emigrated.

'

Since it is generally agreed that in January 1942 (when the first ver-

sion of these directives was written) no "extermination camp" existed in

the General Government, and considering moreover that the destination

of the deportees was well known, the "plagiarist bloggers'" quibblings

on this topic do not make any sense at all.

Returning to the initial question, a telegram (Fernschreiben) by

Kriminalkommissar Schubert, sent by the Stapo Koblenz to all Sta-

po(leit)stellen in Diisseldorf, Aachen and Cologne dated 11 June 1942

T/1396 [128].

T/1395 [121-127].
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informs that transport Da 22 would transit on 15 Jxine through Koblenz-

Liitzel at 0:00 hours, and not at 2:08 as scheduled. The train was com-

posed of 15 passenger carriages and 9 freight cars.

"Die G-Wagen werden mit den Juden der israelitischen Heil- und Pfle-

geanstalt in Bendorf-Sayn belegt.
"

"The freight cars will he occupied with the Jews of the Israelite conva-

lescent and nursing home in Bendorf-Sayn.
"

The distribution of the passenger carriages was the following: 3 for

the Jews of the Stapoleitstelle Diisseldorf, 3 for those of the Stapostelle

Aachen, and 9 for those of the Stapostelle Cologne.^^^

The report of the Staatspolizeileitstelle Diisseldorf for its area of

competence with the subject "evacuation of Jews to Izbica near Lublin

[Evakuierung von Juden nach Izbica bet Lublin]" is known. The train

Da 22 departed from Koblenz- Liitzel on 15 June at 8:37 and arrived at

10:15 in Diisseldorf, where 142 Jews boarded. The intended number

was 1 54, but 3 persons committed suicide, one died, one fled and "sev-

en Jews were unfit for transport due to illness [sieben Juden waren

wegen Krankheit nicht transportfdhig]."^^^

These documents categorically deny that at that time a policy of

Jewish extermination existed in implementation of an unproven Fiihrer

order.

[134] Harrison comments:

"Given thatMGK claim that sick Jews were 'euthanized' at Sobibor, it

would be highly hypocritical of them to deny the true fate of these depor-

tees. "
(p. 134)

First of all I observe that in all the documents the destination of the

transport is Izbica, which lies approx. 20 km NNW of Zamosc, directly

on the train route leading to Belzec, at more than 100 km distance from

Sobibor. The number of patients could not have been 450, because they,

according to the directives of Eichmann, were included in this number.

It is possible that these patients were later killed in Sobibor in the

framework of euthanasia, but this would in fact prove a plan of euthana-

sia and not a plan of total extermination.

Harrison's statement remains therefore a ludicrous tautology: if, he

maintains, we admit that the "sick Jews were 'euthanized' at Sobibor,"

then we would be hypocrites if we did not state that they were not "eu-

thanized"!

[135] "A destination ofSobibor is also knownfor certainfor the Vienna

" T/1396 [134].

™ T/1396 [145].
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transport documented by Fischmann, whose name is spelt by Mattogno as

'Frischmann. "'
(pp. 134-135)

Here the plagiarism of Harrison is rather clumsy as well, because he

omitted the aspect of the document, which his source. Browning, lays

out like this:"^

"Like Belzec, Sobibor received transports ofJews deemed incapable of

work, as can be seen in the report of Lieutenant Fischmann of June 20,

1942. Fischmann commanded the police guard that accompanied a train

that departed Vienna with 1,000 Jews from Vienna for the Lublin district.

SS-Obersturmfiihrer Pohl of Globocnik's staff met the train in Lublin on

June 16 and selected 51 Jews between the ages of 15 and 50, who were

deemed capable of work. On June 1 7 Lieutenant Stangl took delivery of the

remaining 949 Jews in Sobibor.
"

In his footnote Browning mentions the source "Fisctimann report,

20.6.42, copy in YVA, 0-51/163/42-43""^ copied fully by Harrison:

"Fischmami report, 20.6.42. YVA, 0-5 1/1 63/42-43" (footnote 211).

The original document is reproduced by Jules Schelvis,^^' who pre-

sents it like this: "Bericht des Transportfuhrers JosefFrischmann aus

Wien"^^^ and then adduces this source: "JosefFrischmann am 20. Juni

1942 in Wien. Yad Vashem 051/63=DN/27-3r^^' Schelvis is not at

fault, because it is true that in the typewritten document the wording

"Fischmann" appears, but the handwritten signature is without doubt

"Frischmann."

The document can be considered as proof that Sobibor was an ex-

termination camp only if one presupposes a priori that Sobibor was an

extermination camp. Yet on the contrary, the document is fully compat-

ible with the thesis of a transit camp. It is stated that the transport ar-

rived to Sobibor, "not as intended to Izbica \nicht wie vorgesehen nach

Izbica]," therefore it was originally not designated for the alleged ex-

termination camp. That in Lublin SS-Obersturmfiihrer Pohl had taken

out "51 Jews fit for work [57 arbeitsfdhige Juden]" from the 1,000 de-

portees does not mean that the remaining 949 were all unfit for work.

[136] "Significantly, Fischmann referred to Sobibor as a 'labour

camp, ' which was obviously a euphemism. Kues attempts to neutralize this

by claiming that Fischmann made an error, but his claim relies on a totally

a priori assumption (a fallacy ofpersonal incredulity) that the Nazis would

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit.
, p. 20.

™ /W(/.,footaotell9onp. 37.

™ J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 70f.

™ Ibid, p. 71.

™ Ibid. , footaote 1 78 on p. 72.
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not have used three different euphemisms for 'death camp '. Kues has to

break the 'Occam 's Razor ' rule to make this neutralization attempt Given

that Kues concedes that Fischmann was notfully informed about Sobibor, it

is more plausible that information was withheldfrom the officer because

the camp was a death camp than because it was a transit camp, as thefor-

mer would have been more damaging to German interests if leaked to the

enemy. " (p. 135)

As I stated above, the contrary is true: only on the basis of "a totally

a priori assumption (a fallacy of personal credulity)" can one pretend

that the term "labor camp \ArheitslagerY mentioned in the document in

question is a "euphemism." In fact, this is actually refuted by the con-

text. The document says that in Lublin Pohl gave Frischmann "the order

to bring the other 949 Jews to the labor camp at Sobibor \den Auftrag

die ubrigen 949 Juden in das Arbeitslager nach Sobibor zu bringen]"

and then added: "On 17.6. the train drove at 08:15 o'clock to the labor

camp located near the train station Sobibor [Der Zugfuhr am 1 7. 6. um
08,15 Uhr in das neben dem BahnhofSobibor gelegene Arbeitslager^

The term "Arbeitslager" (labor camp) therefore came either from Pohl

or from Frischmann. In the first case Pohl would have used a euphe-

mism with the Transportfiihrer (head of the transport): for what reason?

To deceive him? In the second case Frischmann would have used a

"euphemism" in his report to his superiors, the recipients of his report:

for what reason? What was the necessity for the "euphemism"? Frisch-

mann could have simply defined Sobibor as a "Lager" (camp) and no-

body would have had anything to object. From this it results that the la-

bor camp {Arbeitslager) at the time was a common denomination for

Sobibor, which does not necessarily exclude that it served as a "transit

camp [Durchgangslager]" as well.

Thomas Kues vwote in this regard:

"It is stated that the Jews upon arrival were handed over to the com-

mandant of 'the labor camp located adjacent to the railway station ' ('das

neben dem Bahnhof gelegene Arbeitslager'^. This is the only documentary

source in which Sobibor is called a 'labor camp. ' Most likely this designa-

tion was simply a mistake on behalf of a Viennese police officer who had

not been briefed in detail on the resettlement of the Jews. From an extermi-

nationist viewpoint it hardly makes any sense that the SS would have em-

ployed three different camouflage designations - Durchgangslager, Sonder-

lager and Arbeitslager (transit camp, special camp and work camp) - for

™^ T. Kues, "On the terms Sonderlager and SS-Sonderkommando," in: Inconvenient History,

May 27, 2001, in: www.revblog.codoh.com/201 1/05/on-the-terms-sonderlager-and-ss-

sonderkommando/
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the same death camp!"

The contrary is more probable, though: that these three terms indi-

cated real and supplemental functions of Sobibor.

[137] "An estimated 53,000 Slovakian Jews were deported between

March 26 and June 26, 1942; by the end of 1942, this had risen to 57, 752,

consisting of 18, 746 to Auschwitz and 39,006 to Lublin and its surrounding

areas. " (p. 135)

The same identical data have been referred to by myself in our study

on Sobibor/**^ But do these deportation data demonstrate that the depor-

tees were gassed?

[138] "The beginning ofsystematic deportations from France was pre-

ceded by a number ofexterminatory statements. On May 6, 1942, Heydrich

visited Paris to mark the commencement of Oberg's duties as HSSPF and

supplied Wehrmacht officials with information about gassing policy, noting

that gassing 'busses ' were being replaced with 'more sophisticated solu-

tions providing a higher yield. ' This conversation was passed on by one of

the attendees (Bdlz) to Bargatzky, who recorded it in his diary. Just as with

the Russian Jews in Kiev, the death sentence has been pronounced on all

the Jews ofEurope. Even on the Jews ofFrance, whose deportations begin

in these very weeks. Bdlz reported Heydrich 's revelation that:

'Just as with the Russian Jews in Kiev, the death sentence has been

pronounced on all the Jews ofEurope. Even on the Jews ofFrance, whose

deportations begin in these very weeks. "'
(p. 135)

The source is: "Walter Bargatzky, Hotel Majestic. Ein Deutscher im

besetzten Frankreich, Freiburg, 1987, p. 103ff.; cf. Herbert, 'Deporta-

tion of the French Jews,' p. 152" (footnote 215 on p. 135)

This is another proof of Harrison's bad argumentation. He hypocriti-

cally turns a sequence of delusional statements into something that

seems to make sense. The following is the actual text of the passage in

question:^**''

"Busse, die fiir den Transport von Juden bestimmt sind, voni Bahnhof

zum Lager, von Lager zur Arheitsstdtte, und in die man wdhrend der Fahrt

tddliches Gas einstrdmen Icisst. Ein Versuch, der zum Leidwesen Heydrichs

an unzureichender Tecbnik sclieitert: Die Busse sind zu klein, die Todes-

raten zu gering, dazu kommen noch andere drgerliche Mangel. Weshalb er

zum Schluss grossere, perfektere, zahlenmdssig ergiebigere Losungen

ankiindigt. ... Wie iiber die russischen Juden in Kiew, ist auch iiber die

Gesamtheit der europdischen Juden das Todesurteil gesprochen. Auch iiber

diefranzdsischen Juden, deren Deportation in diesen Wochen beginnt.

"

™' Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. eft. , p. 3 1 9.

Jorg Osterloh, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung im Reichsgau Sedetenland 1938-1945.

Oldenbourg Verlag, Miinchen 2006, p. 81.
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"Buses meant for the transport of Jews from the train station to the

camp, from the camp to the workplace, and into which a lethal gas is being

introduced during the commute. An attempt which to Heydrich 's detriment

failed due to insufficient technology: The buses were too small, the death

rate too low, in addition to other annoying deficiencies. Hence he conclud-

ed by announcing larger, more perfect solutions yielding higher numbers.

... Like on the Russian Jews in Kiev, the death sentence has been passed on

the entire European Jewry. Also on the French Jews, whose deportation

commences this week.

"

Harrison seems to be the only person taking Bargatzky's statements

in his alleged "diary" seriously. Here is what a serious scholar declares

in this regard:^**^

"Uber den Wortlaut der Einfuhrungsrede Heydrichs existieren unier-

schiedliche Aussagen. Wdhrend der eheinalige Chefrichter des MBF [Mili-

tarbefehlshaber Frankreich] Hans Boetticher in einer Aussage vom

29.10.1949 vor allem Heydrichs Absage an die Geiselerschiefiungen heton-

te und damit den 'humanitdren' Aspekt herausstellt [...], erinnerte sick

Walter Bargatzky erzdhlt bekommen zu haben (er selbst war nicht anwe-

send), dass Heydrich auch uber die Beschliisse der Wannseekonferenz und

die Versuche zu Massentotungen durch Giftgas informiert und eine effek-

tive Losung angekiindigt habe, die sich auch auf die franzdsischen Juden

erstreckte. Vgl. Bargatzky, Hotel Majestic, S. 103 f.
"

"Different declarations exist about the wording ofHeydrich 's inaugural

speech. While the former headjudge of the MBF [Military Commander of

France] Hans Boetticher in a statement of 29.10.1949 especially emphaz-

ized Heydrich 's rejection of killings of hostages, thus highlighting the 'hu-

manitarian aspect' [...], Walter Bargatzky remembered having been told

(he was not personally present) that Heydrich had also been informed

about the decisions of the Wannsee conference and about the experiments

with mass killings using poison gas and that he had annouced an effective

solution which would also encompass the French Jews. Cf. Bargatzky, Ho-

tel Majestic, pp. 103f"
Harrison's narration is also refuted by Hans Crome, former Ic-

Offizier of MBF, who "witnessed the Heydrich speech in Paris men-

tioned by Bargatzky, but denied that Heydrich had also mentioned the

murder of the Jews on that occasion [war Zeuge der von Bargatzky

geschilderten Heydrich-Rede in Paris gewesen, leugnete aber, dass

Heydrich dabei den Judenmord auch erwdhnt habe]."^^^

™^ Bemhard Brunner, Der Frankreich-Komplex. Die nationalsozialistischen Verbrechen in

Frankreich und die Justiz der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Wallstein, Gottingen, 2004, foot-

note 95 on p. 59.

Ibid, p. 250.
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In reconstructing the episode linked to Heydrich's visit to Paris,

Serge Klarsfeld does not even mention Bargatzky^^^ He quotes instead

a note by Consul General Rudolf Schleier of 11 September 1942 ac-

cording to which, on occasion of his visit to Paris from 5 to 12 May,

Heydrich declared during a conference with the head of the French po-

lice, Rene Bousquet, that soon trains would be available to evacuate the

stateless Jews in the occupied part of France "with the destination of the

East in order to be employed on some works [a destination de I 'Est en

vue d'etre employes a des travaux]."^^^

A final observation: Harrison presents Bargatzky's statements as a

"diary." In this regard his "colleague" Nick Terry, on 28 August 2008

on the RODOH Forum, conveyed some information to the forum mem-
ber "Jonny," who had asked him:

"Bargartzky [sic] book was published in 1987. Is it a memoir, or a dia-

ry? Is it a correct transcript of the diary? Where is the original? The com-

plete episode seems a postwar fabrication. Heydrich speaking about gas-

sing 'busses ' to Wehrmacht Officials (I), and one ofthem telling the details

to Bargartzky [sic], who after all was simply an official in the Abteilung

'Justiz' ofthe military command in France. Doesn 'tseem very credible.

"

And this is Terry's answer:

"The Bargatzky book is his wartime diary. You 'd need to consult that

book to find out where it currently resides. My guess is that it will be in

Freiburg.

"

In this way Terry, like his worthy "colleague" Harrison, reveals him-

self as either an ignorant or a liar, because such a "wartime diary" does

not exist. Brunner has in fact described it as '''Hotel Majestic,'' a report

fi-om memory over 20 years after this [Heydrich's] statement [uber 20

Jahre nach dieser Aussage Erinnerungsbericht 'Hotel Majestic '^''^^^

and Ahlrich Meyer speaks of the "description by Walter Bargatzky, the

former advisor for war administration in the justice section of the Mih-

tary Commader, whose recollections of France were published under

the title 'Hotel Majestic' in 1987 [Darstellung von Walter Bargatzky,

Bargatzky is not even quoted in the reconstruction of Barbara Lambauer in tlie article "Oppor-

tunistischer Antisemitismus. Der deutsche Botschafter Otto Abetz und die Judenverfolgung in

Frankreicli (1940-1942)." in: Vieileljalvsliefle fur Zeitgeschiclile. 53. .Ig., 2005. Heft 2, pp.

265-266.

S. Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la Solution Finale de la question juive.

Fayard, Paris, 1983, pp. 54-55. The German text of the quoted sentence is "nach dem Osten

zwecks Arbeitseinsatz zu transportieren."

Forum posts of 28 August 2008 previously available at

http://rodohforum.yuku.eom/topic/6239#.Tz6y62WvolE

B. Brunner, Der Frankreich-Komplex, op. cit, p. 250.
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des einstigen Kriegsverwaltungsrats in der Gruppe Justiz des Militdrbe-

fehlshabers, dessen Frankreich-Erinnerungen 1987, unter dem Titel

"Hotel Majestic" verdffentlicht wurden]."^^^ Thus they are simple re-

collections {Erinnerungen) written decades after the fact.

[139] "Heydrich's use of 'death sentence' echoed Goebbels' usage of

the same phrase on December 14, 1941, but Heydrich referred to 'all the

Jews ofEurope' rather than just 'in many cases. ' On May 15, 1942, Goeb-

bels noted in his diary that 'it would be best if we either evacuated fab-

schobenj or liquidated (liquidiertenj all eastern Jews stiU remaining in

Paris. ' Given that Goebbels had already stated in December 1941 that de-

portation from France would be 'In many cases... equivalent to a death

sentence, ' Goebbels must here have been using abschoben to refer to kill-

ing by deportation and liquidierten to refer to killing on French soil. "
(pp.

135-136)

Here Harrison displays a "convergence of evidence" (as van Pelt

would say) of a purely speculative character, based on omissions and

deceptions, as I demonstrated above.

For what regards the Goebbels quotation, for which he adduces the

reference "TBJG, 111A, p. 293 (15.5.42)" (footnote 216 on p. 135), it is

another plagiarism, taken from Thomas Dalton's article:^'^

"A reportfrom Paris informs me that a number ofthose who staged the

last acts of terror have been found. About 90 percent [sic: 99%] of them

are eastern Jews /Dstjuden/. A more rigorous regime is now to be applied

to these Jews. Asfar as I am concerned, it would be best ifwe either evacu-

ated (^abschoben) or liquidated (liquidierten^ all eastern Jews still remain-

ing in Paris. By nature and race they will always be our natural enemies

anyway.

"

On 20 April Goebbels had written:
^''^

"The most recent act of sabotage [in France] against a German mili-

tary train which resulted in several deaths will be punished with severe re-

prisals. The number ofpeople to be shot will be doubled, and over a thou-

sand Communists and Jews will be put into freight cars and shipped (ver-

frachtet) to the East. There they will soon cease to see anyfun in disturbing

Germany 's policiesfor order in Europe.
"

The "liquidation" was also part of his harsh rhetoric.

[140] "On May 13, 1942, Dannecker noted that, in a conversation with

Lieutenant General Kohl, who was responsible in Parisfor rail transporta-

Ahlrich Meyer, Tdter im Verhdr. Die "Endldsmg der Jtidenfrage" in Frankreich 1940-1944.

Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt, 2005, p. 274.

T. Dalton, "Goebbels on the Jews, Part 2," in: Inconvenient History, vol. 2. no. 2, 2010,

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2/number_2/goebbels_on_thejews_2.p

hp
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Hon, Kohl appeared to Dannecker to be an 'enemy' of the Jews, who
agreed '100%

' with 'afinal solution to the Jewish question with the goal of

a total destruction of the enemy' (eine Endlosung der Judenirage mit dem
Ziel restloser Vemichtung des Gegnersj. " (p. 136)

This is another sentence ripped out of its historical-documentary

context and brandished as "evidence" for the alleged extermination pol-

icy against the French Jews. I posit that Harrison knows only the above

mentioned sentence of this document - a "note" (Vermerk) by

Dannecker dated 13 May 1942 with the subject "provisioning of rolling

material [=railway vehicles] for transport of Jews [Abstellung von

rollendem Materialfur Judentransporte]." He refers to two sources, but

they are as usual bibliographic plagiarisms:

"XXVb-29, published in Serge Klarsfeld, Die Endlosung der Judenfrage

in Frankreich. Deutsche Dokumente 1941-1944. Paris, 1977; also Raul

Hilberg, Sonderziige nach Auschwitz: The Role of the German Raitoads in

the Destruction ofthe Jews, Mainz, 1981 " (footnote 217 on p. 136)

Harrison no doubt took this quotation from an article by Robert

Faurisson:^'^

"in the course of that conversation Kohl appeared to Dannecker to be

an 'enemy ' ('Gegner
') ofthe Jews, agreeing 100per cent with 'afinal solu-

tion to the Jewish question with the goal ofa total destruction ofthe enemy

'

'

eine Endldsuns der Judenfrase mit dem Ziel restloser Vernichtuns des

In this document Dannecker mentions a discussion with General-

leutnant Kohl, head of the department for railway fransportation, in

which he states:

"In der I'A Stunde dauernden Unterredung habe ich dem General einen

Uberblick iiber Judenfragen und Judenpolitik in Frankreich gegeben.

Dabei konnte ich feststellen, dafi er ein kompromifiloser Judengegner ist

und eine Endlosung der Judenfrage mit dem Ziel restloser Vemichtung des

Gegners lOOVoig zustimmt.

"

"During the discussion, which lasted 1 'A hours, I gave the general an

overview ofJewish issues and Jewish policies in France. In the process I

could detect that he was an uncompromising enemy of the Jews and that he

agreed one hundred percent on the final solution of the Jewish question

with the goal ofthe complete annihilation ofthe enemy.
"

Then Dannecker reports these words by Kohl:^'"^

"Wenn Sie mir sagen, ich will 10000 oder 20000 Juden aus Frankreich

™' R. Faurisson, "My Life as a Revisionist (September 1983 to September 1987)," The Journal

for Historical Review, vol. 9, no. 1, 1989, p. 28; www.ihr.org/jlir/v09/v09p-5_Faurisson.html

S. Klarsfeld, Die Endlosung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit., p. 56; H. Hilberg, Sonder-

ziige nach Auschwitz, op. cit., pp. 153f.
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nach dem Osten abtransportieren, so konnen Sie in jedem Fall rechnen,

dafi ich das notige Material und die Lokomotiven zur Verfugung stele.

"

"Ifyou tell me, I want to transport 10,000 or 20,000 Jewsfrom France

to the East, you can count in any case on myproviding the necessary mate-

rial and the locomotives.

"

Therefore Daimecker gave Kohl an "overview of Jewish issues and

Jewish policies in France [Uberblick iiber Judenfragen und Judenpolitik

in Frankreich]," based on which Kohl completely agreed with "the final

solution of the Jewish question with the goal of the complete annihila-

tion of the enemy [eine Endldsung der Judenfrage mit dem Ziel rest-

loser Vernichtung des Gegners]." But what was at that time the "Jewish

policy in France [Judenpolitik in Frankreich]" implemented by

Dannecker?

In order to answer that question, one must examine the historical-

documentary context. As I layed out above, already on 10 March 1942

Dannecker stated that the persons to be deported had to be "male Jews,

fit for work, not over 55 years [mdnnliche, arbeitsfdhige Juden, nicht

iiber 55 Jahre]." On 15 June he underlined that the "basic condition

[Grundbedingung]" for the deportations was "that the Jews (of both

genders) are between 16 and 40 years old. 10% Jews unable to work

can be included in the transports [dass die Juden [beiderlei Ge-

schlechts] zwischen 16 und 40 Jahren; 10% nicht arbeitsfdhige Juden

konnen mitgeschickt werden]." On 22 June Eichmann spoke about the

allocation of Jews fi-om occupied France, fi-om Belgium and fi-om the

Netherlands "for labor deployment in the Auschwitz camp [zum

Arbeitseinsatz in das Lager Auschwitz^ On 26 June, Dannecker estab-

lished "directives for the evacuation of Jews [Richtlinien fur die Evaku-

ierung von Juden]" in which he stated that "in the course of an evacua-

tion action all Jews of both genders subject to compulsory tagging and

fit for work in the age bracket of 16 to 45 years can be included [im

Zuge einer Evakuierungsaktion konnen alle dem Kennzeichnungszwang

unterliegenden arbeitsfdhigen Juden beiderlei Geschlechts im Alter

von, 16 bis 45 Jahren erfasst werden]."^^^ And one month later, on 27

July 1942, Karl Otto Klingenfiiss, a functionary of the German Foreign

Office, communicated to Eichmann:™

"Gegen die geplante Verschickung der angegebenen Anzahl von Juden

aus dem besetzten franzdsischen Gebiet, aus den Niederlanden und aus

Belgien zum Arbeitseinsatz in das Lager Auschwitz bestehen grundsdtzlich

RF-1221.IMT,vol.XXXIX,p.3.

T/448.
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keine Bedenken seitens des Auswdrtigen Amies.

"

"Against the planned relocation of the specified numbers ofJews from

the occupied French territory, from the Netherlands andfrom Belgium for

labor deployment in the Auschwitz camp, there are essentially no objec-

tionsfrom the Foreign Ministry.
"

Where is the alleged policy of "complete annihilation of the enemy

[restloser Vernichtung des Gegners]"! The historic-documentary con-

text shows therefore that the term " Vernichtung" (annihilation, oblitera-

tion) was used here in a figurative sense, as in the other cases men-

tioned above.

[141] ''Deportation policy unfolded in stages. On June 11, 1942,

Dannecker announced that 100,000 Jews would be deportedfrom the un-

occupied zone, at a rate ofthree transports per week. "
(p. 136)

The source is "Memorandum by Dannecker on a discussion in

Eichmann's office, 11.6.42, RF-1217, also T/419" (footnote 218 on p.

136). Harrison, with his habitual "cut and paste," likely took this refer-

ence from the online document description of the Eichmann trial:

"Memorandum by Dannecker on a discussion in Eichmann's office on

11 June 1942."™^ He attributed to the document, which is dated 15

June, the date of the conference of 11 June mentioned in it. It is the

document RF-1217 which I quoted above. Harrison ignores the essen-

tial element which stands in contrast to his prefabricated thesis, that is:

"that the Jews (of both genders) are between 16 and 40 years old; 10%
Jews unable to work can be included in the transports [dass die Juden

(beiderlei Geschlechts) zwischen 16 und 40 Jahren; 10% nicht

arbeitsfdhige Juden konnen mitgeschickt werden]."

[142] "On June 22, 1942, Eichmann specified to Rademacher that

40,000 Jews from the unoccupied zone, 40,000 from the Netherlands and

10,000 from Belgium would be deported to Auschwitz, but the following

day Himmler instructed the RSHA that 'the previously planned rate (3

transports each of 1,000 Jews every week)' must be 'significantly raised

within a short time ... with the goal offreeing France entirely ofJews as

soon as possible. "'
(p. 136)

Regarding the letter of 22 June, which I also mentioned above, Har-

rison omits the purpose of the deportations, i.e. that the convoys were

sent "to the camp Auschwitz for labor deployment [zum Arbeitseinsatz

in das Lager Auschwitz]."

The second quotation, for which Harrison quotes as his source

"Minutes by Eichmann and Dannecker on their discussion concerning

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial of Adolf Eichmann, op. cit. , vol. VI, p. 2409.
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the deportation of Jews from France, Paris, 1.7.42, RF-1223, also

T/429" (footnote 220 on p. 136) is taken from Longerich:™^

"This stated: 'all Jews resident in France are to be deported as soon as

possible. ' The 'previously planned rate (3 transports each of 1,000 Jews

each every week) ' must 'be significantly raised within a short time ... with

the goal offreeing France entirely ofJews as soon as possible.

As usual, Harrison appears to know nothing about the documents

except for the passages he copied from the works of others.

In this document Eichmann, "in consideration of the order of the RF
SS (sent to Department IV B 4 through the head of Department IV on

23.6.42), according to which all Jews residing in France are to be de-

ported as soon as possible \in Anbetracht des RF SS-Befehls (dem

Referat IV B 4 durch AmtschefIV am 23.6.42 ubersandt), dem zufolge

sdmtliche in Frankreich ansdssigen Juden so bald als moglich abge-

schoben werden sollen]," observes, that it "was determined that the cur-

rent pace (3 weekly transports of 1 ,000 Jews each) soon will have to be

increased considerably with the goal of completely clearing France of

Jews as soon as possible [wurde festgestellt, dafi das bisher vorgesehe-

ne Tempo (3 Transporte zu je 1000 Juden wdchentlich) in Zeitkilrze be-

deutend gesteigert werden mufi, mit dem Ziel der ehebaldigsten rest-

losen Freimachung Frankreichs von Juden]."^^^

Does this demonsfrate that the deportees had to be exterminated?

[143] "A few days later, Zeitschel stated that Dannecker required

50,000 Jewsfrom the unoccupied zone to be deported "to the East as soon

as possible. " As a result ofthis urgency, transports to Auschwitz increased

from four in the month ofJune to eight in July, thirteen in August and thir-

teen in September. By July 21, 1943, the number ofJews evacuatedfrom

France had increased to 52,000. " (p. 136)

The first quotation, for which Harrison gives the reference "German

Embassy to the Head of the Security Police in France, 27.6.42, RF-

1220" (footnote 221 on p. 136) stems from the transcript of the Nurem-

berg trial:^""

"Following my interview with Hauptsturmfuehrer Dannecker on the

date of the 27th of June, during which he indicated that he required that

50,000 Jews from the unoccupied zone be deported to the East as soon as

possible, and that on the basis ofnotes sent by the Commissar Generalfor

Jewish questions, Darquier de Pellepoix, we simply had to do something

for the latter, I reported the matter to Ambassador Abetz and Embassy

™ P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofthe Jews, op. cit., p. 329.

RF-1223. Transcription in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit., pp. 205-206.

^ IMT, vol. X, p. 404. 2 April 1946.
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Counsellor Hahn immediately after the discussion.

"

Harrison took the title from French prosecutor Edgar Faure's presen-

tation of document RF-1220:^°^

"/ ask that you [Ribbentrop] be shown French Document RF-1220,

which is a letterfrom the German Embassy of27 June 1942, addressed to

the head ofthe Security Police and the SD in France.

"

The reference of the second document regarding the number of

transports reads: "Serge Klarsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in

Frankreich. Deutsche Dokumente 1941-1944. Paris, 1977" (footnote

222 on p. 136). Another plagiarism, as can be deducted from the fact

that Harrison is not able to give the page number.^"^

The last document has as its source "Roethke's review of 'the pre-

sent state of the Jevv^ish Question in France.' Paris, 21.7.43, T/488"

(footnote 223 on p. 136), vv^hich is taken from the document index of the

Eichmann trial files ("T/37(64) Roethke's review of 'the present state of

the Jewish Question in France'; Paris, 6.3.43. Submitted during the

course of the trial and marked T/474 (RF-1230, CJM-534, B06-249,

Vol. 11, p.
598"),^°"' but, as other references of similar tenor, it originates

from the website of The Nizkor Project.^""*

The document in question is a "note" (Vermerk) by Rothke saying:

"deported until 20.7.1943 including 52,000 Jews [Abgeschoben bis

20.7.1943 einschliefilich 52.000 Juden]."^"^ In a later note (Vermerk),

dated 3 September, Rothke gave a number of 52,069, of which 27,069

had been deported until 2 September 1942 (from both occupied France

and the unoccupied zone) and a fiirther 25,000 were to be deported

(from both zones) from 3 September until the end of October.^*"'

[144] "The exterminatory nature of deportation is also shown by the

policy of deporting unaccompanied children to death camps, and ofpre-

venting children being given refuge in Palestine. On July 20, 1942, Eich-

mann advised Dannecker that as soon as trains could again be dispatched

to the Generalgouvernement area, transports of children would be able to

ro//." (p. 136)

The source is: "Minute by Dannecker on a telephone call from

Eichmann and Novak. Paris, 21.7.42, T/439" (footnote 224 on p. 136).

Ibid., p. 403.

Cfr. S. Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la Solution Finale de la question

juive, op. cit, p. 191 (chronological list of the transports of 1942).

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial of Adolf Eichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2377.

www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/people/e/eichmaim.adolf/transcripts/Exhibits/List-of-Exhibits.

T/488.

T/452.
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As usual, the source is the document index of the of the Eichmann trial

fiels: "Minute by Dannecker on a telephone call from Eichmann and

Novak; Paris, 21.7.42. Submitted during the course of the trial and

marked T/439."*°^ It is clear that Harrison never saw the quoted docu-

ment and that he has no idea of its real significance. First of all I report

the German text of the document's most important part:**"**

"Mit SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Eichmann wurde die Frage des Kinder-

abschubes besprochen. Er entschied, dafi, sobald der Abtransport in das

Generalgouvernement wieder mdglich ist, Kindertransporte rollen konnen.

SS-Obersturmfiihrer Nowak sicherte zu, Ende August/Anfang September

etwa 6 Transporte nach dem Generalgouvernement zu ermdglichen, die Ju-

den aller Art (auch arbeitsunfdhige und alte Juden) enthalten konnen
"

Translated:

"With SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Eichmann the question of the deporta-

tion of children was discussed. He decided that, as soon as deportation to

the General Government is possible again, children transports can take

place. SS-Obersturmfiihrer Nowak assured thatfor late August/early Sep-

tember some 6 transports to the General Government would be rendered

possible, which could include Jews of all kinds (also such unable to work

and old Jews).

"

Harrison ignores that Auschvi^itz vv^as not part of the General Gov-

ernment, but of the Greater German Reich. The Vermerk (note) is dated

21 July 1942 and states that "as soon as deportation to the General Gov-

ernment is possible again, children transports can take place
\
sobald der

Abtransport in das Generalgouvernement wieder mdglich ist, Kinder-

transporte rollen konnen'] ." Now, as Harrison himself underlined by

copying this information, eight Jewish convoys departed from France in

July 1 942, and 1 3 in August of that year. Here it is essential to look at

the dates of the transports: 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 27, 29 and 31 July; 3, 5, 7,

10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28 and 31 August.^"' Since on 21 July one

waited for "deportation to the General Government \der Abtransport in

das Generalgouvernement]" to become possible again, which could on-

ly mean that at that point in time deportation to that destination was not

possible, it results that this was different from the "deportation

[Abtransport]" to Auschwitz, which continued without interruption

throughout this period. Therefore the intention was to send the children

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. VI, p. 2375.

RF-1233 and T/439. The original text is reproduced by R.M, Kempner, Eichmann undKom-
plizen,op. cit., p. 212.

^ S. Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la Solution Finale de la questionjuive,

op. cit.,p. 191.
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to the ghettos of the General Government. The document demonstrates

therefore the exact opposite of what Harrison claims.

For what concerns the story of "preventing children being given ref-

uge in Palestine," Harrison confounds this with an episode starting in

March 1943 which I will return to in point 148.

[145] "On August 13, 1942, Giinther advised the SD in Paris that the

Jewish children in the camps ofPithiviers and Beaune-la-Rolande could be

divided up gradually among the transports to Auschwitz. "
(pp. 136-137)

The source indicated by Harrison is again the document list of the

Eichmann trial files ("Teleprint message from Giinther to the Security

Police branch in Paris stating that the Jewish children in the camps of

Pithiviers and Beaxme-la-Rolande can be divided up gradually among

the transports to Auschwitz. Berlin, 13.8.42, T/443," footnote 225 on p.

237)810

On 13 August SS-Sturmhannfiihrer Rolf Giinther sent to the SS au-

thorities in Paris a telegram with the subject "Evacuation of Jews to

Auschwitz. There deportation of the Jewish children [Abtransport von

Juden nach Auschwitz. Dort Abschub der Judenkinder]" in which he

communicated as follows:**"

"Die in den Lagern Pithiviers und Beaune-la-Rolande untergebrachten

judischen Kinder konnen nach und nach auf die vorgesehenen Transporte

nach Auschwitz aufgeteilt werden. Geschlossene Kindertransporte sind

jedoch keinesfalls aufden Weg zu bringen.

"

"The Jewish children accommodated in the camps Pithiviers and

Beaune-la-Rolande may be allotted step by step to the scheduled transports

to Auschwitz. However, transports only with children are not to be carried

out under any circumstances.

"

A note (Vermerk) by Rothke of the same day reporting a discussion

held in Referat IV J of the RSHA about the deportation of Jews from

unoccupied France states:^'^

"Die aus dem unbesetzten Gebiet eintreffenden Juden werden in Drancy

mit Judenkindern, die sick z. Zt. nock in Pithiviers und Beaune-la-Rolande

befinden, vermischt werden, in der Weise, dafi auf 700 mindestens jedoch

500 erwachsene Juden 300 bis 500 Judenkinder zugeteilt werden, da nach

der Anweisung des Reichssicherheitshauptamtes ZUge nur mit Judenkin-

dern nicht abgeschoben werden diirfen.

"

"The incoming Jews from the unoccupied territory will be mixed in

Ibid., op. cit., vol. VI, p. 2410, description of the document T-443.

T/443. Cfr. S.KUrsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit.,p. 112. CDJC,

XXVb-126.

RF-1234andT/449.
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Drancy with Jewish children, who currently still reside in Pithiviers and

Beaune-la-Rolande, in such a way that 300 to 500 children are allotted to

700 but at least 500 adult Jews, because according to the directive of the

Reich Security Main Office trains containing only Jewish children must not

be deported.

"

In the light of Eichmaim's Vertnerk of 21 July 1942 examined

above, the "deportation [Abschub]" of the children to Auschwitz shows

that initially the SS intended to deport the children to the General Gov-

ernment directly, but then, in deviation from that plan, through Ausch-

witz as a transit camp.

[146] "Instructions for the transport ofchildren from France to Ausch-

witz were signalled to Hoss and the RSHA, but not to any other institution

farther east "
(p. 137)

To sustain this claim, Harrison adduces the following sources:

"Roethke to Eichmann reporting the departure ofa trainfrom Le Bour-

get-Drancy to Auschwitz with fOOO Jews, Paris, 14.8.42, T/444; set of

chronologically arranged teleprint messagesfrom SD Section IVJ in Paris

reporting the departure ofdeportation trains to Auschwitz (each report was

forwarded to Eichmann in the Head Office for Reich Security, to the In-

spector of Concentration Camps in Oranienburg, and to the Auschwitz

concentration camp), Paris, 17.7.42-2.3.43, T/447 (pp.1-9, 12-13, 14, 16);

and teleprint messagefrom Roethke to Eichmann, to the Inspector of Con-

centration Camps in Oranienburg, and to the Auschwitz concentration

camp, reporting the departure ofa deportation train carrying 1,000 Jews;

Paris, 23.9.42, T/455; see also the same distribution chain in T/457 and

T/461. " (footnote 226 on p. 137)

Harrison again pilfered the document index of the Eichmann trial

while displaying his ignorance of the documents in question.

T-444: "Teleprint message from Rothke^'^ to Eichmann in the Head

Office for Reich Security, reporting the departure of a train from Le

Bourget-Drancy to Auschwitz with 1,000 Jews; Paris, 21.7.42."**'"^

T-447 (1-9, 12-13, 14,16):^'^ "Set of chronologically arranged tele-

print messages from SD Section IV J in Paris reporting the departure of

deportation frains to Auschwitz. Each report was forwarded to Eich-

Hamson writes "Roethke" because the source of his plagiarism, the Eichmann trial document

list as presented by the website The Nizkor Projekt, carries this spelling:

www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/people/e/eichmann.adolf/transcripts/Exhibits/List-of-Exhibits

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. VI, p. 2410.

With his typical ignorance Harrison interprets these numbers as the pages ofthe document

Op.1-9, 12-13, 14, 16"). In reality they represent a series of 18 documents (State of Israel

(ed.). The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. II, p. 593) distributed as follows: T-447 (1-9,

12-13, 14, 16); T-447 (10-11); T-447 (15) and T-447 (17-18).
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maim in the Head Office for Reich Security, to the Inspector of Concen-

tration Camps in Oranienburg, and to the Auschwitz concentration

camp; Paris, 17.7.42-2.3.43 (CJM-534, B06-696, 695, 752, 691, 692,

690, 271, 257, 256, 436, 275, 276, 273, Vol. II, pp. 593-594)."**'"

T-455: "Teleprint message from Rothke to Eichmann, to the Inspec-

tor of Concentration Camps in Oranienburg, and to the Auschwitz con-

centration camp, reporting the departure of a deportation train carrying

1,000 Jews; Paris, 23.9.42."**"

The telegram of 14 August 1942 (XLIX-38 of the CDJC) announces

the departure fi-om Le Bourget-Drancy "toward Auschwitz [in Richtung

Auschwitz]" of a transport of 1,000 Jews, "among them for the first time

children [darunter erstmalig Kinder]."

All the documents of this series, except the last one, were addressed

to Eichmann, to the "Inspector of the concentration camp in Oranien-

burg [Inspekteur der Konzentrationslager in Oranienburg]," and to the

"concentration camp in Auschwitz {Konzentrationslager in Ausch-

witz]." The other docimients refering to the departure of Jewish trans-

ports fi-om Le Bourget-Drancy "toward Auschwitz [in Richtung

Auschwitz]" were created on the same day on which the telegram {Fern-

schreiben) was sent. They are documents XXVc-75 (17.7.1942), XXV-
C-I44 (2.9.1942), XXV-c-155 (9.9.1942), XXV-c-162 (11.9.1942),

again XXV-c-162 (14.9.1942), XXV-c-164 (16.9.1942), XXV-c-173

(28.9.1942), XXV-c-193 (6.11.1942), again XXV-c-193 (9.11.1942)

and lastly XXV-c-201, which is addressed instead "to the commander

of the Security Police and of the SD in Metz \an den Befehlshaber der

Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Metz]."^^^

The next document mentioned by Harrison is another telegram

(Fernschreiben) by Rothke sent on 23 September 1942 to the same re-

cipients, and concerns the departure on the same day of a Jewish

transport from "le Bourget Drancy toward Auschwitz [le Bourget

Drancy in Richtung Auschwitz]."™

The telegram {Fernschreiben) of 1 October informs us that one day

earlier a train with 21 1 Jews departed bound for the same destination.

The transport was necessary "for political and prestige reasons [aus

Ibid., vol. VI, p. 2410. "B06" means "number given to a document by the Israel Police"; the

following numbers are in fact those given by the Israeli police to the 18 documents mentioned

Ibid., p. 2410.

T/455.
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politischen und aus Prestigegriinden]," because many French offices

tried to interfere with the departure of the last train in the month of Sep-

tember.^^" Document T/461, finally, is a telegram (Fernschreiben) by

Rothke of 1 1 November 1 942 concerning the departure on the same day

of "transport train 931/38 [Transportzug 931/38]," again from "le

Bourget Drancy toward Auschwitz with a total of 745 Jews [le Bourget

Drancy in Richtung Auschwitz mit insgesamt 745 Juden]."^^^

Given this necessary background, I observe that Harrison's objection

is decisively pathetic. If a train was scheduled to reach Auschwitz, from

where it came back and fi-om where the further "deportation [Abschub]"

of the children was to be implemented, why would Rothke have been

obligated to mention their final eventual destination in the General

Government? This, at best, would have been Hoss's task.

[147] "Similarly, two teleprint messagesfrom Roethke to Eichmann and

to the Senior Commanders ofthe Security Police and the SD in Krakow and

Lublin, sent on March 4-6, 1943, reporting the departure of deportation

trains from Le Bourget-Drancy to Chelm (Cholm), did not have recipients

farther east "(p. 137)

Harrison is really incredible. First of all let's examine the documents

of which he apparentlyknows only the titles from the index.

On 4 March 1943 Rothke sent to Eichmann, to the "commander of

the Security Police and of the SD Krakau [Befehlshaber der Sicher-

heitspolizei und des SD Krakau]" and to the "commander of the Securi-

ty Police and of the SD Lublin [Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und

des SD Lublin]" a telegram (Fernschreiben) stating:^^^

"Am 4.3.1943 am 9.15 Uhr hat der Transportzug Nr. 901 den Abgangs-

bahnhof Le Bourget-Drancy bei Paris in Richtung Auschwitz Cholm mit

insgesamt lOOOJuden verlassen.

"

"On 4.3.1943 at 9:15 o'clock the transport train No. 901 left the de-

parting station ofLe Bourget-Drancy near Paris in the direction ofAusch

wUs Cholm with a total of1,000 Jews.
"

In the text "Auschwitz" is struck out and substituted by a handwrit-

ten "Cholm."

The telegram {Fernschreiben) of 6 March, addressed to the same re-

cipients, states that transport no. 901 with 1,000 Jews departed "in the

direction of Cholm [in Richtung Cholm],"^^^ like that of 23 March

(transport with 999 Jews "in the direction of Cholm [in Richtung

820
j/457_

T/461.

T/447 (17-18). DocumentXXVc-211.
823 .p/44y (ly.ig) Document XXVc-215.
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CholmY)^^'^ and of 25 March (transport with 1 .000 Jews "in the direc-

tion ofChohn \in Richtung Cholm]").^^^

Harrison's statement is as invalid as his preceding one. Also in this

case, according to the code of practice, the destination authorities were

informed about these transports. Two transports departing from Drancy

on 4 and 6 March 1943 were sent to Cholm (Chelm), a site located ap-

prox. 60 km east of Lublin (road distance) and approx. 40 km south of

Sobibor (railway distance); two others went toward Cholm on 23 and 25

March. During the Eichmann trial State Attorney Bach stated that these

four transports were exterminated in Sobibor. According to Klarsfeld,

the transports of 4 and 6 March 1943 reached the camp of Majdanek,^^'

those of 23 and 25 March reached Sobibor, but for Zofia Leszczyhska,

historian at the Majdanek Museum, all four arrived in this camp.**^**

Klarsfeld refers to one document and two testimonies, one of with

claims that only 15, i.e. 1.5%, of the 1,008 deportees were left alive.^^^

The telegram announcing the departure of these two transports was sent

to the same recipients as those of the corresponding messages for the

two transports sent to Majdanek, the BdS of Krakow and the BdS of

Lublin. The most probable thing is therefore that Klarsfeld and

Leszczynska are both right: these four transports went first to Maj-

danek, where the detainees fit for work alighted, and then on to Sobibor.

From an orthodox perspective the entire episode appears unreasona-

ble. On 15 February 1943 Gesandtschaftsrat Ernst Achenbach commu-

nicated to Berlin that two days earlier two German officers fell victim

to an assassination in Paris and that "as temporary reprisal it is planned

to arrest 2,000 Jews and to send them to the East \als einstweilige

Siihnemafinahme ist geplant, 2000 Juden zu verhaften und nach Osten

zu verbringen]."^^^ On 24 February SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Kurt

Lischka informed the RSHA that the French police had received the

T/37(29) = T/1420.

T/37(30))T/1421.

Ibid., documents T-447 (17-18), T-1420 and T-142I; vol. II, p. 593 and vol. IV, p. 1636.

™ S. Klarsfeld, Le memorial de la deportation des Juifs de France. Edite et publie par Beate et

Serge Klarsfeld, Paris 1978, "Tableau chronologique des convois de deportation" and com-

ment "La destination des deux convois N° 50 et 51: Maidanek" (the pages are not numbered).

Zofia Leszczynska, "Transporty wiezniow do obozu na Majdanku," in: Zeszyty Majdanka, IV,

1969, p. 193 and 221-222 (here 5 transports from Drancy are listed, consisting of respectively

992, 1001, 1001, 994 and 1009 Jews). According to Barbara Schwindt, these data are errone-

ous. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vemichtungslager Majdanek. Funktionswandel im

Kontext der "Endlosung. " Konigshausen & Neumann, Wiirzburg, 2005, p. 200.

S. Klarsfeld, Le memorial de la deportation des Juifs de France, op. cit., comment "La desti-

nation finale des convois N° 52 et 53: Sobibor."

S. Klarsfeld, Die Endlosung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit., p. 105 (NG-4894).
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task to arrest "2,000 Jews of the age between 16 and 65 years [2000

Juden im Alter von 16 bis 65 Jahren]," specifying that they had to be

"Jews fit for work [arbeitsfdhige Juden]."^^^ These 2,000 Jews were

then sent to Majdanek. Practically, two transports of deportees served as

a reprisal action, which is said to have unleashed the German homicidal

brutality, yet instead of being exterminated in the most atrocious way,

they were sent to work in the Majdanek camp. If one believes that a

plan to exterminate the Jews existed this should come as something of a

surprise.

[148] "In April 1944, the round-ups were extended to children 's homes

[228]. Attempts to prevent the emigration ofJewish children to Palestine

led to correspondence, involving Eichmann 's office, concerning children

in, for example, Sweden [229], Bulgaria [230], and Rumania [231]." (p.

137)

Footnote 228 gives these sources: "Telegram from Barbie of the Se-

curity Police, Lyon, to Group IVb, Paris, reporting on the arrest and de-

portation of the children and the staff of the Jewish children's home,

'Colonic Enfant,' in Izieu-Ain; Lyon, 6.4.44, NO-1411, also T/505 and

CDJC Vll-10; cf. Serge Klarsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in

Frankreich. Deutsche Dokumente 1941-1944. Paris, 1977, p. 135." The

first part is copied, as usual, from the document index of the Eichmann

trial,^^^ but here Harrison jumbled everything up as well. The source

mentions in fact document RF-1235. Document NO-1411 has no rela-

tionship with the topic in question, because it is a "Merkblatt uber Stei-

gerung der Festnahmezahl der Juden im Bereich des BdS in Frank-

reich" (Bulletin about the increase of the number of arrests of Jews in

the territory of the BdS in France) by SS-Standartenfiihrer Helmuth

Knochen, head of the Security Police and of the SD in France of 14

April 1944. Also the reference to Klarsfeld's book is out of range: the

page indicated by Harrison contains in fact an ''Aktenvermerk" (file

memo) by SS-SturmbannJuhrer Herbert Hagen dated 4 September

1942.^^^ The reference to document T/505 is correct. In fact, the docu-

ment mentions the arrest of 41 children aged 3 to 13 who had to be

transported to Drancy on 7 April 1944.^^^

Footnote 229 states: "Letter from Giinther to the Foreign Ministry,

Ibid., p. 108.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2413, description of the

document T-505.

Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit, p. 135.

T/505.
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transmitting a DNB (official German news agency) report on a charity

event in Stockholm on behalf of Jewish children to be sent to Palestine,

Berlin, 6.4.43,T/601; see also T/602." This was also taken literally fi-om

the same source.**^^ T-602 is described as follows: "Letter from von

Thadden to the German legation in Stockholm concerning a charity

event on behalf of Jewish children (with letter transmitted to IVB4 in

the Head Office for Reich Security (see T/601); Berlin, 9.4.43,

13.5.43."^^'' In none of these documents is there a hint "to prevent the

emigration of Jewish children to Palestine."

In the first document Giinther informs Department (Abteilung) Dili

of the German Foreign Office about a DNB [Deutsches Nachrichten-

biiro, a German news agency] news release (No. 75 of 16.3.1943) ac-

cording to which on 5 March a "big Jewish charity event was held in

the Stockholm opera in support of Jewish children which should be

transferred to Palestine [in der Stockholmer Oper ein grosses judisches

Wohltdtigkeits-Fest zu Gunsten von jiidischen Kinder, die nach Paldsti-

na uberfuhrt werden sollen]."^^^

The second document contains von Thadden's comment about this

news release:^^^

"Es wird um Stellungnahme gebeten, auch deswegen, wie es um die

Plane der Uberfiihrung jiidischer Kinder nach Paldstina in Schweden

steht.

"

"A response is requested, also in order to [be informed] how the plans

in Sweden come along regarding a transfer of Jewish children to Pales-

tine.
"

In footnote 230 Harrison writes: "Letter fi-om Bergmann, Foreign

Ministry, to the German Legation in Sofia instructing it to oppose the

emigration of 5,000 Jewish children to Palestine, 13.2.43, NG-1783, al-

so T/948; see also T/949, T/950, T/951 and T/952." Plagiarism once

more.**^^ Here are the descriptions of the other dociunents mentioned by

Harrison:

T-949: "Telegram from Rademacher to the German legation in Bu-

charest giving instructions for the Bulgarian Government to be advised

that Germany opposes both the emigration and the conduct of negotia-

tions on this matter; 10.3.43 (NG-2184)."^^'^

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2417, description of the

document T-601.

Ibid, p. 2417.

T/601.

T/602.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial of Adolf Eichmann, op. cit., vol. VI, p. 2433.
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T-950: "Letter from Giinther to von Hahn in the matter of the al-

leged negotiations between the Bulgarian Government and Great Brit-

ain concerning the emigration of Jews to Palestine: 2.4.43."^'"'

T-951: "Letter from Pausch to the Foreign Ministry to Eichmann

concerning the negotiations between the Bulgarians and the British on

permission for emigration in Palestine; 7.4.43."^'*''

T-952: "Eichmann informs the Foreign Ministry of the Bulgarian's

intention to authorize emigration to Palestine of a large number of Bal-

kan Jews; 4.5.43."^^°

The telegram by Rademacher of 10 March 1943 to the German lega-

tions (Gesandtschaft) in Budapest and Bucharest informed that the lega-

tion in Sofia had the impression that the Bulgarian government had no

clear view of the question of the "departure of 4,000 Jews to Palestine

[Ausreise von 4000 Juden nach Paldstind]." The German government

was against these unilateral negotiations for a series of reasons of expe-

diency.^"*'

The letter by Giinther to von Hahn of 2 April 1943 states that the

Deutsches Nachrichtbiiro (DNB) had reported a radio message accord-

ing to which the British ambassador in Washington had communicated

to the Jewish Congress "that the negotiations between Bulgaria and

Great Britain for the 'expulsion' of 4,000 Jews of old age and of 4,000

Jewish children were conducted to a succesfiil end [dass die Verhand-

lungen zwischen Bulgarien und Grossbritannien jur die 'Ausweisung'

von 4000 Juden in hdheren Alter und 4000 Judenkinder mit Erfolg zu

Ende gefuhrt worden seien]."^'^^

On 7 April 1943 Walter Pausch, a functionary of the German Ger-

man Foreign Office, reported that the German embassy in Sofia had

confirmed that the Bulgarian government had in fact committed to ne-

gotiations with Great Britain for the "resettlement of 4,000 Jewish chil-

dren in Palestine [Umsiedlung von 4000 jiidischen Kindern nach Pald-

stinaV'''

And finally, with the letter of 4 May 1943 Eichmann informed the

Legationsrat von Hahn of the German Foreign Office that the "govern-

ment in Palestine [Regierung in Paldstina]" had authorized "immigra-

tion visa [Einwanderungsvisa]," in addition to the 4,000 children and

500 adults, also for a great number of "Zionists with wives and children

/Wrf., pp. 2433-2434.
Ml

T/949 = NG-2184.
'^^ T/950.

T/951.
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[Zionisten mit Frauen und Kindem]"; and further, according to another

communication, Bulgaria had given "the approval for the deportation

through Turkey of 8,000 Jews living in Bulgaria [die Genehmigung zum

Abtransport von 8.000 in Bulgarien lehenden Juden ilher die

Tiirkeir''*

In his footnote 231, Harrison mentions documents "T/1049, T/1050,

T/1051 andT/1056":

The first of them is an express (Schnellbrief) letter by Giinther dated

10 March 1943 in which, "for the reasons discussed repeatedly [aus den

wiederholt erorteten Griinden]," he begs von Hahn to intervene against

the scheduled emigration of "150 Jewish children [150 JudenkinderJ'

fi-om Romania to Palestine through Bulgaria.
^"^^

The second of them is a telegram (Fernschreiben) by SS-Haupt-

sturmjuhrer Gustav Richter, representative of Eichmann in Bucarest, of

9 April 1943, repeating the German government's opposition to the em-

igration of Jewish children to Palestina and stating "dass es nicht im

politischen Interesse des Reichs liege, dass eine Auswanderung von

Juden nicht nur aus Rumanien, sondem aus Europa iiberhaupt im

Hinblick auf die vom Reich erstrebte Losung der Judenfi-age in Europa

staatfmde [sic]" - "that it is not in the political interest of the Reich that

an emigration of Jews occurs not only from Romania, but fi-om Europe

as such in view of the envisaged solution by the Reich of the Jewish

question in Europe."^'^''

The third is by Adolf Heinz Beckerle, representative of the German

Foreign Office in Bulgaria, who communicated with a telegram of 10

April 1 943 that 74 Jewish children had already received the expatriation

visa from the Romanian government, but that Germany considers them

invaUd and that it would oppose "such transports of Jews [derartigen

Judentransportten [sic]]" also in the future.^'*^

The last document is an express {Schnellbrief) letter dated 3 1 March

1944 in which Giinther informed von Thadden that Turkey consented to

let "5,000 Jewish children departing for Palestine [5.000 jiidische

Kinder zur Ausreise nach Paldstine]" transit through its territory; and

furthermore that it was planned by the U.S. to assign a small Turkish

ship for the transport of the children under the insignia of the Red Cross

via Costanza-Istanbul-Haifa; each trip was to transport 1,000 children.

^ T/952.

T/1049.

T/1050.

T/1051.
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Even though the local German authorities did not oppose the transports

of the first groups of children,
^'^^

"im Interesse einer mdglichst umfassenden Erfassung sdmtlicher Juden

in Europa darfgebeten werden, geeignete Schritte zu unternehmen und mit

alien Mitteln die Ausreise von Juden, insbesondere von Judenkindern aus

den Balkanldndern zu unterbinden.

"

"in the interest ofa possibly comprehensive apprehension ofall Jews in

Europe we may request to establish appropriate measures and to prohibit

with all means the departure ofJews, especially ofJewish childrenfrom the

Balkan countries.
"

It is clear that Harrison does not know anything about the episodes

mentioned in these documents. I will briefly summarize. On 29 January

1943 Eichmann received from the leader of the Romanian Jews, Wil-

helm Filderman, a request to let 5,000 orphaned Jewish children emi-

grate who had been deported by the Romanians to Transnistria. The aim

of the project was to let 150 children emigrate to Palestine through Bul-

garia, but the German Foreign Office opposed it. At the beginning of

May 1943 this bureau communicated that the RSHA was willing to

permit "the departure of 5,000 Jewish children from the occupied East-

em territories \die Ausreise von 5000 Judenkindern aus den hesetzten

Ostgebieten]," provided that they would be exchanged with 20,000

Germans interned abroad,**"''* but on 13 May the Grand Mufti communi-

cated to Ribbentrop his decisive opposition to the entry of these chil-

dren into Palestine. The German Foreign Minister declared then to be

ready to let the 5,000 Jewish children emigrate, if England declared to

accept them. After that the proposal inched forward only slowly, ac-

cording to the prosecution in the so-called Wilhelmstrafienprozess or

Ministries Trial due to lack of good will on the part of Germany.^^°

[149] "Rumania is particularly important in explaining the role of

German officials in the Final Solution at this time. Mattogno has often at-

tempted to use Luther's memo ofAugust 21, 1942, as evidence of a reset-

tlement program. However, two days earlier than that memo, Luther re-

ceived a telex from Rintelen quoting a report by the Chief of the Security

Police and the SD, dated July 26, 1942, addressed to Himmler, on the situ-

ation with regard to deportation ofJews from Rumania [232]. This stated

that non-working Jews would be 'subjected to special treatment.

'

"
(p. 137)

Harrison's critique of my utilization of Luther's memorandum is in-

tentionally vague and without indications. In all the "Cut and Paste

T/1056.

T/1055.
*™ R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und KompUzen, op. cit, pp. 397-404.
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Manifesto" no other reference appears to my description of it, which I

reproduce here in its context. After having quoted the letter by Rade-

macher to Bielfeld of 10 February 1942 as discussed above, in which

the suspension of the Madagascar plan is announced and "the possibil-

ity of providing other territories for the final solution" is envisioned, I

commented:

"This shows clearly that the Tindlosung ' was ofa territorial nature and

consisted in the deportation of the Jews to the territories held by Germany

in the East. This is in perfect agreement with another important document,

the Luther memorandum ofAugust of 1942. In it, Luther resumed primarily

the essential elements ofNSpolicy towards the Jews:

'The basic premise of the German policy in respect of the Jews, starting

with the seizure ofpower [by Hitler in 1933], was to promote Jewish emi-

gration by all available means. For this purpose, Generalfeldmarschall

Goring, in his quality as head of the Four-Year-Plan, created a Reich cen-

tral agency for Jewish emigration and entrusted its leadership to Grup-

penfuhrer Heydrich, the chiefofthe security police.

'

Having expounded the origins and the development of the Madagascar

plan - which by now had been scrapped in view of the changed situation —

Luther stressed that Goring's letter of 31 July 1941 was a follow-up to

Heydrich 's letter of24 June 1940, which claimed that the Jewish question

could no longer be solved by emigration but required a 'territorialfinal so-

lution. 'Luther went on to say:

'For that reason, Reichsmarschall Goring requested Gruppenfuhrer

Heydrich on 31 July 1941 to carry out all necessary preparations for a

comprehensive solution ofthe Jewish question within the German sphere of

influence in Europe (cf. [document] Dili 709g). On the basis of this order,

Gruppenfuhrer Heydrich convened a meeting of all German agencies in-

volvedfor 20 January 1942, with secretaries ofstatefrom the other minis-

tries and myselffrom theforeign office attending. Gruppenfuhrer Heydrich

explained at the meeting that Reichsmarschall Goring had issued his order

being so directed by the Fiihrer, and that the Fuhrer had now approved the

evacuation ofthe Jews to the East.
'

"

To this Harrison opposes a document which he does not know and of

which I report the most important part:^^^

"Die Vorbereitungen in politischer und technischer Hinsicht in Bezug

auf die Losung der Judenfrage in Rumanien sind durch den Beauftragten

des Reichssicherheits-Hauptamtes soweit abgeschlossen, dafi mit dem An-

laufen der Evakuierungstransporte in Zeitkurze begonnen werden kann. Es

ist vorgesehen, die Juden aus Rumanien, beginnend mit dem 10. 9.1942,

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 209f.

NG-3559. Also T/1023.
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nach dem Distrikt Lublin zu verbringen, wo der arbeitsjahige Teil arbeits-

mdfiig eingesetzt wird, der Rest der Sonderbehandlung unterzogen werden

soil.

"

"The preparations in political and technical regard relating to the solu-

tion ofthe Jewish question in Romania have been completed by the respon-

sible official of the Reich Security Main Office to the extent that the begin-

ning of the evacuation transports may soon commence. Starting on

10.9.1942, it is intended to bring the Jewsfrom Romania to the Lublin dis-

trict, where the portion fitfor work will be employed, and the rest is to un-

dergo special treatment.

"

Orthodox holocaust historians and their servile follower Harrison

explain that here "special treatment [SonderbehandlungY means kill-

ing, which is simply speculation. An analysis of Luther's memorandum,

however, provides the proper explanation. In reference to the Romanian

Jews, Luther writes

"Die Deutsche Gesandschaft Bukarest berichtet zu D III 602 g, die

Rumdnische Regierung iiberlasse es der Reichsregierung, ihre Juden

gemeinsam mit den deutschen in die Ghettos nach dem Osten abzuschie-

ben.

"

"The German legation Bucharest reports to D III 602 g that the Roma-

nian government leaves it up to the Reich government to deport their Jews

together with the German Jews into the ghettos to the East

"

At the end of the document Luther underlines:^''*

"Der Abtransport nach dem Generalgouvernement ist eine vorldufige

Mafinahme. Die Juden werden nach den besetzten Ostgebieten weiterbefdr-

dert, sobald die technischen Voraussetzungen dazu gegeben sind.

"

"The transport to the General Government is a temporary measure. The

Jews will be dispatchedfurther to the occupied Eastern territories as soon

as the technicalprerequisitesfor it are given.

"

Notice that this is perfectly in line with the already mentioned dispo-

sitions of the Wannsee protocol: "The evacuated Jews will initially be

brought step by step to so-called transit ghettos, and from there they

will be transported further to the East [Z)/e evakuierten Juden werden

zundchst Ziig urn Ziig in sogenannte Durchgangsghettos verbracht, um
von dort aus welter nach dem Osten transportiert zu werden]."^^^ "Spe-

cial treatment [Sonderbehandlung]" in this context meant exactly this.

On 1 3 May 1 942 the Kreishauptmann (County chairman) in Pulawy

sent to the Govemeur of the Lublin district, i.e. the projected destination

NG-2586-J. The original document is reproduced in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann undKom-
plizen, op. cit, pp. 224-235. Quotation on p. 228 (p. 5 of the document).

Ibid., p. 235 (p. 12 ofthe document).

NG-2586-G,p. VandSoftheoriginal.
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of the Romanian Jews, a letter concerning the deportations to his juris-

diction. In point 5 of this letter he informed:^^*

"In Opole besteht das Ghetto der Juden aus Slovakei, die vor kurzem

hier eingewiesen warden sind. Alle arbeitsfahigen slowakischen Juden sind

bereits grdfienteils zu den obengenannten Vorhaben vermittelt. Es befindet

sich demnach im Ghetto Opole lediglich ein Rest von alten und kranken

Juden, die nicht einsatzfdhig sind.
"

"In Opole there is the ghetto ofthe Jewsfrom Slovakia who were admit-

ted here recently. For the most part all Slovak Jews fitfor work have been

assigned to the above-mentioned undertakings. Therefore in the Opole

ghetto there remains merely a rest ofold and sick Jews who cannot be de-

ployed.
"

These Jews were also exposed to "special treatment [Sonderbehand-

lung]," because they were not forced to work. Who decided, and if so,

when was it decided, to kill them?

[150] "On October 5, 1942, Luther met the Hungarian Ambassador,

Sztojay, who expressed concerns that deported Hungarian Jews would not

have a 'continued existence. ' Luther replied that all evacuated Jews would

first be used in the Eastfor road construction and would later be settled in

a Jewish reserve. ' This was clearly a lie because, as was discussed in

Chapter 2, Heydrich had insisted as early as the autumn of 1941 that de-

portees would be interned in 'camps built by the Bolsheviks ' and that de-

portation would involve 'decimation, 'yet here Luther was denying decima-

tion ofany kind. " (pp. 137-138)

The source indicated by Harrison is "A Discussion between the

German Foreign Office and the Hungarian Ambassador about the Final

Solution of the Jewish Problem in Hungary. Yad Vashem Archives,

TR2, NG 1800, N11/553/E" (footnote 233 on p. 138). Quotations and

reference are clearly taken from the Shoah Resource Center of the Yad

Vashem Institute. I report the text:**^^

"The question would be to eliminate about 800,000 to 900,000 Jews

from all branches of the economy, and that of course would take a certain

amount of time. He knew from his discussions in the past that the Prime

Minister was particularly interested in the question as to whether a contin-

ued existence in the east would be made possible for the Jews after their

evacuation. There were many rumors in this connection which he personal-

Tatiana Berenstein, A, Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massen-

mord, op. cit, p. 438.

The translation of the document, with the reference copied by Harrison, can be found in:

wwwl.yadvashem.org/odot_pdfiTVIicrosoft%20Word%20-%205063.pdf

The quoted passage, except for the first sentence, is reported in document NG-5086. NMT,
vol. XIII, p. 261.
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ly ofcourse would not believe, however these rumors disturbed Prime Min-

ister KALLAY somewhat. He would not want to be accused of having ex-

posed the Hungarian Jews to misery or worse after their evacuation. My
answer stating that all evacuated Jews, including obviously the Hungarian

Jews too, wouldfirst be used in the Eastfor road construction and would

later be settled in a Jewish reserve, reassured him visibly and he was ofthe

opinion that this information would have an especially comforting and en-

couraging effect on the Prime Minister.

"

It is also useful to know the original text of this passage, which says

in German:

"Es handelte sich darum, ca. 8-900000 Juden aus alien Wirtschafts-

zweigen auszuschalten, und das brauche naturlich gewisse Zeit. [Sztojay

weiB,] dafi der Ministerprdsident besonders an der Frage interessiert ist,

ob den Juden nach ihrer Evakuierung im Osten eine weitere Existenz

ennoglicht wiirde. Es gingen manche Geriichte in dieser Beziehung urn, die

er natiirlich persdnlich nicht glaube, dagegen sei Ministerprdsident Kallay

hieriiher etwas heunruhigt. Er wolle sich nicht den Vorwurfmachen lassen,

die ungarischen Juden nach ihrer Evakuierung dem Elend oder noch

Schlimmerem Uberantwortet zu haben. Meine Antwort war, dafi alle

evakuierten Juden und damit auch die ungarischen Juden zundchst zum

Strafienbau Verwendung fanden und spdter in einem Judenreservat unter-

gebracht werden wiirden, beruhigte ihn sichtlich und er meinte, dafi diese

Mitteilung besonders beruhigend auf den Ministerprdsidenten wirken

wiirde.

"

Harrison's comment that "this was clearly a lie," is, as usual, un-

founded and inconsistent. Resorting to the term "decimation," as I

demonstrated above, is the result of an imposture. The fate of the Jews

declared here conforms perfectly to the protocol of the Wannsee con-

ference: the expression "would first be used for road construction

[zundchst zum Strafienbau Verwendung fanden]" clearly refers to the

protocol's phrase "the Jews fit to work will be brought to these areas

while constructing roads [werden die arbeitsfdhigen Juden strafienbau-

end in diese Gebiete gefuhrt]," while the final destination, the ''Juden-

reservat" (Jewish reservation) corresponds to sending those unfit for

work "to the East [nach dem Osten]" via ''Durchgangsghettos" (transit

ghettos), as mentioned above.

A report of 22 June 1942 sent from the "Cabinet of the General

Government - main department for civil engineering [Regierung des

Generalgouvernements - Hauptabteilung Bauwesen]" to the local

NG-l 800. Text in: H.G. Adler, Der venvaltete Mensch. Studien zur Deportation der Juden aus

Deutschland. J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). Tubingen, 1974, p. 265.
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"main department for labor [Hauptabteilung Arbeit]" states that 18,365

Jews were employed in the "road maintenance and road construction

activities in the districts Krakow, Warsaw, Lublin, Radom and GaHcia

[Strassenunterhaltungs- und Ausbauarbeiten in den Distrikten Krakau,

Warschau, Lublin, Radom und Galizien]," and that more were "urgently

needed [dringend bendtigt]" for the realization of "works of importance

to the war effort on the military transit roads of the General Govern-

ment [kriegswichtige Arbeiten auf den militdrischen Durchgangsstra-

fien des Genemlgouvernements]."^^^

[151] "Luther led the Hungarians to believe that deported Jews would

have a 'continued existence ' yet on December 7, 1942, Luther again dis-

cussedplans to sterilize Mischlinge. Sterilization and 'continued existence,

'

applied to the survival of a population, are mutually exclusive terms. " (p.

138)

The reference is taken word for word from the document index of

the Eichmann trial: "Letter from Luther to Eichmann concerning the

Foreign Ministry's stand on the proposed sterilization of half-Jews and

the Jewish partners in mixed marriages. Berlin, 7.12.42, T/192"^^''

(footnote 234 on p. 138). As usual, Harrison shows himself ignorant of

the contents and context of the document he refers to.

On 27 October 1942 a discussion was held at the RSHA about the

"final solution of the Jewish question [Endldsung der Judenfrage]," in

particular the question of those with "mixed-blood [Mischlinge]." The

corresponding meeting protocol begins with these words:

"Eingangs der Besprechung wurde mitgeteilt, dass neue Erkenntnisse

und Erfahrungen aufdas Gebiet der Unfruchtbarmachung es wahrschein-

lich ermdglichen werden, die Sterilisation in vereinfachter Form und in

einem verkurzten Verfahren schon wdhrend des Krieges durchzufuhren. Mit

RUcksicht hierauf wurde dem Vorschlag, sdmtliche fortpflanzungsfdhigen

Mischlinge ersten Grades unfruchtbar zu machen, zugestimmt Die Steri-

lisierung soil freiwillig erfolgen. Sie ist aber Voraussetzung des Verblei-

hens iin Reichsgebiet und stellt sich somit als einefreiwillige Gegenleistung

des Mischlings ersten Grades fur seine gnadenweise Belassung im Reichs-

gebiet dar.

"

"At the beginning of the conference it was communicated that new in-

sights and experiences in the domain of sterilization could possibly allow

for sterilization already during the war in a simplified, quicker form. In

consideration of this the proposal was approved to sterilize all fertile

Archiwum Panstwowe w Lublinie, sygn. 746, p. 387.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2398 (description of the

document T/192).
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mixed-bloodpersons ofthefirst degree. The sterilization shall occur volun-

tarily. It will, however, be a prerequisite to be permitted to stay on Reich

territory, and therefore it constitutes a voluntary service ofthe mixed-blood

person offirst degree in returnfor the mercifully grantedpermission to stay

on Reich territory out ofmercy.

"

The mixed-blood person of the first degree in fact had to "face the

choice between either deportation, including, as the case may be, relo-

cation to a 'settlement for mixed-blood persons,'... or sterilization [vor

die Wahl gestellt werden, sichfur eine Abschiebung, worunter gegeben-

enfalls auch eine Verbringung in eine 'Mischlingssiedlung' ... oderfur

eine Unfruchtbarmachung zu entscheiden]."^'^^

On 3 November Eichmann sent a copy of the protocol to Ge-

sandtschaftsmt Karl Otto Klingenfiiss of the German Foreign Office.^*^

On 7 December "Luther informed Weizsacker, Woermann, and Gaus

that a quick and simple method for the sterilization of all first-degree

Mischlinge had come to the fore."^*^ This is the same as document

T/192, which is almost unreadable. Following the information circular

summarized above, there is a notification by Luther addressed to Eich-

mann in reply "to the letter of 3 November 1942 [auf Schreiben v. 3.

November 1942]" which begins as follows:^'''*

"Eine abschliessende Stellungnahme zu den Vorschldgen iiber die

Endldsung der Judenfrage hat das Auswdrtige Ami mit Schreiben vom

2.10.42 zu DII 67 gRs gegeben, wonach unter Beriicksichtigung der aufien-

politischen Gesichtspunkte die jeweils mildere Form der vorgeschlagenen

Losungen zu wdhlen ware. Eine weitere Stellungnahme zu den in der iiber-

mittelten Besprechungsniederschrift angeschnitteten Einzelfragen diirfte

sich damit von Seiten des Auswdrtigen Amtes eriibrigen.

"

"A conclusive statement on the proposals for the final solution of the

Jewish question was given by the Foreign Ministry with the letter of2.10.42

to DII 67 gRs, according to which, in due consideration of aspects offor-

eign policy, in each case the milderform of the suggested solutions would

have to be chosen. This should render unnecessary anyfurther statement by

the Foreign Office on the individual questions addressed in the transmitted

conference protocol.

"

When writing that "Luther again discussed plans to sterilize Misch-

T/190. Facsimile of the document in: R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit, pp.

259-263.

R.M. Kempner, Eichmann und Komplizen, op. cit, p. 258.

C. Browning, The Final Solution and the German Foreign Office. A Study ofReferat Dili of
Abteilung Deutschland 1940-43. Holmes & Meier I>ublishers, New York, London 1978, p.

144.

T/192.
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1

linge," Harrison obviously doesn't know what he is talking about.

Here is Browning's comment on the matter:^*^

"The method was not perfected, and in the end the first degree Misch-

linge were neither deported and exterminated nor sterilized.

"

[152] "Offiicials in Italian-controlled territories were aware of the in-

tendedfate ofdeported Jews. In August 1942, the Nazis requested the hand-

ing over ofCroatian Jews who were under Italian occupation. The Minister

of State at the German Embassy, Prince Otto von Bismarck, 'stated that it

was a question of several thousands ofpeople and led me to understand

that such measures would lead, in practice, to their dispersion and liquida-

tion ['annihilation ' in the original hut lined out]
.

' However, when Mussoli-

ni received this information in writing, he scribbled that he had 'no objec-

tion ' (IMulla osta> to the deportation. "
(p. 138)

The document in question is an "Appunto per il Duce" (memo for

the Duce) written by the Italian Foreign Office on 21 August 1942.

Steinberg gives the original text, which says:

"Bismarck ha dato comunicazione di un telegramma a firma Ribben-

trop con il quale questa Ambasciata di Germania viene richiesta di

provocare istruzioni alle competenti Autoritd Militari italiane in Croazia

affinche anche nelle zone di nostra occupazione possano essere attuati i

provvedimenti divisati da parte germanica e croata per un trasferimento in

massa degli ebrei di Croazia nei territori orientali.

Bismarck ha affermato che si tratterebbe di varie migliaia dipersone e

ha lasciato comprendere che tali provvedimenti tenderebbero, in pratica,

alia loro dispersione ed eliminazione.

"

Translated:

"Bismarck gave notice ofa telegram signed by Ribbentrop according to

which this German Embassy is asked to urge instructionsfrom the compe-

tent Italian military authorities in Croatia, so that also in the territories

under our occupation the procedures elaborated by the German and Croa-

tian side for a mass transfer of the Jews of Croatia to the Eastern territo-

ries could be enacted.

Bismarck stated that it would concern several thousandpersons and left

it to be understood that these procedures could, in practice, lead to their

dispersion and elimination.

"

On this document is then found the handwritten words of Mussolini

"'Nulla osta"^''^ (approved). The mention of "dispersion and ehmina-

tion" is thus only an allusion or insinuation as to a possible fate of the

deportees, as highlighted by the usage of the conditional verb form

C. Browning, Tfie Final Solution and tfie German Foreign Office, op. cit., p. 144.

^ Jonathan Steinberg, All Or Nothing. The Axis and the Holocaust 1941-43. Routledge, London,

1990, p. 2.
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("tenderebhero," "could lead to").

[153] "Conversely, Mussolini's officers remained obstructive as their

knowledge of the genocide mounted. In March 1943, Bastianini was report-

ed to have told Mussolini:

'The real reason for the attitude ofour officers was not said by Ambro-

sio, but I am going to say it to you, Duce. Our people know what fate

awaits the Jews consigned to the Germans. They will all be gassed without

distinction, the old women, babies. And that's why our people will never

permit such atrocities to take place with their connivance. And you, Duce,

may not give your consent. Why do you want to assume a responsibility

which willfall on you entirely?.
'"

(p. 138)

The source is given as "Steinberg, All or Nothing, p. 116, citing Lu-

ca Pietromarchi, 'Estratti del diario privato,' 31.3.43, in Joseph

Rochlitz, The Righteous Enemy. The Italians and Jews in Occupied Eu-

rope 1941-43. Rome, 1988, p. 8" (footnote 227 on p. 138)

The historian of Fascism Renzo de Felice wrote an interesting paper

about the life of Giuseppe Bastianini in which, inter alia, he states:

"A mano a mano che questi tentativi naufragavano, mostrando

I'impossibilita di smuovere Hitler dalle sue posizioni, Tatteggiamento del

B. verso i Tedeschi si veniva facendo sempre piii rigido, tanto da dare a

qualcuno I'impressione che egli stesse 'cercando a bella posta di invelenire

i rapporti tra i due paesiperprovocare un incidente atto a giustiflcare una

eventuate rottura' [...]. Tipico e il modo con cui il B. si oppose alle

richieste tedesche miranti ad ottenere la consegna degli ebrei delle zone di

occupazione italiane, riuscendo ad ottenere anche Tassenso di Mussolini,

incerto tra il desiderio di non urtare Talleato e i contrastanti motivi di

umanitd e di tutela del buon nome delTesercito italiano.

"

"While these efforts stalled increasingly, showing the impossibility to

make Hitler rescind his positions, the attitude of B. [=Bastianini] towards

the Germans became increasingly rigid, giving the impression to many that

he was 'deliberately trying to worsen the relationship between the two

countries in order to provoke an incident convenient to justify a possible

break-down' [...]. Typical is the way with which B. opposed the German

requests aimed to obtain the handing over of the Jews in the areas ofItal-

ian occupation, being able to obtain also the agreement ofMussolini, who
wavered between the desire not to offend his ally and the opposite motiva-

tion ofhumanity and ofprotecting the reputation ofthe Italian army.

"

During the session of the Gran Consiglio del Fascismo (Grand

Council of Fascism) on the night of 24-25 July 1943, Bastianini gave a

no-confidence vote against Mussolini, and he was later sentenced to
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death in absentia on 19 January 1944 as a traitor.

Regarding Luca Pietromarchi, it is known that "in 1 943 he cooperat-

ed to prepare the cease-fire with the Alhes \nel 1943 collabord a

predisporre I'armistizio con gli Alleati],"^^^^ i.e. another turncoat. Even

assuming that his diary would be a stenographic account of the meeting

in question, it is clear, based on the hostility which these two individu-

als nurtured towards the Germans, that it reflects the propagandistic sto-

ries of the Allies which 1 have examined above.

[154] "In early 1943, the progress of the Final Solution was document-

ed by Richard Korherr. However, it is Jinown that the original version of

the Korherr Report did not use the term "durchgeschleust" ("sifted

through") but had instead referred to "Sonderbehandlung" ("special

treatment"). Himmler's assistant, Brandt, had written to Korherr and stat-

ed that:

'The Reichsfuhrer-SS has received your report on 'The Final Solution

ofthe European Jewish Question. ' He wishes that 'special treatment ofthe

Jews ' not be mentioned anywhere.

'

The term 'special treatment' therefore clearly had a sinister meaning.

The Korherr Report's history therefore reveals not only the scope ofthe Fi-

nal Solution, but also its truepurpose. " (pp. 138-139)

Harrison did not even bother to discuss my detailed analysis of the

Korherr report.^*' This is indeed a very peculiar method of "confuta-

tion"! I will therefore restate what I wrote in this regard, beginning with

a quotation from Witte and Tyas:^^"

"'[...] Korherr 's original wording ofpage 9 point 4 to which Himmler

objected is not fully Icnown. Only the corrected version is extant. Korherr

must have been too explicit, leaving little doubt that he meant the killing;

otherwise Himmler 's objections to the widely familiar term Sonderbehand-

lung in a 'State Secret' document could not he explained. Korherr changed

page 9 ofthe report as requested. When he sent the corrected version back

to Himmler's office on 28 April, it apparently escaped the Reichsfiihrer's

notice that the objectionable term Sonderbehandlung remained on page
10.'

The supposition proffered by Witte and Tyas does not make sense: If

Korherr, on p. 9 item 4 of his report, had really been 'too explicit ' in his

Renzo de Felice, "Bastianini, Giuseppe," in: Dizionario Biograjico degii Italiani - Volume 7

(1970), in: www.treccani.it/encicIopedia/giuseppe-bastianini_(Dizionario-Biografico)/

Fondazione Luigi Einaudi, LUCA PIETROMARCHI (1895-1978), in:

http://www.fondazioneeinaudi.it/archivio/fondi-archivistici/

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit. , cap. 9.4, "Evacuations to the East: Hofle

Telegram and Korherr Report," pp. 3 1 1 -330.

*™ »W.,p.314.
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hint at an alleged killing of the Jews, Himmler would have ordered him to

modify this wording; instead, he ordered him not to use the words 'special

treatment of Jews, ' which means that in connection with the letter of 10

April 1943 mentioned above the expression 'special treatment ofJews ' did

infact appear on p. 9 item 4 ofthe report This is confirmed by the sum to-

tal which appears at the end ofitem 5 ofKorherr 's report where it is said:

'Evacuation, total (inch Theresienstadt and inch special treatment)

1,873,549 Jews.'"

I have then observed that this number is broken down as follows:

87, 193 : deportees to Theresienstadt

1 ,449,692 : Transports/passed through = special treatment

6,504: Evacuations from Baden and the palatinate to France

159,518: 120,512 deportees to Auschwitz (121,428 according to

F, Piper), of which 54,759 selected for work

39,006 deportees to the Lublin district

170,642: 68,808 deportees to the East (Minsk, Riga, Kaunas,

Raasiku, Maly Trostinec, Baranovici)

35,818 deportees to the Lublin district

19,433 deportees to Litzmannstadt

45,591 ofwhich:

8,500 deportees to Auschwitz, 1,380 selected for

work

38,091 deportees to the East.

Without further going into detail, it results already from these fig-

ures that in the Korherr report on the special freatment {Sonderbehand-

lung), at least 423,857 deportees are missing, of which 129,012 were

sent to Auschwitz, and of those 56,139 were selected for work. If there-

fore "special freatment [Sonderbehandlung]" had been a cryptonym

meaning killing, then the Korherr report would prove (inter alia) that in

Auschwitz no killing of Jews was performed and that the 72,873 non-

registered Jews were not gassed. 1 leave it to Harrison's imagination to

provide an alternative answer.

[155] "It should also be apparent from the Korherr report and other

documents so far discussed in this chapter (as well in the next one as well)

that the Final Solution was beingfully implemented during the war. In pas-

sages repeated near verbatim in both Treblinka and Sobibor, Mattogno

half-heartedly suggested that the actions implemented against the Jews

during the war were merely provisional and temporary measures; the real

Final Solution was supposedly to be achieved only after the war. This posi-

tion relies on several outdated documentsfrom 1940 and 1941 (prior to the

decision to implement the Final Solution), faulty or tertiary documents in
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the decision making process (Goebbels' 7.3.1942 diary entry and the so

called April 1942 'Schlegelberger' memo), and a fundamental misreading

ofthe Wannsee Conference protocol "
(p. 139)

Above I demonstrated abundantly that it is Harrison himself who
committed "a fundamental misreading of the Wannsee Conference pro-

tocol." For the rest, I will limit myself to reporting what the documents

in question actually have to say:

> 7 March 1942, Goebbels: "Es gibt in Europa noch iiber 11 Millio-

nen Juden. Sie miissen spdter einmal zuerst im Osten konzentriert

werden; eventuell kann man ihnen nach dem Kriege eine Insel, etwa

Madagaskar, zuweisen " "There are still more than 1 1 million Jews

in Europe. Later they have to be for once concentrated in the East;

after the war an island, for instance Madagascar, can perhaps be as-

signed to them."

> March-April 1942: "Herr Reichsminister Lammers teilte mir mit,

der Fiihrer habe ihm gegeniiber wiederholt erkldrt, dafi er die

Losung der Judenfrage bis nach dem Kriege zuriickgestellt wissen

wolle" "Herr Reich Minister Lammers told me, the Fiihrer has

repeatedly stated that he would like to see the solution of the Jewish

question postponed until after the war."^^'

> 24 July 1942, Hitler: "Nach Beendigung des Krieges werde er

[Hitler] sich rigoros aus den Standpunkt stellen, dafi er Stadt fur

Stadt zusammenschlage, wenn nicht die Juden rauskdmen und nach

Madagaskar oder einem sonstigen jiidischen Nationalstaat abwan-

derten. " "After the end of the war, he [Hitler] will take the rigorous

stand of squeezing one city after another until the Jews came out,

ready to emigrate to Madagascar or to some other Jewish national

state."

> September 1942, "Richtlinien fur die Behandlung der Judenfrage":

"Alle Mafinahmen zur Judenfrage in den besetzten Ostgebieten miis-

sen unter dem Gesichtspunkt getroffen werden, dafi die Judenfrage

nach dem Kriege fur ganz Europa generell geldst werden wird. Sie

sind daher als vorbereitende Teilmafinahmen anzulegen und bediir-

fen der Abstimmung mit den sonst auf diesem Gebiet getroffenen

Entscheidungen" "Directives for the treatment of the Jewish ques-

tion": "All measures about the Jewish question in the occupied East-

em territories have to be taken while considering that the Jewish

PS-4025. The original document is reproduced in: D. Irving, Nuremberg. The Last Battle, op.

cit, insert outside text.
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question will be generally solved for the whole of Europe after the

war. They have to be designed as preparatory partial measures and

need to be reconciled with the other decisions taken in this mat-

ter.
"'^^^

They are therefore not "tertiary documents" and they all post-date

the alleged "decision to implement the Final Solution."

[156] "Mattogno takes the stated 'temporary measures' (Ausweigh-

moglichkeitenj [sic] to refer to the planned deportations, when actually the

protocol was referring to the ongoing deportations ofReich Jews to loca-

tions such as Lodz, Minsk, and Riga. From these smaller scale evacuations,

'practical experience ' was being gained which would help in the applica-

tion ofa total Final Solution. There simply is nothing provisional or tempo-

rary about the fate described for the able-bodied Jews at Wannsee, who
were to be worked to death with any lasting remnant to be 'treated accord-

ingly' to prevent the seedfor a new Jewish revival. "
(p. 139)

Ignoring the documents and unable to present an argument of his

own, Harrison here refers to two orthodox authorities: "Cf. Browning,

Origins of the Final Solution, p. 411; Longerich, Holocaust, p. 307"

(footnote 242 on p. 139). Longerich treats the question almost en pas-

sant:'''

"These 'actions' (the deportations that had already been begun) were

to be regarded merely as 'temporary solutions ' (Ausweichmoglichkeiten),

nonetheless 'practical experience would be accumulated' which would be

'ofgreat importance for the impending final solution of the Jewish Ques-

Browning, however, implies much more:^^"*

"Heydrich then made the transition to the second section of his speech.

'In place of emigration, the evacuation of the Jews to the east has now

emerged, after the appropriate prior approval of the Fiihrer, as a further

possible solution. ' These evacuations (i.e., those to Lodz, Minsk, and Riga)

were to be regarded 'solely as temporary measures' (lediglich als Aus-

weichmoglichkeitenj. However, 'practical experiences ' (joraktischen Erfah-

rungen) were already being gathered that would be of great significance

for the 'imminent' Final Solution of the Jewish question, which would in-

clude over 11 million Jews, including those from every corner ofEurope,

such as England, Turkey, Finland, Portugal, and even Ireland.
"

In order to respond to the explanations of these two luminaries I

must again quote the pertinent passage of the Wannsee protocol, here

EC-347. IMT, vol. XXXVI, p. 348. See also PS-212. IMT, vol. XXV, p. 302.

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. oil, p. 307.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 41 1

.
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extended by one more sentence:^^^

"Inzwischen hat der Reichsfuhrer-SS und der Chefder Deutschen Poli-

zei im Hinblick auf die Gefahren einer Auswanderung im Kriege und im

Hinblick auf die Mdglichkeiten des Ostens die Auswanderung von Juden

verboten.

Anstelle der Auswanderung ist nunmehr als weitere Ldsungsmdglichkeit

nach entsprechender vorheriger Genehmigung durch den Fuhrer die

Evakuierung der Juden nach dem Osten getreten.

Diese Aktionen sind jedoch lediglich als Ausweichindglichkeiten anzu-

sprechen, doch werden hier bereits jene praktische Erfahrungen gesam-

melt, die im Hinblick auf die kommende Endldsung der Judenfrage von

wichtiger Bedeutung sind.

"

"Meanwhile the Reichsflihrer-SS and the Head of the German Police

has prohibited the emigration ofJews with regard to the dangers ofan em-

igration during the war and with regard to the possibilites ofthe East.

From now on and after appropriate previous approval by the Fuhrer,

the evacuation of the Jews to the East has replaced emigration as another

possible solution.

These actions have to be merely regarded as fallback options, although

practical experiences are already gathered here which will prove ofgreat

importance in view ofthe upcomingfinal solution ofthe Jewish question.
"

The words "these actions [diese Aktionen]" are therefore quoted by

Longerich as "these 'actions' (the deportations that had already been

begun)." More deceivingly, Browning translates them with "These eva-

cuations {i.e., those to Lodz, Minsk, and Riga)." The problem is that the

protocol text does not make any reference to the deportations to Lodz,

Minsk and Riga. In fact, after the description of the "activities for emi-

gration [AuswanderungsarbeitenY performed under the aegis of the

"Reich Center for Jewish Emigration [Reichszentrale fur judische Aus-

wanderung]," established in January 1939 "on order of the Reichsmar-

schall \aufAnordnung des Reichsmarschalls]" Goring, which resulted

in the emigration of 557,000 Jews from the territory of Greater Germa-

ny since 30 January 1933 up to 15 March 1939, two paragraphs follow

in the protocol about the "financing of the emigration [Finanzierung der

Auswanderung]," after which the above-quote passage appears. The

context, therefore, leaves no doubt about the fact that "these actions

[diese Aktionen]" are the actions of "evacuations [Evakuierung]" as or-

dered by the Fuhrer. Therefore Harrison's objection in this case is in-

consistent as well, and equally trite is his reference to the phrase "treat-

" NG-2586-G, p. 5 of the original.
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ed accordingly [entsprechend behandelt]" on which, as demonstrated

above, he has only redundant and unfounded things to say.

5.9. "Killing of Soviet Jews"

We move on to the last section of Harrison's "confutation," which

has the title "Killing of Soviet Jews, August-December 1942." As for

the killing of "Soviet Jews" I refer to what I pointed out at the begin-

ning of this chapter. Here I will examine Harrison's sources while add-

ing some further considerations.

[157] "The number ofJews in this region [the General Commissariat of

Volhynia-Podolia] was recorded as 330,000 [244] in March 1942 and

326,000 in May 1942 [245]. " (pp. 139-140)

The source provided in footnote 244 is "Stadtkommissar Brest, Nie-

derschrift ueber die zweite Tatung [sic] in Luzk 27-29.3.42, 13.4.1942,

BA R 6/243, p. lOR." With little doubt, the reference is actually copied

(without doubt through Romanov) from a Polish text of Grzegorz Hry-

ciuk, ''Galicja wschodnia i Wolyn w latach 1941-1944" (Eastern Galicia

and Volhynia in the years 1943-1944), of which chapter 5 is available

on the internet. Footnote 244 of this text reads

"Podczas konferencji w Brzesciu no. Bugiem w dniach 27-29 marca

1942 r. podano, ze liczba ludnosci w Generalnym Komisariacie Wotyn-

Podole wiosnq 1942 r. wynosita 4,6 min w tym 3,5 min Ukraincow, 460 tys.

Polakow, 280 tys. Bialorusinow, 33 tys. Rosjan, 3 tys. Niemcow i 330 tys.

Zyddw. BAB, R 6/243, k. 10, Niederschrift liber [iiber] die zweite Tagung in

Luzk in der Zeit vom 27. bis 29. Marz 1942,

"

Translated:

"During the conference ofBrzesc over the river Bug in the days 27-29

March 1942 it was reported that the number of the population of the Gen-

eral Commissariat of Volhynia-Podolia in spring 1942 amounted to 4.6

million, of which 3.5 million were Ukrainians, 460,000 Poles, 280,000

White Russians, 33,000 Russians and 330,000 Jews. BAB, R 6/243, k. 10,

protocol ofthe second session in Luzkfrom March 27 to 29, 1942.
"

It is unclear which archive this is, because Hryciuk consistently em-

ployes the acronym "BAB," which means "Bundesarchiv Berlin," while

"R 6/243" is a document fund of the Bundesarchiv Koblenz (BAK).

Harrison opted for the first possibility.

For footnote 245 the reference is "Meldungen aus den besetzten

Ostgebieten Nr. 5, 29.5.1942, NA T175/235/2724430; cf. Dean, Col-

www.maiilairty.com/hryciuk/liryciuk.html
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laboration in the Holocaust, p. 195." The first reference is to p. 11 of

the report, where we read:^''

"Heute betrdgt die Gesamtbevolkerung des Generalbezirks Wolhynien

undPodolien etwa 4630000, davon rd. 465000 Polen und 326000 Juden.

"

"Today the total population of the general district of Volhynia and

Podolia counts about 4,630,000, of which 465,000 Poles and 326,000

Jews.

"

The book by Dean simply references the same Einsatzgruppen re-

. 878
port.

[158] "Most of those Jews were dead by the end of November. Their

deaths were included in Himmler's Meldung 51, whose total of 363,211

deaths also included approximately 70,000 Jews from Bezirk Bialystok.

"

(p. 140)

Harrison refers to document NO-5 1 1 and states in ttiis context: "The

292,263 Jews killed before 1 . 1 1 .42 were almost exclusively from RKU
whilst those fi-om Bezirk Bialystok were killed in November; cf. Krug-

lov, 'Jewish Losses,' p. 289 n. 12." (footnote 246 on p. 140). This is yet

another example of his misuse of sources.

The document in question mentions the following killings of Jews:

August: 31,246; September: 165,282: October: 95,735: November:

70,948.**™ With this premise, 1 quote the note by Kruglov to which Har-

rison makes reference:****"

"Scholars differ over how to break down the total number ofmurdered

Jews mentioned in this document Most, for example, believe that of the

363,211 victims, the 292,263 Jews killed before November 1 were almost

exclusivelyfrom Reich Commissariat Ukraine. Subtractingfrom this figure

an estimated 70,000 Jewsfrom those Belarusian lands attached to the RKU
leaves 222,263 Jews from within the borders ofpresent-day Ukraine. The

majority of the 70, 948 Jews mentioned killed during November in Himm-

ler 's report are in turn thought to hefrom Bialystok Region fBezirk Bialy-

stok^, a part ofinterwar Poland subordinated to East Prussia. The concen-

tration of this region 's Jews into larger ghettos for deportation to the death

camps Tivblinka and Auschwitz started on November 2, 1942, the very day

after the Pinsk massacre in the RKU. HSSPF Ukraine Hans-Adolf

'^^ NARA, T- 175-235, f. 2724430.
™ Martin Dean, Collaboration in the Holocaust-Crimes ofthe Local Police in Bielorussia and

Ukraine, 1941-44. Published in association with the United States Holocaust Museum. New
York, 2000, footnote 1 10 on p. 195.

*™ NO-5 11.

™ Alexander Kruglov, "Jewish Losses in Ukraine, 1 94 1 - 1 944," in: Ray Brandon, Wendy Lower

(eds.). The Shoah in Ukraine. History, Testimony, Memorialization. P^iblished in association

with the United States Holocaust Museum. Indiana University Press, 2008, note 12 on pp.

289f.
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Priitzmann was simultaneously HSSPF for East Prussia and as such re-

sponsiblefor Bialystok Region " (Emph. added)

From this it clearly results that these alleged massacres are mostly

unconfirmed by any other document: it is unknown where, when, and

by whom they were performed. This is even more peculiar due to the

fact that the real massacres are attested to by various documents. How is

it possible to kill 363,211 persons without leaving a major amount of

documentary traces?

The issue of the transports from the Bezirk Bialystok to Auschwitz

and Treblinka during November 1942 will be recapitulated in chapter 6,

point 175.

[159] "The largest killing actions occurred after a meeting in Lutsk on

August 28-30, 1942. This was headed by Koch's representative Paul

Dargel and attended by Piitz, and ordered a '100% solution' to the Jewish

Question in the region [ofVolhynia-Podolia], to be implemented withinfive

weeks, with just a two-month stay of execution for 'specialists ' after each

Aktion. " (p. 140)

In footnote 247 Harrison writes: "Stadtkommissar Brest, Akten-

vermerk iiber die Sitzung am 28-31.8.42, 4.9.1942, BA R6/243, p. 21;

the Lutsk meeting was preceded by a conference of Erich Koch and the

RK Ukraine staff emphasising the food situation, an important 'acceler-

ator' for the extermination campaign in Volhynia (Vermerk iiber die

Tagung in Rowno vom 26-28.8.1942, 264-PS, IMT XXV, pp. 325-27)."

There is no need to say that Harrison never saw the document in ques-

tion; his quotation is most likely taken from an article by Andrej An-

grick.^^^ Harrison's presentation of document PS-264 is then erroneous

in a double way, because there is no hint as to "an important 'accelera-

tor' for the extermination campaign in Volhynia" in it neither in relation

to Jews, as its context would leave to believe (in PS-264 the Jews are

never mentioned), nor in relation to the civilian population in general.

The crucial passage of the document reads as follows :^^^

"Die Erndhrungslage in Deutschland ist ernst. Die Produktion sinkt

bereits iinter dem Einfliifi der schlechten Erndhrungslage. Die Erhdhung

der Brotration ist eine politische Notwendigkeit, iini den Krieg siegreich

fortzufiihren. Die fehlenden Mengen an Getreide miissen aiis der Ukraine

beschafft werden. Der Fiihrer hat den Gauleiter dafiir verantwordich ge-

macht, dafi diese Mengen sichergestellt werden. Die Erndhrung der Zivil-

A. Angrick, "Aimihilatioii and Labor: Jews and Thoroughfare IV in Central Ukraine," in: R.

Brandon, Wendy Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, p. 206 ("100-percent solutions are to be

carried out in principle").

PS-264. IMT, vol. XXV, p. 3 1 8.
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bevolkerung ist angesichts dieser Aufgabe gdnzlich gleichgiiltig. Durch

ihren Schwarzhandel lebt sie dock besser, als wir denken.

"

"The nourishment situation in Germany is serious. Production is al-

ready decreasing under the effects of the bad nourishment situation. In-

creasing the bread ration is a political necessity in order to continue the

war victoriously. The missing amounts ofcereals must be obtainedfrom the

Ukraine. The Fuhrer holds the district leader [Gauleiter] to account that

these amounts would be secured. In light of this task, feeding the civilian

population is completely irrelevant. Through black-marketeering they sure

live better than we think.
"

This has nothing to do with an "extermination campaign" about

which Harrison fantasizes. It shows at worst the indifference for the ci-

vilian population's fate, mitigated by the tacit consent to black-

marketeering.

As for the 31 August 1942 document on the "100-percent solutions"

of the Jewish question supposed to have been carried out in Volhynia-

Podolia in the following five weeks, Angrick provides the reference

"IPN Zbior zespolow szcz^tkowych jednostek SS i policji, no. 77, Der

Generalkommissar fiir Wolynien und Podolien. An die Aussenstellen

der Sicherheitpolizei und des SD Brest, Pinsk, Starokonstantinow,

Kamenez-Podolsk, Betr.: Judenaktionen, August 31, 1942," noting that

that the document was provided to him by Dieter Pohl.**'^^

Martin Dean in turn informs us that the Polish archival source refer-

enced contains a series of docxunents which^^"*

"appear to be Polish transcripts of German originals, which may have

been partially destroyed or even smuggled out by the Underground. Efforts

to trace the original documents have proved unsuccesful.
"

These documents were, still according to Dean, located by Shmuel

Spector, who in his book on Volhynian Jewry quotes an extract from "a

circular" dated 31 August 1942 as follows:

A. Angrick, "Annihilation and Labor: Jews and Thoroughfare IV in Central Ukraine," in: R.

Brandon, Wendy Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit., note 59 on p. 220.

M. Dean, Collaboration in the Holocaust-Crimes of the Local Police in Bielorussia and

Ukraine, 1941-44, op. cit., note 1 11 on p. 195. The reference is given by Dean as "INRW Zbi-

or Zespolow Szczatkowych Jednostek SS i Policji - Sygnatura 77." INRW, according to

Dean's key to abbreviations (ibid., p. 171), stands for "Institute for National Remembrance,

Warsaw." This is clearly the same as the Institute of National Remembrance, Instytut Pamifci

Narodowej, usually abbreviated IPN, as in Angrick's reference (cf.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_National_Remembrance). INRW is clearly an abbre-

viation based on the English name of this institute.

Shmuel Spector, The Holocaust of Volhynian Jews, ;P4/-iP¥4, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem 1990

pp. 172f. Spector gives the sotjrce as "AGK, Zbior Zespolow Szczqtkowych Jednostek SS i

Policji, Syg. 77, K. 8" without discussing its provenance.
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"The Aktionen in this region are to be organized in such a manner that,

similarly to the areas of Brest-Litovsk, Pinsk, Starokonstantinov and

Kamenets-Podolsk, they would be completed withinfive weeks. At the meet-

ing of Gebietskommissaren [district commissaries] which took place in

Lutsk on August 29-31, 1942, the chiefof the Reichskommissariat govern-

ment Dargel told those present that the Reichskommissar himself had ex-

pressed his personal and ardent wish that the clean-up be 100% thorough.

The Gebietskommissaren are to act accordingly. Exceptions will be ap-

proved only for an interim period oftwo months, exclusively in cases when

military or other vital enterprises could become paralyzed.

"

Spector then limits himself to summarizing the following part of the

document:

"The letter went on to say that only small numbers of skilled workers

would qualify for exemption.
"

Unless one a priori assumes that by "Aktionen" are meant shootings

of these Jews en masse there is no proof in the excerpt and summary

provided by Spector of Harrison's claim that the "100% thorough"

"clean-up" entailed the extermination of the region's Jews. The alterna-

tive is that these Jews were removed from the region or to special parts

of it, as suggested by the following JTA news item datelined 27 April

1942, approximately half a year prior to the beginning of the alleged ex-

termination of the Volhynian ghetto Jews:****^

"The Jews in the Wolhynian district ofNazi-occupied Poland will soon

be sent toforced labor in the Pripet Marshes, in the Pinsk region, it is an-

nounced in the pro-Nazi Ukrainian newspaper Krakiwski Visti, reaching

here todayfrom Cracow.

The paper reports that there are still many Jews living in the city of

Rovno and other Wolhynian cities which were formerly a part of Poland.

They are required to wear a yellow circle on their backs in order to be dis-

tinguishedfrom Jews in Nazi-held Galicia who wear a yellow Star ofDa-

vid. Some ofthem are employed at manual labor, but plans are being made

to send all ofthem to do drainage work in the Pinsk swamps.
"

It follows from the above that the source referenced by Harrison not

only likely is of spurious origin, but that we have no solid indication

that it even refer to an extermination. It thus remains for Harrison to

show that the document "Stadtkommissar Brest, Aktenvermerk iiber die

Sitzung am 28-31.8.42, 4.9.1942, BA R6/243" - in confrast to the doc-

ument relating to the same conference located by Spector - is an au-

»/rf.,p. 173.

"Jews in Occupied Wolhynia Will Be Sent to Work in Pinsk Swamps, Nazi Paper Reports,"

JTA Daily News Bulletin, 28 April 1942, p. 1

.
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thentic German document and that it in fact mentions plans for the ex-

termination of Volhynian Jewry.

[160] "The first major Aktion in the Polesie following this conference

[in Lutsk on 28-30 August 1942] took place in Domachevo, a spa town 25

miles south ofBrest which had 3,316 Jewish inhabitants in February 1942.

The fate of most of these Jews was documented in a Gendarmerie report

dated October 6, 1942:

'On September 19-20, 1942, an anti-Jewish Aktion was carried out in

Domachevo and Tomashovka by a special commando of the SD together

with the cavalry squadron of the Gendarmerie and the local police sta-

tioned in Domachevo, and in total, some 2,900 Jews were shot The action

tookplace without any disturbance.

'

The Aktion included the slaughter ofJewish children from an orphan-

age, whose clothes were then handed to ethnic German children attending

a kindergarten in Domachevo. "
(p. 140)

Also in this case Harrison refers to a series of sources which he has

no doubt never seen: "Gendarmerie GebietsFiihrer Brest-Litovsk,

Lagebericht fiir Monat Oktober 1942, 6.10.42 NARA T454/102/980;

Gebietskommissar Brest-Litovsk Lagebericht, 9.10.42, NARA
T454/1 03/204-5; cf. Martin Dean, 'Soviet Ethnic Germans and the Hol-

ocaust in Reich Commissariat Ukraine,' in Ray Brandon and Wendy
Lower (eds.) The Shoah in Ukraine, Bloomington: Indiana University

Press, 2008, p. 259" (footnote 248 on p. 140). In reality the quotation is

taken from Dean's article. Harrison states that Domachevo is located

"25 miles south of Brest," which is more or less correct. However, he

does not mention the fact that this site is located approx. 40 km north of

Sobibor, which could also be reached easily by train along route 584h

passing through Wlodawa. If therefore, as Harrison claims in particular

to this shooting (of which both context and motivation are unknown),

there was "a general policy of killing unfit Jews." (p. 142), why were

these Jews not gassed in Sobibor in October 1942?

[1611 Harrison then drags on for a few pages (pp. 141-142) about the

massacre of the Jews from the Brest ghetto. From 24 March to 23 April

1942 the population of this ghetto was reduced by 17,724 persons. On
15 October 1942 the ghetto's 16,934 Jews were taken off the city's

population statistics. Harrison quotes a 1998 article by John and Carol

Garrard which informs us that "according to documents in the Brest ar-

chives, from late June to November 1942 a total of seven trains trans-

ported Jews to be executed at Bronnaya Gora." Two trains departed in

July, one in October, with a total of 81 railroad cars. Harrison's source

supposes that in each railroad car 200 persons were transported, there-
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fore "the total niunber transported by this estimate (16,200) does ap-

proximate the figxire" mentioned above. It would be the same to sup-

pose that each railroad car contained (17,724^81=) 219 persons; in this

way the calculation would have turned out perfectly. Regarding the re-

maining four transports, Harrison does not say anything. To even it up

he states that

"these figures were corroborated by Polish railway worker, Roman
Stanislavovich Novis, the former station master at Bronnaia Gora, who

claimed to have counted 186 railroad cars arriving at Bronnaia Gora from

various locations, and that his German successor as station master, Heil,

had told him that 48,000 people were shot there. "
(p. 142)

But in this case each raihoad car would have transported

(48,000^186=) 258 persons; yet if each railroad car had contained 200

persons, the 186 railroad cars would have transported (200x186=)

37,200 persons. In both cases the calculation does not add up.

The extermination site of Bronnaya Gora is practically unknown to

orthodox holocaust historians, even though the memorial literature

speaks of 50,000 victims. For instance, Longerich limits himself to

stating:^^''

"In the district ofKobryn, at a date that can no longer be precisely es-

tablished, between 11,000 and 14,500 Jewsfrom Kobryn Bereza-Kartuska,

Antopol, Drogitschin (Drogichin), and other towns were shot. Some of the

people were deported in railway trains to the vicinity of the town ofBron-

naja (Bronnaya) Gora, where a shootingfacility had been set up.
"

Yitzhak Arad is a little less succinct, but equally generic:^^"

"In the spring on 1942, the two ghettos in Brest-Litovsk housed between

18,000 and 20,000 Jews. [...] In early October 1942 large numbers of

German, Ukrainian, and Lithuanian police forces congregated in the town.

The ghetto was cordoned on the night of October 15-16, and the massacre

began at dawn.

"

After having quoted a passage fi-om a testimony, Arad concludes:

"No Jews remained in Brest-Litovsk after the October-November 1942

murder action.

"

It is very symptomatic that this huge massacre is not mentioned in

any archival source. Arad informs us that the material traces were elim-

Lucyna B. Radio, The World War 11Memoir ofa Girl in Occupied Warsaw and a Nazi Labor

Camp. McFarland & Company, Jefferson, 2009, p. 99. According to the author, the massacre

happened in one day only: "The killings went on all day, trainload by trainload, and it is esti-

mated that 50,000 Jews were shot and buried that day."

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit, p. 352.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union. Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, 2009, p. 267.
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inated:^^'

"In early April [1943], a subunit of the Sonderkommando 1005 Mitte

was sent to Brest-Litovsk region, and the local authorities placed about 100

prisoners at its disposal The body-burning operation began in Bronnaya-

Gora, where 48,000 Jews from Brest Litovsk, Pinsk, and other towns had

been murdered.

"

Hence there are practically neither documents nor traces. In fact as

Andrea Simon writes/^^

"the official word on the Brona [sic] Gora massacre can be obtained

from the 1944 report by the Extraordinary State Commission to Investigate

Nazi Crimes Committed on the Territory ofthe Soviet Union.
"

This book contains a section titled "The clearance of the ghetto of

Brest-Litovosk [sic] in October 1942 and the killing of the Jews."

A part of the report has been pubhshed in a known compendium of

Jewish-Soviet propaganda^'^ which lacks any historiographical value so

that no serious historian tries to adduce it as a source. I will return brief-

ly to the issue ofBronnaya Gora in chapter 1 1, point 3 1

.

One final observation: Bronnaya Gora, the current Bronnaja Hara, is

located along the road and the railway route Brest-Baranavici, approx.

110 km from Brest (road distance; the railway distance is longer). But

Brest is located approx. 70 km from Wlodawa and approx. 80 km from

Sobibor. Also in this case the Germans who are said to have had at their

disposal an "extermination camp" in the vicinity, supposedly sent trains

full of Jews in an almost opposite direction in order to shoot them in

open fields. In practice, Harrison has delivered to us even more indica-

tions that Sobibor was not an extermination camp.

[162] "Finally, these demographics are supported by the Brest Ghetto

Passport Archive, which consists of a list ofJews of 14 years of age and

above living in the Brest Ghetto, who were required to obtain and sign for

identitypapers, which included their names, ages, and the names and dates

ofbirth oftheirparents. A photo ofeach person was taken and all those re-

ceiving these internal passports were required to sign for them. The list

contains 12,258 names. When the omitted children are added to this total

we have a baseline figure for the number of Brest Jews murdered in the

second halfof1942.

In Treblinka, Mattognofusses over thefact that oldpeople and children

appear in the Brest ghetto list. However, this is a red herring because the

Ibid., ^.351.

A. Simon, Bashert. A Granddaughter's Quest. University of Mississippi Press, 2002, p. 189

and 213-214.

Ilya Ehrenburg, Vasily Grossman, The Complete Black Book ofRussian Jewry. Transaction

Publishers, New Bruswick. 2009, pp. 179-184.
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evidence cited by Andrea Simon and Garrard & Garrard revealed that

children had been killed in the liquidation. Many were killed in the city in-

stead ofbeing sent to Bronnaya Gora.
"

In reality none of the three above mentioned authors demonstrated

that the Jews of the ghetto of Brest were killed in Bronnaya Gora, there-

fore they have not "revealed," but only supposed the killing of the chil-

dren. The link to the JewishGen website mentioned by Harrison in foot-

note 255 on p. 142 describes the documentation in this way:'^'''*

"The Brest Ghetto Passport Archive consists of documents prepared at

the order ofthe Nazi authorities after the capture ofBrest in the summer of

1941. All Jews of14 years ofage and above living in the Brest Ghetto were

required to obtain and sign for identity papers, which included their names,

ages, and the names and dates of birth of their parents. A photo of each

person was taken and all those receiving these internal passports were re-

quired to sign for them. A total of over 12,000 people received the pass-

ports. These passports survived in the archives captured by advancing So-

viet troops in 1944.

"

What Simon writes in this regard is even more interesting:^^^

"The documents of the German administration between 1941 and 1942

provide evidence of the political attitude towards the Jews. From the be-

ginning ofthe occupation, Jews were given special IDs and recorded by the

Germans. This 'passport registration book' lists 12,260 Jews, including

teenagers born before 1928, who were living in the ghettofrom November

10, 1941, to June 5, 1942. This is the list ofJews known to have been taken

from the Brest ghetto to Brona Gora.

"

Here as well the alleged killing is mere speculation. Simon then

adds:«^^

"Befitting the German bureaucratic administration, there were several

lists. Work establishments were required to present names of their em-

ployed Jews. Such records show that on July 15, 1942, 7,994 Jews worked

in variousjobs in the city.

"

Nobody seems to have questioned why there would have been a

need to provide regular "passports" which even included photos of the

holders: which function did they serve within the framework of an al-

leged extermination policy?

In one regard Simon is absolutely correct: these documents really

"provide evidence of the political attitude towards the Jews," but this

"political attitude" for sure was not one of extermination.

JewishGen, The Brest Ghetto Passport Archive, in:

www.jewishgen.org/databases/Belarus/brest.htm

A. Simon, Bashert, op. cit., p. 169.

Ibid., p. 169.
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Harrison closes the chapter by returning again to the shootings in

Pinsk:

[163] "In early November, the remaining 26,200 Jews ofPinsk were ex-

terminated as a result ofthis Himmler order:... "
(p. 142)

I quote a passage of Himmler's order of 27 October 1942, first the

original German text:**^^

"Der Wehrmachtsfiihrungsstah teilt mir mit, dafi die Strecke Brest-

Gomel immer mehr durch Bandeniiberfdlle leidet und dadurch der Nach-

schub fiir die kdmpfende Truppe in Frage gestellt wird.

Auf Grund der mir vorliegenden Meldungen ist das Ghetto in Pinsk als

Zentrale der gesamten Bandenbewegung in den Pripjet-Sumpfen anzuse-

hen.

Ich befehle Ihnen daher, trotz Bestehen wirtschaftlicher Bedenken, das

Ghetto in Pinsk sofort auszuheben und vernichten. 1000 mdnnliche Arbeits-

krdfte sind, falls es die Aktion erlaubt, sicherzustellen und der Wehrmacht

fiir die Fabrikation der Holzhiitten zu iiberstellen. Die Arbeit dieser 1000

Arbeitskrdfte darfjedoch nur in einem geschlossenen und sehr bewachten

Lager stattfinden. Falls diese Bewachung nicht garantiert ist, sind auch

diese 1000 zu vernichten
"

Translated:

"The operational headquarters of the Wehrmacht informs me that the

Brest-Gomel stretch suffers increasingly from bandit attacks and that the

suppliesfor thefighting troops are therefore in jeopardy.

Based on the communications available to me, the ghetto in Pinsk has to

be viewed as the center of the entire bandit movement in the Pripyat

marshes.

Therefore I order you, despite existing economic objections, to immedi-

ately crush and annihilate the ghetto in Pinsk. If the operation allows it,

1,000 male workers are to be secured and assigned to the Wehrmachtfor

the construction of the wooden barracks. The work of these 1,000 workers

may only take place in a closed and securely guarded camp. Ifsurveillance

of it cannot be guaranteed, then these 1,000 have to be annihilated as

well.

"

This demonstrates that the destruction of the ghetto was due to mili-

tary considerations and not the result of an extermination policy of Jews

for being Jews. This shows further that no general extermination order

against all Jews existed, because in this case the inhabitants of the Pinsk

ghetto, as those in all other ghettos, including several existing until

1944, would have been killed earlier, unless Himmler had ordered an

Facsimile of the original document in: A. Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka zaglady Zydow.

Ksi^a i Wiedza, 1961, documentary appendix outside text.
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exemption for each ghetto, which would have to be proven. Finally, we
find here a demonstration of the fact that, when physical elimination

was actually ordered, Himmler did it openly, as is also the case in many
of the Einsatzgruppen reports.

The source adduced by Harrison is "Helmut Heiber (ed), Reichsfuh-

rerl ... ' Briefe an und von Himmler. Stuttgart, 1968, p. 165" (footnote

258 on p. 143). The real source is in fact the website JewishGen, on

which the translation of the document in question appears, which Harri-

son modified in order to hide the plagiarism. I quote this text indicating

with square brackets the "correction" made by him:^'^

"The Headquarters ofthe Wehrmacht informs [OKW has informed] me
that the region ofBrisk-Gomel [region of Brest-Gomel] suffers increasingly

from gang attacks, which bring into question the needfor additional troops.

On the basis of the news, which has been reported to me, one must re-

gard in the Ghetto ofPinsk the centerfor the movement of the gangs in the

region ofthe Prifet [Pripyat] marshes.

Therefore I order, in spite of economic considerations, the destruction

and obliteration of the Ghetto ofPinsk. 1000 male workers may be spared,

in the event that the operation allows for this, to be made available to the

Wehrmacht, for the production of wooden prefabricated huts. These 1000

men must be kept in a well-guarded camp, and if security not be main-

tained, these 1000 are to be destroyed.

"

The stolid plagiarist believed that the Headquarters of the Wehr-

macht was a translation of Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, and there-

fore he introduced the pertinent acronjmi OKW, oblivious of that fact

that the German term used is Wehrmachtsfuhrungsstah

.

[164] In his ''Conclusion'' Harrison writes: "The flaws in MGK's
writing on Nazi policy, which we have documented above, can be di-

vided into four categories: self-contradiction, irrelevancy, highly selec-

tive sourcing, and distortion." (p. 143). He then lists again his long cata-

logue of impostures and tampering. I amply demonstrated that these are

in fact the characteristics of Harrison's own response, in addition to a

high dose of hypocrisy and bad faith, not to mention pilfering of the

sources of others, which only testifies to his documentary ignorance.

Paraphrasing what he says on p. 144, "as readers can see, therefore,

there are more than enough examples of distortion in" the Controversial

Bloggers' "work to prove their lack of scruples." In short, it is a shame-

ful heap of falsifications, plagiarisms, misinterpretations and impos-

The Destruction ofPinsk Jewry According to Enemy Records, in:

www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/pinsk 1 /pine 12_129.html
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tures. So much about the "destruens," the "refutation" aspect.

The situation is even worse regarding the "construens," positive or

demonstrative aspect, which is totally missing. Harrison is not even able

to respond in a documented and meaningful way to any of the questions

posed by me. Therefore the final verdict on chapter 2 of the "plagiarist

bloggers'" "Cut and Paste Manifesto" has to be disastrous from all

points of view.
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Chapter 6: "Aktion Reinhardt" in the

Context of National SociaHst Jewish Policy

By Carlo Mattogno

The third chapter of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," authored by

Nick Terry, is entitled "Aktion Reinhard and the Holocaust in Poland."

This chapter, the introduction to the "Manifesto" explains, "places the

history of Aktion Reinhard into the context of Nazi policy in Poland

and shows how and why the Lublin region was finally chosen as the re-

gion in which so many Jews would be killed. It exposes MGK's manip-

ulation and incomprehension of documents relating to the evolution of

the program." (p. 34).

Terry states immediately that "just as with Nazi Jewish policy as a

whole, the chapters under consideration here are almost entirely the

work of Carlo Mattogno." (p. 145). In the preceding chapter by him,

Terry's attempts at confiitation have proven inconsistent and ultimately

in vain. In this chapter I will continue with my dissection of his often

risible arguments.

[1] Terry's first reproach is that I am guilty of "an omission of a cru-

cial document," namely Goebbels diary entry of 27 March 1 942, sup-

posedly because I am "actually embarrassed by it" (pp. 146-147). I have

already analyzed the document in question in its historical context,

showing just how much it "embarrasses" me.

After pedantically counting the number of words which I dedicated

to a number of issues raised by him, Terry, in order to demonstrate my
"ignorance," presents an extensive list copied from some Holocaust bib-

hography. The first is "Tatiana Berenstein, 'Prace przymosiwa ludnosci

Zydowskiej w tzw. Dystrikcie Galicja (1941-1944),' BZIH 1969, pp.3-

45" (footnote 14 on p. 148). Terry has copied poorly, because the cor-

rect title of the article is "Praca przymusowa ludnosci Zydowskiej w
tzw. dystrykcie Galicja" ("The Forced Labour of the Jewish Population

in the so-called District of Galicia"). Needless to say I assiraie he has

never read it and that it is only listed here to serve as a borrowed feath-

er. The "plagiarist bloggers" even forgot to insert it in their bibliog-

raphy. The next book, "Elisabeth Freundlich, Die Ermordung einer

Stadt namens Stanislau. Vienna, 1986," is cited only here and in the

bibliography (p. 545). The other books whose titles have been copied by

Terry and which appear only in this note are:
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- "David Kahane, Lvov Ghetto Diary, Amherst, 1990";

- "Jakub Chonigsmann, Katastrofa Iwowskogo evreitsva, Lviv, 1993";

- "Eliyahu Jones, Zydzi Lwowa w czasie okupacji 1939- 1945, Lodz: Wyd.

Oficyna Bibliofilow, 1999, translated as Smoke in the Sand. The Jews of

Lvov in the War Years 1939-1944, Jerusalem: Gefen House, 2005";

- "Bogdan Musial, 'Konterrevolutiondre Elemente sind zu erschiessen '. Die

Brutalisierung des deutsch-sowjetischen Krieges im Sommer 1941, Munich,

2000";

- "Rosa Lehmann, Symbiosis and Ambivalence: Poles and Jews in a Small

Galician Town, New York and Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2001";

- "Shimon Redlich, Together and Apart in Brzezany. Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 2002"; "Thomas Geldmacher, 'Wir als Wiener waren ja

bei der Bevolkerung beliebt'. Oesterreichische Schutzpolizisten und der Ju-

denvernichtung in Ostgalizien 1941-1944, Vienna: Mandelbaum Verlag,

2002."

In practice, 8 bibliographical references out of 9 are copied and nev-

er actually used by our opponents to back up their specific arguments.

Needless to say, this method makes it easy for them to enrich their own
bibliography!

The list of copied titles continues with note 15 on p. 148:

- Gabriel N. Finder and Alexander V. Prusin, 'Collaboration in

Eastern Galicia: The Ukrainian police and the Holocaust,' East

European Jewish Affairs, 2004, 34:2, pp.95 -118;

- Delphine Bechtel, 'De Jedwabne a' Zolotchiv: Pogromes locaux

en Galicie, juin-juillet 1941,' in Cultures d 'Europe Centrale, vol.

5, La destruction de confines, ed. Delphine Bechtel and Xavier

Galmiche (Paris, 2005), 69-92;

- Omer Bartov, 'Eastern Europe as the Site of Genocide,' Journal of

Modem History, 80 (2008), pp. 557 - 593;

- Omer Bartov, Erased: Vanishing Traces ofJewish Galicia in Pre-

sent Day Ukraine. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007;

-Wlodzimierz Wazniewski, Stracone nadzieje. Polityka wladz

okupacyjnych w Malopolsce Wschodniej 19391944, Warsaw,

2009;

- Christoph Mick, Kriegserfahrungen in einer multiethnischen

Sladl: Lemherg 1914-1947. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2011; this

last is also cited in the bibliography (p. 554)

If Terry criticizes me for failing to consult these journals and books,

the same criticism should fall even more heavily upon him: if they are

as important as he claims, why did he not use them in his reconstruction

of "Aktion Reinhardt"?
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[2] Proceeding to discuss the "interaction of labour and extermina-

tion" (p. 148), Terry supplies an example of his profound bibhograph-

ical knowledge:

"The literature on this issue is vast, so we will confine ourselves at this

stage to pointing to what is still one of the best short summaries of the de-

bate, namely the article by Ulrich Herbert, 'Labour and Extermination:

Economic Interest and the Primacy of Weltanschauung in National Social-

ism, ' Past & Present, No. 138 (Feb., 1993), pp. 144-195, originally appear-

ing in German in Wolfgang Schneider (ed), Vemichtungspolitik. Eine De-

batte iiber den Zusammenhang vom Sozialpolitik und Genozid im national-

sozialistischen Deutschland. Hamburg, 1991. Other titles will be cited be-

low. " (footnote 17 on p. 148)

This article is cited in an identical manner by Harrison (footnote 201

on p. 133) and then reappears only in the bibliography (p. 548), so that

most likely neither Harrison nor Terry have ever read it.

[3] Terry states:

"Mattogno time and again resorts to a strawman of 100% extermina-

tion, expresses puzzlement as to why ever smaller minorities ofJews were

being sparedfor slave labour, and declares pompously that selections for

forced labour at this or that camp are supposedly incompatible with the 'of-

ficial thesis ' ofextermination. " (p. 149)

As the sole example, he refers to p. 3 10 of our book on Sobibor. As

a "controversial blogger" Terry is in good standing, because he imme-

diately distorts what we have written. After a discussion of the Ost-

wanderung (migration to the East) from Auschwitz, which may explain

"the extremely low number of able-bodied detainees at Sobibor," and

after noting that, at any rate, "altogether 117 Jewish work camps of var-

ious categories were in operation in the district of Lublin between 1939

and 1944," we concluded:'*'*'^

"Dina Czapnik's story about the way 'she was deportedfrom Minsk to

Sobibor in mid-September 1943 and then moved to Trawniki with about

225 specialists ' is likewise in disagreement with the thesis of nearly total

extermination of the deportees taken to Sobibor and lends credit to the hy-

pothesis that the Polish Jews selected for work were far more numerous

than mainstream historiography asserts.

"

Thus I am not speaking of the "'official thesis' of extermination" be-

ing "100% extermination," as Terry misleadingly claims, but of the

"thesis ofnearly total extermination." Here Terry has employed a "truly

imbecilic strategy of argumentation," of the type which he attributes to

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit, p. 311.
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us!

[4] After a number of vague criticisms, Terry arrives at the "phe-

nomenon of ghettoisation." (p. 150) and displays another series of cop-

ied titles:

- Philip Friedman,'The Jewish Ghettos of the Nazi Era,' Jewish So-

cial Studies, Vol. 16, No. 1 (Jan., 1954), pp. 61-88;

- Isaiah Trunk, Judenrat. The Jewish Councils in Eastern Europe

under Nazi Occupation. Lincoln, 1972;

- Gustavo Comi, Hitler 's Ghettos: Voicesfrom a Beleaguered Soci-

ety, 1939-1944. London: Bloomsbury, 2002;

- Tim Cole, 'Ghettoization' in Stone (ed). Historiography of the

Holocaust, pp. 65-87;

- Dan Michman, The Emergence ofJewish Ghettos During the Hol-

ocaust. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011" (footnote

21 on p. 150; this latter also appears in the bibliography, p. 554)

[5] At the end of page 150, Terry finally begins to set forth a sem-

blance of argumentation:

"Similarly, the fixation on the three Aktion Reinhard camps ends up ig-

noring the circumstances of the deportations in 1942-3 and the sheer

amount of violence used to carry them out. Indeed, it ignores the fact that

the Nazis had been dealing out death to Jews since 1939. From the very

first days of the German invasion ofPoland, Jews suffered at the hands of

Nazi terror in Poland [24] that saw some 16,000 executions by October 25

and 50,000 by the end of1939 [25]. "
(pp. 1 50- 1 5 1

)

In footnote 24, Terry informs us:

"On the September campaign see Szymon Datner, 55 dni Wehrmachtu

w Polsce. Warsaw, 1967; Alexander B. Rossino, Hitler Strikes Poland.

Blitzkrieg, Ideology and Atrocity. Lawrence, Kansas, 2003; Jochen Bdhler,

Auftakt zum Vemichtungskrieg. Die Wehrmacht in Polen 1939. Frankfurt,

2006 "

Here we witness the usual plagiarism. Datner' s book is mentioned

only here and in the following note. The title is moreover incomplete,

lacking "Zbrodnie dokonane na polskiej ludnosci cywilnej w okresie

1.1X.-25.X.1939 r."^°° Rossino's book is cited only here, while Bohler's

is cited here and in the bibliography (p. 541). Note 25 refers to:

"Datner, 55 dni Wermachtu, pp.110-122; Luczak, Polityka, pp.68-76;

on the murders in the 'incorporated territories, ' many carried out by ethnic

German militias, see Christian Jansen and Arno Weckbecker, Der 'Volks-

The complete title can be translated as follows: "55 days of the Wehrmacht in Poland. Crimes

committed against the Pohsh civilian population between 1.9.-25.10.1939"
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deutsche Selbstschutz' in Polen 1939/40. Munich: Oldenbourg, 1992 and

most recently, Maria Wardzynska, Byi rok 1939 Operacja niemieckiej

policji bezpieczenstwa w Polsce. Intelligenzaktion. Warsaw: IPN, 2009.

For a case study ofan SS unit which was already carrying out three-figures

massacres of Jews during 1939, see Alexander B. Rossino, 'Nazi Anti-

Jewish Policy during the Polish Campaign: The Case of the Einsatzgruppe

von Woyrsch, ' German Studies Review, Vol. 24, No. 1. (Feb., 2001), pp.

35-53.

"

Here, Terry proves himself a real buffoon. Datner's book presents an

accurate set of statistics on the executions performed by the Germans in

Poland between 1 September and 25 October 1939, that is, during the

first 55 days of the occupation. He lists them in two tables, with the

number of mass executions and the number of victims, calculating

12,137 (September) and 4,199 victims (1-25 October), for a total of

16,336.^"' He then distributes these victims based on twelve voivod-

ships;'"^ in another table, he compiles these data, together with the per-

centage of the 16,336 victims and of the 714 mass executions.'"^ Jews

are mentioned only in the table on ''Liczba ofiar" ("number of victims")

which refers to executions carried out in the voivodship of Lodz, to be

exact to 2,387 of the 2,393 victims, which are distributed as follows:

- executions in which only Poles were killed: 1,773 victims;

- executions in which only Jews were killed: 1 12 victims;

- executions in which both Poles and Jews died: 502 victims.'""^

Hence, Terry's claim that "the Nazis had been dealing out death to

Jews since 1939" is risible.

The books by Jansen and Weckbecker and by Wardzj^ska only ap-

pear in this note and in the bibliography (p. 549 and 562).

[6] Terry adds:

"7,000 of the killed were Jews, victims of a culture of antisemitic vio-

lence and abuse that had gestated within Nazi Germany during the pre-war

years [26] as well as a specific contempt for East European Jews

(Ostjuden^ [27], a reaction which is amply documented in soldiers' letters

and other sources.[28]. " 151)

Where does he get this figure of 7,000 Jews? Footnote 26 reads:

"On antisemitic violence and rituals ofhumiliation in German everyday

life, see the important recent work ofMichael Wildt, 'Gewalt gegen Juden

Sz. Dataer, 55 dni Wehrmachtu w Polsce. Zbrodnie dokonane na polskiej ludnosci cywilnej w
okresie 1.IX.-25.X.1939 r. Warsaw, 1967, pp. 1 10-1 12.

'"^ Ibid, pp. 113-117.

Ibid, p.m.
^ Ibid, p. 120.
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in Deutschland 1933-1939', Werkstatt Geschichte 18, 1997, pp. 59-80.;

and his monograph Volksgemeinschaft als Selbstermachtigung. Gewalt

gegen Juden in der deutschen Provinz 1919 bis 1939. Hamburg: Hamburg-

er Edition, 2007, as well as the most recent study ofthe infamous 'Night of

Broken Glass', the November pogrom of 1938, by Alan Steinweis, Kris-

tallnacht 1938, Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2009.

"

Wildt's article does not mention these 7,000 victims at all; the article

refers, in fact, to the specific case of Treuchtlingen, near Nuremberg,

where a "pogrom" occurred in 1938, with the following results: of 92

Jews present, "48 were deported and killed [wurden 48 deportiert und

ermordet]."'^^^

One assiunes Terry has never seen this source, or the monograph by

the same author, mentioned here and in the bibliography (p. 563); nor

has he ever seen Steinweis 's work, also cited only here and in the bibli-

ography (p. 561). In note 27, Terry continues to show off other plagia-

rized titles:

"See Trude Maurer, Ostjuden in Deutschland: \9\%-\9'i'i.Hamburg:

Hans Christian, 1986 as well as David Clay Large, 'Out with the Ost-

juden.' The Scheunenviertel Riots in Berlin, November 1923,' in: Hoff-

mann, Christhard, Werner Bergmann, Helmut Walser Smith (eds.). Exclu-

sionary Violence. Antisemitic Riots in Modem German History, Michigan:

University Press, 2002, p. 123-40. It is worth recalling that Kristallnacht

was triggered ultimately by Nazi Germany's expulsion of Polish Jews in

October 1938: Jerzy Tomaszewski, Auftakt zur Vemichtung. Die Ver-

treibung polnischer Juden aus Deutschland im Jahre 1938, Osnabriick,

2002.

"

The titles by Large and Tomaszweski are mentioned only in this

note and in the bibliography (pp. 554, 552, 562).

Finally, here is footnote 28:

"See the examples compiled in Walter Manoschek (ed), 'Es gibt nur

eines fur das Judentum: Vemichtung.' Das Judenbild in deutschen Solda-

tenbriefen 1939-1944. Hamburg: Hamburger Edition, 1995, pp. Alexander

B. Rossino, 'Destructive Impulses: German Soldiers and the Conquest of

Poland ' HGS 11/3, 1997, pp. 351-265.
"

Manoschek' s book appears only here and in the bibliography (p.

535); the same is true of Rossino's article (p. 559).

[7] In relation to "demographics of the Holocaust in Poland," in

footnote 29 on p. 151, Terry states:

"Occasionally, Mattogno has ritualistically invoked the name of Walter

Michael Wildt, "Gewalt gegen Juden in Deutschland 1933 bis 1939," in: Werkstatt Geschich-

te, 18 (1997), Ergebnisse Verlag, Hamburg, p. 80.
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Sanning, pretty much the last negationist writer to try and address the

question of numbers in any meaningful way. Cf. Mattogno, 'Denying Evi-

dence, ' p.245 and M&G, Treblinka, p.293, a chapter ostensibly authored

by Mattogno, although thefootnote reads like an addition by either Grafor

Germar Rudolf "

.

This is another distortion. In the texts cited by Terry 1 did not "ritual-

istically invoke" anyone. In my book on Treblinka (footnote 916, pp.

295f.), I gave a simple bibliographical reference

"The most comprehensive studies on this question are: on the side of

the orthodox historians, the anthology Dimension des Volkermords, edited

by W. Benz, op. cit. (note 80), and, from the Revisionist side, W. Sanning's

The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry, op. cit. (note 79). A compari-

son of the two works has been undertaken by Germar Rudolf: 'Holocaust

Victims: A Statistical Analysis a W. Benz and W. N. Sanning - A Compari-

son,, ' op. cit. (note 81).
"

In the other text, I restricted myself to noting that Michael Shermer

and Alex Grobman "fail to mention the best revisionist study in the

field of statistics, Walter N. Sanning's work, even though it first ap-

peared in the United States!"'"'

[8] Terry then vmtes:

"With a total of 1,611 Jewish communities identified inside the borders

ofpre-war Poland, and over 630 localities in the Generalgouvernement,

Zichenau and Bialystok districts documented with Jewish communities, not

to mention the hundreds ofghettos identified by multiple research projects

in recent years, it is obvious that the Holocaust in Poland cannot be re-

duced to a matter ofthree camps and afew handwaving remarks about the

Warsaw ghetto. "
(pp. 151-152)

This is another irrelevant objection. Since we essentially dispute the

extermination of the Jews in gas chambers at Belzec, Sobibor and Tre-

blinka, the question is limited precisely to these three camps.

In footnote 30 on p. 152, Terry provides the usual catalogue of lifted

titles:

- Guy Miron (ed). The Yad Vashem Encyclopedia of Ghettos During

the Holocaust, Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2010, 2 volumes," cited

only here and in the bibhography (p. 554);

- Ilya Altman, Kholokost na territorii SSSR. Entsiklopedia. Mos-

cow: Rosspen, 201 1," cited only here;

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, footnote 916 on p. 295.

C. Mattogno, "Denying Evidence. The Phony "Holocaust" "Convergence of Evidence," in: G.

Rudolf, C. Mattogno, Auschwitz Lies. Legends, Lies, and Prejudices on the Holocaust. Theses

& Dissertations Press Chicago, 2005, p. 245.
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- Czeslaw Pilichowski (ed), Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach pol-

skich 1939-1945, Warsaw, 1979," cited only here and in the bibli-

ography (p. 557).

[9] Terry finally begins to actually deal with the chapter's topic on

page 152, but does so in a simpHstic manner. After invoking the un-

traceable Fuhrerbefehl, which can no longer be called that and is now
referred to as "high-level decisions reached in December 1941" - the

total historical inconsistency of which 1 documented in the previous

chapter - Terry restricts himself to summarizing once again the canons

of orthodox Holocaust historiography, assiuning from the outset that

which still has yet to be proven: "the 'Final Solution of the Jewish

Question' began in earnest on March 16, 1942," with the deportations

from Lublin, from Lwow and from other small cities.

"From May 1942, the camp at Belzec was joined by a second killingfa-

cility at Sobibor, which claimed the lives ofJewsfrom the Lublin district as

well as German, Austrian, Czech and Slovak Jews deported to the region

from outside the Government-General
"

Finally, in July 1942 "a third extermination camp" was "set up by

Globocnik's staff at Treblinka." This is truly an overwhelming "demon-

stration": the "extermination camps" existed because they existed! Or,

if one prefers, because Terry postulates it!

This is all spiced up with the usual bibliographical plagiarism (foot-

notes 31-33 on p. 152):

- Andrea Low and Markus Roth, Juden in Krakau unter deutscher

Besatzung 1939-1944. Gottingen: Wallstein, 2011, cited only here

and in the bibliography (p.553);

-Aleksander Bieberstein, Zaglada Zydow w Krakowie. Krakow,

1986, cited only here and in the bibliography (p. 540);

- Barbara Engelking and Jacek Leociak, The Warsaw Ghetto: A
Guide to the Perished City. New Haven: Yale University Press,

2009, cited only here and in the bibliography (p. 544);

- Jacek Andrzej Mlynarczyk, Judenmord in Zentralpolen. Der Dis-

trikt Radom im Generalgouvemement 1939-1945. Darmstadt:

Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2007: this title is recycled in

footnote 36 on p. 153 and finally appears in the bibliography (p.

555).

[10] Terry then speaks of the deportations to the individual camps

and concludes:

"By the end of1942, 1,274,166 Jews had been deported to the Reinhard

camps." (p. 153)
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And on this we are in perfect agreement. Here again there is no

shortage of plagiarized titles (footnote 34 on p. 153):

- Szymon Datner, 'Eksterminacja ludnosci zydowskiej w Okr^gu

Bialostockim. Strukturq administracyjnq okr^gu Bialostockiego,'

BZIH 60, 1966, pp.3-48," cited here, recycled in footnote 60 on p.

157 and inserted in the bibliography (p. 543);

- Michal Grynberg, Zydzi w rejencji ciechanowskiej 1939-1942.

Warsaw, 1984, cited only here and in the bibliography (p. 547);

- Jan Grabowski, 'Die antijiidische Politik im Regierungsbezirk

Zichenau,' in: Jacek Andrzej Mlynarczyk and Jochen Bohler

(eds.), Der Judenmord in den eingegliederten polnischen Gebieten

1939-1945. Osnabriick: fibre Verlag, 2010, pp.99-116; this, too, is

cited only here and in the bibliography (p. 547);

-the same also applies to Andreas Schulz, 'Regierungsbezirk

Zichenau,' in: Wolf Gruner and Jorg Osterloh (eds.). Das 'Gross-

deutsche Reich ' und die Juden. Nationalsozialistische Verfolgung

in den 'angegliederten Gebieten'. Frankfurt am Main: Campus

Verlag, 2010, pp. 261-282 (p. 560).

[11] Terry then informs us that "over the course of 1942 and 1943,

more than 300,000 Jews were killed on the spot in mass executions that

affected every single district caught up in Operation Reinhard. In the

Radom district, at least 11,000 were shot during the deportations." (p.

153). The source (footnote 36 on p. 153) consists of four titles, of which

at least three are plagiarisms: in addition to the recycled title by Mlyn-

arczyk - Judenmord in Zentralpolen - an article by the same author,

"Bestialstwo z urzedu. Organizacja hitlerowskich akcji deportacyjnych

w ramach 'Operacji Reinhard' na przykladzie likwidacji kieleckiego

getta," Kwartalnik Historii Zydow 3, 2002, pp.354-379, cited only here

and in the bibliography (p. 555), and Sara Bender, "The Extermination

of the Kielce Ghetto - New Study and Aspects Based on Survivors'

Testimonies," Kwartalnik Historii Zydow 2/2006, pp.185-199.

The article in Pohsh by Jacek Andrzej Mfynarczyk contains a sec-

tion entitled "Zaglada kieleckich Zydow w obozie smierci w Treblince"

("The extermination of the Jews of Kielce in the Death Camp of Tre-

blinka")^°** on pp. 373-375 which is the part of the article relevant to the

issue brought up here by Terry ("the liquidation of the Kielce ghetto").

The fact that Terry refers to the whole of the article instead of citing

J. A. Mlynarczyk, "Bestialstwo z urzedu. Organizacja hitlerowskich akcji deportacyjnych w
ramach "Operacji Reinhard" na przykladzie likwidacji kieleckiego getta," Kwartalnik Historii

Zydow, 3, 2002, pp. 373-375.
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these pages further indicates he has not read it.

One should take note of the ridiculous approach to sources generally

employed by Terry: if it suffices to cite a few titles from Holocaust lit-

erature in order to prove or refute something, then the best demonstra-

tions and refutations consist of bibHographies!

[12] Terry continues his hst of alleged exterminations, writing:

"A similar number were shot in the liquidation ofthe provincial ghettos

of the Warsaw district, ... [the rest of the quotation is reproduced below].

"

(p. 153)

Here, the plagiarized title is Barbara Engelking, Jacek Leociak, Da-

riusz Libionka (eds.), Prowincja Noc. Zycie i zagiada Zydow w dys-

trykcie warszawskim. Warsaw, 2007 (footnote 37 on p. 153), whose title

is repeated in note 243 on p. 190, where another plagiarized title ap-

pears: Jan Grabowski, "Zydzi przed obliczem niemieckich i polskich

sadow w dystrykcie warszawskim Generalnego Gubematorstwa, 1939-

1942," in Barbara Engelking, Jacek Leociak, Darius Libionka (eds.),

Prowincja Noc. Zycie i zagiada Zydow w dystrykcie warszawskim,

Warsaw, 2007, pp.75- 11 8," a title that is easily available on the Internet

together with an exact indication of the page numbers (75-118).^°^ In

the bibliography, the title appears, precisely, under the item heading

"Grabowski, Jan." (p. 547).

Terry is not even capable of copying a Polish title correctly; the ex-

act title is in fact "Zydzi przed obliczem niemieckich i polskich s^dow

w dystrykcie warszawskim Generalnego Gubematorstwa, I939-I942"

in: Prowincja noc. Zycie i zagiada Zydow w dystrykcie warszawskim.

To demonstrate that "at least 5,000 Jews, in all probability well over

10,000, were shot in the Warsaw ghetto action of the summer of 1942."

(p. 153), Terry uses Hilberg:

"Hilherg, Vernichtung
, p. 530, citing Monatsberichte von Lichtenbaum,

5.9. and 5.10.42, ZStL Polen 365 d, S.654-72" (footnote 38 on p. 153)

On this page, Hilberg writes:'"

"Zahlreiche Juden hatten wdhrend dieser Wochen versucht, sich zu

verstecken oder zu entkommen. In seinein August-Bericht verzeichnete der

Judenrat 2305 Tote durch 'Schufiwunden, ' die entsprechende September-

Zahl betrug 3158.

"

"A large number ofJews tried during these weeks to hide or to escape.

Jan Grabowski, www.history.uottawa.ca/faculty/grabowski.html

Translated: "The Jews before German and Polish tribunals in the Warsaw district of the Gen-

eral Government, 1939-1942" in: Province Night: Life and Extermination ofthe Polish Jews in

the Warsaw District

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit., volume 2, p. 530.
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In its report for August the Jewish Council listed 2,305 deaths by 'bullet

wounds, ' the corresponding numberfor September was 3,158.

"

Adding up these two figures, we arrive at 5,463 victims, so that the

figure of 10,000 is an invention by Terry. He is so attentive to the his-

torical context that he always manages to mention the real killings out

of context. In this specific case Hans Hofle issued directives to the Jew-

ish Council of Warsaw on 22 July relating to the organization of the de-

portation of the Jews from the ghetto. These directives close with a par-

agraph entitled ''Strafen" (punishments), threatening with the death

penalty in the following cases:''^

"a) jede judische Person, die init Beginn der Umsiedlung das Ghetto

verldfit, ohne dem unter Ziffer 2a und c aufgefuhrten Personenkreis anzu-

gehdren und soweit sie dazu bisher nicht berechtigt war, wird erschossen;

b)jedejudische Person, die eine Handlung unternimmt, die geeignet ist,

die Umsiedlungsmafinahmen zu umgehen oderzu storen, wird erschossen;

c) jede judische Person, die Mithilfe bei einer Handlung ausiibt, die

geeignet ist, die Umsiedlungsmafinahmen zu umgehen oder zu storen, wird

erschossen;

d) alle Juden, die nach Abschlufi der Umsiedlung in Warschau ange-

troffen werden, ohne dem unter 2a bis h aufgefuhrten Personenkreis

anzugehdren, werden erschossen.

"

"a) every Jewish person who, from the commencement of the resettle-

ment, leaves the ghetto without belonging to the categories ofpeople listed

underpoints 2a and c and up to thatpoint in time was not entitled to do so,

will be shot;

b) every Jewish person who undertakes an activity designed to bypass

the resettlement measures or to disrupt them will be shot;

c) every Jewish person who assists in an activity designed to bypass the

resettlement measures or to disrupt them will be shot;

d) all Jews found in Warsaw after the resettlement has concluded and

who do not belong to the categories ofpeople listed under points 2a to h

will be shot

"

Whether these orders were just or unjust may be debated, but the

fact is that they existed, and that the above-mentioned Jews were shot

because of such stipulated transgressions.

[13] In this context, Terry adds:

"Through to the end of 1942, approximately 250,000 Jews were deport-

ed and another 70,000 shot 'locally.'" (pp. 153-154)

In footnote 40 on p. 154 he provides the following references:

Tatiana Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massen-
mord, op. cit, pp. 306f.
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"For reconstructions of the deportations in the Galicia district, see

Tatiana Berenstein, 'Eksterminacja ludnosci zydowskiej w dystrykcie Ga-

licja (1941-1943), ' BZIH 61, 1967, pp.3-58; Aleksander Kruglow, 'De-

portacja ludnosci zydowskiej z dystryktu Galicja do obozu zaglady w
Belzcu,' BZIH 151, 1989, pp.101-118, latter updated in Alexander

Kruglov, The Losses Suffered By Ukrainian Jews in 1941-1944, Kharkov:

Tarbut Laam, 2005, chapters on Ivano-Frankivsk, Lviv and Ternopil oblas-

ti.

"

Berenstein' s article appears only here and in the bibliography (p.

540). The figures contained in it are different from those mentioned by

Terry, i.e., 400,000 victims by 1 December 1942,^'^ a fact which shows

that Terry has never bothered to look at the source.

Kruglov's article appears in this note and in the bibliography (p.

552). In the summary table of the transports to Belzec, the author ad-

duces 71 Jewish transports from Gahcia, totaling 251,700 persons.
^^"^

Terry has no doubt taken the article and the figure ("approximately

250,000") fi-om one of my own citations.'^' As for the book The Loss-

es..., it is recycled in an identical manner in footnote 60 on p. 157 and

then included in the bibhography (p. 552).

[14] Terry's list of local killings continues as follows:

"Shootings were almost as extensive in the Krakow district, in former

western Galicia, where up to 60,000 Jews were shot in repeated actions

through to the start of1943. "
(p. 154)

In footnote 41 he adduces the following borrowed sources:

- E. Podhorizer-Sandel, 'O zagladzie Zydow w dystrykcie krakow-

skim,' BZIH 30, 1959; Klaus-Michel Mallmann, '"Mensch, ich

feiere heute den tausenden Genickschuss.' Die Sicherheitspolizei

und die Shoa in Westgalizien" in Gerhard Paul (ed). Die Tdter der

Shook, pp. 109- 13 6," quoted only here and in the bibliography (p.

554);

- Thomas Kiihne, Belonging and Genocide: Hitler 's Community,

1918-1945. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010, pp.55-94"

cited only here and in the bibliography (p. 552);

- Stawiarska, Malgorzata, 'Judenmorde in der polnischem Stadt

T. Berenstein, "Ekstciminaeja ludnosci zydowskiej w dystrykcje Galicja (1941 - 1943)" (The

Extermination of the Jewish population in the District of Galicia (1941-1943)), in: Biuletyn

Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego w Polsce, 1967, no. 61, p. 30

A. Kruglow, "Deportacja ludnosci zydowskiej z dystryktu Gahcja do obozu zaglady w Belzcu

w 1942 R." (The Deportation of the Jewish population from the District of Galicia to the Ex-

termination Camp of Belzec in 1942), in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego w
Polsce, 1989, no. 3 (151), p. 107.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 264.
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Sanok wahrend des Zweites Weltkrieges,' Kwartalnik Historii Zy-

dow 4/2005, pp.506-540"; this, too, is cited only here and in the

bibliography (p. 561). The Polish titles are reproduced without di-

acritical marks.

[15] Terry goes on to say:

"In 1943, after the closure ofBelzec, shooting was more or less the only

method used in eastern Galicia, claiming another 150,000 lives by the end

of that year. Whereas the Jewish population of Galicia was counted at

278,000 on September 15, 1942, it had decreased to 161,500 by the end of

1942. 'f^. 154)

Another insipid argument. Belzec was closed in December 1942,

therefore how can the diminution in the Jewish population of Galicia

from 278,000 persons on 15 September 1942 to 161,500 at the end of

the same year demonsfrate the practice of shootings ^'after the closure of

Belzec," that is in 1943? On the other hand, if there were still 150,000

Jews remaining to be exterminated in Galicia, why was Belzec closed at

the end of December 1 942? Since 70,000 Galician Jews were shot by

the Einsatzgruppen in 1941 (p. 153), the total number of presumed

shooting victims is very close to that of the alleged gassing victims:

220,000 as against 250,000: but then, what was the purpose of an "ex-

termination camp" if the shootings were so efficient?

[16] Terry then presents other arguments of this type, asserting:

"A similar depletion is easily demonstratedfor other districts. Whereas

in early 1942, there were 300-320,000 Jews in the Lublin district, by Ju-

ly/August 1942, this hadfallen to 190,000 Jews, and by the end of the year

shrunk to a mere remnant of20,000. " (p. 154)

In footnote 43 he provides his sources:

"Musial, Deutsche Zivilverwaltung, pp. 100-1; Bevolkerung des Dis-

trikts Lublin nach dem Stande vom 1. August 1942, Lublin, den 5. Mdrz

1943, AIPN CA 891/8, p.487, cf Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka, p.426;

Korherr-Bericht, 19.4.1943, NO-5193.

"

The figures and references from the second part of the quotation are

taken from the work of Eisenbach:

"When all is said and done, the number of nearly 250,000 Jews who
lived in this district in April 1941 fell by mid-1942 to 190,000, and at the

end ofthatyear, according to official data, amounted to barely 20,000 per-

sons.
"

In the related footnotes, Eisenbach refers to "Population numbers of

the counties of the Lublin district as of 1 August 1 942 [Bevolkerungszif-

fern der Kreise des Distrikts Lublin, per 1 VIII 1942]" and to the Kor-
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heiT report!''^ Terry has obviously attempted to increase the figure of

the Jews present in order to increase the number of the presumed vic-

tims, but he never questioned where the 50,000-70,000 came fi-om, and

so he increased the population of the district from 250,000 to 300,000-

320,000 Jews from April 1941 to the beginning of 1942.

[17] He then concludes his musings with this observation:

"Across the whole Generalgouvernement, there were officially only

297,000 Jews left by the end of1942, virtually all ofwhom were engaged in

forced labour. The census ofMarch 1, 1943 found 203,679 Jews left in the

Generalgouvernement, a number that was reduced to around 80, 000 by the

start of1944. "(p. 154)

The reference is to "Golczewski, 'Polen,' p.479" (footnote 44 on p.

154), but here the author limits himself to noting:

"Der Zensus des Generalgouvernements hatte fur den 1. Mdrz 1943

nock 203679 Juden ausgewiesen, dazu kamen die Juden des Ghettos Litz-

mannstadt (86000) und die noch nicht 'ausgesiedelten ' Juden in Biafystok

und Oberschlesien.

"

"For 1 March 1943 the census of the General Government had still

listed 203,679 Jews, to which had to be added the Jews of the Litz-

mannstadt ghetto (86,000) and the not yet 'resettled' Jews in Biafystok and

Upper Silesia.

"

He then observes that at the end of 1943 there were still 83,000 Jews

in the Litzmannstadt ghetto. The statistical data end here. On the fol-

lowing page, in a footnote, Golczewski reproduces information from the

Polish resistance movement Krajowa Rada Narodowa (Homeland Na-

tional Council), according to which the number of Jews in the labor

camps of the General Government numbered 100,000 on 15 June

1944.*^'^ Whence did Terry get the figure of "around 80,000 by the start

of 1944"?

[18] After this series of inconclusive minutiae, on p. 154 Terry final-

ly goes on to deal with the main topic of his chapter, in a section enti-

tled "The Origins of Aktion Reinhard." Its beginning, however, is no

less insipid, because he continues with his usual bibliographic accusa-

tions and with the usual list of plagiarized titles. For example:

-"Browning, Collective Memories" (footnote 49 on p. 156), a title

which appears only here and in the bibliography (p. 542);

-in footnote 52 on p. 156: Siegfried Pucher, "...in der Bewegung

A. Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka zaglady Zydow, op. cit. , pp. 425-426.

Frank Golczewski, "Polen," in: Wolfgang Benz (ed.). Dimension des Vdlkermords. Die Zahl

derjiidischen Opfer des Nationalsozialismus, Oldenbourg Verlag, Munich 1991, pp. 479f.
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fuhrend tdtig. " Odilo Globocnik - Kdmpfer fur den "Anchluss"

Vollstrecker der Holocaust, Klagenfurt, 1997," cited only here and

in the bibliography (p. 558);

- Popreczny, Globocnik, cited only here, in the bibliography (p. 557)

and in footnote 88 on p. 23 in full length: Joseph Poprzeczny,

Odilo Globocnik, Hitler 's Man in the East. London: McFarland &
Company, 2004;

- Rieger, Globocnik, cited only here and in full length in footnote 88

on p. 23 and in the bibliography (p. 559): Bemdt Rieger, Creator

ofNazi Death Camps. The Life of Odilo Globocnik. London: Val-

lentine Mitchell, 2007.

Other plagiarisms appear in footnote 55 on p. 156:

- Jacek Andrzej Mlynarczyk, "Mordinitiativen von unten. Die Rolle

Arthur Greisers und Odilo Globocnik im Entscheidungsprozess

zum Judenmord" in: Jacek Andrzej Mlynarczyk and Jochen Bohler

(eds.), Der Judenmord in den eingegliederten polnischen Gebieten

1939-1945. Osnabriick: fibre Verlag, 2010, pp.27-56, a title recy-

cled in footnote 1 12 on p. 168 and inserted in the bibliography (p.

555);

-Irmtrud Wojak, Eichmanns Memoiren. Ein kritischer Essay.

Frankfurt am Main, 2001 (footnote 57 on p. 156 and in the bibliog-

raphy, p. 564).

[19] At the end of p. 157, Terry adduces the magic formula of the

"radicalisation of Nazi Judenpolitik in Poland" and dedicates the fol-

lowing page to describing the "units participating in the killings" that

"had in fact served as occupation forces in the western Generalgou-

vemement prior to 'Barbarossa."' In this context, Terry immediately

exhibits his skills with regard to cutting and pasting:

"More striking still was the commitment offorces ofthe Security Police

under the command ofBdS Ost Eberhard Schdngarth, deployed to eastern

Poland as the so-called Einsatzgruppe zbV. " (p. 158)

The corresponding footnote 62 refers to "FS Chef der Sipo u.d.SD

an alle Einsatzgruppenchefs, Befehl Nr. 6, 4.7.41, gez. Heydrich,

RGVA 500-1-25, pp.398-9." This document contains no reference to

"Einsatzgruppe zbV."^'** This unusual abbreviation appears 14 times in

the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," but is never explained. It stands in fact

for "zwr besonderen Verwendung [or Verfiigung]" - "for particular as-

P. Klein (ed.), Die Einsatzgruppen in der besetzten Sowjetunion 1941/42. Die Tdtigkeits- und

Lageberichte des Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, op. cit., pp. 329-330.
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signment."

[20] "The largest force, 150 men from KdS Krakau, formed Einsatz-

kommando zbV Lemberg, divided into four troops, which took over eastern

Galicia from Einsatzgruppe C and became the new KdS Lemberg in Sep-

tember 1941." 158)

In the corresponding footnote 63 Terry refers to "EM 11, 3.7.41, p.

7" as well as a text by Dieter Pohl. Astonishingly the plagiarists never

explain what "EM" means. The citation method adopted here by Terry

is astounding, as it gives the page of the mentioned document (i.e p. 7

of the EM mentioned above) but not the source! The book which pub-

lished the Ereignismeldungen of 1941 {i.e.. Die "Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR" 1941 by Malknann, Angrick, Matthaus and Cuppers) and

which was subsequently and inappropriately cited by Terry, does not

give the page numbers of the original.

For now I only note that the source adopted by Terry limits itself to

stating:'^'

"B.d.S. Krakau meldet am 2. 7.41:

Abmarsch von EK's

aus Krakau 150 Mann, aus Warschau 50 Mann, aus Lublin 30 Mann.

"

"B.d.S. Krakau reports on 2. 7.41:

Departure ofEK's

from Krakow 150 men, from Warsaw 50 men, from Lublin 30 men.
"

A few words are due about the acronyms used here. In their edition

of the Ereignismeldungen, Mallmann et al. comment:^^"

"The EK z.b.V. from Krakow consisted of staff of the offices of KdS
Krakow, Radom and Lublin.

"

This EK was directly subordinate to BdS Eberhard Schongarth and

arrived in Lemberg on July 2, 1941. The BDS (or B.D.S.) Krakau ("5e-

fehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und der SD," Chief of the Security Po-

lice and Security Service) was equivalent to the BdS GG in Krakau

("Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und des Sicherheitsdienstes im

Generalgouvernement," Chief of Police Safety and Security Service in

the General Government, at the time Oberfuhrer Eberhard Schongarth);

the KdS (or K.d.S.) Krakau ("Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und

der SD," Commander of the Security Police and Security Service in

Krakow, then SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Max GroBkopf) was subordi-

nate to the BdS.

NARA, T 175-233-2721410.

K.-M. Mallmann, A. Angrick, J. Matthaus, M. Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen

UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit., note 16 on p. 74.
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The abbreviation "BDS" appears 12 times in the "Cut and Paste

Manifesto," but its meaning is neither explained nor translated; the

same is true for the abbreviation "KdS." The only botched translation is

presented on p. 158: KdS Lublin is rendered as "the Lublin Security Po-

lice"! What portentous ignorance!

[21] "By mid-July, Einsatzkommando zhV Brest was operating with

troops in Brest, Pinsk, Luck, Rowno, Kowel and Rawa Ruska. "
(p. 158)

In note 64, Terry mentions "EM 11, 3.7.41, p.7; EM 25, 17.7.41, p.

2." The first reference has nothing to do with the topic at hand; the sec-

ond states:'^'

"Die bezogenen Standorte sindfolgende: [...]. Ek Brest mit Tmpps in

Brest, Pinsk, Luck, Rowno, Koael [sic], Rawa-Ruska.

"

"The specific garrisons are as follows: [...]. Ek [=Einsatzkommando]

Brest with troops in Brest, Pinsk, Luck, Rovno, Koael [recte: Kovel], Rawa-

Ruska.
"

Here Terry has fallen short in his plagiarism, as he adds a "zbV"

which is not present in the original text.

[22] In footnote 65 on p. 158, Terry cites the "Vemehmungsproto-

kolle [Interrogation protocols] Josef Blosche, II. 1-10.3. 1967, BStU
ZUV 15/1, p.l21ff' in reference to this text:

"Among the Sipo men who spent their summer holidays engaged in 'ex-

ecution tourism ' in eastern Poland was JosefBlosche, better known to sur-

vivors of the Warsaw ghetto as 'Frankenstein ' and the SS man photo-

graphed in the Stroop report taking a small boy prisoner. "
(p. 158)

The acronym BStU stands for "Der Bundesbeauftragte fur die Stasi-

Unterlagen" ("Federal Commissioner for the Stasi Records," a short-

hand for a federal agency more informally known as the Gauck office),

whereas ZUV stands for "Zentraler Untersuchungsvorgang."

Andreas Mix has described the events surrounding the trial of Josef

Blosche, who was arrested in the former GDR on II January 1967 and

sentenced to death on 30 April 1969. During his first interrogation he

admitted "having been involved in shootings during the liquidation of

the Warsaw ghetto [an Erschiefiungen bei der Liquidation des

Warschauer Ghettos beteiligt gewesen zu sein]." The author supplies

the following reference in a footnote: "BStU MfS-HA IX/II ZUV 15, B
I, BI. 44. Aussage Blosches vor dem Bezirksgericht Mitte am 12. Januar

1967" (... Testimony of Blosche in front of the district Court Center on

12 January 1967).'^^ Since the interrogation protocols from the period

NARA, T 175-233-2721547.

A. Mix, "Das Ghetto vor Gericht. Zwei Stralprozesse gegen ExzeBtater aus dem Warschauer
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of "1.1-10.3.1967" cannot possibly be on pages 121ff., we find yet

more plagiarism.

[23] "The activities ofEinsatzgruppe zhV are reported coldly and clini-

cally in the Einsatzgruppen reports, detailing execution and arrestfigures

usually by Kommando and timeframe, but with noticeable gaps. From July

21 to September 9, 1941, a total of 19,338 executions were recorded, over-

whelmingly ofJews; but this does notfully accountfor the carnage wrought

by Schdngarth 's men. "
(p. 159)

Terry supplies the following references in this regard:

'EM 43, 5.8.41, NARA T175/233/2721775; EM 47, 9.8.41,

T175/233/2721840; EM Nr 56, 18.8.41, T175/233/2721972; EM 58,

20.8.41, T175/233/2721965; EM 66, 28.8.41. p.2-3: EM 67, 29.8.41,

T175/233/272167; EM 78, 9.8.41, T175/233/2722248: EM 91 22.9.41,

T175/233/2722501 " (footnote 66 on p. 159)

The random nature of this collection of sources picked up here and

there is immediately apparent from the fact that, as in the case examined

above for EM no. 66, Terry indicates the pages instead of the frames.

This is what results from a verification of these sources:

-EM 43, 5.8.41, T175/233/2721775: activity of the "Befehlshaber

der Sicherheitspolizei imd der SD in Krakau": 3,947 persons liqui-

dated [Personen liquidiert]" from 21 to 31 July 1941.

-EM 47, T175/233/2721840: activity of the "Befehlshaber der Si-

cherheitspolizei und der SD im Generalgouvemement": (510 +

296) 806 liquidated persons.

-EM 56, T175/233/2721972: this frame corresponds to p. 3 of the

document and contains no mention of executions.

-EM 58, T175/233/2721965: "Exekutive Tatigkeit im ehem.

polnisch-russischen Gebiet fiir die Zeit vom 12.-15.8.1941" (exec-

utive activites in the former Polish-Russian territory for the period

of 12-15 Aug. 1941): 4,988 persons liquidated, including 4,500

Jews [Juden].

- EM 66, p. 2-3: p. 2 corresponds toframe IIUX^X and refers to the

activity ''Einsatzgruppe z.h.V: 2,111 persons hquidated; p. 3

corresponds to frame 2722102 and does not mention any execu-

tion.

-EM 67, T175/233/272167: this frame corresponds to p. 2 of EM
72 of 3 September 1941 and makes no mention of any execution.

Ghetto vor bundesdeutschen und DDR-Gerichten in Vergleich," in: Stephan Alexander Glien-

ke, Volker Paulmann, Joachim Perels (eds.), Erfolgsgeschichte Bundesrepublik? Die Nach-

kriegsgesellschaft im langen Schatten des Nationalsozialismus. Wallstein, Gottingen, 2008, p.

330 and footnote 40.
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EM 67, by contrast, begins with frame 2722106; p. 2 (f. 2722107)

begins with § II, "Meldungen der Einsatzgruppen und —komman-

dos. Einsatzgruppe ZBV. Lemberg. Tdtigkeitsbericht in dem ehm.

pol. russ. Gebieten," which mentions 2,739 persons liquidated.

-EM 78, 9.8.41, T175/233/2722248 (obviously of 9.9.1941): m the

report ''Generalgouvernement: Lagebericht ehem. Russisch-Po-

len" (General Government: situation report for the former Russian

Poland) we see the section " Vollzugstdtigkeit" (enforcement activi-

ty), in which is mentioned the figure of 1,308 persons liquidated.

- EM 91, T 175/233/2722501, p. 3: this document speaks of 595 per-

sons liquidated between 25 August and 9 September 1941, includ-

ing a few Jews. The information is found in the paragraph entitled

"/) Politische Ubersicht [political overview], a) Im Reich [in the

Reich]." On page 2 (frame 2722500) we read about the plan to

transfer the Jews of Bialystok to Pruzana:

"Mit der Uinsiedlung von 20000 Juden soil noch in diesem Monat

begonnen werden. Es ist heahsichtigt, aus Pruzana eine volkommen

jiidische Stadt zu machen.
"

"The resettlement of 20,000 Jews is supposed to commence already

this month. It is planned to turn Pruzana into a completely Jewish

town.

"

This demolishes Terry's fantasies about a "radicalization" and con-

firms that the actual meaning of the German terms - in this case, "J7w-

siedlung" (resettlement) - can only be deduced from the context.

To summarize, in the above-mentioned documents the "Einsatzgrup-

pe z.b. V" (Einsatzgruppe for particular assignment) appears only twice;

the number of liquidated "persons" is recorded as 16,500, not as 19,338,

and relates to "persons" - only in a few instances are Jews mentioned as

victims.

[24] "Executions by Einsatzkommando zbV Bialystok can be identified

in SS reports as well as in military recordsfrom the first three weeks ofJu-

/j;."(p. 159)

The source given in footnote 67 is:

"See Polizeilicher Lagebericht Einsatzgruppe B, 9-16. 7.41, published in

Johannes Hiirter, 'Auf dem Weg zur Militdropposition. Tresckow, von

Gersdorff der Vernichtungskrieg und der Judenmord. Neue Dokumente

iiber das Verhdltnis der Heeresgruppe Mitte zur Einsatzgruppe B im Jahr

1941, ' VfZ 3/2004, pp. 527-562.
"

Terry, who is unable to indicate the precise page for the quotation,

has copied the heading of the document incorrectly, which actually

reads: "Polizeilicher Tdtigkeitsbericht der Einsatzgruppe B fUr das
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Heeresgruppenkomtnando Mitte jur die Zeit von ca. 9. bis 16. Juli

1941" (Police activity report of Einsatzgruppe B for the Army Group

Command Center for the period from about 9 to 16 July 1941).

What is more, only Bialystok is mentioned here, without any men-

tion of the "'Einsatzkommando zbV:
"Nach weiteren Berichten aus Bialystok ist es wegen des starken Uher-

gewichts der jiidischen Bevollcerung und wegen der Stumpfheit der Weifi-

nissen nahezu unmdglich, Progrome [!] gegen die Juden zu veranlassen.
"

"According to furtiier reports from Bialystok it is nearly impossible to

provoke pogroms against tJie Jews due to tiie strong predominance of the

JewisJt population and due to the bluntness ofthe White Russians.

"

Immediately following this, the document informs us that:

"Durch Ansetzen von V-Mannern und infolge enger Zusammenarbeit

mit der Wehrmacht und der GFP [Geheimen Feldpolizei] konnten in Bialy-

stok weitere 37 Personen festgenommen und auf Grund des gegen sie er-

stellten Beweismaterials liquidiert werden.
"

"Owing to the deployment of police informers and to a close co-

operation with the Wehrmacht and the GFP [Secret Field Police] another

37 persons could be arrested in Bialystok and liquidated based on the evi-

dentiary material compiled against them.
"

Among these 37 persons were 12 Jews, who were shot "on account

of communist activity, anti-German behavior and looting [wegen

kommunistischer Betdtigung, deutschfeindlichen Verhaltens und Pliin-

dernsV'^^^

Footnote 69 reads:

"EM 58, 20.8.41, NARA T175/233/2721965. As shown in Cuppers,

Wegbereiter des Shoahs, p. 158, the SS-Cavalry Brigade demonstrably lost

track of its bodycounts in this operation, misfding morning and evening

signals. Eyewitness accounts estimate up to 9,000 Jews were killed at Pinsk

in the course of the Aktion, a figure which is rendered entirely plausible by

the presence of two bodycount-claiming units, of which one had as men-

tioned, lost track of its killings. For the context see also Ro-

zenblat/Elenskaia, Pinskie evrei.

"

Here, Terry repeats the source akeady cited in note 66 and which

states:^^^

"Liquidiert wurden in der Berichtszeit 4988 Personen, festgenommen

iiber 6000. Die Hetze und Wiihlarbeit der Juden nimmt weiterhin zu. In der

Johannes Hiirter, "Aufdem Weg zur Militaropposition Tresckow, Gersdorff, der Yemich-

tungskrieg und der Judenmord Neue Dokumente iiber das Verhaltnis der Heeresgruppe Mitte

zur Einsatzgruppe B im Jahr 1941," in: Vierteljahrsheftejur Zeitgeschichte, 52. Jg., Heft 3,

July 2004, p. 553.

NARA, T 175-233-2721965.
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Ndhe von Pinsk wurde ein Milizangehdriger erschossen. Dafiir 4500 Juden

liquidiert.

"

"During the reportingperiod 4,988 persons were liquidated, over 6,000

arrested. The agitation and the subversive activity of the Jews is still in-

creasing. In the vicinity ofPinsk a member ofthe militia was shot. Because

ofthis 4,500 Jews liquidated.
"

This event shows the actual significance of the "radicalization": the

Eastern Jews found themselves in the theatre of military operations, and

the measures of "extermination" undertaken against them were for the

purpose of protecting the Wehrmacht from what the Germans consid-

ered a threat.

As for the number of victims, we witness here the sado-masochism

typical of preening denouncers of Nazi crimes. They seem to derive sat-

isfaction from inflating death tolls, and one may ask: in what manner

did the "eyewitnesses" draw up their guesstimates?

The book cited at the end of the footnote is the result of the usual

bibliographical plagiarism; the book is mentioned in footnote 74 on p.

54 (E.S Rozenblat and I.E. Elenskaia, Pinskie evrei: 1939-1944 gg.

Brest, 1997) and then in the bibliography (p. 559).

[25] "Secondly, consciousness of the escalation to mass murder and

genocide further east spread rapidly through the SS hierarchy in the Gen-

eralgouvernement. Not only did many of the men ofEinsatzgruppe zbV re-

turn home to their postings in the Warsaw and Lublin districts, but the BdS
Schdngarth as well as the HSSPF, Friedrich-Wilhelm Kruger, were on the

distribution list to receive the RSHA-compiled Einsatzgruppen reports. " (p.

159)

Terry refers readers to the book by Klaus-Michel Mallmann, Andrej

Angrick, Jiirgen Matthaus, Martin Cuppers (eds.). Die "Ereign-

ismeldungen UdSSR" 1941. Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der

Sowjetunion. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2011

(footnote 70 on p. 159), naturally, without any indication of the page

number. One assumes he has never even seen the book.

In it, Schdngarth is cited only once, as the recipient of copy 41 of

EM no. 128 of 3 November 1941,^^^ while Kruger is never mentioned at

all!

[26] At the end of p. 159, Terry finally turns his attention to Aktion

Reinhardt. He delves into what I have written about "Generalplan

Klaus-Michael Mallmann, Andrej Angrick, Jiirgen Matthaus, Martin Clippers (eds.), "Die Er-

eignismeldungen UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der Sowjetunion, op. cit.,

p. 747.
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Osf'^^^ (General Plan East) while also ransacking other peoples'

sources, particularly those from an article by Jan Erik Schulte.

Footnote 71 on p. 160: "Himmler an Globocnik, 17.7.1941, NARA-
BDC SS-OA Odilo Globocnik. On the Strongpoints project in general,

see Schulte, Zwangsarbeit und Vernichtung, pp.264-313." Schulte quo-

tes it as follows: "Himmler an Globocnik, 17. 7. 1941, in: Bundesarchiv

Berlin, ehemaliges Berlin Document Center (kiinftig: BAB/BDC), Per-

sonalakte (PA) Globocnik. Die deutsch besetzten Gebiete der Sowjet-

union hieBen im SS-Jargon 'neuer Ostraum.'"'^^

Footnote 72 on p. 160: "Himmler, Vermerk, 21.7.1941, NARA-BDC
SS-OA Odilo Globocnik, also published in Czeslaw Madajczyk (ed),

Zamojszcyzna - Sonderlaboratorium SS: zbior dokumentow polskich i

niemieckich z okresu okupacji hitlerowskiej . Warsaw, 1979, t.l, p.26ff;

cf Tomasz Kranz, 'Das KL Lublin - zwischen Planung und Reahsie-

rung,' in: Ulrich Herbert, Karin Orth, Christoph Dieckmann (eds.). Die

nationalsozialistischen Konzentrationslager - Entwicklung und Struk-

tur, Bd. I, Gottingen 1998, pp. 363-389." In Schulte's paper we read:'^^

"So in einem von Himmler abgezeichneten Vermerk vom 21.7. 1941, in:

Ebenda. Zur besseren Unterscheidung von einem am selben Tag angefer-

tigten und ebenfalls von Himmler mit seinen Marginalien versehenen 'Ver-

merk' soil der erstgenannte als 'Bau-Vermerk' und der zweitgenannte als

'KL-Vermerk' bezeichnet werden. Der 'KL-Vermerk, ' in dem die Errich-

tung des KL Lublin angeordnet wurde und der ebenfalls im Bestand

BAB/BDC, PA Globocnik vorliegt, ist ediert in: Czeslaw Madajczyk

(Hrsg.), Zamojszczyzna - Sonderlaboratorium SS. Zbior dokumentow pol-

skich i niemieckich z okresu okupacji hitlerowskiej, Warschau 1977, Bd. 1,

S.26f."

"Thus according to a memorandum signed by Himmler and dated

21.7.1941, ibid. In order to better distinguish itfrom another memorandum

of the same date prepared and likewise furnished with marginal notes by

Himmler, theformer will henceforth be called the 'construction memoran-

dum ' and the latter the 'concentration camp memorandum. ' The 'concen-

tration camp memorandum, ' in which the establishment of the Lublin con-

centration camp [Majdanek] was ordered and which likewise is found in

the inventory BAB/BDC, PA Globocnik, has been published in: Czeslaw

Madajczyk (ed.), Zamojszczyzna - Sonderlaboratorium SS. Zbior doku-

mentow polskich i niemieckich z okresu okupacji hitlerowskiej, Warsaw

Sobibdr. HolocaustPropaganda and Reality, op. cit, pp. 236-243.

J.E. Schulte, "Vom Arbeits- zum Vemichtungslager. Die Entstehimgsgeschichte von

Auschwitz-Birkenau 1941/42," in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeitgeschichte, 50. Jg., Heft 1, January

2002, footnote 13 on p. 43.

Ibid., footnote 14 on p. 43.
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1977, vol. l,p.26f.-

It should be added that the document published in this book is not a

"VermerJc" (memorandum) by Himmler of 21 July 1941, but a memo
about Himmler's visit of 30 July. In fact, it begins as follows:'^'

"Der Reichsfiihrer hat hei seiner Besichtigung am 30. Juli 1941 in

Lublin und Zamoscfolgendes befohlen:

(Brigf. Gliickfurs ganze Reich zustandig).

1. Der Beauftragte des RFSS errichtet ein KL von 25-50.000 Hdftlingen

zum Einsatzfiir Werkstdtten und Bauten der SS und Polizei.
"

"The Reichsfiihrer [= Himmler] ordered the following during his visit

on 30 July 1941 to Lublin and Zamosc:

(Brigf. Gliick [sic] in chargefor the whole Reich).

1. The appointee of the RFSS [Reichsfiihrer-SS = Himmler] is con-

structing a KL [concentration camp] of25-50,000 detainees for deployment

at workshops and construction sites ofthe SS and police.
"

Footnote 74 on p. 160: "Der Chef des Amtes II-Bauten an den Leiter

der Bauinspektion beim Sonderbeauftragten des RF-SS fiir die Errich-

tung von SS- u. Polizeistiitzpunkte im neuen Osttraum SS-Stubaf Len-

zer, Betr.: Zwischenlager Lublin, 6.8.1941, gez. Kammler, BA DH
KL/Hafta, Verschiedene Nr. 7 (Getto)." What does "BA DH" stand for?

This acronym is mentioned several times in the "Cut and Paste Manifes-

to" (footnote 136 on p. 171; footnote 185 on p. 179: footnote 187 on p.

180; footnote 252 on p. 193) and three times in the bibliography (p.

530) but not in the "Archival and Journal Abbreviations" on p. 570. It

would seem that the "plagiarist bloggers," beginning with Terry, have

no idea what it means. This abbreviation indicates the Bundesarchiv

Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten (German Federal Archive at Dahlwitz-

Hoppegarten) and "Hafta" is the abbreviation for "Haftanstalten"

("Penitentiaries"). All the related references are taken from Schulte:'^"

"Hans Kammler, Chef Amt II — Bauten in Pohls Hauptamt Haushalt

und Bauten, an Lenzer, 6. 8. 1941, in: Bundesarchiv Berlin, Zwischenar-

chiv Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten (kunftig: BAB/ZDH), KL/Hafta, Verschiedene

Nr. 7 (Ghetto).

"

Footnote 75 on p. 161: "Dienstkalender, p.l79 (24.6.41)":'^'

"Dienstkalender Heinrich Himmlers, S. 179 (Eintrag 24. 6. 1941)"

Footnote 76 on p. 161: "Meyer an Himmler, 15.7. 194I in: Czeslaw

Cz. Madajczyk, Zamojszczyzna— Sonderlaboratorium SS Zbior dokumentowpolskich i nie-

mieckich z okresu okupacji hitlerowskiej . Warsaw, 1979, vol. 1, p. 26.

J. E. Schulte, "Vom Arbeits- zum Vemichtungslager. Die Entstehungsgeschichte von

Auschwitz-Birkenau 1941/42," op. cit, footnote 26 on p. 45.

footnote 7 on p. 42.
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Madajczyk (ed), Vom Generalplan Ostzum Generalsiedlungsplan, Mu-
nich, 1994, p. 14. The plan itself is lost, only the cover letter survives,

but other sources enable its reconstruction. See Karl Heinz Roth, "Ge-

neralplan Ost' - 'Gesamtplan Ost.' Forschungsstand, Quellenprobleme,

neue Ergebnisse' in Mechtild Rossler and Sabine Schleiermacher (eds.),

Der 'Generalplan Ost. ' Hauptlinien der nationalsozialistischen Pla-

nungs- und Vernichtungspolitik, Berlin, 1993, pp.25- 1
17":'^^

"So Meyer an Himmler, 15.7. 1941, in: Czeslaw Madajczyk (Hrsg.),

Vom Generalplan Ostzum Generalsiedlungsplan, Munchen 1994, S. 14.
"

Footnote 77 on p. 161: "Vermerk iiber die Besprechung am
16.7.1941, L-221, IMT XXXVIII, pp.86-94":'^^

"Aufzeichnungen Martin Bormanns iiber die Besprechung am 16. 7.

1941, in: Der Prozefi gegen die Hauptkriegsverbrecher vor dem Internatio-

nalen Militdrgerichtshof (kunftig: IMT), Nurnberg 14. November 1945-1.

Oktober 1946, Bd XXXVIII, Nurnberg 1949, S. 86-94 (Numberger Dok L-

221)."

In footnote 78 on p. 161, the archival acronym "TsDAVOV" ap-

pears, and is then repeated in the following footnote and in footnote 1 66

on p. 264 and footnote 171 on p. 265. Here 1 can substantiate at least

another brazen plagiarism. Footnote 166 on p. 264 adduces as a source:

"Reichssicherheitsdienst, Sicherungsgruppe Eichenhain an Rattenhu-

ber, 12.1. 1942; 16.5.1942 (citation), TsDAVOV [sic] 3637-4-116, pp.

28r
This is taken from the article by Dieter Pohl already quoted in point

29 of chapter 5:'^^

"CDAVO, R-3637/4/116, S.28ff. Reichssicherheitsdienst, Sicherungs-

gruppe Eichenhain an Rattenhuber, 12.1.1942; 16.5.1942 (Zitat)"

In order to hide this plagiarism, Terry substituted the acronym used

by Pohl "CDAVO," an abbreviation for "Central'nyj Derzavynj Archiv

Vyscych Orhanov Ukrainy" (Zentrales Staatliches Archiv der Obersten

Organe der Ukraine, Kiev),'^^ with "TsDAVOV" (TsADAVOV) which

is explained on p. 570; in the Ukrainian language the name of the archi-

ve is "II,eHTpajibHbiii ^ep>KaBHbiii apxHB Bhiuhx OpranbiB BnaflH h

ynpaBJiHHHa YKpaHHbi" (Central State Archive of the Highest Organs

of Authority and Government of Ukraine). There is no doubt that the

Ibid., footnote 6 on p. 42.

" Ibid., footnote 1 1 on p. 43.

D. Pohl, "Schauplatz Ukraine, Der Massenmord an Juden in Militarverwaltungsgebiet und im

Reichskonunisariat 1941-1943," in: C. Hartmann et al., Der deutsche Krieg im Osten, op. cit,

p. 180, footnote 150.

Ibid., p. 167, footnote 66.
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other references to this archive are also the fruits of plagiarism.

Footnote 80 on p. 161: "SS-Obersturmfiihrer Hanelt, Notiz fiir den

9.8.1941, AIPN CA 891/6, p.ll, published in Ml in Michael G. Esch,

'Die 'Forschungsstelle fiir Ostunterkiinfte' in Lublin (Dokument),'

1999, 11/2, 1996, pp.62-96, here pp.68ff' is quoted by Pohl as:"^^

"Notiz fiir den 9. 8. 1941, in: Archiwum Glowna Komisja Badania

Zhrodni Przeciwko Narodowi Polskiemu, Warschau, CA MSW 891/6, Bl.

11; ahgedruckt in: Michael G. Esch, Die "Forschungsstelle fur Ostunter-

kiinfte" in Lublin (Dokument), in: 1999, 11 (1996), H. 2, S. 62-96, hier S.

68f"
I will return to the meaning of the acronym "AIPN" in point 65.

[27] At the end of page 161, Terry begins to discuss the Jews in rela-

tion to "Genemlplan Ost," but he limits himself to noting that one of

Globocnik's subordinates, SS-Obersturmfiihrer Hanelt, was tasked

"with the 'theoretical' elaboration of the 'total planning of the SS

Sfrongpoints' as well as the 'Jew-cleansing' (Judenbereinigung)."

However, the corresponding text is completely innocuous:^^^

"Planung und wissenschaftlicher Einsatz mit stdndigem Vertreter des

Brigadefuhrers (SS-Obersturmfiihrer Hanelt) hat die Gesamtplanung der

SS- und Polizeistiitzpunkte, der Judenbereinigung, den wissenschaftlichen

Einsatz im Rahmen des SS-Mannschaftshauses theoretisch zu erarheiten.
"

"Planning and scientific operation, with a permanent representative of

the brigade leader (SS-Obersturmfiihrer Hanelt), has to theoretically work

out the general planningfor the SS and Police strongpoints, the removal of

Jews, and scientific deployment within theframework ofthe SS residence.
"

In attempting to infer criminal connotations upon the document, Ter-

ry incredibly relies on a statement by Rudolf Ross of January 1947

about an alleged utterance by Globocnik, according to which "insofar as

he did not need them for labour at 'his' bases, he wanted to liquidate the

Jews in these areas on the spot." (p. 162). No doubt aware of the total

inconsistency of his "evidence," Terry painfully attempts to reinforce it:

"Hoss' account of Globocnik's intentions towards Soviet Jews, their

property and labour potential receives indirect confirmationfrom an order

of mid-September 1941: Globocnikforbade the payment ofwages to Jews

workingfor the SS and Police, as 'Jews undertakeforced labour. "'
(p. 162)

Only Terry knows how this would substantiate Globocnik's claimed

intent to exterminate these Jews.

Ibid., footnote 24 on p. 45.

J. E. Schulte, Zwangsarbeit und Vemichtung: Das Wirtschaftsimperium der SS. Oswald Pohl

und das SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt 1933-1945. Schoningh, Paderbom, 2001, p.

265.
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[28] Without the slightest documentary support, Terry offers further

inconclusive arguments:

"The siting, moreover, of the initial Strongpoints placed Globocnik's

project in direct contact with several sites ofmass extermination. "
(p. 162)

These "sites" are not those of the future "Aktion Reinhardt" camps,

but locations where mass executions of Soviet Jews are said to have

taken place, and such were certainly not limited to the "initial Strong-

points." Hence they were not directly linked with these executions.

Drawing upon his prodigious acumen, Terry also notes that:

"the SS officers tasked to lead the individual Strongpoints in the Soviet

Union were all Globocnik men who later became heavily involved in Aktion

Reinhardt." i^. 161)

This is an immature observation, since Globocnik and his men had

indeed received both assignments from Himmler: first the "construction

of the SS and Police strongpoints in the new Eastern region [Errichtung

der SS- und Polizeistutzpunkte im neuen Ostraum\" and then "Aktion

Reinhardt."

[29] Terry gives further free reign to his imagination:

"Neither Globocnik nor his plenipotentiaries could have been unaware

ofthe mass executions ofJews in Riga, Minsk, Mogilev and Kiev during the

summer and autumn of1941. " (p. 163)

Even if they knew about the shootings in those places, what does

that prove?

[30| He then goes on to say:

"Nor is it likely that Globocnik and his men were unaware of the killing

experiments, including the use of carbon monoxide gas, that were carried

out against psychiatric patients in Minsk and Mogilev in the same time-

frame. Indeed, Georg Wippern, later Globocnik's chief of administration,

testified after the war to overhearing Hofie and Michalsen joking about the

gassing experiments they had conducted in the Soviet Union. " (p. 163)

With regards to the tale of the "killing experiments," Terry refers to

Chapter 4 of the "Manifesto" (which I will deal with in chapter 7) as

well as to a plagiarized title, "Angelika Ebbinghaus and Gerd Preissler,

'Die Ermordung psychisch kranker Menschen in der Sowjetunion' in

Gotz Aly et al (eds.), Aussonderung und Tod. Die klinische Hinrichtung

der Unbrauchbaren. Berlin, 1985, pp.75-107" (footnote 89 on p. 163),

which afterwards appears only in the bibliography (p. 544).

Terry next distorts the relevant statement by Georg Wippern, which

in fact reads:'^^

Interrogation of G. Wippern, Saarbriicken, 6 December 1 962. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 25 1/59, vol. 9,
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"Ich hatte in diesem Zusammenhang einmal von Hdfle und Michalsen

persdnlich von Mund zu Mund erfahren, dafi sie selbst Versuche mit einem

Gaswagen durchgefuhrt hdtten.

"

"In this context I once personally learned verbally from Hdfle and

Michalsen that they themselves had carried out experiments with a gas

[31] Terry then indulges in a brilliant display of Aristotelian logic:

"There is no evidence that Hdfle, who later hid behind his posting to

Mogilev to cover up his involvement in Aktion Reinhard, had in fact initiat-

ed or participated in the experimental gassing at Mogilev, and thus was

surely boasting, hut his exposure and close proximity to an experimental

mass killing using carbon monoxide generated by engine exhaust is more

than striking. "
(p. 163)

In other words, there is no proof for Hofle's involvement in experi-

mental gassings, but he was involved anyway, because Terry says so. A
claim which is all the more ridiculous since they would have consisted

of experiments "with one gas van [mit einem Gaswagen]"!

At the end of page 163 Terry informs us that the first guards at the

Janowska camp in Lwow "were taken from the SS-Sonderkommando

Dirlewanger, then stationed in Lublin under Globocnik's command." In

the corresponding footnote 93 he writes, among other things:

"Most came from the staff of a forced labour camp in Biala Podlaska

closed in the summer of1941. Sandkiihler, Endlosung in Ostgalizien, p.495

note 98.

"

But in Sandkuhler's footnote we read:'^^

"Der Zeuge kam mit mindestens fiinf weiteren Wachleuten (Dyga,

Hasenberg, Mellar, Pramor, Schwach) aus dem Wasserwirtschaftslager

Biala Podalska an die DG IV.

"

"The witness arrived together with at least five further guards (Dyga,

Hasenberg, Mellar, Pramor, Schwach) from the water management camp

Biala Podlaska to DG IV.
"

Therefore we are dealing with ''Durchgangsstrasse IV' (Thorough-

fare IV), not with the Janowska camp.

[32] Terry adds:

"Thomas Sandkiihler has identified circumstantial evidence that Jan-

owska was considered as a deportation destination frjr Jewsfrom the Reich

in late 1941." (p. 164)

This supports our thesis, and it is also confirmed by other infor-

p. 1721.

Thomas Sandkiihler, Endlosung in Galizien. Der Judenmord in Ostpolen und die Rettungs-

initiativen von Berthold Beitz 1941-1944. Dietz, Bonn, 1996, fii 98 on p. 495.
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mation. In a dispatch dated 8 July 1943, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency

presented the following information:''"'

"Hundreds of thousands ofJews concentrated in Eastern Galicia, be-

tween the cities ofRawa-Russka and Przemysl, are now being organized by

the Nazis into groups which are to be deported to unknown destinations, it

was reliably reported here today in a message from the underground

movement in Poland.

The message also stated that practically all Jews ofcentral Poland are

now interned in three 'Jewish concentration camps ' near Lublin, Birkenau

and Oswiecim from where they are being sent to forced labor. Because of

insufficient nourishment, mortality among them is very high.
"

At Nuremberg, Paul Roser declared:'""

"The Germans had transformed the area ofLemberg-Rawa Ruska into

a giant ghetto.

"

And Dr. Guerin wrote in 1945:'"'^

"The province, situated in gloomiest Galicia, on the border of the

Ukraine, had been transformed into a giant ghetto, in which Jews deported

from the whole of occupied Europe were staying. They were guarded by

brutal Ukrainians, who were in the pay ofthe Germans.
"

[33] Terry continues:

"He [Sandkiihler] has also emphasised a separate development, namely

contacts between the director of the health department of the Governor of

the Galicia District, Dr Dopheide, and the T4 euthanasia organization in

Berlin during November 1941 [94]. The combination does not indicate, as

Sandkiihler has speculated, that a potential extermination camp was

plannedfor Lwow, but it does underscore the widespread knowledge inside

the German occupation authorities across Eastern Europe ofthe availabil-

ity ofspecialist techniques for killing: Dopheide 's request was in order to

eliminate the patients ofthe Lwowpsychiatric hospital " (p. 164)

This account is astonishing. In a climate of "radicalization" caused

by the war against the Soviet Union, where on 9 October 1941 Einsatz-

gruppe B reported the shooting of 632 "mental patients {Geisteskran-

ke]" in Minsk,'"*^ in the Galicia district the alleged negotiations relating

to the killing of 1,179 mentally ill people lasted 7 months (!) after

which, in the end, the patients were left to die of starvation! From this it

"Deportation of Jews from Polish Cities Continues; Belgian Jews Held in Lublin District," in:

JTA Daily News Bulletin, 8 July 1943, p. 1.

IMT, vol. VI, p. 291.

Jean Guerin, Rawa Ruska, Editions Oris, Paris, 1945, p. 13.

EM no. 108 of 9.10.1941. Klaus-Michael Mallmann, Andrej Angrick, Jiirgen Matthaus, Martin

Cuppers (eds.), "Die Ereignismeldungen UdSSR 1941. " Dokumente der Einsatzgruppen in der

Sowjetunion, op. cit, p. 663.
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is easy to draw the conclusion as to what degree the T 4 organization

was involved in the event, and just how justified Terry's statement on

the "availability of specialist techniques for killing" really is.

In footnote 94 on p. 164, Terry quotes "Linden an Dopheide,

10.12.41, DALO R-35-13-158, pp.1-3," a document which he has obvi-

ously never seen, since he took the reference to it from Sandkiihler,

badly copying the number of the delo (file), which is 58, not 158.
^'''^

Terry replaced the archival abbreviation used by Sandkiihler, "StArLo"

("Staatsarchiv Lwow (Lviv)"), with "DALO," which in the "Cut and

Paste Manifesto" reappears in footnote 95 on p. 164, footnote 294 on p.

203, footnote 319 on p. 209 and footnote 330 on p. 212, where the re-

lated references are explicitly taken from "Pohl, Ostgalizien" in foot-

note 356 on p. 218 and finally in the bibliography, which indicates

"DALO R12-1-37, 38." (p. 531) without any further explanation. The

"plagiarist bloggers" have in fact forgotten to indicate the meaning of

the abbreviation taken from Pohl's book. "DALO" stands for

"JJepjKaeHuii apxie JIbeiecbKoi o6jiacmi/Derzavnyj Archiv L'vivs'koi

Oblasti," (State Archive of the Lwow Oblast). In footnote 356 on p.

218, the reference "Cf. Kommandeur der Ukrainischen Polizei in Lem-

berg an KdSch Lemberg, Betr. Judenaktion am 27.3.1942, 30.3.1942,

I.4.I942, DALO RI2-I-37, pp.45, 52 and RI2-I-38, p.I4" is also pil-

fered from Sandkiihler''*^ and from Pohl. Note should be taken of Ter-

ry's interpretation of the acronym used by Pohl, "DALO R-12/1/38, Bl.

14, Ukr. Pol. kdo an KdSch, 1.4.1942,"'''"' which means, respectively,

"Ukrainisches Polizeikommando" (Ukrainian Police Headquarters) and

"Kommandeur der Ukrainischen Polizef (Commander of the Ukrainian

Police).

Terry adds:

"As Linden could not supply T4 personnel, Dopheide 's staff opted to

starve the psychiatric patients to death: a total of 1,179 patients died by

June 1, 1942.

"

The corresponding footnote 95 contains three references, among

them the following: "Pacjenci ipracownicy szpitali psychiatrycznych w
Polsce zamordowani przez okupanta hitlerowskiego i los tych szpitali w
latach 1939-1945, Warsaw, 1989, vol. I, pp.90-3." This title also ap-

*" T. Sandkiihler, Endlosmg m Galizien, op. cit, footnote 136 on p. 499.
^'^

Ibid, footnote 258 on p. 5 1 0.

D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941 - 1944: Organisation

und Durchjuhrung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens, Oldenbourg, Munich, 1996, footnote

263 on p. 187.
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pears in this form in the bibliography (p. 556). It is obviously another

plagiarism. This work discusses a report entitled "Kulparkow - Lwow.

Panstwowy Zaklad dla Chorych Umyslowo" (Kulparkow - Lwow.

State Mental Institution) which sets forth the history of the Institution

starting in 1783. The Germans, we read, began to exterminate the pa-

tients starting in July 1 94 1 . In this context it is reported that "in the pe-

riod from July 1941 to May 1942 a total of 1,179 patients died at a Kul-

parkow."'"*^ The source is not revealed. Three tables of alleged mental

patient victims from 1939 to 1945 then appear, listing 7,477, 6,457 and

approximately 2,300 victims'"*^ - but Terry is completely unaware of

them, something which confirms his plagiarism.

[34] ''This was not the first time that the T4 euthanasia program was

connected to the Generalgouvemement. " (p. 164)

This assertion is unfounded, since in the preceding case the T4 or-

ganization was not at all "connected to the Generalgouvemement" -

only Terry's one failed attempt at "connecting."

[35] "Rather than send out death certificates from Wunstorf or a T4

centre, in order to maintain deception, the euthanasia organization opted to

notify relatives that the Jewish patients had been transferred to the 'Cholm-

ir or 'Chelm-ir hospital in Chelm county of the Lublin district. In actual

fact the notifications were drafted in Berlin. "
(p. 164)

If this was then all a pretense, one cannot really speak of a connec-

tion between the T4 organization and the General Government. Terry

continues:

"In reality, there was no psychiatric hospital at Chelm at all; its 441

inmates had been murdered on 12 January 1940 and thefacility was closed

for the duration ofthe war. " (p. 164)

In footnote 98 he refers to a "Tadeusz Nasierowski, Zaglada osob z

zaburzeniami psychicznymi w okupowanej Polsce. Poczatek ludobojst-

wa. Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Neriton, 2008, pp. 149- 153." In this work,

the author refers to the liquidation of the psychiatric hospital of Chelm

Lubelski, allegedly performed on 12 January 1940 by an SS captain

Weiss or Weisse. The victims were "approximately 300 men, 124

women and 1 7 children," in total approximately 44 1 . In support of this

alleged event, Nasierowski adduces no German documents but only a

Zdzislaw Jaroszewski (ed.), Pacjenci ipracownicy szpitali psychiatrycznych w Polsce

zamordowaniprzez okupanta hitlerowskiego i los tych szpitali w latach 1939-1945 (Patients

and personnel of psychiatric hospitals in Poland killed by the Hitlerite occupation forces and

the fate of these hospitals in the years 1939-1945), Tom I. Szpitale (Volume I, Hospitals.),

Warsaw 1989, pp. 91f

Ibid., pp. 94-95.
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type-written document (!) by T. Mfynarczyk and B. Grzjwna alongside

two pages from the Buhler trial transcript.'"*'

This is another fine example of the manner in which our "plagiarist

bloggers" attempt to shore up their "facts" based on simple references

to books which in most cases they have never seen.

[36] "Whether the SS in Lublin knew ofthe T4 deception over Chelm or

not, in September 1941, Victor Brack and Philipp Bouhler, the directors of

T4, visited Globocnik in Lublin. Brack, whose testimony it isfrom which we

know of this visit, denied that the meeting had anything to do with extermi-

nation camps. "
(p. 164)

Terry then posits the hypothesis that the National Socialists planned

to establish an euthanasia center in the Lublin district after the euthana-

sia operation had been officially terminated in Germany on 24 August

1941, but adds:

"Thus, the interpretation offered by a number ofhistorians, that the end

of T4 enabled a virtually immediate transfer of the personnel to Lublin,

must be rejected. "
(p. 165)

He observes that only two men of the T4 personnel were dispatched

to Lublin before December 1941, Josef Oberhauser and Christian Wirth,

and in spite of this fact he has visions about "a third source of inspira-

tion for Globocnik alongside his knowledge of the mass extermination

of Jews in the Soviet Union in general and the evident knowledge of the

killing experiment using gas at Mogilev" (p. 165), while the only real

knowledge was in fact that relating to the shootings of Soviet Jews.

[37] "Moreover, there is some evidence that Globocnik and his staff

had themselves already experimented with gas many months beforehand.

According to the postwar testimony ofFerdinand Hahnzog, the Command-
er of the Gendarmerie of the Lublin district from January 1940 to April

1942, he knew ofa 'primitive facility near Belzec hidden deep in theforest

bordering on Galicia... consisting ofa sealed shed into which Security Po-

lice and the SDfrom Zamosc pumped exhaustfumesfrom the vehicles used

to bring the 'morituri ' there. ' Hahnzog dated these experiments to the

'spring of1941, ifnot earlier, in the autumn of1940.
"'

(pp. 165-166)

Musial, Terry's source (footnote 104 on p. 166) limits himself to

saying that Hahnzog "reported [berichtete]" about this event: was he an

eye-witness? Did he find out from someone? Was it simple hearsay?

The quoted text does not even specify who the claimed victims of this

"primitive installation [primitive Anlage]" were and what its purpose

T. Nasierowski, Zaglada osob z zaburzeniamipsychicznymi w okupowanej Polsce. Poczqtek

ludobojstwa. (The extermination ofpersons with psychiatric illnesses in occupied Poland. The

beginning of the genocide.) Wydawnictwo Neriton, Warsawa 2008, pp. 149f
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was: an experimental installation? A mass extermination facility?

To project onto the fate of Jews this fib, taken from Hahnzog's "rec-

ollections [Erinnerungen]" of July 1962, is completely anachronistic,

since the alleged event is placed "z'n spring 1941, if not already in fall

1940 [im Frilhjahr 1941, wenn nicht schon im Herbst 1940Y (emph.

added). In other words, completely inconsistent "evidence."

[38] Terry again reveals his non-scientific approach to evidence in

the following summary paragraph:

"Let us recap: [1] in July 1941, Himmler ordered Globocnik to estab-

lish SS and Police Strongpoints in the occupied Soviet Union while he also

issued instructions to force through the Germanisation of the Lublin dis-

trict [2] According to Hoss, Globocnik wanted to kill all the Jews other

than workersfor 'his ' bases. [3] A subordinate, Hanelt, was tasked with the

planning of the Strongpoints and the 'Jew-cleansing'. [4] Through the

Strongpoints in the Soviet Union, Globocnik and his staffwere aware ofthe

escalating mass extermination ofJews and [5] also ofkilling experiments, a

connection confirmed by Georg Wippern. [6] Men from Globocnik's Secu-

rity Police command had even participated in a high fourfigure massacre

ofJews at Pinsk. [7] Independently ofthese developments, the T4 organisa-

tion contacted Globocnik apparently with a view to restarting euthanasia in

the Lublin district, and dispatched at least two T4 personnelfor shorter or

longer periods oftime in the autumn of1941. [8] According to his Gendar-

merie chief, Hahnzog, Globocnik's staffhad also possibly already conduct-

ed killing experiments themselves involving gas from engine exhaust. " (p.

166, numbers in brackets added)

In this summary [ 1 ] is real but irrelevant to the scope of the demon-

stration; point [2] is an absolutely inconsistent testimony relating al-

leged statements by Globocnik; point [3] is a quotation whose sense in

this context is misinterpreted by Terry; point [4] is probable but irrele-

vant; point [5] is simply a fabrication; point [6], the participation of

Globocnik' s men in the Pihsk massacre, is Terry's invention; point [7]

is a mere conjecture; point [8] consists of historiographically incon-

sistent "recollections" vmtten in 1962.

[39] Terry reproduces the text of a letter sent by Globocnik to

Himmler on I October 194 1, in which the only reference to Jews is the

following:

"Because both the political activism among the Poles and Ukrainians

and the influence of the Jews, augmented by the influx of thousands of es-

caped POWs, have taken on aform here that here, too, simply in regard to

implicationsfor security policy, necessitates a rapid response... "
(p. 166)

'™ Bogdan Musial, Deutsche Zivilvenvaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., pp. 204f.
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On 13 October Globocnik and Kriiger met with Hinunler. The refer-

ence in the corresponding footnote (no. 106 on p. 166), "Dienstkalen-

der, p.233 (13.10.1941)" is plagiarized from Musial's book, from which

Terry takes most of his exposition:^^'

"Montag, 13. Oktober 1941, 18h - 20h, Besprechung m. SS-Ogruf.

Kriiger u. SS.Brif. Globocnik. Der Dientskalender Heinrich Himmler

1941/42,5.233"

[40] Terry explains:

"Neither a protocol of the meeting nor the 'detailed proposal ' sent on

September 30 survived, but something oftheir content can be inferredfrom

a letter from the Race and Resettlement Main Office representative in the

Lublin district, SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer Miiller, two days after the Himmler-

Kruger-Globocnik meeting, in which Miiller wrote that Globocnik saw 'the

gradual cleansing ofthe entire General-gouvernement ofJews and Poles as

necessary in order to secure the eastern territories ... He is full of excellent

andfar-reaching plans on this. The only thing that prevents him from real-

ising them is the limitedpower ofhis present position.
"'

(pp. 166-167)

The reference adduced by him is document NO-5875 (footnote 107,

p. 167). It is a long report related to Globocnik's Germanization pro-

jects, summarized in the following manner:^^^

"The idea of the brigadier general is to carry out the German settle-

ment in the whole Lublin area, starting with one part. And furthermore

(aiml) to establish a connection through the Lublin district with Transylva-

nia, settled with Germans, in connection with the Baltic countries settled

with a Nordic and German population. Thus, he wants to 'imprison ' the

remaining Poles in the western areas in between by way ofsettlement and

gradually crush them economically and biologically. The west to east ex-

pansion from the Warthegau is to befollowed by the east, west, north, and

south pressurefrom the Lublin area, a veryfar-reaching aim but excellent

in its tendency. The passive attitude of the governing offices, benumbed by

bureaucracy, will be opposed by activefolkdom and settlementpolitics with

far-reaching aims.

The Reich Leader SS has consented basically to this idea.
"

The document contains only one reference to the Jews: '^ '

"The SS and Police Leader and recently appointed Brigadier General

of the Police, Globocnik, regards the political situation in the General

Government basically as a transit period. He is in grave disagreement with

the governor of the district. Party member Zoerner. For example, he is of

the opinion that the clearance ofJews and also of Poles from the entire

footnote 40 on p. 205.
'^^ NO-5875. NMT, vol. IV, p. 865.

/Wc(.,p. 864.
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General Government is necessaryfor the security ofthe Eastern territories,

etc.

"

[41] Terry then displays another inconsistent form of argumentation:

"On October 1 7, 1941, Hans Frank visited Lublin together with Ernst

Bdpple, undersecretary ofstate in the GG administration, and held a meet-

ing with Globocnik, the district governor, Ernst Zorner, and his administra-

tive chief Wilhelm Engler. The third item on the agenda was the 'Jewish

Question. ' The meeting decided that 'all Jews, with the exception of indis-

pensable craftsmen and the like, are to be evacuatedfrom Lublin. Initially,

1,000 Jews will be transferred across the Bug River. Responsibilityfor this

is placed in the hands ofthe SSPF. The Stadthauptmann will select the Jews

to be evacuated. ' Two weeks later, construction work began on Belzec. "
(p.

167)

His source, Musial (footnote 108 on p. 167), claims that "the 'evacu-

ation of the Jews over the [river] Bug' \die 'Evakuierung der Juden

uber den BugY rneant their kilhng and he even tries to justify this

statement by affirming that "the literal interpretation of the term 'over

the [river] Bug' vi^ould have had to mean the evacuation of the Jews of

Lublin either to the Galicia district or to the commissariat Ukraine or to

the district of Bialystok [die wdrtliche Auslegung des Begriffs 'iiber den

Bug' die Evakuierung der Lubliner Juden entweder in den Distrikt

Galizien oder das Kommissariat Ukraine oder den Bezirk Bialystok

hdtte bedeuten miissen]," but that this was impossible, because the Ga-

licia district was part of the General Government, while the Bialystok

district was under the authority of Erich Koch; and finally "for the time

being the deportation to the commissariat Ukraine was also out of the

question, as Rosenberg had declared unambiguously to Frank three days

earlier [die Abschiebung in das Kommissariat Ukraine ham vorldufig

ebenfalls nicht in Frage, wie drei Tage zuvor Rosenberg Frank gegen-

iiber unmifiverstdndlich erkldrt hatte]."^^'^ But things are not as simple

as outlined by Musial. Here is in fact the relevant text of the conference

between Frank and Rosenberg:'^'

"Der Generalgouverneur kam dann auf die Mdglichkeit der Abschie-

bung der jiidischen Bevolkerung des Generalgouvernements in die besetz-

ten Ostgebiete zu sprechen. Reichsminister Rosenberg bemerkte, dafl dhn-

liche Wiinsche bereits seitens der Militdrverwaltung in Paris an ihn heran-

getragen worden seien. Im Augenblick sehe erjedochfur die Durchfuhrung

derartiger Umsiedlungspldne nock keine Mdglichkeit. Fur die Zukunft er-

B. Musial, Deutsche Zivilverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., p. 197.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 252. The date of the discussion indicated here is 13 October 1941.
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kldrte er sich jedoch bereit, die Judenemigration nach dem Osten zu for-

dern, zumal die Absicht bestehe, Uberhaupt die asozialen Elemente inner-

halb des Reichsgebiets in die diinn besiedelten Ostgebiete zu verschicken.

"

"The Governor General [= Frank] then turned to the possibility of de-

porting the Jewish population of the General Government to the occupied

Eastern territories. Reich minister Rosenberg observed that similar re-

quests had already been submitted to him by the military administration in

Paris. For the time being he does not see any possibility for the implemen-

tation ofsuch resettlementplans. Butfor thefuture he agreed to support the

Jewish emigration to the East, the more so since the intention exists to ac-

tually dispatch the anti-social elements within the territory ofthe Reich into

the sparsely populated Eastern territories.

"

Therefore the "emigration of the Jews to the East [Judenemigration

nach dem Osten]" was only postponed. Here it is worth remembering

the already quoted passage in which Terry states that "Thomas Sand-

kiihler has identified circumstantial evidence that Janowska was consid-

ered as a deportation destination for Jews from the Reich in late 1 94 1
."

(p. 164), which obviously meant the transportation of these Jews

"across the Bug" to reach Lwow.

On 17 October 1941 Frank attended a cabinet meeting (Regierungs-

sitzung) in Lublin (the participants are not indicated, but it apparently

corresponds with the above-mentioned meeting) during which the "Jew-

ish question [Judenfrage]" was discussed among other items. The rela-

tive protocol (Niederschrift) refers to the Jews of Lublin and then con-

firms:'^^

"Eine Kldrung der Judenfrage wird natiirlich endgiiltig erst dann zu

erreichen sein, wenn der vollkommene Ahtransport aller Juden bewerkstel-

ligt werden kann. Das wird auch fiir die Stadt Lublin erst der Zeitpunkt

sein, wo sich eine wesentliche Entspannung der augenblicklichen Woh-

nungsnot bemerkbar machen konnte.
"

"A clarification of the Jewish question will naturally be reached only if

the total evacuation ofall Jews can be accomplished. For the city ofLublin

as well it will only be then that a substantial relief in the current housing

shortage crisis could be noticed.
"

If on 13 October 1941 Frank and Rosenberg still spoke about "Jew-

ish emigration [JudenemigrationY and "resettlement plans [Umsied-

lungspldne]," which were not revoked but only postponed into the near

future, how it is possible that "two weeks later" the construction works

for an extermination camp were initiated in Belzec? This naturally rais-

es the questions: when, why and who ordered the commencement of

PS-2232. IMT. vol. XXIX, p. 494.
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this construction project?

[42] To these questions the most recent orthodox holocaust histori-

ography produces only very inconclusive answers, which Terry intro-

duces as follows:

"The chain ofdocuments cited above, covering the periodfrom 1 to 17

October 1941, has been both overinterpreted (by conventional historians)

and underinterpreted (by Mattogno). Let us dealfirst with the overinterpre-

tations. " (p. 167)

What he calls a ''chain of documents" are in reality three documents:

1. A letter by Globocnik to Himmler of 1 October, which mentions

Jews only in passing. This hint is so irrelevant that Musial, quoting

the document in question, omits it!'^^

2. A conference between Globocnik, Kriiger and Himmler on 13 Octo-

ber for which "neither a protocol of the meeting nor the 'detailed

proposal'" remains, although supposedly ''something of their content

can be inferred" from a document of 15 October 1941 which in fact

is related to a completely different issue and which contains only a

vague reference to Jews!

3. Finally, a meeting in Lublin between Frank, Globocnik, Zomer and

Engler which dealt with the evacuation of Jews from the local ghet-

to.

[43] Terry then presents the in-depth considerations of the current

Holocaust luminaries:

"A number of historians, foremost among them Bogdan Musial, fol-

lowed closely by Christopher Browning, as well as writers such as Jules

Schelvis, have taken the sequence ofdocuments and meetings to mean that

a decision had been taken to exterminate all Jews of the Generalgouverne-

ment in October 1941. " (p. 167)

Incredible but true: from this fictitious "chain of documents" some

of these persons made completely fantastic deductions - deductions

which moreover are contradicted by the documentation that I presented

in the previous chapter!

[44] "Musial in particular has argued that this decision was taken sep-

arately to a more general decision to enact a Europe-wide Final Solution,

while others, such as Browning, see the decision-making in Poland as part

of the crystallisation of a 'Hitler intent' emerging in October 1941, which

may or may not be distinctfrom a Hitler order. "
(p. 167)

These are simply fanciful conjectures without any documentary evi-

dence to back them up. In footnote 1 1 1 on p. 167 Terry writes:

B. Musial, Deutsche Zhnlverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., p. 204.
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"Browning, Origins, pp.258-265, is the definitive statement ofan argu-

ment centered around the interpretation ofEichmann 's postwar testimonies

of a visit to Lublin in which Eichmann claimed to have encountered a po-

lice captain, obviously Christian Wirth, experimenting with engine exhaust

gas chambers.

"

This comment amounts to the same deceptive interpretation of

Eichmann' s statements which I aheady analyzed in Chapter 5, point 76.

[45] "As we have seen in Chapter 2, the overall decision making pro-

cess was substantially more complex and evolutionary than is often as-

sumed by those who think in terms ofa simple Hitler order. "
(p. 167)

This statement is a false assertion, because Gerlach, Harrison's ar-

gumentative mentor, feels forced to restore the very FUhrerbefehl he

pompously feigns to dismiss, and all this comes dovra to a mere change

of calendar date, as I demonstrated in my reply above to Harrison's crit-

icism.

[46] "The Musial-Browning interpretation, however, is contested by

among other historians. Christian Gerlach, Jacek Mlynarczyk, Dieter Pohl

and Peter Longerich." (p. 168)

How can one seriously refute a real "chain of documents"? These

divergences only serve to indicate that such discussions are unfounded

and pointless, mere conjectures whose only goal is to justify the crea-

tion of the Belzec camp: First these historians assume that Belzec was

established as an "extermination camp," then they desperately seek ar-

guments to somehow support their a priori supposition. All their blind

dogmatism, if not their bad faith, shines through.

Here is a concrete example supplied by Barbara Schwindt:^^^

"In einem Schreiben an Himmler vom 1. Oktober [1941] stellte Globoc-

nikfest, dafi 'auch der Einflufi der Juden [...] eine Form angenommen hat,

dafi auch hier, rein sicherheitspolitisch gesehen, zugegriffen werden mufi.

'

HSSPF Kriiger habe ihn nun angewiesen, Himmler 'um die Mdglichkeit

einer baldigen Vorsprache zu bitten. ' Diese Besprechung mit Himmler, an

der auch der HSSPF des GG, Friedrich-Wilhlem Kriiger, teilnahm, fand

am 13. Oktober in Rastenburg bei Hitlers Hauptquartier statt. Es ist wahr-

scheinlich, dafi Globocnik und Himmler an diesem Tag die Errichtung

eines regionalen Vernichtungszentrum vereinbarten, denn unmittelbar nach

Globocniks Ruckkehr setzten die Vorbereitungen fur den Bau des Vernich-

tungslagers Belzec ein. " (Emph. added)

"In a writing to Himmler of 1 October [1941] Globocnik ascertained,

that 'the influence of the Jews as well [...] has assumed such a dimension

that also from a security point of view actions must be taken. ' HSSPF

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentranons- und Vemichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit, p. 38.
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Kriiger now instructed him to 'ask Himmler for a speedy audition. ' This

conference with Himmler, which also the HSSPF of the GG, Friedrich-

Wilhelm Kriiger, attended, tookplace on 13 October in Rastenburg at Hit-

ler's headquarters. It is probable that on this day Globocnik and Himmler

agreed on the construction ofa regional extermination center, because im-

mediately after Globocnik's return the preparations for the construction of

the extermination camp Belzec began. " (Emph. added)

To be precise: first the establishment of Belzec as an "extermination

camp" is assumed proven, although it remains a mere supposition, then

other assumptions are made to account for the existence of this "exter-

mination camp." In this way, in a perfect vicious circle, the assumed re-

ality of the "extermination camp" demonstrates the assumed reality of

the decision to build it, and, inversely, the alleged reality of the decision

to build it demonstrates the alleged reality of the "extermination camp"!

[47] Terry next presiunes to revise the orthodox Holocaust historiog-

raphy by stating:

"In our view, it is untenablefor thefollowing reasons. Firstly, Globoc-

nik's proposal ofOctober 1 as well as the Lublin meeting ofOctober 17 re-

fer explicitly only to the Lublin district. " (p. 168)

This is a sad attempt at it, because Terry's statement is "explicitly"

contradicted by document NO-5875, the one from which - according to

him - it is possible to infer something about the contents of the Fiihrer's

headquarters conference of 13 October 1941, at which the decision to

establish Belzec as an "extermination camp" was supposedly taken.

This document in fact speaks of "clearance of Jews and also of Poles

from the entire General Government."

[48] Terry's critique continues:

"Thus it is more plausible to see the construction ofBelzec in relation

to a limitedproject to reduce the Jewish population ofthe Lublin district in

conjunction with the Germanisation of the district Indeed, the October 17

meeting refers only to the evacuation of the Jews of Lublin city, a town

which Himmler had ordered to be rapidly Germanised in July 1941. " (p.

168)

Here Terry's ignorance of documentary evidence and his inability to

correctly interpret the documents is particularly glaring. In the protocol

from the above-mentioned cabinet meeting (Regierungssitzung) of 17

October 1941 the treatment of the "Jewish question [Judenfrage]" be-

gins as follows:'^'

"Die Stadt Lublin zdhlte Ende 1939 rund 40000 Juden. Es sind davon

PS-2232. IMT. vol. XXDC, p. 494.
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im Laufe der Zeit etwa 12000 ausgesiedelt warden, aber fast dieselbe

Anzahl ist bis heute wieder zugewandert.

"

"By the end of 1939 the city ofLublin had about 40,000 Jews. In the

course of time some 12,000 of them have been resettled, but since then al-

most the same number has again immigrated.

"

Following Terry's twisted logic, the fact that 12,000 Jews had been

resettled from the city but almost the same amount later returned was

somehow part of the basis for the alleged decision that all the Jews of

Lublin had to be murdered!

From the context of the final passage quoted above in point 41 it is

thus obvious that "the total deportation of all the Jews \der vollkom-

mene Abtransport aller Juden]" was valid "for the city of Lublin as well

\auch fur die Stadt Lublin]," which brings us back to the plan proposed

in document NO-5875 regarding a Jewish evacuation "from the entire

General Government."

[49] Terry then presents other critiques of Musial's thesis, which on-

ly confirm that the whole issue has no historical-documentary foimda-

tion and is little more than a muddle of guesses. In this context a glaring

internal contradiction in our opponents' chain of arguments emerges:

"As we will see later on, Belzec was closed at the end of 1942 when the

available mass grave space overflowed after 434,000 victims. "
(p. 168)

The camp had a surface of about 6 hectares,^*'" while the area of the

mass graves officially estimated by Andrzej Kola is 0.549 hectares
!^^'

According to Muehlenkamp's insane calculations (see chapter 11), us-

ing only one fourth of the camp area (15,000 m^) would have sufficed to

theoretically bury in excess of ([15,000 m^ x 3.9 m average depth x

19.51 corpses per m^ =) 1,141,000 corpses!

[50] "This explains why Globocnik wanted to start small by reducing

the Jewish population ofLublin city, in contrast to the plans enacted in the

Warthegau at the same time to reduce the entire Jewish population of the

Warthegau by 100,000. Koppe, unlike Globocnik, disposed ofa ready-made

killing squad, the Sonderkommando Lange. In both cases, however, permis-

sion from Hitler was not needed as both were local solutions to specific

problems arising from Germanisation and resettlement projects. All that

needed to be done was to coordinate between the local SS and civil admin-

istration. "
(p. 168)

"'° Glowna Komisja Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce Rada Ochrony Pomnikow Walki i

M^czenstwa. Ohozy hitlerowskie za ziemiach polskich 1939-1945. Informator en-

cyJdopedyczny (The Hitlerite camps on Polish territory 1939-1945. Encyclopedic Informator).

Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw, 1979, entry "Belzec," p. 93.

C. Mattogno, Belzec. Propaganda, testimonianze..., op. cit., p. 98. In the English-language

edition the number of 5,919 is erroneously indicated. Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, 'p. 73.
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These statements are nonsensical. First of all Greiser's request to

Himmler "to reduce the entire Jewish population of the Warthegau by

100,000" stemmed from 1 May 1942, and therefore it is absurd to pre-

tend that it was done "at the same time," that is in October 1 94 1 . Sec-

ond, as already mentioned, the meeting between Himmler, Globocnik

and Kriiger of 13 October 1941 took place "in Rastenburg at Hitler's

Headquarters." In this context it is simply ridiculous to state that ''per-

missionfrom Hitler was not needed" to build the Belzec "extermination

camp." Terry's perseverance against Musial can be explained by the

fact that the German historian states exactly this. He deduces the origins

of the "Aktion Reinhardt" from an order of the Fiihrer (Auftrag des

Fuhrers) mentioned by Hans Frank in Lublin during the government

meeting (Regierungssitzung) of 17 October 1941.'*^ Musial then expli-

citly states i'^''^

"Nachdem Hitler diese aus seiner Sicht historische Entscheidung

getroffen hatte, iibernahm Himmler die Aufgabe, Globocnik, derja darauf

drdngte, davon zu unterrichten. Am 13. Oktober 1941 fand tatsdchlich eine

Besprechung statt, an der Himmler, Kriiger und Globocnik teilnahmen.
"

"After Hitler had made this in his view historic decision, it was Himm-

ler 's task to inform Globocnik, who had been urging for it. On 13 October

1941 a conference indeed took place in which Himmler, Kriiger and Glo-

bocnik participated.
"

Terry's "critique" therefore aims at discrediting an orthodox holo-

caust historian who supports a conjecture contrary to his own.

[51] At the end of this meander of unfounded speculations, Terry

turns his critique against me:

"Mattogno, on the other hand, underinterprets this decision-making se-

quence. Indeed, he is apparently totally unaware oftwo ofthefour crucial

sources involved, Globocnik's letter ofOctober 1 and the Lublin meeting of

October 17. It is in fact, difficult to see how he could be aware of these

sources as he doesn 't citefrom any literature that discusses them. He does,

however, pick up on the October 13 meeting between Himmler, Kriiger and

Globocnik and turns it into a strawman. " (pp. 168-169)

As I demonstrated above, what Terry pompously defines as "four

crucial sources" are in fact completely irrelevant. No reasonable person

could infer anything from them as to the National Socialist policy to-

wards the Jews. It is wretched and painful to observe these renowned

historians, to see them race around non-entities and anj^hing at all for

B. Musial, Deutsche Zivilvenvaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., pp. 197f.

Ibid., p. 205.
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the sake of finding any documentary justification for the establishment

of the alleged "extermination camp" of Belzec. These historians omit to

mention all documents contrary to their pre-conceived theses, not only

the conference between Frank and Rosenberg of 13 October 1941, but

also the actual chain of documents showing the real National Socialist

policy towards the Jews which I laid out in the previous chapter, includ-

ing Heydrich's 1 December 1941 invitation of Biihler and Kriiger to the

Wannsee conference.

This documentation incontrovertibly proves that until that confer-

ence the National Socialists foUovi^ed a strict policy of emigra-

tion/evacuation/resettlement, of "Jewish emigration [JudenemigrationJ'

and "resettlement plans [Umsiedlungspldne]." Hence, if in October

1941 the construction works for the Belzec camp were initiated, the

most reasonable explanation - and the only one in agreement with the

documents - is that this was a transit camp.

[52] "Ignoring all other interpretations, he [Mattogno] cites only Jules

Schelvis claiming that 'it is certain that on 13 October, Hitler ordered the

Belzec extermination camp built, and probably the one at Sobibor as

well. 'Having cast 'official historiography ' in bas-relief by quoting only

Schelvis, he then proceeds to try and set up as many 'contradictions ' as he

can hallucinate. "
(p. 169)

But the assertions of "official historiography" do not differ from

those of Schelvis, who certainly did not invent anj^hing new in this re-

gard. In an article first published in 2000, Musial states that "according

to the most recent findings, it seems that, during their meeting on Octo-

ber 13, 1941, Himmler ordered Globocnik to begin construction of the

first extermination camp in Belzec."'^"* This only increases Terry's re-

sentment against this author.

[53] After having established that the adduced orthodox holocaust

historians failed to produce anything new, except for further unfounded

speculations in which they are in disagreement even amongst one other,

Terry addresses the following question of mine:^''^

"How can we explain that Himmler made Globocnik commissionerfor

the installation ofSS and police agencies in the new eastern territories on

17 July 1941 and then, on 13 October ofthe same year, asked him to build

an extermination camp while still retaining his previousfunction?.

"

And here is his answer:

B. Musial, The Origins of "Operation Reinhard": The Decision-Making Processfor the Mass

Murder ofthe Jews in the Generalgouvemement. Shoah Resource Center, pp. 4-5. Online:

littp://wwwl.yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%203222.pdf

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit. , p. 243

.
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"Well, that might be because Himmler also ordered Globocnik to accel-

erate Germanisation at the same time as he ordered the Strongpoints pro-

ject, and because the decision-making in October 1941 leading up to the

construction ofBelzec involved a limitedproject relating to Germanisation,

not a general extermination order across the whole of Poland. There is

nothing contradictory or incompatible about the same individual being giv-

en multiple tasks. "
(p. 169)

Evidently Terry does not grasp that the contradiction arising here is

not about concurrent "multiple tasks" per se but about their contents:

the Germanization projects were based on the transfer of Germans into

the Lublin district and on the transfer of Jews out of the Lubhn district:

transfer vs. transfer, not transfer and killing. This latter hypothesis, ap-

propriated by Terry, is unreasonable beyond merely being in conflict

with the documents: why would the Germanization of that district have

implied a local extermination of the Jews?

[54] After another critique of Musial's and Brovraing's interpreta-

tions, both of which stand in contrast to his own hypothesis, Terry

vwites:

"It apparently escapes Mattogno 's notice that Glohocnik stopped being

the Plenipotentiary for Strongpoints. Indeed, Mattogno gleefully seizes on

an apparent typo in the German Encyclopaedia ofthe Holocaust and block-

quotes this source saying that Himmler only appointed Globocnik in July

1942. While this is merely childish obfuscation, it pales into insignificance

in comparison with Mattogno invoking Glohocnik 's responsibility for the

Strongpoints while trying to interpret a document from after March 1, 1942

[126]. As Globocnik liad been relieved of this tasking by the time in ques-

tion, Mattogno 's interpretation is a total anachronism, and thusfundamen-

tally bogus. This howler is only compounded by the fact that Mattogno

could easily have read about the handover of responsibility for the Strong-

points in one of his more frequently cited secondary sources. This means

that, yet again, one is forced to ask oneself whether Mattogno is just that

had at reading or ifhe really is that dishonest "
(p. 170)

At long last, after 169 pages, the "plagiarist bloggers" located an er-

ror of mine. In fact the quoted text says "1941" instead of "1942,"

which is my copying mistake. Leaving aside the accusation of dishones-

ty (which comes from a real master in this field), it must be observed

that Terry did not at all verify the text which I quoted. Therefore he did

not notice that there is also an error in the reference of the quotation;'''^

the correct one being "L Gutman, E. Jackel, P. Longerich, J. Schoeps

(Hg.), Enzyklopddie des Holocaust. Argon Verlag, Berlin, 1993, Bd. I,

p. 546." Terry could not plagiarize it from anjrwhere, so he took no no-

tice of it at all.
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Here Terry shows his dishonesty. He accuses me of "trying to inter-

pret a document from after March 1, 1942" in relation to Globocnik's

responsibility as the Plenipotentiary for Strongpoints. His footnote 126

refers to p. 297 of our study on Sobibor, where Fritz Reuter's memo of

17 March 1942 is examined. Terry states that "at the start of March

1942, Globocnik was relieved of all remaining responsibilities related to

the Strongpoints, which henceforth would be the task of Pohl's newly

established WVHA." (p. 170), and this would confirm my incorrect in-

terpretation. In footnote 124 (p. 170) he refers to "Schulte, 'Vom Ar-

beits- zum Vemichtungslager,' p.46." On this page Schulte writes:'**

"Da Pohl sowohl einen wichtigen Teil der Bauplanungen fir die Stutz-

punkte in seinem Berliner Hauptquartier durchfihrte, als auch zahlreiche

Aufienstellen mit dem dazugehdrigen Fachpersonal in den Reichskommis-

sariaten Ostland und Ukraine unterhielt, iibertrug ihm Himmler schliefilich

am 31. Mdrz 1942 den Aujbau der SS- und Polizeisttitzpunkte im neuen

Ostraum.

"

"Because Pohl at his Berlin headquarters implemented a significant

part of the construction planningfor the strongpoints and because he sup-

plied several outposts in the Reich commissariats Ostland and Ukraine with

the respective trainedpersonnel, Himmler eventually assigned to him on 31

March 1942 the establishment of the SS andpolice strongpoints in the new

Eastern region.

"

Therefore Globocnik was relieved by Pohl on 3 1 March, not "at the

start of March," as Terry claims. Therefore until that day he retained all

his functions as Plenipotentiary for Sfrongpoints. The respective

document states:'*^

"Ich habe Sie unter dem 17.7.41 mit der Vorbereitung, Planung und

Errichtung der SS- und Polizei-Stiitzpunkte in neuen Ostraum beauftragt.

Sie haben die notwendigen Arbeiten der Planung und Ingangsetzung

vorgenommen. Fiir die ausgezeichnete Arbeit spreche ich Ihnen meinen

Dank und meine Anerkennung aus und entbinde Sie mit Wirkung vom

31.3.42 von dem Ihnen erteilten Auftrag.
"

"On 17 July 1941 1 authorized you with the preparation, planning and

construction of the SS and police strongpoints in the new Eastern region.

You have carried out the necessary tasks ofplanning and implementation.

For this excellent work I express my gratitude and appreciation, and I dis-

charge youfrom your obligations with effectfrom 31 March 1942.
"

[55] Terry then presents an excursus on the Travraiki camp, which

Jan Erik Schulte, "Vom Arbeits- zum Vemichtungslager. Die Entstehungsgeschichte von

Auschwitz-Birkenau 1941/42," op. cit, p. 46.

Letter ofHimmler to Globocnik of 27 March 1 942. Bundesarchiv Berlin, Personalakte

Globocnik.
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he introduces with the following words:

"The legacy of the Strongpoints project can be seen very clearly in the

formation ofGlobocnik's auxiliaryforce, the so-called Trawnikis, recruited

in 1941 largelyfrom Soviet prisoners ofwar ofethnic German and Ukrain-

ian origin. The camp at Trawniki began life as an internment camp for a

variety of refugees displaced in the first weeks of 'Barbarossa ' - the camp

doctor was a Pole liberatedfrom an NKVD jail in Lwow - as well as sus-

pects under arrest, and held 676 internees in mid-July, ofwhom 141 were

Ukrainians. "
(p. 170)

The source is "Bericht iiber die Besichtigung des Auffanglagers in

Trawniki, 14.7.1941, published in Blumental (ed), Obozy, pp.25 8-9"

(footnote 128 on p. 170). Terry notably omits any reference to Jewish

inmates. In the report published by Blumental we read:'''^

"Das Auffanglager fiir Fliichtlinge und von der Wehrmachtfestgenom-

mene verddchtige Personen befindet sich in Trawnicki [sic] auf einem

Dominium. Das Lager selbst ist abseits gelegen und im besonderen abge-

grenzt. Die iiberwiegende Mehrzahl der Lagerinsassen besteht aus Juden,

darunter russische politische Kommissare und Antreiber, fiir welche ein

besonderer durch Stacheldraht begrenzter Raum abgeteilt ist.

Im iibrigen Teil des Lagers sind wieder getrennt voreinander Russen,

Polen und auch ca. 141 Ukrainer. Z.Zt sind insgesamt 676 Lagerinsas-

"The reception camp for refugees andfor suspicious persons arrested

by the Wehrmacht is located in Trawnicki [sic] on a rural property. The

camp is secluded and especially cordoned off The predominant majority of

the camp inmates consists ofJews, among them Russian political commis-

sars and agitators, for whom a special area is partitioned off with barbed

wire.

In the remaining part of the camp Russians, Poles and about 141

Ukrainians are likewise separatedfrom one another. Currently there are

676 camp inmates.

"

Therefore in Trawniki mostly Jewish detainees were kept, among

which were the enemies par excellence of the National Socialists, the

political commissars. This stands of course in stark contrast to Terry's

deceptive idea of a "radicalization" against the Jews, and therefore he

did not mention it.

[56] Terry then flaunts his erudition in an inconclusive treatment re-

garding the tasks assigned to some Ukrainian guards at Trawniki, ban-

ishing to a footnote the most important aspect of the issue:

Nachmann Blumental (ed.), Dokumenty i materiafy, Wydawnictwa Centralnej Zydowskiej

Komisji Historycznej w Polsce, Tom I, Obozy, (Volume I, Camps), Lodz 1946, p. 259.
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"From March to April 1942, work was taken over by SS-Obersturm-

fiihrer Richard Thomalla, who had spent the last months of 1941 building

up a Strongpoint in Kiev. Thefirst SSpersonnelfrom T4 arrived at the start

of April including the designated commandant, Hauptmann der Schutz-

polizei Franz Stangl Cf Vernehmung Franz Stangl, 29.4.1969, BAL
B162/208 AR-Z 230/59, Bd. 12, p.4464. According to Jakov Engelhardt, in

early 1942, twelve Trawnikis arrived at Sobibor to find the camp already

wired offand work underway on the 'bathhouse. ' A corridor ofbrush was

erected, the infamous 'tube ' or Schlauch, and behind the 'bathhouse, ' a

mass grave was dug. A test gassing was carried out in the 'bath house ' us-

ing an engine. Five Germans were present, including a man he identified in

1975 as a captain who 'always wore civilian clothes' and an Ober-

scharfuhrer, along with two men in work clothes who were constructing the

gas chamber. Engelhardt returned to Trawniki, after his squad of 12 men

was relieved by a much larger detachment of 40 auxiliaries under the

command of an ethnic German. Cf. Protokol doprosa, Yakov Genrikovich

EngeVgard, 21.3.1961, ASBU Kiev 66437-14-31, pp.27-28a; Protokoll

einer Zeugenvernehmung Jakow Genrikowitsch Engelhardt, 21.8.1975,

BAL Bl 62/208 AR-Z 673/41, Bd3, pp.466-512. " (footnote 142 on p. 172)

This demonstrates that orthodox holocaust historiography is in fact

able to document all the marginal and irrelevant aspects of the "Aktion

Reinhardt" meticulously, but when it comes to the central and pivotal

issues, it has to make use of postwar testimonies, i.e. mere historio-

graphical gossip, because its narrative is not sustained by solid evi-

dence.

Stangl in fact declared having introduced himself in Lublin to Glo-

bocnik, who told him that his assignment consisted in the "further con-

struction of a camp in which ammunition and equipment for the

Waffen-SS should be kept in storage [Weiterausbau eines Lagers, in

dem Munition und Gerdt fur die Waffen-SS gelagert warden sollte]."

Once having arrived in Sobibor, Stangl saw only a "brick building

[Ziegelgebdude]" in the partly fenced-in camp area:^'''

"Dieses Gebdude war nicht in der Planskizze eingezeichnet. Im Zusam-

menhang mit diesem Gebdude tauchte dann nach wenigen Tagen die Ver-

mutung auf das es sich urn die Anlage von Gaskammern handeln kdnnte.
"

"This building was not included on the map. In connection to this build-

ing there then arose after afew days the suspicion that we could be dealing

with the construction ofgas chambers.

"

Stangl' s suspicion is incomprehensible, because if we are to believe

Interrogation of Franz Stangl, Duisburg-Hambom, 29 April 1969. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 230/59,

vol. 12, p. 4463.
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his accoxint he did not yet know anj^ing about the alleged extermina-

tions and about "gas chambers," but was under the impression that he

was building a warehouse camp for the Waffen-SS.

I will return to Engelhardt's declarations in chapter 8.

[57] Terry is well aware of the total inconsistency of his "evidence,"

which is why he strains his imagination to create fictitious links to his

vapid "chain of documents." To this end he envisions that it

"is in factprobable, that Globocnikpresented Himmler with plans for a

wide-ranging extermination program in October 1941, but was told only to

begin preparations, and to awaitfurther orders. "
(pp. 172-173)

A "probability" based on nothing!

[58] Then Terry makes other similarly "probable" speculations:

"The meeting of October 17, 1941 in Lublin, at which the notion ofde-

porting an initial 1000 Jews from Lublin 'over the Bug' is especially in-

structive in this regard. Frank and his officials most probably understood

this phrasing to mean that the deported Jews would be killed, but it is also

probable that Globocnik had not informed his civilian counterparts of his

precise plans; Frank's remarks on December 16, 1941, which we discuss

below, make it unlikely that he had been told by anyone up to that date

about gas chambers as the intended means, only that the Jews would be de-

stroyed. "
(p. 173)

Since he returns to this docxunent, it is germane to examine the

German text of it once more:^^"

"Die Juden sollen - bis auf unenthehrliche Handwerker und dergl. -

aus Luhlin evakuiert werden. Zundchst werden 1000 Juden iiber den Bug
iiberstellt werden. Den Vollzug iibernimmt der SS- und Polizeifiihrer. Die

Auswahl derzu evakuierende Juden erfolgt durch den Stadthauptmann.
"

Translated:

"The Jews shall be evacuated from Lublin - except for indispensible

craftsmen and the like. Initially 1,000 Jews will he transferred beyond the

[river] Bug. The SS and police commander is tasked with the implementa-

tion. The selection of the Jews to be evacuated is to he carried out by the

city captain.
"

I remind the reader that the conference between Frank and Rosen-

berg of 13 October 1941 was concerned with future "Jewish emigration

[Judenemigration]" and "resettlement plans [Umsiedlungspldne]" and

that at the cabinet meeting (Regierungssitzung) of 17 October 1941 a

major discussion point had been the previous resettlement of 12,000

Lublin Jews, which implicitly was deemed a failure, because to Frank's

great dismay almost the same number of Jews had subsequently immi-

'™ B. Musial, Deutsche Zhnlverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., p. 196.
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grated to the city (see point 48 above). I observe that the project of

evacuating them "beyond the [river] Bug [iiber den Bug]" aimed at en-

suring that the deportees would not again return to Lublin. The hypoth-

esis of their killing is a plain conjecture devoid of any documentary

backup. The information found in this document - the meager number

of the first group of Jews to be evacuated (1,000 persons), the close co-

operation between Globocnik and the city captain (Stadthauptmann), to

whom the task of selection was delegated - rather reverse the imaginary

orthodox exterminationist interpretation of a regional extermination ini-

tiative: if anything at all, only a regional initiative of evacuation can be

deduced from it.

[59] Terry next returns to the elusive Fuhrerbefehl of December

1941:

"Hitler's announcement ofDecember 12, 1941 to the Reichs- and Gau-

leiter in Berlin was followed hy a flurry ofmeetings between Himmler, Hit-

ler and other leading Nazis which confirm that it was not until this moment

that the light finally turned green. On December 14, 1941, Himmler met

with Victor Brack, director of T4, and discussed what his appointments dia-

ry records as 'euthanasia. "'
(p. 173)

Gerlach writes about the conference of 14 December 1941 between

Himmler and Brack, stating that "topics of discussion were listed as '[

... ] Course in East Minist[ry]' and 'Euthanasia.'" He underlines that

between this date and 23 June 1942 (the date of the infamous letter from

Brack to Himmler), no other meeting is recorded between these two in-

dividuals.^'^ This is decisively too little for the alleged organization of

the "extermination camps."

[60] Terry continues:

"It is striking that only after this meeting did T4 personnel begin to ar-

rive in Lublin in larger numbers, in all probability after December 22 when

the construction ofthe basicfacilities was complete. "
(p. 173)

If what Terry writes made any sense, then Hitler announced on 12

December his decision to exterminate all the Jews of Europe; two days

later Himmler and Brack met to define the modalities of this extermina-

tion in the territory of former Poland, and immediately after that the

personnel of Aktion T4 started to arrive in Lublin to prepare themselves

for this assignment.

This, however, stands in striking confrast to Terry's fantasies regard-

ing the establishment of the alleged extermination camp of Belzec "in

relation to a limited project to reduce the Jewish population of the Lu-

C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., p. 781.
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blin district," as a local initiative without a specific Hitler order. At this

point I am obhged to quote again the conclusion of Gerlach's research

about the Fuhrerbefehl:^^^

"To summarize. Hitler's December 12 speech and the other meetings

had three crucial results: (1) new, fundamental directives regarding the ex-

ecution of all Jews by the General Government and by the Ministry for the

East, the administrative units with control over the majority ofJews living

in areas under German rule; (2) an intensification ofplanning and ofprep-

arations for exterminating the Jews in various regions using poison gas;

and (3) a determination ofpolicy regarding German Jews. In announcing

his decision to exterminate all European Jews, Hitler had also decided the

fate ofthe deported German Jews. " (Emph. added)

Gerlach explicitly declares that Hitler's decision affected the exter-

mination of all European Jews, including all the Jews in the General

Government. This is in blatant contradiction to Terry's critique of Mu-
sial, which is supposed to "demonstrate" that Belzec was established as

an extermination center for the Lublin district.

[61] Terry then discusses the "Osteinsatz" ("mission in the East"):

"Brack himself led a contingent of T4 men on a separate assignment

beginning in January 1942, the mysterious 'Osteinsatz' deployment of eu-

thanasia doctors, nurses and assistants to Minsk and Smolensk. Discussed

in extremely vague terms by eyewitnesses interrogated either in the context

of euthanasia or Aktion Reinhard investigations after the war, there is a

strong suspicion that the T4 personnel may have been usedfor the "mercy

killing" of wounded German soldiers. The overwhelming majority of the

Osteinsatz cadres camefrom the idle T4 institute at Hadamar, which gave

up 40 out of90 personnel, with farfewer assignedfrom the other institutes

still engaged in carrying out Aktion 14f 13. "
(pp. 173-174)

There is nothing "mysterious" about this operation, because the wit-

nesses talking about it (and to whom Terry refers) did not express them-

selves "in extremely vague terms." The opposite is true, as is evidenced

by the following testimonies:

Heinrich Gley:'^^

"Uber T 4 wurden wir im Januar 1942 nach Berlin-Richkamp verbracht

und dort von der OT mit Winterkleidung und sonstiger Ausriistung verse-

hen. Mit Omnibussen wurden wir nach Minsk verbracht In der Folgzeit

wurden wir auf der Rollbahn im Raume Chask bis Tolotschin beim Trans-

port der Verwundeten und von solchen Soldaten, die sich Erfrierungen

Ibid., p. SIO.

Interrogation protocol of Heinrich Gley, Miinster, 8 May 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol.

IX, pp. 1281-1282.
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zugezogen hatten, verwandt. Dieser Einsatz dauerte bis Mdrz/April 1942.

Nach Beendigung wurden die Schwestern und Pfleger zu ihren jeweiligen

Anstalten zuruckgeschickt und ich kam wieder nach Sonnenstein.

"

"Through T4 we were brought in January 1942 to Berlin-Richkamp and

there we were provided by the OT {= Organisation Todt] with winter cloth-

ing and sundry equipment We were brought to Minsk in buses. During the

following period we were deployed on the runway in the Khask—Tolochin

area to aid during the transport of the wounded and of soldiers who had

sufferedfrostbites. This mission lasted until March/April 1942. After com-

pletion the nurses were sent back to their respective institutions and I re-

turned to Sonnenstein.

"

Karl Schluch:''''

"Im Winter 1941 bis etwa Februar/Mdrz 1942 machte ich den bekann-

ten OT-Einsatz im Osten mit, das heifit, ich muSte mithelfen verwundete

Soldaten zuriickzubringen.

"

"From winter 1941 until about February/March 1942 1joined the men-

tioned OT mission in the East, i.e. I had to assist in bringing back wounded

soldiers.

"

Patricia Heberer, adduced as a source by Terry in this context, pre-

supposes that the goal of the Osteinsatz would have been the killing of

the wounded German soldiers, but then clarifies

"Vielleicht werden die Historiker nie den wahren Zweck des Einsatzes

von 'T4 ' Mitarbeitern an der Ostfront im Winter 1942 erfahren.
"

"Perhaps historians will never learn the true purpose of the mission of

the 'T4' members at the Easternfront in winter 1942.
"

Heberer is incapable of seeing the obvious, because she is still as-

suming as "plausible" the above-mentioned nonsensical interpretation.

Even if, for the sake of argument, we assume that German wounded

soldiers were indeed "euthanized" during that winter, why would this

operation have been suspended after February-March 1 942, considering

that there were plenty, even increasingly more wounded soldiers to be

"euthanized" on the Eastern front after that? Medical assistance to these

wounded soldiers could have been ensured by any military medical or-

ganization, but who would have continued to carry out euthanasia on

them? These are fatuous conjectures aimed at explaining away why the

T4 personnel, which allegedly consisted of simple murderers, was tem-

porarily used to save lives. Obviously this constitutes an even more bla-

Interrogation of the accused Karl Schluch, Kleve, 10 November 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z
252/59, vol. Vni, p. 1504.

P. Heberer, "Von der 'Aktion T4' zum Massenmord an den europaischen Juden," in: Giinter

Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch

Giftgas, op. cit., p. 167.
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tant contradiction, so that orthodox holocaust historians had to invent

this "silly argxunent" in order to confront it (see ft)otnote 149 on p. 174

of the "Manifesto").

[62] Terry further writes:

"The evidence examined so far points to the interpretation that Belzec,

soon to be joined by Sobibor, were intended to carry out what was still a

relatively limited killing program. Indeed, Adolf Eichmann later testified

that Globocnik had at first been authorised to kill around 100,000 people,

and then secured a further authorisation to murder another 150 to 250,000

fromHeydrich."(p. 174)

It is obvious that Terry does not understand what he is talking about.

His source, Longerich, says:^^*

"A statement by Eichmann to the Israeli police also reveals that Glo-

bocnik had been given the task ofmurdering the majority of the Jews in the

district, namely those 'incapable ofwork'. According to Eichmann 's infor-

mation, once the mass murder had already begun, Globocnik had acquired

Heydrich's authorization to kill a further 150,000, probably 250,000 peo-

ple.
"

Again he refers to the proceedings of the Eichmann trial.'^^ In the

corresponding passages Eichmann declared in reference to the Wannsee

conference

"Mir ist noch in Erinnerung, dass er [Heydrich] Globocnik, der in

Lublin diese Toetungsanstalt hatte, nachtraeglich ermaechtigte, die Juden

zu toeten.

"

"I still remember that he [Heydrich] retroactively authorized Globoc-

nik, who had this killing establishment in Lublin, to kill the Jews.

"

Eichmann then stated that the order was fransmitted from his office:

"Heydrich hat mir diktiert: Ich ermaechtige Sie, weitere 150000 Juden

der Endloesung zuzufuehren.
"

"Heydrich dictated to me: I authorize you to deliver another 150,000

Jews to the final solution.
"

Eichmann was unsure about the number, which was either 150,000

or 250,000, but added: "These Jews were already dead [Diese Juden

waren bereits schon to?]."^^''

Therefore Terry's pretense "that Globocnik had at first been author-

ised to kill around 100,000 people" is pure fantasy, like Heydrich's au-

thorization "to kill a further 150,000, probably 250,000 people," which

p. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit, p. 33 1

.

Ibid, footnote 103 on p. 548.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. Vll, p. 239.

Ibid, p. 240.
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happened retroactively (nachtrdglich) and which referred to Jews pre-

siunably already killed immediately after the Wannsee conference.

The issue is so convoluted that it requires a more detailed analysis.

As I explained in the previous chapter, Eichmann stated in Jerusalem

that two or three months after the start of the war against the Soviet Un-

ion, and in any case during late summer (Spdtsommer), Heydrich con-

veyed to him: "The Fiihrer has ordered the physical extermination of the

Jews [Der Fiihrer hat die physische Vernichtung der Juden befoh-

Earlier he had dated the alleged event between late 1941 and

early 1942:^^^

"Etwa um die Jahreswende 1941/42 teilte mir der Chef des Sipo und

des SD, Heydrich, miindUch mit, dafi der Fiihrer die physische Vernichtung

desjUdischen Gegners befohlen habe.

"

"At the turn ofthe year 1941/42 the Head ofthe Sipo and the SD. Hey-

drich, conveyed to me orally that the Fiihrer had ordered the physical ex-

termination ofthe Jewish enemy.

"

It is important to note that both dates refer to a period prior to the

Wannsee conference. But Himmler had already issued to Globocnik

"appropriate instructions [entsprechende Weisungen]," and Heydrich

sent him to Lublin to see what progress had been made with the exter-

mination of the Jews.'**^ Immediately after that Eichmann went indeed

to Globocnik in Lublin, and visited a camp, which for obvious chrono-

logical reasons must have been Belzec (although he identified it as Tre-

blinka), in which the extermination is said to have already been in pro-

gress. After these prior events and following the Wannsee conference,

Eichmann introduces Heydrich' s order, in which he supposedly "retro-

actively [nachtrdglich]" authorized Globocnik to kill 150,000-250,000

Jews, who had already been killed by Globocnik based on Himmler'

s

above-mentioned "appropriate instructions [entsprechende Weisun-

gen]"l

Only desperate historians could seriously believe such a senseless

story in the absence of documentary evidence. It must moreover be not-

ed that Himmler' s alleged order, which would have initiated the exter-

mination activity at Belzec/Treblinka prior to the Wannsee conference,

further contradicts Terry's thesis regarding the establishment of Belzec

as a regional extermination center on the basis of a locally intiated ex-

p. 169.

RudolfAschenauer (ed.), Ich, AdolfEichmann. Ein historischer Zeugenbericht, Druffel-

Verlag, Leoni am Stamberger See, 1980, p. 177.

State of Israel (ed.), ne Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. Vll, pp. 169-170.
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termination directive.

[63] Terry then quotes Josef Oberhauser's interrogation of 10 No-

vember 1 964, according to which "only Jews unfit for work from vari-

ous ghettos were to be liquidated. There was not yet any talk of a grand-

scale extermination action"; with Oberhauser allegedly gaining

knowledge of a systematic plan of Jewish extermination only in April-

May 1942. Terry concludes:

"Belzec and Sobibor were constructed to test the feasibility ofmass ex-

termination; indeed Robin O'Neil has rightly called Belzec a 'stepping

stone' or 'prototype' for the Final Solution. Until June 1942, only Jews

from the Galicia and Lublin districts were deported to Belzec and Sobibor,

while the Warsaw, Radom and Cracow districts remained initially unaffect-

ed, severely limiting the geographical scope of the operation within the

Generalgouvernement. Moreover, by the start of 1942, the Lublin district

was the intended destination for non-Polish Jews. Although conceived as a

local solution to the 'Jewish Question ' in the Generalgouvernement, Aktion

Reinhard was rapidly integrated into the pan-European Final Solution.

"

(pp. 174-175)

The daunting efforts of current orthodox holocaust historians as well

as those of Terry have to be lauded, albeit marginally. They try to

somehow explain the obvious absurdities inherent to the "historic re-

construction" of the Reinhardt camps' origin established by the preced-

ing holocaust historiography.

According to this new account of events, Belzec was estabhshed as

the result of a local initiative as an extermination center for the Lublin

district, but then became a full-fledged European-wide extermination

center. Even if examined from an organizational point of view, howev-

er, this thesis is revealed to be futile.

According to the witness Stanislaw Kozak, the first extermination

installation of Belzec, the one assigned to the local extermination initia-

tive for the Jews of the Lublin district, measured 12x8 meters and con-

tained three gas chambers of 4 x 8 meters,^^^ in total 96 m^. The second

extermination installation, allegedly built between late May and late

June 1 942 to systematically implement the claimed Europe-wide exter-

mination process, had at its disposal six gas chambers measuring 4x5
meters each, in total 120 m^!'^"* Therefore the SS would have planned

for a full-fledged European-wide extermination a gas chamber capacity

Interrogation of S. Kozak of 16 October 1945. ZStL, 252/59, vol. I, p. 1129. Cf Beiiec in

Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 45.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., 1979, p. 133.
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only slightly larger than that which they had employed for a small-scale

local extermination xrntil then. They are even said to have demolished

the first existing installation, and by so doing they actually avoided a

doubling of the killing capacity. I leave it to the reader's judgment

whether such stupidity is more likely that of the SS or of those who be-

lieve in such a story. I will return to the question in points 161 and 165.

[64] On page 175 Terry writes:

"To understand the context in which the decision to deport Jews from

Germany, Austria, the Protectorate and Slovakia to the Lublin district was

taken, we must rewind our steps back to the late summer of1941.

"

He mentions the "infamous authorisation letter" of Goring of 3 1 July

1941 without explaining that it was a "supplement [ErgdnzungY to the

assignment issued to Heydrich akeady on 24 January 1939 in order to

solve the "Jewish question in form of emigration or evacuation

[Judenfrage in Form Auswanderimg oder Evakuierung]" in line with

the National Socialist policy towards the Jews. On the other hand Terry

flaunts his knowledge of irrelevant data, for example the fact that "with-

in Eichmann's office, Friedrich Suhr became the 'referent for the Final

Solution of the Jewish Question, in particular abroad' in July 1941, ac-

cording to a notation on his personnel file." (p. 171). The source is

"NARA-BDC SS-OA Friedrich Suhr; cf. Aly, Endldsung, pp.306-7"

(note 156 on p. 175), but the information is taken from Aly's book,

where it is inserted in an argumentative context giving importance to it:

the Germans expected a quick victory over the Soviet Union, and the

evacuation plans for the Jews to the East were coupled with this event,

which - by the way - would also explain the assignment given by Hey-

drich to Suhr as the "consultant for the final solution of the European

Jewish question, in particular abroad {Referent fur die Endldsung der

europdischen Judenfrage, insbesondere Ausland]."'^^^ This assignment

also results "ixom a proposal for an investiture of 2 1 October 1 944 \aus

einem Vorschlag zur Ordensverleihung vom 21.10.1944]."^^'' Outside of

this context the event is totally irrelevant. Indeed Aly seems to be about

the only important historian quoting it. Friedrich Suhr is mentioned four

times in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," on p. 124, on p. 175 (twice) and

on p. 547, but neither his service rank nor his hierarchic position is ever

mentioned, which shows that Terry never saw the archival source he

quotes. Friedrich Suhr had the rank of SS-Sturmbannfiihrer and was at

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit., pp. 305-306.

Ibid., footaote 16 on p. 307.
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the head of the Unterreferat IV-B4b (Rechtsfragen) (subdivision IV-

B4b - legal issues) of the RSHA.

[65] Another irrelevant piece of information adduced by Terry is

this:

"In early August, statistics were compiled of the numbers ofJews in-

habiting each country worldwide. "
(p. 175)

The source given is "Anzahl der Juden absolut und im Verhaltnis zur

Gesamtbevolkerung in den einzelnen Landem und nach Erdteilen,

7.8.1941, AIPN CA 362/218, pp.5-10" (footnote 157 on p. 175). This

represents the umpteenth case of plagiarism. The reference is in fact

taken from a book by Gerlach, who dedicates only a few lines to the is-

sue:'^^

"Das RSHA hatte bereits am 7.August auch die erste Aufstellung uber

die Zahl der Juden in Europafertiggestellt.

"

"Already on 7 August the RSHA had also completed thefirst breakdown

ofthe number ofJews in Europe.

"

In a footnote Gerlach reveals the source

" Anzahl der Juden absolut und im Verhaltnis zur Gesamtbevolkerung

in den einzelnen Ldndern und nach Erdteilen' v. 7. 8. 1941, Archiwum

Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni przeciwko Narodowi Polskiemu, War-

schau, CA 362/218, Bl. 5-10 (die Akte ist mittlerweile ins Bundesarchiv

Berlin iiherfiihrt warden).
"

The reference given by Terry, "AIPN," refers according to him to

"Arkhiv Instytyt Pamieci Narodowej." (p. 570). The "plagiarist blog-

gers" have copied badly, writing ''Arkhiv Instytyt" instead of ''Archi-

wum Instytutu" (misspelling the Polish word "Archiwum" and the geni-

tive of "Instytut").

[66] Immediately after this, Terry adds:

"In the meantime, pressure grew within Germanyfrom individual Gau-

leiter, not least JosefGoebbels in Berlin, to deport German Jews. " (p. 175)

In footnote 158 he includes another very important bibliographic

reference for us:

"For a recent examination of the background to this phase, see Wolf

Gruner, 'Von der Kollektivausweisung zur Deportation der Juden aus

Deutschland (1938-1943). Neue Perspektiven und Dokumente, ' Beitrage

zur Geschichte des Nationalsozialismus 20, 2004, pp.21-62.

"

This is yet another plagiarized title, which is also quoted in the same

C. Gerlach, Krieg, Erndhrung, Vdlkermord: Forschungen zur deutschen Vemichtungspolitik

imZweiten fre/?*rieg. Hamburger Edition, 1998, p. 112.

Ibid., footnote 88 on p. 1 12. The same reference can be also found in the already quoted article

by C. Gerlach, "The Wannsee Conference," op. cit., p. 777.
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way in the bibliography (p. 547). The article in question can be found in

the volume Die Deportation der Juden aus Deutschland. Plane - Praxis

- Reaktionen 1938-1945 (The deportation of the Jews from Germany.

Plans - practice - reactions 1938-1945), which is Volume No. 20 of the

series Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Nationalsozialismus.'^^'^ In it Gruner

examines "the background to this phase" in the section "Die Entschei-

dung liber weitere Teildeportationen (Sommer 1941)" (The decision

about further partial deportations (summer 1941)).'^'*

[67] Terry then continues "his" reconstruction of the events:

"On September 2, 1941, he [Himmler] met with Krtiger, the HSSPF of

the Generalgouvernement, to discuss the 'Jewish Question - resettlement

out of the Reich. ' Two days later, he likewise met with Wilhelm Koppe, the

HSSPF of the Warthegau, andprobably discussed the feasibility ofdeport-

ing Reich Jews to the Lodz ghetto. "
(p. 175)

The reference provided reads as follows: "Dienstkalender, pp.200-

203 (2.9.1941), p.205 (4.9.1941)" (footnote 159). Everything is taken

from Browning, who writes:'^'

"On September 1, 1941, the two men met together. On the following

day, Himmler met with his HSSPF in the General Government, Friedrich

Wilhelm Kriiger, and discussed the 'Jewish Question - Resettlementfrom

the Reich. ' (Judenfrage-Ausiedlung aus dem Reich). Two days later Himm-

ler met with his HSSPFfrom the Warthegau, Wilhelm Koppe, andprobably

discussed the deportation of60,000 Reich Jews to Lodz.
"

In his footnotes Browning refers to "DKHH Dienstkalender Hein-

rich Himmlers 1941/42] pp. 200-203" and to "DKHH, p. 205, esp. no.
,,992

'pgj.jy plagiarizes even Browning's reference to "Witte, 'Two

Decisions,'" which in this context is quoted three times by Browning,

obviously with indication of the page numbers,''^ adding it at the end of

this footnote 158: "This phase is also well covered in Browning, Ori-

gins, p.314ff as well as Witte, 'Two Decisions.'"

[68] At the end ofpage 175 Terry begins his discussion of the depor-

tations to the Lublin district:

"Tlie idea of Luhliii as a destinationfor non-Polish Jews resurfaced the

Wolf Gruner, "Von der KoUektivausweisung zur Deportation der Juden aus Deutschland

(1938-1945). Neue Perspektiven und Dokumente," in: Christopli Dicckmann, Wolf (iraner,

Anne Klein, Birthe Kundrus, Beate Meyer, Amiin Nolzen, Babette Quinkert, Sven Reichardt,

Thomas Sandkiihler, Sybille Steinbacher (ed.), Die Deportation der Juden aus Deutschland.

Plane -Praxis -Reaktionen 1938-1945. Wallstein, Gottingen, 2004, pp. 21-62.

"° Ibid
, p. 46 and following.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, pp. 324-325.

Ibid , footaote 59 and 60 on p. 5 1 8.

Ibid. , footaote 57, 6 1 and 62 on p. 5 1 8.
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same month, when on October 20, Himmler met with the Slovak leadership

- Tiso, Tuka and Mach - and broached the subject ofSlovakia 's Jews. The

Slovak leaders became thefirst government to agree with Nazi Germany to

hand over the Jews oftheir country.

"

In the corresponding footnote (no. 161 on pp. 175f.) Terry reveals

"his" sources:

"Dienstkalender, p.241 (20.10.1941). In July 1941, Slovak officials had

inspected the Organisation Schmelt forced labour camp complex in Upper

East Silesia, and used their impressions to establish a few forced labour

camps in Slovakia, which survived tlie 1942 deportations. See Deutsche

Gesandschaft Pressburg an Auswdrtigen Amt Berlin, Abteilung ProtokoU,

2.7.1941, T/1075; Bericht iiber die Besichtigung der oberschlesischen Ju-

denlager, 12.7.1941, NARA Tl 75/584/80-2.
"

Here the source of the plagiarism is an article by Yehoshua Biichler

available online:^'"^

"On October 20, 1941, Heinrich Himmler and the Slovakian leaders -

President Jozef Tiso, Prime Minister Vojtech Tuka, and Interior Minister

Alexander Mach - held a 'working meeting' in Berlin at which they dis-

cussed how to 'solve ' the Jewish problem in Slovakia. Himmler suggested

that the Slovakian leaders transfer the Jews 'to him 'for resettlement in the

East Himmler 's diary asserts that the Slovaks viewed his proposalfavora-

bly.
"

In the footnote the author quotes the source most likely plagiarized

by Terry: "Peter Witte et al., eds., Der Dienstkalender Heinrich Himm-
lers 1941/42 (Hamburg: Christians, 1999), p. 241."''^ The document

dated 2 July 1941 is a telegram of the German Legation {Deutsche

Gesandschaft) in Bratislava addressed to "Foreign [Office] Berlin -

protocol department [Auswdrtig Berlin - Abteilung ProtokoU [sic]], in

which Hanns Elard Ludin, Reich ambassador to Slovakia, announced

for the 8 and 9 of July the visit of a Slovak commission headed by

Wisliceny to a "labor camp for Jews in Eastern Upper Silesia [Judenar-

beitslager in Ostoberschlesien]."^^''

[69] Terry proceeds:

"According to the later account of Slovak Interior Minister Mach,

Himmler had said 'that they will use our Jews. ' It is entirely unclearfrom

the available sources where Himmler at this time thought Slovak Jews

could be accommodated or what theirfate would be. " (pp. 175-176)

Yehoshua Biichler, '"Certificates' for Auschwitz," in: Yad Vashem Studies, XXX, Jerusalem,

2002, pp. 125-152. 1 quote from the electronic version of the Shoah Resource Center,

wwwl .yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%2054 1 8.pdf, pp. 4-5.

Ibid., footnote 1 1 on p. 5.

'"^ T/1075.
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In the corresponding footnote he against attempts to play the role of

a rectifier of orthodox holocaust historiography:

"Schwindt, Konzentrations- und Vemichtimgslager Majdanek, p.79, ar-

gues that the Lublin district was alreadyforeseen in October 1941, but this

is not substantiated. On Nazi-Slovak relations in general see Tatjana

Tonsmeyer: Das Dritte Reich und die Slowakei 1939 - 1945. Politischer

Alltag zwischen Kooperation und Eigensinn. Paderborn: Schdningh, 2003
"

(footnote 162 on p. 176)

Barbara Schwindt states that Himmler proposed to the representa-

tives of the Slovak government during their conference of 20 October

1941 "to accommodate Slovak Jewesses and Jews in the Lublin district

[die slovakische Jiidinnen und Juden im Distrikt Lublin aufzunehmen]."

To support this, she adduces as evidence the statements of the Slovak

minister for Internal Affairs Mach of 26 March 1942:''^

"Wir hatten die Mdglichkeit, mit Himmler zu sprechen. Auf die Frage,

wieviele Juden bei uns wdren, haben wir geantwortet: 90.000. Und sie

haben uns gesagt, dafi die unsere Juden brauchen werden.

"

"We had the possibility to talk to Himmler. To the question how many

Jews were present among us, we answered: 90,000. And they told us that

they will need our Jews. " (Emph. in original)

The title of Tatjana Tonsmeyer' s book is clearly another plagiarism;

it appears only in this footnote and in the bibliography (p. 562).

[70] After various digressions, Terry presents the following interpre-

tation of the events:

"But in reality, Heydrich and the RSHA planners in Eichmann 's IVB 4

office were entirely uncertain as to where any Jews could be deported at

the time ofWannsee (January 20, 1942) or in the weeks immediately fol-

lowing the conference. "
(p. 177)

Therefore Heydrich, according to Terry, was tasked with implement-

ing the preparations for the Jewish evacuation to the East "on organiza-

tional, material and substantial aspects \in organisatorischer, sachlicher

und materieller Hinsicht]" without having a precise notion of where to

send the Jews!

[71] To prove his thesis Terry adds:

"On January 31, 1942, Eichmann informed the Gestapo stations in the

Reich that the deportations of the previous autumn represented the start of

the Final Solution and that 'new reception possibilities ' were being worked

outfor the nextphase. " (p. 177)

He refers to "RSHA IV B 4, Evakuierung von Juden, 31.1.1942,

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vemichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit, p. 79.
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1063-PS" (footnote 169). Everything, including the reference, is taken

from Longerich, who writes:'^**

"The further deportations from the Reich, which began in substantial

numbers in the spring of 1942, were announced in a dispatch from Eich-

mann to the Gestapo regional and district headquarters dated 31 January

1942. [note 35] In it he wrote that the 'recent evacuation ofJews to the

East carried out in individual areas ' represented 'the beginning ofthefinal

solution of the Jewish question in the Old Reich, the Ostmark, and the Pro-

tectorate of Bohemia and Moravia '. However, at that point, 'only some

state police [Gestapo] headquarters could be involved in view of limited

reception possibilities in the East and difficulties with transport '. But 'new

reception possibilities [would be] worked on with the aim ofdeportingfur-

ther contingents ofJews.

In the corresponding footnote Longerich mentions document PS-

1063,'^^ from which it would appear that Terry knows only the few

words quoted by Longerich. This is the same as Eichmann's express let-

ter {Schnellbrief} of 31 January 1942, document T/730, which I already

discussed in point 1 15 of chapter 5.

[72] To substantiate his thesis, Terry says further:

"Not until March 6, 1942, was Eichmann able to convene a meeting of

the Judenreferenten to discuss implementation of the next wave ofdeporta-

tionsfrom the Reich. " (p. 177)

The source indicated by him is:

"Bericht uber die am 6. Mdrz 1942 im RSHA - Amt IVB 4 - stattgefun-

dene Besprechung, 9.3.1942, T/119, also in Hans G. Adler, Die Verheim-

lichte Wahrheit. Theresienstadter Dokumente, Tubingen, 1958, pp. 9-10."

(footnote 170 on p. 177)

It is evident, however, that Terry is famihar neither with the docu-

ment nor the book, having most likely pilfered the reference from an

on-line article by Wolfgang Scheffler:

"Bericht iiher die im Judenreferat IV B 4 des Reichssicherheitshaupt-

amt (RSHA) am 6. Mdrz 1942 stattgefundene Besprechung der Gestapos-

tellvertreter. Eichmann-Prozefi Dok. 119; H. G. Adler (siehe oben Anm. 9),

S. 9f."

Believing that document 119 mentioned by Scheffler was the docu-

ment 119 accepted by the Jerusalem Court, our plagiarist thought it

p. Longerich (ed.), Die Ermordung der europdischen Juden. Eine umfassende Dokumentation

des Holocaust 1941-1945, op. cit., p. 320.

Ibid., footnote 35 on p. 545.

Haus der Wannsee-Konferenz. Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Scheffler, Berlin. Die Wannsee-Konferenz

und ihre historische Bedeutung, footnote 26 on p. 12, online:

www.ghwk.de/deut/texte/scheffler.pdf
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wise to quote it as "T/1 19." In reality we are dealing with document 1 19

of the Israeh police, which was accepted as document T/734 [=

T/37(39)]. This is a "Report on the conference held on 6 March 1942 in

department IV B 4 of the RSHA [Bericht iiher die am 6.3.1942 im

Reichssicherheitshauptamt - Amt IV B 4 stattgefundenen Bespre-

chung]" incorrectly dated 5 March 1 942. 1 will return to this document

in point 75.

[73] Terry continues:

"Although the Foreign Office had signalled to the Slovak government

on February 16, 1942 that Nazi Germany was ready to accept 20,000 Slo-

vak Jews as workers, the paper trail is likewise unclear until March as to

where they would infact be sent. "
(p. 177)

In footnote 171 he writes:

"Luther an Deutsche Gesandtschaft Pressburg, 16.2.1942, T/1078,

simply refers to 'bringing them to the east.
'

"

The document adduced by him in fact states:"""

"Im Zuge der Mafinahmen zur Endldsung der slowakischen Judenfrage

ist Deutsche Regierung bereit, sofort 20.000 junge krdftige slowakische

Juden abzunehmen und nach dem Osten zu verbringen, wo Arbeitseinsatz-

bedarfbesteht.

"

"In the course of the measures for thefinal solution ofthe Jewish ques-

tion in Slovakia the German government is prepared to immediately accept

20,000 young strong Slovak Jews and to dispatch them to the East where a

needfor labor deployment exists.
"

In his memorandum of 2 1 August 1 942, where he summarized the

policy of the Foreign Office (Auswdrtiges Amt) towards the Jews, Lu-

ther confirmed that the German request for these 20,000 Slovak Jews fit

to work was motivated by the fact that "the number of the Jews deport-

ed in this way to the East was not sufficient to cover the demand for

workforce there [die Zahl der auf diese Weise nach dem Osten abge-

schobenen Juden reichte nicht aus, den Bedarfan Arbeitskrdften dort zu

decken]."^^^^ Can one seriously believe that Luther was unaware of

where this Jewish manpower was needed? Terry's speculation is refuted

also by the already mentioned "Guidelines for the technical implemen-

tation of the evacuation of Jews into the General Government (Trawniki

near Lublin) [Richtlinien zur technischen Durchfuhrung der Evakuie-

rung von Juden in das Generalgouvemement (Trawniki bei Lublin)],"

in which the destination of the deportations was made explicit.

T/1078.

See chapter 4, point 130.
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[74] The above, however, forms only the prelude to Terry's central

hypothesis, which constitutes a real flash of genius:

"Farfrom belonging to a well-thought out plan, the initial phase ofde-

portations thus bore all the hallmarks of a last-minute improvisation. " (p.

177)

He then tries to demonstrate its validity by gleaning bits and pieces

from various source, starting with the following:

"Eichmann had been in Minsk on March 2 and 3 to organise the re-

sumption of the deportations that had been broken offby the transport cri-

sis of the winter of 1941/2 [174], and then promptly convened a meeting

with the Judenberater of Western Europe to begin planning their deporta-

tions [175] {^p. 177-178)

In footnote 174 he writes: "On this visit see Gerlach, Kalkulierte

Morde, pp. 693-4." Terry forgets to explain that the dating of this visit is

simply Gerlach's conjecture which, as he himself admits, not only

stands in contradiction to Eichmann's own statement ("during winter

1941/42 [auf Winter 1941/42]"), the position of the Jerusalem Court

("at the latest in September 1941 {spdtestens September 1941]") and

Hans Safrian's statement ("September/October 1941"), but moreover is

clearly unfounded, because Gerlach deduces his date of 2-3 March 1942

from the fact that the execution which Eichmann attended "according to

his statement must have lasted at least two days [nach seiner Aussage

mindestens zwei Tage gedauert haben muji]."^^^^

In reality Eichman stated that, once he had arrived in Minsk, he told

someone whose name he did not remember that he was carriying out an

order by Miiller "to watch it [a shooting], in order to report to Grup-

penfiihrer Miiller. C'est 9a, on the next day I stayed overnight in this

city, on the next day I arrived but it was too late. Because on this morn-

ing the affair was already over, almost over - for which I was personal-

ly very glad \das anzusehen, urn Grueppenfuehrer Mueller zu berichten.

C'est ca [9a], am naechsten Tag, ich blieb ueber Nacht in dieser Stadt,

am naechsten Tag ham ich hin und ham aber zu spaet. Denn an diesem

Vormittag war die Sache schon vorbei, fast vorbei - worueber ich selbst

heilfroh gewesen bin]." In fact he saw only some soldiers who were

"shot here into a pit [hier in eine Grube schossen]."^^^ Therefore the al-

leged duration of the execution, "at least two days [mindestens zwei

Tage]" is simply an unfounded conjecture on the part of Gerlach.

Terry's footnote 175 refers to: "Vermerk Dannecker, 10.3.42, RF-

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morden, op. cit., p. 693.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolf Eichmann, vol. VII, pp. 211-212.
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1224, also published in Klarsfeld (ed), Vichy-Auschwitz, p.374." Here

Terry plagiarized the wrong reference. The document RF-1224 in fact

refers to "Basic principles for the major action against Jews in Paris

[Rahmengrundsdtze fiir die Pariser Grofiaktion gegen Juden]" written

by Dannecker and dated 4 July 1942.'°"'

[75] Immediately afterwards Terry returns to the already mentioned

conference of 6 March 1942:

"From the perspective of the RSHA, the priority was to get the Jews out

of the Reich, and worry later about their fate. The quotas established in

March - 55,000 for Germany, 18,000 for Vienna and 20,000 for Prague -

would not in fact eliminate all Jews from the Reich, but represented the

next stage in what would be a lengthy process. Securing trains was a major

concern: at the meeting of March 6 concerning deportations from the

Reich, the Judenreferenten were told that 'transports could not be sched-

uledprecisely ' and that 'only empty Russian trains, ' meaning trains carry-

ing Ostarbeiter to Germany, were available, that were to be 'run back into

the Generalgouvemement. "'
(p. 178)

In footnote 176 he repeats the same source as in footnote 170: "Be-

richt liber die am 6.3.42 im RSHA - Amt IV B 4 - stattgefundene Be-

sprechung, 9.3.1942, T/119, also in Adler, Verheimlichte Wahrheit,

pp.9- 10." Terry quotes only short excerpts of this document, plagiarized

who knows from where, which do not represent at all the gist of its con-

tent. 1 make brief reference to some more examples. The document be-

gins as follows:

"SS-O 'Stuf Eichmann sprach zundchst einleitend iiber die weitere Eva-

kuierung von 55000 Juden aus dem Altreich sowie der Ostmark und dem

Protektorat.

U.a. werden hierbei Prag mit 20000 und Wien mit 18000 zu evakuie-

renden Juden am starksten beteiligt. Die Starke der iibrigen Transporte

richtet sich anteilmdssig je nach der Hdhe der in jedem Stapo(leit)stel-

lenbezirk noch vorhandenen Juden. Diisseldorf ist hierbei wieder ein

Transport von 1000 Juden zugewiesen
"

"In his introduction SS-ObersturmfUhrer Eichmann initially spoke

about the further evacuation of 55,000 Jews from the Altreich, as well as

from the Ostmark [Austria] and the Protectorate.

Among other things in this connection Prague with 20, 000 and Vienna

with 18,000 Jews to be evacuated take the biggest share. The strength of

the other transports is regulatedproportionally according to the number of

1005
J

(-.g. j]y[.p^ yjj^ p 39 g KlaTsfeW, Vichy-Auschwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la solu-

tionfinale de la questionjuive en France - 1942, op. cit., p. 235.
1006

7/37(39)^ p J Qf H Q Adler, Die Verheimlichte Wahrheit. Theresienstddter Dokumente.

Buchdruckerei Eugen Gobel, Tiibingen, 1958, p. 9.
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Jews still present in the district of each Stapo headquarters. In connection

with this a further transport of 1,000 Jews has been allocated to Dussel-

dorf.

"

Therefore the plan foresaw the deportation of 55,000 Jews in total,

of which the bigger quotas belonged to Prague (20,000) and to Vienna

(18,000). Terry, however, separates the numbers for Germany from

those for Vienna and Prague, hence has a total of 93,000 persons. This

confirms Terry's above-mentioned plagiarism.

The next part of the document has to be particularly considered in

view of the claim that the decision for the extermination of the Jews

was - from an exterminationist viewpoint - allegedly made by Hitler al-

ready three months earlier and elaborated upon almost two months ear-

lier during the Wannsee conference, at which a death sentence is sup-

posed to have been pronounced upon all Jews unable to work:^""*

"In diesem Zusammenhang machte SS-O'Stuf. Eichmann darauf auf-

merksam, dafi die gegebenen Richtlinien, vor allem hinsichtlich des Alters,

der Gebrechlichkeit usw. genauestens einzuhalten seien, da beim Transport

nach Riga ca. 40-45 Fdlle durch den Judendltesten in Riga iiber Gauleiter

Lohse und Meyer dem SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Heydrich als zu Unrecht

evakuiert reklamiert wurden. Obgleich sich die Mehrzahl dieser Fdlle bei

ndherer Priifung als durchaus herechtigte Evakuierungen herausstellten, ist

die Venneidung derartiger Beschwerden unter alien Uinstdnden anzu-

strehen. SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich macht daher fiir die Durchfiih-

rung der Richtlinien in dieser Hinsicht die Stapoleiter persdnlich verant-

wortlich.

Damit einzelne Stapostellen 'der Versuchung, ihnen unhequeine dltere

Juden init ahzuschiehen, nicht weiter ausgesetzt sind, ' fiihrte SS-O 'Stuf.

Eichmann aus, sei zur Beruhigung gesagt, dafi diese im Altreich verblei-

benden Juden hdchstwahrscheinlich schon im Laufe dieses Sommer bezw.

Herbstes nach Theresienstadt abgeschoben wiirden, das als 'Altersghetto

'

vorgesehen sei. Diese Stadt wtirde jetzt gerdumt und es konnten vorldufig

schon 15 - 20000 Juden aus dem Protektorat dorthin iibersiedeln. Dies

geschieht, um 'nach aufien das Gesicht zu wahren.

"In this context SS-Obersturmfiihrer Eichmann emphasized that the is-

sued guidelines, especially with regard to age, infirmity etc., must be close-

ly observed, because during the transport to Riga some 40-45 cases were

claimed by the Jewish Elders in Riga via District Commanders Lohse and

Meyer to SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Heydrich as wrongfully evacuated. Even

though upon closer investigation the majority of these cases proved to be

justified evacuations, everything ought to be done to avoid such complaints

in the future. Hence SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Heydrich will hold the Stapo

heads solely responsible for the implementation of the guidelines in this
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context.

In order not to further expose individual Stapo posts to 'the temptation

of deporting elderly andfor them uncomfortable Jews, ' SS-ObersturmJuh-

rer Eichmann explained for reassurance that the Jews left in the Altreich

will mostprobably be deported already during the summer or rather in the

fall to Theresienstadt, which is earmarked as an 'Altersghetto' ['ghetto for

the elderly']. This town is currently being evacuated, and already 15 -

20,000 Jews from the Protectorate could temporarily be relocated there.

This takes place in order 'to saveface ' to the outside world.

"

The above-mentioned guidelines (Richtlinien) are the "Directives for

the technical implementation of the evacuation of Jews into the General

Government (Trawniki near Lublin) [Richtlinien zur technischen

Durchfuhrung der Evakuierung von Juden in das Generalgouvernement

(Trawniki bei Lublin)]" already discussed in the previous chapter. The

documents available on this topic fully confirm their validity, especially

w^ith regard to the prohibition to deport to the East elderly or weak

Jews. Moreover, in connection vs^ith the stated aim to prevent local Ge-

stapo commands from illicitly including such Jews in the transports,

Eichmann felt obliged to make a reassuring statement that they would

be transferred to the "Altersghetto" (ghetto for the elderly) of There-

sienstadt. If this helped to "save face," it does not mean that There-

sienstadt was a "Propagandaghetto," but that the SS wanted to avoid

the reproach of deporting these categories of persons. All this is com-

pletely beyond exterminationist logic.

After a discussion concerning the assets of the deported Jews, the

passages appear from which Terry took his excerpts:
'""^

"Es stehen nur leere Russenziige/Arbeitertransporte in das Altreich zur

Verfugung, die leer in das Generalgouvernement zuruckrollen sollen und

nun vom RSHA. im Einvernehmen mit dem OKW ausgeniitzt werden. [...].

Die Zugefassen nur 700 Personen, jedoch sind 1000 Juden darin unter-

zubringen. Es empftehlt sich daher, rechtzeitig Gtiterwagen fur Gepdck in

ausreichender Zahl bei der Reichsbahn zu bestellen
"

"Only empty trains for Russians/worker transports to the Altreich are

available, which are supposed to roll back empty to the General Govern-

ment and which will now be utilized by the RSHA in agreement with the

OKW [Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht]. [. . .]

The trains have a capacity ofonly 700persons, but 1,000 Jews are to be

accommodated in them. It is therefore recommended to timely reserve with

the Reichsbahnfreight carsfor luggage in an adequate number.

"

This demonsfrates further that the fransports were carried out with

Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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passenger carriages and that the freight cars for the luggage had to be

requested from the Reichsbahn. The document demonstrates therefore

that at that time no extermination order for the Jews existed and that the

deportations were planned in a rational way with the co-operation of the

Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht (OKW).

On 29 May 1942, Josef Lowenherz, the head of the Israelitische

Kultusgemeinde (Jewish Religious Community) of Vienna, met in Ber-

lin with Eichmann at the headquarters of the RSHA. On 1 June he sub-

sequently wrote a "file memo \AktennotizY in which he stated that

Eichmann had informed him'°°^

"...dafi Juden unter 65 Jahren nach dem Osten abwandern, und die

uber 65 Jahre alien Juden sowie einige Gruppen unier 65 Jahren, wie die

Schwerkriegsbeschddigten, in Weltkrieg Ausgezeichneten, usw. nach There-

sienstadtzum stdndigen Aufenthalt gebracht werden sollten.

Im Sinne der Verordnung vom 16.2.1942 haben die in Theresienstadt

wohnhaften Czechen am 31. Mai 1942 den Ort zu verlassen, so dass das

gesamte Stadtgebiet den Juden zur Verjugung stehen wird.

Demzufolge wird auch mit dem Abtransport der fur den stdndigen

Aufenthalt dortselbst bestimmten Juden begonnen werden. Die Verwaltung

der Stadt soil vom Judendltestenrat autonom gefuhrt werden. Ausser den

alien soil auch eine Anzahl von einigen tausend jiingeren Menschen dort

verbleiben, um die erforderlichen Arbeiten in Stadt und aufdem Lande (es

stehen ungefdhr 250 ha Grund und Boden zur Verfiigung) durchzufiihren

und die alten Leute zu betreuen.
"

" ...that Jews under 65 years ofage emigrate to the East, and those over

65 years ofage as well as some categories under 65 years, such as serious-

ly war-disabled persons, those decorated during World War I, efc.,^'™"

shall be brought to Theresienstadtforpermanent residence.

In accordance with the decree of 16 February 1942, the Czech inhabit-

ants of Theresienstadt have to leave the town until 31 May 1942, so that the

whole city area will he at the disposal of the Jews.

As a result the deportation of the Jews assigned there for permanent

residence will he started as well. The administration of the town is to he

conducted autonomously by the Jewish Council of Elders. Except for the

elderly, a number ofseveral thousands ofyounger people ought to remain

there as well, in order to carry out the necessary tasks in the city and in the

country (approximately 250 hectares of land properties are available) and

to take care ofthe oldpeople.
"

Adler reports an order by Himmler to Heydrich of 1 May 1942 for

T/821.

In the original text "uls.w."
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the transfer to Theresienstadt of 120 sick Jews from Munich:'"'*^

"In einem Munchner Krankenhaus sind noch 120 kranke Juden. Dieses

judische Krankenhaus wollen wir als Hebammen- und Schwesternschule

vom 'Lebensborn ' aus einrichten. Sorgen Sie dock bitte dafiir, dafi die 120

Juden schnellstens nach Theresienstadt kommen.

"

"120 sick Jews still remain in a Munich hospital. We want to establish

this Jewish hospital as a midwives and nurses schoolfor 'Lebensborn.
'^""'^

Please ensure that the 120 Jews are taken to Theresienstadt as quickly as

possible.

"

To this should be added what 1 already stated in chapter 5, point 118

concerning Harrison's fantasies about the "propaganda ghetto [Propa-

gandaghettoY Theresienstadt.

[76] Obviously due to his lack of arguments relating to the topic at

hand, Terry resorts to a a trite meandering description of the connec-

tions between RSHA and the SS-WVHA and the origin of the Ausch-

witz and Majdanek camps. In the course of this description he continues

his plagiarizing of titles and sources. In footnote 177 on p. 178 he writes

that

"the oft-cited deportation from Beuthen on 15 February 1942 is based

on inaccurate information from the Interational Tracing Service cited by

Martin Broszat in his commentary on Rudolf Hoss, Kotnmandant im

Auschwitz, Stuttgart, 1958, esp pp.155, 174-5.
"

This edition of the work is mentioned only here (footnote 54 on p.

450 refers to a 2004 edition). In the 1981 edition, Broszat' s information

is relegated to a simple footnote. The claim of "inaccurate infor-

mation from the International Tracing Service" is another of Terry's

clumsy plagiarisms; Schulte - his source - limited himself to observe

that "the body of sources material for this transport is highly unsatisfac-

tory. Its dating is based only on a communication by the International

Tracing Service {die Quellenlage fur diesen Transport ist hochst

unbefriedigend. Dessen Datierung stiltzt sich nur auf eine Mitteilung

des Internationalen Suchdienstes]."^^^^ The correct title, by the way, is

"Kommandant in Auschwitz."

Furthermore the book by Walter Naasner, "Neue Machtzentren in

der deutschen Kriegswirtschaft 1942-1945. Die Wirtschaftsorganisation

der SS, das Amt des Generalbevollmdchtigten fiir den Arbeitseinsatz

H.G. Adler, Die Verheimlichte Wahrheit. Theresienstddter Dokumente, op. cit, p. 15.

"Spring of Life," a National Socialist welfare organization for unmarried mothers.

Martin Broszat (ed.), Kommandant in Auschwitz, op. cit., footnote 3 on p. 127.

J. E. Schulte, "Vom Arbeits- zum Vemichtungslager. Die Entstehungsgeschichte von

Auschwitz-Birkenau 1941/42," op. cit., footnote 120 on p. 64.
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und das Reichsministerium fur Bewaffnung und Munition/Reichstnini-

sterium fur Riistung und Kriegsproduktion im nationalsozialistischen

Herrschaftssystem, Boppard am Rhein, 1 994" is quoted only in footnote

178 on p. 178 and in the bibliography (p. 555), and the one by Karin

Orth, "Das System der nationalsozialistischen Konzentrationslager.

Eine politische Organisationsgeschichte, Hamburg, 1 999" is only men-

tioned in the same footnote and in the bibliography (p. 556).

In footnote 183 Terry gives the following references:

"Chef des Amtes II-Bauten an Zentralbauleitung Lublin, 22.9.1941;

Der Chef des Amtes-II Bauten, Errichtung von Kriegsgefangenenlager,

27.9.41, both BA-DHKL Hafta Nr 7. " (p. 179)

Both are taken from Schulte, who writes:'"'"*

"Kammler an Zentrale Bauinspektion Lublin, 22.9. 1941, in: BAB/ZDH,

KL/Hafta, Verschiedene Nr. 7 (Ghetto) - Unterstreichung vom Vf. Siehe

auch Marszalek, Majdanek, S. 19. 46 Kammler an SS-Obersturmfuhrer

Grosch, 27.9. 1941, in: BAB/ZDH, KL/Hafta, Verschiedene Nr 7 (Ghet-

to)."

To mask his plagiarism, Terry substituted "Chef des Amtes II-Bau-

ten" with "Kammler." Had he really seen these documents, he would al-

so know that the headings are "Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten. Der

Chef des Amtes II Bauten."

In footnote 184 Terry states:

"Bischoff's arrival is sometimes dated to 1.10.1941 on the basis of his

personnel file (NARA-BDC SS-OA Karl Bischoff), but his predecessor

Schlachter as well as the commandant ofAuschwitz, RudolfHoss, were on-

ly informed of the change on October 11. Cf. Kammler an Schlachter,

11.10.1941; Kammler an Hoss, 11.10.1941, RGVA 1372-6-22, pp.240-3.

For the earlier date, see the references in Schulte, 'Vom Arbeits- zum Ver-

nichtungslager,
'
p.52 n.59.

"

Schulte in fact quotes Terry's plagiarized source as: "BAB/BDC, PA
Bischoff."'"'^ That it is a plagiarism is demonstrated by the fact that

Schulte writes "am 1. Oktober 1941 iibemahm der Baxraieister Karl Bi-

schoff die 'Sonderbauleitung fur die Errichtung eines Kriegsgefange-

nenlagers der Waffen-SS in Auschwitz.'"""*

Other plagiarisms can be found in footnote 185 on p. 179:

"[1] Der Chef des Amtes II Bauten, Kriegsgefangenenlager Auschwitz,

1.11.41, RGVA 502-1-215, plO; [2] for KGL Lublin see Der Chefdes Am-
tes II Bauten, Kriegsgefangenenlager Lublin, 1.11.41, BA DHKL Hafta Nr

Ibid., footaote 45 on p. 49.
""^

Ibid., footaote 59 on p. 52.

Ibid, p. 52.
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7, p.4. This order confirmed the figure give in the first explanatory report

for Birkenau, dated the previous day; [3] cf Erlduterungsbricht [sic] zum

Vorentwurffur den Neubau des Kriegsgefangenenlagers der Waffen-SS,

Auschwitz 0/S, 31.10.41, RGVA 502-1-233, pp.13-21.

"

The second reference is shoddily plagiarized, because the correct

one is RGVA, 502-1-233, p. 11. The first reference is taken with some

confusion from Schulte:'"'^

"Kammler an Zentralbauleitung der Waffen-SS und Polizei Lublin,

1.11. 1941, in: BAB/ZDH, KL/Hafta, Verschiedene Nr. 7 (Ghetto)"

The reference for "recte: Erlauterungsbericht" is also plagiarized,

probably via my various quotations from it. The archival numbering of

this document of six pages is rather peculiar, because it goes from 14

(the page number of the previous page containing the header is illegi-

ble) to 16, then it jumps to 26 and finally to 21. The reference to the

125,000 inmates is on pp. 2/14 and 5/26.

[77] On p. 179 Terry vrates:

"This was a trade-off negotiated between Himmler, Goring and the

Wehrmacht in exchange for the SS agreeing to the deployment of Soviet

POWs in the Nazi war economy in the Reich.

"

In the corresponding footnote (181 on p. 179) he explains:

"A key meeting between Himmler, Goring and the state secretary of the

Labour Ministry, Freidrich Syrup, took place in August; cf. Dienstkalendar

Himmler, p. 198 (20.8.41). An order loosening a ban on the utilisation of

Soviet POW labour in the Reich imposed after the start of 'Barbarossa'

was issued a few days later: RAM Nr VA 5135/1277, Einsatz von sowjet

Kriegsgefangenen, 26.8.41, BA R3901/20168, pp53-4; cf WiRuAmt/Ru IV,

Vortragsnotizfiir ChefOKW, 26.8.41, NA T77/1066/375.
"

What is the meaning of ''RAMI Terry doesn't say and one cannot

tell where he found the reference. The document in question is an "ex-

press letter \Schnellbrief\" by the "Reichsarbeitsminister" (RAM, Reich

Labor Minister) dated 26 August 1 94 1 and duly published in the records

of the main Nuremberg trial. It bears as subject "Deployment of Soviet

prisoners of war [Einsatz von sowjet. Kriegsgefangenen]" (the only

matter Terry derives from it), but not "in the Nazi war economy in the

Reich." These Soviet POWs were in fact supposed to replace the French

prisoners of war, who were to be employed in the war economy:'"'^

'Auf persdnlichen Befehl des Herrn Reichsmarschalls sind aus den

franzdsischen Kriegsgefangenen, die bisher nicht in der Riistungswirtschaft

eingesetzt sind, zunachst 100000 Mann herauszuziehen und der

Ibid., footaote 62 on p. 53.

PS-3005. IMT, vol. XXXI, p. 474.
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Rustungswirtschaft (Luftwaffenindustrie) zu iiberweisen. Die dadurch

entstehenden Lucken im Arbeitseinsatz werden durch sowjet. Kriegsgefan-

gene aufgejullt werden. Die Umsetzung der genannten 100000 franz.

Kriegsgefangenen hat bis 1. Oktober zu erfolgen.

"

"On personal order of the Reich Marshal, initially 100,000 men from
the French prisoners ofwar who so far have not been employed in the ar-

mament industry have to be deployed in the armament industry (air force

industry). The gaps in the labor deployment generated thereby will befilled

with Soviet prisoners of war. The placement of the mentioned 100,000

French prisoners ofwar has to be realized by 1 October.
"

As for the "WiRiiAmt/Rii IV," an acronym Terry does not bother

explaining, quite possibly because of ignorance, Reinhard Otto informs

that it was an organization that had as a task managing the work of the

prisoners of war in the spring of 1941
1''*''

"das Wehrwirtschafts- und Riistungsamt (WiRUAmt) beschaftigte sich

mit Angelegenheiten des Arbeitseinsatzes.

"

"the war economy and armament office (WiRUAmt) dealt with matters

ofthe labor deployment.
"

Curiously, Terry quotes this same book in footnote 189 on p. 180, in

relation to the following statement of his:

"Despite the seeming clarity of these orders, the SS in fact dispersed

their allotted Soviet POWs across many concentration camps in the Reich,

including Flossenbiirg, Mauthausen and Buchenwald, and thereby fatally

conflated the transfer o/labouring POWs with the handovers ofcommissars

and other 'undesirable ' POWs under the terms ofHeydrich 's Einsatzbefehl

Nr 8, issued on July 17, 1941." (p. 1 80)

The footnote reads: "Reinhard Otto, Wehrmacht, Gestapo und sow-

jetische Kriegsgefangene im deutschen Reichsgebiet 1941/42, Munich,

1998." This is another plagiarized title. It appears in fact only here

(without any reference to the relevant page number(s)) and in the bibli-

ography (p. 556).

[78] Terry then reaches the following conclusion:

"The result was that the Lager-SS of Auschwitz, who had murdered

hundreds ofSoviet POWs in two gassings under the auspices o/Einsatzbe-

fehl Nr 8 in September 1941[190], methodically decimated the allotted

contingent of 8,000 Soviet POW labourers over the course of the winter of

1941/2 [191J." (p. 180)

Footnote 190 reads:

R. Otto, Wehrmacht, Gestapo und sowjetische Kriegsgefangene im deutschen Reichsgebiet

1941/42. Schriftenreihe der Vierieljahrsheftefiir Zeitgeschichte. Oldenburg, Munich, 1998, p.

27.
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"Stanislaw Klodzinski, 'Die erste Vergasung von Hdftlingen und

Kriegsgefangenen im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz' in Hamburger Insti-

tut fur Sozialforschung (ed). Die Auschwitz-Hefte: Texte der polnischen

Zeitschrift 'Przeglad Lekarski' iiber historischen, psychologischen und me-

dizinischen Aspekte des Lebens und Sterbens in Auschwitz. Hamburg,

1987; cf. Joachim Meander and Sergey Romanov, 'Dr. Meander responds to

Carlo Mattogno, ' Holocaust Controversies, 13.2.10,

http.V/holocaustcontroversies. blogspot.com/2010/02/dr-joachim-neander-

responds-to-carlo.html.

"

Terry's claim to "prove" the reality of the alleged "first gassing" at

Auschwitz with these sources is manifestly ridiculous. He fails to ob-

serve that I have written an entire book on this issue/°^° which is never

mentioned in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," but against which the vac-

uous article by Neander is indirectly put forward:

"Cf. Klodzinski, Die erste Vergasung, ' also Joachim Neander and Ser-

gey Romanov, Dr. Neander responds to Carlo Mattogno, ' Holocaust Con-

troversies, 13.2.10, http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2010/02/dr-

joachim-neander-responds-to-carlo.html. Dr. Neander 's response and Ser-

gey Romanov's postscript demolish the fallacies and distortions in Mat-

togno 's account on thefirst gassing at Auschwitz. " (footnote 39 on p. 284)

As one can observe, the sources are the same. Neander is a poor fool

w^ho actually believes to be able to furnish the names of two individuals

gassed in Auschwitz: indeed an astonishing exterminationist "discov-

ery," had it been based on real evidence. After I had refuted his vacuous

thesis,"*^' not because it really deserved any attention, but because his

tall tales could mislead and deceive readers unaware of my actual ar-

guments, Neander produced a massive conglomeration of stupidities

and bad faith - i.e. the article quoted by the "plagiarist bloggers" -

which only serves as an insult to common sense and intelligence. I did

not waste any time replying to it, as this would probably only have

caused another avalanche of even bigger idiocies.

The other title quoted, the article by Klodzinski which I discussed in

my above-mentioned book, is also ineptly plagiarized. Terry is not only

imable to indicate the respective page numbers, but carmot even provide

the number of the volume! The correct reference is: Stanislaw

Klodzinski, "Die erste Vergasung von Haftlingen und Kriegsgefange-

nen im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz," in: Die Auschwitz-Hefte. Texte

'™ Auschwitz: The First Gassing. Rumor and Reality. Theses & Dissertations Press. Chicago,

2005.

"Rebuttal to Joachim Neander," in: Inconvenient History, 8 February 2010, in:

www.revblog.codoh.coni/20 1 0/02/rebuttal-to-joachim-neander/
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der polnischen Zeitschrift "Przeglqd Lekarski" iiber historische, psy-

chische und medizinische Aspekte des Lebens und Sterbens in Ausch-

witz. Hamburger Institut fur Sozialforschung (Hrsg.)- Verlag bei Beltz,

Weinheim and Basel, 1987, Band 1, pp. 261-275.

The citation is clumsy because Terry wrote "historischen, psycholo-

gischen und medizinischen" instead of "historische, psychische und

medizinische," and he gave as publishing location Hamburg, which is

the city in which the editing institution was located, instead of "Wein-

heim and Basel." In other words, he essentially pretended to substanti-

ate the alleged first homicidal gassing in Auschwitz with an article he

has never seen!

His footnote 191 on p. 180 reports this source: "Jerzy Brandhuber,

'Die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen im Konzentrationslager

Auschwitz,' Hefte von Auschwitz, 4, 1961, pp.5-62." This title appears

only here and in the bibliography (p. 541).

There is no doubt that the Soviet prisoners of war deported to

Auschwitz were affected by a very high mortality, but this does not

mean that they were "methodically decimated," as Terry claims. Brand-

huber mentions the Mildner commission which operated in Auschwitz

fi-om November 1941 on basis of the Einsatzbefehl (mission order) no.

8 of 17 July 1941'"^^ and which divided the 9,030 Soviet prisoners of

war into four categories, of which the first two, "fanatical communist

[Fanatischer Kommunist]" and "Group A [Gruppe A]" were bound to

die.^°^^

In my study I reproduced a letter by SS-BrigadeJuhrer Richard

Gliicks, at the time the inspector of the concentration camps, to the

camp commanders, transmitting Himmler's order to exempt from exe-

cution all healthy Russian prisoners of war, "especially commissars

[insbesondere Kommissare]" in order to send them to "labor in a stone

quarry [Arbeit in einem Steinbruch]." I also reproduced a letter by SS-

Untersturmjuhrer Maximilian Grabner, head of the Political Section of

the Auschwitz camp, dated 17 November 1941, to which was attached a

list of names ofRussians exempted from execution.

[79] After having mentioned the high mortality among the Soviet

prisoners of war in winter 194 1 which rendered Himmler's plans unat-

'"^ About the event see the already quoted study Auschwitz: The First Gassing. Rumor and Reali-

ty, pp. 97-100, 105.
'"^^

J. Brandhuber, "Die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz," in:

Hefte von Auschwitz, 4, 1961, p. 22.

'"^ Auschwitz: The First Gassing. Rumor and Reality, op. cit, documents 1 1 and 12, pp. 125-126.
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tainable, Terry states:

"Accordingly, he ordered in a telex to Richard Gliicks, the head of the

IKL, on January 26, 1942 that 150,000 Jews 'who are being emigrated

from Germany ' were to be transferred to the concentration camps to take

the place ofthe POWs. " (p. 180)

In the corresponding footnote he adduces this source: "Himmler an

Gliicks, 26.1.42, BA NS19/1920, p.l, also NO-500" (footnote 193 on p.

180). Terry plagiarizes Schulte again, who in his footnote 98 on p. 59

provides the following reference for the document in question:

"Femschreiben Himmlers an Glucks, 26.1.1942, in: BAB, NS 19/1920,

fol. 1 (Nurnberger Dok. NO-500)."

The acronym "IKL" appears only twice in the "Cut and Paste Mani-

festo," here and in footnote 196 on p. 181: "SS-WVHA C V, Frau-

enzweiglager Auschwitz, 18.3.42, RGVA 502-1-6, p.2ff, referring to a

telex of the IKL of 5.3.1942." It is a letter of SS-Sturmbannfuhrer Se-

seman with the heading "Der ReichsJiihrer-SS und Chef der Deutschen

Polizei. SS-Wirtschafts-Verwallungshauplamt" of 18 March 1942 with

the protocol number "C V/l-So-3/4/Ld./Ke." and with the subject

"Frauenzweiglager Auschwitz" (Camp section for women Auschwitz).

The reference (Bezug) mentions a "letter by the Inspector of the Con-

centration Camps ('lettr. of the Inspector of the KL') [Schreiben des

Inspekteurs der Konzentrationslager ('Schrb. d. Inspekteurs d. KL ")]"

of 9 March 1942.^°^^ This actually explains the acronym "IKL," whose

meaning is never divulged in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto."

With this muddled clutter of plagiarized information it appears that

Terry desires to "demonstrate" two things. The first one is that the as-

signment of Jews to the concentration camps instead of Soviet prisoners

of war

"contradicted Heydrich's vision of able-bodied Jews deported in the

course of the Final Solution being sent 'road building to the east' outlined

six days earlier at the Wannsee conference. "
(p. 180)

One can't understand why the SS could not withdraw a quota of

Jews fit for work from the contingents assigned for deportation and dis-

patch them for work in the concentration camps, and so this contradic-

tion exists only in Terry's head.

In this context Terry provides the following source:

"The most comprehensive survey is Wolf Gruner, Der Geschlossene

Arbeitseinsatz deutscher Juden. Zur Zwangsarbeit als Element der Verfol-

gung 1938-1943, Berlin, 1997; for an English summary see Wolf Gruner,

1025 RGVA, 502-1-6, p. 2.
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Jewish Forced Labor Under the Nazis. Economic Needs and Racial Aims,

1938-1944, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006, pp.3-173"

(footnote 194 on p. 181)

The German title is the result of the umpteenth bibliographic plagia-

rism; it appears only here and in the bibhography (p. 547). As for the

Enghsh text, it concerns a completely different topic, namely forced la-

bor in the so-called "Reichsvereinigung Camps," where, at the end of

July 1941, 51,000-53,000 Jewish inmates out of 167,245 were work-

ing.'"^'' Gruner observes that, following the transport of Jews from

Frankfiirt upon Main into the General Government on 1 9 October 1 94

1

without prior notification of the deportation to the armament authorities,

protests from private companies and offices of the Wehrmacht caused

the Wehrmacht's Wehrwirtschafts- und Rustungsamt (economic arma-

ments office) to meet with Berhard Losener and Eichmaim on 23 Octo-

ber 1941 in order to determine directives on forced Jewish labor.
'"^^

"Two days later the armaments inspection offices and commands re-

ceived guidelines that had been developed by Heydrich that Jews in the

segregated labor deployment program were not to be deported, but with a

critical qualification: 'only when timely completion of urgent armaments

orders injeopardy.
"'

Terry has no clue whatsoever about this event, which refutes his the-

sis of a "contradiction" of "Heydrich's vision."

[80] The second item that Terry wishes to "demonstrate" appears at

the end of his argument, following some incoherent calculations related

to the National Socialist requirements of workers. He affirms that

"[hjenceforth, labour and extermination would run in parallel as two

sides of the same destructive coin," a completely unfounded statement.

He then moves on to the section "Extermination and Labour." (p. 181).

I skip the initial string of nonsensical accusations and observe the first

semblance of an argument, namely the claim "that the Nazis carried out

their extermination policy in tandem with a policy of selecting and spar-

ing an ever decreasing minority of Jews for use as forced labourers." (p.

182). The whole page has only one footnote which is supposed to cor-

roborate this statement:

"On Jewishforced labour in the Generalgouvernement, see JosefMars-

zalek, Obozy pracy w Generalnym Gubematorstwie w latach 1939-1945,

Lublin, 1998: Dieter Pohl, 'Die grofien Zwangsarbeitslager der SS- und

102^ Wolf Gruner, Jewish Forced Labor Under the Nazis. Economic Needs and Racial Aims, 1938-

1944. Cambridge University Press, 2006, p. 19.

Ibid,p.2\.
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Polizeifiihrer fur Juden im Generalgouvernement 1942-1945
', in: Ulrich

Herbert, Karin Orth, Christoph Dieckmann (eds.). Die nationalsozialisti-

schen Konzentrationslager - Entwicklung und Struktur, Bd. I, Gottingen

1998, pp. 415-438; Gruner, Jewish Forced Labor, passim. " (footnote 197

on p. 182)

The title by Marszalek is no doubt plagiarized; it is only mentioned

in this note and in the bibliography (pp. 554 and 557).

On the same page Terry writes:

"Ignorant as he is ofrecent historiography, Mattogno does not seem to

realise that there were three distinct phases to Aktion Reinhard: a first

phase from March to June 1942 in which the system was tested in the Lu-

blin and Galicia districts while preparations were undertaken in other dis-

tricts; a second phase of accelerated deportation and mass murder from

late June to December 1942 in which every district was targeted, and a

third phase from January 1943 onwards, where the surviving Jews, now

reduced down to around 20% of their number at the start of 1942, were

decimatedpiecemeal, as ghettos were reduced in districts which had fallen

behind others were eliminated (e.g. in the Galicia and Bialystok districts),

and other ghettos were converted to labour and concentration camps. "
(p.

182)

These are plain assertions without any substantiation, not even a bib-

liographical one.

Other generic critiques appear against my arguments, duly misinter-

preted by Terry and without any reference to my texts (p. 183).

[81] Terry then begins to unfurl his thesis:

"Thus, whereas Mattogno seems to think that the 'Lublin reservation

'

plan was a comparatively benign measure, ifone examines the actual rhet-

oric used by Nazi leaders when contemplating this plan - drawn up already

in 1939 - then we find copious evidence of the emergence ofgenocidal in-

tent and a genocidal mentality. "
(p. 183)

It should be emphasized that 1 limited myself to unearthing facts

without judging them. It is nothing new that controversies existed

among the National Socialist leaders about the treatment of the "Jewish

question" and that some of them also employed "extermination rheto-

ric"; what really matters is the fundamental direction of the actual poli-

cy.

[82] With this premise in mind I will analyze Terry's arguments.

"In keeping with the strategy of the SS, in particular the SD, towards

Jewish policy developed during the pre-war years [200], from the outset of

the Nazi occupation ofPoland, Heydrich foresaw a more systematic solu-

tion to the 'Jewish Question ' than could be offered by random violence and

pogroms, "(p. 183)
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Footnote 200 reads: "See Michael Wildt (ed), Die Judenpolitik des

SD 1935-1938, Munich, 1995." It is another plagiarized title, which ap-

pears only here and, considering the period it refers to, is completely

out of topic. Terry, who faces serious problems to inflate this chapter,

adduces a series of references likewise off topic, since they do not sup-

port his thesis one way or another, and which I take into consideration

only to show his additional plagiarisms.

[83] "On September 14, 1939, he told his department heads that Himm-

ler would be presenting Hitler 'with suggestions that only the Fiihrer can

decide upon since they had importantforeign policy ramifications. "' {ibid.)

Footnote 201 reads: "ProtokoU der Amtschefbesprechung am
14.9.1939, BA R58/825, pp.10-12." Everything is lifted from Longe-

"On 14 September Heydrich reported to a meeting of departmental

heads ofthe Security Police that 'with regard to the Jewish problem in Po-

land... the Reichsfiihrer [Himmler] was presenting [Hitler] with sugges-

tions that only the Fiihrer could decide upon since they had important for-

eign-policy ramifications.

In his footnote Longerich adduces the source "BAB, R 58/825, 15

Sept. 1939";'°^^ the one adopted by Terry no doubt originates from one

of the numerous German texts mentioning this document, presumably

the one by Michael Wildt: "ProtokoU der Amtschefbesprechung vom
14.9.1939, BArch, R 58/825, Bl. 10-12."'°^°

[84] "On September 20, Hitler informed the commander in chief of the

Army, Walter Brauchitsch, that 'the general idea ofghettos exists, though

the details were not yet cleared up. Consideration of economic interests

from the beginning. "'
(p. 183)

Terry here plagiarized Browning, who quotes the related document

as follows:'"^'

'"The general idea of ghettos exists [Ghetto-Gedanke besteht im

grossen], though the details were not yet cleared up. Consideration ofeco-

nomic interestsfrom the beginning.
'

"

Owing to one of the many stupid strategies adopted by the "plagia-

rist bloggers" to hide their plagiarisms, Terry modifies the reference of

Browing, "Haider, Kriegstagebuch, 1:82"'"^^ into "-KTB Haider, I, p.82

p. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution and Murder ofJews, op. cit.,p. 149.

Ibid., footnote 41 on p. 481.

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., footnote 126 on p. 457. This book appears on-

ly in the bibliography ofthe "Cut and Paste Manifesto."

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 19.

Ibid., footnote 27 on p. 439.
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(20.9.1939f (footnote 202 on p. 183). They forget, though, to explain

the meaning of "KTB," which obviously is "Kriegstagebuch" (War dia-

ry), and to adduce the relative bibliographical data, which can be ob-

tained online:
'"^^

Haider, Franz (Jacobsen, Hans-Adolf): Generaloberst Haider.

Kriegstagebuch. 3 Bande. Bearbeitet von Hans-Adolf Jacobsen in Ver-

bindung mit Alfred Philippi. Bd. 1 : Vom Polenfeldzug bis zum Ende der

Westoffensive (14.8. 1939 - 30.6.1940). Bd. 2: Von der geplanten Lan-

dung in England bis zum Beginn des Ostfeldzuges (1.7.1940 -

21.6.1941). Bd. 3: Der Rufilandfeldzug bis zum Marsch auf Stalingrad

(22.6.1941-24.9.1942). Stuttgart, Kohlhammer, 1962-1964.

[85] "The following day [21 September 1939], Heydrich convened an-

other meeting of department heads, also attended hy the desk referent for

the Jewish question, Adolf Eichmann, and presented the first outline of a

plan: 'Jews into the cities as quickly as possible, Jews out ofthe Reich into

Poland, the rest of the 30,000 Gypsies also into Poland, systematic expul-

sion ofthe Jewsfrom German areas in goods trains. ' Polish Jews would be

expelled from territories to be annexed into Germany into the foreign-

speaking Gau, ' in other words the future Generalgouvernement, or across

the Nazi-Soviet demarcation line. " (pp. 183-184)

Terry again plagiarizes Longerich, who quotes:

" 'Jews into the cities as quickly as possible, Jews out of the Reich into

Poland, the rest of the 30,000 Gypsies also into Poland, systematic expul-

sion ofthe Jewsfrom German areas, in goods trains.

The second part of the text as well as the source ("BArch R 58/825,

Bl. 36-37"; although Terry writes "BA R 58/825, p. 36-37": footnote

206), is however taken from Wildt:'°^^

"Die Juden-Deportation in den fremdsprachigen Gau, Abschiebung

iiber die Demarkationslinie ist vom Fiihrer genehmigt. Jedoch soil der

ganze Prozess aufdie Dauer eines Jahres verteilt werden .

" (Emph. added)

"The deportation ofJews to theforeign language district [Gau], depor-

tation over the Demarcation Line is approved by the Fiihrer. However the

whole process shall be spread over the period of one year. " (Emph. added)

All of this is in line with my hypothesis.

[86] "An express letter went out to the commanders of the Einsatzgrup-

pen, informing them of the outlines of Nazi Judenpolitik in occupied Po-

land, and emphasised the difference between 'the final goal (which will

take a long time) ' and 'the stages by which thisfinal goal will be reached

www.zvab.com/angebote/halder-kriegstagebuch.html
1034 p Lojjgerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit., p. 149.

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., p. 458
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(which can be undertaken in shorterperiods oftime. ' The Endziel was to be

kept 'strictly secret.'" (p. 184)

The reference in footnote 204 says "Heydrich an die Chefs der

Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei, 21.9.1939, BA R58/954, pp.181-

185," but the text is again borrowed with minor modifications of phras-

ing from Longerich:

"In this, one of the key documents ofGermany 's Judenpolitik, Heydrich

first drew the attention of the Einsatzgruppen chiefs to the need to distin-

guish the final goal (which will take a long time) ' and 'the stages by which

thisfinal goal will be reached (which can be undertaken in shorter periods

of time) '. The 'overall measures planned (in other words the final goal)

'

was to be kept 'strictly secret
'

"

In his relative footnote, however, Longerich adduces the following

source: "Faschismus—Ghetto—Massenmord. Dokumentation iiber

Ausrottung und Widerstand der Juden in Polen wahrend des zweiten

Weltkriegs, ed. Tatiana Berenstein et al. (Frankfurt a. M., 1962), 37 ff;

ND 3363-PS.""''^ The source indicated by Terry no doubt originates

fi-om some German texts, possibly that by Wildt already used:'°^^

"Heydrich an die Chefs aller Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei,

21.9.1939, BArch, R 58/954, Bl. 181-185.

"

Was it too much of an effort for Terry to quote document PS-3363?

With his endless archival references Terry evidently tries to confer a

"scientific" appearance to his reasoning. The fact that the majority of

these archival references are shamelessly plagiarized is something the

unaware reader is not able to detect at first hand. The dishonesty of the

"plagiarist bloggers" lies in the pretended "scientific" appearance of

their "Cut and Paste Manifesto"; our thorough work in detecting and re-

vealing these plagiarisms is an action needed in order to restore scholar-

ly honesty and scientific truth.

[87] "The next day, Heydrich informed Brauchitsch, that a 'Jewish state

under German administration near Krakow' was envisaged inside Po-

land" {p. 184)

Footnote 205 informs: "Aufzeichnung iiber cine miindliche Orientie-

rung durch Major Radtke am 22.9.1939, pubhshed in Helmuth Gros-

curth, TagebUcher eines Abwehroffiziers, Stuttgart, 1970, p.361-2." The

text and the reference are instead the result of another plagiarism fi-om

Wildt's study:
'"^^

»W.,p. 149.

Ibid., footnote 43 on p. 481.

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., footnote 68 on p. 438.

Ibid., footnote 137 on p. 461.
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'"Ein Judenstaat unter deutscher Verwaltung bei Krakau. Dahinein

auch alle Zigeuner und sonstige Unliebsame. ' (Aufzeichnung Groscurths

iiber eine mundliche Orientierung durch Major Radke am 22. 9. 1939, in:

Groscurth, Tagebiicher, S. 361-363).

"

as well as from Longerich's book:'"'"'

"Note of the conversation between Heydrich and Brauchitsch, pub-

lished in Groscurth, Tagebiicher, 361-2.

"

[88] "By September 29, Heydrich was speaking derisively of a 'nature

reserve ' or 'Reich ghetto ' located 'beyond Warsaw around Lublin.
'

" (p.

184)

Text and references to the source ("ProtokoU der Amtschefbespre-

chung am 29.9.1939, BA R58/825, p.36-37," footnote 206 on p. 184)

are taken from Wildt (who quotes the source: "BArch R 58/825, Bl. 36-

37„).1041

"Nach der Neufestsetzung der deutsch-sowjetischen Demarkationslinie

umrifi Heydrich am 29.9. den Raum 'hinter Warschau und um Lublin ' als

Gebietfiirein 'Naturschutzgebiet' oder 'Reichsgetto.
"'

Translated:

"On 29 September, following the new determination of the German-

Soviet demarcation line, Heydrich outlined the area 'beyond Warsaw and

around Lublin ' as the territoryfor a 'nature reserve ' or 'Reich ghetto.
'

"

Gotz Aly provides some further details from the document:
'"''^

"Zwei Tage spdter vermerkte Heydrich, dafi nicht, wie ursprUnglich

vorgesehen, 'siiddstlich von Krakau ' ein 'Judenreservat, ' sondern im

'Raum hinter Warschau und um Lublin' ein 'Naturschutzgebiet' oder

'Reichsghetto' geschaffen werden sollte, ..."

"Two days later Heydrich observed that, rather than the 'Jewish reser-

vation ' initially foreseen 'south-east of Krakow, ' a 'nature reserve ' or

'Reich ghetto' should be established in the 'area behind Warsaw and

around Lublin, '
..."

[89] "On the same day [29 September 1939], Nazi Party theoretician

Alfred Rosenberg discussed with Hitler both the location 'between Vistula

and Bug' as well as itsfuture inhabitants: 'the entirety ofJewry (alsofrom

the Reich), as well as all otherwise undesirable elements. "'
(p. 1 84)

As source Terry adduces: "Hans-Giinther Seraphim (ed.), Das Poli-

tische Tagebuch Alfred Rosenbergs aus den Jakren 1933/35 und

1939/40, Gottingen, 1956, p.81" (footnote 207 on p. 184). The text is,

""""
p. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit., footnote 44 on p.

481.

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., p. 461.
""^ G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Vdlkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 44.
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however, rather taken from Wildt:'""*^

"Zwischen Weichsel und Bug: das gesamte Judentum (auch a. d.

Reich), sowie alle irgendwie unzuverldssigen Elemente.

"

"Between [the rivers] Vistula and Bug: the entire Jewry (also from the

Reich), as well as all somehow unreliable elements.

"

[90] "The 'ethnic cleansing' (Volkische Flurbereinigung^ of Poland

would thus be carried out through a domino effect ofexpelling Jews as well

as Polesfrom the annexed territories and the Reich into rump Poland, and

within rump Poland into the 'Lublin reservation'. To oversee the entire

process, on October 7, Himmler was appointed Reich Commissar for the

Strengthening of Germandom fReichskommissar fiir die Festigung

deutschen Volkstums, RKFDV). "
(p. 184)

Terry refers to document PS-686 (ft)otnote 208), but this does not

contain any hint regarding the Jews, not even the words "volkische

Flurbereinigung." In fact it states:'"'*'*

1) "die Zuruckfuhrung derfur die endgiiltige Heimkehr in das Reich in

Betracht kommenden Reichs- und Volksdeutschen im Ausland,
"

2) "die Ausschaltung des schddigenden Einflusses von solchen

volksfremden Bevolkerungsteilen
"

3) "die Gestaltung neuer deutscher Siedlungsgebiete durch

Umsiedlung"

1) "the repatriation of the Reich Germans and ethnic Germans abroad

suitablefor afinal homecoming to the Reich,
"

2) "the elimination of the harmful influence of such ethnically alien

population segments,

"

3) "the configuration of new German settlement areas through reset-

tlement
"

Footnote 208 contains fijrthermore the umpteenth plagiarized title:

"Robert L. Koehl, RKFDV: German Resettlement and Population Poli-

cy, 1939-1945: A History of the Reich Commission for the Strengthen-

ing of Germandom, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1957,"

which is mentioned only here and in the bibliography (p. 551).

The words ''volkische Flurbereinigung" (ethnic consolidation, not

ethnic cleansing)'"'*^ are instead taken from Wildt'"'*'' or from Aly.'"'*^

[91] "On October 30 [1939], Himmler issued his first proper ordinance

as RKF, demanding that 'all Jews ' and various categories ofPoles were to

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., p. 461.

PS-686. IMT, vol. XXVI, pp. 255-257.
""^^

Cf. Klaus-Peter Friedrich's review of Philip T. Rutherford's Prelude to the Final Solution

online at www.aapjstudies.org/index.php?id=90

M. Wildt, Generation des Unbedingten, op. cit., p. 415.

G. Aly, '"Jewish Resettlement' Reflections on the Political Prehistory of the Holocaust," in:

Ulrich Herbert (ed.). National Socialist Extermination Policies, op. cit.
, p. 69.
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be resettled out ofthe annexed territories. " (p. 184)

The source adduced by Terry (the book Faschismus - Getto - Mas-

senmord) states:

"In den Monaten November und Dezember 1939 sowie in den Monaten

Januar und Februar 1940 sind folgende Umsiedlungen vorzunehmen: 1)

Aus den ehemals polnischen, jetzt reichsdeutschen Provinzen und Gebieten

alle Juden.

"

"In the months of November and December 1939 as well as in the

months ofJanuary and February 1940 thefollowing resettlements are to be

carried out: 1) all Jews from the former Polish, now Reich German prov-

The destination of these transfers was the General Government. An
editorial note states that the original plan foresaw the expulsion of

550,000 Jews and Poles. "In this connection the Jews are to be assigned

to the area east of the [rivers] Vistula and Bug [Die Juden sind hierbei

in das Gebiet dstlich der Weichsel und Bug einzuweisenY'^^^

[92] So far Terry has only confirmed my thesis about the National

Sociahst policy of evacuating the Jews to the East. Suddenly becoming

aware of this, he awkwardly tries to attribute, with an abrupt change of

course, a genocidal character to this policy:

"Declarations by Nazi leaders and planners concerning the 'Lublin

reservation ' make it clear that this resettlement scheme was conceived vir-

tuallyfrom the outset in a genocidal mindset. "
(p. 185)

To "demonstrate" this foolishness, he cannot find anything better

than to quote an article by The Times of 24 October 1939 (footnote 212

on p. 185), which he introduces in this way:

"To outside observers, fullyfamiliar with the much discussed idea, the

conclusion was that the 'reservation' plan would lead to a massive loss of

life:" (p. 185)

Then follows this newspaper quote:

Tn well-informed quarters in this country the German Government's

apparent intention to form a Jewish State in Poland is regarded as a re-

markable example ofpolitical cynicism... Herr Hitler now proposes to con-

centrate the 3,000,000 Jews ofPoland in a State which is to be cut out of

the body of Poland and will have Lublin for its centre... To thrust

3,000,000 Jews, relativelyfew ofwhom are agriculturalists, into the Lublin

region and to force them to settle there would doom them to famine. That,

perhaps, is the intention. " {Ibid.)

All of this is pilfered from Aly, who uses the English text of the arti-

1048
Bgj-gnstgjjj^ A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

c/f.,pp. 42-43.
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cle and the reference "New Jewish State in Poland, in: The Times vom
24.10.1939."'"^'

Terry's bad faith is conspicuous. Leaving aside the obviously propa-

gandistic character of this article, the alleged sentence of a starvation

death was based on the presumed transfer of 3,000,000 Jews into the

Lublin district. But, as I mentioned above and as Terry well knows, at

that time the National Socialist plans envisaged the deportation of

530,000 Jews in the non-occupied part of Poland. This clearly emerges

from the document dated 25 November 1939 bearing the title ''Die

Frage der Behandlung der Bevolkerung der ehemaligen polnischen Ge-

biete nach rassenpolitischen Gesichtpunkten" (The question of the

treatment of the population of the former Polish territories under aspects

of racial policy),
""^^ written more than one month after the above-

mentioned newspaper article.

[93] Terry then proceeds with his frantic search for confirmations of

his thesis, which he obtains by distorting the quoted dociunents, starting

with two diary entries by Goebbels:

"This deduction can be fully confirmedfrom contemporary documents.

Some Nazis, such as Joseph Goebbels, were already coming to the conclu-

sion that 'this Jewry must be destroyed' after seeing scenes filmed inside

Polish ghettos. After visiting Lodz, Goebbels wrote in his diary that 'these

are no longer people, these are animals. That is therefore also no humani-

tarian but a surgical task. One must make cuts here, and indeed radical

ones. Otherwise Europe will go to groundfrom the Jewish sickness.
"'

(p.

185)

The references are: "TBJG 1/7, p.l77 (31.10.1939)" and "TBJG 1/3,

p.612" (footnotes 213 and 214). This plagiarism is based at least on two

different sources, as can be deduced from the above-mentioned refer-

ences. Terry in fact ignores that two German editions of the Tagebdcher

von Joseph Goebbels (Diaries ofJoseph Goebbels) exist:

> Die Tagebiicher von Joseph Goebbels, Sdmtliche Fragmente. Her-

ausgegeben von Like Frohlich im Auftrag des Instituts fiir Zeitge-

schichte und im Verbindung mit dem Bundesarchiv. K.G. Saur,

Miinchen, New York, London, 1987 (5 Bande) {The Diaries ofJo-

seph Goebbels, All Fragments. Edited by Elke Frohlich by appoint-

ment of the Institute for Contemporary History and in co-operation

with the Bundesarchiv. K.G. Saur, Munich, New York, London,

1987 (5 volumes)), and

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Vollcerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 35.

PS-660,p.25.
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> Die Tagebiicher von Joseph Goebbels. Herausgegeben von Elke

Frohlich. Im Auftrag des Instituts fiir Zeitgeschichte mit Unterstiit-

zung des Staatlichen Archivdienstes Russland. K.G. Saur, Miinchen,

New York, London, 1997-2005 (in drei Teile und 24 + 2 Bande)

{The Diaries of Joseph Goebbels. Edited by Elke Frohlich. By ap-

pointment of the Institute for Contemporary History with the support

of the State Archival Service Russia. K.G. Saur, Munich, New York,

London, 1997-2005 (in three parts and 24 + 2 volumes)).

The remarks quoted by Terry are found in volume 3 of the first edi-

tion and in volume 7, first part, of the second edition. Terry mixes eve-

rj^hing together, using for all references one single acronym "TBJG,"

which, as indicated earlier, the "plagiarist bloggers" simply explain with

"Die Tagebiicher Joseph Goebbels" without mentioning which of the

two editions they mean.

With this premise stated, 1 reproduce the German text of both quota-

tions:'""^'

"Und dann Aufnahmen zum Ghettofilm. Nock niemals dagewesen.

Schilderungen, so grausam und brutal in den Einzelheiten, dafi Blut in den

Adern gerinnt. Man schaudert zuruck vor soviel Rohheit. Dieses Judentum

mufi vernichtet werden
"

"And then footage for the ghetto film. Have never been there. Descrip-

tions so cruel and brutal in the details that it curdles the blood in the veins.

One shudders back from so much barbarism. This Jewry must be de-

stroyed.
"

"Es ist unbeschreiblich. Das sind keine Menschen mehr, das sind Tiere.

Das ist deshalb auch keine humanitdre, sondern eine chirurgische Aufgabe.

Man mufi hier Schnitte tun, und zwar ganz radikale. Sonst geht Europa

einmal an derjUdischen Krankheit zugrunde.
"

"It is undescribable. These are no longer humans, these are beasts.

Therefore this is not a humanitarian problem but a surgical task. One must

make cuts here, even very radical ones. Otherwise this Jewish disease will

one day destroy Europe.

"

In the previous chapter I already illustrated that Goebbels, in his dia-

ries, was pleased by grim and bellicose rhetoric and that these remarks

must be interpreted in light of this.

[94] "Arthur Seyss-Inquart, the deputy governor of the Generalgou-

vernement, expected that the Lublin reservation would lead to a 'strong

decimation ofthe Jews.
"'

(p. 185)

Elke Frohlich (ed.), Die Tagebiicher von Josepti Goebbels, Sdmtlictie Fragmente, K.G. Saur,

Munich/New York/London, 1987, vol. 3, p. 612, 628.
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The document quoted by Terry states:

"Dieses Gehiet mit seinem stark sumpfigen Charakter konnte nach den

Erwdgungen des Distriktsgouverneurs Schmidt als Judenreservat dienen,

welche Massnahme womdglich eine starke Dezimierung der Juden

herbeijuhren konnte
"

"According to the considerations of district governor Schmidt, this ter-

ritory -with its intensely swampy character could serve as a Jewish reserva-

tion, a measure which couldpotentially lead to an intense decimation ofthe

Jews.

"

Here we are not faced with Seyss-Inquart's expectations, but with

simple "considerations [Erwdgungen]" by SS-Brigadefiihrer Friedrich

Schmidt, at that time governor of the Lublin district.

In fact Aly, from whom Terry took the material, states:'"^^

"Am 20. November 1939 vertrat SS-Brigadefiihrer Schmidt gelegentlich

einer Inspektionsreise des stellvertretenden Generalgouverneurs Seyfi-

Inquart die Meinung, ein bestimmtes ostpolnisches Gebiet eigne sich 'mit

seinem stark sumpfigen Charakter' als Judenreservat, 'weil man dort

womdglich eine starke Dezimierung der Juden herbeifuhren konnte.

"

"On 20 November 1939, on the occasion of an inspection tour by the

deputy governor of the General Government Seyss-Inquart, SS-Brigade-

fiihrer Schmidt advanced the view that a certain east Polish territory 'with

its intensely swampy character' was suitedfor a Jewish reservation, 'be-

cause an intense decimation of the Jews could potentially be induced

there.

"

We are therefore dealing with the opinion of a local functionary, not

a directive from Berlin.

[95] "The Generalgouverneur himself, Hans Frank, stated shortly af-

terwards that 'the more die, the better.
"'

(p. 185)

The source adduced by Terry is "ProtokoU einer Rede in Radom,

FGM [= Faschismus - Getto- Massenmord], p.46" (footnote 216 on p.

185). The German title mentioned by him is not the header of the doc-

ument, but its reconstruction (!) inferred from the information given by

the editors:'"^''

"Diese Ausziige wurden dem ProtokoU einer Besprechung entnommen,

die in Radom unter Vorsitz von Lasch, dem Distriktchef in Radom,

stattfand.

"

"These extracts were taken from the protocol of a conference which

tookplace in Radom and was chaired by Lasch, the head ofthe Radom dis-

">^^ PS-2278. IMT, vol. XXX, p. 95.

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 34.
1054 J Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, 46.
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trict.

"

I give the German text from the source quoted by Terry:
'"^^

"Bei den Juden nicht viel Federlesens. Eine Freude, endlich einmal die

judische Rasse kdrperlich angehen zu konnen. Je mehr sterben, umso

besser; ihn zu treffen, ist ein Sieg unseres Reiches. Die Juden sollen spuren,

dafi wir gekommen sind. Wir wollen 1/2 bis 3/4 aller Juden dstlich der

Weichsel haben. Diese Juden werden wir uberall unterdrilcken, wo wir

konnen. Es geht hier urns ganze. Die Juden aus dem Reich, Wien, von

uberall, Juden im Reich konnen wir nicht gebrauchen. Wahrscheinlich

Weichsellinie, hinter diese Linie nicht mehr.

"

"Cutting to the chase with the Jews. A joy to finally be able to engage

the Jewish race physically. The more die, the better; to strike him [the Jew],

is a victory for our Reich. The Jews should feel that we have arrived. We
want to have 1/2 to 3/4 ofall Jews east of the Vistula. We will repress these

Jews wherever we can. This is about all or nothing. The Jews out of the

Reich, out of Vienna, out of eveiywhere, we have no needfor Jews in the

Reich. Probably Vistula line, behind this line no more.
"

The editors of the volume explain in a footnote:'""^''

"Frank meint hier den zu jener Zeit aktuellen Plan, ein sogenanntes

Judenreservat zwischen der Weichsel und dem Bug zu schaffen, in dem die

deutsche Behdrden die deportierte judische Bevolkerung aus Deutschland,

Osterreich, der Tschechoslowakei und den polnischen, jetzt aher ins Reich

eingegliederten Gebieten zusammenfassen wollten.
"

"Frank here refers to the at that time valid plan to create a so-called

Jewish Reservation between the Vistula and the Bug, in which the German

authorities wanted to gather the deported Jewish populationsfrom Germa-

ny, Austria, Czechoslovakia and the Polish territories which had by then

been incorporated into the Reich.
"

Instead of proving that this plan had a genocidal purpose, Terry

delves into all the marginal and irrelevant statements which might sus-

tain his thesis.

[96] Here is another one of these statements:

"A planning expert from the German Foreign Institute in Stuttgart,

Konekamp, stated after an inspection tour of the GG at the end ofNovem-

ber and start ofDecember 1939 that 'the destruction of this sub-humanity

would be in the interests ofthe entire world. This extermination is however

one of the most difficult problems. One cannot see it through with shoot-

ings. One cannot also shoot women and children. One reckons here and

there also with lossesfrom evacuation transports. "'
(p. 185)

Eduard Konekamp was an individual so important that Hilberg in his

Ibid., footnote 1 on p. 46.

Ibid., p. 46.
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opus magnum does not even mention him. I take from another source

the passage quoted by Terry:

"Die Vernichtung dieses Untermenschtums Idge im Interesse der

ganzen Welt. Diese Vernichtung ist aber eines der schwierigsten Probleme.

Mit Erschiefiung kommt man nicht durch. Auch kann man aufFrauen und

Kinder nicht schiefien lassen. Da und dort rechnet man mit Verlusten bei

Evakuierungstransporten, und aufdem Transport von 1000 Juden, der von

Lublin aus in Marsch gesetzt wurde, seien 450 umgekommen. (...) Sdmt-

liche mit Judenfrage befafiten Stellen sind sick iiher die Unzuldnglichkeit

all dieser Mqfinahmen im Klaren. Dock ist eine Losung dieses komplizier-

ten Problems noch nicht gefunden.

"

"The annihilation of this subhumanity would be in the interest of the

whole world. But this annihilation is one of the most difficult ofproblems.

One does not get away with shooting. Also one cannot shoot at women and

children. Here and there one expects losses during evacuation transports,

and during the transport of 1,000 Jews which was set in march from Lu-

blin, 450 are said to have died. (...) All authorities involved in the Jewish

question are aware of the inadequacy of all these measures. A solution of

this complicatedproblem has not yet been found, however.
"

It is not clear what the context of these statements was, but it is cer-

tain that such cases of mass death were not the aim of whatever gov-

ernment directives they resulted from.

[97] "Albrecht Haushofer, working in the Foreign Office publicity de-

partment, noted in December 1939 ofa lunchtime encounter 'with the man
whose systematic task it will be to leave a substantial number of the Jews

who are to be freighted out into the Lublin ghetto to freeze to death and

starve there. "'
(pp. 185-186)

The source adduced by Terry is "Hans-Adolf Jacobsen (ed), Karl

Haushofer: Leben und Werk, Bd. 2: Ausgewdhlter Schriftwechsel, 1917-

1946, Boppard am Rhein, 1979, nr. 226" (footnote 218 on p. 186), but

everything is taken from Longerich:'"^^

"Albrecht Haushofer, who was at this point employed in the infor-

mation office of the Foreign Office, reported in a letter to his mother on 13

December that he was sitting 'at table with the man whose systematic task

it will be to leave a substantial number of the Jews who are to befreighted

out into the Lublin ghetto tofreeze to death and .starve there.

Naturally Terry plagiarized the source as well:'°^^

"Karl Haushofer: Leben und Werk, vol ii: Ausgewdhlter Schriftwech-

sel, 1917-1946, ed. Hans-AdolfJacobsen (Boppard am Rhein, 1979), no.

'"^^ G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Vollcerverschiebung..., op. cit., pp. 34f.

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit., p. 155.

Ibid., footaote 25 on p. 483.
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226."

Longerich quotes the German text of this passage as follows:
'"^^

"Albrecht Haushofer, zu dieser Zeit in der Informationsabteilung des

AA [Auswartiges Amtes] beschdftigt, berichtete am 13. Dezeniber in einem

Brief an seine Mutter: 'Ich sitze am Tisch mit dem Mann, dessen Aufgabe

es sein wird, im Lubliner Juden-Ghetto programmgemdfi einen grofien Teil

der dorthin zu verfrachtenden deutschen Juden erfrieren und verhungern zu

lassen.
"'

"Albrecht Haushofer, at that time employed in the information depart-

ment ofthe AA [Foreign Office], reported on 13 December in a letter to his

mother: 'I am sitting at the desk with the man whose task it will be to let

freeze and starve to death, according to plan, a large part of the German

Jews who will he deported to the Jewish ghetto in Lublin.

This is a completely irrelevant source which does not even specify

who this "man" was. Furthermore, the excerpt refers to the Lublin ghet-

to, not to the Judenreservat (Jewish reservation).

[98] "Himmler declared that 'it is high time that this scum is concen-

trated into ghettos and then diseases are brought in to leave them to

croak.'" (p. 186)

The source indicated is "Dieter Pohl, Von der 'Judenpolitik' zum Ju-

denmord. Der Distrikt Lublin des Generalgouvemements 1939-1944,

Frankfurt am Main, 1993, p.49" (footnote 219). The quoted text

says:'°^^

"Das sind ja hier Zustdnde wie im tiefsten Frieden...man sieht sonst

nur Juden. Es wird hochste Zeit, dafi dieses Gesindel zusammengetrieben

wird, in Ghettos, und dann schleppt Seuchen hinein und lafit sie krepieren.

"

"These are really conditions like in times ofprofoundest peace... other

than that only Jews can be seen. It is high time that this mob is concentrat-

ed in ghettos, and then epidemics are brought in to leave them to croak.

"

This unambiguously hyperbolic quotation, extrapolated from its con-

text, does not prove anything.

[99] "Himmler 's appointed representative in Lublin, the SS- and Police

Leader (SS- und Polizeifuhrer, SSPF) Odilo Globocnih foresaw instead

famine as the weapon of mass destruction: 'the evacuated Jews and

Poles... should feed themselves and obtain support from their people be-

cause those Jews have plenty. If this should not succeed, they should be left

to starve. "'
(p. 186)

The source indicated by Terry is "Pohl, Judenpolitik, p. 52, citing

1060 p Longerich, Politik der Vernichtung. Eine Gesamtdarstellung der nationalsozialistischen Ju-

denverfolgung. Piper Veriag, 1998, p. 261.
1061

Y) Pohl, Von der "Judenpolitik" zum Judenmord. Der Distrikt Lublin des Generalgouveme-

ments 1939-1944, op. cit., p. 49.
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ProtokoU der Distriktsitzung, 16.2.1940, APL GDL/61, p. 17" (footnote

220). The acronym "APL" is mentioned twice more in the text (footnote

257 on p. 195 and footnote 270 on p. 197) and in the bibliography, sec-

tion "-Unpublished Sources'' ("APL GDL 273," p. 530), but the "plagia-

rist bloggers" do not even bother to explain its meaning, which is:

Archiwum Pahstwowe w Lublinie (State Archive of Lublin). The

source quoted by Terry states:'"''^

"Er [Globocnik] sagte kurzfolgendes: die evaiiuierten Juden und Polen

sollten sich selbst ernahren und von ihren Landsleuten unterstiitzen lassen,

da diese Juden genug hdtten. Falls dies nicht geldnge, sollte man sie

verhungern lassen.

"

"He [Globocnik] briefly said as follows: the evacuated Jews and Poles

should feed themselves and let themselves be supported by their fellow

countrymen, because these Jews have enough. Ifthat does not succeed, one

should let them starve to death.

"

This passage demonstrates genocidal intent so well that Musial,

when quoting it, omitted the phrase "because these Jews have enough

\da diese Juden genug hdtteny evidently because it stands in contrast

to his ovra argument.
^"^^

[100] "Similar sentiments were also heardfrom Hans Frank, discussing

thefood situation with the state secretary of the Agriculture Ministry, Her-

bert Backe, in April 1940: 'Fm not remotely interested in the Jews. Wheth-

er they have something to eat or not is the last thing on earth I care

about'" (p. 186)

The German text states:"""*

"Die Juden interessieren mich iiberhaupt nicht Ob die etwas zu futtern

haben oder nicht, istfiir mich die allerletzte Frage.

"

"I am not interested at all in the Jews. It doesn 't concern me whether

they have something to eat or not.
"

This is an example of Frank's usual vivid but callous chatter, as I al-

ready demonstrated in chapter 4.

[101] "The Lublin reservation plan, however, ended up as a miserable

failure. Although clung to into the spring of 1940, causing a delay to pro-

posals to establish a ghetto in Warsaw, the sheer disruption caused by

'wild' deportations was immense. "
(p. 186)

Terry refers to a "Riickblick des Umsiedlungsreferenten im Distrikt

Warschau, Waldemar Schon, 21.1.1941, FGM, p.lOSff (footnote 222)

Ibid., 52.

B. Musial, Deutsche Zivilverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., p. 206.
lOM

Werner Prag, Wolfgang Jacobmeyer (eds.), Das Diensttagebuch des deutschen Generalgou-

vemeurs in Polen 1939-1945. Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1975, p. 186.
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The heading of the docxunent is no doubt taken from Aly, who mentions

it with exphcit reference to Faschismus-Ghetto-Massenmord}^^^ The

editors of this volume present it in fact as an "Excerpt from a report of

the department for resettlement at the governor of the district of War-

saw, Schon, about the Warsaw Ghetto [Aiiszug aus einem Bericht der

Abteilung Umsiedlung beim Governeur des Ditrikts Warschau, Schon,

iiber das Warschauer Getto]."^^''''

Terry also distorts the content of the document, which is important

and worth examining. First of all it summarizes the initial German plans

for Jewish evacuation to which I have referred many times:

"Bereits im Febmar 1940 - kurz nach Errichtung der Abteilung

Umsiedlung - wurde der Gedanke der Bildung eines judischen Wohnbe-

zirks in Warschau aufgegriffen und die ersten Vorbereitungen in Angriff

genommen. Es war ursprunglich vom Gouverneur geplant, den durch die

Weichsel ostUch abgegrenzten Stadtteil Warschaus zum judischen

Wohnbezirk zu machen. Der Auftrag zur Durchjuhrung wurde dem Leiter

der Abteilung Umsiedlung iibertragen.

"

"Already in February 1940 - shortly after the formation of the depart-

mentfor resettlement - the idea of the creation ofa Jewish residential dis-

trict in Warsaw was picked up and the first preparations were undertaken.

The governorplanned originally to assign the township ofeastern Warsaw

delimited by the Vistula as the Jewish residential district. The mandate for

the implementation was assigned to the head of the department for reset-

tlement.
"

But various objections were made against this plan, hence it was put

aside.

"Ungefdhr zu gleicher Zeit wurde im Generalgouvernement der Gedan-

ke erwogen, den Distrikt Lublin zum Sammelbecken aller Juden des

Generalgouvernements, insbesondere der eintreffender evakuierten Juden

und .ludenfliichtlinge zu erkldren
"

"At about the same time the idea was considered in the General Gov-

ernment to declare the Lublin district a reservoir for all Jews of the Gen-

eral Government, especially the incoming evacuated Jews and Jewish refu-

gees.
"

Unauthorized Jewish evacuations and trespassing by Jews induced

the HSSPF of Krakow in early April 1940 to give up this plan as well,

and the project to establish Jewish "residential districts \WohnhezirkeY

in Warsaw was resumed. The beginning of operations was arranged for

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Vdlkerverschiebung..., op. cit., note 114 on p. 88.
1066 J Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 108.
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1 July 1940, but

"schon im ersten Stadium der Vorbereitungen wurde von Krakau die

Weisung gegeben, alle Gettobildungsarbeiten mit Rucksicht darauf einzu-

stellen, daji nach dent Plane des Fiihrers die Juden Europas nach Kriegs-

ende auf Madagaskar angesetzt werden sollten und daher eine Gettobil-

dungpraktisch illusorisch set

"

"already during the first stage of the preparations the directive came

from Krakow that all worksfor the formation ofa ghetto were to be put on

hold in consideration of the FUhrer's plan to deport all Jews ofEurope to

Madagascar after the end of the war, which would mean that a ghetto for-

mation would be practically illusoiy.
"

The docxunent then dwells on the establishment of the Jewish "resi-

dential district \WohnbezirkY in Warsaw, where 410,000 Jews resided,

or according to other estimates between 470,000 and 590,000.'°^^

The reference to the Madagascar plan is in line with many declara-

tions from high National Socialist functionaries in July 1940.

Hans Frank:

"Sehr wichtig ist auch die Entscheidung des Fiihrers, die er aufmeinem

Antrag gefallt hat, dafi keine Judentransporte ins Generalgouvernement

mehr stattfinden. Allgemein politisch mochte ich dazu sagen, dafi geplant

ist, die ganze Judensippschaft im Deutschen Reich, im Generalgouverne-

ment und im Protektorat in denkbar kurzester Zeit nach Friedensschlufi in

eine afrikanische oder amerikanische Kolonie zu transportieren. Man denkt

an Madagaskar.

"

"Also very important is the Fuhrer 's decision, which he made upon my
request, that no more transports ofJews into the General Government are

to take place. In generalpolitical terms I would like to comment on this that

it is planned to transport the whole Jewish community of the German

Reich, the General Government and the Protectorate to an African or

American colony in the conceivably shortest time after a peace agreement.

Madagascar is being considered.

"

Arthur Greiser:'"*'

"Er [Greiser] habe aufGrund einer Unterredung mit dem Reichsfuhrer

SS feststellen konnen, dafi die Absicht bestehe, die Juden uber See in

bestimmte Gebiete abzuschieben
"

"He [Greiser] has been able to ascertain on the basis of a conference

with the Reichsfiihrer-SS [Himmler] that the intention exist to deport the

Jews overseas into certain territories.
"

It is useful to remember that the plans to deport Jews (or Poles) into

Ibid., pp. 108-113.

Ibid., p. 57.

Ibid, pp. 57-58.
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the General Government were developed from the onset by higher Na-

tional Socialist government functionaries, leaving no room for local ini-

tiatives. Heydrich's express letter (Schnellbrief) of 21 September 1939

took its authority from Goring's decree of 24 January 1939.'°'" On 30

January 1940, during a conference in Berlin, Heydrich referred to or-

ders issued by Hitler and Himmler:'"''

"SS-Gruppenfiihrer Heydrich gibt bekannt, dafi die heutige Sitzung auf

Anordnung des Reichsfiihrers SS einbenifen wiirde, urn bei der Durchfiih-

rung der vom Fiihrer verfugten Umsiedhingsaufgaben eine einheitliche

Linie aller beteiligten Stellen herzustellen. [...J Auf Grund der Ausfiihrun-

gen von Reichsminister SS-Gruppenfiihrer Seyss-Inquart und SS-Obergrup-

penfiihrer Kriiger stellt SS-Gruppenfiihrer Heydrich fest, dafi gegen die

Rdumungen in der Richtung des Generalgouverneurs keine grundsdtzliche

Einwendungen erhoben werden.

"

"SS-Gruppenfiihrer Heydrich announces that today 's conference was

summoned by order ofthe Reichsfiihrer-SSfor the purpose ofestablishing a

uniform implementation by all involved authorities of the resettlement tasks

decreed by the Fiihrer. [. . .] Based on the explanations ofReichminister SS-

Gruppenfiihrer Seyss-Inquart and of SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Kriiger, SS-

Gruppenfiihrer Heydrich observes that no fundamental objections against

the evacuations have been made to the Governor General.

"

During the ministerial conference chaired by Goring which took

place in Berlin on 12 February 1940, the Reich Marshal informed:
'°'^

"Das Generalgouvernement wird die geordnete Judenauswandemng

aus Deutschland und den neuen Ostgauen aufhehmen miissen. Es darfaber

nicht mehr vorkommen, dass Transportziige ohne ordnungsmdssige und

fristgerechte Anmeldung bei dem Generalgouverneur in das Generalgou-

vernement geschickt werden.

"

"The General Government will have to accept the orderly Jewish emi-

grationfrom Germany andfrom the new eastern districts. However, it must

not happen again that transport trains are dispatched to the General Gov-

ernment without timely notification to the Governor General.
"

Himmler explained the destination of the transports thus:

"Dagegen wird es voraussichtlich notwendig sein. etwa 30 000 Deut-

sche aus der Luhliner Gegend dstlich der Weichsel, diefur das Judenreser-

vat bestimmt ist, in die neuen Ostgaue zu iibernehmen.
"

"In contrast it will probably be necessary to transfer into the new east-

ern districts about 30,000 Germans from the Lublin territory east of the

Vistula, which is designatedfor the Jewish Reservation.

"

"'™ Ibid., footaote 1 on p. 37.

Ibid., ^.50.
1072 EC-305. IMT, vol. XXXVI, p. 302 and 306.
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The abandonment of the project for a Jewish Reservation in the Lu-

bhn district was not the end of the National Socialist plans for Jewish

resettlement. On 6 April 1 940 Heinrich Gottong, consultant in the De-

partment of Interior Administration in the Governor General's office

{Referent in der Hauptabteilung Innere Verwaltung im Amt des Gene-

ralgouvemeurs), summarized them as follows:

"7. Alle Mqfinahmen miissen ausgerichtet sein auf das Ziel, spdter das

gesamte Judentum in einem bestimmten Gebiet zusammenzufassen und auf

ein judisches Siedlungsgebiet zu beschrdnken, als eine selbstdndige

Lebensgemeinschaft unter Aufsicht des Reichs. 8. Aufstellung eines Planes

fur die Ansiedlung der 400000 Juden, die nach dem 1.5.40 in das General-

gouvernement kommen.

"

"7. All measures must be aligned with the goal to later concentrate the

whole ofJewry in a certain territory and to limit it to a Jewish settlement

area, as an autonomous living community under the supervision of the

Reich. 8. Establishment of a plan for the settlement of the 400,000 Jews,

which will arrive in the General Government after 1 May 1940.
"

At that time the National Socialist government still considered Jew-

ish emigration fi-om the Reich. On 23 November 1940 Frank transmit-

ted to the governors of the districts the following decree {Erlafi) by the

RSHA of 25 October 1940:'"^^

"Da im Falle der Auswanderung von Juden aus dem Generalgouverne-

ment die ohnedies immer kleiner werdenden Mdglichkeiten der Auswan-

derung fur Juden aus dem Altreich, der Ostmark und dem Protektorat

Bohmen und Mdhren entgegen dem Wunsche des Reichsmarschalls wiede-

rum wesentlich verringert wiirde, bitte ich eine Auswanderung nicht in

Erwagung zu ziehen.

"

"I kindly ask not to consider an emigration, because in case of the emi-

gration ofJews from the General Government, the already ever-dwindling

possibilities of emigration for Jews from the Altreich, the Ostmark and the

Protectorate ofBohemia and Morava would again be reduced significantly,

which is against the expressed desire ofthe Reich Marshal.
"

On 3 December 1940 Lammers sent to Baldur von Schirach, Head of

the District {Gau\ and Reich Governor of Vienna {Gauleiter und

Reichsstatthalter in Wien), Hitler's order to deport into the General

Government "already during the war [noch wdhrend des Krieges]" the

60,000 Jews still residing in that city.'°^^

1073 J Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 56.

Ibid.,^. 59.
1075 pS-1950.IMT,vol.XXrx:,p. 176.
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In view of these government directives, Terry's negligible state-

ments sound like fatuous babblings.

[102] "Nor was the 'Lublin reservation' plan the last time that the Na-

zisfound themselves contemplating genocide and extermination in the early

years ofthe occupation. "
(p. 186)

In reality there is no trace of genocidal intent in the policy towards

the Jews outlined above, despite Terry's attempt at demonstrating the

opposite by adducing various gossip and personal opinions.

In this a context Terry mentions the report by Rudolf Gater ''Die

Wirtschaftsbilanz des jiidischen Wohnbezirks in Warschau, Mdrz
1941," for which he adduces the following source: "published in Gotz

Aly and Susanne Heim (eds.), Bevolkerungsstruktur und Massenmord.

Neue Dokumente zur deutschen Politik der Jahre 1938-1945, Berlin:

Rotbuch, I99I, pp.74-I38" (footnote 224 on p. 187). He summarizes

the document's three proposals and conclusion as follows:

"The ghetto could either be 'a means ...to liquidate the Jews' or a

source oflabour. " (p. 187)

Terry does not indicate the page of this quotation, because he does

not know it. Here the plagiarism is a melange between Aly, who sum-

marized the three above-mentioned proposals and gives the source indi-

cated by Terry (although the conclusion is taken from another book,

written by Aly in co-operation with Susanne Heim),'°^^ and Browning,

who reproduced the quotation as follows :"'^^

"'as a means to liquidate the Jews' ("als ein Mittel ... das jiidische

Volkstum zu liquidieren ') or as source ofproductive labor.

"

The plagiarism's accuracy is remarkable: Terry restored the omis-

sion ellipsis in the German text, omitted by Browning in his translation!

The source adduced by Terry reads as follows according to Aly's

and Heim's quotation:'*"''

"1. Man versucht, aus dem JW [^Jiidischen Wohnbezirk] einen produk-

tiven Bevolkerungsteil zu machen; dann setzt dies voraus, dafi durch eine

einigermafien ausreichende Erndhrung die Arheitskraft der Insassen bezw.

besonders bevorzugter Teile erhalten bleibt.

2. Man sieht den jW als ein Mittel an, das jiidische Volkstum zu

liquidieren.
"

G. Aly, "Endlosung. " Vdlkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 266 and footnote 1 10.

Ibid.
, p. 267 and footnote 111.

C. Browning, Nazi Policy, Jewish Worlcers, German Killers. New York, Cambridge University

Press, 2000, p. 68.

G. Aly, S. Heim. Bevollcerungsstruktur und Massenmord: neue Dotcumente zur deutschen Po-

litik der Jahre 1938-1945. Berlin, Rotbuch, 1991, p. 113.
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"1. One is trying to turn the jW [=Jewish residential district] into a

productive part of the population; but this requires that the workingpower

of the inhabitants or rather ofspecially privileged parts be maintained by

means ofa somewhat sufficient nourishment

2. ThejWis seen as an instrument to liquidate the Jewish ethnicity.

"

In the the book by Aly and Heim these two points are followed by

this comment:""*"

"Diese beiden 'Standpunkte ' enthalten in Wirklichkeit drei Vorschldge:

Entweder wiirden alle Ghettoinsassen erndhrt oder nur diejenigen, die

produktive Arbeit leisteten oder aher man liefi alle verhungern.
"

"These two 'points ofview ' in reality contain three proposals: either all

ghetto inhabitants would be nourished, or only those who performed pro-

ductive work, or all would be left to starve to death.
"

All of this, however, has nothing to do with articulated and precise

intentions of extermination.

[103] Terry then dwells on the Warsaw ghetto. He observes that "a

total of 43,000 Jews died in the Warsaw ghetto during that year

[1941]." (p. 188). In fact 43,239 Jews died in 1941,'°^' but not due to a

deliberate extermination policy. Among the causes of death was also a

typhus epidemic.
'"^^

[104] Terry then returns to his hunt for evidence backing up a geno-

cidal intent on part of the Germans:

"At a conference in Warsawfrom October 14-16, 1941, the governor of

the Warsaw district, Ludwig Fischer, demanded that the ghetto he sealed

completely to prevent the spread of typhus and declared that 'this war is

about a confrontation with Jewry in its totality... I believe that threat is an-

swered when we annihilate the breeding ground ofJewry, from which the

entire World Jewry renews itself" (p. 188)

The corresponding footnote reads: "Quoted in David Furber and

Wendy Lower, 'Colonialism and Genocide in Nazi-Occupied Poland

and Ukraine' in A. Dirk Moses (ed). Empire, Colony, Genocide. Con-

quest, Occupation, and Subaltern Resistance in World History, Oxford:

Berghahn, 2008, pp.372-400, here p.383" (footnote 232). Here Terry

omits an important element of the text, which I quote in full:^"^^

Gotz Aly, Susanne Heim, Vordenker der Vemichtung: Auschwitz imd die deiilsclien Planefiir

eine neue europdische Ordnung, Fischer Tasclienbucli, FrankfUrt am Main, 1991, p. 319.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

c;f.,pp. 138-139.

Ibid., pp. 147-149.

David Furber and Wendy Lower, "Colonialism and Genocide in Nazi-Occupied Poland and

Ukraine" in: Dirk Moses (ed.), Empire, Colony, Genocide, Conquest, Occupation, and Subal-

tern. Resistance in World History, Berghahn Books, Oxford, 2008, p. 383.
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"At a meeting of the civil administrative leaders in Warsaw in October

1941, the Governor of Warsaw, Ludwig Fischer, announced that the ghetto

would be sealed completely to prevent typhus and to decrease black market

trade in food. To compensate, ghetto rations would have to be increased to

about 1,050 grams of bread per day. He lamented that these amounts of

food were still 'too little to sustain life. ' Yet he concluded, 'this war is

about a confrontation with Jewry in its totality... I believe that threat is an-

swered when we annihilate this breeding ground ofJewry, from which the

entire WorldJewry continually renews itself.
"

Hilberg indicates the context of tills document, which allows the

comprehension of its real meaning:
'"^"^

"Specifically, Fischer proposed that the following rations be guaran-

teedfor each ghetto inhabitant: 1,050 grams ofbread per week, 300 grams

ofsugar a month, an egg per month, 100 grams ofmarmalade a month, 50

grams offat a month, a dozen potatoes a year, and fish and vegetables as

available. Even these allotments, he said, were too lowfor sustenance and

deaths were certain to increase in the winter. The contest in this war, he

went on, was with Jewry as a whole, and what was to be expected in the

event ofa Jewish victory, he said, had pointedly been indicated in a publi-

cation by the 'American Jew Kaufinann. '[...].

With this evidence ofJewish intent, Fischer stated his belief that 'anni-

hilating ' blows to the 'breeding herd ofJewry ' in the Warsaw Ghetto might

be 'justified, ' but, unreconciled to the existingfood supply, he recited in de-

tail the higherfood rations allowedfor working and non-working Jews in

the Lodz Ghetto.
"

Theodore N. Kaufman's booklet Germany Must Perish!, which pro-

posed "a comprehensive plan for the extinction of the German nation

and the total eradication from the earth, of all her people"'°^^ by means

of "eugenic sterilization,"'"^* appeared in late February 1941.'"^^ On 24

July 1941 the Vdlkischer Beobachter reviewed it in an article with the

title ^'Rooseveltfordert Sterilisierung des deutschen Volkes" (Roosevelt

demands the sterilisation of the German nation).
'"^^ This pamphlet was

exploited by the National Socialist propaganda, which misrepresented a

R. Hilberg, Perpetratorti, Victims, Bystanders: Jewish Catastrophe 1933-1945. Aaron Asher

Books, New York, 1992.

Theodore N. Kaufmann, Germany must perish! Argyle Press, New Jersey, 1941, p. 2.

Ibid., p. 86.

The book was advertised on p. 22 of the 28 February 1941(Friday) issue of the New York Post

as being "out today!" and with the advertisement carrying the following description of the

pamphlet's contents: "A dynamic volume outlining a plan for the extinction of Germany and

containing a map showing possible dissection and apportionment of its territory."

1088 Wolfgang Benz, "Judenvemichtung aus Notwehr? Die Legenden um Theodore N. Kaufman,"

in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeitgeschichte, 29. Jg., Heft 4, October 1981, p. 615.
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marginal individual as an important functionary of the Roosevelt ad-

ministration, but nothing belittles the fact that the Germans believing in

this story responded accordingly, as in fact Fischer and Zeitschel
1089

the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," Kaufman is never men-

tioned.

[105] Terry next reproduces a statement made by Dr. Jost Walbaum
during a conference in Bad Krynica, highlighting this sentence: "There

are only two ways. We sentence the Jews in the ghetto to death by hun-

ger or we shoot them." (p. 188). The indicated source is "Cited in Chris-

topher R. Browning, 'Genocide and PubHc Health: German Doctors and

Polish Jews, 1939-1941,' HGS 3/1, 1988, pp.21-36, here p.27." (foot-

note 233), an unnecessary quotation which only helps to pad the bibli-

ography, because the passage is also quoted by Browning in Origins,

including the German text:^**'"

"One must, I can say it quite openly in this circle, be clear about it.

There are only two ways. We sentence the Jews in the ghetto to death by

hunger or we shoot them. /Man muss sich. ich kann cs in diesem Kreise of-

fen aussprechen, dariiber klar sein, es gibt nur 2 Wege, wir vemrteilen die

Juden im Ghetto zum Hungertode oder wir erschiessen sie.y
"

This does not relate to alleged homicidal intentions against the Jews

for being Jews but, as is evident from the text quoted by Terry, it refers

to the deplorable inability to feed ghetto residents:

[106] "Naturally it would be the best and simplest to give the people

sufficient provisioning possibilities, but that cannot be done. That is con-

nected to the fijod situation and the war situation in general. Thus shooting

will be employed when one comes across a Jew outside the ghetto without

permission. " (p. 188)

At the time the only shootings allowed were those implemented after

the verdict by a court martial {Standgericht) for infractions of Frank's

decree of 12 October 1941, which imposed the death penalty to any Jew

who left the residential district {Wohnbezirk) without authorization.'"''

Terry quotes this decree on p. 190 with this reference: "VOBIGG, 1941,

p.595 (15.10.1941), also published in FGM, pp. 128-9" (footnote 242).

This acronym, whose meaning Terry evidently ignores (it appears only

in this footnote), is the abbreviation for "Verordnungsblatt filr das Gen-

eralgouvernement" (Decree bulletin for the General Government). The

book quoted by Terry refers to it as follows: "VBl GG 1941, Nr. 99, S.

See chapter 4, point 42.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 1 6 1

.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,pp. 128-129.
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595_„io92

[107] I skip Terry's long digression about the nourishment situation

in occupied Poland (p. 189), which only demonstrates that, just because

it was "catastrophic," one cannot speak of an intentional starvation of

the population nor of a "decision to starve Soviet POWs to death," a

statement which constitutes a misrepresentation of the prevailing reali-

ty.

As for Frank's decree of 12 October 1941, Terry infers that it was

"eventually modulated into a standard shoot-to-kill order (Schiessbe-

fehl) which provided a hunting license for the SS and Police to capture

and kill any Jews fleeing deportations in 1942" (p. 190), but he does not

back this up with any documentary evidence. Footnote 243 on p. 190 re-

fers to the Warsaw Diary of Adam Czerniakow, head of the Warsaw

Jewish Council, which mentions the "execution of 15 out of 17 Jews

caught outside the ghetto," a statement which does not demonstrate any-

thing (as I will soon clarify), and to a plagiarized Polish title: "Jan

Grabowski, 'Zydzi przed obliczem niemieckich i polskich sadow w
dystrykcie warszawskim Generalnego Gubematorstwa, 1939- 1942, in

Barbara Engelking, Jacek Leociak, Darius Libionka (eds.), Prowincja

Noc. Zycie i zagiada Zdystrykcie warszawskim, Warsaw, 2007, pp.75-

118," which is recycled in note 37 on p. 153 and finally listed in the

bibliography (p. 547) with the usual absence of diacritical marks.

[108] In footnote 244 Terry furnishes some further explanation:

"The Schiessbefehl really began to make itselffelt from the start of

1942, as numerous reports from Kreishauptmdnner and Police commands

indicate. The county captain of Tomaszow reported that 'the drive of the

Jews to escape death from hunger in the ghetto and continue their lives on

the outside is once again noticeable. In the past month around 30 Jews,

who had left the ghetto without permission and wanted to escape, were

shot ' By March 1942, KdO Lublin recorded the execution of215 Jews over

the course ofthe month 'in order to prevent the spread ofinfectious diseas-

es. '

Cf. excerpt from monthly report for March 1942 of Kreishauptmann

Tomaschow, FGM, pJ33; KdO Lublin Halbjahresbericht 1-6.42, AIPN CA
156/44, p.78.

"

The report by the Tomaszow Mazowiecki county captain {Kreis-

hauptmann) explicitly refers to killings with firearms during an escape

attempt. '"^^ A verdict by the court martial (Standgerichi) at Radom of 7

May 1942 against the Jewess Ita Bryt, punished with the death penalty

p. 129.

Ibid., p. 133.
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for leaving her residential district (Wohnbezirk) without permit, demon-

strates that at that time no "Schiefibefehr (firing order) was in place.

Regarding the second document, I could not ascertain whence Terry got

the reference. I do not know its text and context and so I cannot say an-

ything about it.

[109] "October 1941 also saw a last bid by Hans Frank to remove the

Jews of the GG hy expulsion. On October 13, Frank met Alfred Rosenberg,

and asked about the 'possibility of deporting the Jewish population of the

Generalgouvernement into the occupied eastern territories. ' The Eastern

Ministry was unable to help, as Rosenberg could see 'no possibilityfor the

carrying out of such resettlement plans. ' But Rosenberg promised to let

Frank know if things changed. "
(p. 191)

Terry quotes this document here rather than on p. 167, where it

would be more logical, because it demolishes his claim that on 1 7 Oc-

tober 1941 it was decided to establish Belzec as an "extermination

camp," as I explained before. Terry mentions as the source "Diensttage-

buch, p.413 (13.10.1941)" (footnote 246 on p. 191). In reality every-

thing is taken from Browning:
'"'"^

"On October 13, 1941, the same day as the Himmler-Kriiger-Globocnik

meeting, Frank had approached Rosenberg about 'the possibility ofdeport-

ing the Jewish population of the General Government into the occupied

eastern territories. ' 'For the moment, ' however, Rosenberg saw 'no possi-

bilityfor the carrying out ofsuch resettlementplans.

Naturally Terry also plagiarized the reference to the source: "Frank,

Diensttagebuch, p. 413 (Aktennotiz of Frank-Rosenberg meeting on

October 13, 1941)."'°'^

[110] Terry next manages to sabotage his own thesis by adducing

the following quotation:

"Just over a week later, on October 21 [1941], Hans Frank along with

his interior administration chiefEberhard Westerkamp visited Lwow, and

repeated the prohibition against ghetto building decreed in July, 'because

the hope exists, that in the nearfuture, the Jews can be deported out of the

GG."'(p. 191)

The source adopted by him is ^'Diensttagebuch, p. 441

(21.10.1941)." Also in this case the real source is Browning, who
writes:'"'^

"Four days later, when Frank was in Lwow, the prohibition againstfur-

ther ghetto building was repeated, 'because the hope exists that in the near

" C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 360.
'"'^

Ibid., footaote 228 on p. 528.

»W.,p.361.
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future [italics mine [=Browning's]/ the Jews can be deported out of the

General Government' (da die Hoffting besteht, dass die Juden in naher Zu-

kunft aus dem Generalgouvemement abgeschoben werden konntenj.

"

The source given by Browning reads "Frank, Diensttagebuch, p. 436

{Regierungssitzung (Cabinet meeting) in Lwow, October 21, 1941)."'"^^

Ttiis expressed tiope perfectly matches the estabhshment of a transit

camp at Belzec, but hardly that of an extermination camp.

[Ill] Terry then again proffers Goebbels's remark in his diary of 13

December 1941 (p. 191), which I already discussed in chapter 5, point

73.

On p. 192 he presents a lengthy translation of the Governor General

Hans Frank's speech of 16 December 1941, which I discussed in chap-

ter 5, point 76. Terry derives from it the nonsensical conclusion that

"Frank's words were very clearly understood by those present as signal-

ing that the Jews of the Generalgouvemement would now be extermi-

nated." (p. 192). Not knowing what to chng to, Terry quotes two ex-

cerpts from Eberhard Westerkamp, Frank's chief of Interior Admin-

istration, who had requested his transfer to the Wehrmacht:

"Before he left, however, Westerkamp had a meeting with the HSSPF,

Kriiger, in which Westerkamp complained that 'certain methods and out-

growths in the treatment of the Jewish problem' caused him 'headaches.

'

Kriiger responded by trying to convince Westerkamp of the necessity ofthe

measures. " (pp. 192-193)

But what were these "measures"? Terry's source does not shine

much light on the issue:
'"^^

"Westerkamp berichtete dort uber seine Unterredung mit HSSPF
Kriiger, die am 29.1.1942 stattgefunden hatte. In diesem Gesprdch erkldrte

Westerkamp Kriiger gegenuber, dafi ihm die 'Bespitzelungspsychose im

deutschen Volk' und 'gewisse Methoden und Auswiichse bei der

Behandlung des Judenproblems [...] Kopfzerbrechen' bereiteten." (emph.

in original)

"There Westerkamp reported on his conversation with HSSPF Kriiger,

which took place on 29 January 1942. During this discussion Westerkamp

stated to Kriiger that the 'German nation 's spying psychosis ' and 'some

methods and excesses in the treatment of the Jewish problem [...] caused

him quite a heachache. "' (emph. in original)

On the other hand even Musial at times makes shrewd omissions

which alter or cloud the meaning of dociunents he quotes, such as in the

case of the ellipsis in the passage reproduced above (see also point 99).

Ibid., footaote 236 on p. 528.

B. Musial, Deutsche Zhnlverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., p. 213.
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After this insignificant reference to Westerkamp, Terry dwells on an

imaginative interpretation of Frank's speech, at the end of which he

levels the following accusation against me:

"Although Mattogno is perfectly aware of this source, he manages to

omit it from all three volumes of the 'trilogy, ' even though it is routinely

quoted in comparable mainstream works on the Reinliard camps. "
(p. 193)

My response to this is that Terry's interpretation of this speech is in-

valid and purely ficticious.

[112] Terry's accusation continues like this:

"His frantic handwave in an older brochure that 'Hans Frank did noth-

ing but emulate Hitler 's 'annihilation ' rhetoric with the same meaning ' is

not only contradicted by the actual texts - Frank made little reference to

the role of 'world Jewry ' in bringing about a world war, but instead em-

phasised that Jews were 'extraordinarily dangerous gluttons ' - but is also

refuted by the reactions ofcontemporaries who, unlike Mattogno, were ac-

tually there and heard the speech, who clearly understood its meaning.

Henceforth, the GG administration would work towards the goal of killing

the Jews." (p. 193).

His reference, "Mattogno, 'Denying Evidence,' p.l99. This is, sure-

ly, the most ironically titled of all of his brochures" gives the wrong

page, maybe to hinder the verification of the passage in question, which

is instead found on p.
257:'°'''

"On the other hand, ifwefollow the passage quoted by the authors, the

Government General was to become 'free of Jews ' (judenfrei^ 'as is the

case in the Reich ' (Vie es das Reich ist), but the greater Reich - as we have

seen - had only become 'judenfrei ' (to some extent) through the emigration

(Auswanderung) of some 537,000 Jews to other countries. It is therefore

clear that Hans Frank did nothing but emulate Hitler's 'annihilation ' rhet-

oric with the same meaning.
"

In this regard I refer back to my considerations in chapter 5, point

76. 1 add here only that the perspective under which I examined Frank's

speech of 16 December 1941 was in response to a single claim by Mi-

chael Shermer and Alex Grobman:'"*"

"Even if this interpretation were correct - which it is not - the passage

demonstrates only 'homicidal intentions, ' whereas the authors invoke it as

proofofthefact that the Holocaust happened.' This means thatfrom alleged

intentions they deduce the reality ofa fact.'

"

For what concerns the phrase "denying evidence," this, besides the

C. Mattogno, "Denying Evidence. The Phony "Holocaust" "Convergence of Evidence," in: G.

Rudolf. C. Mattogno, ^MicAwjte ijei. Legends, Lies, and Prejudices on the Holocaust, op. cit.,

p. 257.
"™ Ibid, p. 256.
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constant plagiarism, is in fact the predominant characteristic of Terry's

writing, without any irony.

[1131 Terry's critique moves on with a reference to the Wannsee

protocol:

"Mattogno has more to say about the Wannsee protocol, but as we saw

in Chapter 2, his misunderstandings are copious. "
(p. 193)

I have abundantly demonstrated that the "copious misunderstand-

ings" in the treatment of this document are of his worthy companion

Harrison, but certainly not mine.

He then again foists the tale of Belzec as "a pilot camp to test the

feasibility of the methods" (pp. 193f.), which, as shovm above, is based

on a flawed "chain of documents" and refuted by the only document

Terry does not quote in this context, choosing instead to bury it in an

even more absurd context about twenty pages later: the meeting be-

tween Frank and Rosenberg of 13 October 1941 concerning "Jewish

emigration [Judenemigration]" and "resettlement plans [Umsiedlungs-

pldne]," two weeks before the start of the construction works for the

Belzec camp, as Terry stresses.

[114] Not satisfied with Harrison's misrepresentations, Terry pre-

sents his own misrepresentation in commenting on Biihler's contribu-

tion to the Wannsee conference:

"Reiterating the arguments advanced by Frank on 16 December 1941,

Biihler's words are infact incompatible with the well known phraseology of

'the Jews are to be utilisedfor work in the East, ' since his demand wasfor

the 'removal' ofthe unfit Jews." 194)

Also in this regard I refer the reader to chapter 5, point 1 19, where I

explained the real meaning of this passage.

[115] On pages 194-195 Terry quotes the memo (Vermerk) by Fritz

Reuter, consultant in the office of the Governor of the Lublin district.

Department for Population and Social Welfare {Referent im Amt des

Gouverneurs des Ditrikts Lublin, Abteilung Bevolkerungswesen und

Fiirsorge). He comments on it as follows:

"Mattogno 's ever shifting comments on this document are a source of

considerable amusement. In Treblinka and Belzec, he misreads the docu-

ment and asserts that 'Belzec was supposed to become a camp in which

Jews were 'registered in a file system according to their occupation '. This

does not conform in the least to a 'pure extermination camp '.
'

" (p. 195)

I admit the error (the second of mine pointed out on 195 pages of

critique). Terry has at least the honesty to indicate that, as I noticed this

mistake, I eliminated it (p. 195). In fact, in our study about Sobibor it no
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longer appears.

[116] This is the subsequent objection:

"When called on this nonsensical misreading of the document by Rob-

erto Muehlenkamp, Mattogno did little more than repeat the claim and re-

treat behind a cloud ofoctopus-ink obfuscation about 'total extermination

'

, which can be ignored for the reasons previously given - not only was

Belzec a test bed camp in March 1942, but there is no incompatibility be-

tween exterminating one group ofJews and preserving another group for

labour "
(p. 195)

As so often, Terry gives an incorrect page reference: "Mattogno,

Beizec e le controversie olocaustiche, pp.13, 58-59" (footnote 259). Be-

fore examining the issue, a consideration of general character about my
essay is due, which is treated in a strange way by the "plagiarist blog-

gers." In their entire "Cut and Paste Manifesto" it is quoted only four

times (fn 259, p. 195; fh 272, p. 198; fn 360, p. 218; and fn 54, p. 401,

only the latter with the full title and source), yet not once do they quote

title and reference. The Enghsh-language translation'^"^ is mentioned

just six times (fh 13, p.ll; fn 50, p. 246; fn 71, p. 358; fh 55, pp. 401f

;

fn 4, p. 528; bibliography, p. 568). Since this essay contains a systemat-

ic confutation of Muehlenkamp 's historic and technical fantasies about

Belzec, he and his companions should have dissected and refuted it

point by point. It is easily understood why my essay was treated with

such caution. Returning to the Italian version quoted by Terry, the pages

indicated by him contain completely different issues; the text he is re-

ferring to can be found on pages 14f."°^

"Muehlenkamp qui schiva il punto fondamentale della questione:

secondo la storiogrqfla olocaustica, Belzecfu un campo di sterminio totale,

senza alcuna distinzione tra i abili e inabili al lavoro. La popolazione

ebraica di interi ghetti, intere ragioni del Governatorato generate sarebbe

statu inviata a questo campo a scopo di sterminio immediato senza previa

'selezione ' degli abili al lavoro, tranne qualche centinaio di deportati scelti

per coadiuvare la presunta attivitd di sterminio. Questa interpretazione e

tanto consolidata che Raul Hilberg piega ad essa perfino il documento in

questione (il rapporto di Fritz Reuters del 17 marzo 1942), omettendo,

nella sua discussione di esso, qualunque accenno alia suddivisione degli

Ebrei in abili e inabili al lavoro, alia costruzione di 'un grosso campo nel

quale gli Ebrei abili al lavoro possano essere registrati col sistema degli

Sobibdr. Holocaustpropaganda andReality, op. cit, p. 297.
1102 "Bgi^gg Of jjjg Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," online:

http://codoh.com/node/975

Belzec e le controversie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp. AAARGH REPRINTS,
www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres9/CMMuehlen.pdf, pp. 14-15
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schedari secondo le loro professioni e da U possano essere richiesti ' e

infine al fatto che a Belzec dovevano andare solo gli Ebrei inabili al

lavoro.

"

Here is the English version:''"'*

"Here Muehlenkamp dodges a fundamental issue: according to the

Holocaust historiography, Belzec was a pure extermination camp, with no

distinction between those fit and those unfitfor work. The Jewish popula-

tions of entire ghettos and entire regions of the General Government are

supposed to have been sent to this camp for immediate extermination with-

out any preceding 'selection ' of those fit for work, with the exception of a

few hundred deportees who were picked outfor work relating to the alleged

extermination activity. This interpretation is so well established that Raul

Hilberg, who even refers to the report ofFritz Reuterfrom March 1 7, 1942

(see below, section 5) while omittingfrom his discussion the division ofthe

Jews into groups fit and unfitfor work, the construction of 'a large camp in

which the employable Jews can be registered in a file system according to

their occupations ' and thefact that only the Jews unfitfor work were to be

sent to Belzec.

"

Terry's statement that Belzec was "a test bed camp in March 1942"

is clearly nonsensical, because point 2 of Renter's note explicitly

states:""^

"Nichteinsatzfahige Juden kommen samtlich nach Belzec, der aufiersten

Grenzstation iin Kreise Zainosz.
"

"Undeployable Jews all come to Belzec, the outermost border station in

the Zamosz district

"

At the end of the document it is explained in more detail:

"Anschliefiend erkldrte er, er konne tdglich 4-5 Transporte zu 1000

Juden mit der Zielstation Belzec aufnehmen. Diese Juden kdmen iiber die

Grenze und wiirden nie mehr ins Generalgouvemement zuriickkommen.

"

"Subsequently he [Hofle] declared that he can accept 4-5 transports of

1,000 Jews daily, each with Belzec as the terminal station. These Jews

would cross the border and never return to the General Government.

"

Therefore it was planned to send to Belzec on a daily basis 4,000 to

5,000 Jews unable to work. But then, how can it be seriously sustained

- from an orthodox point of view - that Belzec was not a mass extermi-

nation camp? How can the alleged extermination of 4,000 to 5,000 Jews

per day be reconciled with Terry's portrayal of the Belzec of March

"** English-language edition "Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy ofRoberto Muehlenkamp,"

op. cit.

""^ T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 269.
"* Ibid., p. 270.
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1

1942 as "a test bed camp"?

When dealing with this issue, the orthodox holocaust historians nev-

er linger on the fact that Belzec could rightly be called "the outermost

border station in the district of Zamosz \der dufiersten Grenzstation im

Kreise Zamosz]." What meaning would this have from the orthodox ex-

terminationist perspective? On the other hand, this expression is most

meaningful from the revisionist perspective. Elsewhere I noticed that

"the district of Galicia was pari of the General Government, which was

bounded on the east by Reichskommissariat Ukraina. Thus Hdfle's state-

ment, according to Fritz Reuter's report ofMarch 17, 1942, that he could

'accept 4-5 transports of 1,000 Jews to the terminal station Belzec daily.

These Jews would cross the border and never return to the General Gov-

ernement' was not necessarily a 'cynical lie, ' since the Jewish transports

arriving from the west (districts of Cracow and Lublin) or those coming

from the south-east (district of Galicia) could cross the eastern border, to

return no more to the General Government.
"'^"^

The third point of the Reuter report reads as foUows:'^"^

"Hstuf. Hdfle ist daran, ein grofies Lager zu bauen, in welchem die

einsatzfdhigen Juden nach ihren Berufen karteimdfiig erfafit und von dort

angefordert werden konnen
"

"Hstuf. Hdfle is currently in the process of building a large camp, in

which the deployable Jews can be registered in a file system according to

their occupations, and requisitionedfrom there.
"

Based on the claim that the "large camp" mentioned in this docu-

ment was Majdanek, Terry criticizes my hypothesis that "the task of the

labour camp for able-bodied Jews was probably the supply of manpow-

er for the Durchgangsstrasse IV (transit road IV) in nearby Galicia,"

just because "the correct answer \is\- Majdanek." (p. 195), but even this

is simple speculation. For example, Schwindt opines that according to

Dieter Pohl "Globocnik intended to build a camp especially for the

German Jewesses and Jews deported from the Reich into the Lublin dis-

trict [Globocnik ein Lager eigens fur die in den Distrikt Lublin depor-

tierten Reichsdeutschen Judinnen und Juden errichten wolltey™^

which obviously was not Majdanek. In March 1942 this camp was un-

der construction, but surely not on Hofle's initiative.

[117] Again in relation to Reuter's memo (Vermerk), Terry states

that

"Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.

1108 J Berenstein, A. Eisenbach. B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 269.

B. ^chwin^A, Das Konzentrations- und Vemichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit, fii 118 on p. 95.
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"Hqfle wanted to select the foreign Jews upon arrival in Lublin, and

would intern the able-bodiedforeign Jews in 'a large camp, ' namely Maj-

danek. This was the genesis of the idea and practice ofselection, first pio-

neered on the 'ramp ' at Lublin, not Auschwitz, and applied to incoming

transportsfrom the Reich and Slovakia in the ensuing months. "
(p. 195)

Nothing proves, however, that the Jews unable to work were con-

signed to extermination. Terry then explains that "[s]election on the Lu-

bhn 'ramp' was applied to transports arriving from Germany, Austria

and the Protectorate from late April onwards, as well as to at least six of

24 transports arriving from Slovakia." (pp. 195-196), referring to the

following sources:

"Biichler, 'Deportation of Slovak Jews, ' pp.154, 166; Zofia Leszczyn-

ska, 'Transporty wiezniow' in Tadeusz Mencel (ed), Majdanek 1941-1944,

Lublin, 1991, p.438. On transports to Majdanek from Theresienstadt, see

also Miroslav Kryl 'Deportationen von Theresienstadt nach Majdanek,

'

TSD 1994, pp. 74-89. " (footnote 262 on p. 196)

Kryl's article is no doubt a plagiarized title, quoted only here. Also

the reference to Leszczynska's text is plagiarized, and clumsily at this;

on the relative page, which Terry apparently never saw, seven transports

from Slovakia are mentioned which arrived in Majdanek between 29

March and 8 April 1942. Forfive of them the amount is indicated, but it

is not specified that they were subjected to any selection procedure.""*

[118] Terry then mentions some transports of Jews arriving in the

Lubhn district in spring 1942. In this context he states:

"Radio signals from KL Lublin to Berlin intercepted by Bletchley Park

indicate that on April 30, there were 6,369 Jews interned in Majdanek,

while two months later, on June 30, there were 9,779. "
(p. 196)

In the corresponding footnote 264 he writes:

"PRO HW16/10. For an analysis of these signals see Tomasz Kranz,

Robert Kuwalek, Beata Siwek-Ciupak, 'Odszyfrowane radiotelegramy ze

stanami dziennymi obozu koncentracyjnego na Majdanku (styczen 1942 -

styczen 1943 r.), ' Zeszyty Majdanka 2008, t. XXIV, pp.201-232.

"

That Terry, who hardly knows Polish, as is evident from his vmt-

ings, makes a throw-away reference like this to a Polish article is yet

another example of his habitual borrowing of feathers. The fact that he

does not sum up the referred-to analysis in even a brief sentence further

serves to indicate his unfamiliarity with said article, the title of which

franslates as: "Deciphered radio telegrams about the daily inmate

Z. Leszczynska, "Transporty wiezniow przychodz^ce do obozuw latach 1941-1944," (The

transports of detainees arriving in the camp in the years 1941-1944), in: Tadeusz Mencel (ed.),

Majdanek 1941-1944. Wydawnictwo Lubelskie, Lublin, 1991, p. 438.
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strength of concentration camp Majdanek (January 1941- January

1943)." It contains long tables in which the numbers quoted by Terry

are reported.'"'

[119] Terry dwells on meticulous and useless details concerning

these transports, as in the following case:

"For example, another Theresienstadt transport, departing on May 9,

arrived in Siedliszcze, Chelm county on May 11/12. En route, 200-220 were

pulled off the train at Lublin and sent to Majdanek. The remaining depor-

tees were left alonefor just one week before halfthe transport was caught

up in a deportation to Sobibor on May 18. The survivorsfollowed on Octo-

ber 22, with a tiny number selected for the forced labour camp (Zwangs-

arbeitslager, ZAL) at Osowa. " (p. 196)

The source (footnote 266) is: "Peter Witte, 'Letzte Nachrichten aus

Siedliszcze. Der Transport Ax aus Theresienstadt in den Distrikt Lub-

lin,' TSD 1996, pp.98-113." From his summary it is clear that Terry

never saw this article. Witte writes that the transport "Ax" of 9 March

1942 arrived at the Lublin station on the 11*. Here SS and Ukrainians

took out 220 men able to work between 15 and 50 years of age from the

transport and dispatched them to the Majdanek camp." The remaining

780 persons of this transport were directed to Siedliszcze, where they

arrived on the 12*.'""' On 18 May "more than the half of the whole Ax-

transport \mehr als die Hdlfte des ganzen Ax-Transportes]" was sent to

Sobibor,'"'' that is 550-600 Jews, and therefore 180-230 remained in

Siedliszcze.'"^ Witte further states that "the ghetto and forced labor

camp in Siedliszcze were definitively closed on 22 October 1942

[Ghetto und Zwangsarbeitslager Siedliszcze wurden endgiiltig am 22.

Oktober 1942 aufgeldst]." About 700 young men able to work "arrived

in the Nowosiolki labor camp near Staw, which was hquidated for the

winter on 22 December 1942, though, together with the Osowa camp

[kamen ins Arbeitslager Nowosiolki bei Staw, das aber - zugleich mit

dem Lager Osowa - am 22. Dezember 1942 fur den Winter liquidiert

Tomasz Kranz, Robert Kuwalek, Beata Siwek-Ciupak, "Odszyfrowane radiotelegramy ze

stanami dziennymi ohozu koncentracyjnego na Majdanku (styczen 1942 styczeri 1943 r.),"

in: Zeszyty Majdanka. tome XXIV. 2008, p. 2 14 (for the number 6,369) and 2 1 7 (for the num-

ber 9,779).

P. Witte, Letzte Nachrichten aus Siedliszcze. Der Transport Ax aus Theresienstadt in den Dis-

trikt Lublin. Theresienstadter Studien und Dokumente. Edition Theresienstadter Initiative

Academia, Prag, 1996, p. 98.

/Wrf.,p. 100.

/Wrf.,p. 105.

Ibid., p. 107.
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I merely dwell on this marginal event in order to demonstrate one

more time the untrustworthiness of Terry's exposition.

[120] Terry concludes that the Jews deported to Belzec were killed

based on the four following reasons (nxunbering in original):

"(1) the simultaneous deportations from Lwow and the Galicia district

and the documented Nazi lie that the Jews ofLwow were being taken to the

Lublin district, (2) the Polish underground report ofApril 1942 specifying

that no Jews ever left Belzec, (3) a follow up note of the BuF desk on the

deportations as well as (4) the well known diary entry ofJoseph Goebbels

ofMarch 27, 1942. "(p. 197)

For point (1) he refers to a subsequent section, which I will treat be-

low. Point (2) is based on unfounded speculations invented by himself

in his first chapter, to which I have already responded. In support of

point (3) he quotes a note by SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer Richard Tiirk, Head

of the Department for Population and Social Welfare in the office of the

governor of the Lublin district {Letter der Abtetlungfur Bevdlkerungs-

wesen und Fiirsorge tm Amt des Gouverneurs des Dtstrtkts Lubltn),

dated 20 March 1942:

"Kreishauptmann Weienmeyer has as yet been able to learn nothing

aboutfinal outcome of the deportation; all that is known is the existence of

a collection camp some distancefrom the Belzec train station on the district

border that is entirely closed offand the arrival ofa SS-commando ofsome

60 men." (p. 197)

The source quoted by him is "Innere Verwaltung, U.Abt BuF, Ver-

merk, 20.3.1942, gez. Tiirk, APL GDL 273, p.35" (footnote 270), but it

is obviously the usual plagiarism, this time from Browning, who
writes:'''^

"On March 20, 1942, Tiirk again reported on a discussion that had tak-

en place between Hdfle and two Kreishauptmdnner (county heads) in the

Lublin district.

'Kreishauptmann Weienmeyer has as yet been able to learn nothing

about thefinal outcome ofthe deportation; all that is known is the existence

ofa collection camp some distancefrom the Belzec train station on the dis-

trict border, that is entirely closed off, and the arrival ofa SS-commando of

some 60 men.
"'

In a footnote Browning also reports the German text."'^ "Kreis-

hauptmann Weienmeyer hatte iiber den Endablauf der Aussiedlung

ft/rf.,p. 108.

C.K.Svovmng, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit.,p. 18.

Ibid., footaote 107 on p. 36.
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noch nichts erfahren konnen; lediglich bekannt ist das Vorhandsein

eines Sammellagers in einiger Entfernung von Bahnhof Belzec an der

Distriktgrenze, das aber vdllig abgeschlossen ist und die Ankunft eines

SS-Kommandos von ca. 60 Mann.
"

Only Terry knows how the existence of this "collection camp

{SammellagerY in the vicinity of the Belzec railway station could

demonstrate that this was in fact an extermination camp. This term to-

gether with the reference to the camp's location "on the district border

\an der Distriktgrenze]" confirm indeed what I stated above. The claim

that the camp was "entirely closed off does not necessarily contradict

the thesis of the transit camp: it could just as well be a description of

tight security along the borders of the camp, or that no outbound trans-

ports had yet departed from Belzec at that point in time, i.e. a mere four

days after Reuter's meeting with Hofle.

For point (4) Terry refers to a long excerpt of an entry in Goebbels's

diary dated 27 March 1942, giving this reference: "TBJG II/3, p.561

(27.3.1942)" (footnote 271 on p. 198). With this he only confirms his

status as a bungler. The text quoted by him is another plagiarism, as its

text is in fact identical, word for word (with exception of "Fuhrer" be-

ing substituted for "Fuehrer"), with what appears on the site The Nizkor

Project,^™ which reproduces the text as published in Louis P. Lochner,

ed.. The Goebbels Diaries. Doubleday & Company, New York, 1948,

pp. 147-148, a book never quoted in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto."

What further gives away the plagiarism is the fact that the Englishman

Terry here uses the American-English spellings "labor" and "judg-

ment," although elsewhere in his own text and (supposed) translations

he employs British-English spellings.

Regarding his vapid criticism, I assert again what I wrote in my es-

say about Hilberg as mentioned by him (footnote 272, p. 198) and

which I explained in chapter 5, point 123. Here I will add some addi-

tional considerations.

Leaving aside Harrison's various misrepresentations, Goebbels's

remarks here appears to constitute the only clue in favor of an alleged

National Socialist homicidal intention toward Jews unable to work. This

issue has therefore to be examined and solved within the context of

Goebbels's diary. On 7 March 1942, in commenting the decisions taken

at the Wannsee conference, he stated:"^"

Joseph Goebbels' Diaries: Excerpts, 1942-43, www.nizkor.org/hweb/people/g/goebbels-

joseph/goebbels- 1 948-excerpts-02 .html™ See chapter 4, point 34.
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"Die Judenfrage mufi jetzt im gesamt europdischen Rahmen geldst

werden. Es gibt in Europa noch Uber 11 Millionen Juden. Sie mussen

spdter einmal zuerst im Osten konzentriert werden. Eventuell kann man

ihnen nach dem Kriege eine Insel, etwa Madagaskar, zuweisen.

"

"The Jewish question has to be solved now within a frameworkfor the

whole ofEurope. There are still more than 11 million Jews in Europe. Lat-

er they must be atfirst concentrated in the East. Maybe after the war an is-

land, like Madagascar, can be assignedfor them.

"

Since this is fully congruent with the National Socialist policy to-

wards the Jews followed until then, one must ask: what happened be-

tween 7 and 27 March? What decision established that 60% of these 1

1

million Jews had to be "liquidated"? If there is no answer to this ques-

tion, the "liquidation" fades and dissolves into a sheer expression of

Goebbels's grim rhetoric. The question is too embarrassing for Terry,

who constantly accuses me of "omissions," yet he omits every reference

to the diary entry of 7 March. If, as he pretends based on his farcical

"chain of dociraients," the decision to exterminate imfit Jews in the Lu-

blin district was taken already on 17 October 1941, inasmuch as "two

weeks later, construction work began on Belzec." (p. 167), how can

Goebbels's diary entry of 7 March 1942 be explained? And there is

more to explain. Terry states that "in all likehhood, Goebbels learned of

the plans for the Lublin district from the governor, Zorner, an old ac-

quaintance of his. Cf Czeslaw Madajczyk, 'Hitler's Direct Influence on

Decisions Affecting Jews During World War II,' YVS 20, 1990, pp.53-

68, here p.59" (footnote 27 1, p. 198). He limits himself to report almost

literally Madajczyk's words:

"In all likelihood, he was informed about it by the governor of that dis-

trict, his oldfriend, E. Zorner.

"

It is therefore a simple conjecture.

On the previous page Madajczyk reports i.a. Goebbels's diary entry

of 14 February 1942:"^^

"The Fuhrer again expressed his position, saying that he was deter-

mined to remove the Jews from Europe /mit den Juden in Europa

aufzuraumen/ without any consideration. Here one cannot afford to suc-

cumb to fits ofsentimentality. The Jews deserve the catastrophe which they

are undergoing atpresent

Together with the destruction of our enemies they will experience their

own destruction. We must hasten this process with cold inconsideration,

Czeslaw Madajczyk, "Hitler's Direct Influence on Decisions Affecting Jews during World

War II," in: Yad Vashem Studies, Vol. XX, Jerusalem, 1990, footnote 20 on p. 59.
"^^

Ibid., p. 58. In the footnote Madajczyk quotes the German text.
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and in doing so we are rendering an inestimable service to humanity which

has been tormented by Jewry for thousand ofyears. This clear attitude of

enmity toward the Jews must be instilled also among all recalcitrant and

unwilling circles ofour own people. The Fiihrer emphasizes this in explicit

terms and he reiterated it to officer circles who should know it off by

heart.

"

This is another example of a planned deportation of the Jews out of

Europe"^'' embellished by Goebbels's cruel rhetoric. In a puerile vi-

cious circle Terry claims therefore that the "liquidation" mentioned by

Goebbels would be the proof of the Jewish extermination in Belzec and

that the Jewish extermination in Belzec would be the proof that the

"liquidation" mentioned by Goebbels would be a real extermination.

[121] Terry claims another alleged "core chain of documents which

have been repeatedly examined by several generations of historians

starting with Raul Hilberg and Harms von Kraimhals in the early 1 960s

and continuing through the work of Ulrich Herbert and Bogdan Musial

through to the current younger generation of researchers." (p. 198),

which refers to the "second phase of Aktion Reinhard" and concerns the

food situation in the occupied territories (p. 199). This new "chain of

documents" begins as follows:

"The State Secretaryfor Agriculture, Herbert Backe, who had not only

Goring's but Hitler's ear, declared in June 1942 that 'in the GG there are

still 3.5 million Jews. Poland should already be sanitised this year.

'

Theproblem that such a remarkposes for Mattogno 's 'resettlement the-

sis ' lies in thefact that Backe was intensely concerned with the exploitation

of agriculture in the occupied Soviet territories, and had been one of the

architects of the 'Hunger Plan ' as well as one of the Nazi civil servants

most implacably opposed to feeding Soviet POWs in 1941. "
(p. 199)

So 3,500,000 Jews were still present in the General Govenmient in

June 1942? Terry cautiously skips this blunder. In footnote 277 he

vmtes: "See Chapters 2 and 4." In chapter 5 I already explained Harri-

son's unfounded reasoning in this context.

[122] Terry continues:

"Despite the mass starvation ofmore than 2 million POWs in the winter

of 1941-2, rations for labouring prisoners of war in the Reich were only

grudgingly raised, and the scales fixedfor the newly arriving Ostarbeiter

deportedfrom the occupied Soviet Union were also miserly. " (p. 199)

In footnote 278 Terry lists the following references:

"See the paper trail documenting a litany of complaints from produc-

The expression "mit den Juden in Europa aufzuraumen" ("to do away with the Jews in Eu-

rope") means obviously "mit den europdischen Juden" ("with the European Jews").
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Hon side officials and officers in Rii III, Vortrag von Min.Dir. Mansfeld,

GBA, Uber allgemeine Fragen des Arbeitseinsatzes, 20.2.42, NARA
T77/1059/1123, also 1201-PS. Cf. Rosenberg an Keitel, Betr: Kriegsgefan-

gene, 28.2.42, 081-PS; Rii IV(d), Vermerk betr. Erndhrung der russischen

Kriegsgef. und Zivilarbeiter, 10.3.42 (Entwurf), NARA T77/1059/1090-1;

cf. Herbert, Hitler's Foreign Workers, p. 173.

"

Document PS- 1201 says:"^'*

"The present difficulties in the Mobilization ofLabor [Arheitseinsatz]

would not have arisen, if one had decided in time on a generous employ-

ment /Einsatzy of Russian prisoners of war. There were 3.9 million Rus-

sians available of whom there are only 1,1 million left. 500,000 Russians

died between Nov. 41 and Jan. 42 alone. The number ofRussian prisoners

of war employed at present (400,000) can hardly be increased. Whenever

the typhus-cases decrease, there may be a possibility to bring 100,000 to

150,000 more Russians into the economy.

Compared to that, the employment ofRussian civilians is gaining over

greater importance. There are all together 600,000 to 650,000 Russian ci-

vilians available, 300,000 of whom are skilled industrial workers, and

300,000 to 350,000 for agriculture. The employment of these Russians is

exclusively a question of transportation. It is insane, to transport these la-

borers in open or closed unheated box cars, merely to unload corpses at the

destination.

8 to 10,000 Russian civilians who are very excellent workers come to

Germany every week. They command good practical knowledge, work with

precision and at a speed which can not always be kept up by German la-

borers.

The nutrition-question presents special difficulties. The Russians arefed

and clothed well when they arrive and have to be kept physically in a con-

dition which enables them to work. Therefore after a conference with the

Secretary of the State BACKE, the rations of the Russians are to be im-

proved.

[penciled notation]

BDc Gotha

matters concerning Russian prisoners ofwar.
"

Document PS-081 is a vigorous protest by Rosenberg against Keitel,

Head of the Wehrmacht's High Command (Chef des Oberkommandos

der Wehrmacht), about the treatment of the Soviet prisoners of w^ar - it

is very long, so I quote only the most salient points. It begins as

follows:

PS-1201 (USSR-292). NCA, Supplement A, pp. 361-362. A long excerpt of the document in

German is found in IMT (American edition), vol. XI, pp. 209-210.
"^^ PS-081. IMT, vol. XXV, p. 157.
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"Das Reichsministerium fir die besetzten Ostgebiete hat vom Beginn

seines Bestehens an den Standpunkt vertreten, dafi die grofie Zahl der

Sowjet-Kriegsgefangenen ein Uberaus wertvolles Propagandamaterial

abgibt.

"

"Ever since its inception the Reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern

Territories has opined that the large number of Soviet prisoners of war

provides an extremely valuable propaganda material
"

The Soviet prisoners of war had to be treated in a different way from

those of the other belligerent countries, for three reasons; the third was

that"''

"Deutschland fiihrt den Kampf gegen die Sowjet-Union unter weltan-

schaulichen Gesichtspunkten. Der Bolschewismus soil gestiirzt und etwas

Besseres an seine Stelle gesetzt werden. Schon die Kriegsgefangenen

miissen deshalb am eigenen Leihe erfahren, dafi der Nationalsozialismus

gewillt und in der Lage ist, ihnen eine bessere Zukunft zu verschaffen. Sie

miissen spdter aus Deutschland mit dem Gefiihl der Bewunderung und

Hochachtung vor Deutschland und den deutschen Einrichtungen in ihre

Heimat zuriickkehren und so Propagandisten fur die Sache Deutschlands

und des Nationalsozialismus werden.
"

"Germany conducts the battle against the Soviet Union from an ideo-

logical viewpoint. Bolshevism is supposed to be overthrown and something

better is to be put in its place. Already the prisoners ofwar must therefore

experience first hand that National Socialism is willing and is in the posi-

tion to provide them with a better future. They must later return from Ger-

many to their homeland with a feeling ofawe and respectfor Germany and

for its institutions, and in this way become propagandists for Germany's

cause andfor National Socialism.
"

Until then this objective had not been reached, as the fate of the So-

viet prisoners became "a tragedy of biggest magnitude {eine Tragodie

grofiten Ausmafies]." Out of 3,600,000 PoWs, only several hundred

thousand were fully able to vi^ork. Moreover:"'^

"Ein grofier Teil von ihnen ist verhungert oder durch die Unbilden der

Witterung umgekommen. Tausende sind auch dem Fleckfieber erlegen. Es

versteht sich von selbst, dafi die Emdhrung derartiger Massen von

Kriegsgefangenen aufSchwierigkeiten stiefi.
"

"A large part ofthem has starved to death or perished due to inclement

weather. Thousands of them have also succumbed to typhus. It is self-

evident that feeding such masses ofprisoners ofwar encountered difficul-

ties.
"

With a better comprehension of the goals of the German policy.

Ibid., p. 157f.
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Rosenberg argued, a tragedy of such dimensions could have been

avoided, especially if the commanders of the camps would have shown

more flexibility, for instance by allowing the local population to feed

the prisoners and to provide for more adequate accommodations and

treat them in a suitable way. After having listed the political and racial

errors which led to such a treatment of the Soviet prisoners, and after

also having highlighted the economic consequences, Rosenberg propos-

es:""

"An die Spitze der Forderungen ist zu stellen, dafi die Behandlung der

Kriegsgefangenen nach den Gesetzen der Menschlichkeit und entsprechend

der WUrde des Deutschen Reiches zu erfolgen hat.

"

"The treatment ofthe prisoners ofwar according to the laws ofhumani-

ty and according to the dignity ofthe German Reich has to beput at the top

ofthe demands.

"

It was imperative not to fall into the logic of retaliation as a response

to the inhumane treatment of German soldiers by the Red Army, be-

cause this would merely lead to further inhumane brutalization of the

war.

"Es ist ferner im Rahmen des Mdglichen fur ausreichende Erndhrung

und eine wenigstens primitive Unterbringung der Gefangenen zu sorgen.

Sowohl in den Lagern der zum Arbeitseinsatz kommenden Gefangenen wie

auch der iibrigen, ist eine geschickte Propaganda vonndten, die durch

Lagerzeitungen, Kinos, Vortrdge, einfache miisikalische Veranstaltungen,

Spiele u. dgl. gefiihrt werden mufi. Jeder Lagerkommandant ist dafiir

verantwortlich zu machen, dafi die von ihm bewachten Kriegsgefangenen

als Propagandisten fiir Deutschland spdter in ihre Heimat zuriickkehren.
"

"Furthermore an adequate nourishment and at least a primitive ac-

commodation ofthe prisoners has to be providedfor within the limits of the

possible. Both in the camps of the prisoners deployed for work and in the

other camps clever propaganda is needed which ought to be carried out in

theform ofcampjournals, cinemas, lectures, simple musical events, games,

etc. Every camp commander is to be held responsible that the prisoners of

war yarded by them shall later return to their homeland as propagandists

for Germany.

"

Herbert, on the page indicated by Terry, mentions only that on 6

April 1942 the food rations for Germans were reduced, and that on 17

April the rations were correspondingly reduced also for the Soviet pris-

oners of war and for the Ostarbeiter (workers from the East).'^^^ This

Ibid.,pp. 160f.

UMch Herbert, Hitler'sforeign workers. Enforcedforeign labor in Germany under the Third

Reich. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997, p. 173.
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only demonstrates that there was no predetermined plan to starve the

Soviet prisoners of war.

[123] Terry refers to a conference about food provisioning chaired

by Goring on 6 August 1942 (p. 199) during which were discussed the

food suppHes which had to be collected from the various occupied

countries, including the Western ones. The document contains also a

contribution by Rosenberg who discusses the Jewish question at

length:"^''

"Hand in Hand damit geht auch die Losung der Judenfrage vor sich,

einer Frage, niit der wir uns voni ersten Tage unseres politischen Daseins

an beschdftigt haben.

"

"Hand in hand with it moves also the solution of Jewish question, a

question with which we have been engagedfrom the first day ofour politi-

cal existence.

"

After having outlined the history of the Jewish question and under-

scored the adopted solutions throughout centuries, Rosenberg said:''^'

"Anstelle der Humanitdt hat man den Schmutz in die Vdlker der Erde

ausgegossen. Und nun gehen wir daran, diesen Schmutz einmal auszu-

rotten, und was heute mit der Ausschaltung der Juden aus alien Staaten des

europdischen Kontinents geschieht, ist auch eine Humanitdt, und zwar eine

harte, biologische Humanitdt (Lebhafter Beifall). [...]

Wir durfen uns nicht damit begnugen, dass die Juden von einem Staat

zum anderen geschoben werden, und dass vielleicht hier und da noch ein

grofies judisches Ghetto steckt, sondern unser Ziel kann nur das alte sein:

Die Judenfrage in Europa und in Deutschland ist nur dann geldst, wenn es

keinen Juden mehr auf dem europdischen Kontinent gibt (Lebhafter

Beifall).

"

"Instead of the betterment ofmankind, filth was poured onto the nations

on earth. And now we are set to eradicate this filth, and what happens to-

day with the elimination of the Jews from all countries of the European

continent, is also a betterment of humanity, indeed a hard, biological bet-

terment ofhumanity (animated applause). [...]

We shall not be satisfied that the Jews are pushedfrom one country to

the next, and that perhaps here and there a big Jewish ghetto can still be

found, but our goal can only be the old one: the Jewish question in Europe

and in Germany will only then be solved, when there is no Jew left on the

European continent (animated applause).
"

"The old goal [das alte Ziel]" was in fact the expulsion of the Jews

from Europe.

[124] Terry mentions several documents about the food situation in

USSR-170.IMT, vol.XXXIX,p.416.
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the General Government, the most important of which is a declaration

by Frank of 24 August 1942 (p. 200), with reference to his "Diensttage-

buch, p.549 (Regierungssitzung of 24.8.42)" (footnote 283). It is an ex-

cerpt from the "cabinet session in the big conference room of the gov-

ernment building in Krakow {Regierungssitzung im Grossen Sitzungs-

saal des Regierungsgebdudes zu Krakau]" of 24 August reported in

document PS-2233:"^°

"Die Versorgung der bisher mit 1,5 Millionen Juden angenommenen

Bevolkerungsmenge fdllt weg, und zwar bis zu einer angenommenen Menge
von 300 000 Juden, die noch im deutschen Interesse als Handwerlcer oder

sonstwie arbeiten. Fiir diese soUen die jiidischen Rationssdtze zuziiglich

gewisser Sonderzuteilungen, die sich fiir die Aufrechterhaltung der Arbeits-

kraft als notwendig herausgestellt haben, beibehalten bleiben. Die anderen

Juden, insgesamt 1,2 Millionen werden nicht mehr mit Lebensmitteln ver-

sorgt.

"

"The sustenance of the population of heretofore assumed 1.5 million

Jews is dropped, that is, down to an estimated amount of300,000 Jews who

still work as craftsmen or in other positions for Germany interests. For

these the Jewish rations shall be maintained with the addition of certain

special allowances which have proved necessary to maintain the work

power. The other Jews, in total 1.2 million, will no longer be supplied with

food.

"

The subsequent declaration can also be added:'^^'

"Dass wir 1,2 Millionen Juden zum Hungertod verurteilen, sei nur am
Rande festgestellt. Es ist selbstverstdndlich, dass ein Nichtverhungern der

Juden hoffentlich eine Beschleunigung der antijiidischen Massnahmen zur

Folge haben wird.

"

"That we sentence 1.2 million Jews to a death by starvation shall be ob-

served only marginally. It is self-evident that a non-starvation of the Jews

will hopefully have as a consequence the acceleration of the anti-Jewish

measures.

"

Terry comments:

"That Mattogno and his cohorts have hitherto utterly ignored these

sources goes without saying; the only question is whether they possess even

a residual amount of honesty and can acknowledge that genocide was the

inevitable outcome ofNazi Jewish policy in Poland. For it makes absolutely

no difference morally or historically whether Polish Jews died in gas

chambers or because of deliberate starvation. Therefore, the Revisionist

'resettlement thesis, ' as we will explain further in Chapter 4, drives the

Holocaust deniers into a cul-de-sacfrom which there is no logical escape.

"

PS-2233. IMT. vol. XXIX, p. 576.

Ibid., p. 580.
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(p. 201)

This reasoning is invalidated by two incorrect presuppositions. The

first is that it makes is a huge historic and historiographic difference

"whether Polish Jews died in gas chambers or because of deliberate

starvation." Revisionists do not deny that an undetermined number of

Jews starved to death, but affirm that these Jews did not die due to a

planned policy of starvation toward Jews for being Jews independent of

the food supply situation. An intentional policy of starvation requires

leaving people to starve to death while having the necessary means of

feeding them, as I will fiirther explain below. Revisionists essentially

contest that several million Jews were intentionally killed in gas cham-

bers installed in extermination camps established by authority of the

Reich government for the purpose of murdering Jews for being Jews.

The second incorrect presupposition is the fact that - from an orthodox

point of view - these Jews are said to have already been sentenced to

death by the Fiihrer in early December 1 94 1 . On 24 August 1 942 all of

the three "extermination camps" at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were

allegedly already operational: what sense then has the statement that at

that time 1 ,200,000 Jews were sentenced to a death by starvation?

The timing does not fit either. As already explained above, Fischer

made the following proposal during the "conference in the Belvedere

castle [Besprechung im Schlofi Belvedere]" on 15 October 1941:"^^

"Zu der von Gouverneur Dr. Fischer beantragten Erhdhung der Juden-

rationssdtze bemerkt geschdftsfuhrender Hauptabteilungsleiter Naumann,

dafi diese Erhdhung der Sdtze bei Brotgetreide 10000 t ausmachen wurde.

Die Verteilung einer solchen Menge konne noch nicht zugesagt werden,

wohl aber werde es mdglich sein, 50 g Fett, 300 g Zucker, 100 g
Marmelade, 1 Ei zu verteilen. Fine Erhdhung der Fleischration um 100 g
sei unmdglich. Der Herr Generalgouverneur ist der Auffassung, dafifiir die

judische Bevolkerung weitere Lebensmittel nicht zur Verfiigung gestellt

werden konnten. Auch fiir die polnische Bevolkerung werde, abgesehen von

der Erhdhung der Brotration auf 1400 g, kaum noch etwas zur Verfiigung

gestellt werden konnen. Im iibrigen miisse darauf Bedacht genommen

werden, noch mehr als bisher Einrichtungen fiir Massenspeisungen zu

schaffen.

"

"In regard to the increase of the Jewish rations proposed by governor

Dr. Fischer, the acting director ofthe Department [of Food and Agriculture

Karl] Naumann observes that this increase of the rates would amount to

10,000 tons ofbread cereals. The distribution ofsuch an amount could not

Ibid., p. 475.
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yet be assured, although it will soon be possible to distribute 50 gfat, 300 g
sugar, 100 gJam and 1 egg. An increase ofthe meat ration of 100 g would

be impossible. The Governor General opines thatfor the Jewish population

no further foodstuffs could be allocated. Also for the Polish population

hardly anything could be allocated apartfrom the increase ofthe bread ra-

tion to 1,400 g. Besides, focus should lie on creating still more mass feed-

ing institutions than has been the case so far.
"

Two days later, on 1 7 October, the decision to build an "extermina-

tion camp" at Belzec is said to have been taken. Leaving aside the inac-

curacy of this interpretation, the fact remains, that - from an orthodox

point of view - the respective decision to exterminate the Jews would

have provisioned their gassing death, not their death by starvation.

Therefore here we are faced with a claimed death sentence by gassing

without starvation, but then again with an alleged death sentence by

starvation without gassing!

Terry's reasoning would make sense only

1) if there had been no other decision for extermination,

2) if the Jews of the General Government were to be deported to the

Eastern territories, and

3) if, caused by a lack ofproper nourishment, the decision had been

made to starve these Jews instead of deporting them.

But such a perspective is of course very distant from that assumed

by the orthodox holocaust historiography.

Have the orthodox holocaust historians ever asked themselves why
the 42 volumes of Frank's diary do not contain any hint concerning the

"extermination camps" at Belzec, Treblinka and Sobibor?

On 18 June 1942 a "police conference in the royal hall of the castle

at Krakow [Polizeisitzung im Kdnigssaal der Burg zu KrakauY was

held during which the Jewish question (Judenfrage) was discussed as

well:"^^

"Die Judenfrage sei in der Stadt Lublin gekldrt Man habe das bis-

herige Judenviertel evakuiert und die arbeitsfdhigen Juden aufierhalb der

Stadt in einem besonderen Bezirk untergebracht. Im iibrigen seien im

Distrikt Lublin die Juden in Ghettos zusammengefafit [...] Auf die Frage

von Staatssekretdr Dr. Biihler, ob eine Aussicht aufeine schnellere Vermin-

derung der Ghettobevolkerung bestehe, erwidert Staatssekretdr Kruger,

dafi man dariiber wohl im Laufe des August einen Uberblick haben werde.

Das Problem der Judenaussiedlung drdnge zu einer Entscheidung. Die

jetzigen Mafinahmen hdtten gezeigt, dafi die Ausschaltung von Juden Preis-

Ibid., pp. 570-572.
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senkungen der Schleichhandelpreise im Gefolge habe. Der Erfolg einer

mdglichst gunstigen Ernteerfassung habe die Beseitigung des Schleich-

handels und diese wiederum die Ausschaltung der Juden zur Voraus-

setzung. Fiir die Durchfiihrmg einer solchen Aktion sei die Gestellung von

ausreichenden TransportzUgen notwendig. Trotzdem fiir die ndchsten 14

Tage eine restlose Zugsperre verordnet sei, habe er in Verhandlungen mit

Prdsident Gerteis erreicht, dafi fiir den Abtransport von Juden ab und zu

ZUge bereitgestellt wiirden. Nach Ablaufder Sperrfrist miisse die Judenak-

tion verstdrkt durchgefiihrt werden. [...] In der Judenumsiedlung sei der

Distrikt Radom etwas ins Hintertreffen geraten. Im Distrikt habe man im

Laufe des letzten Jahres jiidische Wohnbezirke gebildet, in die man nun die

15 000 Juden aus Radom umsiedeln wollte. Der Verteilungsplan sei bereits

aufgestellt gewesen, als die Umsiedlung nach dem Distrikt Lublin akut

geworden sei. Diese Aussiedlung der Juden hdnge jetzt nur noch von dem
Transportproblem ab...

Staatssekretdr Kriiger weist darauf hin, dafi von seiten der Polizei die

Judenaktion bis in alle Einzelheiten vorbereitet sei und dafi ihre Durch-

fiihrung nur eine Frage des Transposes sei. In Radom und Tschenstochau

miifiten jiidische Arbeiter fiir die Riistungsindustrien zuriickgehalten

werden. Natiirlich miisse man auch die unmittelbaren Familienangehdrigen

dieser Arbeiter zuriicklassen, alles andere aber wiirde ausgesiedelt
"

"In the city of Lublin the Jewish question is solved. The past Jewish

quarter has been evacuated, and the Jews able to work have been accom-

modated in a special district outside ofthe city. Other than that the Jews in

the Lublin district have been confined to ghettos. [. . .]

To the question by Staatssekretar Dr. Biihler whether there exists a pro-

spect of a quicker decrease of the ghetto population, Staatssekretar Kriiger

replies that during the course ofAugust an overview will be well possible in

the matter. The problem of the evacuation of the Jews begs for a decision.

The current measures have shown that the elimination ofJews resulted in

decreased contraband prices. For the harvest to he as successful as possi-

ble it is a prerequisite that the black market trade is eliminated, and this in

turn requires the elimination of the Jews. For the implementation of such

an action, an adequate allocation of transport trains is necessary. Even

though a complete moratorium on trains is decreedfor the next 14 days, he

managed to negotiate with president Gerteis that from time to time trains

would be allocated for the deportation of Jews. Following the end of the

moratorium, the action against the Jews shall be increasingly pursued. [. . .]

Regarding the resettlement of Jews, the Radom district is at a disad-

vantage. During the last year Jewish residential districts have been created

in the discrict into which the 15,000 Jews from the Radom district shall

now be resettled. The distribution plan had already been prepared, when

the resettlement to the Lublin district proved urgent. Now this resettlement
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ofthe Jews depends only on the transportproblems...

Staatssekretar Kruger points out that the action against the Jews action

has been prepared by the police in all details and that its implementation is

only a matter of transportation. In Radom and Cz^stochowa Jewish work-

ers have to be retained for the armament industries. Obviously also the

immediatefamily members ofthese workers have to be left behind, but eve-

rybody else would be resettled.

"

On 21 June 1942 Walter F(3hl, Deputy Director of the Department

for Population and Social Welfare of the General Government

{stellvertretender Letter der Abteilung Bevolkerungswesen und

Fursorge des Generalgouvemements), wrote a letter containing the fol-

lowing information:

"Wir nehmen jeden Tag Ziige mitje iiber 1000 Juden aus ganz Europa

an und verarzten sie hier, bringen sie mehr oder weniger provisorisch unter

und schieben sie meist welter, hinein in die weifiruthenischen Siimpfe Rich-

tung Eismeer, wo sie alle - wenn sie es iiherleben (und das tun die Juden

vom Kurfiirstendamm oder aus Wien und Prefiburg bestimmt nicht) - gegen

Kriegsende versammelt sind, nicht ohne einige Autostrafien fertig gebaut zu

haben. (Aber man soil dariiber nicht sprechen).
"

"Every day we receive trains, each with more than 1,000 Jews from all

ofEurope, giving them medical checks, accommodating them more or less

temporarily and sending most ofthem on, into the White Ruthenian marsh-

es toward the Arctic Ocean, where they will all be assembled by the end of

the war -provided they survive (and the Jewsfrom the Kurfiirstendamm or

from Vienna and Bratislava certainly won't) - not without having built

some roads. (But we are not supposed to talk about it).

"

This provides further evidence in favor of a real "resettlement

[Aussiedlungy I will return to this document in point 157.

[125] Terry then dwells on the armament industry. In this context he

quotes two documents which mention the disappearance of the Jews:

"In this directive, the Wehrmacht was informed that henceforth, labour-

ing Jews could only be tolerated in camps under the control of the SS, 'yet,

there, too, one day the Jews are to disappear in accordance with the Ftih-

rer's wish. ' In a parallel directive to Globocnik, Kruger and Oswald Pohl,

Himmler used identical language. To give the German version: 'auch dort

sollen eines Tages dem Wunsche des Fiihrers entsprechend die Juden ver-

schwinden.-" (p.201)

The corresponding reference reads: "OKW, WFSt/Qu (II), Nr

02847/42 geh., Replacement of Jewish Labour by Aryan Labour in the

Government General and the Occupied Eastern Territories, 10.10.42,

G. Aly, "Endlosung. " Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit, p. 275.
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NOKW-134, Case 12, PDB 9C, pp.246-7." (footnote 292)

The document, which is easily obtainable, says:"^^

"Es wird dann unser Bestreben sein, diese judischen Arbeitskrdfte

durch Polen zu ersetzen und die grofiere Anzahl dieser judischen KL-

Betriebe in ein paar wenigejudische KL-Grofibetriebe tunlich im Osten des

Generalgouvernements zusammenzufassen. Jedoch auch dort sollen eines

Tages, dem Wunsche des Fiihrers entsprechend, die Juden verschwinden.
"

"It will then be our ambition to substitute these Jewish workers with

Poles and to concentrate the bigger part of these plants connected to Jew-

ish concentration camps into a few large-scale industrial sites connected to

Jewish concentration camps in the east of tlie General Government. How-

ever, from there the Jews shall also disappear - according to the Fiihrer 's

In chapter 5, point 43, 1 explained - adducing the proper historical

and documentary context - that, whenever Hitler spoke about the disap-

pearance of Jewry "from Europe" {''das Judentum aus Europa ver-

schwindet"),^^^'' he intended their deportation beyond the Urals, without

excluding that after the war they could be transferred somewhere else,

for instance to Madagascar.

[126] Terry then moves on to another document, the memo (Ver-

merk) of 6 August 1 942 by Karl Nauman, Head of the Department of

Food and Agriculture of the General Government {Chefder Hauptabtei-

lung Erndhrung und Landwirtschaft):

"According to Neumann, 'within half ay ear there would be no more

free Jews in the Generalgouvernement. The people will be partly out-settled

('ausgesiedeltj, partly brought to camps. Thefew Jews living in the country-

side would be killed fumgebrachtj by detachments. The Jews concentrated

in the towns would be partly liquidated, partly out-settled and partly in la-

bour camps. ' The fiction of 'resettlement ' is already exposed by the fact

that Jews in rural areas were to be 'killed ' and that part of the urban Jew-

ish population was to be 'liquidated. ' Pace Mattogno, this document cannot

be used as proofofhis 'resettlement' thesis. "
(pp. 202-203)

Terry source is "Pohl, Ostgalizien, p.212, citing DALO R-35-12-42,

p.70, Vermerk Neumann, 6.8.42" (footnote 294 on p. 203). I have al-

ready revealed the plagiarism relating to this acronym. The document in

question, photocopied by Graf in the "Derzavnyj Archiv L'vivs'koi Ob-

lasti" {ffepoicaeHuu apxie Jlbeiecbmi odnacmi) in Lwow, was quoted by

' T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit., p. 447.

Hitler speech in the Sportpalast (Sport Hall) of 30 January 1942. Max Domarus, Hitler Reden

und Proklamationen 1932-1945. R. Lowit - Wiesbaden, 1973, vol. II, Erster Halbband, pp.

1828-1829.
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US in our Treblinka study. It is a "memo [Vermerk]" dated "Lwow, 6

August 1942 [Lemberg, den 6.8.1942]" with no signature and having as

its subject "conference on the evacuation of Jews [Besprechung iiber

Judenaussiedlung]." The sahent part of the document is this:"^^

"Brigadefiihrer Katzmann machte Mitteilung, dass es innerhalb eines

halben Jahres iin Generalgouvernement keinen freien Juden mehr geben

wird. Die Leute werden teils ausgesiedelt, teils ins Lager verbracht. Die

vereinzelt auf dem Lande lebenden Juden werden von Einsatzkommandos

umgebracht. Die in den Stadten konzentrierten Juden werden in Grossak-

tionen teils liquidiert, teils ausgesiedelt, teils in Arbeitslager zusammen-

gefasst.

"

"Brigadefiihrer Katzmann announced that within half a year there will

no longer be any Jews at large in the General Government. The people will

be partly evacuated and partly brought into camps. Jews living isolated in

the countryside will be killed by Einsatzkommandos. The Jews concentrated

in the cities will be partly liquidated in large-scale actions, partly evacuat-

ed, partly collected in labor camps.
"

What is the meaning of these expressions? According to Terry
" 'Out-settlement ' fAussiedlungJ in the evolving Nazijargon referred to

deportations out ofa district or to the extermination camps. 'Resettlement'

(Umsiedlungj could be used as a euphemism to paper over mass shootings,

as we have seen with an order for the 'resettlement' of the Slutsk ghetto

whose inmates were apparently 'resettled' into 'graves ' alongside which SS

detachments were to work while bein supplied by 'givers out ofrounds ' re-

sponsible for 'supplying ammunition'. Thus, the Katzmann report's well

known reference to the 'out- or resettlement' of 434,000 Jews refers to de-

portations (outsettlements) and shootings (resettlements). Cf. Katzmann-

Bericht, 30.6.1943, L-18. " (note 295 on p. 203)

As I have declared many times, we are not superstitious about the

meaning of these expressions but believe that their real meaning must

result from the context. Therefore our interpretation is the following:'"^

"These orders make a clear distinction between 'evacuated ' 'taken to

camps, ' and Idlled ' in the one case as well as 'liquidated, ' 'evacuated,

'

and 'collected into labor camps' in the other case. In no instance would

'evacuated' allow anyone to understand it as synonymous for Icilled' or

liquidated ',• the expression is therefore to be taken quite literally.
"

For what concerns the Katzmann report, in my essay about Hilberg 1

revealed the absurd consequences of the "euphemisms" or "code

words" hypothesis advanced by the exterminationists:"^'

DAL,R-35-12-42,p.70.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 266.

Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio" nazionalsocialisti, op. cit., p. 101.
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"The report speaks about 'Sonderbehandlung Y'-!!Pecza/ treatment') and

about 'sonderbehandelt' ('specially treated') two more times, in relation to

the 'gesamte arbeitsscheue und asoziale jiid. Gesindel '^''"'
('entire work-shy

and asocial Jewish mob ') and the Jews who had dishonestly obtained work-

ing permits."'" Since Hilberg clings to the idea that this 'Sonderbehand-

lung' ('special treatment') is also a 'euphemism' indicating killings, one

must assume that Katzmann uses two series of 'euphemisms ': a first series

of Aussiedlung-ausgesiedelt Umsiedlung-umgesiedelt (evacuation-evacu-

ated resettlement-resettled) for the Jews allegedly killed in Belzec, and a

second series of Sonderbehandlung-sonderbehandelt (special treatment-

specially treated) for the Jews allegedly killed in Galicia. But among these

the above-mentioned 179,340 Jews allegedly shot would also have to be

counted, who therefore would be part of the second series, but who appear

instead cumulatively among the 434,329 ausgesiedelt (evacuated), there-

fore this 'euphemism ' would at the same time mean both those allegedly

gassed in Belzec (254,989 Jews) and those allegedly shot in Galicia

(179,340 Jews)!"

[127] Terry continues:

"The selection process was even more clearly spelled out by none other

than Adolf Eichmann during the abortive planning of the deportation of

Romanian Jews to the Lublin district. 'It is planned to bring the Jews from

Romania, beginning around September 10 1942, in ongoing transports to

the Lublin district, where the able-bodied part will be set to work, and the

rest subjected to special treatment fSonderbehandlung).
'

" (p. 203)

I have explained the contents of this document in chapter 5, point

149.

[128] After spending so many pages ruminating about what really

amounts to nothing, Terry gives us some hope that he has finally arrived

at the core of the question:

"Having demonstrated that the paper trail for both food and labour

policy contains unmistakeably genocidal utterances, it remains only to pre-

sent documents which confirm this and link the motivations to the meth-

ods. "
(p. 203)

As I proved above, these presumed "genocidal utterances" are de-

rived solely from my opponent's vivid imagination.

[129] Terry dedicates an entire page to Brack's letter to Himmler of

23 June 1942, which I already examined in chapter 5, point 129, and

therefore I shall not waste any time with Terry's additional dullness but

rather move on to the next dociunent:

L-18.IMT,vol.XXXVI,p.393.

Ihid., p. 394.
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"On July 10, 1942, Philipp Bouhler, another keyfigure in the T4 eutha-

nasia program, wrote to Martin Bormann and stated that he had made

available personnel to Himmler 'for a solution ofthe Jewish question going

down to the final consequence ' (fiir eine bis in die letzte Konsequenz ge-

hende Losung der Judenfragej. Once again, the negationists arefaced with

a source which makes it clear that the Final Solution was meant to bejust

that. " (p. 204)

And this is what Terry's source says on the matter:

"Bouhler erinnerte Bormann am 10. 7. daran, er habe Himmler Perso-

nal 'fur eine bis in die letzte Konsequenz gehende Losung der Judenfrage

'

zur Verfiigung gestellt.

"

"On 10 July Bouhler reminded Bormann that he had assigned to Himm-

ler personnel 'for a solution of the Jewish question going down to the final

consequence.
"'

And that's all. It is another example of that peculiar method which

could be defined as "superstition of terms." Some words are taken out

of their context and subsequently brandished as "evidence," without

even knowing whether the document really exists, whether it is authen-

tic, whether the quoted words are correct, whether the translation is ac-

curate, and whether the context confirms or refutes the author's inter-

pretation. In this specific case, this sentence can refer also to the disap-

pearance of the Jews from Europe, possibly combined with the subject-

ing of incurably sick persons to "euthanasia" where "needed." Since

Terry considers this document to be so important and since, like the rest

of the "plagiarist bloggers," he feigns familiarity with archival research,

why did he not obtain the document, instead of quoting only these elev-

en words of the German text given above?

[130] Terry then states that at the end of 1942, several SS officers

and National Socialist officials dismissed the "euphemisms" and instead

expressed the blunt "truth":

"In November 1942, the county captain of Stanislawow, Albrecht, an-

nounced in a speech that 'Jewry in Europe has been largely destroyed in

the course of this year while defending the life ofAryan peoples. The last

remnants will also disappear in the nearfuture. "'
(p. 205)

The German text as given by his source is this:'^"*^

"Das Judentum in Europa ist im Laufe dieses Jahres im Zuge der

Verteidigung des Lebens der arischen Vdlker weitgehend vernichtet wor-

den. Die letzten Reste werden in naher Zukunfi ebenfalls verschwinden.

"

"During this year Jewry in Europe has been mostly annihilated in the

""^ C. Gerlach, Krieg, Erndhrung, Vdlkermord, op. cit., p. 214.

D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien, op. cit, p. 233.
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course ofthe defense ofthe life ofthe Aryan nations. The last remnants will

also disappear in the nearfuture.

"

This is another sentence taken out of its context which can be inter-

preted similar to Hitler's "prophecies" regarding the "Vernichtung"

(annihilation) and ''Verschwinden" (disappearance) not of the "Jews"

but of "Jewry [Judentum]" from Europe by means of deportation. Terry

first assumes the existence of the "extermination camps," and then he

infers from them that Albrecht was referring to this alleged physical

mass extermination.

[131] "On December 1, 1942, the chief medical officer of Warsaw, Dr
Wilhelm Hagen, wrote a personal letter to Hitler protesting against the re-

settlements ofPoles in the Zamosc region, stating that the deportations ap-

peared to 'proceed as with the Jews, that is, to kill them. "'
(p. 205)

The source adduced by Terry is "Stadtarzt Warschau an Hitler,

7.12.1942, BA NS19/1210, also AIPN NTN 412, p.31 cf. Aly/Heim,

Vordenker der Vernichtung, p.217. Hagen was, of course, sacked for

daring to make such a protest to Hitler himself (footnote 302), but the

first reference is taken from the book by Aly and Heim and the page in-

dicated by him: "Brief Hagens an Hitler vom 7.12.1942; BA, NS
19/1210."

Hilberg quotes this letter, dated 7 December, in a more ample con-

text:"^^

"Bei einer Regierungsbesprechung iiber die Tuberkolosebekdmpfung

wurde uns von dem Leiter der Abteilung Bevolkerungswesen und Fiirsorge,

Oberverwaltungsrat Weirauch, als geheime Reichsache mitgeteilt, es sei

beabsichtigt oder werde erwogen, bei der Umsiedlung von 200000 Polen

im Osten des Generalgouvernements zwecks Ansiedlung deutscher Wehr-

bauern, mit einem Drittel der Polen - 70000 alien Lenten und Kindern

unter 10 Jahren - so zu verfahren, wie mit den Juden, das heifit, sie zu

toten.
"

"During a cabinet conference on thefight against tuberculosis, we were

told by the head of the Department of Population and Social Welfare,

Oberverwaltungsrat Weirauch, as a secret Reich matter, that it was

planned or considered during the resettlement of 200,000 Poles into the

east of the General Governmentfor the purpose of the settlement [in their

place] ofGerman defensefarmers, to proceed with one third ofthe Poles -

70,000 old people and children under 10 years of age - as with the Jews,

that is, to kill them.

"

Therefore in this letter the "terrible secret" which was supposed to

be covered by "euphemisms" is said to have been divulged in a ridicu-

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit. Band 2, p. 547.
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lous context, as an example of killings which sounds like a forced intro-

duction of the issue. Even if the sentence were authentic, it does not

prove an extermination using "gas chambers" in "extermination

camps," which is exactly what Terry has to demonstrate. After having

spent a considerable portion of the chapter rebutted here by listing re-

ported numerous local shootings of Jews in the General Government, it

would be hypocritical of Terry to imply that the mention of the killing

of Jews in the quote necessarily relate to the alleged mass murders in

the "extermination camps," moreover so considering the large number

of Jews reportedly shot by the Einsatzgruppen until that time, including

Jews in eastern Galicia and former eastern Poland. Accordingly, any

generic reference to killings of Jews does not prove anything regarding

the "extermination camps."

[132] "This was ironically and laconically answered in roundabout

form when SS-Untersturmfuhrer Heinrich Kinna, accompanying a deporta-

tion transportfrom Zamosc that reached Auschwitz on December 10, 1942,

was told by SS-Hauptsturmfilhrer Aumeier that 'according to the guideline

of the RSHA, in contrast to the measures applied to the Jews, Poles must

die a natural death.

'

"
(p. 205)

According to this report, "Haumeier" (sic) told Kinna the follow-

ing:^^^^_

"Diese Mafinahme findet aber insofern eine Erschwerung, da nach

Anweisung des RSHA entgegen der bei den Juden angewendeten Mafina-

hme, Polen eines natiirlichen Todes sterben miissen.
"

"This measure, however, is impeded in view of the fact that, according

to a directivefrom the RSHA, Poles have to die a natural death, in contrast

to the measure applied to the Jews.
"

Kinna' s account, as I have demonstrated in another study, is com-

pletely detached from the facts and self-contradictory,'^"** referring

moreover to an imaginary "directive from the RSHA [Anweisung des

RSHAY which is completely unknown, hence this statement does not

prove anything.

[133] Terry subsequently quotes a statement made by Frank during a

cabinet meeting on 9 December 1942:

"It is clear that the work process is made more difficult when in the

midst of this labour program, the order comes, leave all Jews to annihila-

tion. The responsibility for this does not belong with the government of the

Generalgouvernement. The directivefor the annihilation ofthe Jews comes

from a higher authority. " (p. 205)

""^ T/382.

Auschwitz: Assistenza sanitaria, op. cit, pp. 209f.
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This text has also been quoted by Hilberg:'*''^

"Nicht unwichtige Arbeitskrdfte hat man uns in unseren altbewahrten

Judenschaften genommen. Es ist klar, dafi der Arbeitsprozefi erschwert

wird, wenn mitten in dieses Arbeitsprogramm des Krieges der Befehl

komint, alle Juden sind der Vernichtung anheim zu stellen. Die Verantwor-

tung hierfiir trifft nicht die Regierung des Generalgouvernements. Die

Weisung der Judenvernichtung kommt von hdheren Stellen.

"

"Not unimportant workers have been taken away from our well-tried

Jewish working guilds. It is clear that the working process is aggravated

when in the middle of this war labor program the order arrives that all

Jews are to fall victims to annihilation. The cabinet of the General Gov-

ernment is not responsible for this. The directivefor the annihilation of the

Jews comesfrom higher up.
"

Hilberg refers to document The speech dates from 9

December 1942: what order was Frank referring to? Two days earlier,

on 7 December, a cabinet meeting was held in Krakow, during which

governor Zomer stated:''"*^

"Die Judenaktion, die zundchst im allgemeinen gut vonstatten gegangen

sei, sei leider in den letzten Wochen iiberstiirzt warden, mit dem Erfolge,

dafi ein grofler Teil der Juden sich aus den Ghettos in die Wdlder gefliichtet

und sich auch Banden angeschlossen habe. " (Emph. added)

"The Jewish operation, which initially was generally well implemented,

was regrettably rushed during the last weeks, with the result that a bigpart

of the Jews fled from the ghettos into the forests and also joined bandit

gangs. " (Emph. added)

If this "Jewish operation [JudenaktionY meant dispatching them to

"extermination camps," then this order is said to have been issued al-

ready much earher. Hence the alleged new "order [Se/e/?/]" for the "ex-

termination of the Jews \JudenvernichtungY would have referred to the

initially exempted Jews fit for work and, based on the context, would

have been promulgated around that time, in early October 1942. In

chapter 5, point 63, I examined Himmler's alleged order of May 1942

which is said to have exempted from the extermination process the Jews

fit for work aged 16 to 32. Their murder would then have been ordered

in early October. Where is this order? What evidence is there for its ex-

istence? Who promulgated it?

[134] At the end of page 205, Terry looks into the Korherr report.

Not knowing how to argue against my 20-page analysis of this docu-

R. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit., Band 2, p. 555.

Ibid., footaote 462 on p. 555.

PS-2233. IMT, vol. XXrXI, p. 563.
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ment, he tries to divert the attention by focusing on a detail which

seems to be of capital importance for him:

"Naturally, Mattogno soon finds a way to mistake this example for

something else entirely, ignoring the fundamental logical problem that if

Sonderbehandlung is as he believes, a benign term, then why is it being

covered up? "
(p. 206)

But if ''Sonderbehandlung" (special treatment) was a "euphemism"

for extermination, then what was "Evakuierung" (evacuation)? As al-

ready indicated in chapter 5, point 154, the deportees appearing on pp.

9f of the Korherr report of 28 April 1943 - 2,506,849 Jews"^" - are di-

vided into two large categories:

1) "Evacuation \EvakuierungY'- 1,057,157

2) "Special treatment [Sonderbehandlung]," redefined as "Transport

of Jews from the Eastern provinces to the Russian East [Transpor-

tierung von Juden aus den Ostprovinzen nach dem russischen Osten]":

1,449,692.

The latter concerns the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps and the Chelmno

camp.

The "evacuations [Evakuierungen]" are subdivided again into five

subgroups, the most consistent of which is the one "into Russian areas

[in den russischen Gebieten]": 633,300;"^' there are also evacuees "to

France [nach Frankreich]" 6,504, "to the East [nach Osten]" 170,642,

"to Theresienstadt [nach Theresienstadt]," 87,193, and moreover from

the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway, Slovakia and Croatia, in total

159,518, of which 129,012 were sent to Auschwitz and 39,006 were de-

ported to the LubHn district. If this "evacuation [Evakuierung]" was al-

so a "euphemism" by itself, then Terry must explain why the SS employ

two different types of "euphemisms" in the same document allegedly

for the same thing, and how this is reconcilable with the indubitable de-

portations, like those to France and Theresienstadt. If it was not a eu-

phemism, then it cannot be stated that these 1,057,157 evacuated Jews

were exterminated, not even those sent to Auschwitz.

Another problem not addressed by Terry is the double counting of

some Jews. Since the 69,084 Jews fi-om the Altreich, fi-om the Ostmark

and from the Protectorate, who were deported to the Lublin district (of

which the above-mentioned 39,006 are a part), were "led through

[durchgeschleust]" Belzec and Sobibor, they are counted twice in the

NO-5194.

Curiously, this number, which orthodox holocaust historiography attributes to victims of the

Einsatzgruppen is never mentioned in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto."
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Korherr report, both in terms of "evacuation [EvakuierungY as well as

in terms of "special treatment/transportation [Sonderbehandlung/Trans-

portierung]."^^^^

[135] With stolid irony, Terry adds:

"We leave aside for later sport and amusement the other problem with

Mattogno 's gibberish on special treatment, namely the remarkable capacity

for the term Sonderbehandlung to mutate at will according to his peculiar

needs, as it appears in his eyes to mean sometimes 'resettlement ' and some-

times 'delousing, ' interpretations which end up being mutually incompati-

ble and logically incoherent. " (footnote 308 on p. 206)

Terry does not quote the book wherein I demonstrated my thesis

with a plethora of documents, evidently to prevent the reader from dis-

covering that his statement is unfounded and malicious. All the evi-

dence can be found in my study Special Treatment in Auschwitz. Ori-

gins and Meaning of a Term.^^^^ To nix his stupid irony, it suffices to

recall that the construction projects for the Auschwitz camp as of 29

October 1942 foresaw the construction of a "disinfection plant 1. for

special treatment ... 2. for the guarding troops [Entwesungsanlage 1.

fur Sonderbehandlung ... 2. fur die Wachtruppe]."^^^'^ The first installa-

tion was building BW32, the famous Zentralsauna. Hence, if Terry

were correct, the SS at Auschwitz would have planned to exterminate

the Jews in the Zentralsauna? Hence the ridicule should fall on Terry,

not on me. Precisely because the term "special treatment [Sonderbe-

handlung]" could have both criminal and innocuous meanings, Himm-
ler ordered Korherr to eliminate the term in order to avoid ambiguity, as

I have explained many times, and as the above-mentioned document

confirms.

[136] In discussing the Hofle radio message of 1 1 January 1943 in-

tercepted and decrypted by the British, Terry observes that it speaks

about "arrival [Zugang]" but not about "transit [Durchgang]." (p. 206),

as if this demonstrates that the arriving Jews never departed from the

"Aktion Reinhardt" camps. The objection is also rather stupid: if the ar-

rivals were assigned to be transferred to the East, "arrival [Zugang]"

was also synonjmious with "departure [Abgang]." Both are terms of the

concenfration camps bureaucracy. "Transit [Durchgang]" has no bear-

ing in this terminology.

[137] The above-mentioned radio message exphcitly states that in

"'^ Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 319.

Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago, 2004.

Ibid., document 11, p. 122.
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the period of 18-31 December 1942, 12,761 Jews arrived at the Maj-

danek camp,''^^ but since this information creates problems for the "ex-

termination camp" hypothesis ''^"^
it is decreed par ordre du mufti that

this "is simply a retrospective report of earlier arrivals." (p. 206) and

everything is thus solved! However, when it pleases the "plagiarist

bloggers," the opposite hypothesis is assumed. On p. 249, in relation to

the alleged "transport moratorium of eastbound trains into the occupied

Soviet territories from December 1942 to January 1943" Myers men-

tions "the 10,335 Jews brought to Treblinka during the last weeks of

1942, as recorded in the Hofle telegram." Therefore the 12,761 Jews of

Majdanek arrived earlier, while the 10,335 of Treblinka arrived just

during the last two weeks ofDecember 1942!

In following Schwindt's conjecture, Terry states:

"A probable interpretation is that the figure of 12,761 refers to the

number ofPolish Jews deported to Majdanek, while 11,972 Jewsfrom the

Reich and Slovakia were deported, for a total of24,733 Jews taken into the

camp. "
(p. 206)

For the period up until 21 December 1942, Korherr gives a total of

26,258 "admissions {EinlieferungenY to the Lublin-Majdanek camp

(including 4,568 "discharges [Entlassungen]" - from an alleged "ex-

termination camp"! - and 14,348 "deaths [Todesfdlle]").^^^^ But he cla-

rifies:"^^

"Nicht enthalten sind die im Zuge der Evakuierungsaktion in den

Konzentrationslagern Auschwitz und Lublin untergebrachten Juden.

"

"Not included are the Jews accommodated in the concentration camps

Auschwitz and Lublin in the course ofthe evacuation operation.

"

It is clear that the "evacuation operation [Evakuierungsaktion]" was

the deportation to the East, among which the 12,761 above-mentioned

Jews were rightfully counted. This being the case, the mentioned 12,761

Jews cannot have been part of the total of the above-mentioned Jews,

neither Schwindt's 24,733 nor Korherr's 26,258. But because this fact

troubles Terry as well, he states that "the claim in the Korherr report

that the statistics for Jews in the concentration camps exclude 'Jews

sheltered in the course of the evacuation actions' at Majdanek is evi-

dently false." (p. 207). So this difficulty is also easily overcome: anoth-

er ordre du mufti a la Terry, and everything is resolved.

Peter Witte, Stephen Tyas, "A New Document. . .," op. cit., p. 469.

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit, pp. 324-329.

NO-5194,p. 12.

Ibid., p. 11.
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[138] He then displays another piece of painful argumentative con-

tortionism by clumsily trying to explain the inexplicable number report-

ed in Himmler's report of 29 December 1942, which I already ad-

dressed in chapter 5, point 158. In another daring fit of delusion he

states that "the figure of 363,211 Jews also includes many Jews who
were deported from the Bialystok district to Treblinka and Auschwitz

starting in November 1942." (p. 208). The evidence provided for this is

merely Terry dixit. From his imaginative wishful thinking he then takes

the inconclusive inference that "in both of these statistical documents,

therefore, the Nazis explicitly wrote off 'deported' Jews as dead, re-

gardless of whether they were killed immediately on arrival or not."

This statement is both desperate and ridiculous, because the docu-

ment in question explicitly speaks of "Jews executed [Juden exeku-

^^^j
,,1159

^j^jg should be added the fact that in November 1942 no

transport from the Bialystok district arrived at Auschwitz. According to

Arad, 9,320 Jews are said to have been deported to Treblinka between

10 November and 15 December 1942."^° Even if assuming that this is

true, nothing demonstrates that the part of these 9,320 Jews deported in

November were part of the 70,948 Jews "executed" during this month

based on the report of 29 December. As usual, Terry, assumes a priori

what has yet to be demonstrated: the Jews deported to Treblinka are

counted in the category of "Jews executed," therefore "the Nazis explic-

itly wrote off 'deported' Jews as dead, regardless of whether they were

killed immediately on arrival or not"!

[139] Then follows another entry from Goebbels's diary:

"On March 2, 1943, Goebbels noted in his diary that it was 'perfectly

clear as to what would threaten us ifwe were to become weak in this war...

especially in the Jewish question, we are so determined that there is no way

back. And that's a good thing. A movement and a people which have burnt

its bridges behind itself, fights according to experience more unconditional-

ly than those who still have the possibility ofretreat.
'

" (p. 208)

The source given is ''TBJG II/7, p.454 (2.3.43)" (footnote 315 on p.

208), a publication which is actually unknown to Terry, as observed be-

fore. The entry reads, in part:

"Vor allem in der Judenfrage sind wir ja so festgelegt, dafi es fur uns

gar kein Entrinnen mehr gibt. Und das ist auch gut so. Eine Bewegung und

ein Volk, die die Briicken hinter sich abgebrochen haben, kdmpfen

NO-511.

Y. Arad, Be/zec, Sobibor, Treblinka. The Operation Reinhard Death Camps. Indiana Universi-

ty Press, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1987, p. 396.
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erfahmngsgemdfi viel vorbehaltloser als die, die noch eine RUckzugsmog-

lichkeit besitzen.

"

"Above all when it comes to the Jewish question we are so committed

that there is no way backfor us anymore. And this is good thing. Experi-

ence shows that a movement and a nation that has burned its bridgesfights

more wholeheartedly than those who still have an option to retreat.

"

Frank Bajhor, from whom I take the quotation, reports it in the con-

text of "Aryanization [Arisierung]" and of the "total war": the German

population would fight for an "ultimate victory" more "fanatically" be-

cause it had burned the bridges in its rear. In this context he mentions

the fear of an AUied victory among the Germans who had embezzled

Jewish real estate and property.'^*' This shows that this quotation does

not necessarily bear a relation to the alleged Jewish extermination.

[140] Terry continues:

"Hitler similarly informed the Romanian dictator Marshal Antonescu

on April 16, 1943 that he 'preferred to burn all bridges behind himself, as

the hatred of the Jews was gigantic anyway. ' There was 'no going back on

this path once it was chosen.
'

" (p. 208)

The source quoted by him is "Hillgruber (ed), Staatsmdnner und Di-

plomaten, p.233 (16.4.43)" (footnote 316).Evans reports the German

text of the passage from which Terry's quotation is extrapolated:"*^

"Der Fiihrer schilderte dann die Massnahinen, die in Deutschland auf

diesem Gebiet ergriffen warden seien. In dem Augenblick, in dem die Juden

entfernt wurden, habe in der Wirtschaft, iin Kulturleben and auf anderen

Gehieten eine Bliite eingesetzt. In anderen Ldndern, wo die Judenfrage

nicht so energisch bereinigt warden sei, wie z.B in Ungarn, seien die Ver-

hdltnisse sehr schwierig. Die Juden seien die natiirlichen Verbiindeten des

Bolschewismus und die Kandidaten fiir die Stellen, die Jetzige bei der

Bolschewisierung zu erinordende Intelligenz innehabe. Deshalb sei der

Fiihrer im Gegensatz zu Marschall Antonescu der Meinung, dass man je

radikaler desto besser gegen die Juden vorgehen iniisse. Er (der Fiih-

rer). ..breche lieber alle Briicken hinter sich ab, da der jiidische Hass

sowieso riesengross sei. In Deutschland habe man infolge der Bereinigung

der Judenfrage ein geschlossenes Volk ohne Opposition zur Verfiigung...

allerdings gdbe es auch kein Zuriick auf dem einmal eingeschlagenen

Wege.

"

Translated:

"The Fiihrer then described the measures which had been taken in this

F. Bajohr, "Arisierung" und Riickerstattimg. Eine Einschatzung," in: Constantin Goschler,

Jiirgen Litteicher (eds.), "Arisierung" und Restitution. Die Ruckersiattungjudischen Eigen-

tums in Deutschland und Osterreich nach 1945 und 1989. Wallstein, Gottingen, 2002, pp. 49f.

"^^ Irving V. Lipstadt, Expert Report by Richard J. Evans, footaote 189, pp. 396-397.
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regard in Germany. At the very moment when the Jews were removed, a

boom occurred in the economy, in the cultural life and in other areas. In

other countries, in which the Jewish question was tackled less energetical-

ly, as for example in Hungary, the conditions are very difficult The Jews

are the natural allies of Bolshevism and the candidates for the positions

which are currently occupied by the intelligentsia slated to be murdered

with the Bolshevization. Therefore the Fiihrer sustains the opinion - in con-

trast to Marshal Antonescu - that one has to proceed against the Jews the

more radically the better. He (the Fiihrer) ... would rather burn all bridges

behind him, because the Jewish hatred is tremendous anyway. In Germany

there is, as a consequence ofthe resolution ofthe Jewish question, a united

nation without opposition ... however there is also no way back once the

path has been taken.
"

The source given by Evans is A. Hillgruber (ed.), Staatsmdnner und

Diplomaten bet Hitler, (Frankfurt a.M., 1970), Vol. 2, pp. 232-3." This

text is perfectly consistent with a policy comprised by the "removal

[Entfernung]" of the Jews, a radical solution in contrast to that adopted

by other European countries, which limited themselves to racial legisla-

tion.

[141] Terry reproduces a long quotation of statements made by Hit-

ler during a meeting with the Hungarian leader Horthy, for which he

provides no date - they date in fact to 17 April 1943. As source Terry

gives "Hillgruber (ed), Staatsmdnner und Diplomaten, p.256; also

ADAP, Ser. E, Bd. 5, p.632" (footnote 317 on p. 208). The text was in-

stead taken from from Evans's expert report:''^'^

"Where the Jews were left to themselves, as for example in Poland,

gruesome poverty and degeneracy had ruled. They werejust pure parasites.

One had fundamentally cleared up this state of affairs in Poland. If the

Jews there didn 't want to work, they were shot. If they couldn 't work, they

had to perish. They had to be treated like tuberculosis bacilli, from which a

healthy body could be infected. That was not cruel, ifone remembered that

even innocent natural creatures like hares and deer had to be killed so that

no harm was caused. Why should one spare the beasts who wanted to bring

us Bolshevism more? Nations who did not rid themselves of Jews per-

The source used by Evans is Hillgruber's work Staatsmdnner und Di-

plomaten bet Hitler, pp. 256-7, although the Holocaust Denial on

Trial website confusingly mistranscribed it as "Ibid., pp.256-6. Hillgru-

/W(/.,p.249.

Ibid., note 168 on p. 395. The reference "Ibid." given by Evans is erroneous, because the pages

indicated do not related to the volume cited in the previous note, but to that of Hillgruber men-

tioned in footnote 166.
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her (ed.), Staatsmanner, vol. 2, p.
256."^'^^ This led Terry to plagiarize

the citation as "p. 256," even though the bulk of the text of his quotation

appears on p. 257. It is thus certain that Terry's previous reference to

this book is another borrowed feather. Other than to bolster his

bibliography, this act of plagiarism makes little sense, because the

document in question was exhibited at the Nuremberg trials (IMT
document 736-D).

Did Hitler really confess to Horthy the alleged extermination of the

Jews? The documentary context allows us to exclude this possibility. I

will begin by pointing out that Evans' translation of the verb "verka-

men" as "perished" is a forced one, something to which I will return in

detail below.

The abbreviation "ADAP" stands for "Akten zur deutschen auswdr-

tigen Politik" (p. 533). In the source in question the passage quoted by

Terry is given, albeit incompletely, as an editor's footnote in the context

of the meeting between Hitler and Horthy on 16 April 1943, the subject

of which was the struggle against Bolshevism.

David Irving writes that^^^^

"according to the manservant 's register, Hitler saw Horthy three times:

at 5:30 P.M. on April 16, and at 12:10 and 5 P.M. on the 17th. Three cor-

responding records exist, by interpreter Paul Schmidt: as both Horthy and

Schmidt claim in their memoirs that Schmidt was absent during the first

meeting, it is probable that as in 1944 (see Jodl diary. Mar 17, 1944) the

conference room at Klessheim was bugged with hidden microphones.
"

During the April 16 meeting, Hitler stated that his allies were not

sufficiently motivated to conduct the fight in a radical way and that he

thought about having their troops removed from the front. He also re-

buked Horthy for the approaches made in Bern by various Hungarian

personalities to the British and Americans with the obvious aim of con-

cluding a separate peace. The internal policy of the Hungarian govern-

ment was causing a gradual decay of their soldiers' morale at the front.

To Hitler, Horthy' s philo-Semitism was incomprehensible. While de-

claring that he did not want to meddle in the internal affairs of Hungary,

Hitler stated:"*'^

"Deutschland stehe heute moralisch gefestigt da, wed es die Juden

entfernt habe, von denen auch die letzten innerhalb kurzer Zeit nach dem

Osten verschwinden wurden. Schwierigkeiten, wie Deutschland sie durch

"^^ http://www.hdot.org/en/trial/defense/evans/430hii.html

D. Irving, Hitler's War and the War Path. Focal Point Pubblications, London, 2002, p. 909.

Auswartigen Amt, Akten zur deutschen auswdrtigen Politik 1918-1945. Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht in Gottingen, Serie E: 1941-1945, Band V, p. 626
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den jiidischen Einflufi im Jahre 1918 gehabt hdtte, konnten jetzt nicht mehr

vorkommen. Wenn man die Juden nicht vertreibe, so wurden sie auch jetzt

wieder wie damals die Wirtschaft, die Wdhrung und die Moral zerstdren.

DerDuce und Antonescu hdtten dies absolut eingesehen.

"

"Today Germany stands with its morale consolidated because it has

removed the Jews, even the last of whom will soon have vanished to the

East Difficulties like those which Germany had experienced due to the

Jewish influence in 1918 could now no longer arise. If the Jews were not

driven out they would again, just as then, destroy the economy, the curren-

cy, and the morale. The Duce and Antonescu had completely accepted

this.

"

Horthy dismissed the approaches to the AUies as having been made

without the consent of the Hungarian government. He drew Hitler's at-

tention to the fact that the solution of the Jewish question in Hungary

presented considerable difficulties with regard to the number of the

Jews as well as their economic position in the country, while pointing

also to the anti-Jewish measures already adopted:'"'^

"Er habe alles getan, was man anstdndigerweise gegen die Juden

unternehmen konne, aber ermorden oder sonstwie umbringen konne man

sie ja wohl nicht Der Fiihrer erwiderte darauf, daJ3 dies auch nicht notig

set [15] Ungarn konnte wie die Slowakei die Juden in Konzentrationsla-

gem unterbringen. [...] Wenn von Ermordung der Juden gesprochen

wiirde, so miisse er (der Fiihrer) feststellen, dafi nur einer morde, ndmlich

der Jude, der die Kriege anzettele und ihnen durch seinen Einflufi seinen

jetzigen gegen Zivilisten, Frauen und Kinder gerichteten Charakter

gegeben habe. Hinsichtlich der Juden bestiindeja auch die Mdglichkeit, sie

in Bergwerken arbeiten zu lassen. Sie miifiten aber aufalle Fdlle von jeder

EinfluSnahme in ihrem Gastlande ausgeschaltet werden.

"

"He had done everything one decently could against the Jews, but one

couldn 't very well murder them or bump them offsomehow. The Fiihrer re-

plied that there was no needfor that either. [15] Like Slovakia, Hungary

could accommodate the Jews in concentration camps. [. . .] Ifthere was talk

of murdering the Jews, then he (the Fiihrer) must point out that only one

person murdered, namely the Jew who incited wars and who by his influ-

ence had given these wars their present character as wars waged against

civilians, women and children. With regard to the Jews, there was always

the possibility of having them work in mines. At all costs, however, they

would have to be cut offfrom any kind ofinfluence on their host country.

"

In an attempt to refute Hitler's affirmation that an extermination of

the Hungarian Jews would be unnecessary, the ADAP editors present in

pp. 631-632.
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their footnote 15 two passages from the conversation between Hitler

and Horthy of 17 April 1943, the first of which is that quoted by Terry,

the second being a statement of the RAM {Reichsaussenminister, that is

Ribbentrop) which goes unmentioned by Terry, another proof that his

claims of using ADAP as a source amounts to mere plagiarism.

In the conversation on 1 7 April, Hitler returned to the Jewish ques-

tion, introducing into the discussion the subject of food rationing

measures. In Germany these were implemented according to orders giv-

en, and no black market existed. Horthy admitted that there were severe

problems in Hungary with regard to this issue, in particular because the

government was unable to confrol the black market. Hitler replied that

this was the fault of the Jews. On this follows Ribbentrop' s hardball re-

ply adduced by the ADAP editors:

"Aufdie Gegenfrage Horthys, was er denn mit den Juden machen solle,

nachdem er ihnen so ziemlich alle Lebenmdglichkeiten entzogen habe —

erschlagen konne er sie dock nicht — erkldrte der RAM, dafi die Juden

entweder vernichtet oder in Konzentrationslager gebracht werden miifiten.

Eine andere Mdglichkeit gdbe es nicht.
"

"To Horthy 's counter-question as to what he should do with the Jews

now that he had deprived them ofalmost all possibilities oflivelihood - af-

ter all, he could not kill them off- the Reich Foreign Minister declared that

the Jews must either be exterminated or taken to concentration camps.

There was no other possibility.
"

In response to Horthy' s observation that Germany had it easier in

this respect, since it did not have so many Jews, Hitler quoted figures

showing the extraordinarily great predominance of Jews in certain pro-

fessions in Germany, figures which were unknown to Horthy. Hitler

went on citing the case of two adjacent German cities: Nuremberg,

which for 400 years had been free of Jews and flourished, and Fiirth,

which had welcomed them and degenerated completely. Hitler's discus-

sion of the treatment of the Jews concludes with the following passage,

part of which is quoted by Terry:
'^^^

"Die Juden hdtten eben nicht einmal einen organisatorischen Wert.

Entgegen den Befiirchtungen, die er (der Fiihrer) auch wiederholt in

Deutschland zu horen bekommen habe, ginge alles auch ohne die Juden

seinen Gang welter. Wo die Juden sich selbst iiberlassen wdren, wie z.B. in

Polen, herrsche grausamstes Elend und Verkommenheit. Sie seien eben

reine Parasiten. Mit diesen Zustdnden habe man in Polen grundlich

aufgerdumt. Wenn die Juden dort nicht arbeiten wollten, warden sie

Ibid., footaote 15 on p. 631.
"™ D-736. IMT, vol. XXXV, p. 428.
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erschossen. Wenn sie nicht arbeiten konnten, miifiten sie verkommen. Sie

wdren wie Tuberkelbazillen zu behandeln, an denen sich ein gesunder

Korper anstecken konne. Das ware nicht grausam, wenn man bedenke, dafi

sogar unschuldige Naturgeschopfe wie Hasen und Rehe getdtet werden

miifiten, damit kein Schaden entstehe. Weshalb sollte man die Bestien, die

uns den Bolschewismus bringen wollten, mehr schonen? Vdlker, die sich

der Juden nicht erwehrten, verkdmen. Eins der beriihmtesten Beispiele

dafiir sei das Absinken des einst so stolzen Volkes, der Perser, die jetzt als

Armenier ein kldgliches Daseinfiihrten.

"

"The Jews did not even possess organizational value. In spite of the

fears which he (the Fiihrer) had heard repeatedly in Germany as well, eve-

rything continued to go its normal way even without the Jews. Where the

Jews were left to themselves, as for instance in Poland, the most terrible

misery and degeneration prevailed. They arejust pure parasites. In Poland

this state of affairs had been thoroughly cleared up. If the Jews there re-

fused to work, they were shot. If they could not work, they had to degener-

ate. They had to be treated like tuberculosis bacilli, with which a healthy

body may become infected. This was not cruel, ifone remembered that even

innocent creatures of nature, such as hares and deer, have to be killed so

that no harm is caused by them. Why should the beasts who wanted to bring

us Bolshevism he .spared more? Nations who did not resist the Jews degen-

erated. One ofthe mostfamous examples ofthis was the decline ofa people

who were once so proud - the Persians, who now lead a pitiful existence as

Armenians.

"

To summarize, on 1 6 April Horthy told Hitler that Hungary had tak-

en every possible measure against the Jews and that it could not kill

them, to which Hitler replied that this was not necessary anyway, since

they could be detained in concentration camps, as had been done in

Slovakia. Because Horthy did not want to exterminate them, he should

not hesitate to intern them. As Horthy was reluctant to adopt this meas-

ure, Ribbentrop admonished him on 17 April that he had only two op-

tions regarding the Jews: either exterminate them or put them in con-

centration camps.

In this context Hitler stressed (on 17 April) the need to bring the

Jews under control. For this purpose, as stated by him the previous day,

it was not necessary to exterminate them, but instead to put them in

concentration camps. Left to themselves, the Jews constituted an ele-

ment of disintegration, as demonstrated by the case of Fiirth.

A further example brought up by Hitler during the meeting on 17

April was the case of Poland, where the Jews who refused to work were

shot, while those unable to work had to ^'verkommen" that is, to degen-

erate, go to ruin, decline. This did not mean that they were to be exter-
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minated, as is shown by the second last sentence, which contains the

same verb in a similar context: "Nations who did not resist the Jews de-

generated [Vdlker, die sich der Juden nicht erwehrten, verkdmen]." Hit-

ler then gave as an example of this fate that of the Persians, who from

former greatness, he claimed, in modem day survived as the pitiable

Armenians.

It must also be stressed that Hitler stated that among the Jews "left to

themselves," as those of Poland, there reigned "the most terrible misery

and decay \grausamstes Elend und Verkommenheit]." The noun ''Verk-

ommenheit" (degeneration, squalidness) is derived from the verb "verk-

ommen." It here serves as further confirmation that Hitler in this context

did not use "verkommen" in the sense of "to perish" (which would be

"umkommen" in German). His comment that non-working Jews had to

"verkommen" thus simply implies a course of isolation.

The comparison of the Jews to bacilli of various diseases infecting a

healthy body, fostering subversion and instilling defeatism in the host

population if accorded the opportunity, is a well-known rhetorical de-

vice of Hitler, as is the comparison with pests.

The content of the document is in fact at odds with that of other doc-

lunents, earlier and later, concerning the relationship between Germany

and Hungary with regard to the Jewish question.

On 15 August 1942 the Hungarian ambassador Dome Sztojay wrote

a report about the National Socialist policy towards the Jews:"^'

"Since the speech recently delivered hy the German Cliancellor, there

has been a radical change of attitude here towards the settlement of the

Jewish question. While the Chancellor, and, in consequence, the National

Socialist Party previously held the view that the solution of the Jewish

problem in countries other than Germany would have to be postponed until

after the end of the war, this now no longer holds good and the FUhrer has

issued categorical instructions to the effect that the question must be settled

immediately...

The Germans are determined to rid Europa of the Jewish elements

without further delay and intend - regardless of the nationality of these

Jews, and provided transport facilities exist - to deport them to the occu-

pied territories in the East, where they will be settled in ghettos or labour

camps and made to work. The authorities have been instructed to complete

these deportations while the war is still on. According to absolutely reliable

information, Reichsleiter Himmler has informed a meeting of S.S. leaders

Eugene Levai, BlackBook ofthe Martyrdom ofHungarian Jewry. Published by The Central

European Times P^iblishing Co. Ltd. Zurich, in conjunction with The Panorama Publishing

Co. Ltd., Vienna, 1948, pp. 26-27
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that it is the wish of the German Government to complete these deporta-

tions within a year.

"

This document fully confirms Luther's memorandum of 21 August

1942, less than a week later, as discussed in chapter 5, point 130. In that

chapter I also examined the minutes of the meeting between Sztojay and

Luther in Berlin on 6 October 1942, which was summarized during the

Nuremberg trial against the Ministers: '

'^^

"He [Luther] further urged that Hungary take the initiative to solve the

Jewish problem within its own borders, by adopting measures to eliminate

all Jewsfrom the cultural and economic life, marking them, and evacuating

them to the East.
"

On 15 January 1943 Luther replied to Sztojay"^^

"dass der Fiihrer unter alien Umstdnden gewillt sei, alle Juden noch

wdhrend des Krieges aus Europa zu entfemen, da diese, wie er [Sztojay]

genauestens wisse, eine (sic) Element der Zersetzung darstellen und in den

meisten Fallen an vorkommenden Sabotageakten die Schuld triigen und

sich im iibrigen auch vornehmlich mit Feindspionage beschdftigten. Es

erfiille uns mit sehr grosser Sorge, dass ein uns befreundetes Land mitten in

Europa allein ca. 1 Million Juden beherberge. Wir konnten dieser Gefahr

aufdie Dauer nicht untdtig zusehen.
"

"that the Fiihrer is under any circumstances willing to remove all the

Jews from Europe during the war because these, as he [Sztojay] knows

very well, represent an element ofsubversion and in most cases are guilty

ofperpetrating acts ofsabotage, and apartfrom that are also primarily en-

gaged in espionage for the enemy. It worries us tremendously that one

friendly country in the middle ofEurope alone shelters approximately one

million Jews. In the long run we cannotpassively observe this danger.
"

On 23 April, a few days after the conference between Hitler and

Horthy, Sztojay wrote a lengthy secret report about Rippentrop's atti-

tude towards the Jewish question, point 2 ofwhich reads:^'^"*

"The Chancellor ofthe Reich has decided to rid Europe ofthe Jews. As

in the course of the war it has been established that the Jews are actively

serving the enemy, act as spies, commit acts of sabotage, undermine the

people's morale and jeopardize to the utmost extent the prosecution of the

war, the Chancellor of the Reich has decreed that within a year, i. e. by

summer of 1943, all Jews of Germany and the German-occupied countries

are to be moved to the Eastern, i.e. Russian territories.
"

I draw the conclusion that Hitler's statements to Horthy, as inter-

NG-1800.NMT,vol.XIV,pp.647f.

Irving V. Lipstadt, Biyert Report by Richard J. Evans, footnote 164 p. 394. Evans's garbled

English translation is found on p. 284.

E. Levni, Black Book ofthe Martyrdom ofHungarian Jewry
, op. cit.,p. 33.
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preted by Terry, are also in contrast to the alleged extermination order

mentioned by Frank on 9 December 1942. I remind the reader that

Frank complained about the withdrawal of the Jews from the production

process because "a// Jews [alle Juden]," therefore also those fit for

work, had to be subjected to "annihilation [Vernichtung]." Later Hitler

is said to have declared instead that the Jews were to be forced to work,

pending a death sentence. It is imperative that Terry comes to terms

with himself on this issue.

'

From the documents quoted above, however, it is clear that the re-

moval of these Jews was related to Hitler's order that all Jews under

German dominion were to be deported to the East by the summer of

1943.

At Nuremberg, Goring was questioned about the document on the 1

7

April conversation between Hitler, Ribbentrop and Horthy. Sir David

Maxwell-Fyfe, Britain's chief prosecutor, asked him whether, confront-

ed with this document, he would still maintain that neither he nor Hitler

had been aware of any policy of extermination against the Jews. Goring

replied that there was no evidence for "the correctness of the docu-

ment." The prosecutor's attempt to get Goring to confess to knowledge

of extermination continued:

"You did not know to what degree, butyou knew there was a policy that

aimed at the extermination ofthe Jews? ",

to which Goring replied:
''^^

"No, a policy of emigration, not liquidation of the Jews. I knew only

that there had been isolated cases ofsuch perpetrations.

"

[142] Terry continues:

"In February 1943, the head of the Ukrainian Main Committee in the

Generalgouvernement, Professor Kubijowtsch complained to Frank that

'the view is current that now the shootings of the Jews come to an end those

ofthe Ukrainians begin. "'
(p. 209)

The reference given is "Kubijowytsch an Frank, 25.2.43, 1526-PS,

NCA IV, pp.79-95" (footnote 318 on p. 209). The heading of the docu-

ment is "COPY Prof Dr. Wolodymyr Kubijowytsch, Chairman of the

Ukrainian Main Committee. Cracow, February 1943. To the Governor

General, Reich Minister Dr. Frank." It contains a series of complaints

about the treatment of the Ukrainian population, including several cases

of shootings, among them one in particular, the shooting in Ustrzyki

Dolne of "14 [Ukrainian] people unfit for work" together with 80 Jews

IMT, vol. IX, p. 619.
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on 18 January 1943, a Ukrainian holiday

"As this holiday is celebrated by the Ukrainians with great piety, the

shootings of these innocent people on this holy day caused great indig-

nance and embitterment. These events depress the Ukrainian population.

The view is current that now the shootings ofthe Jews come to an end those

ofthe Ukrainians begin.

"

We are faced here in fact with shootings performed within the gen-

eral framework of the battle against Bolshevism, not with "extermina-

tion camps" and "gas chambers," and Terry has to demonstrate just the

latter.

[143] Terry quotes a report of June 1943 of the "Kreishauptmann

Dewitz, the county captain ofStryj in Galicia" in which it is stated that

"From the [Ukrainian] population itselfcomplain[t]s have arisen about

the inadequate burial of the Jews. Checks by the county medical officer

have revealed that some mass graves feinige Massengraberj were not actu-

ally prepared efficiently, so that due to limited soil covering they present a

dangerforpublic health. " (p. 209)

This is actually a faithful translation of the German source text.'^^'

"Aus der Bevolkerung selbst sind Klagen iiber mangelhafte Bestattung

der Juden eingelaufen. Die Nachprufung durch den Amtsarzt ergab, dafi

einige Massengrdber tatsdchlich nicht sachgemafi herrichtet worden

waren, sodafi sie infolge zu geringer ErdschUttung eine Gefahr fur die

allgemeine Gesundheit bildeten.

"

I limit myself to repeating that I do not question the reality of shoot-

ings and mass graves. What 1 do question is the existence of the homi-

cidal "gas chambers." 1 omit therefore another reference to mass graves

and move on to the next document.

[144] "On May 31, 1943, the HSSPF, Kriiger, indicated that he had

'recently again received an order to carry out the dejudaisation in a very

short time. ' Acknowledging that many Jews were employed in important

armaments work, Kriiger replied to his civilian counterparts that 'the

Reichsfiihrer-SS wished however, that the employment of these Jews also

ceases/" i^.im)

The source is "'Diensttagebuch, p.682 (31.5.43); cf Pohl, Judenpoli-

tik, pp. 166-7" (footnote 322). It would have been appropriate to quote

Faschismus-Getto-Massenmord, where a pertinent excerpt of the docu-

ment is provided:'''^

PS-1526. NCA, vol. IV, pp. 91-92.

D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien, op. cit., p. 260.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, pp. 450-451.
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"Er habe neulich erst wieder den Befehl erhalten, in ganz kurzer Zeit

die Entjudung durchzujuhren. Man sei gezwungen gewesen, die Juden auch

aus der Rustungsindustrie und den wehrwirtschaftlichen Betrieben heraus-

zuziehen, falls sie nicht ausschliejilich im kriegswichtigsten Interesse einge-

setzt seien. Die Juden seien dann in grofien Lagern zusammengefafit war-

den und wiirden von dort fur Tagesarbeit in diesen Rustungsbetrieben

abgegeben. Der Reichsfiihrer SS wiinsche aber, dafi auch die Beschdfti-

gung dieser Juden aufliore. Er habe mit Generalleutnant Schindler

eingehend iiber diese Frage gesprochen und glaubte, dafi der Wunsch des

Reichsfiihrer SS im Endeffekt nicht erfullt werden konne.

"

"Only recently he received again the order to carry out the dejudaiza-

tion in a very short time. It was compulsory to extract the Jews also from

the armaments industry andfrom the factories of the war economy, unless

they were exclusively deployed in the interests most important to the war.

The Jews were concentrated in big camps, and from there they would be

handed over to these armament firms for their daily work. However, the

Reichsfiihrer-SS wishes that the employment of these Jews ceases as well.

He has discussed this issue exhaustively with Generalleutnant Schindler

and believes that in the end the request of the Reichsfiihrer-SS cannot be

Among the Jewish workers were in fact also highly skilled operators

who could not be replaced by Poles:

'Er bitte deshalb SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Dr. Kaltenbrunner, dem

Reichsfiihrer SS diese Lage zu schildern und ihn zu ersuchen, von der

Wegnahme dieserjiidischen Arbeitskrdfie Abstand zu nehmen.
"

"He therefore asks SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Dr. Kaltenbrunner to de-

scribe this situation to the Reichsfiihrer-SS and to ask him to refrain from

withdrawing these Jewish workers.
"

This document is also coherent with the plan to deport all the Jews

from the General Government within the summer of 1943.

[145] "Just under a month later, Hans Frank plaintively asked aloud

how he was to solve thefundamental contradictions between Nazi ideologi-

cal goals and economic imperatives:

'How, it is often asked, can the need to cooperate with an alien culture

be reconciled with the ideological aim of- say - wiping out the Polish peo-

ple (Volkstumj? How is the need to maintain industrial output compatible

with the need, for example, to annihilate the Jews?'" (pp. 209-210)

The source adduced by him provides the following text:'^™

"Dieses letzte ist mitten im Kriege, wo es um den Sieg geht und wo alle

Text in: www.iis-archiv.de/personen/frank/22-06-1943.php, taken from Werner Prag, Wolf-

gang Jacobmeyer (ed.), Das Diensttagebuch des deutschen Generalgouvemeurs in Polen

1939-1945. Stuttgart, 1975, p. 697.
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Tatsdchlichkeiten das Gewicht des letzten Arguments besitzen sollten, ein

ungeheuer schwieriges Problem. Wie soli— lautet immer wieder die Frage

- mit der Notwendigkeit etwa, mit dem fremden Volkstum zusammen zu

arbeiten, der weltanschauliche Gesichtspunkt der - sagen wir einmal -

Ausrottung des polnischen Volkstums vereinbar sein? Wie soil mit der

Aufrechterhaltung der Arbeitsleistung in den Betrieben verbunden werden

etwa die Vernichtung des Judentums, die notwendig ist? Wie sollen wir -

das ist das dritte Problem - im Gesamtrahmen dieses Aufbaues mit dem
Leben und Treiben negativer Art unserer lieben Deutschen in diesem

Raumefertig werden, ohne dafi die Autoritat unserer Fuhrung leidet?
"

"In the middle ofthe war, where it 's all about victory and where allfac-

tual matters should bear the weight of the final argument, the latter is an

immensely difficult problem. How, it is often repeated, can for instance the

need to co-operate with alien ethnicities be compatible with the ideological

aspect of, say, exterminating the Polish ethnic identity? How is maintaining

the labor performance in the factories to be reconciled with, for instance,

the necessary annihilation ofJewry? In the general framework of this de-

velopment, how are we supposed to deal - and this is the third problem -

with the life and the activities ofnegative nature ofour beloved Germans in

this area, without damaging the authority ofour leadership?
"

Here the "extermination of ttie Polisli ettinic identity {Ausrottung des

polnischen Volkstums]," obviously not physical in nature, is compared

to the "annihilation of Jewry {Vernichtung des Judentums]" which has

the same meaning. Terry is well aware of this, because he omits repro-

ducing the two German phrases, translating the first with "wiping out

the PoUsh people {Volkstum)''' but the second with "to annihilate the

Jews," incorrectly substituting "Jews" for the correct translation "Jew-

ry." The German term ''Volkstum" which has no parallel in the English

language, does not mean people (which is Volk in German), but the eth-

nic and/or cultural identity of a people.

1 146 1 "As the war progressed, many Nazi ideologists appealed more

and more to the goal of destroying the 'breeding ground' (Keimzelle^ of

'world Jewry. "'
(p. 210)

In footnote 324 on p. 210 Terry refers to the following source: "Cf

Furber/Lower, 'Colonialism and Genocide in Nazi-Occupied Poland

and Ukraine,' p.3 84." In this text, an excerpt of an article by the "Ra-

dom governor Erich Kundt" is quoted, which appeared in the magazine

"Europdische Revue" in May 1942:"^°

"...the territory of the former Poland and the broader East can be re-

David Furber, Wendy Lower, "Colonialism and Genocide in Nazi-Occupied Poland and

Ukraine" in: Empire, Colony, Genocide, op. cit, p. 384.
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garded as the breeding ground ofmodern world Jewry ... The Jewish prob-

lem therefore posed the German administration from the beginning with

specialproblems.

"

The article was actually written by Lothar Weirauch, not by Kundt,

whose name was Ernst, not Erich. I quote the German text in its

context:"^'

"Das Gebiet des friiheren Polens und der weitere Ostraum konnen als

die Brutstatte des modernen Weltjiidentiims bezeichnet werden. [. . .]

Die iiber zwei Millionen Juden ini Generalgouvernement sind zahlen-

mdfiig die drittstdrkste Volksgruppe. Die Judenfrage im Generalgouverne-

ment stellte daher die deutsche Verwaltung von Anbeginn an vor besondere

Probleme. Eine sofortige restlose Ausschaltung der Juden konnte zwar in

alien Bereichen der Verwaltung selbst erreicht werden; es war aber nicht

mdglich, die Juden alsbald aus dem Wirtschaftsleben zu entfernen. Der

grofite Teil des Handels war verjudet, aber auch viele Handwerksgruppen

waren uberwiegend oder zu einem erheblichen Prozentsatz in jiidischen

Hdnden. Die Brechung des jiidisches Einflusses im Wirtschaftsleben konnte

nur allmdhlich nach Bereitstellung von Ersatzkrdften erreicht werden. [. . .]

Die Feststellung, dafi der Jude im Generalgouvernement der Haupttrd-

ger des Schleichhandels war und aufierdem infolge der durch seine

Unsauberkeit bedingten Verlausung der Hauptvertreiber des Fleckfiebers

ist, hat zu der Errichtung von meist geschlossenen 'Judenwohnbezirken

'

gefiihrt.

"

"The territory offormer Poland and the further eastern areas can be

seen as the breeding ground ofmodern world Jewry. [ . . .
]

The more than two million Jews in the General Government are numer-

ically the third biggest ethnic group. The Jewish question in the General

Government therefore caused special problemsfor the German administra-

tion rightfrom the start. Although an immediate, comprehensive exclusion

of the Jews could indeed be reached in all sectors of the administration, it

was not possible to immediately exclude the Jews from the economic life.

The largest part of commerce was in Jewish hands, but also many trades

groups were predominantly or to a considerable percentage in Jewish

hands. The break-up ofJewish influence in economic life could be achieved

only gradually afterproviding substitute workforces. [. . .]

The identification of the Jew as the chiefforce behind the black market

in the General Government and moreover as the lice-ridden main distribu-

tor of typhus due to his uncleanliness, led to the creation of mostly closed

'Jewish residential districts.
"'

Rather than referring to the physical destruction of the Jews, this text

L. Weirauch, "Die Volksgruppen im Generalgouvernement. Der polnische Staat und seine

Minderheiten," in: Europdische Revue, Jg. XVHI, Heft 5 (Mai 1942), p. 255.
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is about the destruction of their economic influence and the establish-

ment of closed "Jewish residential areas" {i.e. ghettos). Terry's use of

the word "Keimzelle" for "breeding ground" merely reveals him to be

an exterminationist buffoon, just like his worthy companion Harrison

(see chapter 5, point 163). Unaware of the word "Brutstdtte" (breeding

ground) in the original German text, he made a faulty retranslation back

to German by using the word "Keimzelle" (germ[ination] cell) which

occurs in the Wannsee protocol!"**^ In this way he maliciously attribut-

ed to the text in question the nefarious significance he attributes to the

protocol.

[147] "In March 1944, a conference ofJewish referents and Aryanisa-

tion advisors convened by the Foreign Office was told that 'the physical

elimination ofEastern Jewry deprives Jewry of its biological reserves ' (Die

physische Beseitigung des Ostjudentums entziehe dem Judentum die biolo-

gischen Reserven.j. " (p. 210)

The relative document is the summary of a "work conference of the

consultants for Jewish matters in the German diplomatic missions in

Europe [Arbeitstagung der Judenreferenten der Deutschen Missionen in

EuropaY which took place in Krummhubel on 3 and 4 April 1944.

In chapter 5, point 71, I already demonstrated that the expression

"Ausmerzung des Judentums" (eradication of Jewry) could mean re-

moving the Jews from Europe even with the adjective ''biologische"

(biological) added. The document in question speaks of eastern Jevvry

(Ostjudentum) in the following terms:
''^^

"Der eigentliche Kraftquell des Judentums in Europa und Amerika sei

das Ostjudentum. Es stelle den Ausgangspunkt der Wanderbewegungen aus

dem europdischen in den amerikanischen Raum dar. Das Ostjudentum

schiebe sich langsam vom Osten nach dem Westen und zeige dabei nicht

nur ein religidses, sondern auch ein soziales Gefdlle. Das Judentum in

Europa habe seine biologische und gleichzeitig seine politische Rolle

ausgespielt.

"

"The real power source ofJewry in Europe and in America is eastern

Jewry. It constitutes the startingpoint ofthe emigration wavesfrom the Eu-

ropean to the American sphere. Eastern Jewry slowly moves from east to

west and in doing so exhibits not only a religious but also a social decline.

Eastern Jewry in Europe has lost its biological and simultaneously its polit-

ical role.

"

Then, with reference to the Zionist project, it is stated:

"Ges. [andter] Six wendet sich sodann dem Zionismus zu. Zionismus

™^ ".

.

.als Keimzelle eines neuenjiidischen Aufbaues. NG-2586-G, p. 8.

PS-3319. IMT, vol. XXXn, pp. 165-167.
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bedeute Ruckfuhrung aller Juden in das Heimat- und Ursprungland

Paldstina. Man wolle sie dort politisch und biologisch zusammenjugen. Die

physische Beseitigung des Ostjudentums entziehe dem Judentum die

biologischen Reserven.

"

"Envoy Six then turns to the issue ofZionism. Zionism means the return

ofall Jews to the homeland and land oforigin Palestine. The aim is tojoin

them together there politically and biologically. The physical elimination of

eastern Jewry deprives Jewry of its biological reserves.

"

Then follows an observation by von Thadden:

"Leg. Rat. [Legationsrat] v. Thadden spricht iiber, die judenpolitische

Lage in Europa und iiber den Stand der antijUdischen Exekutiv-Mafinah-

men. Der Redner gab einen Uberblick, aus welchem Grunde, die zionisti-

sche Palastina-Losung oder dhnliche Ersatzlosungen ahgelehnt und die

Aussiedlung der Juden in die Ostgebiete durchgefilhrt werden miisse.
"

"Legation counsel von Thadden speaks about the Jewish-related politi-

cal situation in Europe and about the state of the anti-Jewish executive

measures. The speaker gave an overview of the reason why the Zionist Pal-

estine solution or similar alternate solutions have to be rejected and why

the deportation of the Jews into the Eastern territories must be carried

The context confirms that eastern Jewry {Ostjudentum) had ceased

to play a biological and political role in Europe, hence its "physical

elimination" consisted in just this, because it could no longer supply

other Jewish communities demographically by way of migration, exact-

ly in the sense of the Wannsee protocol as explained above.

[148] On p. 210 Terry invokes Himmler's infamous Posen speech,

but apparently fmds it too notorious to dwell upon, so he instead quotes

the following related comment by Goebbels:

"Asfar as the Jewish question is concerned, he [Himmler] gives a very

unvarnished andfrankpresentation. He is convinced that we can solve the

Jewish question throughout Europe by the end ofthis year. He proposes the

harshest and most radical solution: to exterminate the Jews root and

branch [Kind und Kegel]. It is certainly a logical solution, even if it is a

brutal one. We have to take responsibility ofcompletely solving this issue in

The source adduced by Terry is "TBJG 11/10, p.72; cf. Saul

Friedlander, The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews,

1939-1945. New York: HarperCollins, 2008, p.543" (footnote 327), but

in fact both text and reference are derived from Friedlander' s book: "Jo-

seph Goebbels, Die Tagebiicher von Joseph Goebbels; ed. Elke Froh-
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lich (Munich, 1995), vol. 10, p.
72.""**^

First of all I give the German text of the passage:'"*^

"Was die Judenfrage anlangt, so gibt er [Himmler] dariiber ein ganz

ungeschminktes undjreimiitiges Bild. Er ist der Uberzeugung, dafi wir die

Judenfrage bis Ende dieses Jahres fur ganz Europa losen konnen. Er tritt

fiir die radikalste und hdrteste Losung ein, ndmlich dafiir, das Judentum

mit Kind und Kegel auszurotten. Sicherlich ist das eine wenn auch brutale,

so dock konsequente Losung. Denn wir miissen schon die Verantwortung

dafiir iibernelmien, dafi diese Frage zu unserer Zeit ganz gelds t wird.
"

"Concerning the Jewish question, he [Himmler] offers a completely un-

varnished and candid view. He is convinced that we can solve the Jewish

question for all ofEurope by the end of this year. He advocates the most

radical and toughest solution, namely to exterminate Jewry with bag and

baggage. Though brutal, this is certainly a consistent solution. Because we

really must assume responsibility so that this question is solved in our

time.

"

In the Posen speech Himmler declared:"^*

"Ich meine jetzt die Judenevakuierung, die Ausrottung des Jiidischen

Volkes
"

"I mean here the Jewish evacuation, the extermination of the Jewish

people.

"

This sentence is commonly interpreted in the sense that "evacuation

\Evakuierung^'' is a "euphemism" for "extermination [Ausrottung]."

But the paragraph in which this sentence appears bear the title "The

Jevi^ish evacuation [Die Judenevakuierung]." It must be noted here that

Himmler did not speak to a village fair audience, but "at the SS-Grup-

penfiihrer conference in Posen on 4 October 1943 [bei der SS-Gruppen-

fuhrertagung in Posen am 4. Oktober 1943],"^^^^ to wit - from the ex-

terminationist perspective - in front of the perpetrators of the alleged

extermination of the Jews. Why would Himmler have used a "euphe-

mism" when addressing them? The most reasonable explanation is that

the two terms are strictly equivalent, although in reverse to the common
interpretation, i.e. that "extermination [Ausrottung]" is a figurative syn-

onym of "evacuation [Evakuierung]." This is moreover confirmed by

several examples which I adduced in chapter 5.

In this context quite explicit statements by Himmler can be quoted.

S. Friedlander, The Years ofExtermination. Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939-1945. Harper-

Collins, New York, 2008 p. 543 and footaote 1 1 on p. 776.
'^^ Joseph Gobbels, Die Tagebiicher. Saur Verlag, 2005, p. 72.

186 ps-1919. IMT. vol. XXrX, p. 145.

Ibid., p. 110.
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as the following one, taken from a speech in front of SS-Junker (aspir-

ing SS officers) in Bad Tolz on 23 November 1942:"****

"Vdllig gewandelt hat sich auch die Judenfrage in Europa. Der Fiihrer

sagte einmal in einer Reichsrede: Wenn das Judentum einen internatio-

nalen Krieg etwa zur Ausrottung der arischer Vdlker anzetteln sollte, so

werden nicht die arischen Vdlker ausgerottet, sondern das Judentum. Der

Jude ist aus Deutschland ausgesiedelt, er lebt heute im Osten und arbeitet

an unseren Strafien, Bahnen usw. Dieser Prozefi ist konsequent, aber ohne

Grausamkeit durchgefiihrt warden. Wir qudlen niemand, aber wir wissen,

daf) wir um unsere Existenz und die Erhaltung unseres nordischen Blutes

kdmpfen.
"

"There has also been a complete change in the Jewish question in Eu-

rope. The Fiihrer once said in a speech before the Reichstag: IfJewry were

to instigate a war, for example to eradicate the Aryan peoples, it will not be

the Aryan peoples that will be eradicated, but Jewry. The Jew has been re-

moved from Germany; he now lives in the East and works on our roads,

railways etc. This measure has been carried out thoroughly, but without

any cruelty. We will not torture anyone, but we know that we are fighting

for the existence and the survival ofour Nordic blood.

"

This also confirms once more the real meaning of Hitler's "prophe-

cy."

The general context is the one given above (in point 141): while Hit-

ler previously "held the view that the solution of the Jewish problem in

countries other than in Germany would have to be postponed until after

the end of the war, this now no longer holds good and the Fiihrer has is-

sued categorical instructions to the effect that the question must be set-

tled immediately," that is to say that he took the decision "to remove all

Jews from Europe still during the war \cdle Juden noch wdhrend des

Krieges aus Europa zu entfernen]."

[149] Terry concludes this section with a long quotation of a Himm-
ler speech "in front of generals at Sonthofen [vor Generalen in Sont-

hofen]" of 21 June 1944, in which he referred i.a. to the killing of Jew-

ish women and children. He ignores the title of the speech: "The 'final

solution' and the uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto (1944) [recte: 1943]

[Die 'Endldsung' und der Aufstand im Warschauer Ghetto (1944)}."™'^

The whole excerpt refers in fact to the Warsaw ghetto revolt. I do not

count this as an omission by Terry, because he has probably never seen

the text he quotes ("Bradley F. Smith and Agnes F. Peterson (eds.),

Bradley F. Smith, Agnes F. Peterson (eds.), Heinrich Himmler Geheimreden 193S bis 1945

und andere Ansprachen. Propylaen Verlag, 1974, p. 200.

Ibid, p. 203. The speech is found on pp. 203-205.
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Heinrich Himtnler. Geheimreden 1933 bis 1945. Frankfurt am Main,

1974, p.203: footnote 328"), and most likely took it instead from the

web."'" This text contains unindicated ommissions, and its translation

swings between approximation and falsification. 1 give here the most

blatant examples. The following passage:

"Der Zeitpunkt, zu dem wir das letzte grofie Ghetto in Warschau - ich

nenne Ihnen ruhig die Zahl - mit iiher 500000 Juden in fiinf Wochen

Strafienkdmpfen ausgerdumt hahen im Sommer 1943, war gerade der letzte

Zeitpunkt. Die Ghettos waren, so ahgeschlossen sie auch gewesen sein

mogen, die Zentralenjeder Partisanen - undjeder Bandenbewegung.
"

"The time when we cleaned out the last big ghetto in Warsaw - by all

means I can give the number - with more than 500,000 Jews in summer

1943 afterfive weeks ofstreetfighting was also the last time. As isolated as

they may have been, the ghettos were the centers of all partisans - and of

all bandit movements.

"

is rendered like this:

"We cleaned out the last one, the big ghetto in Warsaw, in summer

1943. In Warsaw there were 500,000 Jews. I tell you this number confiden-

tially. It took us five weeks of street fighting. Just the same, I want to an-

swer a little question that surely you must have. "
(p. 211)

The dissolution of the ghettos as "centers" of the war against the par-

tisans stands in confrast to the thesis of racial extermination of the Jews

inhabiting them, and therefore the pertinent passage has been omitted

(although the omission corresponds to twenty lines of text).

Further in the text, the sentence

"Wollen wir so unanstdndig sein, dafi wir sagen: nein, nein, dazu sind

wir zu schwach, aber unsere Kinder konnen sich mit ihnen mal abgeben.
"

"Do we want to be so indecent as to say: no, no, we are too weakfor

that, but our children can once deal with them.

"

is incorrectly translated in this way:

"Do we want to be so improper that we say, no, no, we 're too weak to

kill children. Our children can deal with them. " (p. 211)

And finally "No, we can not take the responsibility for it [Nein, das

konnen wir nicht verantworten]" becomes "No, we cannot shirk our re-

sponsibility to kill all the Jews." (p. 211).

[150] On page p. 211 the section "Mattogno's 'Resettlement' Shell

Game" begins, which intends to refute my reconstruction of the Jewish

Sonthofen Talk, in: http://stevenlehrer.com/soiithofen_talk.litm. German text and English

translation.

Heinrich Himmler Geheimreden 1933 bis 1945 und andere Ansprachen, op. cit, p. 204; the

texts of the following quotes are found on the same page.
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evacuation to the East. I ignore the usual string of nonsensical accusa-

tions and move on to the tangible issues. Terry states that the resettle-

ment of the Jews (Judenumsiedlung) was not real but a fiction, the usual

claim of "euphemism." Let's evaluate his evidence.

"In late March 1942, the office ofthe governor ofGalicia noted that the

ongoing 'out-settlement ' fAussiedlungJ of 'all dispensable Jews out of Ga-

licia ' was a secret state matter ('Geheime ReichssacheJ. Jews were to he

concentrated near rail lines so that they could he moved in transports of

1000-1100. At this time, all transports from Galicia headed westwards to

Belzec, not to the 'Russian East. "'
(p. 212)

Terry's source reads as follows:
"^^

"Die fur den Distrikt Galizien als 'Geheime Reichssache ' angeordnete

und in Lemberg derzeit schon laufende Aussiedlung aller entbehrlichen

Juden aus Galizien machte auch eine Anderung der bis jetzt fur die

Zusammenfassung der Juden in den Kreisen ergangenen Weisungen und

Richtlinien erforderlich. [...]

Welche Juden zu dem genannten Kreis der vorldufig noch unenthehr-

lichen Juden gehoren, bcstimmt der Krcishaiiptmann im Einvernehmen mit

der zustdndigen AufSenstelle des Kommandeurs der Sicherheitspolizei und

des SD. Alle iihrigen Juden sind in den Stddten an der Eisenhahnlinie oder

nahe einer solchen Bahnlinie in den jiidischen Wohnvierteln bzw. in

geeigneten Sammellagern zusammenzufassen, zu registrieren und fiir die

eingangs genannte Aktion so vorbereitet zu halten, dafi sie Jederzeit nach

ndherer Anordnung des Distrikts zum Abtransport aus dem Distrikt

Galizien bereitstehen. Der Abtransport erfolgt mittels besonderer hierzu

von der Reichsbahn gestellter Eisenbahnzuge, die jeweils 1000 bis 1100

Juden aufnehmen.

"

"The evacuation ofall expendable Jewsfrom Galicia as orderedfor the

Galicia district as a 'secret Reich matter' and as currently already enacted

in Lwow, also necessitated a change ofthe directives and guidelines issued

sofarfor the concentration ofthe Jews in the counties. [. . .]

The county captain decides in agreement with the responsible outpost of

the commander of the Security police and the SD which Jews belong to the

mentioned group ofJews still unexpendable for the time being. All other

Jews have to be concentrated and registered in the cities along the railway

or near such a railway in the Jewish residential districts or in adequate

collection camps. They have to be registered andpreparedfor theprevious-

ly mentioned action in such a way that they are at all times on standbyfor

deportation from the Galicia district upon closer directive by the district.

The deportation takes place with special railway trains provided by the

Reichsbahn, which will contain 1,000 to 1,100 Jews each.

"

D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien, op. cit.,p. 189.
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The dociunent speaks of "deportation from the Gahcia district \Ab-

transport am dem Distrikt Galizien]," but without mentioning that it

was supposed to take place "westwards to Belzec." On the other hand,

this does not change the reality of the "evacuation [Aussiedlung]," un-

less it is assumed that Belzec was not an "extermination camp." Lem-

berg (in Polish Lwow) is located south-east of Belzec at a distance of

only some 70 km, and the deportation flow from this camp could have

been directed to the north-east, "toward the Arctic Ocean" (cf. point 157

below).

[151] "In June 1942, SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Kriiger wrote to request

that Helmuth Pohl, a member ofSSPF Lublin and part ofHdfle 's deporta-

tion staff, be promoted to an officer of the Waffen-SS as he was engaged

'with important tasks in the 'Jewish Resettlement' desk' fim Referat 'Juden-

umsiedlungV. Inverted commas were used in the original " (p. 212)

"Judenumsiedlung" with "inverted commas"! This certainly must be

irrefutable proof that the Jews were gassed in Belzec! I surrender in

front of this overwhelming piece of evidence! Terry did not at all con-

sider that the "inverted commas" were only used to emphasize the name

of the Referat (department). In chapter 5, in order to highlight the stu-

pidity of a similar interpretation, I referred to the letter of the company

Tesch & Stabenow to the Central Construction Office (Zentralbaulei-

tung) at Auschwitz of 8 June 1944,"^^ which contains not only the term
"Normalsaskammer" (standard gas chamber) underlined and with "in-

verted commas," but also the term
"
Arisinalversasuns" (sic, gassing

with Areginal), also underlined and with "inverted commas": therefore

one must perhaps conclude that in Auschwitz the SS wanted to perform

homicidal gassings using Jreg/na/?"^'*

[152] "Kriiger referred the SS Personnel Office to a communication

written on June 3, 1942 about the task "Jewish Resettlement" of the

Reichsfuhrer-SS, the same day that Globocnik presented a 'Jew folder'

fJudenmappej containing his plansfor the secondphase ofAktion Reinhard

to Himmler. "
(p. 212)

This is another inconsistent argument, because it presupposes that

"the second phase of Aktion Reinhard" was part of an extermination

operation. And, above all, it is another plagiarism unworthy of a univer-

sity lecturer as Terry is. Pohl states in this regard:
"^^

"Am 3. Juni, an dem die Kompetenz fur 'Judenfragen ' auf die Sicher-

™^ RGVA, 502-1-333, p. 35. Cfr. Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit., pp. 181-185.

' The Areginal was a basic disinfection product based on ethyl formate.
"'^ D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien, op. cit., p. 126.
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heitspolizei iiberging und unmittelbar vor Heydrichs Tod, ubersandte

Globocnik Himmler, dem RSHA und dem Stabshauptamt des RKF (Reichs-

kommissar fir die Festigung deutschen Volkstums) mehrere Mappen uber

seine 'Volkstumspolitik' im Distrikt. Zwei dieser Mappen, die leider nicht

auffindbar sind, betreffen die Juden, die Mappe 'Judenordnung' ist als

'Geheime Reichssache' deklariert gewesen. Sie enthielt vermutlich den

Plan, den sein SS-Mannschaftshaus entworfen hatte. Erhalten ist nur das

Anschreiben Globocniks hierzu: 'In anliegender Schrift soil der Zustand

der Judenarbeit behandelt und gleichzeitig jene Mangel und Fragen

aufgezeigt werden, die eines Befehls zur Erledigung bediirfen.
'

"

"On 3 June [1942], when the authority over 'Jewish questions' was

passed to the Security Police and immediately before Heydrich 's death,

Globocnik sent to Himmler, the RSHA and the main staff office of the RKF
(Reich Commissarfor the Strengthening of Germandom) several files con-

cerning the 'policy for 'ethnic identity' in the district. Two of those files,

which unfortunately are no longer traceable, concern the Jews; the file

'Order regarding the Jews ' was declared as 'secret Reich matter. ' It pre-

sumably contained the plan drafted by his SS-personnel office. Only its

cover letter hy Globocnik has been preserved: 'In the attached document

the situation of the work concerning the Jews shall he examined and simul-

taneously the deficits and the issues shall he highlighted which 'require ex-

ecutive orders.
"'

The source given is "BA NS 19/1755 (Abschriften).""^" Hence the

claim that this file refers to "the second phase of Aktion Reinhard" is

only Terry's conjecture. By adding the German term ''Judenmappe"

(Jew folder), apparently invented by himself, instead of ^'Judenord-

nung" (Order regarding the Jews), he only confirms his status as an ex-

terminationist buffoon.

Had Terry really seen the document he quotes in footnote 332,

where he even misspelled the name Lublin ("SSPF Lubin, 33/42 gRs,

Lublin, den 3.6.42, gez. Globocnik, BA NS19/1755, p.2") he would not

have felt the need to resort to this farcical subterfuge.

[153] "In September 1943, Kruger wrote to the HSSPF Niederlande,

Hanns-Alhin Rauter, trying to place Hermann Hofie in a new job after the

completion of Aktion Reinhard. Stating that Hofie had had to carry out

'special tasks' fSonderauftrage), Kriiger elaborated by explaining that

these had above all consisted of the 'Jew Final Solution Question'

(Judenendlosungsfrage), a 'purely confidential matter' freine Vertrauens-

sache) that was also especially demanding. " (pp. lYl-lXV)

There is no indication to be found here supporting the claim that

Ihid., footaote 76.
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"Jewish resettlement [JudenaussiedlungY was a "euphemism" for mass

murder, nor a hint at the alleged exterminations in the "Aktion Rein-

hardt" camps.

[154] "Lower down the chain ofcommand, agricultural specialists ne-

gotiating with SS officers over the continued use ofJewish forced labour on

kok-sagysfarms in Galicia noted in the spring of 1943 that 'hitherto no or-

der from Berlin had been given to 'resettle' the Jews here' (die hiesigen

Juden 'umzusiedeln'/ "
(p. 213)

What meaning could be derived from these four words which have

been isolated from their context? That "resettlement [Umsiedlung]" was

a "euphemism" for extermination and that those Jews ought not to be

exterminated? Or that "resettlement [Umsiedlung]" really meant reset-

tlement and that those Jews ought not to be resettled?

[155] On pages 213-214 Terry criticizes my discussion of the Pri-

pyat marshes, which I mentioned only twice in our Treblinka book

when dealing with Ereignismeldung (Event Message) no. 52 of 14 Au-

gust 1941; the first time with the correct date,"'' the second with the

wrong date of 14 August 1942 in the text (my third error, on 213 pages

of critique), but with the correct date in the corresponding footnote."'^

In our Sobibor book 1 also devoted a few lines to the matter:

"The SS was also thinking of the improvement of the swampy regions of

the Pripyet, which stretched out between eastern Poland and White Ruthe-

nia, as can be seen for example from two studies which appeared in De-

cember 1941 and June 1942, respectively.
"

Then 1 quoted the Ereignismeldung mentioned above with the same

error in the text (taken from the previous text) and the correct date in

the footnote."'^ I further mentioned the Pripyat (German spelling:

Pripjet) in one text line speaking about Steffen Werner's thesis.'^""

[156] "Mattogno 's treatment of this episode is instructive. Aside from

misdating Rasch 's suggestion twice, he is utterly silent on the dead-ending

of the proposal by Hitler, and instead discusses the project as if it were a

live concern that might well have extended into 1942, presumably in order

to keep open another optionfor hisfantasy 'resettlement' thesis. " (pp. 214-

215)

Terry's treatment of this episode is even more "instructive." He "is

utterly silent" about the fact that in this context 1 limited myself to men-

tioning two articles about the Pripyat which had appeared in December

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 205.

'™ Ibid, p. 254.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 246.

Ibid, p. 357.
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1941 and in June 1942, as results from the above-mentioned passage.

In reference to the land reclamation works in the swamps, Terry

states:

"On July 20, Frankproposed to Hans Lammers that the Pripyat marsh-

es be annexed to his domain. By contrast to 'overpopulated' eastern Gali-

cia, the Pripyat marshes would enable Frank to 'bringpopulation elements

(above all Jewish) into productive and profitable employment for the

Reich. 'Hitler rejected the proposal two days later. "
(p. 214)

Aly quotes the document in question as follows:'^"'

'Jm gegenwdrtigen Zustand ist dieses Gebiet von geringem Wert, bei

einer konsequent durchgefiihrten Entwdsserung und Urbarmachung lassen

sich jedoch aus diesem Gebiet zweifellos nicht unbetrdchtliche Werte

herausholen. Wenn ich diesen Raum zur Einbeziehung mit vorschlage, so in

erster Linie deshalb, wed ich hier die Moglichkeit sehe, Bevolkerungsele-

mente (vor alien Dingen jiidische) in eine produktive und dem Reiche

dienende Beschaftigung zu bringen.
"

"In its current condition this territory is ofmarginal value, but consid-

erable values could doubtlessly be gainedfrom this territory after a drain-

age and land reclamation carried out consequently. IfI propose including

this area, then it is first and foremost because I see here the possibility to

bring population elements (especially Jewish) into a productive and advan-

tageous employmentfor the Reich.
"

Aly refers to "Schreiben Franks vom 19.7.1941 an Lammers [writ-

ing from Frank to Lammers of 19 July 1941]; BAK, R6/21, p.

136ff.""''^°^ In this context he also cites "Monologe, S. 74."^^°^ In a

subsequent quotation from the same document, Aly gives the following

reference: "BAK, R6/21, Bl. 136 ff
;
vgl. Frank-Tgb., S. 387."'^°^ Terry

plagiarized all three sources:

"Frank an Lammers, BA R6/21, p.l36ff.
" (footnote 342 on p. 214)

"Diensttagehuch, p.387 (22.7.41). " (footnote 343)

"Jochmann, Monologe, p. 74 (28. 9.1941). " (footnote 346, see below)

Terry states that "Hitler himself feared that the draining of the Pri-

pyat marshes would lead to the 'steppe-ification' [sic] of the vital agri-

cultural acreages of Ukraine and thus the marshes were better utilised as

military manoeuvre areas" (p. 214) and refers to "Jochmann, Monologe,

p.74 (28.9.1941)" (footnote 346). In this book one can read:
'^"^

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Vdlkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 276.
™^ Ibid., footnote 133 on p. 276.

Ibid., footnote 139 on p. 278.

Ibid, footnote 36 on p. 317.
™^ Werner Jochmann (ed.), AdolfHitler. Monologe im Fiihrerhauptquartier 1941-1944. Die Auf-

zeichnungen Heinrich Heims, Albrecht Knaus, Hamburg, 1980, p. 74.
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"So wollen wir die Siimpfe bestehen lassen, nicht nur, weil wir sie als

Mandvergeldnde brauchen, sondern auch des Wetters wegen, der Gefahr

der Versteppung zu begegnen. Sie wirken wie eine Schwamm; sonst konnte

sein, dafi einmal eine game Ernte durch Hitzwellen vernichtet wird.

"

"Thus we want to let the marshes remain, not only because we need

them as maneuver areas, but also because of the climate, in order to coun-

teract the danger of desert-like steppe-formation. They act like a sponge;

otherwise it could well be that the whole harvest will be destroyed due to

heat waves.

"

On 29 October 1941 Hitler returned to the question:'^"*

"Um auch im Frieden Neues erproben und unsere Wehrmacht in hoch-

ster Form halten zu konnen, brauchen wir einen Ubungsplatz von einer

Grofie, dafi aufihm mehr oder weniger kriegsmdfiige Bedingungen gegeben

sind. Ich habe dafiir die Pripjet-Sumpfe, ein Gebiet von 500 km Ldnge und

300 km Tiefe, ausersehen.

"

"In order to test something new also in peace times and to keep our

Wehrmacht in top condition, we need an exercise area of a size, so that

more or less war-like conditions are given on it. I designated for it the

Pripjet-marshes, an area of500 km length and 300 km width.
"

Therefore they were projects to be implemented after conclusion of

the war. But this one was also among the future projects:

"Im iibrigen sei der russische Raum, der unter unserer Hoheit komme,

so voll von Problemen, dafi wir fur die ndchsten Jahrhunderte genugend

Arbeit hdtten.

Im Mittelabschnitt milflten zundchst einmal die unendlichen Siimpfe

durch Bepflanzung mit Schilf usw. kultiviert werden, damit die aufieror-

dentlichen russischen Kdlteeinbriiche filr kiinftige Winter eingeddmmt

wiirden. Aufierdem seien Plantagen hochgeziichteter Brennnesseln anzule-

gen, da nach den Forschungen einer Hamburger Firma aus den Fasern

dieser Nesseln eine Zellwolle herzustellen sei, die an Giite Baumwolle um
ein Vielfaches ilbertreffe.

"

"On the other hand the Russian territory, which comes under our do-

minion, is so full ofproblems that we would have work to do for the next

centuries.

In the central part first of all the endless marshes will have to be culti-

vated by cultivating reed etc., so that the extremely strong Russian cold

snaps could be curtailed in coming winters. In addition plantations ofhigh-

ly cultured nettles will have to be created, because according to the re-

search ofa company in Hamburg a rayon staple can be manufacturedfrom

thefibers ofthese nettles which byfar surpasses the quality ofcotton.

"

Ibid., p. 113.

Henry Picker, Hitlers Tischgesprdche im FUhrerhauptquartier, op. cit., p. 192.
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It is therefore not entirely far-fetched that the project was still con-

sidered by the German authorities in 1942, as evidenced by the above-

mentioned article of June 1942. A further piece of evidence that a mas-

sive drainage project was still in the plans in 1942 is adduced by Thom-

as Kues in chapter 7, section 7.5. 1 will return to the Pripyat marshes in

point 168.

[157] On p. 215 Terry discusses Walter Fohl's letter of 21 June

1942. He accuses Graf, who quoted it,'^"^ of a "cretinously literalist

reading" (p. 215), which, said by someone who as a norm offers a "a

cretinuously literalist reading" of extrapolations of translations of pla-

giarized documents, is tragicomic.

He writes that "MGK, Sobibor, p. 358, citing from the apologetic

memoir of RKF official Fritz Arlt, published after the research of Gotz

Aly and Susanne Heim had overturned the rock under which this Nazi

resettlement expert had been hiding" (footnote 348). A ridiculous

statement, because Grafs quotation is taken from a letter by Aly to Artl

dated 8 February 1989.'^°^

In this letter Aly comments on Fohl's letter in this way:'^^"

"Das ist die Sprache der Wannsee-Konferenz, das ist Ihre [Artl]

Sprache von damals, das ist nackte Vernichtungsabsicht.

"

"This is the language of the Wannsee conference, this is your [Artl's]

language ofback then, this is sheer intent ofextermination.

"

Terry, more drastically, observes "that any deportation to the Pripyat

marshes would decimate the Jews by working them to death," a false

statement, because the text says:

"...wo sie alle — wenn sie es iiberleben (und das tun die Juden vom

Kurfurstendamm oder aus Wien und Prefiburg bestimmt nicht) - gegen

Kriegsende versammelt sind, nicht ohne einige Autostrafien fertig gebaut zu

haben. (Aber man soil dariiber nicht sprechen).
"

"...where they will all be assembled by the end of the war - provided

they survive (and the Jews from the Kurfurstendamm or from Vienna and

Bratislava certainly won 't) - not without having built some roads. (But we

are not supposed to talk about it).
"

Here not even an intention of extermination is present: the Jews

were not sent "into the White Ruthenian marshes toward the Arctic

Ocean \in die weifiruthenischen Siimpfe Richtung Eismeer]" in order to

die there or be killed, because they were expected to be all "assembled

™* /Wrf.,p.358.
""^ Fritz Arlt, Polen-, Ukrainer-, Juden-PoUtik, Wissenschaftlicher Buchdienst Herbert Taege,

Lindhorst 1995, pp. 21-22.

Ibid., p. 22.
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by the end of the war [gegen Kriegsende versammelty What is dis-

played is rather a criminal indifference towards the deportees. The cen-

tral issue here is that in June 1942 transports of Jews arrived "from all

of Europe [aus ganz Europa]," obviously passing through the various

"extermination camps," which then necessarily must have functioned as

transit camps.

[158] "In several of his brochures, Mattogno has tried to link the Pri-

pyat marshes trial balloon to a document describing the deportation in May
1942 of 16,882 Jews from Pulawy county in the Lublin district 'over the

Bug River. "'
(p. 215)

First of all I quote the text of the document in question:'^"

"In der Zeit von 6. Mai bis 12. Mai einschliefilich sind aufWeisung des

SS-und Polizeifuhrers 16822 Juden aus dem Kreis Pulawy iiber den Bug

ausgewiesen worden.

"

"In the periodfrom 6 May up to and including 12 May, 16,822 Jews

from the county ofPulawy were deported over the [river] Bug on directive

ofthe SS and Police Leader.

"

Terry makes two objections to the literal interpretation of the expres-

sion "over the Bug":

"Firstly, at least one Sobibor survivor, Stanislaw Szmajzner, was se-

lected for the Sonderkommando from these transports, and did not report

any 'onward transports. "'
(p. 216)

A desperate objection: if the "eyewitness" reports had any historio-

graphic value, then there would be no debate at all: it would suffice to

quote them in order to "demonstrate" the existence of "extermination

camps" and of "gas chambers."

[159] The second objection is no less inane than the first:

"At a meeting on October 17, as we have seen above, the civil and SS

leadership of the Lublin district together with Hans Frank decided that 'all

Jews, with the exception of indispensable craftsmen and the like, are to be

evacuatedfrom Lublin. Initially, 1,000 Jews will be transferred across the

Bug River. Responsibility for this is placed in the hands of the SSPF. The

Stadthauptmann will select the Jews to be evacuated. "'
(p. 216)

In his despair, he returns to the document which he already quoted

on p. 167 and on which I have already commented above. Practically

Terry first presupposes that the expression "across the Bug" meant ex-

termination, then he "deduces" from this document that it meant exter-

mination by itself. Not satisfied with his conjectures, Terry adds, with-

out quoting the source, Musial's conjectures as discussed before (pp.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,p. 438.
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216-217).

[160] "It is telling that Mattogno is wholly unable to provide any other

source than the now debunked 'over the Bug' reference which might indi-

cate 'resettlement' of the up to 180,000 Jews deported to Belzec and So-

biborfrom March to June 1942 in the first phase ofAktion Reinhard. " (p.

217)

This is one of the very few true things said by Terry. We are dealing

here with the status of the documentation sequestered, analyzed and se-

lected by the victors of the Second World War - in this case the Soviets

- to sustain their accusations against National Socialist Germany, as I

explained in detail in chapter 2. In this context, possible documents re-

garding the Jewish deportation to the East through the Aktion Reinhardt

camps camiot exist as a matter of principle, both from the extermina-

tionist perspective, because they would have been destroyed by the Na-

tional Socialists, and from the revisionist perspective, because they

would have been desfroyed by the document selectors of the Allies. The

question to be explained is still this: why would the National Socialists

have destroyed exclusively the dociunentation on the Aktion Reinhardt

camps, but left behind a conspicuous and volimiinous docimientation on

mass shootings of Jews?

[161] "Indeed, the Jews ofLwow were misinformed that their relatives

had been deported to Lublin, as the Wehrmacht commander in the Galicia

district noted:

'Within the Jewish population of Lemberg a noticeable unrest has

spread in regard to a deportation action that has begun, through which

some 30,000 elderly and other unemployed Jews shall be seized and alleg-

edly transferred to a territory near Lublin. To what extent this evacuation

can be equated with a decimation remains to be seen.

'

None ofthe Jews ofLwow or any other town in Galicia ever arrived an-

ywhere in the Lublin district, as was swiftly realised in the Galician capi-

tal:

'The Jewish population displays the deepest depression, which is com-

pletely understandable because on the one hand in various locations in the

district the well-known actions against the Jews occur again and on the

other hand in Lemberg the temporarily interrupted resettlement ofJews re-

sumes; in the meantime it is whispered also among the Jews that the evacu-

ees never reach the resettlement territory that is alleged to them as the des-

tination.'" (p. 218).

Terry adds that - in my reply to Muehlenkamp concerning these

docimients - 1 would have been satisfied

"with seemingly misunderstanding the remark of the Oberfeldkomman-

datur in Lwow that 'to what extent this evacuation can be equated with a
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decimation remains to be seen ' as referring to Belzec, rather than as is ap-

parent to any sentient reader, referring to the decimation of the Jews of

Lwow. It is howlers tike this that make us question sometimes whether Mat-

togno can actually read English fluently, since the alternative is that he has

absolutely no shame about lying. " (p. 218)

Terry provides the following reference: "Mattogno, Belzec e le con-

troversie olocaustiche, p. 60." (footnote 360 on p. 218). As usual the ad-

duced page number is not correct. In this article I wrote:
'^'^

"A weekly report of the Propaganda Section of 20 March 1942 men-

tions the evacuation of35,000-38,000 Jewsfrom the ghetto ofLublin from
16 March 1942, which were supposed to be 'carried in eastern direction'

fnach Richtung Osten geschafft). A note of Tiirk of20 March 1942 speaks

about the 'existence of a collection camp ("Sammellagerj at a certain dis-

tancefrom the train station ofBelzec on the border of the district, which is

however completely closed' and of the arrival of a commando of 60 per-

sons. Another report, of19 March 1942, mentions the evacuation of30,000

elderly Jews and other Jews not contained in the productive process 'in the

region ofLublin ' and states that 'it has to be seen to what extent this evac-

uation will equate to a decimation (Oezimierung), ' which is referred more

to the possible partial mortality ofthe Jews to be deported due to the evac-

uation itselfthan not to a total extermination in Belzec.

"

Hence I explicitly stated that the decimation did nor refer "to a total

extermination in Belzec \ad uno sterminio totale a Belzec^' but rather

to "the possible partial mortality of the Jews to he deported [alia

eventuate mortalita parziale degli Ebrei da deportare]" that is in fact

of the Jews of Lwow. This is exactly the opposite of what Terry asserts,

therefore, to paraphrase, this "make us question sometimes whether

Terry can actually read Italian fluently, since the alternative is that he

has absolutely no shame about lying."

Terry's insinuation is also uncalled-for, because I obviously based

my analysis on the German text of the document.
'^'^

"Innerhalb der jiidischen Bevolkerung Lembergs hat eine merkliche

Beunruhigung Platz gegriffen mit RUcksicht auf eine begonnene Aussied-

lungsaktion, durch die etwa 30,000 altere und sonstige, nicht im Arbeits-

prozess stehende Juden Lembergs erfasst und, wie angegeben, in die

Gegend von Lublin verbracht werden sollen. Inwieweit diese Evakuierung

einer Dezimierung gleichzusetzen sein wird, bleibt abzuwarten.

"

Translated into Enghsh it reads:

™^ Belzec e le controversie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp, op. cit, p. 64.

C.F. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 36, footnote

110.
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"Within the Jewish population ofLwow a noticeable unrest has spread

in regard to a resettlement operation that has begun, through which some

30,000 elderly and other Jews not belonging to the labor process shall be

seized and, as indicated, brought to the vicinity of Lublin. To what extent

this evacuation will equate to a decimation remains to he seen.
"

I now move on to the second passage quoted by Terry:
'^'"^

"Diejiidische Bevolkerung zeigt tiefste Niedergeschlagenheit, was auch

durchaus erkldrlich ist, da einmal in verschiedenen Orten des Distrikts die

bekannten Aktionen gegen die Juden wieder einsetzten und zum anderen in

Lemberg die voriibergehend unterbrochene Aiissicdhing von Juden ihren

Fortgang nimmt; es diirfte sich inzwischen auch hei den Juden herumge-

sprochen haben, dass die Evakuierten das Ansiedlungsgehiet, das ihnen als

Reiseziel angegeben wird, niemals erreichen.
"

"The Jewish population show.s the deepest dejection, which ;.v quite ex-

plainable, because on the one hand in various locations of the district the

well-known actions against the Jews have resumed again, and on the other

hand in Lwow the temporarily interrupted resettlement ofJews again runs

its course; the news may have gotten around also among the Jews that the

evacuees never reach the settlement area announced to them as the destina-

tion oftheirjourney.
"

This can mean, as Terry believes, that the deportees did not arrive at

their destination because they were gassed in Belzec, but it can also

mean that they did not arrive at the destination announced to them, but

to another one. For instance, they did not arrive in the Lublin area, as

mentioned in the above-quoted document, but in the Eastern territories.

Hence the false destination was a lie concocted in order not to agitate

the Jews to be deported.

At this point it is necessary to delve into the first deportations and

initial stage of activity at the Belzec camp. There are two issues here

which do not jibe with the exterminationist thesis.

A weekly report of the Hauptabteilung Propaganda (main departe-

ment Propaganda) from the cabinet in Krakow dated 21 March 1942,

not quoted by Terry, states:^^'^

"Aussiedlung von Juden. Seit Montag, den 16.3.42, wird das Ghetto in

Lublin von Juden gerdumt. Tdglich werden rund 2000 Juden erfasst und

nach Richtung Osten geschafft. Es hleiht lediglich ein kleiner jiidischer

Wohnbezirk erhalten fiir die Juden, die noch fiir deutsche Dienststellen

arbeiten. Er wird damit gerechnet, dass bis zum 1.4. die Aktion beendet ist

Mit einer Aussiedlung von 35-38.000 Juden wird gerechnet.

"

^™ Ibid., p. 36, footaote 111.
'^'^

Ibid., p. 36, footaote 105.
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"Resettlement ofJews. Since Monday, 16 March 42, the ghetto ofLu-

blin is being cleared ofJews. Daily about 2,000 Jews are registered and

brought toward the east Only a small Jewish residential district remains

for the Jews still workingfor German service offices. It is estimated that the

action will have been concluded by 1 April The resettlement of 35-38,000

Jews is expected.

"

According to Yitzhak Arad, the first Jewish transport originating

from the ghetto of Lublin arrived at Belzec on 17 March 1942.'^^'' Reu-

ter's note discussed above, which has the same date, reports the results

of a conference he had with Hofle of the previous day, 16 March at

17:30 o'clock.'^'^ At the time Hofle had'^'**

"die Stellung des stellvertretenden Stabsfiihrers des SS- und Polizeifiih-

rers Lublin und war gleichzeitig dessen 'Judenreferent ' In dieser Position

koordinierte er den Aujbau des Vernichtungslagers Belzec und die

Deportationen aus dem Distrikt Lublin dorthin.
"

"the position of the deputy staff leader of the SS and Police Leader of

Lublin and simultaneously was his 'consultantfor Jewish questions. ' In this

position he coordinated the construction of the Belzec extermination camp

and the deportationsfrom the Lublin district there.
"

If therefore Hofle agreed with Reuter only after 17:30 o'clock on 16

March 1942 that Belzec would be the destination of the Jews unable to

work ("nichteinsatzfdhige Juden"), which could be dispatched in num-

bers of 4,000-5,000 daily, how could there have been enough time

available to organize a clearing of the Lublin ghetto on the same day,

the selection of those unfit to work, and the dispatch of the first trans-

ports to Belzec on the following day?

In a memo (Vermerk) of 20 March, Turk shows that on this date the

"collection camp [SammellagerY Belzec was still in the stage of organ-

ization:''"

"Kreishauptmann Weienmeyer hatte iiber den Endablauf der Aussied-

lung noch nichts erfahren konnen; lediglich bekannt ist das Vorhandsein

eines Sammellagers in einiger Entfernung von Bahnhof Belzec an der

Distriktgrenze, das aber vdllig abgeschlossen ist und die Ankunft eines SS-

Kommandos von ca. 60 Mann.

"

"County captain Weienmeyer has as ofyet been able to learn nothing

'^"^ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka. The Operation Reinhard Death Camps, op. cit., p. 383.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,p. 269.

E. Jackel, P. Longerich, J.H. Schoeps (eds.), Enzyklopddie des Holocaust, op. cit. Band II, p.

619.
'™ C.F. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 36, footnote

107.
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about thefinal outcome ofthe deportation; all that is known is the existence

ofa collection camp some distancefrom the Belzec train station on the dis-

trict border, that is entirely closed off, and the arrival ofa SS-commando of

some 60 men.

"

Moreover the "Protocol Nr 14/138 of the general assembly of the

Jewish Council in Lublin of the day 17 March 1942" stands in contrast

to the thesis of the extermination of the Jews of Lublin. The "decree

about the resettlement question [Zarzqdzenie w kwestii wysiedlenia]"

was discussed which "during the night from 16th to 17th March 1942

was read to the members of the Council board [zostalo odczytane w
nocy z 16 na 17. marca 1942r. czlonkom Prezydium Rady]." The fol-

lowing instructions were published:

"During the resettlement a hand luggage of 15 kg can be brought by

each person, all moneys as well as valuables.

For the severely ill persons not suitedfor transportation, a place in the

hospital has to be arranged which is located between ghetto A und B. Doc-

tors and nursepersonnel is provided by the Jewish Council.

The Jews assignedfor resettlement have to prepare themselves to walk

onfootfor about 3 km, then they will be driven.

The epidemic hospitals with sickpersons andpersonnel remain.

About 1,400persons will be resettled daily.

The resettlement startsfrom the top, indeedfrom Unicka street.

Jews remaining in empty apartments after their clearing will be shot

The 'stamp ' Jews who will be movedfrom ghetto A to ghetto B are al-

lowed to bring everything with them.

Deadpersons must be buried immediately.

"

These instructions testify in favor of a real resettlement rather than

an extermination.

The second question regards the function of the Belzec camp. 1 re-

mind the reader that Terry adhers to the thesis that Belzec was estab-

lished as a district extermination center with "a relatively limited killing

program." To sustain this claim, he invokes a statement by Oberhauser

of 10 October 1964, according to which at the beginning "there was not

yet any talk of a grand-scale extermination action"; this started in April

or in May 1942 (p. 174; see point 63).

During the interrogation of 12 December 1962 Oberhauser declared:

"Die Vergasungen von Juden im Lager Belzec bis zum 1.8.1942 konnen

in 2 Kategorien eingeteilt werden. Bei der ersten Versuchsreihe handelte es

sick um 2 bis 3 Transporte a 4 bis 6 Waggons a 20 bis 40 Personen. Durch-

Protokol Nr 14/138 Walnego zebrania Rady Zydowskiej w Lublinie z dnia 17.3.1942, in:

http://iis.mfocenters.co.il/gfli/multimediayGFH/0000036105/0000036105_l_web.jpg
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schnittlich wurden pro Transport 150 Juden angeliefert und getdtet.

"

"Up to 1 August 1942, the gassings ofJews in the Belzec camp can be

divided into 2 categories. Thefirst test series concerned 2 to 3 transports of

4 to 6 wagons with 20 to 40 persons each. On average 150 Jews were de-

livered and killed with each transport.

"

These were experimental gassings.

"Die ndchsten 6 Wochen herrschte dam im Lager Belzec Ruhe. Anfang

Mai 1942 kam dann plotzlich SS-Oberfiihrer Brack...

"

"During the next 6 weeks it was quiet in the Belzec camp. Then in early

May SS-Oherfiihrer Brack suddenly arrived...
"

Therefore the six weeks spanned from mid-March to late April. The

alleged gassings are said to have been performed before mid-March.

Oberhauser does not indicate the precise date.'^^^

"Bis zum 1.8.1942 liefdann noch eine zweite Versuchsreihe. Es kamen

in diesem Zeitraum insgesaint 5 bis 6 Transporte (soweit mir das bekannt

ist) mit 5 bis 7 Waggons a 30-40 Personen nach Belzec.
"

"Then up to 1 August 1942 a second test series was conducted. In this

period in total 5 to 6 transports (as far as I know) arrived at Belzec with 5

to 7 wagons with 30-40persons each.
"

According to this interrogation, a maximum total of (3 x 150 =) 450

people were gassed in the course of the first series and (6 x 7 x 40 =)

1,680 during the second.

On p. 479 the "plagiarist bloggers" produce a table indicating the

deportations to Belzec month by month according to Arad; I reproduce

these data, adding as a comparison Oberhauser's benchmark data:

Table 6.1

period

deportees/gassed

acc. to Arad

gassed acc. to

Oberhauser

March 41,072

j
450

April 39,600

May
June

2,210

18,300
1

1,680

July 50,300

TOTAL 151,482 2,130

I elaborated on this irresolvable contradiction in my Belzec study,'^^^

while the "plagiarist bloggers" preferred to keep silent on the matter.

Nonetheless they quote Oberhauser's interrogation twice as evidence.

Interrogation protocol of JosefKasper Oberhauser, Munich, 12. December 1962. ZStL, 208

AR-Z252/59, pp. 1684-1685.
'™ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 63-65.
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On pages 289-290 Jason Myers writes:

"Activity at Sobibor was substantially increased as a result of the sud-

den closure ofBelzec in mid-April due to Wirth and other German officials

leaving theirpost at the camp.

"

In the corresponding footnote (no 60 on p. 290) he adduces these

sources:

"Vernehmungsniederschrift JosefOberhauser, 12.12.42, BAL B162/208

AR-Z 252/59, Bd.9, p.l682; cf Ruckerl, NS-Vernichtungslager, pp. 136-

137."

Ruckerl quotes an ample excerpt of Oberhauser' s interrogation.

About the topic at hand he stated:

"Nach diesen ersten Vergasungen sind dann Wirth und Schwarz sowie

das gesamte deutsche Personal aus Belzec verschwunden.

"

"Then, after these first gassings, Wirth and Schwarz as well as the

whole German personnel disappearedfrom Belzec.

"

On the subsequent page the sentence appears which enabled us to es-

tablish the chronology of events regarding the six weeks of stillness and

Brack's arrival in early May.'^^'

The other reference to the interrogation of 12 December 1962 is by

Terry himself: he adduces Oberhauser on p. 174, footnote 153, in sup-

port of a declaration by Oberhauser of 10 November 1964, in order to

sustain his thesis of the "relatively limited killing program." Now these

are the people who accuse me of an opportunistic use of testimonies!

Renter's note of 17 March 1942 is in obvious contradiction to Ober-

hauser's declarations, but also to Terry's thesis, because the alleged ex-

termination of 4,000 to 5,000 Jews daily (28,000 to 35,000 per week or

120,000 to 150,000 per month!) can certainly not be considered a lim-

ited program. According to the table on p. 479, such an influx happened

only in August 1942, when (adjusting Arad's data with Hofle's in per-

cent) 135,610 Jews are said to have been gassed, on average 4,374 dai-

ly. This not only destroys the tale of the "relatively limited killing pro-

gram" in Belzec, but also that of the construction of the new gassing

building in order to cope with the mass deportations: what would have

been the reason, if 5,000 persons could be gassed every day in the old,

existing building?

[162] After these clarifications, I resume with the examination of the

documents.

"At a speech to the senior SS leadership immediately after Heydrich 's

funeral in early June 1942, Himmler announced that 'the migration of the

'™ A. Ruckerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 136-137.
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Jews we will have definitely completed within one year; then none will

wander any more. For now a clean sweep must be made. "'
(p. 219)

Terry is as usual silent about the context of his quotation. Himmler

espoused there as future perspectives the three major peace tasks

("Friedensaufgaben") at the conclusion of the war:'^^"*

"Die dritte Aufgabe ist die Siedlung und die Vdlkerwanderung in

Europa, die wir vollziehen. Die Vdlkerwanderung der Juden werden wir in

einem Jahr bestimmt fertig haben; dann wandert keiner mehr. Denn jetzt

mufi eben reiner Tisch gemacht werden. Ich meine die Vdlkerwanderung

der Fremdvolkischen, die spdter bei uns arbeiten konnen. Wir werden

sicher spdter Wanderarbeiter haben.
"

"The third task is the settlement and the migration ofnations in Europe,

which we are implementing. We will surely complete the migration of the

Jews within one year; then nobody will migrate anymore. Because now the

slate must be wiped clean. I refer to the 'migration ofpeople of alien eth-

nicity which later may work in our country. Laterfor sure we will have mi-

grant workers.
"

On 18 November 1942, in a speech "in front of SS leaders and offi-

cials of the General Government in Krakow \yor SS-FUhrern und

Beamten des Generalgouvemements in Krakau]," Himmler stated:
'^^^

"...Diese 16 Millionen, diefriiher noch vermehrt durch eine Unzahl von

Juden, diejajetzt nach dem Osten verbracht wurden...

"

"...These 16 millions, who earlier were further increased by a myriad

ofJews, who now have been brought to the East ..."

In another speech "in front of commanders of the navy in Weimar

[vor Befehlshabern der Kriegsmarine in WeimarY on 16 December

1943, Himmler said:^^^^

"So und soviele Juden wurden nach dem Osten gebracht. Vdlkerbewe-

gungen, die wir in der Geschichte mit grofien Namen bezeichnen, haben

wir innerhalb dieser rasenden Entwicklung vollzogen...
"

"So and so many Jews were brought to the East. Within this frenzied

development we have carried outpopulation movements of the type we give

big names to in history...
"

[163] On p. 219 Terry quotes in full Himmler's order to Kriiger of

1 9 July 1 942. He put in bold the sentences underlined beneath:
'^^^

"Ich ordne an, dafi die Umsiedlung der gesamten jUdischen Bevdlke-

rung des Generalgouvemements bis 31. Dezember 1942 durchgefiihrt und

'^^ Heinrich Himmler Geheimreden 1933 bis 1945 und andere Ansprachen, op. cit, p. 159.
'^^^

Ibid., p. 201. Awkward language in original.

Ibid. Himmler goes on to speak of the partisans.

'™ NO-5574. T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A.Rutkowsld, Faschismus - Getto-Mas-

senmord, op. cit, p. 303.
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beendet ist. Mit dem 31. Dezember 1942 diirfen sich keinerlei Personen

jUdischer Herkunft mehr im Generalgouvernement aufhalten. Es sei denn,

dafi sie sich in den Sammellagern Warschau, Krakau, Tschenstochau,

Radom, Lublin aufhalten. Alle anderen Arbeitsvorkommen, die jUdische

Arbeitskrdfte beschdftigen, haben bis dorthin beendet zu sein, oder, falls

ihre Beendigung nicht mdglich ist, in eines der Sammellager verlegt zu

sein.

Diese Mafinahmen sind zu der im Sinne der Neuordnung Europas

notwendigen ethnischen Scheidung von Rassen und Vdlkern sowie im Inter-

esse der Sicherheit und Sauberkeii des deutschen Reiches und seiner Inter-

essengebiete erforderlich.

Jede Durchbrechuns dieser Reseluns bedeutet eine Gefahrfiir die Ruhe

und Ordnuns des deutschen Gesamtinteressensebieten. einen Ansatzpunkt

fur die Widerstandbewegung und einem moralischen und physischen Seu-

chenherd. Aus all diesen Griinden ist die totale Bereinigung notwendig und

daher durchzufiihren.

Voraussichtliche Terminiiberschreitungen sind mir rechtzeitig zu mel-

den, sodafi ich friih gemig fiir Ahhilfe sorgen kann. Alle Gesuche anderer

Dienststellen um Ahciiulerung sowie Ausnahmegenehmigung sind mir

persdnlich vorzulegen.
"

"I herewith order that the resettlement of the entire Jewish population

of the General Government shall be implemented and completed by 31 De-

cember 1942. As of 31 December 1942 persons ofJewish ancestry are no

longer allowed to reside in the General Government, unless they reside in

the collection camps of Warsaw, Krakow, Czfstochowa, Radom and Lublin.

All other works employing Jewish workers must have ceased as ofthis date,

or, if their cessation is not possible, they must relocate to one of the collec-

tion camps.

These measures are required with a view to the necessary ethnic sepa-

ration of races and nations as well as in the interests of the security and

cleanliness ofthe German Reich and its fields ofinterest.

Every breach of this regulation endangers the peace and order of the

overall German fields of interest, a startins point for the resistance move-

ment and a moral andphysical source of infection. For all these reasons a

total cleansing is necessary and therefore to be carried out.

Foreseeable transgressions ofset time limits have to be reported to me
in a timely manner so that I can arrangefor remedies in sufficient time. All

requests ofother service officesfor amendments and exemptions have to be

submitted to me personally.
"

Terry comments:

"The omitted sentences contain sentiments which, as we will see short-

ly, become a virtual refrain in Himmler's orders forcing through the con-

tinued deportationsfrom the Generalgouvernement and Bialystok district in
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1943. " (p. 220)

The accusation of omission by people who quote a jumble of docu-

ments systematically deprived of their context and any parts embarrass-

ing to them is rather laughable. Furthermore, Terry bases his analysis

not on the original German text, but on an English translation taken

from a well-known document coUection'^^** never mentioned by the pla-

giarists. Terry most Hkely took it from the Yad Vashem website, where

the exact same translation appears,
'^^'^

although in the corresponding

footnote 364 he refers to the document with the German ''Himmler an

den Hdheren SS- und Polizeifuhrer Ost, 19.7.42, NO-5514." The pas-

sage not quoted by me does not add anything to Himmler's order. It is

obvious that the German policy towards the Jews during the war did not

only follow an ideological bias, but also practical criteria of what they

considered as security measures.

[164] Terry then returns on the question of the shortage of ancillary

documents supporting the revisionist view of the Jewish resettlements.

This objection would bear any value only if all the documents generated

by the various German administrations in the occupied territories would

be available.

"On July 28, 1942, Himmler wrote to Gottlob Berger, head of the SS-

Hauptamt, declaring that 'The occupied Eastern territories will befreed of

Jews (judenfrei^. The Fuhrer has laid upon my shoulders the execution of

this very difficult order. Moreover, no one can relieve me of this responsi-

bility.' As will be seen again in Chapter 4, a 'resettlement' to the very terri-

tories which are to become judenfrei is complete nonsense. Unsurprisingly,

MGK ignore this source, too. " (p. 220)

In the corresponding footnote Terry mentions this source: "Himmler

an Berger, 28.7.42, NO-626, cf. Fleming, Hitler and the Final Solution,

p.l 12" (footnote 365). The German text says:'^^"

"Ich lasse dringend bitten, dafi keine Verordnung iiher den Begriff

'Jude ' herauskommt Mit all diesen torichten Festlegungen hinden wir uns

ja selbst nur die Hdnde. Die besetzen Ostgebiete werden judenfrei. Die

Durchfiihrung dieses schwer Befehls hat der Fiihrer auf meine Schultern

gelegt Die Verantwortung kann mir ohnedies niemand abnehmen. Also

verbiete ich mir alles Mitreden.
"

"I urgently request that no decree about the term 'Jew' is published.

Y. Arad et al. (eds.), Documents on the Holocaust, op. cit, pp. 275f.

Order by Himmler On July 19, 1942, for the Completion ofthe "Final Solution" in the Gov-

ernment-General. Document NO-5574, online:

http://wwwl.yadvashem.org/about_holocaust/documents/part2/docl24.html

NO-626. Ibid., p. 296. Cf NMT, vol. XHI, pp. 240-241.
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With all thesefoolish definitions we are only tying our own hands. The oc-

cupied eastern territories will be cleared of Jews. The implementation of

this very difficult order has been placed on my shoulders by the Fuhrer. No
one can release me from this responsibility in any case. Iforbid all inter-

ference.
"

The document was introduced as evidence during the Nuremberg

trial against the Ministers, where Berger participated as a defendant.

When interrogated about it, he stated:

"Q. Witness, what did you know about the so-called Final Solution of

the Jewish Question?

A. I heard of the express 'Final Solution of the Jewish Question ' in Nu-

ernberg or in Dachau and I must say, quite honestly, that I heard that not

from the prosecution, but I heard this expression from those people who

had a bad conscience and who consulted very zealously as to how they

could get out of this unpleasant situation. I learned there for the first time

that a very considerable plan existed but that wasn 't a plan for brutal ex-

termination, it was a plan for the evacuation of all of the Jews from the

German Reich.

Himmler, at one time, wrote me a very unpleasant letter. I don 't know

whether it is to be treated here or some other place in connection with the

Eastern Ministries but he stated in the conclusion of his letter, 'This is the

way to govern and not otherwise. ' But he, Himmler, didn 't say a word

about the fact that the Jews were to be exterminated. During that time of

those tensions, were all that would have been necessary, and then Himmler

would no longer have been the leader of the Waffen SS, that would have

been the last straw ifthat had been done.
"

If our roles were reversed, Terry would without doubt claim that I

had "omitted" this explanation.

In regard to a "'resettlement' to the very territories which are to be-

come judenfrei," this would be a "complete nonsense" only if these ter-

ritories had been the final destination of these deportations. We have al-

ready seen that the final destination was supposed to be the Russian ter-

ritories beyond the Ural mountains or an extra-European colony like

Madagascar.

[165] "Let us start by noting that the famous correspondence between

Karl Wolff, head of the Personal Staff of the Reichsfiihrer-SS, and Gan-

zenmtiller, the state secretaryfor transport, simply refers to the deportation

of a daily train of 5,000 Jews from Warsaw via Malkinia to Treblinka,

'

without mentioning any kind ofonward destination or discussing the neces-

sity ofcoordinating changing trains. " (p. 220)

NMT, vol. XIII. p. 474.
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This document, dated 28 July 1942, of which I quote the main part,

is important also for another aspect:
'^^^

"Seit dem 22. 7. fahrt taglich ein Zug mit je 5000 Juden von Warschau

uber Malkinia nach Treblinka, aufierdem zweimal wdchentlich ein Zug mit

5000 Juden von Przemysl nach Belzec.

"

"Since July 22, a train with 5,000 Jews makes a daily tripfrom Warsaw

to Treblinka via Malkinia, in addition to a train with 5,000 Jews traveling

twice a weekfrom Przemysl to Belzec.
"

I observed earlier that the alleged first gassing building at Belzec, al-

legedly erected for a limited local extermination, contained three "gas

chambers" each of 4 x 8 meters, in total 96 m^ and that, when the plan

to exterminate all the Jews of the General Government was allegedly

implemented, this old building is said to have been demolished and sub-

stituted with another one with six gas chambers of 4 x 5 meters each, in

total 120 m^. Treblinka was operational since 23 July 1942. According

to orthodox holocaust historiography, it was erected as a "mass exter-

mination camp," presumably according to an alleged order by Himmler

of 9 June 1 942 relating to the "acceleration of the genocide against the

European Jewesses and Jews [Beschleunigung des Vdlkermords an den

europdischen Judinnen und Juden]."^^^^ The respective extermination

facility is said to have contained three gas chambers of 4 x 4 meters

each, in total 48 m^,'^^"* and supposedly had the capacity to exterminate

5,000 persons daily! Practically speaking, the alleged "experimental"

gas chambers at Belzec for a limited local extermination are claimed to

have had twice the capacity of those built for the allegedly premeditated

mass extermination at Treblinka, but both could supposedly handle the

daily extermination of up to 5,000 persons. Can one seriously beUeve

that the SS were such idiots when it came to planning? At least it re-

quires a real idiot to believe this story.

[166] "More hilarious, however, is Mattogno's insistence that 'not a

single German report concerning such a large-scale displacement ofpopu-

lation has been preserved, ' blithely ignoring an excerptfrom a monthly re-

port ofthe governor ofthe district of Warsaw, Ludwig Fischer, published in

one ofhis favourite sources for quote-mines. "
(p. 220)

As usual Terry provides an incorrect page reference (p. 275). The

sentence in question can be found on p. 277 of our book about Treblin-

ka. After verification I admit the error (the fourth in 220 pages): In this

NO-2207.

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vemichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., p. 122.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 203.
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matter effectively one German report exists.

[167] As for the percentages of those fit and unfit for work, Terry

states:

"Evidently it did not occur to Mattogno that firstly, the remaining

35,000 'legal' workers who avoided deportation would have to be added to

the 263,243 deported to produce a comparable statistic for the Warsaw

ghetto, and secondly, that circumstances were rather different in the Gen-

eralgouvernement after Himmler's order of 19 July 1942 than they were in

the Warthegau. "
(p. 221)

Terry takes the number of 35,000 "'legal' workers" fi-om the Fischer

report mentioned above, in which, however, this meager sentence ap-

pears:
'^^^

"Es sind etwa 35000 Juden im jiidischen Wohnbezirk in Warschau

zurilckgeblieben.

"

"About 35,000 Jews remained behind in the Jewish residential district

in Warsaw.

"

This certainly refers to skilled workers, but it may also include their

families. Terry cannot reasonably accuse me of having "omitted" the

document in question and at the same time of not having considered

these 35,000 Jews in the percentage calculation. For that calculation I

obviously couldn't use data which I had overlooked. For what concerns

the alleged incompatibility between the proportion of those fit and unfit

for work in the ghettos of Lodz and of Warsaw, this is merely Terry's

opinion.

[168] "Much trumpeted by Mattogno and Graf in their 2002 work, pri-

vately, Jiirgen Grafhas apparently admitted that the paper trail surround-

ing the arrival of the lone transport from Warsaw to Minsk on July 31,

1942 does not prove that the transport had 'transited' through Treblinka.

"

(p. 221)

For Jiirgen Grafs comment on this issue, see chapter 1, section 2. In

our Treblinka study we did state in this matter that "the arrival of at

least one transport fi-om the Warsaw ghetto at a location East of Tre-

blinka has been dociunented beyond any question,"'^^* without stating

that it passed through Treblinka, but also without excluding it. The

transport fi-om Mi^dzyrzec Podlaski to Treblinka mentioned in the

"Fahrplananordnung Nr. 562" (train timetable disposal No. 562") of

the ''Generaldirektion Ostbahn Krakau" of 22 August and scheduled for

25 August referred to "special trains for workers [Sonderziige fur

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 323.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 280.
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may have been destined for the Treblinka I camp, but

also for the Treblinka II camp.

What we wanted to demonstrate was the fact that some transports of

Jewish workers were sent from Warsaw to the East. This fact, together

with all the other traces we presented induced us to consider that those

who were sent to Treblinka were then also deported further to the East.

For example, the deportees had to carry luggage not over 15 kg and

food for 3 days of travel, they were promised 3 kg of bread and 1 kg of

jam per deportee. For this the German authorities procured 180,000 kg

of bread and 36,000 kg ofjam. Finally, we considered the observations

made by demographer Eugene Kulisher and the letters and postcards

that reached Warsaw from various Eastern towns.

If all these events were simple cover-up maneuvers, the question

arises why the alleged exterminations at Treblinka were to remain an

absolute secret, while the Einsatzgruppen activities took place more or

less in the open.

I add that the information reported by the Jewish Telegraphic Agen-

cy on 7 January 1943 does not differ from that provided by us:'^^^

"Meager reports reaching here todayfrom occupied Poland on thefate

ofthe tens ofthousands ofJews who were deportedfrom the Warsaw ghet-

to during the lastfew months, discloses that the majority ofthese Jews have

been sent to the Pinsk district, in the area ofthe Pinsk swamps.

The Jews in the Pinsk area are completely isolatedfrom the rest of the

world, but thefate ofmany ofthem who perished en route has aroused the

Polish population throughout the Government General. The generalfeeling

among the Poles is that similar severe measures will now be taken against

them.

The Nazi newspaper, Krakauer Zeitung, which reached here todayfrom

Poland, carries an article advocating 'the rooting out of the Jews as a last

measure ofsafetyfor the local population. ' The paper also reports that the

question ofJewish deportations was discussed recently at a conference of

members ofthe 'Institutefor German Labor in the East' held in Warsaw. A
'lecture ' was delivered at the conference on 'the History ofJewish Settle-

ments in Central and Eastern Europe ' and anti-Jewish addresses were de-

livered, emphasizing the necessity of 'eliminating the Jews from the Euro-

pean continent.
'

"

Already on 9 September 1942 the same source had reported:

R. Hilberg, Sonderziige nach Auschwitz, op. cit, p. 183.

"Deported Warsaw Jews Held by Nazis in Pinsk District Isolated from World," in: Jewish Tel-

egraphic Agency, 7 January 1943, p. 1.

"Deportation of 300,000 Jews from Warsaw Ghetto Reported," in: Jewish Telegraphic Agen-
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"The deportation by the Nazis of300,000 Jewsfrom the Warsaw ghetto

- about one-halfofthe entire Jewish population in the ghetto - was report-

ed here today.

The report does not indicate to where the Jews are being deported. It

states, however, that mass-deportations ofJews from the Warsaw ghetto to

undisclosed destinations have been going onfor some time."

According to various dispatches by the same news agency, the Pinsk

region was slated to serve as a Jewish settlement area already since Oc-

tober 1941:''^°

"Five thousand Jews, the majority ofthem between 50 and 80 years of

age, have been expelledfrom Berlin to Nazi-held Poland since Friday in a

renewed wave of mass-expulsions of Jews from the Reich, it is reported

here today by the Berlin correspondent of the Swedish newspaper Social

Demokraten. The expulsion is being conducted under the supervision ofthe

Palestine-born Gestapo leader, Eichmann, who supervised similar expul-

sions ofJews lastyearfrom Vienna and the Czech Protectorate. The Berlin

correspondent states that the aged Jewsfrom Berlin were shipped in cattle

trains to Lodz, Poland, from where they will be transported to Pinsk to

work in the Pinsk swamps in the district ofRokitno.

The correspondent also reportsfrom Berlin that raids on Jewish homes

have been conducted in the German capital during the last two days with

Jews being evictedfrom their houses with only several hours notice. They

are not permitted to take with them any of their furniture or other belong-

ings. According to the report similar raids are going on all over the country

with a view toward expelling as many Jews as possible to the Pinsk

swamps.

"

And a few days later again:

"Nazi officials today announced in Berlin that the Jews expelled from

Germany, Luxemburg and Prague will be used for draining the Rokitno

Marshes near Pinsk, on theformer Polish-Sovietfrontier, the Berlin corre-

spondent ofthe Swedish newspaper Social Demokraten reports.
"

And on the same day:'^"*^

"Silmultaneously [sic] mass-deportation of Jews from Prague started

yesterday with 2, 000 Jews being transported to the Pinsk swamps, on the

former Polish-Soviet frontier. 6, 000 more Jews in Prague were notified to-

day to be readyfor deportation within afew days.

cy, 9 September 1942, p. 1.

1240 "xhousands of Jews Expelled from Germany to Pinsk Swamps in Poland," in: Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency, 20 October 1941, p. 1.™ "Expelled Jews Will Be Used to Drain Marshes, Nazi Officials Announce," in: Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency, 23 October 1941, p. 2.

™^ "Hungary Resumes Deportation of Jews; 8,000 Jews Deported from Prague," in: Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency, 23 October 1941, p. 1.
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From all indications it looks as if the Nazi authorities have embarked

on a plan to establish a 'Jewish reservation ' in the swampy district ofPinsk

which was considered a naturalfrontier by the Polish government since no

human being could ever cross the swamps.

"

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency returned to the question on 17 No-

vember 1941:'^^^

"An orderforbidding the sale offresh or preservedfruits, nuts, marma-

lade, cheese, sweets andpoultry to Jews in the Czech Protectorate has been

issued in Prague by the Minister ofAgriculture under Nazi pressure, it is

reported here today. The report reveals that Jews are still being transport-

edfrom the Czech Protectorate to the Pinsk swamps in Poland and that the

Jewish community in Prague has started the collection of old clothing in

order to provide the needy Jews with clothesfor the winter.
"

There is also the JTA dispatch of 28 April 1942 reporting on the

planned deportation of Volhynian Jews into the Pinsk region, already

quoted by me in point 159 of chapter 5.

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency also briefly but very late and laconi-

cally informed its readers about Treblinka:'^'''*

"Details of the mass-deportation of the Jews from the Warsaw ghetto

prior to the uprising there reached the Polish Government here today. [...]

The report adds that most of the Warsaw Jews were deported from the

ghetto to the notorious Treblinka camp where the Nazis are using 'gas

chambers 'for mass-executions.

"

The extermination camp version had appeared already on 29 July

1942 but in a rather strange propaganda version (datelined "London, Ju-

ly 28"):''"'

"The thousands ofJews seized by the Nazis in the Warsaw ghetto last

week ostensibly for deportation to forced labor behind the German lines at

the Russian front actually were murdered in the woods outside of Warsaw,

it was stated today by a Polish Government spokesman on the basis of in-

formation reaching him from Poland through underground channels.

Disclosing additional detailed information concerning the pogrom of

women, children and aged and infirm persons M'liich simultaneously took

place in the ghetto last week, news of which reached here yesterday, the

Polish spokesman said that the deportation order, itself, was but a pretext

for the mass-extermination of Warsaw Jewry. As evidence of this, he point-

"Fruit, Cheese, Sweets and Poultry Forbidden to Jews in Czech Protectorate," in: Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency 17 November 1941, p. 3.

1244 "^gj-sa^ jg^s Were Transported to Treblinka Camp, Polish Government Learns," in: Jewish

Telegraphic Agency, 8 June 1943, p. 2.

1245
"xijoijsanjs of jg^g Seized in Warsaw Ghetto for 'Forced Labor' Executed in Woods," in:

Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 29 July 1942, p. 1.
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ed to the fact that the deportees were ordered to take with them not only

hand luggage but also jewelry and other valuables. These, he said, could

easily have been takenfrom them before or after they were executed in the

woods. The remainder ofthe group of6,000 Jews, described in the German

posters in the ghetto streets as 'thefirst contingent to be deported, ' are also

probably slatedfor execution, he stressed.

"

But at the beginning of October the Agency informed:
'^"^^

"The deportations have increased since the dissolution by the Gestapo

of the Jewish Council in the Warsaw ghetto which followed the suicide of

Adam Chorniakov [Czemiakow], president ofthe Council, who preferred to

take his life rather than sanction thefirst mass-deportation of100,000 Jews

from the ghetto to the devastated sections ofNazi-occupied Russia. Depor-

tations ofJewsfrom the Warsaw ghetto are now takingplace every day, the

information reaching here states. It emphasizes that the Nazis have defi-

nitely embarked on a program of 'dissolving' all ghettos in Poland by de-

porting the .Jews from there to unknown destinations in devastated re-

gions.
"

[169] Terry then moves on to Pohl's report to Himmler of 16 Sep-

tember 1942, document NI- 15392:

"One result of the negotiations was an agreement to deploy 50,000

Jews for armaments work at Auschwitz. 'We will skim off the labour force

necessary for this purpose mainly in Auschwitz from the migration to the

east fOstwanderung^... the able-bodied Jews destined for migration to the

east will therefore have to interrupt their journey and perform armament

This document, which is cited at least nine times in Mattogno 's oeuvre,

is frequently recapitulated with a crucial term omitted - able-bodied. The

actual document thus refers only to Jews fit for work 'breaking off their

migration to the east ' and says absolutely nothing about Jews regarded as

unfitfor work. "
(p. 222-223)

Terry concludes:

"Theyprove nothing other than either his sloppy typing or his dishones-

ty in omitting two words that change the entire meaning of the quoted

statement. " (p. 223)

I begin with the accusation of repeated "omission." I mentioned the

document in question for the first time in my book "Sonderbehandlung

ad Auschwitz. " Genesi e significato}^^^ Due to the significance of the

"Only 1 00,000 Jews Left by the Nazis in Warsaw Ghetto; Mass Deportations Continue," in:

Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 1 October 1942, p. 3.

"Sonderbehandlung adAuschwitz. " Genesi e significato. Edizioni di Ar, Padova, 2000; Engl.:

Special Treatment in Auschwitz. Origin andMeaning ofa Term. Theses & Dissertations Press,

Chicago, 2004, here pp. 52f.
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document, I quote my text in its entirety:

"The meeting between Speer and Pohl mentioned in the preceding

chapter took place on September 15, 1942. On the next day, Pohl made a

detailed report on it to Himmler. The discussion had dealt with four points,

the first ofwhich concerned the 'enlargement ofAuschwitz barracks camp

due to eastern migration [Vergrdsserung Barackenlager Auschwitz infolge

Ostwanderung] . 'Pohl spoke to this point:

['Reichminister Prof. Speer hat die Vergrdsserung des Barackenla-

gers Auschwitz im vollen Umfang genehmigt und ein zusdtzUches

Bauvolumen filr Auschwitz in Hdhe von 13,7 Millionen Reichsmark

bereitgestellt.

Dieses Bauvolumen umfasst die Aufstellung von rd. 300 Baracken

mit den erforderlichen Versorgungs- und Ergdnzungsanlagen. Die not-

wendigen Rohstoffe werden im 4. Quartal 1942 sowie im 1., 2. und 3.

Quartal 1943 zugeteilt. Wenn dieses zusdtzliche Bauprogramm durch-

gefiihrt ist, konnen in Auschwitz insgesamt 132.000 Mann unterge-

bracht werden. 'J

'Reichsminister Prof. Speer has fully approved the enlargement of

the Auschwitz barracks camp and made available an additional build-

ing allocation for Auschwitz to the extent of 13. 7 million Reichsmarks.

This building allocation covers the erection of approx. 300 barracks

with the necessary support and supplemental facilities. The required

raw materials are allottedfor the 4th quarter of 1942 as well as for the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarters of 1943. When this additional construction

program is carried out, a total of132,000 persons can be accommodat-

ed in Auschwitz.

'

Pohl emphasized:

f'alle Beteiligten waren sich einig, dass die in den Konzentrations-

lagern vorhandene Arbeitskraft nunmehr fUr Riistungsaufgaben von

Grossformat eingesetzt werden miissen '] 'All participants agreed that

the work force present in the concentration camps must now be

deployedfor large-scale armament work.

'

After he had stressed the necessity ofremoving German andforeign ci-

vilian workers from insufficiently manned armament factories in order to

fully staff similar factories, replacing them with concentration camp in-

mates, Pohl continued:

['Reichsminister Prof. Speer will auf diese Weise kurzfristig den

Einsatz von zundchst 50.000 arbeitsfahigen Juden in geschlossenen vor-

handenen Betrieben mit vorhandenen Unterbringungsmdglichkeiten

gewdhrleisten.

Die fiir diesen Zweck notwendigen Arbeitskrdfte werden wir in

erster Linie in Auschwitz aus der Ostwanderung abschopfen, damit

unsere bestehenden betrieblichen Einrichtungen durch einen dauernden
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Wechsel der Arbeitskrdfte in ihrer Leistung und ihrem Aufbau nicht

gestort werden.

Die fir die Ostwanderung bestimmten arbeitsfdhigen Juden werden

also ihre Reise unterbrechen und Rustungsarbeiten leisten miissen. 'J

'In this manner Reichsminister Prof. Speer wants to swiftly ensure

the employment of initially 50,000 Jews fit to work in existing private

firms with existing possibilities for accommodations. We will skim off

the workers requiredfor this purpose primarilyfrom the eastern migra-

tion in Auschwitz, so that our existing industrial facilities will not be

disrupted in their performance and their structure by continuously

changing the labor force. The Jews intended for the eastern migration

will therefore have to interrupt their journey and perform armament

By the 'eastern migration' ['Ostwanderung'] was to be understood the

deportation ofthe Jews into the eastern occupied territories. In this context

the last sentence obviously means that the Jews unfitfor labor were not in-

terrupting theirjourney - thus not stopping at Auschwitz - but were contin-

uing onward.

"

Subsequently I regularly mentioned the two words allegedly "omit-

ted" in all the Italian books quoted by Terry:

- Raul Hilberg e i "centri di sterminio " nazionalsocialisti, op. cit.,

p. 140;

- Hitler e il nemico di razza. II nazionalsocialismo e la questione

ebraica. Edizioni di Ar, Padova, 2009, p. 39;

- "Azione Reinhard" e "Azione 1005. " Effepi, Genova, 2008, p. 14;

Also in my critique on Pressac and van Pelt about Auschwitz the rel-

ative passage is correctly reproduced:
'^"^^

"The able-bodied Jews destinedfor the migration to the east will thus

have to interrupt theirjourney and work on armaments.

"

Terry says correctly that in the book about Sobibor the term "able-

bodied" is "omitted." Here the sentence in question is reproduced as

follows:
^^^"^

"The Jews [skimmed offfor labor but eventually also] destinedfor mi-

gration to the east...

"

The explanation in the square parentheses is not mine, but I assume

the translator's. In my Italian text I always quoted as usual the German

text of the passage, regularly reporting - just as in all my other quota-

tions - the words "arbeitsfahigen Juden" (Jews able to work), and the

™^ Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 653.
'™ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit, p. 291.
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quote is also properly rendered in the German edition of that book.'^^°

Perhaps Terry thinks that I am dishonest or even stupid like he is:

how could I intentionally have "omitted" this word after publishing the

original text wherein it appears in all my other writings and essays?

Therefore for Terry an error by the translator and/or editor which I

overlooked when proofing the book becomes a "proof of my "dishon-

esty"!

As regards the significance of the document, I would in any case not

have had any motive for "omitting" anything, because the real meaning

of the document is completely different from that ascribed to it by Ter-

ry. According to him, the Ostwanderung affected exclusively Jews fit

for work. Terry's farcical explanation is that we are dealing here with

"Pohl's poetic reference to the Ostwanderung." (p. 223)! He further

"omits" to mention that the topic discussed between Speer and Pohl re-

ferred indeed to the "enlargement of Auschwitz barracks camp due to

eastern migration [Vergrdsserung Barackenlager Auschwitz infolge

Ostwanderung^ the nature of which was certainly not "poetic" at all, if

the Auschwitz camp requested an enlargement because of it.

Terry's misrepresentation presupposes that at that time there existed

a flow of Jews fit for work passing through Auschwitz, where those

suited for the local armament factories interrupted their journey to the

East, while the others continued on their way. If this conjecture were

true, then at least in September 1942 several Jewish transports consist-

ing exclusively of Jews fit for work would have been recorded, from

which the 50,000 above-mentioned Jews would have been selected.

However, Danuta Czech's Auschwitz Kalendarium does not mention

even one: all transports consisted of both Jews fit for work and those

unfit for work (the latter allegedly gassed).

The "Ostwanderung'" was therefore nothing other than the deporta-

tion to Auschwitz, and the only plausible interpretation of the dociunent

is the one I proposed above: in Auschwitz the detainees fit for work

were selected and dispatched to the armament factories, hence inter-

rupted their journey to the East, while the rest, those imfit for work,

proceeded with their journey.

As one can see, the dishonesty and bad faith here belong solely to

Terry.

His source "Pohl an Himmler, 16.9.1942, NI-15392 and BA

Sobibor: Holocaust-Propaganda und Wirklichkeit, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield 2010, p.

357.
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NS19/14, pp. 13 1-3" (footnote 378 on p. 222), as usual, is plagiarized.

The document number stems from p. 329 of Michael Thad's book The

Business of Genocide, quoted various times in the text and in the bibli-

ography (p. 539); the second source is taken from page 69 ofmy above-

mentioned study "Sonderbehandlung ad Auschwitz. " Genesi e signifi-

cato.

[170] Terry then extends his distortion to other documents:

"In December 1942, the head of the Gestapo Heinrich Miiller telexed

Himmler at his field headquarters concerning a plan to increase the labour

force in the concentration camp system. 45,000 Jews were to be deported to

Auschwitz, of which 10,000 were to come from the Theresienstadt ghetto,

3,000from the Netherlands and 2,000from the hitherto exempted Jews em-

ployed as part of the Berlin armaments workforce, while 30,000 were to

comefrom the Bialystok district, where deportations had begun at the start

ofNovember 1942.

The total of 45,000 Jews included 'the unfit appendages (old Jews and

children)' so that Miiller hoped to reap 10 to 15,000 workers from the

45,000 deportees slatedfor Auschwitz. What would happen to the 'unfit ap-

pendages ' was not spelled out, but is crystal clear to anyonefamiliar with

the real history ofAuschwitz, as opposed to the Revisionistfantasy version.

As with the deportations from Lwow to Belzec earlier on, the decision to

deport Jewsfrom the Bialystok district to Auschwitz meant that once again

the 'resettlers ' were going in the wrong direction - a problem which MGK
have yet to properly acknowledge, much less solve. "

(p. 223)

As for the objection that these transports were headed in the "wrong

direction," the report by engineer Max Faust covering the time period

from 29 May to 12 July 1942 explicitly states in connection to 9 Ju-

ly:'^^'

"Discussions with SS First Lieutenant Schwarz about employment of

inmates [Haeftlingseinsatz] . At present this suffers very much on account of

the fact that, in accordance with the newest directive, all Poles are taken

away from the Auschwitz concentration camp and are put into camps in

Germany proper. Their place is taken by Jewsfrom all European countries.

Their number is to be increased to 100,000 persons. The result of this ac-

tion is that nearly every day different workers are being employed on the

individual construction sites.
"

In chapter 7, Kues will address the general problem of the deportees'

destinations in detail, as well as the problem of transports going "in the

wrong direction." Here I will add some additional specific considera-

NI-14512. Weekly Report No. 58/59 for the Period from 29 May to 12 July.1942 ofthe IG-

Farben. NMT, vol. VDI, pp. 438-439.
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First, the document in question, of which I report the German text,

contains some striking oddities:
'^^^

"Im Zuge der bis 30.1.1943 befohlenen verstdrkten Zujuhnmg von

Arbeitskrdften in die KL. kann auf dem Gebiet des Judensektors wie folgt

verfahren werden

1. /Gesamtzahl: 45.000 Juden -

2. / Transportbeginn: 11.1. 1943 - Transportende: 31.1. 1943 - (Die

Reichsbahn ist nicht in der Lage, in der Zeit vom 15.12. 1942 bis 10.1.

1943 infolge des verstdrkten Wehrmachtsurlauberverkehrs Sonderziige Jtir

die Evakuierung bereitzustellen.) -

3. /Aufgliederung: die 45.000 Juden verteilen sich auf

-30.000 Juden aus dem Bezirk Bialystok

-10.000 Juden aus dem Ghetto Theresienstadt. Davon 5.000 arbeits-

fdhige Juden, die bisher fiir im Ghetto erforderliche kleinere Arbeiten

eingesetzt waren und 5.000 im allgemeinen arbeitsunfdhige, auch iiber 60

Jahre alte Juden, um bei dieser Gelegenheit den im Interesse des Ausbaues

des Ghettos zu hohen Lagerstand von 48.000 etwas herunterzudriicken.

Hierfiir bitte ich Sondergenehmigung zu erteilen. Es wiirden, wie bis-

her, Jur den Abtransport nur Juden, die iiber keine besonderen Beziehungen

und Verbindungen verfiigen und keine hohen Auszeichnungen besitzen,

-3.000 Juden aus den besetzten niederldndischen Gebieten.

-2.000 Juden aus Berlin = 45. 000 .

In der Zahl von 45.000 ist der arbeitsunfdhige (unterstrichen) Anhang

(alte Juden und Kinder) mit inhegriffen. Bei Anlegung eines zweckmdssigen

Mafistabes fallen bei der Ausmusterung der ankommenden Juden in

Auschwitz - mindestens 10.000 bis 15.000 Arbeitskrdfte (unterstrichen) -

"In the course of the increased delivery of workers into the concentra-

tion camps as ordered until 30 January 1943, it can be proceeded as fol-

lows in the domain ofthe Jewish sector:

1. / Total number: 45,000 Jews -

2. / Start of transports: 11 January 1943 - end of transports: 31 Janu-

ary 1943 - (The Reichsbahn is not able to assign special trains for the

evacuation in the periodfrom 15 December 1942 to 10 January 1943 due

to the increased trafficfor Wehrmacht leaves) -

3. /Breakdown: the 45,000 Jews are divided in

-30,000 Jewsfrom the Bialystok district

-10,000 Jewsfrom the Theresienstadt ghetto. Thereof5,000 Jews fitfor

work which were so far employed in the ghetto for minor tasks, and 5,000

1252 PS.1472. iMT, vol. XXVn, pp. 252-253.
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Jews generally unfit fi)r work, including over 60-year-olds, in order to

somewhat reduce on that occasion the camp strength of 48,000, which is

too highfor the development ofthe ghetto.

For this purpose I request the issue ofa special permit As before, only

Jews would be registeredfor deportation who do not possess special con-

nections or contacts and who do not bear high honor medals.

-3,000 Jewsfrom the occupiedDutch territories.

-2,000 Jewsfrom Berlin = 45,000.

The number of45,000 includes relatives unfitfor work (underlined) (el-

derly Jews and children). By applying an appropriate criterion, at least

10,000 to 15,000 workers (underlined) will be accumulated during the se-

lection ofthe incoming Jews at Auschwitz.

"

Hence, within the framework of an "increased delivery of workers

[verstdrkte[n] Zufuhrung von Arbeitskroften]," a request for 45,000

Jews was made. Then it is stated that an ''Anhang" (colloquial for rela-

tives) of elderly and children unfit for work had to be transported along,

whose number is by far bigger than that of those fit for work: 30,000 to

35,000 versus 10,000 to 15,000. For the Bialystok ghetto this corre-

sponds to 6,600 to 9,900 Jews fit for work against 20,100 to 23,400 un-

fit for work. Were those unable to work slated for "gassing" in Ausch-

witz? In that case, why did they have to be transported more than 500

km to the south-west, when the trains had to pass the Malkinia station,

at a distance of only some 5 km irom Treblinka?

I will return to this question in point 175.

[171] Terry quotes in full Himmler's letter to Ganzenmiiller of 23

January 1943 (p. 224) with this source: "Himmler an Ganzenmiiller,

23.1.43, BA NS19/2774, pp.1-2, also FGM, p.346" (footnote 384).'^^^

The quotation is a plagiarism taken from Arad, though.
'^^"^

I quote

therefore the German text of the docimient:
'^^^

"Nun komme ich noch mit einer wichtigen Frage: Fine Voraussetzung

fur die Befriedung des General-Gouvernements von Bialystok und von rus-

sischen Gehieten ist der Abtransport der ganzen Bandenhelfer und

Baiulenveixllk btigen. Dazu gehort auch in erste Linie der Abtransport der

Terry gives the date of the letter as the 20"' in the text but as the 23"" in the corresponding foot-

note. The latter is clearly the correct date. A. Riickeri (NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel

deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 115) provides a transcript of the document with the date

given as 23 January, Rudolf Aschenauer {Ich, AdolfEichmann, op. cit., pp. 530f.) quotes

Himmler's reply fi'om 29 January, which refers to a letter by Ganzeimiuller dated precisely 23

January 1943.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 133.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,p. 346.
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Juden. Ebenso gehort der Abtransport der Juden aus dem Westen dazu, da

wir sonst in diesen Gebieten ebenfalls mit einer Erhdhung der Anschldge zu

rechnen haben. Hier brauche ich Ihre Hilfe und Ihre Unterstutzung. Ich

mufi, wenn ich die Dinge rasch erledigen will, mehr Transportziige bekom-

men. Ich weifi sehr wohl, wie angespannt die Lage fur die Bahn ist und

welche Forderungen an Sie immer gestellt werden. Trotzdem mufi ich an

Sie die Bitte richten: Helfen Sie mir und verschaffen Sie mir mehr Zuge.

"

"Now I come to another important question: one prerequisite for the

pacification of the General Government, Bialystok, and the Russian territo-

ries is the deportation ofall the bandit supporters and bandit suspects. This

primarily includes the deportation ofthe Jews. It also includes the deporta-

tion of the Jews from the West, because otherwise we would face an in-

crease ofattacks in these territories as well. Here I needyour help and as-

sistance. If I wish to settle these issues quickly, I must receive more

transport trains. I know very well how tense the situation isfor the railways

and what is contantly requestedfrom you. I nevertheless must ask you: help

me andprovide me with more trains.
"

Terry observes that "in his order to Kriiger of 19 July 1942, Himm-
ler emphasised that the Jews were a dangerous threat to German order

and security" and concludes that "[f]rom Himmler's perspective, as

sources such as these make unmistakeably clear, Jews would be a threat

to security and order everyrwherer (p. 224). He forgets that the same

thing counted also for "bandit supporters and bandit suspects [Banden-

helfer und Bandenverddchtige]," i.e. for the supporters of the partisans

and those suspected to be partisans. In the above-mentioned document,

"deportation [AbtransportY was planned for the latter and for the Jews.

Following Terry's logic, this would mean that the deported "gang sup-

porters and gang suspects [Bandenhelfer und Bandenverddchtige]" were

also bound for extermination. But a directive by Himmler from about

three weeks earlier determined a different fate for them:'^^''

"Darauf hat der Reichsf. SS am 30. 12. die Uherfiihrung der Banden-

verddchtigen und -heifer, die nicht zu exekutieren sind, in Konzentrations-

lager des Reiches angeordnet.
"

"Thereupon the Reichsfiihrer-SS ordered on 30 December the deporta-

tion ofbandit suspects and bandit supports who are not to be executed into

the concentration camps ofthe Reich.
"

The expression "who are not to be executed \die nicht zu exekutieren

sind]" refers to those who were not indicted for an offense punishable

by death.

If therefore the "deportation [Abtransport]" of "bandit supporters

1256 pS-1786.IMT,vol.XXVni,p. 390.
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and bandit suspects [Bandenhelfer und BandenverddchtigeY referred to

delivery into concentration camps, then it is unclear why the "deporta-

tion \AbtransportY of the Jews is said to refer to "extermination

camps."

[172] "Nor did Himmler drop this refrain in later months. After discuss-

ing with ethnic resettlement expert SS-Gruppenfiihrer Greifelt the urgency

of 'removing' the remaining 300-400,000 Jews of the Generalgouverne-

ment in May 1943, Himmler reiterated this point as a necessity in a file

note around the same time, stressing that 'as much as the evacuation ofthe

Jews produces unrest in the moment of its execution, so it will be the main

prerequisite for a fundamental peace of the region after its completion.
"'

(p. 224)

In the corresponding footnote Terry explains:

"Once again, the proposed evacuation was discussed intransitively,

thus Himmler spoke of 'Die Evakuierungen der restlichen rund 300000

Juden im Generalgouvernement, ' not even talking about evacuating the

Jews out ofthe Generalgouvernement. " (footnote 386)

Here is the German text of this file memo (Aktennotiz) by Himmler

dated 10 May 1943:'^"

"Die Evakuierungen der restlichen rund 300000 Juden im Generalgou-

vernement werde ich nicht abstoppen, sondern sie in grofiter Eile durch-

fuhren. Sosehr die Juden-Evakuierung im Augenblick ihrer Durchfuhrung

Unruhe erzeugt, so sehr wird sie nach ihrem AbschluS zur grundsdtzlichen

Befriedung des Gebietes die Hauptvoraussetzung sein.

"

"I will not stop the evacuations ofthe remaining approximately 300,000

Jews in the General Government, but will conduct it in great haste. As

much turmoil as the Jewish evacuation causes at the moment of its imple-

mentation, it will be the main prerequisitefor a general pacification of the

territory after its completion.

"

This does not add anything to what Terry stated earlier. His interpre-

tation of the meaning of the proposition "in the [/m]" is completely un-

founded, because it does not relate to the word "evacuations [Evakuier-

ungen]"; the meaning of the sentence is in fact: "The evacuations of the

remaining approximately 300,000 Jews [which are still present] in the

General Government," as is also clear from the note sent by Greifeldt to

Himmler two days later:

"Eine vordringliche Aufgabe im Generalgouvernement sei es, die dort

noch vorhandenen 3-400000 Juden zm entfernen...
"'^^^ (Emph. added)

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 355.

Ibid., p. 356.
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"An urgent task in the General Government is the removal of the 3-

400,000 Jews still present there. .

.

" (Emph. added)

[173] Terry then turns to the issue of the Warsaw ghetto uprising and

the Stroop report:

"Like his treatment of the Warsaw ghetto action of the summer of 1942,

Mattogno 's exegesis of the Warsaw ghetto uprising is marked out for its

nitpicking tediousness as he performs a checksum to try andfuss away the

documented declarations from Stroop that he was deporting some of the

rounded-up Jews to Trehlinka.His gloss on the bald statement that 'by

transport to T. II, 6,929 Jews were destroyed' is remarkable for its sheer

desperation: instead of declaring the document to be a forgery, as his dim-

witted epigones 'denierhud' has tried to do, Mattogno opts for ultra-

literalism, and decides that the SS opted to use Treblinka II as an execution

site for the 'liquidation ' of 'bandit elements, ' therefore the reference to

Jews being sent to 'TIF to be 'destroyed ' does not prove gassing. No, but it

confirms and corroborates the eyewitness testimonies of Wiernik, Straw-

czynski and countless other survivors who reported the arrival ofJewsfrom

the Warsaw ghetto in the spring of 1943 along with their gas-

sing.Moreover, the reference to Jews being 'destroyed ' at Treblinka II real-

ly does nothing to help confirm Mattogno 's 'transit camp thesis, ' since ifa

'transit camp ' could also serve as a site ofexecution ofup to 7,000 individ-

uals, then there is no reason not to accept all the evidence confirming that

the selfsame site was the place of execution for one hundred times that

number in 1942. By accepting the document at face value, Mattogno man-

ages to shoot himselfin thefoot once again. "
(p. 227)

Here Terry, as usual, distorts my argument. After having mentioned

the passages in which Stroop mentions "T II," I observed:

"The Stroop Report gives rise to three questions in this connection:

1. How many Jews were deported to 'TIF?

2. Were the Jews deported to Treblinka gassed?

3. Where did the majority ofthe Jewsfrom the ghetto go?

We will now address the first of these questions. On April 25, 1943, a

total of1,990 Jews were taken prisoner, ofwhom 274 were shot The shoot-

ing operation was interrupted by the onset of twilight The transport to

Treblinka thus was able to include merely the remaining (1,990 — 274 =)

1,660 persons. But this is the largest number ofthose deported to Treblinka

in a single day. This is confirmed by the fact that on the next day, 1, 722

Jews were taken prisoner, ofwhom 1,692 were killed, and the total number

for the 26th ofApril corresponds to that ofApril 25 plus those 1, 722 Jews:

27,460 + 1,722=29,186.

In the report ofMay 12, it says the Jewish transports leavingfrom War-

Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 285f.
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saw were conducted to T II for the first time ' on that day. It is not clear

how this fits with the transport ofApril 25, which went to Treblinka as the

first However that may be, it is clearfrom the teletype ofMay 13 that only

the Jews captured daily were sent to Treblinka.

According to the table above, on May 12, 1, 709 Jews were taken pris-

oner.

The maximum miniher ofJews deported to Treblinka during this period

therefore amounts to (1,660 + 1,709 ^) 3,369. It is thus not clear how
Stroop arrived at a figure of 6,929 in his teletype ofMay 24. But more im-

portant is another problem: if these Jews were destroyed in T //, ' then

does this mean that Treblinka was a camp established for the purpose of

killing people? In our view, the 'liquidation ' there ofa few thousand Jews,

whom the SS classified as 'bandits and lowest elements of the ghetto'

proves neither that they were gassed, nor that Treblinka was operated as

an 'extermination camp. ' If one keeps in mind that the camp was only 80

km from Warsaw, then it would not be surprising if the SS had shot a few
thousand people there whom they were unable or unwilling to execute in

the city.
"

From the Stroop report it clearly results that the Jews deported to

Treblinka were ghetto fighters: in the telescript {Femschreiben) of 25

April 1943 he wrote in fact:'^*'"

"Mit der heutigen Beute an Juden sind meines Erachtens ein sehr

grosser Teil der Banditen und niedrigsten Elemente des Ghettos erfasst

worden. Die sofortige Liquidierung wurde wegen Eintritt der Dunkelheit

nicht mehr durchgefiihrt. Ich werde vensuchen, fiir Morgen einen Zug nach

TIIzu erhalten, andernfalls die Liquidierung morgen durchgefiihrt wird.

"

"With the Jews who have been bagged today, in my opinion a very

large part of the bandits and lowest elements of the ghetto have been cap-

tured. Due to the onset of darkness, their immediate liquidation was no

longer carried out I will try to get a train to T IIfor tomorrow, otherwise

the liquidation will be carried out tomorrow.

"

Even if these Jews were sent to Treblinka to be killed, this does not

demonstrate at all that it was an "extermination camp" equipped with

"gas chambers." We recall that at Auschwitz and Majdanek executions

of "bandit elements" were performed as well, but this does not make the

alleged existence of homicidal "gas chambers" in these camps any more

real. Likewise, the "euthanasia" actions possibly carried out at the "Ak-

tion Reinhardt" camps does not prove that they were "extermination

camps."

The fact that Terry refers to Wiemik and to Strawczynski in order to

1260 pS-I061.IMT,vol.XXVI,p. 656.
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demonstrate that these Jews were gassed ("along with their gassing")

underlines one more time his hypocrisy. The "Cut and Paste Manifesto"

gives no reference in this regard. Here is what Wiemik stated on the is-

sue at hand:'^'''

"In April, 1943, transports began to come in from Warsaw. We were

told that 600 men in Warsaw were working in Camp No. 1; this report

turned out to be based on fact. At the time a typhus epidemic was raging in

Camp No. 1. Those who got sick were killed. Three women and one man

from the Warsaw transport came to us. The man was the husband ofone of

the three women. The Warsaw people were treated with exceptional bru-

tality, the women even more harshly than the men. Women with children

were separatedfrom the others, led up to the fires and, after the murderers

had had theirfill of watching the terror-stricken women and children, they

killed them right by the pyre and threw them into the flames. This happened

quite frequently. The women faintedfrom fear and the brutes dragged them

to the fire half dead. Panic-stricken, the children clung to their mothers.

The women beggedfor mercy, with eyes closed so as to shut out the grisly

scene, but their tormentors only leered at them and kept their victims in ag-

onizing suspense for minutes on end. While one batch ofwomen and chil-

dren were being killed, others were left standing around, waiting their turn.

Time and time again children were snatchedfrom their mothers ' arms and

tossed into the flames alive, while their tormentors laughed, urging the

mothers to be brave andjump into thefire after their children and mocking

the womenfor being cowards.

"

Wiemik does not mention "gassings" in regard to these Jews, but he

says that they were burned alive! Furthermore he speaks also ofwomen
with children, as if they had been a part of normal transports and not of

insurgents and fighters - both men and women as Schwindt con-

firms.'^*^

[174] "Equally desperate is Mattogno 's attempt to parlay the evidence

that the transportsfrom Warsaw to Treblinka were selected on arrival into

a major contradiction. That afew hundred deportees were sieved out ofthe

6, 929 sent to Treblinka during this action has been acknowledged in the lit-

erature ever since Poliakov and Reitlinger in 1951 and 1953 respectively.

"

(pp. 227-228)

Terry's talk of my supposedly "desperate" attempt is yet another dis-

tortion on his part in order to avoid responding to the questions posed

by me. The starting point of the discussion is Stroop's telescript {Fern-

™^ Jankiel Wiemik. "One Year in Treblinka," in: Alexander Donat (ed.), The Death Camp Tre-

blinka, op. cit, p. 172.
'^''^ B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vernichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., p. 211.
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schreiben) of 24 May 1943, which states:^^^^

"Von den 56065 insgesamt erfafiten Juden sind ca. 7000 im Zuge der

Grofiaktion im ehem. jud. Wohnbezirk selbst vernichtet. Durch Transport

nach TII wurden 6929 Juden vernichtet, so dafi insges. 13929 Juden

vernichtet wurden.
"

"Of the total of 56,065 Jews registered, approximately 7,000 were an-

nihilated already during the course of the major action in theformer Jew-

ish residential district itself By transport to T II, 6,929 Jews were annihi-

lated, so that in all 13,929 Jews were annihilated.
"

But were these 6,929 Jews really "annihilated [vernichtet]" in Tre-

blinka? I have demonstrated that some of them were certainly not

killed. Hence, even if only "a few hundred deportees" survived,'^'''' it is

incorrect to state that all 6,929 were "annihilated [vernichtet]."

In this regard the Stroop report contains another clue speaking

against the killing of the insurgents:
^^^^

"Wdhrend der Grofiaktion konnten Juden gefangen werden, die bereits

nach Lublin bzw. Treblinka verlagert waren, dort ausbrachen und mit

Waffen und Munition versehen in das Ghetto zuruckkehrten.

"

"During the major operation, Jews could be captured who already had

been deported to Lublin or Treblinka, broke out ofthere and returned to the

ghetto supplied with weapons and munitions.

"

In document PS- 106 1 this is the only reference to "Treblinka." One

must assume that the Jews who escaped from the camp were still alive.

Before proceeding, an update of Terry's bibliographic plagiarism is

warranted:

- Czeslaw Luczak, Polscy robotnicy przymusowi w Treciej Rzeszy

podczas II wojny swiatowej, Poznan 1 974, quoted only in the foot-

note 288 on p. 201 and in the bibliography (p. 553);

- Israel Gutman, Resistance. The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1994, only in footnote 394 on p. 226 and in the

bibliography (p. 547);

-Ryszard Gicewicz, 'Oboz pracy w Poniatowej (I94I-I943),'

Zeszyty Majdanka X, 1980, pp. 88-104, only in footnote 395 on p.

226 and in the bibliography (p. 546);

-Artur Podgorski, 'Arbeitslager in Poniatowa, I94I-I943,' Kwar-

talnik Historii Zydow, 4/2010, pp.425-488, only in footnote 395 on

p. 226 and in the bibliography (p. 557);

™^ NARA, T-175-2225/ 2764328. Contrary to what Terry writes (footnote 397 on p. 226), this

Fernschreiben (telescript) is not contained in the IMT document PS- 1 06 1

.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 286f.
1265 pS-I061.IMT,vol.XXVI,p. 638.
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- Eveljm Zegenhagen, 'Poniatowa' in: Geoffrey P. Megargee (ed),

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Encyclopedia of

Camps and Ghettos, 1933-1945, Vol. 1, Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 2009, pp. 888-891, only in footnote 395 on p.

226 and in the bibliography (p. 564)

- Evelyn Zegenhagen, 'Lublin - Alter Flughafen (Men)' and 'Lublin

- Alter Flughafen (Women)' in Megargee (ed), USHMM Encyclo-

pedia of Camps and Ghettos, Vol. 1, pp. 885-8, only in footnote

396 on p. 226 and in the bibliography (p. 564)

Regarding the selections of Warsaw Jews in Treblinka and their

transfer to the Lublin area, Terry invokes Schwindt (p. 228), according

to whom the total number of those selected was 1,315,'^*'' which further

confirms that the 6,929 Jews sent to TrebHnka by Stroop were not all

"annihilated [vernichtet]." Schwindt also mentions transports of Jews

from the Warsaw ghetto to the area of Lublin and to Majdanek:

-5,300 on 21 April 1943

- 4,000 on 23 April

- 3,496 on 27 April to Majdanek; the fransport consisted of men,

women and children;

- 2,435 on 30 April to Lublin;

- 3,019 on 3 May mostly to Lublin;

- 5,843 on 4 May to Lublin; the transport consisted of men, women
and children;

- about 9,900 between 4 and 8 May to Lublin (3 convoys of each

3,300 Jews). If I interpret it correctly, 7,100 of these Jews arrived

at Majdanek, where 4,101 were registered, whereas the remainder

is said to have been killed in the Majdanek "gas chambers.
"'^''^

Therefore some 34,000 Warsaw Jews were transferred to the Lublin

area, and at least two fransports of 9,339 persons included also children.

Schwindt cannot substantiate in any way the alleged gassings at Maj-

danek, which therefore are only her conjecture. She did not at all ask

why these persons allegedly assigned to the "gas chambers" were dis-

patched to Majdanek instead of being gassed at Treblinka, where

Stroop, in her opinion, sent the insurgents to die.

[175] Regarding the evacuation of the Bialystok ghetto, Terry levels

against me accusations no less unfounded:

"Mattogno 's treatment of the Bialystok ghetto liquidation is just as

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vernichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., pp. 216f.

Ibid, pp. 209-216.
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noteworthy as his misunderstanding of the Warsaw ghetto liquidation. His

attempted obfuscation of the deportations from Bialystok to Treblinka as

mere labour transfers masks a striking silent concession. At no time does

Mattogno appear to notice that he has silently abandoned almost all of his

effort to locate the deported Jews in the occupied Soviet territories and is

seemingly content to shuffle deportees around the Generalgouvernement a

bit. In other cases, he even tries to even to misdirect deportees all the way

to the west to Auschwitz. " (p. 228)

Again he intentionally distorts my exposition in question, which is

as follows.

The Fahrplanordnung (railway timetable disposal) No. 290 of the

Reichsbahndirektion Konigsberg, which has no date but stems from

mid-August 1943, states: "the following special trains for the transport

of resettlers are running from Bialystok to MaUcinia. Destination Treb-

linka \zur Abbeforderung von Aussiedlern verkehren folgende Sonder-

ziige von Bialystok nach Malklnia. Ziel Treblinka]." The transports in

question were the following:
'^^^

Table 6.2

date niunber of railway cars

17 August 41

19 August 35

21 August 38

21 August 38

22 August 38

22 August 38

23 August 38

TOTAL 266

And this is my comment:

"It is nonetheless certain that the Jews from the ghetto of Bialystok

were for the most part deported into the area of Lublin. According to T.

Berenstein and A. Rutkowski, 24,000 of these Jews were brought to Maj-

danek.

On August 20, 1943, a transport with 2,031 persons arrived in Maj-

danekfrom Bialystok. It contained men, women, and children, so that no

kind ofselection could have taken place in Treblinka. On the same day, at

Zdzislaw Lukaszkiewicz, "Oboz zaglady Treblinka," in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania

Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce, I, 1946, p. 142. In Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit

Camp?, op. cit., an undocumented train with the date of 18 August is erroneously listed on p.

289.

Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 289.
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least one other transport arrived in Majdanek with approximately 2,000

Jews (men, women, and children). Also, the transport with 1,200 children

(originally intended for Palestine) between 6 and 12 years of age, which

arrived in Theresienstadt on August 24, traveled by way of Treblinka,

which therefore served as a transit campfor these transports.

"

The total number of freight cars is compatible with the transport of

24,000 persons, because it amounts to an average load of 90 persons in

each railway car.

Speer's letter to Himmler of 1 February 1943 starts with these

words :'^™

"Lieher Parteigenosse Himmler!

Wie mir berichtet wird, ist im Bezirk Bialystok eine grofiere Umsied-

lungsaktion im Gange. Etwa 40000 Juden sollen aus dem Ghetto Bialystoks

evakuiert werden.
"

"Dear Party Comrade Himmler!

As I have been informed, a major resettlement action is in progress in

the district of Bialystok. About 40,000 Jews are supposed to be evacuated

from the Bialystok ghetto.

"

In the transport plan of the Reichbahn's Generalbetriebsleitung Ost

(General Operational Headquarters East), issued in Berlin on 16 Janu-

ary 1943 and valid for the period 20 January to 18 February 1943, the

following transports from Bialystok are listed:

Table 6.3

date destination number of deportees

5-6 February Auschwitz 2,000

6-7 February Auschwitz 2,000

9 February Treblinka 2,000

10 February Treblinka 2,000

1 1 February Treblinka 2,000

12 February Treblinka 2,000

13 February Treblinka 2,000

TOTAL: 14,000

If, as Hilberg states, about 1,000 Jews were killed in early February

1943 during the uprising in the Bialystok ghetto,'^^^ the fate of almost

all the 40,000 Jews of the ghetto is known:

- 1,000 were killed in the ghetto in February 1943

™ Facsimile ofthe document in: A. Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka zaglady Zydow, op. cit,

document outside text.

Umlaufplan fur die mehrfach zu verwendenden Wagenziige zur Bedienung der Sdz fur Vd,

Rm, Po, Pj u Da-Umsiedler in der Zeit vom 20.1. - 18.2.1943. NARB, 378-1-784, pp. 12-12a.

R. Hilberg, Die Vemichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit. Band 2, p. 541.
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- 4,000 were sent to Auschwitz in February 1943

- 10,000 were sent to Treblinka in February 1943

- 24,000 were sent to the Lublin area in August 1943.

If the last group also passed through Treblinka, including persons

who were both fit and unfit for work, then it must have had the function

of a transit camp. This having been ascertained, why would the Jews

passing through Treblinka in February have been killed, and why all

those others who arrived at the camp? Because the witnesses say so?

Terry, who invokes Wiemik to confirm the alleged gassing of the

Warsaw Jews in spring 1943, should explain why his witness does not

mention the alleged massacre of the inhabitants of the Bialystok ghetto

in February. In Wiemik' s entire booklet there is only the following ref-

erence made to it:'^^^

"After the Bulgarian transports, more transports began to come from

Bialystok and Grodno. In the meantime I had finished the construction of

the laboratory, the laundry and the roomsfor the women.
"

The transports from Bulgaria (Thrace and Macedonia: 11,384 Jews)

arrived at Treblinka in late March 1943,'^^^* i.e. after the February trans-

ports from the Bialystok ghetto.

Terry's hypocrisy has to be emphasized again: for him 7,000 Jews

deported to Treblinka with the declared goal of killing them demon-

strates or confirms that is was an "extermination camp," while 24,000

Jews who passed through Treblinka with destination Lublin district nei-

ther demonstrates nor confirms that it was a fransit camp.

[176] Terry hypocritical critique continues:

"Another example of this shell game can be found in his treatment of

the deportation of West European Jews to the Lublin district and Sobibor in

the spring of 1943. More or less ignoring the 5,000 French Jews deported

to Sobibor and Majdanek at this time, Mattogno instead alights on wartime

rumours that Belgian Jews had been sighted in the ghetto ofKonskowola in

the Lublin district, reports which reached Gisi Fleischmann of the 'Work-

ing Group ' in Slovakia. Indeed, the Polish underground also transmitted a

report that Belgian Jews had been interned in Deblin-Irena and Konskowo-

la, the message reaching the outside world by July 1943. However, a sub-

sequent message from a Slovakian Jew interned in the labour camps of

Chelm county refutes this rumour; despite reports that Belgian Jews were

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: Alexander Donat (ed.), The Death Camp Treblinka,

op. cit, p. 172. In the American translation^ Year in Treblinka the passage in question does

not appear.

Jack R. Fischel, Historical Dictionary ofthe Holocaust. The Scarecrow ftess, Inc. Lanham
Toronto Plymouth, UK 2010, p. 36; Y. Arad, Belzec. Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 143-146.
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to arrive, they did not " (pp. 228-229)

Regarding the deported French Jews he adds:

"Thefour transports with 5,003 deportees were directed to 'Chelm, ' of.

FSRSHA IVB 4 a an BdS Frankreich, Betr.: Abbefdrderung der Juden aus

Frankreich, 20.3.43, T/476. While 40 were selectedfor Majdanekfrom the

first transport and a handful morefrom the second, ofwhom six survived by

being transferredfrom Majdanek to Auschwitz and Budzyn, all the depor-

tees on the last two transports went directly to Sobibor, where 31 workers

were takenfrom the last of the transports, ofwhom two survived. See Serge

Klarsfeld, Memorial to the Jews Deported from France 1942-1944. New
York: Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, 1983, pp.384-425. " (footnote 41 1 on pp.

228f.)

In a letter written on 24 March 1943, Gisi Fleischmann, a Slovak Zi-

onist leader, wrote:
'^^^

"These days, however, brought us the schlichtim [Deported People] re-

ports, which justified a little hope that small remnants can still be found

there. We received approximately 200 letters from D^blin-Irena and Kons-

kowala, Lublin district, where in addition to our Jews also Belgian Jews re-

side, who arrived there during the last weeks.
"

This account was preceded by a long Jewish report about the depor-

tation of Belgian Jews into the former territory of Poland and even fur-

ther East. I now quote the most significant news items of the Jewish

Telegraphic Agency on this issue:

- 16 August 1942 (article datelined "Geneva, Aug. 14"):'"*

"The expulsion ofthe entire Jewish populationfrom the city ofKalish

[Kalisz], in occupied Poland, to the ghetto in Lodz is indicated here to-

day in reports from Cracow. According to these reports, the Jews have

also been deportedfrom the city ofTarnopol, Galicia.

A 'Jewish train ' carrying 600 Jews deportedfrom Belgium, reached

Cracow this week under special Gestapo guards. The majority of the de-

portees are overfifty years of age. Most ofthen were immediately sent to

the Cracow ghetto, the rest scattered over various districts. More trans-

ports ofJewsfrom Belgium are expected to reach Cracow before the end

ofthe month.

"

-6 October 1942:^^"

"A special train crowded with Jews deported from the province of

Dov Weissmandel, Min-hammetsar, Emunah, New York 1950. Document 23 (outside of the

text). Cf. Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 252.

"Jews Expelled from Kalish and Tarnopol; 600 Deported Belgian Jews Reach Poland," in:

Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 16 August 1942, p. 1.

"Trains with Jewish Deportees Leave Belgium for Nazi-held Ukraine," in: Jewish Telegraphic

Agency, 6 October 1942, p. 1.
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Limbourg in Belgium left during the week-end for the Nazi-occupied

Ukraine, according to information reaching the Belgian Government

here today.

Trains crowded with deported Jews have also departed from Liege

and Antwerp, the report stated. The deportees were instructed to take

alongfood to last afort-night

"

- 8 July 1943 (article datelined "Somewhere in Europe, July 7"):'^^^

'"Many Jews deported from Belgium are interned in camps near

Deblin-Irena and Konska-Wola, in the Lublin district, ' the message said.

It also reports that the Nazis massacred all Jews in Kosow-Poleski and at

the end of June deported about 3,000 Jews from the town of

Strzemieszyce.

"

- 1 1 July 1943: The Belgian Information Center circulated the news

that'^™

"Most of the Jews have been interned in concentration camps in

Germany, Poland and Russia. The Germans themselves stated, as long

ago as November last, that ofthe 52,000 Jews in Belgium at least 25,000

had been deported.

"

Therefore the information related by Gisi Fleischmann was not a

mere pipe dream.

Terry's objection remains to be analyzed. He adduces the source

"Tatsachenbericht eines aus der Slowakei deportierten und zuriickge-

kehrten Juden, 17.8.43, VHA Fond 140/59, pp.41 -50" (footnote 414 on

p. 229). It is the same document already summarized by Terry in Chap-

ter 1 of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," where he wrote: "In April 1943,

the camp inmates were told that 'Belgian and Dutch Jews' would soon

arrive, but they never came." (p. 56). It is necessary here to quote in full

the text of the report to demonstrate Terry's evident bad faith:

"Im April 1943 wurde hei uns davon gesprocheii, dass hollaendische

und helgische Juden zu uns kommen werden, dies wurde auch seitens der

Lagerleitung hestaetigt. Sie kamen aber nicht. Ich habe ueber das Los

dieser Juden von einein Eisenbahnarbeiter Folgendes erfahren: Die Trans-

ports aus Holland und Belgien kamen in sehr gutem Zustande an. Sie wur-

den im Gegensatz zu unseren Transporten sogar in Waggons II Klasse ge-

'^'^ "Deportation of Jews from Polish Cities Continues: Belgian Jews Held in Lublin District," in:

Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 8 July 1 943 . This information is summarized by Terry (p. 229),

but with the wrong date of 14.7.1943 (footnote 413).

"Most of Belgian Jews Deported by Nazis, Govemment-in-exile Reports," in: Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency 1 1 July 1943, p. 1. The report mentions also a camp in Belgium at "Mechlin"

(Malines) "which has been converted into a prison" where "[a] certain number of Jews are be-

lieved to have been asphyxiated there by means ofpoison gas, in a cell specially arranged for

that ptjrpose, and other Jews to have suffered the same fate in hermetically sealed trucks on

the way to Mechlin. These sinister rumors are set afloat by the Germans themselves."
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fuehrt, bekamen bei den groesseren Stationen Nahrung und Weissbrot. Man
brachte sie aber alle nach Sobibor. Einige aeltere und schwaechere Men-

schen wurden nach Holland bezw. Belgien zurueckgeschickt mit der 'Be-

gruendung, ' dass man nurgute Arbeitskraefte gebrauchen kann.

"

"In April 1943 the talk among us was that Dutch and Belgian Jews

would come to us, and this was also confirmed by the camp administration.

But they never came. From a railway worker I found out the following

about the fate of these Jews: the transports from Holland and Belgium ar-

rived in very good shape. Unlike our transports they had even been trans-

ported in 2nd class railway wagons, and at the larger railway stations they

receivedfood and white bread. But they were all taken to Sobibor. A few
elderly and weaker persons were sent back to Holland and Belgium, re-

spectively, with the 'reason ' given that only good workers were needed.
"

This, the witness continues, was only a ruse in order to weaken the

opposition against the deportations in Belgium and the Netherlands, and

the Jews mentioned were actually all "annihilated in Sobibor \in Sobi-

bor vernichtet]."^^^'^

The problem with this account is that the only Belgian Jewish

transport of April 1943 departed from Malines (Mechelen) on the 19th

(fransport no. XX) and arrived at Auschwitz; hence, if it was exter-

minated in Sobibor, the 879 Jews not registered in Auschwitz were not

"gassed" in this camp, as Danuta Czech states,
^^^^

but travelled on to

Sobibor. Terry must make a choice between the one or the other "gas-

sing."

But there is another issue which further invalidates Terry's objec-

tion. When his witness says "among us [bei uns]," he means the inmates

in the "Krychow" camp;'^**^ now "Krychow" is a small village located

about 20 km south-west of Wlodawa, in a swampy area. The infor-

mation transmitted by Gisi Fleischmann however, concerned the small

towns of D^blin-frena and Konskowala. The former is located about 70

km north-east of Lublin and some 20 km from Pulawy (road distance),

and the latter about 6 km east of Pulawy. To pretend to refute the pres-

ence of Belgian Jews in these two small towns based on their non-

presence in another location 120-140 km away is simply ludicrous.

™ Tat.sacheiihcrichl eines cms der Slowakei deportierten und zurueckgekehrten Juden, dated

"Slovakei, 17. August 1943." Moreshet Archives, Givat Haviva, Israel. Cfr. J. Schelvis, Ver-

nichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit, p. 269.

Serge Klarsfeld, Maxime Steinberg, Memorial de la deportation des Juifs de Belgique, The

Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, New York, 1994, pp. 42 and 53.

™^ D. Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, p. 475. According to this source, the transport comprised

1,400 persons of which 276 men and 245 women were registered.

™^
J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., p. 268.
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[177] "Likewise seized on uncritically by Mattogno were eariier false

reports that Belgian Jews had arrived at the ghetto in Grodno in late 1942.

The report in question had emanated in partfrom the Lodz ghetto, suggest-

ing that the reference to Belgian Jews was pure hearsay. "
(p. 229)

In this regard I wrote the following:'^'*''

"Other Jews were deported to the ghetto of Grodno (White Russia).

They, too, had to have arrived there via Auschwitz. In a report entitled

'Warunki materialne bytu Zydow ' (Material living conditions of the Jews),

which isfrom the second halfofthe year 1942, it says in regard to the ghet-

to ofLodz:

'There is a factor, which is causing the number of Jews to increase.

This factor consists of the evacuations from the regions occupied by the

Germans. Information about such evacuations arrives in succession. It is

known that 23,000 Jewsfrom Berlin, Vienna, and Prague have been trans-

ferred to Lodz; similar instances are also known in Warsaw; recently, a

certain number ofJews was transferredfrom Belgium to Grodno.

The source is: Maria Tyszkowa, "Eksterminacja Zydow w latach

1941-1943. Dokumenty Biura Informacji i Propagandy KG AK w zbi-

orach oddzialu r^kopisow BUW," in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu

Historycznego w Polsce, no. 4 (1964), 1992, p. 49.

It is interesting to see on which source Terry relies for his statement

that we are dealing with "pure hearsay"; he indicates it in his footnote

416: "Maria Tyszkowa, 'Eksterminacja Zydow w latach 1941-1943.

Dokumenty Biura Informacji i Propagandy KG AK w zbiorach oddzialu

rekopisow BUW,' BZIHNr 4, 1992, p.49." He thus limits himself to

repeating my reference with two Polish spelling errors! In this regard it

is worthwhile to reveal another example of the bunglings of these "pla-

giarist bloggers." They have never seen the above-mentioned article by

Maria Tyszkowa, but plagiarized the reference to it from our books.

Notwithstanding this, it appears only once more in the text, in footnote

44 on p. 16, but twice in the bibliography, once in the section "Pub-

lished Primary Sources" (p. 536), and the other time in the section

"Secondary Literature"! (p. 562)

[178] "Wholly ignored by Mattogno, needless to say, is thefact that the

Grodno ghetto began to be emptied in November 1942 and was entirely

liquidated by February 1943, with many inmates deported first to Ausch-

witz and later on also to Treblinka; none of the survivors reported seeing

Belgian Jews in the ghetto after the war. " (p. 229)

The first objection is rather puerile: the above-quoted report origi-

™ Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 252.
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nates from 1942; the only chronological indication in it is "not earlier

than February,"'^^^ therefore the fate of the Grodno ghetto, starting in

November, is not relevant here. The fact that no Belgian survivors of

the Grodno ghetto or other Grodno ghetto inmates speaking of Belgian-

Jewish fellow inmates in their testimonies or memoirs are known only

demonstrates that such survivors are not known, not that a certain num-

ber of Belgian Jews were not deported to Grodno. It can be explained

partly with the death of the deportees and the death or silence on part of

Grodno ghetto inmates who came into contact with them, and partly

with the hypothesis formulated by Graf Here Terry accuses me also

of ignoring a certain publication:

"It is probably equally needless to note that nowhere does Mattogno

show the slightest awareness ofeven the existence ofthe six volume collec-

tion of sources and postwar trial materials relating to the Grodno ghetto

compiled in Serge Klarsfeld (ed), Documents Concerning the Destruction

ofthe Jews ofGrodno, Vols 1-6. Paris. 1985-1987. " (footnote 417)

Terry really lacks any sense of ridicule: it is true that I ignored these

volumes, but then for his part it would appear that he has only seen the

title in some exterminationist bibliography and taken in from there. It

appears in fact only here and in the bibUography (p. 535). Had we pro-

ceeded like the "plagiarist bloggers," we could also have cited hundreds

of volumes, but we are not bunglers like they are.

[179] Terry continues with his fantasies regarding my alleged "dis-

tortions":

"In Treblinka, it sufficesfor Mattogno to note that there were selections

at Sobibor which sent Dutch Jews toforced labour camps in the surround-

ing area. Blithely ignoring the fact that these selections had been discov-

ered by the investigations of the Dutch Red Cross in 1946, and skipping

over the fact that both Leon Poliakov and Gerald Reitlinger, the very first

two writers to present comprehensive overviews of the Holocaust in 1951

and 1953 respectively, had noted these selections just as they had noticed

the selectionsfrom the Warsaw ghetto uprising transports, Mattogno tries

to use the account presented by Jules Schelvis, one of the 18 survivors of

the selections, to discredit 'official historiography:'" (pp. 229-230)

Terry's impudence is apparently limitless. He accuses me of "blithe-

ly ignoring the fact that these selections had been discovered by the in-

vestigations of the Dutch Red Cross in 1946," adducing as a source

"Affwikkelingsbureau Concentratiecampen, Sobibor, 's Gravenhage,

™^ M. Tyszkowa, "Eksterminacja Zydow. . .," op. cit, p. 48.
™'' Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 372-373.
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1946; Informatiebureau van Het Nederlansche Roode Kruis, Sobibor, 's

Gravenhage, 1947; A de Haas, L Landsberger, K Selowsky, Sobibor:

rapport omtrent de Joden, uit Nederland gedeporteerd naar het kamp

Sobibor, 4de verb, en aangev. uitg., 's Gravenhage: Vereniging het Ned.

Roode Kruis, 1952." (footnote 418 on p. 229) All three sources have

been plagiarized; besides in the text here, they appear only in footnote

58 on p. 18 and in the bibliography (p. 538). Moreover, Terry plagia-

rized this information from our book Treblinka, where I quoted it copi-

ously on the pages indicated by him (footnote 420). Therefore he accus-

es me of ignoring a source which he plagiarized from me!

When formulating his arguments, Terry always adopts the tactic of

simplification and misrepresentation. The best answer to his objections

is therefore my corresponding text from our book on Treblinka:
'^^^

"After the evacuation of the Jewish Council ofMielec, health cost ar-

rears in the amount of2,260.80 Zlotys resulted. On June 22, 1942, the State

Sanatorium and Nursing facility ofKobierzyn demanded this sum from the

Chief of the district of Lublin. Inquiries were made, and on September 4,

the SS- and Police Chiefreported

'that the Jewish Council was evacuatedfrom Mielec to Russia.

'

The exact location, however, no one knew.

On May 13, 1942, the District ChiefofPulawy sent a report to the Gov-

ernor ofthe Lublin district in which it was stated:

'In the period between May 6 to May 12 inclusive, 16,822 Jews were

expelledfrom the Pulawy district across the Bug by the directive of the SS

and Police Chief.

'

According to official historiography, these Jews were deported to So-

bibor and murdered there. The Sobibor camp was located some kilometers

from the River Bug, which forms the border between Poland and the

Ukraine. One could cross the Bug by the Wlodawa-Tamaszouka road

(about 15 km north of the camp) as well as by rail (the Brest-Litovsk line).

There is no valid reason why these Jews should not actually have been

transported across the Bug, all the more so as Sobibor is not mentioned at

all in this report. The destination ofSobibor was by no means a secret one,

and it surfaces, for example, in thefollowing report ofAugust 4, 1942, from

the Chiefofthe Radom district:

'I am hereby reporting that 69 Jews have been transported by a

Sonderdienstkommando [Special Service Unit] from Rzczywol to the So-

bibor Camp ofthe SS and Police Chiefin the Lublin district.

'

Ifone considers the small number ofdeportees (69 persons), theirplace

of origin (a location which was less than 80 km from Warsaw) as well as

™''
Treblinlca: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, pp. 258-260.
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the fact that they had been mustered by a Special Service Unit, then this

leads to the conclusion that they were skilled workers who were supposed

to be employed in Sobibor as camp personnel

Incidentally, it is known that on July 5, 1943, Himmler personally gave

thefollowing order:

'The transit camp Sobibor is to be converted into a concentration

camp. In the concentration camp a plantfor the repair ofcaptured mu-

nitions is to be established.

'

This instruction, directed to officials who could not have been unclear

about the actual character of the Sobibor camp, was a secret matter of the

Reich: for what reason should Himmler have used the expression 'Durch-

gangslager' (transit camp)? In order to pull the wool over the eyes of his

underlings - who have known all about itfor a long time?

In thatperiod, deportations ofDutch Jews to Sobibor tookplace: on Ju-

ly 2, a transport with 2,397 persons arrived, on July 9 another with 2,417.

That Sobibor had the function of a transit camp also emerges from the

statements ofseveralformer Dutch-Jewish deportees:

Cato Polak, deported on March 10, 1943, remained in Sobibor one or

two hours and was then transferred to Lublin with 30 women and 12 men.

They returned home to Holland by way of Trawniki - Auschwitz - Bergen-

Belsen - Theresienstadt.

Bertha Jansen-Ensel and Judith Eliazar, who had arrived in Sobibor on

March 10, 1943, were likewise transferred to Lublin. Both returned to their

homeland via Auschwitz. Although they had alluded to gas chambers and

cremations, they declared:

'Sobibor was no camp, rather a transit camp.

'

Jules Schelvis, deported to Sobibor on June 1, 1943, was transferred to

Trawniki three hours after his arrival there and returned to Holland via

Auschwitz.

Mirjam Penha-Blitz gave a statement that was summarized asfollows:

'Deported by train from Westerbork on March 10, 1943. Arrival in

Sobibor about March 13, 1943 (via Birkenau - without a stop - to So-

bibor).
'

Four orfive hours after arrival at the camp, the witness was deported to

Lublin. Her return home occurred via Birkenau.

Sientje and Jetje Veterman, sent to Sobibor on April 6, 1943, were sort-

ed out together with 28 other women for work and transferred to Trawniki

with them. They returned to the Netherlands by way ofAuschwitz-Birkenau.

Elias Alex Cohen, deported to Sobibor on March 17, 1943, spent only a

few hours in the camp and was sent to Lublin with 35 other Jews. Sophie

Verduin, deported on March 10, 1943, was transferred to Lublin after afew

hours: her return home to Holland took place by way of Auschwitz-

Birkenau.
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Jozef Wins de Heer, deported on May 11, 1943, wentfrom Sobibor to

Doruhucza. He returned home to the Netherlands by way of Lublin-

Majdanek.

In a well-documented book, which was published in Dutch in 1993 and

was later translated into German, Jules Schelvis writes that 'in Sobibor, af-

ter the arrival oftransports, thefresh workforcesfor Dorohucza ' were 'se-

lected. ' At Dorohucza, 5 km from Trawniki, was a labor camp where peat

was cut. According to Schelvis, at least 700 Dutch Jews were transferred

there directly after their arrival in Sobibor, but according to him only two

of them are supposed to have survived the war. 765 There is certain

knowledge of 171 of these persons -147 men and 24 women - since they

sentpostcards homefrom Dorohucza.

Dorohucza was only one of many Jewish labor camps, which overlay

the Lublin district like a dense network. Edward Dziadosz and JozefMar-

szalek count no fewer than 110 ofthem. As can be gatheredfrom the state-

ments summarized above offormer deportees, other Dutch Jews were

transferredfrom Sobibor to Lublin and then onward to such labor camps.

Schelvis has documented a total of 89 postcards sent by Dutch Jews from

Sobibor, 171 from Dorohucza, 52from Lublin and 9from Upper Silesia.

It also happened that a portion of the Jews fit to work were sorted out

from the rail cars before the train reached itsfinal destination. This was the

casefor a transport that departed Vienna on June 14, 1942. After the train

had arrived in Lublin, 51 Jews between 15 and 50 years of age had to get

off; the remaining 949 continued their trip to the 'labor camp' Sobibor,

where it took an hour to unload the train. The original destination of the

trip had been Izbica.

It is characteristic that nearly all the Dutch Jews, who had been trans-

ferredfrom Sobibor to another camp, returned home by way ofAuschwitz-

Birkenau; instead of being liquidated as bearers of top-secret knowledge,

they survived even this 'extermination camp.

[180] Terry's critique ofmy alleged "shell game" continues:

"By Sobibor, however, Mattogno has decided to try a different tack.

Noting that the BdS Niederlande, Wilhelm Harster, had ordered an in-

creased tempo ofdeportations ofDutch Jews to satisfy labour requirements

at Auschwitz, Mattogno expresses puzzlement that the transports instead

rolled to the Lublin district, and decides all of a sudden to expose himself

as a complete ignoramus ofprocedures at Auschwitz by declaring that 'the

able bodied were kept at Auschwitz, with the remainder of the deportees

moving on to Sobibor, ' then adding 'the selected detainees were no doubt

moved directly to the Monowitz camp without being registered at Birke-

nau."'ip. 230)

This is another simplification of what I wrote. Let's start with the

'intriguing question" raised by Schelvis "why, in the spring and sum-
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mer of 1943, the transports from Western Europe headed for Sobibor

rather than Auschwitz/Birkenau, which was in fact closer." This is a

more than legitimate question, because from Auschwitz the transports

had to travel more than 400 km to arrive at Sobibor in the context of the

Ostwanderung mentioned by Pohl (and ridiculously distorted by Terry),

as confirmed by Mirjam Penha-Blitz's above-mentioned deposition -

"Arrival in Sobibor about March 13, 1943 (via Birkenau - without a

stop - to Sobibor)." Finally, after considering SS-Gruppenfiihrer Wil-

helm Harster's letter of 5 May 1943, which requested 8,000 Dutch Jews

to be delivered for the Buna plant at Monowitz during May 1943, I ar-

rived at the following conclusion:
'^^^

"In May of 1943 a total of 8,011 Dutch Jews were actually deported,

but the respective transports were directed to Sohihor. The most logical ex-

planation ofthis riddle, which is also in keeping with the documents, is that

these convoys were part of the Ostwanderung referred to above. The able-

bodied were kept at Auschwitz, with the remainder of the deportees moving

on to Sobibor.

This, however, is also true for the two Jewish transports which left the

camp atDrancy (in France) on 23 and 25 March 1943 (with 994 and 1,008

persons on board, respectively) and went directly to Sobibor instead of

Auschwitz.

"

As one can see, this explanation is not without foundation.

[181] "That survivors ofselections were registered and tattooed inside

the Monowitz camp without passing through either Auschwitz or Birkenau

is apparentfrom numerous memoirs ofsurvivors ofMonowitz; but this does

not mean they were entered into a separate number series, as all such cases

can be matched to the 'classic' Auschwitz number sequence recorded in the

so-called Smolen list As there are no transports registered on the Smolen

list from the Netherlands arriving in the same time frame as the deporta-

tions ofDutch Jews to Sobibor, Mattogno is simply talking rubbish on this

one. How anyone who is supposedly as knowledgeable on Auschwitz as

Mattogno thought he could get away with a transparent piece of nonsense

such as this is completely beyond our comprehension. "
(p. 230)

The Monowitz camp was visited on 10 February 1943 by Maurer,

who had "promised that the number of inmates would shortly be in-

creased to 4,000, possibly 4,500."'^^' On 5 May SS-Gruppenfuhrer

Wilhelm Harster vwote a letter to the "Cenfral Office for Jewish Emi-

gration [Zentralstelle fiirjudische Auswanderung]" of Amsterdam with

the subject "Final solution of the Jewish question in the Netherlands

Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 309.
1289 NI.15256. NMT, vol.VIII, p. 510.
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[Endlosung der Judenfrage in den Niederlanden]" in which he com-

municated the plans of the RSHA:'^'°

"1.) Allgemeine Linie:

Der RFSS wunscht, dass in diesem Jahre an Juden nach dem Osten

abtmnsportiert wird, was menschenmdglich ist.

2.) Ndchste Ziige nach dem Osten:

Da in Auschwitz ein neues Bunaweric aufgebaut werden soil, das im

Westen durch Luftangriffzerstort wurde, wird vor allem im Monat Mai und

Juni eine Hdchstzahl von Juden aus dem Westen bendtigt. Es wurde

vereinhart, dass zundchst die Jiir den Abtransport bereitgestellten Juden

durch Zusammenlegung mehrerer Ziige mdglichst bereits in der erste

Monatshdlfte abbefdrdert werden, also das Lager Westerbork beschleunigt

geleert wird. Anzustreben ist Jiir den Monat Mai die Ziffer 8.000. Zugver-

einbarungen werden vom BdS. [Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei] Den

Haag mit dem RSHA getroffen.
"

"1.) General policy:

The RFSS [i.e. Himmler] wishes that throughout this year as many Jews

as possible are moved to the East.

2.) Forthcoming trains to the east:

As a new Buna-plant is to be built at Auschwitz, the one in the west hav-

ing been destroyed in air-raids, a maximum number ofJews from the west

will he required primarily in the months ofMay and June. It was agreed to

move the Jews already assembledfor transport ifpossible during the first

half of the month by combining several trains, i.e. that the Westerbork

camp [in the Netherlands] will be emptied rapidly. The aim is a figure of

8,000 during the month ofMay. Arrangement will be made by the BdS, Den

Haag, in conjunction with the RSHA. "

For June, according to the same document, the RSHA requested an-

other 15,000 Jews from the Herzogenbusch camp. Are we supposed to

assimie that, with such a demand of manpower, the SS sent to their

death the 8,006 Jews of the four transports of May 1943,'^'' including

those able to work,'^'^ moreover not to Auschwitz, but onward to So-

bibor, 400 km farther east?

Regarding the "so-called Smolen list," Terry - if he had seen it -

would know that it reports date, registration number and provenience of

all transports that arrived at Auschwitz, with the exception of the Jewish

T-544.

1,187 on 4 May; 1,446 on 11 May; 2,511 on 18 May; 2,862 on 25 May. J. Schelvis, Vernich-

tungslager Sobibor, op. cit., p. 258.

Based on the statistics ofthe three transports presented by Schelvis, the persons between 1

8

and 50 years comprised 39% of the total. Given this percentage, those able to work among the

8,006 mentioned deportees would have numbered some 3,100.
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ones, for which the origin is not indicated. Hence they are not identifia-

ble as such.'^'^ Identifying the origins of these transports is the merito-

rious result of Danuta Czech's industrious work, although it is not al-

ways impeccable. Klarsfeld himself lamented that "this 'calendar' by D.

Czech contains a certain number of grave mistakes regarding the Jews

of France \ce 'calendrier ' de D. Czech comporte un certain nombre de

graves erreurs concernant les Juifs de France]."^^'^'^ But then, couldn't

this also be the case with the Dutch Jews?

Even leaving aside possible errors, there are documented cases of

unregistered Dutch Jews selected for work. The most well-known is the

case of Kosel, fi-om which at least 3,540 Jews aged 15 to 50 were taken

between 28 August and 8 December 1942.'^'^ They were scattered

around the transit camps of Upper Silesia, mostly in Niederkirch, An-

naberg, Sakrau and Fiirstengrube.'^^'' In K^dzierzyn-Kozle, a location

some 40 km west of Gleiwitz, the "Jewish forced labor camp Blech-

hammer [Juden Zwangsarbeitslager Blechhammer]" was located. Ac-

cording to information from the Main Commission for the Investigation

of Hitlerite Crimes in Poland, about 29,000 "Jews fi-om Poland, Czech-

oslovakia, France, Holland, among them women and children," passed

through this camp.'^'^ The detainees of this camp were hsted as part of

the Auschwitz inmates on I April 1944, therefore nothing excludes that

some Dutch Jews were sent there or to other camps in Upper Silesia in

May 1944. On the other hand Mirjam Penha-Blitz was part of the

transport of 10 March 1943. But according to D. Czech no transport

from the Netherlands arrived at Auschwitz during that month, and yet,

according to the witness, the train passed through Birkenau.

I may add that Terry also plagiarized the title "Hans Frankenthal,

The Unwelcome One: Returning Home from Auschwitz. Evanston:

Northwestern University Press, 2002," which is quoted only in the foot-

note 423 and in the bibliography (p. 537).

A case of opposite nature to that examined above emerges fiom a

dispatch datelined "London, Feb. 13" and published on 14 February

NOKW-2824.
S. Klarsfeld, Le Memorial de la Deportation des Juifs de France, op. cit, note about the trains

50 and 51 (the pubhcation is without page numbering),

Het Nederlandsche Roodekruis (ed.), Auschwitz. Deel III: De deportatietransporten in de zg.

Cosel-periode (28 augustus tot en met 12 december 1942), 's-Gravenhage 1947-1953, pp. 12-

15.

ROD,c[b4]312.1.

Glowna Komisja Badania..., Obozy hitlerowskie..., op. cit, p. 225.
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1944 by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency}^'^^

"Thefirst authenticated report of the arrival in Poland ofa transport of

Italian Jews was received here today by official Polish circles. The report,

which came from reliable underground sources, states that last November

15, about 3,000 Italian Jews arrived at the Trawniki labor camp. They were

apparently chosen from among the first group ofJews rounded up by the

Germans in occupied northern Italy. The present whereabouts ofthe depor-

tees is unknown, since the Trawniki camp was liquidated several weeks

ago.

"

Fact is that only three Jewish transports had departed from Italy as of

15 November 1943: the first departed on 16 September and was sent to

the transit camp in Reichenau, Austria, and then on to Auschwitz (per-

haps in March 1944), whereas the second and the third departed on 18

October and 9 November, respectively, and went directly to Auschwitz.

The number of deportees of the transports is unknown, but the second is

said to have contained at least 1,023 deportees.'^'' If one considers that

the fate of the first transport is uncertain and that the last arrived at

Auschwitz on 14 November, the above interpretation is sound.

[182] "Why 34,000 Dutch Jews were deported to Sobibor and the Lu-

blin district is not nearly as 'mysterious ' as Mattogno tries to make out,

once one remembers that in the same time-period, the inmates of the Salo-

nika ghetto were arriving at Auschwitz-Birkenau to be selected then gassed

or registered, at a time whenfew of thefour new crematoria were complet-

ed. The inference is both obvious and in our view, inescapable. Naturally,

since Mattogno denies that any camp was an extermination camp, it eludes

him entirely. "
(p. 230)

What 1 defined as "mysterious" is nothing else than the "intriguing

question" raised by Schelvis. From this perspective, the deportation of

the Greek Jews to Auschwitz has nothing "mysterious" about it, just be-

cause they were sent to Auschwitz and not to Treblinka, more than 400

km farther away. According to the data in D. Czech's Kalendarium, 18

transports with 35,857 deportees from Greece arrived at Auschwitz be-

tween 20 March and 8 June 1943. 10,876 of them, or 30.3%, were reg-

istered. 34,313 Dutch Jews were deported in 19 fransports to Sobibor

between 2 March and 20 July 1943, but according to testimonies the

number of those selected for work did not exceed 80 persons for each

transport: only about 1,500 persons of a total of 34,313, that is about

"Arrival in Poland of First 3,000 Italian Jewish Deportees Reported by Underground," in: Jew-

ish Telegraphic Agency, 14 February 1944, p. 1.

Liliana Picciotto Fargion, /; libra della memoria. Gli Ebrei deportati dall'Italia (1943-1945).

Mursia, Milan, 1992, pp. 56f.
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4.4% -and this despite the claimed fact that there were 13,400 deportees

able to work on these trains, if we use the above-mentioned percentage

of 39%.'^'^ This is perhaps not "mysterious," but it certainly is an "in-

triguing question."

Terry's argument that the Dutch Jews were sent to Sobibor because

Auschwitz-Birkenau was too busy gassing the Greek Jews from Saloni-

ka at that particular time, "when few of the four new crematoria were

completed" (p. 230), has little foundation. Of the nineteen transports

from Salonika to Auschwitz the first seventeen departed between 15

March and 9 May 1943. Following this, there was a 3-week pause in the

deportations until convoy 18 departed Salonika on 1 June. The final

convoy from Salonika departed on 10 August 1943. In the meantime

one convoy from Athens with some 2,000 Jews departed in mid-June,

arriving at Auschwitz on 20 June. In the period of May-July 1 943 only

five Greek convoys with a total of 10,880 Jews reached Auschwitz; of

these 8,435 were supposedly gassed.'^"" In the same period 10 convoys

of Dutch Jews were sent to Sobibor, carrying a total of 23,040 depor-

tees, which corresponds to more than two-thirds of all Dutch Jews sent

to that "extermination camp." Moreover, the first two convoys from the

Netherlands to Sobibor departed on 2 and 10 March, respectively, be-

fore the deportations from Salonika commenced.'^''' The fransports

from Salonika could thus only have posed a (hypothetical) obstacle to

the deportation of Dutch Jews to Auschwitz-Birkenau during the period

from mid-March to the beginning of May, during which seven convoys

carrying a total of 9,063 Dutch Jews departed for Sobibor. Terry's ar-

gument may be contrasted with Schelvis, who speaks of a "mystery"

with regard to the decision to send the Dutch Jews to Sobibor instead of

Auschwitz-Birkenau precisely because he maintains that the latter camp

had the capacity to gas these Jews as well.'^°^

Regarding the alleged homicidal gassings carried out at Auschwitz,

whether of Greek Jews or others, the "plagiarist bloggers" may claim

this only after they have properly refuted my studies on this camp listed

in chapter 2 - but not in the bimgling manner as displayed here. As long

as they do not do that, their vapid utterances can only be considered

those of parrots repeating statements plagiarized from orthodox exter-

Steven B. Bowman, The Agony ofGreek Jews, 1940-1945, Stanford University Press, Stanford

(CA) 2009, pp. 80-93.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, Berg Publishers, Oxford/New York

2007, p. 204.

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, Metropol, Berlin 1998, pp. 14f.
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minationist literature.

[183] Terry then moves on to document NO-482, Himmler's well-

known letter of 5 July 1943 which ordered: "The Sobibor transit camp,

located in the Lublin district, is to be converted into a concentration

camp [Das Durchgangslager Sobibor im Distrikt Lublin ist in ein Kon-

zentrationslager umzuwandeln]," Pohl's reply of 15 July with the sub-

ject "Transit camp Sobibor [Durchgangslager Sobibor]," and finally the

response by Brand, Himmler's personal aide, to Pohl of 24 July, which

mentions again the "transit camp Sobibor [Durchgangslager Sobibor]":

"Firstly, let's Just note that this is the only document related to any of

the three Reinhard camps where Durchgangslager' is used. Secondly, it

appears that Mattogno, in common with his comrades, has forgotten that

there are other documents where Sobibor is given a different name. In June

1942, Lieutenant Fischmann ofa Vienna police detachment accompanying

a transport ofAustrian Jews to Sobiborfiled one of the rare surviving re-

ports ofa deportation, describing Sobibor as a 'work camp ' (Arbeitslagerj.

Given the Revisionist propensityfor allowing gas chambers to mutate into

morgues, air raid shelters or delousing chambers at will according to the

needs ofthe moment, the transmogrification ofSobiborfrom a 'work camp

'

to a destination which had an 'intake' of lOLOOO in 1942 to a 'transit

camp' just over one year later probably doesn't bother the deniers. Alas,

the Vienna police reported that a selection had been conducted on the ramp

at Lublin, with 51 of the deportees taken off to be sent to Majdanek, while

the luggage was robbed before the Viennese Jews arrived at Sobibor. " (p.

230)

I have addressed the Frischmann report and its use of the term ^"Ar-

beitslager" already in chapter 5, point 136.

The first objection is certainly not very original. Since German doc-

uments explicitly referring to Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka are scarce,

it is certainly noteworthy that in three of them, referring to one of these

camps, the term Durchgangslager (transit camp) appears. Even one

witness, Judith Eliazar, stated:
'^"^

"Sobibor war kein Lager. Es war mehr ein Durchgangslager.

"

"Sobibor was not a camp. It was more ofa transit camp.

"

It amazes me that Terry holds on to the term "SS-Sonderkomman-

do." (p. 231), but he does not mention the attribute "Sonderlager" (spe-

cial camp).'^"'* The "plagiarist bloggers'" speculations are completely

Testimony of Judith Eliazar. Rotterdam, 5 February 1946. ROD, 200AR-Z251/59 OV, p. 904.

This is a sworn translation in German of "Verklaring 134" ("Statement 134").

It appears in the report of the Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD fur den Distrikt

Lublin (commander of the Security police and the SD for the district of Lublin) of 17 March
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1

unfounded: in their eyes, the documented term "Durchgangslager"' has

to be rejected and replaced by the terms "Vemichtungslager" (extermi-

nation camp) or "Todeslager" (death camp), even though these terms

don't appear in any document.

[184] "Ah, but the Revisionists chirrup, why are Pohl and Himmler us-

ing a supposed 'camouflage term ' in secret correspondence? That, dear

Revisionists, is because the purpose ofeuphemising death was not primari-

ly camouflage; it was to distance the perpetrators and senior decision-

makers from the consequences of their actions. Since we are dealing here

with a sample ofone - no other documents exist which quote either SS of-

ficer affixing any kind ofdescriptive term to the Reinhard camps - then the

only comparable evidence would be documents such as the aforementioned

'Ostwanderung' letter written by Pohl to Himmler, which was written in

such transparently cynical language that one is entitled to be sceptical that

Ozzy and Uncle Heinrich were playing it straight with Durchgangslager.
'

"

(pp. 231-232)

A "psychoanalytical" explanation, offered by Hilberg:'^"^

"The fifth andfinal stage in the process ofrepression was to omit men-

tion of 'killing ' or 'killing installations ' even in the secret correspondence

in which such operations had to be reported.
"

This is a ridiculous and false statement, because various documents

explicitly refer to killings of Jew^s, including documents by Himmler,

for instance the order to Priitzmann of 27 October 1942 concerning the

liquidation of the Pinsk ghetto, which contains the verb "vemichten"

(annihilate): did "Uncle Heinrich" perhaps forget about the "process of

repression" evoked by Terry?

[185] Terry then offers an explanation of the term "Durchgangsla-

ger":

"In stark contrast to Belzec in 1942, Sobibor was now situated in a

nexus offorced labour camps run by SSPF Lublin, andfunctioned virtually

as a pendant to the Trawniki camp. Incoming transports werefrequently se-

lected on arrival at Sobibor, with the able-bodied being transferred to

Trawniki, Dorohucza or another SS-ArbeitsIager in the region; or they

were selected on arrival at Trawniki, with the unfit being dispatched to So-

bibor, a fate which was also evidently experienced by exhausted and sick

Jewsfrom the labour camps who were being culled after a selection inside

these camps. "
(p. 232)

And he adds that "the fact that there vi^ere indeed nxmierous selec-

tions on arrival at Sobibor, more than at any other Reinhard camp, ren-

1944. Facsimile of the document in J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit, p. 214.

R. Hilberg, The Destruction ofthe European Jews, op. cit, vol. 3, p. 1016.
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ders the designation of 'transit camp' much more plausible and com-

prehensible." (p. 233).

It is evident that Terry must first of all come to terms with himself:

was the term "Durchgangslager" a "euphemism" in the framework of

the "process of repression" or did it actually mean "transit camp"? The

orthodox explanation of the question is rather comical, because the SS

would have labeled as ''Durchgangslager" a camp through which

passed at maximum 4-5% of those who arrived there, while the remain-

ing 95-96% were killed!

My hypothesis, discussed by Terry on p. 232 where he mangles my
text as usual, is not so far-fetched as he would like to make believe:

"Dina [recte: Zina] Czapnik's story about the way 'she was deported

from Minsk to Sobibor in mid-September 1943 and then moved to Trawniki

with about 225 specialists ' is likewise in disagreement with the thesis of

nearly total extermination ofthe deportees taken to Sobibor and lends cred-

it to the hypothesis that the Polish Jews selected for work were far more

numerous than mainstream historiography asserts. " [see point 3]

The story of Zina Czapnik has been retold by Schelvis,'^''^ who also

explained that the transport in question counted 400-500 persons, of

which 200-250 were selected for work to Trawniki while passing

through Sobibor,'^''** therefore in this case the percentage of the selected

was 50%.

[186] Terry then tackles the issue of the Majdanek ''Emtefesf (har-

vest festival), the alleged shooting of the Jewish labor camp detainees

of the Lublin district on 3-4 November 1943, which in Majdanek alone

is said to have taken the hves of 18,000 persons:

"However, the revolt at Sobibor on October 13, 1943, coupled with the

general deterioration of the security situation and the growing threatfrom

partisans, created fears of similar revolts in other camps. Accordingly,

Himmler ordered the new SSPF Lublin, SS-Major General Jakob Sporren-

berg, to organise the largest mass shooting action in the history of the

Third Reich, Operation 'Erntefest ' or 'Harvest Festival. "'
(p. 233)

He does not present any evidence for Himmler' s alleged order,

which is a simple trick created in retrospect to "prove" the alleged mas-

sacre. The motivation behind this untraceable order - the danger of up-

risings due to the Sobibor revolt - was considered negligible both by

Globocnik and by Frank, as we shall see below. In this regard I may di-

Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit, p. 31 1.

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit, p. 148.

Ibid, p. 275.
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gress by discussing Schwindt's interpretation, which in this context is

clearly of greater importance than that proffered by Terry.

She begins her discussion of the "Emtefest" with the following

words:
'^o"

"Obwohl mit einem Anstieg der Produktion der Osti zu rechnen war

und die Lubliner DAW-Filiale wie bereits 1942 den hochsten Uinsatz aller

DA W-Betriebe verzeichnete, befahl Himmler in den zweiten Oktoberhdlfte,

die jiidischen Arbeitskrdfte im Distrikt Lublin zu ermorden.
"

"Even though an increase of Osti 's [Ostindustrie GmbH] production

was to be expected, and although the DAW subsidiary in Lublin already in

1942 achieved the highest turnover ofall DAWfacilities, Himmler ordered

in the second halfof October to kill the Jewish workers in the Lublin dis-

trict.
"

The revolt in Sobibor is said to have been "the direct cause \der

unmittelbare Anlafi]." The book is very well documented. The first

footnote of the page in question has the number 371. As for the alleged

Himmler order, however, Schwindt does not provide any source and

limits herself to repeating that "the research [community] agrees that

the revolt in Sobibor was the cause for Himmler' s order [die Forschung

ist sich einig, dafi der Aufstand in Sobibor der Anlafi fiir Himmlers

Befehl war]."'^'" Therefore "the research community [die Forschung]"

has a priori assumed this unproven fact to be true.

After having evoked this imaginary order, Schwindt proceeds:'^"

'Anders als Himmler ging Globocnik, der die jiidischen ZAL [Zwangs-

arbeitslager] im Distrikt Lublin fiir ausreichend gesichert hielt, auch nach

dem Aufstand in Sobibor davon aus, dafi die Jiidinnen und die Juden

weiterhin in den Osti- und DAW-Betrieben eingesetzt werden wiirden.
"

"In contrast to Himmler, Globocnik, who considered the Jewish forced

labor camps to be adequately secured, assumed even after the revolt in So-

bibor that the Jewesses and Jews would continue to be employed at the Osti

andDAWfacilities.
"

The expression "in contrast to Himmler [anders als Himmler]" is

misleading, because Schwindt does not demonstrate at all what Himm-
ler's attitude was in the first place. She adds:'^''

"Auch der Generalgouverneur [Frank] sah nach der Revolte in Sobibor

keine Notwendigkeit, die ZAL aufzuldsen.

"

"Following the revolt in Sobibor, the Governor General [Frank] as well

did not see any necessity to dismantle theforced labor camps.

"

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vernichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., p. 268.

Ibid., footaote 372 on p. 268.

Ibid, p. 269.
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Schwindt also quotes a short excerpt from Globocnik's report to

Himmler of 18 January 1943/^'^ which is a very important document in

this context. Globocnik had created "18 companies [18 Betriebe],"

which employed "some 52,000 workers [ungefdhr 52.000 Arbeitskrdf-

te]." Here is an excerpt from it:'^'^

"Am 22.10.43 teilte SS-Obergmppenfiihrer Pohl mit, dafi er die Uber-

nahmefolgender Arbeitslager durch die AmtsgmppeD angeordnet habe:

1) Alter Flughafen Lublin

2) SS-Arbeitslager Trawniki

3) SS-Arbeitslager Poniatowa

4) Zwangsarbeitslager und SS- Werkstdtten in Radom

5) Zwangsarbeitslager und SS- Werkstdtten in Budzyn

6) Hauptlager Krakau - Placzow [Plaszow]

7) Deutsche Ausrustungswerke Lublin

8) Riistungsldger in Lemberg.

"

"On 22 October 1943 SS-ObergruppenJuhrer Pohl communicated that

he had ordered the takeover of thefollowing labor camps by Office Group

D:

1) Old airfield Lublin

2) SS labor camp Trawniki

3) SS labor camp Poniatowa

4) Forced labor camp and SS workshops in Radom

5) Forced labor camp and SS workshops in Budzyn

6) Main camp Krakow - Placzow [Plaszow]

7) Deutsche Ausrustungswerke Lublin [German Equipment Works -

Lublin]

8) Arms production camp in Lwdw. ")

This measure had also solved the problems of security:

"Die Sicherheitsgrundlage war gegeben und durch die Fuhrung durch

die KZ gewdhrleistet

"

"The basis for safety was given and warranted by the leadership of the

concentration camps.

"

Globocnik then observed that "on 3 November 1943 the workers

were withdrawn from the labor camps and the factories were shut down

\am 3.11.1943 wurden die Arbeltskrdfte den Arbeitslager entzogen und

die Werke stillgelegty He further informed that on 2 November Gen-

eral Schindler of the armament inspection (Riistungsinspektion) of Kra-

kow, "had been assured that another 1 0,000 Jews would be detailed to

armaments work [die Zusicherung bekommen habe, weitere 10.000

Ibid, footnote 377 on p. 269.

NO-057, Wirtschaftlicher Teil der Aktion Reinhardt (Economic part ofAktion Reinhardt).
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Juden fur die Rustungsarbeit abzustellen]." If therefore on 2 November

it was agreed to send an additional 10,000 Jews to the armament indus-

try, how it is then possible that on the very next day 42,000 were alleg-

edly killed?

To summarize, Schwindt evokes an untraceable extermination order

by Himmler and an imaginary motive, which she then considers to out-

weigh the documents indicating that no such order exited. In her view,

Himmler took the "decision" not only in opposition to Globocnik and to

Max Horn, the director of the Osti (Ostindustrie GmbH), but also in op-

position to Pohll'^'''

[187] "Mattogno's attempt at 'debunking' the massacres in his 1998

brochure on Majdanek is fairlyfeeble in its grasp ofthe available sources;

the claim that 'all descriptions of the alleged massacre are based on the

account of SS-Oberscharfuhrer Erich Mufifeldt' is nonsense, as the above

brief recapitulation of some of the sources should indicate. Moreover, his

total omission/ignorance of the parallel massacres at Trawniki and Pon-

iatowa mean that we will simply send him back to the library and archives

to deal with all the evidence rather than cherrypick it. " (p. 234)

Terry's "attempt at 'debunking'" my arguments is infantile already

due to the fact that he practically ignores all of them. My demonstra-

tion, which covers 22 pages, is structured as follows:
'^'^

1 . Origin of the Name
2. Past History and Reasons for the Alleged Massacre According to

Official Historiography

3. The Chain ofCommand
4. Carrying out the Order a) The Pits; b) The Execution Process; c)

Body Cremation

5. Reports of the Polish Resistance Movement

6. The Alleged Mass Executions Make No Sense Economically

7. What Really Happened on November 3, 1943?

Instead of refuting this demonstration point by point, Terry limits

himself to juxtaposing some orthodox exterminationist publications,

among them - as a climax of cunning - this one: "Wojciech Zysko,

'Eksterminacyjna dzialnosc Truppenpohzei w dystrykcie lubelskim w
latach I943-I944,' Zezsyty Majdanka t.VI, 1972, pp.I86-7" (footnote

442 on p. 234). This reference is not only plagiarized, but is in fact tak-

en (with three spelling errors) from my chapter about the Erntefest:

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vernichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., p. 269.
"'^

J. Graf, C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek, op. cit.. Theses & Dissertations Press,

Chicago, 2003, pp. 209-230.
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"Wojciech Zysko, Eksterminacyjna dzialalnosc Truppenpolizei w dys-

trykcie lubelskim w latach 1943-1944 (The extermination activity of the

Troop Police in the Lubhn District in 1943-1944), in: ZM [Zezsyty

Majdanka tVI, 1972], p.
186."'^'*^

In the subsequent footnote I quoted p. 187 of the article in ques-

tion:'"''^ from this Terry took the reference to ''pp.l86-T'\ Needless to

say this title also enriches the bibliography of the "Cut and Paste Mani-

festo." (p. 564).

Another no doubt plagiarized title is "Wojciech Lenarczyk and Da-

riusz Libionka (eds.), Emtefest 3-4 listopada 1943 -zapomniany epizod

Zaglady. Lublin, 2009" (footnote 446 on p. 234), which appears only

here and in the bibliography (p. 552).

His claim that other meaningful sources describing the alleged mas-

sacre in Majdanek exist is nonsense, because he does not present a sin-

gle one. Schwindt, who he invokes, quotes some further pieces of testi-

mony, but they are declarations made many years after the fact and

most importantly very brief,'^'^ and therefore MuBfeldt's declarations

remain the most authoritative and detailed source.

Terry tries to divert attention by placing a melodramatic emphasis on

my "total omission/ignorance of the parallel massacres at Trawniki and

Poniatowa," an irrelevant objection, since in the study in question about

Majdanek I occupied myselfjust with Majdanek, but evidently - on ac-

coimt of his obvious personal blind spots - he is unable to grasp such

nuances.

[188] "For our purposes here, the interesting thing is noting the sheer

desperation with which Mattogno tries to confabulate a 'transfer' ofpris-

onersfrom Majdanek to labour camps in the Krakow district, citing as usu-

al a single vague wartime report which he hopes will somehow weigh more

heavily in the balance than the mountain of testimonies and other evidence

which exists concerning 'Erntefest.
"'

(pp. 234-235)

After having demonstrated that the imaginary Emtefest event is

piled up on and surrounded by all sorts of absurdities, I proposed a hy-

pothesis as to what really happened, while stating up front that "consid-

ering the almost complete lack of docxunents, it is impossible to answer

this question precisely." I consequently observed:
'^'^

"One item of circumstantial evidence for this was provided by the No-

Ibid, footnote 576 on p. 210.

Ibid., footnote 577.

B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Vernichtungslager Majdanek, op. cit., pp. 270-275.

Concentration Camp Majdanek, op. cit., p. 230.
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vember 20, 1943, issue of the Polish newspaper-in-exile Dziennik Polski,

printed in England. The paper reported the murder of '15,000 Jews' and

added:

'25,000 Jews were transferred from Majdanek to Cracow, where

they were quartered in hundreds of recently-constructed barracks.

Probably these Jews will have to work in the German factories which

have recently been transferred to the Cracow district

'

Thefollowing also supports the hypothesis ofa mass transfer ofJewish

inmates to the west: As Raul Hilberg notes in his standard work about the

'Holocaust, ' a total of22,444 Jews worked in the armaments industries of

the General Government in October 1943. In January 1944, however, two

months after the alleged mass murder, the number ofJews workingfor the

armaments industry in the General Government had not decreased; quite

the contrary—it had increased to 26,296!"

However, there exists also another important documentary confirma-

tion of the transfer of Jewish inmates. On 1 December 1943 "the SS and

Police Leader in the Radom district [Der SS-und Polizeifuhrer im Dis-

trikt Radom]" Herbert Bottcher wrote a long letter "to the Higher SS

and Police Leader East [an den Hdheren SS- und Polizeifuhrer Ost]"

with the subject "protection of the armament industries and Jewish

camps [Schutz der Rustungsbetriebe und Judenlager]," wherein we
read:

"Im Monat Oktober wurden mir aufAnweisung des Hdheren SS- und

Polizeifuhrers Ost iiber den SS- und Polizeifuhrer Krakau 4.000 Juden in

meinem Distrikt geschickt, die nach einem vom Rustungskommando ausge-

arbeiteten Schliissel auf verschiedene Werke, in denen bereits Judenlager

vorhandenen waren, verteilt wurden, ohne vorherige Befragung, ob ich die

Hineinbringung der Juden in die einzelnen Fabriken angesichts der dort

bereits vorhandenen Judenlagerfiir tragbar halte.

Nunmehr erhalte ich unterm 29.11.43 von RUstungskommando Radom

ein Schreiben, nach welchem die Rustungsinspektion fir die Zeit von

Anfang Januar bis Ende Mdrz 6.400 Juden fir die Riistungsindustrie des

Distriktes Radom zugesagt habe. Das RUstungskommando teilte mir mit,

dass die betreffenden Betriebe durch das RUstungskommando unterrichtet

und angewiesen seien, die erforderlichen Massnahmen fir die Unterbring-

ung vorzuhereiten.

"

"In the month of October, 4,000 Jews were sent to my district on in-

struction of the Higher SS and Police Leader East through the SS and Po-

lice Leader Krakow. According to a key developed hy the armament com-

mand, these Jews were distributed to different factories, in which already

Jewish camps were present This was done without prior inquiry whether I

would consider as appropriate the admission ofthese Jews to the individual

factories, considering the Jewish camps already existing there.
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Now I receive a writing of29 November 1943from the armament com-

mand in Radom, according to which the armament inspectionfor theperiod

from early January to the end ofMarch has confirmed 6,400 Jews for the

armament industry of the Radom district. The armament command told me
that the concernedfactories have been informed by the armament command
and instructed to prepare the necessary accommodation measures.

"

Botcher then went on to request:

"vor Hereinsenden neuer Juden mich Jewells horen zu wollen, damit ich

geindss der seinerzeit den SS- und Polizeifuhrern hinsichtlich der Judenla-

ger bei Rustungsfabriken auferlegten Verantwortung die Unterbringung

und Bewachung der Juden kontrollieren kann.

"

"please consult me before dispatching new Jews, so that I will be able

to supervise the accommodation and the custody of the Jews according to

the responsibility imposed at that time on all SS and police leaders regard-

ing the Jewish camps inside armamentfactories.

"

This is in open contradiction to the alleged liquidations of working

Jews in the whole General Government, as explained in the following

point.

[189] Terry maintains that the alleged shooting of the Jews of the

Lublin district happened in a more general context:

"To the contrary: there were parallel liquidations at camps in the Gali-

cia district, where the remaining survivors ofthe iSS-Arbeitslager Janowska

in Lwow were murdered in two actions on October 25/26 and November

12-19, 1943, and in the Krakow district, which saw the camp at Szebnie

liquidated and its inmates transferred to Auschwitz, with 2,889 disappear-

ing into the gas chambers ofBirkenau. There were also transfersfor labour

purposes at this time. The camp at Plaszow transferred a contingent of

2,500 prisoners to the large ammunition factory at Skarzsyko-Kamienna on

November 16; another 1,400 labour camp inmates were transferred to oth-

erforced labour camps in the Radom district two days later. " (p. 235)

He is apparently not aware of the fact that in this way he indirectly

confirms my interpretation. In footnote 448 on p. 235 Terry provides

the following sources with regard to the alleged shootings in Lwow:
'•Pohl, 'Zwangsarbeitslager', p.428; Pohl, Ostgalizien, pp.359-60; Ei-

senbach, Hitlerowska polityka, p.553.

"

In the referenced article Pohl writes:

"Die Folge waren grofie Massaker in den noch existierenden grofien

NARA, T-175-226, 2765116, 2765116-120.

D. Pohl, "Die grofien Zwangsarbeitslager der SS- und Polizeifuhrer fur Juden im Generalgou-

vemement 1942-1945," in: Ulrich Herbert, Karin Orth, Christoph Dieckmann (eds.). Die nati-

onalsoziahstischen Konzentrationslager. Entwicklung und Struktur, Wallstein Verlag, Gottin-

gen, 1998, Band I, p.428.
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Lagern, am 15. November in den sogenannten 'Julag' I Krakau-Plaszow, II

Prokocim und III Biezanow, und am 19. November in Lemberg-Janowska.

"

"The result were huge massacres in the still existing large camps, on 15

November in the so-called 'Julag' I Krakow-Plaszow, II Prokocim and III

Biezanow, and on 19 November in Lwow-Janowska.

"

In his respective footnote Pohl refers to Eisenbach's book as quoted

by Terry:
''2'

"Vgl. Arthur Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka zaglady Zydow, Warsza-

wa 1961, S. 553.
"

Eisenbach mentions the aforementioned "Julag" I, II and III and

adds that the largest Jewish camp in Gahcia, Janowska, "ceased to exist

on 20 November 1943." His account, which occupies roughly a page,

has a single footnote refering to another book, Zaglady Zydow Iwoskich

by Filip Friedman.'^^^ At the end of this page Eisenbach writes:'^^^

"The liquidation of the camps in the Lublin district was not an isolated

event The decision of the Hitlerian authorities affected the whole General

Government Still during November 1943 a series of other Jewish camps

was liquidated.

"

This would make sense only if this "decision" was due to Himmler's

elusive order, but Eisenbach doesn't say anything in this regard. On the

other hand, Terry himself states that "the forced labour camps for heavy

industry and armaments in the Radom district" were "all left untouched

by 'Emtefest."' (p. 236).

[190] Terry then adds:

"Indeed, the number ofJewish forced labourers employed in what was

adjudged 'direct' armaments work rose from 22,444 in October 1943 to

27,439 in May 1944 [457], as Jewish slave labourers engaged in non-

armaments work were transferred to the arms factories, including the

aforementioned 4,000 prisoners transferred from the Krakow district to

Skarzysko-Kamienna in November 1943, and after 1,500 Jews were trans-

ferredfrom the Lodz ghetto to Skarzysko-Kamienna in March 1944 [458].

"

(pp. 236-237)

This indeed confirms the absurdity of the claimed Emtefest extermi-

nation, and therefore Terry "manages to shoot himself in the foot once

again."

The source adduced in footnote 457 is a Polish text, presenting a

"Table 44: Number of employees in the armament industry in the years

1943-1944 divided by nationality [Tabela 44. Liczba zatrudnionych w
przemyslu zbrojeniowym GG wg narodowosci w latach 1943 - 1944],"

/Wrf., note 60 on p. 437.

A. Eisenbach, Hitlerowska polityka zaglady Zydow, op. cit, p. 553.
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in which the following data appear for the Jews:'

Table 6.4

1943 1944

I IV VI X I IV V
15,091 15,588 21,643 22,444 26,296 28,537 27,439

Therefore from October 1943 to January 1944 the number of Jews

employed in the German armament industry increased by 3,852.

Since Hilberg's text referred to by Terry in footnote 457 (R. Hilberg,

Die Vernichtung der europdischen Juden, op. cit., p. 563) has the same

table,'^^^ it is hard to grasp why Terry here made a reference to a Polish

text which is inaccessible to the ordinary reader, unless of course we are

dealing with another plagiarism. In footnote 458, Terry writes:

"H. Biebow an Hauessler, Litzmannstadt, 18.3.1944, published in Tati-

ana Berenstein, Artur Eisenbach and Adam Rutliowski (eds.), Ekstermi-

nacja Zydow na ziemiach polskich w okresie okupacji hitlerowskiej. Zbior

dokumentov, Warsaw, 1957, p. 256; Karaj, Death Comes In Yellow, p.66.
"

In the Polish document collection mentioned the document is repro-

duced (as no. 136) with the following heading: "18 March 1944, Lodz.

- H. Biebow to Hausler [18 marca 1944, Lodz. - H. Biebow do Hdus-

lera]." The subject is "Transfer of 1,500 Jews to the General Govern-

ment [Uberfiihrung von 1500 Juden in das Genemlgouvemement]."^^^^

Terry writes "Hauessler" instead of "Hausler" (the Polish source has

"Hauslera," the genitive of the name in Polish), which demonstrates the

umpteenth plagiarism. This title is also listed in the bibliography (p.

533) with the same spelling error ("dokumentov" instead of "doku-

mentow") in addition to the same lack of diacritical marks. SS-Ober-

scharfiihrer Willi Hausler was a functionary in the office of the Reichs-

statthalter (Reich Governor) of the Warthegau. This document is quot-

ed in a source also known to the plagiarists, yet there it appears with the

correct spelling of "Hausler."'^^^

Regarding the two extermination actions in the Janowska camp in

Lwow, Terry invokes two studies by Pohl (footnote 448 on p. 235); but

Piotr Matusak, Przemysl na ziemiach polskich w latach Ilwojny swiatowej, Tom 1, War-

saw/Siedlce, 2009, p. 207.

The only difference is the number 15,538 instead of 15,588 for April 1943.

Tatiana Berenstein, Artur Eisenbach, Adam Rutkowski, Eksterminacja Zydow na ziemiach

polskich w okresie okupacji hitlerowskiej. Zbior dokumentow, Warsaw, 1957, p. 256.

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,p. 461
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in another writing Pohl stated:
'^^^

"Im Juni 1943 schliefilich wurden die letzten Juden in das Lager Lem-

berg-Janowskastrafie gebracht und dort grofiteils erschossen.

"

"Finally in June 1943 the last Jews were brought to the camp Lwdw-
Janowska street - and most ofthem were shot.

"

Even if that is so, this has nothing to do with Himmler's untraceable

order allegedly issued as a consequence of the Sobibor revolt, which

happened only four months later.

The "Szebnie" event is particularly instructive, both because it gives

me the opportunity to dwell on D. Czech's sources, and because it high-

lights the deceptive method used by the "plagiarist bloggers," i.e. their

implicit view that anj^thing can be regarded as "demonstrated" based on

a simple statement in orthodox exterminationist literature.

D. Czech writes in her Kalendarium that on 5 November 1943 4,237

Jews from the "labor camp Szebnie [Arbeitslager Szebnie]" arrived at

Auschwitz: 952 men and 396 women were registered, the other 2,889

persons are said to have been gassed. Note Terry's omission of the

1,348 registered persons, whose importance I will explain below.

D. Czech's sources consists of an unspecified piece of testimony

made or introduced during the Hoss trial and the ''Quarantdneliste"

(quarantine list), a document compiled by Auschwitz inmate Otto

Wolken listing the transports of male Jewish detainees who were admit-

ted into camp section Blla for quarantine purposes. Under the date of 6

November 1943 the document reports two transports or rather two reg-

istration events concerning inmates from "Schebnia": the first lists 952

admitted inmates, while 2,889 were allegedly gassed, and the second

list has 9 admitted inmates and 48 allegedly gassed.

D. Czech ignores the second registration. Furthermore, when men-

tioning the 2,889 gassing victims mentioned by Wolken she evidently

assumes that the transport had only 396 women, who were therefore all

registered.

Whence does the number of the 2,889 allegedly gassed deportees

come? It is merely Wolken's inference. Since Wolken was a physician

in camp section Blla, he had access only to the documentation relating

to that section, i.e. to the detainees entering and exiting the quarantine

camp, but not to the data of all of those who arrived at Auschwitz.

D. Pohl, "Ghettos," in: W. Benz, B. Distel (eds.), Der Ort des Terrors, op. cit, vol. 9, 2009, p.

174.

D. Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, p. 645.

APMO, D-Aun-3/l,p.3.
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Wolken may have learned about the extent of these transport from

the mmates themselves. However, two witnesses from this transport,

Witold and Jan Jakubowicz, 13 (!) and 17 years of age, respectively,

stated that the transport counted 2,650 persons. If one believes these

testimonies, the registered detainees constituted almost 51% of the total.

No documents are known to me relating to either the alleged gassing of

the non-registered Jews or the total strength of the transport.

After the Sobibor revolt on 14 October 1943, other transports of

Jews arrived at Auschwitz, from which rather high percentages of de-

tainees were selected and registered. For instance, on 18 October 1943,

from a transport of 1,000 persons originating in Zawiercie, 401 were

registered, 40.1%; on the 21*', from a transport of 1,007 persons origi-

nating in Westerbork, 517 were registered, 51.3%; on 2 and 3 Novem-

ber, from two transports originating in Szopienice (a small town be-

tween Sosnowiec and Katowice) 798 of the 2,073 deportees were regis-

tered, 38.5%); on 17 November 1,148 Jews arrived from the Dutch camp

of Herzogenbusch, who were all registered.
'^^^

Finally Terry states that on 16 November 2,500 Jews were frans-

ferred from Plaszow "to the large ammunition factory at Skarzsyko-

Kamienna on November 16" and on the IS**" another "1,400 labour

camp inmates were transferred to other forced labour camps in the Ra-

dom district." As a consequence, 3,900 Jews were transferred to other

camps or factories, and 1,357 were selected in Auschwitz for work.

How can this policy of preserving Jewish manpower be reconciled

with the alleged extermination of 42,000 Jewish workers already em-

ployed in important activities? Himmler wasn't stupid, in contrast to the

individuals who think he was, and in order to avert a potential insurgen-

cy in the Lublin district, he could have simply ordered the transfer and

distribution of these 42,000 workers in question to other concenfration

camps or factories.

Before proceeding, I note Terry's umpteenth bibliographic plagia-

rism: "Ryszard Kotarba, Niemiecki oboz w Plaszowie 1942-1945. War-

saw/Krakow: IPN, 2009," mentioned only in the footnote 450 on p. 235

and in the bibliography (p. 551), with two Polish spelling errors.

[191] Terry further objects (p. 235) that the huge deployment of

forces adopted for the so-called "Emtefest" is allegedly irreconcilable

with a transfer, but would demonsfrate "the slaughter of 42,000 Jewish

Michal M. Borwicz, Nella Rost, JosefWulf (eds.), Dokumenty zbrodni i m^czenstwa. Krakow,

1945, p. 187.
"'^ D. Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, pp. 631-656.
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prisoners in order to assuage the security paranoia of Heinrich Himm-
ler." (p. 236).

If considering the number of detainees to be transferred, 42,000, the

matter explains itself As for the statement about the "paranoia of Hein-

rich Himmler," it only reflects the paranoia of those who beheve that

Himmler would have ordered the killing of 42,000 workers while at the

same time anxiously searching for able-bodied detainees among the de-

portees arriving at Auschwitz, and more generally that of those who be-

lieve in the tale of the "immense irrationality" of the Holocaust (foot-

note 459 on p. 237).

[192] I conclude this chapter with an objection regarding the chain

ofcommand that Terry proposes about the alleged extermination:

"In Sobibor, for example, he advances an absolutely nonsensical under-

standing of the chain of command involved in Aktion Reinhard and other

extermination camps which is simply laughable to anyonefamiliar with Na-

zi-era German militaiy, police or SS organisational structures. " (p. 238)

In the corresponding footnote, Terry explains:

"The key flaw in his comprehension lies in not realising the distinction

between line commands and technical lines of communication. Support

agencies like the Kriminaltechnische Institut of the RSHA provided logisti-

cal support and advice. They were not in the vertical chain ofcommand at

all, hut instead stood horizontally in relation to other agencies. Much the

same can be said for the role played by the T4 organisation vis-a-vis the

Aktion Reinhard camp staff; these men continued to receive pay via T4, i.e.

the euthanasia organisation remained involved administratively. If this

does not compute with either Mattogno or his fans, then we will make the

following analogy: placing agencies such as the KTI into the chain of

command for the extermination camps is as utterly moronic as claiming

that the Heereswaffenamt was in charge ofapanzer division on the Eastern

Front, "(footnote 461)

Another objection decidedly used as an excuse. In mentioning the

chain of command: '^^^

Hitler Fuhrer Chancellery KTI Carbon monoxide in steel

cylinders euthanasia institutes Gaswagen Chelmno

I certainly did not want to state that the KTI is said to have transmit-

ted extermination orders, but that it allegedly received and implemented

them technically, as also results from the hierarchical position and from

the function of this institute: "The Kriminaltechnisches Institut [institute

for forensic technology] within the Reichssicherheitshauptamt [Reich

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 251.
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Security Main Office]."'"^

Terry understands perfectly well that this was only an executive or-

gan, as were the euthanasia institutes, about which he did not have any-

thing to object.

I omit Terry's final name-calling. I observe that the goal he set him-

self, to place "the history of Aktion Reinhard into the context of Nazi

policy in Poland" and to demonstrate "how and why the Lublin region

was finally chosen as the region in which so many Jews would be

killed" has been achieved only by applying phony methods, with a

"manipulation and incomprehension of documents relating to the evolu-

tion of the program," dressed up with the help of a systematic and

shameful plagiarism of sources. For what concerns the "critique" which

he directs at me, it is mainly a sorry series of factual distortions, mis-

representations and babblings that have nothing to do with a real histo-

riographic critique.

Ibid., footaote 740 on p. 251.
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Chapter 7: Where They Went: The ReaHty

of Resettlement

By Thomas Kues

7.1. Notes on some Additional "Conspiraloon"

Claims

In our opponents' Chapter 4, dedicated to discrediting the resettle-

ment hypothesis, Jason Myers starts out by discussing what he terms the

"excruciatingly slow evolution of the revisionist 'resettlement' hj^othe-

sis." His entire "conspiraloon" implication, that the transit camp hy-

pothesis arose not from a historiographical-scientific analytical process

- and such processes are always prone to pioneer mistakes and chases

after false leads - but as the apparent result of a badly coordinated revi-

sionist conspiracy deserves no elaborate commentary, especially if con-

sidering that it is the validity of the transit camp hypothesis which is at

issue here, not its genealogy. We may help ourselves to making some

cursory notes, though.

Myers names Arthur Butz as the first revisionist to develop the hy-

pothesis - which should not surprise, as his 1976 book The Hoax ofthe

Twentieth Century was the first to critically scrutinize the totality of the

orthodox holocaust narrative - while claiming that "the particular ar-

gument on resettlement appears to not have been well received, judging

by its omission from other Revisionist works during the 1970s and

1980s." (p. 239). As a case in point Myers offers Walter Sanning's The

Dissolution ofEastern European Jewry (1983). He then goes on to im-

pute endorsement of Sanning's arguments on behalf of the authors of

this rebuttal based on the fact that Sanning's book is mentioned as the

"most comprehensive" revisionist study on "the problem of Jewish

population losses" in a footnote'^^^ in TrebUnka, as well as referenced

in Sobibor. What Myers fails to mention is that the TrebUnka footnote

mentions The Dissolution side by side with the exterminationist anthol-

ogy Dimension des Vdlkermords edited by Wolfgang Benz and that

"comprehensive" is not synonymous with "authoritative," much less

with "reliable on all points." Moreover, the reference in Sobibo/^^^ is to

"'^ C. Mattogno, J. Graf, TrebUnka, op. cit., p. 295, no. 916.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 357, no. 1063. Myers erroneously gives the

page number as p. 58 but this is likely just a typographical error as the note number is correct.
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a particular issue, namely the evacuations of Jews from the western

parts of the Soviet Union at the time of the German invasion in 1941,

not to the overall issue of Jewish population losses and deportations.

Myers further distorts Grafs presentation of a number of news re-

ports and witness statements (originally quoted by Boisdefeu) in a 2000

article'^" by claiming that "Graf calls [the news reports and statements]

'all the same' as wartime German documents in support of a resettle-

ment thesis." (p. 242). In reality, Graf pointed out the difference in evi-

dential quality, writing that:

"One might object, of course, that such reports are not German war-

time documents, and consequently are not conclusive. All the same, they

give additional support to the thesis that Auschwitz also functioned as a

transit camp.

"

In other words, the reports are not conclusive documentary evidence,

but they nonetheless offer additional support to the transit camp hy-

pothesis.

7.2. A "Handful" of Vague News Reports?

Myers begins his actual discussion of the transit camp hypothesis by

claiming that the revisionists are relying upon a very limited number of

vague and therefore evidentially worthless news reports (p. 244):

"One ofthe many glaring deficiencies oftheir resettlement hypothesis is

MGK's reliance upon a handful of wartime news sources referencing de-

portations to the East, which the trio takes to be part ofa resettlementpro-

gram. The actual destinations of the deportees are very rarely specified in

the reports, an indication of how weak the information was to MGK's
sources (due to the limited amount of available information), and howfee-
bly such articles serve as evidence.

"

The "handful of wartime news sources" presented so far include

about a dozen newspapers, journals and news agency bulletins, and the

number of individual news items number more than 60. As for the claim

that the "actual destinations" of the deportees are specified only "very

rarely," the some 35 items'"'"'** from JTA Daily News Bulletin describing

Jiirgen Graf, "What Happened to the Jews Who Were Deported to Auschwitz But Were Not

Registered There?," Journal ofHistorical Review, 1 9/4, 2000: www.ihr.org/jhr/vl 9/v 1 9n4p-

4_Graf.html

Cf. T. Kues, "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories,

Part 3," Inconvenient History, vol. 3 (201 1), no. 4,

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/20Il/volume_3/niunber_4/evidence_for_the_presence

_of_gassedJews_part_3.php
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deportations or the presence of deported Jews in the Occupied Eastern

Territories mention the following destinations: Pinsk and the Rokitno

district (20/10/41, 23/10/41, 7/1/43), the Taganrog-Kharkov front

(26/3/42), Kishinev (16/10/42), Smolensk district (22/10/42), Jassy

(lasi) en route to Transnistria (1/11/42), (plans to deport Norwegian

Jews to) Lithuania (6/11/42), Riga (20/11/42, 28/12/44), Rovno district

in western Ukraine (22/12/42), Minsk district (21/11/43, 23/11/43),

Dvinsk (Daugavpils) (9/7/44), Kaunas (Kovno) (16/8/44, 20/8/44),

Kretinga (22/8/44)/ In other news reports we also find mentioned Vilni-

us (Vilna) (Judisk Kronika, issue of May/June 1944, p. 68) and Ocha-

kov/Oceacov in Transnistria (Contemporary Jewish Record, June 1943,

p. 300). Apparently the journalists in question (many of them working

for Jewish newspapers and journals) were letting their imaginations run

wild. .

.

The unreliability of the news reports is also supposedly demonstrat-

ed by the fact that the same news sources

"changed their conclusions as more information was made available to

them. The American Jewish Yearbook, one source which MGK quote-mine

and distort in their works, focused more and more on the Nazi extermina-

tion policy against the Jews as time went on. The Judisk Kronika similarly

described Nazi killings ofJews later in the war through shooting as well as

gassing, as Kues admits (but, ofcourse, disagrees with). "
(p. 244)

One might just as well argue differently: As Germany's defeat in the

war drew ever closer, cautious and interrogative coverage of the enemy

became rarer and increasingly greater credence was given in the west-

em press to propaganda reports such as those issued by the Polish-

Jewish imdergroxmd and the Soviets. To give just a few samples of the

"information" "made available" to one of these publications (besides

the falsehood-ridden "Auschwitz protocol"), volume 46 (1944-1945) of

American Jewish Year Book spoke (on p. 220) of Belgian-Jewish chil-

dren who had been "gassed at Brasschaet, north of Antwerp," claimed

that the liquidation of the Lodz ghetto had begun in January 1 944 "with

the massacre of 20,000 Jews in one day." (p. 242) - although the liqui-

dation of the ghetto did not commence until half a year later - that the

Soviets had discovered "thousands of Jews [...] drovraed in the oil

wells around the city of Maikop" in Caucasia (p. 246) as well as "the

corpses of 30,000 Jews who had been drowned, by the fleeing Nazis, in

flooded coal mines" in the city of Schachty, near Rostov (p. 247). On
the other hand, the western media, including Jewish publications, were

still uncertain about the fate of the Jewish deportees from Western Eu-
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rope as late as early 1945. Thus in its issue for May-June 1944 the Ju-

disk Kronika reported that "some information about the fate of the Jews

deported from Western to Eastern Europe is now beginning to leak out"

(emphasis added), that 20,000 Jews from Western Europe were still in

Vilnius, and that thousands of additional Jews "from Holland, Belgium

and northern France" had been shot near Kaunas.'"^ Interestingly, a no-

tice published in the Perth newspaper The West Australian on 27 May
1947 stated (on p. 7) that "the fate of 35,000 Dutch Jews deported by

the Germans from Holland to Sobibor camp, Poland, in 1943 is not yet

known by the Dutch authorities. Only 19 have returned to Holland and

it is feared that the remainder were murdered by their captors. This was

annoxmced by the Netherlands Information Service today." This implies

that as late as two years after the end of the war, the authorities in the

Netherlands had still not decisively concluded that this group of depor-

tees had been gassed in the Sobibor camp!

7.3. General Remarks on the Alleged Impossibility

of Resettlement to the East

Jason Myers opens his subchapter on the "Realities in the Occupied

Soviet Territories" with a discussion of "starvation pohcies" allegedly

carried out in the Occupied Eastern Territories by the Germans. Since

this issue has already been discussed by Mattogno in Chapter 5 (points

1-8) 1 direct our readers there.

Myers next writes (p. 252) that these territories "were also the site of

large population movements," namely the westward evacuation of mil-

Uons of forcibly evacuated Russian civiUans,'^"^" among them more than

650,000 from the areas of Army Group Center between 1942 and the

spring of 1943. He argues that such a resettlement of Jews in said terri-

tories is unthinkable, because the evacuations of these Russian civilians

"created havoc among the occupation bureaucracy, with the total of

evacuees being divided amongst several regional administrations due to

fears of overburdening the locations in terms of food, transportation,

and other issues" and because the "regions which grudgingly accepted

several tens of thousands of refugees {i.e. Reichskommissariat Ostland,

Generalkommissariat Wessruthenien) would obviously have faced a lo-

Judisk Kronika, vol. 13, no. 5 (May-June 1944), p. 68.

Some 1.6 million until the end of 1943; cf. Christoph Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik

in Litauen 1941-1944, (2 vols.), Wallstein, Gottingen 201 1, p. 1383.
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gistical nightmare if they had served as further destination for hundreds

ofthousands of Jews." (pp. 252f ).

There can be no doubt that this massive evacuation of Russian civil-

ians caused numerous problems to the local administrations and in-

volved great human suffering. For example, the Security Police in Lith-

uania reported in August 1943 about trains filled with Russian families

that were left standing in railway yards for days without food being dis-

tributed to them.'^"^' The problem with Myers's argument is that the

large-scale evacuation of Soviet civilians westward did not commence

until late 1942-early 1943 with the beginning of the German retreat.
'^""^

In Lithuania the first known transport of evacuated Russians arrived as

late as early May 1943 (to a former POW camp in Alytus).'^"*^ By mid-

September 1943 some 20,500 Russian evacuees were present in Lithua-

nia.'^'*'^ The Korherr report together with the Hofle document and other

evidence show, however, that of the approximately 1,800,000-

1,900,000 Jews who reached the Occupied Eastern Territories in all,

some 80% had done so already by mid-December 1942.'^''^ Since, need-

less to say, the Germans did not plan to lose the battle of Stalingrad, this

evacuation of civilians, prompted by the beginning of the German war

of defense, could hardly have constituted any hindrance to the earlier-

conceived Jewish resettlement program.

Myers's attempt at rebuttal continues (p. 253):

"The problems of a large population displacement can also be seen in

the rejection of Hitler's July 1942 plan to evacuate the entire Crimean

population of several hundred thousand into the Ukraine by OKW (the

German military command). It is interesting that in the reasons for such a

rejection, the explanation that 'the Jews are going there ' was never men-

tioned.
"

Here Myers omits an important part of the context: Already at a pol-

icy-making conference on 16 July 1941 Hitler had decided that Crimea,

which he viewed as a future German Gibraltar, "was to become a purely

German colony, from which all foreigners were to be deported," and

subsequently made a part of the German Reich proper."'''' The new
population of the peninsula was initially planned to consist of 140,000

Ibid., p. 1384.

™' Ibid., p. 1381.
'^"^

Ibid.,ip. 1382.

ft/rf.,p. 1384.
""^ Cf. J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 349ff.

. Nuremberg document 221-L, File memorandum, 16 July 1941, on a discussion by Hitler with

Rosenberg, Lammers, Keitel and Goring, IMT vol. XXXVIII, p. 87, 90.
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Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) from Transnistria, but at a later stage

Germans from Southern Tirol were instead considered.""*^ At the be-

ginning of December 1 94 1 Wirtschaftsstab Ost sent an official to Cri-

mea in order to locate places where settlements could be realized within

short notice. The conclusion was that the entire peninsula was appropri-

ate for settlement.'"''*^ By 12 December 1941 at the latest the command
of the 11* army of the Wehrmacht (AOK 11) were informed of the

planned evacuation of Crimea.
'^"^^ At the beginning of July 1942, with

the fall of Sevastopol to the German army, Hitler saw the chance to put

his "Germanization plan" into action and so ordered the evacuation of

the Crimean peninsula. On 3 July 1942 the AOK 11 was informed of

the order to evacuate "all Russians, Armenians and other Bolshevists"

from the peninsula.'"''*^ In the end Hitler had to retract his evacuation or-

der, faced as he was with the realization that its implementation would

cause the Crimean economy to collapse and thus threaten the suste-

nance of the 1 1th army.'^^° In other words, from July 1941 to July 1942

Crimea was the planned location of a resettlement program aiming for

the Germanization of the peninsula and its ultimate incorporation into

the German Reich. Considering this background, it is exfremely unlike-

ly that any plans for Jewish resettlement on the Crimean peninsula ex-

isted prior to the retraction of the evacuation order. Myers's argument is

therefore moot.

Myers next wants his readers to believe that there did not exist a

need for Jewish labor in the Occupied Eastern Territories (p. 253):

"There also was not a needfor Jewish labor inside the occupied Soviet

territories, if MGK were to agree that Jewish laborers were deported.

Throughout 1942, both the Ukraine and Ostland were filled with Soviet

prisoners of war, with totals varyingfrom a low of 617,000 and a high of

989,000. Indeed even in mid-1943, 300,000 Soviet prisoners and partisans

were requested by Gauleiter Sauckel to work in the mines of the Reich,

while Gauleiter Koch suggested transferring the 1.5 million Hilfswilligen

(Soviet helpers to the German military) to the Reich for labor purposes. In

addition to all of the above must be added the millions of Ostarbeiters, la-

borers taken from across the occupied Eastern territories and sent west to

the Reich.

"

It is doubtful that holocaust historian Wendy Lower would agree

Manfred Oldenburg, Ideologic und militarisches Kalkill. Die Besatzungspolitik der Wehrmacht

in der Sowjetunion 1942, Bohlau Verlag, Cologne 2004, p. 126.

Ibid.,^. 127.

Ibid.,^. 128.

Ibid., p. 132.
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with Myers, as she writes that the German officials in occupied

Ukraine, while carrying out "a murderous policy of terror," were "con-

stantly complaining about labor and material shortages."'^^' Christopher

Browning cites a statement made by the SS and Polizeistandortfuhrer in

Brest-Litovsk, Friedrich Wilhelm Rohde, at the beginning of September

1942:

"Insofar as the Jewish question is solved in Brest, Iforesee severe eco-

nomic damage resultingfrom the lack oflabor.
"

Browning also quotes a monthly report of the military armaments

commando in Volhynia-Podolia dating fi-om October 1942, according to

which the contemporary "large-scale Jewish evacuations in Volhynia as

a result of which every Jew was removed from all the factories" meant

that "the factories came to a complete standstill for a shorter or longer

time, or production dwindled to a mere fi-action."'^'^

Christoph Dieckmann provides an illuminating example of the labor

problems in occupied Lithuania. In March 1942, 214,000 people were

employed in the country's agricultural sector, which rested on manual

labor rather than machines; of these only 5,400 (2.5%) were POWs. In

the summer of 1942, Reichskommissariat Ostland (henceforth RK
Ostland) administrators estimated the lack of manpower in Lithuania at

40,000, whereof 20,000 within agriculture. The Lithuanian self-

administration'^^^ on the other hand gave an estimate of 92,000 within

the agricultural sector alone. The number of unemployed who could be

allocated to fill this gap amounted to only some 1 6,000.

What about the Soviet prisoners of war, then? Did they really consti-

tute a labor pool in the Occupied Eastern Territories large enough to

preclude the need for Jewish labor, as Myers implies? On 14 December

1941, the Reichsminister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Alfred

Rosenberg, reported that some 2,500 POWs were perishing daily in just

the camps situated in the Ukraine, and that not many of them would re-

main. '^^^ On 28 February 1942, Rosenberg sent a letter to the head of

the Wehrmacht Supreme Command, Generalfeldmarschall Wilhelm

Keitel, on the subject of mistreatment of Soviet prisoners of war, in

which we read:

Ray Brandon, Wendy Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit., 2010, p. 226.

Christopher Browning, "Evidencefor the Implementation of the Final Solution: B. Escala-

tion," www.hdot.org/en/trial/defense/browning/420

A civilian Lithuanian puppet government set up by the German occupiers.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 666f.

1517-PS, IMT vol XXVIl, p. 272.

081-PS, IMT vol. XXV, p. 157f.
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"Thefate ofthe Sovietprisoners ofwar in Germany is on the contrary a

tragedy of the greatest extent. Of3.6 million prisoners ofwar, only several

hundred thousand are still able to work fully. A large part of them have

starved, or died, because of the hazards of the weather. Thousands also

diedfrom typhus. It is understood, of course, that there are difficulties en-

countered in the feeding ofsuch a large number ofprisoners ofwar. Any-

how, with a certain amount ofunderstandingfor goals aimed at by German

politics, dying and deterioration could have been avoided to the extent de-

scribed. For instance, according to information on hand, the native popula-

tion within the Soviet Union are absolutely willing to put food at the dis-

posal of the prisoners of war. Several understanding camp commanders

have successfully chosen this course. However, in the majority ofcases, the

camp commanders have forbidden the local population to put food at the

disposal ofthe prisoners, and they have rather let them starve to death.
"

According to Christian Streit, approximately 5.7 million members of

the Red Army fell into German hands during the Second World War.'^^^

Therefore, some 2,100,000 Soviet soldiers were captured between 1

March 1942 and the end of the war. The Supreme Command of the

Wehrmacht, section Foreign Armies East, gave the number of captured

Soviet soldiers as of 31 May 1942 as 3,837,730, while another source,

probably dating from June 1942, gave the same figure as 3,760,288.'^^^

By early 1942 there must have existed a fear among some German

leaders, such as Rosenberg, that the harsh conditions in the POW camps

would in time lead to the extinction of the labor pool constituted by the

Soviet military prisoners. It is estimated that over 60% of the Soviet

POWs had perished by starvation and other causes as of February
1942.'^^'''* While by February/March 1942 the mortality rate in the east-

em POW camps had decreased to "only" some 80,000 per month,'^''"

this still corresponded to some 1 million deaths per year. A number of

POWs were also released - 280,108 in 1941 (whereof 270,095 were

Ukrainians)'^*' - whereas others - some 456,000 during 1942'^*^ - were

sent to labor sites further west. In a telegram from 5 December 1941,

the labor department of RK Ostland explained to the Reich Ministry of

Christian Streit, Keine Kamcradm: Die Wehrmacht unci die Sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen,

1941-1945, Dietz, Bonn 1978, pp. 9-10, 128ff.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 1339, no. 55.

Cf. Robert Anthony Pape, Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in War, Cornell Univer-

sity Press, New York 1996, p. 304.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1340.

Wendy Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine, University ofNorth

Carolina Press 2005, p. 65.
"''^ C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1339.
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Labor that 2,000 POWs were dying daily in the camps of the

Reichskommissariat.'^''^ Out of 231,000 POWs originally interned in

RK Ostland, only 162,990 remained alive in January 1942; by February

this nxraiber had dwindled further to 152,951, all according to a report

by Werner Mansfeld, head of the newly created Geschdftsgruppe Ar-

beitseinsatz im Vierjahresplan (Business Group Labor Deployment

within the Four-Year Plan), to State Secretary Komer dated 23 March

jg42 1364
Qyj^jjg ^jjg same month the POWs arriving in the two

Reichskommissariats of Ostland and Ukraine from the operational areas

totaled a mere 26,426.'^*^

According to Andrej Angrick, some 50,000 POWs were employed

in the Organization Todt, which supervised the construction of the

Durchgangsstrafie (Thoroughfare) IV in southern Ukraine in early

1942, but "[b]y spring 1942 [...] the DG IV's managers had already

'used up' such large numbers of prisoners ofwar that they had begun to

resort to civilians," as well as Jewish labor
}^^^

The extent to which the POWs who remained alive were incapacitat-

ed by illness is amply shovra by Dieckmann's study on the German oc-

cupation of Lithuania. In the POW camp in Kaunas, only some 10% of

the detainees were declared to be fit for labor as of October 194l/^*^ In

the camp in AIj^s the percentage of POWs used for labor during most

of the months of 1942 varied between 16% (in February 1942) and

some 50-60%.'^'^^ In the Vilnius POW camp the same percentage for

1942-1943 varied between some 30 and 50%.'^''^ The only Lithuanian

POW camp where the percentage of laborers reached 80% or more for

extended periods of time appears to have been that located in Siauliai,

where many of the prisoners were employed in agriculture.'^^"

In early 1942 a commission sent out by Rosenberg's ministry report-

ed that, out of 80,000 surveyed prisoners in the Ostland who did not

suffer from epidemic diseases, only some 8,000 (or 10%)) were fit for

Ibid., p. 1341.

Ibid. For Mansfeld's position cf. Ttiomas Schiller, NS-Propaganda fiir den "Arbeitseinsatz.
"

Lagerzeitungen fiir Fremdarbeiter im Zweiten Weltkrieg: Entstehung, Funktion, Rezeption und

Bibliographie, LIT Verlag, Hamburg 1997, p. 29.

C. Bieckmarm, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1341.

Andrej Angrick, "Annihilation and Labor: Jews and Thoroughfare IV in Central Ukraine," in:

R. Brandon, Wendy Lower (eds.). The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit, pp. 201f.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1345.

/Wrf.,p. 1349.

Ibid,^. 1356.

Ibid, p. 1353.
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work, a situation caused by "severe malnourishment."'^'' In January

1942 more than 66,000 POWs were present in Lithuania; on 1 February

1942 only 49,739, of which 3,150 were deported to the Reich between

March and June that same year. Of the remaining POWs in Lithuania

(by 1 January 1943 they numbered 31,524) the percentage used for la-

bor was 60.3-63.8% during the period January-September 1942, and 44-

58.9% during January-October 1943.'"^ On 1 April 1943 - around the

time when some 19,000 Dutch Jews arrived in Lithuania according to

the diary of Herman Kruk - there were 31,790 POWs in Lithuania,

whereof merely 14,888 or 46.8% were used for labor.

The above statistics indicate that of the 617,000-989,000 Soviet

prisoners of war present in the Ukraine and Ostland during 1942 ac-

cording to our opponents, some 40-65% (250,000 to 645,000) can be

expected to have been utilized as labor, while the percentage of prison-

ers actually fit for labor was probably much lower. Moreover, as point-

ed out by our opponents themselves, those of the prisoners found fit for

labor were requested in large numbers for work sites inside the Reich.

To summarize: By spring 1942, when the Jewish deportations to the

east commenced on a large scale, the number of Soviet POWs available

for labor in the Occupied Eastern Territories was dwindling at an alarm-

ing rate and would have been depleted within less than a year had the

mass dying in the POW camps continued at the same rate. While many
hundreds of thousands of Soviet POWs were still found in the Occupied

Eastern Territories during 1942-1943 due to the intake of new prison-

ers, up to half of them or more were incapable of work due to illness or

malnourishment. Of those fit for work, many were sent further west to

perform labor in Poland, the Reich and elsewhere. The claim that the

presence of the Soviet POWs would have made Jewish labor superflu-

ous is therefore false. On the contrary, one may assume that the influx

of Jews provided a source for the replacement of the diminishing POW
labor pool. As for the deportation of millions of Ostarbeiter to the

Reich, this does not prove a surplus of labor in the Occupied Eastern

Territories (making Jewish labor unnecessary), only the deficit of labor

in the Reich (due to the drafting of most men of working age)

Myers makes a big deal out of a short letter sent by Himmler to

Gottlob Berger on 28 July 1942, claiming (p. 253) that our "resettle-

ment fantasies" are "directly refuted" by the following statement there-

lbid.,f. 1366.

Ibid., p. 1367f.
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''Die besetzten Ostgebiete werden judenfrei. Die Durchfuhrung dieses

sehr schweren Befehls hat der FUhrer auf meine Schultern gelegt. Die

Verantwortung kann mir ohnedies niemand abnehmen. Also verbiete ich

mir alles Mitreden."

"The occupied eastern territories will be cleared of Jews. The imple-

mentation of this very hard order has been placed on my shoulders by the

FUhrer. No one can release mefrom this responsibility in any case. Iforbid

all interference.

"

Now does this statement of Himmler's really refute our "fantasy"?

Himmler's letter to Berger is, in fact, far from being unambiguous evi-

dence for an extermination program as Myers would have us believe,

much less a refutation of the resettlement hypothesis. Even if the plan

had been to exterminate all Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories,

this would not have prevented the Germans from deporting Jews there

from the west once this had been accomplished, just like the declaration

of Estonia as Judenfrei in late 1941 did not prevent the Germans from

deporting tens of thousands of Jews there for labor purposes in 1 943-

1944. One might argue that, as Jewish deportations to the Occupied

Eastern Territories had been going on since November 1941, Himmler's

statement would necessarily mean that these Jews were to be purged as

well. The crucial point is, however, that Himmler is speaking in his let-

ter of a process that was yet to be accomplished {"will be cleared of

Jews"). By July 1942 Germany still had a chance to win the war against

the Soviet Union so that Himmler could have believed in earnest in the

feasibility of a fiiture transfer of the Jews out of Europe. One might

perhaps argue that a deportation of the Jews to a German-confroUed lo-

cation east of the Urals would still have placed them within a projected

(vastly expanded) Occupied Eastern Territories, but as shown by con-

temporary documents (see Chapter 5, point 155), it is likely that at this

point in time it was still envisaged (although unofficially) that Mada-

gascar or some similar location would serve as the ultimate destination

for the Jews following a German victory, so that they would indeed be

removed from the Occupied Eastern Territories.

Before we go on to discuss Jonathan Harrison's arguments regarding

the Reichskommissariats of Ostland and Ukraine, two important things

NO-626, NMT vol. XIV, p. 101 1. The somewhat incorrect offical English translation is found

inNMT vol. XIII, pp. 240-241, and has been posted online at

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=564358#p564358. Here I use the English trans-

lation given by Myers.
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must be pointed out. First, the treatment of the local Jewish population

in these territories does not ultimately have a bearing on the possibility

of resettlement of foreign Jews in the same territories. If the Jews of the

Occupied Eastern Territories were in fact targeted for extermination, as

orthodox historiography would have it, this would not make it impossi-

ble for the Germans to deport foreign Jews to these territories. Accord-

ing to such logic, it would have been impossible for the Germans to de-

port Reich Jews to Minsk and Riga in November 1 94 1 , or for that mat-

ter Jews from the Reich, Protectorate and Slovakia into ghettos in the

Lublin district in 1942.

It goes without saying that difficult or even dismal conditions with

regard to housing, hygiene, health and nourishment in particular areas

would have posed great obstacles to the actual settlement of Jews. On
the other hand it is clear from documents such as the correspondence

between Wilhem Kube and Heinrich Lohse following the unannounced

arrival of 1,000 Warsaw Jews in Minsk on 31 July 1942 (see below)

that the resettlement of the Jews was a priority which overrode the con-

cerns of local adminisfration on such issues, that the deportation pro-

gram was to be carried out no matter what, and that local authorities

were left to deal with the problems resulting from the implementation of

the resettlement program as best they could. That the authorities in

charge were aware that the resettlement of the Jews under the prevailing

conditions would take a considerable toll of lives, especially among the

western Jews who were accustomed to modem comforts and to a large

extent strangers to hard physical labor, is demonstrated by a letter writ-

ten on 21 June 1942 by Walter Fohl,'^^"* who was Head of the Main De-

partment with the Reich Commissariat for the Consolidation of German

Nationhood in Cracow. The letter was addressed to an unknown mem-
ber of the SS. A section of it reads:'^'^

"Every day now, we have been receiving trains, each with 1,000 Jews

from Europe, processing them and housing them in one way or another,

and sending them on, right into the swamps of White Ruthenia towards the

Arctic Ocean; that is where they will all find themselves when the war is

over - if they survive (and the Jews from the Kurfiirstendamm orfrom Vi-

Together with Lothar Weirauch, Herbert Heinrich, Richard Tiirk and Fritz Reuter, Fohl stood

trial in 1962 accused of having organized and carried out deportations in the Lublin district.

All defendants maintained that they had believed the deportations of Jews to Belzec to be gen-

uine resettlement actions, and that they had learned of the alleged mass extermination only lat-

er, if at all; Bogdan Musial, Deutsche Zivilverwaltung und Judenverfolgung..., op. cit., pp.

368f

Fritz Arlt, Polen-, Ukrainer-, Juden-PoUtik, op. cit., p. 22.
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enna or Pressburg surely will not) - not without having built afew motor-

ways. (But we should not talk about that.)
"

While not demonstrating genocidal intent, as Gotz Aly wants to have

it,'^^^ this letter - which is fully in line with the decisions made at the

Wannsee conference - reflects the intention to utilize the deported Jews

for forced labor without regard for any losses in human life caused by

the process or the generally harsh conditions prevailing in the region of

resettlement. The propensity among the National Sociahst leadership

for pushing large-scale resettlement plans without any concern for the

resettled or the details of the resettlement itself, while leaving such

practicalities to be solved by local military or civilian authorities, is

clearly demonstrated also by the above-mentioned aborted plan to de-

port the population of Crimea. Hitler's evacuation order was passed in

the early morning of 3 July 1942 via the administration department of

Army Group South to the 11th Army stationed on Crimea, which was

given the sole responsibility for planning, organizing and implementing

the deportation of 700,000 people. Incredibly enough, the 11th Army
had to draw up a plan for this mass expulsion and determine the destina-

tion of the deported within a mere 6 hours. '^^^ According to the plan

signed by Erich von Manstein, the urban population would be transport-

ed by train, while 2,000 of the rural population would depart each day

on foot over the two narrow tongues of land connecting Crimea to the

Ukraine, marching 20 km per day, with every fourth day a rest day. The

plan foresaw a preparatory period of 10 days (!) before deportations

could start.
'"^

Concerning Wetzel's memorandum on Generalplan Ost and the as-

sertion that this allegedly shows that all "resettlement plans of Jews had

also been abandoned prior to summer 1942." (p. 254), see Chapter 5,

point 125.

7.4. Ostland

7.4. 1 . Vievis, Vaivara, Salaspils and Maly Trostenets

Jonathan Harrison starts out his section on RK Ostland by asserting

(p. 253) that a hypothesis more recently presented by the author of this

chapter (Kues) contradicts statements found in Sobibor:

G. Aly, S. Heim, Vordenker der Vemichtmg, op. cit, 1993, pp. 216, 251.

M. Oldenburg, Ideologic und militdrisches Kalkiil, op. cit, p. 128.

Ibid., p. 132.
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"A recent article by Kues argues thatRK Ostland containedfour 'trans-

itpointsfor at leastpart ofthe large numbers ofJews deported east via the

'extermination camps ' in Poland. ' These transit points were the camps

Vievis, Vaivara, Salaspils and Maly Trostenets. However, this contradicts

the assertion in Sobibor that the Jews deported to the Ostland arrived 'w/o

a stop-over in any camp. ' In Treblinka, M&G had stated that: 'It is valid to

suggest that the direct transports to Minsk arrivedfirst in Warsaw and ran

over the Siedlce-Czeremcha-Wolkowysk line, so that they were travelling

past Treblinka at a distance of approximately 80 km (Siedlce railway sta-

tion) and about 140 km from Sobibor. ' Kues and his colleagues are there-

forefundamentally split on how the deportees arrived in the Ostland.

"

Harrison apparently has a serious problem understanding texts, be-

cause a mere glance at what we have actually written would show that,

whereas I am speaking of "at least part of the large numbers of Jews

deported east via the 'extermination camps ' in Poland" (emphasis add-

ed) the passages in Sobibor and Treblinka both refer specifically to the

66,200 Jews from the Reich and the Protectorate deported "w/o a stop-

over in any camp" to RK Ostland 1941-1942. Thus the "fundamental

split" in opinion claimed by Harrison does not exist. It should perhaps

be stressed that I write in the above-mentioned article''^' that '"It could

have been that these four camps [...] functioned as transit points for at

least part of the large numbers of Jews deported east" (emphasis add-

ed). In other words I posit a hypothesis regarding the logistic handling

of a part of the deportee convoys, which in no way affects the validity

of the transit camp hypothesis as a whole. From the viewpoint of the

latter, however, it appears more than reasonable that, due to elementary

bureaucratic-logistic concerns on part of the German authorities, at least

part of the convoys would have arrived first at transit points fi-om where

the deportees were then relayed to various camps and labor sites by var-

ious means of transport. '^^^ The undisputed fact that fi-om late summer

1943 onward all known Jewish convoys to Estonia were transited via

the Vaivara camp gives us a hint that this model may have also been

practiced earlier and in other parts ofRK Ostland.

On page 256 of our opponents' critique, Harrison provides us with

T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' - A Preliminary Historiographical Sur-

vey, Part 2," Inconvenient History, vol. 3 no. 2, summer 2011.

This may to some degree have paralleled the logistic treatment of the Ostarbeiter (forced labor

from the east deported to the Reich) who were first sent in cattle cars to distribution camps in-

side the Reich, from where they were subsequently "taken by different means [. . .] to their

places of deployment - by train, cart, bicycle and on foot." Alexander von Plato, Almut Leh,

Christoph Thonfeld (eds.)., Hitler 's Slaves: Life Stories ofForced Laborers in Nazi-Occupied

Europe, Berghahn Books, New York/Oxford 2010, p. 254.
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the following excursus:

"Kues ' reliance on Vaivara and Vievis ignores the fact that the Nazis

shot such Jews when they retreated. For example, around 2,000 were killed

at Klooga, where their remains were photographed and published in west-

ern sources soon after liberation.

"

Notwithstanding the fact that there is no "reliance on Vaivara and

Vievis" to discuss, the reference to the fate of the Klooga camp in Esto-

nia has no bearing at all on the resettlement hypothesis. I will not dwell

on the Klooga camp here, as I intend to write a brief article on this sub-

ject which will probably be published later this year or in 2014. The

massacre of prisoners at the Klooga camp took place on 19 September

1944, less than one week before the Red Army reached the part of Es-

tonia in which it was situated. By then most of the Jews remaining in

German-occupied Estonia had been evacuated to the Reich, not massa-

cred.

Disregarding the question of the number of Jews killed at Klooga

and the circumstances of their death, it is obvious that this episode does

not prove in any way the homicidal fate of any Jews interned at Vaivara

or Vievis. As we remarked in Sobibor in the context of the possibility

that the resettled Jews could have been slaughtered in connection with

the German retreat, "[w]e can obviously not exclude excesses by des-

perate German soldiers under the circumstances they faced."'^^^ This

may well apply to Klooga, but there exists no evidence proving a gen-

eral policy of extermination during the final stage of the war.

As for Maly Trostenets, Harrison discusses this alleged mass killing

site briefly in chapter 2. According to Harrison, "[f]rom May 6 to Octo-

ber 5, 1942, seventeen transports departed from the Reich to GK White

Ruthenia, carrying a minimum of 16,395 Jews." (p. 127). The number

of transports here is clearly too low, as the number of "Da" transports

documented with Generalkommissariat Weissruthenien as their destina-

tion for the period in question amoxmts to 29, while the statistics in the

Korherr report together with other documentation indicate several fur-

ther transports to the region.^'^^

Heydrich's visit to Minsk in April 1942, Harrison writes, "was fol-

lowed soon after by the beginning of deportations from Austria, Ger-

many and the Protectorate to GK White Ruthenia, to the killing site at

Maly Trostinets" (p. 128). There exists, however, no dociunentation

which proves that a decision had been taken to exterminate these Jews

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor..., op. cit, p. 371.

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka..., op. cit., pp. 200-201.
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en masse upon their arrival in Belarus. As discussed elsewhere, the

claim found in exterminationist literature that Heydrich in April 1942

ordered all convoys arriving in Belarus to be exterminated lacks any

documentary basis and is almost certainly derived from a sworn state-

ment made by the former Commander of the Security Police and the

Security Service (Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, KdS)

for Minsk, Eduard Strauch, in January 1948.'^**^

As for the contention that Maly Trostenets functioned as an extermi-

nation center, the extremely sparse evidence supporting it is spurious at

best.'^^"^ Harrison quotes the so-called Gruppe Arlt activity reports on

the killing of 6,000 Russian Jews and 3,000 deported German Jews on

28-29 July 1942, as well as the killing of 1,000 Jews from Vienna at the

same site on 11 May 1942 (p. 128). As shown elsewhere, the Gruppe

Arlt reports raises a number of questions and, while not proved to be

forgeries, must be viewed as spurious.
^^^^ The fact that the reports do

not even hint at the existence of "gas vans," which Harrison maintains

were used to kill many if not most of the Trostenets victims, goes com-

pletely unmentioned by our opponents.

Karl Dalheimer's 1962 testimony about shooting "Reich Jews in the

back of the neck" at an open grave is of even less evidentiary value, and

needless to say reliable forensic evidence for these mass murders is

completely lacking (the only "investigation" of the killing site was car-

ried out by Nicholai Burdenko, the man behind the fraudulent Soviet

Katyn commission).

As for Dalheimer, the verdict of the 1963 Maly Trostenets trial in

Koblenz states that he arrived in Minsk only in November 1942.'^^'' The

shooting of German Jews which he testified to have participated in thus

took place in connection with the liquidation of the Minsk ghetto in au-

tumn 1943, not during the period (May to October 1942) discussed by

Harrison. The number of Jews shot on this occasion (Russian and

foreign Jews) was estimated by the court at some 500 - hardly a large-

Cf. T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' -A Preliminary Historiographical

Survey," op. cit.

Cf. T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' -A Preliminary Historiographical

Survey," op. cit.

section 3.3.

CF. Riiter, Justiz und NS-Verbrechen, op. cit, vol. XIX, case 552 (LG Koblenz vom
21.5.1963, 9 Ks 2/62), University Press Amsterdam, Amsterdam 1978, p. 244 (p. 80 of the

original verdict).

Ibid., p. 245 (p. 81 ofthe original verdict).
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scale extermination.''^^ Harrison's attempt to use Dalheimer's court

statement as proof for the alleged systematic extermination of Jewish

convoys arriving in the Minsk area between May and October 1942 thus

only shows that he either does not read the sources he refers to, or that

he is deceptively counting on his readers not looking them up.

7.4.2. Statements by Kube and Lohse

Harrison claims that we have ignored or distorted statements made

by the Generalkommissar of Weissruthenien, Wilhelm Kube, and his

superior in the civilian administration, the Reichskommissar of Ostland,

Heinrich Lohse (pp. 254-255):

"Overcrowding andfood shortages were two of the reasons that Kube

and Lohse fiercely resisted deportation into their area and only relented

when it became clear [...] that deported Jews would eventually be killed.

Documents written by Kube and Lohse are used selectively by MGK. They

thus omit Lohse 's statement ofAugust 6, 1942 that 'Only a smallpart ofthe

Jews are still alive; umpteen thousand have gone. ' On July 31, 1942, Kube

protested to Lohse about the arrival of 1,000 Warsaw Jews in Minsk and

insisted thatfurther transportsfrom the General Government would be liq-

uidated. This was at a time when many deported Reich .Jews were in transit

ghettos in the General Government. M&G perversely interpret Kube 's pro-

test as supporting resettlement hut they do this by citing an alternative doc-

umentfrom the same date in which the threat to liquidate the Jews was ap-

parently omitted.
"

Lohse's statement that as for Ostland "only a small part of the Jews

are still alive; umpteen thousand are gone" Juden leben nur noch

zum kleinen Teil; zigtausend sind weg") was made as an offhand reply

to questions on labor force issues made by Goring during a conference

held by the latter with the Reichskommissars and the military com-

manders of the occupied territories on 6 August 1942. ''^' Since Lohse

makes no other statements on the issue in the conference protocol, it is

very difficult to interpret this one in one way or another. Does it refer to

local Jews only, or does it include Jews deported there? What is "ump-

teen thousand"? It could be ten thousand just as well as ninety thousand.

The word "gone" could mean that these Jews were dead, but could also

Ibid. See also p. 276 (page 1 12 of the original verdict) where we find that the court accepted

Dalheimer's claim that he himselfhad shot only 4 people. The 500 victims may well be the

same group ofJews which according to AdolfRube's testimony of 1948 had been shot due to

"logistical reasons"; cf. C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 742, no. 1286.
™' IMT, vol. XXXIX, p. 402.
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refer to the decrease of the original Jewish population in the territories

in question due to mass escapes and evacuations to the Soviet interior in

the summer of 1941, or that they had been removed elsewhere by the

Germans. Indeed, when confronted with this document at Nuremberg,

Goring stated:
'^"^^

"It does not say here that they were destroyed. From this remark you

cannot conclude that they were killed. It could also mean that they had

gone away - they were removed.
"

As for the phrasing ''leben nur noch" Goring insisted that this

should be read as "still living there."'^'"

Also, how is "umpteen thousand gone" reconcilable with "only a

small part of the Jews are still alive"? According to statistics derived

from pre-war censuses and presented in the Mach 1942 official German

publication Strukturbericht ilber das Ostland, which carried a foreword

written by Lohse himself, the territories comprising the RK Ostland had

at the onset of the war a Jewish population of some 750,000.' If only

"a small parf of the Jews remained, would this not mean that several

hundreds of thousands of Jews, rather than "umpteen thousand" had

"gone"? To present this obscure remark by Lohse as evidence for mass

extermination, and to moreover blame us for neglecting to discuss it,

requires quite some gall.

As for Kube's response to Lohse regarding the fransport of Warsaw

Jews to Minsk, our opponents manage (again) to contradict themselves.

In the letter from Kube to Lohse dated 31 July 1942 the former writes

as follows (emphasis added):'''^

"/ would he grateful if the Reichskommissar could enable a halt to fur-

ther Jewish transports to Minsk at least until the partisan danger has been

finally vanquished. [...] Following the completion of the Judenaktion in

Minsk ,SS-Ohersturmhannfuhrer Dr. Strauch reported to me this night, with

justified indignation, that, without notification from the Reichsfiihrers SS

and without any communication to the Generalkommissar, a transport of

1,000 Jews from Warsaw destined for the local airport had arrived. I ask

IMT,vol. IX,p. 618.

Gottfried Miiller, Strukturbericht iiber da.s Ostland. Teil I: Ostland in Zahlen, Reichskommis-

sar fiir das Ostland, Abteilung 11 Raum, Riga 1942, p. 2, 155. The Jewish populations of the

Baltic countries are given as follows: Latvia 93,500; Estonia 4,300 Lithuania (including the

Vilnius region) 248,600. The Jewish population of Weissruthenien is given as 827,100, but

this figures includes 158,600 the Jews in the Bialystok district, some 100,000 Jews in the dis-

tricts of Brest-Litovsk and Pinsk, which were for the most part placed under the administration

ofRK Ukraine, as well as roughly estimated some 170,000 Jews in the eastern part of Belarus

SSR which under the German occupation were either placed under military administration or

made part ofRK Ukraine.
"'^ 3428-PS, IMT vol. XXXII, p. 258.
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the Reichskommissar (who has already been notified by telegram) as the

highest authority in Ostland to prevent transports of this kind. The Polish

Jew is an enemy of the German people [Deutschtums] just as the Russian

Jews. He constitutes a politically dangerous element, whose political dan-

ger byfar surpasses his value as a skilled worker. Under no circumstances

can Wehrmacht agencies or the Luftwaffe import here Jewsfrom the Gen-

eralgouvernement or from elsewhere, who endanger the overall political

activity and the security of the General District, without the approval ofthe

Reichskommissar. I am in complete agreement with the Commander of the

SD in Weissruthenien [Strauch] that we should liquidate every Jewish

transport which has not been ordered or announced by the authorities su-

perior to us [nicht von unseren vorgesetzten Dienststellen befohlen oder

angekiindigt ist} in order to prevent further cases of unrest in

Weissruthenien.

"

Thus Kube did not insist "that further transports from the General

Government would be Uquidated," as Harrison would have it. What he

did insist on - and which is also made clear in the 1 August 1 942 tele-

gram - was that further transports to Generalkommissariat Weissruthe-

nien of Jews "from the Generalgouvernement or from elsewhere" orga-

nized by agencies of the German army and air force without prior al-

lowance or announcement from the Reichskommissar Ostland were to

be liquidated. In the above-mentioned telegram the subject of the pro-

test is described as "fiuther independent import of Jews" ("weiterer

selbstdndiger Judeneinfuhr") and it is also spoken of the "danger of ep-

idemics" (Seuchengefahr).^^'^^ It is obvious from the phrasing used by

Kube that he would not protest the arrival of Jewish transports if they

were approved and announced by higher authority.

If it had been clear to Kube (and the other relevant German authori-

ties in the region) by April 1942 or even as early as late 1941 that the

Jews deported to Weissruthenien were to be killed there, as our oppo-

nents insist was the case (cf. pp. I25f.), what reason would he have had

in August 1942 to send a telegram threatening with or insisting on the

liquidation of arriving Jewish deportees? To the contrary, Kube's re-

sponse implies that the addressed part (his superior Lohse) would view

the proposed treatment of the 3 1 July Warsaw transport (or rather any

future similar, unheralded transports) as something exceptional since,

again, the threat of exterminating an arriving transport in a context

where liquidation of fransports was the norm would make no sense.

Harrison's implication that the transport in question, or the future

GARF 7445-2-145, p. 80.
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transports feared by Kube and Strauch, involved Reich Jews from frans-

it ghettos in Poland does not square very well with what Kube writes in

his letter of the "political danger" posed by "Polish Jews" - not Reich

Jews. More importantly, Harrison ignores Lohse's reply (to Kube's tel-

egram) dated 5 August 1942:'^^"*

"/ am afraid that I will have to refrain from taking measures, as the

practical realization of the solution of the Jewish problem is exclusively a

matterfor the police. The full responsibility for the orderly implementation

ofthe measures is also theirs. You must under all circumstances prevent the

concentration [Zusammenballung] ofJews giving rise to the danger of epi-

demics. I ask ofyou to point out in particular this danger to the relevant lo-

cal authorities.

"

In other words no protests were permissible even against "independ-

ent," unannounced transports unsanctioned by the Reichskommissar of

the Ostland. The reference to the danger of epidemics is also important:

Why did Kube in his telegram connect the arrival of unheralded frans-

ports with the risk of epidemics, if the policy was to exterminate all ar-

riving Jewish transports immediately upon arrival in the woods near

Maly Trostenets, some 12 km southeast of Minsk? No, Lohse's reply

explicitly names "the concentration" of Jews as the possible cause of

epidemics. By this is no doubt meant the hazard posed by the over-

crowding of Jewish ghettos and camps under more or less unsanitary

conditions. Implicitly the arrival of Jewish deportees resulted in their

settlement - not their murder - and under certain conditions this settle-

ment made possible the outbreak of epidemic diseases.

Finally it must be pointed out that, according to the foremost ortho-

dox expert on the Holocaust in Belarus, Christian Gerlach, "it is not

clear how many trains with Polish Jews reached Minsk."'^'^ He also

mentions that it is "reported that Polish Jews were present also in the

Minsk Ghetto." As source for this Gerlach adduces a 1947 testimony

left by none other than the City Commissar of Minsk, Wilhelm Janetz-

ke, a person who certainly would have been informed in this matter.

The deportation of Polish Jews to Minsk is further confirmed by the

partisan leader Hersh Smolar in two of his memoirs. '^^^ Of particular in-

terest are the indications that Lodz Jews reached Minsk in early 1942

GARF 7445-2-145, p. 81.

"'^ C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 763.

Ibid., footnote 1428.

Hersh Smolar, The Minsk Ghetto: Soviet-Jewish Partisans Against The Nazis, Holocaust Li-

brary, New York 1989, p. 98; Hersh Smoliar, Resistance in Minsk, Judah L. Magnes Memorial

Museum, Oakland, California 1966, p. 70.
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(when Jews deported from the same Polish city are said to have been

gassed in Chelmno): In late May 1942 Zionist delegate Meleh Neustadt

delivered two addresses in Palestine in which, according to Walter

Laqueur's summary of the speeches, he informed his audience that "it

had been learned that '[Jewish] unproductive elements' had been de-

ported from Lodz to Minsk, Kovno and Riga."'^'^

On 1 3 November 1 942 The Jewish Chronicle presented a summary

of a report on alleged German atrocities in Minsk which had been sub-

mitted to the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee in Kuybyshev (Samara) by

Soviet writer Kuzma Chomy (Nikolai Romanovskiy) and which con-

tains the following passage:'^''

"In the winter months [of 1941/42], several thousand Jews were, on or-

dersfrom Berlin, brought to Minskfrom Poland and were put into the ghet-

to, heavily guarded and without any food. It was not long before they had

all died ofstarvation.
"

As late as August 1 944 an "Address of the citizens of Minsk to Sta-

lin" contended that "over 40,000 Jews had been brought to the Minsk

ghetto from Hamburg, Warsaw and Lodz."'"^"" The former Minsk ghetto

inmate Heinz Rosenberg claims in his memoirs to have spent the period

of February-March 1942 sorting "the belongings of some 23,000 Jews,

who had arrived to Minsk in 23 transports, but never were admitted into

the ghetto."'"^"^ Rosenberg does not state where these Jews came from,

but the period fits well with the deportations from Lodz. A total of

31,724 Lodz Jews were deported to Chelmno in February and March

1942 according to Patrick Montague
/"^"^

7.4.3. The Witnesses Rage and Griinberg

On page 256 Harrison presents the following critique of my use of

the testimony of the Latvian Jew Moses L. Rage:

"Kues uses his witnesses in a highly dishonest way. For example, his

use of Griinberg ignores his account ofselections (including his wife 's) and

the fact that he heard people being shot. He disregards witness anomalies

(which he would normally view as proof of unreliability) when it suits his

Walter Laqueur, The Terrible Secret, Penguin Books, New York 1982, pp. 188-189.
1399

"]y[jj)5]j^ Massacres. Full Soviet Report," The Jewish Chronicle, 13 November 1942, p. 7.

Quoted in Solomon M. Schwarz, The Jews in the Soviet Union, Syracuse University Press

1951, p. 340.

Heinz Rosenberg, Jahre des Schreckens, op. cit., pp. 37f.

""^ Patrick Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust. The History ofHitler 's First Death Camp, I.B.

Tauris, London/New York 2012, p. 186.
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purposes to do so. For example, Moses L. Rage stated in a written testimo-

ny to a Soviet commission that in the spring of1942 or later 'there began to

arrive in Riga a series oftrains with Jewsfrom Poland, Germany, Belgium,

Denmark, Holland and other countries. ' Because no Danish Jews were de-

ported to extermination camps, Kues reasons that the witness 'could have

mistaken Norwegian Jews for Danish Jews. ' Kues never shows such lati-

tude towards testimonies describing extermination, so this is a clear double

standard, as is the fact that he is hereby relying on Soviet sources that he

has dismissed elsewhere.

"

While I admit that Rage's statement is of very little importance and

should perhaps have warranted only a footnote, 1 did not "reason" that

this witness had mistaken Norwegian Jews for Danish Jews, but merely

wrote that, while the mention of Jews from Denmark "diminishes the

value of this testimony," "it seems possible [...] that the witness could

have mistaken Norwegian Jews for Danish Jews."''*"'' While this possi-

bility is not very great, it is not that farfetched, considering that Den-

mark and Norway share a long common history and have languages that

are very closely related (most of the Jews living in these countries at the

time were highly assimilated and few spoke Yiddish). There further ex-

ists at least one clue to the Baltic countries being the intended destina-

tion for at least part of the Norwegian Jews. On 6 November 1942 the

JTA Daily News Bulletin carried a report from Stockholm dated to 5

November according to which "Nazi authorities in Norway today an-

nounced that all arrested Norwegian Jews will be transported to occu-

pied Lithuania."

On my use of the Vienna Jew Isak Griinberg, who was deported to

Maly Trostenets on 5 October 1942, Harrison vmtes (p. 255) that my
argument that Griinberg's "statement that most of the Jews in the camp

at the time of his arrival were Polish implies one or more undocumented

Jewish transports from Poland" contradict my own note that the pres-

ence of Polish-Jewish refugees in Belarus makes it "very difficult to use

references to the presence of Pohsh Jews in the occupied eastern territo-

ries as a mean to verify the revisionist hypothesis." I must concede here

that it was a mistake for me to present the above speculations based on

Griinberg's vague description due to exactly the reason pointed out by

Harrison. As for Harrison castigating me for ignoring Griinberg's "ac-

T. Kues, "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories, Part

2," Inconvenient History, vol. 2 (2010), no. 4, section 3.3.12; online:

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2/number_4/evidence_for_the_presence

_of_gassedJews_2.php
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count of selections (including his wife's) and the fact that he heard peo-

ple being shot." (p. 256) this is simply ridiculous. That sick or incapaci-

tated Jews detained in the Trostenets camp may have been removed

from the camp and shot - and we stress here that Griinberg only saw

people being led away and heard gun shots - does not in any way prove

a policy of general extermination, nor does it disprove a resettlement

program.

7.4.4. Herman Kruk's Diary

According to Jonathan Harrison I have "distorted" a number of wit-

ness statements relating to the deportation of western Jews to the Occu-

pied Eastern Territories. A very minor such witness is a certain Latvian

Jew named M. Morein, who is referenced by Latvian-Jewish holocaust

historian Bemhard Press (p.
256):'"'°'*

"Kues himself is forced to rely on a mass grave witness account hy M.

Morein in which 'while lookingfor the corpses of his parents in 1946 near

the village ofKukas near Krustpils, [Morein] discovered, in a mass grave,

corpses whose clothes bore French labels. ' However, Kues ' own secondary

source [Press] reveals that these Jews were actually killed in 1941:

'At that time, all the Jews of Viesite, together with those ofJekabpils

(Jakobstadt) and Nereta, were murdered by an execution squad of the Per-

konkrusts in the village ofKukas.

This is in fact not a distortion but yet another example of logical fal-

lacy on the part of our opponents. It is correct that, according to Press's

accoxmt, Morein set out to find the grave of his parents, allegedly mur-

dered in 1941. It does not follow from this that the mass grave contain-

ing the bodies with clothes bearing "French labels" (possibly cloth in-

signia worn by French Jews) which Morein reportedly discovered

stemmed from 1 94 1 , or that it had any relation to the mass graves of the

allegedly murdered Latvian Jews supposed to be found in Kukas.
'"^"^

Besides, it must be pointed out that the presence of a mass grave does

not equal the presence of the remains of victims of murder.

By the way, if I (Kues) had distorted this testimony, as Harrison ac-

cuses me of having done, one could wonder why Press references

The following quote is from Bemhard Press, The Murder ofthe Jews in Latvia 1941-1945,

Northwestern University Press, Evanston (IL) 2000, p. 49.

""^ Press mentions that in a preserved document from 2 September 1941 it is stated that the Jews

ofViesite were "expelled" from the town to "a nearby camp" and that they had "departed"

from this camp on 1 9 July 1 94 1 , words which Press interpret to mean "forcibly deported" and

"executed"; ibid., p. 48.
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Morein amidst a catalogue of indicia in support of the "leitmotif in the

relevant literature [...] that Jews from France, Belgium, Holland, and

even Norway died in Latvia besides those from Germany and the coun-

tries of Eastern Europe."''""' Is the Jewish holocaust chronicler Press al-

so a "distorter"?

The accusation regarding the Morein testimony is followed by an

even more flagrant example of intellectual dishonesty by Mr. Harrison

in the form of yet another accusation of "distortion," this time regarding

a testimony of much greater importance, namely the diary writings of

the Vilnius ghetto librarian Herman Kruk (pp. 256-257):

"Kues commits another distortion when citing a diarist in Lithuania,

Herman Kruk, specifically his sentence, 'Today a rumour is circulating that

there are about 19,000 Dutch Jews in Vievis. ' This is an isolated line in

Kruk's diary, supported only by a related entry about two trainloads ofob-

jects, 'apparently from the Dutch Jews. ' Given that the real fate ofDutch

Jews has been copiously documented, it is bizarre that Kues should regard

Kruk's obviously equivocal language - 'rumour, ' 'apparently '
- asfirm ev-

idence of anything except the existence of that which Kruk himself defines

as 'gossip.

In reality, it is Harrison who is guilty of distortion, something which

becomes all too clear if we recapitulate what Kruk actually wrote. On
16 April 1943 Kruk penned in his diary:

'"^"^

"/ learn thatfor the past two weeks, two trains have been halted in Vil-

na, each with 25 cars of objects, apparentlyfrom the Dutch Jews. [...] 7b-

day a rumor is circulating that there are about 19,000 Dutch Jews in

Vievis.

"

While in this initial entry Kruk indeed speaks of a "rumor," the

erstwhile librarian managed already on the same day to obtain material

evidence supporting this rumor:
'"^"^

"Just now I succeeded in getting a Jewish signfrom a Dutch Jew and a

copy of the order of the Reichskommissar for the Occupied Netherlands

about Jewish property (attached).

"

On 19 April 1943 Kruk was convinced enough of the "rumor" to

state plainly that the "Jews from Western Europe are being taken east,

their wanderings go on."'""*^ On 26 April he wrote of "the thousands of

Jews from France, Belgium, Holland, and Czechoslovakia, who have

gone through Lithuania in the thousands, who were shot near Minsk, at

ft/rf.,p. 159.

Herman Kruk, The Last Days ofthe Jerusalem ofLithuania. Chroniclesfrom the Vilna Ghetto

and the Camps, 1939-1944, Yale University Press, New Haven/London 2002, p. 518.

Ibid., p. 5\9.
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the Seventh Fort of Kovno, etc." (emphasis added).'"^"' Then, on 30

April 1943, Kruk again wrote of the carloads standing in the Vilnius

railway station:

"We have already written about the packing up of 130,000 Jews from
Holland and their transport to the East. We have also mentioned that car-

loads fdled with goods from the Dutch Jews are in the Vilna railroad sta-

tion. Now an issue that clears it all up - beautiful old furniture has been

brought here, to ourjoiners ' workshop, to be repaired. In the drawers peo-

ple find Dutch documents, including documents from December 1942,

which means that ostensibly, the Dutch were not taken to the East before

January or February. Thus the Jews [there] did not know they were going

to be exterminated. [...]/« our area, dozens ofrailroad cars are scattered,

filled with Jewishjunk, remnants oftheformer Dutch Jewry.
"

Although Kruk does not explain how he came to the conclusion that

the Dutch Jews had been "exterminated," it is clear from the above dia-

ry entries that he did not dismiss the arrival of a large number of Dutch

Jews in the vicinity of Vilnius in April 1943 - exactly at the time when

orthodox holocaust historiography has it that Dutch Jews were sent to

be gassed en masse at Sobibor - as a mere "rumor," but was indeed

convinced that Dutch as well as other foreign Jews were being brought

to Lithuania in large numbers. As Kruk himself had in his possession

items belonging to one or more Dutch Jews transported to the east, and

since the Vilnius Jews in the ghetto workshops had discovered Dutch

documents in the cars, the librarian had good reason to believe the "ru-

mor."

Kruk is not alone in reporting that thousands of foreign Jews were

brought to the vicinity of Vilnius during the spring of 1943. On 16 May
1943 the Jewish partisan Aba Gefen noted in his diary:

'"^'^

"In the evening I visited Yonas Kazlovsky at Zhuk's [a farmer]. He said

that recently in Vilna 40,000 Jews - not from Lithuania, but from other

countries - have been killed.

"

Ten days earher, on 6 May 1943, the clandestine Pohsh newspaper

Biuletyn Informacyjny reported that 100 railway cars filled with Jews

had arrived in Vilnius, and went on to claim that upon arrival these

Jews were murdered at Ponary (Paneriai) by Lithuanian police.''*'^ In

Ibid., p. 521.

Ibid., p. 525.

Aba Gefen, Einfmke Hoffiiung. Ein Holocaust-Tagebuch, Bleicher Verlag, Gerlingen 1987,

p. 215.
'""^

Cf. Klaus-Peter Friedrich, Der nationalsozialistische Judenmord in polnischen Augen: Einstel-

lungen in derpolnischen Presse 1942-1946/47, online edition (http://kups.ub.uni-

koeln.de/volltexte/2003/952/), p. 126.
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November 1942 an anonymous informant in Switzerland - probably

Gerald M. Mayer Sr., a member of the German underground - reported

to the U.S. intelligence agency, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),

that Jews from the Netherlands and Belgium were being deported to the

Baltic states.

As for Harrison's assertion that "the real fate of Dutch Jews has been

copiously documented," this is true only in relation to the deportations

to Sobibor - there can be no doubt that nineteen convoys brought a total

of 34,313 Jews from the Netherlands to Sobibor in the spring of 1943.

The allegation that these - or any other - Jews were gassed at Sobibor

is not backed up by a single shred of documentary (or forensic) evi-

dence, but rests solely on "confessions" by alleged perpetrators and

eyewitness testimony, which, for example, informs us that some of the

Dutch transports were greeted upon arrival at Sobibor "with long tables

on which were nicely set coffee, bread, and marmalade" and given a

tour of the camp before finally they were "chased off to be exterminat-

ed."'^'^

While Kruk's diary entries do not conclusively prove that thousands

of Dutch Jews were sent to Lithuania via Sobibor, they are fully con-

gruent with what we actually know about that transit camp, while the

testimonies stating that the same Jews were killed in gas chambers in

Sobibor can be safely dismissed, as they are contradicted by hard evi-

dence.

It is notable that our opponents fail to mention Kruk's diary entry

from 4 July 1942 about his contact with two young Jewish men who
had been "taken out of the Lodz Ghetto in March" 1942 and sent to

work in the east.'"*'^ Now, according to the official version of events,

these Jews would have been sent to Chelmno and gassed there, yet they

were in fact alive in Vilnius in July 1942 to inform Kruk that "mass ex-

ecutions" were "unknown" to the Lodz Jews, and that the ghetto inhab-

itants were only deported to serve as forced laborers. Not even as expe-

rienced a distorter as Harrison would be able to pass this off as a mere

unsubstantiated rumor!

In his chapter on eyewitness testimony, Jason Myers also discusses

Kruk, and for the sake of convenience and to avoid repetition I will re-

spond to his critique here rather than in the response to the eyewitness

chapter. Myers begins his critique by discussing a rather peripheral is-

Bert Hoppe, Hildrun Glass (eds.), Die Verfolgung und Ermordung..., op. cit, pp. 685f.

Cf. Sobibor,^. 101.
""^ H. Kruk, The Last Days ofthe Jerusalem ofLithuania, op. cit., p. 319.
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sue, namely Kruk's note on a second-hand account relating to the con-

tinued presence of German and Czech Jews in the Minsk ghetto in 1943

(p. 375):

"Grafand Kues have both cited Kruk's [23] June 1943 diary entry as

evidence for the continued presence of 1,500 German and Czech Jews in

the Minsk ghetto. Their claim is based upon the word oftwo delegatesfrom

Vilnius who had returned from Minsk after an inspection tour to the city

permitted by the authorities to encourage voluntary movement of skilled

workers from Vilnius to Minsk). Graf and Kues ignore the fact that Kruk

himself stated that the two individuals 'were not allowed into the ghetto'

and first of all were informed that they were not permitted to talk to any-

one. ' Such hearsay information hardly 'confirms ' that the German and

Czech Jews were present in the Minsk ghetto, and it misses the obvious

point that thousands more German Jews had been transported to Minsk in

late 1941 and early 1942. What was theirfate if they were not still present

in Minsk by mid-1943?
"

According to Christian Gerlach, 6,959 Jews from the Reich and the

Protectorate were deported to Minsk in 1941.''*''' Only one of the con-

voys, with 999 Jews from Briinn (Brno) on 16 November 1941, is

known to have contained Czech Jews. The convoys to the Minsk area

which followed in 1942 were led to the Maly Trostenets camp outside

of Minsk and according to mainstream historiography never reached the

Minsk ghetto, insofar that their fate is connected with the function of

the Trostenets camp, which 1 have discussed elsewhere in this chapter

and in greater detail in my already cited article on that subject. Accord-

ing to a report by Kube to Lohse dated 3 1 July 1 942 (Nuremberg docu-

ment 3428-PS), 6,500 Russian Jews and some 3,500 Jews from Vienna,

Briinn, Bremen and Berlin found unfit for work were taken out of the

Minsk ghetto and liquidated on 28-29 July 1942.'""^ The so-called

Gruppe Arlt activity reports gives the number of Jews from the Reich

and Protectorate killed as 3,000 and the date of their killing as 29 July.

Gerlach asserts that following this mass killing some 2,600 German

Jews, mainly from Frankfurt and Diisseldorf, remained alive in the

Minsk ghetto, but that the majority of them were murdered during

"smaller operations from the beginning of 1 943 and during the liquida-

tion of the Minsk ghetto in September 1943."'""** His source for the fig-

ure of 2,600 remaining Reich and Protectorate Jews is again document

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 752.

IMT vol. XXXll, pp. 280-281.

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 755.
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3428-PS. This document, however, further gives the number of Russian

Jews remaining in the Minsk ghetto as no more than 6,000. According

to a report dated 31 May 1943, a total of 516 German and Russian Jews

had been killed in Minsk from 13 April 1943 up to that date during the

course of an unspecified number of "^teo«e«."''"' Following the statis-

tics of 3428-PS, this would leave a maximum of (8,600 - 516 8,084

Jews in the Minsk ghetto at the beginning of June 1943. However, as I

have shown elsewhere, there were at the very least some 10,000 to

12,000 Jews still present in the Minsk ghetto at the beginning of Sep-

tember 1943. This throws into doubt the reliability of the figures found

in document 3428-PS, and accordingly we cannot say how many Jews

from the Reich and the Protectorate were still alive in the Minsk ghetto

at the point in time when Kruk's two informants visited the city and

were briefed by local authorities about the ghettos. It must be stressed

that the original group of 7,000 could very well have been diminished

by a number of reasons other than mass murder. It is clear, on the other

hand, that the number of inmates which they gave for the "Russian

ghetto" - only 3,000 to 4,000 people'"^^' - was a drastic underestimate,

as seen above. Since the German authorities who, as Myers writes,

permitted this inspection tour to the city "to encourage voluntary

movement of skilled workers from Vilnius to Minsk" would not have

had any interest in providing such an underestimate to the inspectors (as

it might have triggered rumors about atrocities or deportations), the only

two possible explanations are that the inspectors (or Kruk) misheard the

figure relating to the Russian-Jewish ghetto inmates, or that the inspec-

tors distorted the figure for whatever reason. Hence, while this diary en-

try is of a minor evidentiary value, it nonetheless supports, however

tenuously, the fact that a considerable percentage of the Jews deported

from the Reich and the Protectorate to Minsk in November 194 1 were

still alive in the city's ghetto some 17 months later.

As an excursus it may be worth noting that Kruk wrote the following

about Minsk on 1 1 July 1942:^"^^^

"A brigadier friend of mine tells me that as he was leading his group

toward Zwierzyniec today, someone camefrom the sidewalk andjoined the

group. It turned out that this was a Vilna Jew living on Christian docu-

Nuremberg document I35-R, IMT vol. XXXVIII, p. 373.

T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' - A Preliminary Historiographical Sur-

vey, Part 1," op. cit, section 2.3.

H. Kruk, TheLastDays ofthe Jerusalem ofLithuania, op. cit, p. 570.

H. Kruk, The Last Days ofthe Jerusalem ofLithuania, op. cit., p. 327f.
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ments who camefrom Minskforfour orfive days. He cannot come into the

ghetto and wants to inquire here about severalpeople. He says that a lot of

Jewsfrom Vilna and Kovno are working in Minsk. He will report more pre-

cisely on this on Monday. So a new message comes from Vilna and Kovno

Jews. We will write more about that later.

"

Unfortunately Kruk never returned to the subject (at least not in the

preserved parts of his diary). The transfer of "a lot of Jews from Vilna

and Kovno" to Minsk is unknown to mainstream historiography.

Jason Myers describes Kruk's diary entries on the arrival of Dutch

Jews in Lithuania as follows (pp. 375f ):

"Indeed, MGK's seeminglyfavoured linefrom Kruk's dairy is his April

16, 1943, entry where he mentioned in a single, short sentence a 'rumor'

that 19,000 Dutch Jews were in Vievis, a labor camp. This sentence fol-

lowed Kruk's report of two trains, each with 25 cars filled with 'objects,

apparentlyfrom the Dutch Jews, ' halted in Vilnius. The unattributed rumor

ofDutch Jews in Vievis is regarded as 'strong evidence ' by Grafand Kues

that Dutch Jews transited through Sobibor to the Baltics; the reason for

this contention is that the duo cannot conceive ofany reason for Kruk oth-

erwise to have mentioned such a story. Throughout the rest ofApril 1943,

Kruk would return to the issue ofthe Dutch Jews, writing on April 30 about

the deportation of a presumed 130,000 Jews from the Netherlands and re-

lating his discovery ofa Jewish star written in Dutch, as well as the arrival

ofDutch furniture (for purposes ofrepair) into the Vilnius ghetto. [...] Up-

on the arrival of the beautifulfurniture, and as workers scavenged through

the objects and personal papers of theirformer owners, Kruk concluded on

April 30 that the Jews did not know they were going to be exterminated.

[...] Grafand Kues both point out that Kruk does not offer an explanation

for why he became convinced that the Dutch Jews were killed. Such an ar-

gumentfails to properly understand Kruk's experiences and how he was in-

terpreting a variety ofominous events ofwhich he had become aware. Kruk

learned ofthe numerous shootings ofSoviet Jews bothfrom his own experi-

ences and conversations he had with other Jews (including first hand wit-

nesses and members of the Judenrat), and of the wider extermination

measures across the continentfrom access he had to a clandestine radio.

Such is why he was able to write of a killing site at Malkinia (close prox-

imity to Treblinka, which is what he was obviously referring to) several

times in his diary, including an entry on April 19. [...] Through these expe-

riences and his interpretation of the events as best he knew, it did not take

much of a leap to conclude that the articles offurniture were the loot of

murdered Jews. Indeed, Kruk related in a subsequent sentence that the

Dutch Jews were slaughtered just like the Oszmiana and Swieciany Jews.

'

This point was deliberately and dishonestly omitted by Graf in his quota-

tion ofKruk in Sobibor, but was included by Kues in his own article.

"
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In my article on the presence of "gassed" Jews in the east, I did in

fact touch on the context of "Kruk's experiences and how he was inter-

preting a variety of ominous events of which he had become aware":
'""^^

"It is of interest to note that, while Kruk readily reported rumors spread

by Polish underground publications that the Jews from Warsaw, Bialystok

and Grodno were killed en masse at Treblinka and Belzec (...) he never

mentions the alleged mass killing of the Lodz Jews at Chelmno (Sobibor

and Auschwitz are also unknown to him). The reason for this is obvious:

ever since his encounter with the two young Lodz Jews on 4 July 1942, he

understood that the rumors according to which 'there are no Jews in Lodz

'

were 'crazy and wild ' because he knewfrom first-hand sources that 'mass

executions are unknown ' and that the tens of thousands ofJews evacuated

from the Lodz were in fact 'taken off to work'. This shows that Kruk, while

susceptible to blackpropaganda about thefate ofthe Warsaw Jews - some-

thing understandable in the light of the fact that most of his relatives lived

there - did not lend credence to mere rumor in cases when he had access to

reliablefirst-hand sources contradicting those rumors.
"

Kruk's readiness to believe in reports of mass killings of Jews,

whether real or alleged, and whether in the Occupied Eastern Territories

or in Poland, does not affect the fact that he was clearly convinced that

the Western Jews were not murdered en masse in camps in Poland, but

taken further to the east, as evidenced by the diary entries of 19 and 26

April 1943. While the reports of mass shootings in Lithuania and else-

where might, as Myers suggest, have convinced Kruk that the same had

befallen the Dutch Jews deported to Vievis, there is nothing in the diary

entry from 30 April 1943 from which it logically follows that the Dutch

Jews had been murdered, so Kruk's statement on the fate of these Jews

is indeed unexplained.

Myers carefully forgets mentioning my above discussion of Kruk's

diary entries on gassing rumors, the reason for this no doubt being that

he, like Harrison, wishes to avoid a confrontation with Kruk's diary en-

try from 4 July 1942 on the meeting with the deported Lodz Jews -

which is very understandable, as it is fatal to their argument that the de-

portation of Polish and Western Jews to the east necessarily meant their

death upon arrival.

Next Myers delves into the contents of the railway wagons standing

at the Vikiius station in order to find a concrete reason to dismiss

Thomas Kues, "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territo-

ries, Part 1," Inconvenient History, vol. 2 (2010), no. 2, section 3.3.1, online:

www.inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2/number_2/evidence_for_the_presence

_of_gassedJews.php
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Kruk's testimony as invalid for our thesis (p. 377):

"Kues goes on to make the argument that if the furniture was from

Dutch Jews murdered at Sobibor, then it contradicts the 'mainstream histo-

riography ' on the camp, which has goods plunderedfrom the victims at the

camps sent back to Germany. This represents the fallacy of the excluded

middle, as thefurniture delivered to the Vilnius ghetto for repairs can easi-

ly be understood as belonging to the Dutch Jews murdered at Sobibor if

Kues would have taken his research more seriously. Once Jews were de-

ported from occupied Europe, their remaining property left behind in

apartments was confiscated by Nazi authorities. Einsatzstab Rosenberg was

in charge ofsuch a mission, and as Raul Hilberg relates, the Minister ofthe

Eastern Territories 'laid claim to Jewish furniture in order to equip his of-

fices in Russia and sold the surplus to the Gauleitungen for bombed-out

people at home.

Hilberg is here referring cursorily to the so-called "Mdbel Aktion,"

about which Jean-Marc Dreyfus tell us the following (emph. added)
i'"*^"^

"The Mdbel Aktion was a gigantic looting operation that affected all

Jewish-owned flats and houses in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

[...] The official purpose of this vast operation was the furnishing of the

newly created German administrations in the eastern part ofEurope occu-

pied by the Reich after the June 1941 invasion of the Soviet Union. As the

Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Rosenberg was en-

trusted with this new mission. To implement the Mobel Aktion, a new or-

ganization was set up in Paris, the Dienststelle Westen (Western Depart-

ment) of the Ministry of the Eastern Occupied Territories. Hitler gave the

order not to loot inhabited Jewish fiats and forbade the publication of an

official ordnance. The official date of creation for the Dienststelle Westen

was 17 April 1942. [...] As early as April 1942 trains loaded with confis-

cated goods left Paris for the East. At least some transports reached the

eastern territories , Ukraine for example, and were distributed to German

administrations or German colonists. After the massive Allied bombings

over Cologne during the night of 30 May 1942, the destination of trains

loaded with looted furniture and objects changed: they arrived in the Reich

with the official stated reason oflightening the burden ofGerman victims of

air raids. [...^ As the main cities of the Reich became the target ofrepeated

air raids, German Gauleiters could turn to Paris and the Dienststelle

Westen to receive objects andfurniture. Boatsfrom the Netherlands arrived

in Hamburg.

"

Jean-Marc Dreyfus, "'Almost-Camps' in Paris," in: Jonathan Petropoulos, John K. Roth (eds.),

Gray Zones: Ambiguity and Compromise in the Holocaust and Its Aftermath, Berghahn Books,

New York/Oxford 2005, p. 224. Cf. also Jean-Marc Dreyfus, Sarah Gensburger, Nazi labor

camps in Paris, Austerlitz, Levitan, Bassano, July 1943-August 1944, Berghahn Books, New
York/Oxford 2011, p. 16.
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In the autumn of 1943 a total of 666 canal boats and 100 train cars

filled with loot fi-om Dutch Jews were dispatched to the Ruhr Valley in

Germany; a smaller fi-action of the loot was used for the offices of the

German occupation authorities in the Netherlands.
'""^^ Bajohr also fur-

nishes some illuminating statistics on the transports of confiscated Jew-

ish furniture from the Netherlands:'"'^''

"Originally, Jewish property was to have been used on the occupied

territories for furnishing German agencies and their officials. Due to the

destruction caused by bombing, however, most shipments went to the heavi-

ly damaged cities ofNorth and Western Germany. The population ofHam-
burg, which was particularly badly affected by the bombing raids, profited

more than most places from the Mdbel-Aktion deliveries, and the furniture

from several thousand apartments belonging to deported Dutch Jews was

shipped to the Hanseatic city. The total volume of the 'Jewish goods ' that

were transported from Holland to Hamburg alone amounted to fortyfive

shiploads between March 1942 and July 1943, comprising 27,227 tonnes of

furniture, furnishing, clothing and other goods. In addition, by 1944 the

German Reich Railways [. . .] had transported a total of2,699 railroad cars

of Jewish property to Hamburg. Altogether, between 1941 and 1945, the

possessions of at least thirty thousand Jewish households from Hamburg,

Germany and Western Europe were publicly auctioned in Hamburg.

"

It is clear that Myers should have taken his research more seriously.

Up to July 1943 some 83,000 Jews had been deported fi-om the Nether-

lands, for the most part to Auschwitz and Sobibor.'''^^ The amount of

confiscated goods shipped to Hamburg alone during this period corre-

sponds to some 330 kilos for each of these deported Jews. Given this

context, the hypothetical arrival of trainloads of confiscated Dutch-

Jewish furniture from the "Mdbel-Aktion" in Lithuania in the spring of

1943 must be viewed as very much of an anomaly. Such a hypothetical

anomaly cannot seriously be advanced as an explanation for the obser-

vations reported in Kruk's diary, unless documentary evidence in sup-

port of the claim is furnished. So far Myers and his colleagues have of-

fered no such thing.

Myers goes on to assert that the furniture found in the railway wag-

ons demonstrates that these items could not have been sent to Vilnius

Ad Van Liempt, Hitler 's Bounty Hunters: The Betrayal Of The Jews, Berg, Oxford/New York

2005, p. 20.

Frank Bajohr, "Aryanisation " in Hamburg: The Economic Exclusion ofJews and the Confis-

cation ofTheir Propery in Nazi Germany, Berghahn Books, Oxford/New York 2002, p. 279.

Cf. "Chronology ofdeportationsfrom the Netherlands,^' online:

www.bundesarchiv.de/gedenkbuch/chronicles.htnil.en?page=4
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via Sobibor (p. 377):

"We also wish to point out to the readers, as well as to MGK them-

selves, that nowhere in their collective works have MGK or any other writ-

er ever made the absurd claim that Jews deported to the Reinhard camps

and 'resettled' to the East were able to bring trainloads ofexpensivefurni-

ture.
"

To begin with, Myers is here distorting Kruk's description of the

contents of the railway wagons standing at the Vilnius station. On 16

April 1943 Kruk wrote of "25 cars of objects, apparently from the

Dutch Jews." In the entry of 30 April 1943 we read of "carloads filled

with goods from the Dutch Jews." These goods included "beautiful old

furniture," "drawers" in which documents were found and "bridge ta-

bles." On a final note, Kruk speaks of "railroad cars [...] filled with

Jewish junk." As can be seen, nothing indicates that the wagons were

filled exclusively, or even for the most part, with furniture. Indeed, the

cars are generally described as being filled with "goods," "objects."

This means that the wagons could just as well for the most part have

contained items such as clothing, shoes, and assorted luggage.

Myers's assertion that no-one has ever "made the absurd claim that

Jews deported to the Reinhard camps [...] were able to bring trainloads

of expensive furniture" is also misleading. In 1944 Chil Rajchmann

wrote as follows about the arrival of Bulgarian Jews (actually Jews

from Bulgarian-occupied Thrace) at Treblinka (emphasis added):
^''^^

"They were brought here in special Pullman cars. They even brought

furniture with them, and a lot offood. Until the last minute they believed

that they were being resettled in Russiafor work.

"

The same is related by the Treblinka witness Samuel Willenberg:^"^^'

"The Jews brought with them also much clothing, various types offur-

niture andpossessions ofall sorts.

"

These testimonies suggest that Jews deported from some countries,

from which transports took place under relatively humane conditions,

were in some cases allowed to bring at least some pieces of (smaller)

furniture. As for the rest of the contents in the wagons halted at the Vil-

nius station, these may very well have been mundane objects such as

clothes, bedsheets etc. A film of a departing convoy bound for Ausch-

witz taken by Westerbork inmate Rudolf Breslauer in May 1944 clearly

Chil Rajchman, Treblinka. A Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, MacLehose Press/Quercus, Lon-

don 2011, p. 78.

loannes K. Chasiotes et al. (eds.), The Jewish communities ofsoutheastern Europe:from the

fifteenth century to the end to World War 11, Institute for Balkan Studies, 1997, p. 250.
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shows how bulky the luggage carried by the deportees actually was.'"*^"

If some 19,000 Jews from the Netheriands indeed arrived in the Vilnius

area in March/April 1943, such belongings could easily have "filled" (to

a larger or lesser degree) the 50 railway wagons mentioned by Kruk,

even if the greater part of the belongings originally brought by the de-

portees had been confiscated on the way at Sobibor.

In this context it is worth mentioning a photo of a train departing

from Westerbork which is reproduced online by, among other sites, the

ARC website.'"*^' The train in question is a passenger train, but at the

end of the frain two cattle wagons can be seen. One would think that, if

the Germans were attempting to lull the Dutch Jews into a false sense of

security, they would not have placed some of the deportees in passenger

wagons and others in cattle wagons. This leads one to suspect that in

our case - and perhaps in several others - wagons with luggage or other

cargo were appended to the convoy.
'""^^

Finally one must ask oneself: How behevable is it really that the ar-

rival in the Vilnius region of a number of wagons filled with Jewish loot

from the Netherlands would have caused reports to the effect that tens

ofthousands of Dutch Jews had arrived there?

Myers concludes his argument on Kruk's diary as follows (pp.

377f.):

"Further, we should recall that Kruk mentioned only a rumour of

19,000 Dutch Jews taken to Vievis, with nofurther mention ofthese Jews or

never any contact with any Dutch Jews at the camp. Vievis itself was a

small labor camp located between Vilnius and Kaunus [sic], whose inmates

worked on highway construction and who numbered about 700 in 1942.

The camp wasfamiliar to residents of Vilnius 's ghetto, as Jews passed back

andforth between the ghetto and this camp. [... V^]hatever Jews were in

Vievis — and there is no evidence for Dutch Jews being among them —
were killed, ifthey survived the harsh regime, much as the vast majority of

Vilnius 's Jews were killed at Ponar.
"

Yet again we have to point out that the alleged mass killings of Jews

in the east, whether real or false, do not have any real bearing on the is-

sue actually at stake here, namely whether Jews that were presumably

gassed in the "extermination camps" in Poland were instead fransferred

to the Occupied Eastern Territories. As for the ultimate fate of the Jews

Viewable online at: www.auschwitz.nl/en-exposition/deportation/westerbork-1942-

1944^reslauer

http://deathcamps.org/reinhard/pic/bigdutch20.jpg

Cf. Ahnert's report from 1 September 1942 mentioning pre-fabricated barracks being trans-

ported on deportation trains; CDJC XXVI-59.
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in Vievis following the liquidation of the labor camp in December

1943, neither Neringa Latvyte-Gustaitiene'"*^^ nor Christoph Dieck-

mann''*^'' is able to provide any contemporary documentary source to

back up the allegation that they were murdered at Paneriai, something

which strongly suggests that no such sources exist, but once again only

witness statements.
'"^^^

I will make a brief note here on Latvyte-Gustaitiene's claim that a

"45 kilometre narrow-gauge railway line from Vievis to Paneriai had

been built, which transported Jews to the site of their death."'"'^^ Here I

must point out a geographical error committed on my own: in the sec-

ond part of my article on the "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed'

Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories" (section 3.3.11) I described

Paneriai as located to the north of Vilnius, and "some 5 km north-east

of the town of Vievis." Here I confused the Paneriai in question with a

similarly-named location. The alleged extermination site is located

some 10 km to the south-west of Vilnius 's central station, in a former

resort by the name of Aukstiej Paneriai (Upper Paneriai), which func-

tions as a minor railway hub - in fact, the railway tracks pass by at a

distance of less than 50 meters. To the west of the site one set of tracks

bend off south towards Poland, while others bend off to the north-west,

reaching the major railway hub of Lentvaris (Landwarow in Polish),

from where they continue north toward Kaunas, passing by Vievis on

the way. Since the railway connection Vilnius-Paneriai-Lentvaris-Vie-

vis-Kaunas (which is not narrow-gauge) existed during the war,'"*" it

makes no sense that the inmates of the Vievis camp would have con-

structed an additional narrow-gauge railway line merely in order to be

fransported on it to their alleged death at Paneriai.

As for the fact that Kruk made "no further mention of these Jews"

and the assertion that there was "never any contact with any Dutch Jews

at the camp" one might easily chalk it up to Kruk being a very busy

man - besides being a voluminous diarist - and note that there are, as is

often the case with diaries, many such "loose threads" to be found with-

in it. One may also refer to the fact that some parts of the diary were

Neringa Latvyte-Ciustaitieiie, "The Cjeiiocide of the Jews in the Trakai Region of Lithuania,"

online: www.jewishgen.org/LITVAK/HTML/OnUneJoumals/genocide_of_theJews.htm

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 1 144f.

A mere two witnesses, it would seem from Latvyte-Gustaitiene's study: J. Bimkevicius and G.

Katz (aside from a second-hand account from Avraham Tory).

N. Latvyte-Gustaitiene, "The Genocide of the Jews in the Trakai Region of Lithuania," op. cit.

See for example the maps of the Vilnius region in the Deutsche Heereskarte series of military
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lost and survive only as more or less informative headlines for entries.

There is also a fully reasonable explanation for the (presumed) circum-

stance that no contact was made with the Dutch-Jewish arrivals in

Vievis: This camp may have served only as a stop-over for them on

their way to other camps or ghettos, as was the case with the Jewess

"Marie" from the Vilnius Ghetto.
^'^^'^

As I have shown elsewhere, the Kaunas Judenrat member Avraham

Tory (Golub) recorded in his diary on 30 July 1942 that a group ofLodz

Jews, possibly nimibering several hxmdreds, who "had been employed

at the construction of the Kovno-Vilna highway" had been transferred

to Riga. The latter contents of the same diary entry allow us to draw the

conclusion that said Jews had almost undoubtedly been detained in the

Vievis camp.'''^' Based on testimonial evidence it appears that a group

of Vilnius Jews who, like the Lodz Jews before them, had been working

on the construction of a road between Vilnius and Kaunas, were trans-

ferred elsewhere on 12 March 1943, i.e. around the same time that Kruk

reported on the arrival of Dutch Jews at Vievis.''*'"' It is possible that the

road constructed or widened by the Jews from the Vievis camp was part

oi Durchgangsstrafie IX.""*' On 13 June 1942 the company Karl Bartel

requested from its office in Vievis 700 Jews "for the construction site

Kauen-Wilna," 200 of which were to be allocated from the Mikailiskes

(Michaliski) district (which had been transferred from GK Weissruthe-

nien to GK Litauen in April 1942). From where the other 500 Jews

were to come was not specified.
''^''^

That there were (reportedly) only 700 inmates in the Vievis camp in

May 1942, as stated by Latvyte-Gustaitiene and repeated by

Dieckmann, does not tell us anything about the inmate strength of the

same camp in March/April 1943, as the number of detainees in the vari-

ous labor camps in Lithuania could fluctuate greatly due to arrivals,

transferals, epidemics and other causes. As an example, the Pabrade la-

bor camp in the Svencionys district had 94 inmates on 23 May 1943,

Joseph Rebhun, Why Me? Memoirs ofHolocaust Survivors, Wildside Press, Rockville (MD)

2007, p. 173.
1439 J Kues, "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories, Part

2," op. c;Y., section 3.3.23.
1440

jjjg account of Zlata Zolotariova-Rozanska, in: Su adata sirdyje. Gettf ir koncentracijos

stovyklif kaliniif atsiminimai (With a Needle in the Heart. Memoirs of Former Prisoners of

Ghettos and Concentration Camps), Genocide and Resistance Research Center/gamelis, Vilni-

us 2003, p. 380.

On this see section 7.5 below.
1442 LcvA, R 626-1-14, p. 38.
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582 inmates on 12 June 1943, then only 44 on 10 July. This number in-

creased to 195 by 21 August, only to drop to 61 by 23 October 1943.""^

So much for Myers's sorry attempt to explain away the explosive

contents of the Kruk diary!

7.4.5. Some Notes on the Ghettos in RK Ostland

Harrison's reference to various further reported decimations of the

Jews in the Ostland will not be discussed here, since, as pointed out in

Chapter 5, this issue has no direct bearing on the validity of the transit

camp hj^othesis and will moreover be discussed in detail in a forth-

coming study by us on the subject of the Einsatzgruppen. Below I will

provide commentary on the other issues raised by Harrison in connec-

tion with the various ghettos in RK Ostland.

To begin with, he writes on page 257 of the "high level of igno-

rance" displayed by our writings on "Nazi ghetto policy in the Ostland."

As one example, he refers to the very brief discussion of the alleged

Einsatzgruppen mass shootings in Lithuania found on page 209 of the

EngHsh edition of Treblinka. In the Einsatzgruppe A General Report for

the period 16 October 1941 to 31 January 1942, it is stated that

"[ajccording to one census, up until the entry of the Bolshevists 153,743

Jews were living in Lithuania in the year 1929," that "[i]n many single

actions a total of 136,421 Jews were Hquidated" and moreover that in

the Lithuanian ghettos there still lived 34,500 Jews (15,000 each in

Kauen and Vilna, 4,500 in Schaulen). In Treblinka it was pointed out

that "[i]n adding the numbers of those shot (136,421) and those still liv-

ing in the ghettos (34,500), we arrive at a figure [170,921] in this case

as well, which is higher than the initial number (153,743)." Harrison

comments that Mattogno and Graf

"compare the figures with those for Lithuania in the 1929 Soviet cen-

sus, but they forget that Wilno Voivodship was not in Soviet Lithuania in

1929, but appeared instead in the 1931 Polish census (108,900 Jews) and

was swelled by other Polish Jewish refugees in 1939—40.

"

Here (as the sayings about blind hens and stopped clocks go, one is

tempted to remark) Harrison has actually pointed out a genuine error,

namely the unfortunate and unintentional neglect of the increase of

population caused by the Lithuanian annexation of the Vilnius region (a

circumstance which is not mentioned in the aforementioned report). In a

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche BesatzungspoUtik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1 142.
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report from the Lithuanian Bureau of Statistics published at the end of

1938, which orthodox holocaust historian Mordechai Altshuler consid-

ers "reliable and accurate," the number of inhabitants of Lithuania of

"Jewish nationality" was given as 153,743.'"''^"^ In its 1940/1941 edition,

the American Jewish Year Book states that, when the Soviet Union ced-

ed Vilna (Vilnius) and the surrounding region to the Republic of Lithu-

ania on 10 October 1939, the total Jewish population of Lithuania in-

creased by 80,000 from 165,000 (as "estimated at the end of 1938") to

approximately 245,000/'*'*^ This estimate is clearly exaggerated, how-

ever, as Altshuler shows that the large emigration in the 1920s and 30s

caused a slight decrease in the Jewish population, leading to the above-

mentioned 1938 population (without the Vilnius region) of 153,743.

According to Altshuler's calculations, further emigration in 1939-1941

meant that the same region had a Jewish population of "no more than

152,500 Jews" on the eve of the German invasion. As for the number of

Jews in the Vilnius region, the 1942 Strukturbericht iiber das Ostland

(structural report), whith statistics derived from pre-war censuses, gives

the Jewish population of this region as 94,900.^'*'^*

According to Dov Levin, approximately 85,000 Jews lived in 1941

in the Vihia region ceded by Lithuania'"^^ (which did not comprise the

entire Wilno Voivodship). A March 1941 report of the Lithuanian sta-

tistics bureau estimated the number of Jews living in Vilnius at 71,577,

including refugees.
^'''^^

Yitzhak Arad gives the number of refugees arriv-

ing in Vilnius as 14,000 to 15,000, while noting that 6,500 of these ref-

ugees left Lithuania in August 1940.''*''^ Levin gives the number of ar-

riving Jewish refugees as 14,000 for the Vilnius region.'"'^'* According

to Levin, the majority of the 1,500 Jews deported by the Soviets from

Mordechai Altshuler, Soviet Jewry on the Eve ofthe Holocaust, Centre for Research of East

European Jewry/Ahva Press, Jerusalem 1998, p. 327. The number of people in Lithuania of

"Mosaic faith" was slightly (1,382) higher - 155,125 but this discrepancy can be explained by

the presence in Lithuania of Karaites, a community of ethnic Turkic adherents of Karaite Juda-

ism, which were not considered as racial Jews by the National Socialist German authorities; cf.

James Minahan (ed.), Encyclopedia ofthe Stateless Nations, vol. II, Greenwood Publishing,

Westport (CT) 2002, pp. 9 14ff

American Jewish Year Book, Vol. 42 (1940-1941), p. 598.

Gottfried Miiller, Strukturbericht iiber das Ostland. Tell I: Ostland in Zahlen, op. cit, p. 2.

Dov Levin, Baltic Jews under the Soviets 1940-1946, Centre for Research and Documentation

of Eastern European Jewry, Jerusalem 1994, p. 117.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit.
, p. 967, no. 1 82.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., pp. 46£

Dov Levin, The lesser oftwo evils: Eastern European Jewry under Soviet rule, 1939-1941,

The Jewish Publication Society, Philadelphiayjerusalem 1995, p. 200.
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Vilnius in mid-June 1941 were Polish-Jewish refugees.
'"^^^

This would

mean that some 6,500 to 7,500 Polish-Jewish refugees remained at the

onset of the German occupation. The Jews in the Lithuanian-annexed

region outside of the city of Vilnius (in the districts of Vilnius, Alytus,

Svencionys and Trakai) numbered some 19,900 according to the same

report.
'"^^^ Some 566 Jews are documented to have lived in the Svencio-

nys ghetto in August 1942 - this ghetto goes unmentioned in the Ein-

satzgruppen report.
'"^^^

In total there would thus have lived some 91,477

Jews in the Vilnius region in March 1941, including refugees.

If we add Altshuler's maximum of "no more than 152,500 Jews"

within pre-1939 Lithuania to the estimated (71,577 + 19,900=) 91,477

in the Vilna region, we get a total of 243,977. It is difficult to give an

exact estimate of the number of Jews who managed to escape or were

evacuated from Lithuania before the German invasion. Some 7,000

Jews were deported to Siberia by the Soviets aheady in mid-June
1941.1454

Basing his calculation on a May 1943 census of Lithuanian civilian

refugees in the USSR, Levin estimates that a further 15,000 Jews fled or

were evacuated by the Soviets in late June 1941.'"^'^ This would reduce

the niunber of Jews in Lithuania in July 194 1 to at least (243,977 -

22,000=) 221,977.^^^*

The above-mentioned General Report (also known as the Second

Stahlecker Report) states that 136,421 had been liquidated by Einsatz-

D. Levin, Baltic Jews under the Soviets 1940-1946, op. cit., comment to table on p. 129.

C. OiecVmiam, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 891.

Ibid., p. 1192.

D. Levin, Baltic Jews under the Soviets 1940-1946, op. cit, p. 127.
'"'^ Ibid.,^. 168, no. 27.
'"^^ One might argue that the cessation to Germany in March 1939 of the Memel (Klaipeda) region

would have reduced this figure further. However, the number of Jews living in this area in

1938 amounted to only some 2,000 at the most; cf M. Altshuler, Soviet Jewry on the Eve of

the Holocaust, op. cit., p. 327. It would appear, though, that the vast majority of the Memel
Jews escaped into Lithuania in connection with the German annexation; cf Avraham Tory,

Surviving the Holocaust. The Kovno Ghetto Diary, Harvard University Press, Cambridge

(MA)/London 1990, p. 3, 5 and C. Dieckiaarm, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-

1944, op. cit., p. 144. To these must be added an unknown number of Polish-Jewish refugees

in Lithuania outside of the Vilnius region, for example it is known that 250 Jewish refugees

from the northeastern Polish county of Suwalki were present in Marijampole, cf ibid., p. 877.

As for the Suwalki county this was under Polish rule up until 26 October 1939 - except for a

brief Lithuanian interlude in 1919 and a few weeks of Red Army control in September 1939 -

when the district was annexed by Germany as part ofEast Prussia. Although a small part of

the traditional Suwalki region (northeast ofthe Nemunas, known as the Suvalkija or Uznemu-

nas) was part ofpre-1939 Lithuania, the Jewish population of the Polish Suwalki powiat,

which had belonged to the Bialystok voivodship, was, needless to say, not counted into the

Jewish population of Lithuania.
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gruppe A, and also that 5,000 Lithuanian Jews (mainly in Kaxinas) had

been killed by pogroms during the initial phase of the occupation/"*"

On a draft of the infamous "Coffin map" attached to the General Re-

port, the figure 5,502 referring to Jews shot in the German-Lithuanian

border region appears separate from the figure 136,421; the figures are

also shown as separate in the corresponding statistical table.
'"^^^

This would bring down the number of remaining Jews to (22 1 ,977
-

[136,421 + 5,000 + 5,502] =) 75,054. Now, one must consider that ac-

cording to the Einsatzgruppen dociraients, the Vilnius region was ini-

tially included in the field of operation of Einsatzkommando 9 of Ein-

satzgruppe B and only transferred to Einsatzkommando 3 of Einsatz-

gruppe A on 9 August 1 94 1 . According to the official version of events,

based on reports from the Einsatzgruppen as well as testimonies,

Einsatzgruppe B had killed some 5,000 Jews in the Vilnius region by 8

August 1941,'"*^^ so that the hypothetical number of remaining Jews is

brought further down to (75,054 - 5,000 70,054. This is 35,554

higher than the number of Jews remaining in Lithuania in January 1 942

according to the Einsatzgruppe A General Report (34,500). Even if add-

ing together the highest knovm recorded post-January 1942 population

figures for the four ghettos of Vilnius (24,490 in September 1942),*'**''

Kaunas (16,489 in December 1942),''*''' SiauHai (4,836 on 1 January

1943)'^*^ and Svencionys (566 in August 1942),"*"^ we get a total of

46,381 (a figure in itself 34% higher than the estimate in the General

Report) which is (70,054 - 46,381 =) 23,673 lower than the number of

remaining Jews which one would expect on the basis of the Einsatz-

gruppen reports and demographic data.

One might argue that the figure of 136,421 killed Lithuanian Jews

found in the General Report is derived fi-om the so-called Jager re-

port,"'*'' which lists a total of 137,346 killings, whereof 135,318 Jews,

carried out by Einsatzkommando 3 and its subunits during the period

fi-om 2 July 1941 to 1 December 1941 (when the period of the reported

RGVA 500-4-92, p. 60; IMT vol. XXXVII, p. 688.

Hamburger Institut fiir Sozialforschung (ed.), Verhrechen der Wehrmacht, op. cit.,
, p. 87.

C.F. Riiter, Justiz unci NS-Verhrechen, op. cit., vol. XVIll (case 540 against Alfred Filbert et

ai), p. 618; Rachel Margolis, Jim G. Tobias (eds.). Die geheiinen Notizen des K. Sakowicz.

Dokumente zur Judenvernichtung in Ponaiy, Antogo Verlag, Nuremberg 2003, p. 52; C.

Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 360.
"^ C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1 106.

p. 1056.

/Wrf.,p. 1163.

Ibid.,^. 1192.

Online atwww.holocaust-history.org/works/jaeger-report/
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mass shootings in Lithuania had already come to its end). The figure al-

so includes 4,000 Jews killed as victims of pogroms. This list, however,

includes 9,224 Latvian Jews (fi-om Daugavpils, Dagda and Kraslava) as

well as 4,934 German Jews deported to Kaunas and 3,031 Belorussian

Jews shot near Minsk, so that the total of Lithuanian Jews listed as

killed in the report amounts to 1 18,129. Adding to this the 5,000 Vilni-

us Jews shot by Einsatzgruppe B and the aforementioned 5,502 Jews

shot in the region bordering East Prussia, we get 128,63 1

.

Moreover, according to the Jager report, the Siauliai region ("Gebiet

Schaulen") was handled by Einsatzkommando 2 ofEinsatzgruppe A un-

til 2 October 1941, when Jager' s Einsatzkommando 3 took over. While

Generalbezirk Schaulen initially included also what later became Gen-

eralbezirk Ponewesch (Panevezys),''*''^ the "Siauliai region" as referred

to in the Jager report could not have encompassed Generalbezirk Pone-

wesch, as it lists a considerable number of mass shootings as having

been carried out within its area (in towns like Panevezys, Utena,

Rokiskes, Ukmerge, Zarasai and Pasvalys) before 2 October 1941.'"***

In January 1941 an estimated 34,922 Jews lived in what was to be-

come Generalbezirk Schaulen (excluding the future Generalbezirk Po-

newesch), whereof 6,428 in the city of Siauhai.''"'^ As already noted, the

highest recorded post-1941 population of the Siauhai ghetto is 4,836.

The Jager Report lists a total of 4,367 killed Jews pertaining to the re-

gion (reported killings in Raseiniai, Joniskis, Jurbarkas (Georgenburg),

Zagare). Thus a hypothetical maximum of (34,922 - [4,836 + 4,367] =)

25,719 Jews from Generalbezirk Schaulen could have been killed by

units other than Einsatzkommando 3 ofEinsatzgruppe A, but this figure

is doubtless too high, both considering that a certain number of Jews in

the region must have escaped east before the Germans arrived or was

deported by Soviet authorities prior to the German invasion, and that

this figure doubtlessly includes a considerable portion of the 5,502 Jews

reportedly shot near the border with Germany (districts of Kret-

inga/Krottingen) and Taurage/Tauroggen).

Keeping the hypothetical maximum and adding to it the adjusted Ja-

ger Report figure we get (128,631+ 25,719 154,350. If we then add

the above-mentioned highest recorded ghetto population we get

(154,350 + 46,381 =) 200,731. This figure would thus, based on the of-

ficial version of events, imply that some (243,977 - 200,731 =) 43,246

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 805.

Cf. map entitled "Orte der Verfolgung im GBK Siauliai in ibid., p. 1545.

Ibid., pp. 282-283.
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or nearly 18% of the Jews in Lithuania managed to escape the German

invasion. Thus an extrapolation of the figures found in the Jager Report

can bring this document somewhat in accord with the known demo-

graphic circumstances (something which, needless to say, does not

prove its reliability), but for the General Report the statistical mess is ir-

reparable, as it flatly states that 136,421 Jews had been executed by

Einsatzgruppe A in Lithuania, 35,238 in Latvia, 963 in Estonia, 41,828

in Weissruthenien and 3,600 in Belarus, making for a total of 218,050

killed Jews. If the official version of events is correct, the figure for

Lithuania should be at least some 23,000 higher, considering that the

mass shootings in Generalbezirk Schaulen were reportedly carried out

by Einsatzkommando 2 of Einsatzgruppe A and therefore logically

would have to be added to those Lithuanian Jews reported as having

been shot by Jager' s Einsatzkommando 3. Moreover, as I have shown in

the first part of a study on the Rumbula massacre (reportedly carried out

near the Latvian capital of Riga in late November-December 1941), the

statistics in the General Report pertaining to the Latvian Jews make lit-

tle sense when analyzed in detail and compared to other documents.
'"^^^

As for the issue of the Kaunas and Vilnius ghetto population statis-

tics, this will be left to the forthcoming Einsatzgruppen study.

On page 259 Harrison employs hearsay testimony as evidence for

the decimation of the Vilnius Jews:

"In January 1943, a former colleague, on leavefrom Wilno, told Karl

Durkefalden about the almost total extermination of the city 's Jewish com-

munity: only 10% of the population was left. German documentation shows

that Jews from the Wilno region were subjected to a 'special treatment

'

that claimed over 4,000 victims in early April, 1943.
"

The alleged particular massacre of some 4,000 at Paneriai (Ponary)

which Harrison is here referring to concerned Jews from smaller ghettos

in the south-eastern part of the country, namely those districts which

until 1 April 1942 had been under the administration ofGK Weissruthe-

nien.'''*^ Hence this alleged massacre, which is dated to 5 April 1943,

had nothing to do with the Jewish population of flie city of Vilnius,

which, as already mentioned, had numbered some 71,577 in March

1941, including refugees.

T. Kues, "The Rumbula Massacre - A Critical Examination of the Facts, Part 1," Inconvenient

History, vol. 4, no. 4 (Winter 2012), online:

http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2012/volume_4/number_4/the_rumbula_massacre_part

_l.php

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 1210.
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Dieckmann holds that only some thousands of these managed to es-

cape or were evacuated before the German occupation began. Ge-

bietskommissar Hans Hingst estimated the number of Jews ghettoized

in Vilnius at some 65,000.'"^' In 1931, at the time of the latest Polish

census, the city had counted 54,596 Jewish inhabitants.
'"^^^

Harrison

manages to shoot himself in the foot here (not for the first time, one is

tempted to add) because on page 1 6 1 he quotes a report from the head

of the German Security Police and Security Service in Lithuania to the

RSHA dating from April 1943, according to which there lived 23,950

Jews in the Vilnius ghetto, 15,875 in the Kaunas ghetto and 4,759 in the

Siauliai (Schaulen) ghetto. 23,950 is 44% of the 1931 Jewish population

and 33% of the March 1941 population. Harrison must therefore con-

clude from his own evidence that Diirkefalden's unnamed colleague

was prone to extreme exaggeration.

Harrison writes as follows about the presence of the Jewish children

in the evacuation transports to reach Stutthof from the Baltic coun-

tries"^" in the period 29 June to 27 October 1944 (p. 258):

"[...] the inclusion ofthose children actually argues in favour ofa Nazi

policy of total evacuation that refutes MGK's assumption in Sobibor that

the Nazis failed to almost totally evacuate the Ostland when they retreated.

The Nazis did not leave behind hundreds ofthousands ofJews for the Sovi-

ets to find.

"

In reality, the available statistics for these evacuation transports can

hardly be used to draw any conclusions with regard to the extent of the

evacuations from RK Ostland. For that we would have to know the ex-

act priorities forming the basis of the evacuations, as well as whether

Jews were evacuated via other camps than Stutthof As for the claim

that "[t]he Nazis did not leave behind hundreds of thousands of Jews for

the Soviets to find," we will simply have to take Mr. Stalin's and Mr.

Ehrenburg's words on that. .

.

Harrison comments as follows on the brief discussion of the Minsk

ghetto in Treblinka (p. 258):

"M&G point out that, in Minsk, 'In a listfrom 1943 (month not given)

of878 Jewsfrom the ghetto ofMinsk, there are... about a dozen elderlyper-

sons. ' However, this simply confirms that old people were disproportion-

ately targetedfor liquidation, because 12/878 is not a ratio that would exist

in a normal civilian population.

"

"'™
»/(/., p. 967.

/Wrf.,p.983.
"'^ Cf. American Jewish Year Book, vol. 41 (1939-1940), p. 590.

Discussed in J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 347f.
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Harrison omits to mention the fact that the same list contain no less

than 227 children of 15 or younger, corresponding to some 26% of the

total number.
^^'^'^ As for the elderly ghetto population, it is obvious that

the number of "natural deaths" among them due to illness and other

causes would have been much higher than among the younger popula-

tion simply because of the general frailness of old age. However, it

must be pointed out that the list in question almost certainly does not

comprise the entire ghetto population, as Gerlach notes that as late as in

October 1943 there were still 3,111 recipients of food rationing coupons

in the so-called "Russian Ghetto" in Minsk. During September 1943

some 5,500 to 9,000 Jews had been evacuated west from Minsk.^'*^^

This means that the proportion of elderly could have been higher in the

part of the ghetto population not found in the list, or, if the list refers to

a point in time later than October 1943, that the larger part of the elderly

may had already been evacuated at that point in time.

Next we are, rather randomly, presented with an account reportedly

written by Eberhard von Thadden,'"*^^ a Foreign Office official and

"Judenreferent" dated "Berlin, 15 May 1943." (p. 259):

"Mr. Legation Counsellor [Franz] Rademacher informed me that on oc-

casion ofa visit by Fascist representatives in Minsk Gauleiter Kube had al-

so shown a church that had been used by the Communistsfor worldly pur-

poses. Asked by the Italians what the little parcels and suitcases piled up

there meant, Kube had explained that these were the only leftovers ofJews

deported to Minsk. Thereafter Kube had shown the Italians a gas chamber

in which the killing of the Jews was allegedly carried out. Supposedly, the

Fascists had been most deeply shocked.

Mr. Rademacher learned of this incident through Mr. Koeppen, adju-

tant ofReichsleiter Rosenberg. In his opinion General Consul Windecker in

Riga is likely to also be informed about this incident, for as far as he,

Rademacher, could remember, the incident had occurred on occasion ofthe

Fascist representatives sent east to take care ofItalian workers.

"

Harrison comments:

"The gas chamber in this highly reliable official wartime hearsay ac-

count, concerning senior German officials discussing recent events, was

contained in the gas van that was mentioned by the documents and Beck-

er 's testimony discussed in Chapter 2. The source is too high up the politi-

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 215.

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 740, no. 1275.

' T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' - A Preliminary Historiographical Sur-

vey, Part 1," op. cit, section 2.3.

' http://de.wildpedia.org/wild/Eberhard_von_Thadden
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cal chain to be construed as rumour, and every link in this chain had noth-

ing to gain by inventing the method ofmurder.
"

But can this really be construed as a "highly rehable official wartime

hearsay account" (to the extent, of course, that a hearsay account could

ever be considered "highly reliable")? We note first of all that the ac-

count is rarely quoted in holocaust literature and even more seldom as

hona fide evidence of homicidal gassings, as Sergey Romanov regards

it.
'"^^^ The most important question about the account itself is of course

who the source, i.e. the observer of the alleged event, actually is. It is

not Rademacher, because he "learned of this incident through Mr.

Koeppen, adjutant of Reichsleiter Rosenberg" (who, despite being the

Reichsminister of the Occupied Eastern Territories had his headquarters

in Berlin and barely made any visits to the East). But there is no indica-

tion that Koeppen himself had witnessed the alleged "incident"! So who
exactly is the source?

There are also other ambiguities, in addition to the blatant lack of

corroborative evidence. Why would Windecker have been informed?

Who were the Italian representatives? Surely their visit to Minsk must

have been documented in Itahan records if it took place, but as far as we
have been able to determine, no Itahan historian has even bothered to

try and identify this delegation and its members. Considering the critical

stance held by many Fascists toward National Socialist Jewish policy, it

seems very odd indeed that Kube, who is irequently portrayed as favor-

izing German Jews in contrast to local Jews,'"^^^ would have divulged

state secrets about mass killings targeting the former group of Jews to

such a delegation. Eberhard von Thadden died in 1964, Franz Rade-

macher in 1973, and Werner Koeppen as late as 1994 - did any of them

ever confirm the contents of the note, which after all was introduced as

evidence at the 1961 Eichmann trial in Jerusalem (as document

T/341)?"^**" In the 1961 testimony which von Thadden left in Germany

in connection with the Eichmann trial he made no statement whatsoever

on the 15 May 1943 note, and neither was the note mentioned among

the 25 questions put to him by the prosecutor and the defense. On the

Romanov writes that it is "a legitimate piece of evidence for Nazi gassings of Jews"; Sergey

Romanov,

"Thereafter Kube had shown the Itahans a gas chamber in which the killing of the Jews was alleg-

edly carried out,'" http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2010/01/thereafler-kube-had-

shovm-italians-gas.html

Cf. Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., p. 391.

State of Israel (ed.). The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, Session 30, online:

www.nizkor.org/hweb/people/e/eichmattn-adolf/transcripts/Sessions/Session-030-06.html
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other hand von Thadden testified:
^""^^

"The statement I made on 11 June 1946 as a witness for the defence in

the criminal proceedings against the SS, was made according to the best of

my knowledge. I voluntarily made myselfavailable as a witness. The reason

why I did this was that through my work in the Foreign Ministry I knew a

great deal, and nevertheless knew nothing at all until April 1945 of all the

atrocities - i.e., the systematic destruction ofthe Jews.
"

As for the document itself,
'''^^^

it consists of one page of typed text

entitled ''Aufzeichnung" ("recording"), without any headers or footers

other than "Ref.: LR. v. Thadden" and a partially visible ''Geheim"

("Secret") stamp in the upper right comer. It carries also three registra-

tion stamps, possibly dating from the post-war era, a handwritten anno-

tation to the left of the title almost certainly dating from the Eichmann

trial era (as it contains the document number under which it was intro-

duced as evidence - 341) and an annotation written in hand and with a

pen similar to the "Thadden" signature found beneath the last typewrit-

ten line in the document, cryptically referring to an unnamed "Gruppen-

leiter Abt. IF and to Windecker. The presence of a signature would en-

able comparison to other preserved specimens known to derive from

von Thadden' s hand. Has this been done? Where was the document dis-

covered, and by whom? Was the document presented at the Eichmann

trial the original or a copy?'"***^ We have no answers to any of those cru-

cial questions. It must be pointed out here that, even if the document is

100% authentic, von Thadden writes of "a gas chamber in which the

killing of the Jews was allegedly carried ouf ("erne Gaskammer

gezeigt, in der angebhch die Totung der Juden durchgeftihrt wiirde"' -

emphasis added), in other words, he is expressing skepticism or at least

reservation regarding the alleged use of the "gas chamber" to murder

the Jews deported to Minsk.

Then of course there is the question of the "gas chamber" itself Ital-

ian holocaust historian Liliana Picciotto feels it necessary to remark that

"no stationary gas chamber has ever been reported in Minsk; it probably

was a gas van."'^^^ But how probable is it really that anyone would de-

The Testimony of Eberhard Von Thadden, online: www.nizkor.org/hweb/people/e/eichmann-

adolf/transcripts/Testimony-Abroad/Eberhard_Von_Thadden-02.html

Reproduced at S. Romanov, '"Thereafter Kube.

.

op. cit.

It is filed in the archives of the German Foreign Office ("Archiv des Auswartigen Amtes, ref

K-206919"), cf. Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.), Nazi Mass Murder: A Documentary History ofthe

Use ofPoison Gas, Yale Uni. Press, 1993, pp. 60 and 260.

Liliana Picciotto, "The Italians and the Jews during the Fascist and German Persecutions," in:

David Bankier, Israel Gutman (eds.), Nazi Europe and the Final Solution, Yad Vashem, Jeru-

salem 2003, p. 512.
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scribe the cargo box of a van as a "gas chamber" (Gaskammer), at least

without mentioning the most noteworthy curiosity that said contraption

was mounted on a van? Even more perplexing are the circumstances

surrounding the "incident." If it took place in the spring of 1943, as as-

sumed by Picciotto and others, why were the belongings of the deported

Reich Jews, the last ofwhom arrived some 5 to 6 months earlier accord-

ing to the official version of events, still lying around in a church in

Minsk? In addition to this we are apparently supposed to believe either

that the assumed "gas van" just happened, for some inexplicable reason,

to be parked next to the church, or that Kube interrupted the delega-

tion's schedule to make a detour to wherever the "gas van" in question

was parked, simply in order to share state secrets regarding mass mur-

der with these "Fascist representatives sent east to take care of Italian

workers"!

In 2010 Sergey Romanov wrote the following comment on the sup-

posed reliability of the note:'"***^

"All the mentionedpeople were high-ranking Nazis, most of them deal-

ing with the 'Final Solution ' one way or another. This is hearsay, hut no

link in this hearsay chain had a reason to introduce the mention of a gas

chamber if it wasn 't true. They may have had reasons to distort Kube's ac-

tions, etc. (in-group struggles and all that) - hut not to invent the very

method ofmurder.

"

Romanov's argument is fallacious for the following two reasons:

1) We do not have a closed "hearsay chain," as it is not made clear

whether Koeppen was the source of the story about the "incident."

This means (still assuming for the sake of argument that the docu-

ment is authentic) that there could have been further links in the

chain - links which may have had reason to spread hes about mass

murders in "gas chambers."

2) None of the named Germans would have had to "invent the very

method of murder," as claims about German mass murders in "gas

chambers," including "mobile gas chambers" had been spread by Al-

lied press as early as the summer of 1942.''"*'' In fact, there are indi-

cations that provably false accounts of gassings of Jews were spread

among German citizens as early as November 194 1. In an article on

wartime German "knowledge of the Holocaust" David Bankier

writes:'^^'

'"^^
S. Romanov, '"Thereafter Kube.

.

op. cit.

Cf. S. Alvarez, P. Marais, The Gas Vans. A Criticallnvestigation, op. cit, p. lOSif.

David Bankier, "The Germans and the Holocaust; What Did They Know," Yad Vashem Stud-
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"The data on euthanasia gathered by British diplomats in Basel and

Geneva [in September 1941] included also information securedfrom a

German railway guard, according to whom trains with wounded sol-

diers entered a tunnel where they were gassed. In this context it should

be mentioned that the story about a gassing tunnel seems to have spread

rapidly, for we find it mentioned on various occasions by people who
were totally unconnected to each other. Thus, Lili Hahn, living in Hes-

sen, was informed in November 1941 that the last two transports of

Frankfurt Jews were gassed in a tunnel near Minsk.

"

The source for the latter allegation is a diary entry penned by the

German journalist Lili Hahn on 30 November 1941.'"***** Since none

of the convoys of Reich Jews deported to Minsk in November 1941

is claimed to have been exterminated upon arrival (by shooting or by

gas) and since it is a documented fact that these Jewish deportees

were settled in a ghetto in Minsk, the story which Hahn heard could

only have been a piece of atrocity propaganda or at the least a mali-

cious rumor, most likely inspired by the existence of tuimels used for

the delousing of trains/"*^^

There can be little doubt that allegations concerning homicidal

gassings, regardless of their relation to reality, were known at least

indirectly to members of the German military and civilian bureau-

cracy. It is thus not difficult to explain where the inspiration for such

a rumor or lie could have come from. The claim that the (double?

triple? quadruple?) hearsay of the von Thadden note constitutes "a

legitimate piece of evidence for Nazi gassings of Jews" is therefore

nothing more than an act of faith.

How useless the von Thadden note is as evidence for the reality of

homicidal mass gassings is abundantly clear from the comment made

on it by one of the foremost exterminationists, Christopher Brovraing

(emphasis added):'^'"

"Many Jews were killed in the Minsk area by firing squad, but there is

no record that the Germans actually erected gas chambers there. Kube

must have known about the gas chambers elsewhere and used the Italian

inquiry about the piles of Jewish baggage to present the Italians with as

graphic, complete and convincing information about the killing ofthe Jews

iei' vol. XX (1990), p. 86.

Lili Hahn, . ..bis alles in Scherben fallt. Tagebuchblatter 1933-1945, Cologne 1979, entry for

30 November 1941.

Cf. Germar Rudolf, Lectures on the Holocaust, 2nd rev. ed.. The Barnes Review, Washington

DC 2010, p. 212.

Christopher R. Browning, The Final Solution and the German Foreign Office, op. cit, p. 150.
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as he could. Whatever the veracity of the incident in Minsk, it is clear that

rumors ofthe gas chambers circulated unofficially through the German bu-

reaucracy and that Rademacher was privy to such rumors.

"

Thus Browning does not even consider the possibility that the "gas

chamber" was in fact a "gas van," and moreover - by implying that Ku-

be never showed any "gas chamber" to the Italian delegates, but merely

gave them information about what he "knew" of such alleged contrap-

tions - he displays skepticism about the reality of the alleged event and

characterize it as a "rumor" - what Harrison asserts it cannot be con-

strued as!

As a final note on the ghettos in the Ostland it is worth pointing out

that it is possible, even likely, that deported Jews in some locations

were kept separated according to their country of origin, and from the

native Jews. This was the case in Riga and Minsk, which each had a

ghetto for Reich and Protectorate Jews. The Minsk Jewess Tsetsilia Mi-

khaylovna Shapiro stated after the war that:'"*^'

"In addition to the local Jewish population, Jewsfrom other countries -

France, Germany, and elsewhere - were transported to the Minsk ghetto.

The Jews ofeach country were settled in the ghetto separately. Barbed wire

separated these different 'associations of compatriots ' one from the other.

They were forbidden to have contact with each other or with the local

Jews.

"

In Minsk the Jews from the Reich were gathered in the "Sonderghet-

to I" (special ghetto I - with Jews from Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt and

Diisseldorf) and "Sonderghetto 11" (Jews from Bremen, Vienna and

Briinn).''''^ Testimonies such as that of Shapiro raise the question

whether there may have been further such "special ghettos" in Minsk,

e.g. for French or Dutch Jews. This was actually stated as a matter of

fact by Ilya Ehrenburg in a propaganda piece dating from the first half

ofI943:i^'^

"During the whole of the summer of 1942 the Hitlerists kept bringing

Jewsfrom Western Europe to the town ofMinsk. They said they were being

taken there to work. Jews were brought from France, Belgium, Holland,

Czechoslovakia. They came carrying cases and handbags. They were in-

terned in the so-called military town, about eight kilometres outside Minsk.

Afterwards they were all placed in the murder wagons and taken to the

Joshua Rubenstein, Ilya Altaian, The unknown black book: the Holocaust in the German-

occupied Soviet territories, Indiana University PressAJSHMM, Bloomington & Indianapolis

2008, p. 257.

Gertrude Schneider, Exile and Destruction, op. cit, p. 96.

Ilya Ehrenburg, "I Cannot Remain Silent," The Jewish Chronicle, 13 August 1943, p. 15.
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pits.

"

I have not been able so far to identify the "military town" Ehrenburg

speaks of. Most likely it refers to a district containing military installa-

tions from World War I.

7.5. The Ukraine

The section on the alleged impossibility of Jewish transports into

Reichskommissariat Ukraine (henceforth RK Ukraine) opens with the

dumbfounding assertion (p. 262f) that the alleged German mass murder

of several hundred thousands Jews in the Ukraine during 1941/1942

somehow prevented the Germans from deporting foreign Jews there. As

I have already mentioned, by using the very same logic one could just

as well conclude that the deportation of more than 15,000 Jews from the

Reich and the Protectorate to Riga in 1941-1942 was impossible, be-

cause the majority of the local Jews in Riga had (allegedly) been mur-

dered at the Rumbula forest site on 28 November and 8 December

1941, or that no Jews from Bessarabia and Bukovina could have been

deported by the Romanian authorities into Transnistria, since German

and Romanian units (reportedly) had previously carried out mass execu-

tions of Jews in the same region.

Even our bumbling opponents have to admit that at least at some

point plans for the deportation of Jews to the Ukraine existed (p. 263):

"In late 1941/early 1942, the Ukraine was indeedplanned to be a desti-

nation for the deportation of German Jews. A circular was sent out by

HSSPF Ukraine in early January 1942 to regions in the territory, asking

the localities to prepare for the establishment of ghettos and barracks to

accommodate Jewsfrom the Altreich and report back on their circumstanc-

es. The circular occurred prior to the crystallization ofpolicy after the

Wannsee conference, upon which such wide-ranging deportation schemes

fell through.

"

The circular in question was issued on 12 January 1942 and also re-

quested the regional commissars as well as the SS-policemen to identify

possible future ghettos near railway links to where Reich Jews could be

brought.
'"^^"^

According to Dieter Pohl, "in January 1942 the deportation

of Jews into the Reichskommissariat [Ukraine] was planned, in particu-

lar to Shepetovka, where they were to be put to work building

roads."^'*'^ As for the mysterious "crystallization of policy" after the

W. Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine, op. cit., p. 89.

""^ C. Hartmann et al, Der deutsche Krieg im Osten, op. cit., p. 175.
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Waimsee conference (which took place on 20 January 1942), this is

merely an appeal to the amorphous phantom of the Fuhrerbefehl: in re-

ality there exists no documentary evidence supporting the abandonment

of "such wide-ranging deportation schemes."

At the beginning of February 1 942, Romanian authorities deported

10,000 Jews from the Romanian-occupied western part of the Ukraine

known as Transnistria over the Bug River at Vosnessensk into the Gen-

eralkommissariat Nikolajew, which was part of RK Ukraine. The Ro-

manians had planned the expulsion of a further 60,000 Jews, but this

was promptly stopped by the Germans, since the Romanians apparently

had never asked the (proper) German authorities for permission in the

first place. On 14 April 1942 Eichmann sent a letter discussing this is-

sue in which he stated:

"[...] through this planless and premature [vorzeitige] expulsion of

Romanian Jews into the Occupied Eastern Territories the already ongoing

evacuation of the German Jews is strongly jeopardized [starkstens ge-

fahrdet].

"

This statement demonstrates 1) that the Jews gathered in Transnistria

were scheduled to be sent further east at an unknown point of time in

the future (otherwise Eichmann wouldn't have called their expulsion

"premature"), and 2) that in mid-April 1942 there still existed plans to

deport Reich Jews to RK Ukraine. The latter is borne out by Eich-

mann's assertion that the expulsion threatened the "evacuation of the

German Jews." Such a threat could not possibly have arisen if the evac-

uation of the German Jews meant either their deportation to and killing

near Minsk or their deportation to ghettos in Poland and from there on

to extermination camps in the same country. The swamping of Ukraini-

an ghettos and camps with 70,000 unannounced Romanian Jews would

on the other hand pose exactly such a hindrance, if said ghettos and

camps were scheduled to be used for the internment of Reich Jews. Had

the Jewish pohcy not yet "crystalhzed" almost three months after the

Wannsee conference, Mr. Harrison? By this point in time both Chelmno

and Belzec were in full operation, and Sobibor would open some two

weeks later.

Our opponents state that "[djespite a lack of documented transports,

MGK try to create deportations to this region based on other (weaker)

forms of evidence." (p. 263). In the first of the examples given, the ex-

pulsion of 16,822 Jews fi-om the Pulawy county across the Bug River in

Leon Poliakov, JosefWulf, Das Dritte Reich und seine Diener, K.G. Saur /arani, Munich

1978, p. 132.
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May 1942, likely into the Generalkommissariat Volhjmia-Podolia in RK
Ukraine, the argument employed is based on the same fallacious logic

of "massacres making deportations impossible" as described above. The

critique continues in more or less the same vein (p. 264):

"One specific region to which Kues claims European Jews were de-

ported was GK Nikolayev. Kues cites a hearsay report published in the

June 1943 issue of the Contemporary Jewish Record suggesting 14,000

Jews from Belgium and Holland had been deported to Kherson in April of

that year.

This is an odd location for Jews to be sent, as a year before the county

commissar had happily reported that 'there are no longer any Jews or half-

Jews in GK Nikolayev. ' To achieve such a cleansing ofthe region, the Jews

were murdered. For instance, in early February 1942 some two hundred

Jews of the Zlatopol ghetto were killed 'by gassing with Lorpicrin ' on the

orders ofthe county commissar.
"

The report in question, which is derived from an unnamed source in

Geneva, in fact states that "[o]ver 14,000 Jews from Belgium and Hol-

land arrived in Nazi-occupied Ochakov, in Kherson, to do slave la-

bor." Ochakov (in Romanian Oceacov, in Ukrainian Ochakiv) was

not located in the part of the former Kherson oblast (east of the Dnie-

per) that belonged to RK Ukraine and its Generalkommissariat Nikola-

yev, but in Romanian-controlled Transnistria,'''^** so that Harrison's ap-

peal to the report of the Nikolayev county commissar is worthless. Of
course, even if Ochakov had been located in Generalkommissariat Ni-

kolayev, the reported status of this area as free of Jews in April 1942

would not have prevented any Jewish deportations to the same area in

April 1943 anymore than the declaration of Estonia as "free of Jews" in

December 1941 prevented the (uncontested) 1943/1944 deportations to

Estonia of a large number of Jews from Lithuania and elsewhere. The

same goes for the argument that one could "rule out" the Zhitomir dis-

trict as a territory for resettlement based on reports that several thou-

sands of local Jews were murdered there during the spring of 1942 (p.

2^4^
1499

g^j. ^j^g alleged 1942 murder of Zlatopol Jews using "Lor-

picrin" gas see Chapter 5, point 29.

Our opponents finally make a brief diversion from their false argu-

mentation regarding massacres to dwell upon one of the news sources

reporting on the presence of deported Western Jews in the Ukraine (p.

Contemporary Jewish Record, vol. 6, no. 3 (June 1943), p. 300.

Cf. map on p. 180 of R. Brandon, W. Lower (eds.). The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit.

We note that our opponents have not bothered with providing similar "evidence" "ruling out"

the Generalkommissariats of Kiev and Dnjepropetrovsk.
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264f.):

"Perhaps as their strongest evidence [...], MGK utilize an April 1944

report from the French communist newspaper Notre Voix. The report

states, citing Radio Moscow's declarations, that 8,000 Parisian Jews had

been liberated in the Ukraine by the 'heroic Red Army. ' No testimonies or

documents regarding these alleged thousands of French Jews have ap-

peared since their 'liberation. ' MGK do not see the report's propaganda

aim, clearly portraying the RedArmy as saviours ofthe Jewish people, thus

welcomed news by Jewish and communist sympathizers in France. Particu-

larly, they ignore the perpetual Soviet efforts to internationalize the Nazi

victims. [...] MGK also ignore the paper's emphasis on the Jews' escape

from 'the SS bandits (whom) wanted to shoot them.
'

"

In Sohibor we noted that, while it "may be argued that this is a doc-

ument written by French communists who used a radio broadcast of

Radio Moscow and that both the French communists and Radio Mos-

cow could be suspected right away of spreading propaganda," "it is dif-

ficult to see in what way the [very claim of the] presence of French

Jews in Ukraine could have lent itself to propaganda."'^*"*

It is notable that our opponents have avoided discussing the evidence

for deportations of western Jews to Romanian-administered Transnis-

tria.

Any serious discussion of the Notre Voix article in question cannot

avoid placing it in relation to the large number of indications found in

testimonial evidence which point at the resettlement of deported French

Jews in the Romanian-occupied western part of the Ukraine knovra as

Transnistria:

> On 29 June 1942 the papal ambassador in France, Valerio Valeri,

vnoiQ from Vichy to Cardinal Luigi Malone about the arrest of

12,000 Jews in France, "who are destined to be deported to the

Ukraine."'^"'

> On 15 August 1942 the Romanian-Jewish Bucharest physician Emil

Dorian wrote in his diary about "persistent rumors about trains pass-

ing through the northern part of Moldavia, carrying Jews from occu-

pied France sent by the Germans to the east. It is known that 20,000

Jews in occupied France have been recently deported from there, but

no one could guess where they were sent." Transports passing

through northern Moldavia (which roughly correspond to the histori-

°°
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibdr..., op cit., p. 365.

Holy Sea (ed.), Actes et Documents..., op. cit, vol. 8, p. 610.
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cal region of Bessarabia) would arrive in Transnistria/^"^

> On 6 November 1942 the German-Jewish New York weekly Aufbau

reported that "the province of Transnistria will soon become a single

large collection reservoir for Jews. Freight trains from France, Hol-

land and Belgium constantly arrive, bringing half-starved and sick

deportees who are then left there to their fate."

> In its issue for December 1 942 the Contemporary Jewish Record re-

counted the story, derived from a report from Lisbon, of a Jew de-

ported from Paris "who managed to survive a nightmarish journey to

Bessarabia."'^"' It fiirther reported that "those [deportees] not dead

from starvation or exhaustion were immediately shipped to Transnis-

tria."'^"'' This story was originally carried by the French exile news-

paper France in its issue of 15 October 1942.'^°^

Transnistria was "liberated" by the Red Army between 26 March

and 14 April 1944,'^°'' that is, around the same time that the Notre Voix

article was written. It is thus very likely that the location in the Ukraine

where the liberation took place was in fact Transnistria. Can all of this

really be a mere coincidence?

With the exception of a couple of fransports in 1943 that went to So-

bibor and Majdanek, all Jewish convoys departing from France in

1942/1943 had Auschwitz as their last known destination. The only

convoy from France which orthodox historiography admits reached the

Occupied Eastern Territories was convoy 73 to Kaunas and Reval (Tal-

linn), but it departed only in mid-May 1944, i.e. after the publication of

the Notre Voix article. It follows that all French Jews who reached

Transnistria must have done so via Auschwitz. A possible train route

from Auschwitz to Transnistria via "the nothem part of Moldavia"

would have been Auschwitz-Krakow-Przemysl-Lwow-Czemowitz-

Zhmerinka.'^"^ In this context it is worth noting that Belgian revisionist

Jean-Marie Boisdefeu recounts the testimonies of a number of French

and Belgian prisoners of war detained in camps in the northern part of

E. Dorian, The Quality of Witness. A Romanian Diary 1937-1944, The Jewish Publication So-

ciety ofAmerica, Philadelphia 1982, p. 221.
'^"^ Contemporary Jewish Record, vol. 5, no. 6 (December 1942), p. 634.

/W(/.,p.642.
1505 "20.000 Israelites deportes de France sont arrives en Bessarabie," France, 15 October 1942, p.

1.

Yitzhak Arad, In the Shadow ofthe Red Banner: Soviet Jews in the War Against Nazi Gemany,

Gefen, Jerusalem 2010, p. 67.

Cf. map attached to Andreas Knipping, Reinhard Schulz, Reichsbahn hinter der Ostfront

1941-1944, Transpress Veriag, Stuttgart 1999.
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Eastern Galicia in 1942 who observed or even came into contact with

Jews deported from France. Could these Jews have been taken off

the convoys on their way to the Ukraine and allocated to labor camps in

Eastern Galicia, similar as to how Jews from the French convoys were

picked out for work at Kozel before arriving in Auschwitz? It may also

be noted that a 22 October 1 943 news article mention German Jews as

being present in the ghetto of Zhmerinka.'^''^

In a "Statement issued on December 19, 1942, by the Information

Bureau of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of the

U.S.S.R. on 'The execution by Hitlerite authorities of the plan to exter-

minate the Jewish population in the occupied territory of Europe'" we
read:'""

"The People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs has authentic infor-

mation proving that oflate a fresh intensification of the Hitlerite regime of

bloody massacre of the peaceful population has been observed throughout

the territories of the countries ofEurope occupied by the German-Fascist

invaders.

It is not to he doubted that the criminal Hitlerite rulers, wishing to

drown in the hlood of innocent people their animal fear of approaching

doom and retribution, and seeing that they are unable to break the will of

the peoples ofEurope for the restoration of their independence and free-

dom, have put into effect a bestial plan for the physical extermination ofa

considerable part of the civilian population of German-occupied territories

- absolutely innocent people of various nationalities, social positions,

views and creeds, and ofall ages.

In doing so, the Hitlerites and their associates are putting into practice

at an accelerated rate their special plan for the total extermination of the

Jewish population in the occupied territory ofEurope.

The existence of this plan and its rapid materialisation are evidentfrom

reports receivedfrom competent sources which have formed the basis for

the joint declaration of the Governments of Belgium, Great Britain, Hol-

land, Greece, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, the United States, the Soviet

Union, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia and the French National Commit-

tee, published on December 18 this year concerning the extermination of

the Jewish populations ofEurope which is being effected by the Hitlerite

authorities.

Jean-Marie Boisdefeu, La controverse sur I 'extermination desjuifs par les allemands, vol. 2,

"Realites de la Solution Finale," V.H.O., Berchem 2003, chapter V, part C, section 17. Online:

www.vho.org/aaargh/fraa'bsdf/bdf2/preuves.htnil.
509 i^Life in Transnistria. Appalling Ghetto Conditions," The Jewish Chronicle, 22 October 1943,

p. 7.

™ Soviet Government Statements on Nazi Atrocities, Hutchinson & Co, London 1945, pp. 57-59.
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The cannibal plan elaborated by Hitler at the beginning of the current

year provides for the concentration in Eastern Europe before the end of

1942, chiefly on the territory ofPoland, of aboutfour million Jews for the

purpose ofmurdering them. This affects the overwhelming majority ofJews

who were resident in the German-occupied countries of Western Europe

and also in Germany itself The transportation of these peaceful citizens,

doomed to death, to Poland, which has been converted into the main Fas-

cist shambles, is coming to a close.

According to the data of the World Jewish Congress, and a number of

other Jewish organisations in Europe and America, as well as the data of

the Polish Government, the number ofJews already murdered by the Hit-

lerites in pursuance ofthis truly diabolicalplan runs into many hundreds of

thousands of men, women and children, approximately one half ofwhom
were brought by the Hitlerites to Polish territoryfrom Germany, her vassal

countries Hungary and Roumania, and also from the European countries

occupied by the Hitlerites - Czechoslovakia, Austria, France, Belgium,

Holland and Norway.

Lately the German occupationists have commenced the forcible mass

deportation ofFrench citizens ofJewish extraction from theformerly occu-

pied zone ofFrance. [.. .]

Besides machine-gunning men, women and children, people are mur-

dered in specially equipped gas-chambers, electrocuted, burnt en masse.

The inmates ofconcentration camps are poisoned with prussic acid. [. . .]

The Jews brought to Polandfrom other German-occupied countries are

herded either into concentration camps or into Jewish ghettos, set up by the

occupationists in all the towns, whence they are subsequently taken in thou-

sands to be shot on the outskirts of the town or driven away to unknown

destinationsfor the same purpose ofextermination.
"

As shown by the above quotation, aheady in December 1942 the

Soviet stance was that the Jews of France were being sent to Poland to

be exterminated there. It must be noted in this context that reliable esti-

mates on the number of French Jews deported were published before

1944. Eugene Kulischer for example estimated in 1943 that 70,000

Jews had been deported from France,'^" while preserved dociunenta-

tion gives a total of 75,721 Jews deported from France, of which 60,888

had departed by the end of 1943 (51,820 by 25 March 1943).

In a publication from August 1943, the Institute of Jewish Affairs of

the World Jewish Congress estimated the number of Jewish deportees

from France at 68,000.'^'^ It is clear that, by stating that 8,000 Paris

™ Cf. J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 342.
"'^ Boris Schub (ed.), Hitler's Ten-Year War on the Jews, Institute of Jewish Affairs of the Amer-

icanAVorld Jewish Congress, New York 1943, table on p. 307 and explanatory note on p. 308.
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Jews - i.e. a considerable percentage of the total number of deportees

from France - were still alive in the Ukraine in April 1944, the Soviets

contradicted their propaganda narrative, according to which the same

Jews had been sent to Poland to be murdered en masse in a program of

extermination that was already "coming to a close" in December 1942.

Are we really to believe that the Soviets, regardless of any supposed

tendency to "internationalize Nazi victims," would have compromised

their propaganda narrative in order to maintain or sfrengthen the support

from the French undergroimd which, despite postwar romanticizing of

La Resistance, was one of the weakest and most ineffectual resistance

movements in German-occupied Europe?^^'^ We find it much more

likely that nothing more was reported on these 8,000 liberated Paris

Jews because someone in Moscow belatedly realized how detrimental

the story actually was to the overall propaganda story of German atroci-

ties and decided to "pull the plug."

Our opponents claim (p. 265) that "the Ukraine was hardly a realistic

prospective site for the resettlement of hundreds of thousands western

European Jews" because of the poor food situation, as reported in Janu-

ary 1942, and because of the fact that the Ukraine (commonly known as

the "bread basket of the Soviet Union" due to the fact that this Soviet

republic stood for some 25% of all agricultural output in the USSR) was

charged with providing the Reich with huge quantities of food supphes,

at the expense of the local population. They quote in this context

Reichskommissar Erich Koch's statement at a conference held in Rovno

on 28 August 1942: "the feeding of the civiHan population in this situa-

tion (securing food quantities from the Ukraine) is therefore completely

immaterial." The passage in question reads in fuU:'^^'"*

"The Fiihrer holds the district leader to account that these amounts

would be secured. In light of this task, feeding the civilian population is

completely irrelevant Through black-marketeering they sure live better

than we think.

"

This means that, while Koch regarded the nourishment of the native

population of his Reichskommissariat as an issue subordinated to the

need to solve the food situation in the Reich, he also expected that the

corresponding situation for the Ukrainian population would at least to

some extent be alleviated by the black market.

Our opponents further cite (p. 265) a July 1943 report from State

Cf. Douglas Porch, The French Secret Services, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York 2003,

pp. 225-264.
15" 264-PS,IMTvol. XXV,p. 318.
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Secretary Herbert Backe according to which the quantities of foodstuff

furnished by the Occupied Eastern Territories would "still have to be

considerably increased." Since the Jews constituted the part of the

population which the Germans cared the least about, they argue, they

"would obviously have fared the worst amongst all Ukrainian civil-

ians." While this is no doubt true, our opponents ignore the other side of

the coin: In order to produce the huge quantities of grain and other

foodstuff required, the German administration in the Ukraine would

have had to employ a correspondingly huge number of people in the

production of said foodstuff. There was an obvious shortage of availa-

ble manpower. To begin with, a large portion of the population had ei-

ther been evacuated or escaped to the Soviet interior prior to the arrival

of the German forces in the summer and autumn of 1941. Many of the

younger men had also been drafted by the Red Army. Furthermore a

very large number of Ukrainians were deported to the Reich for labor

purposes. In the first five month of 1943 alone no less than 345,000

such workers were sent by train to Germany from the Ukraine. '^'^ All in

all some 2.4 million Ukrainians are estimated to have been deported for

work to Germany.'^'* As the total population of the Ukrainian SSR had

amounted to 31,785,000 in 1939, this corresponds to some 7.5% of the

population.'^^^ In Meldungen aus den besetzten Ostgebieten issue 7

from 12 June 1942 we read that, while the transfer of labor to the Reich

had "not yet had any large-scale negative effect on agriculture," the in-

creased recruitment of labor from the countryside was expected to af-

fect the next harvest.'^'** In neighboring Belarus the harvest work was

hampered by the lack of labor.'^'^

As for the use of Jews as forced labor in sectors other than the agri-

cultural, one of the major orthodox experts on the holocaust in the

Ukraine, Wendy Lower, wrote in 2005 that the subject of "Jewish

forced labor in Ukraine" has "barely been touched" by historians. As
an example the number of Jews used for forced labor on the construc-

' Alfred C. Mierzejewski, The Most Valuable Asset ofthe Reich. A History ofthe German Na-

tional Railway, Volume 2, 1933-1945, The University of Nortli Carolina Press, Chapel

Hill/London 2000, p. 122.

" Cf. A. von Plato, A. Leh, C. Thonfeld (eds.), Hitler 's slaves, op. cit., p. 25 1

.

' Cf. Roman Szporluk, Russia, Ukraine, and the Breakup ofthe Soviet Union, Hoover Press,

Stanford (CA) 2000, p. 140. It should be considered that these figures include Eastern Galicia

and Transnistria.

* NARA roll T- 175-235, p. 572.

' C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 334-335.

W. Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine, op. cit, p. 70f
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tion of the sections of the already mentioned Durchgangsstrafie IV lo-

cated in RK Ukraine and military-administered Ukraine (passing

through Proskurov, Letichev, Vinnitsa, Uman and east of Taganrog) is

to a large degree shrouded in obscurity. Wendy Lower writes that "ap-

proximately 3,500 Ukrainian Jews and 3,800 Romanian Jews labored

on this project between 1942 and 1944," but these figures almost cer-

tainly relate only to the General District Zhitomir/

According to a study cited by Andrej Angrick, "at least 25,000 Jew-

ish forced laborers died in the Ukrainian DG IV camps outside Gali-

cia,"'^^^ i.e. in Ukraine excluding Eastern Galicia (which was part of the

Generalgouvemement). The number of Jews employed on the vast

stretch from Uman (in the south of General District Kiev) to Taganrog

(which is in the part of the Russian Rostov oblast bordering on eastern

Ukraine) seems to be completely unknown. Angrick contends that "giv-

en the distance of camps east of Uman from Transnistria and Galicia,

far fewer Jews appear to have been used on the Uman-Taganrog stretch,

which must remain the subject for later study." '^^^ In other words: be-

cause the eastern parts of Ukraine had supposedly been emptied of Jews

by early 1942, and since there was quite some distance between western

and eastern Ukraine, the number of Jews employed on this stretch must

have been small. A truly impressive piece of logic! It is worth noting

that, whereas German prosecutors dealing with shootings of prisoners

carried out in camps along Durchgangsstrafie IV in central Ukraine

concluded that some 70,000 people (POWs, Jews and non-Jewish civil-

ians) were involved in the construction of this road by early 1 943 - in

the summer of 1942 it had been some 110,000 - a message from

HSSPF Hans-Adolf Priitzmann to Himmler dated 15 June 1943 gives

the nxmiber of workers as no less than 140,000, ethnicity/background

unspecified but not including German workers and local policemen.

Could part of the difference between the German court's post-war esti-

mate and Priitzmann' s contemporary figure be made up of Jews deport-

ed to the Ukraine from the west?

There were also further Organisation Todt road construction projects

involving thoroughfares in which Jews may have been employed. The

Durchgangsstrafie VII and VIII were both found in Belarus, with

™ W. Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine, op. cit, p. 145.

A. Angrick, "Annihilatioii and Labor: Jews and Thoroughfare IV in Central Ukraine," in: R.

Brandon, Wendy Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit, p. 213f.

Ibid,^. 192.

pp. 211-212.
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known stretches between Bialystok, Slonim and Lesna as well as Brest-

Minsk. In connection with these there was also the extension of a high-

way from Minsk to Orsha undertaken by the "RAB Bauleitung Minsk."

The planned stretch of Durchgangsstrafie IX appears to have been Ri-

ga-Kaunas-Vilnius-Vitebsk-Minsk. Durchgangsstrafie XII was to

stretch from Tauroggen at the German border with Lithuania to Peters-

burg via Riga'^^^ and Pskov (Pleskau in German). Yet another

Durchgangsstrafie, no X, stretched from the German-Lithuanian border

town of Eydtkau (Eitkunai) to "Ostrow," by which is likely meant

Astraviec in Belarus, near the Lithuanian border. Durchgangsstrafie

Xll(a) passed by Pskov and was to be connected to "Ostrow" and

Durchgangsstrafie X by a new connecting road constructed partially out

ofwood.''^"

That the influx of Jewish labor into the Generalbezirk of Lettland

was actively sought for by local administrative bodies is made clear by

an April 1 943 monthly report of the labor administration department of

the Gebietskommissariat Riga, quoted by Anita Kugler:'^^^

"Lately there have been no new arrivals of Jews. [...] Following the

deployment of all Jewish auxiliary workers [Hilfsarbeiter] outside ofRiga,

and since the removal ofJewish skilled laborfrom the armaments industry

- the production and supply of arms being of extraordinarily great im-

portance - can no longer be justified, the influx ofJews from territories

outside ofLatvia is to be thoroughly welcomed.

"

It is remarkable that this document uses the word "lately" ("m der

letzten Zeif") in connection with "new arrivals of Jews." The last docu-

mented transport from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate to Latvia

departed from Theresienstadt on 20 August 1942, although there are in-

dications that a transport departing from Berlin on 26 October 1942

reached Salaspils near Riga. Thus, according to the official version of

events, the administrators in Riga would have referred - in a short-time

report(!) - to a point in time 5-7 months earher as "lately," this despite

the fact that RK Ostland had been set up only some I year and 8 months

earlier. The need for "the influx of Jews from territories outside of Lat-

According to Angrick and Klein, Durchgangsstrafie XII "ran right through the Latvian capi-

tal"; Jews from the Riga ghetto worked with clearing it from snow in the winter of 1941/42; A.

Angrick, P. Klein, The "Final Solution" in Riga, op. cit, p. 316. It seems likely that the Riga-

Pskov stretch of the thoroughfare is more or less identical with the present E77 highway.

"Einsatz der OTin den besetzten Ostgebieten," letter from Reichsminister Todt, Berlin, 8 Au-

gust I94I, LCVA, R 1368-l-l,p. 3.™ "Monatsbericht der Arbeitsverwaltung des Gebietskommissariats fiir April 1943 an den Gene-

ralkommissariat Lettland," LVA P 691211A, sheet 49; quoted in Anita Kugler, Scherwitz. Der

judische SS-Offizier, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, Cologne 2004, p. 326.
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via" should be viewed in the context of the following section on "Labor

and Social Policy" from a monthly report for March 1943 by the KdS
Latvia:'^^^

"In the last month as well, the problem ofworkers has been exacerbat-

ed. The number of unoccupied male positions rose from 22,500 to 28,000,

the number of open female positions from 7,700 to 12,200. Requests for

prisoners of war, especially on the part of agriculture, have increased to

16,700. In various manufacturing fields, the shortage of workers will in-

crease considerably, whereas an easing ofwork deployment situation will

emerge among those having a need [for laborers] who were recognized dur-

ing the mustering process. In connection with the extent of the shortage of

workers and in adjusting to the closure action for enterprises, which the

Reich Economics Ministry announced at the start of the year, the combing,

closure, and merger of enterprises that cannot be considered important to

the war effort is beingprepared. In Latvia, however, it is not to be expected

that this action will release a great number ofworkers, because in Latvia,

unlike in the Reich, the German administration in general allowed only the

re-opening of enterprises that were absolutely necessary for carrying out

tasks important to the war effort.
"

Thus it would certainly not have been insensible in 1943 to import

tens of thousands of Jews from the west into Latvia.

Here the reports of Jews being used as labor in drainage projects in

the Pripyat marshes (an area comprising parts of both RK Ostland and

RK Ukraine) should also be briefly mentioned. On 20 October 1941 the

JTA Daily News Bulletin carried a notice according to which Berlin

Jews were being deported to "Lodz, Poland, from where they will be

transported to Pinsk to work in the Pinsk swamps in the district of

Rokitno." On 22 October 1941 the same source, quoting a correspond-

ent of the Swedish newspaper Social Demokraten, reported the follow-

ing:

"Nazi officials today announced in Berlin that the Jews expelled from

Germany, Luxemburg and Prague will be used for draining the Rokitno

Marshes near Pinsk. [...] Despite the approach of winter a large area of

the Rokitno Marshes can still be drained now, the Nazi spokesmen de-

clared.
"

In its issue of October 1942 the Judisk Kronika reported that "a large

number of Jews who had been interned in German concenfration camps

have been fransported to Poland, where they are deployed to drain the

"Der KdS Lettland. Stimmimgs- und Lagebericht fiir den Monat Marz 1943, 1 April 1943"

(LWA, P 82-1-39, 92-202, p. 176), as quoted in A. Angrick, P. Klein, TTje "Final Solution
"

in Riga, op. cit, p. 286 note 70.
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swamps of Pinsk." Eugene Kulischer noted in his 1943 survey that Jews

from Warsaw had been sent to "work in the marshes of Pinsk."'^^' On
26 June 1942 Aufbau reported that "Jews are working on draining the

Pinsk swamps." On 7 January 1943 the JTA Daily News Bulletin report-

ed that "[mjeager reports reaching here today from occupied Poland on

the fate of the tens of thousands of Jews who were deported from the

Warsaw ghetto during the last few months discloses that the majority of

these Jews have been sent to the Pinsk district, in the area of the Pinsk

swamps." To this should be added the passage from Erreignismeldung

no. 52, already cited in Chapter 5, point 22, suggesting the use of Jews

as labor in the Pripyat marshes. Orthodox holocaust historian Thomas

Sandkiihler maintains that the German authorities, before allegedly de-

ciding to exterminate the Jews, had "[p]erhaps [...] intended to concen-

trate the Jews of the General Government temporarily in eastern Gali-

cia, and then push them into the swamps of Pripyat."'^^" The enormous

need of labor which the German authorities envisaged for this meliora-

tion project can be estimated by the fact that documents on land use

planning in RK Ostland dating from November 1942 discuss the settle-

ment in the Pripyat region of 1 million Dutchmen who were to drain the

vast marshland.'^^' Needless to say this settlement project never materi-

alized, but the very fact of its proposal demonstrates not only that drain-

ing the Pripyat marshes was still on the agenda in late 1942, but also

that the deportation of a large number of Jews to serve as labor within

such a melioration program is far from unthinkable.

7.6. Deportations to the Military-Administered Parts

of the Occupied Eastern Territories

In their arguments regarding specific parts of the Occupied Eastern

Territories our opponents have nothing to say about the parts not under

"civilian administration," i.e. exclusive of the Reichskommissariats of

Ostland and Ukraine. These military-administered territories included a

large region east of the Baltic States, the eastern part of the former Bel-

arussian Soviet Socialist Republic and the bordering parts of western

Russia, as well as Ukraine east of the Dniepr and the bordering parts of

south-western Russia. While it might seem unreasonable at first glance

Eugene M. Kulischer, The Displacement ofPopulation in Europe, International Labor Office,

Montreal 1943, p. 111.
1530 rp

Sjjj(jyjjjigf^ "Endlosung" in Galizien, op. cit., pp. llOf.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 779.
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that the Germans would have deported Jews to areas near the Eastern

Front, we have several indications that such was indeed the case. For

example, in the 30 January 1942 diary entry of Herman Kruk we
read:^^^^

"A train with Jews passed by here [in Vilnius] today. The Jews said that

they are being taken to workfrom Sosnowiec and the surrounding area [in

Upper Silesia]. The train left in the direction ofthe Eastern Front.
"

It is known that a transport of 350 young Polish Jews was sent from

Upper Silesia via Konigsberg, Kaunas and Vilnius to work on railway

rehabilitation in Sebezh, a town some 200 km from Leningrad, where

the Organisation Todt had set up a collection, transit and staff camp.

However as this transport is reported to have departed from Breslau in

the autumn of 1941, most likely in November,'''^ it can hardly have

been identical with that observed in Vilnius at the end of January the

following year,'^^"^ but could possibly have been a sort of trial convoy.

Historian Bella Gutermann writes that "we cannot be certain whether

the transport was meant to be a pilot venture, in which the potential util-

ity of employing these young Jews would be tested, or whether it was

an individual transport placed at the OT's service at a critical period in

the winter of 1941/42." According to witnesses, Gutermann further tells

us, a group from the convoy which had been fransferred to Idritsa,'^^^

"v/here the OT concentrated incoming transportsfrom the West, heard

from the supervisors that they were the first group and that their contribu-

tion would determine whether there was reason to remove additional

groups ofJewish slave laborersfrom the Organisation Schmelt camps.

"

Witnesses state that, while they "knew that more people were sup-

posed to come," they later somehow learned that the "experiment" had

been a failure and that "they would send no more Jews to work in the

East."'^^'' Gutermann has to admit that it "cannot be determined from

the documentation whether there was a plan to send additional trans-

ports of Jews from the camps in Silesia"^^^'' and writes about the convoy

that "[t]his was evidently the only group of Jewish prisoners culled from

the forced-labor camps in eastern Upper Silesia" (emphasis added).'^^^

'"^ H. Kruk, The Last Days ofthe Jerusalem ofLithuania, op. cit., p. 187.
'^'^ Bella Gutermann, "Jews in the Service of Organisation Todt in the Occupied Soviet Territo-

ries, October 1941 -March 1942," p. 20ff. Online:

www 1 .yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%202023 .pdf

The convoy is claimed to have taken 2 weeks to reach its destination. Accordingly it must

have reached the Leningrad front area at least a month before the observation in Vihiius.

'^'^ /Wrf.,p.23.

Ibid, p. 33.

Ibid., p. 13.
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Did the transports from Upper Silesia continue, and was the convoy ob-

served in Vilnius on 30 January 1942 part of this program? Has the ex-

istence of such transports been concealed by the fact that they did not

travel directly from Poland to occupied Soviet territory, but in transit

via Auschwitz? It is worth pointing out that, according to holocaust his-

torian Ber Mark, Jews from Upper Silesia were "gassed" in Auschwitz

in January 1942,'^^^ while a number of other exterminationists, such as

Danuta Czech and Christopher Browning, claim that Jews from the Or-

ganisation Schmelt camps that were found to be unable to work were

gassed in Auschwitz during February/March 1942.'^^' No documenta-

tion on these alleged fransports exists, however.

In this context must be mentioned a highly important German radio

message intercepted by British decoders on 15 January 1942:'^"^"

"To Higher SS and Police Leader NORTH. Secret.

The Fuehrer has ordered that Jewish compulsoiy labour gangs are to

he sent with all speed into the area of Russian operations for the carrying

out ofimportant constructional undertakings. They go on 18.L42 in special

transport into the building area allotted to the SILESIAN operations group,

in the region ofDUENABURG/MOSCOW. Medical examination and injec-

tion is necessary. The Jews wear black-working dress with green arm-

bands. Employment - Reichsautobahn. Organisation TODT undertakes

guard duties. Please see to it that the pool of compulsory laborers is not

reduced.

Higher SS and Pol. Leader SOUTH-EAST"

The HSSPF of Breslau and the division command "SS Main Section

South-East [SS-Oberabschnitt Siid-OstY at this time was SS-Obergmp-

penjiihrer Emst-Heinrich Schmauser, who had Upper Silesia under his

jurisdiction,'^'*' including Auschwitz. "Higher SS and Police Leader

North" undoubtedly refer to Friedrich Jeckeln, who had the region

"Russland-Nord" (Russia North) under his jurisdiction. This included

the German-occupied Russian territory east of the Baltic countries

which we are dealing with here. The Reichsautobahn was the adminis-

Ber Mark, The Scrolls ofAuschwitz, Am Oved Publishers, Tel Aviv 1985, p. 4.

Cf. C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, p. 421.

PRO file HW 16/6, part 1, p. 1 1 of the summary covering the period of 16 Deeember 1941 to

15 January 1942. The PRO file eontaining the German original of this intercept (HW 16/33)

has been lost, ef David li-ving. The Himmier Decodes. A .election ofme.'isugespa.'isedfi-om

1941 to 1945 between Himmier, his headquarters, and local police and SS commanders; in

German; as decoded by British Intelligence, (online:

http://www.ipp.co.uk/Himmler/decodes/), p. 4, also

http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchU]yDetails?uri=C993789

Charles W. Sydnor, Soldiers ofDestruction: The SS Death's Head Division, 1933-1945,

Princeton University Press 1990, pp. 330f.
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trative framework for the interstate highways in the Reich and the occu-

pied territories.

That the Jewish workers had to be medically examined and given in-

jections (which no doubt meant vaccination) supports that the NS bu-

reaucrats responsible for the implementation of the Final Solution

deemed it necessary that the Jews sent into the Occupied Eastern Terri-

tories undergo a hygienic-prophylactic treatment in order to reduce the

risk of outbreaks of disease in these territories. The fact that Schmauser

deemed it necessary to mention this detail to Jeckeln indicates that said

treatment in this case was to take place upon arrival.

If the transport did indeed depart from Upper Silesia according to

schedule on 1 8 January and went "with all speed into the area of Rus-

sian operations," it stands to reason that it must have arrived in western

Russia within a week, i.e. around 25 January at the latest, but possibly

several days before that. It is therefore unlikely that this transport was

the convoy observed in Vilnius on 30 January. Hence we are dealing

with at least three convoys of Silesian Jews sent into the operational ar-

ea of Army Group North for deplojmient at road and raikoad construc-

tion works during the period ofNovember 194 1 to January 1942.

The date of this message is noteworthy also because of the fact that

it was sent only five days prior to the Wannsee conference. Its contents

clearly echo the passage from the Wannsee protocol according to which

able-bodied Jews were to be brought "in large work columns" to the

East "for work on roads.
"'^"^^

The task force responsible for the reconstruction of the railroads in

the northern front area was named Eisenbahneinsatz Riga and had its

headquarters in the Russian city of Pskov (Pleskau in German).
'^""^

Christoph Dieckmann informs us that on 4 December 1941 Dr. Georg

Leibbrandt of the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories

sent a letter to Reichskommissar Lohse in which he stated that a camp

for the deported German Jews was to be constructed not near Riga, but

near Pskov, as Heydrich had informed him a few days previously.'^'*''

While a camp meant for the deported Reich Jews was in fact erected

near Riga (Salaspils), this does not preclude that another camp for the

'^"^ Or as David Irving, apparently the first to take note of this intercept, put it in a brief comment:

"Hitler really did intend the Jews to build roads in The East,"

www.Q)p.co.uk/HimmlerAVannsee.html

B. Gutermann, "Jews in the Service...," op. cit., p. 10.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, vol. 2, op. cit, p. 962, note

162. Dieckmann gives as source "RMO and RKO, 4.12.1941, YIVO, Occ E 3-35 unpag."
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reception of deported Jews was also established in Pskov or its vicinity.

Indeed, as likewise noted by Dieckmann, a group of some 800 Jews was

sent from the OT camp in Ziezmariai, Lithuania, to the vicinity of

Pskov in June 1943.'^''^ An Arbeitserziehungslager (labor education

camp)'^'*'' is reported to have been located in Pskov.'^"*^ This may or

may not have been a ''Pleskau Zwangsarbeitslager fir Juden" (Pskov

forced labor camp for Jews), to which scattered and uninformative ref-

erences can be found. Pskov was also the site of a ''Grofi-K[negs]-

Werke" a huge factory complex serving the needs of Army Group

North.'^''^ Angrick and Klein comments on Leibbrandt's letter:'^"^'

"In suggesting these proposals to deport the Jews to points east of the

general commissariats, however, Heydrich was probably responding not

only to the RmbO's [Leibbrandt's] ideas. Rather, it seems that the Security

Police itselfhad thought about other possibilities in the long term. As early

as August [1941], Stahlecker - in a statement on Lohse 's temporary guide-

linesfor the treatment ofthe Jewish question - had noted that afuture 'Jew

reservation ' should be erected only farther east, and as late as February

1942, Heydrich said the 'Arctic area' was an 'ideal homelandfor the 11

million Jews from Europe. ' Seen in the context of these remarks, another

statement by Heydrich, to the effect that the commanders of the Einsatz-

gruppen B and C could 'take in Jews in their camps for Communistprison-

ers in the zone ofoperations ' gains in significance as well
"

Heydrich' s - no doubt rather hyperbolic - talk of a Jewish "reserva-

tion" in the "Arctic area" is mirrored in a remarkable way in Walter

Fohl's already quoted letter from 21 June 1942 about Jewish convoys

being sent not only into the swamps of Belarus but also in the direction

of "the Arctic Ocean." Of course, if we are to believe the extermina-

'^"^
Ibid., p. 1093. According to Avraham Tory the more exact destination of these Jews was re-

ported to be the town of Dno, which is located some 1 13 km east of Pskov, not far from the

frontline; Avraham Tory, Surviving the Holocaust, op. cit.,p. 373. The town was established

as and remains a railway center, cf http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dno
'^"^ The Salaspils (Kurtenhof) camp bore the same designation.

Wolfgang Benz, Barbara Distel (eds.), Der On des Terrors, op. cit, vol. 9, p. 92.

Mark Spoerer, "Der Faktor Arbeit in den besetzten Ostgebieten im Widerstreit okonomischer

und ideologischer Interessen," in: Horst Moller (ed.), Mitteilungen der Gemeinsamen Kommis-

sion fiir die Erforschung derjungeren Geschichte der deutsch-russischen Beziehungen, vol. 2,

Oldenbourg, Munich 2005, p. 82.

Andrej Angrick, Peter Klein, The 'Final Solution ' in Riga. Exploitation and Annihilation

1941-1944, Berghahn Books, Oxford/New York 2009, p. 190.

One reason for why northern Russia was considered for resettlement of Jews by Heydrich was

no doubt the presence there of a large number of Soviet slave labor camps set up in connection

with the White Sea-Baltic Canal project (c£

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Sea_%E2%80%93_Baltic_Canal) which, once the former

prisoners had been released, could be used to detain the deported Jews. As the Germans

viewed the Jews as responsible for the GULag and the Soviet slave labor system, such a de-
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tionists, all such deportation plans had been abandoned by early 1942. .

.

In Smolensk, in German-occupied western Russia, a camp existed to

which Pohsh Jews were sent from Warsaw in July 1942.'^^' According

to one of these Polish Jews, Yehuda Lemer, the inmates in the Smo-

lensk camp included German Jews who were sent there via Warsaw.
'^^^

In the autumn of 1942 at least one further group of 250 Polish Jews,

who in this case had first been detained in the Maly Trostenets camp

near Minsk, were sent to work for the SS-Bauleitung in Smolensk.
'^^^

To the above might be added the 17 August 1942 notice in the clan-

destine Polish newspaper Informacja Biezqca according to which 2,000

"skilled workers" had been sent from the Warsaw Ghetto to Smolensk

on 1 August 1942,'^^"* and the Soviet claim from 21 October 1942 that

the Germans had executed 1,850 Jewish "deportees brought from Po-

land, Belgium and Holland" in the Smolensk district.

On 1 January 1943 The Jewish Chronicle reported:^^^''

"Czech Jews are now being sent from the notorious Terezin fortress-

ghetto to areas near the Eastern front Everyone between the ages of 18

and 45 is made to work on the building offortifications. There is evidence

that Czech Jews had been working on fortifications within 35 miles ofSta-

lingrad.
"

Between 19 September and 22 October 1942 a total of ten transports

departed Theresienstadt (Terezin) bound for Treblinka, while a single

fransport boimd for Auschwitz departed on 26 October 1942; a hiatus in

the convoys from Theresienstadt then followed until 20 January

1943.^'"

According to the June 1 942 issue of Contemporary Jewish Record,

"thousands of former Lublin and Krakow Jews" had been sent in April

1942 to dig trenches "on the Taganrog-Kharkov sector of the Soviet

front."'^^^ It is interesting to compare this news item with the following:

On 16 December 1941 the Romanian leader Marshal Ion Antonescu

portation would no doubt be viewed by the National Socialist leaders as a form of "poetic jus-

Christian Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 762.

Miriam Novitch, Sohihor: Martyrdom and Revolt, op. cit., p. 111.

Christian Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 763.

Krystyna Marczewska, Wladyslaw Wazniewski, "Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rzqdu

RP na Kraji" op. cit, p. 137.

"1,850 Jews from Poland and Western Europe executed by Nazis in Smolensk area," JTA Dai-

ly News Bulletin, 22 October 1942, p. 2.

^' "Czech Jews sent to Russia," The Jewish Chronicle, 1 January 1943, p. 9.

" Liste alter Transporte aus Theresienstadt, www.terezinstudies.cz/deu/lTI/database/tt_out_to
^* Contemporary Jewish Record, vol. 5, no. 3 (June 1942), p. 310.
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convened his cabinet, on which occasion the following was stated:

"The Germans want to bring the Yids [sic] from Europe to Russia and

settle them in certain areas but there is still time before this plan is carried

Nearly five years later, in 1946 at the Paris Peace Conference, mem-
bers of the Romanian Foreign Ministry presented a study to the Allied

victors in which they insisted that this indeed was the information

which Germany had provided them concerning the fate of the Jews:
'

"In the fall of 1941, the German Legation presented to Antonescu's

Government a plan that included Germany 's intentions vis-a-vis the Jewish

population in Poland, Slovakia, Romania, and Hungary. The Jews of these

countries should have been deported to a region situated northeast of the

Black Sea, beyond the line Rostov-Kharkov, where it was planned to estab-

lish an immense ghetto for [them]. For this purpose the Romanian Jews

were to be gathered and deported to Transnistria, this [territory] being con-

sidered as a first stage of the deportation. After that the Jews would have

been transferredfarther [east] to the region that was allotted to them.
"

The Rostov-Kharkov line marked the eastern front as it stood at the

end of 1941. The region beyond it, north-east of the Black Sea, corre-

sponding to the Voroshilovgrad (Lugansk) area and the territory be-

tween the Donets and Don rivers, was conquered only in the summer of

1942, and the German occupation of it lasted for less than a year, so that

it seems unlikely that large groups of Jews were ever deported there,

although a certain number may have been sent there to carry out work

on fortifications, as hinted at by the above quoted news item. If an

"immense ghetto," similar perhaps to the Transnistrian "reservation,"

was indeed established, it seems more likely that it was reahzed in the

military-administered part of the Ukraine. That the Romanian authori-

ties were indeed informed by their German allies that the Jews were to

be sent east and also trusted this information is borne out by the Roma-

nian deportation in February 1942 of some 10,000 Jews from Transnis-

tria over the Bug River at Vosnessensk into RK Ukraine, Romanian au-

thorities having planned the expulsion of a further 60,000 Jews.

The fact that Eichmann reacted to this deportation in a letter from 14

April 1942 by calling it "premature" (vorzeitig) demonstrates that a

Jean Ancel, "The German-Romanian Relationship and the Final Solution," Holocaust and

Genocide Studies, vol. 19, no. 2 (2005), p. 259. Quote from a protocol of a Romanian Cabinet

meeting held on 16 December 1941 (Source: Transcript of the Cabinet meeting ofDecember

16, 1941, Interior Ministry Archives, file 40010, vol. 24, p. 17b; USHMM Archives, RG-
25004M, reel 33).

*° Quoted in p. 269.
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transfer of Romanian Jewry into the Ukraine was indeed planned, but

not to be carried out at such an early date.'^*' In this context we may
mention the order issued by Einsatzkommando 12 to the Jews of Kis-

lovodsk in northern Caucasus on 7 September 1942, according to which

they were to be resettled in "the sparsely populated regions of the

Ukraine,"^^''^ by which is likely meant primarily the eastern parts of the

country. As already mentioned in Chapter 5 and by Angrick and Klein

as cited above, on 10 October 1941 Heydrich stated that the Einsatz-

gruppen commanders SS-Brigadefiihrer Nebe "could take in Jews in the

camps for Communist prisoners in the zone of operations" and that

"[a]ccording to SS-Stubaf. Eichmarm this process has already be-

gun."'^''^ This implies that at least part of the Jews apprehended by the

Einsatzgruppen were not executed but transferred to camps in the areas

under military administration. Were these later followed by Jews de-

ported from Central and Western Europe?

Walter Laqueur informs us in his book The Terrible Secret that,

when Professor Felix Frankfurter in mid-September 1942 met with

President Roosevelt to voice his apprehension about the fate of the

Jews, the president told him not to worry, because "the deported Jews

were simply being employed on the Soviet frontier to build fortifica-

tions."^^*^ Of course, our opponents would have it that the head of state

of one of Germany's major enemies knew no better than to pass on

"mere rumors"! Needless to say, the deployment of Jews as forced la-

borers on construction sites near the front would have put the same at

immense risk of being killed by enemy and partisan fire (as well as

mines and air raids), in addition to the hardship resulting from being

forced to work under exfreme conditions.

7.7. The Direct Transports to the East 1941-1942

In yet another baffling example of spurious argumentation, our op-

ponents attempt to turn the undisputed fact that 66,200 Jews from Ger-

many, Austria and the Protectorate were transported directly to destina-

tions in RK Ostland during I94I-I942 into evidence in support of the

extermination camp allegations (p. 248):

"Despite their own admission, MGK never grapple with thefact that the

1561
(-.f ^ Ymss, "Evidence for the Presence...," Part 3, op. cit, section 4.3.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit, p. 293.
1563

T/37(299)^ p. 2.

Walter Laqueur, The Terrible Secret, op. cit, p. 94.
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deportation of 66,200 Jews from the Altreich, Ostmark, and the Protec-

torate proceeded to their destinations without stopping in Auschwitz or the

AR camps. Why 3% of the 'number ofJews deported to the occupied East-

ern territories' would not travel through one of the Revisionist deemed

transit camps (Auschwitz, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, or Chelmno) remains

unexplained in their work. Several transports using the Bialystok to Minsk

line travelledjust 4 km awayfrom Treblinka, but never stopped in the camp

for any type ofdelousing, which MGK assume occurred therefor hundreds

ofthousands ofothers. Instead, MGK believe that these trains were deport-

ed directly to their destinations in the East (i.e. Riga and Minsk), 'w/o (sic)

any stop-over in a camp. ' Unfortunately, this is not correct, as some of the

Jews deported to Minsk actually changed trains at Wolkowysk station in

what is today western Belarus.
"

In reality, it is our opponents wtio fail to provide a believable expla-

nation for these convoys, and in particular for the reasons why more

than 30 transports were sent to Belarus, Latvia and Estonia between 6

May 1942 and 28 November 1942. The Chelmno camp was in opera-

tion from early December 1941 to the end of summer 1942. Belzec was

opened in March 1942, Sobibor in early May the same year and Tre-

blinka some months later, on 22 July 1942. At Auschwitz mass gassings

were supposedly carried out during this period in the alleged "bunkers"

near Birkenau.'^^^ Considering the vast killing capacities ascribed to the

alleged extermination facilities at these camps as well as their locations,

it simply makes no sense whatsoever that the German authorities would

have sent these Jews all the way to RK Ostland when - still from an ex-

terminationist point of view - they could have been sent half that dis-

tance to the "death camps" in Poland and gassed there within a mere

few days, if even that.

The exterminationists maintain that virtually all the Jews deported to

RK Ostland from May 1942 onwards were murdered upon arrival, pri-

marily at a killing site near the Maly Trostenets camp southeast of

Minsk. As already mentioned (section 7.4.1. above) the claim that Hey-

drich in April 1 942 ordered all convoys arriving in Belarus to be exter-

minated lacks any documentary basis and is almost certainly derived

from a sworn statement made by the former Commander of the Security

Police and the Security Service for Minsk, Eduard Strauch, in January

1948. Moreover, as ah-eady pointed out, transporting these Jews to RK
Ostland makes no sense from an exterminationist viewpoint, regardless

Cf. C. Mattogno, The Bunkers ofAuschwitz, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2004, pp.

20f.
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of their fate upon arrival.

While neither our opponents nor (to our knowledge) any orthodox

historian has ever made any such assertions, there seem to be only two

possible explanations for the 1 942 direct transports compatible with the

official version of events.

The first would be that the Security Police (which was responsible

for handling the transports arriving in Belarus) had the Jews deported to

RK Ostland killed on the initiative of Heydrich and/or Himmler, who
for some reason sought to keep the killings of these transports secret

fi-om the one who had originally ordered the deportations in 1941,

namely Hitler. This explanation is spurious for several reasons. To

begin with, there exists no documentary evidence to back up the hy-

pothesis. Moreover, it is inconceivable that Heydrich and/or Himmler

could have kept a mass murder program at Maly Trostenets a secret

fi-om Hitler but not the alleged exterminations in the camps in Po-

land,
'^''^

so that acceptance of this hypothesis inevitably leads to a

stance similar to that of David Irving, who has proposed that Hitler was

kept unaware of the "death camps" for at least most of the war - a hy-

pothesis which fails due to its sheer implausibility.

The second possible explanation is that the direct transports of 1942

served as "decoys" of a sort with the purpose of convincing the Jews

that all deportees were in fact resettled in the East. This hypothesis,

however, is likewise untenable. If the aim was to keep the appearances

of a resettlement program, why then were the deportees - again accord-

ing to the official version of events - shot or killed in "gas vans" upon

arrival instead of kept alive for at least a brief period of time? Also, if

such a decoy resettlement was going on, it would have necessarily been

accompanied by some sort of propaganda in order to make the outside

world and Jewry in particular aware of those transports (otherwise the

whole hypothetical project would be meaningless) - yet there exists no

evidence of such propaganda.

The continuation in 1942 of the direct transports to the East thus pre-

sents an unsolvable problem to the exterminationists. From a revisionist

viewpoint, the most likely explanation for this continuation is that the

German authorities simply followed to the completion the plan decided

upon in Prague on 10 October 1941, to deport 50,000 Jews from the Al-

The possible objection that the direct transports may have been treated diiierently because of

the origin ofthe Jewish deportees is untenable, since other Jews from the same regions (Al-

treich, Austria and the Protectorate) were deported to the "death camps" during the same peri-
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treich and the Protectorate to Riga and Minsk. '^^^ As none of the transit

camps in Poland had yet been constructed at this point in time/^*^ this

series of transports was accordingly planned without any stop-over in a

transit camp. Apparently it was decided in spring 1942 to continue the

series without amending the transport schedule. Hopefully more light

will be shed on this issue by future archival research.

Finally, it goes without saying that the fact that at least part of the

deportees sent to Minsk "actually changed trains at Wolkowysk station"

does not contradict our statement that the Jews on the direct transports

arrived in the east "w/o any stop-over in a camp," since the Wolkowysk

station was a railway station, not a transit camp.

7.8. Transports to the "Extermination Camps" from

the East

According to our opponents, the fact that a certain number of trans-

ports reached the Reinhardt camps (as well as Auschwitz) from the east

confradicts the thesis that they functioned as fransit camps (pp. 248f):

"MGK never significantly discuss the hundreds of transports that trav-

elled westwards to the death camps, whilst they argue that these deportees

were all sent eastwards. This led several groups ofJews (i.e. from Galicia,

Romania, Bialystok, Ostland, etc) to head in the completely wrong direc-

tionfrom the eastern territories in 1942 and 1943, something illogicalfrom

the perspective of a resettlement program. Indeed, a reasonable estimate

would be that at least 500,000 Jews were transported westward to the ex-

termination camps during these years.

"

In a footnote, the figure of 500,000 Jews is broken down as follows

(p. 249, note 74):

"This estimate is based on approximations of 200,000 people from

Distrikt Bialystok (to Auschwitz and Treblinka), 250,000 from Distrikt

Galizien (to Auschwitz and Belzec), several thousandfrom Reichskommis-

sariat Ostland (to Sobibor), at least 10,000 from Thrace (to Treblinka),

30,000 from Regierungsbezirk Ziechenau [sic] (to Auschwitz), and about

16,000from Distrikt Krakau (to Auschwitz).

"

But is the existence of these westbound transports really incongruent

with the fransport-instead-of-extermination hypothesis? Let us consider

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka..., op. cit., p. 194.
'^^ While plans for at least the Belzec and Chehnno camps may well have existed at that point in

time, the transport of the 50,000 Jews from the Altreich and the Protectorate was scheduled to

begin already on 1 5 October 1 94 1 . The fu-st known transport (from Berlin to Riga) took place

on 4 November 1941, that is, more than a month before the opening of the Chehnno camp.
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one by one the six transport groups listed by our opponents.

1) The Bialystok district was an independent administrative district

in occupied Poland under the authority of Erich Koch, who was also the

Reichskommissar of the Ukraine and Gauleiter of East Prussia (into

which the Bialystok district was scheduled to be incorporated). It con-

sisted of the regions of Bialystok, Grodno and Wolkowysk (part of

which are now in Belarus). According to the 1931 Polish census, the

Bialystok voivodship had 172,043 Jewish inhabitants, 50,170 of them in

the Bialystok powiat (district) and 35,693 in the Grodno powiat}^^'^ Ac-

cording to the long Korherr report, the number of Jews in the Bialystok

district at the time of its creation amounted to some 160,000. Orthodox

holocaust historian Sara Bender sets an even lower estimate at

150,000.'^^° According to Yitzhak Arad, 31,000 Jews were shot in the

Bialystok district by the Einsatzgruppen during the period July to Sep-

tember 1941, yet at the beginning of autumn 1942 there were still

"about 210,000" Jews left in the district,'"' implying that the Jewish

population in the district had exceeded 241,000 at the time of the Ger-

man occupation, which would mean a population increase of at least

68,957 or some 40% for the years 1931 to 1941 - no doubt a considera-

ble exaggeration.
'^^^

The abridged Korherr report (from 19 April 1943) states that

170,642 Jews had been evacuated "from the Reich territory including

the Protectorate and Bialystok district to the East {nach dem Osten]" as

of the end of 1942. The reason for the listing of the Bialystok district

together with the Greater Reich and the Protectorate is doubtlessly its

scheduled annexation to East Prussia. Numerical analysis allows us to

draw the conclusion that the figure of 170,642 is comprised of 68,808

Jews sent directly to the eastern territories (Minsk/Maly Trostenets, Ri-

ga, Kaunas, Minsk, Raasiku) from November 1941 to November 1942,

35,810 Jews deported from the Altreich, form Austria and the Protec-

torate into the Lublin district, and 46,591 Jews fi-om the Bialystok dis-

trict.'" ' According to Franciszek Piper, some 8,500 Jews from the

M. Altshuler, Soviel Jewry on ihe Eve of the Holocaust, op. cit, p. 329.

Sara Bender, The .Jews ofBialystok during World War II and the Holocaust, Brandeis Univer-

sity Press, Lebanon (NH) 2008, p. 99.

Y, Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 131.

One must consider here that, even if a number of Jews fled to the district at the time of the

outbreak ofthe war in 1939, another number of Jews fled east at the time of the German inva-

sion ofthe Soviet Union in summer 1941 (including, among others, the future partisan leader

Hersh Smolar).

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor..., op. cit, p. 316ff.
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Bialystok district arrived at Auschwitz during this period of time.'^^''

Some tens of thousand Jews from the district were deported to Ausch-

witz also during January/February 1943. Bender writes that "between

January 20 and 24, 1943, about 10,000 Jews were deported from Grod-

no to Auschwitz in five separate transports. [...] In late January 1943,

about 10,000 Jews from the Pruzhany ghetto were taken in sleighs to

the train station, some 12 kilometers away, and sent to Auschwitz in

four transports."'^^^ A preserved railway transport plan for the period 20

January 1942 to 18 February 1943 has three listed convoys from

Bialystok to Auschwitz (Pj 107, Pj 109, Pj 111); the number of passen-

gers for the two first is given as 2,000 each, whereas no such figure is

provided for Pj 111.'"*^

On 16 December 1942, the head of the Gestapo, SS-GruppenJiihrer

Heinrich Miiller, sent Himmler an urgent telegram requesting permis-

sion for the transport of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz during the period 11-

3 1 January 1 943 "in respect of the increased transport of labor to con-

centration camps ordered by 30 January 1943." Of these 45,000 Jews,

10,000 were to come from Theresienstadt, 3,000 from the Netherlands,

2,000 from Berlin, and 30,000 from the Bialystok District. The number

also included Jews unfit for work. Of the deportees, 10,000 to 15,000

were expected to be picked out for work during a selection {Ausmuster-

ung) following their arrival at Auschwitz.'^'' Nothing is said about the

fate of the deportees found unfit for work. One of the local German

ghetto administrators in Grodno, Dr. Wilhelm Altenloh, stated in his in-

terrogation of 6 September 1961 that, when he received the order from

the RSHA to evacuate the ghettos in the Bialystok district in the winter

of 1 942, it mentioned that the evacuated Jews would be brought to the

Generalgouvemement for labor deplojonent (Arbeitseinsatz)}^^^ When
questioned on the issue again on 20 August 1963, Altenlohe stated that

"all circumstances spoke against the killing of the Jews, as at that time

they were urgently needed as labor in the armaments industry."'^^'

Heinz Enelis, former head of the Gestapo in Grodno, testified on 13

Franciszek Piper, Die Zahl der Opfer von Auschwitz, Verlag des Staatlichen Museums in

Oswi^cim, Oswiijcim 1993, p. 183.

S. Bender, The Jews ofBialystok during World War II and the Holocaust, op. cit., p. 117.

NARB 378-1-784, pp. 10-12.

1472-PS.

Serge Klarsfeld (ed), Documents concerning the destruction ofthe Jews ofGrodno, 1941-

1944. Vol. 2, "Accounts by German witnesses or perpetrators of the final solution," Beate

Klarsfeld Foundation, New York 1985, p. 13.

Ibid, p. 32.
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August 1963 that:'^^"

"At that time I was completely convinced that the Jews were to he reset-

tled in another settlement area [Wohngebiet] in the Auschwitz region

[Raum Auschwitz]. In the official correspondence from that time only 're-

settlement' [Umsiedlung] was ever mentioned. The thought that the Jews

were killed never struck me even once, as in my view they constituted an

importantfactor in the armaments industry.
"

Since, as has been amply proven, no facilities for mass extermina-

tion existed at the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp complex, it seems most

likely that the Jews deported there from the Bialystok district in

1942/1943 who were not registered in that camp continued on else-

where, perhaps to camps in the region. This is fully congruent with the

Korherr report, since as mentioned the relevant figure of 170,642 de-

ported to "the East" also included deportations fi-om the Reich and Pro-

tectorate into the Lublin district; accordingly "the East" is here to be

understood as a more general designation of all territories east of the

Reich (with the Bialystok District) and the Protectorate, including the

Generalgouvemement.

Since of the 46,591 Bialystok district Jews deported "to the East"

only a smaller part can be documented to have been sent to Auschwitz,

the most likely conclusion is that many if not a majority of them were

deported to the Occupied Eastern Territories without passing through

any transit camp.

Most of the Jews deported fi-om the Bialystok district, however,

were sent to Treblinka, where they were allegedly gassed en masse.

Christian Gerlach points out that, although the (alleged) decision to ex-

terminate the Jews in the Bialystok district is generally asserted by or-

thodox holocaust historians to have been made by the RSHA under

Eichmann, there is an indication of an underlying coordination with cer-

tain other authorities: the (alleged) extermination of the Jews of

Volhynia-Podolia and Polesie in RK Ukraine more or less ended with

the liquidation of the Pinsk ghetto (in Polesie) on 1 November 1942,

whereas the liquidation of the ghettos in the Bialystok district com-

menced on the very following day, 2 November 1942.

As already mentioned, the head of the civilian administration of

Bialystok district was Erich Koch, who was also Reichskommissar of

ftW.,p. 100.

It may be significant that, while Korherr here speaks merely of "the East," the Jews processed

through the "camps in the Generalgouvemement and Warthegau" are specified in the same ta-

ble as having been sent "to the Russian East" \nach dem russischen Osten] (emphasis added),

a region most likely identical with the Occupied Eastern Territories (besetzte Ostgebiete).
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the Ukraine. Both Ukraine and the Bialystok district were further under

the jurisdiction of HSSPF Hans-Adolf Priitzmann.'^^^ Could it be that

the evacuations from the Bialystok district commenced on 2 November

1942 because the "exterminations" in Volhynia-Podolia and Polesie

(regardless of the question whether the Jews in these regions of Ukraine

were indeed murdered or relocated in part or comprehensively) had

freed up living space (ghettos) to where they could be transferred?

The former German pohceman Franz Osterode testified in 1 965 that,

at the time of the liquidation of the Grodno ghetto in mid-February

1943, he had inquired with the commandant of the Grodno Ghetto,

Heinz Errelis, about the fate of the evacuees. Errelis had first referred to

"secret state matters" ("Geheime Reichssache"), but when Osterode

continued asking about the issue, Errelis had finally told him that the

evacuated Jews were being sent to "special reservations" {besondere

Reservate) where they were "probably to work on draining the Rokitno

marshes."

The "Rokitno marshes" is often used as another name for the vast

Pripyat marshes, and is derived fi-om the name of a town near Pinsk, in

the Polesie region.
^^^"^

It stretches to the west as far as the region near

Brest-Litovsk. A look at a map of the Reichsbahn railway network in

Eastern Europe'^^^ shows that convoys could have been sent from the

city of Bialystok to Treblinka via Malkinia and from there on to Brest-

Litovsk via Siedlce, Lukow. From Brest-Litovsk the trains could have

continued further east to destinations such as Luniniec and Pinsk in the

heart of the marshland. On the other hand, the same maps clearly show

that railway transports from the Bialystok district should have had no

problem reaching Podolia and Polesie without first crossing the Bug

River into the Generalgouvemement. Why then, if the transit camp hy-

pothesis is correct, would the convoys make the detour west to Treblin-

ka? There are several possible - and not mutually exclusive - explana-

tions for this:

a) ft must first be pointed out that the detour west is not as drastic as

it may seem, for example, from the map on page 132 of Arad's Belzec,

Sobibor, Treblinka. As for the longitudinal distance, Treblinka is locat-

''"^
C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 723.

S. Klarsfeld (ed), Documents concerning the destruction ofthe Jews ofGrodno, 1941-1944.

Vol. 2, op. cit, pp. 214-215.

Cf. Francis Joseph Reynolds et al. (eds.). The story ofthe great war, vol. 7, P. F. Collier &
sons, London 1916, p. 2089.

Such as the unpaginated foldout map in A. Knipping, R. Schulz, Reichsbahn hinter der

Ostfront 1941-1944, op. cit.
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ed on 22°3' east, Bialystok on 23°09' east and Grodno on 23°50' east.

The longitudinal offset between Treblinka and the city of Bialystok is

approximately 1 degree, 6 minutes, which on this latitude corresponds

to some 73 kilometers. The corresponding longitudinal offset between

Treblinka and Grodno is some 125 kilometers.

b) Administrative/bureaucratic reasons. The handling of the Jews ar-

riving in the Reinhardt camps basically involved the following steps: 1)

the confiscation of valuables and part of the property brought by the de-

portees; 2) the showering and disinfection of the deportees and the de-

lousing of their clothes and remaining property; 3) the unproven but

likely sorting out and subsequent "mercy killing" of deportees afflicted

by mental or epidemic diseases; 4) the further deportation, which may
or may not have been undertaken in the same convoy formation as at ar-

rival.

The Hofle document together with testimonial as well as archeologi-

cal evidence also strongly suggest that the deportees passing through

the camps underwent some form of registration.
^^^^

First of all this

would have filled the purpose of ascertaining the exact number of Jews

processed by Aktion Reinhardt. Data on sex, age and possibly also pro-

fessional background could have been used to determine the circum-

stances of resettlement.

Step number 1 was sensitive because, needless to say, the systematic

confiscation of the belongings of hundreds of thousands of civilians

constituted a serious crime under international law. Moreover, the in-

come gained this way was most likely used to finance the whole reset-

tlement program. Steps number 2 and 3 were measures of prophylactic

hygiene carried out in order to minimize the risk that the arrival of Jew-

ish deportees would lead to outbreaks of epidemic diseases at their

points of destination. Step 3 would obviously be even more sensitive in

nature than step number 1. Step number 4 would have required coordi-

nation with railway authorities as well as relevant local authorities at the

destination points.

In order to carry out the above described steps in an effective, coor-

dinated and discrete manner, the Germans may have decided that the

Jews in the region affected by Aktion Reinhardt, rather than being

pushed willy-nilly over the Bug River at the point closest to their re-

spective ghetto, were all to be processed via a limited number of transit

camps located along the former German-Soviet demarcation line, which

J. Graf, T.,Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. lOOf, 331fr.
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as mentioned ran for the most part along the river Bug.

A model for the logistics of the Aktion Reinhardt resettlement pro-

gram may have been the deportation by Romanian authorities of the

Jews of Bessarabia and Bukovina over the Dniestr into the "Transnistri-

an reservation." Between July and early December 1941 some 125,000

to 145,000 Jews were deported across the Dniestr via transit camps near

Mogilev, lampol, Rabnita, Tiraspol, laska and Ovidopol, some 80-90%

ofthem via the first-mentioned three camps.
'^^^

Construction on the Belzec camp began in October 1941 according

to the witness Kozak/^^^ and the future camp site of Sobibor was visited

on three occasions during the autumn of 1941 according to the witness

Piwonski,'^^' but it is likely that prehminary planning on the resettle-

ment program later described as part of Aktion Reinhardt was com-

menced several months earlier, perhaps as early as July or August 1 94 1

.

On 1 5 July 1 94 1 work on the preliminary study for ''Generalplan Ost"

was terminated. On 17 July 1941 Governor General Hans Frank not-

ed in his official journal that Hitler on 19 June 1941 {i.e. three days be-

fore the launch of the war with the Soviet Union) had declared that "the

Jews will soon be removed fi-om the General Government with the latter

becoming, as it were, a mere transit camp."'^'' On the very same day

Himmler named Odilo Globocnik, later a key administrative figure in

the resettlement operation, as the "Commissioner for the Establishment

of SS and Police Strongpoints in the New Eastern Area."'^'^ On 28 Au-

gust 1941, Eichmann wrote of an order prohibiting "an emigration of

Jews from the territories occupied by us in view of the impending final

solution of the Jewish question in Europe now beingprepared" (empha-

sis added).
""^

The Galicia district was allocated to the Generalgouvemment on 1

August 1941. On the same date, the Bialystok district was established,

at which point it was also removed from the operational zones of the

German Army m the Soviet Union. The city of Grodno and its sur-

loundmgs how e\ ei w eie not permanently made part of the district un-

Radu loanid. The deportation ot the Jews to Transnistria," in: Mariana Hausleitner, Brigitte

Mihok. Juliane W etzel (eds.). Riimanien und der Holocaust. Zu den Massenverbrechen in

T,amimtiun 1941 1944 Metiopol Verlag, Berlin 2001, p. 97.

Cf. C. Mattogno. Belzec. op. cit. p. 44.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit, p. 27.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno. Sobibor, op. cit, p. 236.

Ibid, p. 203.

Ibid,^. 238.

Ibid, p. 201.
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til 1 November 1941. It could very well be that the Reinhardt program,

including the approximate placement of the transit camps, was original-

ly designed exclusively for the pre-August 1 94 1 Generalgouvemment,

and that it was only later extended to cover also Eastern Galicia and the

Bialystok district. This, together with the fact that railroad tracks in the

latter two regions were on the Soviet gauge (incompatible with the

German gauge used to the west), necessitating transshipment points for

railroad transports, helps explain in particular the location of the Belzec

camp: right on the former demarcation line but well inside the post-

August- 1941 Generalgouvemment, on the border to the Galicia district.

While from a purely logistical viewpoint it would have made more

sense to deport the Jews of the Galicia and Bialystok districts via two

further transit camps located on the eastern borders of said districts, the

decision was made to process them via the same three camps used for

the Jews in the "Generalgouvemement proper." This decision to keep

the number of transit camps limited was likely based on the need for

simplicity in coordination, centralization and security, but regular ad-

ministrative/bureaucratic inertia or power games may have played a part

as well.

c) Labor considerations. It is admitted by exterminationists that, de-

spite the notion of the Reinhardt camps as "pure extermination camps,"

a small percentage of the deportees sent to Belzec, Sobibor and Tre-

blinka were transferred upon arrival to labor camps in the respective

surrounding districts. From Sobibor some 1,000 Dutch Jews were trans-

ferred to labor camps in the Wlodawa region.
'^^"^ From Treblinka at

least several thousands of Jews were transferred to other camps.
'^'^

From Belzec 1,700 people were sent to Majdanek in October 1942.'^'*

Adjustments of labor on this scale would, needless to say, only have

been a minor contributing factor in the overall decision process.

d) Logistical reasons. A look at a contemporary (1942) map of rail-

way connections (Illustration 7.1) reveals that the shortest route travel-

ing by train to RK Ukraine from the Bialystok district would have been

from the city of Bialystok to Brest Litowsk via Bielsk and Wysokie Li-

towsk. If one first traveled east from Bialystok, one would have to come

to Wolkowysk or all the way to Baranowicze (in RK Ostland) before

being able to turn south to Brest Litowsk (Wolkowysk-Kleszczele-

Wysokie Litowsk-Brest Litowsk or Baranowicze-Bereza Kartuska-

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit, p. 119.

™^ C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 286-288.

C. Mattogno, Belzec, op. cit, p. 107.
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Brest Litowsk) or Luniniec (Baranowicze-Hancewicze-Luniniec). If

the Biaiystok-Bielsk-Wysokie Litowsk-Brest Litowsk line was either

out of order during the period of late 1942/early 1943 or reserved for

higher prioritized traffic so that no Jewish convoys could make use of it,

then it would have been logistically more sound to send transports des-

tined for western Ukraine via Treblinka. On the other hand, we have no

sources at our disposal indicating that such was the case.

Illustration 7.1 .: Map ot tlic Bialystok district and bordering territories, with

railway routes.
'^^

The Bialystok ghetto was evacuated in late August 1943. By then, a

prisoner revolt had already broken out in Treblinka (on 2 August), and

the camp was in the process of being liquidated. Arad writes:
'^'^

"The next camp to be liquidated was Treblinka. The last transports to

this camp, before its closing, came from the Bialystok ghetto, where over

Detail ofmap from Maximilian du Prel, Das Generalgouvemement. Mit 18 Karten und 81 Ab-

bildungen (2nd rev. ed. ofDai deutsche Generalgouvemement Polen, 1940), Triltsch, Wiirz-

burg 1942.Online: http://wiki.wolhynien.net/index.php/Karte_vom_Generalgouvemement

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 372.
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25,000 Jews had lived until the second halfofAugust 1943. All these Jews,

according to the deportation plan, had to be sent to Treblinka in five train

transports. The transports, which included seventy-sixfreight cars, arrived

in Treblinka on August 18 and 19. The other three transports passed

through Treblinka, but continued on. One went to Majdanek; one to

Auschwitz; and one with children to Theresienstadt.

The two transports from Bialystok were the last to arrive and be mur-

dered in Treblinka. At that time the camp had already ceased to he fully

operational Part of it had been destroyed during the uprising a few weeks

earlier, and only a few Jewish prisoners were still there to carry out the

work connected with the extermination process. Therefore, the annihilation

of the transports from Bialystok took more time than before the uprising.

Only ten freight cars loaded with Jews could enter the camp simultaneous-

ly, as opposed to twenty previously. These difficulties were why the other

transports from Bialystok, exceptfor the one with the children, were sent to

Majdanek and Auschwitz.
"

Arad's assertions are contradicted by the testimony of Treblinka sta-

tion master Franciszek Zabecki, who writes that six transports "went via

Treblinka in transit" in August-September 1943:'^'^

"On 18 August 1943, a transport ofJews 'PJ 201 ' (32 wagons) went to

Lublinfrom Bialystok via Treblinka.

On 19 August, the transport 'PJ 203' (40 wagons) went to Lublin from

Bialystok via Treblinka.

On 19 August, the last transport ofJews from Bialystok, 'PJ 204' (39

wagons), arrived at Treblinka.

On 24 August, transport 'PJ 209 ' (9 wagons) went to Lublin via Tre-

blinka.

On 8 September, transport 'PJ 211 ' (31 wagons) was sent to Lublin,

and on 17 September, transport 'PJ 1025' (50 wagons) ofJews from
Minsk Litewski^^^'^^ was sent to Chelm (infact to Sobibor).

"

Zabecki thus has it that three convoys with a total of 1 12 wagons ar-

rived at Treblinka from Bialystok. Note that he does not state that the

fransport PJ 204 was exterminated at the camp, although he does not

mention a further destination for it. According to Reitlinger, way-bills

from the Konigsberg office of the German State Railways reveal that

five special frains, comprising in total of 266 wagons, left Bialystok for

Franciszek Zabecki, "Revolt in Treblinka and the Liquidation of the Camp," online:

www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/zabeckirevolt.html This is a translated extract from Franciszek

Zabecki: Wspomnienia stare i nowe, Warsaw 1977, pp. 94-99.

That is, the capital of Minsk, as distinguished from Minsk Mazowiecki (Masovian Minsk) in

Poland.
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Treblinka between 21 and 27 August 1943."'°' A railway schedule cited

by Z. Lukaszkiewicz lists 8 planned "special trains for the transport of

resettlers [...] running from Bialystok to Malkinia, destination Treblin-

ka," comprised of 303 wagons. '''"^ According to Tatiana Berenstein and

Adam Rutkowski, 24,000 Bialystok Jews - i.e. all of the Jews from the

evacuated ghetto, considering the losses of lives in connection with the

failed ghetto uprising at the time - were brought to Majdanek. "'"^
It is

documented that on 20 August 1 943 a transport with 2,03 1 persons ar-

rived in Majdanek from Bialystok. At least one other transport arrived

in Majdanek with approximately 2,000 Jews (men, women, and chil-

dren) on the same day.

It follows from the above data that in August/September 1943 Tre-

blinka served as a stop-over for transports with the Lublin district as

their destination. Accordingly, this group of convoys was not sent "in

the vwong direction."

2) Eastern Galicia (Distrikt Galizien) was made part of the Gen-

eralgouvemement on 1 August 1941. Arad estimates that between

507,000 and 520,000 Jews remained in Eastern Galicia in March
1942."^°^ According to the June 1943 report of SS-Gruppenfuhrer Fritz

Katzmann, Commander of the German SS and Pohce in the District of

Galicia, a total of 254,989 Jews were evacuated from the district until

10 November 1942, whereas another (434,329 - 254,989 =) 179,340

had been evacuated in the period from 11 November 1942 to 30 June
J943_i604

Arad asserts that 25,000 to 30,000 Jews from Eastern Galicia were

deported to Belzec in the period between 1 1 November and 10 Decem-

ber 1942.'*"^ This would mean that, out of the 434,508 arrivals to the

Belzec camp, some 279,989-284,989 or approximately 65% came from

Eastern Galicia.

A look at a contemporary map (Illustration 7.2)^''°^ shows that a con-

siderable part of the western half of the district was actually located to

the west of Belzec, longitudinally speaking, and that a vertical line

drawn a mere 60 km east of Belzec, which was located just south of

Gerald Reitlinger, The Final Solution. Hitler 's Attempt to Exterminate the Jews ofEurope

1939-1945, J. Aronson, Northvale (NJ) 1987, p. 306.

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 289.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit, p. 274.

018-L, IMT vol. XXXVII, p. 391ff.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit, p. 284.

Detail ofmap from Maximilian du Prel, Das Generalgouvemement, op. cit.
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Illustration 7.2: District of Galicia in 1^42, with railway routes

Tomaszow Liibelski, almost immediately on the border between the

Lublin district and Eastern GaUcia (i.e. the former German-Soviet de-

marcation line from 1939), would include to its west the counties

(Kreise) of Rawa Ruska, Sambor, Drohobycz and virtually all of Lwow
County (Lemberg-Land) including the city of Lwow, as well as most of

the counties of Stryj and Kalusz.

Below I will refer to the entirety of these six counties as the "west-

em half of the district" and the remaining seven counties (Kamionka

Strumilowa, Zloczow, Brzezany, Stanislawow, Tamopol, Kolomea and

Czortkow) as the "eastern half of the district." It must be pointed out

here that Arad erroneously includes the county of Przemysl in Eastern

Galicia, whereas in fact it was part of the Krakow District.
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The ARC website provides a chronological list of 71 convoys from

the district of Eastern Galicia to Belzec, made up of in total 247,048 to

248,748 deportees. '^"^ While the figures found in this list - which are

based on studies by Alexander Kruglov, Janina Kielbon, Gerszon Taffet

and Thomas Sandkiihler - are for the most part not documented figures

but estimates, they can nonetheless be considered (at least for working

purposes) to roughly correspond to historical reality, given that their to-

tal comes very close to the figure found in the Katzmann report

(254,989). A comparison of this list with a detailed contemporary map
will show the deportees to be distributed by counties and district halves

as follows:

Eastern half of the district

Kamionka Strumitowa 7,900 to 8,500

Zioczow 8,000

Brzezany 12,800

Stanislawow 10,000

Tamopol 21,041 to 22,141

Kolomea 24,974

Czortkow 14,508

Total: 99,223 to 100,923

Western half of the district

Rawa Ruska 14,600

Sambor 12,000

Drohobycz 18,399

Lwow 82,676

Stryj 17,150

Kalusz 3,000

Total: 147,825

Thus, for some 60% of the deportees'*"^ the route via Belzec would

have constituted only a minor detour to the east (or none at all, for the

cumulative 30,399 deportees from the counties of Sambor and Droho-

bycz). This still means that for some 40% of the deportees a rather sig-

nificant detour to the west was made. In this case we can only adduce

www.deathcamps.org/belzec/gahciatransporthst.html

It must be recognized that the list mentions a convoy originating from Olesko and Sasow in

Z}ocz6w county, for which there is no estimate of the number of deportees. Accordingly the

percentage for the eastern halfmay have been slightly higher. It must be stressed that since

most of the figures are estimates, and the above survey only roughly indicates the percentage

ofthe total number of transports for the respective halves of the district.
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the same general explanations as for the convoys from the Bialystok

district.

While our opponents do not mention it, one can find allegations in

exterminationist literature that a smaller number of Jews from Eastern

Galicia were deported to Sobibor in late 1942/early 1943, following the

closing of the Belzec camp. In his study on the Reinhardt camps from

1987, Arad wrote that "[i]n the winter of 1942/43 and in the spring and

summer of 1943, transports arrived in Sobibor with Jews from the Lvov

district,"'*"' but in his 2010 volume on the holocaust in the Soviet Un-

ion he confradicts this:'*'°

"The Belzec extermination camp, which until then had taken in the Jews

ofDistrict Galicia, ceased its activity in late 1942. A shortage oftransport

trains prevented the SS deportation authoritiesfrom sending the Jews to the

more distant extermination camps of Sobibor and Treblinka, which were

still operating. From early 1943, all murders of the Jews remaining in Dis-

trict Galicia were committed close to the towns and camps in which they

were being held, and killing was accomplished by shooting.
"

As far as we are aware, Arad has never explained this turnaround. It

is not directly necessitated by the Hofle document, since this only co-

vers the period until the end of 1 942, but it is possibly related to it, as

the discovery of said document showed that Arad had overestimated the

number of Jews deported to Sobibor from the Generalgouvemement by

nearly 300%.'*'" It is clear that no documentary evidence exists for

transports from Eastern Galicia to Sobibor, only vague testimonies.'*'^

After this cursory note I will therefore dwell no more on this peripheral

subject.

As for the Jews deported from Eastern Galicia to Auschwitz: their

number must have been very small, since Yitzhak Arad in the chapter of

The Holocaust in the Soviet Union which he devotes to the fate of the

Galician Jews in 1943 does not mention the names Auschwitz or Birke-

nau even once.'*'^ Neither is it mentioned as a destination in Eliyahu

Yones's monograph on the holocaust in the Lwow oblast.'*''' Alexander

Kruglov writes that about 10,000 Jews "mainly from the Lviv [Lwow,

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 129.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., p. 334,

Cf. J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., p. 39.

Such as the remarkable statement of Hella Felenbaum-Weiss about a transport "thought to

come from Lvov" which had been "gassed on the way with chlorine"; ibid., p. 32.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit, pp. 334-340.

Eliyahu Yones, Smoke in the sand. The Jews ofLvov in the war years 1939-1944, Gefen Pub-

lishing, Jerusalem 2004.
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Lemberg] Oblast, were deported to Poland" in 1943/*'^ without stating

their exact destination. Jews still remaining in labor camps in Droho-

bych and nearby Borislaw in March-April 1944 - some 1,500 in all -

were deported to the Ptaszow labor camp near Krakow, not to Ausch-

witz.
''''^ The latter is erroneously claimed in the transport list of Fran-

ciszek Piper, who besides this transport only lists three minor transfers

of Gahcian Jews to Auschwitz in the summer of 1944, with the mini-

mimi number of deportees for these transports given as 2, 7 and 35 re-

spectively!'*" Considering these extremely low minimum estimates as

well as the timeframe, there is no reason to dwell further upon the very

hypothetical issue of transports from Eastern Galicia to Auschwitz.

3) The transports of Jews from RK Ostland to Sobibor were limited

to a brief period of time, namely September 1943, when several of the

major ghettos in RK Ostland (e.g. the Minsk and Vilna ghettos) were ei-

ther liquidated or replaced by concentration camps. Jules Schelvis esti-

mates that some 13,700 Jews from Lida, Minsk and Vilna were deport-

ed to Sobibor between 1 8 and 24 September 1 943 in six or eight con-

voys (most of which cannot be conclusively verified due to a lack of

documentation)."''** Orthodox historiography admits that a considerable

number of these Jews were transited via Sobibor to labor camps in the

Lublin district. These instances include 630 Jews out of a transport of

reportedly 1 ,400 Jews from Lida who were sent on to Trawniki and Lu-

blin, and 225 specialists from a Minsk transport in mid-September

fransferred to Trawniki.'*'^ At least some 80 to 100 Soviet-Jewish

POWs deported from Minsk were also employed in the Sobibor camp

itself, in a dismantling plant for captured Soviet munitions. There are

also reports of Jews deported from Minsk in September 1943 reaching

the Lublin district via other routes. A certain Marie Mack has stated that

at an unspecified day in September 1943 she and some 1,000 other Rus-

sian and German Jews were deported from Minsk to Lublin."^^' The

Alexander Kruglov, "Jewish Losses in Uliraine, 1941-1944," in: R. Brandon, W. Lower (eds.),

The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit. p. 283.

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., p. 337; R. Brandon, W. Lower (eds.). The

Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit., p. 283.

F. Piper, "Die Zahl der Opfer von Auschwitz," op. cit.
, p. 1 86.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., pp. 198ff.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 310-311.

Cf. Dov Freiberg, To Survive Sobibor, Gefen Publishing House, Jerusalem 2007, p. 283; J.

Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit, pp. 238, 241.

Gertrude Schneider, Exile and Destruction. The Fate ofAustrian Jews, 1938-1945, Praeger,

Westport(CT) 1995, p. 101.
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1

German Jew Heinz Rosenberg states in his memoirs that he was part of

a convoy of 1,000 Jews deported from Minsk to Treblinka on 14 Sep-

tember 1943; upon arriving in Treblinka, Rosenberg and a group of 249

other skilled workers were separated from the rest and transferred to the

Budzyn labor camp."'^^ The inevitable conclusion is that these Jews

were evacuated west to be utilized as labor in the Lublin district. Here

again Sobibor (and possibly Treblinka) served as a transit camp, alt-

hough the flow of transports this time was in the opposite direction.

It is worth noting that the fact that convoys were sent to Sobibor

from RK Ostland by itself demonstrates the practical feasibility of

fransports from Sobibor to RK Ostland (and RK Ukraine - the closest

railway stop in the Occupied Eastern Territories from Sobibor would be

Kovel in Volhynia).

4) The transports from Thrace went via Salonika, Bulgaria, Vienna

and Krakow/Katowice to Treblinka, while fransports from Salonika

(Thessaloniki) to Auschwitz appear to usually have followed the route

Salonika-Belgrade-Zagreb-Vienna-Auschwitz."'^^ It is remarkable that

those transports first made a considerable detour to the west before turn-

ing east and reaching Auschwitz and Treblinka. A quick glance at a

map of WWII Europe provides the most likely explanation for this: if

the convoys from eastern Greece had taken the shortest route to the two

"death camps," they would inevitably have passed through Romanian

and Hungarian territory. While both Hungary and Romania were alhes

of Germany, they were not satellite states but arguably the most sover-

eign of the "minor Axis nations" with Jewish policies of their own, as

shown by the fact that the Jews of Hungary were not deported until

spring 1 944, after German troops had occupied the country.

As for Romania, orthodox holocaust historian Dennis Deletant

writes that by "the summer of 1942, [the Romanian leader Ion] Anton-

escu made a fundamental change to his policy toward the Jews," a

change involving a "refusal to participate in the 'Final Solution"' which

meant the cancellation of a German plan to deport Jews from Romania

proper into Poland and the suspension of deportations (in October 1942)

of Jews from Romanian-annexed Bukovina and Bessarabia across the

Dniesfr into Transnisfria.'*^"^ The fransport of Jewish convoys through

Heinz Rosenberg, Jahre des Schreckens... und ich blieb iibrig, dafi ich Dir's ansage, Steidl

Verlag, Gottingen 1985, pp. 72-73, 77-78.

Steven B. Bowman, The Agony ofGreek Jews, op. cit, pp. 80f., 83.

Dennis Deletant, "Transnistria and the Romanian Solution to the 'Jewish Problem,'" in: R.

Brandon, W. Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit., p. 172fr.
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Romanian and Hxingarian territory would no doubt have caused unwel-

come political/bureaucratic friction, something which not only explains

the above-mentioned roundabout routes of the trains from Salonika and

Thrace to Treblinka and Auschwitz, but also why, within the framework

of the transit camp hypothesis, these transports were not routed directly

northeast into the Occupied Eastern Territories. Transports from eastern

Greece to Ukraine or further north to RK Ostland would inevitably have

crossed Romanian territory. It therefore appears that, based on polit-

ical considerations, the transports were routed through German-

occupied Serbia and the German puppet state of Croatia to Austria and

on to Poland, circumventing Himgary. From Auschwitz and Treblinka

those Greek Jews not selected for local labor purposes could then con-

tinue to the East.

5) Regierungsbezirk (Government District) Zichenau (Ciecha-

now)'*^* was a small region of Poland, southeast of Regierungsbezirk

Danzig, that was incorporated into East Prussia and the Reich in 1939.

At the onset of the German occupation it had approximately 80,000

Jewish inhabitants, many of whom were subsequently transferred into

the Generalgouvemement. In December 1940, 3,000 Jews were deport-

ed from the Mlawa ghetto to the Lublin district. Another 6,000 were

transferred from the Flock ghetto to the Radom district in early 1 94 1 . In

the summer of 1941, some 4,000 Jews were marched south from the

Pomiechowek camp into the Generalgouvemement. By mid-January

1942 an estimated 40,000 Jews remained in Regierungsbezirk Zichenau,

concentrated in nine ghettos.

According to Auschwitz camp records analyzed by Danuta Czech,

more than 12,000 Jews from Regierungsbezirk Zichenau were deported

to Auschwitz in at least eight convoys departing between 14 November

1942 and 17 December 1942; 5,000 of these arrivals were registered in

the camp. The transports had departed from Plohsk (Plohnen), Nowy
Dwor Mazowiecki, Ciechanow (Zichenau) and Mlawa (Mielau). Czech

further estimates that a total of some 30,000 Jews from the region

reached Auschwitz during this period, maintaining that the available

records are incomplete.
"'^^ The city of Plohsk is located at a longitude

Transport by ship via the Aegean and the Black Sea to the Ukraine would have been impossi-

ble, as neutral Turkey had closed the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus to the belligerent nations.

Cf. http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regierungsbezirk_Zichenau

Geof&ey P. Megargee, Martin Dean (eds.), The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Encyclopedia ofCamps and Ghettos, 1933-1945, vol. 2, part B, Indiana University Press,

Bloomington 2012, pp. 4f.
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of 20°23' east, the city of Ciechanow at 20°38' east. Auschwitz is locat-

ed at 19°10'42" east. As can be seen on any large map of Poland, this

means that the distance between the longitudes running through these

locations was only some 50 to 60 km - hardly a significant detour to the

west, considering that the distance Plohsk-Auschwitz is approximately

350 km as the crow flies. In the case of the Zichenau Jews not regis-

tered at Auschwitz who continued on to the east - for example to East-

em Galicia, Bessarabia, Transnistria, or RK Ukraine - their detour to

the west would have been insignificant.

6) The city of Krakow is located only some 50 km north-east of

Auschwitz."'^'* The railway line 532e from Krakow to Auschwitz, not

following a straight line (but making first a slight detour to the south-

east), had a length of 68.2 km and according to schedule took 2 hours

and 41 minutes to travel (from November 1942 onward).
"'^'^

In 1940

Distrikt Krakau had a Jewish population somewhat in excess of

200,000.'*^" 3,000 Jews from Mielec were fransferred to the Lublin dis-

trict in March 1942.'*'^' According to Yitzhak Arad, over 140,000 Jews

were deported from the Krakow district to Belzec between 7 July 1 942

and 15 November 1942."'^^ Some thousands of Jews from smaller local-

ities in the district are alleged to have been shot rather than deported.
"'^^

While no figures were found by this author, it also stands to reason

that a certain percentage of the district's Jews must have perished from

"natural" causes in the period 1939 to 1942. All sources agree that from

October 1942 onward the vast majority of all deportations from the

Krakow district had as their destination either Auschwitz or Plaszow, a

forced labor camp located in a southern suburb of Krakow. Some

11,000 Jews from the district were deported to Plaszow in connection

with the evacuation of the Krakow ghetto in March 1943.'^^"* The esti-

mate of 16,000 Jews from the Krakow district sent to Auschwitz is -

like the others for the groups of Jews "sent in the wrong direction" pre-

1628 Yisrael Gutman, Michael Berenbaum (eds.), Anatomy ofthe Auschwitz death camp, op.

cit.,p.7.

Carlo Mattogno, Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, op. cit, pp. 729, 732.
1630 Q p ]y[gg2j.ggg^ Dean (eds.), The United States Holocaust Memorial ... ,

op. cit., part A, p.

476.

Ibid, -p. All.
"'^ Y, Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 126.

G. P. Megargee, M. Dean (eds.), The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Encyclope-

dia ofCamps and Ghettos, 1933-1945, vol. 2, part A, op. cit., p. 478.

Mario Wenzel, "Zwangsarbeitslager fur Juden in den besetzen polnischen imd sowjetischen

Gebieten," in: Wolfgang Benz, Barbara Distel (eds.), Der Ori des Terrors, op. cit, vol. 9, p.

131.
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sented by our opponents - provided without any evidence, which makes

it basically worthless. Franciszek Piper lists the following seven trans-

ports as arriving at Auschwitz from destinations in the Krakow dis-

trict:
''^^^

# date point of origin no.of deportees

1 31.8.43 Bochnia 3,000

2 2.9.43 Tamow 5,000*

3 2.9.43 Przemysl 3,500*

4 2.9.43 Bochnia 3,000

5 19.9.43 Dabrowa/Tamowska 1,300

6 7.11.43 Rzeszow 1,000*

7 31.7.44 Tamow 3,000

Total: 19,800

The transports marked with asterisks are not confirmed by Danuta

Czech's Kalendarium and are to be considered mere conjectures. Sub-

tracting these yields a figure of 10,300 deportees. Czech on the other

hand lists a transport of some 1,500 Krakow Jews "gassed" on 14

March 1943 (the final liquidation of the Krakow ghetto took place on

13 March 1943).'*^* This would bring the total ofKrakow district trans-

ports confirmed by Czech to 11,800. Of these, however, we should in

fact consider only 8,800 deportees, since fransport no. 7 from Tamow
on 3 1 July 1 944 took place at such a late date that no transports could

be sent to the east of the Generalgouvemement any longer (as the Red

Army had by then already crossed its eastern borders). Why, then, were

these 8,800 Jews sent west to Auschwitz? The most probable explana-

tion is that they were to be utilized as workers. In a report dated 9 July

1942 on the labor situation in the Auschwitz camp we read:"^^^

"Discussions with SS First Lieutenant Schwarz about employment of

inmates [Haeftlingseinsatz], Atpresent this suffers very much on account of

the fact that, in accordance with the newest directive, all Poles are taken

away from the Auschwitz concentration camp and are put into camps in

Germany proper. Their place is taken by Jewsfrom all European countries.

Their number is to be increased to 100,000 persons. The result of this ac-

tion is that nearly every day different workers are being employed on the

individual construction sites.

"

As already seen above in our discussion of the Jews from the

Bialystok district deported to Auschwitz in 1943, there still existed a

"'^ Franciszek Piper, D/e ZaW rfer Op/er von ^Hi'c/jwj/z, op. cii.,pp. 183-186.

Danuta Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, p. 440.
i«7 NI-14512(NMTvol. VIII,p.439).
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huge unfulfilled need for labor in Auschwitz with its many subcamps in

late 1942/early 1943, and this situation may well have persisted, alt-

hough to a smaller degree, until the time period in question here (Au-

gust/September 1943).

As shown above, the shipment of Jewish convoys to the "death

camps" fi-om locations east of them, while presenting us with a number

of questions which still need to be resolved, does not undermine the

transit camp hypothesis, as preliminary explanations for all such trans-

ports can be furnished. On the other hand, we may note that, despite the

claim that many tens of thousands of Jews were deported from as far

away as France, Greece, Macedonia and the Netherlands in order to be

"gassed" en masse at Treblinka and Sobibor, for some inexplicable rea-

son it never occurred to the German authorities to send even a portion

of the hundreds of thousands of Jews still remaining in the western

Ukrainian provinces of Volhynia and Podolia in the summer of 1942 to

the Reinhardt camps, despite the fact that the ghettos in this region were

located only a short train ride fi-om these camps. This mystery has been

discussed by orthodox holocaust historian Shmuel Spector:'*^^

"The question arises, why weren 't the Jews of Volhynia sent to the ex-

termination camps such as Sobibor, situated a few kilometers away across

the Bug River, and Belzec - a distance of 60 kilometersfrom the border of

Volhynia. The railroad distance between Rovno (the eastern end of Volhyn-

ia) and Sobibor was about 260 kilometers and between Rovno and Belzec

(via Vladimir Volynski and Zamosc) 250 kilometers. Central and western

Volhynia were even closer. Thus, for example, Luhoml was just 80 kilome-

ters away from Sobibor (via Chelm).^^^^''^ The natural frontier of the Bug
River couldn 't have posed great difficulties. Neither was the transport of

Volhynian Jews to the west a great problem, since the [troop transport]

trains returnedfrom thefront empty.

The question of why weren 't the Volhynian Jews transferred to the ex-

termination camps remains difficult to answer, as we know very little about

the details of Hcydricli 's plans. The liquidation was planned on a very

large scale ami it appeals that a decision was taken to use a wide range of

Shmuel Spector, The Holocaust of Volhynian Jews, op. cit., pp. 173f.

One may object here that Sobibor was temporarily out of operation starting late July 1942 due

to construction work going on at the railway stretch between Lublin and Chelm, but this situa-

tion lasted only until the end of September 1942, while the alleged wave of massacres in

Volhynia continued until October 1942. Following this lull in activity, Sobibor opened again,

allegedly equipped with a new gas chamber building with the capacity to kill as many as 1,300

people simultaneously. Despite this alleged killing capacity, only some 21,370 Jews were pro-

cessed through the camp during the three months of October to December of that year. J. Graf,

T.Kues, C. Mattogno,5oWMr...,pp. 116-117, 149-150.
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methods and ways ofkilling. It seems that the planners of the 'Final Solu-

tion ' believed that in the Ukraine, whose population remained indifferent

or hostile to the Jews and collaborated with the occupier, the slaughter

could be carried out locally without any reactions or troubles. The killings

and the Aktionen carried out in the initial phase of the occupation [of the

Soviet territories] demonstrated to the Germans that liquidation on the spot

fitted the local conditions. Consequently, the liquidation Aktionen employed

the same methods as before, i.e., the removal of the Jews to a site nearby

the ghetto and executions in the shooting pits.

"

The same question can be raised with regard to the Jews of Brest Li-

towsk, where reportedly some 19,000 to 21,000 Jews still remained at

the beginning of October 1942.'^'"*" These could have easily been de-

ported to Treblinka using the route Biala Podlaska-Lukow-Siedlce, a

distance of less than 200 km.

Disregarding the rather bizarre notion that the Germans, after per-

fecting a method by vvrhich hundreds of thousands of people could be

killed in assembly-line fashion within a few months or even weeks,

would then have eagerly planned the murder of hundreds of thousands

of Jews by means of shooting at a larger number of varied locations.

Spector's assertion that this was done because the Ukrainian people

were "indifferent or hostile to the Jews and collaborated with the occu-

pier" does not hold water, considering that in the predominantly Ukrain-

ian region of Galicia, which had been under Soviet rule between 1939

and 1941 and subjected to NKVD terror, the population collaborated

with the German occupiers to about the same extent as the population in

RK Ukraine,"''" and here, as discussed above, the Jews were sent to the

"death camp" Belzec. It gets even more bizarre when considering that

for several locations in Volhjmia-Podolia the Jewish population is

claimed to have been massacred not at sites "nearby the ghetto" but at

locations up to some 40 km away, to which they had to be brought by

train.
"'"^^ From a revisionist viewpoint the above described mystery is

easily explained: until September 1943 all transports of Jews between

Poland and the Occupied Eastern Territories went in one direction - to

the east - in accordance with the general resettlement program for the

Jews.

Our opponents conclude their discussion on the transports fi-om the

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., p. 267.

Cf. R. Brandon, W. Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine, op. cit., p. 130ff; Y. Arad, The Holo-

caust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., p. 226
'"^ Cf. S. Specter, The Holocaust of Volhynian Jews, op. cit, p. 179; C. GerUch, Kalkulierte

Morde, op. cit, pp. 717f.
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east by asserting that it would have been impossible to transit to the east

those Jews who arrived at Treblinka, Sobibor and Majdanek during the

latterhalf of December 1942 (p. 249):

"It should also be remembered that at a time when there was a

transport moratorium of eastbound trains into the occupied Soviet territo-

ries from December 1942 to January 1943, thousands ofJews were being

brought westwards to Treblinka. These are the 10,335 Jews brought to

Treblinka during the last weeks of 1942, as recorded in the Hdfle telegram.

These Jews could not have been redirected back east due to the transporta-

tion difficulty.

"

Our opponents give as their source a passage from a study on the

German Reichsbahn by Alfred C. Mierzejewski, in which we read:"^"*^

"The flow ofhuman beings by rail, the vast majority against their will,

was interrupted by an embargo of special passenger trains lasting one

month that began on 15 December 1942. The Reichsbahn took this measure

to free capacity to return members of the Wehrmacht to their homes in

Germany or to rest areas behind thefront to celebrate the Christmas holi-

day.
"

According to Arad, "toward mid-December the deportation plan

from the Bialystok General District, as well as from other parts of Po-

land, was disrupted due to a lack of rolling stock."'^'*'* Mierzejewski,

Arad as well as Riickerl cite a telegram sent from SS-Obergruppen-

fiihrer Friedrich-Wilhelm Kriiger, the Higher SS and Police Leader

(HSSPF) for the General Government to Himmler on dated 5 December
1942.1645

"SS and Police chiefs are all informing me that, due to transport prohi-

bition [Tran.sportsperre]from 15.12.1942 to 15.1.1943 at the earliest, there

is at present no possibility of transports for the purpose of resettling Jews

[jegliche Transportmdglichkeitfiir Judenaussiedlung genommen]. This step

most seriously endangers the general plan for the deportation ofJews in its

entirety. I entreat you to contact the Reich central authorities of the Wehr-

macht Supreme Command and the Reich Transportation Ministry to obtain

the placing of at least three pairs of trains [Zugpaare] at the disposal of

this mission ofthe highest importance [...]."

Some six weeks later, on 20 or 23 January 1943,"^'*'' Himmler wrote

to Ganzenmiiller and requested "more trains [mehr Ziige]" for the Jew-

A. C. Mierzejewski, The Most Valuable Asset ofthe Reich, op. cit.
, p. 123.

Y. Arad, Se/zec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 133.

""^ A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 116, no. 135.

Arad and Riickerl dates this letter to the 23rd, while Mierzejewski gives the source as "Himm-
ler to Ganzenmiiller, II 95/43 A (g), 20 January 1943, BANS 19/2774, also in StA Dii, 8 Ks

1/71, vol. XIV, ff. 55-56."
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ish transports.'*'*^ This means that at this point in time an unspecified

smaller number of trains must have been available to the Jewish reset-

tlement program, otherwise Himmler's request for more trains would

have made no sense. The moratorium was lifted at the latest sometime

during the last weeks of January 1943."''***

The Hofle document shows that during the last fourteen days of

1942 a total of 515 Jews arrived at Sobibor, 10,355 at Treblinka and

12,761 at Majdanek. Did the above-mentioned moratorium on trans-

ports mean that these 23,631 Jews could not have been transported east

from the camps in question?

Kriiger's telegram from 5 December 1942 clearly shows that the

German authorities in charge of the deportations sought to circumvent

the moratorium by getting access to at least a small number of transport

trains. As the Hofle document shows, they accomplished this with re-

gard to transports to Treblinka, Sobibor and Majdanek. Is there any rea-

son to believe that an equivalent result could not have been achieved for

the railway network to the east of these camps?

On 1 December 1942, a General Transportation Directorate East,

GVD Osten, was established in Warsaw to supervise and organize the

railway network in the Occupied Eastern Territories.'*'" Mierzejewski

informs us:'*^"

"In December 1942 the divisions ofthe GVD Osten generated a total of

4.09 million train-kilometers; 53.6 percent consisted ofWehrmacht traffic.

In the same month, a total of 1,690 cars were placed, an indication of the

low level ofeconomic activity in the area and the predominance ofthrough

traffic. On 1 January 1943, a regular work day, ninety-seven trains entered

the GVD Osten and seventy-three left. Traffic remained at this level into the

early summer [1943].
"

In other words, the transport capacity of the railway in the east re-

mained at a relatively considerable level even during the period of the

moratorium, and far from all of this capacity was used for strictly mili-

tary purposes. It seems reasonable to assume that a lack of available

trains would have prompted the German authorities in charge of the op-

eration to maximize the number of passengers per convoy in order to

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutseher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 116.

A.C. Mierzejewski, The Most Valuable Asset ofthe Reich, op. cit, p. 123. In the already men-

tioned telegram from Miiller to Hrmmler on 16 December 1942 (1472-PS) it is mentioned that

the moratorium was expected to be lifted ateady on 10 January 1942.

Janusz Piekafldewicz, Die Deutsche Reichsbahn im Zweiten Weltkrieg, Motorbuch-Verlag,

Stuttgart 1979, p. 47.

A.C. Mierzejewski, The Most Valuable Asset ofthe Reich, op. cit., p. 134.
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fully utilize this limited capacity. We know that several of the transports

of Dutch and Greek Jews in the spring of 1943 contained between 2,500

and 3,000 passengers.'^'' Assuming the same range for the late Decem-

ber 1942 convoys, the further transport to the east of the 23,631 arrivals

in question would have required no more than 8 to 10 convoys, or less

than one per day during the two-week period, corresponding to at most

some 1% of the non-Wehrmacht trains entering the area of GVD Osten.

The possibility that this relatively small number of Jews could have

been transited to the east despite a lack of available trains is therefore

far from farfetched.

Finally, because Korherr's report is in complete agreement with the

Hofle document on the number of Jews "processed through the camps

in the General Government area" and transited from there "to the Rus-

sian East" until the end of 1942 (1,274,166) and since an analysis of the

statistics in the Korherr report allows us to draw the conclusion that the

Jews stated therein to have been "evacuated" were indeed evacuated, it

follows that the 23,631 stated by the Korherr report to have reached

Treblinka, Sobibor and Majdanek during the last two weeks of that year

must in fact have reached the "Russian East" as well.

7.9. Testimonies from railway workers

Jason Myers asserts (p. 250) that we "fail to use any statements from

German railway workers in support of resettlement" and then goes on to

present a number of witness statements from railway workers in support

of the official version of events (pp. 250-251). I will here briefly com-

ment on each one of these witness statements.

"Eduard Kryschak, a conductor who often led trains to the Treblinka

camp, recalled a Jewish maid in Bialystok with a great fear of Treblinka,

and who prophesized that one day she would be gone and no longer able to

clean rooms; Kryschak noted that the maid'sfear came true.

"

What fear did this Jewish maid hold with regard to Treblinka? How
did Kryschak know that this unspecified fear "came true"? How can her

disappearance from Bialystok be taken as evidence for her death in a

homicidal gas chamber?

"In the Reichsbahn canteen at Malkinia, Hans Prause, a staffworker at

the Ostbahn divisional headquarters in Warsaw, joined a discussion be-

tween the Malkinia stationmaster and an SS officer 'Michaelsen '. Michael-

Cf. J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit, p. 204; S. Bowman, The

Agony ofGreek Jews, 1940-1945, op. cit., pp. 80-93.
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sen told Prause and the stationmaster of the 'humane' Treblinka killings

and offered both workers the chance to tour the camp, an invitation that

Prause declined.

"

Are we actually to believe that "Michaelsen," who Myers identified

as SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer Georg Michalsen/^'^^ went around inviting

random railway staffworkers to sightseeing tours of a secret death

camp? If that was the habit of the people in charge of Aktion Reinhardt,

why are there no testimonies from any such gas chamber tourists?

Wouldn't such blatant disregard of secrecy have led to exact infor-

mation on the death camp machinery leaking out to the underground

press - as opposed to the bizarre and contradictory descriptions actually

circulated?

"Bialystok based conductor Richard Neuser heard from co-workers

about the fate of the Jews after their deportation, and quickly requested

from his operations master that he avoid such duty.

"

What exactly did Neuser' s unnamed co-workers tell him about the

fate of the Jews after their deportation? Is there even any corroborating

evidence backing up Neuser' s assertion about such a request?

"Rolf Riickel, who worked in the highest Reichshahn operations office

(responsible for overall operations and the freight train schedules), stated

after the war that knowledge of the killing operations among the leading

Reichshahn officials was widespread.
"

One may just as well quote Reichshahn general director Julius

Dorpmiiller, who stated after the war that he had heard nothing of the

Jewish death trains."'^'' Both men could justly be assumed to have op-

portunistic reasons for their respective statements. Myers concludes his

pathetic survey as follows:

"While these statements are more ofan indirect nature and thus do not

conclusively prove the existence ofgas chambers, their significance against

MGK's belief of resettlement is trebled as these would constitute some of

the best sourcesfor their case. Indeed, as there was no coherent defense of

resettlement offered by any Nazi defendants in their postwar trials, or any

other relevant statements, it is rather absurd that MGK wish to defend

something that the Nazis didn 't even bother with even when their lives and

legacy depended on it. Indeed, ifresettlement were a reality one would ex-

pect informative statements from numerous groups of sources, such as

German witnesses, including the entire SS/Police hierarchy, as well as

Slavic eyewitnessesfrom Ukraine and Belarus (at least since 1991 with the

break-up ofthe Soviet Union). The reason for this should befairly obvious,

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/michalsen.html

A. C. Mierzejewski, The Most Valuable Asset ofthe Reich, op. cit, p. 124.
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as no such evacuation program tookplace.

"

Indeed, as we have seen, these statements do not prove anything. In

this context we can also briefly mention the Polish witness and Belzec

railway worker Stefan Kirsz, whose 1 5 October 1 945 testimony is quot-

ed by our opponents (p. 284) as well as by Arad.^''^'' What both parties

fail to mention is Kirsz 's remarkable statement on the number of depor-

tees that supposedly reached the camp from Eastern Galicia {i.e. from

the south):
"^'^

"2—3 transports passed through Rawa Ruska daily headed in the direc-

tion of Belzec. These transports each counted 60 freight cars; in one car

there were 100 to 120people.

"

Thus between 12,000 and 21,600 Jews would have arrived in the

camp daily,from merely one oftwo possible directions - that is 360,000

to 648,000 people per month (whereas the Hofle document implies an

average of some 1,800 arriving deportees per day, from both direc-

tions). As already mentioned, a total of some 254,989 Jews were

sent to Belzec from the district of Eastern Galicia. How was it possible

for Kirsz, who claims to have worked frequently with conducting trains

to the camp from Rawa Ruska, to make such a gross misestimate?

Kirsz further claimed that out of each convoy to reach the camp

from Lvov, 4 waggons contained ethnic Polish political prisoners (he

also speaks of Jewish deportees from Romania)^*^^ - something which

orthodox historians know nothing about.

It is worth noting that another Polish Belzec witness, Eustachy

Ukraihski, testified in 1945 that he had learned from the local railway

workers that 500 transports had arrived, each carrying between 2,000

and 5,000 Jews, so that with an average of 3,500 people per transport a

total of some 1,800,000 Jews reached the camp. Ukraihski further as-

serted that 439 of the fransports had arrived from Eastern Galicia, and

spoke also of Jewish deportees from Hungary.
^^^^

Y, Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 69.

Stefan Kirsz, 15.10.1945, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 6, p. 1 147; Nederlands Instituut

voor Oorlogsdocumentatie (NIOD) archive 804, inventory 8, p. 115.

The files (inventories) of the Jules Schelvis Sobibor collection (archive 804) at NIOD can be

downloaded online as PDF documents. To do this, use the Internet address

http://files.archieven.n1/298/f/804/NlOD_804JNV_XX.pdfwhere for XX should be substitut-

ed the number of the inventory (two digits, 01 etc. for inventories 1-9). Since the archive files

in question are not sequentially paginated, the page numbers given here for files contained in

this archive are based on the pages in the online PDF document, thus page 1 means page 1 of

the PDF document, and so on.

Cf Section 7.8 of this chapter.

BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 6, p. 1 148.

BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 6, p. 1 1 18.
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The Sobibor railway worker Bronislaw Lobjeko testified on 8 Janu-

ary 1946 that 2-3 transports had arrived daily at the camp, each carry-

ing 2, 000 to 3,000 people, i.e. 4,000 to 9,000 arrivals per day or

120,000 to 270,000 per month. Lobejko claimed that "according to the

calculation of the traffic staff, and in particular those of station master

Parkola, some 800,000 Jews may have died in the camp.""'^^ Interest-

ingly, Lobjeko further states that the victims "probably were killed with

gas," an assumption which he bases on his observation that "large num-

bers" of bottles "similar to oxygen bottles" were delivered to the camp,

something not mentioned by any other witness. May these bottles in

reality have been connected to a delousing process? In this context it is

well worth noting what holocaust historian Patrick Montague writes

with regard to the Chelmno camp:"''''

"Unidentified chemicals were shipped to the Sonderkommando

[Kulmhof] through regular commercial channels. The freight company

Maks Sado in Kolo frequently received such shipments for the Sonderkom-

mando, which included 50-liter glass bottles containing unknown 'acids

'

and other glass containers marked with the words 'caution glass. ' An em-

ployee ofanother company reported the Sonderkommando receiving small,

heavy boxes about 50 centimeters long, 25 centimeters tall and about 30

centimeters wide, containing some kind of brick-red colored powder. The

boxes, heavy in relation to their size, were addressed to the firm Lado with

the notation 'For Sonderkommando Kulmhof. ' On at least one occasion,

the boxes were not hermetically sealed and the powderpoured out when the

box was shaken. These boxes arrived less than ten times, each time in con-

signments offour to seven boxes. The company also once received iron

containers with an unknown fiuid. One of the containers was full; the other

was halfempty. The containers were sealed and allegedly contained oil.
"

The implication or claim of the witnesses is that these mysterious

substances were used as poisonous additions to the fuel used in the "gas

vans" allegedly used to murder the Jews sent to the camp - a notion

which Montague holds to be xmproven but possible, "if only on an ex-

perimental basis," adding that "a great deal remains unknown about the

specific workings inside Sonderkommando Kulmhof '^^^ - indeed an

understatement that can be applied to the Reinhardt camps as well. I

will leave it to my readers to decide which sounds more plausible: that

the German authorities in charge would ship chemicals to the camp in

NIOD archive 804, inventory 22, p. 8.

Ibid.,pp. 9-10.

Patrick Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust, op. cit., pp. 208f.

Ibid., p. 209.
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order to add poison to an already lethal poison (assuming the "gas vans"

to have been realistically conceived and thus were either equipped with

gasoline engines rather than diesel engines, or used generator fuel gas),

or that the chemicals described by the witnesses were used for the pur-

pose of delousing.

Franciszek Petlak, another Sobibor railway worker, testified on 31

October 1945 that Parkola had estimated the number of arrivals at

800,000."*'^ Likewise did his colleague Jan Piwonski Sr. (b. 1900) in

his testimony from 10 November 1945 (emphasis added):

"The station master Franciszek Parkola at one point said to me that ac-

cording to his calculations 800,000 people had died there. It is my opinion,

however, that the number ofdead was sisniflcantly higher.
"

Jan Piwonski Jr's testimony from 10 May 1984 clearly demonstrates

how witnesses embellished their narratives by loans from holocaust lit-

erature. In this the son of the railway worker (b. 1924) claims that the

Sobibor camp gate carried the inscription "Arbeit Macht Fret" and that

the barracks in which the clothing of and belongings of the alleged were

stored were called "Kanada"^^''^ - both details clearly lifted from de-

scriptions of Auschwitz!

As for the reason behind the postwar trial defendants' non-denial of

the extermination allegations per se (and subsequently the lack of a

"coherent defense of resettlement"), this issue has already been dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. The claim that no statements exist from German

witnesses which support the resettlement hypothesis is wrong. Rudolf

Gockel, bom in 1883, was posted to Belzec as a station master in 1941.

When the transports of Jewish deportees began to arrive at the Belzec

camp in mid-March 1942, he became a Haison between the Belzec train

station and the nearby camp. Gockel was arrested in Berlin in 1946 and

in May 1947 deported to Poland, where he was held in protective custo-

dy in Zamosc. During his interrogation by the Polish district attorney

Hieronim RoUe, Gockel stated the following with regard to his work

near the alleged death camp:
"/ stayed in Belzecfrom July 1941 until January 1943. During that pe-

riod I worked as a station master. IfI remember well, transports with Jews

were coming to Belzec from about Pentecost 1942 until September that

year. I cannot be sure, but not all trucks were always full: onlyfive to six

i«« NJOD archive 804, inventory 22, p. 43.

ft/rf.,p. 56.

Ibid, pp. 84,88.

Note by M.M. Rubel to Rudolf Reder, "Belzec," in: Polin. Studies in Polish Jewry, vol. 13

(2000), p. 272.
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trucks on average. I was not allowed to look inside the trucks, nor had I the

right to inspect them in any way. Trucks that were empty were open. I did

not count Jewish transports arriving in Belzec. Therefore, I cannot say how

many came. I also do not know the number of victims, but I could see that

most ofthem were already dead on arrival. [...] ^ did not have permission

to enter the camp, and therefore knew nothing about what was going on in-

side. But, on the basis of hearsay and talk with the locals, I imagined the

camp in Belzec to be like other concentration camps ofisolation [sic] which

received and dispatched transports. I believed that only bodies of those al-

ready dead were burnt there, and not ofthose who had arrived alive.
"

In 1950, all charges against Gockel were dropped and he left Poland

a free man. He died in 1960. While the above quoted testimony is cer-

tainly not conclusive proof of resettlement, we may draw the following

conclusions from it:

1) Gockel' s statement on the number of full wagons per convoy is

much more in line with documented statistics on the number of de-

portees to the "death camps" and the actual average size of the Jew-

ish transports (some 1,000 to 3,000 deportees per convoy, with huge

transports such as the 8,200 strong one from Kolomea in September

1942 rather being exceptions, at least in the case of Belzec)'^*^ than

the wild exaggerations presented by Soviet-Polish "investigators"

and self-styled eyewitnesses after the war."'^** The assertion that

most of the deportees were dead on arrival is, on the other hand, no

doubt an exaggeration.

2) Gockel, who we remind our readers was the liaison between the

Belzec train station and the camp and thus would have an excellent

overview of the frains arriving at or leaving the camp, saw nothing

confradicting the impression of the camp which he had gained from

conversations with locals - locals who, as revealed by Michael Tre-

genza, had not only helped construct the camp, including the alleged

first "gas chamber" building, but also fraternized with the camp staff

and were even invited inside the camp to take photos or perform

work"'''^ - namely that it was an ordinary camp "which received and

dispatched transports" (emphasis added) and where "only bodies of

those already dead were burnt."

3) The above means that Gockel's experience does not conform to the

Assuming 8 months or 240 days of operation for the camp the daily average of arrivals would

have been approximately (434,508/240 =) 1,810. Compare also with Sobibor, where convoys

ofthe size of 1,000-2,000 are the most frequently mentioned.
1668 Mattogno, Belzec, op. cit, p. 47.

Ibid., p. 43.
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oft-repeated mantra that "no-one ever saw any Jews coming out

from the camp."

Myers fijrther ignores the German witness statements on the pres-

ence of French and Dutch Jews in Minsk referenced by Christian Ger-

lach. In his study Kalkulierte Morde, Gerlach cites the following wit-

nesses to the presence of Dutch Jews in the German-occupied Belarus-

sian capital:

- "H.M.," the supervisor of a weapons workshop in Minsk where

Dutch Jews were employed.

- "A.M.," a member of the Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und

des SD (KdS) Minsk, the police agency responsible for the han-

dling of the Jewish transports arriving in the city.

- "H.H.," an employee of the local department of labor {Arbeitsamt)

in Minsk.

- Inge Stolten, a German stage actress and playwright who worked

at the Minsk Theatre during the latter half of 1943.'*^"

The presence of Dutch Jews in Minsk, which runs contrary to the of-

ficial version that no transports of Dutch Jews ever reached farther east

than Sobibor and thus supports the resettlement hypothesis, is further

confirmed by at least one Jewish witness also mentioned by Gerlach:

Anna Krasnoperko, an inmate of the Minsk ghetto.

For the presence of French Jews in Minsk - likewise anomalous

within the framework of orthodox historiography - Gerlach adduces the

following German witnesses:
"'^^

- Karl Bauer, the former Gebietskommissar of Borisov.

- Karl Buchner, a member of section IVb of KdS Minsk.

- The already mentioned member ofArbeitsamt Minsk "H.H."

To these should be added the Jewish witnesses Anna Krasnoperko

and "W.M." mentioned by Gerlach,^*^^ as well as Hersh Smolar, a Jew-

ish partisan leader who received reports from his underlings employed

at the Minsk railroad station concerning the arrival there of fransports of

Jews from various European countries, including France, '^^^ the already

cited Tsetsilia Mikhaylovna Shapiro,'*^'' and Ernst Schlesinger, a Ger-

man Jew and inmate of the Maly Trostenets camp located 12 km south-

"™ C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 761.
1671 J Kues, "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed' Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories,

Part 2," op. cit, section 3.3.17.

'"^ C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., p. 761.
'™ Hersh Smolar, The Minsk Ghetto, op. cit., p. 98.

See section 7.4 of the present chapter.
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eastofMinsk/*^^

For the most part, the existence of the above-mentioned witness

statements have been revealed to the world via sparse footnotes in iso-

lated exterminationist publications. How many more such testimonies

are gathering dust in archives, ignored by orthodox holocaust histori-

ans?

7.10. The Fate of the Jews Deported in 1944

According to our opponents, the 1944 deportations of hundreds of

thousands of Hungarian Jews as well as a smaller number of Polish

Jews to Auschwitz (and allegedly, in the latter case, also to Chelmno),

constitutes an Achilles heel of the resettlement theory (pp. 249-250):

"In detailing the supposed resettlement program, MGK intentionally

leave a gaping hole in their argument by refusing to discuss thefate ofJews

deported to the death camps in 1944 (when Nazi territories were swiftly

shrinking due to the advancing Soviet armies), most specifically the

320,000 Hungarian Jews who were deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau but

never registered and never classified as 'transit Jews'. [...]/« addition to

the Hungarian Jews must be added tens of thousands of Polish Jews de-

ported both to Chelmno and Auschwitz throughout 1944. With regard to

Chelmno, MGK totally ignore a crucial documentfrom Greiser to Pohl in

February 1944 which stated that 'The reduction of the [Lodz ghetto] popu-

lation will be carried out by the Sonderkommando ofSS Hauptsturmfuehrer

Bothmann, which operated in the area previously. ' Two earlier studies by

Grafand Mattogno (nearly a decade old) on the Hungarian Jews failed to

arrive at any realistic conclusions (after denying homicidal gassings).

Where would these Jews have been sent at such a late stage in the war?
"

Our statement in Sobibor that "no Hungarian Jews ever reached the

eastern areas"^^'^ is, as we also note in that study, an approximation, as

it is documented that 1,217 Hungarian Jewesses (and 1 male Hungarian

Jew) were deported by the Sipo in Riga and Kaunas to Stutthof during

the period July to October 1944.'*^^ The number of Hungarian Jews

originally transported to the Baltic states is likely to have been consid-

erably higher, considering that a certain number of the deportees are

T. Kues, "The Maly Trostenets 'Extermination Camp' - A Preliminary Historiographical Sur-

vey, Part 1," op. cit, section 2.6.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 352-353.

Unpublised statistical survey of the StutthofEinlieferungsbuch by Carlo Mattogno. Cf. Also J.

Graf, C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Stutthofand its Function in National Socialist Jewish

Policy, Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003, p. 24.
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bound to have perished from epidemics and deprivations. According to

the Jewish eyewitness Abraham Shpungin "over five thousand Hungar-

ian Jewesses, who had been brought to Latvia directly from Auschwitz"

were kept in one of the labor camps in Dundaga (Dondangen) in west-

em Latvia that was established in May 1944."'^** Shpungin further writes

that "by July 1944, when they [the remaining Dundaga prisoners] left

on the march to Libau [Liepaja], there were only about three thousands

of [the Hungarian Jewesses] left."''^^^ Andrej Angrick and Peter Klein

put the number of Hungarian Jewesses in Dundaga at 2,000 but mention

this as only one of an unspecified number of subcamps (to KL Kai-

serwald in Riga) to where Hungarian Jews were brought/*^"

Moreover, at least one transport of 500 Hungarian Jewesses, possi-

bly from the Transylvanian town of Bistri^a, arrived in the Estonian

Vaivara camp in June 1944. It is documented that a total of 2,550 Hun-

garian Jews (2,310 men and 240 women) were scheduled for deporta-

tion to Estonian labor sites in June 1944."'^' The above shows that,

while plans for mass deportations of Jews to the Eastern territories had

been shelved by 1944 for obvious reasons, it was still considered feasi-

ble by German authorities to deport relatively large numbers of Jews -

say, in the low tens of thousands - to the Eastern territories for the pur-

poses of forced labor in certain industries.

It must be pointed out that, while the German-controlled areas in the

east were rapidly dwindling by 1944, the territories held by the Ger-

mans in July 1944 still included all of the three Baltic states. At the end

of 1 944, Germany remained in control of Estonia, as well as the western

parts of Latvia and Lithuania. The province of Courland in western Lat-

via was held until the end of the war - although transports of any Jews

there to build fortifications etc. can be safely ruled out due to the logis-

tical situation.

It is not out of the question that a number of Jews may have been

sent to Belarus in order to construct fortifications there in a German

last-ditch attempt to stop the advances of the Red Army. On 21 Novem-

ber 1943 the JTA Daily News Bulletin wrote of Swiss newspapers re-

porting that "anticipating a refreat from the Minsk area in Russia, the

Gertrude Schneider (ed.), The Unfinished Road: Jewish Survivors ofLatvia Look Back, Prae-

ger, New York 1991, p. 151.

"™ Ibid, p. 159.

A. Angrick, P. Klein, The 'Final Solution ' in Riga, op. cit, p. 409.

"Einsatz ungarischer Juden," letter from the Hauptgeftylgschaftsabteilung of the Bdtische 01

Gesellschaft m.b.H. to Arbeitseinsatzstelle Baltol, Kivioli, 2 June 1944, ERA R-187.1.33, p.

58.
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German military command has requested that more Jews be sent from

Poland and other occupied territories to the Minsk district to work on

fortifications." Two days later, on 23 November 1943, it carried a no-

tice according to which "[t]en thousand to 15,000 Italian Jews will

probably be sent shortly to the Minsk area to construct fortification un-

der the supervision of the German Todt Organization." On 8 March

1 944, Hitler issued a Fiihrerbefehl in which he designated 29 locations

along the eastern frontline - i.a. Tallinn, Pskov, Vitebsk, Orsha, Mogi-

lev, Minsk, Bobruisk and Pinsk - as ''Festen Pldtze" ("fortified plac-

es"), sfrongpoints which were to be kept at all costs.'*^^

The vast majority of the Jews allegedly gassed in 1944 must in reali-

ty have been sent on elsewhere. The only certain answer we can give at

this point to the question "where?" is simply this: German-controlled

territory. There are, however, as we shall see, some hints as to where

these Jews were sent after their arrival at Auschwitz.

The case of the Hungarian Jews deported to Strasshof, Austria, at the

end of Jxme 1944 can perhaps give an idea of how the fiirther deporta-

tions were arranged. In the district Niederdonau these Jews were spread

among at least 175 settlements which contained also individuals unable

to work and which were designated "Familienlager" (family camps).'*^^

It should be pointed out here that until 22 June 1 944 the northern sector

of the eastern front still was along the line Narva-Opocka-Vitebsk-

Bobrujsk, and that behind it an eastern territory immensely larger than

Gau Niederdonau was still in German hands.

The 16,600 Hungarian Jews deported to Strasshof belonged to the

following age groups

Age Males Females

0-2 years 200 250

3-6 years 500 500

7-12 years 900 900

13-14 years 400 350

15-20 years 800 1,300

Over 3 1 years [sic] 4,500 6,000

Total 7,300 9,300

There is no doubt that Sfrasshof is a special case. What is important

Cf. http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fester_Platz

Szita Szabolcs, Utah apokolbol. Magyar deportdltak az annektdlt Ausztridban 1944-1945

(The Road to Hell. Hungarian Deportees to Austria during the years 1944-1945), Metalon

Manager Iroda Kft., Kecskemet 1991, p. 279.

Ibid., p. 97.
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to note, however, is the fact that, among the Hungarian Jews in Austria,

prisoners who were theoretically unable to work were assigned to labor

sites. For example, a letter from the "Technical Emergency Assistance

Office Bad-Voslau" (Technische Nothilfe. Dienststelle-Bad-Voslau) ad-

dressed to the Vienna II Branch of Eichmann's Sondereinsatzkomman-

do, dated 7 November 1944, contains a list of 42 Hungarian Jews em-

ployed "since 1 October 1 944 on the construction of a foundation (un-

derground shelter) for the SS hospital." It is also noted that:'''^^

"These Jews are from the Strasshof camp and have been working in

Klein-Mariazell and Bernhof after the flooding disaster and on the con-

struction ofemergency homes.

"

These people were thus actual workers. The list includes 13 Jews

over 70 years of age, one 15-year-old, one 13-year-old, one lO-year-old,

two 8-year-olds and one 4-year-old. The oldest one, Arnold Singer, was

bom on 28 March 1868 and was thus 76 years old, while the youngest,

Agnes Anisfeld, was bom on 3 1 August 1 940 and thus only 4 years old.

As for the claim that we "totally ignore" the 14 February 1944 letter

from Greiser to Pohl: this is simply untrue, as Mattogno quotes and dis-

cusses it in his Chelmno study, which originally appeared in ItaHan in

2009.'*^^ As shown in Mattogno's study, the first convoys (consisting of

1,600 Jews) to leave the Lodz ghetto following Greiser's letter were not

sent to be exterminated, but to the arms factories in Skarzysko-Kamien-

na south-west of Radom.'*^^ The claim that 7,170 Lodz Jews were de-

ported to Chelmno and gassed there in June/July 1944 lacks any solid

foundation, and the Greiser letter does not in any way constitute

proof that the "reduction" of the ghetto population meant physical ex-

termination, or that said reduction was carried out by using a supposed-

ly reactivated Camp Chelmno.

Regarding the transport of Lodz Jews to Auschwitz in August 1944,

we have some hints regarding the final destination of these depor-

tees."'^' On 7 August 1944 Amtsleiter Hans Biebow addressed the

workers in the tailors' workshops, in which he stated:

Ibid., p. 93.

Carlo Mattogno, Chelmno. A German eamp in History & Propaganda, The Barnes Review,

Washington D.C. 201 1, p. 124. C. Mattogno. // campo di Chelmno tra .storia e propaganda,

Effepi, Genoa 2009, p. 155.

C. Mattogno, Chelmno: A German Camp in History and Propaganda, op. cit., p. 123.

Ibid.,ip. 124ff.

At most 65,000 Jews were deported from L6dz in August 1944. No more than 22,500 were

sent to Auschwitz, ofthese 1 1,464 were subsequently transferred fi-om Auschwitz to Stutthof;

cf J. Graf, C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Stutthof, op. cit., p. 25.

Alan Adelson, Robert Lapides (eds.), Lodz Ghetto. Inside a Community under Siege, Viking,
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"In this war, in which Germany isfightingfor its life, it's necessary to

transfer workers to lands from which, at Himmler's order, thousands of

Germans have been taken and sent to the front; they have to be replaced. I

am telling you this for your own best interests and assume that Plants III

and IV will report to the railway station in fullforce. [...] Families go as a

unit to the various camps, which will be newly constructed - andfactories

will be built Baubles like those here, carpet weaving, etc., arefinished, for

good.

Siemens, A.G. Union, Schuckert, everyplace where munitions are made,

need workers. In Czenstochau [Czfstochowa], where workers are employed

in munitions plants, they're very satisfied, and the Gestapo is also very sat-

isfied with their work. [. . .]

We will see to it that the railroad cars are supplied with food. The trip

will take about ten to sixteen hours. You will take about 20 kg ofbaggage

with you. [...]

In the camps you will be paid in Reichsmarks. The heads of the enter-

prises are Germans. Theforemen and instructors are going with you; they

have to reportfirst.
"

The the Lodz ghetto, inmate Jakub Poznanski kept a diary in which

he describes these deportations. On 21 August 1944 he noted:

"the electrical workers left today, directly for Berlin, but under better

conditions, because they could take a lot of luggage and were to travel in

passenger trains. Encouraged by their example, mechanics and other

skilled workersjoined them.
"

In his entry for 26 August 1944 we read:'*"^^

"They [the Germans] are planning to set up a new paper shop in Sza-

motuly [about 210 kilometers northwest of Lodz], where they are already

about 600 people. They 're collecting raw materials and supplies from dif-

ferent concerns. Apparently, construction workers from the building shop

[in the Lodz ghetto] also went to Szamotuly [...]."

From the entry dated 2 September 1944:^^^^

"There are horrible rumors, namely that all the transports supposedly

going to Vienna or to inside the Third Reich are actually going to a horri-

ble camp in Auschwitz.

"

From the entry of 21 September 1944:'^^''

"Some confidential news was received yesterday that out of the entire

transport ofworkersfrom Metal I [a plant in Lodz], some 800 people, only

50 arrived in Szamotuly. The rest remained in Auschwitz. Many of the

New York 1989, pp. 44 If.

Ibid., p. 452.

Ibid, p. 456.
'™ /Wrf.,pp.464f.

Ibid, p. 471
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'privileged' went with that transport. Were they also kept in that camp

about which such horror stories are told?
"

Most likely the Lodz Jews not registered in Auschwitz were sent on

to various labor camps and factories such as those in Szamotuly,

Czestochowa and Gross-Rosen,"'''^ to internment camps or to labor sites

under the supervision of military authorities. Others may have been sent

to clear rubble in bombed cities, or to build the immense underground

factories and facilities of which a large number were planned and con-

structed in the Reich during 1944/'^^'' The former is supported by what

Patrick Montague has to tell about transports from Lodz ghetto in 1944

that supposedly reached the Chehnno camp (emphasis added):
'^'^

"It was here, in front of the barracks [in the Cheimno 'forest camp'],

that the transports were given the 'arrival speech '. Various members ofthe

Sonderkommando, including Filler and Bothmann gave the speeches. First,

they were told that they would be going to Germany to work rebuilding

bombed cities. Specific cities were mentioned. Everything had been coordi-

nated with Biebow's ghetto administration so that the name ofthe city men-

tioned in the ghetto, upon departure, was also mentioned in front of the

barracks in the forest. The city name was included with the name list of

passengers that accompanied the transports. Transport VII, which brought

Mordechai Zurawski to Chelmno, was told that it would be going to Leip-

zig. Other cities mentioned were Munich, Hannover and Cologne.

"

A group of Jews from Lodz are also claimed to have reached Latvia

in 1944.^'''^ It appears logical that the German authorities during the

desperate final year of the war would have used the Jewish population

under their control for labor in support of the war effort, such as the

construction of fortifications. On 19 May 1944, the German-Jewish

New York weekly Aufbau reported:"'^'

"An eyewitness, who arrived in Switzerland, described there how thou-

sands ofPolish and other Jews were sent to the Konskie swamp in Poland

in order to drain the marshland. Hundreds of these Jews die dailyfrom ma-

laria and malnourishment, but their thinned-out columns are replenished

by a steady influx of new arrivals from France. The German military au-

thorities use the drained marshlandfor the construction offortifications in

Cf. J. Graf, "What Happened to the Jews Who Were Deported to Auschwitz But Were Not

Registered There?," op. cit.

Cf. Jane Caplan, Nikolaus Wachsmann (eds.). Concentration Camps in Nazi Germany: The

New Histories, Routledge, New York 2010, pp. 137f.

P. Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust, op. cit., p. 159.

Rose Cohen, Saul Issroff, The Holocaust in Lithuania 1941-1945: a book ofremembrance,

Gefen, Jerusalem 2002, p. 33.

Aufbau, issue of 19 May 1944, p. 3.
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differentparts ofoccupied Poland.

"

The county of Konskie is located north of Kielce, in what is today's

southern-central Poland. According to the statistics presented by Serge

Klarsfeld, a total of 9,902 Jews deported from France were sent to

Auschwitz and "gassed upon arrival" in 1944, 7,038 of them between

late January and early May 1944.'^"° To this should be added 1,152

Jews deported from Belgium in 1 944 (between 1 5 January and 3 1 July)

and also claimed to have been "gassed upon arrival" in Auschwitz,'^"'

as well as some thousands of Jews deported from the Netherlands.'^"^

On 2 May 1944 the Jewish Telegraph Agency reported that""^

"Many French Jews who were originally confined in the Drancy camp,

near Paris, are now in the Poiniki camp in Poland [...]. About 4,000 per-

sons are confined in Poiniki in 20 unhealed, wooden barracks which lack

sanitary facilities. The camp has one doctor, who has no medicines or in-

struments. The beds are used in three shifts. As a result of the inadequate

food and health facilities and the excessive working hours, many ofthe de-

portees die daily.

"

K^dzierzyn-Kozle, a location approximately 40 km west of Gliwice,

was the site of the ''Juden-Zwangsarbeitslager Blechhammer" ("Jewish

Forced Labor Camp Blechhammer") which existed until May 1944.

According to information provided by the Main Commission for the In-

vestigation of Hitlerite Crimes in Poland, some 29,000 "Jews from Po-

land, Czechoslovakia, France and Holland, among them women and

children" passed through this camp.'^""*

On 15 May 1944, Convoy 73 departed from Drancy near Paris, car-

rying 878 male Jews, 38 of them youths between 11 and 18 years of

age. The transport arrived in Kaunas on 21 May 1944. Here most of the

deportees disembarked, while some 300 continued on to the Estonian

capital Reval (Tallinn), which they reportedly reached on 24 May. At

least 14 deportees are reported to have died en route from thirst and

heat. According to Estonian holocaust historian Meelis Maripuu, of the

some 578 Jews who remained behind in Kaunas, "[ajlmost all [. . .] were

executed in Kaunas at Fort 9 and [the labor camp] Pravieniskes, only

'™'' Serge Klarsfeld, Memorial to the Jews Deported From France 1942-1944, Beate Klarsfeld

Foundation, New York 1987, p. xxv.
'™' Serge Klarsfeld, Maxime Steinberg, Le Memorial de la Deportation des Juifs de Belgique,

Brussels 1982, unnumbered page.

Jacob Presser, Ashes in the wind: the destruction ofDutch Jewry, Wayne State University

Press, Detroit 1968, p. 483.

"Reported French Jews Form Guerrilla Bands in Poland; Supplied by Russian Parachutists,"

JTA Daily News Bulletin, 2 May 1944, p. 2.

'™ GlownaKomisjaBadania..., Obozy hitlerowskie..., op. cit.,p. 225.
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two men escaped."""^

Dieckmaim writes that 250 of the Jews who remained in Kaunas

were transferred to the Pravieniskes camp; these Jews (with the excep-

tion of 2 escapees) were then supposedly shot on 10 July 1944 in con-

nection with an evacuation to Tilsit; as evidence for this only eyewit-

ness statements are provided, however.
'^""^

As for the deportees to Tallinn, Maripuu informs us that they were

interned in the Tallinn Central Prison, which at this time functioned as a

"labor education camp" (Arbeitserziehungslager), and that 60 of the

weakest ones "were sent to work" - allegedly a euphemism for murder

- on the day after their arrival. On 14 July another 60 men, and on 14

August another 1 00 sick prisoners were taken away, "and there are no

data concerning their ultimate fate," as Maripuu puts it. In addition to

this, three men who were suspected of an escape attempt were executed.

Some of the Jews were assigned to the Lasnamae labor camp at the out-

skirts of Tallinn.'™^

At the end of August 1944 only 40 of the French Jews were still

alive according to Maripuu. These were then evacuated to the Reich at

the end of the month. A preserved list of arrivals shows that 34 of them

were registered in the Stutthof camp on 1 September 1944.'^°^ Even as-

suming the version of events summarized above to be correct, it is clear

that the purpose of Convoy 73 could not have been extermination, for in

that case all of the Jews would have been executed more or less imme-

diately after arrival, and no French Jews would have reached Stutthof in

September 1944. Of course, from an exterminationist viewpoint it

would make even less sense to exterminate these Jews in Estonia and

Lithuania, as they could have easily been gassed at Auschwitz, thus sav-

ing the Germans the bother to transport them all the way to the Baltic

countries. Based on the composition of the convoy and the deployment

of the deportees in local labor camps, the inevitable conclusion is that

the Jews ofConvoy 73 were sent east for the purpose of labor.

Could there have been additional transports of Western Jews to the

Baltic countries in 1 944, passing through Auschwitz on their way there?

It is worth noting in this context that, according to a report left by refu-

gees from Lithuania in early August 1944, an unspecified number of

Jews from Belgium and the Netherlands had been brought to Lithuania

T. Hiio et al. (eds.), Estonia 1940-1945, op. cit, p. 717.

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit, p. 1501.
'™' T. Hiio et al. (eds.), Estonia 1940-1945, op. cit, p. 717.
'™* Ibid., p. 718.
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in June 1944, and as of 22 July 1944 were kept in the coastal town of

Kretinga (Krottingen).""'

According to yet another JTA news item, messages reached Buda-

pest in July 1 944 stating that Hungarian Jews had been brought to Lu-

blin and other PoHsh cities.'^'"

Of the some 400,000 Hungarian, Polish, Slovakian, French and other

Jews transited via Auschwitz in 1 944, a considerable portion must have

inevitably perished during the catastrophic conditions prevailing during

1944/45, due to disease, malnutrition, overwork, general privations. Al-

lied air raids and bombardment, transports and evacuations under inhu-

mane conditions (including long marches due to the collapse of infra-

structure and shortage of fuel), etc. Of those who survived these odds

and also the hardships immediately following the end of the war, many
have likely found themselves prisoners behind the Iron Curtain.

While the question of the fate of the transited 1944 deportees is

shrouded in obscurity - and will likely remain so until large-scale criti-

cal research is made possible - it hardly constitutes the "end game" of

revisionism our opponents want to portray it as. On the other hand, the

argument that the revisionists' present inability to thoroughly account

for the fate of this group of deportees somehow invalidates the revision-

ist conclusion regarding the mass gassing allegations is a gross fallacy

of logic based on a reversal of the hierarchy of evidence. The fate of the

1 944 deportees remains to be determined. What can safely be excluded,

however, based on the technical and documentary evidence, is the offi-

cial version according to which these Jews were murdered in homicidal

gas chambers.

7.1 1. The Ultimate Fate of the Surviving Deportees

In chapter I of Treblinka, Jiirgen Graf vwote as follows on the fransit

camp hj^othesis
: ""

"Since Treblinka was much too small to be able to accommodate the

large number ofJews deported there at the same time, the transit camp the-

sis is, in fact, the single plausible alternative to the conventional picture of

C. Dieckmann, Deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Litauen 1941-1944, op. cit., p. 1501, no. 27, cit-

ing an English-language report entitled "The Situation in Lithuania in July 1944," 7 August

1944, NARA, RG 226, M 1499 (OSS 102892). Dieckmann, needless to say, states that this

was "probably a rumor."
"10 "Eye-witness Account of Deportation of Hungarian Jews Given by Arrival from Budapest,"

JTA Daily News Bulletin, 28 July 1944, p. 1.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 46.
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the extermination camp. Tertium non datur - no thirdpossibility is given.

"

This is equally true for Belzec and Sobibor. The forensic-archaeolo-

gical evidence refutes the existence of the alleged gas chamber build-

ings at the two latter camps, as well as their alleged function as "exter-

mination camps." In the case of Treblinka, which was the last of the

three camps to be constructed and had Sobibor as its model, the archeo-

logical research recently commenced there has so far yielded only re-

sults that are very discouraging for the guardians of the orthodox holo-

caust faith, to say the least. This leaves only the option that said three

camps were transit camps from where the vast majority of arrivals were

transferred further east, into the Occupied Eastern Territories.

Having come to this firm conclusion, we discussed in Sobibor an-

other issue which inescapably follows from it, namely, what was the

eventual fate of the resettled Jews? While admitting the lack of (known)

evidence in this regard, we have formulated what we believe is the most

likely hypothesis: While a number of the surviving deported Polish

Jews may have been assimilated into the local Russian, Belorussian or

Ukrainian Jewish communities, with which they shared much in com-

mon, or even managed to return to Poland and from there on to other

coimtries in the west or to Israel, a large portion of them, together with

the surviving deported Western Jews, were kept as prisoners behind the

Iron Curtain and most likely deported to and hidden away in northern

Russia or Siberia, so that Stalin could consolidate the myth of the ex-

termination of Jews in "gas chambers." '^'^
In the final section of their

chapter, Sergey Romanov attempts to debunk this hypothesis. As will

be shown below, his effort in doing so is not convincing.

As for our hypothesis that Stahn had deported Jews "disappear" after

the war, there exist a number of indications in its favor. Already on 22

December 1944 the German-Jewish exile weekly Aufbau published a

notice which reads:

"The Soviet embassy in Washington is denying reports disseminated by

the Palestinian press, according to which the Russian authorities have

transferred part of the population of liberated Bessarabia, Bukovina and

the eastern parts of Poland to Siberia and already brought hundreds of

Jewsfrom Czernowitz [the capital of Bukovina] to the Ural region. Accord-

ing to the statement ofdenial 'these claims are completely unfounded and

have nothing to do with reality. ' This reply was directed at the Federation

ofBessarabian Societies ofAmerica, which had contacted the embassy in

order to verify the reports which had reached them by cablefrom Jerusa-

"'^
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 354-357, 369-374.
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lem.

"

Could there have been included among these Jews reportedly de-

ported from Bessarabia and Bukovina Western Jews who had relocated

there following the Soviet liberation of bordering Transnistria?

In September 1949, further reports of deportations reached the world

from Athens:
'^^^

"The Athens News Agency, quoting reports from 17,000 Greeks who

had returned from the Caucasus, said that Jews in an unnamed large

Ukrainian town who had relatives in Britain and United States had been

deported to Siberia. It added that there had been recent large-scale depor-

tations to Siberia ofArmeniansfrom the Ukraine.

"

For 1949 we also have the news summary of the 1950 edition the

American Jewish Year Book already quoted by us in Sohihor^^^'^ which

mentions^^'^

"[...] reports about the mass deportation of Jews from the Western

border region of the Soviet Union, especially from White Russia, the

Ukraine, Eastern Galicia, Bukovina, and Bessarabia. According to one re-

port, the deportation affected mainly the Jewish citizens who had relatives

in America or Western Europe; other sources maintain that the whole Jew-

ish population ofsome territories was deported.

"

Moreover, it emphasizes that'^'^

"The American Jewish League against Communism sent a protest to the

Secretary General of the U.N. in which it estimated the number ofJews af-

fected by the deportations as 400,000.
"

Romanov scolds us for not quoting the following concluding re-

marks of the yearbook (pp. 267f.):

"The American Committee ofJewish Writers, Artists, and Scientists la-

beled these accusations as fantastic ' and 'withoutfoundation. ' They were

also denied by the Communistpress in countries outside Russia, but the So-

viet government did not issue an official denial. At the time ofwriting it was

impossible to ascertain with any degree of certitude to what extent the re-

ports were true.
"

It should be pointed out that the "American Committee of Jewish

Writers, Artists, and Scientists" was a largely Communist organiza-

tion'^"' which, among other things, was part of the "Jewish Black Book

The Mercury (Hobart), 8 September 1949, p. 14.

Ibid., p. 356.

American Jewish Year Book, vol. 51 (1950), p. 340.

Benjamin Harshav, Marc Chagall and His Times: a Documentary Narrative, Stanford Univer-

sity Press, Stanford (CA) 2004, p. 528. Herbert Romerstein, Eric Breindel, The Venona Se-

crets: Exposing Soviet Espionage andAmerica 's Traitors, Regnery, Washington DC 2000, p.

397.
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Committee" and publisher of the pro-Soviet journal Aynikeit. Despite

the reservation expressed by them therein, the editors of the yearbook

would continue to take the reports of deportations seriously. In its 1951

edition, the American Jewish Year Book again noted reports of mass

deportation:"'^

"The reports ofdeportations ofJewsfrom some border territories ofthe

Soviet Union (see AMERICANJEWISH YEAR BOOK, 1950, Volume 51, p.

340) were repeated during 1949-50. There was a report that the entire Jew-

ish population of Lwow in Western Ukraine (formerly Eastern Poland)

where 30,000 Soviet Jews had settled after World War 11, had been com-

pletely evacuated. Similar reports came from Bessarabia and North Buko-

vina (The Yiddish [Morning] Journal August 15, 1949; JTA, August 19,

1949, [from Tel AvivP; in this case, they were denied and labelled as fan-

tastic' by the Soviet Embassy in Washington on August 18, 1949. According

to these accounts, the Soviet authorities in Kishinev and Czernowitz had

announced on July 1, 1949, that Jews wishing to emigrate to Israel should

register with the local authorities : the majority of the local Jewish popula-

tion registered and was sent to concentration camps near Murmansk. Ac-

cording to another report all Jews with relatives in the United States or

England had been deported. It remained impossible to confirm these ac-

counts. The United States State Department received reports confirming

simultaneous mass deportations of Greeks from the Black Sea area; but as

to Ukrainian Jews, it could only say that reports of their deportation had

reached the American Embassy in Moscow, but could not be verified, due

to travel restrictions imposed on the Embassypersonnel.

"

The referred-to 19 August 1949 notice from the JTA Daily News
Bulletin reads as follows:

"Reports that Jews in Bessarabia and Soviet Bukovina were deported

on masse to Siberia last month after they registeredfor emigration to Israel

were made known today on the basis ofprivate letters reaching here. Ac-

cording to the letters, Soviet authorities in Kishinev and Czernowitz an-

nounced on July 1 that Jews wishing to emigrate to Israel could register

with the local authorities. The majority of the Jewish population of the two

cities, as well as Jews in all towns ofBessarabia and Soviet Bukovina, im-

mediately registered for migration to the Jewish state. The letters report

that between July 10-20, all Jews who had registered their desire to pro-

ceed to Israel were packed in specially-prepared railway coaches and dis-

patched to the Murmansk area, in the Arctic, which allegedly had been

earmarked as a new concentration areafor all Jews ejectedfrom towns lo-

cated on the Russian-Rumanian border. The letters add that panic is

spreading in Bessarabia and in the Rumanian part of Bukovina among

American Jewish Year Book, vol. 52 (1951), p. 330.
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Jews who had been preparing to emigrate to Israel and who remained

'paralyzed' following the prohibition on emigration. Many months have

elapsed since relatives in Israel ofJews in Bessarabia and Bukovina have

received any mailfrom those areas, it was noted here.

"

In its 1953 edition, the American Jewish Year Book carried the fol-

lowing report;:"'^

"Reports of deportations of Jews from [Soviet] border territories [...]

were confirmed by new information printed in the Christian Science Moni-

tor in March 1952. According to this and other reports, the transports of

deportees from the Ukraine and White Russia were continuing, and all

Jews had reportedly been removedfrom some districts, such as Rovno and

Zdolbunov. At the beginning of the deportation, the Jews were assured by

the police that this was not a penal action and that they were being re-

moved for their own security' because the German occupation had left

dangerous seeds ofanti-Semitism; the deportees were given twenty-four to

forty-eight hours ' notice of the transports. Later the tactics were changed,

and the victims were rounded up in surprise midnight raids and removed at

once. According to the Israelitisches Wochenblatt ofZurich, July 31-August

8, 1952, a similar evacuation was carried out in Kharkov, where 4,000

Jews were removedfrom the city. [...]

Some of the deportees may have been sent to Birobidjan, where several

districts were put under the administration of the secret police and trans-

formed into slave labor regions. Some persons who passed through Biro-

bidjan during and after World War II recalled having seen forced labor

trains arriving there as early as 1944. The existence ofsuch camps would

explain the complete silence about Birobidjan for the past several years,

and the complete severance ofany contacts between its inhabitants and the

other Jews in the Soviet Union.
"

The above quotes demonstrate that the reports on Soviet deporta-

tions of Jews did not derive, as Romanov suggests, from propaganda

rumors spread by a small group of anti-Soviet American Jews, but came

from various channels, including inside Soviet-controlled territories,

and were not an isolated incident, but continued from at least as early as

December 1944 to the autumn of 1952. Neither did the reports speak

only of the removal of suspected pro-Western or Zionist Jews, but we
also find several claims of the en masse deportation of Jews from cities

or even whole districts.

In its issue from 21 January 2010, the 'New York Times told the story

of the two Jewish sisters Ruth and Toni Usherenko who grew up in

Germany and were sent together with their mother to the Gross-Rosen

American Jew^ish Year Book, vol. 54 (1953), p. 331.
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labor camp in Lower Silesia. The most interesting part of this article

concerns the fate of the sisters after their "liberation" by the Soviets:
^^'^

"In 1945, the three women were sent by the Soviets to a labor camp in

Siberia; they were considered suspect because of their religion and their

German provenance.

'We couldn 't speak one word of Russian, ' Ruth Usherenko recalled.

'They didn 't feed us. When people died, they didn 't bury them - they put

them in theforest and the wolves were eating them.

'

So complete was their isolation that they did not know when the war

ended. 'Stalin passed away in 1953, and they released us in 1955,' Ruth

Usherenko recalled. 'A woman came to us and said, 'The war is over.

'

The three women settled in the Ukrainian town of Dnepropetrovsk,

where they worked as milliners. The sisters married - Ruth to a shoemaker

and Toni to an aviation engineer - and in 1981, after years of trying to

leave the Soviet Union, thefamilies were able to emigrate to Brooklyn.
"

While the Usherenko sisters were never deported to the Occupied

Eastern Territories, their story nonetheless shows that Western Jews

were deported to Siberia by the Soviets just for being non-Soviet Jews,

and also helps explain why so many Jews after the war came to believe

that most or even all of their relatives had died at the hands of the Ger-

mans.

One might argue that the deportation of hundreds of thousands of

Jews would not have gone unnoticed. However, among the more than

one million Chechens, Kalmyks, Crimean Tartars, Greeks, Latvians,

Lithuanians, Estonians and other nationalities deported by the Stalin re-

gime between 1944 and 1949, and among the even greater number of

people (among them many Jews) returning during the same period to

their homes in the western parts of the Soviet Union from the Russian

interior and Siberia or Central Asia, to where they had escaped or been

evacuated by the Red Army at the beginning of the war, the fly-by-night

deportation of foreign Jews would have been only one incident of

forced or voluntary population transfer among many.

There is also another, even more crucial reason to how this operation

could have gone unnoticed: while the targets of the other forced Soviet

population transfers were Soviet citizens, were registered in public rec-

ords and their absence obvious to all in the local societies of which they

had been part, the foreign German-deported Jews were not merely for-

eign transients and "displaced persons," the vast majority of whom no

doubt could not communicate in Russian, but in fact, to borrow a term

"Surviving the Camps but Struggling in Brooklyn," New York Times, 21 January 2010, p. A34.
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from Orwell, they were "unpersons," which in "Oldspeak (or standard

English)" meant "non-existent persons.""^^ Barron's Book Notes Guide

to Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four describes an "unperson" as a person

who "has been removed from the Party and perhaps even vaporized and

removed from history through changes in written records.

This very much applies to the deported Jews in question: they were

unpersons because the world considered them to be dead and because

Stalin decided to consolidate this fraudulent report for his own ends.

The Jews sent to Siberia or elsewhere were "living ghosts," unpersons

whose disappearance was likely to go unnoticed by any significant

number of people. In contrast, the forced fransfers of other ethnic

groups in the post-war Soviet Union were not kept secret, in fact official

explanations for the transfers were often given, such as them targeting

"banditism," "Kulaks" or as being punishment for (real or alleged) col-

laboration with the Germans during the war.

The above quoted news articles show that some people did in fact

notice the deportations. Why, then, is it that the stream of reports ap-

pears to have ceased by the time of Stalin's death in 1953? The most

likely explanation would seem to be that by then detailed news began to

reach the West again from the Soviet-Jewish communities. The fact that

the local Soviet Jews would have had nothing to tell of deportations af-

fecting their communities - of which the deportees had (most likely)

never been a part - would needless to say reinforce the skeptic opinion

that the reports had been based upon mere rumors triggered by the

measures taken against leading Zionist Jews during the last years of Sta-

lin's regime.

By the early 1950s the orthodox holocaust story had been firmly

cemented by the IMT and NMT trials, and it was unlikely that anyone

besides isolated individuals would even have considered the possibility

that the deportations had in fact taken place, but targeted another cate-

gory of Jews, a group of displaced Jewish unpersons.

That none of the people involved in carrying out the operation have

ever spoken of it - at least to our knowledge - following the fall of the

Soviet Union'^^^ could be explained by actual ignorance caused by the

use of a need-to-know policy (possibly amounting to the misinfor-

mation of involved personnel) and the language barrier between the de-

'™ George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four, Penguin Books, London, 1956, p. 38 (Chapter IV).

Kit Reed, George Orwell's 1984, Barron's Educational Series, New York, 1984, p. 1 14.

'™ Some 50 years later, meaning that most of these individuals would have died of natural causes

by then.
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portees and their guards, but also by 1) the possibility that some of these

individuals were themselves purged as carriers of state secrets; 2) the

likelihood that any involved who were still alive in the 1 990s and con-

sidered speaking of their experiences would keep silent either because

they lacked an outlet which would take them seriously or due to the

possibility of facing official or unofficial repercussions.'''^^

Most likely the Jewish deportees were not sent to the ordinary GU-
Lag camps and "special settlements," but to special ad-hoc camps for

Jews. Romanov's assertion that such a deportation can be excluded be-

cause we have available statistics on ethnicity for the prisoners of the

GULag camps and "special settlements" is thus rendered moot.

One might argue that we are here doing the same thing that we ac-

cuse the exterminationists of doing, namely using the non-presence of

evidence for something as evidence for it by invoking alleged destruc-

tion of said evidence by the (supposed) perpetrators, but at least our ar-

gument has a basis of sound logic - it would have made no sense for

Stalin to carry out a top secret deportation of impersons by using the or-

dinary camp systems, from which many people were in the end released

- and ultimately it rests on the proven fact that the "extermination

camps" functioned as fransit camps (upon which rests the resettlement

hypothesis and, in turn, the Stalinist deportation hypothesis by way of

logical necessity), whereas the argument of Romanov and his compan-

ions ultimately rests on hot air, misinterpretation of evidence and sheer

obfuscation. Moreover it must be pointed out that the historiographical

knowledge of the Soviet camp system is not complete. Russian historian

Oleg Khlevniuk writes i'^^"*

"Contrary to expectations, Soviet archives do not contain systematic,

complete, ready-to-use information on the number of those convicted and

imprisoned. Now that the archives are partially open, historians can review

many important documents, but elements ofthe new historicalpicture being

created on the basis of these documents are still lacking. Some documents

were lost (the prewar Gulag archives), while access to others is still re-

stricted (the FSB archives). Many events were never registered and remain

known only to theirparticipants.
"

Thus it would seem that access to some files relating to the camps

and forced resettlement areas in distant parts of the USSR is still denied

'™ Another possibility is that the people in charge of ground-level implementation were chosen

among Soviet Asiatics to whom Jews and the "Holocaust" was, and for the most part still is, a

complete non-issue.™ Oleg. v. Khlevniuk, The History ofthe Gulag:from Collectivization to the Great Terror, Yale

University Press, New Haven/London 2004, p. 287.
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by Russian authorities, while others have supposedly been lost. As for

Siberia, anyone who has ever taken a close look at a map of Russia,

travelled in it or flown over it on a trip from Europe to the Far East will

realize that it is the ideal place for hiding secret camps; in many parts

you can walk around for weeks without meeting another human being.

It must be pointed out that of the less than 2 million Jews - some

423,000 of them non-Polish - who were deported to the Occupied East-

em Territories, a considerable percentage no doubt perished during the

period 1942-1945 due to starvation, epidemics and various other caus-

es. We remind our readers here of the staggering mortality ratios among

the POWs in the east (on both the German and the Soviet side). While

there is no evidence that the Germans applied any "extermination

through work" policy to the deported Jews, the steady stream of Jewish

deportees to the east during the years 1942/43 could in itself have led to

some German authorities viewing the Jews, insofar as they were not

specialists needed by the war machine, as more or less replaceable labor

that would be replenished automatically by new arrivals. War-related

hardships moreover did not end in 1945, as many people died in the

immediate post-war era, especially in underdeveloped Eastern Europe,

from epidemics, hunger and cold that was the result of collapsed infra-

structure, desfroyed agriculture and inadequate housing. Walter Fohl's

assumption in 1942 that virtually all deported Western Jews would per-

ish was no doubt exaggerated, however, as indicated by the April 1 944

Notre Voix article.
'^^^

The fact is also that Soviet authorities took pains to deny the reports

on mass deportations of Jews - supposedly, according to our opponents,

an unfounded claim by a Jewish fringe group - in a most peculiar man-

ner. In October 1949 the Swedish-Jewish journal Judisk Kronika (which

itself had refrained from publishing or mentioning any of the reports)

carried the following news notice:

"The Russian newspapers have sharply denied the statements seen in

Western press about a deportation ofJews from Ukraine to Siberia. What

underlies these rumors, they say, is the fact that during the war a Jewish

mass escape tookplace awayfrom the Nazi armies. This mass escape led to

250,000 Jews ending up in Siberia. There they founded 57 collective

farms."

The presence in the Ukraine of some 8,000 Jews deported from France would mean that more

than 10% of the Jews deported from that country remained alive, and that in one particular lo-

Judisk Kronika, vol. 8, no. 19 (10 October 1949), p. 246.
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This brings up two questions: Why did the Soviet bother to issue a

denial in the first place? And how come that their explanation of the

rumors was not only spurious but plainly absurd? How could anyone in

their right mind believe that the mass evacuations of 1941 - an event

that was public knowledge, by the way - could have led to rumors of

mass deportations in 1949?

To suggest that Stalin's successors, such as Nikita Khrushchev,

would have exposed and denounced the secret deportation of the Jews,

if real, together with other Stalinist crimes during the so-called de-

Stalinization period in the latter half of the 1950s is exceedingly naive.

Such an exposure would not only constitute an admission that the Sovi-

et Union had helped fabricate a false genocide to blame on their ene-

mies and subsequently committed an act very close to genocide of its

own (the deportation of the surviving resettled Jews), but would seri-

ously undermine the central myth of the Great Patriotic War fought first

as a war of defense against the German-Fascist invaders and then as a

war of "liberation" of the peoples of Europe from the ultimate evil of

"Hitlerism" - a mj^h upheld to this day by the Russian government.

The fear of the fatal consequences to this myth by the exposure of the

Stalinist deportation of Jews and in consequence the Holocaust legend

would have overridden any desire to distance oneself from Stalin or to

harm the interests of the Zionists.

As for the ultimate fate of these Jews in their northern Russian or

Siberian exile as unpersons, it cannot be excluded that a large part or

even the vast majority of them had perished well before the death of

Stalin in 1953.'^^^ As shown by the example of the German as well as

the Soviet and Allied POW camps during and after World War II, it is

sadly not very difficult to cause, by intent, mismanagement or callous

neglect, the deaths of a great number of people within a relatively short

span of time without having to resort to mass shootings or fantastic "gas

chambers," if you leave them to starve imprisoned in overcrowded

camps under harsh conditions.

While a great many question marks still surround the ultimate fate of

™ It should, of course, not be excluded that some of the "gassed" Western Jews deported to the

east were still alive many years after the war, or even, in some cases, may still be alive. The

possibly Jewish children inmates of Salaspils from Amsterdam and Paris whom Soviet jour-

nalist B. Brodovsky met in late 1944 at a children's home in the Riga suburb of Bulduri comes

to mind; cf. T. Kues, "Evidence for the presence...," part 2, section 3.4. Deported small Jewish

children who stirvived the war may have been adopted or raised in orphanages imaware of

their Jewish backgrotmd (one must remember that many of the Western Jews were strongly as-

similated to begin with).
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the deported Jews, the theory that Stalin had the survivors "disappear"

after the war still stands as the most plausible hj^othesis. HopefijUy

fijrther research will shed more light on this obscure issue in the fiiture.

7.12. Additional Response by Carlo Mattogno:

Further falsehoods and impostures by Jason Myers

[1] "Despite Mattogno 's claim that the work was written 'with scientific

exactitude and is undergirded by a copious documentation, ' Kulischer

wrote in the introduction to his work that the limits of the evidencefor his

work meant that his study 'must necessarily be regarded in many ways as

ofa preliminary andprovisional nature.
'

" (p. 245)

To determine the value of this objection it is necessary to know what

I wrote in this regard:
^^^^

"Our expositions, made in the preceding chapters, of the National-

Socialist policy of Jewish resettlement in the east find enormously im-

portant support in the demographic studies of Professor Eugene M.

Kulischer, who was a member of the International Labor Office in Montre-

al, Canada, during the Second World War. His book bears the title The

Displacement ofPopulation in Europe and was published in 1943. In com-

piling his notes, the author made use ofthe assistance of24 institutions that

he lists painstakingly.

Each of these institutions had at its disposal a dense network of chan-

nels of information in the various European nations, so that Kulischer was

able to base his work upon the best existing sources. In his book, he devotes

a highly interesting section to the problem of the expulsion and evacuation

ofJews by the German government, which is written with scientific exacti-

tude and is undergirded by a copious documentation. For this reason, this

book constitutes probably the most reliable information about what the en-

emies of Germany knew in 1943, despite all of the treacherous atrocity

propaganda concerning the NS Jewish policy.
"

The 24 institutions mentioned above were as follows:

The American Friends Service, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; the

American National Red Cross, Washington; the American Jewish Joint

Distribution Committee, New York; the American Jewish Committee

Research Institute on Peace and Post-War Problems, New York; the

Belgian Information Center, New York; the Board of Economic War-

fare, Washington; the Central and Eastern European Planning Board,

New York; the Czechoslovak Information Service, New York; the

United States Department of Commerce, Washington; the Finnish Lega-

'™ C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 268.
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tion, Washington; the French Information Center, New York; The

French National Committee, Delegation to the United States, New
York; the Greek Office of Information, Washington; the Hias-Ica Emi-

gration Association (Hicem), New York; the International Red Cross,

Washington; the Institute of Jewish Affairs, New York; the Latvian Le-

gation, Washington; the Lithuanian Consulate-General, New York; the

Office of Population Research, Princeton, New Jersey; the ORT Eco-

nomic Research Committee, New York; the Polish Information Center,

New York; the Turkish Embassy, Washington; the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association, New York; the Royal Yugoslav Government Infor-

mation Center, New York."^'

To claim in this context that the information gathered by Kulischer

"was questionable due to its clandestine nature." (p. 245) is simplistic

and reductive.

It is certainly true that KuHscher wrote in his "Introduction" that his

study could inevitably only have a preliminary character:

"In many cases statistical information from official or semi-official

sources is obtainable, for instance in respect of the resettlement of German

populations and the recruitment ofworkers in the countries under German

control. In other cases, however, there are only estimates from indirect

sources, and those which appear to be the most trustworthy have been se-

lected from the data available. As it is clearly impossible at the present

juncture to make a strict statistical study of the population movements con-

cerned, all that has been attempted is a preliminary inventory of the avail-

able material.

"

He then lists the above-mentioned institutions which had provided

him with information before returning to the issue of his working meth-

od:"^'

"Thanks to the valuable assistance receivedfrom all these sources, it

has been possible, where no officialfigures were available, to scrutinise the

existing material, to compare divergent data and to attempt at least some

estimates when there were gaps in the existing documentation.

"

The above is precisely what I was referring to when I wrote that the

study "is written with scientific exactitude" and "constitutes probably

the most reliable information about what the enemies of Germany knew

in 1943."

[2] "Despite M&G's claim that Kulischer never spoke ofan extermina-

tion policy against the Jews (M&G, Treblinka, 273), on p.lU of his The

™ ftW., note 801 on p. 268.
'™ Eugene M. Kulischer, The Displacement ofPopulation in Europe, op. cit., p. 4.

Ibid., p. 5.
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Displacement of Population in Europe, Kulischer wrote that 'It is hardly

possible to distinguish howfar the changes in the Jewish population of the

General Government are due to deportation and howfar they are attribut-

able to 'ordinary' mortality and extermination. Moreover, the number of

Jews remaining in the General Government is in any case uncertain. ' Em-

phasis added. " (note 42 on p. 245)

Myers here misrepresents what I actually wrote:

"Nowhere does Kulischer speak of 'extermination camps ' or of a Ger-

man policy ofthe physical extermination ofthe Jews!

"

This objection of Myers's is silly and in bad faith: on one hand My-
ers pretends to prove that contrary to my statement Kulischer, on the

basis of the mere mention of the word "extermination," espouses the

notion of a National Socialist policy of extermination against the Jews;

on the other hand he is silent on the fact that in our Treblinka book I

quoted Kulischer using the term on two occasions (although in the sec-

ond instance Kulischer speaks explicitly of "economic extermination").

To make things even worse, he is silent on the fact that in our Sobibor

book I quoted the exact passage which he accuses me of having omit-

ted:"^^

"Many of the deportees have been sent to the labor camps on the Rus-

sian front; others to work in the marshes ofPinsk, or to the ghettos of the

Baltic countries, Byelorussia and Ukraine. It is hardly possible to distin-

guish how far the changes in the Jewish population of the General Gov-

ernment are due to deportation and how far they are attributable to 'ordi-

nary ' mortality and extermination.
"

Kulischer felt compelled to specify "'ordinary' mortality" as "non-

violent death," such as in the case of the deaths in the Warsaw ghetto;

he does not elaborate the term "extermination," which to him neverthe-

less obviously meant, as a rule, violent death. Violent deaths do not

necessarily imply a general policy of extermination, nor is such a policy

mentioned by Kulischer. The objection that "Kulischer himself discard-

ed his former ideas once better information came out of Europe, calcu-

lating in a 1948 publication that 5.5 million Jews had been exterminated

by the Nazis" (p. 245) is, in the context described by me in Chapter 2,

nothing short of disingenous.

[3] "Indeed, as shown earlier, they misinterpret several documents re-

lated to the deportations ofJews. One of their misconstrued points relates

to the deportation ofFrench Jews in 1942, which although indirectly rele-

vant to the Aktion Reinhard camps, are still appropriate to the wider reset-

™^ C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 273.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 341.
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tlement issue. As Mattogno is fond ofpointing out, French Jews were ini-

tially deported to Auschwitz primarilyfor labor purposes during that year,

as shown by the large numbers ofFrench Jews selected to stay in the camp.

While Mattogno believes that children were originally deported into the

General Government instead ofonly Auschwitz, the documents that he cites

do not bear this out; while there originally may have been such a plan,

once children began to deportedfrom France, their only destination was

Auschwitz. By mid August, a transport departed Drancy to Auschwitz con-

taining 'childrenfor thefirst time. ' Theodor Dannecker's goal ofafinal so-

lution with a 'total extermination ofthe (Jewish) adversary ' was thus com-

ing true. " (pp. 246-247)

For the issue of the deportation of French-Jewish children the reader

can refer to Chapter 5, points 144 and 145. Obviously I do not assert

"that children were originally deported into the General Government in-

stead of only Auschwitz," but merely that Dannecker's note of 21 July

1942 must be interpreted this way. I say "obviously," because since

2000 I have been making reference to a telegram sent by SS-Sturmbann-

fuhrer Rolf Giinther to SS authorities in Paris, dated 13 August, on the

subject of "Transportation of Jews to Auschwitz. There deportation of

Jewish children [Abtransport von Juden nach Auschwitz. Dort Abschub

der Judenkinder]." In note 155 Myers makes the following reference:

"See Giinther' s 13 August 1942 telegram to SS officials in Paris regard-

ing the deportation of Jewish children, where he states that such chil-

dren could "gradually be deported to Auschwitz," T/443." This is pre-

cisely the aforementioned document, in which one reads:

"Die in den Lagern Pithiviers und Beaune-la-Rolande untergebrachten

jiidischen Kinder konnen nach und nach auf die vorgesehenen Transporte

nach Auschwitz aufgeteilt werden. Geschlossene Kindertransporte sind

jedoch keinesfalls aufden Weg zu bringen.
"

"The Jewish children accommodated in the camps Pithiviers and

Beaune-la-Rolande may he allotted step by step to the scheduled transports

to Auschwitz. However, transports with only children are not be carried out

under any circumstances .

"

By omitting the reference to the "deportation of Jewish children

{Abschub der Judenkinder}" which can only be taken to mean their

evacuation from the camp, Myers, in an example of blatant hypocrisy,

confronts me with a document that refutes his ovm thesis. The final ref-

erence to the "total extermination of the (Jewish) adversary" is derived

from Danecker's note of 13 May 1942, which I have discussed in chap-

S. Klarsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfmge in Fmnkreich, op. cit., p. 1 12. CDJC, XXVb-126.
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ter 5, point 140. Specifically, Myers refers to "IV J, Abstellung von rol-

lendem Material filer Judentransporte, 13.5.1942, gez. Dannecker, in

Serge Klarsfeld (ed). Die Endlosung der Judenfrage in Frankreich.

Deutsche Dokumente 1941-1944. Paris, 1977, p.56 (CDJC XXVb-29),

also in Hilberg, Sonderziige nach Auschwitz, pp. 153-4" (note 57 on p.

247), but it is evident that he is not familiar with Klarsfeld' s work, since

otherwise he would have elaborated on the references T-37(26)/RF-

1223/T-429 - a single document with three classification numbers -

(footnote 54 on p. 246); T-443 and others which I will discuss below.

[4] "Furthermore on the French Jews, Mattogno cites a September 1,

1942 notefrom SS- Untersturmfrihrer Ahnert in the RSHA department IVB
4, recorded in the wake of a 28 August 1942 confcrence at the RSHA. The

document records Eichmann 's wish to include material in the transports so

as to build barracks fr)r the deportees, as a 'camp is supposed to be set up

in Russia. ' On the face of it, the document looks to be a smoking gun of

transports into the occupied Soviet territories. Unfortunatelyfor Mattogno,

there is more to the source than meets the eye. First of all, if a camp was

still to be set up in Russia in September 1942, then one could effectively

rule out any previous resettlement camps for the supposed hundreds of

thousands of deportees already resettled by that period. However, a pre-

meeting instruction to Ahnert from Paris Gestapo chief Heinz Roethke

speaks of the construction of barracks at a camp in Dtisseldorf (in the

Rhineland). Even before Roethke 's August 26, 1942, message to Ahnert an

August 17, 1942 document from RSHA financial officer Standartenfuhrer

Dr. Siegert speaks ofFrench Jews being evacuated into a 'special collec-

tion camp ' in the western part ofthe Reich, due to safety concerns. The ma-

terialsfor the construction ofthis camp were to be sentfrom France, in or-

der to save on costs. Given the documents from Roethke and Siegert, Ah-

nert 's mention ofa camp in Russia is certainly a mistakefor the Rhineland,

where Diisseldorf is located (Rheinlandfor Russland in German). "
(p. 247)

Unfortunately for Myers, his explanation on one hand explains noth-

ing, and on the other, it merely serves to aggravate the position of those

championing the notion of Auschwitz as an "extermination camp."

Myers next has the brilliant idea to take his cue fi-om the proceedings

of the Irving/Lipstadt trial:

"As discussed on Day 26 of the Irving-Lipstadt trial, the eigth point of

the document read: 'When can we count on the construction ofthe barracks

of the Diisseldorf camp? Has construction already been commenced?

Where exactly will the camp be situated? ' See the trial transcriptsfor p. 46,

available at: http://www.hdot.org/en/trial/transcripts/day26/pages46-50"

(note 60 on p. 247)

During the court proceeding mentioned above, Irving and Longerich
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discussed the three dociunents in question. The loophole adopted by

Myers - Rheinland = Rutland - is so ridiculous that Longerich does not

even dare mention it, but notes instead that the document speaks of

"A. [Dr Heinz Peter Longerich] / cannot comment on this question be-

cause I have not seen any evidence, you know, for the building of camps. I

have seen some scattered documents which refer to plans or ideas to build

camps. One is referring to probably a camp for Dutch Jews in Russia. The

other one is referring for an idea to build a camp for French Jews on the

western part of the Reich. Then we have a letter from an SS man to his

comrades referring to - which is, in my opinion, a camouflage letter. So I

do not think we have a story of a number of- you know, we do not have

here a story, you know, can establish a story ofcamp buildingfor Jews in

1942.

"

The reference to this court session is all the more silly, in that Myers

does not even know the dociunent being discussed!

Here is the relevant passage of the "smoking gun" document in

question:
"^"^

"e) Barackenankauf. SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Eichmann ersuchte, den

Ankauf der durch den Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei Den Haag
bestellten Baracken sofort vorzunehmen. Das Lager soil in Rufiland

errichtet werden. Der Abtransport der Baracken kann so vorgenommen

werden, dafi vonjedem Transportzug 3 bis 5 Baracken mitgefuhrt werden.

"

"e) Purchase of barracks. SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Eichmann asks to

immediately effect the purchase ofthe barracks ordered by the commander

of the Security Police Den Haag. The camp is to be established in Russia.

The transportation of the barracks can be done in such a way that 3 to 5

barracks can be taken along on each transport train.

"

Rothke's note to Ahnert of 26 August 1942 is the document CDJC,

VI-194. Klarsfeld gives the full transport in French translation. Point

VIII here reads as follows:

"Quand pourrons-nous compter sur la construction des baraquements

du camp de Diisseldorf? En a-t-on dejd commence la construction? Oil le

camp doit-il exactement s 'etablir?
"

Translated:

www.hdot.org/en/trial/transcripts/day26/pages46-50 p. 47

S. Klarsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit.,p. 128. CDJC, XXVb-147.

Myers cites the source "T/451," thereby confirming that he is unfamiliar with Klarsfeld's work

and that his references to it is mere intellectual boasting.

S. Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz. Le role de Vichy dans la solutionfinale de la questionjuive en

France- 1942, op. cit, pp. 365-366.

Ibid., p. 366.
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"When can we count on the construction ofthe barracks ofthe Dussel-

dorfcamp? Has the construction already commenced? Where exactly is the

camp to be established?
"

For the Siegert letter of 17 August 1942 Myers provide the follow-

ing reference: "Cf Kurt Patzold and Erika Schwarz, Auschwitz war fur

mich nur ein Bahnhof, Berlin: Metropol 1994" (note 61 on p. 247). This

is a plagiarism of David Irving' s site, which provides its transcription

precisely from the source mentioned by Myers, who in turn forgot to

copy the page number: 137/"'

The document was also pubhshed in facsimile by Heiner Lichten-

stein. I reproduce here its most important part:'^""*

"Im Rahmen der allgemeinen Losung der Judenfrage und zur Sicherung

der Besatzungstruppen in den besetzten franzdsischen Gebieten werden

laufend Juden aus Frankreich nach dem Reich transportiert Zundchst

werden die evakuierten Juden im KL. Auschwitz untergebracht, doch soil

ein besonderes Auffanglager im westlichen Reichsgebiet errichtet werden.

Die hierfur erforderlichen Baracken lagern versandbereit im besetzten

franzdsischen Gebiet und konnen nach Zahlung der Kaufsumme von 340

000,- RMsofort ins Reich transportiert werden.

Es ist beabsichtigt, monatlich 13 Eisenbahnzuge mit Juden in das

Reichsgebiet abzufertigen. Bis zum 10.8.1942 sind 18 Zuge aus Frankreich

nach dem Lager Auschwitz abgegangen, die folgende Transportkosten

verursacht haben:

a) 76.000,- RM bis zur Reichsgrenze,

b) 439. 000,— RM von der Reichsgrenze bis zum Lager Auschwitz.

Die Kosten zu b) lassen sich kunftig durch Errichtung eines

Auffanglagers in Westdeutschland wesentUch verringern.
"

"Within the framework of the general solution of the Jewish question

andfor the protection of the occupation troops in the occupied French ter-

ritories Jews are being transportedfrom France to the Reich on a continu-

ous basis. Initially the Jews are being detained in the Auschwitz concentra-

tion camp, although a special collection camp is to be established in the

western part of the Reich. The barracks neededfor this purpose are stored

ready for delivery in occupied French territory and can be transported to

the Reich immediately upon payment of the purchase price of 340 000.—

RM.

It is intended to dispatch monthly 13 railway trains with Jews into Reich

territory. As of 10.8.1942, 18 trains have departedfrom France boundfor

the Auschwitz camp, giving rise to thefollowing transport costs:

www.fpp.co.uk/Auschwitz/docs/Auschwl 70842.html
'™ H. Lichtenstein, Mit der Reichsbahn in den Tod. Massentransporte in den Holocaust 1941 bis

1945. Bund-Verlag, Cologne 1985, insert between page 80 and 81.
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a) 76,000.- RM up to the Reich border,

b) 439,000.- RMfrom the Reich border to the Auschwitz camp.

The costs pertaining to b) could in the future be lowered considerably

by the construction ofa collection camp in western Germany.

"

These three documents open up new and unexpected perspectives, if

only with regard to the intentions of the Germans.

Needless to say, the fact that on 26 August there were considerations

to build a ''Barackenlager" near Diisseldorf for French Jews does not

exclude a plan to construct a camp for Dutch Jews in Russia. The memo
of 1 September 1 942 makes explicit reference to Auschwitz. In point c)

it states:

"Mitgabe von Decken, Schuhen und Efigeschirren fiir die Transportteil-

nehiner.

Vom Kommandant des Internierungslager Auschwitz wurde gefordert,

dafi die erforderlichen Decken, Arbeitsschuhe und Efigeschirre den

Transporten unbedingt beizujugen sind. Soweil dies bisher unterblieben ist,

sind sie dem Lager umgehend nachzusenden.

"

"Inclusion ofblankets, shoes, and dishesfor the transportparticipants.

The Kommandant ofthe internment camp Auschwitz demanded that it is

absolutely imperative to include blankets, work shoes, and dishes in the

transports. Insofar as this has not been done sofar, they are immediately to

be sent on to the camp.

"

From this it is clear that the barracks had to be transported by train

from Westerbork to Auschwitz, following a route far north of Diissel-

dorf '^"^^ The camp mentioned in the document would therefore indeed

be constructed in Russia, clearly within the framework of the Ost-

wanderung so ridiculously misrepresented by Terry.

Myers considers the implications of the plan of the barracks camp

near Diisseldorf with great carelessness. In fact he is confronted with

the following alternative: either the Germans had considered "the possi-

bility of establishing a death camp in western Germany for the Jews

from the countries of Western Europe," an obviously specious assertion

which Hilberg derived from the Siegert letter of 17 August 1942 and

which not even he could seriously believe,'^''' or they wanted a normal

concentration camp as a substitute for Auschwitz, but in that case the

deported Jews were not sent to be exterminated.

S. Klarsfeld, Die Endldsung der Judenfrage in Frankreich, op. cit, p. 127.

'™ Martin Gilbert, Endldsung. Die Vertreibung und Vernichtung derJuden. Ein Atlas, Rowohlt

Verlag, Hamburg 1995, map 130 on p. 107 and map 133 on p. 109.

'™ R. Hilberg, "La bureaucratie de la solution finale," in: CoUoque de I'Ecole des Hautes Etudes

en sciences sociales (ed.), L 'Allemagne nazie et le genocidejuif, op. cit, p. 231
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Since the creation of the camp near Diisseldorf was motivated by

economic reasons - to save transport costs - the "intriguing question"

raised by Schelvis becomes all the more poignant, "why, in the spring

and summer of 1943, the transports from Western Europe headed for

Sobibor rather than Auschwitz/Birkenau, which was in fact closer" (cf.

Chapter 6, point 180).

It seems, though, that such a barracks camp was constructed. In 1942

only SS-Baubrigaden were established in the Rhineland: in Cologne on

21 September, in Diisseldorf and Duisburg in October."'''*

Before we proceed, it is worth demonsfrating the way in which My-
ers has misfreated the sources cited by him in this context. In note 54 on

p. 246 he writes:

"Dannecker's 21 July 1942 record of a prior telephone conversation

with AdolfEichmann records that 'as soon as transportation into the Gen-

eral Gouvernement is again possible, transports of children can get mov-

ing.' Trial of Adolf Eichmann file 1/37(26), Minutes by Eichmann and

Dannecker on their discussion concerning the deportation of Jews from

France: Paris, 1.7J 942, RF1223, also T/429. As argued in Graf 'What

Happened to the Jews'; M&G, Treblinka, p.251; MGK, Sobibor, p.295;

Mattogno, Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity, p. 654.
"

In reality he is unfamiliar with this document. The quotation in ques-

tion is taken word for word from our study on Sobibor.
'^''^ The refer-

ence on the other hand is lifted from the (online) index of the docu-

ments from the Eichmann trial, where T/37(26) is presented as

"Minutes by Eichmann and Dannecker on their discussion concerning

the deportation of Jews from France; Paris, 1.7.42.""''* This is the same

as the Nuremberg document (presented by the Republic of France) RF-

1223 (and not RF-1233, as erroneously indicated in our book)."'*' It is

obvious that its contents are unknown to Myers. The document is dated

"Paris, den 1.7.1942" and bears as its subject line "Dienstbesprechung

im Hinblick auf die bevorstehende Evakuierung aus Frankreich mit SS-

Hauptsturmfuhrer Dannecker, Paris.'" The filing code "RF 1223" is

found at the top right.

Note 55 on p. 247 reads:

'™ Jan Erik Schulte, "Das KZ-System in der Region: Konzentrationslaaer im Rheinland und im

Westfalen 1933-1945," in: J.E. Schulte (ed.), Konzentrationslager im Rheinland und in West-

falen 193S-1945 -Zentrale Steuermg und regionale Initiative. Schoningh GmbH & Co KG,
Wiirzburg 2005, p. XXXVIII.

'™
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaustpropaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 294.

'™ www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/people/e/eichmarm.adolf/transcripts/Exhibits/List-of-Exhibits

State of Israel (ed.), ne Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2374
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"See Gunther's 13 August 1942 telegram to SS officials in Paris re-

garding the deportation ofJewish children, where he states that such chil-

dren could 'gradually be deported to Auschwitz, ' T/443.
"

The quotation is lifted from our study on Treblinka: "On August 13,

1942, SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Giinther sent a telegram to the SS authori-

ties in charge in Paris on the subject of 'Transportation of Jews to

Auschwitz. Deportation there of the Jewish Children,'' in which he in-

formed them that the Jewish children could 'gradually be deported to

Auschwitz on the planned transports.
'"^^'^^ The reference comes from

the online index of documents from the Eichmann trial,""" whereas we
in fact cite as source "CJC, XXVb-126. A reproduction of the document

can be found in E. Aynat, op. cit. (note 708), p.
87."'^^" Document

T/443 as exhibited at the Eichmann trial, which Myers has never seen,

is a negative photocopy of the text, written in capital letters.

In note 56 on p. 247 Myers provides the following source:

"Roethke to Eichmann reporting the departure ofa trainfrom Le Bour-

get-Drancy to Auschwitz with 1,000 Jews, Paris, 14.8.42, T/444."

This is another plagiarism from the Nizkor Project's online version

of the Eichmann trial dociunent index, which offers the following de-

scription:
'^^^

"Teleprint message from Rothke to Eichmann in the Head Office for

Reich Security, reporting the departure ofa train from Le Bourget-Drancy

to Auschwitz with 1,000 Jews; Paris, 14.8.42.
"

Myers has never seen the telegram in question, which is marked in

its top right margin with the code "XLIX-38," as it comes from the

CDJC in Paris, and, below the date, with the remark '"'Dringend, sofort

vorlegen. Geheimr The last word is handwritten and underlined.

The reference given in note 59 on p. 247 reads: "Report of the SS-

Untersturmfuhrer Horst Ahnert of 1 September 1942, T/451." This

heading is plagiarized from our book on Treblinka: "Report of the SS-

Untersturmfiihrer Horst Ahnert of 1 September 1942. CDJC, XXVI-
59,"'^^^ while the archival number is taken from the (onhne) Eichmann

trial document index. '^^^ Needless to say, Myers knows nothing of this

document, which is dated ''Paris, den 1. September 1942" and has as its

subject line "Tagung beim Reichssicherheitshauptamt am 28.8.1942

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 249.
'™ State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. VI, p. 2410.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, note 723 on p. 249.

State of Israel (ed.). The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2410.
'"^ C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, note 728 on p. 251.

State of Israel (ed.). The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 2375.
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liber Judenfragen.''' This document, too, comes from the CDJC, as indi-

cated by the code "XXVI-59" found in its top right margin.
"^"^

[5] "Another hurdlefor MGK's resettlement thesis is the ambiguity that

exists over who were to he deported.
"

Myers claims that 1 have emphasized the Jews unfit for work,

whereas Graf and Kues have also referred to those capable of work.

Myers petulantly continues:

"We suggest that before offering their baseless speculation of resettle-

ment, MGK actually confer with one another to decide who was actually to

be resettled in such a program. "
(p. 248)

This is yet another spurious objection so typical of our "plagiarist

bloggers." The references cited by Myers with regard to myself (see

note 62 on p. 248) are not my ovra statements, but simply quotes from

the German documents, to wit: Pohl's report of 15 Sepember 1942, ac-

cording to which the Ostwanderung would provide for the selection at

Auschwitz of Jews able to work, while those unfit for work would con-

tinue their journey to the East;'^^^ Reuter's memo of 17 March 1942,

which contemplated the separation of the Jews coming to the Lublin

district at their point of departure into those fit and unfit for labor, the

utilization of a card index for the registration of professionals among

the Jews, and the evacuation of those Jews unfit for labor to the East via

Belzec.'^^'' Concluding, I summarized the meaning of the documents as

follows:""

"If this was normal practice, the unfit detainees who arrived at Maj-

danek were removed and eventually went to Sobibor or Belzec; the able-

bodied were selectedfor work and were housed at the camp without regis-

tration or moved to other camps.

"

The contradiction therefore exists only in Myers's head.

[6] "Unfortunately, this is not correct, as some of the Jews deported to

Minsk actually changed trains at Wolkowysk station in what is today west-

ern Belarus. " (p. 248)

Myers's objection here is dumbfounding: The Jewish convoys dis-

patched from Reich territory to Minsk were not direct, he maintains, be-

cause the deportees stopped in Wolkowysk to change trains before con-

tinuing on to Minsk! Here I wish to draw attention to the no doubt bor-

rowed source cited by Myers: "RBD Konigsberg, Fahrplananordnung

Nr. 62, 13.7.42, NARB 378-1-784, p.234" (note 73 on p. 248). In reali-

1754 T/37(33) =NG-1965, exhibited at the trial as document T/451.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 290f.

'™
/Wrf., pp. 296-298.

Ibid., p. 326.
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ty, however, his reference is a website which moreover provides a dif-

ferent source: "Fundstelle: BA, R 5/3618,

[7] In relation to the "transport moratorium of eastbound trains into

the occupied Soviet territories from December 1942 to January 1943,"

Myers asserts:

"This fact also refutes MGK's hope that the Hdfle figure ofMajdanek

arrivals in the last two weeks of 1942 (12,761) were transported to the

east. " (note 78 on p. 249)

On the same issue Terry writes:

"Contrary to the initial interpretation ofStephen Tyas and Peter Witte,

the most reasonable inference is that that the fortnightly report of 12, 761

does not refer to any kind of transports arriving at Majdanek at all, but is

simply a retrospective report ofearlier arrivals. "
(p. 206)

It appears that these 12,761 Jews arrived in Lublin either in Decem-

ber 1942 or in the preceding months, depending on what best suits our

"plagiarist bloggers" for the moment.

[8] "Two earlier studies by GrafandMattogno (nearly a decade old) on

the Hungarian Jews failed to arrive at any realistic conclusions (after

denying homicidal gassings). Instead ofinvestigating thefate ofthese Jews

further throughout the decade, they simply declared that as they were not

sent to the east 'we do not have to consider Hungary' with respect to their

argument " (p. 250)

In our monographs devoted to the respective individual Reinhardt

camps, Chelmno, Majdanek and Stutthof we have for obvious reasons

occupied ourselves with the respective theme of each of these studies.

Myers's reproach is as absurd as if we had critized the "Cut and Paste

Manifesto" for not taking into account the revisionist critique relating to

Auschwitz. As far as our non-gassing position on the fate of the Hun-

garian Jews not registered and not sent on to other concentration camps

from the Durchgangslager in Birkenau goes, it is sufficient, in the ab-

sence of documents (except in the case of Sfrasshof) to prove that they

were not murdered. As for the rest, we must adhere to the motto of

Sherlock Holmes: After you have eliminated the impossible, whatever

remains, however improbable, must be the truth. It should also be noted

that the deportation of Hungarian Jews was from the beginning aimed at

procuring labor. On 4 and 5 May 1944 a "Schedule for a large number

of fransports of Hungarian Jews for labor deployment in the Eastern ter-

ritories [Fahrplan fur grosserer Anzahl Abtransport ungarischer Juden

1942 Juli 13 Reichsbahndirektion Konigsberg, Fahrplananordnung Nr. 62, in:

ww.floerken.de/tdfhs2/html2/19420713%20reichsbahn%20koenigsberg%20fahrplan.htm
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zum Arbeitseinsatz in die Ostgebiete]" was prepared in Vienna.

[9] "These types ofpolicies were conducted to, as Himmler's associate

Peter-Heinz Seraphim noted, bring about the 'extermination of useless

mouths. ' Such circumstances would continue on throughout 1942, when

MGK expect that hundreds of thousands of 'useless mouths ' (unniitze Es-

ser) were resettled into the same territories. "
(p. 252)

As pointed out by Thomas Kues in his response, the fact that at the

end of 1941 local Jews in the Ukraine were subjected to mass killings

does not necessarily imply that Jews from the West could not be trans-

ferred there in 1942 and 1943. Here I will instead dwell on the source

usedbyMyers:""""

"Bericht Prof. Seraphim mit Anschreiben der Riistungsinspektion Ukra-

ine, November 29 and December 2, 1941, PS-2174 merged in PS-3257

(IMT, Vol. XXXII, pp. 79-83). On Seraphim in general see Hans-Christian

Petersen, Bevolkerungsokonomie - Ostforschung - Politik. Eine biographi-

sche Studie zu Peter-Heinz Seraphim (1902-1979), Osnabriick: fibre Ver-

lag 2006. " (note 95 on p. 252)

This is another miserable plagiarism of an article by Pohl:

"Nuremberg Document PS-2174, Bericht Prof. Seraphim mit Anschrei-

ben der Riistungsinspektion Ukraine, November 29 and December 2, 1941,

merged in Nuremberg Document PS-3257 andprinted in Prozess gegen die

Hauptkriegsverbrecher, Vol 32, pp. 73 f.

"

Myers, however, manages to bungle the page references.'^*'

Even the reference to the book by Hans-Christian Petersen is a plain

case of title plagiarism (it appears only here and in the bibliography, p.

556). The same applies to:

-"Wojak, Eichmanns Memoiren" (note 90 on p. 251), already pla-

giarized by Terry (p. 156, note 57);

- "David Cesarani, Eichmann: His Life and Crimes, London, 2004,"

which appears only in note 90 on p. 251;

- "Alexander Dallin, German Rule in Russia 1941-1945, 2nd edi-

tion, London, 1981," title cited solely in note 91 on p. 252 and in

the bibliography (p. 543);

- "Alex Kay, Exploitation, Resettlement, Mass Murder: Political and

Economic Planning for German Occupation Policy in the Soviet

NG-5565. In this regard see my study La deportazione degli ebrei ungheresi del maggio-luglio

1944. Un bilancio prowisorio, Effepi, Genoa 2007.
1760

£j Pohl, "The Murder of Ukraine's Jews inder German Military Administration and in the

Reich Commissariat Ukraine," in: Brandon & Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine. History,

Testimony, Memorialization, op. cit, note 132 on p. 69.

Document PS-3257 is found on pp. 71-75 ofIMT vol. XXXn. The paragraph bearing the title

"Judenfrage" ("The Jewish question") begins on p. 73.
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Union, 1940-1941, Oxford: Berghahn, 2006," mentioned in note

93 on p. 251 and in the bibliography (p. 550)

[10] "Indeed even in mid-1943, 300,000 Soviet prisoners and partisans

were requested by Gauleiter Sauckel to work in the mines of the Reich,

while Gauleiter Koch suggested transferring the 1.5 million Hilfswilligen

(Soviet helpers to the German military) to the Reich for labor purposes.

"

(p. 253)

The general topic of labor shortages has been adressed above by

Thomas Kues. For my part 1 will examine the sources and the docu-

ments. As to the former, Myers writes:

"Sitzungsvermerk v. 20 August 1943 des ORR Hermann iiber eine Ta-

gung am 13.7.43 im RmbO zum Thema: Arbeitseinsatzfragen des Reiches

unter hesonderer Beriicksichtigung der Verhdltnisse in den besetzten Ost-

gebieten, NO-1831, IMTXIII, pl019" (note 101 on p. 253)

This is another plagiarism, sourced from Angrick and Klein:
'^''^

"Nuremberg Document NO-1831, Sitzungsvermerk v. 20. August 1943

des ORR Hermann iiber eine Tagung am 13.7.43 im RmbO zum Thema:

Arbeitseinsatzfragen des Reiches unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der

Verhdltnisse in den besetzten Ostgebieten.

"

Myers adds an incorrect reference to IMT, instead of, as correct, to

NMT. He also forgets to mention the parts of this document which con-

cern the Jews:"*^

"Commissioner General Kube then deals in detail with the Jewish prob-

lem in White Ruthenia, where 16,000 Jews are still at workfor the Wehr-

macht in the enterprises for the construction offarmers ' carts, mainly at

Minsk and Lida. The planned evacuation of the Jews is advocated by the

Commissioner General, but their replacement by other labor is requested

at the same time so that the production program will be maintained. Gau-

leiter Dr. Meyer mentioned the resettlement of22, 000 Jews and the concen-

tration of 50,000 Jews in concentration camps in the Eastern Territories

and emphasizes that the same must be replaced by the Plenipotentiary

Generalfor Labor Allocation. [. . .]

SS Lieutenant General Berger mentions the labor allocation ofJews in

concentration camps for the purposes of the clothing and armament indus-

try, andfor the production ofsliale oil. Gauleiter Sauckel has no objection

to such allocation hut says that he will not he able to replace withdrawn la-

bor at present.
"

Myers writes that "there also was not a need for Jewish labor inside

the occupied Soviet territories, ifMGK were to agree that Jewish labor-

Andrej Angrick, Peter Klein, The "Final Solution " in Riga, op. cit, note 40 on p. 378.™ NO-1831. NMT, vol. XIII, p. 1021.
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ers were deported." (p. 253), yet the document in question mentions the

"resettlement" and "concentration" of Jews for production purposes, in

a context that is certainly not genocidal.

In the following note appears another borrowed title, "Ulrich Her-

bert, Hitler's Foreign Workers: Enforced Foreign Labor in Germany

under the Third Reich. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997,"

which is mentioned only here (note 102 on p. 253) and in the bibhog-

raphy (p. 548)

[11] "Prior resettlement plans ofJews had also been abandoned prior

to summer 1942, as can be seen in Wetzel's April 1942 memorandum on

Generalplan Ost where he states that the evacuation of Jews earlier

planned 'is no longer necessary due to the solution ofthe Jewish question.

'

Wetzel clearly knew of the killings ofJews as he stated later in his memo
that 'one cannot solve the Polish question by liquidating the Poles like the

Jews."'{^. ISA)

I have already discussed this document in Chapter 5, point 125. On
p. 255 Myers vmtes:

"Documents written by Kube and Lohse are used selectively by MGK.
They thus omit Lohse 's statement ofAugust 6, 1942 that 'Only a smallpart

ofthe Jews are still alive; umpteen thousand have gone. ' On July 31, 1942,

Kube protested to Lohse about the arrival of 1,000 Warsaw Jews in Minsk

and insisted thatfurther transportsfrom the General Government would be

liquidated. This was at a time when many deported Reich Jews were in

transit ghettos in the General Government. M&G perversely interpret Ku-

be 's protest as supporting resettlement but they do this by citing an alterna-

tive documentfrom the same date in which the threat to liquidate the Jews

was apparently omitted.

"

Thomas Kues responds to this argument above in this chapter, sec-

tion 7.4.2.

As can be seen, according to the "plagiarist bloggers" on one hand

the "resettlement plans of Jews" had been abandoned in April 1942,

while on the other hand three months later "many deported Reich Jews

were in transit ghettos in the General Government." In the meantime,

direct Jewish transports to RK Ostland continued until the end of No-

vember 1942.

As for Kube's threat "to liquidate the Jews," Myers ignores some

subsequent documents shedding light on this matter:

On 1 1 August 1 942 Kube, in his role as "Z)er Generalkommissarfur

Weissruthenien," submitted to the Reich Minister for the Occupied

Eastern Territories Alfred Rosenberg a protest from the District Com-
misar (Gebietskommissar) Baranowitsche regarding the reception of
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"400 Jews from the Reich as laborers \400 Juden aus dem Reich ah
Arbeitskrdfte]." In the letter, which had as its subject line "New influx

of Jews from the Reich [Neuer Zugang von Juden aus dem Reich]"

Kube seconded the protest, concluding:'''''''

"Ich hitte daher, die entsprechenden Mafinahmen zu ergreifen, dafi

weitere Judentransporte aus dem Reich gmndsdtzlicfi unterbunden werden

und bitte ferner iiin Anweisung, solclie Transporte nicfit in meinein Gene-

ralbezirk liereinzulassen.

"

"I tlterejore ask tluit ll%e corresponding measures be taken so tJtat fur-

ther Jewish transports from the Reich are essentially ceased and also re-

quest an instruction [be communicated] that such transports are not to be

admitted into my General District.
"

On 17 August Kube asked for instructions from ^'Reichskommissar

fur das Ostland," Hinrich Lohse,'^*"^ who on 24 August replied as fol-

low through Ministerialrat Burmeister:
^'^^'^

"Im Bericht vom 31. Juli ds. Jrs. wendet sich der Generalkommissar

von Weissruthenien zundchst grundsdtzlich gegen weitere Judentransporte

aus dem Reich nach Weissruthenien, da diese die Partisanengefahr erheb-

lich erhdhen und die dortige Sicherheitspolizei durch die Partisanenbekdm-

pfung voll in Anspruch genommen ist. Der Herr Reichskommissar hatte

Gegenvorstellungen gegen Judentransporte aus dem Reich untersagt.

Soweit ich keine Weisung erhalte, nehme ich an, dass die auf Weisung des

Reichsfuhrers SS bezw. des Sicherheitshauptamtes erfolgten Judentrans-

porte ohne weitere Proteste zugelassen werden sollen. Hingegen halte ich

es fur richtig, beim Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber Einspruch gegen Judentrans-

porte in das Ostland zu erheben, die aus Griinden des Arbeitseinsatzes

durchgefiihrt werden, da nur eine Zentralstelle die Hereinnahme weiterer

Juden in das Ostland bearbeiten und entscheiden darf.

"

"In his reportfrom 31 July this year the General Commissar of Whit-

erussia stood categorically opposed to further Jewish transports from the

Reich to Whiterussia, as these [transports] significantly increase the danger

posed by partisans, and the local Security Police is [already] fully utilized

in thefight against partisans. The Reichskommissar has prohibited any re-

monstrances against the [situation regarding the] Jewish transports from

the Reich. So long as I do not receive any instruction [to the contrary] / as-

sume that the Jewish transports carried out on the directive of the

Reichsfuhrer-SS [Himmler] and the [Reich] Main Security Office are to be

accepted without anyfurther protest. On the other hand I believe itjustified

to object to the Military Commander against Jewish transports into the

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 84.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 85.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 86.
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Ostland which are carried out on grounds of labor deployment, as only a

central agency may handle and decide upon the import offurther Jews into

the Ostland.

"

In an internal note dated 21 September and directed to Section II

Administration (Abteilung II Verwaltung) of the Reichskommissariat,

Lohse informs of the decision that "no protests against the Jewish trans-

ports shall take place \gegen die Judentrasporte kein Protest erfolgen

solf].""^^ This decision was communicated to Kube on 30 Septem-

ber:"'^^

"Wie der Herr Reichskommissar personlich entschieden hat, lehnt er es

ab, gegen weitere Judentransporte in das Ostland Widerspruch zu erheben.

Diese Frage liegt in aiisschliefilicher Zustdndigkeit der Sicherheitspolizei.

Es mufi dem Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei in Weifiruthenien iiberlas-

sen bleiben, aufseinen Dienstweg gegen Transporte Einspruch zu erheben,

die ohne Zustimmung der zustdndigen Stellen der Sicherheitspolizei vorge-

nommen werden sind.
"

"As personally decided by the Reichskommissar, he will abstain from

voicing any objections againstfurther Jewish transports to the Ostland This

matter is exclusively the responsibility ofthe Security Police. It must be left

to the Commander ofthe Security Police in Belorussia, through his official

channels, to raise objections to transports which are carried out without

the approval ofthe responsible agencies ofthe Security Police.

"

This confirms that Wetzel's writing of 27 April 1942 entitled ''Stel-

lungnahme und Gedanken zum Generalplan Ost des Reichsfuhrers
55"'^^''' contained merely his personal ideas (cf. Chapter 5, point 125)

[12] Myers cites other documents, not mentioned by Harrison and

Terry, in order to show that shootings of Western Jews took place in the

Eastern territories on a large scale. I will here first examine the sources

cited by him and, where appropriate, give the German text.

The letter from Adolf Windecker dated 5 April 1943 (pp. 258-259),

contains the following German text:'^^°

"Da bekanntlich viele tausend der hiesigen und reichsdeutschen Juden

im Bereich von Riga im Verlaufder Zeit erschossen warden sind, scheint es

sehr fraglich, ob irgendwelche Juden Jiir Austauschzwecke in Frage kom-

men konnen, ohne dafi auf diese Weise die hier erfolgten Exekutionen im

Ausland gegen uns verwertet werden. Das Kontingent dieser auszutau-

schenden Juden konnte daher aus dem Ostland kaum ausgefullt werden.

"

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 89.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 90.

NG-2325.

T-311.
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Translated:

"Since, as is known, many thousands of local and Reich German Jews

have been shot in the Riga region over time, it seems very questionable

whether any Jews can be considered for exchange purposes, without the

executions carried out here being thereby used against us abroad. The con-

tingent ofJews to be exchanged could therefore hardly be raisedfrom the

Ostland.

"

[13] Lohse's letter to Rosenberg from 18 June 1942 (p. 260) states:

"Dafi die Juden sonderbehandelt werden, bedarf keiner weiteren

Erorterung
"

"That the Jews are being specially treated requires nofurther explana-

tion.
"

Kube is here protesting the inhuman manner in which this "special

treatment" - in this particular context imdoubtedly synonymous with

executions - was carried out. Myers incomprehensibly gives as his

source "Lohse an Rosenberg, 18.6.43, R-135, IMT VIII, p.205" (note

135 on p. 260). The correct reference is: R-135, IMT, vol. XXVIII, pp.

371-375.

[14] "In January 1942, Stahlecker reported that 'The systematic mop-

ping up of the Eastern Territories embraced, in accordance with the basic

orders, the complete removal ifpossible, ofJewry' and that 'This goal has

been substantially attained - with the exception of White Russia - as a re-

sult of the execution up to the present time of229,052 Jews '.[137] An Op-

erational Situation Report of the same month revealed that 139,000 Jews

remained alive in GK Belorussia:

In White Ruthenia the purge of Jews is in full swing. The number of

Jews in the Territory handed over to the civil authorities up to now,

amounts to 139,000.

32,210 Jews were shot meanwhile by the Einsatzgruppen of the Security

Police and the SD [138]. "
(p. 260)

The sources given in the notes 137 and 138 are: "Stahlecker, Report

of Einsatzgruppe A, n.d., 2273-PS" and "EM 155, 14.1.42, NO-3279"

respectively (p. 260). In reality both quotations are taken from the site

The Mazal Library}''''^ which contains a transcription of p. 429 ofNMT
vol. IV (part of the Einsatzgruppen Trial judgment, specifically on "The

Magnitude of the Enterprise"), a source ignored by Myers.

"On August 26, 1942, Fenz estimated that 95,000 Jews had thus far

been 'shot under martial law' whilst 6,000 had escaped to the partisans.

"

(p. 261)

In the footnote Myers writes: "Hauptkommissariat Baranowitschi to

www.mazal.org/archive/nmt/04/NMT04-T0429.htm
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GK Belorussia, Arbeitspolitische Fragen, 26.8.42, NG-1315; cf. Haber-

er, 'The German police, Part II,' p.271n.; Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde,

p.706." (note 139) The construction of this reference is typical of My-
ers. He has never seen the document being cited, but instead recon-

structed its heading based on two references by Gerlach: "Fenz an GK
WeiBruthenien, Abt. Ill ASo, Betr.: Arbeitspolitische Fragen v.

27.8.1942, Nbg. Dok. NG-1315""^^ and "Hauptkommissar Barano-

witschi an GK WeiBruthenien III ASo, v. 27.8.1942, Nbg. Dok. NG-
1315"'^^^ = "Hauptkommissariat Baranowitschi to GK WeiBruthenien,

Arbeitspolitische Fragen, 26.8.42, NG-I3I5"!

[15] "KdS Strauch reported a working population of 27,660 Jews re-

maining in White Ruthenia on November 6, 1942. Kube informed Lohse on

October 23, 1942 that 'In the course ofthefirstyear ofcivil administration,

Jewry in the general district [White Ruthenia] has been reduced to about

30,000 in the entire general district.'" (p. 261)

In footnote 140 Myers writes:

"Strauch an BdS Ostland, 6.11.1942, LVCA 1026-1-3, p.331; An-

grick/Klein, Riga,p.376
"

This is yet another borrowed source:
'^^"^

"In response to an inquiry from the Reich Ministry for the Occupied

Eastern Territories (RmhO) dated 23 October 1942, Kube wrote a month

later: In the course of the first year of civil administration, Jewry in the

general district has been reduced to about 30,000 in the entire general dis-

trict'. See. Der Gen.-Komm. in Weifiruthenien an das RmbO, betr. Juden-

frage. Bezug: Ihr Erlafi 1/20/710 v. 23.10.1942. Both documents - the

RmbO inquiry and Kube 's answer - are in YIVO, OCC. E 3-45. See also

IVVA, P-1026-1-3, 331, KdS Strauch an den BdS Riga, 6 November 1942:

'There are 27,660 Jews in the overall. White Ruthenian deployment of la-

bor
"'

Myers has "LVVA," which stands for Latvijas Valsts Vestures

Arhivs (Latvian State Historical Archives, Riga),'^^^ substitued by an

incomprehensible "LVCA." This acronym appears three more times in

the "Cut and Paste Manifesto." Harrison uses it twice in note 34 on p.

99:

"Dieckmann, 'The War and the Killing of the Lithuanian Jews, 'p. 256,

citing statement ofaccount ofIV Wi AOK 18 relative to stocks on July 20,

1941, LVCA P 70-2-40 Bl.2 and statement of account re. Requirements of

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, note 1 100 on p. 706.

»/rf.,note37onp. 1061.

A. Angrick, P. Klein, The "Final Solution" in Riga, op. cit, note 15 on p. 376.

www.arhivi.lv/mdex.php?&l 10
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Army Group North (16th and 18th Armies, Panzergruppe 4) for meat, lard

andflour in August and September 1941, LVCA P 70-1-16, Bl.39.

"

In reality Dieckmaim mentions the "Latvijas Valsts Arhivs (National

Archives of Latvia) (LVA)"'^^^ and provides the foUow^ing reference for

the source cited by Harrison: "LVA P 70-2-40, Bl. 2" and "LVA P 70-

1-16, Bl. 39."""

The final appearance of the bungled acronym is found in the bibliog-

raphy under the heading "Unpublished Sources": "Latvia LVCA 1026-

1-3." (p. 531). In reality the "plagiarist bloggers" have used an archive

abbreviation whose meaning they do not even know^! They do not even

appear to know the meaning of "BL," w^hich is the German abbreviation

for "Blatt," sheet.

[16] "Estonia had been declared flee ofJews ' on January 14, 1942.

"

(p. 261)

The footnote to this statement (no. 144) reads: "EM 155, 14.1.42,

NO-3279; cf Weiss-Wendt, Murder Without Hatred."

This is another document which Myers has never seen. The text of

the original reads: "Estland ist bereits judenfrei."^^^^ Myers's quotation

does not come from the cited document (NO-3279), because here the

sentence in question appears translated as: "Esthonia has already been

cleansed of Jews."''^' On the other hand, Weiss-Wendt's book does not

provide a quote of the text in question, but mentions its contents: "Sit-

uational report no. 155 of January 14,1942, proclaimed Estonia free of

Jews.""^° Here we thus have another case of plagiarism. The Weiss-

Wendt book is mentioned twice more by Harrison without any refer-

ence to specific page numbers (note 63 on p. 103 and note 79 on p. 107)

and is then mentioned as a borrowed feather in the bibliography (p.

563).

Apart from propensity for plagiarism, this case also clearly shows

Myers fallacious reasoning. The ''Gesamtbericht vom 16. Oktober bis

31. Januar 1942" presents the following picture of the situation:

"Mit dem Vormarsch der deutschen Truppen verliess die Mehrzahl der

Juden, zusammen mit den sowjetischen Behdrden, das Land. Etwa 2.000

C. Dieckmann, "The war and the kilhng of the Lithuanian Jews," in: D. Cesarani (ed.), Holo-

caust, op. cit, note 24 on p. 287.

Ibid., notes 87 and 88 on p. 291.

EMno.155 of 14.1.1942. NARA 175-234/2723609.

NO-3279. NMT, vol. IV, p. 186.

Anton Weiss-Wendt, Murder Without Hatred: Estonians and the Holocaust, Syracuse Univer-

sity Press, Syracuse (NY) 2009, p. 135.

RGVA, 500-4-92, p. 57.
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Juden verblieben im Lande zuriick. Davon wohnten in Reval allein fast

1000. [...] Heute gibt es in Estland keine Juden mehr.

"

"With the advance of the German troops the majority of the Jews, to-

gether with the Soviet-Russian authorities, left the country. Approximately

2,000 Jews remained behind in the country. Out ofthese almost 1,000 lived

in Reval alone. [. . .] Today there are no longer any Jews in Estonia.

"

According to the curious logic of Myers, the ''judenfrei" Estonia

could no longer accomodate Jewish transports, yet it is known that a

transport of 1,000 Jews from Theresienstadt arrived in Raasiku at the

beginning of September 1942,'^^^ another transport from Frankfurt upon

Main and Berlin with 1 ,049 Jews at the end of the same month and to

the same destination, '^^^ some 500 French Jews from Convoy 73 of 15

May 1944 were directed to Reval (Tallinn),''^^ whereas at least 12,000

Lithuanian, Latvian and Reich German Jews (the latter having previous-

ly been deported to Latvia) were transferred to camps in Estonia in

1943,^^^^ as were at least some 500 Hungarian Jewesses in June

1944 1786

While it is alleged (but not supported by documentary evidence) that

the majority of the Jews deported from Theresienstadt and Germany to

Raasiku in 1 942 were shot immediately upon arrival (for the fate of the

Jews deported from France see section 7.10 above), the same does not

hold for the other Jews who were distributed via the Vaivara transit

camp to various Estonian labor camps. The above-mentioned Jews to-

talled at least 15,000 people, or more than seven times the number of

Jews present in Estonia at the beginning of the German occupation ac-

cording to the Gesamtbericht.

[17] "An Ostministerium conference report ofJuly 13, 1943 stated that

the Jewish population of White Ruthenia was 16,000, consisting of 8,500

for Minsk and 7,500for Lida. " (pp. 261-262)

The source provided by Myers:

"Sitzungsvermerk v. 20 August 1943 des ORR Hermann iiber eine Ta-

gung am 13. 7.43 im RMbO zum Thema: Arbeitseinsatzfragen des Reiches

unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Verhaltnisse in den besetzten Ost-

gebieten, NO-1831, NMT XIII, pp. 101 8-1 9; of Safrian, Eichmann's Men,

p. 124; Yitzhak Arad, Ghetto In Flames, Ktav, 1982, p.402" (note 145 on p.

Miroslav Kamy (ed.), Terezinskd pametni kniha, Terezinska Iniciativa, Melantrich, Prague

1995, vol. I, p. 66. The transport departed on 1 September.

A. Weiss-Wendt, Murder Without Hatred, op. cit, p. 233.

S. Klarsfeld, Le memorial de la deportation des Juifs de France, op. cit., comment regarding

"Convoi N° 73 en date du 15 mai 1944."

™^ A. Weiss-Wendt, Murder Without Hatred, op. cit, p. 321.
'™ Cf. section 7.10 of this chapter.
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262)

Myers here brings up the document already mentioned by him on p.

253 and which I have already discussed above in point 11. This time

Myers correctly writes "NMT," but to compensate for this he indicates

two pages (pp. 1018-1019) on which the word "Jews" does not even

appear. The passage referring to the 16,000 Jews is in fact to be found

on p. 1021. Thus Myers bestows upon us another glaring example of his

incompetence.

Document NO- 1831, as follows from the quote above, states only:

"Commissioner General Kube then deals in detail with the Jewish prob-

lem in White Ruthenia, where 16,000 Jews are still at work for the

Wehrmacht in the enterprises for the construction of farmers' carts,

mainly at Minsk and Lida." From where then comes the figures of

"8,500 for Minsk and 7,500 for Lida" presented by Myers? The answer

is simply the usual plagiarism. The note of Angrick and Klein from

which Myers takes the German heading of the document NO-1831 con-

tinues thus:'
™^

"During the meeting, Meyer pointed out the 22, 000 Jews 'to be reset-

tled' and 50,000 Jews to be registered in concentration camps. For an ap-

proximative breakdown of these numbers for the RKO, see Yitzhak Arad,

Ghetto in Flames, 402 (Vilnius: 20.000; Kaunas: 17,000; Siauliai: 5,000,

Riga/Latvia: 15,000; Minsk: 8,500; Lida:7,500).
"

Here Myers has even plagiarized the reference to the book of Arad!

He refers to this study the first time in this manner: "Arad, Ghetto in

Flames, p. 365" (note 133 on p. 259). The second instance is the one

mentioned above. Yet in the bibliography of the "Cut and Paste Mani-

festo" there appears only the 1980 edition of Arad's book: "Arad,

Yitzhak, Ghetto in flames. The struggle and destruction of the Jews in

Vilna in the Holocaust. Yad Vashem, Jerusalem 1980." (p. 539). Yet

another plagiarized title.

[18] "The totalfor the whole of the Ostland was 72,000 (Wilno 20,000,

Kovno 17,000, Siauliai 5,000, and Riga 15,000). Of this 72,000, the confer-

ence stated that 22,000 were to be 'resettled' and 50,000 placed in SS con-

centration camps, as per Himmler 's order ofJune 21, 1943. "
(p. 262)

Myers offers us: "Der Reichsfuhrer SS an HSSPF Ostland, SS-

WVHA, 21.6.1943,NO-2403" (note 146) The figures adopted by Myers

are lifted, as we have seen, from the work of Klein and Angrick. Docu-

ment NO-2403 is an order from Himmler dated 21 June 1943 which

states (in paragraph 1):

A. Angrick, P. Klein, The "Final Solution " in Riga, op. cit., note 40 a p. 378.
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"I order that all the Jews still remaining in ghettos in the Ostland area

have to be collected in concentration camps.

"

Point 5 of the same document states: "Members of the Jewish ghet-

tos not required are to be evacuated to the East."'^^* We know from var-

ious documents that Himmler could be very expHcit when he wished for

the killing of a particular category of Jews, so there is no reason to be-

lieve in the use of a "euphemism" here.

[19] "Kube requested an exemption for 4,000 Jews employed by the

Wehrmacht in Minsk, but Himmler ordered that these Jews be sent 'to Lu-

blin or to another place. "'
(p. 262)

The source indicated by Myers is: "Memorandum by Gottlob Ber-

ger, 14.7.43, NO-3370; cf Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, p.737ff" (note

147) Document NO-3370, paragraph 3, contains the following re-

quest:'^^'

"By order of the Reich Leader SS, the Jews in Minsk must either be re-

settled or turned over to a concentration camp. Now, Kube has in his dis-

trict a largefarm cartfactory with 4,000 Jews, and says that he would have

to close down this factory immediately if the Jews were taken away. / sug-

gested to him to contact the Reich Leader SS via the Higher SS and Police

Leader [of Ostland] and perhaps to convert this factory into a concentra-

tion camp.

"

The reference to Lublin comes from Rudolf Brandt's response of 20

August 1943 to the above-mentioned letter by Berger:'^'"

"Re No. 3. The decision is that by order of the Reich Leader SS, the

Jews are to be taken out ofMinsk and to Lublin or to another place. The

presentproduction can be transferred to a concentration camp.

"

[20] "On July 20, 1943, Strauch wrote a file note on Kube's protest

about the execution (which he referred to in different paragraphs as

Sonderbehandlung and Executionen) of 70 Jews being used for labor by

Kube. " (p. 262)

Here Myer gives as his source "Strauch, Aktenvermerk, Minsk,

20.7.43, NO-4317 and T/1413; also pubHshed in Helmut Heiber (ed),

'Aus den Akten des Gauleiters Kube,' VfZ 4, 1956, pp. 65-92" (note

148) , yet this docvmient is obviously unknown to him, as shown by his

reference to Heiber' s article, which begins only on p. 67 of the VfZ is-

sue in question. Heiber's reproduction of document NO-4317 is here

found on pp. 78-79."^'

'™* NO-2403. NMT, vol. V, p. 626.
'™ NO-3370. NMT, vol. XIII, p. 1025.
"90 NO-3304. NMT, vol. XIII, p. 1026.

H. Heiber, "Aus den Akten des Gauleiters Kube," op. cit, pp. 78f, "Dokument Nr. 2 (NO-
4317)."
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[21] The conclusion which Myers draws from the above quotation is

this:

"There was clearly no option to keep these Jews in the Ostland, so it

must be concluded that Himmler 's intention was to totally clear White Ru-

thenia ofJews by sending them westwards to the General Government " (p.

262)

This in fact applied to the Jews that were part of a production cycle,

since, as seen above, on 21 June 1943 Himmler ordered: "Members of

the Jewish ghettos not required are to be evacuated to the East."

[22] "The Wehrmacht 's arms inspector Ukraine estimated at the end of

1941 that 150,000-200,000 Ukrainian Jews under the German civil admin-

istration had already been killed. "
(p. 262)

The source indicated by Myers is: "Bericht Prof Seraphim mit An-

schreiben der Riistungsinspektion Ukraine, 29.1 1.41 and 2.12.41, 2178-

PS; cf. Pohl, 'The Murder of Ukraine's Jews,' p.44" (note 152). This,

however, is the same as PS-3257"'^ akeady cited by him, so it's not

clear why he mentions it again as PS-2178.

[23] "Indeed, Mattogno 's claims to the contrary aside, in the wake of

the Nazi withdrawal from their occupied territories Soviet officials found

mass graves containing thousands ofcorpses in Ukraine. "
(p. 263)

Myers here misrepresents what I wrote on this issue. First of all, I

quoted a passage from the Enzyklopddia des Holocaust:

"Although burning the bodies from the mass graves did not efface the

Nazi crimes, it did cause difficulties in determining the facts of the crimes

and in drawing up statistics on the numbers of victims. In many cases, the

commissions investigating Nazi crimes in the USSR and in Polandfound no

trace of the mass graves, and they encountered difficulty in reaching esti-

On this I commented:
'^^^

"In other words: material evidencefor the mass murder ofan enormous

number ofpeople, the 'corpus delicti, ' was not found, but this is a mere

'detail'!"

Myers speaks of "thousands of corpses," whereas I was referring to

"an enormous number of people," or, according to Kruglov, the remains

of some 1,600,000 people."''* The findings are therefore insignificant

compared to the alleged number of victims.

[24] "In late 1941/early 1942, the Ukraine was indeedplanned to be a

PS-3257. IMT, vol. XXII, p. 74 (this is the passage mentioned by Myers).

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 223.

A. Kruglow, "Jewish Losses in Ukraine, 1941-1944," in: Brandon & Lower (eds.). The Shoah

in Ukraine, op. cit, p. 283.
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destination for the deportation ofGerman Jews. A circular was sent out by

HSSPF Ukraine in early January 1942 to regions in the territory, asking

the localities to prepare for the establishment of ghettos and barracks to

accommodate Jewsfrom the Altreich and report back on their circumstanc-

es. The circular occurred prior to the crystallization ofpolicy after the

Wannsee conference, upon which such wide-ranging deportation schemes

fell through. " (p. 263)

In a note Myers provides the following source: "RKU, Der HSSPF,

Einrichtung von Ghettos, 12.1.43, DAZhO PI 151-1-137" (note 155),

although it is clear from the context that the year must be read as 1942.

This is yet another miserable case of plagiarism. The source is probably

a book containing an article by Wendy Lower to which Myers somehow

had access prior to its publication, in which the relevant passage

reads:
"'^

"As German officials across Reich offices, including the Foreign Office,

prepared for the meeting at Wannsee, regional officials in Ukraine were

asked to provide information about their Jewish populations, local and al-

ien, as well as to report on local railway connections to ghettos that could

accomodate deported Jews.

"

In her note to this passage the author informs us:'''*

"The scant but important documentation on this survived in the Zhyto-

myr regional archives. See the report from von Wedelstaedt on the Ab-

schiebung von ungarischen Juden, ' December 22, 1941, and the report on

'Einrichtung von Ghettos ' and Jewsfrom Altreich, sent by RKU Koch and

HSSPF Priitzmann, January 12, 1942, PI151-1-137, ZSA.

"

Lower had previously mentioned the document in question in a book

pubhshed already in 2005, but there without the reference to the Wann-

see Conference, and especially without the citations in German, provid-

ing instead the following source:
'^'^

"Joint memo from Koch and Priitzmann to the Generalkommissare,

BdO, BdS, and SSPF. They asked that the information about remaining

Jews, their locale, and accessible train routes for Reich Jews be provided

hy 1 Mar. 1942. Memo dated 12 Jan. 1942, ZSA, P1151-1-B7, p. 8.
"

The acronym "ZSA" stands for "Zhytomyr State Archives." Myers

has foolishly replaced this with another acronym, "DAZhO," which ap-

W. Lower, "Axis Collaboration, Operation Barbarossa, and the Holocaust in Ukraine," in:

Alex J. Kay, Jeff Rutherford, David Stahel (eds.), Nazi Policy on the Eastern Front, 1941. To-

tal War, Genocide, and Radicalization, University of Rochester Press, Rochester (NY) 2012,

p. 198.™ /Wrf., note 49 on p. 217.

Wendy Lower, Nazi Empire-Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine, op. cit., p. 89. See also

the corresponding quotation in Thomas Kues' article "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed'

Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories, Part 3," op. cit.
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pears only here and in the list of supposedly "Unpublished Sources"

("DAZhO P1151-1-137," p. 531). It is never explained from where the

"plagiarist bloggers" have taken this abbreviation, which apparently

they do not even know the meaning of. This is in fact the Derzhavnyi

arkhiv Zhytomyrs 'koi ohlast. State Archive of the Zhytomyr Oblast.

The fact that the circular was issued eight days prior to the Wannsee

Conference however in no way carries the significance Myers wants to

attribute to it, since the latter merely served to communicate decisions

which had been taken already in November 1941. The above-mentioned

document confirms the indications regarding "Durchgangsghettos"

(transit ghettos) that are found in the Wannsee Protocol.

[25] Myers repeats the ridiculous story about gassings "with Lorpic-

rin" already brought up by Harrison (see Chapter 5, point 29). The

source is the same as that of his worthy colleague (cf note 65 on pp.

103-104):

"Fragment of a situation report from BdO Ukraine (gez. Milller-

Brunkhorst), ca. March 1942 (title page missing); TsADAVOV, R-3676-4-

31 7, p. 71; cf Pohl, 'The Murder of Ukraine 's Jews,
'
p.48 " (note 165)

This is another miserable plagiarism of Pohl, who cites precisely

this source:'™^

"TsDAVO, R-3676/4/317, p. 71, fragment of a situation report from

BdO Ukraine (gez. Muller-Brunkhorst), ca. March 1942 (title page miss-

ing).
"

Perhaps to hide the plagiarism the "plagiarist bloggers" have bun-

gled the letters "TsDAVO" into "TsADAVOV." They have inserted

this bastardization into their bibliography four times, one of them refer-

ring exactly to the above-mentioned plagiarism! (p. 531)

Another mention, "TsDAVOV 3637-4-116." (p. 531), corresponds

to another plagiarism, again from the same source. In note 166 on p.

264 Myers writes: "Reichssicherheitsdienst, Sicherungsgruppe Eichen-

hain an Rattenhuber, 12.1. 1942; 16.5.1942 (citation), TsDAVOV 3637-

4-116, pp.28ff" Here is Pohl's text:'™^

"TsDAVO, R-3637/4/116, pp. 28ff Reichssicherheitsdienst, Siche-

rungsgruppe Eichenhain an Rattenhuber, January 12, 1942, quote from

May 16, 1942.

"

On p. 570 of the "Manifesto" we are given the following explana-

D. Pohl, "The Murder of Ukraine's Jews under German Military Administration and in the

Reich Commissariat Ukraine," in: R. Brandon, W. Lower (eds.), The Shoah in Ukraine. Histo-

ry, Testimony, Memorialization, op. cit, note 155 on p. 70.

note 151 on p. 70.
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"TsADAVOV Tsentral'nii derzhavnii vishchikh organov vladi ta up-

ravlinnia Ukraini Central Archive of Supreme Bodies ofPower and Gov-

ernment in Ukraine.

"

Pohl on the other hand provides this explanation: "Tsental'nyi

Derzhavnyi Arkhiv Vyshchych Orhaniv Ukrainy" (in Kiev).

[26] "Reich Commissionerfor Ukraine Erich Koch told his staff in late

August 1942 that 'the feeding of the civilian population in this situation

(securingfood quantities from the Ukraine) is therefore completely imma-

terial '"(p. 265)

Curiously Myers does not indicate the reference number of the doc-

ument, PS-264, but only the volume which contains it: "IMT Vol.

XXV, p. 318" (note 173). This is the document already distorted by

Harrison through a careful omission (cf Chapter 5, point 159), here re-

peated by Myers (with omission emphasized):'^"'

"Die Erndhrung der Zivilbevolkerung ist angesichts dieser Aufgabe

gdnzlich gleichgultig. Durch ihren Schwarzhandel lebt sie dock besser, als

wir denken.
"

"In light ofthis task, feeding the civilian population is completely irrel-

evant. Through black-marketeering they sure live better than we think "

[27] "In July 1943, when MGK would have hundreds of thousands of

Jews 'resettled' into the East, State Secretary Herbert Backe reported 'the

amount of (food) supply to be furnished by the Occupied Eastern Territo-

ries will still have to be considerably increased.
'

" (p. 265)

The source is document NO- 1831, to which Myers here returns for

the third time, this time again incorrectly giving as reference "IMT"

(note 174). I reproduce here the passage to which he refers:

"State Secretary Backe in this connection deals with the problems of

transport andfood supply. According to his statements, the Eastern labor-

ers are well-fed at present. Further import offoreign manpower would

cause great difficulties in the food situation. France for instance, together

with the assignment ofmanpower, had to furnish the corresponding contin-

gent offood supplies; equally, the amount ofsupply to he furnished by the

Occupied Eastern Territories will still have to be considerably increased.

Attention was given to the statement that the amount ofgrain needed in the

5th year ofthe war was 5 times as high as in thefirst year ofthe war.
"

This proposal should be considered in the overall context of the doc-

xraient. A bit later on Sauckel's opinion was stated:'^"^

ft/rf.,p.64.

PS-264. IMT, vol. XXV, p. 318.

NO-1831. NMT, vol. XIII, p. 1018.
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"Gauleiter Sauckel is also of the opinion that a higher amount offood

as well as ofmanpower must be taken out ofthe Occupied Eastern Territo-

ries. Quoting examples, Gauleiter Sauckel gives a survey ofthe black mar-

ket dealings which makes it possible to lay hands on additionalfood and

consumer's goodsfor the Reich.

"

Another of Sauckel's statements featured before that of Backe quot-

ed above:

"Gauleiter Sauckel states that 700,000 Eastern laborers are immediate-

ly neededfor industry and 150,000for agriculture.
"

Thus, similar to the case of France, the Eastern territories had to fur-

nish food for the 850,000 laborers transferred to the Reich, and this is

what is meant by the passage cited by Myers. On another note, the per-

sistence of black marketeering constituted another reason for the appro-

priation of food.

[28] "Nor is there evidence to suggest that Jews served as a substantial

part of the industrial laborforce in throughout 1942 and 1943, despite the

importantprojects that were going on in the Ukraine. " (pp. 265-266)

Myers refers us to "Cf. Tanja Penter, 'Arbeiten fiir den Feind in der

Heimat - der Arbeitseinsatz in der besetzten Ukraine 1941-1944,' Jah-

bruch fiir Wirtschaftsgeschichte 2004/1, pp.65-94" (note 175 on p. 266).

This title reference is a plagiarism. In fact, it appears only here and in

the bibliography (p. 556), where it is again misspelled ("Jahbruch" in-

stead of "Jahrbuch").

Myers's statement is also unfounded. In the occupied territories of

Poland and the Soviet Union there existed between 1939 and 1944 a

network of 750-800 "forced labor camps for Jews" in which "at least

263,000 men, women and children" were detained. In Reichskommis-

sariat Ukraine camps were located along the "DurchgangsstraBe IV,"

which was 1,200 km long and stretched from the border to the Gen-

eralgouvemement at Tamopol to Stalino via Uman. "Along the western

section up to Uman alone at least 30 camps were established."'^°^ Pen-

ter, in the very same article cited by Myers, mentions the existence of

"78 forced labor camps for Jews."'**'''*

[29] "For instance, no Jews are mentioned as taking a role in the

'Iwan-Programm 'for building ammunition factories in the Donets Basin.

"

(p. 266)

Mario Wenzel, "Zwangsarbeitslager fur Juden. .
.," in: Wolfgang Benz, Barbara Distel (eds.),

Der On des Terrors, op. cit, vol. 9, pp. 132 and 139.

Tanja Penter, "Arbeiten fur den Feind in der Heimat - der Arbeitseinsatz in der besetzten Uk-

raine 1941-1944," in: Jahrbuch fiir Wirtschaftsgeschichte: Zwangsarbeit im Nationalsozialis-

mus in den besetzten Gebieten, Akademie Verlag, 2004/1, p. 91.
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This argument makes no sense whatsoever, because the only source

cited by Myers (note 176) is a document dating from 18 December

1942 ("Reichsminister fiir Bewaffhung und Munition, Der Beauftragte

fur die Munitionsfertigung in der Ukraine Edmund Geilenberg, Vorha-

ben Iwan, Niederschrift iiber die Iwan-Besprechung am Freitag, d 18.

Dezember 1942, 21.12.42, BA R3901/20271, pp. 65-7"), while the pro-

gram in question was realized months after that:'**"^

"Der Beauftragte fiir die Munitionsfertigung in der Ukraine hatte

anfangs Juni 1943 fiir die Durchfiihrung des Iwans-Programms einen

Sofortbedarf von 36950 Arbeitskrdften angefordert, davon 7820 fiir Bauar-

beiten und 29130 fiir Metallarbeiten. Von den Bauarbeitern sollten 15%,

von den Metallarbeitern 20% Facharbeiter sein. Infolge des Facharbeiter-

mangels gestaltete sich die Aufbringung sehr schwierig.
"

"At the beginning ofJune 1943, the Commissioner for Munitions Pro-

duction in the Ukraine had requested an immediate need of36,950 workers

for the implementation ofthe Ivan programme, ofwhich 7,820for construc-

tion work and 29,130 for metallurgic work. Of the construction workers

15% were to be skilled labor, ofthe metalworkers 20%. Because ofthe lack

ofskilled labor this mobilization was very difficult to accomplish.

"

[30] "On June 8, 1943, Hitler was able to remark to Keitel and Zeitzler,

quoting Erich Koch, that in Ukraine 'the Jews are all gone. "'
(p. 266)

The reference is to: "Helmut Heiber (ed.), Lagebesprechungen im

Fiihrerhauptquartier, 1942-1945, Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch

Verlag, 1963, pp.1 15-1 18; also 1384-PS" (note 179). Although the

source is not plagiarized, Myers use of it is quite unique. He quotes only

five words in English taken from the translation of the document pub-

lished in Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression (NCA) :'**"*'

"He said: Here, I lose 500, 000 Jews. I must take them away, because

the Jews are the element of revolt. But in my area, actually, the Jews were

the only tradesmen. Now they want to set up high schools and grammar

schools, thereby building here, a national Ukrainian state, that should in

the future, fight against Russia. I am not even in a position to have the

worker, who must work here, have his boots repaired. I can 't do that be-

cause the tradesmen are no longer here. The Jews are all gone. What is

more important, that I train the Ukrainians how to mend boots, or that I

send them high schools so that they can build up the Ukrainian state?
"

It is also worthwhile consulting the original German text of the same

passage:
'^"^

'^"^ Rolf-Dieter Miiller (ed.), Die deutsche Wirtschaftspolitik in den besetzen sowjetischen Gebie-

ten 1941-1943, Harald Boldt Verlag, Boppard am Rhein 1991, p. 308.

PS-1384.NCA,vol.III,p.959.

Helmut Heiber, Hitlers Lagebesprechungen; die Protokollfragmente seiner militdrischen Kon-
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"Er sagte: Ich verliere hier 500.000 Juden. Ich mufi sie wegnehmen,

weil die Juden das Element des Aufruhrs sind. Nun sind aber in seinem

Gebiet die Juden tatsdchlich Handwerker gewesen. Sie wollen jetzt

Hochschulen und Mittelschulen errichten, damit wie hier den nationalen

ukrainischen Staat aujbauen, der einmal gegen RuSland kdmpfen soil. Ich

bin nicht einmal in der Lage, dent Arbeiter, der hier arbeiten mufi, die

Stiefelflicken zu lassen. Das kann ich nicht, weil kein Handwerker mehr da

ist Die Juden sind alle weg. Was ist wichtiger: dafi ich den Ukrainer

abrichte, Stiefel zu flicken, oder dafi ich ihn in die Hochschule schicke,

damit Sie den ukrainischen Staat aujbauen?
"

The sentence "The Jews are all gone \pie Juden sind alle weg]"

stands in contrast with the need to "take away [wegnehmen]" the Jews,

who were evidently still present. Moreover, the language is not that of

extermination.

ferenzen 1942-1945, Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart 1962, p. 259.
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Chapter 8: Alleged "Gas Chambers" in

"Aktion Reinhardt" Camps

8.1. Carlo Mattogno's Response

[1] At the beginning of Chapter 5 Myers presents as an epigraph a

quotation from Herman Schweninger's 29 October 1942 "Draft for the

scientific documentary fihn G.K. [EntwurfJiir den wissenschaftlichen

Dokumentarfilm G.K.y in which one reads:

"[Gas Chamber (Cuts to turning on ofthe valve, gasometer, and obser-

vation by the doctor)]

In a hermetically sealed room the patient is exposed to the effects of

carbon monoxide gas. The incoming gas is completely odourless and ini-

tially robs the patient of their powers ofjudgement, and then their con-

sciousness. Completely unknown by the patient, without pain and without

struggle, the deliverance ofdeath takes effect. " (p. 276)

The original text reads:

"Gasraum (Als Zwischenschnitte Aufdrehen des Hahns. Gasometer.)

In einem hermetisch abgeschlossenen Raum wird dann der Patient der

Erwirkung von Kohlenoxydgas ausgesetzt.

(Beobachtung durch den Arzt.)

Das einstrdmende Gas ist vdllig geruchlos und beraubt den Kranken

zundchst des Beurteilungsvermdgens und dann des Bewufitseins. Vom
Patienten gdnzlich unbemerkt, ohne Qual und Kampf, tritt der erlosende

Todein.

Vorher - Nachher

Das von unheilharer Geisteskrankheit und unmenschlichem Dasein

verzerrte und gequdlte Gesicht eines Ungliicklichen ist vom Frieden eines

sanften Todes gegldttet, der endlich Hilfe brachte, die Erlosung!

"

"Gassing room (As insertfaucet being opened. Gasometer.)

In a hermetically sealed room the patient is exposed to the effects of

carbon monoxide gas.

(Supervision by the doctor.)

The incoming gas is completely odorless and initially deprives the sick

person of their judgment ability, and afterwards of their consciousness.

Completely unperceived by the patient, the liberating death occurs without

pain and struggle.

Before - After

The document is reproduced in facsimile in G. Aly, Aktion T-4, 1939-1945. Die "Euthana-

sie"-Zentrale in der Tiergartenstrasse 4. Hentrich, Berlin, 1989, p. 92.
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Theface ofan unfortunate individual, tormented and contortedfrom in-

curable mental illness and an inhumane existence, is unwrinkled by the

peace ofa gentle death, which at last brings remedy, the deliverance!

"

The importance of this document can be gauged from the fact that,

in his classic work on euthanasia The Origins ofNazi Genocide, Henry

Friedlander cites neither the document nor its author. The same also ap-

phes for the authors of the aforementioned collection Neue Studien zu

nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen durch Giftgas which includes

seven contributions from exterminationist specialists on the topic of eu-

thanasia killings. Even Myers himself never returns to it again!

Myers then introduces a section with the title "A 'Humane' Solution:

Poison Gas and the Development of the Gas Chambers," whose first

paragraph begins as follows:

"Poison gas had been a method chosen by Nazi leaders since 1939for

purposes of 'racial hygiene, ' to exterminate those deemed to be 'unfit'. On
December 12-13, 1939, for instance, SS chiefHeinrich Himmler visited Po-

sen, probably in the company of RKPA deputy chief Werner, and was

shown a model gassing at the experimental euthanasia facility in Fort VII,

Posen. His adjutant Joachim Peiper recalled this in two accounts given in

1967 and 1970." (p. 276)

The presumption to demonstrate a 1939 gassing on the basis of a

1967 recollection is simply risible.

[2] "In the genocidal climate that reigned during the late sum-

mer/autumn of 1941, the idea to extend the use ofpoison gas on a wide-

spread scale against social andpolitical enemies grew in popularity among
Nazi officials.

"
(p. 276)

In the corresponding footnote 3, Myers writes: "This is a subject that

is almost entirely ignored by MGK in their publications." In fact, it was

precisely Myers who "entirely ignored" the study in which I exhaustive-

ly engaged myself with the topic, released in November 2011, or one

month before the publication of his "Cut and Paste Manifesto."'^"'

[3] "On July 16, 1941, SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Rolf-Heinz Hoppner, head

of the Security Service (SD) in Poznan, wrote a memo to AdolfEichmann

regarding possible solutions to problems inside the Warthegau. Hoppner

suggested to Eichmann thefollowing:

A danger persists this winter that not all ofthe Jews (ofthe Warthegau)

can befed. It should be seriously considered ifthe most humane solution is

not to finish off those Jews incapable of work by some quick working

means. In any case, this would be more pleasant than letting them starve to

death.

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 28-108.
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The wording of the document clearly refers to some type ofpoisoning

act Hoppner also recommended that employable Jewish women capable of

bearing children in the Lodz ghetto be sterilized, in order to 'solve the Jew-

ish problem within this generation ' (damit mit dieser Generation tatsdch-

lich das Judenproblem restlos geldst wird). With the memo to Eichmann,

Hoppner was pushing for the complete extermination of any Warthegau

Jew not employed at thatpoint in time. " (pp. 276-277)

This is a file memo {Aktenvermerk) with the subject "Solution of the

Jewish question [Losung der Judenfrage]."^^^'^ It is divided into 6

points, the first of which is as follows:

"Sdmtliche Juden des Warthegaues werden in ein Lager fur 300.000

Juden genommen, das in mdglichster Ndhe der Kohlenmagistrale in Bara-

ckenform errichtet wird, und in dem barackenmdssige Einrichtungen fiir

Wirtschaftsbetriebe, Schneidereien, Schustereien usw. enthalten sind.
"

"All Jews of the Warthegau will be taken into a camp for 300,000 Jews

which is being built as a barracks camp as close as possible to the main

coal region and which includes barackfacilities for economic enterprises,

tailors, cobblers, etc.

"

"All Jews of the Warthegau {Sdmtliche Juden des Warthegaues^

were to be brought into this camp, and those fit for labor could form la-

bor squads employed outside the camp. They could be supervised by

few police, and this would also contain the danger of epidemics could

be compared to the ghetto of Lodz. Point 4 says:

"Es besteht in diesem Winter die Gefahr, dass die Juden nicht mehr

sdmtlich erndhrt werden konnen. Es ist ernsthaft zu erwdgen, ob es nicht

die humanste Losung ist, die Juden, soweit sie nicht arbeitseinsatzfdhig

sind, durch irgendein schnellwirkendes Mittel zu erledigen. Aufjeden Fall

ware diese angenehmer, als sie verhungern lassen.

"

"This winter the danger arises that the Jews cannot be entirelyfed. It is

to be seriously considered whether it is not the most humane solution tofin-

ish off the Jews unable to work with some fast-acting agent. In any case,

this would be more agreeable than letting them starve to death.

"

What Myers translated as "by some quick working means" corre-

sponds in the German text to ''durch irgendein schnellwirkendes Mit-

tel.'" That this wording should refer "to some type of poisoning acf ' is

not all that evident, as shown by the fact that Shmuel Krakowski felt the

need to falsify it as "through some quick-acting poison [durch irgendein

schnell wirkendes GiftV'™^ This unique case mentioned by Myers can-

1810 .p/219.

S. Krakowski, "In Kulmhof: Stationierte Gaswagen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.), National-

sozialistische Massentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit, p. 110.
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not seriously be considered proof of the fact that "the use of poison gas''

(the "means [Mittel\" or agent becomes therefore at first "poison {GiftY

and then "gas"!) "grew in popularity among Nazi officials"; something

can only "grow" from a pre-existing base, not what appears only in this

document.

Point 5 of the memo states:

"Im iibrigen wurde der Vorschlag gemacht, in diesem Lager samtliche

Jiidinnen, von denen noch Kinder zu erwarten sind, zu sterilisieren, damit

mit dieser Generation tatsdchlich das Judenproblem restlos geldst wird.
"

"Moreover, it has been suggested to sterilize all Jewesses in this camp

who can still bear a child, so that the Jewish problem will indeed be com-

pletely solved with this generation.

"

All these proposals resulted fi-om conversations among the local

government, but point 6 of the memo states expressly that "the governor

[Greiser] has not yet expressed himself on this matter [der Reichsstalt-

halter hatsich zu dieser Angelegenheit noch nicht gedusserty

Hence, In this context the proposal to kill the Jews unfit for labor

was not only hypothetical (as it depended on food scarcity), but also due

to "humanitarian" considerations, i.e. it was not dictated by brutal hom-

icidal intentions but by the desire to avoid a painful, agonizing death for

the potential, unintended victims.

G.Aly writes:
'^^^

"Hoppner ging demnach Anfang September noch davon aus, daj] 'die

endgiiltige Losung der Judenfrage ' ein wesentlicher, erster Teil des allge-

mein Aussiedlungsprogramms sei und die Juden all der Staaten betreffen

werde, die 'unter deutschen Einflufi' standen. Den systematischen Mord
sah er noch nicht als beschlossen an.

"

"At the beginning of September still Hoppner was therefore under the

assumption that the final solution of the Jewish question ' was an essential

first step in the general resettlement program and that it would affect the

Jews ofall the countries which were 'under German influence. ' He did not

yet conclude that a systematic murder decision had been made.

"

Himmler's letter to Greiser of 18 September 1941 (see chapter 5,

point 65) confirms that the above-mentioned sentences contained

Hoppner' s personal opinions, provided that he was really the author of

the letter."^"

[4] In his futile attempt to forcibly introduce the use of poison gas

into National Socialist Jewish policy, Myers casts aside any restraint:

G. Aly, "Endldsung. " Volkerverschiebung..., op. cit., p. 339.

Hoppner denied authorship of the letter on two occasions. A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager

im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 257, footnote 38.
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"Poison gas was seen as a means to overcome the trauma experienced

by the executioners in these shootings [in the occupied Soviet territories].

This is supported by, among other things, the memoirs Auschwitz Komman-

dant RudolfHoss who records a discussion with Eichmann:

We further discussed how the mass annihilation was to be carried out

Only gas was suitable since killing by shooting the huge numbers expected

would be absolutely impossible and would also be a tremendous strain on

the SS soldiers who would have to carry out the order asfar as the women
and children were concerned. "

(p. 277)

This quotation is a real masterpiece of hypocrisy. Hoss, referring to

his alleged summoning to Himmler in Berlin "during summer 1941 \im

Sommer 1941]," when the Reichsfiihrer-SS allegedly assigned to him

the duty to carry out Hitler's alleged order to exterminate the Jews,

wrote as follows:

"Kurze Zeit danach kam Eichmann zu mir nach Auschwitz"

"Shortly afterwards Eichmann came to me at Auschwitz.
"

On this occasion the dialogue quoted by Myers would have taken

place: "Only gas would come into question, ... \Es kdme nur Gas in

Frage, ...]"'«'^

The general context, duly omitted by Myers, is the well-known ana-

chronistic choice of Auschwitz as an extermination site on the basis that

"the existing extermination sites in the East [die bestehenden Vernich-

tungsstellen im Osten]," to be specific the "Aktion Reinhardt," which at

that time - in the summer of 1941 !
- were allegedly "not in the position

to carry out the major operations envisaged [nicht in Lage, die beab-

sichtigten grofien Aktionen durchzujuhren]."^^^^ This anachronism is

one of the reasons which induced Karin Orth in 1999 to postpone the al-

leged meeting between Himmler and Hoss by one year. I remind my
readers that this is referenced by Harrison, who declares that "there is

no reason why historians should follow Hoss's dating." (p. 115; see

chapter 5, point 60). It is therefore dishonest to extrapolate one element

of the Auschwitz commandant's imaginary chronology and attribute to

it a historical value as Myers does.

From his first interrogations forward, Hoss placed without doubts

the date of his alleged meeting with Himmler in June 1941.'^'* In Nu-

remberg he testified to have met Eichmann in Auschwitz "about 4

Kommandant in Auschwitz. Autobiographische Aufzeichnungen des RudolfHoss, op. cit.
, pp.

157-158.

Ibid, p. 157.

Interrogation of 14 March 1946, NO-1210; affidavit of 5April 1946, PS-3868.
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weeks after having received that order from the Reichsfiihrer,"'^^^

which puts us in the month of July. On the one hand this visit is not

substantiated by any document, on the other hand the other party direct-

ly involved, i.e. Eichmann, declared visiting Auschwitz for the first

time not earlier than 1943. On that occasion, Eichmann maintained,

Hoss would have mentioned as a matter of fact the "new buildings

\neue Bauten]" (the crematoria of Birkenau) and the daily killing of

10,000 persons.'**"*

If we are to believe the same sentence quoted by Myers, Eichmann

would have discussed with Hoss in July 1941 the "killing through en-

gine exhaust in trucks, as had so far been carried out in the East [Totung

durch die Motoren-Abgase in Lastwagen, wie sie bisher im Osten

durchgefiihrt wurde],"^^^'' an obvious reference to the alleged "gas vans

[Gaswagen]," which, however - according to orthodox historiography -

were delivered to the Einsatzgruppen only in the second half of No-

vember 1941.
'^2°

In conclusion, the source chosen by Myers has no historiographical

value.

[5] Myers then presents another very inconsistent source:

"Walter Rauff similar testified voluntarily in 1972 about the develop-

ment ofgas vans:

The main issuefor me at the time was that the shootings were a consid-

erable burdenfor the men who were in charge thereof and this burden was

taken offthem through the use ofthe gas vans. " (p. 277)

Notwithstanding that a declaration from 1972, although voluntary, is

preposterous as proof from a historiographical standpoint, what stands

out in this interrogation is the incredible ignorance exhibited by Rauff

regarding the topic at hand - the man allegedly responsible for the

planning and construction of the "gas vans."'**^' Without belaboring that

aspect, it is obvious that the statement is more destructive than helpful

from our opponents' point of view, since Rauff declared:
'^^^

"Von den Massnahmen gegen die Juden in Russland habe ich von

IMT, vol. XI, p. 399.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. VII, p. 371.

Kommandant in Auschwitz. Autohiographische Aufzeichnungen des RudolfHoss, op. cit., p.

158.

Mathias Beer, "Gaswagen, Von der ,Euthanasie' zum Genozid,' in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand

Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentotungen durch Giftgas. Histori-

sche Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op. cit, p. 161.

See also S. Alvarez, P. Marais, The Gas Vans. A Critical Investigation, op. cit., pp. 133-134.

Vernehmungsniederschrift ofW. Rauff, Santiago, 28th June 1972, in:

vww.ns-archiv.de/einsatzgruppen/gaswagen/rauff/rauff-santiago.php
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Anfang an Kenntnis gehabt. Ich habe aber niemals offlziell erfahren, auf

welchem Befehl die Totung der Juden beruhte. Zwar ist mir nach dem
Krieg bekannt geworden, dass es einen sogenannten 'FuhrerbefehV gab,

der die Liquidiemng der Juden aus rassischen Griinden zum Inhalt hatte,

ich kann mich jedoch nicht damn erinnern, dass mir schon wdhrend des

Krieges jemals gesagt worden ware, dass ein derartiger Befehl vorliege.

Von dem Vorliegen eines solchen Befehls hatte ich fir meine Tdtigkeit in

Tunis Kenntnis erlangt haben miissen, denn dortgab es viele Juden, diez.T.

sogar freiwillig fiir uns gearbeitet haben, ohne dass ihnen irgend etwas

geschehen ware.

"

"Of the measures against the Jews in Russia I had knowledgefrom the

very beginning. I never officially learned, however, which order the killing

ofthe Jews was based on. Although I learned after the war that there was a

so-called 'FuhrerbefehV which had as content the liquidation of the Jews

on racial grounds, but I cannot recollect that I would have ever been told

already during the war that such an order existed. I would have had to he

informed of the existence ofsuch an order during my activity in Tunis, be-

cause there were many Jews there who workedfor us, some of them even

voluntarily, without anything ever happening to them.
"

[6] "The testimony ofDr. August Becker, inspector of the gas wagons,

confirms Rauff's statement:

The leaders of the Einsatzgruppen in the East increasingly complained

that the shooting commandos couldn 't withstand the psychological and

moral stress of the mass shootings in the long run. I know that the people of

the commands were even in mental houses, and that therefore a new and

better killing method needed to be found (...). When I was transferred to

Rauff in December 1941, he explained to me the situation that the psycho-

logical and moral stress on the shooting commandos was no longer sus-

tainable and that therefore the gassing operation had been started. " (pp.

277-278)

On the fairy tale about the "psychological and moral stress of the

mass shootings" and consequent - alleged - genesis of the "gas vans

[Gaswagen]" I will discuss it in our forthcoming study about the Ein-

satzgruppen. The passage concerning the gassing reads as follows in the

German text:

"Als ich im Dezember 1941 zu Rauffuberstellt wurde, erkldrte mir die-

ser die Lage mit den Worten, dafi die seelischen und moralischen Bela-

stungen der Erschiefiungskommandos nicht mehr tragbar seien und dafi

deshalb die Vergasungsaktion gestartet worden set

"

"When I was transferred to Rauff in December 1941, he explained to

Ernst Klee, Willi DreBen, Volker RieB, "Schdne Zeiten. " Judenmord aus der Sicht der Tdter

und Gaffer. S. Fischer Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1 988, p. 7 1

.
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me the situation with the words that the mental and moral burdens of the

shooting commandos were no longer bearable and that therefore the gas-

sing operation had been started.

"

This comes down to another postwar statement dating from 26

March 1960, which is as historiographically insignificant as that by

Rauff.

[7] "As early as August 11, 1941, in a travel report on the economic

situation in the Baltic, Major von Payr included a description of the 'Jew-

ish question ' in Riga. Von Payr recorded the execution ofJewish men in the

area ('mehrere tausend Juden 'liquidiert") as well as talk that the Jewish

women were 'later to be eliminated by gassing. "'
(p. 278)

The footnote given by Myers is:

" 'Man sprach davon, dass sie spaeter durch Vergasung beseitigt wer-

den sollen. ' Reisebericht des la des Wehrwirtschafts- und Ruestungsamts

des OKW ueher seinen Besuch im Ahschnitt der Wirtschaftsinspektion

Nord, 11. August 1941, published in Kulka/Jaeckel (eds.). Die Juden in den

geheimen Stimmungsberichten 1933-1945, p. 454" (footnote 10)

This is actually the same document already quoted by Harrison (see

chapter 5, point 21). I repeat it here anyway

"OKW Wehrwirtschafts- und Riistungsamt Stab la

Reisebericht uber Besuch im Abschnitt der Wirtschaftsinspektion Nord

O.O., 11.8.1941. BArch-MA, RW 19/473.

Die Judenfrage war in Riga noch kaum irgendwie angefafit. Die Juden

tragen einen gelben Stern zur Kennzeichnung und werden zu Aufrdumungs-

und Strafienarbeiten usw. eingesetzt In Libau dagegen sind schon mehrere

tausend Juden 'liquidiert' worden, teils durch die deutschen Behdrden, zum

grofien Teil aber durch die Letten, von denen den Juden vorgeworfen wird,

dass sie wdhrend der Russenzeit auf Kosten der Letten mit den Bolsche-

wisten paktiert haben. Jiidische Frauen wurden bisher nicht erschossen.

Man sprach davon, dass sie spdter durch Vergasung beseitigt werden sol-

len.
"

"Staff la of the War Economy and Armaments Department of the

Wehrmacht High Command
Travel Report on visit to the area ofEconomic Inspectorate North

No place given, 11.8.1941. BArch-MA, RW 19/473

The Jewish question in Riga has hardly been touched in any way. The

Jews bear a yellow starfor identification and they are deployed to clearing

works, to road building works, etc. In contrast to that, several thousand

Jews were already 'liquidated' in Libau, partly by the German authorities,

butfor the biggestpart by the Latvians who accuse the Jews that they were

Otto Dov Kulka, Eberhard Jackel, (Editors), Die Juden in den geheimen NS-

Stimmungsberichten 1933-1945. Droste, Diisseldorf, 2004, p. 454.
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in agreement with the Bolshevists during the Russian period at the expense

of the Latvians. So far Jewish women have not yet been shot. It was talked

that they shall be eliminated later through gassing.

"

Two days later, Lohse drafted a regulation entitled "Temporary

guidelines for the treatment of Jews in the area of the Reich Commis-

sariat Ostland [Vorldufige Richtlinien fur die Behandlung der Juden im

Gebiet des Reichskommissariat Ostland]," which commanded, among

other things:

"a) Dasflache Land ist von Juden zu saubern.

b) Die Juden sind aus dem gesamten Handel, vordringlich aber aus dem

Handel mil landwirtschaftlichen Erzeugnissen und anderen Lebensmitteln

zu entfernen.

c) Juden ist der Aufenthalt in Ortschaften, die wirtschaftlich, militdrisch

oder ideell von Bedeutung oder Bade- oder Kurorte sind zu verbieten.

d) Die Juden sind tunlichst in Stddten oder in Stadtteilen grofier Stddte

zu konzentrieren, die bereits eine uberwiegende Judische Bevolkerung

besitzen. Dort sind Ghettos zu errichten. Den Juden ist das Verlassen der

Ghettos zu verbieten.

"

"a) The open countryside is to be cleared ofJews.

b) The Jews are to be removedfrom all commerce, but most urgently

from the trade with agricultural products and otherfoodstuffs.

c) Jews are to he prohibited to be present in settlements that are eco-

nomically, militarily and ideologically important, or bath resorts or spas.

d) The Jews are to be concentrated as far as possible in cities or dis-

tricts of large cities which already have a vast Jewish population. There

ghettos are to be established. Leaving the ghettos is to be prohibited to the

Jews.

"

Concerning the food supply the document states:

"In den Ghettos ist ihnen nur so viel an Nahrungsmitteln zu iiberlassen,

wie die ubrige Bevolkerung entbehren kann, Jedoch nicht mehr als zur

notdiirftigen Erndhrung der Insassen des Ghettos ausreicht Das gleiche

giltfur die Versorgung mit anderen lebenswichtigen Gutern.

"

"In the ghettos, they are to be allowed to have only as muchfood as the

rest of the populace can do without, but not more than necessary for a

scanty nutrition of the occupants. The same applies to supplying them with

other essential goods.

"

Able-bodied Jews were compelled "to forced labor {zu Zwangs-

arbeit]" and as compensation received only means of sustenance "for

the forced laborer and their family members unable to work [fur den

Zwangsarbeiter und seine nichtsarbeitsfdhigen Familienmitglie-
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der]r^^^^ Very harsh measures indeed, but far from an intentional poH-

cy of decimation or, worse, "gassing."

Finally, if one considers that the next reference to alleged gassings

of Jews in the Baltic countries is Wetzel's letter of 25 October 1941

(see chapter 5, points 49-51) and that Himmler's order to search for kill-

ing methods "more humane" than shootings is dated to 15-16 August

1941, this offhand reference of August 1941 to the "gassing [Verga-

sung]" of Jews, the source of which is unknown - it might have been

gossiping Latvians - becomes absolutely irrelevant.

[8] After having mentioned Himmler's visit to Minsk on 15 August

1941, Myers writes:

"Just prior to Himmler's visit Einsatzgruppe B commander Arthur Ne-

be ordered the assistance of a chemistfrom the Criminal Technical Insti-

tute (KTI) in Berlin. "
(p. 278)

In footnote 12 he shares:

"Engelmann an KdS Warschau, 8.8.41, BA Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten ZR

7, Bl. 120; cf. Browning, Origins, p.513 no. 329. Nebe was director ofAmt
V of the RSHA (Chief of the Reich Criminal Police Office), to which the

KTI was subordinated.
"

Precisely all of this is taken from Browning's work:'^^''

"A file kept by Nebe's aide, SS-Obersturmbannfiihrer Engelmann,

confirms postwar statements that already in early August a chemist of the

RSHA 's Criminal Technical Institute was ordered to Smolensk by Einsatz-

gruppe B commander Nebe (Engelmann to KdS Warschau, August 8, 1941,

BAZR 7,fol 120).
"

Note Myers's sly effort to hide the plagiarism by retranslating the

heading into German ("Engelmann to KdS" becomes "Engelmann an

KdS") and adding "Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten"! The evidential value of the

document is negligible. Since the alleged experimental gassings would

only have been executed following Himmler's alleged order of 15 or 16

August, how can it be believed that the dispatch of this chemist to Smo-

lensk on Nebe's order at the beginning of August could have had any

relation to the alleged homicidal gassings? Was Nebe clairvoyant?

[9] "Shortly after Himmler 's vi.sit, HSSPF Bach-Zelewski also twice re-

quested the assistance of SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Lange, who had experience

with poison gas technology in occupied Poland. "
(p. 278)

The source is given as: "FS von dem Bach an Koppe, dates, PRO
HW16/32; c£ Geriach, Kalkulierte Morde, p.648" (footnote 13 on p.

1825 pg_j Yjjg j^jg J3 August 1941 is found in a handwritten part above the heading of the

document.

C.R. Browning, J. Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., footnote 329 in p. 5 13.
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278). The real source is Gerlach's work. The dociunents mentioned are

two "Funktelegramme" (radio telegrams, and not "FS," whose meaning

is "Femschreiben," teleprint) dated 16 and 18 August 1941 respectively

and with the archival reference "PRO HW 16/32 Nr. 20." Gerlach ex-

plains that Lange rendered no assistance because he was not available

( "abkdmmlich ").

Myers follows the current exterminationist version of events accord-

ing to which the person in charge of the alleged gassing experiments

was Nebe, yet, as Gerlach points out, the request was made by von dem
Bach-Zelewski and therefore "perhaps Himmler had commissioned not

Nebe but Bach-Zalewski to test the new killing methods at the Novinki

sanatorium [mdglicherweise hatte Himmler in der Heilanstalt Nowinki

gar nicht Nebe, sondern Bach-Zelewski mit der Erprobung neuer Td-

tungsmethoden beauftragt]."^^^^

Myers does not even raise the issue. The presumed importance of the

document is based solely on trickery: the designation of Lange as the

"specialist for killing with gas [Spezialist fUr Morde mit GasY has no

real foundation (see chapter 5, points 82-84).'^^^

[10] "In mid-September 1941, following further requests for KTI per-

sonnel, discussions were held regarding how to kill the inmates at the

Novinki asylum. Nebe requested that the experts consider using explosives

or poison gas. As chemist Dr. Albert Widmann discussed with his superior,

Heefi, carbon monoxide bottles were ruled out due to the probable

transportproblems. " (p. 278)

The source used by Myers is "Interrogation of Dr. Albert Widmann
on 11 January 1960" (footnote 14). As I have shown elsewhere,

'^^^

Widmann' declarations'^^' are so nonsensical that to take them seriously

would be an affront to sanity and historiography. With regard to the

"carbon monoxide bottles," Widmann stated that their transport to Rus-

sia was "impossible [unmdglich]" which can at best be considered ri-

diculous. Instead of these bottles, ostensibly impossible to transport,

Widmann claims to have brought along 400 kg of explosives!
'^^^

[11] "Instead, the idea ofsealing victims into a building and pumping

engine exhaust inside was accepted as a method worth exploring. Along

with two experiments with explosives at Novinki, exhaust gas was success-

fully tested on mental patients in Mogilev, following the request of

Einsatzkommando 8. " (pp. 278-279)

C. Ger\ach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit. p. 648.

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 70-73.

ZStL, 202-AR-Z 152/59, pp. 45-53.

Ibid, p. 46.
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Widmaim, the chief source of these supposed events, mentions only

one experiment with explosives "in a forest in the vicinity of Minsk \in

einem Wald in der Ndhe von Minsk]"^^^^ - that is, some 100 km to the

west of Mogilev (Mahileu). The killing of "at most 18 mentally ill per-

sons [im Hdchstfall 18 Geisteskranken]" required 250 kg of explosives,

so that for each person 13.9 kg were used!'^^^

To assert that the alleged gassing in Mogilev was "successfully test-

ed" is risible, if one actually reads Widmann's story: his narrative, as

evasive as it is, only shows a crudely improvised gassing from which he

would have been unable to derive any usefiil information for any future

gassing, since all the fiindamental parameters were missing (position

and capacity of the gassing room, type and size of the engines, size and

length of the connecting pipes, etc).'**^'' It is worth noting that the bril-

liant idea of the gassing experiment came to Nebe not by drawing inspi-

ration from the euthanasia program, but because he once allegedly fell

asleep in his car in the garage with the engine running, which almost

killed him!
'^^^

With reference to the two alleged gassing experiments, Gerlach

states that "the actions in Minsk and in Mogilev are still confused in the

literature and blended into a single one [die Aktionen in Minsk und in

Mogilew werden in der Literatur weithin verwechselt und zu einer ein-

zigen vermengt],"^^^^ from which it may be deduced how valuable the

referred sources really are.

[12] "There also are multiple testimonies that Himmler visited the Mo-
gilev site during the testingperiod. "

(p. 279)

The source indicated by Myers is "Beer, 'Development of the Gas-

Van,' citing Karl Schulz, Nebe's adjutant, deposition on 9.3.59, StA

Stuttgart, Az.l3 Js 328/60; ZSL, Az.439 AR-Z 18a/1960, B1.48; deposi-

tion by B.Wehners on 26.1.60, StA Bremen, Az.6 Js 3/6; ZSL, Az.202

AR-Z 152/1959, B1.57f " (footnote 16). Here he makes a big mistake,

because Beer refers to the context of Himmler' s visit to Minsk on 15

and 16 August 1941:

"Der Zusammenhang dieser Versuche mit dem Besuch und Befehl

Himmlers geht aus einer anderen Aussage Widmanns hervor:...

"

"The relationship of these experiments with Himmler 's visit and order

emergesfrom another deposition ofWidmann 's:...

"

Ibid.,p.41.

Ibid., p. 50.

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 72-73.

ZStL, 202-AR-Z 152/59, p. 46.

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit, p. 649
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In the footnote Beer writes: "Statement by A. Widmann of

11.1.1960 [Aussage A. Widmanns vom 11.1.1960]" and mentions the

statements by Karl Schultz and B. Wehners cited by Myers. Myers

cites Beer's article as "Beer, 'Development of the Gas-Van'" (footnote

14 on p. 278 and 16, 17, 20 on p. 279). The full source is never indicat-

ed. In footnote 21 he refers to the German text: "Beer, 'Die Entwick-

lung der Gaswagen,'" as a rather awkward procedure. In the bibliog-

raphy the following title is mentioned: "Beer, Mathias, 'Die Entwick-

lung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den europaischen Juden,' VfZ 35,

1987, pp.403-417 - translated into English as web page as well." (p.

540). The English translation appears on the web site of the Jewish Vir-

tual Library
}^^''

[13] "From these experiments, and with the need of the Einsatzgruppen

to remain as mobile as possible, work soon began on homicidal gas vans,

which would cycle their engine exhaust into an attached cabin filled with

people. "
(p. 279)

Here Myers again refers to the "deposition by A. Widmann on

27.1.59 and on 12.1.60," [correct: 11.1.1960]'**^*^ a completely unrelia-

ble source.

[14] "RSHA chief Reinhard Heydrich quickly turned to Walter Rauff,

head ofthe RSHA office oftechnical affairs (including motor vehicles), who

in turn summoned motor pool chiefFriedrich Pradel to discuss the possi-

bility ofsuch vehicles. Rauffmentioned that a 'more humane method of ex-

ecution ' was needed in the East "
(p. 279)

Myers's source is "Browning, Origins, p.355, citing Pradel/Wentritt

[sic] trial, Pradel testimony and Rauff testimony" (footnote 18). Johan-

nes Pradel and Harry Weintritt were arrested together with another

member of Department (Abteilung) II D 3a or 3b of the RSHA in Janu-

ary 1961. On 6 June 1966 two of the defendants were sentenced for

"'Abetment' to murder in 3,832 cases ['Beihilfe' zum Mord in 3.832

Fdllen]."^^^'^ It is perhaps a valid source for the postwar judicial history,

but certainly not wartime historiography, in which the respective decla-

rations remain mere gossip without any objective verification. The

phrase concerning the '"more humane method of execution'" obviously

follows the line which Holocaust historiography attributes to Himmler

M. Beer, "Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den Juden," op. cit, p. 408.

M. Beer, The Development ofthe Gas- Van in the Murdering ofthe Jews, in:

www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Holocaust/vans.html

As for the second it actually dates from 1 1 January; ZStL 202 AR-Z 152/59, vol.1, p. 45.

Kerstin Freudiger, Diejuristische Aufarbeitung von NS-Verbrechen. Mohr Siebeck, Tubingen,

2002, p. 209.
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dxiring his visit to Minsk on 15-16 August 1941.

It should furthermore be noted that although the alleged gassing ex-

periments in Minsk and Mogilev constituted "the point of departure for

the development of the second-generation gas vans {den Ausgangspunkt

zur Entwicklung der Gaswagen der zweiten Generation]" in reality

they could have had no influence on this development, which was al-

legedly initiated by a proposal that Nebe and Walter HeeB, the director

of the Kriminaltechnisches Institut (Institute for Criminal Forensics),

had made to Heydrich, who in turn then allegedly assigned the task to

SS-Obersturmbanniihrer Walter Rauff in his function as head of Group

II D (technical matters) {Gruppe IID (Technische Angelegenheiten)) of

the RSHA/^^° But then what was the point of travelling from Berlin to

Minsk and Mogilev in order to implement completely useless killing

experiments?

[15] "Such a method was described in a May 1942 letter to Rauff as

'death by dozing off instead of suffocation. Pradel then commissioned Se-

curity Police chief mechanic Harry Wentritt, who testified about the set-up

ofthe vans:

A flexible exhaust pipe was installed at the truck's exhaust, with a di-

ameter of58 to 60 millimeters (2.26 to 2.34 inches), and a hole ofthe same

size was drilled in the van floor; a metal pipe was soldered into the hole

from the outside to which theflexible exhaustpipe was flxed. When the var-

ious parts were connected, the truck engine was started and the exhaust

fumes were channeled into the van, through the pipe leading from the ex-

haust to the hole in the vanfloor "
(p. 279)

Myers refers us to "Becker an Rauff, 16.5.1942, 501-PS" (footnote

19), already quoted by Harrison (see chapter 5, point 93) and to "Beer,

'Development of the Gas-Van'; Deposition by H. Wentritt on 2.2.61,

(n.46), B 1 .260d ff.," with a reference to a plain statement provided al-

most 20 years after the alleged event which does not have any historio-

graphical value.

The translation provided by Myers, which has been lifted word for

word - minus a single comma - from the Holocaust Denial on Trial

website'^"" - is incidentally rather superficial, with some minor omis-

sions and mistranslations. The German text reads i'**"^^

"Dort wurde am Auspuffein Abgasschlauch angebracht, der von aufien

zum Boden des Wagens gefuhrt wurde. In diesem Wagen bohrten wir ein

Mathias Beer, "Gaswagen, Von der "Euthanasie" zum Genozid," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand

Perz (eds.), Neue Studien..., op. cit, p. 160.

www.hdot.org/en/leaming/myth-fact/gasvans 1

''"^ M. Beer, "Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den Juden," op. cit., p. 410.
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Loch im Durchmesser von etwa 58 bis 60 mm, in Starke des Auspuffrohres.

Im Wageninneren, Uber diesem Loch, wurde ein Metallrohr (Auspuffrohr)

angeschweifit, das mit dem von auSen herangefuhrten Abgasschlauch ver-

bunden war bzw. verbunden werden konnte. Bei Anlassen des Motors und

nach hergestellten Verbindungen gingen die Auspuffgase des Motors durch

den Auspuff in den Abgasschlauch und von dort in das im Wageninneren

angebrachte Auspuffrohr, wo das Gas sich dann verteilte.

"

"There an exhaust gas hose was attached to the exhaust, leadingfrom

the outside to thefloor ofthe van. In this van we drilled a hole with a diam-

eter ofabout 58 to 60 mm, corresponding to the size ofthe exhaustpipe. On
the inside ofthe van, over this hole, a metalpipe (exhaustpipe) was welded

which was attached or could be attached to the exhaust gas hose led in

from the outside. When the engine was started and after the connections

had been made, the engine 's exhaust gas went via the exhaust pipe into the

hose andfrom there to the exhaust pipe installed on the inside of the van,

where the gas then spread out.
"

The description is also rather terse according to the knowledge at

that time: it does not touch upon essential problems such as the diffu-

sion of the gas and overpressure in the van chamber.

[16] "After gaseous samples were taken to test the carbon monoxide

concentration in the engine exhaust, in early-mid November 1941 an exper-

imental gassing with some thirty persons was conducted at Sachsenhausen

concentration camp, where the KTI had a workshop. KTI chemists Leidig

and Hoffman as well as KTI head Heefi were present Leidig testified that

after the gassing, 'the corpses had, as we chemists determined, the pink ap-

pearance which is typical for people who have died of carbon monoxide

poisoning.
'

" (p. 279)

Myers's perseverance in "reconstructing" the history of the "gas

vans [GaswagenY on the basis of witness accounts a couple of decades

after the alleged events is embarrassing and reveals everything about his

hopeless historiographical inconsistencies. The source here is still Beer,

but this time the German version: "Beer, 'Die Entwicklung der Gaswa-

gen,' 411; Deposition by Leidig on 6.2.59 (note 52), B1.49" (footnote

21).

From the quoted statement about the "the pink appearance" of the

corpses, it can only be deduced with a good degree of certainty that

Theodor Friedrich Leiding (and not "Leidig"), as a trained chemist,

merely knew that this was the tj^ical corpse coloring of persons dead

from carbon monoxide poisoning, and not that he saw them during the

alleged experiment which remains otherwise unsubstantiated.

The credibility of this tale is aptly demonsfrated by the fact that, ac-

cording to the version presented by Beer in 1987, the experiment in
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Sachsenhausen {"die Probevergasung in Sachsenhausen") was per-

formed only once;'^"*^ whereas according to the version given in Beer's

article from 2008 the experiment was multiplied into "several 'experi-

mental gassings' on Russian prisoners of war in the Sachsenhausen

concentration camp \mehrere 'Probevagasungen ' russischer Kriegsge-

fangener im Konzentrationslager Sachsenhausen]."^^'^'^ Worth mention-

ing is the surreal way of dating these events: Widmann did not partici-

pate in the experiment according to the version given in 1987. "Accord-

ing to Krausnick and Wilhelm he was present in in Kiev on 3 November

[1941] [Laut Krausnick und Wilhelm hat er sich um den 3. November in

Kiew aufgehalten'],"'^^^ hence the official dating of "early November

[Anfang November]" is applied to all of the "several 'experimental gas-

sings' [mehrere Probevergasungen']."^^^'' Krausnick and Wilhlem

mention a statement by Widmann of 1 967 according to which he went

to Kiev "for blowing up 'a certain building at a certain moment' \zur

Sprengung 'eines bestimmten Gebdudes zu einem bestimmten Zeit-

punkt']," and, according to them, "only one blasting of a building oc-

curred during the period in question [which one?] [in derfraglichen Zeit

fand in Kiew nur eine Gebdudesprengung statf\" namely on 3 Novem-

ber 1941.'^''^ Perhaps they were in possession of the register of all the

buildings blown up by the Germans in Kiev in 1941? It is obvious that

this dating is forced and purely imaginary.

[17] "By year 's end, halfa dozen such vans had been produced and dis-

tributed to various units and locations (one with Einsatzgruppe C, one with

Einsatzgruppe D, two to Riga, and two to Chelmno), with more ordered

around that time. Eye-witnesses in the occupied territories reported the ap-

pearance ofgas vans late in 1941, serving to assist in the murder ofJews.

"

(pp. 279-280)

Myers, reduced to despair, is again forced to appeal to just "eye-

witnesses"! The general reference to the source is no less ridiculous

than his affirmation: "Beer, 'Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen.'" (foot-

note 22).

[18] "At the beginning of June 1942, automotive official Willy Just of

the Security Police recorded that since December 1941 'ninety-seven thou-

Ibid., p. AW.
M. Beer, "Gaswagen. Von der ,Euthanasie' zxim Genozid," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz

(eds.), Neue Studien..., op. cit., p. 161.
""^ M. Beer, "Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den Juden," op. cit., p. 41 1.

M. Beer, "Gaswagen. Von der 'Euthanasie' zum Genozid," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz

(eds.), Neue Studien..., op. cit., p. 161.

H. Krausnick, H.-.Wilhelm, Die Truppen des Weltanscfiauungskrieges, op. cit, p. 545.
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sand have been processed, using three vans without any defects showing up

in the vehicles. ' Just was coldly referring to victims ofthree gas vans in the

Warthegau. " (p. 280)

The "Just document" has already been invoked by Harrison on p.

122. It is an absurd document'**"^** rambling in its form and content: it

bears the letterhead "einzigste Ausfertigung" (onhest (!) copy) and uses

in the first line the term "beispielweise " (for instance), which presup-

poses an earlier text passage. In addition to the points already raised

(chapter 5, point 87), I refer to my further considerations on this mat-

ter.
'^''^

First, the claim that "Just was coldly referring to victims of three

gas vans in the Warthegau" can not be inferred from the document it-

self, but this can actually logically be excluded. The document pertains

in fact to "technical modifications to the special vehicles deployed in

service and in the process of construction \technische Abdnderungen an

den im Betrieb eingesetzten und an den sich in Herstellung beflndlichen

Spezialwagen]" thus it refers to all the alleged operational "gas vans

[Gaswagen]," even though the author opens by mentioning "for in-

stance" only three of them. On the other hand, if "since December 1941,

for instance, with 3 deployed vans 97,000 were processed, without oc-

currence of defects to the vehicles [seit Dezember 1941 warden bei-

spielweise mil 3 eingesetzten Wagen 97000 verarbeitet, ohne dal3

Mangel an den Fahrzeugen auftraten]," is not entirely clear why some

"technical modifications [technische Abdnderungen]" were necessary to

begin with. The subsequent expression, "the knovra explosion in

Chelmno has to be assessed as an isolated case [die bekannte Explosion

in Kulmhof ist als Einzelfall zu bewerten]" (the reason was a "handling

mistake [Bedienungsfehler]"),^^^^ excludes that the 97,000 (what?) re-

ferred to would have been "processed [verarbeitet]" in this camp, for

otherwise it would not make sense that what had happened was "with-

out occurrence of defects to the vehicles [ohne dafi Mangel an den

Fahrzeugen auftraten]."

[19] "The planning ofmurders with poison gas gatheredpace in Octo-

ber 1941 due to the imminent deportation ofJews from the Reich and the

Protectorate. In a speech in Prague, Heydrich had referred to the need 'to

gather the plans and the raw material' and to 'test the material. "'
(p. 280)

Myers recycles Harrison's plagiarism (p. 113) by citing his same

source: "Heydrich, Rede, 2.I0.I94I, published in Kamy et al. (eds.).

NARA, T 175-254-2747507/747511.

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit, pp. 42-47.

NARA, T 175-254-2747507.
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Politik im 'Protektorat Bohmen und Mahren' unter Reinhard Heydrich

1941-1942, pp. 107-22" (footnote 24). Earlier (chapter 5, point 48) I

have already substantiated that the real source is Browning, who distorts

the meaning of the document. Harrison, now followed by Myers, defiles

Browning's text by drawing the fanciful conclusion that "the imminent

deportations" were associated with experiments taking place with "raw

material," while here the topic is neither "deportations," nor "experi-

ments" and not even Jews!

[20] "The gas vans were highly valuedfor Riga as on October 25, 1941,

the Ostministerium Jewish expert, Erhard Wetzel, drafted a letter in Minis-

ter Rosenberg's name to be sent to Reich Kommissarfor the Ostland Hin-

rich Lohse. The letter concerned discussions that Wetzel had with Viktor

Brack and Adolf Eichmann. Brack, former head of the T4 institution, de-

clared his willingness to aid in the 'production ofthe required shelters and

gassing apparatuses ('Vergassungsapparate' [sic])' in Riga, which was

considered more efficient than transporting somefrom the Reich. " (p. 280)

Here, too, Myers recycles the deceitful arguments proposed by Har-

rison to which I already rephed exhaustively (chapter 5, points 49-51).

Myers emphasizes the vacuous pretense of his dignified colleague that

the "gassing devices [Vergasungsapparate]" were "gas vans [Gaswa-

gen]":

"Such devices were noted to not yet have been manufactured, which fits

neatly into the gas van development chronology described, with the first

prototype being tested in November. " (footnote 26)

For my part, I restate that such a chronology is purely invented and

that some "gassing devices [Vergasungsapparate]" could only have

been devices or equipments for gassing, thus anything but "gas vans,"

as is otherwise proven by their denomination as "Bracksche Hilfsmitter

(Brack's auxiliary means). Or perhaps Brack was also the creator of the

"gas vans [Gaswagen]"7

In his desperate effort to adduce evidence to his assumption, Myers

resorts to an absurd lie: Wetzel's letter does not state that "such devices

were noted to not yet have been manufactured" but that they already ex-

isted, albeit in short supply:
'^^^

"Unter Bezugnahme auf mein Schreiben vom 18. Okt. 1941 telle ich

Ihnen mil, dafi sich Oberdienstleiter Brack von der Kanzlei des Fuhrers

bereiterkldrt hat, bei der Herstellung der erforderlichen Unterkunfte sowie

der Vergasungsapparate mitzuwirken. Zur Zeit sind die in Betracht kom-

menden Apparate in geniigender Anzahl nicht vorhanden, sie mtissen erst

NO-365.
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hergestellt werden. " (Emph. added)

"Referring to my letter of 10/18/1941, you are informed that Ober-

dienstleUer Brack of the Chancellery of the Fuehrer has declared himself

ready to collaborate in the manufacture of the necessary shelters, as well

as the gassing devices. At the present time the devices in question are not

on hand in the Reich in sufficient number; they willfirst have to be manu-

factured. " (Emph. added)

This of course also demolishes the Myers's fictitious chronology.

[21] "For Eichmann 's part, he must have agreed to the killing ofJews

unfitfor work in Riga in the gassing units, as there were no objections 'if

those Jews who are not fitfor work are removed by Brack's device. "'
(p.

280)

Myers forgets to mention that (as I already pointed out) Eichmann

considered the document "a forgery." Eichmann denied in particular

having spoken with Wetzel "about gas."'**^^

[22] "The push for alternative methods of murder was fuelled by the

circumstances and experience of numerous Nazi officials across Eastern

Europe. The July 16, 1941 memo by Poznan Security Services chiefHopp-

ner highlights the horrible state ofJewish living conditions in the Warthe-

gau, with the enormous expected losses due to starvation. Too squeamish to

watch the Jews slowly perish from deprivation, Hoppner pushedfor anoth-

er way to achieve the end result upon those Jews unfitfor work. "
(p. 280)

This is another clear sign of Myers's despair, who is forced to return

to a document he invoked a few pages earlier (see above, point 3).

[23] "Lohse was similarly presented in Berlin with the more 'humane

'

option against Jews unfitfor work in order to ease the acceptance ofJew-

ish deportationsfrom the Reich to Riga. " (p. 280)

A few lines above Myers states:

"On the same day that Wetzel drafted the letter, Lohse showed up in

Berlin to protest the imminent deportations ofReich Jews to Riga. " (p. 280)

He does not put forward any reference: where does he get the tale of

the "more 'humane' option" from? We can look for answers in Chapter

2. On this topic Harrison writes:

"The decision was made whilst Lohse was visiting Berlin for two weeks

commencing in on October 25. It can be inferredfrom thefact that, on Oc-

tober 27, Lange told Lohse that 'essential work' on the camps had not yet

commenced and that other arrangements could be made if the camps were

not ready (other arrangements being code for shooting or for the gassing

device in Wetzel's draft ofOctober 25). "
(p. 125)

He refers us to "Brovraing, Origins, 2004, p.333, citing RK Ostland

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. IV, pp. 1707-1709.
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Vermerk, initialled by Wetzel, 27.10.41 YVA, JM 3435 (YIVO Berlin

Collection Occ E3-30)." (footnote 168 on p. 125). Here we are con-

fronted with a twofold swindle which becomes clear from the Browning

text I extensively quoted in chapter 5, point 96.

Harrison invents the reference to the "other arrangement" (along

with the fantastic conclusions he draws from it): Browning in fact only

mentions the "essential work on the camp," in the singular form, be-

cause it refers to the "camp outside Riga" which was supposed to re-

ceive 25,000 Jews.

Myers on the other hand invents the reference to the "more 'hu-

mane' option": both deceitfully introduced into this document, which

they never saw, as explicit allusions to what we might call their own
personal "gassing options."

The context described by Browning clearly excludes any notion of

extermination, even of Jews unfit for work. On 10 October 1941 Hey-

drich announced in Prague the deportation of 50,000 Jews from the Pro-

tectorate and the Altreich to Minsk and Riga;'^^^ of those 25,000 were

bound for Minsk'^^"^ and therefore the remaining 25,000, including those

unfit for work, must have been scheduled for reception in the concentra-

tion camp near Riga.

[24] "The mental stamina of the Nazi executioners in the open-air

shootings in the occupied Soviet territories was also wearing thin at this

time especially as more Jewish women and children were being included

among the liquidations. A less personal less direct method was requested

for all parties involved with the 'Jewish Question. ' Formerly general ideas

of a 'quick-working means ' soon cemented into the use of engine exhaust

As shown, these developments paved the road to the construction of homi-

cidal gas vans. Parallel to the origins of the gas vans are the stationary

homicidal gas chambers which would come into service in the spring of

1942, also employing engine exhaust. They are the subject of the next sec-

tion, "(p. 281)

This is simple-minded babbling without any reference to sources.

The expression "'quick-working means"' is taken from Hoppner's letter

of 16 July 1941 and is quoted by Myers out of context and in a rather

imaginative way.

[25] "While gas vans were being constructed in Berlin to aid in the mo-

bile killing actions in the occupied Soviet territories, agreements were also

made regarding the murder ofJews in the district of Lublin, part of the

1853 T/37/299.

GARF, 7445-2-145, p. 60. Letter by the Wehrmachtbefehlshaber Ostland to Lohse of 20 No-
vember 1941.
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General Government in occupied Poland. " (p. 281)

More stale babbling. Myers did not prove in any way that any "gas

vans" were really built, and he refers us to Harrison, whose imaginative

and tendentious character I have already demonstrated.

[26] "Following the decision in October 1941 to construct an extermi-

nation camp in Belzec, the SS Zentralbauleitung (Central Building Direc-

torate) acquired twenty local Polish residents and several Ukrainians to

take part in the construction of the camp, located off the main Lublin-to-

Lwow railway line, southeast ofthe main Belzec station. "
(p. 281)

Myers does not know what he is talking about. He pretends that in

Belzec a "Central Construction Office [Zentralbauleitung]" was present

which employed some civil workers. Around that time (November

1941) five Central Construction Offices {Zentralbauleitungen) existed

in the General Government: one each in Warsaw, Lublin, Lwow, D^bi-

ca and Krakow, plus nine simple Construction Offices,^^^^ one of which

- the Construction Office headquartered in Zamosc - would have built

the Sobibor camp. Due to its position it was also responsible for the

construction of the Belzec camp (Zamosc lies about 40 km north-west

of Belzec).

Also in this respect I have already abundantly demonstrated that the

construction of Belzec as an "extermination camp" has no documentary

basis and is contrary to the known historical context and documents (see

chapter 5, point 7 and chapter 6, point 113).

[27] Myers then quotes the known passage of the Stanislaw Kozak

witness report of 14 October 1945 referring to the construction of the

first alleged gassing complex in Belzec. At the end of the quotation he

comments:

"The Belzec barracks that Kozak most likely refers to are the living

quarters for Jewish prisoners, the undressing barrack, and the gas cham-

ber, with three chambers measuring close to 8x4 meters. " (p. 280)

In footnote 29 he explains:

"MGK rely upon Kozak's testimony in support of their thesis that

Belzec was a delousing-transit camp. This argument will be analyzed in the

next section.

"

This is understandable. It is on the other hand neither understandable

nor justifiable that Myers in his quotation omits the part of this witness

testimony which is the most inexplicable, holocaustically speaking:

Hauptamt Hauhalt imd Bauten, Ubersichtsplan der Bauinspektionen und Zentralbauleitungen

der Waffen-SS und Polizei. Aufgestellt: Berlin am 14.1 1.41. Wojewodzkie Archiwum

Panstwowe w Lublinie, ZBL, 3, p. 12 and 24.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 45.
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"In each of the three parts of the shed we set up ovens weighing about

250 kilograms. One may assume that the elbowedpipes were later connect-

ed to the ovens. The ovens were 1 m 10 cm high, 55 cm wide and 55 cm

deep. Out ofcuriosity I looked into an oven through the oven door. I did not

see any grids. The inside of the oven seemed to be lined with refractory

bricks. I did not see any other openings. The oven door was oval in shape

and had a diameter ofsome 25 cm placed about 50 cm above thefloor.
"

Kozak never speaks of "gas chambers," he does not explain the us-

age of the shed subdivided into three rooms which he described in de-

tail, he does not explain what the interior equipment was used for, start-

ing with the ovens. Therefore to refer to this witness testimony to posi-

tively prove the existence of gas chambers in Belzec is dishonest and

also rather childish.

[28] "SS-Scharfuhrer Erich Fuchs went with Wirth to Belzec:

One day in the winter of 1941 Wirth arranged a transport to Poland. I

was picked together with about eight or ten other men and transferred to

Belzec in three cars... Wirth told us that in Belzec 'all the Jews will be

bumped off. ' For this purpose barracks were built as gas chambers. In the

gas chambers I installed shower heads. The nozzles were not connected to

any water pipes because they would only serve as camouflage for the gas

chamber. For the Jews who were gassed it would seem as if they were be-

ing taken to baths andfor disinfection. " (p. 280)

Here I can only remind the reader of the comment I made in my
study about Belzec:

'^^^

"As we have seen above, the witness Stanislaw Kozak stated he built the

barrack housing the gas chambers between November 1 and December 22,

1941. Erich Fuchs spoke, on the other hand, ofbarracks being 'turned into

gas chambers. ' [die Baracken als Gaskammern eingerichtet] . Which bar-

racks, if the alleged gassing barrack was a single one? And in what way

were these 'barracks [...] turned into gas chambers'? Simply by equipping

them with fake shower heads! Precisely because they were crude fakes,

these showers wouldn 't have worked 'as a disguise, ' but would immediately

have aroused the suspicion of the intended victims. Fuchs further testified

that he had been present at the gassing of the first transport ofJews, some

1,000 persons, 'in the so-called bath room (gas chamber), ' thus adopting

the terminology of the Polish witnesses just as he had accepted the fake

showers.
"

I should clarify that, while Kozak' s deposition spoke about one sin-

gle barrack divided into three rooms, a confused Fuchs mentions "bar-

racks" in the plural form.
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[29] "The background of Wirth is crucial. In early 1940, Wirth and

Eberl had attended a test gassing at Brandenburg. " (p. 282)

About this alleged "test gassing" the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" tells

us nothing more. As 1 showed elsewhere, it is based on simple state-

ments lacking any documentary backing and even contradicting them-

selves,'^^** falling squarely into the realm of Holocaust mythology.

[30] "Stangl and Wirth had commanded the Hartheim 'euthanasia'

camp before their spells in Aktion Reinhard. Stangl had testified about gas-

sing protocols at Hartheim during his interrogation in Linz in 1947.[32] In

September 1945, Hartheim stoker Vinzenz Nohel revealed that Wirth had

shotfour Jewish women who were too sick to walk to the gas chamber. [33]

Hermann Merta and Karl Harrer also stated that they received the belong-

ings ofgassed victims as giftsfrom Wirth [34]. "
(p. 282)

It is painful to see how Myers desperately adduces judicial babblings

without any historiographical evidence. His boastfulness of sources that

he has never seen continues apace with the usual shamelessness.

Footnote 32 states: "Peter Schwarz, 'Der Gerichtsakt Georg Renno

als Quelle fiir das Projekt Hartheim,' DoeW Jahrbuch, 1999, pp. 80-

92." Myers does not indicate the precise page of his quotation, because

the article is in fact taken from the web:'^^'

"Stangl, der der Hartheimer SS-Wachmannschaft angehdrte, hatte dezi-

diert zu Protokoll gegeben, da]] Dr. Lonauer und Dr. Renno fiir die Durch-

fUhrung der Vergasungen verantwortlich waren und da/S das Gas einzig

und allein von den diensthabenden Arzten in die Gaskammer geleitet wer-

den durfte.
"

"Stangl, who was a member of the SS security in Hartheim, decidedly

gave to protocol that Dr. Lonauer and Dr. Renno were responsibleforper-

forming the gassings and that the gas could solely be introduced into the

gas chamber by the physicians on duty.
"

Myers utilizes an English translation, as is proven by his reference

"DoeW" instead of "DOW." This acronym is often mentioned by My-
ers, but without any explanation, because apparently he has no idea of

its real meaning: Dokumentationsarchiv des osterreichischen Wider-

standes.

Footnote 33 refers to the "Testimony of Vinzenz Nohel, 4.9.45,

DOW, E18370/3." The document is available in PDF format at the

website of the Mauthausen Memorial with this remark:

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 51-52.

Peter Schwarz, "Der Gerichtsakt Georg Renno als Quelle fur das Projekt Hartheim," DOW-
Jahrbuch 1999, pp. 80-92, in:

www.nachkriegsjustiz.at/ns_verbrechen/euthanasie/renno_psw.php#r37.
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"Vernehmung des Beschuldigten Vinzenz Nohel durch die Kripo Linz

vom 4. 9. 1945 (hier eine beglaubigte Ablichtung fir das Landgericht

Frankfurt/Main 1969)"

"Interrogation of the defendant Vinzenz Nohel by the criminal

investigation police on 4 Sept. 1945 (here a certified copy for the District

Court Frankfurt upon Main 1969)
"

"For an English translation of this and other parts ofNohel 's testimo-

ny, see Herwig Czech, 'Nazi Medical Crimes at the Psychiatric Hospital

Gugging: Background and Historical Context, ' (DOW), no date, pp. 7-8.

"

The archival reference, however, is talcen from Friedlander's work

as quoted in footnote 34:'**''°

"«[DdW file E18370/3]: Kriminalpolizei Linz, interrogation Vinzenz

Nohel, 4 Sept. 1945"

During this interrogation Nohel stated, among other things:'^'''

"Ein andermal kam ein Transport mit Frauen, welche mit Typhus

behafiet waren. Uber Auftrag des Hptm. Wirth wurden 4 Frauen in den

roten Raum gebracht und dort von Hptm. Wirth durch Genickschufi

erledigt.
"

"On another occasion a transport ofwomen came which were infected

with typhus. On Cpt. Wirth's order 4 women were brought into the red

room and werefinished offby Cpt. Wirth with a shot into the neck.
"

Indicative for the trustworthiness of this witness is, among other

things, his statements on cremations in a coke-fueled Kori crematorium.

According to him, 2 to 8 corpses were simultaneously cremated in it,

and he claims that 20,000 mentally ill persons were cremated!

In the same footnote Myers informs us:

"For an English translation of this and other parts ofNohel 's testimo-

ny, see Herwig Czech, 'Nazi Medical Crimes at the Psychiatric Hospital

Gugging: Background and Historical Context, ' (DOW), no date, pp. 7-8.

"

This was copied and pasted from the above-mentioned PDF file

which contains two excerpts of the Nohel statement, but without any

reference to Wirth. '^''^
It is true on the other hand that Harrison in No-

vember 2009 published a blog post'^*^ in which he linked to online

scans of Nohel's 1945 testimony, which contain the incriminating

H. Friedlander, Ttie Origins ofNazi Genocide: From Euthanasia to the Final Solution, Uni-

versity ofNorth Carolina Press, Chapel Hill 1995, note 58 on p. 331.

Pagina 6 deU'interrogatorio.

Dr. Herwing Czech. "Documentation Centre of Austrian Resistance (DOW). Nazi Medical

Crimes at the Psychiatric Hospital Gugging. Background and Historical Context," in:

www.memorialgugging.at/pdf/Czech_MedizinverbrechenGugging_engl.pdf

Jonathan Harrison. "Testrmony ofVinzenz Nohel, 4th September 1945,"

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2009/ll/testimony-of-vinzenz-nohel-4th.html
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Statements about Wirth.'^'"'

Footnote 34 refers to "Friedlander, The Origins of Nazi Genocide,

pp.234-35, citing Bezirksgericht Ybbs, interrogation of Hermann Merta,

3.12.45 and LG Linz, interrogation of Karl Harrer, 6.3.47. Both located

at DOW E18370/3," which settles once and for all that Myers's refer-

ences to the archival source "DOW El 8370/3" is fraudulent.

[31] "The affidavit of Gorgass makes an explicit connection between

these gassing activities and Wirth 's transfer to Aktion Reinhard: 'Police

Captain WIRTH, whom I knew personally and who was administrative di-

rector in several Euthanasia institutions, told me late in summer 1941 that

he had been transferred by the foundation ' to a Euthanasia institute in the

Lublin area.'- 282)

The source offered is "Affidavit of Hans Bodo Gorgass, 23.2.47,

NO-3010."^^*^ See also the German text:'^*^

"Der mir bekannte Polizei-Hauptmann Wirth, der Verwaltungsleiter in

verschiedenen Euthanasie-Anstalten war, erzdhlte mir im Spdtsommer

1941, dafi er von der Stiftung aus an eine Euthanasie-Anstalt im Raum Lub-

lin versetzt set

"

If this affidavit is to be taken seriously, then it w^ould be more favor-

able to the thesis of euthanasia centers in Belzec and Sobibor rather

than Myers's thesis of extermination camps in these locations.

[32] Myers invokes the witness account of Jan Piwohski about So-

bibor, ofwhom he quotes a passage with this "incriminating" sentence:

"Sometime later some very thick doors, which had rubber strips around

them, arrived by train. "
(p. 282)

This apparently happened "in the autumn of 1941." Myers does not

even try to explain why these doors arrived to Sobibor even before the

construction work for the camp started, which happened in March 1942

- according to the source from which he took the Piwonski witness re-

port (Schelvis, footnote 36 on p.
283).'^*^

[33] Myers then quotes an excerpt of the Erich Fuchs deposition of 2

Aussage Nohel,

http://mm.braintmst.at/db/admin/de/index_main.php?aufl=4&cbereich=5&cthema=192&pgCP

age=2&stext=&sort=&sortdir=&status=&search=&chai=&cdocument=43&fromlist=l

Which can be viewed online at:

http://nuremberg.law.harvard.edu/php/pflip.php?cascid=HLSL_NMT01&docnum=2355&num

pages=2&startpage= 1 &title=Affidavit. .&color_setting=C

Eberhard Jackel, Jiirgen Rohwer (eds.), Der Morel an den Juden im Zweiten Weltkrieg. Ent-

schlufibildungund Verwirklichmg, Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart 1985, pp. 139f.

Helmut Krausnick, who quotes this section, strangely omits the phrase "from the foundation

[von der Stiftung aus]:'

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit., p. 27. The 29 April 1975 witness

report ofPiwonski is mentioned on the same page.
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April 1963, for which he mentions the date and archival reference with

errors ("Schelvis, Sobibor, p. 100, citing Erich Fuchs, Koblenz,

8.4.1963, ZstL-251/51/9-1782/83").'^'^^ Fuchs speaks about a "heavy

Russian petrol engine (presumably an armoured vehicle or traction en-

gine), at least 200 HP (V-engine, 8-cylinder, water cooled)" which he

brought from Lemberg (Lwow) to Sobibor.

This witness account not only lacks documentary evidence to sup-

port it, but is also at odds with Stangl's testimony and with the sup-

posed technical evolution of the gassings.
'^^^

[34] "Along with the homicidal gas vans, the gas chambers at Sobibor

and Belzec were based upon the lethal effects ofengine exhaust introduced

into an area where human beings were trapped, carbon monoxide, one of

the toxins in engine exhaust, was a favoured method in its bottledform in

mobile and stationary gas chambers against mentally ill patients following

the occupation ofPoland in 1939. "
(p. 283)

Here Myers absurdly tries to take for granted what he must prove.

[35] "The use of engine exhaust for mass murder had also been exem-

plified since 8 December 1941 in Chelmno, where Warthegau officials sta-

tioned several gas vans employing such means to gas thousands ofJews.

Gassings by Sonderkommando Lange (including at the Soldau 'transit

camp') during 1940 were discussed in Chapter 2, where we showed how
these paved the way for the same unit's involvement in the gassing at

Chelmno. Thus, when T4 personnel were assigned to help establish homici-

dal gas chambers at the Reinhard camps, the idea of engine exhaust was

the method most offering itself. "
(p. 283)

The "plagiarist bloggers" in reality have not presented any proof of

the alleged gassings in Chelmno. Not even the date of 8 December 1941

has any evidence even by orthodox standards, because it does not even

stem from witness accounts. The date was invented by the examining

judge Wladyslaw Bednarz in 1946.'*^° Since then it has been parroted

by orthodox historians, who should instead use the 9 December date

which is at least mentioned by one witness.

In chapter 5, points 81-86, 1 have also challenged Harrison's histori-

cal fantasies regarding the Soldau camp, and therefore Myers's conclu-

sion about the "T4 personnel" is completely unwarranted.

1868
jj^g source cited by Schelvis is:"Fuchs am 2. April 1963 wahrend einer Vemehmung in Diis-

seldorf. ZStL-251/59-9-1785." J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit, footnote 282 on

p. 119. The proper page is actually 1784.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 257-269.
1870 "Vernichtungslager Chehnno in Polen." USSR-340, p. 2.

It is Andrzej Miszczak. See // campo di Chetmno tra storia e propaganda, op. cit, footnote 79

on p. 38.
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[36] "Of course, there were other gaseous methods accessible to Nazi

officials to use in order to poison unwanted persons. For the Auschwitz

camp staff the newly available cyanide-basedpesticide Zyklon-B presented

itself as a suitable method to dispose of the increasing number of Soviet

prisoners of war, sick prisoners, and Jewish laborers who were 'unfit for

work '[38]

In early September 1941, a provisional gassing test was undertaken in

cell block 11 in the main Auschwitz camp. After sealing the block and mak-

ing it airtight, several hundred Soviet prisoners of war, in addition to a

large group of sick inmates were brought into the basement cells, where

several SS officers with gas masks dispensed the Zyklon-B.[39] Several

more gassings in the main camp were performed with the pesticide in the

autumn/winter 1941-1942. "
(pp. 283-284)

In footnote 38 Myers refers to "Longerich, Holocaust, p. 280." The

cited author writes:
'^^^

"Various categories of prisoners were systematically murdered in

Auschwitz in the autumn of 1941: Soviet prisoners ofwar who had already

been shot or beaten by guards since first arriving in the summer, also, from

the summer of 1941, sick prisoners (as part ofAction 14fl3), Jewish forced

labourersfrom Upper Silesia who were regularly handed over as 'unfitfor

work' by 'Organisation Schmelt, ' and Poles handed over for execution by

the Kattowitz Gestapo.
"

These statements are completely unfounded. A more recent attempt

by Robert Jan van Pelt to rewrite the history of the alleged first gassings

of Jews in Auschwitz has proven to be a real disaster.
'^^^

Footnote 39 tries to explain the alleged "first gassing" in Auschwitz.

With foolish impudence Myers vmtes:

"Cf. Klodzinski, 'Die erste Vergasung, ' also Joachim Meander and Ser-

gey Romanov, 'Dr. Meander responds to Carlo Mattogno, ' Holocaust Con-

troversies, 13.2.10, http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2010/02/dr-

joachim-neander-responds-to-carlo.html. Dr. Meander's response and Ser-

gey Romanov's postscript demolish the fallacies and distortions in Mat-

togno 's account on thefirst gassing at Auschwitz.
"

Not knowing what to refer to, Myers is obliged to repeat the two

poor sources already used by Terry (p. 180), which I already discussed

in chapter 6, point 78. 1 repeat that the claim to prove the "first gassing"

on the basis of Klodzinski' s article is a pitiful act of despair, while the

alleged "rebuttal" of my book Auschwitz: The First Gassing in Nean-

der's tiny article is completely foolish. This person hardly even touches

p. Longench, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit, pp. 280-281.

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit, pp. 112-141.
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1

the bulk of arguments which I presented.

[37] "Unfortunatelyfor MGK, the use of different methods by different

actors in different situations to mass murder people in different locations

does notpreclude the truth ofthose events. "
(p. 284)

Unfortunately for Myers, there is no documentary or even material

proof of the "use of different methods" of gassing, therefore his claim

remains empty babbling.

[38] "Such complexities are not unusual to recorded human history,

and in no way cast doubt on the independent sources ofevidence regarding

those different methods. Instead ofproperly addressing that evidence, MGK
instead ignore, distort, and straw man the current research on the devel-

opment of the Nazi gas chambers, which highlight the influence and im-

portance of local circumstances and actions in the progression ofNazi pol-

icy against the Jews. For instance, MGK argue that it 'cannot be explained

why the euthanasia personnel ' built gas chambers for the Reinhard camps,

but notfor Auschwitz-Birkenau. Such poor quality arguments of incredulity

stemfrom MGK's ignorance and incomprehension ofthe literature, for his-

torians have indeed explained such matters, as we have above. "
(p. 284)

Myers tries to ridicule the arguments I made in this regard by ineptly

distorting them. For instance, he displays ignorance and incomprehen-

sion of precisely the text to which he alludes, which reads as fol-

lows:
'^^^

"From the Holocaust perspective it cannot be explained why the eutha-

nasia personnel were sent out to build gas chambers for Aktion Reinhardt

but not at Auschwitz}^^^^^ After all, the so-called 'Sonderbehandlung

14fl3,' i.e. the extension of the euthanasia program to the concentration

camps, should have entailed such a move, all the more so as Reitlinger tells

us that the Jewish detainees were included 'merely for being Jews. ' Ac-

cording to Danuta Czech 's Kalendarium, Dr. Horst Schumann, the head of

the Hadamar euthanasia institution, arrived at Auschwitz on 28 July 1941,

leading a Sonderkommission which had the task ofselecting 'all invalids,

cripples, and chronically ill' who were then sent to Sonnenstein to be

gassed. This happened on Himmler's orders.

Brack, however, declared that the order to transfer the euthanasia per-

sonnel to Lublin and to put it at Globocnik's disposition could have come

'onlyfrom Himmler. ' Yet ifHimmler was indeed running all at once Aktion

Reinhardt, Sonderbehandlung 14fl3, and the alleged extermination pro-

gram at Auschwitz, which he is said to have explained to Rudolf Hofi in

June of1941, 827 then it is all the more inconceivable that the road leading

to homicidal gas chambers at this camp should have been an entirely dif-

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 272-273.

Obviously 1 refer to the simple dispatch of this personnel
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ferent one, without the euthanasiaprogram being the least bit involved. The

same reasoning applies to Chelmno.

"

He also overlooks the essential elements for the genesis of the "gas

chambers," such as the alleged visit by Hoss to Treblinka to inform

himself about the extermination process'^^'' and Gerstein's "mission" to

improve the the "gas chambers" of the Reinhardt camps through using

prussic acid by order of the RSHA.'^^^

Whatever the "plagiarist bloggers" may think, the problem of the

choice of the alleged means of killing is important for their narrative

and yet remains shrowded in mist. The choice of bottled carbon monox-

ide for the euthanasia institutes, the usage of diesel and gasoline engine

exhaust in the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, the "random" usage of Zyk-

lon B for Auschwitz and other camps, the use of gas vans in Chelmno,

in Serbia and behind the Russian frontline - all appear completely unre-

lated, as if they were local initiatives without any higher-level coordina-

tion, despite the best efforts of today's historians to conjure up imagi-

nary relationships between these different kilhng procedures (the inter-

ventions of the KTI, the Sachsenhausen meeting).

Yet according to the orthodox Holocaust story Himmler issued fun-

damental orders that would have resulted in the construction of the "gas

vans" (assigned to Nebe), the gas chambers utilizing engine exhaust

(assigned to Globocnik) and the Zyklon B gas chambers (assigned to

Hoss). Is it really credible that Himmler, who very often intervened

even in minutiae of the handling of the Jewish question, would have

been so completely disinterested about the killing methods to overlook

standardizing them - not even in the course of verifying if the "more

humane" method he asked ofNebe was really such?

This alleged methodological anarchy is the exact result of the "re-

gionalization" in the alleged Jewish extermination, which some of to-

day's historians have posited in order to free themselves from the histo-

riographical noose set at Nuremberg. It is thus a simple change of strat-

egy which does not really solve any problems.

[39] On p. 284 begins the second section of the chapter, titled "The

Original & Second Gas Chambers at Betzec and Sobibor." Unable to

prove anything with documents, Myers resumes his monotonous

presentation of foolish statements and faked sourcing. The first is the

one of the "Polish railway worker Stefan Kirsz" (p. 284) who speaks

NO-1210; PS-3868.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 126-132.
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about the division of the trains into three parts in Belzec. It is not clear

what the importance of the document is, except for the fact that it con-

tradicts the testimony offered by Gerstein, for whom a train of 45 wag-

ons entered completely into the camp.'^^^ The source cited by Myers is

"Stefan Kirsz, 15.10.1945, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 6, pp.1 147-

1148; cf Arad, Belzec, Sohibor, Trehlinka, p.69" (footnote 41).

I remind the reader that the "plagiarist bloggers'" rule is: "We claim,

to have seen the documents ourselves, but it is already known in the lit-

erature." In such a case they indicate the archival source followed by

the bibUographic source(s) preceded by "cf." This means that Myers has

"seen" the original document. Nothing could be further from the truth!

He has simply copied the text published by Arad, which has the exact

same length. Myers has only modified Arad's citation of his source:

"Belzec-Oberhauser, Band 6, pp. 1147-1148."'**^^ "BAL" stands for

"Bundesarchiv Ludwigsburg" (Federal Archives Ludwigsburg), where

the Zentrale Stelle documents no longer needed for legal proceedings

have been stored since 2000. The classification nimiber is "208 AR-Z
252/59"; it is unclear whence Myers has taken the "162" number.

The quotation in question offers me an opportunity to reveal Arad's

text manipulation. First I reproduce his franslation taken verbatim by

our "plagiarist blogger":^^^"

"As a co-driver of a locomotive, I led the Jewish transports from the

station of Rava-Russkaya to Belzec many times ... These transports were

divided in Belzec into three parts. Each part, which consisted of twenty

freight trains, was taken to the railway spur inside the camp pushed by the

locomotive, and stopped near theformer border wall of 1939/1940. Imme-

diately after the freight cars stopped inside the camp, they were emptied of

Jews and their luggage. I saw that in addition to the living, corpses were

taken out... The Germans did not allow us to watch the camp, but I was able

to see it when I approached the camp and deceptivelypretended that I must

put the coal closer to the entrance gate.

"

This translation contains both a dishonest omission (marked by el-

lipsis) to hide a statement quite contrary to the commonly accepted

Holocaust story, as well as unmarked abridgements of the original text,

which reads as follows (the most important passages omitted by Arad

are underlined) :

1878 ps-i553,p. 3ofthereport.
'*™ Y. Arad, Be/zec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. c;7., footnote 2, Chapter Nine, on p. 410.

Ibid, p. 69.

ProtokoUderZeugenvemehmung of Stefan Kirsz, 15 October 1945. Translation from Polish.

ZstL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, pp. 1 147-1 148.
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"Als Lokomotivjuhrgehilfe fiihrte ich mehrmals die Lokomotive der

Judentransporte aus der Station Rawa Ruska nach Belzec.

Im Verlaufdes Sommers 1942 habe ich dreimal feststellen konnen, dass

ausser den Juden auch Polen aus Lembers nach Belzec sebracht wurden,

die von den Deutschen wesen ihrer politischen Tdtiskeit verhaftet worden

waren. Jedes Mai fuhren 4 Wassons Polen; ich habe mit ihnen sesprochen

und sie sasten mir, dass sie Polen und von den Deutschen wesen ihrer

deutschfeindlichen politischen Tdtigkeit verhaftet worden seien.

Diese Transporte , die ich aus Rawa Ruska nach Belzec fiihrte, wurden

in Belzec in drei Telle geteilt, wonach jeder Teil (20 Waggons) auf einem

Nebengleis in das Gebiet des Lagers hineingerollt wurden. Die Waggons

liefen vor und wurden von der Lokomotive geschoben. Die Lokomotive hielt

vor dem Grenzwall vom Jahre 1939/40. Sobald die Waggons auf dem im

Gebiet des Lagers liegenden Nebengleis stillstanden, wurden sie von den

Juden geleert. Innerhalb 3 bis 5 Minuten waren die 20 Waggons vdlligfrei

von Menschen und Gepack. Ich habe gesehen, dass ausser diesen lebenden

Menschen auch Leichen herausbefordert wurden. [. . .] Ich habe das deswe-

gen sehen konnen, well ich das Gebiet des Lagers betrat und vortauschte,

dass ich die Kohle ndher zur Ofentiir legen miisste. Die Deutschen erlaub-

ten nicht, aufdas Lagergebiet zu schauen
"

"As an assistant locomotive driver I repeatedly drove the locomotive of

the Jewish transportsfrom the station ofRava-Ruska to Belzec.

During the course of the summer of 1942 I was able to determine three

times that besides the Jews also Poles from Lwow who had been arrested

by the Germans for their political activity were transported to Belzec. Each

time 4 wagons ofPoles traveled; I spoke with them and they told me that

they were Poles and had been arrested for their anti-German political ac-

tivity.

These transports , which I led from Rava-Ruska to Belzec, were divided

in Belzec in three parts, whereby each part (20 wagons) was moved into the

camp area on a siding track. The wagons ran ahead and were pushed by

the locomotive. The locomotive stopped before the border ditch of the year

1939/40. As soon as the wagons stopped on the siding track inside the camp

area, they were emptied of the Jews. Within 3 to 5 minutes the 20 wagons

were completely free ofpeople and luggage. I saw that apart from living

people corpses were also carried out. [...]/ could see it, because I entered

the camp area feigning that I had to unload the coal closer to the furnace

door. The Germans did not allow looking at the camp area.
"

Thus the witness claimed that some Poles were sent to Belzec from

Lvow and more importantly that 20 wagons full of Jewish deportees

would have been completely unloaded in 3-5 minutes! Arad's omissions

are therefore more than understandable.

[40] Myers then quotes a passage from the deposition of SS-
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Unterscharfiihrer Karl Alfred Schluch of 11 November 1961 about the

arrival of Jews in Belzec. It is also copied from Arad's text, again with

the pretence to have seen the original docxunent, which is cited as fol-

lows: "Karl Alfred Schluch, 11.11.1961, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59,

Bd. 8, p. 1511-1512; cf Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, p.70" (foot-

note 42 on p. 285).

For this reason he is not able to detect the errors and omissions

which feature in Arad's translation plagiarized by him. I shall limit my-

self only to the most important alterations/distortions.

"The disembarkation from the freight cars was carried out by a group

ofJewish prisoners under the command oftheir capos. " (p. 285)

The original German text says:'^^^

"Die Entladung der Waggons wurde von einem judischen Arbeitskom-

mando unterLeitung eines Kapos ausgefiihrt"

"The unloading of the wagons was performed by a Jewish labor detail

under the command ofone Kapo.

"

"It was my obligation to carry out such supervisions": this following

sentence is omitted without indication. "After the disembarkation, the

Jews were taken to the assembly square." This is only an approximate

translation with the omission of an adjective: "After the disembarkation

the Jews able to walk had to proceed to the assembly point {Die

gehfahigen Juden hatten sich nach der Entladung an den Sammelplatz

zu begeben]."^*^^ (Emph. added)

"This announcement was made by Wirth and franslated by a Jewish

capo": this is another approximate translation. The German text says:

"The announcement was held by Wirth but also by his translator, a

Jewish Kapo {Die Ansprache wurde von Wirth aber auch von seinem

Dolmetscher, einemjudischen Kapo, gehalten]."^^^'^ (Emph. added)

Continuing, we see an excerpt from the statement of "SS-man Kurt

Franz" regarding the allegedly deceptive speech given by Wirth on the

resettlement of the Jews, also taken verbatim from Arad with the usual

shrewdness: "Kurt Franz, 14.9.1961, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd.

7, p. 1421; cf, Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, p.70."

[41] Myers then describes the alleged killing procedure, as always

strictly based on statements, but in this instance he tries his hand at pro-

ducing nothing less than objective evidence:

Beschuldigten-Vemehmung of Karl Alfred Schluch, 10 November 1961. ZstL, AR-Z 252/59,

vol. VIII, p. 1511.

Ibid.,^. 1512.

Ibid., p. 1512.
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"In order to reach the gas chambers, victims were sent along a 'tube

'

(Schlauch), a forested andfencedpathway leadingfrom the reception area

to the extermination area. A recent analysis ofwartime aerial photographs

ofthe Beliec camp revealed indications offencing matching the description

of this 'tube' (see image 5.1). These lineations are likely the result offallen

needles and otherfoliage which was interwoven into thefence to help cam-

ouflage the march to the gas chambers. "
(p. 285)

Even assuming that the

three pictures published on p.

286 (the first is reproduced as

Illustration 8.1 to the right)

would really demonstrate the

"Traces of the 'tube' at

Belzec," what proves that this

"tube" actually led to the al-

leged "gas chambers"? Such

an argument is as petty as the

one adduced by Dino A. Bru-

gioni and Robert G. Poirier

who, by publishing aerial pic-

tures of 1944 of the Birkenau

crematories, believed to have

thus established the existence of the alleged "gas chambers," so much

so that they titled the pictures "Gas Chamber and Crematorium II, 25

August 1944," "Gas Chambers and Crematoria IV and V, 13 September

1944" and inserted the description "Gas Chambers" in other pic-

tures/*^^^ The argument, therefore, is already flawed in principle. More

specifically, it is the fruit of deception. First Myers shows only part of

the photo because the whole photo reveals that alleged "tube" is the fi-

nal part of a road coming from outside the camp area and forming a vast

curve inside of it (see Illustration 8.2).

Furthermore and as Myers knows well, in the area corresponding to

the end of the alleged "tube" Andrzej Kola found no trace of the foun-

dation of the alleged gas chamber building (I will return to this in points

118-122).

12j5 25 57.5 60

D. A. Brugioni, and R. G. Poirier, The Holocaust Revisited: A Retrospective Analysis of the

Auschwitz-Birkenau Extermination Complex. Central Intelligence Agency, Washington D.C.,

1979, pictures on p. 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13.
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Illustration 8.2 (From:

http://www.deathcamps.org/Betzec/pic/bmap09.jpg)

[42] Myers then quotes a long excerpt from the 10 November 1961

deposition by Karl Alfred Schluch on the "extermination procedure."

Again he boasts about an archival source of which he has no

knowledge: "Karl Alfred Schluch, 11.11.1961, BAL 162/208 AR-Z
252/59, Bd. 8, p. 1512-1513; cf Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka,

pp.70-71" (footnote 46). The quotation is clearly taken from Arad. That

Myers never saw the original text is confirmed by the fact that he quotes

from it with the same cuts made by Arad and with the same translation

error. For example, "After this procedure, the corpses were thrown into

a big pit," whereas the German text says: "After this procedure, the

corpses were thrown into the existing big pits \Nach dieser Prozedur

wurden die Leichen in die vorhandenen grofien Grdber geworfen]"^^^^

(emph. added).

Myers then comments as follows:

"The most serious criticism raised against Schluch 's testimony by MGK
has been for allegedly plagiarizing the Gerstein report. This charge is

simply unconvincing for the many distinctions in Schluch and Gerstein 's

testimonies. Whereas Schluch describes bodies in disorder inside the gas

chambers, in various directions, and with some kneeling on other bodies,

Gerstein is clear that the bodies were so packed that they had no space 'to

'™ ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol. VIII, p. 1513.
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fall down or even lean forward. ' Schluch and Gerstein diverge on the de-

gree to which gassed corpses were blue; Gerstein refers to the whole

corpses as blue, while Schluch only refers to a bluish tinge on the victims

'

lips and nose. While Schluch was very uncertain on the type ofengine used

for the gassings, Gerstein showed no hesitancy to state that it was a diesel

later on in his accounts. For the size of the gas chambers, Schluch de-

scribes the size of the original/old gas chambers (4 x 8 m) while Gerstein

refers to that ofthe new ones (6 chambers, 5x5 each) On the size ofburial

pits, Schluch 's very rough estimate (30 x 20 x 5/6 m) is not close to that re-

ported by Gerstein (100 x 20 x 12). Schluch and Gerstein also discuss de-

tails ignored by the other; Schluch discusses the victims ' eyes, while Ger-

stein discusses menstrual blood. It is clear that Schluch was not drawing

his testimonial evidencefrom the Gerstein report, despite the best wishes of

MGK to disregard Schluch 's testimony. "
(pp. 286-287)

It is worth noting ttie reference in footnote 48: "Affidavit [!] by Ger-

stein, 25.4.1945, 1553-PS," from wtiicti one can deduce that Myers has

never seen this document. 1 take it for granted that aU information not

contained in his brief quotation taken from Arad comes from my related

analysis.'****^ But Myers manipulates even my narration. He thus writes

that "Schluch was very uncertain on the type of engine used for the gas-

sings" while he was speaking clearly of a "diesel engine":
'^^^

'"For the gassings an engine was started up. I cannot give a more de-

tailed description of the engine, because I never saw it I am not a special-

ist, but I would say that, judgingfrom the sound, it was a medium-size die-

sel engine.
"'

The framework proposed by Myers admits only two possible expla-

nations. Either the two testimonies are independent of each other, in

which case the witnesses have uttered a long series of contradictory

statements that Myers cannot pass over in silence and hence has to ex-

plain somehow, or they are dependent on each other. In my Belzec

study I have explained the real meaning and also the limitations of what

could be described as the "plagiarism theory":^^^^

"As we have seen in Chapter II, by 1965, when the Belzec trial was

conducted at Munich, the official legal and historicalframework in relation

to this camp had already been consolidated; hence, in their efforts to mini-

mize their sentences, the defendants were compelled to accept this frame-

What is striking in their depositions - and thus confirms their purely

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 66-68.

Ibid.,^. 68.

»W.,p. 63 and 69.
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tactical and defensive value - is the extreme vagueness with which they re-

plied to the essential questions regarding the camp: the structure and oper-

ation ofthe alleged gas chambers, the burial and incineration ofthe corps-

es, the transports and the records of the alleged extermination. Nothing

new ofany substance emergesfrom their statements. And when, for tactical

reasons, something new does appear, it contradicts the ojficial version.

[...]

In conclusion, the witnesses at the Belzec trial followed, more or less

freely, depending upon their tactical aims, the dictates of the official histo-

riography on Belzec, founded upon the 'Gerstein report' and upon the

Polish testimonies ofthe years 1945/1946. Their statements read like vague

summaries of earlier court reports, without adding to these any important

new findings. Like the court reports, the testimonies are absolutely devoid

of any objective or documentary evidence. These declarations have, no

doubt, a legal value - which, however, has nothing to do with a demonstra-

tion ofthe truth or with historiography.
"

So Schluch's testimony is not a "cut and paste" plagiarism sucti as

ttiat conducted by ttie "plagiarist bloggers"; Schluch and his colleagues

rather drew inspiration from the Gerstein report (and the Polish judges'

investigation results) which was reinterpreted in light of their personal

knowledge and fantasies and according to their defense strategies.

Proof of this is the fact that the report by Kurt Gerstein, who was al-

legedly present in Belzec only for a few days, is more detailed than all

the subsequent German trial testimonies and findings put together, none

of which add any genuinely significant new elements to the narrative.

[43] Myers then quotes Franz Stangl's account of his visit to Belzec.

It is important to be aware that here we are dealing with statements al-

legedly made in 1970 by Stangl in a German prison to Gitta Sereny,

who is the sole guarantor of these statement's authenticity. As for the

quotation, it shows Myers's childish method of juxtaposing witness

statements without any critical analysis or comparison. Stangl stated

(according to G. Sereny) that he went to Belzec after a courier from Lu-

blin had informed him that Wirth was appointed inspector of the Aktion

Reinhardt camps. This ocurred on 1 August 1942,'^'^ and therefore

the visit would have happened a few days after. From the list of trans-

ports to Belzec published by the "plagiarist bloggers" (p. 479) one can

see that until the end of July there were about 151,000 deportees ac-

cording to Arad, or about 128,000 based on monthly percentages from

G. Sereny, In quelle tenebre. Adelphi Edizioni, Milano, 1975, p. 148. [In the English version:

pp. 109-111].

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 134.
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Arad normalized downward to the total of the Hofle report. But Stangl,

who had no idea about this enormous number of corpses, is claimed to

have said:

"/ remember, they took me to him... he was standing on a hill, next to

the pits ... the pits ...full... they were full. I can't tell you; not hundreds,

thousands, thousands ofcorpses ...oh God. "
(p. 287)

The final part of the quotation, "That's where Wirth told me - he

said that was what Sobibor was for." (p. 287), clearly shows the absurd-

ity of the story attributed to Stangl. According to Arad the alleged ex-

termination of Jews in Sobibor began on 5 May 1942 with a transport of

2,000 Jews from Oppeln.'^'^ Until the beginning of August, according

to a partial transports list published by Riickerl, more than 61,000 Jews

arrived at the camp.'^'^ So when Stangl learned what the purpose of So-

bibor really was, this camp had allegedly already gassed tens of thou-

sands of Jews!

All in all, this is just another typical example of Myers's moral and

intellectual dishonesty.

[44] "At Sobibor, the gas chambers werefinished in mid-April, a month

after the start ofoperations at Belzec. Three chambers, measuring approx-

imately 4x4 meters according to some accounts, were housed in a wooden

structure atop a concrete base. "
(p. 287)

Myers does not specify to which "accounts" he refers. The measures

indicated by him (4 m x 4 m) are the ones appearing in the verdict of

the Hagen Jury Court of 20 December 1966,'^'"^ but its source is un-

clear. Schelvis does not mention any witness report regarding the di-

mensions of the "gas chambers," and limits himself to the arbitrary

statement that they are identical with those of Belzec:
^'^'^

"Thefirst gas chambers at Sobibor were built to the same specifications

as the original ones at Belzec. The layout and dimensions were exactly the

same [...].

"

This alleged sameness results from Erich Bauer's statement'^'*

which I will analyze in the next point. Schelvis 's point does not make a

lot of sense, because according to Kozak the first gassing shed con-

tained three "gas chambers" of 8 m x 4 m, not 4 m x 4 m. Myers re-

peats this nonsense by writing: "Several weeks behind in its construc-

tion, Sobibor was planned similar in its general layout to Belzec." (p.

Y. Arad, 5e/zec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 390.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 156.

/Wrf.,p. 163.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit., p. 100.

Ibid., p. 101.
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287)

Arad contradicts both by stating, "The first gas chambers erected in

Sobibor were in a solid brick building with a concrete foundation,"'^'^

whereas those at Belzec would have been in a wooden shed.

As far as I know, besides Stangl mentioning "three rooms, three me-

ters by four,"'**^** the only other witnesses mentioning the size of the first

set of "gas chambers" at Sobibor were Vassily Lankov, who mentioned

rooms of some 3 m x 4 m,'**^^ and Alfred Ittner:'^""

"Im Lager 3 befanden sich 2 oder 3 Gaskammern. Die Grojie schdtze

ich ungefdhr wie die des heutigen Vernehmungszimmers. Ich wurde heute

sagen, dafi eine solche Kammer 3 x 4 m grofi war"

"There were 2 or 3 gas chambers in Camp III. I guess the size was

roughly as that of the present interrogation room. Today I would say that

such a chamber was 3 x4min size.

"

According to these sources, these rooms measured in total some 24,

36 or 48 m^, depending on which of the three above-mentioned witness-

es you choose to believe. I remind the reader that the three "gas cham-

bers" in Belzec allegedly had a total area of 96 m^. Even if one suppos-

es, as Terry pretends, that Belzec and Sobibor "were intended to carry

out what was still a relatively limited killing program" and "were con-

structed to test the feasibility of mass extermination" (p. 174), this

claimed drastic reduction of the surface area of the Sobibor "gas cham-

bers" - quite in contrast to those at Belzec - is without explanation and

even absurd.

[45] At this point Myers introduces a passage of Bauer's deposition

of 6 October 1965, claiming as his source ("Erich Bauer, 6.10.65,

StA.Dortmund, Verfahren gegen Bolender, p. 176," footnote 51) alt-

hough he probably copied it from Schelvis, who quotes the identical

passage.""' I quote the German text in relation to the "gas cham-

bers":''"^

"Die Gaskammer war schon da, auf einem Zementsockel stand ein

hdlzernes Gebdude, etwa so grofi wie dieser Sitzungssaal hier, aber

hedeutend niedriger, so niedrig wie eine normale Wohnung. Es waren 2

oder 3 Rduine, davor war ein Gang, in den man von aufien uber einen Steg

' Y. Arad. Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 31.

' Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit.
, p. 256

'Ibid., p. 149.

' Interrogation of Alfred Ittner, Kuknbach, 28 November 1963. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund,

Sonderband-Beweisunterlagen, Teil III, p. 4 of the document.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 101.
' Aussage Bauer, 6 October 1965. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund, 66, PMokt 65, pp. 176-177.
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hineinging. Es waren wohl holzerne Turen, die nachher gedndert wurden,

als die Gaskammer ganz neu aufgebaut wurde. Die LuftschutztUren kamen

erst spdter damn, ich holte sie selbst aus Warschau, das war aber erst beim

Neubau.

"

"The gas chamber was already there, on a cement base stood a wooden

building, about as big as this court room here, but significantly lower, as

low as a regular dwelling. There were 2 or 3 rooms, before them was a

hallway, into which one enteredfrom the outside through a landing. There

were probably wooden doors, which were later changed when the gas

chamber was rebuilt from scratch. The air-raid shelter doors came only

later, I picked them up personallyfrom Warsaw, but this was only during

the new construction.

"

Needless to say that Myers has also plagiarized the footnote: "Bauer

am 6. Oktober 1965 in Hagen. StA.Do-X'65-176" footnote 23 on p.

J j4
1903

-pj^g acronym "StA.Do" stands for "ProzeBakten im Archiv der

Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund mit Bezug auf Sobibor" (Trial records in

the archive of the Prosecution Office in Dortmund with relation to So-

bibor). Myers even copied the expression referring to Bauer as a "self-

proclaimed Gasmeister (gas master)," (p. 287) with which Schelvis pre-

sents the above-quoted passage:

"Erich Bauer, who called himself Gasmeister, briefly described what he

saw when hefirst arrived at Sobibor...

"

The most likely hypothesis is that in 1965 Bauer drew inspiration

from descriptions of the two alleged gassing facilities of Belzec, putting

together elements taken from statements by Kozak on the one hand

(wooden shed, three gas chambers) and from Gerstein and Reder on the

other (foundation reinforced by concrete). There was also an obvious

case of "contamination" of the testimonies. Fuchs in fact also spoke

about two or three "gas chambers": "To my knowledge there were 2-3

gas chambers in Sobibor [Meines Wissens waren in Sobibor 2-3 Gas-

kammern]."^^"^ Can one seriously beheve that Bauer and Fuchs, alt-

hough they are so-called perpetrator eye-witnesses, did not even know
the exact number of the "gas chambers" in Sobibor?

Lastly, since the "air-raid shelter doors [LuftschutztUren]" (!) were

installed only later, it is clear that the "wooden doors [holzerne Tiiren]"

were neither "gas-tight {gasdicht]" or "air-tight [luftdicht]" let alone

panic-proof!

Even the archival reference of footnote 57 ("BAL 162/208 AR-Z

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit, p. 114, footnote 23.

"** Ibid.,^. 101.
""^ Interrogation ofE.Fuchs from 2 April 1963. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, p. 1785.
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251/59, Bd. 9, pp. 1784-1785; cf. Schelvis, Sobibor, pp.100-101") is

deceitful, because it is taken, like the text, from Schelvis 's book, as can

be noticed already from the first sentence of the quotation, "If my
memory serves me right, 1 think 30 to 40 women were gassed"'^*"' (p.

288), in which "in one gas chamber" gets omitted: "If I recall correctly,

30-40 women were gassed in one gas chamber \Ich glaube mich zu

entsinnen, dafi 30-40 Frauen in einer Gaskammer vergast warden

sindV''''

[46] Myers then attempts to answer the objections raised by Thomas

Kues, who showed clear witness confradictions between the description

of the building of the "gas chambers" and of the first gassing:

"Regarding the building, in contrast to Bauer, Sobibor Commandant

Stangl declared to Gitta Sereny that thefirst gas chamber 'was a new brick

building. ' While this testimony was provided nearly three decades after the

event (with the profound impact such a time can have on one 's memory), it

must also be remembered that Stangl was later transferred to Treblinka in

early September, around the time that new brick gas chambers were being

constructed at his new camp, which could he the source for the confusion.

The statement by Fuchs regarding the building itself is ambiguous, as Kues

recognizes, and hard to pinpoint which building Fuchs ' is referring to as

the gas chamber building, and what he meant by 'concrete structure. ' Even

so, Fuchs is in agreement with Bauer in that the supporting structure of the

gas chamber was made (at least partially) ofcement, for the gassing engine

had been installed on a 'concrete base. "'
(p. 288)

Stangl declared that the gassing facility was "a new brick building,"

Bauer describes it as "a wooden building on a concrete base" and Fuchs

spoke of "a concrete structure" without mentioning specifically what its

purpose was.''"* Myers replies in a rather childish way. Stangl made a

"confusion." But he also made the same statement on 29 April 1969,

describing the gassing facility as a "brick building [Z?ege/g^eZ)flWe]"'^°'

- obviously another "confusion"!

Fuchs' s statement is "ambiguous" and, even trying really hard to ex-

plain it, Myers was unable to establish "which building Fuchs 's is refer-

ring to." Now, when he found on his arrival at Sobibor "a concrete

building and several solid houses \ein Betonbau und mehrerefeste Mau-

ser]" can one beheve that the gassing facility was located in one of

those "solid houses [feste Hduser]"? What function did the "concrete

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 100.

Interrogation ofE.Fuchs from 2 April 1963. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, p. 1784.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 263-264.

J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., p. 119.
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building [BetonbauJ' have then?

And finally, Myers transforms a contradiction into a "partial" con-

firmation: both Fuchs and Bauer spoke about a "concrete base" (Fuchs:

Betonsockel,^'^^^ Bauer: Zementsockel). Apart from the absurdity of such

a "confirmation," if Fuchs states that the engine was installed on a

"concrete base [BetonsockelY on the inside of the gassing facility, as

Myers can interpret on his own, and the witness speaks of a single

"concrete building [Betonbau]," how can anyone seriously doubt that

this is not precisely the gassing building?

Imagine, for one of them a wooden structure stood above this base

while for the other it was a reinforced concrete structure. This is like

saying: two witnesses describe a murderer, one as a white man, the oth-

er as a black man but both with a red tie; they are not contradicting

themselves but merely agree "partially." Myers's objections are there-

fore quite unhelpfiil in clarifying the matter.

[47] Myers then tries to explain the contradictions related to the first

gassing:

"These variations, easily explainable as errors ofmemory (the testimo-

nies were recorded many years after event), incorrectly reported events

(Stangl admits hearsay from Michel), or as a result of two separate gas-

sings (Fuchs does not list presence of Stangl, Wirth, or Michel at gassing),

hardly substantiate MGK's thesis that a conspiracy was determining or

providing answers for the Nazi perpetrators during their trials in order to

fabricate the Holocaust. " (p. 289).

That "Stangl admits hearsay fi-om Michel" is explicitly refuted by

Schelvis when he presents an excerpt of Stangl's interrogation of 29

April 1969, cited by Myers precisely by referencing Schelvis 's book

("BAL 162/208 AR-Z 230/59, Bd. 12, pp. 4464-4465; cf Schelvis, So-

bihor, p. 101," footnote 58 on p. 289): "Wirth and Stangl were present

during the test gassing [Wirth und Stangl waren bet der Probeverga-

sung zugegen]."^'^^^ So Myers is openly disingenuous.

The pretense that there were two first gassing attempts because

"Fuchs does not list the presence of Stangl, Wirth, or Michel at gas-

sings," is a stupid lie, since Fuchs declared:
'^'^

"Als weitere SS-Angehdrige waren Floss, Bauer, Stangl, Friedl,

Schwarz, Barbl u.a. anwesend.

"

"As further SS-members Floss, Bauer, Stangl, Friedl, Schwarz, Barbl

Interrogation ofE.Fuchs from 2 April 1963. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, p. 1784.

J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit.,p. 119.

Interrogation of E.Fuchs from 2 April 1963. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, p. 1784. Cfr. J. Schelvis,

Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit, p. 118.
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and others were present.

"

Here the "stupid" epithet is rather lenient, because in his quotation of

the Fuchs statement Myers adds these names between parentheses, fully

aware of their presence in the text:

"The Jewish women had to undress in a clearing in the woods near the

gas chamber and were herded into the gas chamber by the aforementioned

SS men (Floss, Bauer, Stangl, Friedl, Schwarz and Barbl) and Ukrainian

Hilfswilligen. "
(p. 288)

Not less silly is the "thesis of conspiracy," as I explained at length in

the beginning. The key to understanding these contradictions is uninten-

tionally offered to us by Myers when he talks about "errors of memo-
ry." To wit, the accused seem to have remembered well only the general

points for which they were charged by the prosecution in their indict-

ments against them; when asked about details, they stated what they be-

lieved to remember or they improvised altogether.

[48] "Following the successful test gassing(s), Sobibor was ready to

handle transports ofJews starting in late April/early May. "
(p. 289)

In addition to the contradictions detected by Thomas Kues, the story

of the "first gassing" recounted by Fuchs has many untenable aspects

which make it further improbable. The defendant described it like

this:'''^

"Alsdann probierte ich den Motor aus. Erfunktionierte zundchst nicht.

Ich reparierte die ZUndung und die Ventile mit dem Erfolg, dafi der Motor

schliefilich ansprang. Der Chemiker, den ich schon aus BELCEC [sic]

kannte, begab sich mit einem Mefigerdt in die Gaskammer, um die Gaskon-

zentration zu priifen. Im Anschlufi daran wurde eine Probevergasung

durchgefiihrt. [...] Als die Frauen in der Gaskammer eingeschlossen wa-

ren, habe ich mit Bauer den Motor bedient.^^'^^'^^ Der Motor liefzundchst im

Leerlauf. Wir standen beide am Motor und schalteten von Freiauspuffauf

Zelle, ' sodafl die Gase in die Kammer geleitet wurden. AufAnregung des

Chemikers stellte ich den Motor aufeine bestimmte Drehzahl ein, sodafi ein

Gasgeben kiinftig nicht erforderlich war.
"

"Thereupon I tested the engine. At first it did not work. I repaired the

ignition^^'^^^^ and the valves with the result that the engine finally started up.

The chemist whom I already knew from BELCEC [sic] entered the gas

chamber with a measuring device in order to measure the gas concentra-

tion. Subsequently a test gassing was conducted. [...] When the women

were locked up in the gas chamber, I operated the engine together with

Interrogation ofE.Fuchs from 2 April 1963. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, pp. 1784-1785. Cfr. J.

Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit.,p. 119.

Another proof of Bauer's presence in the story foolishly denied by Myers.

By the way: Diesel engines do not have an ignition; editor's remark.
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Bauer. Initially the engine was running idly. We both stood near the engine

and switchedfrom 'open exhaust to chamber ' so that the gases were di-

rected into the chamber. Upon the chemist's suggestion I adjusted the en-

gine to a certain speed so that no throttle action was needed in thefiiture.

"

The premise of the story is already unbelievable. Fuchs claims to

have collected a Russian gasoline engine in Lvow without the slightest

concern whether it would be operable. He transported it to Sobibor and

tested it only there, running the risk that it could have been irreparably

broken.

The case of Chelmno shows just how untenable this tale is. For this

camp exists an invoice of the Leipzig company Motoren-Heyne ad-

dressed "to the SS Special Commando X c/o Mr. SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer

chief inspector Bothmann, Kulmhof [an das SS-Sonderkommando X z.

H. Herrn SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer Krim.-Kom. Bothmann Kulmhof^' about

"1 used operable engine [7 Stck. gebrauchter betriebsicherer Dieselmo-

tor]" for an amount of 1,400 RM. Even though the author of the pub-

lished text embarrassingly claims that the engine was assigned "to the

gassing of Jews in the death camp Kulmhof [zur Vergasung von Juden

im Todeslager KulmhoJ]"^'^^^ the engine was obviously needed to pow-

er the camp generator. Its purported secondary usage for extermination

notwithstanding, the engine was purchased in accordance with normal

procedures, its operability guaranteed, and no SS-man was sent to War-

saw to look for whatever engine was available. In fact Fuchs 's engine

did not work properly, but fortunately he could repair "the ignition and

the valves {die Ziindung und die Ventile]" and start it up. Evidently -

armed with great foresight - he brought the necessary Russian spare

parts along with him before even knowing the kind of malfunction.

The central figure in this story is the unnamed "chemist [Chemi-

ker]": who was this person? The Hagen Court stated in this regard:
'^'^

"Ein solcher Chemiker wird fiir Sobibor unter dem Namen 'Dr. Blau-

rock' oder auch 'Blaubacke' erwdhnt. Das Gericht ist iiberzeugt, dafi es

sich bet dem Namen dieses nicht ermittelten Mannes um ein Pseudonym

handelte.

"

"Such a chemist is mentioned for Sobibor under the name Dr. Blau-

rock' or also 'Blaubacke. ' The Court is convinced that the name of this un-

determinedperson is a pseudonym.
"

However, even less than a fake name, this is actually an invented

T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach. B. Mark, A.Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit, p. 282.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 165.
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person. Yet, still, Fuchs claimed that he had met him at Belzec:'^'^

"Als Chemiker war bei den Bauarbeiten ein Zivilist aus Berlin

eingesetzt.

"

"During the contruction work a civilianfrom Berlin was deployed as a

chemist.

"

From the Chemist's claimed presence in Belzec we can infer that

even that camp had performed a "trial gassing." Things are now starting

to get convoluted. If a "chemist" was sent to Belzec and Sobibor in or-

der to verify the effectiveness of the gassing device, then these test gas-

sings must have been planned - at least at a regional level, e.g. by the

government of the Lublin district. This also implies that the poison gas

utilized for the extermination process (carbon monoxide) and the means

to produce it (an engine) had been decided by that authority.

If that is so, how then can one seriously believe that for Belzec a

Diesel engine would have been chosen? As Friedrich Paul Berg ex-

plained,'^'' a Diesel engine emits a percentage of carbon monoxide well

below that generated by a gasoline engine, and this was well-known al-

ready since the 1920s. Therefore only a lunatic would have chosen a

Diesel engine for mass extermination. Well aware of this, some ortho-

dox Holocaust historians tried in recent years to back-pedal by claiming

that "serious research does not assume at all that killings were per-

formed consistently with with Diesel engines in the extermination

camps of the 'Aktion Reinhardt.' [die seriose Forschung uberhaupt

nicht davon ausgeht, dass in den Vernichtungslagern der 'Aktion Rein-

hardt' durchgdngig mit Dieselmotoren gemordet wurde]"^^^^ This af-

firmation is clearly specious, because they bring nothing new'^^' to the

table than what was known to the Courts of Munich (Belzec trial) and

Diisseldorf (Treblinka trial), who in their respective sentences "ascer-

tained" for these two camps the murderous usage of a Diesel engine.
'^^^

I will return to this matter later (points 98-109).

Next, why would the "chemist" have tested and advised on the use

of a Diesel engine in Belzec, if with his measuring devices he would

Interrogation of E. Fuchs on 8 April 1963, ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, p. 1783.

F. P. Berg, "Diesel Gas Chambers: Ideal for Torture Absurd for Murder." in: Rudolf Germar

(ed.), Dissccling the Holocuusi, op. ciL, pp. 435-469.
"™ Achim Trunk, "Die todbringeiiden Gase," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Slu-

dien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentotungen durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, techni-

sche Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnmg, op. cit., p. 32.

I analysed the question in Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit. , pp.

30-32.
"^^ A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 133 (Belzec:

"die Abgase eines Dieselmotors") and 203 (Treblinka: "die Auspuffgase eines Dieselmotors").
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have inevitably found out that this method did not work?

Fuchs's tale of the chemist's subsequent test gassing at Sobobor with

a gasoline engine is quite coarse. The "chemist" entered into a "gas

chamber" (and the women were afterwards gassed in one), hopefully

equipped with a gas mask, in order to measure the concentration of gas

{"Gaskonzentration"), that is to say the percentage of carbon monoxide

in the air. Since the "gas chambers" were three in number, it would not

make sense to restrict the experiment to a single room, if only to test the

system's efficiency of piping exhaust gases to the other two chambers,

since otherwise the switch from "open exhaust to chamber [ "Freiaus-

puffaufZelleY would have affected only one "gas chamber." I will re-

turn to this fundamental detail in point 50.

What the "chemist" had ascertained, Fuchs failed to tell anyone.

Once the experiment was completed - results unknown - 30-40 women
were led into the "gas chamber." The engine ran initially on idle, but

then the "chemisf ' asked Fuchs to adjust the engine "to a certain speed

\aufeine bestimmte Drehzahl]." Which speed? Fuchs does not even tell

us. The whole matter makes no sense either, since changing the "speed"

with which an engine runs doesn't change the composition of its ex-

haust gases, only their amount, hence the speed with which the cham-

bers get filled with the gas. Changing the exhaust gas composition

would have required either adding a load to the engine (never men-

tioned by Fuchs or anybody else) or changing the fliel-air-ratio by ma-

nipulating the carburetor. However, a gasoline engine produces less

carbon monoxide if run at any other fuel-air-ratio than is used for the

idle state. In other words, Fuchs's statements about the anonymous

chemist's suggestions on how to operate the engine make no sense at

all. Therefore, with the new adjustment Fuchs would only have reduced

the carbon monoxide output.

Even these summary observations show what Myers's attitude to-

wards witness testimonies is: an infantile and superstitious gullibility.

Here I will resiraie where I left off in chapter 6, point 56, regarding

Jakob Henrichowitsch Engelhardt. The witness stated he had been

transferred from Trawniki to Sobibor in spring 1942 along with 1 1 other

auxiliaries. He described the first gassing experiment at Sobibor as fol-

lows:^'*^^

"Spdter, als der Bau des Bades und der Gruben abgeschlossen war,

ProtokoU einer Zeugenvemehmung (Jakob Henrichowitsch Engelhardt). Leningrad, 21 August

1975. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 643/71, vol. 4, p. 427.
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kam einmal ein Auto (das war das erste Mai), aus dem man 17-18 Leute

entlud. Das waren Frauen, Alte und Kinder. Das war ihre erste Probe. Mit

ihnen kamen drei Manner in Zivilkleidung. Die neu Angekommenen

entkleidete man vdllig, brachte sie ins Bad. Dort war tatsdchlich der

Eindruck geschaffen worden, dafi dies ein Bad set Dort gab es Seife

Duschen [sic]. Die Menschen sperrte man in diesem Bad ein. Hinten stand

ein Motor und anstelle von Wasser liefi man dorthin durch die Duschen

Gas. So wurden alle vernichtet Das Bad konnte nicht von alien Seiten

eingesehen werden, es lag unten.

"

"Later, when the construction ofthe bath and ofthe pits was completed,

a car once came (this was thefirst time), from which 17-18 people were un-

loaded. They were women, elderly people and children. That was theirfirst

test. Three men in civilian clothing came with them. The newly arrived were

completely undressed, and brought into the bath. There the impression had

really been created that this was a bath. There were soap, showers. The

people were locked up in this bath. In the back stood an engine and, instead

of water, gas was released in there through the showers. In this way all

were annihilated. The bath could not be observedfrom all sides, it lay be-

low.
"

This story is entirely different from ttiat told by Bauer, from the

number of the alleged victims (17-18 instead of 30-40), to the "below

[unten]" position of the "bath [Bad]" in such a way that it could not be

observed "from all sides," a very implausible fact if the "gas chamber"

was placed "on a cement base [auf einem Zementsockel]"; not to men-

tion the fact that for Engelhardt the engine was already on-site, so he

knew nothing of Bauer's serious efforts to install and repair it, let alone

of the "chemist's" activities.

[49] "Activity at Sobibor was substantially increased as a result of the

sudden closure ofBelzec in mid-April due to Wirth and other German offi-

cials leaving theirpost at the camp. " (pp. 289-290)

In footnote 60 Myers writes:

"Vernehmungsniederschrift JosefOberhauser, 12.12.42, BAL B162/208
AR-Z 252/59, Bd.9, p.l682; cf Ruckerl, NS-Vernichtungslager, pp. 136-

137. Oberhauser described returning to the camp following a trip to Lu-

blin, with the German camp leadership absent
"

As 1 explained in chapter 6, point 161, in the interrogation of 12 De-

cember 1942 Oberhauser mentioned the killing of 450 Jews during the

months of March and April 1942, while the "plagiarist bloggers" count

for these same two months 68,304 victims!
''^"^ Myers dutifully tries to

play the same game.

A number taken from Arad calculated based on the Hofle telegram. See table on p. 479.
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[50] Myers then shows us a vague description of the "extermination

process" made by SS-Oberscharfuhrer Kurt Bolender (p. 290), taken

from Arad (footnote 61), but he is not even able to furnish its calendar

date. As usual, Arad dispenses his manipulations. I quote his text, pla-

giarized by Myers, in which I underline the parts invented by the Israeli

historian, and then the original German text, with Arad's omission un-

derlined:''*''

"Before the Jews undressed, Oberscharfiihrer [Herinann] Michel [dep-

uty commander of the camp] made a speech to them. On these occasions,

he used to wear a white coat to give the impression [that he was] a physi-

cian. Michel announced to the Jews that they would be sent to work. But

before this they would have to take baths and undergo disinfection so as to

prevent the spread of diseases... After undressing, the Jews were taken

through the so-called Schlauch. They were led to the gas chambers, not by

the Germans but by the Ukrainians... After the Jews entered the gas cham-

bers, the Ukrainians closed the doors... The motor which supplied the gas

was switched on by a Ukrainian called Emil and by a German driver called

Erich Bauerfrom Berlin. After the gassing, the doors were opened, and the

corpses were removed by a group ofJewish workers "(p. 290)

And here is the original text:'''*

"Vor der Auskleidung Melt Michel an die Juden eine Ansprache. Er

sagte ihnen dabei etwa, dafi sie zur Aussiedlung und Arbeit kdmen. Hierzu

sei es erforderlich, dafi sie vorher gebadet und desinfiziert werden, um ein

Ausbreiten ansteckender Krankheiten zu verhindern. Nach der Ansprache

wurden immer soviel Juden zum Entkleiden gebracht, wie in einer Gaskam-

mer hineinpafiten. Meiner Schdtzung nach pafiten 40 bis 50 Personen in

eine Gaskammer. Nach dem Entkleiden wurden die Juden durch den sogen.

Schlauch gefuhrt. Der Schlauch war ein Gang von etwa 1 1/2 m Breite, der

umgeben von Stacheldraht war. Das Durchfuhren der Juden durch diesen

Schlauch zur Gaskammer wurde nicht von Deutschen, sondern ausschliefi-

lich von Ukrainer ausgefuhrt. In dem unter Nummer 5 auf meiner Skizze

bezeichneten Bau befanden sich 3 Gaskammern. An der Stirnseite war ein

kleiner Anbau, in dem sich der Motor eines russischen Panzers T 34 befin-

den sollte. Genau weifi ich es nicht, weil ich ihn nicht gesehen habe. Man
hat uns nur dies erzdhlt. Nach dem [sic] die Juden in die Gaskammern

betreten hatten, wurden die Tiiren von Ukrainern verschlossen. Auf Zwi-

schenfrage sage ich, dafi ich nie beobachtet habe, dafi Deutsche an diesem

Vorgang beteiligt waren. Soviel ich gesehen habe, waren nur bewaffnete

Ukrainer hieran beteiligt. Der Motor, der das Gas erzeugte, wurde von

"^^ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 76.

Vemehmungsniederschrift ofKurt Bolender of 5 June 1961. ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. 9, p.

1321 [193].
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zwei Ukrainern bedient, ich stelle richtig: es war nur ein Ukrainer, niit dem

Vornamen Emil und ein Deutscher Kraftfahrer namens Bauer. [...] Bauer

stammte aus Berlin oder richtiger gesagt, kam als Kraftfahrer von Berlin.

[...] Nach der Vergasung wurden die Tiiren geoffnet und die Leichen von

einem judischen Arbeitskommando aus den Gaskammern herausgeschafft:

"

"Before the undressing Michel made a speech to the Jews. He told them

roughly that they would be assigned for resettlement and to work. For this

it was necessary that they get bathed and disinfected beforehand to prevent

the spread ofcontagious diseases. After the speech just as many Jews were

brought for undressing as fitted in one sas chamber. My estimate is that 40

to 50 persons fit in one sas chamber. After the undressing the Jews were

led through the so-called hose. The hose was a corridor some 1.5 meter

wide which was enclosed by barbed wire. Guiding the Jews through this

hose to the gas chamber was performed not by Germans but exclusively by

Ukrainians. 3 sas chambers were located in the buildins labeled with the

number 5 on my sketch. On the front side was a small annex buildins which

is said to have contained the engine ofa Russian tank T-34. 1 do not know

exactly, because I haven 't seen it. We were only told about this. After the

Jews had entered the gas chambers, the doors were closed by Ukrainians.

Upon an interposed question I say that I have never observed Germans

having been involved in this procedure. As far as I have seen, only armed

Ukrainians were involved herein. The engine producing the gas was oper-

ated by two Ukrainians, I correct myself it was only one Ukrainian with

the first name Emil, and a German motorist named Bauer. [...] Bauer was

from Berlin or better said, he camefrom Berlin as a motorist. [...] After the

gassing the doors were opened and the corpses were carried out of the gas

chambers by a Jewish working commando:

"

Arad's guiding principle in his textual manipulations is clearly to

eliminate the most striking contradictions. For example, the capacity of

one "gas chamber" at 40-50 people is at odds with his conjecture that

the alleged gas chamber building had "a killing capacity of a mere 600

people,"'^^^ which means 200 persons for each room. If moreover the

hose C'Schlauch") of Belzec was 2 meters
'"^^^

wide, it is not very plausi-

ble that the one at Sobibor had a width of only 1-1.5 meters.

The following narration by Erich Bauer must be quoted extensively:

"When a transport came that I worked with, I was with Fuchs and with

Askaris (Ukrainian volunteers) in Lager 3. The undressed Jews from the

transport came to the gas chambers in Lager 3. Meanwhile, Fuchs and I

ran the engine. Later on the motor was already started, but atfirst not until

people were already in the gas chamber as no Freiauspuff (open exhaust)

™ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sohihor, Treblinica, op. cit., p. 123

Ibid., p. 28.
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option was available. It always took two people to start the engine; the bat-

tery was not sufficient by itself. Fuchs had built a special device. There was

an old magnet One man turned the crank, starting the engine. Theflywheel

had a sort oftire iron, which was used to start it, while another person had

to operate the magnetic ignition; that is why two men were required to start

the engine. (...) The gassing lasted about 20 to 30 minutes and I have seen

the bodies as they were brought out. They looked like normal bodies, many

came with some blood out their nose and mouth. " (p. 290)

The source is "ProtokoU vom 15.11.1965, StA Dortmund 45 JS

27/16, Ordner November 1965, p. 558" (footnote 62). Here is the

original German text:'^^^

"AJs der erste Transport kaiii, bei dein ich mitwirkte, war ich schon init

Fuchs ziisammen iind init Askaris in Lager 3. Die entkleideten Juden aus

dein Transport kainen aus dein Lager 2 in die Gaskammern. In der Zwi-

schenzeit machten Fuchs und ich, dafi der Motor lief. Spdterhin wurde der

Motor schon friiher angelassen, anfangs erst, wenn die Menschen schon in

den Kammern waren, da zundchst noch kein Freiauspuff vorhanden war.

Immer 2 Mann mufiten den Motor anlassen; die Batterie allein schajfte es

nicht. Fuchs hatte eine hesondere Vorrichtung gebaut. Da war ein alter

Magnet. Ein Mann drehte die Kurhel, damit der Motor ansprang. Am
Schwungrad war so eine Art Brechstange, damit wurde angeworfen, zu-

gleich mufite ein anderer die Magnetziindung bedienen; daher waren zum

Anlassen 2 Mann notig.

"

"When the first transport arrived, on which I assisted, I was already

alongside Fuchs and with Askaris^'^'^^'^^ in Camp III. The undressed Jews

from the transport came from Camp II into the gas chambers. Meanwhile

Fuchs and I made sure that the engine ran. Later on the engine was started

up sooner; initially only when the people were already in the chambers,

since atfirst there was no open exhaust available yet. Always two men had

to start up the engine; the battery alone did not manage it. Fuchs had built

a special contraption. There was an old magnet. A man turned the crank so

that engine started. On the flywheel there was a kind of crowbar, which

started it up, and at the same time another man had to operate the magnetic

ignition; hence two men were necessary to engage.

"

As for the content, it must first be noted that Bauer speaks explicitly

of the first transport, or as Schelvis puts it, he describes "the first test

gassing [die erste Probevergasung]."^^^^ One of the most apparent

ProtokoU vom 15. 11. 1965. Fortsetzung der Aussage B au e r. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund,

45 Js 27/61 Ordner Nov. 65/NO, p. 558.

The name of the helpers ("Hivi" or "Hilfswilligen" ) trained by the Germans as Guard Forces

(Wachmannschaften) in Trawniki Training Camp.

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., p. 120
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among the various contradictions to Fuctis's version analyzed above is

ttie one related to the regulation of the gas inflow. While for Fuchs this

adjustment was already available ("and switched from 'open exhaust to

chamber' so that the gases were directed into the chamber {...und

schalteten von 'Freiauspuffauf Zelle, ' so dafi die Gase in die Kammer
geleitet wurden]"), for Bauer this adjustment was not yet present ("first

there was no open exhaust available yet [zundchst noch kein Freiaus-

puffvorhanden war\"). The description of this system, allegedly invent-

ed by Fuchs, shows a crude and inefficient device: everything comes

down to a "wooden peg [Holzpflock]" (!) and a hole (not mentioned, but

obviously needed) in a pipe. When the peg was in the pipe, engine ex-

haust gas is said to have flowed towards the "gas chambers"; when it

was removed, the gas came out in the open air.

From the drawing in I

8.3 it is clear that the device

could not have worked.

When the wooden peg gets

inserted and blocks the A-C
pipe, the gas flows into pipe

B and goes into the "gas

chamber"; but when it gets

removed, the gas continues

to flow partly into pipe B and

MOTOR

Illustration 8.3

MOTOR

Illustration 8.4

partly into pipe C, directing it to the open air. The system could only be

efficient with the addition of another wooden peg in pipe B (111. 8.4): by

inserting one and removing the other, one pipe would get opened and

the other closed.

This is all without taking

into consideration that such

the peg system (111. 8.5 and

8.6) was inefficient and ab-

surd, given that at the time

there already existed special

valves to divert the gas flow

(111. 8.7).

Another blatant contradic-

tion with regard to the sole-

noid magnet was noticed by

H"

PFLOCK VENTILE

JJ

PFLOCK

Illustrations 8.5 & 6 Illustration 8.7

- From: http://lexikon.freenet.de/Datei:Polte_Preisliste_Ventile.JPG
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Schelvis himself:
^'^^

"In diesen Punkten streiten sich die beiden 'Fachleute. ' Fuchs erkldrte

wdhrend der Sitzung: Der Motor habe keinen Anlafimagneten, sondern

einen Schlagmagneten gehabt. Zwei Mann konnten nicht zugleich daran

drehen. Dein Motor sei vom Werk ein Magnet mit Verzogerung durch eine

Feder eingebaut worden.

"

"In these matters both 'experts ' disagree. Fuchs stated during the hear-

ing: The engine had no starter magnet hut an impact solenoid magnet. Two

men could not turn it simultaneously. The engine was factory-equipped with

a magnet with a spring delay mechanism.
"

These are clearly stupid inventions with which the defendants clum-

sily tried to "explain" the functioning of ficticious procedures and de-

vices.

All in all, this is another example of Myers's fallacious and decep-

tive methods including the uncritical mash-up of pieces of testimony.

[51] "As can he easily understood, figures regarding the amount of

Jews put into the three approximately 4^4 meter gas chambers vary

among the witnesses. Bauer estimated 50 to 60 people per chamber;

Bolender estimated 40 to 50 people per chamber; Karl Frenzel estimated

the total capacity ofthe three chambers between 150 and 250, thus around

50 to 80 people per chamber; Hubert Gomerski also recalled the figure of

250. These estimates give an idea ofthe initial capacityfor the three origi-

nal Sobibor gas chambers. Despite the constant attacks on such estimates

by MGK, these are very realistic for such a space. Fluctuations in figures

were likely to depend upon the size ofthe arriving transports, which would

determine the density ofJews put inside the gas chambers. A higher capaci-

ty was possible as the chambers could be 'denselypacked' as Schlauch said

of Belzec. Nazi documents regarding the gas vans described the 'normal

capacity ofthe vans is nine to ten per square meter, '"(pp. 290-291)

In footnote 64, Myers states:

"Attacking witness estimates on the number ofgassing victims in a sin-

gle chamber is a trademark of Holocaust 'revisionists ' in general, and is

usually one of the primary means ofwitness criticism employed. Witnesses

are known to have a poor ability to be exact on such quantifiable details,

especially as time progresses. In this case, even the higher victim estimates

by the perpetrators (80 victims inside a 16 sq m room = 5 victims per sq

meter) are easily achievable, especially with a substantial portion of chil-

dren and women among the gassing victims.

"

Strangely, Myers fails to cite the assessment made by Arad, accord-

ing to vv^hom "there w^ere three gas chambers in the building, each 4x4

J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., footaote 288 on p. 120.
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meters. The capacity of each chamber was about two hundred peo-

ple. From where he took this figure, only he knows.

Myers then offers another glaring example of the hypocrisy typical

of the "plagiarist bloggers." Of course we "attack" (!) the estimates of

the witnesses when they are absurd, as I shall explain below, and 5 per-

sons per m^ seems a reasonable figure. Even an estimate of 9-10 per-

sons per m^ (which Myers derives from the deeply problematic "Just

document,"''^^ see point 18 above and chapter 5, point 87) could be

swallowed as an extreme maximum density.

The problem rears its ugly head with the Gerstein report, according

to which in a gas chamber of 25 m^ the SS-men crammed 700-800 Jews

(I will come back to this topic in chapter 1 1).

Muehlenkamp, the only person in the world who takes this kind of

nonsense seriously, even pretends to prove it scientifically and, building

on the absurd "Provan experiment," he assumes for his calculation the

"figure of 703" persons on 25 m^.'^^'' This means a density of 28 per-

sons per m^! Now, if the "normal" density of the "gas chambers" of So-

bibor was 5 persons per m^, who can seriously believe that in Belzec

one could cram 28 persons per m^, however "densely packed"? The hy-

pocrisy and bad faith of the "plagiarist bloggers" hes in the fact that,

without their ability to posit such an absurdity as true, they cannot "re-

fute" us on the similar absurdity of the capacity of the mass graves in

that camp. Unlike his limited act here, Myers also tries to validate Ger-

stein' s ravings.

[52] "Modem mass transportation and crowd gatherings put the lie to

Graf's rejection: during the Hajj, the Jamaraat Bridge has had measured

crowd densities of 10 people per square meter, as has also been observed

at Wembley stadium; buses in China occasionally reach up 13 persons per

square meter; buses in the Brazilian city Sao Paulo can carry twelve pas-

sengers per square meter; trains in Mumbai reach up to 14 to 16 standing

passengers per square meter duringpeak hours. "
(p. 291)

In footnote 65, Myers writes that "some modem German train manu-

facturers specify the maximum standing capacity of their passenger cars

(obviously full-bodied, fully clothed adults) at 8 persons per square me-

ter." That these passengers were all "full-bodied, fully clothed adults,"

Y, Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 31.

'"^ The document, however, does not speak explicitly ofpeople in the relevant passage, but mere-

ly states that "The vans' load usually amounts to 9 to 10 per m^" ("iJ;e Beschickung der

Wagen betrdgt normalerweise 9-10pro w^").

"Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archeological Research" - Part 4, in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_27.html
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is his own supposition, since the text cited only boasts: "maximum
holding capacity of the vehicle (23 sitting, 8 standing per m^) 1 60 pas-

sengers [Hochstfassungsvermogen des Wagens (23 Sitzende, 8 Stehende

jern) 1 60 Fahrgdste]."^'^^^

It is exactly the fact that these numbers vary so widely, all ostensibly

of a maximum human crowd density - 8, 10, 13, 14-16 per m^ - which

shows that they are merely speculations. Illustration 8.8 shows a stu-

dents' attempt at setting a record: in a phone booth 22 persons could be

crammed, but in the way depicted, and with the door to the booth not

closed.''*^** The other photo (111. 8.9) was taken in a super-crowded Indi-

an train. The heads of six persons are visible, 3 or 4 are boys, in an area

ofroughly 1 m^ (as one can infer from the open door).

Illustration 8.8 Illustration 8.9: "Indian train passengers crowd

into an over-packed train traveling to the eastern

state of Bihar, from the railway station in New
Delhi, India, Monday, July 11, 20 11."

From: http://recorder.sayforward.com/category/city/geneva,

One of the sources cited by Myers says: "Passenger boardings on

buses sometimes reach 13 people per square meter in peak hours

(Wang, 1995)."'^"'^ That this is a metropolitan legend that passes from

one author to the next is clearly proven by the example of "overcrowd-

ed buses" which is presented in this article: it is Illustration 8.10.

™ www.tatrawagen.de/werbeprospekt.pdf.
'™ From: W. Staglich, U. Walendy, "NS-Bewaltigung. Deutsche Schreibtischtater," op. cit., p. 12.

A Case Study ofLand Use and Transportation Patterns in Chinese Cities. By Jeff Kenworthy

and Gang Hu. Institute for Sustainability and Technology Policy, Murdoch University, in:

www.istp.murdoch.edu.au/ISTP/casestudies/Case_Studies_Asia/china/chinese.html.
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One can recognize nine

persons at most in a space

(taking as a reference point

the length of the door) es-

timated to no less than 1

m^. These pictures are the

reality; Myers on the other

hand relies on simple chat-

ter.

In addition, all these

packing densities were de-

rived with people who were

Illustration 8.10: "Overcrowded buses in

Chinese cities."

illing and eager to pack themselves that

densely into a confined space. Such eagerness and cooperation can

hardly be expected from people being herded against their will into an

enclosed space - and a gas chamber at that.

[53] "MGK also fail to deal with the relationship between Fuchs and

Bauer [...]. Fuchs' admissions should therefore be given high priority be-

cause they relate most directly to the offence with which he was charged.

He should also be given priority over Bauer in any matters of dispute be-

tween them because he was instructing Bauer. MGK's method is therefore

flawed because itfails to examine the relative expertise ofthe witnesses and

their access to information about the engine. " (pp. 291-292)

This methodical criticism made by Myers sounds pathetic and ridic-

ulous. With regard to the relationship between the testimonies by Fuchs

and Bauer, as shown above, any in-depth inquiry into either of them is

disastrous for their respective credibihty. One must also take into ac-

count that Fuchs's statements, notwithstanding their "priority," remain

plain gossip since they are not supported by any documentary evidence.

[54] "Following discussions by euthanasia head SS-Oberfuhrer Viktor

Brack and Aktion Reinhard chief Globocnik in Lublin, Wirth eventually re-

turned to his post in Belzec sometime in mid-May. As larger deportations to

Belzec were extended into the Krakow district at the beginning of June,

Wirth decided that Belzec 's gas chambers were in need ofan overhaul. The

camp was closedfor a month, from mid-June to mid-July 1942, in order to

construct newer, larger, and more effective gas chambers. It is also likely

that the old wooden gas chambers had been tarnished by the sweat, blood,

urine, and excrement of the many thousands ofgas chamber victims. " (p.

292)

Myers provides no reference, but he evidently bases this on Ober-

hauser's interrogation of 12 December 1962, which he further distorts.

From the statements of this defendant, already analyzed above, the fol-
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lowing chronology results:

- xjntil mid-March 1942: the first series of experiments

- from mid-March until the end of April: 6 weeks of inactivity

- beginning of May: arrival of Brack in Lublin

- approximately 8 days after Brack's arrival: second series of exper-

iments, lasting until 1 August.

Oberhauser expHcitly declared:
'^"^^

"Etwa 8 Tage, nachdem Brack zu Globocnik gekommen war, kehrte

dann auch Wirth mit seinen Leuten wieder nach Belzec zuriick. Bis zum

1.8.1942 liefdann noch eine zweite Versuchreihe.
"

"About 8 days after Brack had come to Globocnik, Wirth also returned

with his people to Belzec. Then, until 1 August 1942, another, second test

series was run.

"

Is is therefore false that "the camp was closed for a month, from

mid-June to mid-July 1942." According to Oberhauser, the victims of

this second test series were 5-6 fransports of 5-7 freight cars with 30-40

persons each:""^'

"Die Juden von 2 dieser Transporte wurden noch in der kleinen Kam-
mer vergast, dann liess Wirth die Vergasungsbaracke wegreissen und er-

richtete einen massiven Neubau, dessen Kapazitdt erheblich grosser war.

"

"The Jews of2 of these transports were still gassed in the small cham-

ber, then Wirth had the gassing barrack demolished and erected a massive

new building whose capacity was considerably greater.
"

Poor Oberhauser, who evidently did not remember Kozak's version,

badly improvised:
'^"^^

"Zu der Zeit, als ich selbst in Belzec war, war die Vergasungsanlage

noch in einer Baracke untergebracht, die innen mit Blech ausgeschlagen

war und die ein Fassungsvermogen von ca. 100 Personen hatte.

"

"At the time when I was myself in Belzec, the gassing installation was

still housed in one barrack, which was lined internally with sheet metal and

which had a holding capacity ofapproximately 100 persons.
"

This barrack contained only one gas chamber, namely "the gassing

chamber [die Vergasungskammer]."^^'*^ Also in the above-mentioned

passage Oberhauser speaks about just one "small chamber [kleine Kam-
mer]." There is no need to remind the reader that, according to Kozak,

the gassing shed contained three "gas chambers" of 8 m x 4 m, with 96

Vemehmungsniederschrift von JosefKasper Oberhauser, Miinchen, den 12.12.1962. ZStL,

208 AR-Z252/59, pp.1683-1685.

Ibid.,p. 1685.

Ibid, p. 1681.

Ibid, p. 1682.
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m^. Oberhauser's "gas chamber," instead, according to the at least pos-

sible average density indicated by Sobibor witnesses (5 persons per m^)

would have measured (100 5 =) 20 m^; for Muehlenkamp, (100 28

=) 3.6 m^! Because, as 1 pointed out several times, the new gas chamber

building had 6 "gas chambers" each of 4 m x 5 m = 20 vc?, 120 m^ in

total, the new extermination surface was only 24 m^ larger than the old

one, a meager 25% increase.

The hypothesis that the old (singular form) "gas chamber" or the old

(plural form) "gas chambers" were soiled by the victims' excretions, a

supposition which Myers takes from Schelvis, only makes sense if, as

Schelvis implies,^''*'* this was the reason or one of the reasons for the

demolition of the shed. Both forget that the "gas chambers" were lined

with "sheet metal [Blech]" (Oberhauser) or with "zinc-plated sheet met-

al [Zinkhlech]" up to the height of 1 meter and 10 centimeters

(Kozak)''"^^ precisely so as to avoid this inconvenience.

The final reference to "the many thousands of gas chamber victims"

is another stupid deceit by Myers. As explained in the chapter 6 (point

161) and according to Oberhauser, the main source for this topic, 450

persons are said to have been gassed during the first series of experi-

ments in the old shed, and at maximum (2 fransports with 7 carriages of

40 persons each) 560 during the second series of experiments, a total of

1,010. Myers's number is also in blatant contradiction to the figure

which appears on p. 479 attributed to the months of March and April

1942 and therefore refers to the first gassing shed: 68,304 victims!

[55] Regarding the new gassing building Myers says that "estimates

on the size of the new gas chambers vary but were likely in the neigh-

bourhood of 5 X 5 meters." (p. 292). This is another stupid he, because

in this regard no such "estimates" exist, only the testimony by Gerstein

and the findings of the Munich Court. Gerstein describes a space of 4 m
X 5 m and 1.90 m in height,

^'"^^
which, by some sfrange Holocaust mira-

cle, measured 25 m^ and 45 m'""^^ (instead of the correct 20 m^ and 38

m'). The Court decreed authoritatively that the measures were 4 m x 5
^ 1948
m.

This is followed by passages from Reder's statement of 29 Decem-

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit.,p. 103.
'^"^ ProtokoU der Zeugenvemehmung of Stanislaw Kozak of 14 October 1945 (translation from

Polish). ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. 8, p. 1 179.
1946 ps-i553,p.2ofthereport.

Ibid.,p.3.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 133.
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ber 1945, with the citation "Rudolf Reder, 29.12.45, BAL 162/208 AR-
Z 252/59, p.1177-1176; cf. Schelvis, Sobibor, p.l05." (footnote 76), all

taken from Schelvis,''"*^ then of Gerstein, and next of Wilhelm Pfannen-

stiel with this citation: "Wilhelm Pfannenstiel, 6.6.1950, BAL 162/208

AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 1, 43; also cited in Mattogno, Belzec, 56" (footnote

78). In reality the text is not "also cited," but simply "cited" from me,

because Myers took my text word for word! Because Myers makes no

comment on the passages he quotes, 1 shall also refrain from any.

[56] The excerpt of Erwin Lambert's deposition of 2 October 1962

(p. 293) referenced "Erwin Lambert, 2.10.1962, BAL 162/208 AR-Z
251/59, Bd. 8, pp.1542-1543; cf Schelvis, Sobibor, p.l04," again all

taken from Schelvis (footnote 79)''^" does deserve a comment. 1 quote

the essential points according to the German text:'^^'

"Wie ich bereits anfangs erwdhnte, war ich etwa vierzehn Tage his drei

Wochen in dem Vernichtungslager Sobibor. Es kann im Herbs1 1942 gewe-

sen sein. Aufdie genaue Zeit kann ich michjedoch nichtfesdegen.

Von Wirth erhielt ich damals den Auftrag, die Vergasungsanlage in

Sobibor zu vergrofiern; und zwar sollte ich die Anlage nach dem Vorbild

von Treblinka errichten. Ich bin damals zusammen mit Lorenz Hackenholt

nach Sobibor gefahren. Hackenholt weilte zu der Zeit in Treblinka. Zu-

ndchst fiihr ich zusammen mit Hackenholt nach einem Sdgewerk in der

Ndhe von Warschau. Dort bestellte Hackenholt eine grofiere Sendung Holz

fiir die Umbauarbeiten in Sobibor. Anschliefiend fuhren wir beiden dann

nach Sobibor. Dort meldeten wir uns bet dem Lagerleiter Reichleitner.

Dieser gab dann auch die entsprechenden Anleitungen fiir den Ban der

Vergasungsanlage.

"

"Vor meinem Eintreffen war das Lager schon in Betrieh. und es hatte

auch schon eine Vergasungsanlage bestanden. Wahrscheinlich muJ.Ste der

Umbau erfolgen, well die alte Anlage nicht grofi genug oder nicht massiv

'As I already mentioned initially, I was about fourteen days to three

weeks in the extermination camp Sobibor. It may have been in the fall of

1942. However I cannot commit myselfto the exact dates.

At that time I receivedfrom Wirth the task to enlarge the gassing instal-

lation in Sobibor; in fact I was supposed to build the installation according

to the Treblinka model. Back then I drove together with Lorenz Hackenholt

to Sobibor. At that time Hackenholt was in Treblinka. First I drove together

with Hackenholt to a saw mill near Warsaw. There Hackenholt ordered a

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 105.

»/rf.,p. 104.

Interrogation of Erwin Hermann Lambert, 2 October 1962. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol. 8, pp.

1542-1543.
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larger shipment of timber for the reconstruction works in Sobibor. After-

wards we then both drove to Sobibor. There we reported to the camp com-

mander Reichleitner. He then promptly gave the appropriate instructions

for the construction ofthe gassing installation.

"

"The camp was already in operation before my arrival, and a gassing

installation had already existed also. Presumably the reconstruction had to

be done because the old installation was not big enough or not sturdy

enough."'^''

To recapitulate, the cornerstones of Holocaust historiography on the

genesis of the gas chambers are the following:

- The first gassing complex of Belzec was built in November-

December 1 94 1 : 3 "gas chambers" of 8 m x 4 m each.

- The first gassing complex of Sobibor was built by the end of April

1942 based on the Belzec model: 3 "gas chambers" of 3 m x 4 m
or 4 m X 4 m each.

- The first gassing complex at Treblinka was installed in the first

half of June 1942:^^^^ 3 "gas chambers" of 4 m x 4 m each.''^^

- The second gassing complex of Belzec was ready at the end of

June 1942: 6 "gas chambers" of 4 m x 4 m each.

- The second gassing complex of Treblinka was built in one month

starting in late August/ early September 1942:'^^'' 6 or 10 "gas

chambers" of 8 m x 4 m each'''^^

- The second gassing complex of Sobibor was finally built during

June-September 1942:'*^* 6 "gas chambers" of 4 m x 4 m each.''"

- The "gas chambers" of Belzec (the second set) were built by the

SS-Scharfuhrer Lorenz Hackenholt, those of Sobibor and of Tre-

blinka by him and by SS-Unterscharftihrer Erwin Lambert.

Putting aside the absurdity of this maniacal evolution - fi-om De-

cember 1941 in Belzec to June 1942 in Treblinka - of a first gassing

complex with 3 "gas chambers" that had its surface halved in compari-

son to the initial version of Belzec, as analyzed above, Lambert and

Hackenholt could not have used as a model for Sobibor the second gas-

sing complex of TrebHnka; the construction of the Sobibor complex is

said to have been undertaken during June-September 1942, whereas in

' Y. Arad. "Die 'Aktion Reinhard': Gaskammem in Ostpolen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.),

Nationalsozialistische Massentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit., pp. 162f.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 203.

Ibid, p. 204.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit., p. 103.

Y. Arad, "Die ,Aktion Reinhard': Gaskammem in Ostpolen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.),

Nationalsozialistische Massentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit, p. 186.
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Treblinka the work is said to have begun in late August 1 942 at the ear-

hest. In this regard Lambert stated:

"Wir mogen vielleicht 6 bis 8 Wochen an diesen grofien Gaskammern

gearbeitet haben
"

"We may have worked perhaps 6 to 8 weeks on these big gas cham-

bers.
"

Therefore according to him the construction ended about mid to late

October, after the construction of the Sobibor complex is said to have

been finished!

On the other hand the design of the second gassing complex at Tre-

blinka was different from that at Sobibor: 6 or 1 0 "gas chambers" of 8 x

4 m for the former, 6 "gas chambers" of 4 x 4 m each for the latter;

therefore the "model" would have been Belzec, not Treblinka. To say

nothing of the fact that Lambert received from the camp commander the

directives "for the construction of the gassing installation [fur den Bau

der Vergasungsanlage]" while these same instructions were supposed-

ly made by Lambert himself

Finally, Lambert and Hackenholt already found a "gassing" facility

in Sobibor, which evidently was not their creation: who built it?

Schelvis informs us that during the Hagen trial Lambert was sen-

tenced "on account of this collaboration in the mass murder of at least

57,000" to the very high sentence of "three years in prison": his de-

fense strategy was apparently rather successful.

[57] Myers then quotes an excerpt of an interrogation of Franz Hodl

of 29 March 1966 (pp. 293-294) and comments:

"In his work on Sobibor, Jules Schelvis compiles several ofHodl 's tes-

timoniesfrom the 1960s into a single statement, which MGK have criticized

as 'confusing, ' not botliering with any further analysis. "
(p. 294)

He clumsily feigns not to understand the motive of the confusion:

"The eye witness statements about the second gas chamber building are

generally vague with little detail provided on the appearance of the cham-

bers or the mechanics of the killing installation. Theformer SS Scharfiihrer

Franz Hodl confusingly stated that 'a concrete building, 18 to 20 metres

long, with about 6 to 8 gas chambers had been erected. The gas chamber

had either 4 or 6 chambers on either side of the central corridor, three on

the left, three on the right

Here are in fact the two texts which were combined by Schelvis :''*'

ft/rf.,p. 184.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit., note 35 on p. 115.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 149.

Niederschrift ^^^^^ of the interrogation of Franz Hodl of 18 April 1963. ZstL, 208 AR-Z
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"Im Lager III war ein 18 bis 20 Meter langer Betonbau mit mit [sic] ca.

6 oder 8 Gaskammern errichtet.

"

"Die Gaskammer enthielt entweder 4 oder 6 Kammern, die an beiden

Seiten eines Mittelganges lagen, 3 links und 3 rechts (oder 2 links und 2

rechts). Die Menschen wurden von diesem Mittelgang aus in die Kammern
getrieben. Nach der Vergasung konnten aufien Klappturen geoffnet werden,

aus denen die Leichen herausgeholt wurden.

"

"In camp III a 18 to 20 meter long concrete building with with [sic]

about 6 or 8 gas chambers was built"

"The gas chamber held either 4 or 6 chambers, which lay on both sides

of a central corridor, 3 left and 3 right (or 2 left and 2 right). The people

were pushed in the chambers from this central corridor. After the gassing

hinged doors could be opened externally, from which the corpses were car-

ried out.
"'^''^

How can one not define as "confusing" a witness statement uncer-

tain about ttie number of ttie "gas ctiambers"?

[58] "In one of these statements that Schelvis uses (above), Hddl states

that there were four or six gas chambers in the camp, while in a statement

made three years previously, Hddl states that there were six or eight cham-

bers. Both of the statements mentioned six chambers, a number largely

agreed upon by other witnesses as well. "
(p. 294)

This is another example of Myers's twisted mind: a witness first de-

clares that there were 6 or 8 "gas chambers," then that there were 4 or 6,

but because he mentions in both the number 6, not only is there no con-

tradiction in the witness testimony, but also no confusion! The final

phrase, "a niraiber largely agreed upon by other witnesses as well," is

the usual ludicrous lie. Schelvis, apart from Hodl, does not mention any

other witness on the number of the "gas chambers," whose count of 6

simply comes from the Hagen Court which, having felt forced to de-

clare a number - any number - based itself on an interpretation of Lam-

bert' s statements similar to that by Myers: the contrasting numbers were

eliminated (or averaged out) and the valid number was presumed the

one in common (the number 6 that is). Although not explicitly men-

tioned, it is established through the claim that the old gassing complex

with three "gas chambers" was substituted by a new one "with twice the

number of chambers \mit doppelter Anzahl von Kammern]."^^^^

[59] "Had the Revisionists gone to the original sources, a necessary

251/59, vol. 9, p. 1822.

Zeugenvemehmutig of Franz Hodl of 29 March 1966. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund, Js 27/61.

1966, pp. 50-51.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 172.
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measurefor their very limited and specific criticisms ofwitness statements,

they would have seen that Hodl's statements are anything but 'confusing.

'

Finally, MGKhave also ignored the rest ofHodl's statement, especially the

admission that both a petrol and diesel engine were present at the gas

chamber, but that only the petrol motor was usedfor homicidal gassings.

"

(p. 294)

Schelvis quotes a long passage containing the statements by Hodl

drawn from the following sources: "Franz Hodl am 18. April 1963 in

Linz. StA.Do-Gom-PB-III und am 19 [recte: 29] Marz 1966, StA.Do-

X'66-Hulle 1055a."'''''' Myers quotes only one interrogation, the sec-

ond, with two different quotations, yet never giving the page number:

"Franz Hodl, 29.03.1966, StA Dortmund, Verfahren gegen Gomerski"

(footnote 80 on p. 294), and "Franz Hodl, 29.03.1966, StA Dortmund-

Gom-PB-in" (footnote 83 on p. 294). Therefore Myers did not look at

"the original sources" for either the 18 April 1963 interrogation, since

he doesn't even mention it, or for the one of 29 March 1966, since he

provides two different references both times without giving the page

nimiber.

Myers writes, quoting Hodl:

"There was a gas chamber with an attached room for an engine. The

exhaust gases were directed into the chambers to gas the Jews. In the en-

gine room there were two engines. There was a gasoline engine, probably

from a Russian tank, and a diesel engine. The latter was not used. The gas

chamber building contained 4 or 6 chambers on both sides ofa corridor, 3

on the left and 3 on the right (or 2 left and 2 right). The people wereforced

into these rooms from the corridor. After the gassing the outside doors

could be opened and the bodies removed. "
(pp. 293-294)

Incredibly, this translation corresponds rather well to the original

text.'^*^ The German original is as follows:

"Dort war die Gaskammer mit einem angebauten Raum fiir einen

Motor. Dessen Auspuffgase wurden in die Kammern geleitet, um dort Juden

zu vergasen. In dem Motorraum standen sogar 2 Motoren. Es war ein Ben-

zinmotor, wahrscheinlich aus einem russischen Panzer, und ein Dieselmo-

tor. Der letztere wurde aber nicht verwendet. Die Gaskammer enthielt ent-

weder 4 oder 6 Kammern, die an beiden Seiten eines Mittelganges lagen, 3

links und 3 rechts (oder 2 links und 2 rechts). Die Menschen wurden von

diesem Mittelgang aus in die Kammern getrieben. Nach der Vergasung

konnten aufien Klapptiiren geqffhet werden, aus denen die Leichen heraus-

J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit. footaote 299 on p. 125.

Zeugenvemehmung Ontertaaatiofl of Franz Hodl of 29 March 1966. Staatsanwaltschafl:

Dortmund, Js 27/61. 1966, p. 50.
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geholt wurden
"

Myers accuses us of having "ignored" the presence of two engines:

one Diesel type and one gasohne. Since we have accepted the hypothe-

sis of there being witnesses claiming the presence of a gasoline engine,

what is the relevance of that statement? It would only make sense

through Terry's perspective laid out in Chapter 2 of the Manifesto, ref-

erencing in fact the chapter I am now analyzing:

"As will be seen in Chapter 5, calling the killing engine a 'diesel ' seems

to have been part of the Lagerjargon ofAktion Reinhard, a misnomer bor-

rowed from the diesel generator supplying electricity to the camp, which

was located more or less alongside the petrol driven gassing engine. " (p.

62)

Myers returns in fact to this topic, but in a deceitful manner:

"Yet Hddl testified about a petrol gassing engine and a diesel genera-

tor. This is another example that illustrates confusion of witnesses. " (p.

322)

That is was a "diesel generator" is Myers's invention, contradicted

by the witness, according to whom this engine was not used. And so our

opponents' little tall-tale about the witness origin of the Diesel engine

as the means of killing by the presence of a "diesel generator" here fails

completely.

Returning to Hodl, it is Myers who ignores one of his statements in

contrast with that of Bauer, namely that the outer walls of the "gas

chambers" were fitted with hoistable "hinged doors [Klapptiiren],"

while, as I pointed out above, for Bauer they were "air raid shelter doors

[Luftschutztiiren]." But one may expect that for Myers these two types

of doors were perfectly identical.

[60] Myers then moves on to talk about Treblinka:

"The problems experienced with the wooden gas chambers at Sobibor

and Belzec must have persuaded the Treblinka staff to erect more solid

structures for their operations, as testified to by Puchala, Jankiel Wiernik,

and Abraham Krzepicki. The three original chambers each measured ap-

proximately 5^5 meters, and around 2 meters high. "
(p. 295)

Krzepicki is invoked by Terry on p. 62 (see chapter 3, point 19).

With the same hypocrisy, Myers is silent about the fact that this witness

"saw" only one "gas chamber," describing it as "a comfortable, neat lit-

tle bathhouse set in the middle of a wooded area."''^*''

The alleged "problems experienced with the wooden gas chambers

A. Krzepicki, "Eighteen Days in Treblinka," in: Alexander Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblin-

ka, op. cit., p. 105.
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at Sobibor and Belzec" are Myers's own invention, unattested to by any

witness testimony, to try to explain in some way the difference in the

structures of the gassing facilities.

[61] He then introduces another series of testimonies - of Lucjan

Puchala (26.10.1945), Jan Sulkowski (20.12.1945), Nikolay Shalayev

(18.12.1950), Abraham Goldfarb (21.9.1944) (pp. 295-296) - as though

simple statements, even more or less in agreement, could prove some-

thing. Notwithstanding what I have already pointed out regarding the

historiographical follies and insubstantiality of relying on witness testi-

monies not anchored in documentary evidence, the general method

adopted by Myers is fallacious even from a procedural point of view. It

consists as a matter of fact in presenting excerpts of testimonies seem-

ingly in agreement, but of which he ignores the complete text, so that,

even if assuming his good faith, he is unable to evaluate their reliability.

However, whenever the testimonies are inconsistent, as it is the case

with Krzepicki, he sweeps the inconsistencies under the rug and feigns

a harmony which does not exist. Another essential issue is that of the

claimed independence of these witness reports. For Myers it is always

out of the question to even pose the question, and he assumes this inde-

pendence as a given fact. But how can one exclude a priori that the

more or less concordant elements of the statements do not find their

origin in a common literary model? We will see in the following pages

that this is true in some cases even for two different camps, Belzec and

Treblinka.

Regarding the source of the first two testimonies mentioned above,

Myers writes:

"Protokol, Lucjan Puchala, 26.10.1945, AIPN NTN 69, p.86ff; also

published in Lukaskiewicz, Oboz zaglady Treblinka, p. 8; cf. Chrostowski,

Extermination Camp Treblinka, pp.25-26. Puchala obviously misremem-

bered the year ofthe construction. " (footnote 90 on p. 295)

"Protokol, Jan Sulkowski 20.12.45, AIPN NTN 70, pp.1 63-1 67, also

published in Lukasziewicz [sic], Oboz zaglady Treblinka, p. 9; cf. Chros-

towski, Extermination Camp Treblinka, p.31. " (footnote 94)

In reality he has never seen these protocols. I have already explained

above (chapter 6, point 65) that the "plagiarist bloggers" do not even

know the correct denomination of the archive, "AIPN." The passages

quoted by Myers appear with the same text on the site

deathcamps.org,''*^ referencing Chrostowski's book, which is his only

Puchala: www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/treblinka.html; Sulkowski:

www.deathcamps.org/gas_chambers/gas_chambers_treblinka.html
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source. Even the reference to Lukaszkiewicz is in fact a simple plagia-

rism. First of all the title of the booklet is wrong; second, the booklet

is quoted only for these two footnotes without any identifiable infor-

mation. The author reproducs the Polish text of the two quotations ad-

duced by Myers, with some small differences, which only confirm what

I mentioned before: Puchala says 15 June 1942 ("75 czerwca 1942"y^^^

and not 1941 (p. 295), while the final sentence of Sulkowski's statement

("A specialist from Berlin came to put the tiles inside and he told me
that he had already built such a chamber elsewhere") does not follow

immediately in the text (as in Myers's quotation) but is only introduced

after a comment with an ellipsis.''™

[62] On p. 297 appears a "Plan of the old gas chambers drawn by

First Lieutenant of Justice Yurovsky in September 1944" sourced as:

"GARF 7445-2-134, p. 39." No reference is made that this document

was found in that archive and later analyzed and published by J. Graf

and myself''^' The "plagiarist bloggers," who devote so much effort

toward discrediting our sources, could not admit that we brought into

the historiographic debate previously unknown documents. This map
was also published by the site deathcamps.org, here as well without any

reference to our study.
'^^^

[63] "On July 7, 1942, Dr. Eberl sent a letter to the Commissar of the

Warsaw ghetto Dr. Heinz Auerswald announcing Treblinka 's readiness to

commence operations starting July 11, 1942, obviously related to the com-

ing deportationsfrom the Warsaw ghetto to Treblinka. " (p. 298)

In footnote 100, Myers writes:

"Indicative ofMGK's historical ignorance, in M&G's work on Treblin-

ka, Mattogno incorrectly connects this and other letters from Eberl during

summer 1942 to Treblinka I, the labor camp, instead of the new Treblinka

11, the extermination camp.
"

As one can notice, Myers studiously avoids to reveal where and

most importantly why we have connected the letter to Treblinka 1:'^^^

The correct title is: Zdzislaw Lukaszkiewicz, Ohoz stracen w Treblince (Tlie execution camp

in Treblinka), Pafistwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, Warsaw 1946. Myers confuses it with

Lukaszkiewicz' article titled: "Oboz zaglady Treblinka" (The extermination camp Treblinka),

in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Niemieckicj w Polsce, I, Poznan, 1946, which

does not contain any interrogation reports.

Ibid., p. 9.

'™ Ibid., p. 10. The quotation until "cz^sci budynku" (parts of the building) is located on the pre-

vious page.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 1 19 and document 18 on p. 332.

www.deathcamps.org/gas_chambers/pic^igtreblinka02.jpg

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 115.
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"In the third ofthese documents, a letter ofJune 26, 1942, ofDr. Eberl

to the Commissionerfor the Jewish residential district ofAuerswald on the

subject Work Camp Treblinka, ' it reads at the beginning: 'For the con-

struction ofthe labor camp Treblinka thefollowing objects are urgently re-

quired [...].
"'

The German text of the document is as follows:
"^"^

"Betrifft: Arbeitslager Treblinka.

Fiir den Aushau des Arheitslagers Treblinka werden noch folgende

Gegenstdnde dringend bendtigt: ...

"

"Subject: Labor camp Treblinka.

For the construction work at the Treblinka labor camp the following

items are urgently needed: ..."

Myers even carefully avoids indicating the source of Eberl's letter of

1 1 July 1942. The reason is the same: to hide the fact that this document

also speaks about the "Labor camp Treblinka [Arbeitslager

Treblinka]"

"Betrifft: Arbeitslager Treblinka.

Das Arbeitslager Treblinka wird am Sonnabend, den 11.7.1942,

betriebsfertig sein.
"

"Subject: Labor camp Treblinka.

The Treblinka labor camp will be operational on Sunday 11 July 1942.

"

In addition to those mentioned above, there are two other letters

concerning materials tied to Eberl: one of 19 June and Auerswald' s re-

ply about the delivery of the requested materials, listed in an identical

manner/''^ The significance of these documents will be brought to fo-

cus by Thomas Kues in his response to this chapter.

I would like to add that these two documents mention "50 m iron

pipe: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch [50 m Eisenrohr: 1 Zoll, 3/4 Zoll, 1/2

Zoll]," and then also "20 iron pipe T-joints [20 Eisenrohr-T-Stiicke]"

and "30 iron pipe elbow joints [30 Eisenrohr-Kniestiicke]" of the same

diameter. According to Shalayev's witness testimony quoted by Myers,

in the "gas chambers" there was "a gas pipe of approximately 80 milli-

meter diameter." (p. 296), which is to say approximately 8 cm, but 1

inch (Zoll) corresponds to 2.54 cm, therefore these pipes were not des-

ignated for the alleged "gas chambers," if we take Shalayev seriously

1974 J Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, B. Mark, A. Rutkowski, Faschismus - Getto - Massenmord, op.

cit.,p. 304.

www.deathcamps.org/treblitika/pic/bigeberl.jpg.
"™ The documents are published as photocopies in: S. Wojtczak, Karny obozproxy Treblinka I i

osrodek zaglady Treblinka II, op. cit, pp. 167f., and in J. Gumkowski, A. Rutkowski, Treblin-

ka, published by the Council for Protection of Fight and Martyrdom Monuments, Warsaw,

1961 (without page numeration).
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about this.

Basically, Eberl's requests for the "Arbeitslager Treblinka" not only

fail to present the sHghtest allusion in favor of the "extermination

camp" thesis, but rather show clues to the contrary.

[64] "During the first phase of Treblinka 's role as a death camp (July

23-August 28, 1942), the extermination site lacked the same efficiency in

operation as Belzec and Sobibor. The camp staffsimply could not initially

cope with the huge number of transports arriving day after day. As report-

ed by State Secretary of the Reich Transport Ministry Ganzenmiiller to

Himmler's chiefofstaff, Wolff, since the opening of the Treblinka camp on

July 22 'a train with 5,000 Jews goes dailyfrom Warsaw via Malkinia to

Treblinka. ' This dailyfigure of arrivals was larger than both Sobibor and

Belzec 's combined. It also was the cause of utter havoc at the camp. "
(p.

298)

Myers unintentionally emphasizes one of the most ridiculous absurd-

ities of Holocaust history with regard to Treblinka. The Belzec and So-

bibor camps, according to what we have read above, were established as

regional centers of extermination. But Treblinka? On the genesis of this

camp the "plagiarist bloggers" are prudently silent, and they have good

reason to be so. Oberhauser, as Terry tells us, came to know "of the

plan to systematically exterminate the Jews when Brack went to Glo-

bocnik in Lublin in April or May 1942 and told him that the former

members of Aktion T4 would be placed at his disposal for the carrying

out of the extermination of the Jews." (p. 174). Therefore at least as of

May 1 942 a plan of general extermination was inaugurated and, as Ter-

ry continues, "the pan-European Final Solution" replaced older policy.

Treblinka was therefore built as a function of this plan of general ex-

termination and, in particular, for the extermination of the Jews in the

Warsaw Ghetto. How can one then seriously believe that for these huge

massacres of hundred of thousands ofpeople the SS had planned merely

three gas chambers of4 m x 4 m, 48 m^ in total?

[65] Myers quotes a long passage from the "diary" of the "German

soldier Hubert Pfoch, who happened to follow a transport of Jews to

Treblinka" on 21 and 22 August 1942 (pp. 298-299). The source is Git-

ta Sereny's book.

According to Sereny's quotation, Pfoch (who since 1934 had been

engaged in illegal Social-Democratic activies and was clearly antago-

nistic towards the Hitler regime) ''^^ traveled with his infantry division

from Vienna toward Russia via Mahrisch-Ostrau, Kattowitz, Upper Si-

Hubert Pfoch, http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubert_Pfoch
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lesia, Radom, Siedlce, from where he proceeded via the Treblinka frain

station on 22 August. ^'^^ A very peculiar journey, a sort of guided tour

made intentionally to satisfy the passengers' curiosity regarding the

"extermination camp." A transport which went from Vienna to Minsk,

in fact, arriving at Siedlce, went on to the northeast via Siedlce - Plat-

erow - Czeremcha - Wolkowysk - Minsk.'''™ The Pfoch train went in-

stead to the north, towards Treblinka - Malkinia, evidently towards

Bialystok, which is more or less on the same meridian as Czeremka. As

for the photographs allegedly taken on that occasion by Pfoch, ''^^ in the

first photograph we are shown two corpses and in the second a truck in

which corpses are loaded, which are seen in very small numbers on the

ground (no more than 7-8), finally the third photo shows a group of

people in the foreground in front of a freight car intending to climb in-

side and a soldier with a rifle to his shoulder on watch. That these

scenes relate to Siedlce and 22 August 1942 results only from what

Pfoch would have told Sereny. She pubhshed them as if they were a

way to confirm the truthfulness of the "diary," but nothing prevents one

from positing that the "diary" was concocted with these photos as a

starting point.

[66] Another testimony follows, and is introduced thusly: "Abraham

Krzepicki described his experience en route to Treblinka from War-

saw." (p. 299). The source indicated is "Krzepicki, 'Eighteen Days in

Treblinka,' pp.86-89" (footnote 105). In reality there is no trace of the

quoted passage on these pages, which is found earlier, but the text is

different from that quoted by Myers and it starts like this: "Over 100

people were packed into our car [...] it is impossible to describe the

tragic situation in our airless, closed freight car" (p. 299). The text pub-

hshed by Donat in fact is:''**'

"Over a hundred people were crammed into our car. [...] It's impossi-

ble to imagine the horrors in that closed, airless boxcar.
"

Myers's quotation is instead reproduced from Arad, who presents it

with the same text and with the same omission. Arad also quotes the

G. Sereny, Into that darkness, op. cit., pp. 158-159.

Deutsche Reichsbahn. Reichsbahndirektion Wien, Fahrplananordnung Nr 517 of 18 May
1942. NARB, 378-1-784.

G. Sereny, Into that darkness, op. cit., pictures outside text following p. 190. Also available

online at: www.doew.at/thenia/pfoch/pfoch3.html

A. Krzepicki, "Eighteen Days in Treblinka," in: Alexander Donat (ed.). The Death Camp Tre-

blinka, op. cit., p. 79.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 63.
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excerpt of the Pfoch "diary," with expUcit reference to Sereny/'^^ and

the short passage of the statement by Oskar Berger"^"* copied word for

word by Myers, who instead cites "Hackett, Buchenwald report, p.

102." More examples of the silly boastfulness of this plagiarist.

Berger was deported to Treblinka on 22 August 1942,'^**"* but man-

aged to escape from the camp "in September 1942 \im September
ig42y^ms declared:

"^^^

"Wahrend der Wochen, die ich in Treblinka arbeitete, wurde abseits im

Walde ein kleines Gebdude aus Ziegeln erbaut. [...] Von dieser Zeit ab

wurden die Ankdmmlinge nicht mehr erschossen, sondern vergast.
"

"During the weeks when I worked in Treblinka a small brick building

was constructed away in theforest. [...] From then on the arrivals were no

longer shot, but gassed.

"

Hence until 22 August 1942 there was no gassing facility operational

at Treblinka, and the Jews were instead shot! Another confirmation of

the fallaciousness of Myers's method of superimposing excerpts of tes-

timonies without context, and of his rank dishonesty.

[67] "The camp was not as efficient as hoped. It took time before a

smooth running of the gas chambers could be routinely achieved, as some-

times the gassing was stopped while the victims were still alive. Body-

removal was another area which took experimentation and improvement,

as hand pushed transport trolleys used to remove corpses to mass graves

were found to be too inefficient and unreliable for continuous use. Mean-

while, the clothing and valuables of the victims continued to pile up, as

there were no real efforts to process and remove them from the camp, yet

the transports continued to pour in. "
(p. 300)

Myers dodges with nonchalance another absurdity of the Holocaust

history of Treblinka. In footnote 107 he refers to page 87 of Arad's

book, which also contains this statement:'^**''

"During the first five weeks of the killing operation in Treblinka, be-

tween July 23 and August 28, about 245, 000 Jews were deported therefrom

the Warsaw ghetto and Warsaw district; from Radom district, 51,000; from

Lublin district, 16,500, bringing the total in this period to about 312,500.
"

Therefore in 36 days 312,500 Jews would have allegedly been

gassed, an average of 8,680 per day in 48 m^. Already the Diisseldorf

Court had to face this problem and only managed to resolve it with ri-

Ibid., p. 65.
'"^

Ibid., p. 84.

The statement of O. Berger was published by Eugen Kogon, Der SS-Staat. Das System der

deutschen Konzentrationslager. Im Verlag Karl Alber, Miinchen, 1946, pp. 169-171. Quota-

tion on p. 170.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 87.
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diculous assumptions. While the Hagen Court, unpressured by such

enormous death tolls, had shown some restraint, establishing that the 3

"gas chambers" at Sobibor of 4 m x 4 m could hold 480 persons in to-

tal'''^' or 10 persons per m^, the Diisseldorf Court assumed for a similar

facility a capacity of 200-350 persons per chamber, or 12-22 persons

per m^, and declared:
^'^^

"Die Zeit zwischen der Ankunft eines Tmnsportes auf der Bahnhofs-

rampe und der vdlligen Vemichtung der mit ihm ins Lager gekommenen

Menschen betrug iin Regelfalle nicht mehr als etwa 1 1/2 Stunden.
"

"The timeframe between the arrival ofa transport on the train station

ramp and the total annihilation of the people arriving with it at the camp

-was generally no longer than about 1 'A hours.

"

Such a duration is nonsense, since the gassing alone took a time of

30-40 minutes,^'^' and a train, according to Ganzenmiiller's letter to

Wolff of 28 July 1942, transported 5,000 persons. The duration makes

little sense even for a single gassing, because cramming 200 to 350 per-

sons into each "gas chamber" and then clearing out the 600 to 1,050

corpses could hardly have been done faster than within 50-60 minutes,

if at all.

And to beat it all: the construction of the new "gas chambers" is said

to have started in late August/early October, namely at the end of this

alleged emergency!

[68] Myers realizes the absurdity of his thesis and tries to make it

more believable by introducing "other methods" of extermination, but

this once again requires an opportunistic and fraudulent usage of the

testimonies:

"As the gas chambers werefilled and sometimes unusable due to engine

breakdowns, other methods were relied upon to eliminate the transports. In

addition to Oskar Berger's testimony on shootings upon his arrival at Tre-

blinka, Jankiel Wiernik, who also arrived in late August 1942, described

the scene at the reception area:

The place was littered with corpses. Some clothed, others naked. They

were black and swollen. Theirfaces were expressingfear and terror. Their

eyes wide open, tongue stretched out, brains splattered, bodies disfigured.

Blood everywhere. Chaos begot chaos in the Treblinka bloodbath. " (pp.

300-301)

Myers is silent about Berger's claim that "upon his arrival at Tre-

blinka," on 22 August 1942, there were no "gas chambers" in operation

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 173.

Ibid, p. 226.

Ibid, p. 224.
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and this was indeed the reason for the shootings. As for Wiemik, Myers

offers the quoted description without further comment. The context,

however, excludes the assumption that shootings were a common prac-

tice, and it is exactly on these grounds that Myers, who usually refers to

Wiemik's text as published by Donat (footnotes 91, 93, 95, 129, 224),

here provides the following source: "Jankiel Wiemik, Rok w Treblince,

Warszawa, Nakladem Komisji Koordinacyjnej 1944, B1.35; cf Erleb-

nisbericht: Stanislaw Kohn, 7.10.1945, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 230/59,

p. 1654 also AGK NTN 69, p.5ff; cf Mlynarczyk, 'Treblinka,' p.262."

(footnote 112 on p. 301)

It is the umpteenth case of plagiarism, because the publication in

question has only 23 pages.'''' The quotation, which starts with the sen-

tence "The place was littered with corpses, some dressed and some na-

ked [Plac zasiany trupami, byfy ubraue [sic] i nagie]," is on page 2.

Myers's reference to the testimony of Stanislaw Kohn to "confirm"

his thesis is even more fraudulent: the witness arrived in fact at Treblin-

ka on 1 October 1942, i.e. when the period of "chaos" of the first 36

days - and that is the topic at hand - had been over. Furthermore, he did

not speak at all of shootings, but of gassings. In this regard he de-

clared:'''^

"There were also cases in which naked men from the first daily

transport were kept [alive] until evening, so that they carried naked the

clothing of all transports of that day and at the evening they were directed

to the gas chambers together with the last transport

"

Among the many absurdities uttered by Wiemik, the one related to

the extermination capacity of Treblinka is worth examining:"'^

"The number of transports grew daily, and there were periods when as

many as 30, 000 people were gassed in one day, with all 13 gas chambers in

operation.
"

This is Donat's version, while the published Polish text says on the

contrary: "Sometimes up to 20,000 [people] were gassed a day [Nieraz

gazowano dziennie do 20 ^y^.
]."'''"* The 13 "gas chambers" had the fol-

lowing characteristics (identical data in the Polish text): first set: 3 "gas

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinlca." in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

151.

J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince. Nakladem Komisji Koordynacyjnej. Warsaw, 1944.

The interrogation protocol of S. Kohn of 7 October 1945 is found in: Z. Lukaszkiewicz, "Ofidz

stracen w Treblince," op. cit, pp. 45-49; quotation on p. 46.

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

164.

J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, op. cit , p. 10.
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chambers" of 5 m x 5 m with a capacity of 450-500 people each

(up to 20 persons per m^!); second set: 10 "gas chambers" of 7 m x 7 m
with a capacity of 1,000-1,200 people each'^'^ (up to 24 persons per

m^!). The total surface area of the gas chambers was therefore 565 m^,

and so the daily extermination capacity was approximately (20,000 ^

565 =) 35 persons per m^ every 24 hours. It follows that the first gassing

complex had a maximum capacity of (3 x [5 x 5] x 35 2,625 people

per day, and therefore to gas the previously mentioned 8,680 people ar-

riving daily, a total of ([8,680 x 24] ^ 2,625 =] 79 hours would have

been necessary. Basically, in these 36 days - according to Wiemik's da-

ta - only (2,625 x 36 =) 94,500 deportees could have been gassed; how
were the remainder of (312,500 - 143,100 =) 218,000 killed?

Our opponents, always with a predilection for to the fanciful and ex-

aggerated, would undoubtedly suggest that part or even the majority of

them died en route. This hypothetical counter-argument may be con-

trasted with Dieter Pohl's estimate that "up to five percent" of the de-

portees to the Reinhardt camps may have perished en route.
'^'^

According to Grossman's report, one of the two gassing buildings

contained 3 "gas chambers" of 5 m x 5 m, the other 10 "gas chambers"

of 7 m X 8 m. The total surface area was therefore 635 m^. In each "gas

chamber" 400-500 people could enter, so the average capacity of the

two facilities was 4,500 people. '^^^ For Wiemik, however, the capacity

of the "gas chambers" was of 1 1,350-13,500 people. Using Grossman's

data, the time required for the extermination of the 8,680 deportees ar-

riving every day would have practically tripled. The only way to deal

with this enormous alleged massacre would have been the 100 (one

hundred) "gas chambers" mentioned by another source.^"""

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit, p.

157.

" Ibid., p. 158.

" Ibid., p. 161. It should be noted here that while the Donat version implies a theoretical rather

than practical capacity ("As many as 1,000 to 1,200 persons could be crowded into one gas

chamber."), the Polish publication simply says (p. 8): "Po ukonczeniu pakowali 1000 do 1200

osobdojednej komory." (When they were finished, 1,000 to 1 ,200 persons were crowded into

one chamber.)

Dieter Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhardt': Aufgaben

der Forschung" in: G. Morsch, B. Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Mas-

sentotungen durch Giftgas, op. cit., p. 194.

" V. Grossman, TreblinsUj ad (TpedjimcKuu ad) (The hell of Treblinka), GARF, 7021-1 15-8,

pp. 174.176 (pp. 17-19 ofthe report). In the English translation present in Chil Rajchman's

book appear the wrong numbers of400-600 and of 4,000-6,000 (C. Rajchman, Treblinka: A
Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, op. cit, p. 154)

M.B., Likwidacja ghetto warszawskiego. Reportaz (The liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto. Re-
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[69] Following Arad's narrative, Myers puts forward various testi-

monies in favor of the "chaos" theory (August Hingst, Oberhauser,

Stangl, Kurt Franz, pp. 301-302), but he does not even touch upon the

most essential problem explained above. He desperately tries instead to

insert a bit of "logic" into these ridiculous circumstances:

"Treblinka's mismanagement did not go unnoticed by Eberl's superi-

ors. Following a bureaucratic recognition to better organize and improve

the extermination process in the Reinhard camps, former Belzec command-

er Christian Wirth was appointed inspector ofall three death camps in ear-

ly August 1942. Towards the end ofthat same month, Wirth joined Globoc-

nik in an inspection ofthe camp. Oberhauser, Wirth 's assistant, later testi-

fied: ... " (p. 301)

Wirth's nomination dates back to 1 August 1942, therefore the new
"inspector of all three death camps" would have waited one month to

inspect Treblinka, even though, especially in his function as "inspector

[Inspekteur],'''' he could not have ignored the alleged "chaos" which was

present there since the end of July.

Myers also copies from Arad his thesis about Treblinka's alleged in-

activity period for reorganization purposes:^''"'

"Quickly calling for a halt to the madness, Wirth requested that all

transports to Treblinka cease; Globocnik agreed, giving the camp a much

needed respite as ofAugust 28, 1942. [...] On September 3, 1942, nearly a

week after halting transports to Treblinka, deportations from the Warsaw

ghetto to the camp were renewed. "
(p. 302)

But Arad quotes a document which belies Myers's statement:^''"^

"Transport order no. 243 of the Gedob, issued on August 27, 1942,

stated that 'in order to facilitate special evacuation trains [Umsiedler-

sonderziige] activity without malfunctions, Treblinka train station will be

closed to normal passenger trafficfrom September 1 untilfurther notice.
"'

Szymon Datner et al. reproduced the documentby the Generaldirek-

tion der Ostbahn (Directorate General of Eastern Railways):^""^

"Um die reibungslose Abfertigung der Umsiedlersonderziige zu

ermdglichen, wird der Bf Treblinka vom 1. September 1942 an bis auf

weiteres fiir den dffentlichen Personenverkehr gesperrt.

Von diesem Zeitpunkt an fahren daher die P 1570, 1573 und 1577 in

portage). Clandestine pamphlet without an indicated date, dating back to the last months of

1942: "a tych komor jest pewnie ze sto," "and of those chambers there are certainly about one

hundred" p. 27.

Cfir. Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 94 (28 August) and 96 (3 September).

/Wrf.,p. 96.

Szymon Datner, Janusz Gumkowski, Kazimierz Leszczynski, Genocide 1939-1945.

Wydawnictwo Zachodnie, Warszawa/Poznan, 1962, p. 278.
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Treblinka durch. Bei P 1570, 1574 und 1577 gelten die Abfahrtzeiten als

Durchfahrtzeiten.

P 1573 verkehrt wie folgt: Wolka dch 11.15, Treblinka dch 11.52,

Malkinia an 11.59 (P 1577 verkehrt nicht)
"

"In order to allow the smooth processing ofthe special trainsfor reset-

tiers, the Treblinka train station will be closedfor public passenger traffic

untilfurther notice startingfrom 1 September 1942.

Hence, as of that date [train numbers] P 1570, 1573 and 1577 pass

through Treblinka. The departure times ofP 1570, 1574 and 1577 are ac-

tualpassing-through times.

P 1573 is scheduled asfollows: Wolka dch 11:15, Treblinka dch 11:52,

Malkinia arrival 11:59 (P 1577 is cancelled)
"

From this one can deduce first of all that until then normal passenger

trains stopped regularly at the Treblinka station, and after that they still

passed through. Furthermore, during the period from 28 August to 3

September 1942 the "special trains for resettlers {Umsiedlersonderzii-

ge]" arrived just as regularly, and therefore the tale about the camp's

"reorganization" is simply a fantasy.

Finally, regarding the killings in the so-called "Lazaretf ("sick

bay"), Myers ridiculously tries to give them some major importance,

even numerical (p. 303), although that number virtually disappears next

to the claimed gargantuan death toll by gassings (see point 73).

[70] "Despite the many problems with the initial operation at Treblin-

ka, the camp still managed to process many thousands ofJews prior to the

August-September halt of new arrivals. Within the first two and a half

months, more than 250,000 Jews from Warsaw had been brought to the

camp, along with tens ofthousandsfrom the Radom district "
(p. 303)

Again Myers's bad faith is evident. As a source for these figures he

refers to: "See section 'The Acceleration of Extermination and Conflicts

over Jewish Labour' in Chapter 3" (footnote 124). Unfortunately this

section does not exist, and the whole "Cut and Paste Manifesto" does

not contain such a number in relation to Treblinka. He in fact shame-

lessly distorts Arad, w^ho speaks of 245,000 deportees from Warsaw^ to

Treblinka and of another 67,500 from the Radom and Lublin districts,

in total 312,500 deportees, but only during the period from 23 July to

28 August (see above, point 67) and not "within the first two and a half

months." That this swindle is intentional is made obvious by the fact

that this passage of Arad's book, which I cited earlier, is immediately

followed by the testimony of "SS Unterscharfuhrer August Hingst"^°°''

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 87.
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which Myers quotes on p. 301 precisely by referring to Arad! ("Arad,

Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, p. 87" in footnote 113.)

[71] "On September 4, 1942, Globocnik wrote to Werner Grothmann, a

member ofHimmler's RSHA staff, complaining about the reduction in his

fuel allotment:

Dear Grothmann,

As an SS and Police Chiefmy enginefuel rations have once again been

painfully reduced. I could carry out Einsatz 'Reinhard' until now with my

allotment. This present cutback restricts the operation stillfurther. As large

foreign deliveries are imminent, pleasefactor these circumstances into con-

sideration. I ask you to obtain a special ration exclusively for this action

from a proper Reich Office. SS-Obergruppenfiihrer Krueger is not in the

position to issue more enginefuel to me.

SS and Police Chieffor the District ofLublin, Globocnik. "
(p. 303)

The source adduced by Myers is "FS SSPF Lublin an den Personli-

chen Staf RFSS, z.Hd.V. SS-Hstuf Grothmann, 4.9.42, gez. Globocnik,

BANS19/3165" (footnote 125).

This is just another case of bragging. He uses in fact the text of the

document as published in facsimile by Schelvis with the source "BA-

NS- 19-3 165."'""^ The referral "to the RFSS personal staff, att. SS-Hstuf

Grothmann, 4.9.42 [an den Persdnlichen Stab [not Staff RFSS, z.Hd.V.

SS-Hstuf Grothmann, 4.9.42]" comes from the letterhead of the docu-

ment, "SSPF Lublin" and "gez. Globocnik" ("signed Globocnik") from

its end, while "FS," {''Fernschreiben," teleprint) is Myers's choice

among the various possibilities offered by the document: "telegram -

radio message - teleprint - telephone call [Telegramm - Funkspruch -

Fernschreiben - Fernspruchy Before discussing it, 1 reproduce the

German text:^""''

"Als SS- u. Polizeifiihrer bin ich in der Treibstoff Zuteilung abermals

empfindlich gekiirzt worden. Ich konnte bisher aus meinen Kontingenten

den Einsatz 'Reinhard ' durchfiihren. Diese nunmehrige Ktirzung schrdnkt

aber den Betrieb noch starker ein. Da aber derzeit grosse Auslandliefe-

rungen anlaufen und daher eine Zunahme des Betriebes bevorsteht, bitte

ich auch diesen Gesichtpunkt zu beriicksichtigen. Ich bitte Sie, bei einer

entsprechenden Reichsstelle zu erwirken, dass ich ein Sonderkontingent

ausschliesslich fur diese Aktion [in the text: 'kation'] erhalte. SS-Ogruf.

Kriiger ist nicht in derLage, mir mehr Treibstoffzuzuteilen.

"

Myers has two comments, the first of which is this:

"The 'large foreign deliveries' (grosse Auslandsanlieferungen) that

Globocnik referred to were the expected deportations of many Romanian

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. c!Y.,pp. 138-139.
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Jews to Belzec, which were discussed in late August, but never com-

menced. "
(p. 303)

In the corresponding footnote he writes:

"On the abortive plan to deport Romanian Jews to the Lublin district,

see Longerich, Holocaust, pp. 266-370. Perhaps MGK can explain why

Romanian Jews would be sent north to Galicia, instead ofeast directly into

the Ukraine or Transnistria? " (footnote 126)

Longerich would therefore have dedicated an impressive 105 pages

to this entirely marginal issue? Of course not. It is a foolish ruse to sim-

ulate a treatment that does not exist. The German historian in fact hur-

ries through the matter in a few hnes:^°°^'

"In August 1942 the Romanian government again expressly declared its

agreement with the inclusion of the country 's Jews in the German deporta-

tion measures.
"

The information comes from Luther's memorandum of 21 August

1942, which informs in this regard:^""^

"Die Deutsche Gesandschaft Bukarest berichtet zu D III 602 g, die

Rumdnische Regierung uberlasse es der Reichsregierung, ihre Juden

gemeinsam mit den deutschen in die Ghettos nach den Osten abzuschieben.

Sie habe kein Interesse daran, dafi rumdnische Juden nach Rumdnien

zuriickkehrten.

"

"The German Legation Bucharest reports regarding D III 602 g that

the Romanian Government leaves it to the Reich Government to deport

their Jews together with the German [Jews] into the ghettos in the East. It

has no interest in Romanian Jews returning to Romania.

"

A memorandiun by the German Ambassador in Bucharest Manfred

von Killinger to Foreign Minister Ribbentrop of 26 November 1942

with the title "State of the question of resettling the Jews from Romania

[Stand der Frage der Aussiedlung der Juden aus Rumdnien]" informs

that Marshal Antonescu still hesitated. The destination of the possible

deportees is the same as the one indicated by Luther:^"*"^

"Wenn deshalb eine Aussiedlung der Juden aus Rumdnien stattfinde,

dann sei es im Rahmen der Losung der Judenfrage in Europa nicht im Plan

des Deutsches Reichs, die Juden aus Rumdnien in ein Gehiet jenseits des

Bugs auszusiedeln, sondern die Aussiedlung direkt nach dem vorldufig

dafiir bestimmten Generalgouvernement durchzufiihren.
"

"If therefore a resettlement of the Jews from Romania occurs, then it is

notpart ofthe German Reich 's plan within theframework ofthe solution of

P. Longerich, Holocaust. The Nazi Persecution andMurder ofJews, op. cit, p. 364.

NG-2586-J,p.5.

T/1039.
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the Jewish question in Europe to resettle the Jewsfrom Romania in an area

beyond the Bug river, but rather to carry out the resettling directly to the

General Government which is temporarily slatedfor this.

"

Therefore on the one hand the deportation of Romanian Jews was

not imminent, because the Romanian Government procrastinated its

consent. On the other hand Longerich does not mention Belzec as the

destination of eventual deportations, while Luther speaks explicitly of

the Ghettos in the East. A typical sham of Myers.

The fact that it was planned to "temporarily" transfer these Jews to

the north, into the General Government, reminds us of the telegram by

Ambassador Emil von Rintelen of 19 August 1942, which states that the

preparations for the solution of the Jewish question in Romania had

been concluded and that the evacuation transports were slated to start on

September 10, 1942, "to the district of Lublin, where the portion fit for

work will be employed, and the rest is to undergo special treatment"

(see Chapter 5, Section 149).^°°^

The telegram ends with these words:^'*'"

"Ich bitte um Genehmigung, die Abschiebungsarbeiten in der vorgetra-

genen Form durchfiihren zu konnen.
"

"I ask for permission to carry out the deportation project in the form

presented.

"

But apparently Himmler did not give his permission, and the negoti-

ations dragged on during the following months. Hence on cannot seri-

ously assume that Globocnik considered the arrival of Jewish transports

from Romania at the Reinhardt camps as "imminent" even from an or-

thodox perspective.

Myers's second comment remains to be examine:

"The terminology that Globocnik used (Treibstoff) explicitly refers to

enginefuels, from which the gas chambers operated. It is also possible that

thefuel was requiredfor excavating work on mass graves andpossibly also

cremations, which began at Sobibor shortly after the time of this letter, es-

pecially with reports ofcorpse incinerations in August which are available

from Belzec and Treblinka. The two scenarios are mutually reinforcing, as

opposed to contradicting ofone another. Such a heavy requirement offuel

stands in stark contrast to a supposed transit camp, in which there typically

were no uses offuel besides power generators, which would not require a

substantial amount. " (pp. 303f.)

This comment makes no sense even from the orthodox Holocaust

In addition to the source specified therein, see also: Auswartigen Amt, Akten zur deutschen

auswdrtigen Politik 1918-1945, op. cit., Band IE, pp. 342f.

Ibid., p. 343.
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perspective, because it assumes that "Aktion Reinhardt" referred only to

the extermination of Jews. But the report "Economic part of the Aktion

Reinhardt {Wirtschaftlicher Teil der Aktion Reinhardt]" compiled by

Globocnik on 18 January 1944 clearly states:^"''

"Die gesamte Aktion Reinliardt zerfdllt in 4 Gebiete:

A) die Aussiedlung selhst

B) die Verwertung der Arheitskraft

C) die Sacfiverwertung

D) die Einhringung verborgener Werte und Immobilien.
"

"The entire Alction Reinhardt is divided into 4 areas:

A) the resettlement itself

B) the exploitation oflabor

C) the exploitation ofgoods

D) the requisitioning ofhidden assets and real estate.

"

Besides being groundless, Myers's comment is also foolish, as is

demonstrated by a simple calculation based on Wiemik's data, which

Myers considers to be sacrosanct truth. According to Wiemik a maxi-

mum of 13,500 people (500 x 3 = 1,500 in the first set and 1,200 x 10 =

12,000 in the second set) could be crammed into the 13 "gas chambers."

Since the highest extermination event mentioned was 20,000 people on

one day, in round figures that would mean the ability to perform 1.5

gassings each day. Since one gassing happened "within 25 minutes at

the most,"^"'^ with a mere 37.5 minutes of the engines' activity on any

given day one could allegedly exterminate 20,000 persons. Another im-

portant statement by Wiemik makes Myers's comment even more ri-

diculous:^""

"Thepowerplant operated alongside these chambers, supplying Camps

1 and 2 with electric current This motor was used to pump the gas which

was let into the chambers by connecting the motor with the inflow pipes.

"

The engine used for the "gas chambers" was therefore the same

which served the electrical power generator for the whole camp, which

obviously had to operate 24/7 and used up an amount of fuel far superi-

or to the lesser amount necessary for the "gas chambers."

Grothmann's answer to Globocnik delivers the coup du grace to

these fantasies of Myers'
i^"'"*

NO-057. This document is quoted in the footnote 434 on p. 233.

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit, p.

159.

Ibid.,pp. 157-158.
^"^ Femschreiben of Grothmann to Globocnik of 7 September 1942. ZstL, Sammlung USA, Ordn.

134, vol. 136.
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"Brigadefiihrer! Da es kaum mdglich ist, irgendwo zusdtzlich Treib-

stoffmengen zu erhalten, habe ich dem Reichsfuhrer-SS noch einmal Ihre

schwierige Situation bezuglich des Treibstoffkontingents vorgetragen. Der

ReichsJuhrer-SS meinte, Sie milssten auf alle Fallen versuchen, die Trans-

porte der Wertsachen aus der Judenumsiedlung nach Berlin nicht per

Kraftfahrzeug sondern per Waggon unter Bewachung durchzujuhren - Ich

habe aber ausserdem noch einmal an SS-GruppenJuhrer Juttner die Anfra-

ge gerichtet, ob er irgendwie Ihnen noch zusdtzlich Betriebsstoff liefern

kann. Sobald ich hieriiber Nachricht habe, gebe ich Ihnen Bescheid"

"Brigadefiihrer! Since it is hardly possible to obtain additional fuel

supplies from anywhere, I reported to the Reichsfuhrer-SS one more time

about your difficult situation regarding the fuel allotment The Reichsfuh-

rer-SS stated that you should try under any circumstances to transport the

valuablesfrom the Jewish resettlement to Berlin not by motor vehicles but

in freight cars under guard - But I nonetheless once again inquired with

SS-Gruppenfiihrer Jiittner whether he can somehow supply you with addi-

tionalfuel. As soon as I receive news about it, I will let you know.
"

Therefore the fuel requested for the "Aktion Reinhardt" was for

shipping the goods robbed from the Jews via trucks to Berlin, although

that need was reduced by using trains instead.

[72] Once more in the context of the alleged reorganization of Tre-

blinka, Myers presents an excerpt of the 19 July 1960 interrogation of

former SS-Unterscharfuhrer Willi Mentz. Yet what he passes over in

silence is again more important than what he quotes. As I mentioned

above, he accuses us of not having considered the "true scale" of the

shootings in the "Lazarett." In this regard Mentz asserted:^°'^

"There were always some ill and frail people on the transports. Some-

times there were also wounded people amongst the arrivals because the

transport escorts, SS members, police, Latvians, sometimes shot people

during thejourney. These ill, frail and woundedpeople were brought to the

hospital by a special Arbeitskommando. [...]/ did this by shooting them in

the neck with a 9-mm pistol [...] The number ofpeople I shot after the

transport arrived varied. Sometimes it was two or three but sometimes it

was as many as twenty orperhaps even more.
"

A "true scale" of epic proportions indeed: 20+ individuals shot for

every transport as the upper limit. This is more evidence of Myers's

dishonesty, if any more evidence is needed at all.

In the text by Mentz quoted by Myers the following passage also ap-

pears:

^"'^ Ernst Klee, Willi Dressen, Volker Riess (eds.), "The Good Old Days. " The Holocaust as Seen

by Its Perpetrators and Bystanders. Konecky & Konecky, New York, 1 988, p. 247.
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"For about two months I worked in the upper section of the camp and

then after Eberl had gone everything in the camp was reorganized. The two

parts of the camp were separated by barbed wire fences. Pine branches

were used so thatyou could not see through thefences. The same thing was

done along the route from the 'transfer' area to the gas chambers... " (p.

303)

This means that before the alleged reorganization, which is to say

until the end of August, the "death camp" was not separated from the

reception area, so that even the prisoners who worked here could ob-

serve all phases of the alleged extermination. But then one cannot un-

derstand this affirmation by Arad, certainly based on testimonies:^""'

"With the cessation ofdeportations on August 28, the SS men murdered

all the prisoners who had worked in the extermination area in removing

and burying bodies. Considerations of secrecy caused the camp command
to prevent any contact between the Jews employed in the extermination ar-

ea and those in the Lower Camp; thus, the latter were not usedfor clearing

the corpsesfrom the reception area.

"

This makes no sense, since "considerations of secrecy" would have

led to the extermination of all the detainee-witnesses.

[73] On p. 305 Myers reproduces a "Plan of the new gas chambers

drawn by First Lieutenant of Justice Yurovsky in September 1944." He
maintains silence about the fact that this document was discovered, ana-

lyzed and pubhshed by Graf and myself^"'^ Following our traces, Ro-

manov obtained a color copy of this plan and of the "Plan of the old gas

chambers" mentioned above, while we - at that time - had to be satis-

fied with black and white photocopies.

Myers states that both drawings with the Russian title "njiaH

s^aHHa" (plan zdanja, building plan) no. 1 and 2, are "apparently based

on the testimony of Abraham Goldfarb" (p. 297 and 305). This is likely

regarding to the "plan of the old gas chambers," but it does not rule out

that his description was inspired by the Wiemik report. Myers repro-

duces in fact the following 2 1 September 1 944 statement of this witness

in which the killing method is only vaguely mentioned:

"Approach to the building was protected by a barbed wire fence, with

pine branches interwoven into the fence for disguise. The building itself

was an ordinary one-story brick building with a tin roof. Climbing the

stairs to the entrance you first get to the wooden annex, which looked like a

corridor. Thefront door to the building, as well as three iron doors leading

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, pp. 94-96 (Page 95 is completely occupied by

two pictures).

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 120 and document 19 on p. 333.
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out of this annex to the three chambers of the house are hermetically

sealed. Each of the three chambers had these three dimensions: length — 5,

width - 4, height - 2 meters. Floor and walls are covered with tiles, the

ceiling is made of concrete. In each chamber there is one hole in the ceil-

ing. Moreover, it is covered with netting. From a wall into a chamber

comes a pipe with somewhat of a flared end and mesh bottom. The flared

end is mounted near the wall. The wall at this location is significantly pol-

luted with soot Against the entrance door there is also a hermetically

closed exit door. All three of these chambers open in the direction of the

concrete ramp installed near the house. " (pp. 296-297)

As far as "Building Plan" no. 2 goes, however, Myers does not show

us any relevant account, and therefore one cannot readily understand

how he can state that it is based on Goldfarb's testimony. At that time

(August-September 1944) a Polish-Soviet investigation on Treblinka

was underway during which Major Golovan interrogated all available

witnesses (Graf and I have tracked down and obtained 15 interroga-

tions). In our study of this camp we have determined:^'"^

"The murder method mostfrequently mentioned by witness at the latter

was different again from those already mentioned and consisted of the

evacuation of air from hermetically sealed rooms by means of a vacuum

pump driven by an engine. This engine, which at first was merely used to

run thepump, gradually transmogrified into a murder weapon - atfirst still

in connection with the evacuation ofair, before it then, thanks above all to

Jankiel Wiernik, became the single instrument of killing, by which the vic-

tims were killed with carbon monoxide gas. The murder technique ofsuffo-

cation by pumping out the air was described in particular by two witness-

es.
"

The Jew Abe Kon declared on 17 August 1944:^"''

"Plan of the 'Bath ': the bath consisted of12 cabins. Each cabin meas-

ured 6 X 6 m. The height amounted to 2.5 m. In one cabin they drove 600

people each. They threw the children on their heads. The cabins had two

doors, which could be sealed hermetically. In the corner between ceiling

and wall two openings were connected with hoses. Behind the 'bath ' stood

a machine. It pumped the air out of the chambers. The people suffocated

within 6 to 15 minutes.
"

The Pole Kazmierz Skarzyhski, who was interrogated on 22 August,

stated:^""'

"Incarcerated Jews in the camp reported that many hundred prisoners

at a time were penned in hermetically sealed chambers and were asphyxi-

ated bypumping out the air.

"

""'^
Ibid., p. 64.

Ibid., p. 65.
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During the Soviet investigation in September 1944, Wassili Gross-

mann came to Treblinka and spoke with the witnesses. In his report he

confirmed this method of killing:^°^°

"The second most often used procedure in Treblinka was the pumping

out ofthe airfrom the chambers with the help ofspecial suction equipment

— the causes ofdeath were approximately similar to those in the poisoning

with carbon monoxide gas: the oxygen supplyfor the people was blocked.
"

The way in which Myers tries to marginalize the two above-

mentioned testimonies is typical for his distorted logic:

"It turns out that Kon gave another statement on August 22 in which he

described the method ofmurder as gassing ('They let the gas in. After 6-15

minutes - death '), while Skarzyhski gave a further statement on August 23

wherein he mentioned gas chambers ('the Jews who were led to gas cham-

bers'). "
(p. 362)

The fact that Kon made a contradicing statement 5 days later and

Skarzynski even the following day, for Myers this is not a very serious

episode which further invalidates the value of their testimonies, but only

a "confirmation" of his thesis! I will return to this question in point 27

of chapter 10.

The prehminary investigation of Treblinka ended on 15 September

1944, as the Polish-Soviet inquiry commission drew up a report with

these conclusions:^"^"

"In the beginning, the method was employed ofpumping the air out of

the room by means of a small car engine. Tlien, as a result of the large

number ofthe doomed, a chemical sulistance liegan to be used.
"

Apparently the investigation was continued by Jurowski who, on 26

September 1 944 as first lieutenant of the Military Office of Prosecution

of the 65"' Army, interrogated the witness "Raisman Samuil Ja-

kovlewitsch."^"^' The results of his investigation are unknown.

[74] Myers carefully avoids any confrontation between Kon's testi-

mony and Wiemik's, which contain inexplicable contradictions. He
limits himself to reproducing without comments Wiemik's account de-

scribing the second gassing building as follows:

"It turned out that we were building ten additional gas chambers, more

spacious than the old ones, 7 by 7 meters or about 50 square meters. As

many as 1,000 to 1,200 persons could be crowded into one gas chamber.

"

(p. 304)

Of course, one can also add Mentz's relevant statement:

"Finally, new and larger gas chambers were built. I think that there

^™
p. 66.

USSR-377. GARF, 7445-2-126, p. 234.
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were nowfive or six larger gas chambers. I cannot say exactly how many

people these large gas chambers held. Ifthe small gas chambers could hold

80-100 people, the large ones could probably hold twice that number. " (p.

304)

So, according to these three witnesses, there were either 5 ot 6, 10 or

12 "gas chambers"; they measured 6mx6mor7mx7m, with a total

surface area of (12 x 6 m x 6 m =) 432 m^ or of (10 x 7 m x 7 m =) 490

m^, each of which could contain either 100 or 600 or 1,200 persons. Ex-

planations for these discrepancies I leave up to Myers's fertile imagina-

tion.

[75] On p. 306 Myers begins to shine light on his critique:

"In his Treblinka account with Graf, Mattogno criticized Wiernik for

failing to include a vent opening to remove engine exhaust from the gas

chambers; instead, they believe the Soviets fabricated such an opening into

their drawings to make the gassing claims more technically plausible. Un-

fortunately, such a conclusion can only be supported through sloppy re-

search and ignorance. Treblinka worker Abraham Goldfarb, who tookpart

in the gas chamber construction at Treblinka but who has been entirely ig-

nored by MGK, stated for the new chambers that 'there was a separate

opening in the rooffor the removal ofgas, while also noting that the older

gas chambers had a similar vent Wiernik himself wrote that the new gas

chambers had an 'outlet on the roof with a 'hermetic cap, ' with the cap

clearly being removable to ventilate out exhaust gas from the chambers.

While Mattogno criticizes Wiernik for failing to provide for an exhaust

vent, they quote the relevant testimonyfrom Wiernik in the same book. Such

sloppiness is inexcusable.

"

Myers offers here another sample of his obvious bad faith. He fails

to mention that Wiernik speaks about "a hermetic cap" on the roof of

the "gas chambers" only in relation to the first gassing building, but not

in relation to the second. He refers in fact to p. 70 of our book about

Treblinka (footnote 132 on p. 306) in which Wiemik's description of

this building is quoted, but not to the next page in which the description

of the second building is quoted. Goldfarb 's testimony, as seen previ-

ously, also refers to the first building. "Such sloppiness is inexcusable."

[76] "Mattogno has alleged that Wiernik plagiarized a map from the

November 15, 1942 Treblinka report in order to 'lend credibility to his

claims. ' They list numerous similarities between the maps ofthe November

1942 report and the one included Wiernik's 1944 account, and criticize him

forfailing to include cremation grills. Unfortunately for the deniers, there

is no evidence that Wiernik actually drew or sketched the map that was in-

cluded in his book; indeed, nowhere in the text ofhis account does Wiernik

refer to the map illustration. Instead, it is more likely that the Polish under-
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ground publisher included the map on their own accord to better help the

reader follow Wiernik's account, making Mattogno and Graf's criticism

over the map irrelevant Wiernik did testify during the Eichmann trial to

drawing a map of Treblinka in 1944, which was subsequently published in

1945; Mattogno claims that with this map 'the plagiarism shows up even

more glaringly, ' but does not provide any details or reasoning behind his

statement. A simple comparison ofthe two maps (see image 5.4) shows any-

thing butplagiarism. "
(pp. 306-307)

I should start by saying that Alex Bay, who is highly admired and

more than once quoted by the "plagiarist bloggers," also expressed the

same thoughts about the map published in the Wiernik booklet:^°^^

"This map is wildly out of scale, but it was prepared by Wiernik in

Warsaw immediately after his escape. Wiernik's map thus benefitedfrom

the advantage of being prepared while the experience at Treblinka was

reasonablyfresh.
"

But of course, with their typical hypocrisy, they had nothing to com-

plain about him in this regard. The matter is of fundamental importance,

as it ties into the propagandistic genesis of the "gas chambers." It all

starts with the report of 15 November 1942, which says:^"^^

"A path (9) skirts the building and runs along its western wall finally

ending at the next building (12) near death-house No. 1 (14). This building

is at right-angles to the death-house No. 2. It is a brick construction much

smaller than the other. It consists ofonly three chambers and a steamroom.

Along the northern wall of this house runs a corridorfrom which there

are doors to the chambers. The outside walls of the chambers have valves

(until recently doors which had been changed into valves for utility rea-

sons). Also here a scoop in the shape of a shallow vessel is placed at the

height ofthe valves (15). The steam-room (15a) is adjacent to the building.

Inside the steam-room there is a large vat which produces the steam. The

hot steam comes in to the chambers through pipes installed there, each

having a prescribed number of vents. While this machinery of death is in

action, the doors and valves are hermetically closed. The floor in the

chambers has a terra-cotta inlay which becomes very slippery when water

is poured over it. There is a well next to the steam-room, the only in the

whole area of Treblinka B. [...]A Diesel-motor supplies the energy and its

rattle is a characteristic sound at Treblinka B.
"

To establish if there was a plagiarism, one must examine the map

drawings of the first gassing building in their chronological sequence.

A. Bay, The Reconstruction ofTreblinka, in:

http://ia600307.us.arcMve.org/30/items/TheReconstmctionOfrreblinka/MicrosoftWord-

Documentl.pdf
^"^^ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 53f.
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Illustration 8.11 is taken from the 15 November 1942 report Illus-

tration 8.12 from Wiernik's book J Year in Treblinka (May 1944);^"^^

Illustration 8.13 shows Jurowski's drawing (dated later than 15 Sep-

tember 1944);^"^'' and finally Illustration 8.14 comes from Wiernik's

map published in 1945.^°^^

1^
, 1, J

13

iZls- IS*,
c

13

IS
"

15

Illustrations 8.11 and 8.12 even have the same label numbers, which

in the 1 5 November 1 942 report mean:

13: corridor

14: steam rooms

15: ramp

15a: steam-room, boiler room ("kotlownia. ")

In Jurowski's plan drawing, into which I inserted the same numbers,

the room 15a becomes the personnel room, while the small adjacent

room, which was previously a simple vestibule, became the engine

room. Wiernik's sketch, the last in the row shown with the original

numbers, has these captions:

25: "A building divided into three gas chambers, with a platform

outside the building";

26: "Room with motor feeding gas into the chambers";

Ibid, document 2 on p. 3 16.

Ibid., document 4 on p. 318.

Ibid., document 18 on p. 332.

Ibid., document 5 on p. 319.
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27: "Room with dentists sorting teeth taken from the dead."^"^^

Coming back to the suspicion of plagiarism, first of all, according to

the Wiemik's description, the first gassing facility contained four rooms

in total, three "gas chambers" and one "elektrownia" ("power station

plant") which, according to the American translation, "operated along-

side these chambers,"^"^' but the Polish text (a machine written account

of 22 pages which made up for all later narrations) says: "the power sta-

tion plant was located along the chambers [wzdtuz komory znajdowala

si§ elektrowniaY^'^^^ and not behind one of them as appears in his draw-

ing. The fifth room, no. 27, the one "with dentists sorting teeth taken

fi-om the dead," is never mentioned.

Secondly, in Wiemik's sketch, close to the bottom-right comer of

room 26 (Illustration 8.14) there is a small circle which, according to

the caption, represents a "well." This is mentioned in the report about

the "steam rooms," but not in Wiemik's description, who therefore took

this small detail from this source as well.

The report 15 November 1942 contains all elements of his plagia-

rism: the type of building ("a brick construction"), the number and lay-

out of the rooms, the presence of pipes in them, the presence of a Diesel

engine.

The issue of the "hermetic cap" deals the final blow to Wiemik's

credibility. A handwritten draft of his report exists titled "Report of a

Jew, an escapee from Treblinka, Jankl Wiemik, hving in Warsaw at

Wolyhska street 23, 53 years old [Relacje Zyda, uciekiniera z Treblinki,

Jankla Wiernika, zamieszkaiego w Warszawy przy ul. Wofynskiej 23, lat

53]," in which the first gassing building is described as follows:^"^'

"Plac zabudowany 13 komorami gazowymi (kqpiel). Komora gazowa

2m wysokosci 7m dlugosci i 7m szerokosci. Z jednej strony [normalne]

drzwi wejsciowe. Po stronie przeciwnej - klapa ktorq si§ otwiera po zaga-

zowaniu ludzi, tamt^dy tez wyciqga si^ trupow. Na dachu klapa bezpiec-

zenstwa uzywana w wypadku usmiercania ludzi chlorem. Po rzucenia od-

powiedniej dosci chloru klapq zamyka si^ hermetycznie.
"

"13 gas chambers (bath) were built in the place. A gas chamber is 2 m
high, 7 m long and 7 m wide. On one side [normal] entry doors. On the op-

Filip Friedman This was Oswiqcim!, The United Jewish Relief Appeal, London 1946, p. 81.

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit, p.

157.

J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, op. cit. , p. 6.

J. Wiemik, "Relacje Zyda, uciekiniera z Treblinki, Jankla Wiemika, zamieszkaiego w War-

szawy przy ul. Wolynskiej 23, lat 53," p. 2 in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives online. Collec-

tions Section, Catalog No. 3 1 66. The term in square brackets is a supposition.
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posite side - aflap gate which opens after the gassing of the people; from

there corpses are extracted. On the roofa safety valve used in case of kill-

ing people with chlorine. After throwing in the proper amount of chlorine

the lid closes hermetically.

"

At that time Wiemik had not yet decided what the alleged method of

extermination was, hence he picked up rumors of killings with chlorine

spread even about Sobibor,^"^^ which was also echoed by the witnesses

Szymon Goldberg^''^^ and Samuel Rajzman for TrebUnka?"^"^

In the published PoHsh report, the passage which interests us goes as

follows:'"''

"Wielkosc komory wynosUa 5x5 m., razem 25 m. kw, wysokosc 1,90 m.

Wylot na dachu z hermetycznym zamkni^ciem i wloty rury, podloga tera-

kotowa pochyla ku rampie.
"

"Chamber size was 5 x 5 m, altogether 25 sq.m., height of 1.90 m. On
the roofan outlet with a hermetic cap and inlet pipes, the terra-cottafloor

slanting toward the ramp.

"

There are several elements worth noting in this text. The first refers

to the dimensions of the gas chambers, which are 5 m x 5 m x 1 .90 m in

the typed version, while the handvmtten text says 7mx7mx2m. All

this comes from a reworking of the data contained in the report of 15

November 1 942, which mentions (for the second gassing building) "gas

chambers" of 35 m^ each 2 meters high. Wiemik has therefore taken

this height and has broken the surface in5mx7m(=35 m^), and, in

the final version, the respective single digits have been allotted to the

first (5 X 5) and to the second (7 x 7) gassing building, allowing himself

a little freedom on the height (1.90 m instead of 2 m).

The second element is the terra-cotta floor (^'podloga terakotowa")

of the "gas chambers," which is equally copied from the 15 November

1942 report: "The floor in the chambers has a terra-cotta inlay [Podloga

w komorach wylozonajestposadzkq terakotowqy^^^^ Wiemik's plagia-

rism is therefore an indubitable fact.

Let us examine now the subsequent developments. At the time of the

preliminary Pohsh-Soviet investigation of TrebHnka (August-Septem-

ber 1944), the prosecutors knew about Wiernik's booklet, which was

quoted as a source in the 24 August 1944 report: "...and the infor-

Sobibor. Holocaustpropaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp.63-76.
"'^ TrebHnka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 67.

See chapter 10, point 18.

"'^
J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, op. cit. , p. 6.

Krystyna Marczewska, Wladyslaw Wazniewski, "Treblinlca w swietle Akt Delegatury Rzqdu

RP na Kraji" op. cit., p. 142.
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mation of the book ''God v Treblinke" (= Rok w Treblince = One year

in Treblinka)."^""'^

As shown above, Jurowski's sketch of the first gassing building

originates from the drawing in Wiemik's booklet, and this also apphes

to the description given in Goldfarb's witness testimony. As for the

second building, Jurowski's plagiarism is even more obvious. The find-

ings of the preliminary investigation had in fact concluded the alleged
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GARF, 7021-115-9, p. 109.

Illustration 8.18
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existence of 12 gas chambers of 6 m x 6 m, in which the victims had

been killed by pxunping out the air.^°^^

During the second investigation no witness described the second

gassing building in a manner consistent with Jurowski's design, and

therefore one must naturally ask what his source was. In order to clarify

the question, we must return to the issue of Wiemik's plagiarism con-

cerning the second gassing building in relation to the first.

A comparison of Illustrations 8.15, 8.16 and 8.17 shows the relation

of the plan enclosed in the booklet A Year in Treblinka (111. 8. 16) and of

Wiemik's plan published in 1945 (111. 8.17) with that of the 1942 report

(111. 8.15), and also the relation of Jurowski's plan (111. 8.18) with that

pubhshed m A Year in Treblinka (111. 8.16). Because the original plan

has no eleventh room for the engine, Jurowski took a chunk of the cor-

ridor to accommodate the engine (111. 8.18), and the same thing was lat-

er done by Wiemik.

[77] At the Eichmann trial, Wiemik declared under oath:^""'^

"[Attorney General] - After the War, immediately following the War,

you drew a sketch ofTreblinka?

[Witness Wiernik] - Yes. This is it. I drew it. I prepared it when I was

still underground, after my liberation in 1943. 1 drew it

"

Therefore Wiemik would have drawn up his plan already in 1943

(and not in 1944).

Myers further writes that "nowhere in the text of his account does

Wiemik refer to the map illustration." In his booklet Wiemik wrote i^'''^^

"I, for one, resolved to give the world a description ofthe inferno and a

sketch ofthe layout ofthat accursed hell hole.

"

The earliest typewritten Polish text we have is much more simple

and precise:^"'*'

"Naszkicowalem plan miejsca zhrodni, by swiatu pokazac.
"

"I have sketched a map ofthe crime scene to show to the world.
"

But the most extraordinary matter is the fact - obviously omitted by

Myers - that the Polish original brochure by Wiemik, which was used

for the translation, does not contain any map at all!^""^^ How can one ex-

plain that a map drawn in order to "show to the world \by swiatu

^"^^
Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Tramit Camp?, op. cit., p. 66.

State of Israel (ed.), The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. Ill, pp. 1202f.
2040

J ^ignjijj^ "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

185.

Typewritten draft of J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, p. 21, in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives

online, Collections Section, Catalog No.3166. The published PoUsh version has a very similar

text on p. 22.
^'"^

J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, op. cit.
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pokazac]" the "crime scene [miejsca zbrodni]" of Treblinka was not at-

tached to the very publication envisaged to do just that?

Illustration 8.19

ill 11

H 1

Illustration 8.20

Here we must point out another of Myers's tricks. On p. 307 he pre-

sents these two plans (reproduced as Illustrations 8.19 and 8.20) with

the following caption: "Compare the map included in Wiemik's 1944

report (left) with the map Wiemik testified to drawing (right)." In reali-

ty the plan published on pp. 24f of Wiernik's booklet is the one which

appears in Illustration 8.21.

The plan published by Myers, however (111. 8.19), has been clumsily

tampered with, cutting out the second gassing building completely!

Worse than that, even the Wiemik plan published by Friedman and used

by Myers (111. 8.20) was cut, as is apparent from Illustration 8.22, which

reproduces the plan recognized by Wiernik as his own during the Eich-

mann trial.^"''^ This partial image corresponds perfectly to that published

by Filip Friedman in 1946 (111. 8.22a).^''^'^

It is interesting to note that the Polish edition of Friedman's work

™' T/1300.
2044

pjjip pnedniaji, This was Oswi^cim!, The United Jewish Relief Appeal, London 1946, pp. 82 f.

On p. 84 we learn the following: "This is a detailed architect's plan of the death camp in Tre-

blinka, drawn by Yankiel Wiemik, a survivor of the camp,"
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does not contain the plan in question,^""^^ and from that arises the prob-

lem of the origin of the Wiernik plan.

In this context, the question of whether the plan enclosed in the

American edition of the Wiernik' s book has been designed by him or by

others becomes entirely secondary for two reasons: first, as I document-

F. Friedman, To jest Oswi^cim, Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Literatury Politycznej, Warsaw,

1945. It is a lOVpp book containing no illustrations.
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ed above, Wiernik has un-

doubtedly plagiarized the

plan of the 15 November

1942 report; second, the

plan drawn up by Wiernik

(111. 8.22 and 8.22a) clearly

follows that of the report in

question, so that his "testi-

mony" depends both discur-

sively and graphically on

the 15 November 1942 re-

port.

Illustration 8.22a (left)

Further research on the origins of the plan of the Treblinka "steam

chambers" report opens up new, unsuspected horizons. As far as we
know, the model of this plan was made in the "second half of 1942"

(the exact date is not indicated).^"'*'' The plan (111. 8.22b) is almost iden-

tical to the 1 5 November report plan, but lacks the header, numbering

^ Zydowsky Instytut Historyczny, 384.Ring.II/300.l.Mf. ZIH-:

thor unknown, Warsaw Ghetto. Sketch plan of the Treblinka

). "Second half of 1942. Au-
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and captions.

A subsequent plan, drawn up "after July 1942," is already very de-

tailed (111.
8.220).^"'*^ The "steam chambers" bear the letter "K" {"komo-

ra") whereas several other notations are unintelligible except for that of

the room 15a, seen in bottom right: "kotlownia," "boiler room."

* •
1

1

h ;

]
'

^- r-ti
>—

1

1

1

q
1

"f-

Illustration 8.22d (top)

Illustration 8.22c (left)

The plan attached to the 15 November 1942 report (111. 8.22d)^'"'**

appears to rather be a simplification of the plan above. In addition to the

title ("Treblinka. Szkic orientacyjny" = "Treblinka. Orientative

Sketch"), it presents, beneath railway lines, the signs "Bialystok" (top)

and "Warszawa" (bottom) that do not make sense, because at the top

(north-west) there should be "Malkinia" and at the bottom (south-east)

"Siedlce."

™' Ibid., 384.Ring.II/488. Mf. ZIH-809. "After July 1942, Warsaw Ghetto. Author unknown, plan

of the Treblinka extermination camp."

Ibid., 300.Ring.II/192. Mf. ZIH-836. "15. 11. 1942, Warsaw Ghetto. Report titled 'Liquidation

of the Warsaw Jews,' transmitted to the Polish Government-in-Exile in London."
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The plan that served

as the model for the one

published in the Ameri-

can edition of the Wier-

nik report was also re-

ceived by the Foreign

Office on 18 August

1944 (111. 8.22e)^°^'' and

apparently also came to

the United States. The

sender was the repre-

sentative of the Jewish

Agency for Palestine in

London, J. Linton, who
had received it, together

with a report on the Tre-

blinka "steam cham-

bers," from the interior

minister of the Polish

government in Lon- Illustration 8.22e

don.^"^" The plan arrived in the United States through one of these

channels.

In this series of plans, the only one that is missing is the one accept-

ed by the "controversial bloggers" to have been drawn up by Wiemik.

The reason why it did not appear in print before 1 946 is probably that it

had just been made around that time - in an attempt to give the Wiemik

report a better graphical "confirmation."

On the other hand, an entirely different plan from those reported

above came to London in 1943, presumably through the Jewish Agency

for Palestine. It is the plan (111. 8.22f)^°^' published in 1944 by Abraham

Silberschein, together with a report on "Tremblinki." Both the plan and

the report were presented by us in our Treblinka study.^"^^

2049 -j^^ po 371/42806. The plan appears on p. 39.
2050 "^jiigj Reports. Auschwitz and Treblinka," HEART website at:

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/revolt/Allied%20Reporst%20on%20Treblinka%20and%20

Auschwitz.html The report text trom ibid, is reproduced without map number references.

A. Silberschein, Die Judenausrottung in Polen, Geneva 1944, vol. 3, p. 35. A Hebrew version

is also available at The Wiener Library, OSP 629, 77991, and shown in Illustration 8.22g.
'"^^

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 58-61, 317.
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Illustrations 8.22f (left) & g (top)

The dissimilarity of ttie plan does not however exclude the alleged

killing procedure, which clearly comes from the 15 November 1942 re-

port with some additional flights of fancy:^"^^

"But when the rooms {die Rdume] could no longer accept new arrivals,

the oldest inmates were gassed [vergast]. Every day groups of a thousand

people each were brought into the gas and oven chambers [die Gas- und

Oefenkammern]. [...] The extermination cells [die Vernichtungszellen] fill

up. When they are full, then they are hermetically sealed, from every side

the pipes open, out ofwhich flows gas [Gas stromt]. The death ofasphyxia-

tion [die Erstickungstod] reaps a quick harvest. Within a quarter hour it is

all over. Then the Kapus must go to work. With pitiless blows, the guard

personnelforce them to perform their work. The gates of death open - but

the dead bodies somehow cannot be pulled out individually: for they have

all clumped together with one another and stiffened under the influence of

the water vapor [unter dem Einfluss der Wasserdampfes].
"

The corresponding plan shows a structure of four rooms with a path

indicated by arrows: "dressing room \Garderohe\'' —>• "baths

—> "experimental room for asphyxiation gases [Versuchsraum fur

Erstickungsgase]" "ovens [Oefen]," from which a "rail track to the

cemetery [Schienenweg zum Friedhof]" leads to the "cemetery [Fried-

A. Silberschein, Die Judenausrottung in Polen, Geneva 1 944, vol. 3, p. 39.
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hof\." This design has obvious inconsistencies with the Holocaust ver-

sion: the "baths" (which should be the "disguised" designation of the

"gas chambers") here are obviously real; the "experimental room for

asphyxiation gases" according to the report operated with water vapor;

the claim of "ovens," if they were crematoria, represents a double con-

tradiction, firstly because in Treblinka such were never installed and,

secondly, they would have rendered a "cemetery" superflouous (unless

it was a columbarium cemetery where urns with the ashes of the cre-

mated were deposited).

The theme of the ovens resurfaces in other reports. A map drawn up

after September 1942, of which I reproduce the central part (111.

^.22h)^^^^ has a dressing room barrack (no. 6), the way to the baths (no.

7), the "bathhouse building [budynek lazni]" (no. 8) and a "building for

the crematorium [budynekprzeznaczony na crematorium]" (no. 9).

In November 1943, Marek Ptakowski mentioned "the engines of

electric ovens [motory elektrycznych piecow]" of Treblinka, which had

processed 3 million people in one semester! These had been killed in

various ways:^°^^

"Some transports went directly in front of the machine-gun fire. Others

were burned in electricfurnaces, the majority, however, was asphyxiated in

gas chambers.

"

Among the systems of gassing, there was the following:

"Then, when the intensity of the movement [of the transports] increased

considerably, the transports entered directly into a huge shed, from where

it came backfull ofcorpses.

"

Zydowsky Instytut Historyczny, 378.Ring. 11/295. MF. ZIH-800.

M. Ptakowski, "Dymi^ kominy Treblinek" [Smoking chimneys at Treblinka], Warsaw, No-

vember 1943, in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives online. Collections Section, Catalog No.

3 177, Registry No. 11254, pp. 188, 193.

Illustration 8.22h
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Rachel Auerbach also mentioned the "ovens" in a long manuscript

written in 1943:^*'^*

"The steam chambers [komory parowe] or baths, as well as the 'ovens

'

[piece] are constructed - the matter is clear - so that no-one on the inside

can escape them alive.
"

The aforementioned reports clearly show that the mere mention of

"Gaskammer" does not exclude the alleged kilhng by water vapor, so

that the resistence reports who speak of kiUings by "gas" in an unquali-

fied manner do not automatically confirm in the slightest the Holocaust

version currently en vogue.

A specific case is represented by the report of an officer who was

deported to Treblinka on September 6, 1942 and spent five days. He re-

ported (the report's date is broadly indicated to be 1942-1943):^"^^

"Outside ofthe barracks the women undressed completely, and together

with the naked children they were led to the huge barracks of 'TreblinkaW
through a side exit on a path, which was surrounded on both sides by a

wire net. One supposedly takes a bath in these barracks, but in reality a

sudden death by gas occurs. I do not know what kind ofgas is used, but I

know from a colleague who worked three weeks in 'TreblinkaW that the

corpses have a bluish color [sino-niehielskie].
"

The topic of corpse discoloration, about which the sole observation

of "bluish" corpses is incompatible with gasoline engine exhaust "gas-

sings," will be discussed in detail later (see point 1 10 and Kues' reply in

8.2.1). Curiously, per this testimony "Treblinka I" and "Treblinka IF'

were not a work camp and an extermination camp, but both camp sec-

tors held the latter purpose.

To summarize, Myers's position is hopeless: on the one hand Wier-

nik's plagiarism is indubitable, and on the other the question of author-

ship is inescapably bad. If the Treblinka sketch published in his booklet

was dravm by himself, this constitutes another confirmation of his pla-

giarism. However, if it was not drawn by him, then Myers must explain,

preferably with some evidence, why Wiemik, in his 1944 booklet, did

not include a map referenced in the text which he had dravra in 1943 -

or for what reason the editors did not publish it.

Rachel Auerbach also provides an important link between the transi-

tion of the steam chambers to exhaust engine gas chambers, as we see

R. Auerbach, "Oni to nazwali wysiedleniem... (Rzecz o wyt^pieniu Zydow w Polsce)" [It was
called resettlement. The truth about the extermination of the Jews in Poland]. Ghetto Fighters

House Archives online, Collections Section, Catalog No. 3168, Registry No. 1 1237, p. 23.

K. Marczewska, W. Wazniewski, "Treblinka w swietle Akt Delegatury Rzqdu RP na Kraji,"

op. cit., p. 148.
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mentioned:^*^^^

"Engines for the excavation of mass graves, engines for the service of

the steam chambers of death [motory do obslugi parowych komor

It is clear, therefore, how Wiemik has shifted from the "boiler room"

that produced water vapors to gassing engines.

[78] "Moving past Mattogno's distorted and dishonest criticism of

Wiemik, sometime in late September/early October 1942, the additional

gas chambers opened for operation. Chil Rajchman (aka Henryk Reich-

man), who arrived in the camp on October 11, 1942, was able to witness

and later work at the newly built gas chambers: It is worth mentioning that

at the time I began working in the death camp, there were two gassing

structures in operation. The larger one had ten chambers, into each of

which as many as four hundred people could enter. Each chamber was 7

metres long by 7 metres wide. People were stuffed into them like herrings.

When one chamber was full, the second one was opened, and so on. Small

transports were brought to the smaller structure, which had three gas

chambers, each ofwhich could could 450 to 500 persons. Rajchman wrote

more specifically about the newly built gas chambers: The size of the gas

chamber is 7 by 7 metres. In the middle of the chamber there are shower

heads through which the gas is introduced. On one of the walls a thickpipe

serves as an exhaust to remove the air. Thick felt around the doors of the

chamber renders them airtight. "
(pp. 307-308)

"Myers's distorted and dishonest criticism of Mattogno" reaches

comedy levels: he presents as a reliable source a book published almost

70 years after the alleged events, even though it was presumably "draft-

ed mostly in hiding before the Soviets reached Warsaw, where he had

fled after his unlikely survival and escape" !^°^^

[79] "In a response to Rajchman 's writings, Thomas Kues raised sever-

al objections to his statements on the gas chambers at Treblinka. Pertain-

ing to the additional gas chamber building, Kues is only able to criticize the

guesses of different capacities given by Rajchman and Wiernikfor the 10

new chambers (Rajchman said 400 per chamber, Wiernik said 1,000-

1,200). Such variations in witness testimony, while noteworthy, do not

amount to a genuine reason to discount the reliability of either witness;

witnesses are notorious for providing a wide range of estimates on an un-

quantified and unknown figure. More generally, the differences between

Wiernik and Rajchman certainly are not evidence ofa wider conspiracy or

R. Auerbach, "Oni to nazwali wysiedleniem... (Rzecz o wyt^pieniu Zydow w Polsce)," Ghetto

Fighters House Archives online, Collections Section, Catalog No. 3168, Registry No. 1 1237,

p. 16.

Chil Rajchman, Treblinka: A Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, op. cit, p. 2.
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hoax thatMGK ultimately conclude; instead, the variation is more realisti-

cally due to different perceptions, experiences, and memories among the

witnesses regarding a figure that varied from day to day, and a victim

count which was never specifically announced to the workers. " (p. 308)

Even though flie reply rightly belongs to Thomas Kues,^"^" I cannot

help but notice the vacuity of Myers's criticism. I note first of all that on

12 October 1945, with everything much fi-esher in his mind, the wit-

ness, who at the time went by the name of Henryk Reichmann, de-

clared:^°«i

"The killings were carried out either by pumping out ofthe air or by in-

troduction ofCO. Once, whenfewer transports were arriving, the Germans

conducted an experiment: They pumped out the air without introducing

poison. When the doors were opened after 48 hours, we found some living

people inside.

"

Besides pumping out the air, this passage also contains another ir-

reconcilable contradiction: the clearing out of the chambers after 48

hours, while for Wiemik the evacuation of the "gas chambers" was im-

mediate:^°*^

"As soon as the gassing was over, Ivan and Nicholas inspected the re-

sults, moved over to the other side, opened the door leading to the platform,

andproceeded to heave out the corpses.

"

The fact that according to one witness the capacity of each chamber

was 400 persons, while the other claims a capacity of 1,000-1,200, has

nothing to do with any kind of "conspiracy" with which the "plagiarist

bloggers" are obsessed, nor can it be "more realistically due to different

perceptions, experiences, and memories among the witnesses." How
can a "different perception" result in an estimate three times as high?

Nor does it make any sense to speak of "a figure that varied from day to

day," because both witnesses refer to the maximum capacity of the

rooms. Adding this additional data to that mentioned before, the maxi-

mum capacity of a "gas chamber" of the new building was either 100 or

400 or 600 or 1,200 persons. From the point of view of orthodox Holo-

caust historiography, contradictions as divergent as these render moot

any notion of determining the actual capacity of the "gas chambers"

(what number to choose? and why?). Worse still, it is obvious that fig-

2060
yjjg article which Myers pretends to refute is "Chil Rajchman's Treblinka Memoirs," in: In-

convenient History, 2010, vol. 2, no. 1, in:

www.inconvenienthistory.coni/archive/2010/volume_2/number_l/chil_rajchmans_treblinka_

memoirs.php

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 67.
^"^^

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

159.
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ures lower than 1,200 make the previously discussed claimed gassing of

the 312,500 Jews in the three "gas chambers" of the first gassing build-

ing even more impossible, if "more impossible" makes any sense to

begin with. If we consider Ranke's famous dictum that the task of histo-

riogrpahy is to show "how it really was [wie es eigentlich gewesen

war]" (quoted by Myers on p. 349), it is clear that here "the task of his-

toriography" and thus the story itself becomes impossible.

[80] Evidently aware of the absolute flimsiness of his "evidence" re-

garding the "gas chambers" of Treblinka, Myers jumps to another ar-

gument which reveals his desperation in defending a hopeless case:

"While the documentation and evidencefor the theft and removal ofthe

deportees ' belongings does not itself constitute direct proof of homicidal

gassings, it does provide strong circumstantial weight to the reality oftheir

occurrence. The property plunder also serves as a means to test the relia-

bility of the witness testimonies, as the available documentation bears out

their statements regarding the removal of the deportees ' belongings. " (p.

308)

He then introduces his first document:

"The collection, organization, and distribution of deportee property by

the Aktion Reinhard staff was codified in a September 26, 1942 orderfrom

SS-Brigadefiihrer August Frank, a figure in the Economic and Administra-

tive Main Office (WVHA) ofHimmler's SS. "
(p. 309)

Myers quotes then a long passage of this document, which he takes

from Arad, with reference to Riickerl: "Frank order, 26.9.1942, NO-

724; Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, pp.154-155; Ruckerl, NS-Ver-

nichtungslager, pp. 109-1 11" (footnote 143). The reference to the Ger-

man text, even though formally correct, is clearly specious in the sense

that Myers never even took a glance at the transcript presented by

Ruckerl, who quotes the original subdivision of the paragraphs from a

to k, while Arad personally restyles them 1-11. But both authors omit

the relevant subject heading and the initial paragraph of the docu-

ment:
^'"'^

"Betr. Verwertung des Besitzes anldsslich der An- und Aussiedlung der

Juden.

An den Leiter der SS-Standortverwaltung Lublin.

Leiter der Verwaltung des K.L. Auschwitz.

Unbeschadet der im Laufe des Monats Oktober zu erwartenden Gesamt-

anordnung hinsichtlich Verwertung des beweglichen und unbeweglichen

Besitzes der umgesiedelten Juden wird hinsichtlich des eingebrachten

NO-724.
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Gutes das kunftig in alien Anordnungen als Diebes-, Hehler- und Hamster-

gut zu bezeichnen ist, schonjetztfolgendes bestimmt: [...]"

"Subj.: Exploitation ofpossessions on occasion of the settlement and

resettlement ofthe Jews.

To the ChiefofSS Garrison Administration Lublin.

ChiefofAdministration ofAuschwitz concentration camp.

Irrespective of the general directive to be expected during the course of

the month ofOctober regarding the exploitation ofmovable and immovable

property ofthe resettled Jews, thefollowing is already now decreed regard-

ing the gathered goods, which henceforth is to be named as stolen, hot or

hoarded goods: [...]"

Arad states that Frank's letter was addressed "to Operation Reinhard

headquarters and to the commandant of Auschwitz."^"*''* According to

Joseph Poprzeczny,^"''^ SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Georg Wippem, the Chief

of SS Garrison Administration Lublin {Letter der SS-Standortverwal-

tung Lublin), was also head of a vague "Department Reinhardt [Abtei-

lung Reinhardt]" or "Department 4a [Abteilung 4a]."

Several German documents help to clarify the issue. A letter headed

"Waffen SS. Garrison Administration. Lublin, 6 June 1942 [Waffen SS.

Standortverwaltung. Lublin, den 6. Juni 1942]" directed "to the Chief of

the SS and the Police - Reinhardt [an den SS. u. PolizeifUhrer - Rein-

hardt]" shows that the "Garrison Administration [Standortverwaltung]"

of Lublin was something different than the general staff of Aktion

Reinhardt.^"'''' This department had as a letterhead the following: "Chief

of the SS and the Police in the Lublin district. Operation Reinhardt [Der

SS- und Polizeifuhrer im Distrikt Lublin. Einsatz Reinhardt]" as results

from a note of 29 July 1942.^"^' From another letter by Globocnik of 16

September 1942 we finally learn that "Department 4a [Abteilung 4a]"

was part of the organization of the "Chief of the SS and the Police {SS-

und Polizeifiihrer]."^"^^

Hence Frank's letter was not addressed "to Operation Reinhard

headquarters."

[81] "It is not surprising thatMGK completely ignore this document, as

it easily refutes their dishonest notion that the Nazi theft ofJewish property

was, if it did occur, only limited to a 'small portion ' and was performed ar-

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sohihor, Trehlwka, op. cit., p. 154.
''"'^

J. Poprzeczny, Odilo Globocnik, Hitler's Man in the East. McFarland & Company, Inc., Pub-

lishers. Jefferson, 2004, pp. 1 15-1 17.

^"'^ Jozef Kermisz, Dokumenty i Materiafy do dziejdw okupacji niemieckiej w Polsce, Tom II,

"Akcie" i "Wysiedlenia," Warszawa-Lodz-Krakow 1946, p. 182.

Ibid, p. 186.
^"""^ Ibid, p. 188.
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bitrarily or due to the deportees exceeding a maximum allowance of lug-

gage. In reality, the plunder was much more systematic, and was central-

ized into the extermination process. " (pp. 309-310)

With his typical insolence Myers blames us for a "dishonest notion"

that he invented. He completely distorts the fact that we have examined

the problem from a very specific point of view, which is clearly ex-

pressed in the title of the relevant section: "Property of Deportees as

Material Evidence for their Extermination," where we concluded:^*"''

"If the documents detailed above actually report on confiscated Jew-ish

property, then they prove at most that the SS, within theframework of op-

eration Reinhardt, confiscated a small portion ofJewish belongings in Tre-

blinka either arbitrarily or because the maximum permissible luggage

weight was exceeded.

"

This refers only to Treblinka and the baggage that the deportees

were allowed to take along. It has nothing to do with the overall theme

of "Nazi theft of Jewish property" under Aktion Reinhardt, which obvi-

ously took place mostly in the ghettos.

The reason why we have "ignored" Frank's letter is the simple fact

that it has no connection to the topic that we discussed.

[82] In this context Myers presents another inane objection:

"It would be entertaining to hear MGK's explanation for how the plun-

der of golden teeth from deported Jews 's mouth figures into a supposed

maximum allowance ofbelongings per deportee, or even glasses. MG, feel-

ing the need to toss any possible idea that might stick and dismiss the issue,

also oddly point out that there is no proof that the clothes did not originate

from Treblinka I, hoping that a small labor camp could explain a massive

amount ofrecovered goods. " (footnote 144 on p. 310)

I will respond immediately to the first point, and return to the second

question at the end of this argumentation.

On p. 3 12 Myers explains:

"As shown earlier, August Frank's September 26, 1942 order to the Ak-

tion Reinhard staffincluded instructionsfor the removal ofgold teethfrom

Jews (see the second quoted instruction).

"

Therefore from the simple presence of the word "dental gold

[Zahngold]''' in Frank's letter of 26 September 1942 Myers - never one

to avoid fantasies - deduces imaginary "instructions for the removal of

gold teeth from Jews"! Because he omits to tell that this letter was di-

rected to the camp of Auschwitz and to the SS Garrison Adminisfration

(SS-Standortverwaltung) of Lublin, and therefore also to the Majdanek

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 160.
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camp, he completely misinterprets the significance of the topic. It is in

fact known that the extraction of gold teeth from dead detainees in

Auschwitz was a common and official practice well before Frank's let-

ter. According to the examining magistrate Jan Sehn, in 200 days during

1942, 16,325 gold teeth or other valuable metals were extracted from

2,904 corpses.^"™ For this activity there were special printed forms with

the following wording:

"Haftlingszahnstation des K.L. Auschwitz. Auschwitz, am ...194...

An die Politische Abteilung des K.L. Auschwitz.

Bei der zur Eindscherung freigegebenen Leiche des ...Hdftl. Nr. ...

wurde folgender Zahnersatz entfernt: 1.) Edellegierung R ... L 2.) Gold R
... L

Gliederzahl Gliederzahl

Gesamtgliederzahl

DerLeiter der Hdftl. des K.L. Auschwitz

SS-Untersturmfuhrer.

"

"Inmate Dentist ofthe K.L. Auschwitz. Auschwitz, on ... 194...

To the Political Section ofthe K.L. Auschwitz.

From the corpse approvedfor incineration of inmate no. ... the fol-

lowing dentalprosthesis were removed:

1.) Precious alloy R ... L 2.) Gold R ... L
Number ofitems Number ofitems

Total number ofitems

The Chiefofthe inmate denistry ofK.L. Auschwitz

SS-Untersturmfuhrer.

"

The one quoted above concerning a Dqbrowski Johann, detainee

number 18306, bears the date of 9 July 1942.^°^'

With regard to the fact "that there is no proof that the clothes did not

originate from Treblinka I," Myers here summarizes our argument with

an essential omission, because we wrote that "there is no proof that at

least a part of this material did not come from Treblinka I instead of

from Treblinka 11."^"^^ This is simply a statement of principle, without

any intention to quantify the extent of this hypothetical "part."

[83] "On February 6, 1943, the head ofthe SS Economic and Adminis-

trative Main Office, Oswald Pohl, sent out a report on the utilization oftex-

tile materials recoveredfrom the Jewish actions in the Aktion Reinhard and

Auschwitz camps during the past year. Most of the materials would have

originated with the Reinhard camps (which were transferred to Lublin), as

Hoss trial, volume 3, p. 86.

J. Sehn, "Oboz koncentracyjny i zaglady Oswi^cim," in: Biuletyn Glownej Komisji Badania

Zbrodni Niemieckich w Polsce, vol. I, Poznan, 1946, picture outside text.

^"'^ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 160.
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they treated more Jewish arrivals than the Auschwitz camp in 1942. In

Pohl's report, he counted a total of 825 freight cars full of goods which

were transferred to various Reich bureaucracies, which included 262,000

adult outfits, tens of thousands ofpieces ofbed linen and a wide variety of

male, female, and children's clothing, along with 2,700,000 kg of 'rags'

(old and unusable clothes). " (p. 310)

In footnote 147 Myers states: "Mattogno ignores the fact that 'rags'

was a term for clothing too poor to reuse." This is another risible distor-

tion of what I wrote, because in the quoted document NO- 1257 the only

connection between the number of railway freight cars and the weight

of the "old textile material [Textil-Altmaterial]" listed therein concerns

"rags [Lumpen]" I took this figure as a basis for an estimate of the

clothing of the deportees,^"^^ given that, regarding their weight and vol-

ume, there is no great difference between ragged and normal clothes.

Myers's argument is even more ineffectual because by speaking of

"Aktion Reinhard and Auschwitz camps," he attempts to make believe

that all of the proceeds of "Aktion Reinhardt" resulted from the

"camps," and in particular from Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, whereas

in reality the greater part obviously came in from the Ghettos. This al-

ready follows from the Katzmann report of 30 June 1943:

"Gleichzeitig mit den Aussiedlungsaktionen wurde die Erfassung der

Jiid. Vermogenswerte durchgefuhrt. Aufierordentliche Werte konnten si-

chergestellt und dem Sonderstab 'Reinhard' zur Verfugung gestellt werden.

Aufier den erfassten Mobeln und grossen Mengen an Textilien, usw. wurden

im einzelnen erfasst und dem Sonderstab 'Reinhard' abgefiihrt: [. .
.]

"

"Simultaneous with the resettlement operations, the seizure of Jewish

property was carried out. Extraordinary assets were sequestered and

placed at the disposal of the 'Reinhard' special staff. Besides the seized

furniture and large amounts of textiles, etc. the following items were

aquired and handed over to the 'Reinhard' special staff: [...]"

Then a very specific and detailed description of the goods looted un-

til 30 June 1943 follows, which ends with this sentence
:^''^''

"Bei der im Dezember 1941 durchgefuhrten Pelzaktion konnten 35

Waggon Pelze abgeliefert warden.

"

"During the fur operation carried out in December 1941, 35 freight

cars offurs could be delivered.

"

Therefore among the spoils of "Aktion Reinhardt" we find not only

the Jewish goods looted from the Ghettos but also those seized even be-

fore "Aktion Reinhard" began. The list also includes dental gold, albeit

" Ibid., p. 159.

L-018. IMT, vol. XXXVn, pp. 401-403.
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a rather small amount, less than 12 kg: "11.73 kg dental gold - dental

prostheses [11, 730 kg Zahngold -Zahnprothesen]."^^^^

[84] "Mattogno 's analysis of this and other documents are entirely un-

convincing. He believes that since a documentfrom the Generaldirektion

der Osthahn (Directorate General of the Eastern Railroad, Gedob for

short) refers to a goods train from Treblinka containing 'articles of cloth-

ing ofthe Waffen-SS, ' that it is 'particularly improbable ' that the train con-

tained clothingfrom Jewish deportees. The designation was likely issued by

the SS-Wirtschafter ofHSSPF Ost (Economic office of the HSSPF in Po-

land, which was de facto a Waffen-SS office) tofacilitate the shipping ofthe

clothing, as material related to the Waffen-SS held priority in transporta-

tion. Also, as Treblinka was not located anywhere near the area of opera-

tions of the various Waffen-SS units, Mattogno would be hard pressed to

explain how and why the units ' uniforms were brought back to Treblinka

for cleaning/delousing/sorting; his conjecture lacks any type ofevidentiary

weight." (p. 310)

Myers's analysis is much more "unconvincing" than mine. The hints

to the "SS-Economist [SS-Wirtschafter]" and to the "priority in trans-

portation" are simply convenient suppositions, completely w^ithout

proof. Such an approach enables him him to give any answ^er to any-

thing at all.

The heading of the document doesn't shovv^ "Head Office of the

Eastern Railvs^ays [Generaldirektion der Ostbahn]," but "Ostbahn

freight handling Treblinka [OSTBAHN GUTERABFERTIGUNG TRE-

BLINKA]." It states that on the next day, 14 September 1942, a train

was scheduled from Treblinka to LubHn via Siedlce. The recipient was

simply "LubHn." The writing "pieces of clothing of the Waffen-SS

[BekleidungsstUcke der Waffen-SS]" does not indicate the recipient, but

the freight. In fact it appears under the stamp marking "wagonloads

[w^ith] Wehrmacht items in covered wagons up to 2,500 kg each ...

50^°''*^ wagonload[s] of Wehrmacht items in covered wagon [Wagenla-

dungen Wehrmachtgut in gedeckten Wagen bis zu je 2500 kg ... 50

Wageladung Wehrmachtgut in gedecktem Wagen]."^^^^ Myers's inter-

pretation would make sense if the train had been sent to the "garment

factory of the Waffen-SS [Bekleidungswerke der Waffen-SS]" at Lublin,

which also recycled civilian clothing. The description of the load con-

tents as "pieces of clothing of the Waffen-SS [BekleidungsstUcke der

Waffen-SS^' suggests uniforms rather than civilian garments. What

/Wrf.,p.402.

Handwritten.

J. Gumkowski, A. Rutkowski, Treblinka, op. cit, facsimile outside text.
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would the purpose have been of sending civilian clothes to the Waffen-

SS anyway?

The fact that the train originated at the train station of Treblinka

does not necessarily mean that the contents of the freight cars originated

from the nearby camp. It could merely have been a load of military uni-

forms which had arrived at Treblinka station some days earlier from the

East and was dispatched to the laundry and disinfestation plants of Lu-

blin on 14 September.

If on the other hand the dociunent is examined through the orthodox

Holocaust lens, we ought to consider that the train could hold about

337,5^"^^ tons of clothing. However, until 28 August 1942 312,500 peo-

ple had been deported to Treblinka (see point 67). If each of them

brought along 10 kg of clothing, the total amount would have been

3,125 tons, without counting the first third of the month of September,

to which another 50,000 deportees can be assigned, meaning an addi-

tional 500 tons of clothing. This means that the above train would have

contained only some 9% of the clothing brought along by the deportees,

which does not prove anything as far as the alleged extermination goes.

It could very well have been another confiscation in Treblinka of part of

the luggage of the deportees.

[85] "Mattogno also ignores other relevant documents which decon-

struct his baseless assumptions regarding the deportees ' property. In his

discussion of documents recording goods from the Treblinka camp, Mat-

togno engages in the snapshot fallacy. While Mattogno argues that 1,300

freight cars would have been necessary to carry what he expects the total

amount of clothing to be for the Treblinka deportees (10 kg per deportee),

he finds it 'ridiculous ' that the September 13, 1942, Gedob document only

counts 50 train cars of clothing leaving Treblinka. Not included in his

analysis on clothing, however, are two other available Gedob documents

recording train loads of clothing departingfrom Treblinka: onefrom Sep-

tember 9, recording 51 such cars, and one from September 21, recording

another 52 cars. Thus, within a twelve day period in September 1942, Tre-

blinka shipped out 153 freight cars of clothing (12% of Mattogno's as-

sumed total). With Globocnik's recognition that by 1 January 1944 the

Reinhard program had recorded some 2,000 freight cars of textile goods,

whatever deficit of textile rail cars Mattogno felt existed was thoroughly

covered. "
(p. 311)

Another pitiful display of Myers's bad faith. First of all, he doesn't

give any reference for the clothing transports of 9 and 21 September,

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 159.
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and this for a reason, because the source is actually Arad, who in turn

gives no reference at all except for a statement by Franciszek

Zqbecki.^"^' The first document is an outbound travel warrant called

"Wehrmacht delivery slip, part 1 [Wehrmachtfahrschein, Teil 7]" with

the stamp "Eastern freight processing Treblinka 9 Sept. 1942 [Ostbahn

Guterabfertigung Treblinka 9. Sep. 1942]." The train went "from Tre-

blinka to Lublin via Siedlce [von Treblinka nach Lublin iiber Siedlce]";

the names of the towns are handwritten. The train consisted of 50

freight cars loaded with "clothing of the Waffen-SS [Bekleidung der

Waffen-SS]." The second document is another "Wehrmacht delivery

slip, part 1 [Wehrmachtfahrschein, Teil 7]" with the same stamp, but

with the date "21. Sep. 1942." This one, too, was directed from Treblin-

ka to Lublin via Siedlce and consisted of 52 freight cars with "pieces of

clothing of the Waffen-SS [BekleidungsstUcke der Waffen-SS]."^^^° The

handwriting of the pen-written parts is very similar to the documents of

the 9 and 13 September, including the unreadable signature of the pro-

cessing clerk (Abfertigungsbeamte). The three dociraients do present

some differences, however, which I have summarized in the following

table:

Wehrmachtfahrschein

Wehrmacht

delivery slip of:

9 Sept. 1942 13 Sept. 1942 21. Sept. 1942

Fahrtnummer

freight number:

671101 671002 671001/002/003

scheduled departure:

("geht am... ")

10 Sept. 42 14 Sept. 42 missing

location (Standort) and

date:

missing Treblinka, 13

Sept. 1942

missing

They could be three authentic documents or three forgeries created

by the same hand. Regardless, it would not change anything: there

would still be only 152^°^' freight cars versus the required 1,300 calcu-

latedby me! For the calculation above, a further 50,000^°^^ deportees

would be added, which would result in a total of about 4,125 tons of

clothing, of which only 1,033 tons, or 25%, would have been redis-

™^ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 158.
2080 jjjg documents are reproduced in facsimile in: Szymon Datner, Janusz Gumkowski,

Kazimierz Leszczynski, Genocide 1939-1945, op. cit, pp. 284f.

™' The 50 railway carriages ofthe 13 September 1942 transport are included, which for the sake

ofthe argument I here assume to have contained the clothes of the deportees.

™^ According to the "plagiarist bloggers," the "rectified" number of the deportees to Treblinka in

September 1942 was of 151,287 (p. 479), approximately 50,000 for each ten days.
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patched. However, all this doesn't prove anj^hing regarding the alleged

extermination either.

The second argument is completely laughable. On p. 486 of their

Manifesto the "plagiarist bloggers" estimate that the alleged victims of

"Aktion Reinhardt" were per total 1,394,000 (Belzec: 435,000; Sobibor:

170,000; Treblinka: 789,000). Globocnik's final report, which Myers is

referring to, covers the entire operation, i.e. all the above-mentioned

camps. Therefore, if we assume that each person carried 10 kg of cloth-

ing resulting in a total of 13,940,000 kg, then, if assuming the above-

mentioned estimate of one freight car containing 6,750 kg of

rags/clothing, the total outcome would have been more than 2,065

freight cars. Globocnik on the other hand, under the heading "spun tex-

tiles [Spinnstoffe]," registered "1,901 freight cars with clothing, under-

wear, duvets and rags [1901 Waggons mit Bekleidung, Wdsche,

Bettfedern und Lumpen]." Moreover, as I explained above, this material

did not at all come exclusively from the camps, but was above all col-

lected in the Ghettos.

These 1901 freight cars also included the "large amounts of textiles"

seized by SS-GruppenJiihrer Fritz Katzmann from more than 434,000

Jews from GaUcia who had been "resettled [ausgesiedel]." These tex-

tiles had been "handed over to the 'Reinhard' special staff^"^^ in addi-

tion to at least a part of the 825 freight carts from the Lublin and

Auschwitz camps (assuming that Lublin had been collecting clothes

from the other three Aktion Reinhardt camps).

[86] Myers puts forward three silly testimonies regarding the confis-

cation of the goods of those deported to Treblinka (Oscar Strawczyhski,

Abraham Krzepicki and the SS-man Ernst GoUak, pp. 311-312), but is

strangely silent about the preeminent witness Samuel Rajzmann, the on-

ly one who reports on the loot sent from Treblinka to Germany in a de-

tailed manner,^"^"^ even though his data has no objective confirmation or

proof

[87] "The movement of goods from the Reinhard camps to Lublin is

supported by several documents. On 16 April 1943 for instance, when

Dutch Jews were being transported to the Sobibor camp a wide variety of

personal goods (i.e. 5000 combs, 1000 toothbrushes, 6400 clippers, 12800

spectacles) were brought to 'Bekleidungswerke, Lublin, Chopinstr.(asse)

27' by SS-Sonderkommando Sobibor. [153] The same location in Lublin

had also sorted out some 100,000 pairs ofshoes in January 1943 as well

L-018. See point 83.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 157.
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1

/^/54/."(p.312)

The corresponding footnote 153 reads: "SS-Sonderkommando So-

bibor an die Bekleidungswerke Lublin, 16.4.43, AGK NTN 144,

p.l09"; footnote 154 states: "Abt IVa, Betr. Schuhe u. Stiefel, 13.1.43,

gez. Wippem, AGK NTN 144, p. 108." In the "Cut and Paste Manifes-

to" the meaning of the acronym "AGK" is not explained, and it is clear

that Myers does not even know it. It refers to the "Archiwum Glownej

Komisji Badania Zbrodni w Polsce" (Archive of the Central Commis-

sion for the Investigation of German Crimes in Poland) which Myers,

just like his befitting fellow-travellers, abbreviate as "AIPN" (fii 94, p.

296; fh 217, p. 324). Another pitiful plagiarism!

He could have also added the transport of a freight car of "clothing

[Bekleidung]" of 5,000 kg sent from Sobibor to the "Garment factory

Lublin [Bekleidungswerke Lublin]" on 23 April 1943,^°^^ but even this,

considering its low order of magnitude, proves nothing. Regarding the

100,000 pair of shoes, it is as I explained above: the shoes as well as the

clothing and all the other articles looted from the Jews came from the

Lublin district as a whole and not only from the three "extermination

camps." Myers was probably disoriented by his plagiarism, because it is

rather unlikely that the document he mentioned was signed by Wippem.

On 15 July 1942 Globocnik, in a "note [Notiz]" addressed to SS-

Hauptsturmfuhrer Hofle and SS-Sturmbannfiihrer Wippem, had as-

signed to them their respective responsibilities as follows:^°^^

"Eine Zentralkartei zu erstellen, wonach die gesamten anfallenden

Werte der Judenumsiedlung aufgenoininen und gefiihrt werden.

a) fiir alle Edelwerte, Devisen usw. bei SS-Stubaf. Wippem

b) fiir alle Kleidungsstiicke, Schuhe usw. bei SS-Hstuf. Hofle.
"

"To compile a central register in which all incoming valuables of the

Jewish resettlement have to be recorded and administered

a) for all precious valuables, currencies, etc. by SS-Stubaf. Wippem
b) for all clothing, shoes, etc. by SS-Hstuf Hofle.

"

The task received by Hofle was then confirmed in another "note

\NotizY of 23 July 1942 (by which time Hofle had been promoted to

Sturmbannfiihrer)

:

"Gemdss anliegender Notiz des Brigaf. ist sofort eine Zentralkartei zu

erstellen. Fiir Kleidungsstiicke, Schuhe usw. wird diese Kartei bei Ustuf.

™^ Photocopy ofthe document in: Thomas Blatt, Sobibor. The Forgotten Revolt. Issaquah, 1998,

picture outside text.

™*
J. Kermisz, Dokumenty i Materiafy do dziejow okupacji niemieckiej w Polsce, Tom II, "Akcie"

i "Wysiedlenia," op. cit, p. 183.
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Meierhofer gefiihrt. Bestandmeldung ist jeweils am 28 j.M. bei Stubaf.

Hofle einzureichen.

"

"According to the attached note of the SS-Brigadefuhrer, a central reg-

ister is to be established immediately. For clothing, shoes, etc. this register

shall be administered with SS-UntersturmJuhrer Meierhofer. Inventory no-

tices shall be dispatched on the 28 of every month to Sturmbannfuhrer

Hofle.

"

The person responsible for the collection of shoes was therefore

Hofle, not Wippem.

[88] "As shown earlier, August Frank's September 26, 1942 order to

the Aktion Reinhard staffincluded instructionsfor the removal ofgold teeth

from Jews (see the second quoted instruction). This process has been con-

firmed by the testimony ofseveral witnesses. "
(p. 312)

I have already explained that the Lublin garrison administration

(Standortverwaltung), to which Frank's letter was addressed, had noth-

ing to do with the "Aktion Reinhard staff," which was a "Department

[Abteilung]" of the SS- und Polizeifuhrer. I also explained the origin of

the gold teeth. Myers's resorting to various testimonies on the extrac-

tion of teeth from the alleged victims of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka

(pp. 312-313) is therefore inconclusive. He does not explain the reason

why, in spite of these huge teeth extraction activities described by his

witnesses, Globocnik's final report, which contains a long hst of gold

items and valuable metals of all kinds, makes no mention of gold teeth

at all.^°**** The Katzmann report, as 1 already pointed out, on the other

hand mentions "11.73 kg dental gold - dental prostheses [11,730 kg

Zahngold - Zahnprotesen],"^^^'^ but evidently it does not refer to the

"Aktion Reinhardt" camps.

[89] The argument that follows bears no relationship to the topic

Myers has on hand:

"Among the documents that was used by the court to convict Lorent was

a letter dated December 1944 returning unused carbon monoxide gashold-

ers to I.G. Farben.

The delivery ofgas canistersfrom I.G. Farben 's BASF site in Ludwigs-

hafen has also been documented, a fact which Mattogno denies in his

Chelmno book. " (p. 313)

The Lorent trial to which Myers refers occurred in 1970. It is at the

very least strange that a document of such importance has never been

produced in the subsequent forty years. It is clear that Myers only has

second hand knowledge of it.

2088 PS.4024. IMT, vol. XXXIV, pp. 58-63 and 86-89.

™' L-018. IMT,vol.XXXVII,p. 402.
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As for the IG-Farben deliveries, Myers refers to Friedlander (1997;

fh 164, p. 313). These two documents dated 17 December 1943 and 8

February 1944 have already been mentioned in 1983 by WiUi Dressen,

but without any reproduction of their text.^"^" As I remarked else-

where,^"'' we are confronted with two phantom-like documents which,

despite their apparent importance, still haven't been published, thirty

years after Dressen' s reference to them, most likely because their con-

tents do not confrrm the standard interpretations by orthodox Holocaust

historians at all.

In practice, there is nothing genuinely "documented." We only have

simple affirmations. My conclusion that there is no documentary evi-

dence that "IG-Farben of Ludwigshafen delivered carbon monoxide in

bottles to the euthanasia centers"^"'^ is therefore unchallenged, and even

moreso in the particular context of my criticism of Beer's article regard-

ing the "gas vans," which mentions the matter of the "IG-Farben in

Ludwigshafen" with this citation: "Statement by A. Becker of

28.1.1969 [Aussage A. Beckers vom 28.1.1969]."^°'^^ How can one ex-

plain that a resourceful researcher like Beer, even though he allegedly

could have quoted two documents, chose only to refer to a simple wit-

ness statement?

[90] "Pohl's earlier mentioned February 1943 report also lists the de-

livery to the Reich Ministry ofEconomics ofa freight car with 3,000 kg of

women 's hair. In response, Mattogno relies upon a document specific to the

Sachsenhausen camp to assume (without any direct evidence) that 'these

3,000 kg of hair... was therefore the harvest of a series of haircuts of the

prisoners of Auschwitz and Lublin in 1942. ' Unfortunately for Mattogno,

not only is this supposition without evidence, it is also directly refuted hy it.

There does exist a Wehrmacht invoice recording the delivery of400 kg of

hair from Treblinka to the Paul Reimann Company in Friedland on No-

vember 21, 1942. Thus, the notion that hair ofJewish deportees was shorn

at the Reinhard camps and delivered elsewhere is a documented fact. "
(p.

314)

This is another argument proving Myers's duplicity. These 3,000 kg

of "women's hair [Frauenhaare]" are registered in the "List of the

amount of used textile materials turned in by decree of the SS Econom-

ic and Administrative Main Office (SS-WVHA) from the Lublin and

W. Dressen, "Euthanasie," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.), Nationalsozialistische Massentdtun-

gen durch Giftas, op. cit, p. 52 and footnote 86 on p. 307.

Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., p. 53.

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., p. 12.

M. Beer, "Die Entwicklung der Gaswagen beim Mord an den Juden," op. cit, p. 405.
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Auschwitz camps [Aufstellung iiber die von den Lasern Lublin und

Auschwitz auf Anordnung des SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt

abgelieferten Mengen an Textil-Altmaterial]."^^^'^ Myers has the effron-

tery to claim that this figure is my own "supposition without evidence"!

In footnote 168, he anticipates a risible objection which I would

never have dreamt of suggesting:

"While MGK might wish to explain this document as due to the hair-

cutting of the Treblinka labor camp, it is worth noting that Mattogno high-

lights a 'large transport' of hairfrom the Sachsenhausen camp as 275 kg.

MGK cannot expect anyone to seriously maintain that a much smaller la-

bor camp was able to produce nearly 50% more hair in a cut than a larger

concentration camp.

"

With this Myers gives another proof of his obtuseness. It is known

that on 6 August 1942 Gliicks sent to all the concenfration camp com-

manders Pohl's order to retain the hair cut from the detainees
i^"'^

"Der Chef des SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamtes, SS-Obergrup-

penfuhrer Pohl, hat auf Vortrag angeordnet, dass das in alien KL anfal-

lende Menschenschnitthaar der Verwertung zugefuhrt wird. Menschenhaa-

re werden zu Industriefilzen verarbeitet und zu Gam versponnen. [...] Es

wird daher angeordnet, dass das anfallende Haar weiblicher Hdftlinge

nach Desinfektion aufzubewahren ist. Schnitthaare von mdnnlichen Hdft-

lingen kann nur von einerLdnge von 20 mm an Verwertungfinden.

"

"The head of the SS Economic and Administrative Main Office, SS-

Obergruppenfuhrer Pohl, has ordered on request that clipped human hair

accruingfrom all concentration camps (KL) be submittedfor reutilization.

Human hair will be processed to industrial felts and spun to yarns. [...]

Therefore it is ordered that the accruing hair offemale inmates is stored af-

ter disinfection. Clipped hair ofmale inmates can be put to reuse only by a

length ofat least 20 mm.

"

Myers does not provide a source for the shipment of 400 kg of hair

from Treblinka, but refers us to an on-line blog post by Romanov: "Cf

Sergey Romanov, 'Ugly Voice is Completely Ignorant About Docu-

mentary Evidence, HC blog, 6.7.2006" (footnote 168 on p. 314). The

source is in fact the ARC website^"^*' which, as I explained at the begin-

ning, has cautioned the "plagiarist bloggers" against linking to their site,

due to their delinquent activities.

The fact that the hair of detainees deported to Treblinka was also cut

does not demonsfrate their killing at all, even more so since all witness-

NO-1257.

USSR-511. IMT, vol. XXXrX, pp. 552-553.

www.deathcamps.org/trebliiika/pic/hairbill.jpg.
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es report that the hair was cut when the deportees were still alive. That

this was done "prior to their murder in the gas chambers" (p. 3 14) re-

mains to be proven. This cutting of hairs is, on the other hand, perfectly

compatible with our transit camp hypothesis, given that it is part and

parcel of regular hygienic practices and disinfestation procedures. My-
ers himself quotes a statement by Stangl according to which Treblinka

received a "disinfecting machine" or "disinfection machine" to disinfest

the hair cut from the deportees, something fully compatible with our

thesis.

Myers closes the matter with these words:

"Thus, the notion that hair ofJewish deportees was shorn at the Rein-

hard camps and delivered elsewhere is a documentedfact " (p. 314).

As if we had denied this fact and as if this fact proved in any way the

veracity of the alleged extermination!

[91] Occasionally Myers has some twitch of inteUigence, but he

immediately withdraws from it with trepidation:

"The documents and several eyewitness statements converge on several

aspects of the plunder of deportee property, including hair, clothing, and

gold teeth. In and ofthemselves, these evidentiary converges do not conclu-

sively prove homicidal gassings at the Reinhard camps. There is a possibil-

ity ofan innocuous explanation for the transfer of this material, but unfor-

tunatelyfor MGK, all the available evidence only points to a more sinister

interpretation, one which fits into the wider picture of the evidence so often

ignored or distorted by MGK regarding Aktion Reinhard. "
(p. 315)

Therefore the topic of the "plunder of deportee property" does not

prove the existence of the "extermination camps," but "unfortunately"

for us there are witnesses "all of whom directly relate the property

plunder issues directly to homicidal gassings of their Jewish owners"!

(p. 315)

[92] But immediately afterwards this alleged proof becomes "indi-

rect" once more:

"While serving to indirectly confirm mass gassings at the Reinhard

camps, the plunder issue also has caused a slight division among the beliefs

ofMGK in their few brief general references relevant to the subject. In

their original account, Treblinka, while no where explicitly stating so, Mat-

togno and Grafsuggest that Treblinka housed delousing facilities usedfor

clothing, presumably also including the clothing of the Jewish deportees,

which were then given back to the deportees, providing no details on when

or how the clothes were deloused, and when or how they were presented

back to the arrivals. "
(p. 315)

As usual Myers completely misinterprets what I wrote. Regarding
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the transport of 50 freight cars of "clothing pieces of the Waffen-SS

[Bekleidungsstiicke der Waffen-SS]" from Treblinka to Lublin expected

on 14 September 1942 (mentioned in points above) I explained:^'''^

"Perhaps the articles of clothing mentioned are simply Waffen-SS uni-

forms, which were being reloaded on their returnfrom the easternfrontfor

the purpose ofcleaning/delousing/sorting.
"

It should be obvious to everyone, excepting maybe Myers, that the

operations of "cleaning/delousing/sorting" would have been performed

in Lublin, the final destination of the delivery, rather than in Treblinka.

As for Treblinka, we have emphasized the compatibility of the witness

descriptions of the alleged gassing installations with disinfection facili-

ties. These descriptions represent - in our opinion - a misinterpretation

of the reality of the camp as seen already in the 15 November 1942 re-

port about the "steam chambers" of Treblinka, and this is the main issue

of the topic raised there.

[93] "In Sobibor, a briefmention is made by MGK similarly suggesting

that the deportees ' clothing was deloused and given back to the arrivals

following some vague and unspecified hygienic measures. On the same

page (!) in Sobibor, a different claim is held thatfollowing the undressing

ofJews, prisoner clothes were issued to wear in supposed work camps in

the East Thus, not only do MGK take no account of the 2000 railcars of

textile goods confiscated during Aktion Reinhard, they also fail to coherent-

ly explain the process by which deportees were presented with (their or an-

other's) clothing. "
(pp. 315-316)

This Myers is really surprising. For him two parts of the same pro-

cedure - the collection and the disinfection of the clothing of the depor-

tees on the one hand, and their being returned in view of the resettle-

ment to the East on the other hand - represent two "different claims"!

The passage to which Myers refers reads as follows:

"What Freiberg withheld from the court was the fact that he himself

had seen SS men distributing clothes"' to detainees that supposedly were to

be sent to the gas chambers. In an interview by Japanese journalist Aiko

Sawadafrom 1999, Freiberg stated:

'Another time some people received new clothes and were sent to

the shower room. 'You will workfor us in German factories, but first

you are going to take a shower, ' the German soldiers told them. Up to

then they had been strict, but now they suddenly becamefriendly as they

handed them clothes and told them that they could use the showers. I

thought it very suspicious.

In note 171 two possible explanations are discussed: a very unlikely

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 157.
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one and one which is more likely, that the clothes "were picked up to be

disinfested and then distributed to newly deloused deportees."^"'^

As can be seen, the alleged issuing of prisoner clothes to the de-

portees' is an invention by Myers, just like the claim that they "were

issued to [be worn] in supposed work camps in the East."

[94] He concludes this painful paragraph with the following obser-

vation:

"Thus, not only do MGK take no account of the 2000 railcars of textile

goods confiscated during Aktion Reinhard, they also fail to coherently ex-

plain the process by which deportees were presented with (their or anoth-

er 's) clothing. Given the huge amount ofclothing takenfrom deportees dur-

ing the Reinhard, in light ofMGK's resettlement hypothesis are we to be-

lieve that Jews travelled to the east naked?. " (p. 316)

This silly conclusion is worthy of the whole deranged paragraph. As

I explained above, the 1,901 (not 2,000) freight cars of textiles did not

come exclusively from the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps but also and pre-

dominantly from the Ghettos. The deportees brought with them at most

15 kg of luggage per person,^"'' which usually consisted mostly of

clothes and possibly also spare shoes. The "Guidlines for the evacuation

of Jews [Richtlinien fur die Evakuierung von Juden]" of France drafted

by Dannecker on 26 June 1942 prescribed:^'°°

"Pro Person muss mitgenommen werden: a) 1 Paar derbe Arbeitsstie-

fel, 2 Paar Socken, 2 Hemden, 2 Unterhosen, 1 Arbeitsanzug, 2 Woll-

decken, 2 Garnituren Bettzeug (Bezuge und Laken), 1 Essnapf, 1 Trinkbe-

cher, 1 Lqffel und 1 Pullover, ferner die notwendigsten Toilettengegen-

stdnde.

"

"Each person must carry along: a) 1 pair of solid working boots, 2

pairs ofsocks, 2 shirts, 2 underpants, 1 work overall, 2 woolen blankets, 2

sets ofbed linens (duvets and sheets), 1 food bowl, 1 drinking cup, 1 spoon

and 1 sweater, in addition to the most necessary toiletries.

"

As explained above, the 6 February 1943 "list {AufstellungY men-

tions 825 freight cars of "used textile material [Textil-Altmaterial]"

coming specifically from the Auschwitz and Lublin camps. Moreover,

in the accompanying letter Pohl specifies:^'"'

"Aus der anliegenden Aufstellung ist die bisher aus den Lagern Ausch-

witz und Lublin abgefahrene Menge an Altmaterial aus der Judenumsied-

lung zu ersehen.

"

™* Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 80.

™' Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 278.
2™ RF-1221.IMT,vol.XXXIX,p.3.

NO-1257.
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"From the attached list can be gleaned the amount of used material

from the Jewish resettlement as carried away sofarfrom the Auschwitz and

Lublin camps.

"

The economic part of "Aktion Reinhardt" also involved the Ausch-

witz camp. The report of Pohl's visit to Auschwitz on 23 September

1942 mentions a "disinfestation and effects chamber Aktion Reinhard

\Entwesungs- und Effektenkammer Aktion Reinhard]" corresponding to

Building (Bauwerk) 28, the so called "Kanada F building, although its

official denomination was "disinfestation and effects barracks [Entlau-

sungs- und Effektenbaracken]"; and moreover there is a reference to a

"Station 2 of Aktion Reinhardt [Station 2 der Aktion Reinhardty^^^^

Even in May-June 1944 a "Sonderkommando Reinhardt" existed in

Auschwitz which employed 2,505 female detainees on 19 June.^'"' The

references are so glaring that in order to explain them Bertrand Perz and

Thomas Sandkiihler have posited the hypothesis that Auschwitz, too,

was part of the alleged plan of Jewish extermination under "Aktion

Reinhardt."^'""^ This hypothesis, as I have proved elsewhere, is com-

pletely without foundation.^'"^

It is certain, however, that the entire luggage was sequestered from

the registered detainees, together with the clothes and shoes they wore,

which were exchanged with camp uniforms and clogs. It is even likely

that the luiregistered deportees, destined for the "eastern migration

{Ostwanderungy were also deprived of most of their luggage. The so-

called Auschwitz Album shows pictures of the deportees' belongings

piled up in front of the trains from which they were unloaded and also

inside the two "effects storages [Effektenlager]" at Birkenau,^'*"' yet al-

so pictures of deportees unfit for labor allegedly walking to the "gas

chambers" with hand luggage consisting of cookware, bags and bun-

dles.^'"^ These deportees were not expecting to take a shower in the

"gas chambers," but their transfer away Irom Auschwitz.^'"** Needless to

say that these property confiscations also increase the spoils of the "Ak-

tion Reinhardt," like those carried out until the end of December 1942

RGVA, 502-1-19, p. 86.

™^ GARF, 7021-108-33, p. 157.

™^ B. Pcrz, T. Sandkiihler, "Auschwitz und die 'Aktion Reinhard' 1942-1945. Judenmord imd

Raubpraxis in neuer Sicht." In: Zeitgeschichte, Jg. 26, no. 5, 1999, pp. 283-318.
™^ "Azione Reinhard" and "Azione 1005. " Effepi, Geneva, 2008.

Anna Freyer, Jean-Claude Pressac, L Album d Auschwitz. Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1983, pp.

147-163.

Ibid.,pp. 185-187, 191, 192.

™^ La deportazione degli Ebrei ungheresi del maggio-luglio 1944. Un bilancio prowisorio. Effe-

pi, Genova, 2007. In the annex I have reproduced the most significant pictures of the topic.
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which ended up in the 825 freight cars mentioned above.

Finally, regarding the silly inferrence that "Jews travelled to the east

naked," there is nothing that prevents the delousing and return of the

clothes worn by the deportees, and at the same time the confiscation of

all or part of those clothes contained in their 15 kg luggage, which is

overall compatible with the meager loot of the camps as demonstrated

by documents.

The "Announcement [Bekanntmachung]" of 22 July 1942 which

communicated the resettlement of the Jews from the Warsaw ghetto to

the East ("nach dem Osten umgesiedelt") stated under 3):^'"'

"Jederjudischer Umsiedler darfvom seinem Eigentum 15 kg als Reise-

gepdck mitnehmen. Gepdck mit mehr als 15 kg wird beschlagnahmt.

"

"Each Jewish resettler is allowed to bring along 15 kg of his property

as travel luggage. Luggage exceeding 15 kg will be confiscated.

"

They furthermore had bring food {Verpflegung) for 3 days.

[95] On p. 316 begins another section, this one bearing the title:

"The Gassing Engine: Diesel or Gasoline?" Before I move on to exam-

ine it, I should note that Myers and the other "plagiarist bloggers" man-

tained an eloquent silence about a fundamental question regarding the

tale of the "gas chambers" at the Reinhardt camps, which I formulated

as follows:^""

"As far as the gassing technology is concerned, the descendance of

those at Belzec and at Sobiborfrom the gas chambers of the euthanasia in-

stitutions is furthermore inconsistent, becausefor the latter carbon monox-

ide gas in cylinders is reported to have been used, whereas for the former

there allegedly was a switch to exhaust gas from an engine, Diesel at

Belzec, gasoline at Sobibor. Who decreed when, where, and why such an

essential departurefrom the original way ofoperation?

For the first gas chambers at Belzec this new gassing technology is not

documented; to be more precise, no kind oftechnology is documented here

at all As far as Sobibor is concerned, mainstream Holocaust historiog-

raphy suddenly brings in an enginefor the gassings, more on an act offaith

that the local gas chambers were identical to those ofBelzec than on any-

thing else.

"

One of the essential cornerstones of orthodox Holocaust historiog-

raphy, the derivation of the claimed "gas chambers" at the "Aktion

Reinhardt" camps from those of the euthanasia "Aktion T-4," turns out

to be hollow and meaningless, first because there is no documentary ev-

"Likwidacja zydowskiej Warszawa," in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego. War-

saw, January-June 1951, no. l.p. 111.

^™ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 257.
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idence that the euthanasia centers used gas chambers based on CO bot-

tles, and second because there is no reliable piece of evidence, not even

anecdotal in nature, that sheds some light on who, when, how and why
the bottled CO technology was replaced with engine exhaust gas. This

discontinuity, this missing link breaks the presumed chain which would

carry the killing method "Aktion T-4" to "Operation Reinhardt" and

renders the whole affair inconsistent.

[96] After having briefly summarized the topic, Myers explains:

"Instead of debating such particulars, we believe that it is more effec-

tive to first revisit the sources of engine identification within the Reinhard

camps and gas vans in order to determine the strength of this claim popu-

larly assumed by some academics and courts. "
(p. 316)

Since all they offer is a simple reinterpretation of sources already

known, the "plagiarist bloggers" reveal an overbearing arrogance and

inflated sense of self-importance, pretending to correct "some academ-

ics and courts." On the other hand, Myers does not explain at all why
these "academics and courts" stated (for Belzec and Treblinka) that

Diesel engines were used as the means of killing instead of gasoline en-

gines, i.e. if the sources were so clear that the latter were used in the

Reinhardt camps.

[97] Myers states first of all that gasoline engines were used in

Chehnno, but this pertains to the alleged "gas vans" and has nothing to

do with the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps. He then continues to say that in

Sobibor a gasoline engine was used, which is old news and was estab-

lished in 1966 by the Hagen Court with reference to Fuchs's testimo-

ny.^'" The real problems arise with Belzec and Treblinka:

"About the engine in Belzec in September 1944 Rudolf Reder stated:

There was an annex made to the 'bath' buildingfrom the side which was

the farthestfrom the railway line, in which there was a compressor, work-

ing from a petrol engine. To this machine gas cylinders were brought.

From the compressor the pipes went into each chamber. In each chamber

on the wall there was a small netting to which the gas-pipe went.

As we see, at that time Reder assumed that the killing apparatus was a

compressor. Whether this implies that he thought that air was pumped out

is unclear, as well as it is unclear what role the gas cylinders played. Re-

gardless of the confusion, Reder spoke of the petrol engine on which the

system was based.

In December 1945, RudolfReder made another statement:

I myselfsaw that in that small room there was an engine with petrolfuel

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 166.
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that looked very complicated. I remember that the engine had a flywheel

but I could not make out any other specific construction or technicalfea-

tures. This engine was always operated by two technicians, Russians from

the armed camp staff. I know only that the engine used 4 cans ofpetrol

each day, because that is how much petrol was brought to the camp every

day. It was when the petrol was delivered to the engine room that I briefly

had the opportunity to look inside the room. " (p. 318)

The witness Reder was well-known by the German Courts, which

were aware of his Belzec booklet (which I deal with later). He was even

interrogated in preparation of the Oberhauser trial.^'^^ Therefore Myers

must still explain why the Munich Court decided on a Diesel engine?''^

Why did the German judges evaluate the witness statements differently

than Myers?

In his first declaration ofNovember 1944, Reder had not yet decided

what the extermination system was. He merely said:^"''

"Z urzqdzenia gazowego, ustawionego za domem, specjalnymi rurami

puszczono gaz.

"

"From the gassing device located behind the building the gas was fed

through appropriate pipes.

"

During the 22 September 1944 interrogation Reder introduced a

"compressor [kompresor]" and "gas bottles [ballo'ny s gazom]"^^^^ as

gassing devices. On 23 December 1944 Reder mentioned an "engine

with gasoline power drive [motor o nap§dzie benzynowym]" which had

a "drive wheel [kolo nap^dowe]."^"^

In this context Myers addresses a statement by Reder, which I my-

self had pointed out:

"MGK have pointed out that Reder did state that the engine exhaust

'was evacuatedfrom the engine directly into the open air, and not into the

chambers. '[191] As has been noted elsewhere, it is likely that Reder wit-

nessed the exhaust being channelled out ofthe pipe (directed awayfrom the

gas chamber), a point which was similarly made for the other Reinhard

camps through the testimony ofSobibor Gasmeister Erich Bauer as well as

Treblinka worker Abraham Goldfarb. The aforementioned Treblinka 'mo-

torist' Nikolay Shalayev also explicitly testifled that during the gassing 'the

^"^
Ihicl. pp. 68-69 and 353. At that time Reder used to call himself Roman Robak.

Ibid., p. 133.

21 w ^'Wieczne ognie Belied" (The eternal fires of Belzec), in: Czenvony Sztandar, 1 November

1944, p. 2.

™^ GARF, 7021-149-99, p. 17. The interrogation is not dated: the calendar date is deducted from

his handwritten text (GARF, 7021-67-75, p. 164) which ctjriously has at the end of each page

the signature "Reder" in Cyrillic characters (Peaep)

.

AGK, OKBZN Krakow, NTN, 1 1 1 , p. 3.
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exhaust pipe was covered up and the valve ofthe pipe was opened, through

which the exhaust entered the 'bath. ' This convergence ofindependent tes-

timonies about an obscure and non-obvious detail speaks well ofReder 's

credibility on this issue. "
(pp. 318-319)

Here Myers demonstrates his bad faith once more. Reder did not re-

fer to the exhaust gas coming out of a pipe "directed away from the gas

chamber," but he was specifically discussing the actual killing method

and stated that the exhaust gas went right into the open, as results from

the complete text that Myers cites in footnote 191:^"^

"/ am not in a position to say precisely what chemical process was used

to murder the people in the chambers at Belzec. I know only thatfrom the

engine room a pipe, one inch in diameter, went to each of the gas cham-

bers. Those pipes had their outlet in the individual chambers. I cannot say

whether any gases werefed through those pipes into the chambers, whether

they compressed the air in the chambers, or whether the air was pumped

out of the chambers. I was often on the ramp at the moment the-doors were

opened, but I never smelted any odor, and on entering a chamber right af-

ter the doors were opened I neverfelt any ill effects on my health. The bod-

ies in the chamber did not show any unnatural discoloration. They looked

like live persons, most had their eyes open. Only in a few cases were the

corpses bloodstained. The air in the chambers, when they were opened, was

pure, transparent and odorless. In particular, there was no smokefrom the

exhaust gas of the engine. The [exhaust] gas was evacuatedfrom the en-

gine directly into the open air, and not into the chambers.
"

In this regard Myers also fails to mention the memoir which Reder

pubHshed in 1946, in which he wrote:^''^

"The machine was a meter and a halfby a meter; it was a motor and a

w/iee/.^^"^^ The machine ran for twenty minutes by the clock. They shut it

down after twenty minutes. Right away the doors of the chambers leading

to the ramp were openedfrom the outside and the corpses were thrown on

the ground, making a huge mound ofcorpses several meters high.

All I saw were canisters ofgasoline. [. . .] We believed that the machine

either produced high pressure or created a vacuum, or that gasoline pro-

duced carbon monoxide which killed the people.
"

In summary, according to Reder' s various statement, after a "gas-

sing" the room's air was "pure, transparent and odorless," "there was no

smoke from the exhaust gas of the engine" and one could not detect

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 37-38.
^™ R. Reder, Beliec. JCiakow, 1946, p. 46. The English translation is taken from: R. Reder,

Belzec. Fundacja Judaica. Pahstwowe Muzeum Oswi^cim-Brzezinka, 1999, p. 126.

"Motor i kola," a clear reference to the drive wheel ("kolo nap^dowe") of the 23 December

1945 statement.
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"any odor," which was the logical consequence of the fact that the ex-

haust gas of the engine "was evacuated from the engine directly into the

open air, and not into the chambers." This excludes the third possibility

envisaged by the witness, namely that the killings were carried out with

the exhaust gas of the engine. Therefore the extermination methods

which Reder allowed for were either "high pressure" or "vacuum." My-
ers should also ask why Reder, after having spent approximately three

months in Belzec, did not know how the deportees were killed.

[98] What Myers says on this issue is truly incredible:

"Either way, likely from seeing the exhaust channelled into the open

air, Reder did express confusion in his memoirs over the engine 's specific

role in the gas chamber operation; Reder thought it could be used to kill by

high pressure, air suction, or exhaust fiimes. This misunderstanding over

the engine 's exact role does not detract from Reder 's obvious point that

people were brought to the chambers and were murdered. "
(p. 319)

So the fact that Reder, after having been in Belzec for three months,

had no idea how the detainees were killed, is unimportant to Myers.

What is important is that he stated that the deportees were killed! Histo-

riographically speaking, this statement is a preposterous blunder, but it

is also a blunder in the judicial sense, which is so dear to the "plagiarist

bloggers." In a real homicide court case a witness declaration like this

would be completely shattered by any defense lawyer without much ef-

fort and for good reasons.

[99] The relationship between Reder and Gerstein constitutes an im-

portant problem, which Myers relegates to a footnote:

"It should be noted that the fact that Reder mentioned petrol engine

shows independence of his testimonyfrom that of Gerstein. However, Kues

argues at length for the possibility of influence in his 'Rudolf Reder 's

Belzec - A Critical Reading' mentioned above. He bases the alleged con-

nection between the statements on the number ofpeople per chamber - 750

in some accounts of Gerstein and in one account of Reder. However this

connection is refuted by the fact that Reder mentions this number in his

1944 testimony (22.09.1944, GARF 7021-149-99, p. 17): In each chamber

750-770 people were crowded.' Gerstein, of course, officially testified

about 750 people per chamber only in 1945 " (footnote 195 on p. 3 19)

In 1985 I formulated this hypothesis as well. Now that I am in pos-

session of a more ample documentation, I can return to the question.

The similarities between Gerstein' s description and that of Reder are

undeniable, and in theory they could therefore come from real and in-

dependent experiences. Yet there are also similarities on things which

are evidently false, plus there are inexplicable contradictions that make
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this possibility implausible.

Regarding false similarities, there is the fateful figure of 700-800

persons per chamber. The number appears already in the Gerstein report

"Killing facilities in Poland {Tdtungsanstalten in Polen]" of 25 March
1943:^^^°

"The next day or several days later, depending on arrivals, 700 to 800

people are pushed together in to a courtyard. [...] The door is opened and

the 700-800 people destined for death are whipped inside until they are

squeezed like herring in a barrel and unable to move.
"

Since this report predates Reder's interrogation quoted by Myers (22

September 1944), the plagiarism would theoretically be chronologically

possible.

Regarding glaring contractions, let's look at the size of the gassing

facility. In the article published on 1 November 1944 Reder stated that

the gassing building measured approximately 100 m x 100 m ("okolo

100 X 100 m ").^"'' Myers might claim that this is a typo, but 6 rooms of

25 m^ plus a corridor 15 meters long and 1.5 meters wide,^'^' in total

172.5 m^, fit neither in a building measuring 100 m x 10 m = 1,000 m^,

nor in one of 1 0 m x 1 0 m = 1 00 m^. In the latter case the "gas cham-

bers" would have measured (100 m^ - [15x1.5]m^)-^ 6 = 12.9 m^ each,

and therefore the victim's packing density would have been an average

(750 ^ 12.9 =) 58 persons per m^, a number somewhat short of "reason-

able" even for Myers and his partners!

The fact remains that the text has the dimensions as 100 m x 100 m.

How do we explain this enormous contradiction to the Gerstein report?

Conversely, if the "gas chambers" measured 4mx5mor5mx5
m, in spite of the nonsense put forth in this regard by the "plagiarist

bloggers," they would still have contained an impossible number of

people, and therefore the figure of 700-800 or 750 must have another

origin.

Similarly untrue is the claim that the corpses remained standing in

the chambers:^'^^

Gerstein : "... the dead are still standing [... les morts sont encore

debout]."^'^^

Reder : "...the corpses were in erect position [...trupy byfy w pozycji

^™ F. Brayard, An Early Report by Kurt Gerstein, op. cit, pp. 175-176.
^™ R. Reder, Belzec, op. cit, p. 44.
^'^^ Without the support of the legs, the corpses would have collapsed due to their weight.
2123 ps-l553,p.4ofthereport.
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But there is another bewildering similarity:

Gerstein : "They tell me: naked even during wintertime \On me dit:

aussi en hiver nws]."^^^^

Reder :
".

. .naked, barefoot, even in winter and on the snow [...nago,

boso, nawet w zimie i na sniegu]."^^^^

Since according to their own accounts both Gerstein and Reder came

to Belzec during summertime 1942 and since the camp commenced its

activity at the beginning of spring and ceased it in fall, how can this bi-

zarre reference to wintertime be explained?

The fact that a great deal is known about the clandestine Jewish and

Polish wartime reports with respect to the alleged "extermination

camps," this does not mean that everything is known. There are inter-

ferences and logical interconnections which may have eluded us. One

concerns the mass graves of Belzec and of Treblinka. Beginning with

his 22 September 1944 interrogation, Reder mentioned graves measur-

ing 100 m X 25 m X 15 m,^^^^ something he notoriously repeated in his

subsequent statements.^'^^ It has remained unnoticed so far that Wiemik
had made the same identical statement regarding Treblinka one year

earlier:^'^'

"Masowy grob mial 100 m dlugosci 25 m szerokosci 15 m gl§bokosci

(100x25x15 =3 7500 m').

"

"The mass grave had 100 m in length, 25 m in width and 15 in depth

(lOOx 25 X 15 = 37,500 m% "

In the typewritten report he lowered these measures to 50 x 25 x 10

m: "The size of each [grave] was approximately 50 x 25 x 10 [meters]

[Wielkosc kazdego byla okolo 50 x 25 x 10],"^^^^ a sentence deleted

from the booklet A Year in Treblinka" but again included in Donat's

version.^'^' From Andrzej Kola's archeological research on the mass

graves of Belzec, which I siunmarized in a table in my related study, it

R. Reder, Beliec, op. cit., p. 47.

PS-1553, p. 3 of the report.
^"^

R. Reder, Belzec, op. cit, p. 48.

GARF,GARF, 7021-149-99, p. 18.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 74.

J. Wiemik, '"Relacje Zyda, uciekiniera z Treblinki, Jankla Wiernika, zamieszkalego w War-

szawy przy ul. Wolynskiej 23, lat 55," p. 1, in; Ghetto Fighters House Archives online, Collec-

tions Section, Catalog No.3166.

Typewritten draft of J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, p. 3 in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives

online, Collections Section, Catalog No. 3 1 66. The exact same sentence appears in the pub-

lished Polish version on p. 3.

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

153.
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appears that the largest of the 33 allegedly identified graves, all with

different shapes and dimensions, had a volume of 2,100 cubic me-

ters.^"^

The results of the recent investigations in Treblinka by Caroline

Sturdy Colls, as little as we know about it, do not in any way confirm

the dimensions indicated by Wiernik. Sturdy Colls stated in fact that

one grave she surveyed "is 26 m long, 17 m wide and at least four me-

tres deep,"^'^^ and, since she brings it up as an example, it probably is

one of the biggest. However, its 1,768 m^ are quite insignificant com-

pared to the 37,500 m' of Wiernik graves. Hence both witnesses, Wier-

nik and Reder, made the same false statement regarding two different

camps: can one really believe that this is a coincidence?

But there is another no less surprising coincidence: the capacity of

the gas chambers - 700-800 persons - is found in an account by Samuel

Rajzman's published in 1945 about Treblinka:^'^"*

"Every woman was shaved to the skin with a clipper, then sent to the

bath establishment, which consisted of 10 cabins with room for 700 to 800

persons each.

"

In conclusion, the most likely explanation of the similarities between

Gerstein's and Reder' s statements is a pre-existing image known to

both on which they partly reproduced more or less faithfully and partly

changed and adapted according to their personal experiences, moods or

preferences. It goes without saying that this theory is for the time being

not fully demonstrable, but that does not mean that it is completely far-

fetched. At least it explains the otherwise inexplicable fact that two wit-

nesses see the same thing at the same time (Gerstein went to Belzec on

1 8 August 1 942, Reder was deported there one day earlier) which they

nevertheless describe in some contradictory terms, while also agreeing

on arcane yet evident falsehoods.

The most evident contradiction concerns the type of engine and the

extermination method: for the engineer Gerstein the extermination was

performed with the exhaust of a Diesel engine; for Reder the exhaust

gases of a gasoline engine never entered the "gas chambers" and the

killing happened either via "high pressure" or "vacuum."

[100] Gerstein obviously upsets the fallacious reconstruction made

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 73.

Treblinka: Revealing the hidden graves ofthe Holocaust, in: BBC News Magazine, 23 Janu-

ary 2012, www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-16657363
™* S. Rajzman, "Uprising in Treblinka," in: Punishment of War Criminals. Hearings before the

Committee on Foreign Affairs House of Representatives. Seventy-ninth Congress. Unites

States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1945, p. 122.
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by Myers, who is then at pains to discredit him:

"Perhaps most prominent among the Reinhard witnesses was Kurt Ger-

stein, head ofthe Waffen-SS disinfection office, who famously visited Belzec

and witnessed a gassing in late summer 1942. In his reports, the gassing

engine is ascribed to run on diesel. Gerstein referred to statements from

Globocnik (hearsay) regarding the need to 'improve the service in our gas

chambers, which function on diesel engine exhaust. ' Throughout his re-

ports, while several mentions are made regarding the diesel engine, partic-

ularly its alleged breakdown, nowhere does Gerstein report actually seeing

the engine. Instead, it is more likely that Gerstein passed on the diesel bit

from Globocnik or Pfannenstiel (see below). It is also interesting to note

that, in the publications following his discussions with Dutch resistance

members in February 1943, no specific reference is made ofdiesel engines;

instead, the engine is simply described as that ofa 'big tractor. "'
(pp. 322-

323)

With this desperate attempt Myers raised another red flag about his

blatant dishonesty and ignorance.

From an exterminationist perspective, it is Globocnik' s assignment

on 17 August 1942 which touches the very essence of Gerstein' s "mis-

sion." In fact, Gerstein went to Lublin (together with Wilhelm Pfannen-

stiel) with a shipment of "100 kg of prussic acid" in bottled liquid form

(which didn't even exist) on behalf of the RSHA (through SS-

Sturmbannfiihrer Rolf Giinther), as an assignment given to him on 8

June 1942. Globocnik is said to have disclosed to him that he was sup-

posed to carry out two tasks. One was the disinfestation of the clothing

and textile articles or "collection of spun material [Spinnstoffsamm-

lungY', and the other far more important task consisted of changing the

"operation of our gas chambers, currently working from the exhaust of

a 'Diesel' engine, to something more toxic and working more quickly,

i.e. prussic acid [service de nos chambres de gaz, maintenant fonc-

tionantpar echappement d'un moteur 'Diesel, ' a une chose plus toxique

etfonctionnant plus vite, c'est acide prussique]."^^^^ I may add in pass-

ing that Myers, who has never seen this document (I already mentioned

that in his footnote 48 he describes it as "affidavit by Gerstein,

25.4.1945, 1553-PS"!), quotes it from Arad! (footnote 211). In one of

the reports written in his native language, Gerstein described the event

more clearly:^'^''

"- Ihre andere - noch weit wichtigere Aufgabe ist die Umstellung unse-

PS-I553, pp. 1 and 2 ofthe report.

T/13I0p.8
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rer Gaskammern, die jetzt mit Dieselauspuffgasen arbeiten, aufeine besse-

re und schnellere Sache. Ich denke da vor allem an Blausdure.

"

"- Your other - and far more important task is the conversion of our

gas chambers, which now work with Diesel exhaust gases, to a better and

quicker thing. I am thinking especially ofprussic acid.

"

Myers's attempt at dismissing the whole event as mere "hearsay" is

ludicrously ineffective as an argument, because Gerstein found out

about the Diesel engines not from the babbling of a washerwoman but

personally from the head of "Aktion Reinhardt," Globocnik, as part of a

specific order that fell within the context of a top secret mission of the

RSHA. What can "hearsay" mean in this context? If one claims, like

Myers does, that the meeting between Globocnik and Gerstein really

happened, then one must believe that Globocnik spoke to Gerstein

about gasoline engines, but the latter for some mysterious reason re-

membered Diesel engines. This is not only devoid of any sense but also

categorically denied by Gerstein himself:^'^'

"Heckenholt ist der Chauffeur des Diesels [...]. Mit den Abgasen seines

Diesels sollen die Menschen hier zu Tode gebracht werden. [. . .] Aber der

Dieselfunktionierte nicht. Das kdme verhdltnismafiig selten vor, sagte man
mir. - Der Hauptmann Wirth kommt. Man sieht, es ist ihm peinlich, dass

gerade heute passieren mufi, wo ich hier bin. Jawohl ich sehe alles! und ich

warte. Meine Stoppuhr hat alles brav registriert. 50 Minuten, 70 Minuten -

der Diesel springt nicht an! [...] Der Hauptmann Wirth schldgt mit der

Reitpeitsche den Ukrainer, der dem Heckenholt beim Diesel helfen soil, in 's

Gesicht. - Nach 2 Stunden 49 Minuten - die Stoppuhr hat alles wohl regi-

striert! - springt der Diesel an!

"

"Heckenholt is the driver of the Diesel [...]. With the exhaust gases of

his Diesel the people are supposed to be brought to death. [. . .] But the Die-

sel did not function. This would happen relatively rarely, I was told - Cap-

tain Wirth arrives. One sees that it is embarrassing to him, that today ofall

days it has to happen when I am here. Yes, I see everything! and I wait. My
stopwatch registered everything properly. 50 minutes, 70 minutes - the

Diesel does not start up! [. . .] Captain Wirth lashes the whip into theface of

the Ukrainian who is supposed to help Heckenholt with the Diesel. - After 2

hours 49 minutes - the stopwatch registered everything well - the Diesel

starts up!
"

Hence Gerstein spent at least 2 hours and 49 minutes next to the

Diesel engine, watching the desperate attempts to get it going.

At this point I will open a paranthesis. In his arrogant "re-

examination of the relevant testimonies," Myers claims to follow this

PS-2170,p.6.
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standard:

"witnesses who had closer experiences to the actual gassing engine

share a large agreement that they were run by gasoline/petrol, while those

witnesses with only an indirect hearsay knowledge of the engine were more

likely to identify it as diesel. It didn 't matter whether the witness was a per-

petrator, bystander, or a survivor, only the matter of direct knowledge is

important in identifying the testimonies which should be used to establish

the method ofmurder. " (pp. 316-317)

But Gerstein is a direct witness and also more important than Reder.

He was in fact a "graduated engineer [DiplomingenieurY and "mining

expert [Bergassessor],'"^^^^ ttiat is a tectinician able to distinguish with a

simple glance a Diesel engine from a gasoline engine. If therefore he

declared to have seen almost three hours of attempts to start a Diesel

engine, Myers cannot doubt his witness testimony. And even more

coarsely the ARC website, from which the "plagiarist bloggers lifted

their "re-examination of the relevant testimonies," took a chance by

saying already in 2006:^'^'

"The theory of a diesel motor in the Belzec gas chambers is based on

the testimony of Kurt Gerstein (1945) who had (according to his own

statement) not seen the motor butjust heard it.

"

This statement is refuted by at least 2 hours and 49 minutes of direct

observation of the Diesel engine by Gerstein.

Myers's pretense that "instead, it is more likely that Gerstein passed

on the diesel bit from Globocnik or Pfannenstiel" is no less ridiculous.

Here Myers sensationally refutes himself, because he admits that Glo-

bocnik influenced Gerstein by telling him about the Diesel engines: but

wasn't all this mere "hearsay" just a while ago? Similarly absurd is his

reference to Pfaimenstiel. He vmtes in this regard:

"Accompanying Gerstein to Belzec was Professor Wilhelm Pfannen-

stiel, director of the Hygienic Institute at the University ofMarburg/Lahn.

In 1959, Pfannenstiel stated: The engine itselfwas not in a separate room,

rather, it stood freely on a podium. It was operated with diesel fuel. " (p.

323)

Here the clumsy plagiarist has struck again. He offers the citation

"Wilhelm Pfannenstiel, 9.11.1959, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 25259, Bd. 1,

p. 13 8" (footnote 214), although his source and copied quote come out

ofmy Belzec study!^'"*" Since Pfaimenstiel went to Belzec together with

Gerstein, if he declared that there was a Diesel engine, fi-om an ortho-

2138 T/1310(reportwritten in German and dated "Rottweil, den 4. Mai 1945"), p. 1.

Gas Chambers Introduction, www.deathcamps.org/gas_chambers/gas_chambers_intro.html.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 59.
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dox Holocaust perspective his testimony confirms Gerstein's. Myers on

the other hand pretends that Gerstein somehow borrowed the reference

to the Diesel engine from Pfannenstiel, a bizarre and laughable thing,

given that by the time Pfannenstiel gave his first interrogation (30 Oc-

tober 1947),^''*' Gerstein had already been dead for a couple of years.

Myers's final argument provides additional evidence of his hypocri-

sy. He states that in his report "Killing institutions in Poland [Totungs-

anstalten in Polen]" of 25 March 1943 Gerstein spoke about "a 'big

tractor'" instead of a Diesel engine, but he offers no explanation at all

for the reason of these and other relevant contradictions with respect to

the reports of 1945, which I discussed above. This is another example

of his opportunistic use of testimonies - apart from the fact that German

tractors were powered by Diesel engines.

Because of Myers's disorganized and fragmentary treatment of those

matters quoted and dealt with in my point 97, I had to discuss these ar-

guments with those that Meyers raises some pages later. Therefore, I

will now resume my answer from where I left off

[101] From the orthodox perspective and also judged by Myers's

fancy criteria, Gerstein's witness report, corroborated by that of Pfan-

nenstiel, prevails over Reder's account. No doubt this is why the Mu-
nich Court preferred the diesel over the gasoline version.

From a historiographical point of view, the problem is even more se-

rious, if not inextricable: the two most important witnesses of the

claimed events in the Belzec camp overtly contradict each other on the

extermination system: which one, if any, should we choose and why?

The dilemma is without an obvious solution, as the most recent ortho-

dox tome examining it demonstrates: Achim Trunk has indeed relied on

Reder's testimony to demonstrate that a gasoline engine was utilized in

Belzec, while completely ignoring Gerstein.^'"^^ Since Pfannenstiel nec-

essarily tips the scales in favor of the Diesel engine, the "revision" of

the "plagiarist bloggers" and historians (Trunk) is revealed for what it

really is: a clumsy attempt to dodge revisionist objections.

[102] In his desperate attempt to attribute a gasoline engine to

Belzec, Myers resorts to the testimony of Kasimierz [Kazimierz] Czer-

niak:

Ibid., p. 53.

A. Trunk, "Die todbringenden Gase," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu

nationalsozialistischen Massentotungen durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, technische

Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op. cit., pp. 34-35. See my considerations in: Schiff-

bruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, op. cit., pp. 30-31.
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1

"Another witness who became closely involved with the Belzec engines

was the Polish mechanic Kasimierz Czerniak, who helped establish the

power supply at the camp. In his work, Czerniak happened to see the en-

gine usedfor homicidal gassings:

The motor of the small power station had 15 H. V., in contrast to the

large power station which had the power of 200 H. V. From this motor,

pipes led underground to take away the engine exhaust Where these pipes

went, I don 't know.(...) The 200 H. V. motor was mounted on a base at the

back ofthe barrack.

Later, Czerniak had the opportunity to more closely examine this bar-

rack.

I have seen that on this barrack there were three doorsfrom a wooden

ramp and thatfrom this ramp, a narrow gauged railway led to anotherpart

of the camp. The aforementioned doors were sliding doors which locked

with hooks/pegs; they moved with the help of wheels on a track. The

'Blacks ' laughingly told me that this barrack was a store. I understood that

it was where the gas chamber was located.

Czerniak also helped maintain and repair the engines used by the Ger-

mans at the camp during Belzec 's operation. This means that when Czerni-

ak states that, 'The 200 H. V. motor was powered hy gasoline, as were the

three other mentioned cars, ' his statement comes with a good deal of direct

knowledge and experience with the engines. Despite Czerniak's key van-

tage point, MGK have omitted him completelyfrom their works, while Mat-

togno ignored him from a list ofBelzec witnesses 'known to he important

'

in regards to the engine. "
(pp. 319-320)

I obtained access to this testimony only recently, and therefore in my
Belzec study I had indeed "ignored" it, but not intentionally. Myers on

the other hand, with his usual hypocrisy, distorts it intentionally. In or-

der to reveal this, I quote the pertinent passage of Czerniak' s testimony,

despite its length:^'"*^

"In der Zeit, als das Vernichtungslager in Betrieb war, haben die Deut-

schen mich nach Belzec mitgenommen und in das Gebiet des Lagerelek-

trizitdtswerks gebracht, welches sich, wenn man von der nach Lembergjuh-

renden Strasse ins Lager kommt, auf der rechten Seite des Lagers befand.

Das Elektrizitdtswerk war in einer Baracke errichtet Damals musste ich

den Generator mit dem Motor, der ihn antrieb, verbinden. Die Stromspan-

nung kann ich nicht angeben. In der Baracke, in der sich die genannten

Maschinen befanden, war eine Verteilungstafel, von der viele Kabel aus-

gingen.

Ausser diesem S-Werk gab es im Gebiet des Lagers noch ein zweites

^'"^ ProtokoU der Zeugenvemehmung of Kazimierz Czerniak of 18 October 1945. Translation

from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, pp. 1171-1172.
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Elektrizitdtswerk, welches fruher erbaut war und in der Ndhe des obenge-

nannten Werks lag. Die Spannung des Stroms aus dem frUheren E-Werk

war 220 Volt und 20 Amp. Dieser Strom diente nur zur Beleuchtung des

Lagers und der Baracken. Dieses Elektrizitdtswerk war betrdchtlich kleiner

als das spdter errichtete. Der Motor des kleinen Elektrizitdtswerks hatte

15.H. V.P^'^^ dagegen der des grossen Elektrizitdtswerks die Starke von 200

H. V. Von diesem Motor Juhrten unter der Erde Rohre zur Abfuhrung von

Auspuffgasen. Wohin diese RohreJuhrten, weiss ich nicht Damals habe ich

bemerkt, dass es ausser den Baracken, in denen die E-Werke waren, noch

andere Baracken gegeben hat. Aufdem Gebiet des Lagers sah ich herum-

gehende Juden, die bei den Arbeiten im Lager beschdftigt waren. Der

Motor mit der Starke von 200 H. V. war an den aufdem Boden der Baracke

liegenden Balken befestigt.

Nach Ahlauf von 2 Wochen wurde ich von den SS-Leuten wieder in das

Lager in Belzec gebracht. Damals nahm ich die Masse von Weichen der

Schmalspurbahn, die von der Baracke, in welcher die Juden umgebracht

wurden, zu den Grdberfilhrte.

Dieses Mai hatte ich die Gelegenheit, bei dieser Baracke zu sein. Ich

habe gesehen, dass aus dieser Baracke drei Tiiren auf eine Holzrampe

fiihrten und dass von dieser Rampe ein Schmalspurgleis das sich im oberen

Teil des Lagers verzweigte, lief. Die genannten Tiiren waren Schiebetiiren,

die mit Haken verschlossen wurden; sie bewegten sich mit Hilfe der auf

Schienen laufenden Rdder. Die ,Schwarzen' sagten zu mir lachend, dass

diese Baracke ein Magazin sei. Ich habe verstanden, dass sich darin die

Gaskammer befindet.
"

"During the time when the extermination camp was in operation the

Germans took me with them to Belzec and brought me in the area of the

camp electrical power plant, which was located on the right side of the

camp when arriving at the camp on the road leading straight to Lvow. The

powerplant was built in a barrack. At the time I had to connect the genera-

tor with the engine which was powering it. I cannot give the voltage. In the

barrack, in which the mentioned machines were located, was a distribution

pannelfrom which many cables originated.

Besides this power station there was a second power plant in the area

of the camp which was constructed earlier and which was located in the vi-

cinity of the aforementioned plant The voltage of the electricity from the

earlier power station was 220 volts and 20 amps. This electricity only

served for illuminating the camp and the barracks. This electrical power

plant was considerably smaller than the one later constructed. The engine

ofthe small electricalpower plant had 15 H. V, while the engine of the big

electrical power plant had a power of200 H. V. From this engine ran un-

2144 "jj V." means "Hochvolt," "High Voltage," an error for "PS," "Pferdestarke," "horse power."
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dergromd pipes for leading away the exhaust gases. Where these pipes

ran, I do not know. At that time I noticed that there have been other bar-

racks apartfrom the barracks in which the electricalpower plants were. In

the camp area I saw Jews going about who were occupied with work in the

camp. The engine with the power of200 H. V. was mounted on the beams

lying on thefloor ofthe barrack.

After 2 weeks hadpassed, I was brought back to the Belzec camp by the

SS-men. At that time I measured the shunting switches ofthe narrow gauge

railway, which ledfrom the barrack in which the Jews were killed to the

graves.

This time I had the opportunity to be next to this barrack. I have seen

thatfrom this barrack three doors led to a wooden ramp and thatfrom this

ramp a narrow gauge railtrack originated which branched off in the upper

part of the camp. The mentioned doors were sliding doors which were

closed with hooks; they moved with the help of wheels rolling along rails.

The 'Blacks ' told me laughing that this barrack was a storage room. I un-

derstood that the gas chamber was inside.
"

Myers dishonestly leaves it to understand that the barrack later ex-

amined by Czemiak was the same in which the engine of 200 HP was

located: "The 200 H.V. motor was mounted on a base at the back of the

barrack. Later, Czemiak had the opportunity to more closely examine

this barrack." In reality they were two different barracks. This stretch-

ing of the testimony is needed to artificially create a coimection be-

tween the electricity-generating engine and the alleged gassing barrack,

although no such connections was madeby the witness. In fact, he does

not say that the underground pipes (!) which ran from the "electrical

power plant" barrack reached the "gassing barrack," nor that the latter

worked with the exhaust gases of the engine. He speaks about three

doors, but of only one "gas chamber." The description of these doors is

also in contradiction to the one given by Kozak, according to whom "all

the doors of this barrack opened towards the outside."^'"^^ Czemiak also

knows nothing about the claimed second gassing building.

Myers's statements on the type of engine mentioned by Czemiak is

the peak of dishonesty. Myers in fact vwites that "Czemiak states that,

'The 200 H.V. motor was powered by gasoline, as were the three other

mentioned cars,'" explaining in footnote 197: "Statement recorded in

margins of document." Yet the testimony in question is a swom fransla-

tion from Polish into German performed by the "Publicly appointed and

swom translator for the Polish language [Offentlich bestellter und beei-

^'"^ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 45.
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digter Dolmetscher fur die polnische Sprache]" Dr. Anton SzentjT (as

results from the stamp applied on the document), the side note is hand-

written in German and says: "The 200 H.V. power engine was operated

with gasoline, as well as the mentioned 3 motor vehicle[s] [Der 200

H. V. Starke Motor wurde mit Benz. angetrieben, ehenso die genannten 3

Kraftwageln]]."^^'^'' It is unknown who the author is, but since the trans-

lation was prepared in West Germany 14 years after Czemiak made his

deposition in communist Poland, it certainly was not added as a result

of a remark made by Czemiak. Hence the remark was most probably

added by a prosecuting judge. The mention of the "3 motor vehicle[s] [3

Kraftwage[n]Y harks back to the following passage of Czemiak'

s

statement:^'"*^

"Fiir das Lager in Belzec habe ich drei solche FilterJiir drei Autos an-

gefertigt, mit denen die Juden von den Deutschen in das Vernichtungslager

gebracht wurden.

"

"For the camp in Belzec I have fabricated three such filters for three

cars, with which the Jews were brought into the extermination camp by the

Germans.

"

These filters were allegedly needed to "separate the smoke from the

clean [exhaust] gas and to further lead away this gas \den Ranch vom
reinen Gas zu trennen und dieses Gas weiter abzufiihren],'"'^^'^^ for what

reason is not known. Maybe the SS was very progressive and environ-

mentalist and preferred non-smoking vehicles. .

.

Finally, since the 200 HP engine was located in the barrack contain-

ing the "electrical power plant" and was connected to a power generator

that produced electricity at 220 volts, the most obvious assumption is

that it was a Diesel engine.

[103] "For Treblinka the key testimony is that of a guard Nikolay

Shalayev, who was one ofthe infamous Treblinka 'motorists. "'
(p. 320)

This "key testimony" dates back to 18 December 1950 and 20 De-

cember 1951 (fn 199£, p. 320), by which time the gasoline engine was

already taken for granted by the Zamosc district judge Jan Grzybowski

for the Belzec camp^'""^ and, together with the Reder depositions and

booklet, had already started to influence the subsequent witnesses.

Myers also quotes an interrogation of Ivan Semyonovich Shevchen-

ko on 8 September 1944 who mentions "a high-power engine which

ProtokoU der Zeugenvemehmung of Kazimierz Czemiak of 18 October 1945. Translation

from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1 1 7 1

.

™ Ibid.,^. nil.
^'"^ Bericht iiber die Ereignisse der Untersuchung in der Sache des Vemichtungslagers in Belzec

(translation from Polish), 1 1 April 1946. ZStL, 252/59, vol. I, p. 1225.
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worked on petrol or ligroin," a generic and doubtful statement, since the

witness did not even know what kind of motor fuel the engine was us-

ing. He mentions nine gas chambers (instead of the customary ten), the

tenth room being the one for the engine; in that way he was refuted by

the sketch of the second gassing faciUty made by Jurowski. Myers

amusingly grasps at straws to "explain" this contradiction: "Despite the

highly accurate nature of his testimony, Shevchenko may be conftised

on the issue of the tenth chamber" (footnote 201 on p. 320). The poor

witness was "confused"!

Also here Myers does not explain why the Diisseldorf Court^'"^' and

Holocaust specialists, such as Arad,^''" spoke about a Diesel engine for

decades: have they all been imbeciles or was there a "conspiracy"

against the gasohne engine?

[104] Myers risks an explanation of the witness testimonies concern-

ing Diesel engines:

"However, there exist lots of testimonies by survivors, perpetrators and

bystanders about diesel engines. It should be noted, however, that they're

not as numerous as testimonies which don 't talk about the type ofengine at

all. How these testimonies could arise is easily explainable. For example,

as we 've seen, it was customary to keep generators (which likely were all

diesels) together with the gassing engines, andfrom this arrangement, con-

fusion about the engines among those who had no direct knowledge about

them was inevitable. "
(p. 321)

The argument is ridiculous. First of all, Myers assumes a priori that

all proponents of the Diesel engine are in error, and not those of the

gasoline engine. From a testimonial point of view, the question can be

answered with certainty only for Belzec. On the one hand we have Kurt

Gerstein's testimony, a German mining engineer by education and an

acting sanitation expert (if that does not confer the appropriate exper-

tise, what does?), a "direct" witness, corroborated by Pfannenstiel, who
not only observed and finally heard the engine but had received specific

details and instructions about it, and who went on a mission whose

scope included the precise means of extermination.

On the other hand, we have Rudolf Reder's gasoline engine whose

description only allows for its use alongside a "high pressure" or "vacu-

um" chamber. Hence choosing the Diesel engine was inescapable for

orthodox historiography. The subsequent judicial/moral "certainties"

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 203 and 204.

Y. Arad, "Die 'Aktion Reinhard': Gaskammem in Ostpolen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.),

NationalsozialistischeMassentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit., p. 163
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are a direct consequence: in the first gassing complex of Sobibor (April

1942) a gasoline engine was installed, yet in the second complex of

Belzec the choice was a Diesel engine, even though the killing appa-

ratus in Sobibor had been tested by a chemist!

The story of the "confusion" between the Diesel engine which ser-

viced the electrical generator and the gasoline engine for the killing

(although Arad says exactly the opposite), can neither be credibly main-

tained for Belzec where the Diesel engine is exterminationistally ascer-

tained, nor for Sobibor since, as I mentioned above, according to Franz

Hodl's testimony both a Diesel and a gasoline engine existed in that

camp, although the former was allegedly never used (even though the

diesel engine must have been running frequently, if not constantly, to

generate electrcity). As for Treblinka, Shevchenko states in his testimo-

ny that in the tenth room of the second gassing complex there was only

a patrol or ligroin engine which was used for the extermination; this

means that the electrical power generator and its Diesel engine were lo-

cated somewhere else completely; so how was it possible to "confuse"

these two engines?

As I noted in chapter 3, the argument advanced by Myers could just

as well be turned on its head and interpreted, in a revisionist sense, as

the genesis of the propaganda claim of extermination via engine ex-

haust.

[105] "In regard to Sobibor, instead ofrecognizing the clear and direct

evidence ofpetrol engines, MGK prefer to dishonestly criticize a hearsay

report by Stanislaw Szinajzner, who reports of receiving a letter from a

friend in the extermination area and who refers to a diesel engine. "
(p.

321)

Another stupid lie from our lousy plagiarist. The passage he refers to

(footnote 204) is an analysis of the account by Stanislaw Szmajzner^'^'

in which he mentions a message from his friend Abraham speaking of

"a large Diesel engine." With his typical dishonesty, Myers ignores our

comment that immediately follows:^'^^

"A Diesel engine as the murder weapon has been accepted by official

historiographyfor the Belzec and Treblinka camps, but notfor Sobibor. In

this case most ofthe witnesses prefer not to specify an engine type, whereas

the late U.S. political scientist Raul Hilberg expressly assigned a gasoline

engine to this camp.

"

Subsequently we also cited Fuchs's testimony regarding the "Rus-

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 25.

Ibid., p. 26.
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sian gasoline engine."^'^^ Myers then adduces some testimonies (Ignat

Danilchenko, Hubert Gomerski, Hans-Heinz Schiitt) which speak about

a Diesel engine in Sobibor as a proof "that information about diesels

was spread through rumours," (p. 321) but this contrasting body of tes-

timonies only serves to demonstrate that engine exhaust extermination

story itself "was spread through rumours."

[106] Let's return to the thread about Gerstein and Pfannenstiel:

"In a confidential interview with Holocaust denier Paul Rassinier,

which MGK ignore in their work, Pfannenstiel discussed the gassing at

Belzec, including the engine which he personally viewed. In the talk Pfan-

nenstiel related the point about a diesel motor, which had six straight cyl-

inders, and whose strength he guessed was 200 horsepower. "
(p. 323)

Myers comes up with another stupid he which I already refuted in

1985.^'^"^ I will first briefly describe the genesis of this lie and then ex-

plain why it is a lie.

Rassinier narrates that "one day in the month of June 1963" he re-

ceived the visit of an eldery German who read his Mensonge d'Ulysse

and who told him of his visit to Belzec on the same day that Gerstein

was there. He confirmed in general terms the description of the Gerstein

report, albeit reducing enormously the scale (for instance, he spoke of

40-50 victims for each "gas chamber" instead of 700-800). In 1979

Georges Wellers wrote, critiquing Rassinier' s work, that this mysterious

visitor ''could well be the professor, doctor Wilhelm Pfannenstiel \peut

bien etre le Professeur, Docteur Wilhelm Pfannenstiel]''' (my emph).^'^^

Two years later, Pierre Vidal-Naquet transformed this supposition into

absolute certainty: "the identification, absolutely certain, of the Nazi

visitor with Pfannenstiel has been established by G. Wellers (Mythoma-

nie, p. 32-35) \l'identification, absolument certaine, du visiteur nazi

avec Pfannenstiel est etablie par G. Wellers (Mythomanie, p. 32-

55)]."^'^* In reality Wellers's supposition is refuted by a soHd proof On
3 August 1963 Pfannenstiel wrote to Rassinier a letter starting with

these words:^'^^

"Sehr verehrter Herr Rassinier!

Den Empfang Ihres Briefes vom 29. Juli 1963 bestdtige ich mit bestem

Ihid.,'p. 184.

^™ II rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di unfalso, op. cit, pp. 127-128.
^'^^ G. Wellers, La Solution Finale et la Mythomanie Neo-Nazie. The Beate Klarsfeld Foundation,

1978, p. 34.

P. Vidal-Naquet, Les Juifs, la memoire et le present. Maspero, Paris, 1981, footnote 50 on p.

229.

Photocopy of the letter in: W. Staglich, U. Walendy, "NS-Bewaltigung...," op. cit, p. 20.
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Dank. Wie Ihnen unser gemeinsamer Freund Grabert bereits sagte, wiirde

ich mich sehrfreuen, Sie persdnlich kennen zu lernen.

"

"Dear Mr. Rassinier!

I acknowledge with gratitude the receipt ofyour letter of29 July 1963.

As our common friend Grabert already toldyou, I would be verypleased to

get to knowyou personally.
"

Therefore on 3 August 1963 Rassinier and Pfannenstiel did not yet

know each other, while the mysterious visitor had visited Rassinier two

months earlier. This is the reason why "MGK ignore in their work" (p.

323) this false claim about Pfannenstiel's alleged statement.

In footnote 215 Myers adds:

"Rassinier 's secret meeting with Pfannenstiel is problematicfor MGK's
theory as Pfannenstiel theoretically could have denied and refuted the gas-

sing charge withoutpunishment to the world's then foremost Holocaust de-

nier, and instead proclaim the 'truth ' ofa delousingfunction at Belzec. In-

stead, Pfannenstiel continued to defend the historic veracity of the gas-

sings.
"

As the mysterious visitor was not Pfannenstiel, this meeting is hard-

ly "problematic" for us. In the above-mentioned letter Pfannenstiel also

wrote:^'"

"Bei dieser Gelegenheit will ich Ihnen gem den Eindruck schildern, den

ich von Kurt Gerstein empfangen habe. Ihre Vermutungen uber das Zustan-

dekommen seines Berichts, einer in der Tat hochst unglaubwurdigen Kol-

portage, in dem die "Dichtung" die Wahrheit bei weitem iiberwiegt, sowie

uber die Art seines Todes durften auch meinem Dafurhalten zutreffend

"On this occasion I would like to describe the impression I got from

Kurt Gerstein. Your assumptions about the emergence of his report, in fact

highly implausible scribblings in which fiction ' far outweighs truth, as

well as about the nature of his death, may be accurate in my opinion as

well

"

These are certainly not words of "confirmation" of the Gerstein re-

port, on the contrary. Moreover, Rassinier (mistakenly) suspected that

the Gerstein report had been drawn up by the "two military inquisitors -

a Major D.C. Evans and a J. W. Haught - who were said to have started

the interrogation of Kurt Gerstein" and that he died due to tortures dur-

ing his interrogations.^'^** By confirming Rassinier's suspicions, Pfan-

nenstiel thus inflicted a further blow to the credibility of the Gerstein

report.

[107] Myers also introduces a testimony by Karl Alfred Schluch

p. Rassinier, The Holocaust Story and the Lies of Ulysses, op. cit.
, pp. 259-260.
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who mentions a Diesel engine in Belzec:

"For the gassings an engine was started up. I cannot give a more de-

tailed description of the engine because I never saw it. I am certainly not a

specialist, but I would say that based on the sound, it was a medium-sized

diesel engine. " (p. 323)

The source is "Karl Alfred Schluch, 11.11.1961, BAL 162/208 AR-
Z 252/59, Bd. 8, p. 15 14" (footnote 216). Myers has again plagiarized

the quotation and source from my Belzec study!^'^' It is worth dwelling

on his incredible comment, though:

"Aural evidence in this case is also weak because it is possible that at

times a diesel engine was also turned on in order to drown out noises asso-

ciated with the gassing procedure. Although at present we don 't have direct

evidence that such a procedure was employed at Aktion Reinhard camps,

we do know that it was sometimes employed in Auschwitz and Majdanek

,

therefore this possibility can be argued for by analogy. It need not have

been employed always, or even often, but only a few times for a few wit-

nesses to associate the sound of a diesel engine with gassings. " (pp. 323-

324).

This eccentric reasoning is typical for Myers: Schluch, in reference

to the alleged gassings, claims to have heard the "sound \GerduschY of

a mid-size Diesel engine. The above-mentioned quotation continues as

follows: "It was started up only when the Jews were in the chambers

and the doors were closed \Er wurde erst dann angelassen, wenn sich

die Juden in den Kammern befanden und die Tiiren geschlossen wa-

ren]."^^^^ It is therefore certain that the "sound [Gerdusch]" referred to

the gassing engine and that there was no other audible engine in action

"in order to drown out noises associated with the gassing procedure." I

fact, not a single witness speaks about any such noise-maker engines for

any of the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps. But because such a procedure is

claimed by witnesses for the Auschwitz and Majdanek camps, it follows

that it becomes possible "by analogy" also for these camps! Therefore if

Schluch thinks he heard the humming of a Diesel engine started when

deportees were gassed, it could really be "by analogy" just running to

drown the screams of the victims. So he messed up and everything re-

garding his Diesel engine testimony is settled! I have seldom come

across a more idiotic type of reasoning. Only Muehlenkamp could com-

pete with that.

[108] Myers plagiarizes my Belzec study also in regard to the testi-

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 68.

Interrogation of Karl Alfred Schluch of 10 November 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, p. 1514.
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mony by SS-Scharfiihrer Heimich Gley, of which he copies both the

text and the given source (p. 324 and footnote 218).^^''' He then men-

tions further testimonies describing a Diesel engine (Aleksandr Semigo-

dov, Filipp Babenko, Josef Oberhauser, p. 324) which, as with all the

other evidence, should constitute a "convergence of evidence" toward a

Diesel gassing engine, but he quickly handwaves them away with the

usual stupid arguments.

[109] Afterwards Myers switches to Treblinka. He observes that the

"Central Commission for the Investigation of German Crimes in Po-

land" in its 1946 report did not mention the type of the engine used^'*^

and that this also applies to Wiemik and Rudolf Hoss, who "inspected

the extermination process at Treblinka" (p. 325). Myers neglects to

mention that this visit took place "in Spring 1942"^"'"' when the camp

did not yet exist, alternatively in 1941, even before the alleged utiliza-

tion of the Zyklon B in Auschwitz for killing purposes,^
"^"^

a witness tru-

ly befitting Myers clumsiness!

Other witnesses, on the other hand, explicitly mentioned a Diesel

engine: Pavel Leleko, Nikolai Malagon, and Aleksandr Skidan (pp.

325-326). To these one must also add Elias Rosenberg and Samuel Wil-

lenberg (p. 326).

And this is the extraordinary conclusion reached by Myers:

"In sum, the statements ofwitnesses who identified the gassing engine

as diesel but who did not claim to have seen it or to have a sufficient level

of technical knowledge to identify the engine, who were not directly in-

volved with the engines themselves, or had little reason to establish such a

trivial and unimportant (to them) detail cannot be used to establish the type

ofthe engine.

The talk ofdiesel can easily be ascribed to rumours and confusion with-

in the camp by misidentifying any engine as the gassing engine, especially

as diesel engines were regularly used as power generators. It is also possi-

ble that some ofthe later witnesses relied on the publicity of Gerstein 's die-

sel meme. However, all of the talk about a diesel engine usedfor gassing is

simply mistaken. Those who had a direct knowledge of the engines and a

sufficient level of expertise in all three camps (Fuchs, Bauer and Hoedl in

Sobibor, Czerniak and Reder in Belzec, and Shalayev in Treblinka), men

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 66.
^"^ Myers writes about hearsay, because here he does not quote any source. In his article "Obdz

zaglady Treblinka, " Lukaszkiewicz limited himself in fact to speak about "combustion en-

gines" (motorami spalinowymi) and of "combustion gas" (gazu spalinowego), op. cit, p. 136.

NO-1210.

PS-3868.
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who helped operate, install, or worked in close proximity to the gassing en-

gines all agree on the use ofgasolinefor homicidal gassings. "
(p. 326)

A conclusion as false and misleading as its premises. As I empha-

sized many times before, nobody disputes that based on testimonies the

gasoline engine claim takes precedence in Sobibor, and therefore Myers

merely preaches to the choir. Regarding Belzec, it is preposterous, as I

have already pointed out, to consider Reder as trustworthy - if not for

anything else than because he only "corroborates" extermination via

"high pressure" or "vacuum" chambers - at the expense of Gerstein, a

graduated engineer {Diplomingenieur) and mining expert {Bergasses-

sor). It is also futile to invoke Czemiak's testimony, since all there is to

it is Myers's trickery. Finally, the only witness claiming a gasoline en-

gine for Treblinka, Shalayev, made his deposition in 1950, when he

may have been influenced by the Polish propaganda of the period relat-

ing to Belzec. Even though he was one of the two "motorists," he could

only offer a dull and incompetent description of the engine: "It was an

ordinary, four-cylinder engine which used gasoline and, according to

the story of the German machine operator, was of Russian make" (p.

320), and therefore he was not even able to discern a Russian engine

from a German one!

[110] Myers accuses revisionists of being "dogmatic" about the

question of the tj^e of engine, stating that "since Friedrich Paul Berg

first proposed the argument at the 1983 International Revisionist Con-

ference, wherein he articulated the inefficiency of diesel engines for

mass murder, the diesel issue has been an integral part of the Revision-

ist case against the Reinhard camps" (p. 327). He concludes his pathetic

rant by stating that, "if the engines ran on petrol (as the strongest evi-

dence shows), then one of the central Revisionist arguments against

gassings at the three Reinhard camps, as well as the nearly three dec-

ades of work Friedrich Paul Berg has put into the diesel issue, has prov-

en to be worthless" {ibid.).

It is exactly the opposite: only after Berg's arguments had been pub-

lished, did orthodox Holocaust historians begin to realize the unsustain-

ability of the Diesel engine claims, long officially endorsed by the

Courts for Belzec and Treblinka. They then thought of the only possible

way out: the "re-examination" of witnesses already thoroughly exam-

ined in order to get rid of the embarrassing Diesel engine.

But Berg's technical arguments aren't the only revisionist objec-

tions. There are also historical arguments which make Myers's recon-

struction even more senseless than it appears. The reader may have no-
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ticed that he studiously ignores any reference to the Lubhn-Majdanek

camp, and yet it was also part of the "extermination centers" of the

"Aktion Reinhardt." Why does he keep silent on this issue? The answer

lies in the (alleged) organization of the extermination.

The chronology of the claimed "gas chambers" must indeed be inte-

grated with other key events:

- The first gassing facility at the Belzec camp is said to have been

built in November-December 1 94 1

.

- The first gassing facility at Sobibor was allegedly completed by

the mid-April 1942.

- The first gassing facility of Treblinka was supposedly installed

during the first half of June 1942.

- On 8 June 1942 Gerstein claims to have received a communication

from the RSHA about his "mission," which purportedly was later

revealed to him by Globocnik in Lublin on 17 August 1942: to

change the operating system of the "gas chambers" by replacing

Diesel exhaust with hydrogen cyanide. Evidently such a decision,

if real, had to have been made no later than in early June within

the RSHA with the Globocnik' s approval.

-The second gassing facility at Belzec is claimed to have been

completed by the end of June 1942.

- The second gassing facility at Sobibor was ostensibly built in

June-September 1942.

- The second gassing facility of Treblinka, finally, was presumably

realized in a month starting in late August/early September 1942.

All these "gas chambers" operated with engine exhaust, the exact

type of which is considered irrelevant for the sake of the present argu-

ment. If Gerstein' s story is indeed true, Myers must explain why Glo-

bocnik, after having accepted the idea of using prussic acid instead of

the combustion gases of engines, allowed the construction of "gas

chambers" operating with engine exhaust to continue, two of which

were still under construction on 17 August. One must choose between

either the obviously false (Gerstein' s narrative) and the evidently sense-

less (Globocnik' s instruction).

The Lublin-Majdanek camp complicates the matter further: its "gas

chambers" were allegedly buih in September-October 1942, but sup-

posedly operated partially with Zyklon B, and partially with bottled

carbon monoxide.^'^^ This alleged fact raises many problems: why did

Thomasz Kranz, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Konzentrationslager Majdanek," in: Gun-
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Gerstein's "mission" result only in a partial implementation in Maj-

danek? Why was it that gassing with engine exhaust wasn't initially in-

troduced there either, as in the other "Aktion Reinhardt" camps? Why
was the bottled CO gassing system abandoned for Belzec and for the

other camps? As all four camps were subordinated to Globocnik, how
can these glaring disparities be explained?^"'''

[Ill] Myers closes this section by noticing correctly that the "pla-

giarist bloggers" aren't the only ones "revising" the engine type, but

that many esteemed orthodox historians have done so as well:

"For specialists, though, diesel engines have been rejected in favour of

petrol. Peter Witte, Jules Schelvis, Christopher Browning, and Martin Gil-

bert, have allproven willing to place petrol engines at the Reinhard camps

on the basis ofdirect evidence. " (p. 328)

For Witte, he refers to what he vsTote on a Wikipedia discussion

page (footnote 242):^"^^

"Die Theorie eines Dieselmotors fur die Gaskammern in Belzec geht

auf die Aussage von Kurt Gerstein (1945) zuriick, der aber nach eigenem

Bekunden den Motor nicht gesehen, sondern nur gehort hat.
"

"The theory of a Diesel engine for the gas chambers in Belzec origi-

nates from a the statement by Kurt Gerstein (1945), although according to

his own statement he did not see the engine, but only heard it.

"

It is the same text published by the site ARC which 1 quoted above,

and the lie is also the same. In this context he quotes Reder:^"'^

"RudolfReder, der einzige damals bekannte Uberlebende des Vernich-

tungslagers Belzec, trug nach eigener oft wiederholter Aussage (ab 1944,

erstmals publiziert Krakow 1946) tdglich 4 bis 5 kanistry benzyny (Benzin-

kanister) in den Motorenraum der Gaskammern. Dort befand sich die

'maszyna, ' motor pedzony benzyna (ein mit Benzin betriebener Motor).
"

"Rudolf Reder, at that time the only known survivor of the Belzec ex-

termination camp, brought according to his own oft-repeated statement

ter Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentdtungen

durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op.

cit, pp. 221-222.

As a concentration camp, the Majdanek camp was subordinate to the SS-WVHA, but, from an

orthodox point of view, this institution had no say in the process of extermination. Hence it

could not have any effect on the choice of methods. According to Barbara Schwindt, Maj-

danek "was included in the 'Aktion Reinhardt' program of extermination" in July 1942, and in

the context of this operation it served a "dual function," i.e. "the function of a labor camp and

of an extermination camp for Jews and Jewesses." B. Schwindt, Das Konzentrations- und Ver-

nichtmgslager Majdanek, op. cit, pp. 125, 129. Hence regarding the alleged extermination,

Majdanek depended exclusively on Globocnik.

http://de.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Benutzer_Diskussion:Pidou_Bleu#Vemichtungslager_.28Diskuss

ion.29_-_Benzin-_oder_Dieselmotorabgase.3F Witte also mentions a gasoline engine for So-

bibor, which was already known, but does not specify the type of engine for Treblinka.
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(from 1944, first published in Krakow 1946) every day 4 to 5 kanistry ben-

zyny (gasoline canisters) to the engine room ofthe gas chambers. There the

'maszyna, ' motorpedzony benzyna (a gasoline powered engine) was locat-

ed"

I am so very "dogmatic" that, ever since 1985 in all of my pertinent

studies, I had analyzed Reder's testimony mentioning explicitly the

gasoline engine:^"'^

"Questa macchina (maszyna) era un motore (motor), ma nan Diesel,

come asserisce Gerstein, bensi a benzina ('maszyna, ' motor pedzony

benzynq), e consumava 80-100 litri di benzina al giorno.
"

"This machine (maszyna) was an engine (motor), although not Diesel,

as Gerstein states, but gasoline powered ('maszyna, ' 'motor pedzony ben-

zynq '), and consumed 80-100 liters ofgasoline daily.
"

Therefore these esteemed historians have "discovered" this testimo-

ny in all its breadth about twenty years too late. The recourse to

Schelvis is specious, since, as I have repeatedly pointed out, the gaso-

line engine had already been established as such by the Hagen Court in

1966.

Brovraing deals w^ith the issue in a context that is w^orth report-

ing:^i«'_^

"Once again, human memoiy is imperfect. The testimonies ofboth sur-

vivors and other witnesses to the events in Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka

are no more immune to forgetfulness, error, exaggeration, distortion, and

repression than eyewitness accounts ofother events in the past They differ,

for instance, on how long each gassing operation took, on the dimensions

and capacity of the gas chambers, on the number of undressing barraclis,

and on the roles of particular individuals. Gerstein, citing Globocnik,

claimed the camps used diesel motors, but witnesses who actually .serviced

the engines in Belzec and Sobibor (Reder and Fuchs) spoke ofgasoline en-

gines.
"

But he too commits a "distortion," falsely stating that Gerstein "cit-

ed" Globocnik and that he did not see the engine.

Finally, regarding Gilbert, Myers makes the reference to a website

which - as ofmy writing this -no longer exists. He quotes this sentence

of the British historian: "I will study these carefully, and amend my text

accordingly" (footnote 245). And that's all!

Witte speaks of Belzec, Sobibor and Chelmno,^'^" Schelvis only

// rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di unfalso, op. cit., p. 133.

C.R. Browning, Evidencefor the Implementation ofthe Final Solution, op. cit., p. 27.

Witte indeed (in the above-cited German Wikipedia discussion) maintains that, in order to

"pubhcly expose" the "Holocaust deniers," the "Diesel theory" needs to be rejected.
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about Sobibor, Browning about Belzec and Sobibor, Gilbert does not

mention any camp, and nobody mentions Treblinka. Regarding Belzec,

neither Witte nor Browning explain that their new fundamental witness,

Reder, not only stated that he did not know the killing method, but his

description logically excluded that it happened through the exhaust gas-

es of the gasoline engine, since the gases it produced were vented di-

rectly into the open. Dishonesty or ignorance? Whatever the case, their

assessment about the type of engine used does not appear to be too val-

uable.

[112] On p. 328 Myers introduces another section with the title

"Corpse Color," which Thomas Kues will discuss in depth in his chap-

ter "Carbon Monoxide Poisoning and Skin Discoloration" further be-

low. Myers gives this issue much more prominence than we did in our

pubhcations. In the Sobibor book it does not appear at all, while it takes

only seven text rows in the Treblinka book.^'^' As for Belzec I will ad-

dress Myers objections here:

"In a postwar statement that Mattogno dishonestly left out, Pfannenstiel

specifically noted the cause of asphyxiation in testimony about his trip to

Belzec as the cause of the 'bluish faces ' in some of the gas chamber vic-

tims. Mattogno is aware of this statement, as he quotesfrom the exact loca-

tion in the interrogation document, but he selectively left out Pfannenstiel 's

association of the blue faces with asphyxiation (not carbon monoxide poi-

soning) made in the sentence immediately after his quote; instead, Mat-

togno dishonestly criticizes Pfannenstiel by alleging that carbon monoxide

victims should have been cherry-red, despite the clear statement by Pfan-

nenstiel that the blue faces were not the result of carbon monoxide. " (p.

328)

Myers's accusation is laughable. Evidently he judges others by his

ovra behavioral standards: being an impostor, he thinks everyone is like

him.

Here is my quotation together with the relevant comment:^''^
" 'Once the hair of the women had been shorn, the whole transport

was led into a building containing 6 chambers. Asfar as I know, only 4

were needed that time. When the people had been locked into the cham-

bers, the exhaust gases ofan engine werefed into these chambers. Ger-

stein determined that it took 18 minutes for everything to become quiet

in the chambers. [...] Once stillness reigned, the outer doors of the

chambers were opened and the corpses brought out, checkedfor gold

teeth, and then piled up in a pit. Again, this work was performed by

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 73.
^"^ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 56.
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Jews. No physician was present. I did not notice anything unusual about

the corpses. Some were bluish in theface.

'

The 'bluish ' coloration ofthe corpses is dealt with (as is the rest) in the

Gerstein report: 'On jette les corps, bleus, humides [...]' (they throw the

blue, wet corpses). As has already been noted, the victims ofpoisoning

from carbon monoxide (contained in the exhaust gases of a diesel engine)

have a 'cherry-red' or 'pink' color, not blue.
"

Myers reproaches me for not reproducing the following sentence:

"This is not conspicuous, though, because this is about an asphyxiation

\r)ies ist jedoch nicht auffallend, da es sich iim einen Erstickungstod

handelt]."^^^^ Did I perhaps try to "conceal" the term "asphyxiation [Er-

stickungstod]"'? In this quotation Pfannenstiel states that "the exhaust

gases of an engine were fed into these chambers." Since he speaks also

explicitly about "gassing [Vergasung],"^""^ I did not consider that Pfan-

nenstiel had made a medical diagnosis but had obviously taken "death

by asphyxiation" to be synonymous with "gassing death," according to

the generally attributed sense of the term "asphyxia" within Holocaust

literature. For instance:^'^^

"They were Treblinka, near the railway linefrom Warsaw to Bialystok,

Sobibor to the east of Lublin, and Belzec in Eastern Galicia. In each of

these camps, hundreds ofthousands ofJews were put to death, asphyxiated

by gas.

"

Even a specialist on Belzec like Robin O'Neil writes:^'^''

"Jews deported there were asphyxiated in the specially designed vans

which pumped the engine 's exhaust into the sealed rear compartment.
"

Grossman's statement is even more to the point:^"^

"Various means were employed to effect death. One was to force into

the chambers the exhaustfumes from the engine, taken from a heavy tank,

that was used to generate electricity for the camp. Such fumes contain 2 to

3 per cent of carbon monoxide, which combines with the haemoglobin in

the blood to form a stable compound known as carhoxyhaemoglobin. Car-

boxyhaemoglobin is far more stable than the compound of oxygen and

haemoglobin that is formed in the alveoli during the respiratory process.

Within fifteen minutes all the haemoglobin in the blood has combined with

carbon monoxide, and breathing ceases to have any real effect. A person is

Interrogation ofW. Pfannenstiel, Darmstadt, 6 June 1950. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, p.

43.

^™ Interrogation ofW. Pfannenstiel, Marburg-Lahn, 9 November 1959. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59,

vol. I, p. 139

ArthurSiKman, Denis Diamond, ^ixM/ffionD/dO/e. Johannesburg, 1978, p. 105.

R. O'Neil, Belzec: Stepping Stone to Genocide; Hitler's answer to the Jewish Question, cap. 7,

in: www.jewishgen.org/yizkor^elzecl/bel070.htmI

C. Rajchman, Treblinka: A Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, op. cit., p. 155
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gasping for air, but no oxygen reaches their organism and they begin to

suffocate; the heart races frenziedly, driving blood into the lungs, but this

blood, poisoned as it is with carbon monoxide, is unable to absorb any ox-

ygen. Breathing becomes hoarse and laboured, and consciousness dims.

People show all the agonizing symptoms ofsuffocation, and they diejust as

ifthey were being strangled.

"

The Russian term translated as "suffocation" is "udus'e"

(yaymbe),^'^** which means, precisely, asphyxia, suffocation. The author

does not describe the coloring of the corpses and he does not indicate

the type of the engine used. He then explains that "a second method,

and the one most generally employed at Treblinka, was the use of spe-

cial pumps to remove the air from the chambers," while "a third meth-

od, employed less often, was the use of steam."^'^'

I may add in passing that the "plagiarist bloggers" do mention this

writing by Grossman, without any reference to its text, in footnote 49

on p. 16 ("Vasily Grossman, Treblinksii [sic] ad, Moscow 1944") and

in the bibliography (p. 538). It is therefore possible that this is another

plagiarized title.

Since Myers drew attention to the issue, it is worthwhile studying it

in depth. German toxicologist Achim Trunk, who is also interested in

the coloring of the corpses, acknowledges:^'^"

"Die Opfer einer Kohlenmonoxid-Vergiftung sind in der Kegel an einer

Rotfarbung der Schleimhaute zu erkennen, da das mit Kohlenmonoxid bela-

dene Hamoglobin (und damit das Blut insgesamt) eine kirschrote Farbe

hat.

"

"The victims ofa carbon monoxide poisoning can usually be recognized

by a red coloration of the mucous membranes, since the carbon monoxide-

laden hemoglobin (and thus the blood as a whole) has a cherry red color.

"

He then explains:^'^'

"Die blduliche Farbe von Erstickten verweist aufSauerstoffmangel als

Todesursache; sie resultiert aus der vollstandigen Entladung des Hdmoglo-

bins von Sauerstoff- das Hamoglobin nimmt dann eine blaurote Farbe an

- und der Beladung mit Kohlendioxid.

"

"The bluish color ofthe asphxiated denotes as a cause ofdeath the lack

ofoxygen; it resultsfrom the complete oxygen depletion of the hemoglobin

"™ V. Grossman, TreblinsUj ad (The hell of Treblinka), GARF, 7021-1 15-8, p. 187 (p. 20 of the

C. Rajchman, Treblinka: A Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, op. cit, pp. 155-156.
2180 ^ Trunk, "Die todbringenden Gase," in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu

nationalsoziahstischen Massentotungen durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, technische

Entwicklung, revisiomstische Leugnung, op. cit., p. 28.

™^ Ibid, footaote 25 on p. 32.
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- the hemoglobin then receives a blue-red color - and the saturation with

carbon dioxide.

"

By applying this scientific knowledge to historiography, it results

that the bluish or cyanotic coloring of the victims would not be caused

by the exhaust of a gasoline engine, but rather a Diesel:^'^^

"Falls Dieselmotoren eingesetzt wurden, dauerte das Sterben niit

Sicherheit sehr viel Idnger, da Dieselmaschinen deutlich weniger Kohlen-

monoxid produzieren. Zudem stofien sie eine betrdchtliche Menge an

Reizstoffen aus. In diesem Fall wurde der Tod unter Umstanden durch die

Kombination von Kohlenmonoxid-Vergiftung (innere Erstickung) und Sau-

erstoffmangel (dufiere Erstickung) [verursacht] .

"

"In case that Diesel engines were put to use, the dying certainly lasted

very much longer because Diesel engines produce considerably less carbon

monoxide. Additionally they emit a significant amount of irritants. In this

case, the death was [caused] under these circumstances by the combination

of carbon monoxide poisoning (internal asphyxia) and oxygen deprivation

(external asphyxia).
"

Hence, if the corpses of Belzec were blue (Gerstein) or bluish/cya-

notic (Pfannenstiel), the logical conclusion of this argument is that in

this camp the victims were killed with a Diesel engine. This is exactly

the opposite of what is affirmed by Trunk who, as I have shown above,

brings Reder's witness account into play instead.^^^^

Myers presents a further argument. He dwells on the health status of

the Warsaw Ghetto Jews in 1941-1942 and quotes a medical study ac-

cording to which the inhabitants suffered, i.a., from anemia, had "insuf-

ficient haemoglobin" and even had "an average cardiac output (volume

of blood circulated by heart to body) which was 50% of the normal out-

put of a human being" (p. 330). From an article by Charles Provan he

then lifts the following quotation originating from a work of forensic

pathology:

"When the victim is anaemic the (classical 'cherry-pink) color may be

faint or even absent because insufficient haemoglobin is present to display

the color. In racially-pigmented victims the color may obviously be masked,

though may still be seen on the inner aspect of the lips, the nail-beds,

tongue, and palms and soles of hands and feet. It is also seen inside the

eyelids, but rarely in the sclera. " (pp. 329-330)

While unobjectionable, the argument is for the very same motives

also valid for the cyanosis phenomenon:

"Anemic patients do not show cyanosis even with a very low partial

Ibid.,p.32.
""^ Ibid., pp. 34-35.
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pressure ofoxygen in the arterial circulation (Pa02), unless there is an in-

dependent causefor cyanosis.
"^^^^

"Una persona affetta da anemia non diventa quasi mai cianotica, dal

momento che non ha emoglobina sufficiente per otterere 5 g di emoglobina

deossigenata in 100 mL di sangue arterioso.

"

"A person affected by anemia almost never becomes cyanotic, since

there is not enough hemoglobin to obtain 5 g ofdeoxygenated hemoglobin

in 100 ml ofarterial blood
"^^^^

"Cyanosis does not occur in anaemic hypoxia because the total haemo-

globin content is low.
"^'^^

The implication is ttiat, at least with severely anemic cases, some of

the corpses produced by the "gas chambers" of the Reinhardt camps

would be neither "cherry-red" nor "blue." But if, as some witnesses re-

port, they were "blue," "bluish" or cyanotic, then these were people

with more or less normal hemoglobin levels in their bloodstream. If

they had been gassed with carbon monoxide (gasoline engine), their

corpses would have had a "cherry-red"; if they had had a "blue" or blu-

ish coloring instead, and if Trunk is right, this only indicates a Diesel

engine.

Both conclusions radically contrast with Myers's thesis, invalidating

it.

1 113] "MGK have always cited the English edition of Wiernik's text,

seemingly never bothering to check the original Polish. The problem that

arises here is that Wiernik, in the original Polish version of 1944, uses a

vernacular expression: the gassed were 'zdlci-zatruci.

'

'Zatruci' means 'poisoned, ' - 'zolci' here comes from 'idle, ' meaning

'gall, ' a substance often associated with 'poison, ' (e.g. the German 'Gift

und Galle speien, ' notfrom 'zolty, ' which means 'yellow '). In Polish litera-

ture, we often find 'zoic ' associated with 'cierpienie, ' 'suffering. ' So Wier-

nik, who is using poetic language in this instance, wants to tell us that the

victims were 'dead as a doornail' (or something to that extent). Thus MGK
had criticized Wiernik on the basis of a misunderstood translation. " (pp.

332f.)

Here we find ourselves confronted with more hocus-pocus. First I

may quote the Polish sentence at hand: "Nie ma ladnych i brzydkich,

wszyscy zdlci-zatruci. The first part means: "There are no beautifiil

and ugly." These two adjectives are in the genitive plural form, because

Norman Beck, Diagnostic Hematology. Springer, London, 2009, p. 203.
™^ Arthur C. Guyton, John E. Hall, Fisiologia medica. Elsevier Italia, 2010, p. 529.

Nicholas J. Talley, Simon O'Connor, Clinical Examination: A Systematic Guide to Physical

Diagnosis. Elsevier Australia, 2010, p. 25.
™''

J. Wiernik, Rok w Treblince, op. cit, p. 7.
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there is a negation in the sentence. As to the second part, the claim that

""zolci" here comes from "zoic," meaning "gall," is an enormous fairy

tale. The term "zolci" is in fact the nominative plural of the personal

masculine form of the adjective "zolty"^'*** (yellow), just like "zatruci"

is the nominative plural of the personal masculine form of the adjective

"zatruty" (poisoned). The meaning of the phrase is therefore: "There are

no beautiful and ugly, all [are] yellow and poisoned." This is also con-

firmed by the original typed version of the Wiemik report, where the

conjuction "f (and) appears between the two adjectives: "Nie ma
ladnych i brzydkich, wszyscy zolci i zatruci" (There are no beautifiil and

ugly, all [are] yellow and poisoned).^'^'

Romanov has mocked me because in my study on the "Bunkers" of

Birkenau I had misunderstood the meaning of the Polish abbreviation

"bl": but here he does much worse!^'^°

The yellow coloring of the corpses is without a doubt a reference to

chlorine gas that was associated with a yellowish green pall and which,

according to Wiemik, was used for the purpose of killing in the "gas

chambers" (see above, point 76).

[114] "One would think that since MGK were the ones to focus on

corpse color descriptions, that they would actually check Wiernik's original

description. Revisionist scholarly standards must not be too strict. Recently

however, many years after making the allegation and only after being in-

formed ofthe translation problem Kues withdrew his criticism of Wiernik's

statement, dismissing him as having 'nothing concrete to say about the ap-

pearances ofthe corpses. "'
(p. 333)

As I demonsfrated above, verifying "Wiernik's original description"

fiilly confirms that for him the corpses were "yellow." As for Thomas

Kues, in the footnote mentioned by Myers he wrote:^^''

"In the previously published version of this article Treblinka key wit-

ness Jacob (Jankiel) Wiernik was listed as witness number 5, due to the

English (as well as Yiddish) translation ofhis pamphletA Year in Treblinka

mentioning 'yellow' corpses ('There was no longer beauty or ugliness, for

they all were yellowfrom the gas, ' in the Polish original: 'Nie ma ladnych i

brzydkich, wszyscy zolci-zatruci. '). It has since been pointed out to us by a

See the related declination in: http://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/z6}ty_(Deldination).

Typewritten draft of J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince, p. 6 in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives

online, Collections Section, Catalog No. 3166.

The grammatical "explanation" if it was not written by Romanov himself, has in any case his

approval, and therefore he is either its author or co-author.

™^ T. Kues, "Skin discoloration caused by carbon monoxide poisoning - Reality vs. Holocaust

eye-witness testimony," in: Inconvenient History, www.revblog.codoh.com/2011/06/skin-

discoloration/#_edn40
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1

scholar who wishes to remain anonymous that we are here dealing with a

mistranslation ofa Polish idiomatic expression, zolci-zatruci, where zolci

'

does not comefrom the wordfor 'yellow' (zolty) butfor 'gall' (zoic) which

has in vernacular an association with 'poison, ' cf the German expression

'Gift und Galle. ' Thus Wiernik (in his known testimonies) has nothing con-

crete to say about the appearances ofthe corpses.
"

As one can see, Kues's only mistake is having taken for granted this

fantastic story by Myers/Romanov.

[115] I now proceed to examine the section entitled "Archaeology of

the Gas Chambers," which starts on p. 333.

"A relatively recent development among Revisionist writers has been a

heavyfocus on physical evidence in their denial; likely a sign ofintellectual

bankruptcy, brought about by theirfailure to refute countless witnesses and

documents, as well as provide a coherent and supported alternative expla-

nation ofresettlement In nearly all ofMGK's writings since 2002 with the

original German edition of Treblinka there has been a similarfocal point

on 'forensic ' evidence, including in their criticisms of all three Reinhard

camps. " (p. 333)

Because this was our first study about the camps of the "Aktion

Reinhardt," it is completely pointless to speak about a sign of "intellec-

tual bankruptcy."

[116] "Globocnik was also eager to destroy as many documents related

to the camps as he could, writing to Himmler in January 1944 that "all

vouchers should be destroyed as soon as possible, as has been done in the

case ofall other documents pertaining to this operation (Reinhard).

"

The question must be asked, why such a strong campaign to conceal

evidence for the camps' functions would be necessary if they ultimately

served as innocent transit camps for purposes of resettlement as pro-

posed by MGK?." (p. 334)

Myers distorts the meaning of the passage by quoting too short an

excerpt in order to hide his deception. I insert the passage back in its

context

"Die ganze Abrechnung enthdlt 2 Teile:

1.) Wirtschaftlicher Tell der Aktion Reinhardt, mit der Unterteilung

a) Abrechnung und Ablieferung erfasster Werte und

b) Abrechnung der aus der Arbeit erzielten Werte

2.) Die Siedlerwirtschaftsgemeinschaft, deren wirtschaftliche Gebarung

ebenfalls aufmeiner Arbeit beruhte, die nunmehr in zivile Hdnde Ubergeht

Bei der gesamten Abrechnung Reinhardt kommt noch das eine dazu.

PS-4024. IMT, vol. XXXIV, p. 71; official English translation found in NCA, Supplement A,

p. 744
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dafi deren Belege baldigst vernichtet werden mussen, nachdem von alien

anderen Arbeiten in dieser Sache die Unterlagen schon vernichtet sind.

"

"The total accounting is composed oftwo parts:

1. The economic part ofthe Aktion Reinhardt with the subdivisions

a. Accounting and delivery ofthe assets seized and

b. Accounting ofthe assets attained by the work.

2. The Settlers ' Economic Association, the conduct of whose economy

also rested on my work, and which is now being transferred to civilian

hands.

One thing has to be added to the total accounting of 'Reinhardt' which

is that their receipts must be destroyed as soon as possible after the records

about all other operations in this matter have already been destroyed.

"

The German term used here (Abrechnung), translated here as "ac-

counting," means "closing of the accounts." The destruction of the "re-

ceipts [Belege]" refers therefore to the points 1) and 2) mentioned

above, the destruction of the "records [Unterlagen]" refers to all other

"operations," and not to camps. Aware of this, Myers has presented a

false translation that simply eliminates the inconvenient "operations

[Arbeiten]."

I now reply to Myers's two questions:

- Why were the documents destroyed? Because this was the bureau-

cratic practice. The "Destruction protocol [Vemichtungsproto-

koll]" of the "Organisation Todt. Einsatzgruppe VII. Oberbaulei-

tung Heydebreck" dated 29 January 1 945 contains the list of more

than 280 records which were destroyed according to the relative

protocol. The heading explains that the documents were "secret

matters [Geheime Sache]" and "secret state matters [Geheime

Reichssache]." They refer nonetheless to installations or to com-

pletely normal reports, such as "building material [Baumaterial]"

"Gas supply Heydebreck [Gasversorgung Heydebreck]," "Z-

Program of air-raid protection [Z-Program des Luftschutzes]," "air

raid 13.10.44 [Fliegerangriff 13.10.44]," "securing of bridges

[Sicherung von Briicken]," "drink water supply [Trinkwasserver-

sorgung]."^^"^^ There were certainly better reasons to destroy the

documents regarding the Reinhardt camps.

- Why were all the camps destroyed? First of all in order not to

leave to the Soviets any parts of camps, or even completely intact

camps, which the Jewish and Polish propaganda had already de-

VHA, Fond OT, 25/7, pp. 300-302.
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fined as "extermination camps."^''"* It also goes without saying that

no retreating army leaves intact installations or logistic structures

of any type that can be used by the enemy. For this reason the

Germans also destroyed the Treblinka I camp, which was a simple

labor camp.

[117] "Polish Judge Lukaszkiewicz travelled to Treblinka in late 1945

to investigate the grounds ofthe camp site, with the help ofseveral Treblin-

ka survivors. Excavations and diggings were performed between November

9 and 13, largely focusing on locating the mass graves in the camp. Briefly

on one of the days, a search was also undertaken for the gas chambers of

the camp. Lukaskiewicz recorded the search asfollows:

November 11, 1945

A series of test excavations wereperformed at the place where the [gas]

chambers had to have been located, in order to find theirfoundation walls

ifpossible. Pits 10-15 meters in length and 1.5 meters deep were dug.

Undisturbed layers ofearth were uncovered by this.

Thus, the search for the gas chamber was unsuccessful. This should no

come as a complete surprise. The witnesses who directed the briefPolish

investigation on sites to excavate (Samuel Rajzman, Tanhum Grinberg,

Szimon Friedman, and M. Mittelberg) were not direct witnesses to the gas-

sings, as they did not work in the extermination sector of the camp, so there

is no reason why we should expect them to know the exact location of the

gas chambers, especially when they could have been confused as the site

had been thoroughly devastated by the retreating Nazis and the Polish

'gold rush ' that ensued. The investigating team also does not appear to

have been exhaustive in their search for the structures, as seen by their

continued work on other grave sites that same day, and the limited amount

of work put towards locating the gas chambers ('test excavations '). " (p.

334)

As a source Myers refers to "Protokol czynnosci wykomanych w
terenie w toku dochodzenia sadowego w sprawie obozu smierci w Tre-

blince, AIPN NTN 69, p.97R" (footnote 279), or properly written "Pro-

tokol czynnosci wykonanych w terenie w toku dochodzenia sqdowego

w sprawie obozu smierci w Treblince" (Protocol of the tasks performed

on the grounds of the death camp Treblinka, which forms the object of

This propaganda was adopted and spread by the Soviets themselves well before the liquidation

of the Treblinka and Sobibor camps. In an article published in Pravda in April 1943, for ex-

ample, it was reported that two camps existed in Treblinka: Camp A for Polish prisoners and

Camp B, where daily "masses ofpeople" (ethnicity not mentioned) were supposedly killed by

means of steam in hermetically sealed chamber. As sources the article gave a publication of an

unspecified "interallied information committee" and - most noteworthy - a report broadcast

by a "clandestine Polish radio station." "Pol'sha - gitlerovskij 'dom smerti"' (Poland, a Nazi

'House of Death'), Pravda, 21 April 1943, p. 4.
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the judicial examination). In reality this clown plagiarized the quotation

from our Treblinka study!^''^ In fact, in the report in question a sole

witness is mentioned, Rajzman, but only in connection with the activity

of 9 November.^'^''

Regarding the activity of 1 1 November, Lukaszkiewicz says that the

digging was performed on the site "where the chambers had to have

been located [gdzie powinny si§ byfy znajdowac komory]"^^''^ to the best

of his knowledge. His investigation ended on 29 December 1945, this

being the date that appears in the corresponding German translation for

the Nuremberg trials. In this report the Polish judge described both al-

leged gassing facilities of Treblinka, the first on the basis of the testi-

monies of Puchala and Leon Finkelstein (Finkelsztajn), and the second

based on the testimonies of Wiernik, Henryk Reichmann, Aron Czecho-

wiec (Czechowicz) and Finkelstein.^''^ Therefore Lukaszkiewicz knew

very well where to dig, but the result was that "the excavations uncov-

ered undisturbed layers of earth [wykopy wykazaiy nienaruszone warst-

wy gieby]," which is a sensational refiitation of the testimonies.^'^'

[118] Then Myers tries to give an answer to another of the crucial

problems of orthodox holocaust historiography: the lack of archeologi-

cal traces of the "gas chambers" in the area of the former Belzec camp:

"During the late 1990s, Torun University Professor Andrzej Kola led

an archaeological team to perform work on the Belzec camp site. During

the work. Kola discovered the remains of two buildings that he originally

suspected served as the first and secondphase gas chambers, which he la-

belled buildings 'D ' and 'G ' in his report Kola later concluded that build-

ing 'D ' did not operate as a gas chamber, but held to his view that the

wooden remains of building 'G' could 'hypothetically be regarded as the

remains ofthe 2nd gas chamber. "'
(p. 335)

After having quoted Kola's comment, the gist of which can be

summed up with this sentence: "Reder's information - that the building

was made of concrete - does not seem to be convincing, because no

traces of concrete objects were spotted in the central part," he adds:

™^ Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 85.

The report is reproduced in photocopy in: Stanislaw Wojtczak. "Kamy oboz pracy Treblinka I

i osrodel< zagtady Trcblinl<a II." in: Biulelyn Gkhviiej Komi.yi Badania Zhrodni Hitlerowskich

wPoLsce, Warsaw, 1975, XXVI, p. 183-185, p. 97 of the report. Translation of the whole re-

port in: Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 84-86.

Ibid., p. 184, p. 97bis of the report. The number ofpage 97 refers to the recto and to the verso

ofthe sheet, which Myers denominates "97 R."
™^ Z. Lukaszkiewicz, Yemichtungslager "Treblinka. " USSR-344, p. 5.

S. Wojtczak, "Kamy oboz pracy Treblinka I i osrodek zaglady Treblinka II," op. cit., p. 184, p.

97bis of the report.
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"As previously pointed out by Alex Bay, Kola 's suggestion that the sec-

ondphase gas chamber was completely wooden does not take into account

thefact that several nearby graves werefound to have brick rubble during

the archaeological work, which can be seen in the image presented below.

Three of the four graves containing bricks were located within 50-60 me-

ters ofKola 's building 'G, ' thepresumed new gas chamber. " (p. 336)

Bay wrote about it as follows:^^""

"One supposes that if the SS thoroughly razed the building, including

footings, nothing should remain except disturbed soil horizons. The fact

that Kola 's excavations revealed a small area with traces of rotted wood,

and no masonry remains implies that the gas chamber was less substantial

in material construction. However, countering the indications that led Kola

to doubt that Reder was correct about a masonry gas chamber is Kola 's in-

ventory ofnearby g[r]ave pits in which he listedfour graves excavated that

contained brick rubble, and three of thefour were within 50 to 60 meters of

the chamber site (see Illustration 4.6.3). This is an indication that when the

building was torn down, part of it at least was made of brick which was

dumped close by.

"

Summarizing, Kola's assertion that the second gassing building was

"completely wooden" would be refuted by the fact that three nearby

graves "contained brick rubble" which came from the gassing building.

This criticism by Kola is obviously only a pretext to be able to claim

that archaeological traces of the second gas chamber building have dis-

appeared. The Polish archaeologist has in fact observed:

"In the place of the biggest concentration of non grave structures the

archeological survey recognised the traces ofnon-defined building with the

size ofabout 15 x 3,5 m (building G). It was a completely wooden building.

They may have been relicts of the second gas chamber from the second

stage ofthe camp existence. " (p. 336)

The reasoning is fallacious and meaningless. First, regardless of any

other consideration and as explained above, the second gas chamber

building must have had a surface of approximately 172.5 m^ (6 cham-

bers of 5 m X 5 m plus a corridor of 1.5 m x 15 m), while "Building G"
measures only 52.5 m^. If it really were the remains of the gassing

building, each "gas chamber" would have measured ([52.5 m^ - 22.5 m^

(area surface of the corridor) ^ 6 = ) 5 m^!

This already shows in abundance the stupidity and the bad faith that

must have aided Kola, Bay and Myers's thought processes. (Only

Muehlenkamp would probably find a way to cram 750 persons in there.

A. Bay, "Belzec: Reconstruction of the Death Camp." "4.6 - Camp II: The Killing and Graves

Area," in: http://holocaust-history.org/belzec/deathcamp/
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At the end of the day, this would amount to a trifling 150 persons per

Bay's and Myers's fallacious argument is also evident from the fol-

lowing: The pits containing brick fragments, according to Kola, are nos.

7, 8, 12 and 20.^^^^ The aerial photograph which Myers pubhshed on p.

335 shows, from left to right and demarcated in yellow, the pits nos. 12,

8 and 7.^^°^ But in this photograph the position of "Building G" is not

indicated. Kola reports that it is located "in the northern part of the

camp, in the north-western area of ha 16,"^^°^ and therefore it must be

represented in his findings plan by the black rectangle located in the

center, high above, near pit no. 8,^^""^ as it is the only building reported

as being present in the ha 16.

Having said this, the fact that pits no. 7 and 8 near the "Building G"
(grave no. 12 is more distant) contain "brick rubble" does not mean

anything at all. The Bay's/Myers's explanation is laughable and aber-

rant at the same time: by the presence of "brick rubble" in three pits

they pretend to deduce, within a radius of 50-60 meters, the presence of

a brick building, of which no architectonic trace exists! This highlights

the full and heartfelt extent of the "plagiarist bloggers" and fellow trav-

ellers' despair, as they are forced to "prove" the existence of what does

not exist.

The presence of the pits in question containing "brick rubble" has a

very simple explanation: from the end of 1 945 until 1 963 the area of the

camp was exposed to indiscriminate diggings by the local population in

search of valuable objects. Moreover, 9 graves were dug on the order of

the Regional Investigative Judge of the district court of Zamosc,

Czeslaw Godziszewski, on 12 October 1945.^^°^ In light of these chaotic

excavations it is not surprising that some "brick rubble" coming from

who knows where ended up in these re-filled dig-ups.

A. Kola Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews in the light ofarcheological sources. Excavations

1997-1999. The Council for the Protection ofMemory and MartyrdomAJnited States Holo-

caust Memorial Museum, Warsaw/Washington 2000, pp. 25f., 28 & 33.

hi the plan showing the findings of Kola, the grave number 7 is not indicated. He localizes it

"in the north-central part of ha XVIl." Yet the "Map of the drills within the camp," in which

the grid of the hectares is shown, the hectare XVll takes only a small triangle with sides of ap-

proximately 40 X 65 m in the north-east comer of the camp, where however there are no

graves. One must then intend hectare XVI, where some graves appear just in the central part of

the northern sector. A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 19, 25 and 70 in

the sequence.

A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 61.

hi Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 1 17, 1 had referred to this plan with the indication of the

position of "Building G."

A. Kola Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit. ', " pp. 79-80 and 88-90.
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Myers himself inflicts the coup de grace to his thesis by noting:

"On the other hand, arguments against Prof. Kola 's interpretation of

building 'G ' are also brought up by archaeologists Gilead, Haimi and Ma-
zurek, who conclude that 'the claim that building G is a gassing installation

cannot be substantiated. "'
(pp. 336-337)

[119] "Bay also believes that the new gas chamber in Belzec could have

been built on a wooden grade beam foundation, a system which would be

efficient, cheap, and quick to build. On top of the foundation, brick walls

could then be usedfor the building as a whole, creating and dividing it into

six gas chambers. During the liquidation of the camp itself, the building

could have been taken apart, ifanything leaving parts of the wooden foun-

dation behind in some areas (not necessary in all areas of the building,

meaning Kola could have missed some parts ofthe building). "
(p. 335)

This appears to be another desperate explanation which is categori-

cally refuted by Kola's findings. The pictures enclosed by him in his

study show in fact that the buildings marked "B," "C," "D" (see 111.

8.23) and "F" had concrete or brick foundation walls.^^"^ Particularly

significant are the two photographs of the remains of the "building,"

one of which I reproduce below.^^"^

m.8.23: Photo of the remains of "Building D"

Kola advises us on this building that "because of the lack of remains

of wall constructions (rubble or mortar) one can presume it was built of

wood, so it was relatively easy to demolish,"^^°** a reasonable argument,

and the exact opposite of what the Bay/Myers claim regarding "Build-

ing G." Of course, the second gassing building, if it ever existed, would

have left ruins such as those that appear in this photograph, although

^™ Ibid., pp. 51, 52, 56 and 60 in the sequence.
^^"^ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 124.

A. Kola Be/iec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit, p. 54
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bigger.

[120] "However, what neither Mattogno nor Kues tell their readers is

that Prof. Kola did not investigate all objects and structures in the camp

area, as he expressly pointed out in his book when writing that the exam-

ined relicts of8 buildings were 'onlyfew ofall the objects ofthe camp ' and

that further interpretation was possible 'only after more detailed excava-

tion. ' This means that one cannot exclude the hypothesis that traces ofone

or both gas chamber buildings could still have been found by 'more de-

tailed excavation ' in otherplaces in the camp area. "
(p. 337)

This argument confirms one more time Myers's brazen dishonesty.

Here is in fact the complete text of Kola, quoted by him:^^"'

"Archaeology could be helpful to reconstruct the camp building and es-

tablish the functions of located objects. Relicts of 8 buildings were exam-

ined, some of them with their cellar parts buried in the ground. They are,

however, onlyfew of all the objects of the camp. The further interpretation

is possible only after more detailed excavation. In the light ofthe studies no

traces of the gas chambers from the 1st stage of camp functioning were

found. The traces of a wooden building in the central part of the camp can

be hypothetically regarded as the remains ofthe 2nd stage gas chamber.
"

Therefore Myers twists what Kola wrote by stating the opposite of

what Kola expUcitly says. From the context it results in fact clearly that

the Polish archeologist did not even remotely imagined finding "gas

chambers" "in other places in the camp area." On the contrary, he ex-

amined all the objects which could have a relationship to "gas cham-

bers": from the first building he did not find any trace, whereas the

identification of the second gassing building as "Building G," as I have

shown above, is not possible, not even "hypothetically." This reality

underscores the complete bankruptcy of Holocaust historiography on

the "gas chambers" of Belzec.

[121] "At the same time, Mattogno's above-quoted reasoning is a

showpiece ofRevisionist ill-reasoning (to put it politely). To the extent that

archaeologicalfindings contradict eyewitness testimonies, either of the two

are wrong, that's all. If it's the eyewitness testimonies that are wrong, this

does not mean they are 'inadmissible. ' It only means that they cannot be re-

lied on as concerns the particular details proven wrong by archaeology,

and arguably that their reliability as concerns other details is also ques-

tionable bar corroboration by other evidence. However, the description of

the gas chamber building in the camp 's secondphase as a concrete rather

than a wooden building comes from several eyewitnesses independent of

each other, and there's no reason to assume that all these eyewitnesses

Ibid., p. 69. For a "casual" error, Myers indicates p. 66 (footnote 289).
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were wrong about the essential features of homicidal gassing at Belzec.

Thus the likelier conclusion to be derived from this contradiction is that

Prof Kola's hypothesis regarding building 'G' is wrong and building 'G'

was either the first gas chamber building or no gas chamber building at

all " (p. 337)

This is supposed to be a critique of my conclusion on the topic at

hand, which Myers quotes on p.
337:^^'°

"To recapitulate: On the one hand, the archeological findings contra-

dict the testimonies and thejudicialfindings, making them inadmissible; on

the other hand. Kola's hypotheses regarding the functions of 'Building G'

are in disagreement with the testimonies and the judicial findings. Howev-

er, if we are to accept the official thesis, we cannot free ourselves from

these sources: Either tlie gas chambers did exist the way the witnesses have

described them, or they did not exist at all. And because the archeological

findings contradict the witnesses, the gas chambers of the second phase of

the camp never existed.
"

This argument by Myers is instead "a showpiece" of his portentous

hypocrisy (to put it politely). Kola in fact makes the same argument, but

in reverse: because nothing was found where the second gassing build-

ing should have been, the witness is at fault and the building was not

made of bricks but of wood!

The article by Isaac Gilead, Yoram Haimi and Wojciech Mazurek

quoted by Myers on p. 337 alludes to this discussion:^^"

"The downright rejection of Reder's observation (and that of Pfan-

nensstiel [sic]) is methodologically problematic, and it is profitable to dis-

cuss this point in the framework of historical archaeology. It is generally

agreed that one of the challenges facing the historical archaeologist is the

artefact/text dichotomy. When they are in accordance, reconstruction of

past events is safer, but what about apparent (or alleged) contradictions? If

contradictions are apparent and real, we are talking about spaces between

or within artefact and text, about dissonances, that may reveal additional

aspects hitherto unknown (Galloway, 2006: 42-44). However, to establish if

in a given case dissonances exist, the nature and quality of the evidence, of

both the archaeological and the historical data, should he re-examined

carefully. Kola does not re-examine the credibility of Reder or Pfan-

nensstiel, or the feasibility of their observations before rejecting them. It is

not our intention to critically review the testimonies of Reder and Pfan-

nensstiel; we leave it to professional historians. We can, however, comment

on the archaeological evidence and interpretation.

"

^™ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 94.

I. Gilead, Y. Haimi, W. Mazurek, "Excavating Nazi Extermination Centres," in: Present Pasts,

Vol. 1,2009, pp. 10-39.
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The problem here is that archeological findings and witness testimo-

ny are at real odds: the resulting "dissonance" cannot completely "re-

veal additional aspects hitherto unknown," because the archeological

findings are by default factual whereas witness testimony may or may
not be true: if they are true, they must correspond to the archeological

facts; if they don't, then they are false. This is simple and linear logic,

and seemingly entirely foreign to Myers.

His concluding argument is indeed disarmingly bad for his thesis: If

in fact "the description of the gas chamber building in the camp's sec-

ond phase as a concrete rather than a wooden building comes fi-om sev-

eral eyewitnesses independent of each other," but if in the location

where it must have been no trace of it can be found, there exists every

"reason to assume that all these eyewitnesses were wrong about the es-

sential features of homicidal gassing at Belzec." The conclusion which

logically emerges is that "Building G" could be neither the first nor the

second gassing building, which demolishes all the testimonies.

[122] "This, in turn, would mean that either Prof. Kola sought the gas

chamber building in the wrong place (a distinct possibility because his in-

vestigation did not cover all objects in the camp area, as pointed out above)

or that the SS understandably went to great lengths to remove all traces of

the gas chamber buildings that might allow for their location and identifi-

cation. Why such thorough erasure should not have been possible Mat-

togno does not explain, instead offering a silly argument at incredulity

whereby the SS would not have thoroughly erased the traces of the gas

chamber building unless they 'sensed that over half a century later Kola

and Robin O 'Neil would come looking for them with their manual drill.

'

Archaeologists investigating the place half a century later were certainly

not the SS-men 's concern, but Soviet or Polish forensic investigators em-

ploying archaeological means to identify the gas chamber buildings are

likely to have been, which is why Mattogno 's argument comes across as ra-

ther unintelligent. " (p. 338)

The first argument (the search in the "wrong place"), as I have

shovra above, is the result of a misinterpretation made by Myers and

therefore ofno value.

The second argument (the removal by the SS of "all traces of the gas

chamber buildings") is frankly "rather unintelligent." As 1 explained

above, the SS left the concrete or brick foundation walls of the build-

ings "B," "C," "D" and "F." Why would they have to completely de-

stroy the alleged gassing buildings? In order to please Myers?

The "Soviet or Polish forensic investigators" had more than satisfac-

tory testimonial "certainties" about the "extermination camp" of Belzec
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for their judicial-propagandistic purposes. The identification of the re-

mains of the "gas chambers" is in fact a historiographical problem com-

pletely foreign to the "plagiarist bloggers'" mental horizon. On the oth-

er hand, with their well-known predispostion to lie, they could have de-

clared as "gas chambers" any surfacing relict, so that, in order to protect

themselves, the SS should have removed all remains of all buildings,

something which they no doubt had time and leisure to do.

Therefore my ironic conclusion remains perfectly valid:

"That there is indeed not a trace of the presumed gas chambers
"

is admitted candidly

by O'Neil who writes:

"Wefound no trace

of the gassing barracks

dating from either the

first or secondphase of

the camp 's construc-

tion.
"

Of course he blames

that fact on the SS's ef-

forts to erase any ves-

tiges of the alleged gas-

sing structures, but who
can seriously believe

that they could have

succeeded in making the

buildings, foundations

and all, disappear with-

out a trace? Unless the

SS had sensed that over

half a century later Kola

and Robin O'Neil

would come looking for

them with their manual

drill!
"^^'^

[123] "Due to the

limited or unfinished

archaeological work

throughout the camps

the issue of the gas

Illustration 8.24: Belzec after the "museum"

works. From: http://www.jewish-guide.pl/sites/Beizec

Illustration 8.25: Paved path leading through

the center of the thick concrete layer covering

the former site of the Belzec camp.
Photo taken by Anthony Richards in

~
in October 2012.

^ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 96.
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chambers ' locations remains unclear at this point, a situation which MGK
have exploited in their criticisms of the exterminations. Even if buildings

were discovered and declared to be the gas chambers, no doubt MGK
wouldprovide some excuse to continue their denials of the reality ofhomi-

cidal gassings; Gilead et al. point out in their article that, as the 'standing

gas chambers ofMajdanek and Auschwitz-Birkenau are currently denied as

such (by Holocaust deniers), there is a minimal chance, ifat all, thatfuture

exposure ofpoorly preserved remains ofgas chambers ' will cause deniers

any reason to correct their beliefs. "
(p. 341)

For Belzec, as I explained above, the "archaeological work" is by no

means "limited or unfinished." In any case the fateful "museum" deci-

sion to cement and cover the entire area of the former Belzec camp with

stones (see 111. 8.24 and 8.25) has in fact rendered impossible any veri-

fication of Kola's statements, especially regarding the mass graves.

[124] On pages 338-339 Myers moves on to Sobibor. After having

outlined vv^ith obvious embarrassment the disastrous result of the ar-

chaeological research in respect to the localization of the alleged "gas

chambers," he concludes:

"Archaeological work at the Sobibor camp is still ongoing, with publi-

cations from the archaeological team expected to appear in 2011, along

with a documentary oftheir work to be released in thefall through the Pub-

lic Broadcasting Service (PBS). Thus, no solid conclusions can be obtained

until the mentioned archaeological team 's full research is published. "
(p.

339)

The book in question has been published by Marek Bem and

Wojciech Mazurek in 2012. An annex of 38 pages describes the re-

search carried out in the years 2001-2002, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2010 and

2011. From this report, which will be examined in detail by Thomas

Kues in his part of the present chapter, transpires all the anguish of

these waves of investigators engaged in a irantic search for the "gas

chambers," always with disappointing results. Mazurek, who is the au-

thor, plaintively concludes his analysis with this observation:^^'^

"Above all, it is necessary to fully understand the area of the Camp III.

There, apartfrom locating other possible mass graves, it is necessary to

pinpoint and identify the gas chamber area.

"

Therefore, after eleven years of wearisome research "the gas cham-

ber area" has still not been identified!

[125] On p. 341 the section "Gas Chamber Ventilation" begins. My-

^™ M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research conducted on the site oftheformer

German extermination centre in Sobibor 2000-2011. Published by The Foundation for

"Polish-German Reconciliation." Warszawa-Wlodawa 2012, p. 131.
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ers immediately introduces an objection addressed to me:

"In his Belzec hook, with a reference to medical literature (published in

1931) on harmful gases, Mattogno writes:

Taking into account the density ofcarbon monoxide of0.967 (relative to

air), which is practically equal to that of hydrogen cyanide (0.969), and

mindful that killing the victims within 15-30 minutes would have required

reaching a lethal concentration ofsome 5,000 parts per million (5.7 milli-

grams/liter) within the gas chambers, it would certainly have been neces-

sary to ventilate the chambers or to wear an independent breathing appa-

ratus on entering, hut none of the main witnesses ever mentioned this. "
(pp.

341-342)

He cites examples of ventilation for Treblinka and Sobibor which

obviously have nothing to do with Belzec, the camp to which I was re-

ferring. Regarding this camp, he states that Schluch (the sole witness)

spoke about ventilation in a passage translated and quoted by me imme-

diately after the one referred to above.^^^"^ However, everybody agrees

on the meaning of "main witnesses," with which I was obvisouly refer-

ring to Gerstein, Reder and Pfannenstiel, the others being minor wit-

nesses who made statements about twenty years after the alleged events.

Myers should explain what this ventilation consisted of, since the

witness Reder, who mentioned a gasoline engine, said that after a "gas-

sing" the doors were opened without any precaution, because the air of

the premises was "pure, transparent and odorless" (see point 97).

Myers cannot restrain himself from plagiarizing me even now; the

source alleged by him is: "Karl Alfred Schluch, 11.11.1961, BAL
162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 8, p. 15 13" (footnote 309), but in reality both

the quotation and the citation are taken from my book.^^'^

[126] "As with Auschwitz-Birkenau, Revisionists put a high emphasis

on safety precautions that Jewish laborers should have been awarded in

theirfunctions during the Nazi exterminations; ofcourse, such an emphasis

is certainly misplaced, as the Nazi staffneed not value the life ofany Jew.

"

(p. 342)

The argument is inconsistent, because the "safety precautions"

would have covered first of all the SS guard personnel near the "gas

chambers." Schluch declared in fact:^^'*"

"Aufierdem mujiten wir, wenn wir zu dem entsprechenden Dienst

eingeteilt worden waren, auch die Gaskammern kontrollieren
"

^™ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 67.
^^'^ ftirf.,footaote206.

Interrogation of Karl Alfred Schluch of 10 November 1961, ZStL, 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd.

8,p.l513p. 1513.
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"In addition we also had to check the gas chambers when we were

scheduledfor the corresponding shift.

"

On p. 343 Myers concludes the chapter with the typical delirixun

with which it was written: he shows himself "abysmally ignorant of the

multitude of evidence" which contradict his account of the "gas cham-

bers" and he limits himself to present "mockeries and a few selected

criticisms of witness statements," concealing and distorting all things

which "adequately and reasonably refute the credibility of the numerous

witnesses (perpetrators, prisoners, and bystanders) for the gassings."

His chapter, which should constitute the center and the principal

purpose of the "plagiarist bloggers," with its painful succession of un-

substantiated, false, silly and aberrant statements sinks into the abyss of

its own historiographical inconsistency and marks the total bankruptcy

of the "gas chambers" thesis.

8.2. Thomas Kues's Response

8.2. 1 . Carbon Monoxide Poisoning and Skin Discoloration

In the following paragraphs I will examine the arguments presented

in Myers's section on "Corpse Color" and respond to those not already

addressed above by Carlo Mattogno.

Myers begins his critique of my arguments relating to the signifi-

cance of the cherry-red skin discoloration typically caused by carbon

monoxide (CO) poisoning by attacking my use of a series of contempo-

rary reports drawn up in the period 1940-1942 by Jewish physicians in

the Warsaw ghetto relating to what they termed "hunger disease." (p.

329):

"Kues dishonestly represents the work of the Warsaw physicians. In his

article, Kues cites a chart put together as a review of autopsy results of

strictly hunger disease deaths. Kues includes the statistic that anaemia was

found in only 5.5% of the autopsy cases as 'an indication that even among

fatal cases ofmalnutrition, anaemia was farfrom always present ' Howev-

er, Kues leaves out an important statement by the physicians related to the

lack ofanaemiafound in the autopsies.
"

Myers then presents the following quotation from the report referred

to by me in my article on CO poisoning and skin discoloration:^^'^

Myron Winick (ed.), Hunger Disease: Studies by the Jewish Physicians in the Warsaw Ghetto,

Wiley, New York 1979, p. 226; for my paper see: Thomas Kues, "Skin discoloration caused

by carbon monoxide poisoning: Reality vs. Holocaust eye-witness testimony," originally pub-

lished online in 2008 (www.codoh.com/node/657), a revised and updated version was pub-
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"We must emphasize that only 5.5% of the cases showed advanced

anaemia. Fairly large amounts of hemosiderin are found in livers and

spleens, and it is certain that in hunger disease RfedJBflood]Cfell]s are

being destroyed, but on the other hand as a result of the diminished size of

the organs and tissues, the amount of blood left is enough to prevent the

symptoms ofadvanced anaemia.

"

Myers continues (pp. 329-330):

"Thus, the anaemia that Kues refers to is advanced anaemia, which was

less present than more mildforms. Kues must realize this, for he quotes re-

portsfrom the physicians examining patients ofhunger disease openly stat-

ing that 'anaemia was prevalent

'

The points that ghetto residents suffered from anaemia and hemodilu-

tion are very noteworthy, as they greatly undermine any expectation that

Aktion Reinhard victims should have exhibited a cherry-red lividity.

The statement that "anaemia was prevalent" comes from the section

on "Clinical material" in Dr. Michal Szejnman's paper "Changes in Pe-

ripheral Blood and Bone Marrow in Hunger Disease." Szejnman de-

scribes the criteria for the cases used for his study as follows (emphasis

added):'''^

"Our research was oflong duration. In our statistics we used datafrom
patients with edema, dehydration, or slow heart action. We eliminated cas-

es where we suspected complications or concomitant diseases. We consid-

ered only patients with no fever, no specific organ symptoms, negative re-

sults in testsforparasites andfor blood in feces, lack oftuberculosis bacil-

li, and negative X-rays (this sometimes created a problem because we had

to transport very sickpeople to a different building, and often did not have

the facilities to do so. Therefore not all cases were X-rayed). Skin changes

were considered very important. Our patients were mostly from refusee

centers, where their living conditions were unsanitary. Almost all had lice,

scabies orpyoderma. The cases with extensive skin lesions were not includ-

ed because of the possibilities ofsecondary eosinophilia and leukocytosis.

(...). We could not innoculate cultures for dysentery and therefore all of

these cases were excludedfrom our statistics. However, blood tests were

similar in all of the cases ofacute diarrhea; that is, they showed extensive

leukocytosis and some anemia, making them different from pure hunger

disease.

Thus our study contained cases of true hunger disease, with edema, ef-

fusions in body cavities, and eventual dehydration, bradycardia, slight

bloodless diarrhea, polyneuritis, and some changes to pellagra (one case).

lished online in 201 1 at: www.revblog.codoh.com/201 1/06/skin-discoloration/ Myers in this

section for some inexplicable reason only cites the earlier version of the article.

M. Winick (ed.), Hunger Disease, op. cit., pp. 164f
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Our diagnosis was often confirmed at autopsy. (...)

In selecting casesfor our study we used thefollowing criteria:

Severe clinical symptoms.

Extensive edema.

Nervous system abnormalities.

Color of the skin. (In hunger disease it is pale as a result of edema, or

pigmented as in Addison 's disease. Sometimes the pallor is yellowish, like

suntan. In these cases the hlood abnormalities are most severe.

We are not presenting our data in percentages but as actual number of

cases. [...]

Table 1 demonstrates that of 32 cases only six had 4 to 5 million red

blood cells. Thus anemia was prevalent The largest group ofpatients [10

cases] had 3 to 4 million red blood cells. Therefore we consider this num-

ber as averagefor slightly advanced hunger disease. Seven cases had only

2 to 3 million RBCs, seven cases only 1 to 2 million, and two cases below 1

million. The lowest red hlood counts in the material we examined were

570, 000 per cc and 670, 000 per cc.
"

From this we may gather that "anemia was prevalent" among a pop-

ulation of 32 clinical cases, consisting of "people with clinical symp-

toms" and paUid skin, "mostly from refugee centers," many of which

died at the hospital. The mention of "refugee centers" requires some

elucidation. By September 1941, some 115,000, or slightly less than

one-third, of the iimiates of the Warsaw ghetto were refugees, i.e. Jews

evicted from other villages, towns and cities, mainly in Poland.^^''

Some of these refugees who could not find homes within the regular

ghetto housing system had to live in more or less makeshift "refugee

centers" or "hostels." As outsiders among the native Warsaw Jews in an

already overcrowded ghetto, these refugee Jews often found themselves

in the most abject of living conditions. A study on the Warsaw ghetto

has the following to say on the "refugee centers":^^^''

"The conditions in the overcrowded and unhealed hostels, often without

windowpanes, sewage, and the most basic equipment, were terrible, falling

far below even the usual standards of the ghetto. They were the worstplac-

es in the whole sealed district: hotbeds of abject poverty, disease, mass

hunger, and death. [...] Jozef Rode, the author of a memoir preserved in

the ZIH Archive, recalls: 'The town of the refugees at 1-3-5 Dzika Street.

We saw there a picture which even the most vividfantasy ofan artist could

not have created, and which could not appear even in dreams. Excrement

Barbara Engelking, Jacek Leociak, The Warsaw ghetto: A guide to the perished city, Yale

University Press, New Haven (CT) 2009, p. 314.

»W.,p.315.
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flowing over the corridors and stairs; piles ofleftovers, garbage, excrement

in the courtyard up to the level ofthefirstfloor; in the rooms, the living - if

you could still call them living - sleeping next to corpses, typhus patients

together with the healthy, men, women, children - fantastic shades. The

whole - like Dante 's Infemo.
"'

In March 1942 the refugee centers/hostels described above housed a

total of 8,000 refugees, including 3,146 children.^^^' What we are deal-

ing with here is thus a sample of the ghetto sub-population most prone

to starvation and disease. That anemia was prevalent among the 32 cas-

es is therefore hardly surprising - especially considering that skin color

was one of the selection criteria. The Warsaw doctors defined "mild

anemia" as having "3 to 3.5 million red blood cells"^^^^ per cc, which

means that of these 32 severely ill and starved patients, at least 6 (some

20%) were not anemic, some 10 were mildly anemic, and the rest, some

50%, suffered from advanced anemia.

The "statistic that anaemia was found in only 5.5% of the autopsy

cases" refers to a study of 492 autopsies performed in the Warsaw ghet-

to between 1 January 1940 and 22 July 1942 on cases deemed to be

"'pure' hunger disease with no other complications." These autopsies

corresponded to merely some 15% of the total number of autopsies

(3,658) performed in the relevant hospital department during the period

in question.^^^^ To conclude from these statistics that the majority, let

alone the vast majority, of the more than two hundred thousand Warsaw

Jews sent to Treblinka suffered from anemia severe enough to prevent

the visible discoloration typical of fatal CO poisoning is simply risible.

In one of the medical sources cited by Myers (on p. 330) we read that

"[w]hen the victim is anaemic the (classical 'cherry-pink') color may be

faint or even absent because insufficient haemoglobin is present to dis-

play the color" (emphasis added). We also find in medical literature that

lividity may appear some 50-100% slower in corpses of anemic per-

sons. This of course implies that cherry-red lividity appears in some

of the cases of fatal carbon monoxide poisoning where the victim suf-

fered from anemia. One forensic-medical source lists the color of nor-

mal lividity in anemia victims as "pale purple,"^^^^ implying that a livid-

Ibid., p. 314.
^^^^ M. Winick (ed.), Hunger Disease, op. cit., p. 53.

ft/rf.,p.233.

P.V. Guharaj, M.R. Chandran, Forensic Medicine, 2nd ed., orient Longman, Hyderabad 2003,

p. 63.

™^ Nagesh Kumar Rao, Textbook ofForensic Medicine and Toxicology, Jaypee, New Delhi 1999,

p. 126, table 5.1: "Postmortem stains - changes in color and its causes." The same table lists
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ity that can be discolored appears also in cases of anemia. Another

source explicitly states (emphasis added)

"The color of the livor may also indicate the cause ofdeath. Deep pur-

ple livor is often seen in asphyxial deaths, whereas bright cherry livor is

characteristic ofcarbon monoxide poisoning, cyanide poisoning, or a death

in ice water or snow. [. . .] The absence oflivor can be noted in cases ofse-

vere anemia or exsanguination .

"

Thus for the cherry-red discoloration to become invisible (in a light-

skinned person)^^^^ due to anemia it would require a loss of haemoglo-

bin comparable to that of a person who has bled to death. But who
knows, maybe in the schlock-horror fantasies of Myers et al. the Rein-

hardt camps were haunted not only by the Cujo-like presence of the

demonic, pony-sized Saint Bemhard dog Barry but also by Count Drac-

ula himself?

It must be pointed out that the deported Warsaw Jews constitute only

20% of the alleged Reinhardt victims, making the fallacious generaliza-

tion used by Myers even more absurd. In addition, the anemia argument

is much harder to apply to the Jews deported from Western, Central as

well as South-Eastem Europe to the Reinhardt camps, since the Jews in

these countries were generally detained in camps or ghettos for only a

relatively short period of time before being sent to the Reinhardt camps,

and, in general, were better fed than the Polish Jews.

Myers continues his argument (p. 330):

"Residents of the ghetto had an average cardiac output (volume of

blood circulated by heart to body) which was 50% ofthe normal output ofa

human being. This is an importantfact as Risser et al believe that low car-

boxyhemoglobin levels in carbon monoxide victims (which they believe is

strongly correlated with the absence of cherry-red discoloration) can be

explained as due to a 'compromised ability to oxygenate. ' This poor inabil-

ity to properly oxygenate is well reportedfor the future Treblinka victims

by the Jewish physicians, but certainly also held truefor Jews living in oth-

er ghettos across the Generalgouvernment, where similar starvation condi-

tions abounded.

"

Again, Myers, to use his own words against him, "dishonestly repre-

the color of lividity for CO poisoning as "clierry red" and that for Cyanide poisoning as

"bright pink."
^^^^ Enid Gilbert-Bamess, Diane E, Debich-Spicer, Handbook ofPediatric Autopsy Pathology,

Humana Press, Totowa (NJ) 2005, p. 478.
^™ For an illustrated example ofhow highly visible the typical cherry-red discoloration is even in

victims of darker skin color, cf. Avishek Kumar, Ravi Rautji, "Fatal Unintentional Carbon

Monoxide Poisoning Inside a Garage. A Case Report," Journal ofthe Indian Academy ofFo-

rensic Medicine, 32(2), pp. 174f
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sents the work of the Warsaw physicians" by misapplying their study of

a limited number of severely ill ghetto inmates to the more than 300,000

individuals in the ghetto. In addition, he presents no data as to what de-

gree the impaired oxygenation he ascribes to the alleged gas chamber

victims would actually diminish the cherry-red discoloration caused by

CO poisoning. This argument is therefore moot. As for the notion that

severe anemia was rampant among the other ghetto populations in the

Generalgouvemement, this is merely my opponents extrapolation of his

false generalization regarding the Warsaw Jews, devoid of any eviden-

tiary support.

Myers further writes (p. 331) that "Kues also is incorrect to assume

that the cherry-red color of carbon monoxide victims is present 'in at

least 95% of all fatal cases' of such poisoning," stating further in foot-

note 259 on page 33 1 that "Kues cites two studies, one of which clearly

states that it found such a characteristic in 91% of the CO cases it sur-

veyed." The study in question is the one of 388 car exhaust gas suicides

in Denmark committed between 1995 and 1999.^^^** In 11 cases (2.8%

of the 388 total) putrefaction or bums were so extensive that livor mor-

tis could not be seen, while in 15 cases (3.9% of the total) the author of

the autopsy report had neglected to record the color of livor mortis.

These "non-visible" and "neglected" cases will have to be counted out

completely for now and assumed to be "neutral." Thus remain (388-26
= ) 362 "visible" and recorded cases. Of these, 353 cases displayed "the

characteristic pink livor mortis," while 9 cases displayed a normal-

colored livor mortis. As for the 9 cases without cherry-red discolora-

tion, 3 concerned victims that had survived more than a day after the

event of poisoning, hence had been poisoned only mildly. Among the

"visible" and recorded cases, therefore, 97.5% displayed a cherry-

colored livor mortis. While it is safe to assume that the ratio of cherry-

colored to non-cherry-colored corpses among the "non-visible" cases

was more or less the same as that for the "visible" and recorded cases, it

seems logical that cherry-colored livor mortis was less prevalent among

the 15 cases where the autopsy report author had neglected to write

down the color of livor mortis (as the cherry-red color by itself would

bring attention). If one is to base an estimate of the prevalence of cher-

ry-red discoloration on the total number of cases surveyed, it would be

most reasonable to place the percentage at approximately 95% (assum-

^ A.H. Thomsen, M. Gregersen, "Suicide by carbon monoxide from car exhaust-gas in Denmark
1995-1999," Forensic Science International, Vol. 161, No. 1 (August 2006), pp. 41-46.
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ing that only some 50% of the undescribed cases displayed the discolor-

ation). Even in the extremely unlikely circumstance that cherry-red dis-

coloration was present in none of the "non-visible" and "neglected"

cases, this would still mean that 91% of the CO victims displayed a

cherry-colored livor mortis.

The reason why I stated that cherry-red discoloration is present "in

at least 95% of all fatal cases" is because 1 considered the Danish sur-

vey together with an Austrian survey of 1 82 cases of unintentional fatal

CO poisoning between 1984 and 1993 (Risser et al, also referred to by

Myers), which showed that "in 98.4% of unintentional carbon monox-

ide-related deaths livor mortis was clearly cherry-pink."^^^' Therefore I

was fully justified to estimate a percentage in excess of 95%.

Myers next tries to discredit my meta-survey by quoting a "review

of ten years' worth of carbon monoxide victims in Louisville, Ken-

tucky," published in September 2008 (emphasis added):^^"'''

"Fatal CO intoxication has been described in persons who did not ex-

hibit the classical cherry red cutaneous lividity (27-29). Although the pres-

ence of cherry red lividity in these victims aids in postulating a potential

cause of death, it is not always a reliable characteristic feature. Twenty-

eight cases in our study pool, representing c. 30% ofthe total cases (n^94)

reviewed, failed to show classic cherry red lividty at autopsy. In the victims,

who exhibited neither decompositional changes nor cherry red lividity

(n^l3), COHbg (carboxyhemoglobin) rangedfrom 29% to 71.5%. Classi-

cal cherry red lividity was absent in decomposed cases secondary to the lit-

eral rainbow of cutaneous putrefactive discoloration. From the data from

our study pool, we conclude that CO intoxication often occurs without

cherry red lividity, in part from decompositional color alterations manifest-

ed at autopsy.

"

From this Myers concludes: "Thus, a study more recent than any cit-

ed by Kues lowers the expectation of a cherry-red appearance in corpses

to 70%." Disregarding the fact that the article in question appears to be

a thinly veiled attempt at weakly countering the arguments regarding

Diesel exhaust gas presented by revisionist writer F.P. Berg based on a

single case where a driver with a heart disease was found "in the secure

Daniele Risser, Anneliese Bonsch, Barbara Schneider, "Sliould coroners be able to recognize

unintentional carbon monoxide-related deaths immediately at the death scene?," Ttie Journal

ofForensic Science, Vol. 40 No. 4 (July 1995), p. 597.

Sean M. Griffen, Michael K. Ward, Andrea R. Terrell, Donna Stewart, "Diesel Fumes Do Kill:

A Case of Fatal Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Directly Attributed to Diesel Fuel Exhaust with a

1 0-year Retrospective Case and Literature Review," Journal ofForensic Science, 53/5, Sep-

tember 2008, p. 1208.
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cab of a running diesel tractor trailer truck, it is clear that Myers

failed to read carefully. From the review of a mere 94 fatal cases (Ve of

the combined number of cases in the Danish and Austrian surveys) we
may conclude the following: (94 - 28 66 cases or 70% of corpses

displayed cherry-red lividity, (28 - 13 =) 15 cases or 16% exhibited

"decompositional changes" and no cherry-red lividity, while finally 13

cases or 14%) displayed no cherry-red lividity without exhibiting "de-

compositional changes." In the last category the carboxyhemoglobin

level "ranged from 29% to 71.5%." As mentioned in my article, the

carboxyhemoglobin level in the average CO poisoning survivor is

28.1%, whereas the average in fatal cases is 62.3%; the probability of

survival being more or less 50%) at a carboxyhemoglobin level of 50%).

This implies that of the 13 non-decomposed victims not showing cher-

ry-red discoloration some, if not the majority, had a carboxyhemoglobin

level clearly below that which one would expect in the alleged Aktion

Reinhardt "gas chamber" victims.

In comparison, the carboxyhemoglobin level in people who commit

suicide in closed garages by letting the motor of their car run seldom

reaches some 70-80%, as my meta-survey reveals. We may compare

this with Table 2, "Autopsy findings in nonfire CO intoxication autopsy

cases," in the article by Griffin et al. and cited by Myers:^^^^

"Total cases reviewed: 94

Average (COHb [carboxyhemoglobin percentage]): 54.8%

Total cases with any heart disease: 50

Average (COHb): 52.6%

Total cases with moderate-to-severe CAD
[coronary artery disease]: 16

Average (COHb): 56%
Total cases with no decomposition: 71

Average (COHb): 56.6%

Total cases with decomposition: 23

Average (COHb): 49.4%

Total cases with no cherry red lividity: 28

30% ofall reviewed cases did not show classic cherry red discoloration
"

Thus more than half (at least 53%) and possibly up to 70%)) of the 94

Despite this unique finding of rather dubious value, the authors of the article have to admit that

"in the medical examiner area, lethal CO poisoning from inhalation of diesel fumes from any

make or model of on-road vehicle is virtually unheard of and contemporary medical literature

does not report it" as well as that " an exhaustive literature search and personal communication

yielded no reported cases of fatal CO poisoning, accidental or suicidal, du-ectly attributed to

diesel fuel exhaust from a motor vehicle or boat"; ihid., p. 1206, 1208.

Ihid., p. 1208.
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CO victims studied in the survey suffered from a heart disease and/or

coronary artery disease - hardly a very representative population, even

when apphed to Polish ghetto Jews - yet nearly half of these people

with heart and artery diseases still displayed the "classic cherry red dis-

coloration," despite their impaired cardiac output and oxygenation. This

fact clearly indicates that, even if some of the alleged Treblinka gas

chamber victims suffered from impaired cardiac output, nearly half of

this category would still have displayed cherry-red discoloration. In-

deed, Myers excels at proving his own illiteracy.

As for the claim that the Louisville review published in 2008 is more

reliable than the Danish report from 1999, Myers should explain what

relevant scientific advances were made in the meantime that would ren-

der the findings of the latter (or those of the other surveys discussed by

me) as obsolete.

Myers rambles on (p. 331):

"Indeed, it remains unclear when the corpses should have displayed the

discoloration. In Kues ' article on the issue, after citing several sources of

medical literature discounting the appearance of the cherry-red color in

non-fatal cases as a reliable indicator of CO poisoning due to its rarity

amongst patients, Kuesfinds one such example sufficient enough to declare

that such an appearance is 'not highly exceptional.
"'

Myers is here deliberately quoting me out of context. What I do

write is the following (emphasis added)

"Cherry-red discoloration sometimes appears in non-fatal cases ofCO
poisoning, i.e. it is visible also in ante-mortem states (Item I). According to

available medical literature, such cases are not the rule, but on the other

hand not hishly exceptional Such discoloration would appear more or less

directly after the blood cells had started absorbed the carbon monoxide.

"

"Item 1" here refers to the case of a young man of Italian descent

who attempted suicide with CO but was rescued; the physician attend-

ing to him was "struck by the appearance of the patient's cherry-red

face."^^^"* From this I concluded that "it is apparent that cherry-red skin

discoloration can be highly visible even among survivors of carbon

monoxide poisoning" (emphasis added). ^^^^ What I pointed out is the

T. Kues, "Skin discoloration caused by carbon monoxide poisoning: Reality vs. Holocaust

eye-witness testimony," op. cit.
,
quoted after the second revised version of the article posted at

the Inconvenient History blog on 25 June 201 1 (some half a year before the publication of the

"Cut and Paste Manifesto").

Bruce L. Danto, M.D., "The Man with a Red Face," The American Journal ofPsychiatry, Vol.

121:3 (September 1964), pp. 275f.
2235 J Kues, "Skin discoloration caused by carbon monoxide poisoning: Reality vs. Holocaust

eye-witness testimony," op. cit, both versions.
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simple fact that a vague cherry-red discoloration can appear already in

ante-mortem states ofCO poisoning, due to the elementary fact that the

cherry-red color itself is due to the physical effect of carbon monoxide

joining with hemoglobin and thus appears together with the initial stage

of poisoning, albeit at first not to a visible degree. That this is "not high-

ly exceptional" is clear from "Illustration 1" in my article (both ver-

sions), which show a faint yet visible reddish flush on the hand of the

victim of a non-fatal case of CO poisoning, and which has not been

claimed to show anything extraordinary, as well as from the many quo-

tations adduced by me which, in reference to non-fatal (clinical) cases,

speaks of cherry-red discoloration as "rare" (but not highly exception-

^j-j
2236

]y[ygj.g {j^g ^jgQ neglected the second half of footnote 23 in the

revised version ofmy article, in which he can read:

"Cf. also John J. Miletich, Tia Laura Lindstrom, Cyril H. (FRW)

Wecht, An Introduction to the Work of a Medical Examiner: From Death

Scene to Autopsy Suite, ABC-CLIO, 2010, p. 16: 'The blood of a person

who died ofcarbon monoxide poisoning will continue to be bright red after

death: the blood of someone who died of cyanide poisoning will be pink'

(emphasis added). This statement by Miletich [et al] clearly implies that the

discoloration is a phenomenon in effect before death.
"

A medical handbook published in 2007 states that the "bright red

color of carboxyhemoglobin provides an important clinical or postmor-

tem clue to the problem [of the cause of death]: the patient's skin is

cherry red, even in death" and that the "characteristic cherry-red colora-

tion of skin persists in death" (emphases added).^^^^ This again supports

the fact that the visibility of the cherry-red color, created when "CO
binds irreversibly with hemoglobin to produce bright red hemoglo-

bin,
"^^^'

is not exceptional in ante-mortem cases.

Of course, in the context of the alleged Aktion Reinhardt gas cham-

ber killings, the ante-mortem appearance of the alleged victims is not

really an issue. What is important is the post-mortem appearance. The

point here is that the discoloration would be in place at the time of death

in the vast majority of cases, although visible rather as a bright red

flush. The process of blood settling known as livor mortis would only

concentrate this discoloration, as the blood in the dead body would pool

together due to the force of gravity.

Myers next goes on to argue (p. 331) that the cherry-red discolora-

Cf. Section 3 ofmy article.

Thomas H. McComiell, The Nature ofDisease: Pathologyfor the Health Professions, Lip-

pincott Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore/Philadelphia 2007, p. 210.
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tion would not be an issue because it would not be visible until the

corpse had entered the stage of livor mortis. This counterargument is

invahd, because as seen below, lividity begins already some 15 to 20

minutes after death, reaching the phase of confluence (homogenous hy-

postasis of blood over a larger area) already after 0.5 to 2 hours and

maximum confluence 4 to 1 0 hours after death. Yitzhak Arad describes

the alleged procedure for transporting the corpses of the alleged victims

from the gas chambers to the mass graves thus:^^^^

"The decision to establish a permanent prisoner staff in the camp ap-

plied to the extermination area as well. The Jews therefaced more difficult

living and working conditions than those throughout the rest of the camp.

They had to remove the bodies ofthe deadfrom the gas chambers and car-

ry them to the burial ditches, located up to 100 meters away. (...)

[The Gas Chamber Body-Disposal Team] ofseveral dozen men had the

job ofremoving the bodiesfrom the gas chambers and taking them through

the doors to the concrete platform built alongside the chambers. There they

laid the bodies for removal by the body transport team. The body-disposal

team 's work was the hardestphysically and emotionally. After gassing, the

hundreds ofpeople standing up in the gas chambers became a solid block

ofbodies. Separating and removing them was extremely difficult (...)

[The Body Transport Team] was the largest prisoner work team in the

extermination area, comprising some one hundred men. Its task was to car-

ry the bodiesfrom the platform next to the gas chambers to the mass burial

ditches. After experimenting with various methods ofconveying the bodies,

the Germans fixed upon stretchers as the fastest way. Two men carried the

stretcher, which looked like a ladder with leather carrying straps. The bod-

ies were placed on the stretchers face up to facilitate the work of the Den-

tisten. (...)

The prisoner work team known as the Dentisten was located between

the gas chambers and the burial ditches. It numbered about twenty to thirty

men whose job was to extract, with pliers, the gold, platinum, and false

teeth from the corpses. The dentists also examined the bodies, especially

those of the women, for valuables hidden in the body orifices. Part of the

team worked at cleaning and sorting the extracted teeth and preparing

them for shipment (...)

[The Burial Detail] ofseveral dozen men worked at the burial ditches.

After the victims' bodies were thrown into a pit by the body-transport

workers, the corpses were arranged in rows by the burial detail. To save

space, the bodies were arranged head-to-foot; each head lay between the

feet oftwo other corpses, and each pair offeet between two heads. Sand or

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 1 1 If.
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chlorine was scattered between the layers ofbodies.

"

Considering the logistics, manpower, methods and bottlenecks pre-

sent in this scenario it must have taken at least some two to three hours

in order to complete the whole procedure from the opening of the exte-

rior gas chamber doors (and by then many if not all of the alleged vic-

tims would already have been dead for several minutes) to the comple-

tion of arranging the corpses in the mass grave - even in the case of a

gassing of "only" some 1,000 people, and even if the work was "carried

out at a constant run," as Arad asserts.
^^^"^ By then their lividity would

have entered the stage of confluence or maximum confluence. Myers's

counterargxmient regarding non-visibility of cherry-red discoloration

prior to the onset of livor mortis is therefore completely moot.

Myers finally argues that

"physical pressure upon a corpse either prevents or severely limits the

color appearance during livor mortis; as mentioned earlier in this chapter

the gas chambers, while not always filled to extreme levels, had many peo-

ple per square meter which would have brought pressure upon the corps-

es. "
(p. 332)

The medical source to which Myers refers in fact states the foUow-

ing:^^"*°

"In carbon monoxide (CO) intoxication and cyanide intoxication the

color of hypostasis [i.e. the settling of primarily blood due to gravity, re-

sulting in lividity] is cherry pink (...)

Ofgreat criminalistic significance are the phenomena ofdisappearance

of lividity on pressure and disappearance of lividity after turning. In the

early stages, lividity will completely disappear on soft thumb pressure, with

an increasing post mortem interval, the blanching pressure must increase.

With this further passage of time, lividity will disappear only incompletely

on pressure, until eventually it will not disappear at all (Table 9.5).

If the body is turned over in the early post mortem interval, some or all

of the hypostasis will move to the altered most dependent areas. With a

comparatively longer post mortem interval, only some ofthe hypostasis will

relocate to the new dependent area and only slight blanching will be noted

in the originally dependent area (Illustration 9.8).
"

But exactly during which period of time after death can lividity in a

corpse "either be prevented or severely limited" by applying physical

pressure? The table (9.5) specifically cited by Myers, which bears the ti-

tle "Time course of different criteria of lividity according to W. Neave

»/rf.,p. 111.

Jason Payne-James, Anthony Busuttil, William S. Smock (eds.), Forensic Medicine: Clinical

and Pathological Aspects, Greenwich Medical Media, London 2003, p. 98.
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(1978)," reads as follows:^

LiVIDITY Time post mortem
Beginning 15-20 min

Confluence 0.5-2 h

Maximum confluence 4-10 h

Complete disappearance on pressure 10-20 h

Incomplete disappearance 10-30

h

Complete shifting 2-6 h

Incomplete shifting 4-24 h

Only shght pallor after shifting 20-30

h

Thus, just like the onset of "incomplete disappearance," the com-

plete disappearance of lividity upon physical pressure sets in only some

10 hours after death, that is, long after one would expect the last of the

alleged victims to have been pulled out of the "gas chamber" after a

gassing. Myers's counterargument is therefore yet again proven to be

fallacious by his own source. His final conclusion (p. 332) that "[w]hen

these facts are combined with the unlikely chance that Poland's mal-

nourished Jews would turn cherry-red after a gassing (due to the nu-

merous health problems described above), the variables that determine

the appearance and visibility of such a discoloration, and the dishonest

presumptions of the deniers' argument to this end, we can dismiss their

cherry-red corpse color claims as unsubstantiated" is, in fact, imsubstan-

tiated, as I have shown all of the arguments leading to this conclusion to

be fallacious or moot.

If the alleged mass gassings with CO at the Reinhardt camps had in

fact taken place, then the majority of the victims would undoubtedly

have displayed cherry-red discoloration of their skin, and the most strik-

ing sight of this discoloration, as amply illustrated by numerous autopsy

photos, would doubtlessly have etched itself into the memories of those

who observed it. The fact that none of the Aktion Reinhardt (or Chelm-

no) witnesses have ever referred to such discoloration clearly points to

the mendacious nature of their "gas chamber" statements taken as a

whole.

8.2.2. Myers's Critique ofArcheological Evidence at So-

bibor

Myers spends only a total of some two pages attempting to obfuscate

or explain away the evidence, highly embarrassing to him and his com-

panions, which Andrzej Kola produced during his 2000-2001 archeo-
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logical survey of Sobibor. Myers's "critique" on this topic begins thus

(p. 338):

"Archaeological studies have also taken place at the site of the Sobibor

camp. Kola briefly conducted work at the site in 2000-2001, during which

he identified mass graves and uncovered the remains offive buildings in a

small section ofthe camp.

"

Myers neglects to inform his readers, though, that the "small section

of the camp" surveyed corresponds to the 4 hectare area encompassing

all of the former Camp III or "death camp proper" of Sobibor. Kola car-

ried out a total of 1,805 drillings in that area. His team subsequently

embarked on a number of excavations of structural remains presumably

detected during the survey.^^"*^ The area surveyed is therefore the only

one of real relevance for the question whether Sobibor fiinctioned as a

"pure extermination camp." Myers continues {ibid.):

"It is noteworthy that during the work. Kola did not perform excava-

tions in the areas where he suspected the gas chambers to be, in close prox-

imity to the mass graves, presumably for the same reasons that precluded

excavations in the mass grave areas at Belzec, i.e. concerns of religious

Jews about what they considered a desecration ofthe dead.
"

First it must be pointed out that any suspicion that the "gas cham-

bers" were located "in close proximity to the mass graves" contradicts

all known maps, sketches and descriptions of Camp III drawn by per-

sons who reportedly frequented this area (primarily the SS men Bauer,

Bolender and Hodl), which unanimously place the "gas chamber build-

ing" at a distance of some 50 to 100 meters from the grave pits. In his

brief report on his survey, Kola writes i^^"*^

"The disruptions are located mostly in the area ofthe graves, especially

between the graves. Their identification is impossible without excavations.

Considering the location (the region of the graves), we can suspect that

they may be remains ofthe camp buildings with functions directly linked to

the killing of the victims. They could be remains of e.g. a gas chamber or

marks of intensive activity in the region of the graves e.g. soil surface

transformations, which can be the result ofmoving the corpses or cremated

remains. Excavations couldpossibly reveal the origins ofthese structures.

"

Later in his article Kola writes that it "has to be remembered that

numerous relics of camp buildings were found in the area of the mass

graves, which need further archaeological verification." Is it therefore

reasonable to assume that the remains of the alleged homicidal gas

chambers may be located in this area after all? Myers writes:

™' Cf. J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor..., op. cit., p. 1 12.

™' Ibid., p. 152.
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"During further studies of the camp site by archaeologist Yoram

Haimi's team, the location ofthe gas chambers remained a key issuefor the

archaeologists to solve. A possible location may already have been found.

"

He then goes on to quote (on p. 339) from an online article published

in the U.S. edition of Reader's Digest of August 2010, in which a

statement by geophysicist Paul Bauman is reproduced without con-

text:22«

"Yoram [Haimi] noticed a number ofpost holes, and he used those to

target his excavations for the possible site of the gas chambers. After the

Germans blew up the gas chambers, they pulled the concrete pillars out of

the ground, and pieces of metal fell into the holes. Those pieces of metal

became readily identified as magnetic anomalies.

"

What Myers conveniently forgets to quote is a statement from Haimi

himself in the same online article, where we could read plain and clear

(emphasis added) i^^"*"*

"/feel that after the Germans exploded the important buildings in the

camp, they buried everything in a pit in the woods. For an archaeologist,

this is the best place to excavate. And we 're still lookins for the sas cham-

bers . There is also a plan to build a new museum once we finish our exca-

vations. Four countries are working on this - Poland, Israel, Holland, and

Slovakia.

"

From this statement^^''^ we have to draw the tentative conclusion that

Haimi's reported discovery of "a number of post holes" in the end led to

nothing. Also, since an agreement on constructing a new memorial at

Sobibor was reached in August 2010, it would seem that no future gas

chamber discoveries at Sobibor were expected at that time.^^""^ Myers,

however, does his best to keep alive the desperate hope that a discovery

of the fabled gas chambers may still be forthcoming (p. 339):

"Archaeological work at the Sobibor camp is still ongoing, with publi-

cations from the archaeological team expected to appear in 2011, along

with a documentary oftheir work to be released in thefall through the Pub-

lic Broadcasting Service (PBS). Thus, no solid conclusions can be obtained

until the mentioned archaeological team 's full research is published. In ad-

^™ Leonard Felson, "The Secrets of Sobibor: An Oral History," Reader 's Digest, August 20 1 0, p.

120.

Ibid., -p. 122.
^^"^

It should be pointed out that Myers et al. no doubt learned of this article through a blog post of

mine from November 2010, wherein I linked to a now defunct online copy of it; T. Kues, "UK
Forensic Archeologist Sets Out To Refute Treblinka 'Deniers'"

http://revblog.codoh.com/2010/ll/uk-forensic-archeologist-sets-out-to-refute-treblinka-

deniers/
2246 rp

Yiaes, "New 'Memorial Center' Planned for the Sobibor 'Death Camp,'" online:

vww.revblog.codoh.com/2010/08/new-memorial-center-planned-for-the-sobibor-death-camp/
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dition to the expected archaeological studies, Alex Bay has also been ana-

lyzing wartime photographs ofSobibor in an effort to better detect the re-

mains ofstructures and aspects oftheformer camp.
"

The promised analysis (or tea leaves reading) by Mr. Bay has yet to

appear, despite the fact that it was announced at the now defunct "Un-

der Sobibor" website already at the time when we were writing our

study on the camp in question. No doubt Kola's results as well as those

by Haimi et al caused some obstacles for Bay's "reconstruction" of the

Sobibor "extermination camp."

A book on the archeological surveys at Sobibor, written by Marek

Bem and Wojciech Mazurek, indeed appeared in 2012. I will analyze

this publication in depth in the next section, but first I will discuss My-
ers's further comments on Kola's discoveries. Let's begin with Myers's

comment on Kola's "Object A." (p. 339):

"Also with Sobibor, MGK havefeebly attempted to use the archaeologi-

cal evidence to support their transit camp thesis byfocusing on two ofPro-

fessor Kola 's Sobibor finds. The first, building 'A, ' was described by Kola

as a small building measuring 2. 75 x 2.75 m with a basement, likely with

an oven, and thatprobablyfunctioned as a blacksmith 's workshop. Without

any evidence whatsoever, MGK instead wish to see this building as con-

taining a hot air disinfestations furnace or a hot-water boiler, drawing a

comparison (again, without evidence) to the Zentralsauna in Auschwitz.

That this building was isolatedfrom all other structures discovered by Kola

by many meters (unlike the Zentralsauna), that no type ofpiping was dis-

covered to carry heated water, and that there is no witness or documentary

evidence for such a building (the latter is usually demanded by Revision-

ists) does not stop MGKfrom their wishful thinking.
"

In fact, the ones resorting to wishful thinking are our opponents. As

for the interpretation that the building served as a blacksmith's work-

shop. Kola writes that "The large amounts of pre-fabricated iron bars as

well as some iron tools (drill, file, and chisel) that were discovered

could indicate that this was a blacksmith's workshop." (emphasis add-

ed).^^"^^ This interpretation may sound believable at first, but as we have

pointed out in our Sobibor study, it does not fit at all into the given con-

text:^^''«

"For what reason would a smithy be placed in the 'extermination ar-

ea '? All maps ofthe camp further agree that a smithy was located in camp

I among various other workshops, and there is no mention of a Camp III

smithy in eye witness testimony. Also, in a small camp such as Sobibor

™'
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, p. 154.

™* Ibid., pp. 154-155.
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there would certainly be no needfor more than one smithy.

"

Indeed, the placement of a smithy in Camp III makes no sense what-

soever.

That "no type of piping was discovered to carry heated water," or at

least none was found at the site, could be explained by the fact that such

piping as well as the furnace itself likely were considered too useful to

be left behind at the time of the hquidation of the camp, and could also

be easily removed. Our opponents repeatedly stress that the three Rein-

hardt camps have to be treated as a whole, and in this spirit I will point

out that there exists documentary evidence showing that a significant

amount of piping was delivered to Treblinka during that camp's period

of construction.

On 19 June 1942 {i.e. almost one month before the opening of the

camp) the commandant of Treblinka, Dr. Irmfried Eberl, sent a letter to

the commissar for the ghetto in Warsaw, Dr. Heinz Auerswald, in

which he ordered the following "still needed" items for the "Treblinka

camp [Lager Treblinka]"
.^^'^^

"10 m 1/4 Zoll Kupferrohr

5-10 kg Schweissdrahtstangen

2 kg Messingdraht zum Hartldten

Je 50 m Eisenrohr: 1 Zoll, 3/4 Zoll, 1/2 Zoll

Je 20 Eisenrohr-T-Stucke: 1 Zoll 3/4 ZoU, 1/2 Zoll

Je 30 Eisenrohr-KniestUcke: 1 ZoU, 3/4 Zoll, 1/2 Zoll

Je 20 Stuck Doppelnippel (Verbindungsstucke): 1 Zoll, 3/4 Zoll, 1/2 Zoll

6 Wasserdichte Lichtarmaturen mit Fassung, verschliessbar mit Gitter

10 Wasserhdhne 3/4 Zoll mit Schlauchanschluss

10 Wasserhdhne 1/2 Zoll mit Schlauchanschluss

Elektrische Gluhbirnen 120 Volt: 30 Stuck 25 Watt

20 Stuck 60 Watt

20 Stuck 75 Watt

20 Stuck 100 watt

300 m 2-adrige G.A. Litze

1000 m Freileitungsdraht 2,50

Freileitungsklemmen
"

"10 m copperpipes 1/4 inch

5-10 kg welding wire rods

2 kg brass wirefor brazing

™' This document is reproduced online at

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/treblinka/docs/Treblinka%20-%20eberl%201etter.jpg

and also in Ian Baxter's Treblinka book (unpaginated section with photographs). This as well

as the following letter from Eberl can also be found in facsimile in J. Gumkowski, A. Rutkow-

ski, Treblinka,
,
op. cit, reproductions on unnumbered pages.
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50 m iron pipes ofeach ofthe sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch

20 iron pipe T-fittings ofeach ofthe sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch

30 iron pipe elbowjoints ofeach ofthe sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch

20 double nipples (connection pieces) of each of the sizes: 1 inch, 3/4

inch, 1/2 inch

6 waterprooflightfixtures with sockets, scalable with grille

10 water-taps 3/4 inch with hose connection

10 water-taps 1/2 inch with hose connection

Electric light bulbs 120 Volt: 30 items 25 Watt

20 items 60 Watt

20 items 75 Watt

20 items 100 Watt

300 m duplex wire G.A.

1000 mfor overhead lines 2.5 [mm] diameter

Clampsfor overhead lines.
"

On 7 July Eberl wrote again to the commissar, notifying him that the

camp would be ready for operation on 1 1 July and ordering additional

items for the camp.^^^° Most of these were related to Hghting, but

among them were also "3 intake strainers [Saugkorbe] for wells with

check valves [Riickschlagventil] IVi inch." From testimonial evidence

we know that a Polish construction worker named Grzegorz Wozniak

worked on coordinating the piping and trenching during Treblinka's

construction phase.^^^^

In the 7 July letter, as well as in another letter dated 26 June 1 942 al-

ready mentioned by Mattogno (point 63 in this chapter), the requested

items are specified as needed for the construction or expansion of the

"Treblinka labor camp [Arbeitslager Treblinka]." Based on this desig-

nation alone one might assume that the camp referred to was the Tre-

blinka I penal labor camp situated at the quarry some 2 km south of

Treblinka II. What speaks against this is first the fact that the requests

were sent by Irmfried Eberl, whose private correspondence documents

his service as commandant of Treblinka II. Eberl may have had some

form ofjurisdiction also over Treblinka I,^^^^ but no evidence exists that

Treblinka I - which was established already in 1941 - was undergoing

reconstruction or expansion during the period in question. Since, addi-

Reproduced online at: www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/pic/bigeberl.jpg

Cf. Ian Baxter, The SS ofTreblinka, Spellmount, Stroud 2010, pp. 33f.

2252 tigg Sonderkommando Treblinka," which is Imown from Eberl's private correspondence to

have been the designation of the SS unit at Treblinka n, is shown by documents to have been

in charge of large-scale deliveries of gravel that was most likely mined at the nearby Treblinka

I gravel pit, implying a close formal relationship between the camps; cf C. Mattogno, J. Graf,

Treblinka, op. cit, p. 1 15, 330-331.
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tionally, Treblinka II was indeed under construction then, most points to

the "Treblinka labor camp" and the "Treblinka camp" mentioned in the

letters as being the same camp, namely Treblinka II.

The fact that the term "labor camp" may have been misleadingly ap-

phed to Trebhnka 11 in these two letters does not prove per se that

Eberl, in alleged correspondence with other German authorities dealing

the "Jewish question," was attempting to cover up the existence of an

extermination camp. There may have been other reasons behind the use

of the term, such as a perceived need to camouflage the sensitive nature

of a facility used for mass deportations, mass confiscation of personal

belongings and possibly also euthanasia, as well as more mundane rea-

sons, for example bureaucratic ones.

For what purpose would the small Treblinka 11 camp, supposedly a

"pure extermination camp," need at least 1 60 meter of piping? From an

exterminationist viewpoint the apparent conclusion is that it was used

for a fake shower installation that was part of the murder weapon.

Yitzhak Arad describes the alleged first gas chambers at Treblinka as

foUows:^^^^

"During the camp's first months of operation, there were three gas

chambers, each 4x4 meters and 2.6 meters high [...]. A room attached to

the building contained a diesel engine, which introduced the poisonous

carbon monoxide gas through pipes into the chambers, and a generator,

which supplied electricity to the entire camp. [...] Inside the chambers the

walls were covered with white tiles up to a certain height, and shower

heads andpiping crisscrossed the ceiling - all designed to maintain the il-

lusion ofa shower room. The piping actually served to carry the poison gas

into the chambers. When the doors were closed, there was no lighting in the

chambers.

"

But is this setup really believable? Given a room height of 2.6 m, the

shower heads would have been placed some 2.3-2.4 m above the floor

- clearly within reach of the taller of the alleged victims, as well as

shorter ones lifted up by or standing on others.

According to the verdict by the Diisseldorf Treblinka trial against

Kurt Franz et al, each of the three chambers in the old gas chamber

building could hold 200 to 350 victims, i.e. a capacity of 600 to 1,050

victims per gassing.^^^"* Considering that during the first month of the

camps operation some 6,000 to 8,000 Jews were sent to the camp from

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 42.

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 117.
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the Warsaw ghetto every day,^^'^ this would mean that some 6 to 14

gassings would have to be carried out daily. Further, considering the de-

sign usually employed for the shower installations in the German con-

centration camps,^^^^ it seems inevitable that the "fake" piping and

shower heads would have been damaged by panicking, desperate vic-

tims on a daily basis - i.e. if lethal exhaust gas had indeed been stream-

ing out from these showers. The notion that it would have been feasible

to feed the gas into the chambers using a fake shower installation is

therefore, at closer glance, absurd. Another indicator that the piping, if

indeed used for the "bath house" described by witnesses, formed part of

an actual shower installation is the fact that, as well as ordering the pip-

ing, Eberl also ordered "waterprooflighting fixtures with sockets [Was-

serdichte Lichtarmaturen mit Fassung]" (emphasis added).

Even more significant are the "3 intake strainers [Saugkorbe] for

wells with check valves" ordered on 7 July 1942. Intake strainers are

large sieve-like devices, sometimes surrounded by buoyoncy material,

and equipped with a check valve or setback valve. They are placed at

the intake end of a suction hose, which in turn is connected to a pump.

Its function is to prevent course litter from entering the hose and to en-

sure that the hose is kept filled with water.^^^^ Intake strainers are usual-

ly employed by fire fighters as a means to obtain the large amounts of

water needed for their fire hoses from dirty waters sources (such as

ponds, rivers or lakes), but they can also be used in wells as part of a

pump device.

According to the most ambitious exterminationist attempt to visually

reconstruct Treblinka, the Peter Laponder maps from the early

2000s,^^^^ a total of five wells existed in the camp: one well for the

German staff in the northernmost part of the camp, one near the kitchen

of the Ukrainian guards, one west of the living quarters of the Jewish

prisoners and south of the "zoo," one in the "reception camp" near the

railway siding where the arrivals disembarked their trains, and finally

one in the "death camp proper," in the immediate vicinity of the original

"gas chamber building." The third of these wells is visible in one of

Ibid., pp. 275f.
^^'^ Cf. photos of such showers at Dachau and Majdanek online at

http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/32565498.jpgand

www.whale.to^/DachauShowers.jpg

Cf. http://de.wikipedia.org/wild/Saugkorb and also https://store.primopumps.com/Suction-

Hose/products/18/

Online at: www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/maps.html
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Kurt Franz's photographs of the Treblinka "zoo."^^^' It is apparent that

this well was manually operated, and no suction hose (or similar device)

is in sight.

Illustration 8.26: "Fragment of the piping that carried exhaust fumes

to the gas chambers of Belzec" as displayed at the Belzec memorial.

Photo taken by Anthony Richards in 2012.

So far I have not been able to find any detailed descriptions of the

other four wells, but it appears that the first three were all used in con-

nection with the kitchens for the guards and prisoners, so it is likely that

they all resembled the one seen in the Kurt Franz photo. The presence

of three intake strainers at the camp indicates, however, that there was a

need to draw a considerable amount of water from possibly as many as

three wells. Such a need may possibly have arisen in the reception

camp, where water under pressure could have been used for cleaning

the emptied railway wagons, but I have found no testimonial evidence

stating that this well was equipped with a suction system. This would

seem to indicate that one or more of the intake strainers were used in

the "death camp proper."

Another photo of the object is available online at:

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/treblinka/treblinkagallery/Treblinka%20zoo%20and%20

well%20.html
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From an exterminationist viewpoint such an installation would be ra-

ther pointless, but from a revisionist viewpoint it is perfectly explaina-

ble, as a shower installation used by hundreds of deportees at a time

would have required drawing large amounts of water. If the pump sys-

tem was powered by an engine (as is often the case), this might help ex-

plain the origin of the allegation that engine-exhaust gas was used for

homicidal gassings. In this context it is worth pointing out that the ex-

hibition at the visitor center of the Belzec memorial displays an object

labeled as being a "Fragment of the piping that carried exhaust fumes to

the gas chambers of Belzec. It was found on the Belzec site in the

1960s." (see Illustration 8.26). This rusty item, however, with its perfo-

rated basket-like lower part clearly bears a resemblance to a strainer

with a dual intake.

As for testimonial evidence, we may refer to Stanislaw Kozak's wit-

ness statement on the first Belzec "gas chambers" (emphasis added):^^''°

"The elbowed pipes on the walls of the barrack were connected to the

pipes running below the floor. In each of the three parts of the barrack in

question we set up ovens weighing about 250 kilograms. One has to assume

that the elbowed pipes were later connected to the ovens. "

Note that "30 iron pipe elbow joints [30 Eisenrohr-KniestiickeY

were among the items ordered by Eberl for Treblinka. Thus while some

of the piping ordered for that camp was likely used for showers and pip-

ing between the shower facility and a well, where one or more of the in-

take sfrainers were employed, other piping may have been used for a fa-

cility which deloused clothing and other articles using steam or hot air,

giving rise to the Treblinka "steam chambers" legend, appearing i.a. in

the 15 November 1942 propaganda report on the camp:^^'''

"The steam-room [...] is adjacent to the building. Inside the steam-

room there is a large vat which produces the steam. The hot steam comes in

to the chambers through pipes installed there, each having a prescribed

number ofvents.
"

In connection with Kozak's testimony it is worth mentioning a letter

to the Gestapo in Litzmannstadt (Lodz) on the subject of "Delivery of

iron material to the Special Commando K [Lieferung von Eisenmaterial

an das Sonderkommando K]'' dated II May 1943.^^*^ "Special Com-
mando K" is generally agreed to stand for "Sonderkommando

ZStL, 252/59, Bd. 6, p. 1 130 (translation from Polish into German); also online in NIOD, ar-

chive 804, inventory 8, p. 138.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 53.
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Kulmhof and was the designation of the staff posted to the alleged "ex-

termination camp" of Chelmno (in German Kulmhof). The letter lists a

number of iron items, among them 1 "water reservoir [Wasserreser-

voir]" of 335 kg (which may possibly have been used for purposes of

firefighting), "iron boiler pipes [eiserne Siederohre]" with a total

weight of 1 ,600 kg (neither total length nor number of items is speci-

fied), and, most interestingly, "1 compl. disinfection oven w/ chimney

[1 Kompl. Desinfektionsofen m. SchomsteinY weighing 2,050 kg.

Although the Chelmno camp was no longer in operation at this point

in time, it is possible that the actual delivery of these items was carried

out considerably earlier, because the letter, which concerns only the re-

turn of iron ration coupons (Eisenscheine) for the listed items, does not

mention any delivery date(s).

While the ovens described by Kozak clearly were of a much smaller

size than the oven mentioned in the list, they most likely all served the

same purpose, namely the delousing of the clothing and other belong-

ings of deported Jews, which was an integral part of the true function

filled by Chelmno as well as Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, namely

that of transit camps. Erhard Michelsohn, a German who had been re-

settled to the village of Chelmno, testified after the war:^^^^

"One day in the winter of 1941/42 several cars drove to the town hall,

opposite the school, and several SS men in field gray uniforms got out I

could observe this from the school. They went into the town hall and con-

ferred there with Amtskommissar Schulz. Afterwards, Schulz told me that a

Sonderkommando would establish a Durchgangslager [transit camp] in

Chelmno. The SS men told him that Jews wouldpass through here on their

way to Russia.

"

Returning to Sobibor - which, it must be stressed, is reported to have

served as the model for the Treblinka camp - we note that Andrzej Kola

discovered the remains of a concrete well (Object C) "40-45 cm below

the tarmac surface" in "Hectare XXV, Ar 35."^^'''* This is under the

square, tarmac-covered memorial which visitors reach before continu-

ing northwest along the path to the large circular "ash mound" memori-

al in the grave pit area. Object A is located at the south-western comer

of the tarmac square, while the well is located roughly at the north-

^^'^
p. Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust, op. cit, p. 51.

Andrzej Kola, "Badania archeologiczne terenu bylego obozu zaglady Zydow w Sobiborze,"

in: Przeszlosc i Famine. Biuletyn Rady Ochrony Pamifci Walk i M^czenstwa, No. 4(21) 2001,

p. 1 19. A photo of the well can be seen online at

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/sobibor/sobibortoday/Sobibor%20Gas%20Chamber%20

WelLhtml
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eastern comer of the same square, close to Objects B and D.^^''^

The latter two objects are the remains of two buildings (both proba-

bly wooden) measuring 4 m x 3.5 m and 5.2 m x 3.0 m in ground area,

respectively. In both buildings numerous toilet and clothing-related arti-

cles were found, such as soap dishes, clothing buttons, ladies' combs

and hairclips, belt buckles, etc.^^''^' The distance from the well to Object

A with the furnace is some 1 5 to 20 meters, hardly a long distance to be

bridged by water pipes or hoses.

The former Sobibor SS staff member Franz Hodl testified in 1963

that "a dug water well" was located close to the gas chamber build-

ing.^^*^ According to Erich Bauer, five wells existed in the camp: three

of an old type with buckets hanging from ropes. One of them was locat-

ed in the ''Vorlager" (the SS administration area), one in Camp I, and

the third in Camp III. In addition there were two "new wells, real ones

with pipes and concrete."^^''^ Bauer does not mention in his testimony

where in the camp the latter two wells were located, but since the de-

scription of a concrete well of modem type fits Kola's Object C, we
may surmise that more than one well existed in Camp III.

According to Kola, the objects A to D were most likely part of the

same compound of stmctures:^^*^

"When analyzing the topography of objects A, B, and D, their regular

arrangement catches one 's attention - they are located along a line run-

ning in North-South direction. Plenty offurther anthropogenic changes

were encountered close to the earth 's surface, which suggests the presence

ofmore objects, i.e. relics ofunidentified buildings.

"

Kola goes on to claim that the presence of the well (Object C) sug-

gests the possible location of a row of buildings belonging to the per-

sonnel "directly involved with the extermination," but the presence of a

coal-fired furnace in Object A (that cannot reasonably be interpreted as

a "blacksmith's workshop") and the findings of toilet and clothing-

related articles in the other identified buildings - which according to the

official version of events should not be found here, where the victims

supposedly arrived naked, but in Camp II, with its sorting and storage

barracks - suggest instead a compound of buildings used in a delousing

process.

^''^
Cf. Marek Bern, Wojciech Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 111.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 155f.

Interrogation ofFranz Hodl, Linz 18 April 1963; NIOD archive 804, inventory 47, p. 328.
^'^ Testimony of Erich Bauer, Berlin, 8 October 1974; StA.Do-Gom-PB-m, pp. 1 131-1 131R.

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne...," op. cit, p. 120.
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Finally it is worth pointing out that the location of Object A corre-

sponds exactly to the place indicated by the local Polish witness Jan

Piwonski to be the site of the gas chamber building.^^^" While Piwonski

never claimed to have set foot in the camp itself during its period of op-

eration, he observed the construction as well as the dismanthng of the

camp, and he was reportedly also in contact with some of the Ukraini-

ans working there as guards. He claims, though, that the gas chamber

building could be observed from outside the camp:^^^'

"/ did not see if there was any special place in the camp, where people

were killed. I do not exclude that there may have existed a place like that,

but I have not seen such a place with my own eyes. From the Sobibor rail-

way station there ran a dirt road on the left side of the railway track, as

seen in the direction of Wlodawa {i.e. north]. The road then continued on

through a railway underpass to the right side of the railway track and then

further. From the road running parallel to the railway track one could see

the chapel and the gas chamber. At this spot the distance between this road

and the fence amounted to 50-60 m. If one traveled this road in a horse-

drawn vehicle you could see even better into the campfrom this spot.
"

Piwonski also testified that, when inspecting the former camp site

after the German retreat in 1 944, he had observed the (at least partially

preserved) 200 m long fenced-in pathway leading from Camp 11 to

Camp III and the entrance to the "gas chambers.
"^^'^

As noted in our study on the camp,^^^"' Object A is mostly likely the

origin of the brick and concrete debris found by the Central Commis-

sion for the Investigation of German Crimes in Poland at a location

identified by xumamed witnesses as having been "the site of the building

with the gas chambers." Since Object A only measured 2.75 m x 2.75 m
in area, it can safely be ruled out as the remains of the alleged homicidal

gas chambers. On the other hand it is easy to see how a building hous-

ing, or connected to, a delousing chamber could have been transformed

by the fantasy of rumor-mongers and propagandists into a homicidal

gas chamber.

Our opponents continue with the discussion of the remarkable find

labeled by Kola as Object E (p. 338):

"One of the buildings he did excavate {building 'E'), estimated around

^™ Cf. overlay map from the Sobibor Hagen trial; MOD archive 804, inventory 65, p. 36.

Testimony of Jan Piwonski Sr., 29 April 1975; ZStL 208 AR-Z 643/71 Bd. 4, p. 449.
^™ ZStL 208 AR-Z 643/71 Bd. 4, p. 450. According to Robert Jiihr's testimony from 24 May

1962, on the other hand, the pathway was no longer to be seen when he arrived in the camp in

late October 1943; ZStL 208 AR-Z 251/59, Bd. VH, p. 1317.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., p. 160, no. 467.
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60 m long and located in the south-western section ofthe extermination ar-

ea, was guessed by Kola to serve as an undressing barrack.

"

Myers's presentation of Kola's description is clearly distorted: Ob-

ject E consists of tiie remains of two differently-sized wooden barracks.

Kola writes that the larger barrack had a width of 6 m and an identified

minimum length of some 60 m, but possibly projected another 20 to 25

m in southern direction for a total length of 80 to 85 m (I will return to

the issue of the actual length of Object E in the next section). The

smaller, laterally situated barrack, measuring 14 m x 4 m, closed off the

larger barrack to the north and formed a T-shape together with it.^^^''

As for Kola's interpretation of the building's function, he proposes

as a "working hypothesis" that, rather than being the remnants of the al-

leged gas chamber building, the structure is "more likely to have been

used as an undressing facility where the victims' clothing and equip-

ment was sorted."^^^^ As noted in Sobibor, the undressing/sorting facili-

ty hypothesis is as incongruent with the testimonial evidence as is the

gas chamber interpretation, since the witnesses maintain that the victims

undressed in Camp II, near the railway tracks, where their left-behind

clothes and belongings are said to have been stored and sorted as well.

Myers continues (pp. 339-340):

"Regarding Kola 's building 'E, ' MGK capitalize on various perceived

inconsistencies: while 'all maps ofSobiborplace the gas chamber building

in the south-western part of Camp III, which is exactly where Object E is

located, ' the characteristics of Object E are 'absolutely incompatible with

those of the alleged second phase gas chamber building, ' among other

things because 'no witness has ever mentioned the presence in Camp III of

a structure the size ofthe larger barrack, ' Prof Kola 's suggestion that Ob-

ject E served as an undressing or sorting barrack is dismissed because 'it

lacks a basis in the testimonial evidence and is in fact contradicted by the

eye witnesses who claim that the Jewish deportees had to undress before

they entered the camouflaged pathway, known as the Schlauch (tube),

(while dismissing testimonial evidence whenever it is incompatible with the

Revisionist agenda, MGK have no problem with invoking testimonial evi-

dence or the lack thereofwhen it suits their argument).

"

Myers's summary of the "perceived inconsistencies" pointed out by

us is misleading, because he conceals three crucial points with his

phrase "among other things":

- Object E consists of the remains of two wooden barracks, whereas

™ Ibid.,^. 157.

™ Ibid., p. 159.
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the alleged second phase gas chamber building, from which the ar-

cheological evidence would primarily derive, is claimed to have

been a solid structure of bricks and/or concrete.

- The larger barrack, having a width of 6 meters and a length of at

least 50 m, covers an area almost three times as large as that of the

alleged second phase gas chamber building, while the width of the

barrack does not allow for a structure with two rows of gas cham-

bers placed alongside a central corridor as claimed by the witness-

es. The length alone is some three times that described by the wit-

ness Franz Hodl and some four times that implied by the verdict of

the Hagen Sobibor trial.

- The presence of a large number of toilet and clothing-related items

in the larger barrack does not fit at all with the alleged gassing

procedure.

The general assertion that we have treated testimonial evidence dis-

honestly and inconsistently is thoroughly discussed in Chapter 9 and 10

and thus does not need to be addressed here. It is disingenuous to imply,

like Myers does above, that it does not really matter that no witness has

ever mentioned the presence of a structure the size of the larger barrack

in Camp III. Since obviously none of the Ukrainians and Germans who
set foot in Camp III could have missed observing this huge barrack,

their silence about it speak volumes about the reliability of their testi-

monies - which forms the sole evidentiary basis for mass gassing alle-

gations.

Unlike Kola with his unfounded claim that Camp III contained an

undressing or sorting barrack, and unlike museum director Marek Bem,

who brazenly tried to pass off the larger barrack as the gas chamber

building,^^^^ Myers is at least clever enough to invent the hypothesis

that Object E did not exist during the camp's period of operation, there-

by circimiventing the problem of the witnesses' silence (p. 340):

"MGK's arguments amount to much ado about nothing ifone considers

the simple explanation that Object E was a building set up after the camp 's

dismantlement, namely that it was part of the 'smallfarm ' created on the

area ofSobibor (as well as the other two Aktion Reinhard camps) for rea-

sons of surveillance, ' according to Globocnik's letter to Himmler dated

January 5, 1944. [4024-PS; IMT Vol. XXXIV, p. 72] Though this docu-

ment is mentioned in other contexts by MGK, the inconvenient reference to

the 'reasons of surveillance' (why surveillance?) that these farms were

meant to serve, along with other parts of4024-PS discussed in this section.

Ibid., p. 167f.
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is conveniently omitted by these 'inconvenient historians.
"'

Myers's "simple explanation" is, however, completely fallacious in

all aspects, as we shall see.

Let us begin with Globocnik's letter, which in no way confirms the

extermination allegation, but merely the plunder of valuables and be-

longings of the deported Jews. While it is indeed correct that Globocnik

mentions that "a small farm" had been established in "each camp" for

"reasons of surveillance [Uberwachungsgriinden]," this does not neces-

sarily support the hypothesis of the "pure extermination camps." There

is, however, at least one other possible explanation which does not de-

rive from the letter but which is congruent with the state of evidence.

As we have shown with several examples in our books and articles,

atrocity propaganda about the Reinhardt camps portraying said installa-

tions as "death factories" began circulating among Pohsh and Polish-

Jewish underground sources at an astoundingly early stage, in fact al-

ready in early Spring of 1942. It probably didn't take long before Ger-

man intelligence became aware of this propaganda, and there can be lit-

tle doubt that the German authorities in charge of the "Final Solution"

were fully aware of it by the end of 1943. This might in turn have led to

the apprehension that the mortal remains of those Jews who actually

had been buried at these sites might be dug up and utilized for anti-

German propaganda.

What then about the hypothesis that Object E was part of such a

small farm erected for "reasons of surveillance" which did not exist dur-

ing the camp's period of operation? Let us first check the diametrical

opposite of Myers's hypothesis, namely that Object E might have exist-

ed prior to the camp's existence and was demolished before or during

its construction. This possibility can safely be ruled out with the help of

an aerial photograph taken on 1 1 July 1940, which shows that the future

Camp III in its entirety was covered by trees that likely were several

decades old.''"

Unfortunately, not a single aerial photo exists - or is known to exist

- showing the camp itself However, on 30 May 1944 another aerial

photograph was taken by the Luftwaffe over the area.''''^ This photo

shows that three groups of buildings remained at the former camp site:

one in the so-called " Vorlager" in the southern part close to the railway

Reproduced in John C. Ball, Air Photo Evidence, op. cit., p. 100 (it should be mentioned that

Ball has misidentified some buildings appearing in the photo). Also online at

www.deathcamps.org/sobibor/pic^mapl6.jpg
^™ Reproduced in ibid., p. 101 and online at www.deathcamps.org/sobibor/pic/bmapl3.jpg
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(including some houses pre-dating the camp which had been used as

administrative buildings),^^^^ one consisting of two or three structures

immediately to the west of the camp perimeter, identified by witnesses

as a post for perimeter guards, and finally one group of 4 to 6 buildings

to the north-west of the "Vorlager."

On the 2002 map by Bill Rutherford, based on eyewitness state-

ments and maps in combination with the air photos discussed here, the

third group of surviving buildings is identified as containing a com-

bined stable and cowshed, a storage of silverware and an electricity

generator, an awning covering camp vehicles and an administration

house.^^^" This sector of the camp was known as the "Guf (estate or

farm) according to Arthur Matthes, who was responsible for it during

the camp's liquidation period.^^**'

In the area of the former Camp III, on the other hand, not a single

remaining structure can be seen on the 1944 aerial photograph. The fi-

nal hquidation of the Sobibor camp took place in late November or ear-

ly December 1943,^^^^ and the region where the camp was located was

"liberated" by the Red Army on 21-22 July 1944.^^^^ If Myers's hy-

pothesis was correct, this would mean that Object E was constructed at

the earliest in November or December 1943 - hardly the season most

suitable for large-scale construction work - and then for no apparent

reason dismantled completely in May 1944 at the latest, that is, more

than two months before the arrival of the Red Army. Bem and Mazurek

mention an air photo taken as early as 28 March 1944.^^**"^ Since in their

extensive discussions of Object E (see below) they do not mention any-

thing about a corresponding structure being visible in any of these pho-

tos, it is justified to conclude that the timeframe for the construction,

usage and dismantling of the hypothetical farm building proposed by

Myers must be reduced even further, fi-om November/December 1943

to late March 1944.

The local Polish railway worker Franciszek Parkola testified:^^^^

^™ A ground photo of the remaining parts of the SS compound, taken in 1944, can be seen online

at www.deathcamps.org/sobibor/pic/p 1 0.jpg
^™ Online atwww.deathcamps.org/sobibor/pic/bmap21.jpg
™' Testimony of Arthur Matthes, 4 July 1962; ZStL 208 AR-Z 251/59, Bd. Vll, p. 1387.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., pp. 1 89f

The Bug River was crossed by the Red Army on 2 1 July and the town of Chelm, south of So-

bibor, was officially liberated on 22 July; Jerzy Lukowski, Hubert Zawadzld, A Concise Histo-

ry ofPoland, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2001, p. 241.

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 89.

Testimony ofFranciszek Parkola, 5 May 1965; StA.Do Sob 85 PM V p. 135. Translation from

Polish into German.
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"Die SS-Leute und die 'Askaris ' fuhren ab, und nach einer gewissen

Zeit kam eine Gruppe von Ukrainern unter der Anjuhrung zweier deutscher

SS-Leute und bewachte dieses Geldnde.

"

"The SS people and the 'Askaris ' [Ukrainian guards] left and after a

certain period of time a group of Ukrainians commanded by two German

SS men arrived and guarded the site.

"

According to Jan Piwonski, the post-liquidation guards were "prob-

ably Armenians" and commanded by a group of Germans. Marek

Bem and Wojciech Mazurek provide us with more information on the

post-liquidation history of the camp site. The liquidation of the camp

was completed by mid-December 1943, leaving untouched the renovat-

ed former forest district's building (the camp commandant office called

"Swallow's nest") "as well as a few barracks in the Vorlager where the

Ukrainian guards lived."^^^^ This is not the whole truth, though, since,

as already noted, the "Gwf still remained. In January 1944 the Con-

struction Service {Baudienst) in Chehn took over the former camp site

and used it as a camp for its Polish laborers, who, together with their

guards, spent their free time digging holes in the search for hidden

money and valuables. One of those young Poles, Antoni Raczynski,

left the following testimony in 1966:^^^^

"[...] between January and April 1944, I was in the area of the liqui-

dated Sobibor camp together with several dozen colleagues, bom in 1925,

as a group offorced 'Baudienst' labourers (the so-alled 'swashbucklers')

sent there from the main Baudienst camp in Chelm Lubelski. We were ac-

comodated in three or four barracks remaining near the railway platform

and the Kolonia Sobibor railway station. The barracks used to be occupied

by the camp guards. Apart from those barracks, there was also a large

barn-storage hut, which we had no access to, our commandant's house -

half-German half-Czech (I don 't remember his name), and one more bar-

rack occupied by the Ukrainian guards who served with the German armed

forces. [...] We were forbidden to move about the area of the camp. [...]

Only later, at the beginning of Spring, when the days are longer, did we

have an opportunity to look at the post-camp yard. The whole areas was

levelled and planted with coniferous tree saplings. Some of the saplings

were quite big and I remember that, perhaps, these were planted because

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 22.

Ibid., p. 20.

Ibid., p. 22. In 1945-1947 the former camp site was used, ironically, as a transit camp by

Polish-Soviet authorities in their transfer of ethnic Ukrainians from the Lublin region. Accord-

ing to the witness Raczynski, these Ukrainian deportees were also among the many treasure-

seekers littering the site with holes like a Swiss cheese (ibid., p. 24).

Ibid, p. 23.
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the previous ones had withered.

"

The barracks where the Poles were housed, the barrack of the

Ukrainian guard and the commandant's house are no doubt identical

with the remaining ''Vorlager." As for the "large barn-storage hut" to

which the Polish laborers lacked access, it is likely identical with the

combined stable and cowshed building on the Rutherford map, located

inside the "Gut." It is clear that it cannot be identical with Object E,

since this by no means of the imagination could be described as a "hut."

Moreover, Raczyhski describes the rest of the former camp site as "lev-

elled and planted with coniferous tree saplings."

Given these circumstances, the presence of a huge, at least some 50

to 60 m long barrack less than 400 m away from their lodgings obvious-

ly could not have gone unnoticed by the people in the Construction Ser-

vice (Baudienst) camp, yet Raczyhski does not even hint at such a

building. To this illuminating testimony we must add that it makes very

little sense that the Germans would have constructed such a clearly un-

necessarily huge barrack, just in order to keep a small security detail

with agricultural utilities or storage, when the more or less intact build-

ings which were already present there could have served the same pur-

pose.

Finally, the fact that Kola discovered a large number of toilet and

clothing-related artefacts inside this larger barrack (including hairclips

and hair combs, under- and outerwear buttons, spectacle frames and

cases, scissors, belt buckles and belt clasps)^^^" deals the final blow to

Myers's embarrassingly weak hypothesis. It is clear that Object E stems

from the period of the camp's operation, and that it formed an integral

part of Camp III. The mere notion that the experienced archeologist Ko-

la, who like our opponents must have been jarred by the incongruence

of this discovery with the orthodox picture of the camp, would not have

mentioned the possibility of a structure post-dating the camp, if he had

the slightest reason for doing so, is in itself rather unlikely.

The reason why Sobibor staff members kept quiet about Object E
when testifying about Camp III is easy to explain from a revisionist per-

spective: since the building, judging by its size, most likely served as a

bath and delousing facility for deportees transiting through Sobibor, the

indicted former guards had to replace it - for reasons of procedural

strategy - with a homicidal gas chamber building located on the very

same spot. Its descriptions was derived, directly or indirectly, from the

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., p. 159.
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Gerstein reports on Belzec. Kola's discovery of Object E thus proves

that the SS and Ukrainian witnesses were led, in one way or another, to

make false statements of what went on in Camp III. There is only one

feasible explanation for this falsification: to cover up that Sobibor in re-

ality functioned as a transit camp.

8.2.3. New Book on Archeological Surveys at Sobibor

2000-2012

In 2012 the director of the Sobibor memorial museum Marek Bem
and Polish archeologist Wojiech Mazurek published a book with the ti-

tle Sobibor. Archeological research conducted on the site of theformer

German extermination centre in Sobibor 2000-201 1. This book, which

together with Jules Schelvis's study constitutes the most important ex-

terminationist work on the camp, deals the final blow to our opponents'

vain hope that the hard facts are on their side. Below I will comment ex-

tensively on the material presented by Bem and Mazurek.

Death Toll and Killing Procedure according to Marek Bem

Amazingly, already in the introduction to the book Marek Bem
manages to make a fool of himself by commenting on the death toU:^^^'

"In my view, the number ofpeople murdered in this complex (taking in-

to account all the calculations made sofar), was at least 300,000. This fig-

ure is, however, dependent upon the still-unresolved question of the poorly

documented railway deportations to Sobiborfrom places like Lublin, War-

saw, Trawniki, Sampol, Tuchow, Smolensk, Mohylew, Borbujsk [sic], Du-

bienka and Lvov. Resolving this problem could perhaps confirm that, in-

deed, at least 300,000 people were exterminated in Sobibor. Indeed, it can-

not he excluded that the number could actually have been bigger.
"

Thus Bern's estimate of the camp's death toll is nearly twice that of

Schelvis's 169,000! Since the Hofle document shows that 101,370 Jews

were sent to Sobibor until the end of 1942, Bem must believe that

roughly twice that number arrived at the camp during the period fi-om

January to October 1943 - despite the fact that all sources agree that the

number of deportees during the second calendar year of operation was

much lower than during the first, with a considerable lull fi-om the arri-

val of the last Dutch convoy in late July 1943 to the first transport from

the east in mid-September. Without giving a source, Bem is moreover

" M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archeological research..., op. cit., pp. 5f.
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the first to assert that convoys arrived in Sobibor fi-om Warsaw, Smo-

lensk (in Russia), Mogilev (in eastern Belarus) and Bobruisk (also in

eastern Belarus). Bern also writes that "[t]he decision to build the camp

was most probably taken at the end of the Summer of 1941,"^^'^ a date

which does not sit well with the whole supposed "Fiihrerbefehr chro-

nology, as discussed in chapter 2.

Next we should note for later reference how Bem describes the ex-

termination procedure (emphasis added)

"The old, the disabled and the ill were loaded onto the wagons of the

camp narrow-gauge railway and were told that they were going to the Laz-

aret [field hospital]. Instead they were shot dead in Camp III. The rest of

the newcomers were sent to Camp 11 From there, naked and already divid-

ed into groups, they were herded to the gas chambers. In doing this, the

women went first through a barrack where some prisoners (the so-called

barbers) sheared their hair (which was considered to be of economic val-

ue). The gas chambers werefurnished in such a way as to look like typical

bath houses . Atfirst, these could accommodate 200 people at a time. After

the restructuring of the gas chambers, their capacity doubled. The victims

were killed by means ofexhaustfumes pumped in the chambersfrom a spe-

cial annex with a petrol engine inside . The gassing procedure lasted a doz-

en or so minutes. When the gassing was over, the corpses were removed

from the chambers and searchedfor hidden valuables (...). Next, the bodies

were trundled to and then placed into the mass graves in Camp III. In the

Autumn of 1942, the corpses of the victims began to be incinerated on spe-

cial grills madeform rail tracks, in open-air crematoria. The layers ofbod-

ies were interlaced with wooden logs, and then the bodies were poured

over with a flammable substance and set on fire. The ashes were then

thrown into pits dug in Camp III

"

Below we will find out how much - or rather, how little - of this de-

scription is in fact supported by the archeological evidence. As for the

claim that the hair of the female victims "was considered to be of eco-

nomic value," I have already remarked how ridiculous it is to believe

that the SS would have created a bottleneck in the extermination proce-

dure just to get hold of about 1 00 kg of hair per transport, and that the

procedure is much more consistent with a context of prophylactic hy-

giene.^^^''

In describing the present-day Sobibor memorial, Bem makes the fol-

lowing statement on the location of the alleged gas chamber building.

Ibid., p. 6.

Ibid., pp. 6f.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 94.
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which I will address later:^^^^

"In all likelihood, the obelisk symbolising the gas chamber and the

monument ofa woman prisoner with a child in her arms (built at the same

time as the mound) stand on the site of the gas chamber. This is what the

planners and authors of these monuments aimed at when they undertook

the task of building them. They wanted to have them built on the alleged

site of the gas chamber. Many of the latest historical analyses imply that,

indeed, this might be the place where the gas chambers used to be.
"

The obelisk in question is located in the western half of the above-

mentioned tarmac square,^^^*" around which Objects A-D were found.

As noted in the previous section, the Pohsh witness Jan Piwonski pin-

pointed the location of the "gas chambers" at this place - and more ex-

actly the site of Object A.

Liquidation of the Camp and Early Investigations

The first chapter of the book is devoted to a "short history of the

camp's liquidation," the most vital parts of which I have already cited in

the previous section. At the chapter's beginning we learn that on 19 Oc-

tober 1943, five days after the prisoner revolt, a meeting was held

where, among others, Sipo and SD Commander Walter Bierkamp, Cra-

cow Order Police Commander Hans Dietrich Griinwald, and Head of

the Armaments Inspectorate Maximilian Schindler met to discuss the

state of security in the Generalgouvemement, the danger posed by the

Jewish camps in the region, and the strengthening of security police

forces. It was resolved, or so we are told, as no reference is given, "to

take the final decision about how many Jews should be recognised as

indispensable and useful as a labour force, and how many should be

immediately 'removed from the General Government' region." Himm-
ler was then informed by Hans Frank about the conclusions of the meet-

ing.^^^' Bem and Mazurek maintain:^^^^

"The unprecedented escape of the prisoners from the extermination

centre in Sobibor, which meant the necessity to liquidate the camp, gave

Himmler the pretext to commence the final stage of the extermination of

Jews in the General Government lands.
"

This of course ignores the prisoner and mass escape from the Tre-

blinka "extermination camp" two and a half month earlier, on 2 August

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, p. 12.

Cf. "Sobibor Death Camp Memorial Site,"

www.scrapbookpages.com/Poland/Sobibor/TourO 1 .html

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, p. 16.
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1943.^^^^Although this revolt did not lead to the immediate liquidation

of the Treblinka camp, one might think that it would have caused the

German leaders to react at a much earlier stage.

In the second chapter Mazurek and Bern chronicle the first post-war

inquiries and investigations carried out at the camp site - primarily by

the Historical Commission at Central Jewish Committee in Poland and

the Central Commission for Investigation of German Crimes in Poland

(which conducted the official investigation into the Sobibor camp) - as

well as the topography of the camp. The chronicle begins:^^'^

"On the 28th ofSeptember, 1945, the Central Commission for Investi-

gation ofGerman Crimes in Poland informed the prosecutor ofthe Region-

al Court in Lublin,^^^^"^ that the Commission had been notified that in

Wlodawa province, next to the Sobibor railway station, the Germans had

founded a 'Death Camp, ' where, during 1942-1944, numerous transports

were sentfor extermination, not onlyfrom Poland, but also from France,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Italy.

"

Considering that Sobibor was liquidated in late 1943 and that no

convoys from Hungary or Italy ever reached it, it is clear how well-

informed these "investigators" were as late as September 1945! The

Commission initially knew of four witnesses: Zelda Metz, Salomon

Podchlebnik, Salomea Hanel and Hersz Cukiermann.^^"° In October/No-

vember 1945 a site inspection was carried out, a situational plan drawn

up and photographs were taken. At least nine witnesses were heard,

among which at least two former camp prisoners (unnamed by Bern and

Mazurek). Samples of ashes and bones from the camp area where also

sent to Cracow's Institute of Court Expertise to determine whether they

derived from incinerated human corpses. The results of this survey

were revealed to the pubhc only in 1947 in a report by the Commission

which we have discussed in our Sobibor study.^^"^

The prisoner revolt in Treblinka was reported by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency in London al-

ready on 23 September 1943, and could thus not have been a later invention based on the nar-

rative of the documented Sobibor revolt, as suggested online by certain holocaust skeptics; the

report gave the date of the Treblinka revolt as August the same year; "Jews in 'Death Camp'

Revolt, Set Fire to Execution Chambers and Barracks," JTA Daily News Bulletin, 23 Septem-

ber 1943.

" M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, p. 27.

^ A certain Kazimierz Schnierstein.

pp. 28f.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 24f, 107f
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Illustration 8.27: Situational plan of the former camp site from 1945.

Bern and Mazurek present a situational plan showing the former

camp site drawn up by Krzystof Skwirowski in 1945 (Illustration

8.27).^^°^ Like virtually all maps of Sobibor it is orientated with south to

the left and north to the right. This map shows that the 20 m x 15m pit

filled with chloride discovered by the Commission and marked on the

situational plan as legend no. (11) was in fact located near the railway

tracks and not, as erroneously assumed by us in our Sobibor study, in

Camp III. On the map the number object marked with (3) is captioned

as a "young forest planted over the ashes," (4) a "forest growing over

the former gas chambers," (5) a "labor camp," (6) "buildings destroyed

and removed," (7) "buildings destroyed," (8) a gate, (9) the railway

platform, (10) a "shed," (12) the chapel, (13) a "path made from cinder

and gravel," (14) another gate, while the captions for (15) and (16) are

unreadable and (17) is the Sobibor railway station.

The location of the "labor camp," presumably identical with the mu-

nitions dismantling camp also known as Camp IV or the "northern

camp," is somewhat remarkable, given that most witness maps place it

to the east of Camp III, rather than to the north of it as here. I will return

^ M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological re U p. 32.
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below to the very interesting feature of the "path made from cinder and

gravel."

Witness Maps of the Camp

In the third chapter Bem and Mazurek focus on "plans, sketches and

drawings describing the area of the camp." They begin by discussing

witness statements that had already been made during the war by a for-

mer Ukrainian guard who had deserted:^^""*

"Zachar Filipowicz Poplawski, in his memorandumfrom the 7th ofOc-

tober, 1943, informed the plenipotentiary ofthe Communist Party ofByelo-

russia in the Brest Oblast that, while serving in the Voroshilov and Zhukov

army units, he learnt about other crimes committed by the Germans. This

man, the political officer of the Voroshilov Soviet partisan unit, received,

through official channels, reports from several partisans from this unit,

namely Eiberg (political officer of the 1st company of the Voroshilov unit).

Captain Abdulalijew and Partisan M. Zukowski (Bukowski). They reported

on a death camp which was situated in the neighbourhood of the Sobibor

railway station on the Brest-Chelm railway route.

He [Poplawski] wrote that in the camp was a furnace ' - 'bath house

'

which consisted of 8 chambers with '500-person capacity each'. In the

summer of 1943, Poplawski was also informed about the gas chambers in

the death camp by partisans who had come to join the Zhukov unitfrom the

other side of the Bug river. [. . .] The above-mentioned Captain Abdulalijew

notified Poplawski that in their unit was a witness to the Sobibor camp as

he had served there as a guard. He had escapedfrom Sobibor in the Spring

of 1943, got across to Soviet partisans and reported to his new superiors

about the Sobibor camp, providing them with very detailed information. His

name was (Karaka.sz? Mrakasz?) Iwan Michajlowicz^^^"^^ (born in 1922).

He was a Ukrainian by descent, a member of the Komsomol, with second-

ary education. He was a sergeant in the Red Army.

During the German invasion of the Soviet Union, he was taken prisoner

by the Germans. After two-months ' training in Trawniki, he went on to do

service as a guard in the German extermination centre in Sobibor. After 28

days, probably at the end ofApril 1943, he escapedfrom the camp, togeth-

er with nine other people [...]. In July, 1943, he joined Zhukov 's Soviet

partisan unit [...] and he presented to his superiors a detailed report on his

service in the Sobibor extermination camp.

"

Ibid., p. 55.

"Michajlowicz," here given with a polonized spelling taken over by the translator, is clearly

the patronym, while "Karakasz" or "Mrakasz" is no doubt the surname. No information is pro-

vided as to the further fate of this witness, except that he "with time became a platoon com-

mander."
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Remarkably enough, this witness is mentioned nowhere in the 2007

EngUsh edition of Schelvis's study, suggesting either that the statement

had not yet been discovered by then, or that Bem did not notify Schelvis

about its existence, despite Schelvis's visits to and contacts with the

Sobibor memorial museum.

Despite the obvious importance of this witness statement and despite

the fact that they make extensive, up to two pages long quotes from

other testimonies, Bem and Mazurek only reproduce a short piece from

the actual witness report as forwarded by Poplawski (ellipses in Bem
and Mazurek):'^"*

"(...) they take the stripped corpses to the pyre, throw them onto the

ground and quickly place them on the rail tracks (about 1000-1500 people

at a time). Then they light a smallfire and the bodies start burning. Only

one ' Mr. ' German is sitting in the restaurant over a glass of rum, giving

out orders, 'That one is working badly, shoot him. Look at that one! He 's

not laughing, drown him in a barrel of water. Oh, yet another! He is too

weak - hang him. ' What remains after the bodies of those people, who an

hour or so ago were still alive, was white burnt-out bones, which are now
turning into ashes and will be thrown into the pits. This process is going on

night and day. People die and the Germans take all their belongings, mak-

ing themselves richer and richer (...).
"

This short quote clearly shows that the "witness description" with its

over-the-top German sadism and blatantly ridiculous cremation capacity

(1,000 to 1,500 corpses incinerated in about an hour, with the help of

only a "small fire"!) is a mere piece of propagandistic nonsense, which

is likely why the description of the alleged extermination facility is not

quoted, or even summarized. It seems a safe bet that it is more or less

incongruent with the official version. Because the reference for the doc-

ument containing the testimony is given as "Marek Bem's private col-

lection" we have no means to review the rest of it. What we do have

available for analysis, though, is a map of the camp, "undoubtedly [...]

dravra in the Spring of 1943 or in the early Summer; obviously before

the construction ofCamp FV commenced" (lUusfration 8.28).
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Illustration 8.28: Map of the camp drawn by Ivan Michajlovich Karakasz in

1943.^^°^ Duphcate legends have been added to the Camp III (here "Camp
IV") section in order to facilitate reading of the map.

In contrast to virtually all other descriptions of the camp, the "death

camp proper" is not designated "Camp III" but "Camp IV" instead,

whereas what is usually called "Camp 11" - the place where the depor-

tees were received and their confiscated belongings stored and sorted -

becomes "Camp III." The future Camp IV - here "Camp V" - is placed

neither in its usual location east of Camp III, nor to the north of it as in

Skwirowski's situational plan of 1945, but to the west of Camp II, ap-

proximately where the Rutherford plan places the barracks of the

Ukrainian perimeter guard.

Considering that Karakasz is supposed to have escaped from the

camp around the end of April 1943, and since the Himmler directive to

convert the "Sobibor transit camp [...] into a concentration camp" and

to install a "dismanthng unit for captured enemy munitions" there^"'"* -

a directive which indeed resulted in the installation of such a munitions

plant in the form of a large bunker in a new section of the camp - was

only issued on 5 July 1943, it seems more likely that Karakasz's "Camp
IV" is identical with the above-mentioned guard barracks rather than
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with the "Nordlager," which according to most testimonies was estab-

lished only later in the summer of 1943.

For the "death camp proper" - "Camp IV" - Karakasz provides the

following legends, as quoted by Bem and Mazurek:^^°^

"Camp IV housed: 1. Bath house where the Jews were gassed, 2. Camp
where the Jewish Camp IV labourers live, about 150 of them, 3. Incinera-

tion pits where the Jews are cremated, 4. (Tea Room?) and SS guardroom.

Next to it, the houses - maintenance workshops, 5. Tower with a heavy ma-

chine rifle.

"

It must be admitted that the depiction of the camp's outer perimeter

is remarkably close to what can be discerned from the 1944 air photo,

and much more exact than most other maps, which tend to depict the

camp as a rectangle. This supports the notion that Karakasz was indeed

a guard at the camp. The general layout of the camp is mostly congruent

with the Bauer map used at the Hagen trial, although there are consider-

ably fewer barracks marked out, especially in the "Vorlager" and in

Camp I. In addition, the distance between the railway sidespur on the

one hand and the ''Vorlager" and Camp II on the other ("I" and "11" on

the map, respectively) is remarkably exaggerated. It is most noteworthy

that Karakasz has marked out at least two large "incineration pits" in

the north-eastern section of Camp III, whereas Kola's survey detected

only one small cremation pit (measuring 1 0 m x 3 m x 0.90 m) located

considerably more towards the center ofCamp III.

Next Bem and Mazurek briefly discuss a sketch with Dutch captions

attached to the Report of the Concentration Camps Resolution Bureau

in the Hague, dated June 1946, remarking that "[s]o far the source from

which this plan was taken has not been estabhshed."^"'"^ The map in

question^""" marks out a signboard in the "undressing square" in Camp
II, which according to the legend bore the inscription "Staatliche

Seuchenbekdmpfungsstelle" (State epidemics control facility). This ex-

act German designation appears in a letter by the Czech-Jewish eyewit-

ness Kurt Thomas (bom Kurt Ticho) which he wrote to the Red Cross,

dated 29 July 1946, Boskovice, Czechia. Since we have not found

this phrase used elsewhere, this suggests that the map was based at least

in part on an unknown earlier description or sketch made by the same

Kurt Thomas. The map is quite schematic and shows only four features

in the "death camp proper" - the "gas chamber," a crematory pyre, a

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 57.

^™ Reproduced in better quality in NIOD archive 804, inventory 65, p. 66.

NIOD archive 804, inventory 20, p. 95.
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"barrack" and the narrow gauge railway shown as leading straight for a

longer distance up to the gas chamber area.

After this we come to a map published by the Historical Commis-

sion at the Central Jewish Committee in Poland, "most probably in

1946," and, according to Zbigniew Lukaszewicz (in 1947), "drawn by

former camp prisoners."^^'^ Bem and Mazurek comment as follows on

the map identified by them as probably identical with that of the Histor-

ical Commission mentioned by Lukaszewicz:^^'^

"The detailed description of the road leadingfrom the railway platform

to Camp II, the accurate sketch of Camps II and III, the unusually large

number of details about the part of the camp where the sorting barracks

were, and the much less precise and very general sketch of the infrastruc-

ture of Camps III and IV, may imply that this is the sketch Zbigniew

Lukaszewicz talks about. Accordingly, it was made up on the basis of the

information, provided between 1944—46, by the Jews who had survived the

camp (during this period, testimonies and accounts were given byprisoners

working in Camps I and II, namely: [Hersz] Cukierman, [Schlomo] Pod-

chlebnik, [Dov] Freiberg, Zelda Metz, Menche Chaskiel, Leon Feldhendler

and Powroznik, among others).

"

On the detail of the map reproduced as Illustration 8.29, the number

(32) marks a "barrack where women took off their shoes [barak dla

kobiet do rozbierania butow]," (33) a "barrack where women took off

their dresses and underwear [barak dla kobiet do rozbierania sukien i

bielizny]," (34) a "barrack where women had their hair cut [barak dla

kobiet gdzie scinano w/osy]," whereas in the actual Camp III we find

marked as number (35) the "gas chambers [komory gazowe]" shown as

housing six individual chambers along a central corridor, (36) the "en-

gine hall [hala motorow]," (37) the "crematory [krematorium]," (38) a

"workshop [warsztat]" (39) the "former graves [byle grobyY and (2)

"men's barrack [baraki meskiey^^^^ There is no indication in the leg-

end why the "crematory" is crossed out. The barracks marked (32) and

(33) are not found on any other map, and the testimonies known to us

regarding the procedure of the handling of the deportees maintain that

both men and women undressed, although separately, more or less

completely at the "reception square" near the railway side spur. Here

we must remind our readers that the haircutting barrack (34) was staffed

by prisoners from Camp I and II, so that this part of the camp should

^^'^ M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 58.

/Wrf.,pp.58f.

Reproduced in better quality in NIOD archive 804, inventory 65, pp. 11-13.
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have been known by at least one or two of the witnesses mentioned by

Bern and Mazurek.

11 -iH [ -ss-

Illustration 8.29: Detail of the presumed 1946 Jewish Historical Commission

map of "The Death Factory in Sobibor" {"Fabryki smierci w Sobiborze"),

showing Section Three CDzial trzecf) and its vicinity (annotations in red by

J. Schelvis)

Regarding the Erich Bauer map used at the Hagen trial, Bem and

Mazurek inform us that, besides the sketch used as the basis for this

map, there supposedly existed a second sketch drawn by Bauer "which

probably presented Camp III" and which "has been mislaid.
"^^'^ On the

following pages, Bem and Mazurek present a number of later maps of

the camp drawn by Yitzhak Arad, Tomasz Blatt, Jules Schelvis, Alex

Cohen, Martin Gilbert, Eugen Kogon and Michael Tregenza, most of

them already published elsewhere. Tregenza's map^^"' is typical of this

exterminationist fantasist, depicting the area of Camp III as almost

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research .... op. cit., p. 60.

Ibid., p. 64.
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completely filled up with huge mass graves.

Next follows a section of sketches and maps drawn by former pris-

oners - Moshe Bachir (Szklarek), Chaim Engel, Kurt Thomas (Ticho),

Stanislaw Szmajzner and Alexander Pecherski. Only the rough sketch

made by Pechersky features any details worth commenting - I will re-

turn to this later. I will also discuss the sketches drawn by the former SS

camp staff members Kurt Bolender and Franz Hodl later in this chapter

and in Chapter 10.

8.2.4. Archeological Research at Sobibor 2000-201

1

In the concluding and no doubt most important chapter of the book,

Wojciech Mazurek describes in chronological order and considerable

detail the archeological research carried out at the former Sobibor camp

site between 2000 and 2012. Below 1 will summarize and comment

briefly on this survey chronicle, after which 1 go on to analyze the in-

formation provided with regard to the three most vital issues raised by

it.

8.2.4.1. Kola's Survey in 2000-2001

There is no need to dwell on Mazurek' s summary of Andrzej Kola's

2000-2001 drillings and excavations, as we have already discussed said

surveys in depth in our Sobibor study. The following part, however, de-

serves a comment:^"''^

"The Torun expedition identified the location ofseven mass graves. All

of these graves, which are beneath the [circular memorial] Mound and

south of it (graves Nos. 3-6), were double in character: crematory in the

upper layers, and, in the lower layers - skeletal - with the remains of hu-

man bodies in adipose-wax. Two graves (Nos. 1 and 2), located west of the

Memorial Mound, were crematory in character, which implies that they

were built [sic] later, in the Summer of 1942, when the area of the camp

was being extended and when the cremation of the corpses dug out of the

pits had started. Out ofall the discovered mass graves, the researchers had

and still have the greatest difficulty in interpreting grave No. 7 located

south ofgrave No. 4. Professor Andrzej Kola claims that the existence of

indefinite transformations around this cremation grave implies that, per-

haps, it was the place where the corpses were incinerated.

"

The hypothesis that the two pits not containing saponified corpses

were dug only after cremations had commenced would mean the reduc-

Ibid., p. 98.
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tion of the hj^othetical maximum volume available for the interment of

uncremated corpses by 3,720 m^ corresponding to some 25%. I will re-

turn to the issue of the number of grave pits in my discussion of state-

ments by former Sobibor camp staff members in Chapter 10. As for

grave pit no. 7, it had a measured depth of up to 90 cm, so that it is

hardly likely it was ever used for interment; Kola's interpretation of it

as a cremation pit still seems the most likely.^^'^

8.2.4.2. The Survey of 2004

In July-August 2004, after a three-year break, the Museum of

L^czyhsko-Wlodawskie Lake District in Wlodawa under the leadership

of Marek Bem took the initiative to resume archaeological research at

the former camp site, in cooperation with the U.S. TV corporation Dis-

covery Channel, the German geophysical company Biiro fur Geophysik

Lorenz and the Pohsh archeological company Sub Terra Badania Ar-

cheologiczne. The general purpose of the renewed research was to ex-

plore "selected areas of the former camp in order to localise them more

precisely," while the specific tasks were set as follows:

- To localize the remains of Camp IV, containing the ammunition

dismantling plant.

-To verify the anomalies identified by Kola's teams in the area

south of Object E, which according to Kola could be somehow

connected with the alleged gas chambers.

- To localize the route of the so-called "Ascension Street" {''Him-

melfahrtstrasse"), the alleged fenced-in pathway leading Irom

Camp II to the area of the alleged gas chambers;

- To determine, based on the planigraphy of trees bearing traces of

barbed wire, the location of the camp's external perimeter.

In order to carry out the tasks, the new archeological team employed

two complementary geophysical methods: a geomagnetic method in-

volving the measurement of magnetic anomalies found down to a few

meters below the ground surface, and an electromagnetic method,

which involved sending electromagnetic waves into the ground and

measuring the impulses reflected against objects or interferences in the

earth layers. The team adopted the topographical grid used by Kola in

the reports on their subsequent surveys and excavations.^^^'

Cf. J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 120.

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, pp. 101-103.
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Illustration 8.30: The areas researched in 2004

(numbers added by the author - 1 : the area contain-

ing the bunker in Camp IV; 2: the surveyed area

around Object E; 3: the surveyed area along the un-

used road)^^^"

On the former site of Camp IV, the team detected a huge magnetic

anomaly, rectangular in shape, with a side of about 18 m, its axis ori-

ented in NW-SE direction. This was interpreted as the remains of a

brick bunker containing nine separate rooms, with the steel re-bar rein-

Ibid., -p. 102.
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forcement in its roof giving rise to the magnetic anomaly. The only dis-

covered objects were a tea spoon with a tea brewer, a piece from a rack

wagon and some metal wire wound around a tree stump.^^^^

Within the presumed area of the southern range of Camp III, the

team examined an area corresponding to 1 hectare in size, with a length

of 150 m and a width of 60-70 m, covering the area of Object E with

wide margins as well as the area to the south of it. On both sides of Ob-

ject E, "large magnetic and electromagnetic anomalies were registered."

On the western side, these anomalies formed a regular rectangle meas-

uring 18 m X 9 m, with the longer side on a north-south axis. Mazurek

writes:^^^^

"This object was tentatively interpreted as the room for the combustion

engine producing the exhaustfumes that were pumped into the gas cham-

bers.
"

Such an interpretation, however tentative, seems highly spurious in

light of the witness statements on said "room," considering that all

available witness statements and maps depict or imply the "engine

room" or "engine house" to have been a shed or small barrack, basically

housing only the alleged gassing engine and some equipment used in

connection with it. An 18 m x 9 m barrack would hardly have been

constructed for this purpose. One would rather expect Mazurek et al. to

have interpreted the anomaly as the gas chamber building itself, as it fits

rather well with the witness statements dimensions-wise. It is clear,

however, that the archeologists must have had good reason not to pro-

pose such an interpretation, as this possibility is not even mentioned in a

footnote.

As we shall soon see, the archeologist's tentative interpretation was

not to be long-lived.

On the eastern side, located parallel to Object E, the team found fur-

ther anomalies, which were not as regular as those on the western

side:^^^^

"Making even a preliminary interpretation of these anomalies was at

that stage of the archaeological program an extremely difficult task. The

researchers considered either the possibility that this anomaly is the trace

ofa room connected with the process ofmurderingpeople in the gas cham-

bers, e.g. the so-called 'barber-shop, ' or it was a storage placefor the val-

uables recoveredfrom the victims ' corpses (gold teeth or personal jewel-

lery).
"

/Wrf.,pp. 104f.

Ibid., p. 105.
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At a distance of some 60 m south of the above-mentioned anomalies,

the team discovered another concentration of magnetic field defor-

mations in the shape of a rectangle measuring 30 m x 15 m, its longer

axis convergent with Object E:^^^^

"Whether this is still a continuation ofobject E, or a completely differ-

ent object, it was difficult to state. However, this convergence of the orien-

tation of the longer axis implied that this could have been the final section

of the 'Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' where the so-called 'barber-shop ' building

was located, in which the women destined for the gas chamber had their

hair chopped.

"

Because the geophysical research south of Object E "had not pro-

duced the expected results (j.e. the discovery of anomalies in the form

of a linear continuum outlining the route of [the 'Himmelfahrtstras-

^e'])," the team concentrated instead on a part of an unused, some 6 m
wide forest path located west of the museum building. A strip of this

path, measuring 70 m x 15 m, was marked off and geophysically sur-

veyed, resulting in the discovery of a large number of small anomalies,

determined to be objects of everyday use such as spectacles and pocket

knives etc. It was impossible to either exclude or confirm that this area

contained the initial section of the 'Himmelfahrtstrasse,'' although a

small-diameter wooden pole discovered at the path's eastern end was

concluded to possibly have been an element of the entrance gate to this

path.^^^^

With regard to the search for the camp's outer perimeter, a task

which had been begun by Kola, the team managed - based on the find-

ings of barbed wire traces and remains on trees - to outline more or less

exactly all of the camp borders except the section to the north, i.e. be-

yond Camps III and IV, where no such trees (nor natural borders) could

be found. As for the western section, "the fence is clearly discernible, at

times having three layers of entanglements."^''^'* Mazurek also provides

a topographical map with the discovered or presumed borders of the

camp outlined (Illustration 8.31 below)

p. 106.

Ihid., p. 108.
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Illustration 8.31: Topographic map of the Sobibor area with the former camp
border marked out (north at top). For the sake of clarity the border as well as

the outline of the circular memorial mound has been marked in red by the au-

thor. To the east (right) the camp border ran parallel with the railway

track.

8.2.4.3. The Survey of 2007

Reportedly due to a lack of financial resources, the research at the

camp site was recommenced only in October 2007 when archeologists

from the Ben-Gurion University in Israel, including Yoram Haimi and

Isaac Gilead, joined forces with the former team based around the

Wlodawa museum. The renewed research focused on two tasks:

- Excavation work in Camp IV, in the area north and south of Ob-

ject E, as well as small scale exploratory excavations on the pre-

sumed site of the 'Himmelfahrtstrasse'

;

- Continuation of previous geophysical research, mainly on the site

ofCamp 11,^^^' within an area of 5 hectares.

Because of financial problems, the scheduled excavation work was

This may possibly be a mistype (in Bem and Mazurek's book) for "Camp III."
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limited to ttie area west of ttie norttiem part of Object E wliere tlie mag-

netic anomalies had previously been found. The team also partially ex-

plored a piece of the western wall of Object E. In order to tentatively

identify the area north of Object E, an area of some 100 square meters

of forest bed was cleared, and excavated soil was also sieved for ob-

jects.^^^^

During the brief sur-

vey of 2007, an area of

some two ares (200m^)

of land next to the west-

em wall of Object E
was explored (cf Illus-

tration 8.32). Here the

team found numerous

shallow hollows filled

with "black, bumt-up

sand containing a large

number of pieces of

charcoal" deriving from

thin tree branches. In

the same layer were

found pieces of specta-

cles, dentures, cigarette

cases, machine gun car-

tridge cases, bullets,

numerous shards of

glass bottles and per-

fiime containers (some

with inscriptions in

Dutch), some scissors

and knives, as well as

fence elements (pieces

of barbed wire, nails and iron wire staples). Among the findings were

also building remains in the form of concrets and brick pieces, all of

"very small" size. Some burnt and charred bone fragments were also

discovered.

Beneath this artefact layer the archeologists came across "two shal-

Illustration 8.32: The small area (in grey) con-

taining Object F excavated in 2007.^^^^

Ibid., p. 109.

Ibid., p. 111.
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low, parallel ditches," each 70 cm in width, "filled with light-grey

sand." These formed a narrow corridor running fi-om the central western

wall of Object E in north-west direction, which the researchers dubbed

Object F. The end of this object, some 14 m from the western wall of

Object E, "was poorly visible in the yellow-grey sand." The team also

discovered two post-holes in the space between Object E and F, as well

as "the bottom parts of at least two wooden posts by the western wall of

object E and inside."^^^**

In the researched area north of Object E the researchers found no

magnetic or electromagnetic disruptions, but on the other hand many
portable artifacts were discovered, most of them in a layer of black,

bumt-up sand: pieces of glass bottles (some 900 in all - some of them

with inscriptions in Dutch), more than 300 pieces of barbed wire, some

1 00 nails, iron wire, metallic rings and hoops ("which might come from

the construction of the 'Himmelfahrtstrasse'") as well as pieces of con-

cret (some 100) and brick (some 80). There were also found some

"burnt-white bone Iragments, probably himian-derived," as well as

pieces of dentures and personal belongings such as pieces of spectacle

fi-ames, fi-agments of and whole glass lenses, glass cigar cases, also

some barber's tools like iron scissors, eau de cologne bottles, perfume

containers and a piece of a shaving brush.^^^'

The researchers also concluded that the magnetic anomalies identi-

fied in 2004 near Object E had been "formed as a result of the presence

of numerous iron artefacts (for example, pieces of barbed wire, clasps

or nails)." No traces of deeper diggings were detected, and there were

no other traces of camp structure, apart from the relics of Object F. This

would mean that the anomalies to the east and west of Object E could

not have been buildings, but considering the rectangular shape of the

anomaly to the west, this at least must have been some form of superfi-

cial structure, perhaps a fenced storage area of some sort.

Most importantly the team concluded that, "[tjaking into account the

results of the research conducted in 2001, 2004 and 2007, we can, with

a high degree of certainty, state that object E is not the remains of the

gas chambers."^^^° Instead, the team basically adopted the same hypoth-

esis for this structure as proposed by Kola six years earlier, proposing

that it "had been a building where prisoners undressed or [...] a sorting

area of the items left by the victims."^^^°

Ibid., pp. 110-112.

Ibid.,p. 112.

Ibid.,p. 113.
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8.2.4.4. The Survey of 2008

During 2008 only non-

invasive geopliysical re-

search was carried out.

This time the team was

aided by the Canadian

Worley-Parsons company

and its employees Paul

Bauman and Brad Han-

sen, as well as by the

University of Hartford,

USA. The geophysical

survey was carried out in

the open area south of the

memorial mound, in the

forested area west of the

paved lot with the monu-

ment, and in the area of

the excavation work of

2001 and 2007, around

Object E and F (cf Illus-

tration 8.33 below). The

research area west of the

paved lot was divided into

eight grid squares, each

with a side length of 20

m. The researchers made use of a GPS system, an EM61 high-definition

metal detector, an EM38 conductometer, a GEM 19 Overhauser GPS
vertical magnetic gradient, ground penetrating radar (GPR) and high-

definition air photos taken at low height from balloon tethered to the

ground.^^^^

The survey produced the following results:^"'^^

1. In the area of the eight grids, west and northwest of Objects A-D,

the metal detector identified hundreds of small and medium-sized

scattered metal objects, some of them seemingly forming "clear ge-

ometrical patterns, which implies that they could have been some-

™' Ibid.,p. 115.

™' Ibid., -pp. 113-116.
^™ Ibid.,p, 117.

Illustration 8.33: "Areas where the geophys-

ical research in 2008 was conducted," map
drawn by R. Ratajczak.^"'
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how connected with the camp's former buildings, explosion debris

fields or other elements of the camp's infrastructure."

2. In the grids numbered 1 and 8 the GPR "imphed the existence of

foundations," whereas in the remaining six grids "the presence of a

great amount of scattered rubble" was detected.

3. The air photos taken "confirmed the border of the mass grave area

located in the open field" and highlighted areas with younger trees,

implied to have been planted in connection with the liquidation of

the camp.

4. The magnetic data collected in the open field displayed "a certain

number of anomalies coming from buried metal. One of these, par-

ticularly big, was uncovered at the junction of two mass graves. This

anomaly might imply the existence of the steel sleepers that had

been used to incinerate the human remains."

5. In the open field the conductometer registered the existence of "sep-

arate areas where some metal is buried."

6. Four deep magnetic anomalies were identified west of the paved lot

and were located in a line running south to north.

Since the map of the 2007 research areas provided in the book does

not enumerate the eight square grids, we cannot know for certain where

the detected "foundations" were located.

In a brief 2010 article on the 2008 geophysical survey written by

Paul Bauman et al, we are provided with some further information.

Here we learn that the area with the eight grids "was suspected to be

over, or in proximity to the gas chambers" and that "GPR data were col-

lected in the eight grids in the wooded areas, and along four lines across

areas of interpreted mass burials.
"^^^"^

This article, however, does not

provide information on the enumeration either, although it speaks of "a

foundation" in singular,^^^^ not in plural as in Bem and Mazurek. Nei-

ther do we get any information regarding the exact location of the large

magnetic anomaly suspected to be buried rails.

It is striking that the team, despite having at their disposal GPR
equipment and despite the use of meteorological balloons to delineate

the borders of the mass graves, apparently did not bother with determin-

ing the volumes of said pits in their present state.

Paul Bauman et al, "Geophysical exploration of the former extermination center at Sobibor,

Poland," Symposium on the Application ofGeophysics to Engineering and Environmental

Problems, vol. 23 (2010), p. 962.

Ibid., p. 963.
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8.2.4.5. The Survey of 2009

The research carried out in 2009 covered excavations at the site of

the former Camp IV and in the area west of the paved lot where anoma-

hes had been identified the previous year. The latter research area con-

tained seventeen excavation pits measuring 5 m x 5 m or 2.5 m x 2.5

m.^"'^^'' During their excavations, the archeological team concluded that

the area between Objects A-D and Object E had not been "intensively

used." The smaUer and bigger objects previously detected here and in-

terpreted as pits were hypothesized to be, at least in part, the result of

post-war illegal diggings in search of buried valuables.

) ^^^^
gr6b 6 y\

\ grob 10 = obiekt1

obiekt F TP* ^ ^

obiekt E M

'W?obiekU3.

\ ^
iHAi .^obiek^^^^^^^^^^

Illustration 8.34: "Location of the test trenches from 2009," map drawn by

R. Ratajczak (detail).
^^^^

Northwest of Objects B and D "three rows of regular well preserved

post-holes" were discovered, running "almost ideally" along the axis of

the excavation area. Remains of concrete and barbed wire were found in

several post-holes. The post-holes were interpreted as the remains of

three fences, placed at a distance of 3.75 to 4.75 m from each other. The

post-holes to the north "most probably" signify "the bend of the fence

towards the western direction." Mazurek writes that "[t]he analysis of

the continuation of the relics of the fence in relation to the objects locat-

^""^ M.Bem,W.Mazmek, Sohihor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 118.

Ibid., p. 120.
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ed by the asphalt paved lot implies the locations of objects A, B and D
along the discovered fence-line."^^^^ The team also found in the same

area a small "object, oval in plan (No. 12) [. . .] between two of the post-

holes which form the western line of the fence." From this object the

excavators "obtained numerous small pieces of bone (burnt white),

which at times form a solid layer within the earth. It was hard to deter-

mine precisely how to interpret this object. It cannot be excluded that

this might have been a small cremation grave (No. 10)."'^^** Judging by

the map of the research areas, and the data we have on the size of the

excavations, this object could have measured only a few meters in

length (cf Illustration 8.34 below)

Mazurek summarizes the excavation results of 2009 as follows:^^^'

"[I]? can he stated that the magnetic anomalies identified in 2008 and

registered west of the asphalt paved lot and west of objects B and D, had

been formed as a result of the construction of the fence between Camps II

and III the load-bearing elements ofwhich were wooden posts. Most ofthe

discovered relics ofpost-holesformed the projection ofafence-line along a

north-south axis, which had a continuation towards the southern and

northern directions.

The contrast between the small number of mobile findings west of the

discoveredfence and east of these, imply a high level of activity on the site

of theformer camp, within the area of the present asphalt paved lot where

the Monument and the Obelisk are located. This, in turn, might imply that

here, relics ofthe gas chambers will befound.
"

8.2.4.6. The Survey of 20 10

The research of 2010 was a continuation of the excavations carried

out in 2009, and explored, by means of trenching and sieving, 6.5 ares

(650 m^) located to the north and south of the rows of post-holes dis-

covered in 2009. Some one hundred additional post-holes were uncov-

ered, forming two parallel fence-lines, at a distance of some 1.75 m
from each other, running along a north-south axis along the western

edge of the paved lot. Neither the northern nor the southern end of the

fence-lines was uncovered.

In addition to the post-holes, the team discovered a 2 m x 1 m ob-

ject, oval in plan and trapezium-like in cross section, filled with black

sand and "locksmith's waste." According to Mazurek, these items per-

haps "had something in common with the assembly of the narrow-

p. 119.

Ihid., p. 121.
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gauge railway line."^''*'' In the area of the paved lot the team moreover

found "numerous mobile artefacts, which used to be the personal be-

longings of the Sobibor victims," including pieces of jewelry, combs,

toothbrushes and cigarette cases. Also found were a silver pendant with

inscriptions in Polish ("Hanna") and Hebrew ("GOD"), and an unspeci-

fied number of "pieces of dental work" (which, needless to say, Ma-

zurek arbitrarily identifies as belonging to "gas chamber victims")?^"*"

While supervising drainage construction work conducted near the

former commandant's house (the "Swallow's Nest") the team also dis-

covered some relics determined to have been part of the Camp I infra-

structure, as well as "a few pieces of glassware which apparently come

from a chemist's shop," among these two small bottles produced by the

company Klawe in Warsaw. "This imphes," writes Mazurek, "that

nearby, perhaps, there used to be a clinic for the German camp person-

j^gj
,,2340 j-^^ company Mag. Klawe A. G. was, during the German occu-

pation of Poland, a subsidiary of the Alfred-Freyberg-Stiftung in Dessau

which supplied serums and vaccines to the German Army. The Alfred-

Freyberg-Stiftung also included the Getak - Institut fiir Schddlings-

bekdmpfung und Desinfektion GmbH ("Institute for pest control and dis-

infection Ltd.") in Berlin.^^"^^

While it seems logical that the bottles found near the commandant's

house were used to vaccinate members of the camp staff - such injec-

tions are reported by other former members of the camp personnel to

have been carried out by SS-Oberscharfiihrer Hermann Michel, the

senior male nurse whose task it was to hold the supposedly "deceptive"

speeches to the arriving deportees - this discovery may possibly pro-

vide hints regarding the company/companies from which the camp ad-

ministration obtained the disinfectants that almost certainly were used

in connection with the transit camp's facilities for delousing and disin-

fection. Perhaps it is most likely that such procurements were handled

centrally in Berlin on behalf of all of the three Reinhardt camps.

8.2.4.7. The Surveys of 20 11

During 20 1 1 the archeological research, continued in the form of ex-

cavations, was carried out during two periods, the first in April-June

and the second in October-November. The renewed research, which as

far as we know is the latest to date, was conducted at the request of the

* Ibid.,p. 124.

*' http://recherche.lha.sachsen-anlialt.de/Query/detail.aspx?ID=196149
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steering committee for the construction of a new memorial at Sobibor,

which is constituted by the states of Israel, Poland, Slovakia and the

Netherlands. During the spring survey, the southern part of Camp III

was explored. This, Mazurek states, is "where the gas chamber was lo-

cated.
"^^"^^ The researched area corresponded to "over 1 hectare" and

was explored by numerous open excavation pits with a total area of 3 1.5

ares (=3,150 m^). In addition to this seven ares were surveyed by means

of a geological drill.^^''^ As a result of this survery, 7 1 0 immobile ob-

jects were discovered, most of them relics of post-holes and traces of

old tree roots. The post-holes for the most part form linear patterns.

These were interpreted as the "inner fences" of Camp III. Among the

linear post-hole patterns were found the continuations of the two paral-

lel rows discovered during the previous surveys. Mazurek writes (em-

phasis in original) i^^"*^

"Their range in a northerly direction was not identified. The outermost

post-holes were situated at a distance of20 metres south of the Memorial

Mound.

In a southerly direction, on the other hand, both rows of post-holes

reach up to the ditch, about 30-50 cm wide, which is oriented in south-west

and north-east direction towards the south-eastern corner of the asphalt

paved lot. There they meet with the line ofpost-holes running parallel to

this ditch at a distance of about 150 cm. Exactly 5 m south-east of this

ditch, runs another ditch, ideally parallel to it, also revealing a row ofpost-

holes on its outer side. In the inner space between these ditches, are rows of

post-holes located just next to them, mostly at the level of the outer post-

holes. This is the outermost south-westerly part of the original fence-line.

Here, both ditches, together with the accompanying post-holes, turn south,

beyond the area scheduledfor the research ofthe Spring 2011. This pattern

of two rows, together with the accompanying post-holes are interpreted as

being the remains of the final section of the Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' which

should have led straight to the gas chambers. Additionally, right next to the

south-east corner of the asphalt paved lot surmounted with the Monument,

three rows of small hollows were found. These could be the relics of the

wooden steps leading up to the gas chambers .

"

In the area to the south of the continuation of the supposed ""Him-

melfahrtstrasse''' a few rows of smaller post-holes were discovered,

connecting the break in the south-eastern ditch with the end of the as-

phalt road running towards the memorial mound via the paved lot. This

was tentatively hypothesized to have been the remnants of the "Barbers'

M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 125.

Ibid., p. 126.
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barrack," which "might have been buih on a pile foundation structure"

(no source is cited in support of this assumption).^^"*^

Few immobile objects were identified north of the paved lot, while

to the south of it the excavators uncovered "a collection of a few larger

post-holes, which might have formed the line of entanglements" around

the [sub-]camp inhabited by the Sonderkommando."^^"*^ By "Sonder-

kommando" no doubt the Jewish labor detail of Camp III is meant, ra-

ther than the SS camp staff (known from dociunents as "SS-Sonderkom-

mando Sobibor").

No relics were found in the area between Objects A-D and Object E.

The team concluded that this area had been covered by a young forest

during the time of the camp's existence, a hypothesis consistent with

the 1944 air photos.

Object E was confirmed to project at least 75 m to the south, with a

constant width of 6 m. Its walls were found to be sloping, "with visible

signs of wood boarding at times." At a distance of about 50 m from the

northern border of the object, a 2 m wide sand embankment was found.

"It is possible," Mazurek writes, "to hypothesize that object E was a

shooting range."^^'*^ I will discuss this conclusion extensively below.

To the north of Object E, apparently parallel with the smaller 14 m x

4 m barrack, the excavators found the external wall comer of "an object

similar to object E." The area covered by this structure was estimated at

15-20 m X 5-6 m. In the fill of this object some small iron items and

fragments ofbroken vodka bottles were found.

To the south and east of grave no. 2 the excavators found a hollow

sloping from the south in a northerly direction, changing further north

into grave no. 2. The slope contained "tiny particles of charcoal" but no

remains of burnt bones. Moreover, to the

"[s]outh ofgrave No 7, in the trenches and by means of the boreholes

that were drilled, the excavators discovered and identified the range ofan-

other mass grave. It is rectangular, about 25 by 5 m in size. Its longer axis

lies west-east. The object is about 190-210 cm deep. In its foot-wall, the

excavatorsfound 3 layers ofburnt bones, with the bone thickness of10-15

cm, interlaced with layers ofclear, light grey sand.
"^^'^

This find, which was labeled "Grave No 9" (although no "Grave No
8" is mentioned) has been duly considered in Carlo Mattogno's reply on

the issue of mass graves (Chapter II) and will not be discussed further

here. Some meters to the south-east of this pit a "sizeable rubbish tip"

Ibid., p. 127.
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was discovered, containing "women's combs and hairpins, the broken

glass of different bottles, pieces of barbed wire, iron nails, iron nipples

and other iron items."^^'*'*

The main tasks of the Autumn expedition was to "ascertain the con-

tinuation of the road to the gas chambers" from its southernmost portion

as excavated during the Spring expedition, to where it met the former

Camp II, and to determine the full outline of Object E and understand

its function.^^''^

As for the first task, the survey results are complex enough to neces-

sitate an extended quotation:^^"^*

"At first, the so-called Himmelfahrtstrasse, 'from the last turning be-

fore the gas chambers (the relics ofwhich should be located under the as-

phalt paved lot where the Monument is located) runs in a southerly direc-

tion at an approximately 30° angle. After meeting with the post-war recon-

structed 'Remembrance Lane, ' this feature [...] makes another turning to

the south-east, this time at a 15-20° angle, and runs for about 55-60 me-

tres. The road then makes its last turning, after which the Himmelfahrt-

strasse ' runs in a due easterly direction, reaching, after 40 metres, the gate

ofCamp II. If all these lengths are added up, the total sum equals about a

240-metre distance.

At the southern end ofthe Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' the southern ditch (ob-

ject 250) had two post-Holes from the inner side. Moreover, at a distance

of about 17 metres south of the east end of the Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' the

excavatorsfound a regularly rectangular hollow, about 6 m by 2 m in size

and 0,5 m deep. This could be the relic of the so-called 'Cash Office,

'

where the SS staffmade the prisoners leave their valuables as a false de-

posit South of this 'Cash Office, ' at least 8 post-holes were found. These

ran in two rows at a distance of2 metres parallel to each other. However,

understanding the relationship between the end of the Himmelfahrtstrasse

'

and thefence-line, as well as the infrastructure ofCamp II, requiresfurther

excavation research.

In the southern ditch of the Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' about 10-12 metres

before the last turning, there is a 4-metre-wide gap, similar to the one in

thefinal section of this road. This breach is directed towards a few rows of

small post-holes running parallel to this road at a width ofabout 5 metres.

This area, with two gaps in the Himmelfahrtstrasse 'fence, might have had

something in common with the so-called 'Barbers ' Barracks '. Taking into

account the fact that the recognition of the southern part of the Him-

melfahrtstrasse ' was carried out by means of the probe drilling method, it

can be assumed that only a part of the continuation of the road was en-

^'"^
p. 128.

Ibid., pp. 129f.
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closed by a high fence. Also, we cannot exclude the existence of a greater

number ofsimilar breaks. In order to resolve this question, it is necessary

to undertake further excavation research east of the northern continuation

of the Himmelfahrtstrasse, ' to clarify the problem of the location of the

'Barbers ' Barracks '.

At the crossroads of the Himmelfahrtstrasse ' with the presently-exis-

ting 'Remembrance Lane, ' on the western side ofthe Himmelfahrtstrasse,

'

the excavators found the remnants of a dirt road which, runningfrom the

south, turns at this point towards object E. Some traces ofvehicles that had

got bogged down in this area, during the time when this death camp exist-

ed, are evident. The road runsfrom that point in a north-westerly direction.

It was there that a tiny piece ofa bigger object wasfound (which is implied

by the bores from 2001). It is about 1.5-1.6 metres deep. Its identity can

only be determined through further excavation research. Such research

seems necessary in view of the similarity of its ceiling to the fill of the ob-

ject which turned out to he another cremation mass grave (No 8).
"

The above-mentioned features can be seen on a plan drawn by Rafal

Ratajczak^"''*^ which I reproduce in detail below, adding letters in red to

facilitate reading.

Finally, the team further uncovered the southern portion of Object E.

It was found that the total projection of the larger structure amounts to a

total of 100 meter. The object is exactly 6 m wide along its entire

length, except for the southernmost final four meters where the width is

8 m. In the southern external wall comer, the archeologists discovered

"the remains of wooden stairs." In the southenmiost portion of the ob-

ject "numerous brass cartridge cases" were excavated; to the right (east)

these were mainly rifle cartridge cases, to the left (west) mainly ma-

chine gun cartridge cases. From the north, "the wider part" of Object E
{i.e. the smaller barrack) is bordered "almost for its entire width" by a

"natural sand embankment, 1 m wide, with a passage of about 1 m in

width from the eastern side." Similar embankments, "regularly quad-

rangular" with a width of 3 m, "up to the half mark" of Object E were

found "in the 50th metre (about 2 m wide) and in about the 25th metre

on the western side" of Object E.^^"*^ As for the function of the structure,

Mazurek vmtes:^'"^^

Ibid.,^. 132.

Ibid., p. 130.
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Illustration 8.35: "The results of the excavation research conducted during

the Spring and Autumn expeditions of 201 1, compared with themass graves

and other objects discovered during the previous exploration work, as well as

the objects of the existing camp infrastructure reconstructed on the basis of

archival maps" (detail).

A = the fenced in pathway; B = slope at the edge of Grave No 2 and the end of the

path; C = "Grave No 9"; D = probable entrance gate of the 'Himmelfahrtstmsse'with

the possible remains of "Cash Office"; E = the post-war "Memorial Lane"; F = the

"Himmelfahrtstrasse" (fenced-in pathway from Camp II to Camp III); G = unknown
"bigger objecf '; H = remains of dirt road leading to Object E (and beyond); I = "ob-

ject similar to object E" (measuring 15-20 x 5-6 m) J = "row of post-holes" possibly

related to the "Barbers' Barracks" ; K = site of the possible "steps leading to the gas

chambers"; L= "hollow with lime"; M = the other site possibly related to the "Bar-

bers' Barracks."
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"It is possible to define, with high probability, that the fimction of ob-

ject E was a shooting range. At the present stage of the archaeological

program, to confirm this hypothesis, it is necessary to launch a search for

analogous objects in order to unambigiously determine itsfunction.

"

As we will see in the next section, however, the issue of the function

of Object E is considerably more complex than presented here.

8.2.4.8. Bern and Mazurek's interpretation of Object E

As seen above, by 2011 the Sobibor archeologists had concluded

that "[i]t is possible to define, with high probability, that the fimction of

object E was a shooting range." This interpretation, however, is prob-

lematized to a considerable degree by Bem and Mazurek themselves in

their chapter on eyewitness maps:^^"*'

"The archeologists' hypothesis, which tentatively assumes that the

whole of the uncovered object 'E' is the remains of a former shooting

range, raises some doubts. It is possible, though, that object E ' was not a

coherent whole, but rather consisted oftwo independent and different parts,

each serving a completely dissimilar function. The natural sand embank-

ment pinpointed in its half length [50 m], might have been the borderline

between those parts. There is also a possibility that a barbed wirefence ran

there on both sides ofthe 2-metre-wide path, which was the innerfence iso-

lating Camp IIIfrom the remaining parts of this extermination centre. The

vast majority of the accounts given and plans drawn by some witnesses

(former prisoners, camp staff members and Ukrainian guards) mark this

place as thefence surrounding Camp III.

Due to such a division ofobject E, ' it is possible to make a distinction

between the two parts: northern and southern. In all probability, the exca-

vation ofProfessor Andrzej Kola in the 2001 field season pinpointed almost

the whole of the northern part, while the one in 2011, brought to the fore

the informationfound within the southern part ofobject E '. The reports on

the two expeditions imply that the remains ofconstruction elements and the

artefacts found in those two parts differ from each other. The existence of

such a division can also be implied by the road (independent of the Him-

melfahrtstrasse) , clearly visible in the air photos of the camp, which con-

nected Camp II with the southern end ofthe northern part ofobject E.
'

"

I will return in the foUovwng section to the road mentioned and its

identification. Mazurek and Bem next present the following hypothe-

sis:^^^°

"Some of the camp survivors marked on their own sketches an object

Ibid., pp. lU.

Ibid., p. 79.
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which, without specifying itsfunction, they called the fenced working yard'

or 'barrack'. Each ofthem marked it behind thefence, within Camp III. As-

suming that it is actually two independent camp objects, it is possible to hy-

pothesize that the northern one was the alleged 'Lazaret' (the site where

shootings took place), while the southern might have been connected with

the so-called Camp V (the Ukrainian guards ' barracks, the reserve camp of

the camp guards.

"

Elsewhere in this chapter they elaborate in more detail on this inter-

pretation of Object E:^^^'

"Perhaps the object is the relic ofan extended wooden barrack that was

about 60 metres^^^^^^ long and 6 metres wide. It could also have been a yard

surrounded by a high fence. [...] At its northern end, the object was bor-

dered by another adjoining 'building, ' 14 metres by 4 metres in size. [. . .]

In light ofthe above-mentionedfindings [toilet articles andpersonal be-

longings in the larger structure, spent bullets and cartridge cases in a part

of the smaller barrack], it is natural to ask whatfunction such a huge bar-

rack served. Undoubtedly, in its northern annex (the smaller barrack), vic-

tims were shot. The accumulation ofso many bullets in a small area implies

that the victims were lying at the time oftheir shooting. [...]

It can be assumed thatfrom the autumn of 1942 to October 1943, the

same procedure was followed in transporting the victims by narrow-gauge

railway wagons to the area of the crematorium pits where they were shot

and then burnt together with the other corpses broughtfrom the gas cham-

ber. We could assume then, that the promises the Germans made that all

those present on the ramp [sic] would he taken to the 'Lazaret ' (field hospi-

tal), were intended to effectively calm them down. However, from the mo-

ment the two wagons at a time left the loading platform filled with the sick,

the infirm and the disabled, as well as children andpregnant women, there

was no need to continue the farce. Those dozen or so people were taken

near to the crematorium pit, were forced to undress, were shot and then

their bodies were burnt.

The act of rolling only two narrow-gauge wagons at a time, filled with

just a dozen or so victims to the place of their death, was the only means

possible to guarantee the element ofsurprise, keep full control over the vic-

tims and maintain the speed of execution. The object discovered by the ar-

cheologists in 2001, indicated in different descriptions by means of letter

'E ' (located 50 metres awayfrom the gas chambers), and presented in the

former prisoners ' accounts in theform ofa fenced yard, could have played

the role of the 'long-awaited Lazaret'. This was the place where the people

Ibid., pp. 72-74; 75-n.
^'^^ No doubt they here mean 50 m, as this is the point where the second sand embank was found

which they assume to be the border between the two structures. It seems like that Bem and

Mazurek inadvertently copied the 60 m figure fi-om Kola's report.
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sentenced to death by shooting were taken [...]. Groups who arrived in the

so-called 'small transports, ' i.e. transports of several dozen Jews, could

have been sent there as well. [. . .]

Most probably, smaller transports ofprisoners were not taken to the

gas chamber. Rather, they wereforce-marched, after all the routine recep-

tion procedures, from Camp II, along the initial parts of the 'Road to

Heaven ' and directed left towards the douhlefenced path running towards

the Lazaret or the 'waiting room '. The path led the prisoners into a barrack

or a fenced yard. [. . .] Closed in a big barrack or inside a fenced yard, they

were underfull control. Before the promised 'disinfection, ' they undressed

and were taken afew at a time to a place infront ofthe northern wall ofthe

barrack. To this structure, as preliminary research has shown, another

'structure' was adjoined. Perhaps this was either a fenced-in area or a

shelter, 14 metres by 4 metres in size. It is in that place that the prisoners

were shot. First, it appears they wereforced to lie down on the ground.
"^^^^

In the light of the evidence presented, the hypothesis that the south-

em half of the longer section of Object E functioned as a shooting range

does appear believable. The shooters would accordingly have stood at

the southern end of the range, standing to the right when practicing with

rifles and to the left when practicing with machine guns. The targets

may have been placed on or in front of the sand banks found 25 and 50

m from the southern end. It is somewhat curious though, that this struc-

ture would go completely unmentioned even in the testimonies of for-

mer Ukrainian guards. It isn't marked out on the Karakasz map either

(see fig. 8.28 above). One possible reason for this could be that it was

constructed only during the final phase of the camp's existence, where-

as many of the Ukrainian guards who later came to make depositions

had been fransferred from the camp during the spring of 1943 or earli-

er.^'^^

As pointed out by Bern and Mazurek themselves, the difference be-

tween the types of findings made in the southern and northern portion

of the longer object clearly speaks against the northern portion having

been part of a shooting range: Kola mentions a large number of toilet

articles, clothing-related artefacts and personal belongings that were

found in the larger barrack - all items completely unconnected to prac-

tice-shooting - but nothing of bullets or fragments of such, which one

would expect to find if the northern portion had made up the end half of

Ibid., pp. 75-77.

One ofthose Ukrainian guards, ftokofij Bussinij, who was transferred to Auschwitz sometime

in early 1943, claimed that there had been no shooting practice for the Ukrainian guards in the

camp; StA.Do Js 27/61 Aktenband V, pp. 608f
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a shooting range.

What does seem improbable is the speculation that the northern parts

of Object E may not have been buildings at all but merely fenced-in

yards. In the case of the northern (smaller) barrack, the archeologists

found "two massive, 210 cm long wooden beams" with 5-6 cm diame-

ter holes at regular intervals, some of them still filled with pegs. Next to

these were found "two structural beams of the barrack" entrenched in

the sand.^^^^ A "fenced yard" would obviously not have contained any

such structural elements. Likewise,^^^*

"in the central part of the large barrack, reverse imprints of vertically

embedded pillars were discovered in the archeologically barren sand. It

can therefore be presumed that the barrack's woodenfloor was placed on a

pillar structure some distance (approx. 60-70 cm)from the ground.

"

Moreover, "in several places charcoal, decayed or charred wooden

boards and planks were found."^^^* If we were dealing merely with

fenced-in yards, then obviously the outlines of the structures would be

marked by post-holes at regular intervals, yet Kola mentions nothing of

such holes, and only speaks of "relics" and "imprints" of "barracks." It

seems obvious that the notion of Object E as one or two fenced yards is

simply something thought up by Mazurek and Bem to fit the extremely

vague witness descriptions of such a "fenced yard" supposedly located

in Camp III, to be discussed below.

As for the notion that the larger structure served as a "waiting room"

from where people were sent to be shot in the smaller barrack, identi-

fied as the fake 'Lazaret,' this hypothesis is obviously spurious. It is

simply not believable that the Germans would have built a barrack

measuring 60 m x 6 m (360 m^) just in order to contain a "dozen or so"

or even "several dozens" of Jews, who for the most part were sick peo-

ple, elderly, children and invalids. In addition to this, the presence of

the at least 14 m long fenced-in corridor (Object F) protruding from the

western side of the larger barrack in the direction of the camp perimeter,

i.e. the opposite direction from which the hypothetical "Lazaret" vic-

tims would have entered the building, makes no sense in the context

sketched out by Bem and Mazurek.

Despite Kola's discovery in a section of the smaller barrack of 1,830

spent Mauser and Mosin-Nagant rifle bullets, which he describes as

having been "shot into the ground and hence deformed,"^^'^ there is rea-

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 158.

Ibid.,^. 157.
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son to doubt Bern and Mazurek's conclusion that the smaller barrack

served as an execution site where victims were "forced to lie down on

the ground" before being shot. In two footnotes to the German edition

of our Sobibor study it was pointed out by our editor:^^^^

"ne Mauser 98J<p-^^'^^ was the standard-issue rifle of the German

Wehrmacht during the Second World War. Due to its length of 1,110 mm
[...] this weapon is certainly not suitable for executions at short distance,

such as in the case of executions ofpeople lying down on the floor of a

room. Moreover, the penetratingpower of this weapon at such a short dis-

tance is so large, that the bullet would have passed through the body at

high velocity only to then pose a potential risk to bystanders in theform of

a ricochet Finally the ammunition is expensive compared to that used by

pistols. For these reasons pistols were principally used for shootings at

short distance. [. . .] The repeater rifle Mosin-Naganf^^^^^ was the standard-

issue rifle of the Red Army infantry. Because of its length of 1,306 mm this

weapon is even less suitable for executions at short distance than is the

Mauser 98k.

"

In addition to this argument we must bring to attention the striking

fact that Kola mentions nothing of the presence of any human bone

fragments, despite the fact that the killing of thousands of people by

means of a shot to the nape of the neck would inevitably have meant

that the soil below them would have been peppered with fragments of

skulls and vertebrae. Furthermore, none of the witnesses speak of the

"Lazaret" as being an actual building, even if only a small barrack. In-

stead they unanimously maintain that the sick Jews were shot at the

edge of a mass grave. For example, Alfred Ittner testified:^^'''

"Auf entsprechende Frage mufi ich sagen, dafi mir der Begriff

'Lazarett' geldufig ist. Hiermit war die Gruhe im Lager 111 gemeint. lach

habe auch gesehen, dafi die gebrechlichen und kranken Juden an den

Gruben im Lager III erschossen worden sind.
"

"To the corresponding question I must reply that the term 'Lazarett ' is

familiar to me. By this was meant the pits in Camp ILL I have also seen how

the infirm and sick Jews were shot by the pits in Camp ILL
"

And the Ukrainian guard Prokofij Bussinij:^^''^

"Solche Juden, die nicht gehen konnten, wurden manchmal in das 'La-

^^^^
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaust-Propaganda und Wirklichkeit, Castle Hill

Publishers, Uckfield 2010, p. 202, footnotes 492f.

Cf. http://en,wikipedia.org/wiki/Mauser_98k

Cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosin%E2%80%93Nagant

Interrogation with Alfred Ittner, Kuhnbach, 17 July 1962; ZStL 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. VH, p.

1427.
^^''^

Interrogation ofProkofij Bussinij, Kiev, 8 August 1975; StA.Do Js 27/61 Aktenband V, p.

604.
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zarett' gebracht. Es war aber kein Krankenhaus, so hiefi die Grube, neben

der sie erschossen wurden.

"

"Such Jews who could not walk were sometimes brought to the 'Laza-

rett. ' This was no hospital, however; it was the name of the pit next to

which they were shot.

"

The only exception seems to be the Ukrainian guard Razgonayev,

but in his case, the 'Lazarett' was only a stop-over from which the vic-

tims were brought to the same pit or pits:^^''^

"Those civilians who were unable to move on their own, in particular,

were shot. As a rule, immediately after unloading of the train, they would

be taken by the 'work detail' to a separate hut called 'clinic' and they

stayed there until those who could move on their own had been exterminat-

ed in the gas chambers. The number of the sickfrom one train would come

to 30-50 people, depending on the number of trains that would arrive on

one day. All the sick who had stayed at the 'clinic ' were brought by a 'work

detail, ' undressed, to the pits and were shot by us - the Wachmans and the

Germans, at short range.
"

An alternative explanation for the spent rifle bullets found in the

smaller barrack would be that they were not fired inside the building,

but collected elsewhere (perhaps at the presumed nearby shooting

range) and only stored there. During the dismantling of the barrack the

spent bullets would then have inadvertently been buried in the soil. In

this context it must be pointed out that the numerous remains of toilet

articles, clothing items and personal belongings encountered "immedi-

ately underneath the layer of humus" in the object "appeared on the en-

tire site of Object e"^^''"^ (emphasis added) - in other words, such items

were discovered also in the small barrack, which seems at odds with the

hypothesis that it functioned as an execution site and that the victims

undressed before they were led there from the larger barrack/yard.

As for the "fenced yard" mentioned fleetingly in testimonial evi-

dence, Erich Bauer in his map of the camp marked out a "fenced enclo-

sure" just to the west of the "gas chambers."^^*^ We may recall here that

just to the west of Object E, the 2004 geophysical survey detected a

large magnetic and electromagnetic anomaly in the form of a regular

rectangle measuring 1 8 m x 9 m, which initially was thought to be the

"engine room" of the gas chambers but later was ruled out as a building

relic. Could this have been the structure marked out by Bauer as a

Interrogation ofMikhail Affanaseivitch Razgonayev, 20-22 September 1948,

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/trials/sobiborwachman.html

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 158.
^'''^ M. Novitch, Sobibor. Martyrdom and Revolt, Holocaust Library, New York 1980, p. 37.
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"fenced enclosure"? Again, we must stress that almost all maps of the

camp place the alleged gas chamber building near the southwestern

comer of Camp III, which is exactly where Object E is located. The ar-

cheological research results of 2000-2011 allow us to draw the follow-

ing conclusion:

A large barrack existed in Camp 111 measuring at least 50 m x 6 m,

to which a smaller barrack measuring 14 m x 4 m was adjoined. As

a) neither of the structures fit the description,

b) no hard evidence supports the notion that Sobibor functioned as a

"pure extermination camp,"

c) all documentary evidence point to Sobibor having functioned as a

transit camp for Jews,

d) the above-mentioned personal items were discovered in Object E,

and

e) because of the portent silence of the witnesses on the subject of

Object E, despite this being almost certainly the largest building

in the camp,

it is most likely that the object served a function in the context of the

main purpose of the camp - to delouse and transit Jews bound for the

Occupied Eastern Territories.

8.2.4.9. The Futile Search for the "Gas Chambers"

As seen above and in Sobibor, the archeologist's search for the al-

leged "gas chamber building" in this camp has led them to one retreat

after another. Following Kola's initial, very half-hearted hypothesis that

Object E could have contained the fabled chambers of death - a sugges-

tion which Bem in obvious desperation still climg on to as late as

2009^^^* - the subsequent archeological teams have exhausted the areas

to the west and east of the above-mentioned object as well as the area

around and between the identified grave pits. After subjecting the whole

of the former Camp III site to probe drillings, excavations, geophysical

surveys and more probe drillings, the pitiful seekers of the gas chamber

grail arrived exhausted at one final, possible location for the "gas

chambers" in 2012 A.D.:^^"'

"However, the list ofyet-unanswered questions is still long and their

explanations can only be found through further excavation. Above all, it is

necessary tofully understand the area ofCamp III. There, apartfrom locat-

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 167f.

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, p. 131.
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ing other possible mass graves, it is necessary to pinpoint and identify the

gas chamber area. Taking into account that the Himmelfahrtstrasse' ex-

tends in a northerly direction, it can be assumed that these should be locat-

ed either beneath the asphalt paved lot where the Monuments are located

or is east of it.

"

Illustration 8.36: The two possible (approximate) locations of the

alleged gas chamber building according to Bern and Mazurek.

More precisely, the spot is "right next to the south-east comer of the

asphalt paved lot surmounted with the Monument" where "three rows

of small hollows were found" which "could be the relics of the wooden

steps leading up to the gas chambers. "^^''^^ Marek Bem does not even

hesitate to write that "In all likeHhood, the obelisk symbolising the gas

chamber and the monument of a woman prisoner with a child in her

arms [...] stand on the site of the gas chamber."^""''' But how likely is it

in fact that any remains or traces corresponding to the alleged gas

chamber building are actually to be found in the area pinpointed by

Bem and Mazurek?

Ihid., p. 126.

Ihid., p. 12.
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As we have already pointed out in Sobibor, any remains of the al-

leged gas chambers must primarily derive from the second phase build-

ing, the outline of which must be estimated at a minimum of 10 m x 13

m.^^^** In Illustration 8.36 I have approximated the two possible loca-

tions of the "gas chambers" as described by Mazurek, superimposing

differently colored, scale-correct outlines of the hypothetical building

on the relevant portion of the 2007 survey map.

Here we must turn to Kola's description of the methods employed

during his 2000-2001 investigation in order to fiiUy understand the re-

search area in question (emphasis added):

"Due to the considerable area to be explored, initially the drilling loca-

tions were determined by the intersections ofa 5 meter grid, with an addi-

tional, narrower grid at sites where the drill cores had shown positive re-

sults (i.e. in places where cultural objects had been located - e.g. relics of

buildings or graves). With this assumption in mind, at least 400 drillings

would be required on each hectare.

During the springtime phase, 4 hectares of the area oftheformer Camp
III (i.e. hectares XVII, XVIU, XXIV and XXV) were fullv investisated bv

coring. In each hectare 400 [i.e. 20 x 20] basic drillings were made; addi-

tional drillings enabling a more detailed localization ofthe remnants ofan-

thropogenic structures were made in places ofsoil disruptions. (...). In hec-

tare XVII 90 additional drillings were carried out, 76 in hectare XVIII, 18

in XXIV, and 21 in XXV; thus altogether there were 1,805 drillings made

on 4 hectares.

As can be seen in Illustration 8.36, both possible locations are clear-

ly within the boundaries of hectare XXV, which like the other four hec-

tares was fully investigated by drillings made using a 5 m grid. The to-

tal number of drillings for the four hectares (1,600 basic drillings + 205

additional drillings) show that Kola's drillings surveyed hectare XXVI
in its totality, including the asphalt paved lot with the monuments. As

can be seen in lUusfration 8.37, Kola's drill would have struck the area

hypothetically covered by the "gas chambers" at a minimum of four

points (intersections) on the grid, regardless of which of the two loca-

tions. Here we sfress again that the second phase gas chamber building

is unanimously claimed by witnesses to have been a soUd building of

concrete and/or brick.

™ J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 150.

" Ibid., pp. lllf.
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Illustration 8.37: Survey map of hectare XXV with the 5 m drilhng grid su-

perimposed (left) and outline of the alleged second phase gas chamber build-

ing against a 5 m grid. Hypothetical positive drills are marked as dark blue

circles.

The discovery of the objects A, B and D were made on the basis of

one or two positive basic drilHngs for each object. All of these struc-

tures were small barracks, with the exception of Object A, which ap-

pears to have contained at least some brick elements. Objects B and D
were identified by the drillings despite being the remains of small

wooden structures (4 m x 3.5 m and 5.2 x 3 m, respectively) whose

construction elements had been demolished and removed, in the case of

Object D leaving only an "imprint.
"^^^^

It goes without saying that it

would have been extremely difficult, if not to say impossible, to demol-

ish a massive concrete or brick building so that it would leave even less

of an "imprint" than the wooden barracks.

Despite this, none of Kola's basic driUings from the area in question

encountered anything warranting excavation, or even a mention in his

published survey report. From this we may conclude with almost com-

plete certainty that the "relics of the wooden steps" discovered next to

the south-east comer of the tarmac square are connected to a structure

which does not correspond to the alleged gas chamber building - i.e. if

they are relics of steps at all. Mazurek, Haimi, Gilead or any other ar-

cheologist could of course easily prove us wrong by verifying the sup-

posed location of the "gas chambers" - after all we are talking of the

excavation or geophysical survey^^^^ of a mere 4-6 ares. On the other

Ibid., pp. 155f.
^^'^ As seen in the following section on Treblinka, tlie tarmac cover, if left intact during the con-
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hand, the failure to detect any remains there - or, even worse from an

exterminationist viewpoint, further structures incongruent with the offi-

cial version of events - would inevitably spell the final defeat of the or-

thodox holocaust archeologists, even if this defeat would never be pub-

licly admitted by them.

On 21 August 2012 an interview with Yoram Haimi and others ap-

peared in onHne media, conducted by Associated Press.
^^^"^

In this we
read of the "landmark excavation" by Haimi et al, which included pre-

paring a layout of the camp and "pinpointing the location of the gas

chambers" where "some 250,000" (!) Jewish victims are "believed" to

have been murdered. In fact, the "heavy concentration of ashes" is said

to have led Haimi to estimate that "far more than 250,000 Jews" were

killed! Even notorious Holocaust theologian Deborah Lipstadt chimes

in, stating that any archeological findings indicating a higher death toll

are "not out of sync with other research that has been done."

Haimi, who, we learn, spends his ordinary working days carrying

out digs for Israel's antiquities authority, dwells on the find of an identi-

fication tag engraved with the name of a 6-year-oId Dutch-Jewish girl.

Lea Judith de la Penha, "confirmed" by Yad Vashem as having been

murdered at Sobibor, calling her "the symbol of Sobibor" and an exam-

ple of indiscriminate mass murder. We also learn that at the time of the

publication of the article Haimi was about to travel to Poland for yet

another excavation session.

The Israeli archeologists at Sobibor, we further learn, are not al-

lowed to bring any of their findings out of Poland, but Haimi is said to

regularly consult the Yad Vashem' s International Institute for Holo-

caust Research, which supposedly assists him in interpreting the find-

ings and "gives them historical perspective."

As for the fabled gas chambers, Haimi 's mapping of the "Him-

melfahrsstrasse" is described as a "major breakthrough" that has ena-

bled him to determine, as Marek Bem puts it, "where to look for the gas

chambers"

The article recounted above is a showcase of Shoah pseudoscience

as its most pathetic and laughable. To begin with, there exists no "other

research" outside of the 70-year-old propaganda campaign pointing to a

"higher death toll at Sobibor," one exceeding 250,000, as brazenly

struction of the planned future monument, would pose no problem for a survey using ground

penetrating radar.

^™ "Israeli archaeologist digs into Nazi death camp," Associated Press, 21 August 2012, online:

http://news.yahoo.com/israeh-archaeologist-digs-nazi-death-camp- 1 84 1 06960.html
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claimed by Deborah Lipstadt. The same of course goes for Bem's ab-

surd figure of "over 300,000" victims. As shown by the Hofle document

and other reliable data, and as acknowledged by Jules Schelvis, the

number of Jews deported to Sobibor could at the most have been

around 170,000. To maintain their assertion that almost twice that num-

ber were actually killed in the camp, Lipstadt et al. would have to either

question the reliability of the Hofle document, and by extension the

Korherr report, which repeats the annual total given by the former doc-

ument, or to suppose that in 1943 Jews were sent to Sobibor from pre-

viously "unknown" locations.

As the transports from Western, Central and South-East Europe as

well as those from within the Generalgouvemement are fairly well

known, there is very Httle margin to sift "new" victims from. The only

real viable option seems to be the Occupied Eastern Territories (as

seems to be hinted at by Bem from his out-of-the-blue mention of

transports from Smolensk, Mogilev and Bobruisk), but this would in

turn threaten to compromise the orthodox historiography on the

Einsatzgruppen activities in the same region. The theologian Lipstadt

should clearly refrain from counting other things than angels dancing on

apinhead...

The fact that one of the leading Sobibor archeologists, Yoram
Haimi, believes the victim figure to be far in excess of 250,000 is like-

wise painful. The basis for this assertion is a claimed "heavy concentra-

tion of ashes," but this has, to date, no support whatsoever in any publi-

cation. Neither Kola, Gilead, Haimi, Mazurek nor any of the other So-

bibor archeologists have published any serious estimate of the amount

of crematory remains present in the detected burial pits. We may con-

clude that Haimi is wildly exaggerating, engaging in "death camp jingo-

ism" (similar to Tregenza's and O'Neil's idiotic attempts at upping the

Belzec death toU),^"^ or that he simply has no idea how many cremato-

ry remains some ten thousand corpses leave when incinerated on the al-

leged primitive pjTcs.

Let us be kind here and assume the latter alternative. From what we
know, Haimi is a middle-aged fellow who usually spends his days dig-

ging up old pottery and the like. We have no indication that he has any

form of forensic expertise, or even any real expertise relating to the hol-

ocaust for that matter. Indeed, the Yad Vashem's International Institute

To their honor, we must add that this was in the 1990s, prior to the discovery of the Hofle

document.
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for Holocaust Research and its head, Professor Dan Michman, helps

him "interpret his findings and gives them historical perspective."

While Haimi's "details are exact," "based on facts" and "hard evidence"

constituting "an important tool against Holocaust denial" according to

Michman, all we have in support of this are his words. Considering that

neither he nor the other august holocaust historians of Yad Vashem

have made any effort whatsoever to refute our arguments against the ex-

terminationist hypothesis, or for that matter to present even a shred of

hard evidence for the existence of the alleged homicidal gas chambers,

we may as well speak of the Great and Powerful Michman, the humbug

holocaust rabbi providing his pottery-digging protege with pious exege-

sis on the sacred mysteries of Sobibor.

Haimi's use of Lea Judith de la Penha as the "symbol of Sobibor" is

nothing more than contemptible propagandistic appeal to emotions. The

Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial's "confirmation" that she was mur-

dered at Sobibor is of course completely vapid, as their database merely

consists of transport lists coupled by forms filled in by Jews claiming

the death of relatives, usually on the basis of hearsay or assumption.

What can be verified is that Lea Judith de la Penha was deported to So-

bibor. The fact that an identification tag bearing her name ended up bur-

ied in the soil in the camp site does not in any way prove that she was

killed there or anywhere else, or that Sobibor functioned as a "pure ex-

termination center." We are, indeed, fully in our right to ask, in the face

of this disgusting propaganda, whether Haimi et al. would feel reheved

if they learned that this little girl was not murdered in the camp - or if

they would feel something akin to disappointment. .

.

Ironically, Lipstadt, Dwork and Haimi are correct in asserting that

archeological research has important things to contribute to holocaust

historiography, and that it even is, as Haimi puts it, "the future research

tool of the Holocaust." As we have seen, all exterminationist attempts at

resorting to hard scientific methods, including archeological and foren-

sic surveys, have resulted in embarrassing failures. It is thus with great

delight that we learn that Haimi et al. have now set out to destroy the

last refiige of the Sobibor "gas chamber legend." We very much look

forward to reports on their future findings.

8.2.4.10. The Paths ofCamp III

In order to get a better grasp of what the archeological surveys have

actually revealed about Camp III, it is most useful to produce a compo-

site map overlaying the archeological finds as presented on the excava-
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tion maps and descriptions upon the May 1944 air photo. To facilitate

the drawing of such a map 1 have first compared (111. 8.38) this air photo

with a different one taken in 1971, which clearly shows the asphalt

paved lot with the monuments and the memorial mound, two features

also appearing on the excavation maps.

Based on this I have in turn produced a composite map (Illustration

8.39) on which the findings from the 2000-2011 archeological surveys

have been placed in scale on top of the 1944 air photo. For reasons of

convenience I have placed north at the top of the map (rather than to the

right, as is usually done with maps of Sobibor).

What immediately strikes one fi-om viewing this map - actually,

from viewing most maps of the camp - is the distance between the al-

leged gas chamber building and the burial pits. If the gas chambers were

indeed located near the south-east comer of the paved square with the

monument, then the distance from it to the closest pit would have

amounted to at least some 65 m. Clearly it would have made much
more logistical sense to place the grave pits in the immediate vicinity of

the gas chambers, thus minimizing the need for transporting the corps-

es.

Then we have the obvious discrepancies between our map and the

eyewitness plans - besides the telling absence of Object E from the lat-

ter. Erich Bauer's map places the barracks of the Jewish labor detail by

the south-eastern comer of Camp III, i.e. approximately where Objects

A-D are located, which in turn have no counterparts whatsoever on his

map. The Karakasz map (Illustration 8.28) is likewise problematic in

this regard, as it features an "SS guardroom" and two or three "mainte-

nance workshops" by the north-western perimeter of Camp III, but no

buildings corresponding to Objects A, B and D in the southem/south-

eastem part. Neither do any of the witness maps display the fenced-in

path leading to Grave No. 2.

Most important of all, however, is the fact that the surveys revealed

not one but two paths leading from Camp II to Camp III. This point is

also addressed by Bem and Mazurek:^^^*

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, pp. 70f.
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Illustration 8.39: A Composite map of Camp III as revealed by the archeological sur-

Legend: 1) Object A; 2) Object B; 3) Object C; 4) Object D; 5) The smaller barrack of Ob-

ject E; 6) The northern part of Object E (the larger barrack); 7) The southern part of Object

E (presumed shooting range); 8) Object F (corridor leading in NW direction); 9) Remains

of building "similar to Object E"; 10) Large rectangular magnetic anomaly (E. Bauer's

"fenced enclosure"?); 11) Rubbish tip; 12) Probable entrance gate of the "Him-

melfahrtstrasse" with the possible remains of the "Cash Office"; 13) The ''Him-

melfahrtstrasse"; 14) "Dirt road" leading toward the southern end of Object E; 15) "Big ob-

jecf found near a path deviating from the dirt road; 16) Anomaly possibly related to the

"Barbers' Barracks"; 17) Row of post holes speculated to be connected with "Barbers' Bar-

racks" and Camp III labor detail housing; 18) "Hollow with lime"; 19) Location of the pre-

sumed "steps leading to the gas chambers"; 20) Buildings in Camp II identified as having

been used as storage facilities and/or agricultural facilities.
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"Alexander PeczerskiP'^^^^ in July, 1974, at the request of the court in

Frankfurt, made a rough sketch of the camp. It can undoubtedly be as-

sumed that Peczerski (though he stayed in the camp for only 22 days) knew

precisely the topography ofSobibor. After all, he had spent a considerable

amount of time preparing the camp prisoner's revolt. Unfortunately, the

sketch he drew does not contain any details, since it was only an outline of

the camp. Still, it is worth having a closer look at the two marked roads

linking Camp II with Camp III. His is the only sketch where these two roads

connect the two Camps. All the remaining plans show the Him-

melfahrtstrasse (the 'Road to Heaven ') alone. It is quite likely that on this

plan, Peczerski, apart from the path leading to the gas chamber, marked

the path leading from Camp II to a place is also marked in some other

plans (those by Bolender, Blatt and Schelvis, the planfrom the court trial in

Hagen). This is the path that also leads to what is mostfrequently referred

to as 'the fenced working yard' or 'barrack'. Regrettably, although they

marked this object on their plans or sketches, none of the witnesses provid-

ed any details as to its function, or the communication system between this

place and the rest ofthe camp infrastructure.
"

Illustration 8.40: Pechersky's 1974 sketch of the Sobibor camp

{''Friseurstube" = Barber's hut, ''Landwirtschaft" = Agricul-

ture)."^"

Bern and Mazurek here employ a Polish spelling of the witness' Russian surname, which is

usually rendered in English as Pechersky.

Detail of sketch of the Sobibor camp drawn by A. Pechersky during his interrogation on 1 7 Ju-

ly 1974; NIOD archive 804, inventory 65, p. 23.
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While Bern and Ma-

zurek's observation on

Pecliersky's knowledge of

the camp topography is no

doubt correct, they have

skirted an important issue:

How come that none of the

other eyewitnesses, many
of whom spent a year or

more in the camp, ever re-

ported on the second

path/road? As for the Jew-

ish witnesses, several of

them claim to have worked

in or around Camp II, from

where the second path

ought to have been observ-

able, at least in part. Surely

most of the German staff

and Ukrainian guards must

have been aware of it. This

blatant omission seems ra-

ther akin to that relating to

Object E, and may very

well be due to the path-

way's role in Sobibor's actual function as a transit and delousing camp.

Bem and Mazurek assert that the "dirt road" marked out on their

2011 survey map predated the camp and is visible in a Luftwaffe air

photo taken on 1 1 July 1940, see 111.
8.41:^^**°

"Marked in the photo is the then existing road which could have func-

tioned, later in the campl's history], as the road leading to the above-

mentioned object 'E' (archeological description from 2001) - the alleged

place where prisoners were shot dead, the camp 's 'Lazaret '. This is also

referred to in the plans drawn by some witnesses as 'the fenced working

yard.
"'

This seems only partly convincing, as the road in question appears to

end after running twenty meters or so into the forest. Possibly this

stump of a road was later reused and extended. The identification of the

Illustration 8.41: Detail of 1 1 July 1940 air

photo with arrow pointing to a road/path (up

= west)^^^"

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sohihor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 76.
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road seems more convincing in their enhanced (?) 1944 air photo cop-

ies:

Illustration ».42: Bern s ana Mazurek s laentification of trie "am roaa" in

the 1944 airphoto(s)?^''°

I write "seems" because a comparison with our composite map (111.

8.43 below) reveals that the road identified by Bem and Mazurek on the

1944 air photo(s) is not identical with the "Dirt road." The latter passes

by the southern corners of Object E and continues on for at least some

20-30 meters. The former, apparently originating from approximately

the same point as the path identified as the "Himmelfahrtsstrasse" just

to the east of the visible group of buildings in the former Camp II, en-

ters the wooded area at a far more acute NNW angle than the "Dirt

road" and passes through the southern part of the "neck" of the wooded

area (between Object E and the "Himmelfahrtsstrasse") before arriving

at an open area in front of the eastern wall of Object E (to the east of

which there, curiously enough, appears to be two rectangular clearings

in the wood, each some 20 m long). One notable feature is that the "Big

object" and the small spur of a path leading to it are located parallel to

the identified path, similar to how the "Barbers' Barracks" is depicted

in the map to have been placed on a spur path to the "Himmelfahrts-

strasse," although on the 20 1 1 survey map the spur path to the "Big ob-

ject" is shown, needless to say, to deviate from the "Dirt road."

For the sake of convenience I will call the dirt road marked with a

green "D" in illustration 8.43 above the "Dirt road," whereas I will des-

ignate the path indicated by Bem and Mazurek in the 1944 air photos

and here marked out by me with orange-colored arrows as "Path 2,"

"Path 1" on the other hand being the fenced-in pathway which Bem and

Mazurek identify as the "Himmelfahrtstrasse" and which has been

marked out using that name in the illustration above.
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Illustration 8.43: A comparison of Bern and Mazurek's air photo with the

composite map, orange arrows pointing to the path/road identified by Bem
and Mazurek in the 1944 air photo(s)

Considering

a) the above-discussed problems of the archeologists' interpretation

of Object E as the "Lazaret,"

b) Mazurek's telling neglect to discuss the function of the fenced-in

corridor Object F in connection with this interpretation, and

c) the fact that the angle at which Object F deviates from the west-

em wall of Object E appears to be more or less identical with that

of Path 2,

an alternative interpretation would be that the people moving along

Path 2 in the direction of Camp III would, at least in some cases, pass

by the "Big object" on the spur path, then return to Path 2, on which

they continued until reaching the clearing to the east of Object E. From

there they would enter the large barrack and undergo some form of

treatment or perform some activity before exiting from the west side of

the large barrack via Object F. But what function would the "Dirt road"

have then served? One possibility could be that it was built as an access

road in connection with the construction of Object E and perhaps other

structures as well, such as perimeter guard towers.

What is immediately striking about the outline of Object F in the

2007 survey map is the way the path appears to lead directly to what on

the Rutherford map is marked out as a corridor-shaped clearing in the

wood, leading from the western side of Camp III to the railway. On the
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Rutherford map this corridor is made to form part of the outer camp pe-

rimeter. However, as shown by the archeological survey of 2004, the

outer perimeter was located considerably farther to the north and west.

The 1 944 air photo shows the north-eastern end of the perimeter lo-

cated close by the railway, where another corridor-like clearing in the

woods of some 50-60 m to the north of the other one can be seen. Ruth-

erford's perimeter can therefore only have been an inner boundary of

the camp - but it could also have served as what it looks like, namely a

passage used to reach the railway from Camp III. In Sobibor I presented

in brief the following hypothesis:^^^'

"Finally we come to the 'evidence ' that 'no-one ever came out alive.

'

The problem of this argument becomes evident by even a cursory glance at

the various maps ofSobibor. The most 'correct' map, drawn by Bill Ruther-

ford in 2002 and partially based on air photos, shows that the northern,

eastern, and western borders of the vaguely trapezoidal camp III area

hardly could have been observedfrom other parts of the camp. This means

that deloused deportees could have left camp III unnoticed by inmates in

camp I and II. Interestingly, the Rutherford map shows a sort ofpassage

leadingfrom the northeast [read: northwest] corner ofcamp III through the

forest in the general direction ofthe main railroad.

"

This hypothesis finds support in information left by two witnesses,

the Austrian former SS man Franz Hodl and the Polish villager Jan

Krzowski. In connection with Hubert Gomerski's appeal trial in 1974,

Hodl produced a plan of the camp (Illustration 8.44).

Note that both the ''Himmelfahrtstrasse" and the path encircling the

camp is designated by Hodl using the peculiar term "Schlauchgang."

While "Gang" means path, pathway, "Schlauch" is a tube or hose, im-

plying that the path was surrounded on both sides by some type of

fence, and/or that people were funneled through it.

Jan Krzowski (b. 19 1 6) lived in the village of Zlobek Duzy, some 2

km northwest of Sobibor. From the beginning of 1940 to the end of

1942 he worked at the Sobibor railway station. After this he worked

from the beginning of 1943 to July 1944 as a signalman at the Bug-

Wlodawa railway station. Each day Krzowski walked on foot from his

home in Zlobek Duzy to the railway station:^^^^

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 97f.

Testimony ofJan Krzowski, Lublin, 7 August 1974; ZStL 208 AR 643/71, Bd. 3, p. 414. Offi-

cial court translation Irom Polish into German.
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Illustration 8.44: Franz Hodl's 1974 plan of Sobibor
Z^**^

Biiro = office; Zaun = fence; Kleider-Lager = clothing camp; Feldbahngleise = nar-

row-gauge rail; Schlauchgang zur Vergasung = tube-formed path to the gassing instal-

lation; Freies Gelande = cleared area; Stacheldraht-Zaun = barbed-wire fence; Ver-

gasungsraum = gassing room; Motorraum= engine room; Juden = Jews; Arbeitskom-

mando = labor detail; Verbrennungsstelle = incineration site; Wachtturm = guard tow-

er; Gruben d. Leichen = corpse pits; Schlauchgang rund urn das Lager = tube-formed

path around the camp; BahnhofSobibor = Sobibor railway station; Bahnstrecke Rich-

tung Cholm = Railway line in direction of Chokn; Stacheldraht mit Riesig abgedeckt =

barbed-wire covered with brushwood.

"Wenn ich zur Arbeit nach Sobibor ging, oder von der Arbeit zuriick-

kehrte, oder auch zur Eisenbahnstation Bug-Wlodawa, dann umging ich

dieses Lager von der Nordseite her. Mein Kollege hingegen, Weichensteller

bei der polnischen Staatseisenbahn (PKP), Jan Piwonski, ging zur Arbeit

nach Sobibor von seinem Hause aus in Zlobek Maly iiber den kleinen Weg,

dhnlich wie auch ich, jedoch umging er das Lager von der Siidseite her. Auf

Detail of sketch of the Sobibor camp drawn by Franz Hodl in Linz on 25 September 1974;

NIOD archive 804, inventory 65, p. 15.
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der mir gezeigten Skizze stimmt alles mit dem uberein, was ich im Geldnde

von Sobibor gesehen habe, mit Ausnahme der sogenannten Todesstrafie;

diesefiihrte nicht durch die Mitte des Feldes III und IVdes Lagers in Sobi-

bor, sondern an der Abgrenzung der westlische Seite der Felder III und IV

zum Krematorium.

"

"When walking to Sobibor to work, returning homefrom work, or when

going to the railway station Bug-Wlodawa, I passed by this camp on its

northern side. My colleague, Jan Piwonski, who was a signalman by the

Polish State Railways (PKP), walked to his work in Sobiborfrom his house

in ZlobekMaly using the small road, similar to how I did, but he passed by

the camp on its southern side. On the sketch showed to me everything is in

agreement with what I saw at the Sobibor site, with the exception ofthe so-

called 'Road ofDeath '; this did not lead through the center of Camp III

and IV of the Sobibor camp, but along the border on the western side of

camps II and IV to the crematorium.
"

As for the visibility of the camp from the outside, Krzowski

states:^^**"^

"Ich erinnere mich damn, dafi zum Bau des Lagers in Sobibor von den

Deutschen ca. 500 Juden aus Wlodawa zusammengetrieben warden sind.

Die Juden sdgten den Wald ab, teilweise aufder gegeniiberliegenden Seite

der Station Sobibor, und bereiteten einen Platz vor, wo spdter das Lager

stand, Oder richtiger, ein Teil des Lagers, der auf der vorgezeigten Skizze

als Lager III bezeichnet ist. Mein tdglicher Weg zur Arbeit fiihrte iiber den

Waldpfad durch das Terrain, das spdter von den Juden als das erwdhnte

Lager III vorhereitet wurde. [...] Nach der Umzdunung des Lagerterrains

mit Draht mied ich den friiheren Pfad und das Geldnde des Lagers, welches

von vorn und von der Station sowie Eisenbahngleisen abgedichtet war mit

Zweigen, die zwischen die Drdhte gesteckt warden waren iiber eine Strecke

von ca. 200 m. Senkrecht zu diesen Gleisen von der Siidseite des Lagers her

aufeiner Strecke von ca. 300 m waren ebenfalls Zweige in die Umzdunung

eingeflochten. Der restliche Teil des Lagers war nicht auf diese Weise

durch Zweige ahgeschirmt, denn dort war er von einem Kiefernwald umge-

ben. Von der Nordseite her gesehen, wo auch ich den Pfad durch den Wald

zur Arbeit benutzte, war dieser Wald etwas lichter und durchscheinig. Des-

halb konnte ich auch die Erdaushebungen in einer Ldnge bis zu 100 m
sehen. An dieser Stelle errichteten die Deutschen Holzbaracken, derer es

etwa acht gewesen sein konnen.

"

"I remember that the Germans brought some 500 Jews from Wlodawa

for the construction of the camp in Sobibor. The Jews cut down the forest,

partially on the opposite site of the Sobibor railway station, and prepared

the site where the camp was later located, or rather, the part of the camp

Ibid., pp. 414f.
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designated as Camp III on the plan shown to me. My daily walk to work

went along aforestpath through the grounds which were laterprepared by

the Jews as the site of the above-mentioned Camp III. [...] After the camp

grounds had been fenced in with wire, I avoided my earlier path and the

camp area, which, from the front andfrom the station as well as from the

railway, was blockedfrom view by branches which had been intertwined

with the wires for a stretch ofsome 200 m. At a right angle from the rail-

way tracks along the southern border ofthe campfor a stretch ofsome 300

m, branches were likewise woven into the fence. The rest of the camp was

not blockedfrom view by branches in this way, as it was surrounded by a

pineforest Seenfrom the northern side, where the path I used ran, thefor-

est was more sparse and easy to see through. Therefore I could see the

earth excavations measuring up to 100 m in length. On this spot the Ger-

mans erected wooden barracks, of which there might have been approxi-

mately eight.

"

Jan Krzowski does not specify in which part of Camp III the "crema-

torium" was located. It is not even entirely clear what he meant by the

word, except that it was housed in a building constructed "in September

J942 "2385
j)gspi^g ^ijg name it does not appear to be connected to the

incineration of corpses, because Krzowski speaks of incineration sites

where corpses were cremated on top of pjTes made by railway

gauge.^'^^ For Krzowski the "crematorium" was most likely identical

with the "gas chamber building."

His description of the killing of the victims, supposedly derived

from information given to him by Ukrainian guards, is confused and

appears to be a juxtapostion of a number of Sobibor propaganda clas-

sics: the witness speaks of a "bathing facility" where the victims were

"doused with water" (!) before being "asphyxiated with some kind of

gas," alternatively with "lead oxide [sic] from a combustion engine,"

while their screams were drowned out by the cackling of a flock of

geese kept by the Germans for this special purpose. After the gassing

was over, "the floors in this bathing facility were lowered automatically

so that the corpses of those poisoned with gas fell dovra below."^^^^

Elsewhere he speaks explicitly of "gas chambers."^'^^

The notion that the victims were "doused with water" before being

killed with gas makes no sense and sticks out like a sore thumb - what

we see here is likely a piece of real history slipping through the web of

^'^^
p. 411.

p. 413.

/Wrf.,p.412.

Ihid., p. 417
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propagandistic nonsense. Even more remarkable is his insistence that

the "Himmelfahrtstrasse" did not lead through the central part of Camp
III, but along the "border on the western side" of Camp III to the

"crematorium." This layout, however, makes absolutely no logistical

sense from an exterminationist viewpoint, as it would mean that the vic-

tims would have had to make an extensive, semi-circular detour to the

west before entering the "gas chambers."

As Krzowski could not have picked up this notion from any post-

war source, and since neither he nor anyone else would have had any

reason to make up this detail, the most likely explanation is that we are

dealing with an authentic memory. The picture of a fenced path leading

from some kind of building toward the western border of Camp III of

course fits very well with Object F extending in a northwestern direc-

tion from Object E.

The fact that Krzowski, from his location to the north of the camp,

could observe "approximately eight" wooden barracks by the "earth ex-

cavations" - presumably Kola's grave pits - is also interesting. While it

is certainly not out of the question that these might be identical with the

structures uncovered by the archeologists in Camp III, it seems odd in

that case that the witness would equate the location of the barracks with

that of the excavations, given that the distance between the burial pits

and the objects A-E is some 60-80 m. Could it be that these wooden

barracks, perhaps of a makeshift construction, were located to the north

or west of the grave field (perhaps west of hectare XVII) and served to

shelter deloused deportees waiting for their eastbound trains to arrive?

While this is only speculation - but speculation ultimately resting on

a basis of hard evidence - the basic route of the deportees through

Camp III is worth considering. There are two main possibilities. The

first is that Path I and Path 2 respectively served as a "clean path" and

an "unclean path," or vice versa. "Unclean path" should be understood

as a pathway for deportees yet to be deloused, whereas "clean path"

would be a pathway for deportees who had gone through delousing.

This division fits the general layout of delousing facilities.^^^^ Implicitly

the deloused deportees would have been led back to Camp 11 (the recep-

tion camp), or perhaps more likely to a separate compound in or near it.

This hypothesis suffers from the fact that the camp's prisoners would no

doubt sooner or later have become aware of the people returning

Cf. Jiirgen Graf, Carlo Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek, 3rd ed., op. cit., pp. 62, 128,

131.
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through the "clean path." No hints of such goings-on, however slight,

are to be found in the witness testimonies - but on the other hand, the

witnesses would have had obvious reasons to keep quiet about such a

thing.

Illustration 8.45: Hypothetical route of the deportees passing through

Camp III (dotted blue line)

The second main possibility is that only one of paths 1 and 2 served

as the "unclean path," and that the "clean path" led from somewhere in-

side Camp III, possibly starting from Object F, to the railway, without

crossing Camp II or IV. The (very approximate) route of this hypothet-

ical path is marked with dotted blue double lines on Illustration 8.45. It

would harmonize well with the "tube-formed path" marked out by

Franz Hodl on his sketch as running along the western, northern and

eastern border of Camp III, and its final west-east stretch corresponds

to the "path made from cinder and gravel" marked out on the situational

plan drawn up by Krzystof Skwirowski in 1945 (Illustration 8.27

above). As mentioned above, the route may have been interrupted by an
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overnight stay in barracks (or perhaps fenced-in enclosxires) in those

cases when a departing train was not akeady waiting for the deportees.

This hypothesis suffer from the problem that it has to explain why
there are two paths (Path 1 and 2) leading from Camp II to Camp III. A
possible explanation for this would be that one of the paths was used to

lead the more obvious candidates for "euthanasia" to their site of kill-

ing. In this case the path in question was most likely identical with Path

1, considering the extension of it which leads to the edge of grave pit

no. 2. The further north-eastern continuation of the main path may in

this case have led to a place where corpses of those who had died en

route and others were stored while awaiting interment, possibly indicat-

ed by the presence of the "hollow with lime" marked out on the 2011

survey map (which goes unmentioned in Mazurek's presentation of the

archeological finds).

An alternative explanation would be that one of the paths was used

for a different purpose than the funneling of people, perhaps for the

transport of clothes and other goods to be deloused, or used, to and/or

from Camp III. Our second hypothesis on the other hand, according to

which only an "unclean" path led from from Camp Il/the "reception

camp" to Camp III, has the merit that it explains how the notion of

Camp III as a "death camp" could be spread among the inmates to begin

with - as the deloused deportees could have left Camp III without the

prisoners in the other parts of the camp noticing. It also fits well with

witness descriptions of the supposed "deception" of the inmates, such as

Dov Freiberg's statement that the camp staff "maintained that they dis-

tributed other clothes and that from Camp No. 3 trains were departing to

the Ukraine.
"^^^° While it seems more likely that the deloused deportees

were simply led up to the railway main track and embarked their east-

bound frain from there, it should not be excluded that there existed a

second railway sidespur aligned with the end of the "clean path." In that

case frains may indeed have departed from Camp III bound for the

Ukraine or elsewhere.

All of the above theses could no doubt be verified by further archeo-

logical research carried out by objective-minded scientists. What is

clear at the present is that the archeologists' findings at Sobibor effec-

tively destroy the estabhshed exterminationist picture of Camp III and

its function, while, on the other hand, remaining fully congruent with

the fransit camp hypothesis. No doubt any future research will only

State of Israel, The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit., vol. Ill, p. 1 168.
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serve to worsen the intellectual bankruptcy which Bern, Mazurek,

Haimi et al. now find themselves in.

8.2.5. C. Sturdy Colls's Archaeological Research at Tre-

blinka

In 2010 news began to spread that a young British forensic archae-

ologist from Staffordshire University, Caroline Sturdy Colls, had set out

to refute "Holocaust Deniers" by locating the mass graves and alleged

gas chambers at the Treblinka "extermination camp" using "the most

up-to-date scientific techniques." In an online video, Sturdy Colls made

the following illuminating statement:^^^'

"Forensic archeology is the collection of evidence for use in a legal

case. This can be anythingfrom investigating a single murder to genocide

or war crimes. It 's hard to believe that there has been no systematic search

for the six million victims who perished in the Holocaust. 800,000 people

were murdered here at Treblinka and their bodies were never found. It's

time we started looking.
"

As I commented at the time, a forensic archaeologist like Sturdy

Colls must be aware that it is a given in murder cases that crime scene

investigators do their best to secure technical and forensic evidence, and

most importantly the physical remains of the victim. It is indeed very

"hard to believe" that no such elementary technical-forensic investiga-

tion was carried out in this case of (alleged) murder of 800,000 people!

In this context the obscurantist blabber of our opponents is nothing

less than astonishing (p. 331):

"A relatively recent development among Revisionist writers has been a

heavyfocus on physical evidence in their denial; likely a sign ofintellectual

bankruptcy, brought about by theirfailure to refute countless witnesses and

documents, as well as provide a coherent and supported alternative expla-

nation ofresettlement.

"

Let me rephrase this nonsense in the light of Caroline Sturdy Colls

revealing admission:

"A very recent development among exterminationist writers has been

the half-hearted attempt to misinterpret physical evidence in their denial of

facts; likely a sign of desperation, brought about by theirfailure to refute

revisionist arguments, as well as provide a coherent and supported histori-

ography on the alleged homicidal gas chambers.

"

Thomas Kues, "UK Forensic Archeologist Sets Out To Refute Treblinka 'Deniers,'"

www.revblog.codoli.com/2010/ll/uk-forensic-archeologist-sets-out-to-refute-treblinka-

deniers/
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It is symptomatic for a fundamental historiographical flaw that for

our pseudoscientific opponents the strongest type of evidence - that is,

physical evidence in whatever form - is the least important. The igno-

rance and silence on technical, forensic, medical and physical facts runs

like a red thread through mainstream holocaust historiography.

In January 2012, more than a year after the first news, two radio in-

terviews and one article appeared focusing on the first revealed findings

by Sturdy Colls achieved during a survey in the summer of 201 1. Below

I will siramiarize my contemporary comments on the statements made

by Sturdy CoIIs.'^''

In an episode of University of Birmingham's online radio program

Ideas Labi, Sturdy Colls described her method as follows:

"/ used a number ofnon-invasive techniques at Treblinka and what this

means is, as you quite rightly pointed out, the ground wasn 't disturbed due

to Jewish burial law so the methods used didn 't involve anyform ofground

disturbance or excavation [...]. So the techniques that were used, there was

a process ofarchival research which involved looking at documentary rec-

ords, revisiting historical data ifyou like, looking at known data and as-

sessing it with an archaeological eye, so lookingfor information about the

landscape. Then there was a process of looking for aerial photographs of

the site, any ground based photography, accounts by the witnesses, plans

that had been created, etc., to build up a database of information so that

when I did do the survey all of that could be corroborated against my re-

sults. So in the field this involvedfield walking, so assessing the landscape,

topographic survey which used advanced GPS and total station surveying

to demarcate features on a plan of the site allowed us to record micro-

topographic change which may be indicative ofburiedfeatures. And also to

assess the visibility of other features such as a number of artefacts that

were actually identified in quite a remote part of the site. Then moving on

from that to look below the ground I used a number ofgeophysical tech-

niques, so quite often mentioned is ground penetrating radar and this was

one of the methods used hut this was also corroborated with other methods

that detect other physical properties in the soil. So I also used resistance

survey and an extension of that which allows 3D imaging ofburied remains

as well, to ensure that all of the properties of the buried remains could be

characterized accurately.

"

In the same program she described her preliminary findings thus

(emphasis added):

"\Y\he survey results when corroborated with historical information

Thomas Kues, "Comments on Treblinka Statements by Caroline Sturdy Colls,"

www.revblog.codoh.com/2012/01/comment-sturdy-colls/
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have indicated that there are a number ofsurviving buildingfoundations at

Treblinka just below the surface and also a considerable amount of obvi-

ously structural debris which the Nazis would have been simply unable to

have removedfrom the site, and this supports accounts written by post-war

investigators which commented upon the visibility of artefactual remains,

structural remains, at the camp. We 've also identified a number ofpits at

the site. Again, all these pits have been mapped and corroborated with wit-

ness plans and this is indicative ofa number ofprobable graves at the site.

[...W]e seem to have a situation here where it's been commonly believed

that all of the victims at Treblinka were cremated, they were destroyed

without trace, however, the research has revealed a much more complex

picture of the disposal patterns used by the Nazis. [...] there are a number

ofphotographs and physical evidence that we observed on the ground at

Treblinka that demonstrates that these bodies were not reduced to ash, that

some survive as mass graves in the truest sense and that also the ashes of

the victims were redeposited into the pits that they were originally exhumed

from upon Himmler's order in 1943.
"

I will return to the issue of the detected pits vs. eyewitness testimony

further below. Sturdy Colls concluded the Ideas Lab interview by re-

marking that she was not finished with Treblinka:

"The survey demonstrated that the site has got huge potential in terms

of what we can learn from the application of archaeological method and

very much was the tip of the iceberg in terms of being the first survey of

what I hope will be many more to come. I hope to return to the site later on

this year [2012] and there will be subsequent seasons offieldwork in com-

ing years. As I mentioned, at the moment what we 've got is a map of what

survived at the camp as a result ofmy findings. However, in order to build

up a map of the camp as it existed we need to do more work, we need to

survey the site. Only a small proportion of the site has actually been sur-

veyed so there 's huge potential to find out more about the history of this

camp in thefuture.

"

In the radio program "Hidden Graves of the Holocaust," aired by

BBC Radio 4 on 23 January 2012, 20:00 GMT, Carolyn Sturdy Colls

sheds some further light on her findings:

"/ have identified a number ofburied [sic] pits using geophysical tech-

niques. These are considerable. One in particular is 26 meters by 17 me-

ters. [...] We are talking about a considerable number of bodies [which]

could have been contained within pits of that size. [...] The survey technol-

ogy does not allow us to go to certain depths. I know that it is over 4 meters

[...]. It's a considerable pit. [...] there were a number ofpits, in particular

to the rear ofwhat ofwhat is now the current memorial five that are actu-

ally in a row, again ofa considerable size, in an area where witnesses state

this was the main body disposal area, this is behind the gas chambers, it
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was where the majority of victims who were sent there were then subse-

quently buried, and later where the cremative remains of the victims were

also placed.

"

Sturdy Colls also mentioned that she had discovered "two sorts of

structures that [...] are likely to be the old and new gas chambers at

Treblinka."

More interesting than the two interviews is a brief article written ei-

ther by Sturdy Colls herself or by BBC editorial staff based on her ver-

bal or written statements, which was published on the website of the

BBC on 23 January 2012.^^^^ In this we read:

"The existence of mass graves was known aboutfrom witness testimo-

ny, but the failure to provide persuasive physical evidence led some to

question whether it could really be true that hundreds ofthousands ofJews

were killed here. Although they lasted only a few days, those post-war in-

vestigations [in 1945-1946] remained the most complete studies of the

camp until I began my work at Treblinka in 2010. This revealed the exist-

ence ofa number ofpits across the site.

Some may be the result ofpost-war looting, prompted by myths of bur-

ied Jewish gold, but several larger pits were recorded in areas suggested

by witnesses as the locations ofmass graves and cremation sites. One is 26

m long, 17 m wide and at leastfour metres deep, with a ramp at the west

end and a vertical edge to the east. Anotherfive pits of varying sizes and

also at least this deep are located nearby. Given their size and location,

there is a strong casefor arguing that they represent burial areas. [...^As

well as the pits, the survey has locatedfeatures that appear to be structural,

and two ofthese are likely to be the remains of the gas chambers. Accord-

ing to witnesses, these were the only structures in the death camp made of

brick.

"

This article is illustrated with two composite maps on which the out-

lines of the findings made by Sturdy Colls have been superimposed on a

modern-day aerial photograph of the former camp site and a 1944 aerial

photograph of the same area respectively. In Illustration 8.46 I have

placed these two composite maps side by side, moved the main legend

and the scale and slightly increased the picture size in order to allow for

easier comparison of scale. On the map to the left I have also arbitrarily

nxunberedthe "probable burial/cremation pits" from 1 to 10.

2393 "Xreblinka: Revealing the hidden graves of the Holocaust," www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-

16657363 The article carries a heading which concludes with the words ". ..writes forensic ar-

chaeologist Caroline Sturdy Colls" giving the clear impression that what follows is a piece

written directly by Sturdy Colls herself; on the other hand the article isn't signed. Nevertheless

it is clear that the contents of the article are derived from Sturdy Colls together with the com-

posite maps.
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Illustration 8.46: Sturdy CoUs's two composite maps ot Treblinka.

The information furnished by the two interviews, the article and the

maps allows us to make the following observations:

1) The pit which Sturdy Colls mentions "in particular" and which is

stated to have a surface area of "26 meters by 17 meters," that is a total

of 442 m^, is most likely identical with the irregular pit no 3, located

some 25 m south of the large memorial cenotaph. This is clearly the

largest in surface of the 1 0 pits identified; most of the others are consid-

erably smaller.

2) As far as the surface area is concerned, two of the thirty-three

mass graves identified by Andrzej Kola at Belzec (pits nos. 1 and 27)

are larger (with 480 and 540 m^ respectively), whereas 2 more (nos. 7

and 14) are almost of the same size (364.5 and 370 m^ respectively).^^'"^

Of the six burial pits identified by Kola at Sobibor, two pits (nos. 2 and

4) are larger or even significantly larger (with surface areas of 500 and

1,575 m^ respectively), whereas two other graves were nearly of the

same surface size (pits nos. 1 and 6, with 400 and 375 m^ respective-

ly).^^^^ Yet whereas at Belzec some 435,000 and at Sobibor some

80,000 uncremated corpses are alleged to have been interred, the num-

ber of uncremated bodies buried at Treblinka is supposed to have

amounted to at least some 700,000. Would it then not make sense for

the Germans to use mass graves of a larger size at Treblinka than at the

other two Reinhardt camps?

3) The eyewitnesses Ehahu Rosenberg and Chil Rajchman, who to

our knowledge are the only witnesses to have provided detailed state-

ments on the dimensions of the mass graves in the "death camp proper,"

^^'^
C. Mattogno, Belzec, op. cit., p. 73.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., p. 120.
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claim pits of sizes vastly larger than the largest pit mapped by Sturdy

Colls. Eliahu Rosenberg stated in 1947 that the mass graves measured

120 m X 15 m X 6 m, giving a surface area of 1,800 m^ and a total vol-

ume of 9,900 m^.^"'^'' Chil Rajchman writes in his witness account from

1944 that "[t]he pits were enormous, about 50 metres long, about 30

wide and several storeys deep. 1 estimate that the pits could contain

about four storeys.
"^^'^ The burial pits thus measured 1,500 m^ accord-

ing to Rajchman and maybe as much as (1,500 m^ x 12 m =) 18,000 m^

in volume. This means that the largest of the pits discovered by Stxirdy

Colls corresponds to less than one third of the surface size claimed by

Rajchman and to one fourth of the surface area claimed by Rosenberg!

How then can she seriously maintain that the detected pits are corrobo-

rated by testimonial evidence?

4) Before we roughly estimate the volume of the pits detected by

Sturdy Colls, it must be recalled that the deepest of the pits identified by

Kola at Belzec and Sobibor (no. 3 at Sobibor) measured 5.80 m, where-

as the depth of the remaining pits averaged some 4 m. It is unlikely that

the pits at Treblinka were considerably deeper on average. Very gener-

ously assuming, however, Eliahu Rosenberg's estimate of 6 meters

(Rajchman's estimate of some 12 meters can be safely dismissed as an

exaggeration), and even more generously assuming (for the sake of ar-

gument) 6 meters to be the effective depth, with the pit walls being ver-

tical instead of sloping (an obviously unrealistic assumption, which is

moreover contradicted by Sturdy Colls 's statement that this pit had a

"ramp" at the west end and a "vertical edge to the east," implying that

three out of four side walls were oblique), pit no 3 would have a volume

of (26 mx 17mx6m=) 2,652 m^. Assuming a hypothetical maximum
capacity of 8 corpses per m^ this means that the pit in question could

have contained in total (2,652 m' x g m"'=) 21,216 corpses. Since the

so-called Hofle document interpreted from an exterminationist view-

point shows that 713,555 victims were killed at Treblinka until the end

of 1942, and since virtually all sources maintain that non-experimental

cremations on a significant scale did not commence at Treblinka until

1943, at least 700,000 corpses would have had to have been interred in

the camp. This would have necessitated no less than (700,000 ^21,216

=) 33 pits of the same size as pit no. 3 (as per our overly generous esti-

mate), with a total surface area of 14,586 m^, or nearly 1.5 hectares.

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 138.

Chil Rajchman, Treblinka. A Survivor's Memory 1942-1943, op. cit., p. 60.
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5) Pits nos. 1 and 2, which together appear to have a surface area of

some 600 to 700 m^, are located in the western part of the camp site,

near the tom-up railroad sidespur, clearly outside of the "death camp

proper." These may be identical with the mass graves mentioned by the

witness Abraham Kszepicki, in which the bodies of Jews who had died

en route to the camp were buried during the first months of opera-

tion.^^^^

6) The four pits numbered 5 to 8 are placed in a not very straight

row and are no doubt identical with the pits of "considerable size" "in a

row" located in the area which witnesses state "was the main body dis-

posal area [...] behind the gas chambers" mentioned by Sturdy Colls in

the BBC interview.^^^^ Pits 5 to 8 cover a surface area roughly corre-

sponding to 175 to 200% of the area of pit no. 3.

7) Altogether, pits 1 through 1 0 as mapped by Sturdy Colls cover a

surface hardly exceeding 3,500 m^. Assuming an average effective

depth of 4 meters - shghtly deeper than the average depth of the pits at

Belzec (3.88) - with vertical pit walls and disregarding the likely en-

largement of the original grave volumes due to clandestine diggings and

other causes, the total effective volume of the "probable buri-

al/cremation pits" detected by Sturdy Colls in 2010-2011 would amount

to (3,500 m^ X 4 m =) 14,000 m'. The pits at Belzec as identified by Ko-

la have a total estimated volume of 2 1 ,3 1 0 m^ whereas those at Sobibor

have a total estimated volume of 14,719 m^.

The obviously exaggerated estimate of 14,000 m^ could have con-

tained a maximum of (14,000 m^ x 8 m"^=) 112,000 corpses. Then

again, all of these pits may not have been used for burial - as acknowl-

edged by Sturdy Colls herself According to Yitzhak Arad some

312,500 Jews were murdered in Treblinka merely "during the first five

weeks of the killing operation."^'^°° The files of the Warsaw Jewish

Council show that 251,545 Jews fi-om the Warsaw ghetto were deported

to Treblinka between 22 July 1942 and 12 September 1942.^"*°^ Moreo-

ver, as already mentioned, the Hofle document states that 713,555 Jews

were deported to Treblinka until the end of 1942. Judging by the infor-

mation revealed, the hitherto identified "probable burial/cremation pits"

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cil, p. 85.

In the BBC interview Study Colls gives their number as "five." Either this is a simple mistake

or one of the pits 5 to 8 on her map (perhaps no. 6) was at that time considered by her to con-

stitute two separate pits.

Ibid, p. 87.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 275-276.
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could have contained only a small fraction of this enormous number of

people.

8) Sturdy Colls 's statement that "the failure to provide persuasive

physical evidence [of mass graves] led some to question whether it

could really be true that hundreds of thousands of Jews were killed

here" imphes that the presence of mass graves itself would be enough to

refute the "deniers." This, however, is not correct, as it is clear that

mass graves of considerable size must have existed at Treblinka, even if

it was in fact only a transit camp. Holocaust historian Dieter Pohl esti-

mates that up to 5% of the deportees to the Reinhardt camps perished en

route due to suffocation, dehydration, crushing caused by panicking de-

portees etc.^"*"^

Considering that the reception of transports at Treblinka during the

intense initial months of operation is claimed to have been grossly mis-

managed by the first camp commandant. Dr. Irmfried Eberl, leading to

the delay of transports at way stations - and this in the summer heat of

July and August - there is no reason to doubt that a certain number of

Jews must have died en route from Warsaw to Treblinka. On the other

hand, the trip from Warsaw to Treblinka when following the fransporta-

tion schedule lasted "only" 3 hours and 55 minutes, so that for this

group of deportees (making up roughly one third of the total number of

Treblinka deportees) the en route death ratio is unlikely to have reached

that posited by Pohl.^''°^ The en route death ratio for transports originat-

ing from more distant parts of Poland and from other German-

controlled countries was likely higher than that for the Warsaw depor-

tees due to the longer travel time required. There are also reasons to as-

sume that a smaller percentage of the deportees afflicted with conta-

gious or mental diseases or being too weak for further transport were

subjected to "euthanasia" at the camp. To this should be added a smaller

number of deaths from various causes among the camp inmates.

9) The reference to the discovery of a "more complex picture of the

disposal patterns used by the Nazis" and of "mass graves in the truest

sense" suggest the presence of one or more pits filled with uncremated

corpses. A detailed survey of such pits could shed light on the actual

number of corpses originally interred in the other pits. It is also note-

^ Dieter Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giftgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhardt': Aufgaben

der Forschung" in: Giinter Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Neue Studien zu nationalsozialisti-

schen Massentotungen durch Giftgas. Historische Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisi-

onistische Leugnung, Metropol, Berlin 201 1, p. 194.

^™ Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 107.
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worthy that Sturdy Colls used the label "probable burial/cremation

pits," thus that one or more of the pits may have been used for crema-

tions and not for interment. The dimensions of an identified cremation

pit could give important hints as to the actual cremation capacity at

Treblinka.

10) As for the alleged gas chamber buildings, we learn nothing other

than that Sturdy Colls has identified two brick structures. On the com-

posite maps, however, not two but four structures are marked out, of

which the largest is likely to be the one identified by Sturdy Colls as the

"new gas chamber building." The three other structures, two of which

are relatively large, are located close to each other. One must suppose

that one of the two larger structures has been identified by Sturdy Colls

as the "old gas chamber building." According to the most elaborate ex-

terminationist effort to map Treblinka based on aerial photos and eye-

witness testimony, the 2004 map of Peter Laponder,^"*""^ the only struc-

tures located adjacent to the "old gas chamber building" were a water

pump shelter, a tiny guardhouse, and a watchtower. Yet on the compo-

site map we have two large structures next to each other.

It is worth noting that none of the pits or structural remains are lo-

cated under the stone-and-concrete covered area of the Treblinka me-

morial (the bluish-gray area on the left part of Illustration 8.44). In an

interview with Sturdy Colls appearing in a Dutch newspaper in 2012

she states that she believes that "most of the mass graves are located

under the granite stones,"^"*"^ implying that this area, corresponding to

roughly 1 hectare, has not yet been surveyed. One may surmise that ei-

ther this area will be surveyed during forthcoming expeditions, or it will

be stated that the area cannot be surveyed due to the concrete cover. An
assertion such as the latter would, however, raise justified doubts. One

of the authorities on the forensic use of ground penetrating radar, John

J. Schultz, writes:'^°^

"Another advantage of using GPR to search for clandestine grave de-

tection is that it can be used to detect buried features under cement or

blacktop without causing any damage. This is one of the most important

advantages of using GPR because there are limited search options to use

when the search must be performed over a hard surface. GPR is the pre-

ferred search option for this type of investigation and has been used suc-

^ www.deathcamps.org/t^eblinka/pic^map9.jpg

"Massagraven in Treblinka ontdekt," NRC Handelsblad, 26 January 2012, p. 19.^ John J. Schultz, "The Application of Ground-Penetrating Radar for Forensic Grave Detection,"

in: Dennis Dirkmaat (ed.), A Companion to Forensic Anthropology, Wiley-Blackwell, Chich-

ester 2012, pp. 94f
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cessfully in a number ofcases to detect the graves ofindividuals buried un-

der cement slabsfor concealment

"

Schultz elsewhere describes one such case were an individual grave

was detected under a concrete slab using GPR:^'*°'

"In December 2003 author Schultz was requested by the Orange Coun-

ty Sheriff's office (OCSO) to perform a GPR search at a residential home.

The case involved a son who was accused ofkilling hisfather 15 years ear-

lier and more recently killing his mother. Homicide detectives had received

a number of tips that led them to believe that one body, the father's, had

been buried under the concrete slab in the garage. One informant, a neigh-

bor, had noticed that the cementfloor in the garage had been repaired and

was told by the son that a leaking water pipe had been repaired. However,

this was suspicious because water pipes did not run under the concrete slab

in this area of the house. In addition, the son had contracted with a stone

specialist to surface the entire garage floor surface with Chattahoochee

stone, which is a common patio surfacefor in-ground pools and not garage

floors. Furthermore, the stone specialist reported that half of the garage

floor, the right side, was lined with 4 by 8-foot (1.2 x 2.4 meter) sheets of

diamond-plated steel. [. . .]

Homicide detectives also believed that the mother, who had been miss-

ingfor approximately three months, was buried in the backyard of the resi-

dence. When detectives and crime scene personnel conducted a preliminary

search, it was noted that two recently poured concrete slabs were present

in the backyard. It was decided to first perform a GPR survey ofthe smaller

of the two slabs in the backyard. Results of the survey indicated that a

grave was not present under the slab, and therefore this area was eliminat-

edfrom further searching. While preparing to survey the second slab in the

backyard, law enforcement received a tip that the second body was located

at a second residential home, which was confirmed later that evening.

Prior to performing the GPR survey in the garage, a cadaver dog had

alerted on the fioor in an area where the concrete slab had been repaired.

The Chattahoochee stone along with the diamond-plated steel sheets that

lined one side of the garage were removed, revealing the patched cement

fioor. Multiple GPR transects were laid out and data were collected in this

area (Illustration 6.22). The results from the area directly under the repair

showed a large enough disturbance to indicate a buried body (Illustration

6.23). [...] Careful excavation ofthe area revealed a skeleton that was later

positively identified as thefather.
"

Schultz's Illustration 6.23 (reproduced below as Illustration 8.47)

Tosha L. Dupras, John J. Schultz, Sandra M. Wheeler, Lana J. Williams, Forensic Recovery of

Human Remains: Archaeological Approaches, 2nd ed., CRC Press, Boca Raton (FL) 2012, pp.

150f.
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shows that the concrete slab in question had a thickness of some 20 to

30 cm, but it is established that GPR can penetrate even thicker concrete

slabs. According to a table found in a standard technical work on GPR,

when used for the "[d]etermination of thickness of concrete elements,

which are only accessible from one side (e.g. concrete base plate)," the

"[mjaximum thickness which can be measured" is 0.5 m when using

GPR with a 500 MHz antenna.^^""*

Illustration 8.47: "Ground-penetrating radar reflection profiles of garage

floor with Transect 1 showing the rebar embedded in the concrete slab and no

indications of a buried body, while Transect 2 shows the point source reflec-

tion of the buried body directly under the area where the floor had been re-

paired.

As any ground-level photo of the "Symbolic Cemetery" will reveal,

the monument area is not covered by one giant slab, but by a mosaic of

smaller slabs. As can be clearly seen on the photo below (Illustration

8.48), which shows a plastic file with papers of A4 format (210 mm x

297 mm) placed between two lines of concrete slabs, the individual

slabs have a thickness of some 30 cm, which should allow for GPR in-

vestigation similar to that described by Schuhz. Moreover, between

Table 9.2 "Fields of application of nondestructive testing methods for structural investigation

of concrete," in David J. Daniels (ed.), Ground Penetrating Radar, 2nd ed.. The Institution of

Engineering and Technology, London 2004, p. 405.
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many of these slabs are gaps ranging from a few centimeters to up to

some 10 cm in width, often running in more or less straight lines.^'*"'

The distance between the "grave stones" in turn varies considerably but

is irequently at an estimated 50 cm or more. The type of one-wheeled

GPR trolley employed by Sturdy CoUs's team has a width of only some

40 cm.^"*'" As for the ground to be found below the concrete slabs, we
know that "[gjeophysical surveys using GPR systems work best in dry

sandy soils."^"^'^

When examining the former camp site in 1945, Judge Lukaszkie-

wicz noted that the soil here indeed consists mainly of sand,^"^'^ some-

thing which makes the site ideal for GPR surveys. While it may not be

possible to cover the entire monument area with GPR transects running

from one edge of the monument to the opposite without removing a

number of the "grave stones," it certainly does not seem unfeasible to

collect a larger number of relatively shorter GPR profiles that would, at

least approximately, pinpoint the outlines of any pits present underneath

the slabs. One can only hope that due consideration is given to such an

option, but considering what the exterminationists have to lose if they

do not discover the huge mass graves required by the official version,

we may expect the word "impossible" to not be far removed from their

lips.

Of course, it is the exterminationists' moral obligation to prove the

veracity of their allegations, which include the presence of mass graves

of the required size at the Trebhnka site. In the end, however, free sci-

entific inquiry must be allowed to investigate the ground at Treblinka

unhampered by any allegations of violations of Judaic burial law - vio-

lations which in any case would not be caused by probings and excava-

tions of burials such as those at the Reinhardt camps, as amply shovm

by Carlo Mattogno in Chapter 1 1

.

Besides the illustration aho\c sec lor example

www.znak.org.pl/graph iin itations niain]-)holo large Trcblinka.jpg and

http://4.bp.blogspot.eom/-

KYCILHlFFoY/UC8HhwNzNfI/AAAAAAAAALk/AJYVSYAohog/sl600/DSC00237.JPG
(panorama photo).

2410 "Treblinka - prawd? o zagladzie skrywa ziemia,"

http://odkrywcy.pl/drukuj.html?wid=14191403&smg4sticaid=6f2 1d

Tosha L. Dupras et al., Forensic Recovery ofHuman Remains, op. cit., p. 135.

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 86.
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Illustration 8.48: Concrete slabs at the Treblinka "symbolic cemetery."

Photograph taken by Anthony Richards in 2012.

So far, Caroline Sturdy Colls has published nothing concrete on her

Treblinka findings. In an article published in the summer of 2012 deal-

ing with various sociological and theoretical aspects of "Holocaust ar-

cheology" she devotes two pages to her Treblinka survey but divulges

no new information whatsoever. We learn, however, that "[t]he use of

the non-invasive methods has paved the way for a long-term collabora-
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tion with the Muzeum Walki i M^czehstwa w Treblince and has opened

up the opportunity for excavations away from probable burials,"^"*'^

confirming that the survey project is continuing and suggesting future

excavation of the structural remains tentatively identified by Sturdy

Colls as the "gas chambers" as well as further geophysical mapping of

pits in areas hitherto not surveyed.

As it appears that Sturdy Colls will reveal her findings to the public

only gradually and over an extended period of time - her doctoral thesis

is imder lockdown until 20 17,^'^''* although "a major new book" based

on the "results of the work at Treblinka" is scheduled for publication in

2014^"^'^ - and since so far we have only very little information to go on,

we are, needless to say, not able at this point in time to make any defi-

nite statements on the findings. It is worth noting, however, that accord-

ing to the website of Staffordshire University, "[f]urther field seasons

[at Treblinka] are planned for 2013."^""^ We may remark with certitude,

however, that, in order to save the official version of events. Sturdy

Colls will have to find the area under the covered part of the memorial

in the former "death camp proper" filled to the brim with deep mass

graves. If only a few additional pits of the same size as the hitherto de-

tected ones are found there, or none at all, this will inevitably mean the

final nail in the coffin of the Treblinka "extermination camp" legend.

^"'^ Caroline Sturdy Colls, "Holocaust Archaeology: Archaeological Approaches to Landscapes of

Nazi Genocide and Persecution," Jowraa/ of Conflict Archaeolot:}-. Vol. 7 No. 2, May 2012, p.

92. Sturdy Colls has also published an article in Polish, which despite lis length presents noth-

ing concrete that is worth commenting on: C. Sturdy Colls, "O tym, co mini^lo, lecz nie zostalo

zapomniane. Badania archeologiczne na terenie bylego obozu zaglady w Treblince," Zaglada

Zydow. Studia i Materialy, vol. 8, pp. 82-1 18.

http://etheses.bham.ac.uk/3531/

Forensic and Crime Science News 2012,

www.staiis.ac.uk/faculties/sciences/news_and_events/news_archive/forensic_science_news_2

012.jsp
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Chapter 9: Myers's "Direct" and "Indirect"

Witnesses

By Jurgen Graf

9.1. Preliminary Remarks

On their blog, our adversaries from Holocaust Controversies can af-

ford to be selective. As 1 mentioned in ttie introduction to ttiis paper,

they hunt for isolated mistakes in revisionist texts and then use these er-

rors to discredit the texts in question in their entirety. In other words,

they apply the principle falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus (false in one

thing, false in all things). Evidently they could not resort to this tactics

in a paper pretending to be an extensive refutation of three revisionist

books on the Reinhardt camps. This time they had no choice but to dis-

cuss all major topics addressed in these books, and one of these ques-

tions was the reliability of the eyewitnesses of the alleged mass exter-

mination. After all, the whole "death camp" story is exclusively based

on the declarations of such eyewitnesses, including the confessions of

perpetrators, who are eyewitnesses as well.

As any unbiased reader immediately notices, the eyewitness reports

about the alleged homicidal gassings at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka

not only teem w^ith impossibilities and improbabilities, but also flagrant-

ly contradict each other. In view of this fact, any attempt to demonstrate

that these witnesses spoke the truth and that their declarations are unim-

peachable historical sources is not exactly an enviable task. It would be

interesting to know if Jason Myers, a junior member of Holocaust Con-

troversies, was foolish enough to volunteer for this suicide mission or if

this thankless job was assigned to him by his four senior partners, just

as in the army unpleasant chores are regularly assigned to greenhorns.

A study ofMyers's chapter 6 ("Death Camp Witnesses") reveals that

this anti-negationist greenhorn is every bit as dishonest as his cronies.

Let me now prove this accusation. On p. 367, Myers writes:

"Though not a member of the SS, as previously mentioned, Wilhelm

Pfannenstiel also provided confirmation of the gassing at the Reinhard

camps in private to Holocaust denier Paul Rassinier.

"

The words "as previously mentioned" refer to the previous chapter,

where Myers had stated on page 323:

"In a confidential interview with Holocaust denier Paul Rassinier,

which MGK ignore in their work, Pfannenstiel discussed the gassings at
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Belzec, including the engine which he personally viewed. In the talk Pfan-

nenstiel related the point about a Diesel motor, which had six straight cyl-

inders, and whose strength he guessed was 200 horsepower.

"

Myers's source is "Paul Rassinier, Debunking the Genocide Myth,

Newport, Noontide 1978, Chapter 13, V. Conclusions, www.ihr.org/

books/rassinier/debunking2-13.html" (footnote 215)

In the respective passage, Rassinier describes the visit of an un-

named German who called upon him in June 1963. His visitor told

Rassinier that there had been homicidal gassings on a limited scale, car-

ried out by a handful of criminals, and that he had personally witnessed

one of them.

Could this man, whose identity Rassinier did not disclose, by any

chance have been Wilhelm Pfannenstiel? No, it could not have been

him, because Pfannenstiel and Rassinier did not meet before August

1963, two months after Rassinier had been called on by the anonymous

German. On 3 August 1963, Pfannenstiel wrote a letter to the French

revisionist, stating that the Gerstein report was "a piece of trash" in

which "poetry far outweighs the truth." In the same letter, he told

Rassinier that he looked forward to his visit.^'"* Nothing indicates that

the two men had ever met before. Indeed, the contents of the letter cate-

gorically exclude this possibility, because in this case the main topic of

their discussion would of course have been the Gerstein Report, and

Pfannenstiel would not have needed to explain in his letter of 3 August

1963 what he privately thought of this report, which he had publicly en-

dorsed in order to stay out of prison. Nevertheless, Myers has the inso-

lence to write:

"Rassinier 's secret meeting with Pfannenstiel is problematicfor MGK's
theory as Pfannenstiel theoretically could have denied and refuted the gas-

sing charge without punishment to the world 's then foremost Holocaust de-

nier, and instead proclaim the 'truth ' ofa delousingfunction at Belzec. In-

stead, Pfannenstiel continued to defend the historical veracity of the gas-

sings. " (Ibid.)

On page 352, Myers repeats this idiocy, claiming that "Pfannen-

stiel' s private admission to revisionist Rassinier on the reality of the

homicidal gassings is lethal to MGK's belief (footnote 37). While this

imaginary "private admission" is by no means lethal to our "belief," the

impudent falsification he is guilty of would indeed be lethal to Myers's

prestige, ifhe had any to begin with.

The same Myers who demonstrates his appalling lack of scientific

^"^ W. Staglich, U. Walendy, "NS-Bewatigung. Deutsche Schreibtischtater," op. cit, p. 20.
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ethics by ascribing a freely invented private admission of guilt to Pfan-

nenstiel accuses Mattogno, Kues and me of applying the unscientific

principle offalsus in uno, falsus in omnibus, thus insinuating that we re-

sort to the very same tactics his four mates make abundant use of on

their blog. Myers writes:

"The method they [Mattogno, Graf and Kues] and other deniers proffer

on dozens of witness testimonies largely amounts to a game of 'anomaly-

hunting, ' which also radically applies the principle offalsus in uno, falsus

in omnibus (false in one thing, false in all things), using it to the effect that

a singlefalsehood or mistake invalidates not only the testimony of the spe-

cific witness in question but also casts suspicion on the reliability of all

witnesses. " (p. 346)

Like his crony Terry in chapter 1 ,
Myers here presents a straw man

version of the revisionist method. Of course, neither Mattogno nor Kues

nor I ever asserted that "a single falsehood or mistake invalidates the

testimony of the specific witness in question." If a former deportee

states that he was transferred fi-om camp A to camp B in October 1942

and documentary evidence shows that the transfer occurred in Novem-

ber 1942, then no reasonable person would regard such an error as a

sufficient reason to reject the whole testimony. After all, human

memory is imperfect.

On the other hand, there are indeed cases where a single "error,"

which more often than not turns out to be a brazen lie, is sufficient to

demolish the entire credibility of the witness in question. A significant

example will illustrate this point.

In his book about Auschwitz, French-Jewish Holocaust historian

Leon Poliakov quotes a former inmate of that camp, the Slovakian Jew

Dov Paisikovic, who had stated that at Auschwitz the cremation of a

corpse required four minutes.^"^' As a group of British cremation spe-

cialists ascertained in 1975, the average time required for the incinera-

tion of an adult body in a crematorium oven is 63 minutes,^"^'^ so the

time mentioned by Paisikovic is 1 5 to 16 times lower than the real one.

Since Paisikovic cannot possibly have made such a preposterous state-

ment in good faith, he must of necessity have lied. His reason for doing

so is obvious: If the cremation of a body at Auschwitz required at least

one hour, the capacity of the crematoria was clearly insufficient to in-

cinerate the corpses of the alleged gassing victims. Considering that

^"^ Leon Poliakov, ^MicAwj/z, Paris 1964, p. 159.

™^ E.W. Jones, R.G. Williamson, "Factors which affect the process of cremation," Annual Cre-

mation Conference Report, Cremation Society of Britain, 1975.
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Paisikovic lied with respect to an absolutely essential question, no histo-

rian worthy of this name would use his testimony to "prove" the alleged

homicidal gassings at Auschwitz, even if Paisikovic' s description of the

gassing procedure did not contain any glaring absurdities (which it ac-

tually does^"*'^). In such cases, the principle falsus in uno, falsus in om-

nibus unreservedly applies, but as the example of this Slovakian Jew

shows, liars do not usually content themselves with one single lie.

After this indispensable clarification, I will now reply to Myers's

principal arguments.

9.2. Myers's Categories of Witnesses

Myers states:

"Whilst they are never categorized as such hy Mattogno, Graf, and

Kues in their collective works, the witnessesfor the Aktion Reinhard camps

can be grouped in one of three ways: bystanders, victims and perpetrators.

All three of these categories had varying levels ofproximity to the actual

extermination area." {^.1>AA)

I aheady discussed the "confessions of perpetrators" in an earlier

chapter. As for the declarations of "bystanders," such as local villagers

living next to Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka, Myers argues that

"a good example of the importance and possible usefulness of indirect

witnesses can be seen in regards to the burial and cremation that took

place in the three camps, from which the surrounding localities suffered

through stench, smoke, and sometimes an overcast offirelight. "
(p. 356)

However, none of this proves that the three Reinhardt camps were

extermination centers equipped with homicidal gas chambers. Without

the faintest doubt, thousands of Jews perished in the deportation trains,

or died during their stay in the three camps, and as there were no crema-

toria in any of them, the dead bodies were burned in the open air, most

of them after previous burial.

This leaves us with the second of Myers's three categories, the "vic-

tims," to wit Jewish prisoners. Myers distinguishes between "direct wit-

nesses" who claim to have seen the alleged extermination procedure

with their own eyes, and "indirect witnesses" who rely on hearsay:

"One of the typical distortions in the works ofMGK is a conflation of

Among other impossible things, Paisikovic claimed that a gassing operation with Zyklon B on-

ly lasted three or four minutes, whereupon the ventilation was switched on (Jiirgen Graf,

Auschwitz. Tdtergestdndnisse und Augenzeugen des Holocaust, Wiirenlos 1994, p. 135-139).

For anybody familiar with the characteristics of the pesticide Zyklon-B, the absurdity of this

assertion is self-evident.
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direct and indirect (or hearsay) witnesses statements regarding the death

camps. [...] This deceptive technique serves to provide false targets for

their criticism of the witness statementsfrom which to cast doubt on direct

witnesses; attacking the rumors ofan indirect witness only reflects upon the

actual rumor, and not the credibility of the witness. These distortions are

usuallyfound in the disparagement ofpoints that are not accepted byprop-

er Holocaust historians (e.g. electrocution chambers, vacuum chambers,

etc.) and then artificially extended to cover the mechanisms attested tofrom

direct witnesses (engine gas chambers). " (pp. 354f.)

The overwhelming majority of Myers's witnesses belong to the sec-

ond category, the "indirect" (or "hearsay") witnesses. According to My-
ers, this is due to the fact that there were only a handful of survivors

among those Jewish detainees who had been forced to work in the inner

(extermination) area of the three camps and had therefore been able to

view the killing operations:

"For the Treblinka camp, there were a very small number ofprisoners

who worked in the extermination camp area and were able to successfully

escapefrom the camp, largely due to the August 2, 1943 revolt. For Belzec,

only one prisoner who worked with the gas chambers returned alive from

the camp, while for Sobibor there are literally no witnesses who survived

from the inner (extermination) area. (p. 355)

For Holocaust fundamentalist Myers, it is a matter of faith that no

"direct" or "indirect" Aktion Reinhardt witness ever lied:

"We do not believe that any of the Aktion Reinhard witnesses that we

have quoted have lied in the testimony we included, but rather may be

prone to exaggeration or other such errors. " (p. 348)

Regrettably Myers fails to explain where an "exaggeration" ends and

a he begins. Let us assume that Myers stole my only car. If I later testify

in court that I was the proud owner of twenty-five cars and Myers stole

them all, will Myers then have the right to call me a liar? According to

his iron-clad logic, the answer is no: I did not lie, I was only "prone to

exaggeration or other such errors"!

Not content with such a patently ridiculous statement, Myers makes the outrageous assertion

that only 25,000 people died in the fire-bombing of Dresden. With respect to this worst single

atrocity ofWorld War 11, he writes: "Several witness statements suggested the death toll lay

significantly above 100,000 victims, even though the actual death toll has recently been re-

vised to around 25,000" {ibid.). As a matter of fact, a report of the Ordnungspolizei of Dresden

stated: "Until the evening of 20 March 202,040 dead bodies, predominantly women and chil-

dren, were recovered. The number ofvictims is expected to rise to 250,000."

www.cpgg.info/doc/tagesbefehl_47htm. Incidentally, the National Socialist government tried

to conceal the dimension of the slaughter in order to avoid outbreaks ofpanic among the Ger-

man population. Cf Wolfgang Hackert, Bombenliigen. Richtigstellung zum Terrorangrijfauf

Dresden, Kopp Verlag, Rottenburg 201 1.
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We will now examine what Myers's "direct" and "indirect" witness-

es, who are occasionally "prone to exaggeration or other such errors,"

but never ever lie, have to say about the alleged gassings at Belzec, So-

bibor, and Treblinka.

9.3. Belzec

As we just saw, Myers states that "for Belzec, only one prisoner who
worked with the gas chambers returned alive from the camp." (p. 355).

In footnote 52, he tells us that this prisoner was Rudolf Reder. Now,
Myers may or may not have read Reder' s booklet Belzec, first published

in Polish in 1946^'*^' and translated into English by M. M. Rubel in

2000,^"^^^ but as Thomas Kues's article "Rudolf Reder's Belzec - a Crit-

ical Reading"^"*^^ cannot possibly have escaped his attention, he knows

exactly that this "eyewitness report" is an omnium gatherum of luna-

cies, even if Myers's crony Miihlenkamp makes a futile attempt to de-

fendit.^^2^

I will content myself with pointing out some of the most conspicu-

ous absurdities ofReder's testimony:

Reder, who was bom on 4 April 1881, claims to have been deported

to Belzec on 1 6 August 1 942 together with 5,000 other Lemberg Jews.

Of those 5,000, supposedly only eight remained alive a few hours after

arrival, and Reder was one of them. By some major miracle, this 61

years old man was spared for hard labor.

Although the Belzec camp had the shape of an irregular quadrilateral

measuring roughly 250 m x 300 m, Reder described it as a courtyard,

one square kilometer in size, enclosed on all sides by barbed wire.

According to Reder, 750 people were regularly crammed into each

gas chamber of the gassing building. But ifwe follow Yitzhak Arad, the

new gassing building of Belzec, which became operational in July 1942

(the month before Reder's arrival), measured 24 x 10 m and contained

six gas chambers measuring either 4 x 8 or 4 x 5 m. Using these dimen-

sions, Reder's figure of 750 people crammed into each chamber imphes

that 23 to 37 victims were standing on one square meter!

While Reder failed to mention the number or size of the Belzec mass

RudolfReder,Be/zec,Krakau 1946.

Rudolf Reder, "Belzec," in: PoUn: Studies in Polish Jewry, volume 13, 2000.

http://codoh.com/node/651

Roberto Miihlenkamp, "The oh-so-unreliable RudolfReder,"

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2010/09/oh-so-unreliable-rudolf-reder.html
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graves in his booklet, he had previously testified to a Jewish commis-

sion that there had been 30 such graves, each having a surface measur-

ing 100 X 25 m and containing 100,000 corpses. But then the total sur-

face of the graves (7.5 ha) would have been bigger than the entire camp

(approximately 7 ha). Incidentally, Reder's assertions about the size of

the mass graves are categorically refuted by Prof Andzej Kola's arche-

ological survey of the territory of the former camp (Beizec, chapter IV).

Reder describes the "gassing procedure" at Beizec as follows:

"The gas was evacuatedfrom the engine directly into the open air, and

not into the gas chamber.

"

So what was the engine good for, and what did the victims die of?

Enlighten us, Myers! Thrill us with your acumen!

According to Reder, between 30 and 40 Arbeitsjuden (labor Jews)

who were so exhausted that the SS decided they were unfit to continue

performing hard labor were shot every day. Since Reder spent three and

a half months in the camp (at the end ofNovember 1942 he miraculous-

ly managed to escape), we cannot but conclude that this mature gentle-

man of 61 years had survived about 105 selections!

At the end of his aforementioned article, Kues sarcastically states:

"By translating and presenting Beizec, M. M. Rubel has done us all a

favor. That it was published in a rather obscure scholarly journal [...]

should not be blamed on him. It is however significant that the public are

fed innumerable accounts ofminor witnesses to the 'death camps, ' witness-

es who at the very most describe a fewflaming chimneys, dark smoke, and

Dr. Mengele. The actual words of the most crucial Holocaust witnesses,

such as Reder, Gerstein, Wiernik, Tauber et al. are apparently, for some

inexplicable reasons, not suitable for the minds of the general public.

Would it not be the height of 'Holocaust education' if Reder's and Ger-

stein 's words were printed and distributed to all school children and col-

lege students in the western world?
"

Indeed! Myers's "only prisoner who worked with the gas chambers

[and] returned ahve from the camp" is the author of a report so dement-

ed that orthodox Holocaust historians can at best quote some innocuous

excerpts from it, just as they cannot quote more than a few mangled ex-

cerpts from the Gerstein report without disclosing the overwhelming

absurdity of this "key document"!

Myers's last trumps are the post-war "confessions of perpetrators."

Some trumps indeed. I see no reason to repeat what I said about Wil-

helm Pfannenstiel, his public "confessions" and his alleged private

"admissions," but I will shortly dwell on the 1965 Beizec trial at Diis-

seldorf, my main source being Mattogno's Beizec (pp. 62-69). The va-
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garies of this trial were summarized by Adalbert Riickeri:^''^^

"The main proceedings against the only defendant [...], JosefOberhau-

ser, lasted a mere four days, from January 18 to 21, 1965^'^^''^ The court

interrogated 14 witnesses. 13 witnesses had been members of the SS or the

T4 organization at the time. [...] Among the witnesses were six suspects

against whom the penal court had dropped charges. Five of them, as well

as another witness, had since become defendants in the Sobibor trial.
"

As Mattogno shows in his analysis of the testimony of these wit-

nesses, their descriptions of the gassing procedure are largely copied out

of the Gerstein report, including the legendary "bluish color" of the

corpses. Quite obviously, during the preliminary proceedings the prose-

cution had shown these men, six ofwhom had been suspects, the text of

the Gerstein report and asked them if they were willing to confirm its

veracity, which they did. The six former suspects promptly received

their reward: Instead of sitting in the dock, they were promoted to the

rank of "witnesses" and did not spend a single day in jail for their al-

leged aiding and abetting, with others, in the murder of hundreds of

thousands of Jews at Belzec.

As Riickerl states, five of these men were also defendants in the So-

bibor trial at Hagen (1963-1965). These men were Erich Fuchs, Werner

Dubois, Heinrich Unverhau, Robert Jiihrs and Ernst Zierke.^"*^^ For

"aiding and abetting with others in the murder of at least 79,000 per-

sons," Fuchs was sentenced to four years imprisonment, while Dubois

got three years for "aiding and abetting with others in the murder of at

least 15,000 persons." Unverhau, Jiihrs and Zierke were acquitted (So-

bibor, pp. 183, 185)

But let us return to the Belzec trial. For the sake of fairness, it should

be underlined that, far irom contending themselves with repeating what

they had read in the Gerstein report, the witnesses revealed certain as-

pects of Belzec which Gerstein had failed to notice. Perpetrator Werner

Dubois confessed to the following atrocity:

"It also happened that I organized a soccer match with 22 Jews on the

sport ground; Jews from No. 1 camp were able to watch it under proper

guard. " (Belzec, p. 65)

This is exactly the relaxed atmosphere we would expect to find in an

extermination camp where almost 2,000 people are murdered every day.

Adalbert Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, pp. 83 f.

Oberhauser was sentenced to four and a halfyears in prison but released after serving half of

his sentence. http://en.wikipedia.org./wiki/Josef_Oberhauser

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belzec-Prozess
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isn't it, Myers?

9.4. Sobibor

As Thomas Kues points out in Sobibor (p. 77), and as Myers con-

cedes on p. 360 of Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, the only former inmate

of Sobibor who claims to have seen the gas chambers with his own eyes

is Yacuuv Biskovitz. On 5 June 1961 he testified at the Eichmann trial

in Jerusalem:
^'^^^

"Not everybody had the opportunity [to see the killing installations], but

I had. When I was passing by the two larger stores in Camp 2, 1 detached

the cart and pushed it towards Camp 3. I was supposed to leave it at the

gate, but I could not hold the vehicle back. The gate opened and it pushed

me inside. Since I knew I would not get out alivefrom there, I began to run

back at top speed and managed to reach my place ofwork without anyone

noticing. I kept this a secret-lam stressing this - evenfrom the inmates of

the camp who worked with me. From a distance, I saw the pit and the hol-

low and the small train that carried the dead bodies. I did not see the gas

chamberfrom the inside; I only sawfrom the outside that there was a very

prominent roof, and that the floor opened and the bodies fell below. [...]

Underneath the gas chamber, there was a hollow which already contained

bodies.

"

As we see, Biskowitz testified to the existence of a gas chamber with

a collapsible floor. Since even mainstream historians concede that such

a thing did not exist, Biskowitz' s declaration was by necessity false,

which means that he committed perjury. Now let us see how our intel-

lectual titan Jason Myers interprets this embarrassing fact:

"... they [Mattogno, Graf, and Kues; as a matter of fact, the chapter in

question was written by Kues] do not seem to recognize the strenuous cir-

cumstance under which Biskovitz was able to see the installations (likely

for only a few seconds), and thus is unable to have gotten a close looks at

the scene. Moreover, in their quote ofBiskovitz, MGK disingenuously leave

out the witness ' admission that he did not see the floor underneath the gas

chamber opened up ('I did not see that'). Thus, more than just a distortion,

they actually invert the meaning ofBiskovitz' testimony. " (p. 360)

So although Biskovitz clearly stated: "/ only saw, from the outside,

that there was a very prominent roof, and that the floor opened and the

bodies fell below" (Emph. added), Myers accuses Kues of having left

out "the witness' admission that he did not see the floor underneath the

gas chambers opened up," thus "inverting the meaning of Biskovitz'

^"^^
State of Israel, The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. cit, vol. Ill, p. 1188.
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testimony"! Whom does this hapless anti-revisionist dilettante hope to

fool with such ridiculous lies?

Still, by Myers's own admission, Biskovitz' description of the gas

chamber is not credible because the witness had seen it "under strenu-

ous circumstances" and "likely for only a few seconds." In other words,

the testimony of the only Jewish "direct witness," to use Myers's term,

is worthless! Not a very promising beginning, I'm afraid to say.

What about the "indirect witnesses" who described outlandish mur-

der weapons, such as "chlorine" or "a thick dark substance"? Myers ar-

gues that "attacking the rumors of an indirect witness only reflects upon

the actual rumor, and not the credibility of the witness." (p. 354), but

provided that Myers is right and that his "secondary witnesses" have not

invented these stories themselves but merely repeated rumors, these

rumors had not fallen from the sky, nor had they grown on the hedges

of Sobibor. They had been spread by inmates whom the "indirect wit-

nesses" relied upon.

As we see, Myers is entangled in a mesh from which there is no es-

cape. By his own admission, the testimony of the only "direct witness,"

Biskuvitz, is devoid of any value, and the "indirect witnesses" had

simply parroted wild rumors they had heard from others (assuming that

they had not invented these rumors themselves). How on earth can any

rational person use such "eyewitness testimony" to prove a horrendous

mass murder in chemical slaughterhouses?

Myers makes a lot of fuss about the fact that Sobibor key witness

Alexander Pechersky does not claim to have witnessed the killing pro-

cedure himself; he writes:

"One of the indirect witnesses most cited and attacked by MGK is Alex-

ander Pechersky, a former Soviet POW who was sent to Sobibor and who

led the 1943 uprising in the camp. Pechersky, as often quoted by MGK, re-

ported that in the gas chambers of the camp 'a heavy, blackish substance

poured down in spiral shapes '. Pechersky learned of this information, as he

records in the same passage but which is often left out in the relevant

quotes by MGK, from another inmate in the camp who had been there

longer, but who also had not seen the inside of the gas chambers. [...]

Thus, the description of the gassings that Pechersky learned ofwas passed

through multiple people before he learned of it, likely varying with every

transmission. He was not an 'eyewitness' to the extermination, as Graf

once [in the 1996 brochure Holocaust or Hoax?] deceitfully declared. " (pp.

360f.)

When I wrote Holocaust or Hoax?, I had not yet read Pechersky's

Revolt in Sobibor (as a matter of fact, I only did so in 2009); I relied on
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Mattogno's // mito dello sterminio ebraico}'^^^ Mattogno quotes

Pechersky correctly, but does not mention that this witness did not

claim to have observed the extermination procedure himself; he had al-

legedly gotten his information from a "short stocky Jew" who had al-

ready been interned at Sobibor for a certain time (Sobibor, p. 88).

Knowing only the passage quoted by Mattogno, I naturally assumed

that Pechersky was a self-styled direct witness.

As I demonstrate in Sobibor (pp. 86 f ), Pechersky was a notorious

liar, so I am pretty sure that the "short stocky Jew" from whom he pur-

portedly learned about the killing technique was one of his many puerile

inventions. But even if this short stocky Jew actually existed and

Pechersky quoted his utterances correctly, this does not help Myers a

bit, because in this case Pechersky had relied upon the statement of a

man who had either been lying or repeated the lies of others!

As for another "indirect witness," Moshe Bahir, Myers writes:

"Graf [...], though recognizing a detailed and lengthy account by

Moshe Bahir, included in a collection by Miriam Novitch, suggests that

Bahir is not a credible witness for the hearsay statement (overheardfrom

two camp officials) that Himmler's 1943 visit to the Sobibor camp marked

the millionth Jew murdered in the camp. This number ofJews was never

deported to the camp; however how does such a camp rumor (which may
or may not have been exaggerated or properly heard by Bahir) determine

the credibility ofthe rest ofthe testimony?. "
(p. 346)

The two camp officials Beckman and Bredov allegedly made this

statement in February 1943, when slightly over 100,000 Jews had been

deported to the camp {Sobibor, p. 32). Let's assume, for argument's

sake, that, except for a tiny number of Arbeitsjuden, all these Jews had

indeed been gassed upon arrival, as orthodox historians assure us. Let

us further assume that Beckmann and Bredov boasted about this "feat"

in the presence of a prisoner. In this case Bahir had exaggerated the

number of those killed by a factor of almost ten. On the other hand, if

he had "not properly heard" the statements of the two SS men, as Myers

suggest, his hearing must have been severely impaired, otherwise he

could not have misunderstood "der hunderttausendste" (the one hundred

thousandth) as "der millionste" (the millionth). If the SS men had been

a little bit more far-sighted, they surely would have given this future

star witness a hearing aid so that he could record their admissions

properly, without undue exaggeration!

Carlo Mattogno, // mito dello sterminio ebraico: Introduzione storico-bibliograflca alia sto-

riografia revisionista, Sentinella d'ltalia, Padova 1985.
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Myers argues that such a "camp rumor" (!) is insufficient to deter-

mine the credibility of the rest of Bahir's testimony. In order to gauge

the "credibility" of this witness, it suffices to quote a short excerpt from

the sentence of the Hagen trial:^''^°

"The witness Moshe _S.[ahir] asserted credibly: while he was waiting at

the tables in the German mess hall in the entry camp, SS-Scharfiihrer B.

had approached him, asking him bluntly whether he was aware ofwhat was

happening in camp III. When he said he did not know, B. was dissatisfied.

He then placed an empty can on [Moshe Bahir's] head and tried to knock it

off by pistol shots, all the time asking him whether he really did not know

anything.
"

Hence, the Scharfuhrer did not know what was going on in camp III,

but expected a detainee, who - at least according to the traditional ac-

counts of Sobibor - was strictly forbidden to enter that part of the camp,

to tell him! The fairy tale of the SS men shooting tin cans off detainees'

heads also appears in connection with other camps {Sobibor, p. 187).

The fact that the German judges regarded Bahir's assertion as "credi-

ble" shows that these gentlemen were about as intelligent or fanatically

blinded as Mr. Jason Myers.

Now let's have a look at what the Commission for the Investigation

of German Crimes in Poland had to say about the gas chambers of So-

bibor in its 1947 report:^"^^'

"The evidence collected leads to the conclusion that the chambers were

located in a building above ground and consisted of wood on the inside.

The outer walls ofthis building were made ofcement. It probably contained

5 chambers, which could accommodate some 500 persons. They were killed

by means of exhaust gases produced by an engine located next to the

chambers and linked to them by means ofpipes.
"

The commission did not adduce a single eyewitness testimony to

substantiate this description; as a matter of fact, this would not have

been possible, as there were no eyewitnesses. Nor was the description

based on material evidence, for there was no such evidence; the com-

mission only found "a certain amount of rubble at the site which wit-

nesses have stated to have been the site of the building with the gas

chambers." The description was not founded on the "confessions of

perpetrators" either, because the first trials of former SS men stationed

at Sobibor took place three years later, in 1950. So what was the basis

Adalbert Riickerl, Af5-Fef7jic/i/Mngj/ager..., op. cit.,p. 191.

Z. Lukaszkiewicz, "Oboz zaglady w Sobiborze" (The extermination camp of Sobibor), in: Biu-

letyn Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Niemieckicj w Polsce, vol. Ill, Poznan 1 947, pp. 49f.
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of these claims? There is only one possible answer: The Gerstein report

about Belzec! As Gerstein had claimed that at Belzec mass murders had

been committed in a gassing building subdivided into several chambers,

and that the victims had been killed by the exhaust fumes of an engine

located next to the chambers, the commission, which apparently thought

that the stories about "chlorine," a "black liquid" and a "collapsible

floor" were a bit too silly, simply extended Gerstein' s description to

Sobibor, a camp this mentally deranged SS officer briefly mentioned in

his report but did not claim to have visited.

As the "gassing building" had been invented by a Polish commission

in 1947, it is not in the least surprising that neither Prof Andrzej Kola

nor Gilead, Haimi and Mazurek were able to find this elusive building.

Undoubtedly Myers will argue that further archeological research will

ultimately reveal physical evidence backing up the gas chamber story.

So buy yourself a spade, Myers, go to Sobibor and dig until the cows

come home!

9.5. Treblinka

In August 1944, the Red Army conquered the area around Treblinka.

A Soviet commission consisting of several officers went to work imme-

diately and carried out investigations between August 1 5 and 23 on the

ground of the former Treblinka camp. The Soviet investigators ques-

tioned twelve former Jewish inmates of the alleged "extermination

camp." In its report the commission stated that no fewer than three mil-

lion people had been murdered at Treblinka in the following way:^"*^^

"The 'hath ' was a house, which consisted of 12 cabins, each 6 x 6 m in

size, 400 to 500 people at a time in one cabin. It had two doors, which

could be sealed hermetically. In the corner, between ceiling and wall, were

two openings connected with hoses. Behind the 'bath ' stood a machine. It

pumped the air out of the room. The people suffocated within six to ten

Both this insanely high death toll ascribed to the camp and the gro-

tesque killing technique described in the report are of course highly em-

barrassing for the orthodox Holocaust historians and their acolytes.

Why had not even one of the twelve Jewish witnesses interrogated by

the Soviet commission identified the murder weapon as the engine of a

tank whose exhaust fumes were blown into the gas chambers? Were

GARF, 7021-115-11.
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they all blind, or mentally deficient?

Myers states:

"Mattogno and Graf quote two witnesses mentioning that people were

killed by pumping the air out ofchambers — the August 17, 1944 testimony

ofAbe Kon and the August 22, 1944 testimony ofKazimierz Skarzynski. It

turns out that Kon gave another statement on August 22 in which he de-

scribed the method of murder as gassing ('They let the gas in. After 6-15

minutes - death '), while Skarzynski gave a further statement on August 23

wherein he mentioned gas chambers ('The Jews who were led to gas cham-

bers'). No doubt MGK would use this to prove some sort of a conspiracy,

with new information dictated to the witnesses. However, this example just

shows that the relative value of indirect testimonies about technical details

can be quite low - both Kon and Skarzynski obviously had known about the

method only from rumors, and later, when they were summoned for inter-

rogation, they apparently met other survivors who had a more direct

knowledge. Thus they changed their statements accordingly. In fact, in the

first official Soviet report about Treblinka composed on August 24, 1944

[...] we still read only about the pumping out of air as a murder method,

which fact shows that there was no conspiracy, only understandable confu-

So the "indirect witnesses" Kon and Skarzynski, who "obviously

had known about the method only from rumors," later met "other survi-

vors who had a more direct knowledge." Who were these "other survi-

vors"? And why did the Soviet commission prefer the testimony of indi-

rect witnesses to those of direct witnesses?

A "direct witness" who had described killings by means of exhaust

fumes was Yankel Wiemik, whose testimony Rok w Treblince (A Year

in Treblinka) dates from May 1944,^"*" but who did not appear before

the Soviet commission. The credibility of this witness can be judged in

the light of statements like the following:^'^^'*

"It turned out that bodies of women burned more easily than those of

men. Accordingly, the bodies ofwomen were usedfor kindling thefire. [. . .]

"When corpses of pregnant women were cremated, their bellies would

burst up. The fetus would be exposed and could be seen burning inside the

mother 's womb.

"

The "understandable confusion" (Myers) about the killing method

continued even after the Soviet commission had styled its report. On 15

Wiemik' s testimony was translated into English in the same year: Y. Wiemik, A year in Tre-

blinlca, published by American representation of the General Jewish Workers' Union ofPo-

land, New York 1944. The text can also be found in Alexander Donat (ed.). The Death Camp
Treblinka, op. cit.

A. Donat, The Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p. 170
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September 1944, a second commission, consisting of Polish and Soviet

citizens, composed a "protocol of a provisional preliminary investiga-

tion and inquiry into the former camp Tremblinka (sic!)" where we
read:^^^^

"In the beginning, the method was employed ofpumping the air out of

the room by means of a small car engine. Then as a result of the large

number ofthe doomed a chemical substance began to be used.
"

Equally in September 1944, Stalin's Jewish star liar Vasili Gross-

mann honored Treblinka with his visit. Based on conversations with

"survivors" and "bystanders," he later wrote his lurid pamphlet The Hell

of Treblinka, translated into French in 1945,^''^'' in which he asserted

that there had been three methods of mass killing: Gassing, scalding

with hot steam and suffocation by evacuation of the death chambers by

means of vacuum pumps. Quite obviously Grossmann was not sure

which variety of the Treblinka extermination legend would finally tri-

umph, so he prudently mentioned all three of them.

In December 1945, the "understandable confusion" still prevailed,

because in that month the new Polish government stated in an official

document that at Treblinka, "several hundreds of thousands" of people

had been killed by means of hot steam.^"*^^ As we remember, this tech-

nique had been described by the resistance movement of the Warsaw

ghetto in its report of 15 November 1942. Only in 1946 were the steam

chambers and vacuum chambers replaced by gas chambers.

9.6. Miscellaneous Inanities

On page 349, Myers rehashes a phony argument already adduced by

his crony Terry in the chapter "The Hoax that dare not speak its name":

"Nowhere in their work have MGK detailed the origins of this contra-

dictory 'pack of lies '. Ironically, the divergences on minor details in wit-

ness statements that MGK point out [...] help to show their consistency

with authenticity and truth. If the testimonies cited by MGK were coerced

or scripted, one would expect consistency, not contradiction.
"

This argument would only be sound ifMGK claimed that the cock-

and-bull stories diligently spread by various Jewish resistance move-

ments during the war had been coordinated by some central agency

from the beginning. But as I sfressed in my introduction (section 8), nei-

GARF, 7021-115-11, p. 44.

Vasili Grossmaim, L 'enfer de Treblinka, B. Arthaud, Grenoble and Paris 1945.
^" PS-3311.
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ther Mattogno, Kues nor I or any other serious revisionist ever made

such a silly assertion. The tales about electrocution facilities, steam

chambers, vacuum chambers and gas chambers were nothing but war

propaganda concocted by Jewish underground fighters who wanted to

mobiUze the world against the oppressors of their people. Only after the

war did organizations such as the Main Commission for the Investiga-

tion ofGerman Crimes in Poland construct a somewhat coherent histo-

ry of the alleged mass extermination, relegating the electrocution faciU-

ties, steam chambers and vacuimi chambers to the memory hole.

On page 350 Myers writes:

"In the 1920s, the French-American veteran Norton Cm took a literal-

ist scalpel to the corpus ofmemoirs andfiction produced by the survivors

of the trenches, noted many exaggerations and impossibilities in their ac-

counts, but in the end concluded that only 7% ofsuch accounts were entire-

ly useless. Nowhere, of course, did he conclude that the trench warfare did

not happen. " (p. 350)

This analogy is fundamentally flawed because we do not depend on

eyewitness accounts to know about the trench warfare. Any student of

this tragic chapter of European history will easily find piles of docu-

ments about it in French, German, and British military archives. In view

of this fact, it is not surprising that only 7% of the memoirs penned by

survivors of the trenches were entirely useless. After all, these survivors

had described real events, even if some of them might have succumbed

to the temptation of exaggerating the hardships of the trenches or to

brag about invented heroic feats.

In the section "Witness Convergences." (pp. 378 f.), Myers writes:

"What MGKfail to clearly acknowledge [...] is that the witnesses who
report on the gas chambers also mention things that are corroborated by

documents, or other independent testimonies. This demonstrates and veri-

fies the reliability of the witness statements, a reliability that then extends

to their statements regarding the existence ofgas chambers and extermina-

tions in the camps. The October 14, 1943 revolt in Sobibor has also been

recorded in documents, as well as attested to by several camp witnesses.

[...] Up to this point, MGK have never challenged the occurrence of this

event. [...] The fundamental point is that the witnesses recalled and de-

tailed the Sobibor revolt and escape (often a crucial part in their testimo-

ny), which is substantiated and verified by several contemporary docu-

ments. "
(pp. 378f.)

How desperate must a man be to resort to such a hare-brained argu-

ment? If a former inmate of a camp lied about homicidal gassings, or

exaggerated the number of victims of his camp by a factor of 10 or 100,
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although this does ruin his credibility, it does evidently not mean that

the rest of his testimony is necessarily false as well. He may still have

told the truth about the names and the ranks of the SS men who served

at his camp, the daily working schedule, the quantity and quality of the

rations allotted to the prisoners, the hygienic conditions prevailing in

the camp etc.

Once again, I will illustrate my point by a striking example. Leon

Feldhendler, who was interned at Sobibor from early 1 943 until the re-

volt on 14 October of the same year, stated after the war that at Sobibor

mass killings had been committed by means of chlorine^"*^^ - a state-

ment obviously untrue even according to the orthodox version of the

events in the camp. The very same Feldhendler described the Hving

conditions of the Jewish artisans in the following words:^"^^^

"In camp I, Jewish tradesmen worked for the Germans - joiners, tai-

lors, cobblers. They had their own barracks for sleeping in. There were 30

Germans and 180 Ukrainians. The tradesmen were living very nicely, in

their workshops, they had comfortable quarters. [...] Their daily rations

consisted of half a kilogram of bread, soup, horsemeat, groats (from the

transports) twice a week. [...] Work: From 6 a.m. through 12 noon, an

hour for lunch and then again work until 5 p. m. [...] Time off between 5

and 10, at their discretion.
"

As 1 find it a bit difficult to believe that the Jew Feldhendler would

have embellished conditions at Sobibor in order to enhance the reputa-

tion of his former jailers, I conclude that this particular statement of his

is entirely credible, despite the fact that he had lied about killings by

means of chlorine.

As the October 14, 1943, uprising was undoubtedly the most dra-

matic episode in the history of the Sobibor camp, it would be very odd

indeed if it were not mentioned and described by former inmates,

whether they had actively participated in it or not. Evidently this does

not prove that the same witnesses told the truth when speaking about

mass killings by chlorine, or a black substance, or exhaust fumes. All

this would be easily understood by any moderately intelligent school-

boy or schoolgirl, but apparently Jason Myers, who majored in history

at undergraduate (p. 529), is unable to understand it - or pretends to be

unable to understand it.

At the end of chapter 6, this august historian chides Mattogno, Kues

and me for pointing out "alleged contradictions among witnesses (with-

Nachmann Blumental (ed.), Dokumenty i Materialy, op. cit, pp. 199f.

Ibid., p. 204.
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out any further analysis)." (p. 381)

Very well, Myers, let us have a look at one of these "alleged contra-

dictions among witnesses" which Mattogno, Kues and I reject "without

further analysis." As I mentioned in Sobibor (pp. 182f), ttiree Jewish

witnesses, Samuel Lerer, Esther Raab, and Eda Lichtman, testified to

the fact that one Shaul Stark was brutally murdered by SS men. In Au-

gust 1950, a Frankfurt court sentenced former SS man Hubert Gomerski

to life in prison (he actually served 22 years before being pardoned),

one of the crimes imputed to him being his alleged participation in the

murder of Stark. I quote from the verdict:^"*"^"

"The detainee Stark, who had to take care of the pigs held in the camp,

was so severely beaten by the defendant [Gomerski] and by Frenzel that

Stark in desperation ran out of the camp through the gate which happened

to be open at that time. The defendant and Frenzel ran after him and shot

him several times. Seriously wounded - his body was ripped to the point

that his entrails were hanging out - Stark was brought back into the camp

and presented in this state to the other detainees assembled for this pur-

pose. These occurences have been confirmed by the witnesses L. [Samuel

Lerer] and R. [Esther Raab]. The latter has also asserted that Stark was

subsequently shot

"

Once the reader has stopped marveling at the fact that the gate at an

"extermination camp" at times "happened to be open," he should con-

sult the collective volume Sobibor: Martyrdom and Revolt, edited by

Miriam Novitch, and read the testimony ofEda Lichtman:^'*'"

"Shaul Stark took care of the geese, fed them and weighed them every

day. One time a goose became ill and died. Frenzel Bredow, Wagner and

Weiss whipped Stark to death. The man 's last words were: 'Avenge me,

comrades, avenge me.
"

On p. 346, Myers bewails the fact that

"not a single member ofMGK have been formally educated in anyfield

relevant to a proper analysis of witness testimony (e.g. law, history, psy-

chology).
"

This is quite true, but despite our lack of formal education in any of

these fields, Mattogno, Kues and I are sufficiently intelligent to xmder-

stand that these two testimonies are fundamentally incompatible, be-

cause the witnesses disagree on three key elements of the story: a) the

animals taken care of by Stark; b) the way Stark was killed; c) the iden-

tity of the SS men who killed him. We therefore conclude that a) either

Lerer and Raab Ued, or b) Lichtman lied, or c) all of them lied. Since

™° Verdict ofLandgericht Frankfurt am Main of 25 August 1950. 52 Ks 3/50, pp. 4f
™' Miriam Novitch, Sobibor: Martyrdom and Revolt, Holocaust Library, New York 1980, p. 57.
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these three Jewish witnesses were all inveterate liars (for Lichtman, see

Sobibor, pp. 47, 73, 80f., 99; for Lerer and Raab see Sobibor, pp. 173f ),

the third possibility is by far the likeliest. But for Myers, who does not

believe that any of the Aktion Reinhardt witnesses have ever lied (p.

348), these "alleged contradictions," which MGK reject "without fur-

ther analysis." (p. 381), are irrelevant: After all, the three witnesses

agree that Shaul Stark had taken care of animals, that he had been

killed, and that his murderers had been SS men. In other words, the wit-

nesses had simply made three insignificant and excusable errors: 1) they

had mistaken pigs for geese, or geese for pigs; 2) they had mistaken a

whip for a gun, or a gun for a whip; 3) they had mistaken Gomerski and

Frenzel for Frenzel, Bredow, Wagner, and Weiss, or Frenzel, Bredow,

Wagner, and Weiss for Gomerski and Frenzel!
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Chapter 10: Testimonies on the "Aktion

Reinhardt" Camps

10.1. Carlo Mattogno's Response

Jason Myers is also the author of Chapter 6 of the "Cut and Paste

Manifesto," entitled "Death Camp Witnesses." He engages in a snob-

bish discussion of "methodology" in relation to the value of testimonies,

which contrasts starkly with his childish and mendacious discussion of

evidence in Chapter 5.

[1] Myers immediately gives us a taste of his notable hypocrisy, as

he asks in reference to contradictions in the estimates of victims of the

bombing of Dresden on 13/14 February 1945, which range from 25,000

to 180,000: "As MGK declare exaggerations of camp death tolls to be

"lies," would they do the same for Dresden victims and witnesses?"

(footnote 17 on p. 348)

Myers neglects the essential element of the issue: The exaggerations

relating to the "death camps" have no historical-documentary basis, as

the reality of the camps as such is based merely on testimonies, whereas

the bombing of Dresden is a fact, which reality is not affected by con-

tradictions as to the number of victims. It is obvious that these are two

completely different things: If two witnesses provide two inconsistent

measures of the perimeter of the Colosseum, this does not detract at all

from the architectural and historical reality of this structure, which ex-

ists independently from the testimonies. If, on the other hand, two wit-

nesses provide divergent measurements for the hoof of a Centaur, or the

horns of a Faun, these testimonies are linked directly to the claimed re-

ality of these creatures for which our witnesses are the only guarantors.

In practice, real data are independent of testimonies, whereas the "death

camp" data depend exclusively on testimonies. Myers professes a

strange form of superstition in which testimonies create reality: If many

witnesses say the same thing, then that thing is real. Such a belief is in-

fantile, because testimonies may correlate on the false and absurd (as I

have shown above in a few examples), so that even if there were 300

reports (p. 345) all in agreement on the notion of the "extermination

camps," they would not, without any solid objective evidence backing

them, guarantee that we were dealing with historical reality. What then,

if the testimonies moreover contradict each other?

[2] Myers claims that "Kues cannot grasp that simply presenting a
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list of contradictions does not prove anything with regard to the proba-

bility of hoax versus error." (p. 349). The exact opposite is true: a list of

concordant testimonies proves nothing with regard to the veracity of

said statements. Myers seeks to counter this fact through the usual ap-

peals to "methodology":

"Much ofMGK's work can be summed up as an attempt to dismiss tes-

timonial sources altogether. Such an attitude, we contend, is entirely con-

trary to all known methods ofinquiry orfact-determination in law or histo-

ry. [...] No sensible historian since then has dissentedfrom such a view.
"

(p. 349)

Just as "law" and "history" are completely different areas, "history"

and "Holocaust history" are two completely different disciplines, the

latter being a mere attempt at rendering war propaganda in an historio-

graphic way. Thus it is only orthodox holocaust historians who believe

blindly that testimonies can create facts.

[3] Myers adds:

"Ironically, the divergences on minor details in witness statements that

MGKpoint out (which, as we have shown are to be expected with witness

testimony) help to show their consistency with authenticity and truth. Ifthe

testimonies cited by MGK were coerced or scripted, one would expect con-

sistency, not contradiction. "
(p. 349)

This is a notion which only makes sense within the "conspiracy the-

ory" context which so obsesses the "plagiarist bloggers": Only a central,

single agency could ensure "consistency." As 1 have already explained

above, the witnesses did nothing but elaborate, each in their own way,

upon the propaganda stories or previous testimonies from which they

derived, more or less exactly, their own statements, and this is the pri-

mary origin of the contradictions.

[4] After the above ridiculous paragraph, Myers continues on to an

equally inconsistent subchapter entitled "Treatment of Witness Testi-

mony." (p. 350). He quotes a long passage from Browning on the imper-

fection of "human memory" which was quoted by Thomas Kues in our

study on Sobibor but there without the following sentence:

"Gerstein, citing Globocnik, claimed the camps used diesel motors, hut

witnesses who actually serviced the engines in Belzec and Sobibor (Reder

andFuchs) spoke ofgasoline engines. Once again. "
(p. 350)

Myers comments: "Putting aside Kues' dishonest omission of one of

his crucial points..." (p. 351). Here Myers's stupidity overcomes his

bad faith, because the sentence omitted by Kues is indeed a "crucial

point," but one which works in his favor, as it constitutes further con-

formation of the thesis of the imperfection of the "human memory"! He
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would have been dishonest, on the other hand, if he had cut out the end

of the passage from Browning: "however, without exception all concur

on the vital issue at dispute, namely that Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka

were death camps whose primary purpose was to kill in gas chambers

through the carbon monoxide from engine exhaust, and that the hun-

dreds of thousands of corpses of Jews killed there were first buried and

then later cremated." (p. 350). But he did not.

Myers derives from this passage the following conclusion of his

own:

"Ifwitnesses generally concur with one another about the primary pur-

pose and operation of the camps (extermination), then any divergences re-

garding relatively minute details (size of gas chambers, duration of gas-

sings, number ofgraves) or items that they did not directly know (specifics

ofgassing operation, details on burial or cremations) are essentially irrel-

evant to the reality ofthe camps ' ultimatepurpose. "
(p. 351)

This view, which could be defined as "agreement on essential mat-

ters," is absurd and contrary to any real historiographical method, be-

cause it does not allow for the reconstruction of historical events. For

example, as pointed out above, Reder and Gerstein agree on the "prima-

ry purpose" of Belzec: that it served the extermination of the deportees.

However, "Ranke's famous dictum, that the task of history was to show

'how it really was' {wie es eigentlich gewesen war).'" (p. 349) is valid

here as well: how did this extermination take place? Through the ex-

haust gas from a Diesel engine or through "high pressure" or "vacu-

lun"? From the perspective of historiography only a fool could consider

such issues as the "size of gas chambers, duration of gassings, number

of graves" to be "minute details," because it is precisely these details

which, taken together, form the backbone of historical reconstruction.

The absurd method and futile historiography of the thesis of "agreement

on essential matters" becomes clear when one moves from theory to

practice, as shown by the following concrete example. In my study of

the "first gassing" at Auschwitz^'*'*^ I have analyzed a large number of

testimonies on the alleged event in question, which all agree on the

"primary purpose" of the "gassing" but contradict each other as to all

the "details." If one attempts an historical reconstruction based on these

testimonies, the result is the following account:

One day, sometime between the spring of 194 1 and November-

December 1942, the first gassing of human beings was carried out at

™^ C. Mattogao, Auschwitz: The First Gassing, op. cit., pp. 69-85.
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Auschwitz I in the old crematorium or in the basement of Block 11, or

at Birkenau. Some of the testimonies mention an exact date: 14 August

or 1 5 August, 3-5 September or 5-6 September or 5-8 September or 9

October 1941. The gassing was carried out after the evening roll call,

during the closure of the blocks (Blocksperre), so that no prisoner could

see what was happening; or in broad daylight, in front of the eyes of the

prisoners standing idle in the sunlight. Prior to this the basement win-

dows had been bricked in, or covered with earth, or filled with sand or

boarded up with wooden planks. In the basement of Block 1 1 were con-

fined only Russian prisoners of war, who were only officials or officers

and non-commissioned officers, or soldiers, or partisans, or political

commissars, or who were in fact not Russian, but Polish, or a mix of

Russian and Polish prisoners. The victims of the gassing consisted of 60

or 200 or 400 or 500 or 600 or 680 or 700 or 850 or 1,473 Russian pris-

oners and 100-150 or 190 or 196 or 200 or 220 or 250 or 257 or 260 or

300 or 400 or 1,000 Polish inmates. What is certain, however, is that

their number totaled 200 or 300 or 320 or 350 or 500 or 696 or 800 or

850 or 857 or 980 or 1,000 or 1,078 or 1,400 or 1,663. The sick inmates

were selected fi-om the hospital blocks by Dr. Schwela or by Dr. Jung or

by Dr. Entress. These patients were brought to the cells by male nurses

or by inmates from the punishment detail. The Rapportfiihrer Gerhard

Palitzsch alone or together with an SS man nicknamed "Tom Mix," or

Palitzsch together with another man known as the "Strangler," or SS-

Unterscharfuhrer Arthur Breitwieser threw in all three cannisters of

Zyklon B into the corridor or into the cells, or 2 cannisters into each

cell. The Zyklon B was introduced through the door or through the air

intake vents {Luftungsklappe) or through openings above the doors of

the cells. The gassing was carried out in the cells, or in a single cell, or

in the corridor, or in the "gas chamber," and the doors were sealed her-

metically, or they were open. The victims died immediately or were still

alive after 15 hours. The corpses were taken out the next day or the fol-

lowing night, or after 1-2 days or after 2 days or three days later, or on

the fourth day or the sixth day. This was done only by a group of male

nurses, or to be exact, by more than 20 or 30 or 80 male nurses, or ex-

clusively by 20 detainees from the punishment detail. This work lasted

a whole day or a whole night or 2 nights or 3 nights. The corpses were

undressed in the corridor of Block 1 1 , or in the external courtyard, or

were not undressed at all. The bodies of the victims were taken to the

crematorium and cremated, or brought to Birkenau and buried in mass

graves, or partly cremated and partly buried.
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The thesis of "agreement on essential matters" is clearly aberrant al-

so in the legal field. In a murder case, for example, what kind ofjustice

would be served, if it sufficed for the conviction of a defendat that the

testimonies agreed on the "essential matter," that is, the murder itself,

although contradicting each other on basically all the "details," such as

the weapon, the place, the time and the modalities of the crime? It is

precisely these "details" which give substance and significance to the

testimony, which would otherwise be a mere abstraction devoid of con-

tent.

[5] Myers concludes his jumble of irrelevant arguments concerning

false confessions with the following remark:

"None of this information supports Kues' hope (never declared, but

simply suggested) that hundreds ofNaziperpetrators and auxiliariesfalsely

confessed to extremely violent crimes across the globe for several decades,

and the overwhelming majority ofwhom never bothered to retract them, in

public or private. " (p. 352)

As I explained above, all concerned parties found themselves sup-

porting the dogma of the "gas chambers" for various reasons, because

this had by then been established as judicial and media "truth." The

German defendants "confessed" in the hope of having their sentences

mitigated and, in the climate of terror still reigning in Germany to this

day, it is obvious that no one would have dared to recant, even in pri-

vate.

[6] Myers next elaborates upon a study by psychologist Willem A.

Wagenaar, "who was an expert witness for the defense in Demjanjuk's

trial in Israel" in collaboration with Jop Groeneweg, entitled "The

Memory of Concentration Camp Survivors." The study in question con-

sists of an analysis of testimonies from former inmates of the labor

camp Erika in the Netherlands. From this study Myers draws the fol-

lowing conclusion:

"Thus, the situation with the Camp Erika survivors closely parallels

that of the Aktion Reinhard witnesses: there are subjects on which witness-

es vary, but in crucial elements, they are consistent "
(p. 353)

This argument is foolish both because it assumes a priori that the

witnesses in the Aktion Reinhardt testified in good faith - which has yet

to be proven - and because to the research of Wagenaar one may op-

pose other investigations concerning the subject of "false memories,"

that is the "subjective experience of remembering something if that

something did apparently not happen in reality.
"^'^'^^

™' Melanie Caroline Steffens, Silvia Mecklenbrauker, "False Memories. Phenomena, Theories,
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Such investigations are also used in the judicial field:^'*'^''

"Based on his studies, [Hugo] Munsterberg believed that witness ob-

servations were filled with 'chaos and confusion, ' and that '[a]ssociations,

judgments, suggestions, penetrate into every one of our observations. ' Ad-

ditionally, he believed that the sources oferror in recollection began at the

time of the observation, stating that 'the observation itselfmay be defective

and illusory; wrong associations make it imperfect; judgments may misin-

terpret the experience; and suggestive influences may falsify the data ofthe

senses. ' Munsterberg was the first major proponent of using psychologists

in criminal cases to helpjuries understand the vagaries ofeyewitness iden-

tification. Today, Elizabeth Loftus is probably the most well-known expert

on the strengths and weaknesses ofeyewitness testimony. In the Preface to

the 2nd Edition ofher 1979 book. Eyewitness Testimony, Loftus claims that

prior to 1986 more than one thousandpeople had been wrongfully convict-

ed ofa crime, and some ofthose convicted were executed. Loftus firmly be-

lieves evidence supports the finding that information acquired by memory

can subsequently he changed, and 'that once memoryfor some event is dis-

torted by intervening events, the information acquired during perception of

the original event may never be recorded. ' Additionally, Loftus contends

that people can come to believe they saw and heard things that never really

happened, and largely unconsciously, use re-fabrication to fill in gaps of

incomplete memory.
"

Myers's conclusion can thus be turned on its head: the situation of

these witnesses "closely parallels that of the Aktion Reinhard witness-

es," as both the former and the latter could have come "to believe they

saw and heard things that never really happened."

[7] Following these inconclusive speculations, Myers begins to ap-

proach the subject of the chapter. In the section "Direct and Indirect

Witnesses" he starts out by making the following objection:

"One of the typical distortions in the works ofMGK is a conflation of

direct and indirect (or hearsay) witness statements regarding the death

camps. " (p. 354)

I pre-suppose that this distinction, speaking in strict terms, is purely

a literary one, because "direct" witnesses (needless to say I am referring

to the deportees) are such witnesses only because they have declared

themselves as such. In practice, there exists no documentary confirma-

tion that these individuals were actually detained in the camps in ques-

and Implications," Zeitschriftfiir Psychologie/Joumal ofPsychology, vol. 215/1, 2007, pp.l2-

24.™ Scott WoUer, "Rethinking the role of expert testimony regarding the reliability of eyewitness

identifications in New York," New YorkLaw School Law Review, vol. 48, no. 1&2, 2003, p.

340.
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tion. Myers adds:

"This deceptive technique serves to providefake targetsfor their criti-

cisms of witness statements from which to cast doubt on direct witnesses;

attacking the rumour of an indirect witness only reflects upon the actual

rumour, and not the credibility of the witness. These distortions are usually

found in the disparagement ofpoints that are not accepted by proper Holo-

caust historians (e.g. electrocution chambers, vacuum chambers, etc.), and

then artificially extended to cover the mechanisms attested to from direct

witnesses (engine exhaust gas chambers). Readers should thus be offended

by MGK's slight of their intelligence, expecting the audience to be unable

to distinguish between a hearsay testimony and a genuine eyewitness. " (pp.

354-355)

With characteristic hypocrisy Myers accuses us of distortions while

distorting the meaning of our thesis. We have in fact presented a study

of the literary genesis of the "gas chambers" to show how these propa-

ganda stories have influenced the development of the testimonies of the

"direct witnesses." Typical in this respect is the story of the "steam

chambers" of Treblinka, which, as I have demonstrated above, is the

basis of Wiemik's story and of subsequent testimonies about the "gas

chambers."

[8] Here, as always, Myers adopts a "deceptive technique." To be

precise, he states:

"For the Treblinka camp, there were a very small number ofprisoners

who worked in the extermination area and were able to successfully escape

from the camp, largely due to the August 2, 1943 revolt For Belzec, only

one prisoner who worked with the gas chambers returned alive from the

camp, whilefor Sobibor there are literally no witnesses who .survivedfrom

the inner (extermination) area. "
(p. 355)

In the footnotes he hsts the following "direct witnesses." For Tre-

blinka: "Jankiel Wiemik, Chil Rajchman [Henryk Reichman], Szya

Warszawski, Jerzy Rajgrodski, Eliyahu Rosenberg, Sonia Lewkowicz,

Abraham Goldfarb, Chaim Steir, Pinchas Epstein, and Abraham Bom-
ba" (footnote 51). For Belzec: "Rudolf Reder" (footnote 52). Myers as-

serts that none of these "direct witnesses testified to the 'abandoned'

murder methods" (footnote 50). The reality is quite different. Reder, as

I have shown above, categorically ruled out the hypothesis of the "en-

gine exhaust gas chambers," leaning instead towards "high pressure" or

"vacuum" as killing agents. With regard to Treblinka, in all of the "Cut

and Paste Manifesto" the testimonies of Warszawski, Rajgrodski, Ros-

enberg, Lewkowicz, Steir and Epstein are cited only in this footnote,

thus Myers apparently knows nothing about their testimonies and can
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only improperly assert that they refer to "engine exhaust gas chambers,"

something which, as I will show below, in some cases is demonstrably

false. Bomba is quoted a number of times (pp. 314f, 345, 355), but

without any of these citations referencing "gas chambers," so that My-
ers's statement must be considered as abusive also with regard to this

witness. In his first deposition Rajchman stated: "The killings were car-

ried out either by pumping out of the air or by introduction of CO."

Wiemik spoke of killing by chlorine.^'*'^^ Finally, as regards Sobibor,

"there are literally no witnesses who survived from the inner (extermi-

nation) area."

The claim that all of Myers's witnesses' confirm the "engine exhaust

gas chambers" is therefore only a childish lie, the fruit of his "deceptive

technique."

[9] After this disastrous approach, Myers has to resort to the "indi-

rect witnesses." He begins with a passage from an interrogation of Erich

Lachmann (pp. 355f ) which is supposed to "prove" the reality of the

extermination of Jews in the Reinhardt camps on the basis of the "ob-

server" theory akeady proposed by Terry in Chapter 1. This turns out to

be even more inconsistent when compared to the same witness's state-

ments from 3 March 1969 regarding Travraiki. I will return to this wit-

ness in point 15.

[10] Myers continues discussing other evidence relating to smoke

and stench from corpses. Here I will first analyze the formal aspect, in

particular the sources, before finally focusing on their value, thereby

demonstrating their absolute irrelevance.

"A good example of the importance and possible usefulness of indirect

witnesses can be seen in regards to the burial and cremations that took

place in the three camps, from which the surrounding localities suffered

through stench, smoke, and sometimes an overcast offirelight. Belzec resi-

dent Maria Daniel, whom Mattogno derisively and ignorantly labels as 'an

insignificant witness who never put herfeet into the camp, ' reported:

'We could see a machine that took out the corpses from the graves and

threw them into the fire. There were a few such fires going simultaneously.

At that time a dreadful smell dominated the whole area, a smell of burned

human bones and bodies. From the moment they began burning the corps-

es, from all directions of the camp came the smell of the corpses. When the

Germans completed the burning of the corpses, they dismantled the

camp. "'
(p. 356)

The source provided is: "Vemehmung Maria Daniel, 16.10.1945,

™^ Cf. Chapter I
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BAL B162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd. 1, p. 1154" (footnote 58). This is the

usual silly boasting, because the text is taken from Arad.^'*'''' Myers pre-

tends to have seen the document he cites, using the German

"Vernehmung" (interrogation), whereas in fact the interrogation took

place in Polish and the source mentioned is a German translation

{"Ubersetzung aus dem Polnischen") entitled "Protokoll der Zeugen-

vemehmung" (Protocol of the witness interrogation). The name of the

interrogated, Maria Daniel, is mentioned only some lines below.^"*"*^

[11] "Janusz Peter, who lived in Tomaszow Lubelski some 9 km away

from Belzec, wrote in his memoir that people on passenger trains arriving

near the death camp often "had to vomit or pass out" due to the smell,

while others had to leave the area because they constantly suffered "severe

headaches, weight loss, loss of appetite, or anaemia. " [59] Another Pole

from Tomaszow Lubelski stated that the townspeople kept rags soaked in

colognefor when the stench became unbearable.[60] JosefL., a Polefrom

Rawa Ruska some 14 km awayfrom Belzec, reported before the end of the

war that fires were visible at night with the smell of burning flesh, while

certain wind gusts would cause human hair to be blown to his town [61];

such a distance is supported by Belzec construction worker Stanislaw

Kozak, who reported smelling the stench ofburnt corpses up to 15 km away

from the camp [62]. " (p. 356-357)

The source provided in footnote 59 reads: "Peter, W Belzcu, p. 196,

cited in Kuwalek, Belzec, p. 351." (p. 357). The problem is that "Ku-

walek, Belzec" in all of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" appears only

here, while "Peter, W Belzcu" appears only in this very footnote: a

highly scientific procedure! The correct source is: Robert Kuwalek,

"Belzec," in: Der Ort des Terrors. Geschichte der nationalsozialisti-

schen Konzentrationslager. Band 8, edited by Wolfgang Benz and Bar-

bara Distel, C.H. Beck Verlag, Miinchen 2008. On p. 351 of this vol-

ume we find in fact the passage cited by Myers, which is taken from Ja-

nusz Peter, ^'W Belzcu podczas okupacjT ("Belzec during the occupa-

tion"), in turn part of the book by the same author entitled Tomaszows-

kie za okupacji ("The Tomaszow region under occupation"), Tomaszow

Lubelski 1991, p. 196. Myers conveniently forgets to reproduced the fi-

nal sentence of the quote:^"*"^**

"Letztendlich fuhren sie [die Nazis] einige Waggons Zement an und

bedeckten die Gruben mit einer Betonschicht"

^ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 173. Arad has "Damiel."
™' ZStL, 252/59, vol. 1, p. 1154.
™* R. Kuwalek, "Belzec," in: W. Benz, B. Distel (eds.), Der Ort des Terrors, op. cit, vol. 8, p.

351.
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"At the end of it they [the Nazis] brought in some wagons with cement

and covered the pits with a layer ofconcrete.

"

This is a somewhat unusual method to remove the corpse stench!

We may ask: if this doesn't discredit the entire "testimony," why does it

go unmentioned by Myers?

Footnotes 60 and 61 refer to the same undetermined source: "Ku-

walek, 'Belzec,' pp. 355-6, citing Aussage Wladyslawa G., 17.12.1959,

BArch Ludwigsburg B 162/208, Bd.3, S.404" and "Kuwalek, 'Belzec,'

p. 356, citing Aussage Josef L, 1.10.1945, BArch Ludwigsburg B
162/19 276."

Finally we have the source given in footnote 62: "Stanislaw Kozak,

BAL B 162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd.l, p. 1227." Myers cannot resist his

compulsory use of vaunted sources. He has therefore utihzed the refer-

ence mentioned in the same article,^"^''^ in which, however, another

source is given: "Aussage von Stanislaw Kozak in: APMM, Fotokop-

ien. Sign. 1284, OKBL, Ds. 1604/45."^^'° That Myers has not seen the

document page he cites is demonstrated by the fact that is does not con-

tain an interrogation of Kozak, but a "Report concerning the results of

the investigation into the case of the extermination camp in Belzec

[Bericht iiber die Ergebnisse der Untersuchung in der Sache des

Vernichtungslagers in Belzec]," a translation from PoUsh of a document

dated 11 April 1946. Kozak's declaration relating to the smell supposed

sensed from a distance of 1 5 km is found in the same volume 1 of the

Zentralstelle Ludwigsburg, but on p. 1132. In my study of the Belzec

camp 1 quoted an excerpt of this report and immediately below this

Kozak's declaration, while providing the respective sources: "ZStL,

252/59, vol. 1, p. 1227 (translation from Polish into German)" and

''Ibidem, p.
1132."^''^' This clearly confused the plagiarists, who subse-

quently attributed Kozak's declaration to page 1227.

[12] "Around Sobibor there were similar observations. Pani Gerung

stated that people in Chelin knew what was going in the camp, as 'They

could smell it-the air was rancid even though it was 20 miles away. And the

sky lit up in the night with their terriblefires.
"'

(p. 357)

Myers refers to "Gitta Sereny, Into That Darkness, p. 116" (footnote

63). Here we have a further proof of his grossly superficial freatment of

testimonies. The witness statement is a rather late one, as it dates to

™' Ihid., p. 356: "Dieser fiirchtbare Gestank war bis in 15 km Entfemung zu riechen" ("This ter-

rible stench could be smelled up to a distance of 15 km").
^™

/Wrf., note 107 on p. 369.

C. Mattogno, Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 83, notes 248 and 249.
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March 1972, when Sereny visited Sobibor and there interviewed

Wlodzimierz Gerung and his wife.^"*^^ "Pani," which Myers evidently

takes to be a given name, stands in Polish language for "Mrs."

[13] "In a contemporary 1943 report written by Slovakian Jewish de-

portees who were selected for labor at Sobibor and worked in nearby

camps, one Jew who worked in ZAL Krychow reported that in the vicinity

around Sobibor one could always see a fire at night, and that in the wider

area there was a perceptible stenchfrom the burning ofhair. "
(p. 357)

The report in question is also invoked by Terry in Chapter 3, and my
reply to it is found in Chapter 6, point 176. The relevant passage

reads i^"*^^

"In der Umgebung von Sobibor ist in der Nacht immer Feuer zu be-

obachten und im weiten Umkreis ist ein Gestank nach verbrannten Haar

wahrzunehmen. Verschiedene Anzeichen lassen darauf schliessen (die Be-

voelkerung behauptet es jedenfalls), dass die Leichen, welche vordem

durch Elektrizitaet und Gas hingerichtet wurden - und spaeter begraben

wurden -, jetzt exhumiert und verbrannt werden, urn keine Spuren zurueck-

zulassen
"

"In the neighbourhood ofSobibor, at night, one can always see fire and

smell the stench from burning hairfor far away. There are indications al-

lowing to conclude (the population is claiming it anyway) that the bodies,

having been killed with electricity and gas - and later buried - are now be-

ing dug up and burnt to remove all traces.

"

Myers avoids mentioning that we are dealing here not with a direct

observation, but a mere opinion, just as those relating to electricity and

gas.

[14] "Such a stenchfrom Sobibor was not limited to the noses ofnearby

Jews and Poles. Hans Wagner, the commander ofSicherungsbatallion 689

in Chelm who was later ordered to respond to the revolt in the Sobibor

camp, stated after the war that his soldiers discussed amongst themselves

and with him the smoke and stench that originatedfrom the extermination

camp. " (p. 357)

The source given is "Vemehmungsniederschrift Hans Wagner,

21.10.1960, 208 AR-Z 251/59, Vol. Ill, p. 562" (footnote 65). This is

the umpteenth case of plagiarism. In fact, Myers draws the information

from Schelvis:^"*^"^

"In addition to the SS-Polizei-Reiterabteilung, the Wehrmacht too had

been alerted after the revolt, as was Hans Wagner, commander ofSicher-

Gitta Sereny, Into that darkness, op. cit, p. 116.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 215.
""^^

Ibid., p. 177.
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heitsbataillon 689 stationed at Chelm.

Der Kommandant des Sicherheitsbataillons 689, Standort Chelm, ...He

had already been made aware that Sobibor was a death camp; his soldiers

had told him that whenever they returned to Chelm from Wlodawa, they

would see smoke rising upfrom a camp by the station at Sobibor"

Here, too, our plagiarist erred when copying, writing "Sicherungsha-

tallion" (securing battalion) instead of ''SicherheitshaiaiWon" (security

battalion"). It hardly needs mentioning that this is the only page in the

entire "Cut and Paste Manifesto" where Hans Wagner appears.

The text of the original statement reads:^"*^^

"Mehr und mehr ging das Geriicht, dafi die Lagerinsassen von Zeit zu

Zeit vergast und im Walde innerhalb des Lagers verbrannt wurden. Das

hatte etwa einen Umfang von 6 km. Auch meine Soldaten besprachen sich

untereinander und berichteten mir in einzelnen Fallen, dafi es zeitweise im

Lager so rauche und stinke.
"

Translated:

"More and more the rumor spread that the inmates of the camp were

gassedfrom time to time and burnt in the woods inside the camp. This had

a circumference ofsome 6 km. My soldiers discussed this among one an-

other and in individual cases reported to me that at times it was stinking

and smoking so much in the camp.

"

Thus the stench had not been perceived on a continuous basis, as one

would expect from an "extermination camp," but only "at times"!

[15] "The stench was so bad that SS-Scharfuhrer Lachmann told ofper-

sons sent to Sobibor from the Trawniki camp who were forced to return

with illness due to the smell of corpses;[66] when Lachmann actually was

stationed at the camp and witnessed the mass graves being filled with

corpses and a chlorine substance for himself, he stated that the smell was

"excruciating. "[67]. " (p. 357)

The source indicated by Myers in footnote 66 reads: "Schelvis, So-

bibor, pp. 34-35, citing Anklageschrift (indictment, Streibel trial, ZStL-

643/71-120/121." This refers to an interrogation of Erich Lachmann

dated 3 March 1969 which is mentioned by Myers in footnote 55 as

"Vemehmung Erich Lachmann, 3.3.1969, StA Hamburg 147 Js 43/69,

Bd. 81, p. 15461; cf. Schelvis, Sobibor, p. 34-35, citing from the An-

klagescrift (indictment) against Streibel quoting the same interroga-

tion." But if Myers really had the original document, why then is he

quoting it second-hand from Schelvis? This is a confirmation of the fact

that this source, as pointed out above, is plagiarized.

^"^ Protocol of interrogation ofHans Wagner, 21 October 1960. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, Vol 3, p.

562.
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Footnote 67 refers to a "Verantwortliche Vemehmung von Erich

Gustav Willi Lachmann, 21.6.1961, 208 AR-Z 251/59, Vol. 4, p. 680."

Here Myers offers us another glaring example of his dishonest and hyp-

ocritical use of testimonies. In the interrogation in question, Lachmann

claimed that he was transferred from Trawniki to Sobibor "in summer

1943 [im Sommer 1943]."^'^^'' When confronted by the interrogator with

the fact that he then could not have met Hans-Heinz Schiitt in Sobibor,

as this SS man had left the camp in Spring 1943, he said that he did not

remember exactly. One may assiraie that Lachmann was erring about

the season, but that does not make much difference. In fact, he dec-

lared:^'*"

"Die Juden, die im Vernichtungslager arbeiteten, waren damit beschaf-

tigt, eine grojie Grubefur die Leichen zu graben
"

"The Jews working in the extermination camp were busy digging a

large pitfor the corpses.
"

And here is the context in which the single word appears which My-
ers quoted (emphasized):^'*^^

"Die Massengrdber, die ich im Lager drei gesehen habe, lagen etwa 60

bis 70 Meter von den Gaskammern entfernt. Ich selber habe ein Massen-

grab gesehen, das noch offen war. Die Leichen lagen in mehreren Schich-

ten nackend iibereinander. Ich kann aber auch bei oberfldchlichster Schdt-

zung nicht angeben, wieviel Leichen in diesem Massengrab lagen. Dieses

Massengrab hatte etwa die Grofie von 60 x 60 Metern. Es miissen auf

jeden Fall einige Tausend Juden gewesen sein, die in dieser Grube lagen.

Die Leichen waren mit Chlorkalk bestreut. Es stank fUrchterlich .

"

"The mass graves which I saw in Camp III were located at a distance of

some 60 to 70 metersfrom the gas chambers. I myselfsaw one mass grave

that was still open. The corpses were lying naked in several layers on top of

each other. I cannot, however, even give a superficial estimate as to how

many corpses were in this mass grave. The mass grave had a size ofsome

60 X 60 meters. There must in any case have been some thousands ofJews

lying in this pit The corpses were strewn over with chlorinated lime. The

stench was excruciatins.

"

But the excavation of grave pits and the interment of corpses is said

to have ceased in the fall of 1942, from which point onward the bodies

are said to have been exhiuned and cremated.^"*^' Thus, ifLachmann had

arrived at Sobibor in Spring 1943, he would have witnessed mere cre-

^"^^
Interrogation of Erich Gustav Willi Lachmann dated 21.6.1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, Vol.

8, p. 678.
^" Ibid., ^.619.

Ibid, p. 6S0.

J. Schelvis, Vernichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit.,p. 133.
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mations, but that he explicitly denied:^''*''

"Von Verbrennungen von Leichen ist mir nichts bekannt"

"Nothing is known to me about cremations.

"

There is another, no less important issue with this testimony. Ac-

cording to Lachmann, his task was to inspect the guards, which meant

that he had opportunity to enter Camp III and observe the "gas cham-

bers":^^"

"Das Haus, in dem die Vergasungen vorgenommen wurden, war etwa

12 m lang und 5 m breit In dem Haus, es handelte sich um ein festes Stein-

haus, das nur aus einer Parterre hestand, befanden sich drei Kammern, die

von aufien zugdnglich waren
"

"The house in which the gassings were carried out was about 12 m long

and 5 m wide. In the house, which was a solid stone house and had only

onefloor, there were three chambers, accessiblefrom the outside.
"

He thus saw only what corresponds to the first gassing installation.

As mentioned above, the second installation is said to have been built

between June and September 1942, which makes Lachmann' s arrival at

Sobibor in the spring of 1943 even more problematic. Moreover, ac-

cording to Kola's archaeological investigations, none of the mass

graves at Sobibor had dimensions even close to 60 x 60 m 3,600 m^),

the largest of the pits measuring 70 x (20 to 25) m {= 1,400 to 1,750

Myers not only ignores this series of contradictions, but also treats

Lachmann as an "indirect witness," despite the fact that he claimed to

have seen the "gas chambers," and Myers cites from his deposition only

one single word: ''fiirchterlich,"' "excruciating"!

[16] "Regarding Treblinka, the August 24, 1944 report by a Soviet in-

vestigative commissionfound that there were 'statements ofhundreds ofin-

habitants of villages ' within a 10-15 km radius of the death camp who saw

giant columns ofblack smokefrom the camp, while inhabitants as close as

2 km to the camp (in the village ofVul'ka-KrongliJiP'^^^^) stated that they ac-

tually heard the cries ofpeople. This information was contained in a report

heavily quoted by Mattogno, but these lines were perhaps unsurprisingly

omittedfrom his own publication. "
(pp. 357-358)

Myers is truly incredible! For him, the simple affirmation "Accord-

ing to the statements of hundreds of villagers ..." in a Soviet report con-

Interrogation of Erich Gustav Willi Lachmann dated 21.6.1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, Vol.

8, p. 682.
^' /Wrf.,p.680.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit. , p. 1 20.

This is the village ofWolka Okr^glik, 7 km south-east of Treblinka. Like his worthy col-

leagues, Myers has a habit of ignorantly using distorted names.
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stitutes a piece of "evidence." The same authority asserts that the "bath"

(the facihty for mass murder) was equipped with a machine that

"pumped the air out of the room" ("vikacivala vozduch iz kameri"

"euKanueana eosdyx U3 KOMepu'")?'^^ Hence doesn't this air pump,

likewise based on witness statements, constitute a piece of "evidence"

as well?

The allegation of the existence of a hundred statements is a typical

Soviet exaggeration. Where are these statements? Why doesn't Myers

quote from them? It is clear that the affirmation summarized above is ir-

relevant, because neither the persons who made the statements, the

dates on which the statements were made, nor the statements them-

selves are known. This of course does not mean that none of them exist.

In this respect it is worth pointing out that Myers "unsurprisingly omit-

ted" the real statements found and cited by us, such as that of the Pole

Kazimierz Skarzyhski, who spoke of smoke visible at a distance of 15

km from the camp and detectable at a distance of 30 km in the case of

strong winds.^'*''^

[17] "There also exists another piece of indirect information which

Mattogno has long ignored, the documented complaintfrom the Wehrmacht

commander of Ostrow, located 20 km away from Treblinka, which states

that 'Jews in Treblinka were not adequately buried and as a result an un-

bearable smell ofcadavers pollutes the air. ' Despite Mattogno 's feeble at-

tempts to blame the stench on thefew thousand ofbodies buried at the Tre-

blinka I labor camp, inmates at that same labor camp had no problem iden-

tifying the source of terrible smells from nearby death camp. Treblinka I

prisoner Mieczyslaw Chodzko stated that 'the spring winds brought with

them the smell ofburning bodiesfrom the nearby extermination camp. We
breathed in the stench ofsmouldering corpses...At night we gazed at skies

redfrom theflames. Sometimes you could also see tongues offlames rising

into the night.
"'

(p. 358)

The note quoted by Myers reads:^"^^^

"24.10.1942 / Ortskommandantur Ostrow meldet, dass die Juden in

Treblinka nicht ausreichend beerdigt seien und infolgedessen ein unertrdg-

licher Kadavergeruch die Luft verpestet"

"24.10.1942 / Ostrow local commander reports that the Jews in Tre-

blinka were insufficiently buried and as a result an unbearable smell ofca-

davers pollutes the air.

"

^ "Akt" dated 24 August 1944. GARF, 7021-115-9, p. 108. Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka.

Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 66

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 65.
^"^ NARA,T-501,219/461.
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In footnote 71 Myers writes:

"Mattogno, 'Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy ofRoberto Muehlen-

kamp. ' Mattogno states 'Moreover, nothing excludes that the document in

question referred to the above-mentioned 6,800 corpses buried near Tre-

blinka I, a possibility which renders Muehlenkamp 's comparison still more

ridiculous.
'

"

A clarification is necessary in this regard. Muehlenkamp adduces the

note mentioned above "in order to further illustrate to what extent the

mass graves were filled at the Aktion Reinhard(t) extermination

camp,"^"^''^ to which I objected elsewhere:^""'**

"// testa originale del documento dice
'

iiicht ausreichend heerdigt,
'

ossia 'seppelliti insufficientemente, ' il che pud significare soltanto che era-

no stati ricoperti di uno strato insufficiente di terra, percid si diffondeva la

puzza.

Ma che cosa c 'entra questo col presunto 'maggiore sfruttamento possi-

bile del volume della fossa '
('the best possible use of the available grave

volume ') o con la presunta disposizione accurata del cadaveri nellefosse?

Per di piit, nulla esclude che il documento in questione si riferisse ai

circa 6.800 frecte: 6.500] cadaveri summenzionati di Treblinka I,

eventualita che rende ancora piii ridicolo ilparagone di Muehlenkamp.
"

"The original text of the document says
'

nicht ausreichend beerdigt,
'

that is 'insufficiently buried, ' which can only mean that the bodies were

covered with an insufficient layer ofsoil, causing the stench to spread.

But what has this to do with 'the best possible use ofthe available grave

volume. ' or with the presumed precise disposition of the bodies in the mass

graves?

Moreover, there is nothing that excludes that the document in question

could not be referring to the 6,800 [correct: 6,500] corpses buried at Tre-

blinka I, the possibility ofwhich makes Muehlenkamp 's comparison all the

more ridiculous. ")

Myers instead invokes the dociunent as proof for the reality of the

alleged mass extermination and "refutes" my explanation about the pos-

sible origin of the cadaverous stench in the mass graves of Treblinka I,

which contained about 6,500 corpses, based on Chodzko's statement

that he could smell burningflesh in March 1 943 ! The somewhat color-

ful translation of the Polish text adduced by Myers was simply stolen

from Arad^"^^' along with the source cited in footnote 72.^'*'° The literal

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2009/07/belzec-mass-graves-and-archaeology-

my_26.htnil

C. Mattogno, Belzec e le controversie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp, op. cit., p. 59

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 177.

^™ Ibid., p. 416, footnote 15 reads: "Mieczyslaw Chodsko, 'Wspomnienia Treblinkarza' (hereaf-
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translation of the passage in question would be:^"*''

"Wraz z powiewami wiosny docieral do nas swqd ciqgle spalanych cial,

mdlawy swqd z pobliskiego obozu smierci. To esesmani zacierali slady

zbrodni. Oddychalismy ciqgle woniq spalanych trupdw naszych najbliz-

szych, pomordowanych w komorach gazowych w Treblince. [...] Wieczo-

rami diugo wpatrywalismy si^ w zaczerwienione odblaskami plomieni

niebo. Czasami bylo dokladnie widacJ^zyki ognia.
"

"Together with the gusts ofspring came the smell ofbodies being con-

tinuously burnt, the nauseating smell of the nearby death camp. The SS

were obliterating the traces of the crime. We kept breathing in the smell of

the burnt corpses of our close relatives killed in the gas chambers of Tre-

blinka. [...] In the evenings we gazedfor a long time upon the sky, which

was redfrom the reflections oftheflames. Sometimes you could see distinct

tongues offire.
"

The date of this account is not indicated, but it was probably written

down in the 1950s. However, in his first statement on Trebhnka 1, dated

5 October 1944, Chodzko makes no reference to what is described

above.^"*^^ Since Treblinka I was located only 1.5 km as the crow flies

from Treblinka II, Myers has to explain how it is possible for "hun-

dreds" of witnesses located 15 km from the "extermination camp" to

have observed on an almost daily basis what Chodzko witnessed only

occasionally ("cza^amf," sometimes) in attenuated form ("J^zyki ognia,"

tongues of fire), as well as how it is possible that Chodzko could not

have smelled the stench of the 6,500 corpses (10,000 corpses according

to the expert Piotrowski) buried some 500 meters from Treblinka 1.
^""'^

This is yet another example of Myers's hypocritical use of testimonies.

Before continuing 1 will complete my discussion of the message

from the Ortskommandantur Ostrow. It contains two unlikely elements:

One is the reference to the Jews. If the purpose of the protest was to

have the bodies buried in a more adequate manner, there would have

been no need to infroduce this "bavure" (slip) to borrow a term from

Pressac. The other is the distance from Ostrow Mazowiecki to Treblin-

ka - approximately 20 km as the crow flies. Can it seriously be believed

that, even with a favorable wind, the smell carried from Treblinka could

have been experienced at this distance as "unbearable [unertrdglich]"7

ter, Chodsko), B.Z.I.H., 1958, No. 27, p. 93." For comparison, Myers' "source": "Mieczyslaw

Chodzko, 'Wspomnienia Treblinkarza', BZIH 27, 1958, p.93."
^"^ Mieczyslaw Chodzko, "Wspomnienia Treblinkarza," m: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu His-

torycznego, July-September 1958, no. 27, p. 93.

M. Chodzko, "'Higiena' w Treblince" ("Hygiene" at Treblinka), in: N. Blumental, Dokumenty

i materiafy, op. cit, pp. 175-177.

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 87f.
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And why did the cadaverous stench become unbearable only towards

the end of October 1942?

In the spring of 1 942 the Polish engineer Jerzy Krolikowski was as-

signed to the construction of a railroad bridge over the Bug river near

Malkinia, located on the railway line Malkinia-Siedlce. His accommo-

dation was located some 400 meters from the Treblinka railway station.

On 23 July 1942 he saw the transport of Jewish deportees arriving.

Regarding the stench he recounts i^"*^"*

"Trupy zagazowanych -jakjuz wspomnielismy - grzebano w obozie w
wielkich mogilach i zasypywano ziemiq. Skutki tego gafy si^ wkrotce

odczuc w blizszych i nawet dalszych okolicach Treblinki. Dnia 11 sierpnia

1942r. (takich dat si§ nie zapomina) poczulismy pierwszy raz straszliwy

trupy odor, jakiprzyniosl do naspoludniowy wiatr wiejqcy od Treblinki"

"The corpses ofthe gassed - as already mentioned - were buried in the

camp in huge graves, which were filled in with earth. The results were

sensedfirst in the surrounding area closest to Treblinka and, later, in plac-

es fiirther away. On 11 August (a date I will notforget) we sensedfor the

first time the terrible smellfrom the corpses, which the south wind brought

to Treblinka.

"

According to orthodox holocaust historiography, some 1 50,000 Jews

were gassed and buried at Treblinka as of 10 August 1942, so that the

fact that Krolikowski, at a distance of 3 or 4 km from the Treblinka "ex-

termination camp," sensed this cadaverous stench for the first time on

the 11th of this month appears rather problematic, even more so than

the notion that the Wehrmacht soldiers stationed in Ostrow Ma-

zowiecki, some 20 km away from the camp, smelled it at the end of Oc-

tober.

[18] "Another Treblinka I inmate, Israel Cymlich, wrote in 1943 that

'smoke was billowingfrom the pits and the terrible smell ofburning human

bodies spread through the air.
"'

(p. 358)

Considering that this witness was detained in Treblinka I, which, as

mentioned above, was located some 1 .5 km as the crow flies from Tre-

blinka II, any person of intelligence and good faith would ask how
Cymlich could possibly know that the smoke "was billowing from the

pits," but Myers does not meet these criteria, as is obvious from his

conclusion:

"Obviously the smells that Cymlich and Chodzko experienced were

from the cremation of the mass graves filled with hundreds ofthousands of

J. Krolikowski, "Budowalem most kolejowy w poblizu Treblinki" (I built a railroad bridge

near Treblinka), in: Biuletyn Zydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego, Warsaw, January-March

1964, no. 49, pp. 5 If.
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Jews in the Treblinka extermination camp, which the Wehrmacht command

ofOstrow believed were 'not adequately buried. "'
(p. 358)

"'Obviously" this is a dishonest and ridiculous interpretation, be-

cause, as the "plagiarist bloggers" are well aware, the cremation of

corpses, according to the canon of Holocaust historiography, began "at

the end of February/beginning of March 1943." (p. 445). This is the rea-

son for Myers's hypocritical silence on the date of the complaint from

Ortskommandantur Ostrow. 24 October 1942.

In Chapter 8 Muehlenkamp returns to the issue with equal dishones-

ty, stating:

"From Treblinka extermination camp there are reports ofcorpse burn-

ing as early as August and September 1942. [27] These cremation proce-

dures don't seem to have been aimed at destroying all corpses in the

graves, but rather at carbonizing the upper layers to stretch burial space

and for hygienic purposes.[28] The same may have applied to reported

cremations in the months of October, November and December 1942, an-

other possibility being that these were early and not very successful at-

tempts at wholesale cremation, perhaps motivated by shortage of burial

space and/or by complaints such as one from the Wehrmacht local com-

mandant in Ostrow about the unbearable stench ofcorpses emanatingfrom

Treblinka because the Jews there were not sufficiently buried.[29]. " (p.

445)

Footnote 27 gives the following sources:

"Krzepicki, 'Eighteen Days in Treblinka, 'p. 92; Eddi Weinstein, Steel

Quenched in Cold Water, The Story ofan Escapefrom Treblinka, Jerusa-

lem: Yad Vashem, 2001, online excerpt under

http://www.zch0r.0rg/l0sice/weinstein.htm#treblinka; deposition ofSamuel

Rajzman on 26.09.1944, quoted in M&G, Treblinka, p. 14If"

Krzepicki wrote :^'''^

"Afew days later, the excavation was stopped and a new system was in-

stituted. They started burning the dead in the graves and we used to dump

into the graves old clothes, valises and trash which we hadpicked up in the

yard. These articles were set on fire and kept on burning day and night, fidl-

ing the camp with billows ofsmoke and the odor ofburningflesh.
"

The witness was deported to Treblinka on 25 August 1942 and es-

caped the camp after having been detained there for merely 18 days.

Weinstein arrived to Treblinka on August 24 and recounts his arrival

at the camp as follows
:^''^*

^•^ A. Krzepicki, "Eighteen Days in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.). Death Camp Treblinka, op.

cit. V.92.
www.zch0r.0rg/l0sice/weinstein.htm#treblinka
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"We all believed that the soldiers were going to shoot us the minute

they opened the doors of the cattle cars. Several minutes later, when the

doors were opened, we were struck by the sickening stench ofburningflesh

Thus according to this witness the cremation of the corpses was un-

der way already on 24 August. However, on the next day, when Krze-

picki arrived, there was no cremation going on, as this witness tells

us:^^"

"There were various kind of ditches in that place. At a distance, run-

ning parallel with the outermost camp fence, there were three giant mass

graves in which the dead were arranged in layers. Closer to the barracks, a

somewhat smaller ditch had been dug. This was were our 60 men were put

to work. A group of workers walked around the area, dusting the corpses

with chlorine powder, which they dippedfrom big barrels with their buck-

According to Krzepicki, cremations commenced at least two days

later, on 27 August.

Rajzman in his turn states as follows:^"*^^

"In den ersten Monaten - wie man mir erzdhlte - wurden die Leichen

begraben und mit einer Erdschicht bedeckt, wobei die Zahndrzte die golde-

nen Zdhne herausrissen, sobald die Leichen aus den Kabinen herausge-

schleppt wurden. Bei meinem Eintreffen im Lager wurden die Leichen in

primitiven Ofen verbrannt. Tag und Nacht loderten die Scheiterhaufen
"

"During the first months -as I was told - the corpses were buried and

covered with a layer ofsoil, while the dentists tore out the gold teeth imme-

diately after the corpses had been dragged out of the cabins. At my arrival

in the camp the corpses were burnt in primitivefurnaces. The pyres blazed

day and night

"

Rajzman arrived in Treblinka on 27 September 1942, and only upon

his arrival the practice of cremation started, however not "in the

graves," but "/« primitiven Ofen" (in primitive furnaces). Thus all three

witnesses adduced by Muehlenkamp are in fact contradicting each other

on "essential" matters.

It is worth taking a closer look at S. Rajzman's testimony. In the

above-mentioned interrogation, just before the passage I already quoted,

he declares as foUows:^'^^^

"In der ersten Zeit erfolgte die Totung mit Hilfe des Auspumpens der

Luft aus den Kabinen; dann ging man zu einer anderen Methode uber -

A. Krzepicki, "Eighteen Days in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.). Death Camp Treblinka, op.

^™ Witness interrogation protocol ofRaissmann Samuil Jakovlewitsch of 26 September 1944.

GARF, 7445-7-126, p. 242. USSR-337.
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Vergiftung durch Chlor-Gas und Cyklon-Gas. Auf dem Territorium des

Lagers befand sich ein spezielles Materiallager mit einer grossen Menge

(bis 15 to) des sogenannten Chloren. Chloren stellte dusserlich Steine von

weisser Farbe dar. Tdglich wurden von meinem Augen in die zweite Abtei-

lung Fdsser dieses Chlorens hineingetragen.

"

"During the first period of time the killing was carried out by pumping

out the air from the cabins; this was subsequently replaced by another

method —poisoning by chlorine gas and Cyklon gas. On the territory of the

camp was located a special storage containing a large amount (up to 15

ton) of the so-called chlorene. Externally chlorene looked like stones of a

white color. Barrels ofthese chlorene were carried into the second section

[of the camp, i.e. the "death camp proper"] before my eyes on a daily ba-

As if this were not enougti, ttie witness ascribes to Treblinka ttie fig-

ure of 2,775,000 victims for tiie period "from 1.10.1940 [sic] 2.8.1943

[vom 1.10.1940 2.8.1 943]" f'^^'^ From the above we can judge the relia-

bility of this witness.

In a later statement given to the Jewish Historical Commission,

Rajzman returned to the issue of cremation, altering his previous ver-
„;™.2480
sion:

"A przy tym wszystkim odor byl okropny. Szedl od dolow, gdzie bagier

kopal groby. Bylo to o jakie 100-150 metrow za naszym ogrodzeniem.

Wtedyjeszcze trupy grzebano. a bylo trupow ze 20 tysi^cy dziennie. byl tez

odor palonych trupow, bo w naszym obozie znajdowal si§ dol gl^boki,

pozniej nazywany 'lazaretem, ' gdzie palil sif ciqgly ogien i gdzie palono

zarowno trupy z transportow, jak i osoby zamordowane na placu
"

"Besides all this there was a terrible stench. This camefrom the area of

the graves where an excavator was digging pits. This was about 100-150

meters from our fence. At that time the corpses were still buried. There

were some 20,000 corpses every day. There was also a smell of burnt

corpses, because in our camp there was a deep pit, called the 'Lazarett,

'

where raging flames were unceasingly burning both the corpses of the

transports and the persons killed on the spot.
"

In the text published by Donat, dating from the early fifties, Rajz-

man presented a third version:^"*^'

"As soon as we came to Treblinka, we could smell the stench of tens of

thousands of corpses. When I arrived, the Germans weren 't cremating the

'™ Ibid.,p. 240.

S. Rajzman, "M6j pobytw Treblince" (My stay at Treblinka), in: N. Blumental, Dokumenty i

materialy, op. cit., p. 183.

™'
S. Rajzman, "The end of Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinica, op. cit., p.

232.
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corpses; they were burying them, tens of thousands ofpeople in ditches.

They later figured that burying the victims was not such a good idea, be-

cause someday those ditches would be dug up and what had gone on there

would become known. So they made these fires with grates and they

brought steam shovels. They dug the dead out of the ditches and loaded

them on the fire, where they burned 24 hours a day. The Germans poured

oil on the corpses and oil underneath, and thefire burned continuously.

"

Here Rajzman is clearly referring to the alleged mass cremations in

the spring of 1943.

In footnote 28 on p. 445 Muehlenkamp awkwardly tries to explain

one of the contradictions present in these accounts:

"Rajzman 's mention ofpyres suggests otherwise, but it is possible that

he mixed up the burning he witnessed upon arriving at the camp with the

later wholesale cremation in his recollection.
"

In reality it is more likely that the witnesses "mixed up" mere propa-

ganda stories, the same as he did with the claims regarding the pumping

out the air ("Auspumpen der Luft") and "chlorine gas and Cyklon gas

[Chlor-Gas und Cyklon-Gas]."

The three testimonies mentioned above relate to a period between 24

August and 27 September 1942. Muehlenkamp therefore quite arbitrari-

ly introduces "cremations in the months of October, November and De-

cember 1 942" which are not attested to by any witness. His hypothesis

is nothing but ridiculous:

1) "carbonizing the upper layers to stretch burial space and for hygienic

purposes" - as if space was lacking at the Treblinka site. From

Muehlenkamp's viewpoint this is all the more foolish because he

supposes that the mass graves could contain "19.51 (20) corpses per

cubic meter." (p. 418), from which follows that the mass grave de-

scribed by Wiemik, measuring 100 x 25 x 15 = 37,500 m' (cf. Chap-

ter 8, point 97), could hold (37,500 x 20 =) 750,000 bodies - the

vast majority of the alleged Treblinka victims! - in an area of a mere

2,500 square meters, while the total area of the camp amounts to

13.45 hectares^"***^ or 1,345,000 square meters. As for the alleged

"hygienic purposes," any carbonization of the surface layer of corps-

es in the graves would, needless to say, not have prevented the decay

of all those below.

2) "these were early and not very successful attempts at wholesale cre-

mation, perhaps motivated by shortage of burial space and/or by

complaints such as one from the Wehrmacht local commandant in

Z. Lukaszkiewicz, Obozzaglady Treblinka, op. cit, p. 134.
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Ostrow about the unbearable stench of corpses emanating from Tre-

blinka because the Jews there were not sufficiently buried." Shortage

of burial space is, as explained above, merely a ridiculous excuse. If

the cremations contradictorily described by the three above-

mentioned witnesses with relation to the period from 24 August to

27 September 1942 were attempts at wholesale cremation, then they

were not attempts at intentional carbonization of the bodies, and in

any case, they could have no relation to the Wehrmacht command-

er's complaint, as they are said to have commenced two months be-

fore this was made.

I also note the flagrant contradiction between Myers and Muehlen-

kamp on this issue: while the former asserts that the commander could

smell the stench coming "from the cremation of the mass graves filled

with hundreds of thousands of Jews in the Treblinka extermination

camp," although he "believed" the stench originated from the corpses

not having been 'adequately buried,
'"^''^^

the latter has it that the crema-

tions (anachronistically) began as a result of these complaints.

In footnote 29 on p. 445 Muehlenkamp provides the following

source:

"Regarding the connection between this complaint and the start ofsys-

tematic corpse exhumation and cremation see Jens Hoffmann, 'Das kann

man nicht erzdhlen ': 'Aktion 1005 ' - Wie die Nazis die Spuren ihrer Mas-

senmorde in Osteuropa beseitigten, Hamburg: Konkret, 2008, p. 234.

"

Hoffmann, however, refers to cremations "in the spring of 1943 [im

Friihjahr 1943]." With regard to this he only states as foUows:^'^^''

"Die Entscheidung der laterfiir die Verbrennung der Leichen war u.a.

auch durch Beschwerde einer in der Umgebung von Treblinka stationierten

Wehrmachtseinheit beeinflufit warden. Ende Oktober 1942 hatte sich die

Ortskommandantur von Ostrow dariiber beschwert, dafi 'ein unertrdglicher

Kadavergeruch die Luft verpestet.
'

"

"The decision of the perpetrators to cremate the corpses was, among

other things, also influenced by complaints from a Wehrmacht unit sta-

tioned in the vicinity of Treblinka. At the end of October 1942 the local

commander in Ostrow had made the complaint that 'an unbearable stench

ofcorpses is befouling the air.
"'

This reasoning, however, does not make any sense from a extermi-

This seems to me to be the meaning of what Myers writes. The alternative would be that, alt-

hough corpses were being cremated at Treblinka, the commander of Ostrow only sensed the

smell ofputrefactions of other corpses that were inadequately buried.

Jens Hoffmann, "Das kann man nicht erzdhlen. " "Aktion 1005 " - Wie die Nazis die Spuren

ihrer Massenmorde in Osteuropa beseitigten.KW konkret, Hamburg, 2008, p. 234.
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nationist viewpoint, because cremations are said to have commenced

only about four months later, and because this event was supposedly a

direct result of Himmler's visit to Treblinka in late February/early

March 1943, and perhaps even initiated on his direct order.^"***^

[19] After this excursion on the idiocies of Muehlenkamp, 1 will now
return to my rebuttal of Myers, who continues appealing to "Father Pat-

rick Desbois," allowing me to draw the following conclusions as previ-

ously announced.

The "observation" of smoke or flames or the olfactory perception of

cadaverous stench by "bystander witnesses" does not prove anything

and is historiographically irrelevant, because the issue at stake is not the

quality - whether there existed mass graves and pyres (something

which is not contested) - but the quantity: what was the true extent of

the mass graves and cremations? The real issue is this: do the "observa-

tions" of the witnesses confirm the exterminationist figures for those al-

legedly gassed? As they cannot possibly provide such a confirmation,

Myers finds himself in the same situation as those who, citing a nimiber

of testimonies relating to smoke coming out from the chimneys of the

crematoria at Birkenau (as well as from a small pyre in the northern

courtyard of crematorium V), pretend to have furnished "indirect evi-

dence" that 900,000 unregistered Jews were gassed and cremated at

Birkenau. Such a claim is patently absurd.

[20] "Bystander witnesses have also given more recent evidence of wit-

nessing shootings and smelling the cremations. Father Patrick Desbois in-

terviewed the village priest of Belzec, aged 91, who described how, along

with other villagers, he had watched executionsfrom his roof. He also stat-

ed that his mother 'couldn 't bear the smoke ' so had to shut herselfup in the

cellar. Another Desbois interviewee, a peasant, explained that the com-

mander of Belzec camp requisitioned his wheat and barley sorting ma-

chine. When he went back to collect his machine, after the deportations had

finished, hefound that ten such machines were being used to sift Jews ' ash-

es. "
(p. 358)

For principle reasons, the interviews conducted by Desbois in

2007(!) are worth absolutely nothing when regarded from a historio-

graphic viewpoint - at best they may be considered part of the Holo-

caust Haggadah. As for their contents I refer to my analysis thereof
^''^^

In this specific case, the "priest of Belzec" stated to Desbois that

™^ Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 73-174.

C. Mattogno, Patrick Desbois e le "fosse comuni " di Ebrei in Ucraina, at:

http://ita.vho.org/052_desbois_fucilazioni.htm
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during the war he would go up on the roof and observe "with binoculars

[...] the executions in the camp."^'*^^ But what did these "executions"

consist of? Desbois was clearly not interested in knowing and thus nev-

er asked the question. As for the smoke, I have already explained why
this has no unequivocal relationship to the cremation of the alleged

434,500 holocaustic corpses. As for the story of the "wheat and barley

sorting machine" i.e. threshing machine, this shows once again Myers

credulity and lack of critical sense. It is worth pondering this claimed

scene: A "peasant,", from which the commandant of Belzec had bor-

rowed a threshing machine (handing him a ticket/receipt in return), goes

to the camp to get it back. Was he shot for daring to do this? Gassed?

Not at all - he returned safely:^"^^^

"/ went to the camp door with his ticket to get my machine. The Ger-

mans opened the door and I went into thefront room [sic, the "front room"

seems a probable translation error] where 10 wheat sorters had been

placed. Poor Jews had had to turn the handles of the machines. Instead of

wheat, they were ventilating Jews ' ashes.

"

Debosis was told a very similar tale by another resident of Belzec,

the son of a farmer whose horse was borrowed (again in exchange for a

ticket/receipt) by the SS:^''^''

"As the war dragged on, his father got worried and went to the camp

with his ticket to collect his horse. He talked about how his father had seen

the ash mills operating in the camp, old agricultural machines that were

used to sort wheatfrom other grains. The Nazis used them to ventilate the

ashesfrom the bodies, and tofind dental gold.
"

So here we have another "direct witness," a Polish citizen that the

Germans allowed entrance into their death camp to view the proceed-

ings! And, of course, orthodox holocaust historiography decrees that

gold teeth were extracted from the victims before their burial (or crema-

tion). Debosis ends his retelling of the ten Belzec threshing machines

story stating i^"^^"

"/ decided to take back, in a van, three wheat sorters, one of which is

exhibited in the Holocaust Memorial in Paris.
"

No mention is made as to whether it was from the very same gen-

tleman who told him the story of the threshing machines that he ac-

quired these three, nor as to whether the gentlemen offered Desbois the

Patrick Desbois, The Holocaust by Bullets. A Priest 's Journey to Uncover the Truth Behind the

Murder of1.5 Million Jews, Palgrave MacMillan, New York 2008, p. 22.

™« /Wrf.,p. 154.

™' /Wrf.,pp.23f

»W.,p. 155.
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opportunity to purchase even more of them.

It is clear from the accounts that the SS at Belzec had nothing to hide

and that they let people enter the camp for even the most trivial reasons.

This has surprised even Desbois, who writes in this regard about a

"puzzle" of the alleged extermination: "How was this possible when the

camp was right in the middle of a small town?"^"*^^ And since, as noted

by Tregenza, everyone in the Belzec village knew everything, how is it

possible that for months rumors were spread about an elecfrocution fa-

cility being present in the camp?

[21] "At least three Polish villagers testified to the investigators of

Belzec in 1945 that they heard about the test gassing at Belzec from the

Trawnikis. " (p. 359)

In footnote 75 Myers provides the following sources for this state-

ment:

"Browning, Origins, p. 543 n.l63. Names and dates oftestimonies giv-

en by bystanders to the Polish Commission in 1945 include Kazimierz

Czerniak, 18 October 1945. Further testimonies relating to the construction

of the camp and the gassing facilities can be found in the testimonies of:

Edward Luczynski, 15.10. 1945; Michael Kusmierczak, 16.10.1945; Eu-

stachy Ukrainski, 11.10.1945; Jan Busse, 23.5.1945; Marie Wlasink,

21.2.1945; Jan Glab, 16.10.1945; Edward Ferens, 20.3.1945; and Eu-

geniusz Goch, 14.10.1945; cf O'Neil, Belzec, chapter 8 n.l9:

http://www.Jewishgen.org/yizkor/Belzecl/bel080.html.

"

Browning in fact confines himself to the following laconic re-

mark:^^*^'

"The testimony of the Polish villagers, based on what they learnedfrom

the Ukrainian guards, dates the test gassing of the Jewish workers to Feb-

ruary 1942. Belzec trial 6:1126 (Mieczyslaw Kudyba), 1150 (Michal

Kusmierczak), and 6:1158 (Jan Glab).
"

Here is what O'Neil writes:^''^^

"Another observer and witness to the building of the gassing barracks

during the experimental period was the Polish mechanic Kazimierz Czerni-

ak, who had his workshop in the nearby town of Tomaszdw-Lubelski. Czer-

niak, in his evidence to the Polish War Crimes Investigating Commission,

recalled the Germans coming to his workshop to have pipe-work welded,

which he later delivered to the camp personally and had a look inside the

chambers.[19] When he asked a Ukrainian the purpose of the building, he

was told it was a storeroom (the Ukrainian smirked), but Czerniak guessed

™^ C. R. Browning, Jiirgen Matthaus, The Origins ofthe Final Solution, op. cit, note 163 on p.

543.

R. O'Neil, Belzec, ch. 8, "Belzec: The Experimental Phase" in:

www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/belzecl/bel080.html
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it was a gassing barrack by its construction, the lack of windows, and

wooden doors that opened outward onto a ramp.

On a number ofoccasions, the Germans took Czerniak into the camp to

carry out maintenance work and to install the narrow gauge rails that

linked the gas barracks to thefield ofmass graves. Shortly after, on anoth-

er occasion when he visited the camp, he saw piles ofdiscarded clothes be-

ing sorted by Ukrainians and Jews.

"

O'Neil's footnote 19 reads:

"TAL/OKBZ: Statement ofKazimierz Czerniak, 18 October 1945. Fur-

ther testimonies relating to the construction ofthe camp and the gassingfa-

cilities can befound in the testimonies of: Edward Luczynski, 15.10. 1945;

Michael Kusmierczak, 16.10.1945; Eustachy Ukrainski, 11.10.1945; Jan

Busse, 23.5.1945; Marie Wlasink. 21.2.1945; Jan Glab, 16.10.1945; Ed-

ward Ferens, 20.3.1945; ami Eiigeniusz Goch, 14.10.1945. For overview of

the witness Ukrainski (inhabitant of Belzec), see: Longerich, Ermordung,

360-362.
"

Here Myers provides me with yet anottier excellent opportunity to

demonstrate his dishonesty and hypocrisy with regard to sources. In

Chapter 8 I pointed out his imposture with regard to the witness Kazim-

ierz Czerniak. The witness Eustachy Ukrainski declared:^''^^

"Die Gaskammer wiirde, sobald sie mil den Menschen gefiillt wurde,

dicht verschlossen, wonach dorthin das Verbrennungsgas hineingefiihrt

wurde, das von einem neben der Gaskammer montierten Motor mil 250 HP
erzeugt wurde. Dieser Motor stammte wahrscheinlich von einem Flug-

zeug.

"

"As soon as the gas chamber had been filled with people it was sealed

tight, whereafter combustion gas generated by an engine of250 HP mount-

ed next to the gas chamber was fed in. This engine had likely been taken

from an airplane.

"

The rumors circulating at the time and this testimony refer to the

(singular form) "the gas chamber." The value of this vv^itness statement

is evident from what it describes as facts dravm from direct observa-

tions made by others:

"Die Gesamtzahl der in das Vernichtungslager in Belzec gelangten

Transporte mit Juden schdtze ich genau auf 500. Diese Zahl habe ich auf

Grund von Daten festgestellt, die ich von den wdhrend der deutschen Be-

setzung aufder Bahnstation Belzec tdtigen Beamten des Bahnbetriebes er-

halten habe.

"

"I estimate the total number of Jewish transports that arrived in the

Belzec extermination camp atprecisely 500. 1 have determined this number

Protocol of the witness interrogation of Eustachy Ukrainski on 1 1 October 1945. Translation

from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1 1 18.
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on the basis of data which I have received from railway officials who
worked at the Belzec railway station during the German occupation.

"

The witness further specified that a transport on average contained

3,500 people, so that, adding the 100,000 people brought in by trucks,

"we will arrive at a number of 1,800,000 people murdered in the camp

[werden wir als die Zahl der im Lager Ermordeten etwa 1.800.000

Personen erhalten]."^'^^^

The witness Eugeniusz Goch reported the following:^''^'^

"Einer von der , Schwarzen ' erzdhlte mir wdhrend der Errichtung der

Gebdude fiir den genannten deutschen Wdchter, dass man die Juden mit

Gas vergiftete, aber ich erinnere mich nicht, mit welchem Gas. [...] Sonst

sagten die einen Leute, dass die Juden im Lager Belzec mit Gas vernichtet

werden, die anderen meinten, dass dies mit dem elektrischen Strom erfolg-

te, die anderen wiederum behaupteten, dass sic in einer Kammer getdtet

wurden, aus der man die Luft auspumpte, wodurch sie erstickten.
"

"One of the 'Blacks' [Ukrainian guards] once told me during the con-

struction of the buildings for the mentioned German guard, that the Jews

were being poisoned with gas, but I cannot remember with which gas. [. . .]

Apart from that, some people said that the Jews in the Belzec camp were

exterminated with gas, whereas others were ofthe opinion that this was ac-

complished by means of electric current; yet others maintained that they

were killed in a chamber, from which the air was pumped out, so that they

were asphyxiated.

"

He added:'''^^

"Einer von den .Schwarzen' sagte einmal zu mir, dass ein Gestapo-

mann ihm verraten haben soil, im Vernichtungslager Belzec seien

2.000.000 Juden umgekommen"
"One of the 'Blacks ' once told me that a Gestapo man had divulged to

him that 2,000,000 Jews had been put to death in the Belzec extermination

camp.

"

The witness Edward Luczjmski claims to have learned fi-om the

Ukrainian guard Wasiuk that the gas chamber (^'die Gaskammer") (sin-

gular) was operated with a gasoline engine. Unfortunately, his informer

was dead and could thus not confirm nor deny anything.^"*^^

The witness Jan Glqb asserted:^'*'''

"Die nackten Juden wurden in den angeblichen Baderaum, das heisst in

Protocol of the witness interrogation of Eugeniusz Goch on 14 October 1945. Translation from

Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1 136.

™^ Protocol of the witness interrogation ofEdward Luczynski on 15 October 1945. Translation

from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1 139.

Protocol of the witness interrogation of Jan Glqb on 16 October 1945. Translation from Polish.

ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1157.
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die Gaskammer, getrieben, wo sie mit Gas gemordet wurden. Die Dauer

eines Mordes betrug etwa 15 Minuten. Womit die Juden in der Gaskammer

getdtet wurden, ist schwerfestzustellen. In der Zeit, in der die Juden in die

Gaskammer getrieben wurden, war im Gebiet des Lagers ein starker Motor

(250 H.P.) im Betrieb. Man erzdhlte, dass die Juden mit Verbrennungsgas

getdtet wurden. [...]

In der Zeit, in der das Vernichtungslager in Betrieb war, haben die

'Schwarzen ' in meiner Eisenbahnwerkstatt 48 Paar Spezialscharniere ge-

macht und eine betrdchtliche Anzahl von Schmalspurbahnschienen fur die

Umkehren gebogen. Daraus schliesse ich, dass diese Scharniere fir den

Boden der Gaskammer verwendet wurden, der sich nach der Totung der

Juden offnete, wodurch die Leichen nach unten fielen, von wo sie mitLoren

in ein gemeinsames Grab abgefahren wurden
"

"The naked Jews were driven into the so-called bath, that is, the gas

chamber, where they were murdered with gas. The act of murder lasted

some 15 minutes. It is hard to determine by what means the Jews were

killed in the gas chamber. While the Jews were being driven inside the gas

chamber, a strong engine (250 HP) was running inside the camp area. It

was said that the Jews were killed with combustion gas. [...]

During the period when extermination camp was in operation the

'Blacks ' made 48 pairs ofspecial hutt-hinges in my railroad workshop, as

well as a considerable number ofnarrow gauge rails that were bent to be

used for inverters. From this I conclude that the butt-hinges in question

were usedfor the gas chamberfloor, which opened after the Jews had been

killed so that the corpses fell down below, from where they were taken in

trolleys to a common grave.
"

The witness Edward Ferens claims to have spent seven weeks con-

structing the Belzec camp in the autumn of 1941. Six barracks were

built, including a special one, which he describes as follows:^"^^^

"Diese kleine Baracke war von alien Seiten her gut ahgedichtet; es

wurde auch eine Schmalspurbahn gehaut, die von dieser kleinen Baracke

ins Feldfiihrte. [...]

Sie erzdhlten mir, dass die Juden zu einigen Hunderten in die Baracke

gepresst wurden, wo man sie mit elektr. Strom totete, und da.ss man ihre

Leichen dann mit derKleinbahn zu dem Graben befdrderte
"

"This small barrack was carefully sealed on all sides, and a narrow

gauge railway was built there as well which ledfrom this small barrack to

thefield [...]

"They [Ukrainian guards] told me that the Jews were pressed some hun-

dreds at a time into the barrack, where they were killed with electric cur-

Protocol of the witness interrogation ofEdward Ferens on 20 March 1946. ZStL, 208 AR-Z,

252/59, pp. 1222f
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rent, and that they were then brought with the narrow gauge railway to the

pit."

Only someone of perfect bad faith could adduce this jumble of unre-

liable and unlikely statements as "evidence," and if only as "indirect,"

i.e., circumstantial "evidence," for gassings at Belzec. Myers, however,

who is something of a master when it comes to bad faith, has the effron-

tery to write:

"Hopefully it has been made apparent to the reader that bystander wit-

nesses can possess great value as sources ofevidence, especially when they

are not the only, or even primary, form of evidence that is available on a

subject One could hardly, in an honest way, describe the above evidence

from the indirect sources as 'insignificant
"'

(p. 359)

Even in this critique Myers flaunts his dishonesty, because in the

text to which he refers (in footnote 77 on p. 359) I write:^"*^^

"Yitzhak Arad, one ofthe major specialists on Belzec among the official

historians, dedicated only one scant page to the question of corpse crema-

tions, in which he refers to H. Gley, to the report ofthe Zamosc prosecutor,

and to the statement ofseven lines ofone Maria Damiel [recte: Daniel], an

insignificant witness who neverput herfeet into the camp!"

As can be seen, I was here referring specifically to the testimony of

Maria Daniel, which, among other things, stated the following:^""'

"Man hat erzdhlt, dass die Juden nach dem Verlassen der Waggons im

Gebiet des Lagers in den sogenannten Baderaum getrieben wurden, wo
man sie durch Gas ersticken liess. Die anderen erzdhlten, man habe die Ju-

den mit dem elektrischen Strom getdtet
"

"It was said that the Jews, after leaving the wagons inside the camp ar-

ea, were driven into the so-called bath, where they were asphyxiated by

gas. Others said that the Jews were killed by means ofelectric current.
"

The few lines devoted to the cremation of the corpses^'^^^are generic

and as irrelevant as the account in its entirety. Considering that so many

of the Belzec villagers had virtually free access to the camp and that

some even carried out work on the inside (the witness Czarny, for ex-

ample, entered the camp on three occasions^^°°) you cannot help but

wonder how the Jewish and Polish propaganda stories, starting with the

lie about killings with electric current, came to be circulated at all, and,

even more so, how it is possible that the villagers as late as October

1945 knew so little about the camp - in fact, only fragments of propa-

™^ C. Mattogno, Belzec, pp. 84f.

Protocol of the witness interrogation of Maria Daniel on 16 October 1945. Translation from

Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, p. 1 154.

Protocol of the witness interrogation of Kazimierz Czemiak on 18 October 1945. Translation

from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z, 252/59, pp. 1171-1172.
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ganda stories that were developing at the time.

[22] "While they seem to ignore bystander and indirect accounts when

it suits them, as Mattogno did in Treblinka [79], one of the points which

MGK heavily deride in their works is only supported by indirect witnesses:

the subject of the supposed collapsible floors in some of the Aktion Rein-

hard gas chambers. In Belzec, Mattogno can only cite two statements by

non-witnesses for such afloor at the Belzec camp, which he quotes without

comment [80]. "(p. 359)

In footnote 79 Myers provides the following reference and com-

ment: "M&G, Treblinka, p. 152. He did so by artificially limiting the

possible source base to merely Polish resistance reports, which have al-

ready been discussed." This is contradicted, however, by the very page

referred to, on which is discussed the testimony, already mentioned

above in point 16, by Kazimierz Skarzyhski, who was a "bystander."

The other testimonies which I am supposed to have ignored in fact cor-

respond to the mere allegation in the Soviet report of 24 August 1944

that there existed hundreds of such statements from inhabitants of the

villages surrounding TrebHnka.

The following objection is stupid as well as hypocritical. Outlining

the propaganda stories surrounding the "extermination camp" of Belzec

I mentioned - among various other fantasies - that of the collapsible

floor as it appears in two versions, one by Jan Glqb quoted above, the

other recounted by Rozalja Schelewna Schier.^^"' What is important in

this context is that this lie circulated, and the fact that it is retold by two

"non-witnesses" only serves to fiirther prove its propagandistic nature.

But who put this lie in circulation, and why?

[23] "In Sobibor, MGK cite indict witness statementsfrom Ya 'akov Bis-

kovitz, Alexander Pechersky, Zelda Metz, Ursula Stern, Chaim Engel, Ber

Freiberg, and Moshe Bahir mentioning a collapsiblefloor at that camp. No
effort is made by MGK to locate these sources within the camp, perhaps

due to the inconvenientfact that none of these witnesses worked in the ex-

termination area (for instance, Zelda Metz worked to knit, launder, and

iron clothes. " (pp. 359-360)

What I have noted in the preceding point is true here as well: again

the context is that of the propaganda story surrounding the "extermina-

tion camp" Sobibor. Myers's charge that we have made no effort "to lo-

cate these sources within the camp" becomes decidedly ridiculous when

we consider that Myers himself explicitly states that "for Sobibor there

are literally no witnesses who survived from the inner (extermination)

C. Mattogno, Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 20
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area." (p. 355). Since the witnesses mentioned above survived the

camp, they obviously were not direct witnesses (with one exception,

which I will discuss below), but what then is the point of Myers's de-

mand? It is instead he who should ask how and why all these legends

arose.

[24] "As MGK recognize, the only witness who claims to have seen the

gas chambers, and who testified to the existence of a collapsible floor, is

Biskovitz. However, they do not seem to recognize the strenuous circum-

stances under which Biskovitz was able to see the installations (likely for

only a few seconds), and thus is unable to have gotten a close look at the

scene. Moreover, in their quote ofBiskovitz, MGK disingenuously leave out

the witness ' admission that he did not see the floor underneath the gas

chamber opened up ('I did not see that'). Thus, more than just a distortion,

they actually invert the meaning ofBiskovitz 's testimony. "
(p. 360)

Ya'akov Biskowitz testified under oath at the Eichmann trial in Jeru-

salem during the 65th hearing on 5 June 1961. 1 will now reproduce the

relevant passage fi-om his interrogation:^^°^

"[Attorney general] Below, on the left, there are the gas chambers, and

on the extreme leftyou wrote "Fire Pit. " What is that?

[Biskowitz] Yes, that is the fire in which the victims who were brought

out the gas chambers were burned. After some time, a buzzing sound would

be heard, theftoor opened up, and the victims fell into the deep hollow be-

low and were conveyed in this little train into the pit where the eighty men

ofCamp 3 were working, and they burned the bodies.

"

"[Presiding Judge] You described the inside of the gas chamber. For

example, you told us how thefloor opened up and the bodies fell below into

the railway waggons.

[Biskowitz] Into the hollow below.

[QJ Did you see this with your own eyes, or are talking of things that

you heardfrom others?

[A] I will describe a shocking scene here.

[Q] But first of all - did you, in general, have an opportunity ofseeing

these thingfrom the inside?

[A] Not everybody had the opportunity, but I, by chance, did. By chance

I was taken to bring a cart with a barrel ofchloride. When I was passing by

the two larger stores in Camp 2, 1 detached the cart andpushed it towards

Camp 3. I was supposed to leave it near the gate, but I could not hold the

vehicle back. The gate opened and it pushed me inside. Since I knew I

would not get out alive from there, I began to runback at top speed and

managed to reach my place ofwork without anyone noticing. I kept this a

The Trial ofAdolfEichmann, op. di., vol. HI, p. 1184, Hi
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secret - I am stressing this - even from the inmates of the camp who
worked with me. From a distance, I saw the pit and the hollow and the

small train that carried the dead bodies. I did not see the gas chamberfrom

the inside; I only saw, from the outside, that there was a very prominent

roof, and that the floor opened and the bodies fell below. I did not see the

gas chamberfrom the inside; I only saw, from the outside, that there was a

very prominent roof, and that thefloor opened and the bodiesfell below.

[Q] You came to this conclusionfrom the nature of the structure?

[A] Notfrom the nature ofthe structure -I saw itfrom afar even while I

was running away quickly, although I cannot describe it exactly, after nine-

teen years.

[Q] Please understand me. You are somewhatfamiliar with these mat-

ters. Didyou see thefloor when it had opened up?

[A] I did not see that - 1 merely saw the underneath the gas chamber,

there was a hollow which already contained bodies
"

This quote reveals the incredible hypocrisy of Myers. As we have

seen, he claims that "in their quote of Biskovitz, MGK disingenuously

leave out the witness' admission that he did not see the floor underneath

the gas chamber opened up ('I did not see that'). Thus, more than just a

distortion, they actually invert the meaning of Biskovitz's testimony."

In reality, the witness first declared: (italics added): "I only saw, fi-om

the outside, that there was a very prominent roof, and that the floor

opened and the bodies fell below."' He then went on to state that he had

seen that "underneath the gas chamber, there was a hollow which al-

ready contained bodies" and that he had also seen "the pit and the hol-

low and the small train that carried the dead bodies." As it follows from

the final assertion that the victims could not be gassed while suspended

in mid-air, the floor would had to have opened, or tipped, or contained a

trap door, but this is irrelevant with regard to the "eyewitness" state-

ment about the "hollow," the "bodies" and the "small train." Myers is

thus himself carrying out a "distortion" inverting the meaning of this

testimony. As for his "psychological" explanation, it is frankly ridicu-

lous. Even during the supposedly "strenuous circumstances" and within

the fi-ame of a few seconds the witness could identify without difficulty

the three elements of the "hollow," of the "bodies" and of the "small

train."

Myers next ventures into the following fantastic explanation:

"Biskovitz came to his conclusion of a collapsible floor because he

viewed bodies allegedly lying underneath the gas chambers from a dis-

tance. ' We believe it is more likely that, being too far to see underneath the

gas chambers and in a panic to leave the area, Biskovitz viewed corpses in

proximity to the chambers, which he confused as underneath (probably as a
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result of rumours around the camp). MGK dishonestly give the impression

that Biskovitz personally witnessed thefloor in operation, which he clearly

did not see. " (footnote 85, p. 360)

The last observation is nothing but a malicious insinuation, because

our quotation is not followed by a comment and it is not suggested that

"Biskovitz personally witnessed the floor in operation."

[25] Myers dwells at length on a quote by Alexander Pechersky,

which refers to "a heavy, blackish substance poured down in spiral

shapes" as a means of extermination. The objection is rather futile, but I

w^ill discuss it nonetheless. Myers accuses us of having treated Pechers-

ky as an eyewitness to the alleged extermination per se, writing "He

was not an 'eyewitness' to the exterminations, as Graf once deceitfully

declared." (p. 361). Here, too, the bad faith of Myers is striking. This

single case of alleged deception on this issue appears in Jiirgen Grafs

publication Holocaust or Hoax? The Arguments, where, in chapter XII,

he writes: "One of the eyewitnesses, a Soviet Jew named Alexander

Pechersky, described the mass murders as follows (9):" and, in the rela-

tive footnote: "9) Alexander Pechersky, La rivolta di Sobibor, in Yuri

Suhl, Ed essi si ribellarono, Milan, 1969, p. 3
1"

The testimony in question was initially introduced into the debate by

myself in 1985, preceded by the following presentation: "In 1946 the

'gas chambers' of Sobibor were described like this: ... [Nel 1946 le

'camere a gas' di Sobibor venivano descritte co^?;...]"^'"^ I gave exa-

ctly the following source: "Aleksander Pechersky, La rivolta di Sobibor,

traduzione jiddisch di N. Lurie. Mosca, Editrice statale Der Emes, 1946.

In: Yuri Suhl, Ed essi si ribellarono. Storia della resistenza ebraica

contro ilnazismo. Milano, 1969, p. 31
"2^"'*

As can be seen, this is the same source cited by Jiirgen Graf For any

honest person (excepting, of course, Myers), it is clear that Graf be-

lieved in good faith that Pechersky had made this description as an

eyewitness.

Pechersky is also mentioned in two of the three books that are the

subject of the "critique" of the "plagiarist bloggers," namely my study

on Belzec and that regarding Sobibor. In the first one I introduced the

quote with the following words:^^"^

"In 1946, witnesses imputed even more fanciful methods of murder to

the Sobibor extermination facilities; Alexander Pechersky depicts them as

C. Mattogno, // mito dello sterminio ebraico, op. cit, p. 64.

/Wrf., note 22 on p. 65.

C. Mattogno, Belzec, op. cit, p. 10.
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follows:...

"

In the other book, as admitted even by Myers (p. 361), we have writ-

ten correctly:^^°*

"Ifwe follow Pechersky, we learn that, according to his informer, the

mass murder was not carried out with engine exhaust gases at all, but by

means of a "thick dark substance " which came down spiraling from the

holes in the roofofthe death chamber
"

Myers's whole argument is therefore sterile and tendentious.

At the end of this he provides us with another stupid exegesis upon

the fantastic system of extermination described by Pechersky:

"A thick dark substance comes spiraling outfrom vents in the ceiling.

"

(p. 361)

Behold the comment of Myers:

"Even so, the "heavy, blackish substance" that Pechersky discussed

(and which likely grew heavier and darker in description as the rumour

grew) can certainly be understood as a reference to the engine exhaust uti-

lized at the camp. " {ibid.)

This claim is ridiculous, as never once in his text does Pechersky

mention "the engine exhaust"! Instead, he espouses the legend familiar

to us from the testimony of the witness Biskowitz:^^^'

"The 'bath ' attendant observes the entire procedure through a small

pane in the ceiling. In fifteen minutes it is all over. Thefloors open up and

the dead bodies tumble down into small wagons that are standing ready be-

low, in the 'bath 's ' cellars. Thefull wagons roll out quickly
"

With his proverbial dishonesty, Myers not only fails to mention the

passage in question, which follows immediately after his 18 lines long

Pechersky quotation (which he copy-pasted from our Sobibor study, in-

cluding our ellipsis and typographical error),^^"** but in order to avoid

discovery he makes the clipped quotation without even plagarising the

source cited in our study. Instead, he simply writes "Pechersky, 'So-

bibor Revolt.'" In the whole of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto," our own
source, Yuri Suhl, is never mentioned!

Myers rumination on Pechersky's "direct" and "indirect" sources

turns out to be spurious and inconclusive, because it simply moves the

.J. (Sraf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 89.

A. Pechersky, "Revolt in Sobibor," in: Yuri Suhl, Theyfought back: The Story ofthe Jewish

Resistance in Nazi Europe. Crown Publishers, 1967, p. 12.

^^"^ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit. , pp. 69f. The quotation features a typo-

graphical error in the first sentence, reading: "He was an old inmate ..." It should read "He

was an old-time inmate ..." Myers reveals his source by parroting the error, although later in

his text Myers manages to get the phrase almost correct whilst relying on an alternative source

(see chapter 10, point 41).
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problem at stake from Pechersky to his alleged informants. In other

words: From where came this nonsense? Did it come from "eyewitness-

es," who would therefore have been hars, or from propagandists who,

because they had seen nothing, made up foolish stories?

There exists an outstanding case of a false "eyewitness" with regard

to Sobibor, namely that of Srul-Jakub Fajgenbaum, who was interrogat-

ed on 5 November 1945 by the investigatory magistrate of the Lublin

District Court. The contents of this statement is known only from a

summary made by the lawyer Leonard Reintzsch, who served as the le-

gal defense of Karl Frenzel, in a motion to dismiss the witness ad-

dressed to the court in Hagen:^^"'

"Der Zeuge will im Winter 1942/43 in Sobibor angekommen sein, wo er

nach dem Protokoll bis Herbst 1944 inhaftiert gewesen sein will

Bei der Zahl 1944 muji es sich aber wohl urn einen Schreibfehler han-

deln, weil der Zeuge an anderer Stelle sagt, er sei insgesamt 7 Monate im

Lager gewesen.

Der Zeuge will beim Bau der Gaskammern mitgewirkt haben, er will

auch dann im Lager III gearbeitet haben. Er erkldrt, er habe zusammen mit

anderen dafiir Eingeteilten die aufKleinwagen getragenen Leichen abge-

holt und auf die Stapel gebracht. Die Leichen waren, wie er an andere

Stelle aufgefiihrt habe, schwarz, die Menschen seien mit elektrischem Strom

getdtet werden.

Er will diese schwarzen Leichen dann auf Eisenbahnschienen gelegt

haben, die sich tiber Gruben hefanden.

Es ist immerhin interessant, dafi wir endlich einen Mann als Zeugen

haben, der im Lager III gearbeitet hat.

Bei seiner Vernehmung vom 7.9.1945, in der er ein anderes Ankunfts-

datum angibt, hat er hinzufiigt, dafi bei der Verbrennung der Leichen das

Fett in Fdssern gesammelt und irgendwohin abtransportiert wurde. [. . .]

Vielleicht bestehen nach Verlesung dieser Aussage auch berechtigte

Zweifel, ob der Zeuge tatsdchlich im Lager III gearbeitet hat und er uber-

haupt im Lager war.

Es ist aber doch erstaunlich, dafi schon 1945 von Leuten, die nicht im

Lager waren, solche Aussagen iiberhaupt gemacht werden konnten.

Ldfit das nicht den Schlufi zu, dafi schon 1945 auch in Polen ausfiihrlich

uber das Lager Sobibor berichtet wurde, so dafi sich Zeugen, die nicht im

Lager waren, in diese Geschichte hineinhdngen konnten und qffensichtlich

falsche Aussagen gemacht haben.

Also ist auch aus dem Jahre 1945 bis 1946 von den sog. Zeugen Gesag-

Wiederaufiiahmeverfahren Frenzel, Staatsanwaltaschaft Dortmund, 45Js 27/61, Band XVI, pp.

148f.
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tes nichtdie letzte Wahrheit, sondern mit aller Vorsichtzu bewerten.

"

"The witness claims to have arrived in Sobibor in the winter 1942/43,

where, according to the protocol, he claims to have then been detained un-

til autumn 1944.

The number 1944 has to be a mistype, since elsewhere the witness states

that he spent altogether 7 months in the camp.

The witness claims to have participated in the construction of the gas

chambers, and to subsequently have worked in Camp III. He declares that

he, together with other selected inmates, picked up the corpses and brought

them on small carts to a pile. The corpses were, as he notes in other pas-

sages, black in color; the people are said to have been killed with electric

current

He then claims to have put these black corpses on railway tracks, which

had been laid out across pits.

It is interesting, anyhow, that we finally have a witness who worked in

Camp III.

In his interrogation dated 7.9.1945, wherein another arrival date is

provided, the witness added that during the cremation of the corpses fat

had been collected in vats and then sent away somewhere. [...]

Upon reading this statement there will perhaps arise justified doubt

whether the witness actually worked in Camp III and even if he setfoot in

the camp at all.

It is remarkable, however, that already in 1945 such statements could

be made by people who never setfoot in the camp.

We may conclude from this that already in 1945, reports about the So-

bibor camp circulated also in Poland containing .such detail, that witnesses

who never were in the camp were able to latch on to these and make obvi-

ouslyfalse statements.

Hence not even what was told by the so-called witnesses in the years

1945 to 1946 can be taken as the final truth, but has to he evaluated with

the utmost caution.
"

The website of the Holocaust Education & Archive Research Team
informs us that Jakub Fajgenbaum "[e]scaped from the camp during the

revolt in October 1943"^^'° - so we would have to take them on their

word and assiune that this is the only direct witness "who survived from

the iimer (extermination) area" - but why then did he tell these gro-

tesque and bizarre propaganda stories?

[26] "The early testimony of Samuel Rajzman, in which he described

exterminations by vacuum chambers, chlorine, and 'Cyclon-gas ' (presum-

ably Zyklon-B), is cited as an example of the 'hopeless confusion ' ofearly

^™ Sobibor Death Camp "Remember Me,

"

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/sobibor/sobiborrememberme.html
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survivor accounts. In reality, and as Mattogno 's quote ofRajzman shows

but which he fails to recognize, Rajzman was passing along hearsay testi-

mony that was at least second or third hand. Mattogno and Grafthen go on

to criticize Rajzman for adapting his information on the Treblinka extermi-

nations as more reliable information came out and remaining vague in de-

tails on the gassings; this is irrelevant as Rajzman was not a direct witness

to the exterminations. The 'hopeless confusion ' in this instance then is only

from Mattogno and Graf "
(p. 361)

This is another example of the hypocrisy regarding the specious dis-

tinction between "direct" and "indirect" witnesses. In the text referred

to by Myers we wrote the foUowing:^^"

"A succinct example of the hopeless confusion, which then prevailed

among the eyewitnesses with respect to the method employed in Treblinka

for the extermination ofJews, are the statements ofSamuel Rajzman. Rajz-

man, characterized by A. Donat as
'

nestor of the Treblinka survivors, ' was

questioned on September 26, 1944, by the military examiningjudge of the

military prosecutor 's office of the 65th Soviet Army, First Lieutenant of

Justice Jurowski. He stated that he had arrived in Treblinka on September

27, 1942, and remained there until August 2, 1943, therefore, according to

his statement, spent more than ten months in the camp and had to know all

about the gas chambers as well as theirfunction, ifthere were any.

"

Here we thus have a prisoner who spent more than ten months in

Treblinka but who despite this knew nothing about the alleged extermi-

nation program. To explain away this fact, Myers, with sublime hj^oc-

risy, falls back on the loophole of "indirect" testimonies and "hearsay,"

but how come then that said "hearsay" speaks of "poisoning by means

of chlorine gas and Cyklon gas [Vergiftung durch Chlor-Gas und Cy-

klon-Gas]" (cf. point 18) instead of "poisoning by means of the com-

bustion gas from an engine"? Who invented and propagated such lies in

Treblinka, and why? These are the questions which Myers should an-

swer, instead of resorting to childish games of trickery.

[27] "Another example illustrating the difference between direct witness

testimony and hearsay are the witness statements about vacuum chambers,

which witnesses later changed into statements about gas chambers. Mat-

togno and Graf quote two witnesses mentioning that people were killed by

pumping the air out of chambers - the August 17, 1944 testimony ofAbe

Kon and August 22, 1944 testimony of Kazimierz Skarzynski. It turns out

that Kon gave another statement on August 22 in which he described the

method of murder as gassing ("They let the gas in. After 6-15 minutes -

death "), while Skarzynski gave a further statement on August 23 wherein

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 67f.
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he mentioned gas chambers ("the Jews who were led to gas chambers ").

"

(pp. 361-362)

Here Myers brings up a subject which he had already discussed in

chapter 5. For my part, I reaffirm what I wrote in Chapter 8, point 73:

The fact that Kon made a contradictory statement five days later and

Skarzyhski one even the next day, only serves to further prove the total

unreliabihty of these witnesses.

During the deposition of 22 August 1944, Abe Kon exposed only a

summary of his previous testimony with some variation, as it results

from the comparison of the two text passages:^^'^

"The bath consisted of 12 cabins. Each cabin [measured] 6 x 6 m. The

height amounted to 2.5 m. In one cabin they drove 400 people each. The

persons stood standing tightly pushing each other. They threw the children

on their heads. They introduced the gas (nycKonu eas). Within 6 to 15

minutes the death [occurred]. They buried the corpses in a pit 100 meters

awayfrom the bath. Six months later - 1 do not remember exactly - they

exhumed them and they burned them. I think that not less than one million

Jews burned in total, that is that they forced the people to enter the bath

three times daily. Every day they killed 15-18,000 Jews.

"

And here is the testimony of 17 August:^^'^

"The bath consisted of 12 cabins. Each cabin [measured] 6 ^ 6m. The

height amounted to 2.5 m. In one cabin they drove 400 people each. The

persons stood standing. They threw the children on their heads. The cabins

had two doors, which could be sealed hermetically. In the corner between

ceiling and wall two openings were connected with hoses. Behind the 'bath

'

stood a machine. It pimped the air out of the chambers. The people suffo-

cated within 6 to 15 minutes. The second door was opened and the people

were dragged out. The teeth were examined and golden teeth were ripped

out. From thence the bodies were carried away on stretchers and were bur-

ied in the ground. They weren 't buried any farther than 100 m awayfrom

the 'bath. ' People were driven into the 'bath ' three times a day. In this way

15,000 to 18,000persons were destroyed each day.
"

It does not make sense to state that Kon "described the method of

murder as gassing": he simply changed a relatively accurate description

with an extremely generic one.

For what regards Skarzynski, his testimony of 23 August 1944 be-

25'^
(D. ^. CsepffflOB, /foKyMCHmu o6euHHmm. XojioKocm: ceudemejihcmea KpacHou

ApMuu (Dokumenty obvinjajut: svidetel'ctva Krasnoi Armii, Engl.: The documents accuse.

Holocaust: testimonies of the Red Army), Moscow, 1996, p. 106.

GARF, 7021-1 15-11, pp. 33-34. Cfr. Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op.

c/f.,pp.64f.
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gins as foUows:^^'''

"... The Jews died in a special chamber [e cneifuajibHou mMcpe, vspet-

sialnoi kamere] within 10-12 minutes. The pit where they burned was
2j^[25i5]

yfigfgf. igfjg^ 20 meter wide, and 5-6 meter deep, with a railway

tracks grid on the bottom, which constituted an air vent.

"

In his previous deposition he stated:^^'^

"Incarcerated Jews in the camp reported that many hundred prisoners

at a time were penned in hermetically sealed chambers and were asphyxi-

ated by pumping out the air. The people died very quickly - in 10 or 12

minutes. According to the stories of the Jews, the oven [nenh, pec'] was a

pit of25 m in length, 20 m wide and 5-6 m deep, with a grate made out of

train rails on the bottom ofthe pit, which constituted an air vent
"

In both cases the subsequent testimonies were less detailed than the

previous, in relation to which they certainly cannot be considered a pro-

gress in our knowledge about the alleged extermination method of Tre-

blinka.

[28] In this context Myers performs miserably with the usual inane

explanations:

"No doubtMGK would use this to prove some sort ofa conspiracy, with

new information dictated to the witnesses. However, this example just

shows that the relative value of indirect testimonies about technical details

can be quite low - both Kon and Skarzynski obviously had known about the

method onlyfrom rumours, and later, when they were summonedfor inter-

rogation, they apparently met other survivors who had a more direct

knowledge. Thus they changed their statements accordingly. In fact, in the

first official Soviet report about Treblinka composed on August 24, 1944,

i.e. already after the statements had been taken, we still read only about the

pumping out the air as the murder method, which fact shows that there was

no conspiracy, only understandable confusion. "
(p. 362)

Here we find again the "conspiracy" theme, an obsession of poor

Myers! In reality, the two testimonies recount an early propagandistic

he ("vacuum chambers") and later propaganda nonsense ("gas cham-

bers"). The presumed encounter with witnesses who had "more direct

knowledge" presupposes that the propaganda story of the "gas cham-

bers" is true, while in reality this would simply be a pious a priori as-

siunption.

To this must be added that the snippets of phrases quoted by Myers

^^'^
F. D. Sverdlov, Dokumenty obvinjajut: svidetel'ctva KrasnoiArmii, op. cit, p. 109.

^^'^ Error for "25."

GARF, 7021-1 15-1 1, p. 16. Cfr. Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p.

65.
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- "They let the gas in. After 6-15 minutes - death" (Kon), "the Jews

who were led to gas chambers" (Skarzynski) - in no way confirm his al-

leged "truth" (killings using the exhaust gas of an engine), since "gas"

in the propaganda mythology we are dealing with could mean water va-

por but also "Chlor-Gas" (chlorine gas) or ''Cyklon-Gas" (Cyklon gas).

[29] "It is also important to note that in their criticism of inmate

knowledge of the exterminations, nowhere do MGK offer any positive ar-

gument to somehow explain the existing rumours in the camps; instead, it is

all negative argumentation, almost entirely based on incredulity. "
(p. 363)

As noted above, the exact opposite is the case. From our point of

view it is sufficient to establish that there existed a propagandistic my-

thology regarding the "extermination camps" which, by way of various

fanciful and absurd developments, eventually ended up in the "gas

chambers." It is rather Myers who should explain how these rumors re-

sulted from the existence of the "gas chambers," as a priori presup-

posed by him. From the fact that they are repeated by "indirect" wit-

nesses who nevertheless were interned in the "extermination camps," it

is clear that these "rumours" were conceived within the camps. But if

that is so, who conceived them, and how, and why? Myers not only

does not provide an answer, he does not even pose himself the question.

[30] On p. 363 begins a new section entitled "Dishonest Treatment

of SS Witnesses," the first pages of which contain objections made

against the arguments by Thomas Kues and Jiirgen Graf, and to which

they respond individually (below in the present chapter and in Chapter

9, respectively). Myers, however, also raises some general question that

I can not help but consider here:

"This attempt to discredit Bauer through an anomaly-hunting technique

is therefore incoherent. It does not alter the fact that Bauer was already

serving life with no immediate prospect of release, so cannot be accused of

taking a 'plea bargain' (even ignoring the fact that West Germany did not

have an American-style plea-bargaining structure ). Kues makes no attempt

to explain why Bauer chose to co-operate, because Kues knows that any

such explanation will come across as a transparently faith-based assump-

tion rather than a deduction from any actual evidence concerning how the

West German legal system really worked. In the absence of any motive to

lie, the only plausible assumption is that Bauer decided to tell the truth, but

that the time which had elapsed between the end of the war and the date of

his statement caused him to make minor errors. "
(p. 365)

The "plea bargain" tale, which, as I pointed out in Chapter 3, did not

exist in the legal system of West Germany, does not constitute our ar-

gument - this is merely an invention of the "plagiarist bloggers." What
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we speak of is the defendant's expectation for a more lenient sentence

or tacit collusion in the case of a "confession." Bauer thus made his

depositions in a historical-judiciary context that was already cast in

stone: the "truth" of Sobibor did not result from the judicial process, but

formed its pre-supposition, so that any denial of the cornerstones of this

"truth" would have amounted to an insane defense strategy. Myers is

absolutely right to say that the "only plausible assumption is that Bauer

decided to tell the truth," but the defendant actually told the pre-defined,

"self-evident" "truth."

[31] Speaking of Kurt Franz, Myers refer to two private communica-

tions fi-om the former Treblinka commandant. The first of these is de-

scribed as follows:

"During his time in jail, Franz corresponded with Michael Tregenza

about the gas chambers and was visited by Demjanjuk's defence lawyer,

Jerome Brentar. David Irving gave an example of the Franz-Tregenza cor-

respondence:

'Mike Treganza [sic] wrote to Kurt Franz (deputy Kdt, owner of the

Saint-Bernard dog called Barry, originally Stangl's; arrested 1959 and

sentenced to life index, he died 1998) and Franz said to Mike from prison

in a letter ca. 1980s he thought it was diesel, but never operated it him-

self).'" (p. 367)

The source: "David Irving, 'A Radical's Diary,' 2.3.2007,

http://www.fpp.co.uk/docs/Irving/RadDi/2007/020307.html" (footnote

118). With all due respect to Irving, this source, from a historiograph-

ical point of view is ridiculous: Where is the original letter by Franz?

And why was it not published by the intended recipient, Tregenza?

The second case:

"Brentar, in a speech to a Revisionist IHR conference, described a

meeting with Franz:

In Germany, I met with the wartime commandant ofthe Treblinka camp,

Kurt Franz, who was then serving a sentence in a prison near Diisseldorf.

During our meeting, Franz told me: 'Mr. Brentar, several years ago six of

yourpeople were here, and I told them that this man [Demjanjuk] is not the

Ivan of Treblinka. The Ivan of Treblinka was much older, had dark hair,

and was taller. He had a stoop because he was so tall. So why do you come

here again to ask me the same questions?

'

If Franz had been framed by the West German authorities, Brentar

would have been a perfect advocatefor his justice: an international lawyer

with connections to deniers, who could have publicized his case and pre-

sented the evidence that Jews were not exterminated at Treblinka. Con-

versely, ifFranz were being coerced or in fear for his life, he would not

have denied that Demjanjuk was Ivan of Treblinka. " (p. 367)
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This reasoning is fallacious. Recognizing that Demjanjuk was not

"the Ivan of Treblinka," Franz stated merely that there was an "Ivan"

dispatched to Treblinka, not that this individual was assigned to the

"gas chambers." If Franz was "in fear for his Hfe," this fear would have

been more than justified if he had blatantly denied the historical-judicial

"truth," but why would he have been afraid to deny something for

which there was no certainty?

[32] "Both Gomerski and Franz's admissions in private about the Ak-

tion Reinhard camps are reminiscent of Adolf Eichmann 's similar state-

ments to journalist Willem Sassen prior to his arrest by Israeli police.

Though not a member ofthe SS, as previously mentioned Wilhelm Pfannen-

stiel also provided confirmation of the gassings at the Reinhard in private

to Holocaust denier Paul Rassinier. There also is the private Shoah inter-

view that Claude Lanzm inn conducted with Franz Suchomel, who was

falsely promised anonymity by Lanzmann; this interview has been ignored

across MGK's entire 'trilogy'. These and other private admissions, in

which the relevant witnesses had easy opportunities to deny the reality of

homicidal gassings but never did, are extremely damaging to MGK's nega-

tionist beliefs. Perhaps due to the difficulty which they cause the three Re-

visionist writers, the confirmation ofexterminations by perpetrators in such

open and allowing circumstances has never been adequately addressed in

MGK's writings. " (pp. 367-368)

Gomerski's "admission" mentioned here consists of the fact that he

had "stated in an interview that his crimes deserved a sentence of 8-10

years and acknowledged, 'After all, I was there (Sobibor). I cannot deny

that."' (p. 366). Does the undeniable fact that he was at Sobibor prove

that this was an "extermination camp"?

Regarding Pfannenstiel I have already explained why the story

brought up by Wellers has no basis, and how this witness in his private

communication with Rassinier expressed himself in terms decidedly in

opposition to the thesis of Belzec as an "extermination camp" (see

Chapter 8, point 104)

The fact that Suchomel was deceived by Lanzmann ("was falsely

promised anonymity"), if true, means nothing. Suchomel knew that he

was facing a Jewish director, whom he explicitly called by name during

the interview.^^'^

Suchomel had been interrogated about Treblinka by the investigative

judge of the District Court (Landgericht) Diisseldorf in October I960,

Claude Lanzmann, Shoah. The Complete Text ofthe Acclaimed Holocaust Film, Da Capo

Press, Cambridge (MA) 1995, p. 96 ("Mr. Lanzmann, that's an exaggeration").
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and on 24 January^^'^ and 7 November^^'^ 1962 he was questioned

about Sobibor (where he had stayed for a short while during the liquida-

tion of the camp). Two years later he appeared as a defendant at the first

Treblinka trial in Diisseldorf (12 October 1963 to 3 September 1965),

where he was sentenced to six years in prison for aiding and abetting

{Beihilfe) in the murder of 300,000 persons.^^^" On 14 and 18 Septem-

ber 1967 he was again interrogated during the investigation in prepara-

tion of the second Treblinka trial (against Franz Stangl, 13 May to 22

December 1970).^^^' With that many interrogations in his past, it is ab-

surd to suggest that Suchomel might have considered Lanzmann's in-

terview to be a simple private conversation, and even more so that he

would have considered giving a Jewish director an account about Tre-

blinka differing from those he had already told to the German judiciary.

In the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" Suchomel is mentioned ten times,

but only one of these contain a quotation from a statement left by him

(p. 302). Myers provides a reference to "Vemehmung Franz Suchomel,

14.9.1967, BAL 162/208 AR-Z 230/59, Band 13, pp. 3779-3780.; cf

Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, p. 96" (footnote 1 17 on p. 302). Here

we are dealing with the usual plagiarism, because both the text and the

source are lifted, ellipsis and all, from Arad.^^^^

Suchomel's description conforms to the worst stereotypes of histori-

cal-judiciary propaganda, with additions of fancifiil details that makes

his "testimony" even more tenuous. Suchomel spoke of mass graves

that were six to seven meters deep and crammed with bodies, but

strangely enough he saw this "just once, the first day \une seule fats, le

premierjour]."^^^^ According to him, a single pit contained 80,000 bod-

ies!^^^^

As for the "chaos" prevailing during the camp's initial period of op-

ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol, 6, pp. 1129-1139.

ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol, 8, pp. 1613-1620.

Treblinka-Prozess - Urteil LG Diisseldorfvom 3.9.1965, 8 I Ks 2/64, online: www.holocaust-

history.org/gennan-trials/treblinica-urteil.shtml.

The interrogation of 14 September, entitled "Franz Suchomel speaks on Treblinka. Dusseldorf

[sic] 14.9.1967" is available online at:

www.holocaustresearchproject.org/trials/suchomelstatement.html It appears that this transla-

tion is incomplete.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., endnote 8 (to chapter twelve) on p. 41 1 : "Tre-

blinka-Stangl, Band 13, pp. 3779f." Myers made a single typo: "his process" instead of "this

process." To disguise this plagiarism, Myers has childishly added the German word

"Vemehmung' (interrogation)!

C. Lanzmann, Shoah, op. cit, p. 46.

Treblinka-Prozess - Urteil LG Dusseldorfvom 3.9.1965, 8 I Ks 2/64, in: www.holocaust-

history.org/german-trials/treblinka-urteil.shtml
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erations, he stated:
^^^^

"// arrivait toujours plus de gens, toujours plus qu 'on n 'avail pas les

moyens de tuer. Ces Messieurs voulaient vider le ghetto de Varsovie au

plus vile. Les chambres a gaz avaient une trop faible capacite. Les petites

chambres a gaz. Les Juifs devaient attendre leur tour un jour, deux jours,

troisjours
"

"More people kept coming, always more, whom we hadn 't the facilities

to kill. The brass was in a rush to clean out the Warsaw ghetto. The gas

chambers couldn 't handle the load. The small gas chambers. The Jews had

to wait their turnfor a day, two days, three days.
"

This also applied to the corpses: "the corpses piled up around the gas

chambers and stayed there for days [les corps s'amoncelaient autour

des chambres d gas et y demeuraient pendant des jours]."^^^'' This is in

contrast not only to the testimonies left by "survivors," starting with

Wiemik - at Lanzmann's assertion that Treblinka had a daily extermi-

nation capacity of 18,000 Jews, Suchomel replies that this figure is ex-

aggerated, giving instead as the real capacity "from twelve to fifteen

thousand [de douze a quinze mille]."^^^^

Assuming that this capacity refers to the "new gas chamber build-

ing" (otherwise, there would have been no chaos), the SS would have

passed from one extreme to the other: from a completely inadequate ex-

termination capacity (in the old gas chambers) to a disproportionally

large capacity (in the new gas chambers), given that after August 1942

(when a total of 223,217 deportees, or 8,667 on average per day, arrived

in the camp) the most intense month in terms of the niunber of arrivals

was October 1942, when a total of 184,916 deportees, or on average

5,965 per day, arrived in the camp (cf. "Table 8.19" on p. 480)

The Shoah interview with Suchomel contains another revealing

statement, this one concerning the topography of Treblinka:^^^^

"Ce n'etait pas grand. Cinq cents metres dans sa plus grande

extension. Ce n 'etaUpas un rectangle, plutot un losange. Representez-vous:

id c 'etaitplat et la on commengait a monter. Et au sommet de la colline se

trouvait la chambre a gaz"

"It wasn 't big. Five hundred meters at its widest extension. It wasn 't a

rectangle, more like a rhomboid. You must realize that here the ground was

flat, and here it began to rise. And at the top of the hill was the gas cham-

ber.
"

C. Lanzmann, Shoah, op. cit, p. 46.

* Ibid, p. 41.

Ibid, p. 96.

Ibid, p. 100.
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As is known, however, there exists no such slope within the area of

the former camp. It is clear that Suchomel drew from literary descrip-

tions of Belzec - a camp which he never set foot in.^^^' Since the slope

never existed, Suchomel could not have seen the "gas chamber" at the

top of it, and his entire testimony is therefore affected by this lie.

We have indeed "ignored" this interview, but certainly not for rea-

sons of its value. Myers, on the other hand, "ignores" the second half of

the interview, namely the one that contains the most obvious absurdi-

ties. To conclude, "these and other private admissions" are in fact com-

pletely inconclusive and do not even make the smallest dent on our ar-

guments.

It is also worth noting that, while the scenes in Shoah featuring Su-

chomel total approximately 45 minutes, the full interview with Su-

chomel as shot by Lanzmann actually clocks in at 3 hours and 54

minutes,^^^" and thus less than one fourth of it appear in the released

movie. Obviously a thorough critique of Suchomel' s statements would

require access to the interview in its entirety in video format or tran-

script, neither of which has so far been made publicly available. That

Lanzmann, when editing Shoah, sometimes left the more improbable

and absurd statements from his interviewees on the cutting floor is clear

from the example of Abraham Bomba, who, as the full franscript of his

interview reveals, claimed to have witnessed Jews being killed in vacu-

um chambers in Treblinka, a killing process which to boot took only 1

to 2 minutes !^^^'

[33] "Ofcourse, there are also some SS witnesses who have never been

discussed in MGK's collective trilogy. One such example is Joseph (Sepp)

Hirtreiter, who was the first SS man to be chargedfor crimes committed at

Treblinka. Hirtreiter was arrested in Frankfurt on July 2, 1946 and, whilst

being interrogated about his role in the euthanasia project at Hadamar, re-

vealed that he had worked at a death camp in 'Malkinia ' in which Jews had

been killed in gas chambers. His interviewer did not know that Hirtreiter

was referring to Treblinka, and thus did not pursue the matter. "
(p. 368)

Myers gives the following source: "De Mildt, In The Name of the

People, p. 249; citing Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager, p. 39; JuNSV
Lfd. Nr. 270, p. 262" (footnote 121)

He thus cites second-hand Riickerl' s book, in which on the indicated

Cf.iWrf.,p.53.

Interviews from the Claude Lanzmann SHOAH Collection preserved and available as of June

2012, http://resources.ushmm.org/film/docs/shoahstatus.pdf, p. 11.

Thomas Kues, "Treblinka - More Bumblings from Bomba,"

http://revblog.codoh.com/2009/10/treblinka-more-bumblings-from-bomba
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pages the following can be read:

"Am 12. Juli 1948 brachte die 'Frankfurter Neue Presse' eine kurze

Notiz, dafi eine Spruchkammer im Interniemngslager Darmstadt Hirtreiter

in die Gruppe der Hauptschuldigen eingereiht und aufdie Dauer von zehn

Jahren in ein Arbeitslager eingewiesen habe, da er uberjuhrt sei, 'dafi er

als SS-Wachmann im damaligen Konzentrationslager Malkinia in der Ndhe

von Warschau bei der Vergasung von mindestens 4000 bis 5000 Juden die

Opfersich ausziehen lieji und ihnen die Wertsachen abnahm.
"'

"On 12 July 1948 the 'Frankfurter Neue Presse ' carried a short news

notice stating that a court in the Darmstadt internment camp had added

Hirtreiter to the group ofchiefperpetrators and sentenced him to ten years

in a labor camp, having convicted him because 'as an SS guard in thefor-

mer Malkinia concentration camp near Warsaw he had, during the gassing

of at least 4,000 to 5,000 Jews, forced victims to undress and confiscated

their valuables.

The public prosecutor's office of Frankfurt am Main opened up an

investigation into crimes committed in the Malkinia camp, but it soon

turned out that it was the Treblinka camp.^^^^

On Hirtreiter there exists a document dated 1 3 July 1 946 which in-

forms us:^^^^

"In 1942 Subject was drafted into the Waffen SS and was sent to Lublin,

where he received his SS uniform and the rank of an SS Unterschafuhrer.

After basic training Subject was transferred to an SS Sonderkommando at

Balkinia [sic], Poland. Subject claims that the purpose of the above-

mentioned Sonderkommando was the 'rehabilitation ' of the Jews. 'Later,

however, Ifound out that these Jews were killed in the gas-chambers of

Balkinia.

'

Subject's duties with the above-mentioned Sonderkommando included

thefollowing:

a) Receiving the Jews after their arrival at Balkinia and separating them

into 'Arbeitskommandos.

'

b) Before Jews were to be sent to the gas-chambers Subject had them un-

dress completely in special 'dressing rooms ' and than led them through

barracks into the gas chambers.

Subjectfurther admits having witnessed on several occasions the bury-

ing ofJews after they had been killed. The corpses were thrown into huge

mass-graves, only to be dug out again after a few weeks and then to be

burned.

"

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 39.

Headquarters Counter Intelligence Corps. United States Forces European Theater Region II.

Sub-Region Frankfurt., 13 July 1946. Subject: Hirtreiter, Josef (Target 1 107). NARA (the

copy of the document in my possession lacks an archive reference).
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While it is certain that "Balkinia" is merely a transcription error for

"Malkinia," it is equally certain that Hirtreiter mentioned Malkinia, not

Treblinka. Why?
The statements of the accused are generic but also partially at odds

with the official version, in particular concerning the gassing procedure

(if the victims had to undress "in special 'dressing rooms,'" what then

was the function of the "barracks" which they were led through before

reaching the "gas chambers"?) and cremation (which commenced after

only "after a few weeks" of inhumation)

In practice, Myers accuses me of having neglected a witness that is

unknovra even to himself!

[34] "In addition to dishonesty, one could easily classify some of

MGK's handling ofSS testimonies as sloppy. The clearest example ofsuch

is Carlo Mattogno 's discussion ofLorenz Hackenholt in Sobibor. Mattogno

states that Hackenholt 's involvement with the gas chambers at Belzec is

'mentioned only in the 'Gerstein report'!' Unfortunately, such a claim is

simply and unequivocally not true. Mattogno himself would realize that

Hackenholt 's involvement has been supported by more than just Gerstein if

he would read his own writing within the same chapter in Sobibor, where

he quotes the statement of Josef Oberhauser, and in Belzec, where he

quotes the statements ofboth Oberhauser and Karl Alfred Schluch.
"

For once the objection made by Myers is correct, and by this admis-

sion 1 show my good faith (because 1 am not necessarily a minus habens

hke Myers). The fact that he appeals to details of such minute relevance

only demonstrates the futility of his argumentation.

[35] Next follows a subchapter on the "Hypocritical Use of Witness

Evidence."

"An area which manifests itselfdue to the lack ofa proper method (as

well perhaps intellectual honesty) from MGK is their almost comedic reli-

ance upon witness statements that they simultaneously seek to discredit

through their work. This dependence exposesjust how weak the Revisionist

evidence ofdelousing/transit camps really is, with deniers having to utilize

sources which they deride and pour scorn on throughout their writings.

Their desperation is aptly established by Mattogno in Treblinka: 'Ifone as-

sumes that Treblinka was a transit camp, then one can also interpret the

description of the alleged extermination facilities by the witnesses. ' MGK
are only able to conduct this bizarre interpretation ofstatements by invert-

ing the meaning of the witness, such as their understanding of the camou-

flage measures that witnesses detailfor the gas chambers as being literal

but misconstrued or misreported by the witnesses. They even do this for

persons whom they label as 'discredited. ' They also highlight testimonies

as being given under oath when it suits their hypothesis of resettlement
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(even when it is discredited through documentary evidence), but mock other

statements given under oath describing exterminations as having no validi-

ty. "
(pp. 368-369)

As I have shown above, the real desperation is felt by Myers and

others Hke him, who, for biased reasons, sustain the thesis of the "gas

chambers": they are forced to resort to a vast arsenal of pseudo-

arguments that are dishonest, hypocritical and frequently stupid.

In this specific case, our method, as we see it, is nothing exceptional:

Considering that there exists no proof whatsoever for the reality of the

"extermination camps," and that this hj^othesis is contradicted not only

by solid arguments but also by archeological evidence (cf Chapter 8,11

and 12 ), as well as the fact that the witness statements, both by "direct"

and "indirect ' witnesses, are simply literary developments of Jewish

and Polish propaganda, each testimony inevitable contains some degree

of distortion (e.g. the case of the "steam chambers" of Treblinka, a clear

allusion to disinfection/disinfestation facilities turned by propaganda in-

to installations of mass murder) which we are trying to rectify. Thus we
do not "invert" the meaning of anything, but, on the contrary, we are at-

tempting to find some truth about what really occurred from these tes-

timonies that were embelUshed for propagandistic purposes. And if the

witness, as if often the case, makes senseless and ridiculous statements

that exposes the propagandistic nature or elements of the testimony,

then that must be highlighted. If a witness is thus "discredited," this

does not prevent us from finding elements of truth in his/her statements,

which, we repeat, in our opinion are deformed by propaganda.

This methodical approach is certainly arguable, but the alternative is

far worse: it would consist in presupposing the reality of the "gas

chambers" together with the necessary a priori assumption of the au-

thenticity of the testimonies and the resulting ridiculous efforts by My-
ers and his ilk to "explain" the absurdities and contradictions with

which these are riddled. Accordingly, "direct" witness would initially

have recounted senseless propaganda stories, only to later tell the

"truth." The "rumors" reported by the "indirect" witnesses were picked

up by them inside the camps, or communicated to them by "direct wit-

nesses," or else were the result of a vulgar propaganda operation carried

out by "indirect" witnesses - but what would have been the point of

that, if they were actually real "direct" witnesses who knew the "truth"?

[36] "An example ofhow desperate Revisionist researchers are in sup-

port of evidence for their resettlement thesis, Mattogno is even forced to

use the mission of Kurt Gerstein, perhaps the witness most discussed and

criticized by deniers for his description of the Reinhard exterminations. In
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Treblinka, Gerstein is referred to in support of delousing at the three

camps, although Mattogno does so without referencing his testimony

(which also does not even hint at an alleged delousing function of the

camps). Indeed, Mattogno can only cite very weak circumstantial evidence

(Gerstein was an expert in disinfection), which he considers sufficient

enough to conclude that Gerstein 's August 1942 mission served a hygienic

purpose; why, if Gerstein wentfor hygienic purposes, would he not be sent

to the supposed delousing camps early in their operation (he arrived in

Belzecfive months after the start ofoperations) is not explained. "
(p. 369)

This pseudo-argument only proves Myers's desperation. To expose

his total inconsistency, it is enough to repeat the passage in question in

its general context:^^^"*

"The report ofNovember 15, 1942, adds onefurther important piece of

circumstantial evidence: the boiler room for the production ofsteam, which

makes total sense in a disinfection and delousing facility, but which in an

installation for extermination has no function whatsoever. Steam was in

fact one of the methods at that time for disinfecting and delousing. The Sil-

berschein Report completes the picture of the evidence: directly after their

arrival, the deportees were informed they would be continuing their jour-

ney 'to work in the east. '[...]

It [The Silberschein Report] then says in the report that the Jews were

sent 'into the gas- and ovenchambers ' and were killed there - but why, for

Heaven 's sake, were they ordered to bathe beforehand? The alleged exter-

mination facility, as it is represented in the sketch, is also otherwise reveal-

ing: the building consisted ofa dressing room, a bathing room, a 'room for

testing asphyxiation gases, ' as well as a furnace or oven room, from

whence a railway track led to the cemetery. What purpose, then, did the ov-

ens serve? On the other hand, was not the bathing room identical to the

room for testing asphyxiation gases (why, actually, a 'testing room '?) and

therefore had to be a real bath, through which the deportees walked before

they were lodged in one of the three camps mentioned above? But the

dressing room as well as the ovens are not compatible with the extermina-

tion thesis, and indeed even less so with the version accepted today, for on

the one hand the doomed are supposed to have undressed in the open, and

on the other hand no historian claims that there were crematoria in Tre-

blinka. If one views the entire facilities within another context, a medical-

hygienic one, then the description works out to be a completely logical one.

In afacility, which contains a dressing room and a bathing room, afurnace

(or oven) room can contain nothing other than a delousing furnace, but

then the adjacent room was definitely no 'room for testing asphyxiation

gases, ' but a disinfection/hot-air chamber. (In this connection, it is worth

C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 293f.
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mentioning that the supposed 'extermination camp ' of Chelmno was also

equipped with a delousing furnace.) Such disinfection furnaces were pro-

duced by severalfirms, among them the Topffirm in Erfurt, which installed

two ofthem (with four hot-air chambers) in the central sauna in Birkenau,

as well as thefirm ofH. Kori in Berlin, which produced less well-built ov-

ens. One otherfirm, which produced hot air, steam, and steam/formalin de-

lousing chambers, as well as other similar installations, was the Ing. C.

Klohukowski & Co., located in Warsaw. [...] The structure of the two al-

leged gassing installations, however, which has been accepted by official

historiography, seems to have been more suited to serve as hydrocyanic de-

lousing chambers. In both, the chambers have two doors on the two oppos-

ing sides of the room, so that there is a 'clean ' and 'unclean ' side. In this

connection, the mission of Kurt Gerstein acquires an obvious meaning.

Gerstein was no expert in mass killings, but he was one in thefield ofdisin-

fection, and indeed so well-qualified in such matters that in theforeword to

his book on disinfection published by the Waffen-SS Hygiene Institute, the

SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer d. Res. Walter Dotzer expressed his gratitude to him:

'I should express my thanks to SS-Obersturmfiihrer (F) Dipl. -Ing. [gradu-

ate engineer] Gerstein at this point for his advice in all technical ques-

As I have previously stated, the absurdity of Gerstein's "mission"

pertains to both its "essentiahties" and to its details;^^"''' here 1 simply

noted that, in the context described above, this mission makes more

sense in reference to hygiene than to extermination. This, with a curious

form of schizophrenia, was declared by Gerstein himself, as Globocnik

ordered in Lublin "to disinfect the huge amounts of textile fibers, of

clothing and of shoes which gather in the facilities [die grofien Mengen

Spinnstojfe, Wdsche, Kleidungsstiicke und Schuhe, die in den Anlagen

anfallen, zu desinfiziren]"^^^^ a task perfectly suitable to his quahfica-

tions.

This is a fact which Myers attempts to sweep aside with inane ram-

blings. His bad faith is evident from the fact that he makes no effort to

consider in detail the alternative - that Gerstein's "mission" was related

to extermination. His only mention of this "mission" is his ridiculous

claim that at Lublin "Gerstein referred to statements from Globocnik

(hearsay) regarding the need to "improve the service in our gas cham-

bers, which function on diesel engine exhaust.'" (p. 322, Myers here

quotes PS-1553 from Arad!), thus Globocnik is supposed to have

known of the killing systems in the "extermination camps" via "hear-

Ibid, pp. 126-132, section 'TAe 'Mission' ofKurt Gerstein."

PS-2170,p.3.
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say"! (cf. Chapter 8, point 98). This is all that Myers writes regarding

Gerstein's "mission."

From a exterminationist perspective, it would of course be much
more reasonable, if the task of transforming the operating system of the

alleged "gas chambers" - by introducing hydrogen cyanide in the three

eastern extermination camps - had been entrusted to a specialist from

Auschwitz. Such an expert would obviously not have brought with him

bottles of liquid hydrogen cyanide, but cans of Zyklon B, which could

easily have been procured at the Majdanek camp.

Such issues, of course, completely pass over Myers' rather obtuse

head.

[37] "Mattogno also believes such a trip would explain Rajzman 's indi-

rect hearsay (and incorrect) statement about the use of Zyklon-B at Tre-

blinka, despite thefact that Rajzman was criticized in Treblinkafor exhibit-

ing 'hopeless confusion, ' and testifying to things that were 'pure fantasy.
'

"

(p. 369)

In the context described by me above, right after mentioning Ger-

stein's "mission," I observed: "This furnishes an uncontrived explana-

tion for Samuel Rajzman's reference to ''Cyklon-Gas" - Zyklon B gas -

in Treblinka"^^^^ Now, there is no doubt that Rajzman's claim regarding

"chlorine gas and Cyklon gas [Chlor-Gas und Cyklon-Gas]" is "pure

fantasy" both from the revisionist and the exterminationist viewpoint.

So wherein lies the problem that I try to give the most logical explana-

tion for it?

[38] "Another prime example of the distorted interpretation ofMGK
can be seen in their treatment of the testimony by Judith Eliazer. Eliazer's

testimony is quoted asfollows:

'On 10 March 1942 we went directly from Westerbork to Sobibor,

where we arrived on 13 or 15 March. There we were selected. Thirty girls

and 44 men were taken out. The remainder were gassed and burned. (We

have seen that the others were moved away in tilting trolleys. They may
have been dumped into pits.) Sobibor was not a camp. It was a transit

camp .
' (Mattogno 's emphasis) .

For Mattogno, since Eliazer 'saw neither gas chambers nor crema-

tions, ' and was sent to other concentration camps after her selection at So-

bibor, her experience can only be understood ifSobibor served as a transit

camp. Such a conclusion is obviously a non sequitur, as Eliazer did not ex-

perience the fate ofother deportees to the camp; Eliazer was not even sub-

jected to hygienic measures in the camp (which Sobibor allegedly had, ac-

cording to MGK) prior to being sent on to other concentration camps.

Ibid., p. 294.
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MGK also hand wave Eliazer's statement on thefate of those Jews not se-

lected out ofthe transport ('the remainder were gassed and burned'), with-

out providing any additional evidence to show anotherfate. The distortion

ofEliazer 's testimony by MGK does not move their notion ofa transit camp

forward at all." (p. 370)

As is his habit, Myers provides another "example of the distorted in-

terpretation," isolating the quote from the context of the paragraphs in

which it appears. In this case the discussion regards the question wheth-

er the "baths" of Sobibor were "disguised" to look as such, or whetehr

they were actual baths misrepresented as killing facilities by propagan-

da. Before Eliazar's testimony, we mention that by Jan Piwohski, who
reported that "an SS man addressed the crowd at the camp stating that

'now you have arrived at Sobibor, this is a transit station; so now, you

are going to pass through a series of high pressure sanitary systems, you

will then be directed to areas where you will set yourselves up perma-

nently and work,' which reminds us of an installation for the production

of steam used for disinfection and/or disinfestation. In any case, it is a

known fact that real showers and disinfestation facilities were claimed

by Holocaust propaganda immediately after the war to have been mere-

ly fictitious installations designed to fool the victims." Later on we
mention Himmler's letter dated 5 July 1943, in which Sobibor is explic-

itly defined as a ''Durchgangslager"^^^^ (transit camp); thus the witness

statements in question are confirmed by docxmientary evidence.

[39] "In Sobibor, there are more such examples ofMattogno 's inverted

interpretation ofwitness statements, in more certain terms:

'It is afact that thefirst descriptions ofthe alleged extermination facili-

ties given by the witnesses resemble more closely actual sanitary installa-

tions (showers and disinfestations) than homicidal gas chambers '.

In Treblinka, Mattogno noted that ifone assumed the reality ofa transit

camp (a matter ofbelief), then witness statements could be also be seen in a

similar light.

In Sobibor, however, this connection becomes a certainty ('it is afact').

This 'fact' can only be accepted by a backward treatment of testimony, in

which any details regarding the Nazi technique to deceive their victims are

taken as real (without evidence) and the rest of the statements which refer

to exterminations are ignored or discarded. " (p. 370)

This is another example of Myers's "inverted interpretation," and a

rather stupid example at that, because it is contradicted by the provided

quote itself It shows clearly that the phrase "it is a fact" refers to the

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 287f.
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fact that the description of the "bath" provided by the witnesses fits real

baths better than extermination facilities. I have summarized this obser-

vation at the beginning of the relevant chapter as foUows:^^^'

"As we have seen in chapter 4, the witnesses have described the alleged

gas chambers of Sobibor as fake baths, but faked in such a way that they

could have been real: "At first glance, everything looks as a bath should

look -faucetsfor hot and cold water, basins to wash in " (Pechersky, see p.

70); "The bath was arranged as if it were really a place to wash (faucets

for the shower, a pleasant environment)" (Feldhendler, see p. 71) and

"everyone would be given a piece ofsoap. " (Razgonayev, see note 283)
"

In point 35 1 have already dwelt on our hypothesis 's motivation and

on the absurdity of the contrary. Myers's position is "a matter of belief

'

much more than ours, because it is in conflict with archeological sur-

veys and with material impossibilities. For what concerns the "Nazi

technique to deceive their victims are taken as real," this statement of

his is also "without evidence."

[40] "One victim of such a dishonest interpretation is Ukrainian

Wachmann Mikhail Razgonaiev, who is criticized several times in Sobibor

for his testimony regarding exterminations at Sobibor, but is quotedfor his

statement that 'everyone would be given a piece ofsoap.
'

"

After quoting This testimony's passage in which the sentence in

question appears, Myers concludes:

"Thus, in the sentence immediatelyfollowing the phrase quoted by Mat-

togno, Razgonaiev noted the ultimatefate ofthe deportees. Elsewhere in his

testimony, Razgonaiev also specifically connected the soap to an effort by

the camp administrators to 'ensure security in performance of the extermi-

nation. ' One can clearly see how deluded MGK are if they think

Razgonaiev 's testimony (given in 1948) more closely describes sanitary in-

stallations than a death camp. "
(p. 371)

In one of our critiques we presented a long description by this wit-

ness of the killing installations, a long quotation of 31 lines.^^''" We also

found that the witness had stated that the camp had an area of 2 to 3

square kilometers,^^'*' something which Myers would regard as a "mis-

take," and finally we mentioned him in the context of the contradictory

dates assigned by various witnesses to the beginning of cremations.^^"*^

In addition to what I have already explained in point 35, Myers's blatant

hypocrisy requires further clarification. A dishonest treatment of the

p. 283.

Ibid., pp. 265f.

Ibid.,p. 105.

Ibid., p. 116.
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testimonies on our part would be concealing what they said about the

"gas chambers," presenting only those statements that are compatible

with real baths. In this case, we would have "distorted" the testimony of

Razgonaiev if we had mentioned only "his statement that 'everyone

would be given a piece of soap,'" but instead we also presented his de-

scription of the "gas chambers." This applies also to the other witnesses.

Because, as we see it, these testimonies are afflicted by propagandistic

distortions already in their original form, our attempt, which Myers ob-

tusely calls "distortion," to shed light on the truths buried in their con-

tents, is in reality a form of benevolent correction.

[41] Myers return once more to Pechersky:

"Pechersky makes an odd source of evidence for Revisionists, as he is

among one ofthe most targeted survivors for supposedly alleging a fanci-

ful' method ofmurder. Mattogno attributes a description of the gas cham-

bers with the appearance ofa bath house, with faucets and wash basins, to

Pechersky. Instead, as pointed out earlier, Pechersky is only quoting an

'old time inmate, ' who learned his information from other discussions with

camp inmates. "
(pp. 371-372)

This is as usual a silly lie from Myers. As explained in point 25

above, I never stated that Pechersky had "directly" witnessed the killing

system described by him. Moreover, Myers has also distorted the mean-

ing of the sentence of my book on Belzec, cited above, in which the ad-

jective "fanciful" appears:

"In 1946, witnesses imputed even more fanciful methods ofmurder to

the Sobibor extermination facilities; Alexander Pechersky depicts them as

follows:...

"

Now, it is a fact that "Alexander Pechersky depicts''' the fantastic

scene mentioned above, and it is also a fact that I did not vwite that "Al-

exander Pechersky saw"^ this scene.

[42] "Similar such hearsay statements about the deceptive "bath " qual-

ities of the gas chamber are also quoted by Mattogno along with

Pechersky, such as Leon Feldhendler, who never worked in the extermina-

tion area. " (p. 372)

The witness in question stated as follows i^^"^^

"The bath was arranged as if it were really a place to wash (faucets for

the shower, a pleasant environment). The baths were places for gassingfsj

[gazowniami]. Five hundred persons were gassed simultaneously. Some-

times, a stream of chlorine would be released, [czasem puszczano prqd

chlorku] they were always trying out other gases
"

Ibid., p. 71.
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The fact that Feldhendler "never worked in the extermination area"

does not aher the character of this propagandistic he. Myers, I repeat,

should rather explain who created and propagated such lies inside the

camp, and why.

[43] Myers next rages against Jean-Claude Pressac, who made him-

self guilty of proposing the hypothesis, cited by us, "that Belzec, Sobib-

6r, and Treblinka originally served as delousing and transit installations

until mid- 1942," and subsequently attemps to discredit him as a scholar.

According to Myers, he "was not as reliable on topics outside of his

work on Auschwitz-Birkenau," and as a consequence "Pressac's base-

less and faulty take on the Aktion Reinhard camps, in which he inverts

witness statements and reports to fit a delousing operation, cannot help

the credibility of MGK's approach, which extends Pressac's conjecture

to, essentially, all witnesses." (p. 372). It is truly staggering to see how
these ignorant fundamentalists, these plagiarist amateurs elevate them-

selves to judges of all scholars and presume to hand down sentences of

"reliability" or "luireliability" depending on whether or not the person

in question agrees with their theses. Such an arrogance is both silly and

childish.

[44] Next follows a long and silly discussion about our interpretation

of the ovens mentioned by the witness Kozak, which Myers present

thusly:

"Perhaps the most blatantly hypocritical use of witness testimony by

MGK concerns Stanislaw Kozak. "
(p. 372)

The fundamental problem is this: What function did these ovens

serve in "gas chambers" using the exhaust gas from an engine? Myers,

needless to say, carefully avoids answering this question. Our discus-

sion, badly misrepresented by Myers, focuses on this question: Since

there exists no connection between ovens and "gas chambers," but on

the other hand there exists a connection between ovens and disinfection

facilities, we have developed the above-mentioned hypothesis, which is

made more likely by the fact that, when the witness speaks of "water

pipes," he specifies "it is to be assumed that the elbowed pipes were lat-

er connected to the ovens."^^"*"* We have therefore proposed the hypoth-

esis that these were ''Heifiluftentwesungsofen," hot air disinfestation ov-

ens, while noting generally that "ovens" and "water pipes" makes much
more sense in a context of disinfection than in one of extermination, as

Ibid., p. 254.
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is also the case with the "steam chambers" of Treblinka.^^"^^

Myers asserts that this hypothesis about hot air disinfestation ovens

"is extremely weak, for not only does it lack evidence, but at the time

that the Aktion Reinhard camps were built and established, camp clothing

delousing facilities overwhelmingly employed HCN (Hydrogen Cyanide,

poison found in Zyklon-B); hot-air and steam facilities were extremely lim-

ited at this time, and were even shunned by the SS hierarchy. According to

a March 11, 1942 order from the SS Budget and Construction Office

(WVHA), overriding an earlier ban on the use of HCN for delousing

measures, actions were to be taken to ensure the 'conversion of all delous-

ing facilities to operate with HCN, ' and specifically that 'delousing by

means of hot air or hot steam is only permissible insofar as they involve

temporary installations, in which the necessary safety for the handling of

HCN is not assured. "'
(p. 374)

I am not in possession of this document and cannot confirm that the

report of Myers reflects its contents. Myers, however, forgets one detail

that is certainly not irrelevant: that Kozak began his work at Belzec on 1

November 1941 and completed it on 22 December the same year.^^'*^ At

this point in time a certain other directive was still in force, namely that

issued on 5 June 1940 by the head of Office II - Construction (Amtll-

Bauten) of the Main Office Budget and Construction (Hauptamt

Haushalt und Bauten), SS-OberJiihrer Hans Kammler, which had as its

subject "Delousing facilities" ("Entlausungsanlage") and was directed

at the SS-Neubauleitung Auschwitz. The directive begins as follows:^^"*^

"Nach weitgehendster Einsparung von Eisen, Dichtungsstoffen Fachar-

beitern usw. sind kiinftig keine Blausdure, sondern Heizluftentlausungs-

anstalten [sic] zu hauen (Chef der Heeresriistung und Befehlshaber des

Ersatzheeres)
"

"Following extensive savings on iron, sealing materials, skilled labor

etc., hot-air delousingfacilities are henceforth to be built instead ofdelous-

ing facilities utilizing hydrogen cyanide (Chief of Army Equipment and

Commander ofthe Replacement Army.)
"

The final part in parentheses shows that this was a communication to

the relevant officials at Auschwitz of a regulation of general character,

which thus may have been valid also for Belzec.

As already explained above, Myers is completely at a loss to explain

what function the "ovens" and "water pipes" would have served in "gas

Ibid.,^. 286.

Protocol of the witness interrogation of S. Kozak on 14 October 1945. ZStL, 8AR-Z 252/59,

pp. 1129f

RGVA, 502-1-333, p. 145.
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chambers" operating with the exhaust gases of an engine, and therefore

he can only resort to this usual loophole - discrediting the witness:

"Kozak's statement on the presence of ovens at Belzec is a feature not

corroborated by any other witness who tookpart in the construction of the

Reinhard gas chambers, including those at Belzec. It also does notfit with

the wider array ofevidencefor the Reinhard camps, which has been show-

cased in this critique. Yet MGK prefer to cling onto such anomalies, and

disregard or dismiss otherfeatures which have been corroborated by mul-

tiple sources and witnesses, such as homicidal gassings. MGK to rely upon

a witness who they criticize elsewhere in their work, making no explanation

for the contradictory treatment. "
(pp. 374-375)

It is true that Kozak's testimony on the "ovens" and "water pipes" is

unique, and that it is not "corroborated by any other witness," but it is a

"direct" testimony, and moreover the testimony of a person who himself

carried out the installation of these ovens:^^"*^

"In jedem von den drei Teilen der erwdhnten Baracke haben wir Ofen

mitje 250 kg Gewicht aufgestellt.
"

"In each of the three parts of the above-mentioned barrack we set up

ovens weighing about 250 kilograms.

"

Thus Myers dismisses a preeminent testimony as a mere "anomaly,"

attempting so to hypocritically discredit it while accusing us in turn of

hypocrisy!

Myers's treatment of testimonies is nothing short of amazing:

Whereas an anonymous eyewitness who makes a declaration some sixty

years after the event (the use of threshing machines at Belzec) and

whose statement is not confirmed by any other witnesses is considered

reliable, an identified eyewitness (Kozak) who left his statement four

years after the event (the installation of ovens at Belzec), likewise un-

confirmed by other witnesses, is declared to be unreliable!

As for Myers objections regarding the diary of Herman Kruk (pp.

375-378), Thomas Kues responds to these in Chapter 7, section 7.4.4.

[45] The final section of this chapter bears the title "Witness Con-

vergences."

"As has already been or will soon be covered in other areas of this

work, witnesses agree with documents on the transport of Jews to the

camps, ofthe propertyplunder ofthose deported (and gassed) Jews, and on

the burial and subsequent cremation ofJews in Treblinka. In their falla-

cious attempts to discredit and discard witness testimony (except when it

suits them), MGK are quick to point out that no blueprint or unequivocal

^^^^ Protocol of the witness interrogation of S. Kozak on 14 October 1945. ZStL, 8AR-Z 252/59, p.

1130.
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document exists that mention the gas chambers at the Reinhard camps;

thus, the witnesses are viewed as liars, and their testimony as un-credible.

WhatMGKfail to clearly acknowledge, however, is that the witnesses who

report on the gas chambers also mention things that are corroborated by

documents, or other independent testimonies. " (p. 378)

The fact that the testimonies agree on "essential" matters regarding

deportations, confiscation of property and cremations does not render

them credible in this aspect, partly because these parts mostly are de-

velopments of literary themes found in the propaganda, partly because

the "details" contradict each other on almost everything. What makes

them unreliable is not only the absolute lack of documents concerning

the "gas chambers" and extermination, but also the technical-practical

impossibilities surrounding the burials and cremations, as vv^e shall see

later.

The argument that the testimonies are credible because, in addition

to being "consistent," they are "corroborated by documents" is rather

childish, because the points that are thus "corroborated" have nothing to

do w^ith the "gas chambers" or the alleged extermination, starting with

the famous prisoner revolt:

"The fundamental point is that the witnesses recalled and detailed the

Sobibor revolt and escape (often a crucial part in their testimony), which is

substantiated and verified by several contemporary documents. "
(p. 379)

Here "the fundamental point" is that this event does not prove that

Sobibor functioned as an extermination camp, just as is the case with all

testimonies and documents regarding the revolt.

"Another documented event in the history ofthe Aktion Reinhard camps

is a February 1943 visit by Himmler to Sobibor, a visit heavily reported by

witnesses in the camp. " (p. 379)

Even this "convergence" of testimonies (which in fact place the visit

on different and conflicting dates), however, does not prove that Sobib-

or was an extermination camp. That Jiirgen Graf mentioned the month

of March instead of the exact date of 12 February 1943 (pp. 379-380) is

nothing but a simple oversight.

[46] Myers next accuses us of not having examined the aspects of

the testimonies "outside of the gas chambers and burials/cremations,"

calling this a "fixation on such a limited aspect." (p. 380). As usual, this

objection is completely senseless, because the entire "gas chamber" sto-

ry rests exclusively on testimonies, so that it is clear that the critical

analysis should focus primarily on what the testimonies have to say on

the alleged extermination procedure. As stressed above, the conver-

gence of testimonies does not at all guarantee their veracity, let alone
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convergence on issues regarding details! Myers cites the example of

Max Biala, "who was stabbed by an inmate during a selection that Bi-

alas was conducting of new and old arrivals to the camp." (p. 380).

While mentioning several witnesses who told this story (p. 380), Myers

does not provide a single document on the death of Biala or his killing

under circumstances such as those described. Such sources are of course

basically irrelevant, because even if this alleged event really took place,

how would it prove that Treblinka was an extermination camp? This

anecdote is similar to that regarding the killing at Auschwitz of SS-

Unterschafuhrer Josef Schillinger by a Jewish detainee: also in this case

we have testimonies (but no documents) that are more or less in agree-

ment with each other, but does this demonstrate that homicidal "gas

chambers" existed at Auschwitz which were used to exterminate Jews?

Myers obviously does not realize how silly his own arguments are.

[47] Here, finally, is another whopper of the same caliber:

"In their accounts, the camp witnesses also identify many of the offi-

cials and camp guards that participated in Aktion Reinhard. One of those

identified was SS-Oberscharfiihrer Karl Franz, deputy commandant of Tre-

blinka, who was sometimes referred to as 'the doll' by the inmates due to

his innocent lookingfacial features. Franz 's presence was reported by nu-

merous witnesses , and is also recorded in Nazi documents related to the

camp. Otherfigures that were spoken ofby witnesses include Karl Ludwig,

August Miete, Fritz Kiittner, and Herbert Floss among such officials.
"

(p.

381)

Myers's stupidity here is simply grotesque: this is like saying that,

because ex-prisoners could "identify many of the officials and camp

guards" of Auschwitz, starting with Hoss, this was an extermination

camp!

This chapter, together with the previous one, deals the final blow to

the thesis of the Eastern "extermination camps." Myers's method, as

clumsy and misleading as it gets, excludes from the outset the possibil-

ity of correct treatment of witness testimonies. To this he adds his pro-

verbial dishonesty, unashamed plagiarism, and hypocrisy, when not be-

ing reduced to making argument-fi-ee, frustrated objections to our own
arguments. Losing himself in sophistries relating to subtle distinctions,

he proves not only unable to accomplish his critical task, but also fails

to present anything constructive at all: his arguments are false, mislead-

ing or inconsistent and the only "convergence" he is able to show is one

of his foremost qualities: dishonesty, hypocrisy and bad faith.
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10.2. Thomas Kues's Response

1 0.2. 1 . Myers's "Minor Anomalies": the Example of Rudolf

Hoss

According to Jason Myers, our criticism of eyewitness testimony

about the alleged gas chambers amoxmts to "anomaly hunting" resulting

merely in "the discovery of minor anomalies" which in turn "only

amount to logical non-sequiturs," which we then supposedly grossly

exaggerate "in order to discard inconvenient evidence." (p. 348). Myers

subsequently brings up my comment on Auschwitz commandant Rudolf

HoB's statements on his supposed visit to Treblinka (p. 349):

"Kues repeats this fallacy by quoting Butz 's dictum that 'These are

simply the sorts of contradictions that one should expect to emergefrom a

pack of lies, ' but Kues offers no basis for inferring lies rather than errors

from the evidence he cites. Nowhere in their works have MGK detailed the

origins of this contradictory 'pack of lies. ' Ironically, the divergences on

minor details in witness statements that MGKpoint out (which, as we have

shown are to be expected with witness testimony) help to show their con-

sistency with authenticity and truth. If the testimonies cited by MGK were

coerced or scripted, one would expect consistency, not contradiction.

"

But do the problems with, for example, HoB's statements really

amount to "minor anomalies" which in the end only "help to show their

consistency with authenticity and truth"? In the 2008 article referred

to^'"*' I compared six accounts left by H66 with regard to his alleged vis-

it to the Treblinka "extermination camp." These accounts all date from

the period 1946-1947, i.e. only a few years after the alleged event. As I

demonsfrate, H66 manages to contradict himself, the official version of

events and also documented historical facts on several crucial points.

Here a brief summary will suffice:

In the affidavit PS-3868 H6B writes that "three other extermination

camps: Belzek, Treblinka, and Wolzek [sic]" existed already in June

1941, whereas Treblinka was opened in July 1942, and Belzec and So-

bibor opened in March and May of that same year, respectively.

Since the chronological framework indicated or imphed in the H6B
accounts - namely that the visit took place sometime during the latter

half of 1941 - is obviously impossible, exterminationists have interpret-

ed it as taking place in reality at some point between late July and Sep-

tember 1942. Such a dating, however, leads only to fiirther contradic-

tions.

Thomas Kues, "On RudolfHoss alleged visit to Treblinka," www.codoh.com/node/652
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In two of the accounts the number of gas chambers is specified as 10

(no nxunber is given in the other accounts). Yet according to the official

version of events, Treblinka only had 3 gas chambers until mid-October

1 942, when a new building housing 1 0 chambers was allegedly inaugu-

rated. H6B, however, maintained that he had visited the camp during the

period when "the action in connection with the Warsaw Ghetto was in

progress." The large-scale evacuation of Warsaw Jews to Treblinka

took place between 22 July and 28 August 1942, with a brief renewal of

transports between 3 and 12 September 1942. Accordingly, H66 ought

to have seen only three gas chambers, if any.

In PS-3868 H66 writes that the (unnamed) commandant of Treblinka

informed him that he had "liquidated 80,000 [Jews] in the course of one

half year." If we assume that the visit actually took place half a year af-

ter the opening of Treblinka, then the timeframe of HoB's visit would be

December 1942 to January 1943, not late summer to early autumn 1942.

The Hofle document shows that 713,555 Jews had been deported to

Treblinka by the end of 1942, i.e. 9 times the number supposedly men-

tioned to H66 by the nameless Treblinka commandant. The documenta-

tion of the Warsaw Jewish Council shows that nearly 200,000 Jews had

been deported to Treblinka fi-om that city alone by the end of August

1942; the number of 80,000 deportees had already been reached on 3

August 1942.^^^" But if HoB's visit instead took place in August 1942,

then he couldn't have observed the victims being led to a building with

ten gas chambers (which he claims to have inspected, not only viewed

from afar, as he stated to the Nuremberg psychologist Goldensohn that

he had "inspected the extermination chambers there"). It must be

stressed that the commandant of Treblinka would have had no reason to

drastically underestimate the number of alleged Treblinka victims -

fi-om an exterminationist viewpoint rather the opposite should be ex-

pected.

H66 told Goldensohn that each of the gas chambers was about the

size of his Nuremberg detention cell, which the latter informs us meas-

ured "approximately eight feet by eleven feet," i.e. approximately 2.5 x

3.5 meters or 8.75 square meters. Yet H6B also claimed that "about two

hundred people were shoved in at one time" in each chamber. This cor-

responds to 23 victims per square meter! According to the official ver-

sion of events (based on the verdict of the Diisseldorf Treblinka trial)

the gas chambers in the old building measured 4 x 4 m while those of

Cf. C. Mattogno, J. Graf, Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 275f.
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the new building measured 4 x 8 m. While the size of the first gas

chambers - of which, as mentioned, there were ostensibly three, not ten

- could possibly be conflated with that of HoB's prison cell, this is ob-

viously impossible in the case of the new ones (which according to Ar-

ad could hold 380 victims each, i.e. almost twice the number estimated

by H6B).

H6B claimed that "there were no peek-holes" in the Treblinka gas

chamber doors, yet according to exterminationist historiography, each

door "contained a small glass window, through which the SS men and

Ukrainians checked to see what was happening and ascertained whether

the victims were already dead."^^''

In the Goldensohn interview and in his memoirs, H6B stated that the

gas chamber victims at the time of his visit were burned outdoors in

ditches or on "racks made of rails." Mainstream historiography dates

the commencement of cremations at Treblinka to March 1943, whereas

the earliest date mentioned by a Treblinka witness (Glazar) is Novem-

ber 1942. Thus HoB's description is irreconcilable with a dating of the

visit between July and September 1942.

In the pre-trial interrogation H6B claimed that the victims had to un-

dress before they were put into the gas chambers, but in the memoirs it

is stated that they entered the chambers still dressed (something which

no other Treblinka witness has ever asserted).

In his pretrial interrogation as well as in his memoirs H6B stated that

the building housing the gas chambers at Treblinka was located "imme-

diately by the side of the railway tracks" so that the victims could be

"unloaded right into the chamber." All other sources maintain that the

gas chamber building was located at least some 100 m east of the rail-

way tracks.

A common feature of the H6B accounts is that Treblinka is portrayed

as a less than efficient murder factory, whereas Auschwitz with its

crematories and alleged Zyklon B gas chambers is described as a con-

siderable improvement upon the system of mass murder supposedly

employed in the Reinhardt camps. The current official version of

events, however, maintain that more than 800,000 Jews were killed in

Treblinka within little more than a year - the vast majority of them ac-

tually within the space of less than half a year - whereas at Auschwitz

some 800,000 to 900,000 Jews are claimed to have been gassed in the

period from summer 1942 to October 1944. This of course makes Tre-

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 120.
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blinka the vastly more efficient "extermination camp." HoB's descrip-

tion is easily explainable, though, in view of the vastly exaggerated

propagandistic victim figures ascribed by him to Auschwitz, something

which in turn serves to demonstrate that HoB's statements on Treblinka

are influenced by Soviet/Allied atrocity propaganda.

Can any sane person honestly file away the above listed incongrui-

ties in the statements of H6B as "minor anomalies" or "logical non-

sequiturs," or for that matter assert in good faith that I have "no basis

for inferring lies rather than errors" in this case? Do said incongruities

merely help to show the witness statements' "consistency with authen-

ticity and truth," or do they in fact warrant my quotation fi-om Butz that

"These are simply the sorts of contradictions that one should expect to

emerge fi-om a pack of lies." I leave this for my readers to decide.

10.2.2. False Confessions by Defendants during Trials

On page 352 Myers criticizes my reference to Gisli Gu6j6nsson's re-

search on false confessions:

"What Kues cannot cite, and what is regarded as important among

Gudjonsson, is a retraction of such a false confession by perpetrator wit-

nesses and defendants. Kues also leaves out Gudjonsson 's discussion ofan

empirical study for false confessions in Iceland (at an estimated rate of

false confession per interrogation below 1%), which found thatjust 7% of

all offences falsely confessed to were violent. The Iceland study alsofound

that the overwhelming majority offalse confessors were under the age of

21. None of this information supports Kues' hope (never declared, but

simply suggested) that hundreds ofNaziperpetrators and auxiliariesfalsely

confessed to extremely violent crimes across the globefor several decades,

and the overwhelming majority ofwhom never bothered to retract them, in

public or private.

"

It must first be pointed out here that it is misleading to claim that

many or most of the "Nazi perpetrators and auxiliaries" admitted to "ex-

tremely violent crimes," as in virtually every case the defendant admit-

ted only to complicity in murder {Beihilfe zum Mord). Very rarely do

we find alleged perpetrators confess to committing atrocities on their

own initiative, or even to direct involvement in killings; when the latter

is the case within the context of the Reinhardt camps, it frequently con-

cerns the killing of sick or infirm deportees and inmates, killings which

may very well have a background in reality.

What Myers blatantly ignores in his critique is the context in which

the confessions were made: the Icelanders surveyed by Gudjonsson
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were not members of a vanquished, universally reviled political organi-

zation, their guilt, regardless of size, was not assumed a priori, and most

importantly, if they wished to retract their confessions, there would be a

reasonable chance that this plea of innocence was heard, rather than ig-

nored or even silenced. The situation in which the SS men confessing to

gas chamber mass murders found themselves was very much the oppo-

site of this. It can be compared, as was done by Robert Faurisson al-

ready decades ago, to the atmosphere of the medieval witch trials, alt-

hough in a more modem, ostensibly humane and subtle guise. And in

contrast to what many people might assume, the confessions of the al-

leged witches, warlocks and heretics were far from always involuntary,

as described by historian Richard Kieckhefer:^^^^

"Still, many subjects confessed even without torture. Indeed, there are

known instances in which it is clear that subjects admitted their witchcraft

before they were coerced in anyphysical way. In two trials in the diocese of

Lausanne in 1461, the subjects confessed freely to having venerated the

devil, and it was only afterwards that one of the judges demanded the ap-

plication of torture to ensure that these confessions were accurate and

complete. [...] Sustained imprisonment was sometimes effective as induce-

ment to confession. In one trialfor heresy at Eichstdtt, in 1381, the heretic

claimed that he would never admit guilt, even if heaven and earth poured

forth bloody tears, and even if his body were pulverized, burned, or un-

nerved; but eight days in prison sufficed to convince him that he had been

led astray by an evil spirit [...] More common was the procedure recom-

mended in the Malleus maleficarum, ofpromising a subject mercy if she

confessed her guilt. [...]/« a well known trial at Arras in the mid-fifteenth

century, subjects were falsely promised minor penances if they confessed,

but threatened with death if they refused to incriminate themselves. When

they admitted their guilt the judges shocked them by releasing them to the

secular courtfor burning. Likewise in one of the trials of 1461 in the dio-

cese ofLausanne the subject's initial confessions came 'voluntarily' when

the bishop promised merciful treatment. The promise was not necessarily

deceitful. Two subjects in the diocese ofLausanne were allowed to abjure

their 'heresy ' and receive penance.
"

The similarity to the treatment of the defendants in the various holo-

caust trials is striking: in addition to probable or confirmed cases of tor-

ture (such as Rudolf H6B), many confessed after being "promised mer-

cy," that is, it was imphcitly understood that they could get away with

lenient sentences if they corroborated the official version of events be-

^^'^ Richard Kieckhefer, European Witch Trials: Their Foundations in Popular and Learned Cul-

fwre, 1300-1500, University of California Press, Berkeley/Los Angeles 1976, pp. 89f.
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fore the court, or "threatened with death," that is, threatened with life in

prison or possibly even extradition to countries where they could face a

death sentence. As has already has been pointed out, the majority of the

defendants who stood trial for involvement in alleged gas chamber mass

murders did indeed receive sentences that were astonishingly lenient in

view of the number of murders to which they were found complicit

(frequently only a few years). The argument that the defendants in the

holocaust trials, in contrast to the defendants in the witch trials, would

have had the opportunity to freely retract their confessions once/if they

returned to freedom does not hold water, considering not only the ef-

fects of thought crime laws, possible political police surveillance and a

surrounding society universally convinced of the reality of the "gas

chambers," but also the fear which these released men would have to

face of the possibility that they might be dragged back to prison based

on further accusations from the "survivors." Then there is of course also

the possibility that in some cases these former camp guards came to be-

heve in the reality of the accusations and suffered from "false memory
syndrome," or that they came to believe that their co-accused were

guilty of crimes which in reality never happened.

What Kieckhefer has to say on the contents of the witch trial "con-

fessions" is also well worth noting:^^^^

"Information extracted under coercion could derive from variety of

sources. Some kinds of confession were no doubt true, even ifmade under

torture. Others might be purely imaginary. Still others might be created

from popular notions ofwhat sorcerers or witches (or other criminals) did.

But there was a special tool that was likely to mold the suspect's confes-

sions in accordance with the judges ' ideas: the interrogatory. Such lists of

leading questions were included in all extensive inquisitorial manuals, and

when they were not readily at hand they could easily be assembled either

fro the information in demonological literature orfrom confessions ofear-

lier subjects. [...]

Herbert Grundmann has shown the effect that employment ofinterroga-

tories had in trials for heresy, in which the words attributed to one heretic

might be drawn verbatim from the trial ofanother heretic, or from a papal

document condemning heterodox belief. These techniques suffice to explain

the common elements in witches' confessions. The individual features that

sometimes occur are likewise entirely comprehensible: once the leading

question was posed the subject was free to interject specific details as

needed, and to embellish upon the basic story that the question had sug-

Ibid., pp. 90f.
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gested.

"

The "popular notions" about " sorcerers or witches" correspond in

the holocaust trial context to atrocity propaganda, pubHshed or un-

pubHshed "eyewitness testimonies" and news reports on "death camps"

and "gas chambers," while the "interrogatories" does not necessarily

correspond to leading questions, although such were undoubtedly used

in some cases (such as that of Hans Aumeier), but rather to an a priori

determined basic "truth" about the "extermination camps" set down in

the court indictments, the reports on the "extermination" declared as

common knowledge at the Nuremberg trial, former testimonies, and

other documents. That in turn the defendants were able to embellish

their testimonies with additional details is hardly surprising, considering

that they had common or individual real experiences from the camp to

draw on in this regard.

Another comparison may be drawn to a recent judicial scandal in

Sweden. In the 1990s, Sture Bergwall alias Thomas Quick, a psychiatric

patient, confessed during therapy to having committed no fewer than 33

murders in Sweden and Norway between the mid-60s and the early 90s.

In court, where the defendant's lawyer did nothing to defend his client

or question the prosecutor's case, and the sessions were transformed in-

to retellings of horror stories and bizarre explications on the defendant's

supposedly repressed childhood memories (of torture and child murders

allegedly committed by his own parents!), Bergwall was found guilty of

eight murders, despite the conspicuous lack in all cases of any evidence

beside the supposed perpetrator's confessions. In the Swedish press,

Bergwall was invariably portrayed as the worst serial killer in Swedish

history, and for many years anyone who pubhcly voiced skepticism

with regard to Bergwall's guih was apt to be dismissed as a conspiracy

theorist. How, in a democratic state under the rule of law, could some-

one have been innocently convicted of eight murders - murders to

which moreover the defendant had confessed voluntarily? The mere no-

tion seemed ridiculous to most people.

In the early 2000s, Bergwall stopped his murder confessions and re-

treated into silence. In 2008, investigative journalist Hannes Rastam

met with Bergwall, who confided in him that he had made up his con-

fessions, partly motivated by search for notoriety, partly because of the

unrestricted access to addictive psychotropic medication given to him as

"reward" for continuing with his "confessional therapy." Rastam now
started digging through the vast mass of investigation and court material

on Bergwall, slowly revealing the scandalous truth: Not only was
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Bergwall's statement on the use of drugs as reward true, but the interro-

gators, psychiatrists and prosecutors had fed the defendant with leading

questions and "guidance" in connection with interrogations and crime

scene visits, allowed the defendant to retract previous statements incon-

gruent with known facts about the crimes and crime victims, buried "in-

convenient" expert reports, withheld important information from judges

and juries, and refrained from checking possible alibis as well as from

questioning a number of crucial witnesses. Even more incredibly,

Bergwall had been able, during generous leaves from the psychiatric in-

stitute where he was detained, to look up details on the murders in old

newspapers at the National library in Stockholm. Some of the dead

people who Bergwall claimed to have murdered turned out to have oth-

er suspected killers against which there existed real evidence, or to Hke-

ly have been victims of accidents, or to even be alive. Also Bergwall's

grotesque claims about his parents turned out to be mere fantasies.

Through this extraordinary miscarriage of justice, a group of judiciary

and psychiatrists had managed to "solve" a number of crimes, thereby

furthering their ovm carreers. It goes without saying that the revelation

of the truth behind the "serial killer" caused public outcry and demands

for an investigative commissions. So far Sture Bergwall has been ac-

quitted of five out of eight murder convictions, to no small degree

thanks to the late Hannes Rastam's investigative efforts.

Like Bergwall, the defendants in the holocaust trials focusing on the

"extermination camps" were convicted in the absence of any technical

evidence, based on witness statements alone. As with Bergwall, their

confessions were rewarded (with often extremely lenient sentences).

Like Bergwall's defense, the lawyers of the SS men did little or nothing

in way of critically dissecting the overall charges and never brought up

the issue of technical evidence. In both cases the involved judiciary can

be said to have worked within a system that was actually outside of or-

dinary law, and for ulterior or opportunistic goals. Also in both cases,

the defendants were essentially free to change essential parts of their

confessions without hardly anyone pointing this out during the course

of investigation or in court, and there (evidently) existed no real check

on whether the defendants could have derived parts of their "confes-

sions" from outside sources. Luckily there was no real political interests

Hannes Ristam, Pallet Thomas Quick. Att skapa en seriemdrdare (The Thomas Quick case.

How to create a serial killer), Ordfront, Stockholm 2012; "Thomas Quick. Der falsche Mor-

der," Berliner Zeitung, 9 August 2012, online: www.berliner-zeitung.de/panorama/thomas-

quick-der-falsche-moerder, 1 0808334, 1 6837908.html
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involved in the Bergwall case, and while Rastam and those who shared

his opinion on the innocence of the "serial killer" were at first rebuked

and ridiculed by the involved judiciary and their allies in mass media,

their scientific-critical method finally came to prevail. In the case of the

"gas chamber" mass murderers, the use of "judicial notice" of "facts of

common knowledge" {= the existence of the "gas chambers") and the

persecution, prosecution and censorship of skeptics {i.e. revisionists)

have protected the "confessions" of the "perpetrators" (as well as the

statements fi^om self-styled "eyewitnesses") fi-om publicly voiced criti-

cal scrutiny.

10.2.3. Gustav Franz Wagner

According to Myers, I have dishonestly treated statements made by

SS Gustav Franz Wagner (pp. 363-364):

"In Sobibor, Kues argues that SS camp official Gustav Wagner 'ada-

mantly denied the existence of gas chambers at Sobibor. ' He bases this

claim on an article in the newspaper Folha de Sao Paulo on June 6, 1978,

which quoted Wagner stating to the police: 7 never saw any gas chamber

at Sobibor' ('Eu nunca vi nenhuma camara de gas em Sobibor'). However,

Kues has lifted this quote from a series ofreports in which Wagner contra-

dicted this denial with a number of damaging admissions. On May 31,

1978, theJourno de Brazd reported:

'Wagner said: - No Jews were killed at Sobibor. There were other or-

ders - Wagner said to the DOPS (ofSao Paulo) yesterday, shortly before

contradicting himself by saying: 'Stangl did not kill anyone. Those who

killed the Jews came out and they executed the orders, without which we

knew nothing of it. ' New contradiction: 'there were no gas chambers in So-

bibor.
'

The original news source on Wagner's arrest therefore noted contradic-

tions in Wagner's account, which Kues has omitted, such as the obvious

contradiction between 'No Jews were killed at Sobibor' and 'Those who

killed the Jews came out and they executed the orders. ' A similar contra-

diction suppressed by Kues in an article he uses isfrom Per Spiegel, which

noted on the one hand that Wagner claimed 'not a single Jew was killed,

neither by him nor by others. His role in Sobibor was with the production

ofbarracks '; but on other hand quoted this exchange between Wagner and

Szmajzner:

'Wagner... then committed one of his biggest mistakes. 'Yes, yes, I re-

member you well I hadyou taken outfrom the transport, and I have saved

the lives ofyou and your two friends who were goldsmiths. ' 'So, ' said

Szmajzner, 'and my sister, my mother, my father and my brothers? Ifyou
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say you saved my life, then you have indeed known that others had to die.

'

Wagner did not answer.
"'

To begin with, Myers has clearly not read our Sobibor study very

carefully, because otherwise he would know that it was not I who wrote

that Wagner "adamantly denied the existence of gas chambers at Sobib-

or," but Jiirgen Graf in his chapter on the Sobibor trials,^^^^ where the

words are in reference to the Folha de Sao Paulo article (from 2 June,

not 6 June) quoted by me in my chapter on eyewitnesses, where I write

that "[a]t the time of his arrest Wagner confirmed that he had been

posted in Sobibor, but explicitly denied the gas chamber allegations"

(emphasis added). Thus I did not comment on any later statements

made by Wagner. The "contradiction" between Wagner's statements

mentioned in the 31 May 1978 Journo de Brazil article quoted by My-
ers - which appears to be from the heading of an article rather than the

article itself - is only imaginary, as Jews of course could have been

killed in Sobibor without the existence of any gas chambers. That "not a

single Jew was killed, neither by him nor by others. His [Wagner's] role

in Sobibor was with the production of barracks" is of course not a direct

quote from Wagner but merely a second- or third-hand quote presented

by Der Spiegel, and should therefore not be taken as a 100 % accurate

representation of Wagner's actual statement to the police, which, as far

as we know, has never been quoted or properly referenced in any publi-

cation.

As for Wagner's reported comment to Szmajzner on having saved

the latter's life: this statement - provided that it has been correctly

translated - does not equate to an admission that Sobibor functioned as

an extermination camp. It is not out of the question that Wagner, like

the SS official Walter Fohl (cf Chapter 7, section 7.3), had become

convinced that a significant part, or even a majority, of the Jews reset-

tled in the occupied eastern territories would perish/had perished by the

end of the war due to harsh labor and living conditions. It is also not

impossibly that - the according to all accounts very intelligent - Wag-
ner had assumed that the resettled Jews had somehow been "done away

with" at the end of or after the war. In both cases, Wagner's selection of

Szmajzner and his friends for labor in Sobibor, where living conditions

for the inmates may have been hard but, judged by the testimony of

Polish-Jewish detainee and revolt leader Leon Feldhendler, nevertheless

^^'^
J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit.,p. 191.

Ibid, p. 105.
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relatively humane,^^^^ may from his point of view arguably have

equaled "saving their lives."

In 1979 British journalist Tom Bower conducted an interview with

Wagner, presumably in German. This interview, however, is only avail-

able to us in the form of isolated statements (translated into English)

published in an article in the BBC magazine The Listener}^^^ Below I

reproduce all of Wagner's reproduced interview statements, with the

exception of some irrelevant autobiographic ones.

Presiraiably Wagner's comments on the alleged mass extermination

at Sobibor:

"/ didn 't think it was right One saw these people exterminated who
were really innocent, but there was nothing I could do. The maxim was: the

Fuehrer 's orders must be carried out. [. . .]

/ had no feelings, although at the beginning I did. Itjust became anoth-

er job. In the evenings we never discussed our work, but just drank and

played cards.

"

On the possibility of refusing to carry out orders, presumably with

regard to Sobibor:

"They would have shot us. We were under oath, involved in top secret

Reich work.

"

In response to presumably being pressed on the point "that it is

scarcely credible that one can daily kill thousands and just not talk

about it":

"We knew it was wrong. But what was the use of that? It was ordered.

[...] We had a feeling that ifwe lost the war we would be saddled with the

consequences. [...]/feel like an ordinary man, no differentfrom others.

"

On his treatment of the Sobibor camp inmates:

"There was no reason to hurt them, they just obeyed. And we knew the

way they were going to go was hard enough. No need to add beatings.
"

Wagner still maintained that he had never killed any Jews:

"It was against the rules.

"

He further denied having appropriated any Jewish valuables for him-

self:

"It's against my deepest convictions to make myfortune out of the mis-

fortune ofothers. It 's against my principles.
"

To which Bower himself adds that "he [Wagner] evaded the ques-

tion ofwhy it was wrong to take money from the people, but not wrong

to gas them."

Ibid., p. 392.

Tom Bower, "Gustav Wagner: Angel of Death," ne Listener, 21 June 1979, pp. 834-836.
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At the end of the article we find two statements from Wagner on his

time at the Hartheim euthanasia institute:

"/ worked in the office doing the paperwork. I discovered what they

were doing, but that was the doctors ' decision. I didn 'tfeel good but I was

told that I was sworn to silence.
"

"I didn 't think anything about what was happening. I didn 't see how

and when they were killed. Everyone knew it wasn 't a pleasant business,

but it was a matterfor the doctors... We never discussed it. We just played

cards in the evening. I mean there were so many young girls and others...

lots ofyoung healthy people, and wejust didn 't talk about it.

"

As can be seen above, Wagner made only two statements to Bower

in relation to Sobibor which could be considered incriminating, namely

the comment that innocent "people" were "exterminated," and the

statement that he and his colleagues "knew the way they [presumably

the Sobibor inmates] were going to go was hard enough." Neither

statement, however, constitute an affirmation that Sobibor functioned as

a "pure extermination camps," only that groups of people were killed in

the camp. This, of course, provided that the translations of the state-

ments are not misleading, and that Bower (or his editor) has not been

"creative" in editing the interview: Can we trust, for example, that

statements from Wagner relating to the euthanasia killings at Hartheim

have not been moved out of context and portrayed as relating to killings

at Sobibor? Note that the story about playing cards and not discussing

work appear twice, the first time presumably with regard to Sobibor, the

second time clearly with regard to Hartheim.

What on the other hand we can be certain about is that, if Wagner

had said that Sobibor was an extermination camp, or that Jews were

killed there in gas chambers. Bower would have jumped at the oppor-

tunity of including such statements in his article, as they would far out-

weigh the sensational value of any of the (supposed) utterances by

Wagner that actually made it into the article. Indeed, Bower's comment

that Wagner "evaded the question of why it was wrong to take money

from the people, but not wrong to gas them" seems perfectly suited to

hide an unwillingness on Wagner's part to go along with the gas cham-

ber story. The only way to really evaluate an interview like this would

be to scrutinize a complete, unedited recording or franscript of it. As it

stands, its evidential value with regard to the "gas chamber" claims is

nil.

Myers continues his "critique" thusly (p. 364):

"Moreover, American reports, easily available to Kues through online

archives, contain more damaging admissions. The New York Times ofJune
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11, 1978, quotes Wagner's admission ofMay 30 that 7 knew what hap-

pened there but I never went to see - 1 only obeyed orders. You would not

want to see what they did there either. ' Thus, Kues knowingly engages in

dishonesty when he selectively quotes Wagner's statements.

"

To this I counterpose a much fuller report on Wagner's early state-

ments on Sobibor, published in Welt on 5 June 1978:^^^'

"Das Konzentrationslager Sobibor bezeichnete Wagner als 'Paradies

der Arbeit, in dem nur die Geisteskranken geopfert wurden, well es Jiir sie

in Deutschland nicht geniigend Krankenhduser gab '.

Der Kommandant von Sobibor, Paul Stangl, war in Wagners Augen 'ein

guter Mensch und Vorgesetzter'. Wagner selbst will sich in dem Konzen-

trationslager nur mit Konstruktionsproblemen beschdftigt haben: 'Ich habe

nichts getan. Ich habe, ebenso wie Stangl, niemanden getdtet Die Henker

kamen von draufien und zwar aus Lublin. In Deutschland bleibt der Schu-

ster bei seinen Leisten.

"Wagner called the Sobibor concentration camp a 'paradise ofwork, in

which only the mentally ill were sacrificed, since there were not enough

hospitalsfor them in Germany '.

The commander of Sobibor, Paul Stangl was seen by Wagner as a

'good human being and superior '. Wagner himselfsupposedly worked only

on construction issues in the concentration camp: 7 never did anything.

Like Stangl I never killed anyone. The executioners came from outside,

more preciselyfrom Lublin. In Germany, the cobbler sticks to his trade.

One might say that Myers knowingly engages in dishonesty when he

selectively quotes Wagner's statements. From the above news article it

is clear that Wagner admitted that mentally ill deportees were killed in

the camp, something which fits perfectly with our hypothesis that such

Jews (most likely together with those afflicted by epidemic diseases)

were subjected to "euthanasia" in the Reinhardt camps. Wagner's

statement that the "executioners" came "from Lublin" is interesting, es-

pecially since he could just as well have placed the blame (Hke Erich

Bauer did) on some dead or missing SS man, or even on one or several

of those of his former colleagues who had already stood trial in West

Germany. This statement might imply that the "euthanasia" was carried

out by "specialists" dispatched Irom Christian Wirth's headquarters in

Lublin.

The only proper way to evaluate Wagner as a witness would be to

analyze documentation on the interrogations of him which the Brazilian

police and judiciary no doubt conducted in the period 1978 to 1979. So

far we have been unable to access such material. Based on what we

"Wagner: Deutschland soil ffir mich zahlen," Die Welt, 5 June 1978.
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know of Wagner's statements, however, it would be preposterous to of-

fer them as evidence for the contention that hundreds of thousands of

Jews were murdered in Sobibor in homicidal gas chambers.

10.2.4. The first gas chamber building at Sobibor

In one of his worst displays of intellectual dishonesty, Myers hand-

waves my entire criticism^^''° of the witness accounts about the "first gas

chamber building" at Sobibor and the alleged first trial gassing carried

out in it with just a line and a footnote. Claiming (p. 348) that the nu-

merous discrepancies noted by us are "limited anomalies" which "es-

sentially only amount to logical non-sequiturs," Myers continues (in

footnote 18):

"For instance, Kues ' criticism regarding the first gas chamber at So-

bibor, with witnesses reporting different details on the victim group, and

the structure of the building. Nowhere does Kues detail the ultimate point

in referring to such 'contradictions '. Is the attempt to say one witness was

not there? That no witness was there? Such would be illogical. Indeed the

lack of any connection among the anomalies founders even more when ex-

amining the evidencefor all three camps.
"

As for my argument concerning the structure/building materials of

the "first gas chamber building" - the main point of which is that the

main witnesses could not decide upon whether it was made of wood or

bricks/concrete! - Myers's shrugging this off is simply so blatantly dis-

honest that I can only admonish him to go back to elementary school.

The importance of this glaring discrepancy is clear fi-om the fact that

Schelvis completely changed his mind on the "truthfulness" of Erich

Bauer's statement on the matter between two editions of his monogra-

phy on the camp, without ever giving a reason for this tumaround.^^'''

As for the "details on the victim group" of the alleged first "trial

gassing," Franz Stangl claimed that the victims consisted of "twenty-

five labor Jews" {i.e. implicitly all males, since these Jews worked on

constructing the camp) who were gassed with their clothes still on,

while Erich Fuchs and Heinrich Barbl spoke of female victims (num-

bering "thirty to forty," according to Fuchs) who had to undress before

they entered the gas chamber building. Barbl even dumbfoundingly

maintained that the victims were brought to the camp in a bus accom-

panied by Red Cross nurses! To add to the aheady striking discrepancy,

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 262-269.

Ibid., pp. 264f.
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Stangl testified that Christian Wirth had overseen the trial gassing while

behaving "like a lunatic," while Fuchs lists a number of SS men as be-

ing present at the event, but does not mention Wirth, despite the behav-

ior ascribed to him by Stangl and despite the fact that SS-

Sturmbannfilhrer Christian Wirth was the responsible inspector of the

Reinhardt camps !^^''^

10.2.5. Erich Bauer

Myers next turns to my treatment of the alleged "Gasmeister" of So-

bibor, Erich Bauer, writing (p. 364) that in "one of his many articles,

Kues also gives a dishonest paraphrase of one of Erich Bauer's state-

ments." The "paraphrase" in question, found in an online article of mine

pubHshed in 2008,^^*'^ reads as follows:

"In the light of this revision of the number ofJewish deportees, it is cu-

rious to read what Erich Bauer, the alleged gas chamber supervisor or

'Gasmeister ' ofSobibor, had to say on the death toll. According to Bauer 's

'confession, ' written while serving a life sentence in a Berlin prison, he had

at one occasion overheard camp commandant Franz Stangl mention that

350,000 Jews had been killed at Sobibor (quoted in Klee et.ai The Good

Old Days, p. 232). Since Stangl left Sobibor for Treblinka in September

1942, it follows that the final death toll would be much higher - that is, if

we are to believe Bauer's testimony rather than the documentary evidence

ofthe Hofie telegram.
"

Myers comments (p. 364) that "Bauer's actual statement [of 20 No-

vember 1962], taken from the same source cited by Kues, does not say

the 350,000 figure came from Stangl," and continues by citing the

source in question:^^^"^

"/ estimate that the number of Jews gassed at Sobibor was about

350,000. In the canteen at Sobibor I once overheard Karl Frenzel, Franz

Stangl and Gustav Wagner. They were discussing the number of victims in

the extermination camps of Belzec, Treblinka and Sobibor and expressed

their regret that Sobibor 'came last' in the competition.

"

The German original reads:

"Ich schdtzte die Zahl der in Sobibor vergasten Juden aufetwa 350 000

Menschen. In der Kantine in Sobibor habe ich einmal ein Gesprdch

Ibid., pp. 267

1

2563 J Kues, "Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp. A Review," online:

www.codoh.com/node/478

Interrogation of Erich Bauer in Berlin on 20 November 1962; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. 8, p.

1595.
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zwischen Frenzel, Stangel [sic] und Wagner mitgehdrt. Sie sprachen iiber

die Zahl der Opfer in den Vernichtungslagern Belzec, Treblinka sowie

Sobibor und dusserten aus Konkurrenzgriinden ihr Bedauern, dass Sobibor

'an letzter Stelle rangierte.
'

"

Here I will readily admit that the paraphrase is incorrect, but not that

it is "dishonest" - I simply made a hasty overinterpretation of the

statement, and when I was later notified of this mistake, so much time

had passed that pubhshing a correction to the book review in question

did not seem a very high priority to me, and in the end I simply forgot

about it. In Sobibor Bauer's 350,000 victim figure is mentioned

thrice,^^^' but never as anj^hing else than Bauer's own estimate.

What is more important than this mistake of mine is the evolution of

Bauer's statements regarding the "gas chamber" capacity and the victim

figure. According to the verdict fi-om his trial in Berlin in 1950, Bauer

estimated the number of gassed Jews at 50,000 to 100,000.^^** When in-

terrogated some ten years later, on 13 September 1960, Bauer stated:^^^^

"Die Anzahl der in Sobibor getdteten Personen schdtze ich auf etwa

30-40 000. Ich kann hieriiber keine genauen Zahlen angeben, weil die

ankominemien Baluitransporten sofort in das Lager 3 gebracht und dort

nacli wenigen Studen in den Gaskammern getdtet wurden.
"

"I estimate the number of people killed in Sobibor at some 30,000-

40, 000. I cannot give any exact numbers, as the arriving railway convoys

were brought immediately to Lager 3 and killed there in the gas chambers

within afew hours.
"

About a year later, in 1962, Bauer had changed his victim estimate

again:^^''^

"Nach meiner Schatzung sind in der Zeit von April 1942 bis November

1943 in Sobibor etwa 80.000 Juden vergast worden.
"

"According to my estimate some 80,000 Jews were gassed in Sobibor in

theperiodfrom April 1942 to November 1943.

"

The gassing procedure per se is claimed by Bauer to have lasted

some 20 to 30 minutes.^^^'

When interrogated on 20 November 1962, Bauer, now claiming to

"tell the whole truth [die voile Wahrheit sagenj' in order to not have

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., p. 60, 103, 188.

™' C.F. Riiter, Justiz und NS-Verbrechen, op. cit, vol. VI, p. 546. 1 will make here the caveat that

I have not been able to access any early (1949-1959) interrogation protocols pertaining to

Bauer. It would indeed be very interesting to read his statements from the time of his arrest.

Interrogation of Erich Bauer in Berlin on 13 September 1960; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. 3, p. 522.
™* Interrogation of Erich Bauer in Berlin on 10 January 1962; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. 5, p. 988.

Ibid., p. 990.
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himself and Gomerski end up as the only incriminated parties,^^^" made

the already quoted statement where he estimated the number of Sobibor

victims at 350,000. He also stated that Kurt Bolender had "burnt tens of

thousands of corpses [die Leichen zu zehntausenden verbrannt]."^^^^

On 10 December 1962 Bauer testified:^"^

"Die eigentlichen Vergasungsrdume (eine Holzbaracke mit Zementfufi-

boden und zwei Raumen von etwa 6m x 6m Grundfldche und vielleicht 50

Mann fafiend) waren schon vorher von der SS errichtet worden. [...]

Meines Erachtens im Friihjahr 1943 (vielleicht im Februar/Mdrz) ist die

hisherige Holzbaracke durch einen Massivbau aus Beton mit wohl 6 oder 8

Vergasungsrduinen errichtet worden; ich habe selbst die Rdume nicht

gesehen, sondern nur die Tiiren und Armaturen herangeschafft.
"

"The actual gassing rooms (a wooden barrack with concretefloors and

two rooms, each with an area of approximately 6 m x 6 m and a capacity

ofperhaps 50 people) had already been constructed by the SS. [...] In my
opinion the original wooden barrack was replaced in the spring of 1943

(perhaps in February/March) by a solid building of concrete with perhaps

6 or 8 gassing rooms; I myselfdid not see the rooms, but only brought there

the doors andfixtures.
"

Bauer repeated that the gassing took 20-30 minutes, adding that one

waited for the exhaust gas to disperse before the corpses were pulled

out?^^^ He also described the chronological distribution of the arriving

transports as foUows:^^'"^

"Die Transporte von zur Vemichtung bestimmten Juden begannen etwa

Ende Mai/Anfang Juni 1942. Es waren zundchst kleinere Transporte von

polnischen Juden. Genaue Angaben iiber die Hdufigkeit der Transporte

kann ich nicht machen, da ich vornehmlich als Kraftfahrer eingesetzt und

dann in der Kegel einen Tag abwesend war, bei grofieren Fahrten auch 2-

14 Tage. Ich schdtzte aber, dafi anfangs wdchentlich etwa 2 Transporte

angekommend sind. Diese Transporte in der Anfangszeit mogen vielleicht

im Durchschnitt 150-200 Personen umfafit haben. Dann wurde etwa im

August 1942 eine grofie Pause gemacht well infolge der Hitze die Leichen-

gruben aufbrachen. Sie wurden mit einem Bagger ausgelioben und ver-

brannt Zum Winter wurden die Transporte wieder aufgenommen. Wieder

waren es durchschnittlich etwa 2 Transporte in der Woche; es kam auch

vor, dafi die Folge der Transporte sehr unregelmdfiig war, wed die Bahn-

Interrogation of Erich Bauer in Berlin on 20 November 1962; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. 8, p.

1590.

Ibid.,ip. 1591.
^™ Interrogation of Erich Bauer in Berlin on 10 December 1962; 208 AR-Z 251/59; Bd. 8, p.

1666.
^™ Ibid.,^. 1669.

Ibid., pp. 1666f.
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strecke, welche die Kleinbahn nach Sobibor iiberqueren mufite, wechselnd

von Fronttransporten uberlastet war.

Im Jahre 1943 kamen dann grofiere Transporte etwa in der selben Fol-

ge an, zum Teil auch aus Holland. Diese Transporte mogen vielleicht Je-

wells etwa 350 Personen bis 450 Personen umfafit haben, dock betone ich,

dafi ich insoweit nichts genaues sagen kann. Die ZUge bestanden aus bis zu

10 Waggons, teils Giiterzugswaggons (Viehwagen) teils auch aus richtigen

Personenwagen.
"

"The transports of Jews destined for extermination began arriving in

late May/early June 1942. At first these were small transports of Polish

Jews. I cannot make any exact statement on thefrequence ofthe transports,

as I was primarily deployed as a driver and was awayfor the whole day, or

sometimes even 2-14 days in connection with longer trips. I estimate, how-

ever, that at the beginning some 2 transports arrivedper week. On average

these transports during the initial period may have contained 150-200

people each. Then around August 1942 there began a long pause, since in

the meantime the heat had caused the corpse pits to break open. The corps-

es were dug up with an excavator and burnt. During the winter the trans-

ports were resumed. Again there were on average some 2 transports per

week. It also happened that the transports arrived very infrequently, since

the railway line, which the small narrow gauge railway to Sobibor had to

cross, was at times overburdened by transports boundfor thefront.

Then in the year 1943 a series of larger transports arrived, partly also

from Holland. These transports may have contained each some 350 to 450

people. I stress, however, that I cannot say anything precise in this regard.

The trains consisted ofup to 10 wagons, partlyfreight wagons (cattle wag-

ons), partly also real passenger wagons.
"

Generously counting the whole second half of May, and assuming

the "long pause" to have begun on 1 September and "Winter" begun on

1 December, Bauer's estimates would mean that at most ([200 x 2] x 15

=) 6,000 Jews were gassed at Sobibor until the begiiming of December

1942, and perhaps only a few thousand from then on until the end of the

year! How could this figure possibly be reconciled with his previous

claim of a total of 350,000 Sobibor victims - especially considering his

drastic underestimating of the convoy sizes from the Netherlands in

1943 - or for that matter with the documented fact that 101,370 persons

had arrived in the camp by the end of 1 942? Moreover, why would the

new gas chamber building have been necessary in the first place, if the

"larger transports" contained at most only 450 Jews and only some

1,000 Jews arrived per week?

In a statement dated 10 October 1965, Bauer repeated that the con-
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voys had contained "on average 100-200 people,"^^^^ and again men-

tioned the capacity per gas chamber as 50 to 60 people.^^'* When ques-

tioned by the court on 15 November 1965, he stated:^^^^

"Die ersten Transporte waren klein, etwa 80 bis 100 Juden, die reguld-

ren Transporte waren grofier; ich schdtze 300 bis 500 Personen. Tags

kamen manchmal 1 manchmal 2 Transporte, manchmal auch keiner.

Genaues kann ich daruber nicht sagen.
"

"The first transports were small, perhaps 80 to 100 Jews, the regular

transports were larger, I estimate 300 to 500 people. Daily there arrived

sometimes one transport, sometimes two, but sometimes also none. I cannot

make any precise statement in this regard.
"

Thus suddenly the 1 to 2 transports per week had turned into 1 to 2

transports per day, with the "regular transports" consisting of up to 500

deportees.

Myers argues against me (p. 365):

"Kues does not explain why Bauer must have known 'with accuracy the

capacities ofthe gas chambers as well as the average number ofdaily gas-

sings. ' Did Bauer keep a diary and write down the number of transports

and their passenger contents? Did he measure the capacity of the cham-

bers? The obvious answer has to be no, because his estimate was far too

high. There are several reasons why such an error could be made (lack of

access to some necessary data; misremembering the dimensions; not being

aware ofgaps in the transport schedule; miscalculating the number ofdays

the gas chambers were in use; the variance of transport figures to the

camp) that do not make the witness unreliable on the fact of whether So-

bibor was a death camp.

"

As usual, Myers's argument is more than a little disingenuous. If

Bauer, as per his own admission (of 1 5 November 1 965),^^^^ had func-

tioned as the ''Gasmeister" in Camp III for at least the camp's first

phase, operating the "gassing engine" and regulating the gas flow, he

must have known not only the time required for the extermination pro-

cedure but also, at least approximately, the approximate average num-

ber of deportees per transport, how many chambers there were, and how
densely packed they were, as these factors would have had immediate

bearing on his work. As seen above, Bauer also claimed that he had

been involved in fitting the doors and fixtures in the second gas cham-

ber building, so that he would have had an excellent opportunity to

Statement by Erich Bauer in Hagen on 16 October 1965; StA.Do-X'65-177.
^™ Statement by Erich Bauer in Hagen on 16 October 1965; StA.Do-X'65-178.

Testimony of Erich Bauer in Hagen on 15 November 1965, StA.Do-XI'65-561.

Testimony of Erich Bauer in Hagen on 15 November 1965, StA.Do-XI'65-560: ""Ich war

Gasmeister."
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compare the total gas chamber size of the old and new building. Moreo-

ver, Bauer was "aware of gaps in the transport schedule," the lull in ar-

riving transports caused by the supposed rebuilding of the "gas cham-

bers" and of "the variance of transport figures to the camp." The fact

that Bauer provided widely divergent victim figures, ranging from

30,000 to 350,000, while contradicting himself on the issue of the num-

ber and sizes of transports vis-a-vis the total victim figure, only serves

to demonstrate that he was making things up as it suited him, and that

these fabrications had only the most tenuous relation to actual reality.

Most likely the 350,000 victim figure was something Bauer made up in

order to ingratiate himself with the prosecutors in the Sobibor case then

under preparation, perhaps in the vain hope of having his own case re-

tried.

As for Bauer's description of how the gassing engine was rigged up

and connected to the "gas chambers," I refer to Carlo Mattogno's dis-

cussion of this issue in Chapter 8, point 50.

10.2.6. Hubert Gomerski

Continuing his discussion of individual Sobibor staff members, My-
ers brings up SS-Unterscharfiihrer Hubert Gomerski (p. 366):

"Kues is, ofcourse, unable to substantiate any ofhis concerns about the

coercion ofAumeier or Gomerski with any shred ofevidence (as evident by

the lack of footnotes in the section). We know for instance that SS-

Unterscharfiihrer Heinrich Unverhau admitted to his participation in the

Aktion Reinhard camps 'on his own accord... during his first police inter-

rogation in March 1948.' Indeed Kues 'point is directly contradicted by the

available evidence, as after his release Gomerski himselfstated in an inter-

view that his crimes deserved a sentence of8-10 years and acknowledged,

'After all, I was there (Sobibor). I cannot deny that
'

"

As for the supposedly spontaneous 1948 confession of Heinrich Un-

verhau, I have not seen it, and neither has Myers, apparently. It is not

included in the huge Schelvis document collection available online. It

would indeed be very interesting to see what was in fact stated in it.

As for Hubert Gomerski acknowledging his (hardly doubted) pres-

ence at Sobibor, and stating (decades after the handing down of his life

sentence) that he deserved a sentence of 8-10 years in prison, this,

needless to say, does not in any way prove the alleged mass killing of

hundreds of thousands of Jews in the camp in question, nor does it con-

tradict my speculation that Gomerski may have been given leading

questions or "suggestions" regarding the presence of homicidal gas
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chambers in the camp by his interrogators - as was in fact done in Hans

Aiuneier's case (concerning Auschwitz-Birkenau).^^^'

If we look at Gomerski's testimonial statements from the time of his

arrest in 1949 to his appeal trial in the early 1970s we find that they di-

verge from the official version of events on a niunber of points. On 11

April 1950 Gomerski testified:^^^"

"Ich vermag nicht anzugeben, warn die ersten Tmnsporte zur Vernich-

tung im Lager eingetroffen sind. Hierzu kann ich nur sagen, dass jedenfalls

bereits im Jahre 42 Menschen getdtet worden sind, ohne dass ich den

Monat und den Umfang der Totung im Jahre 42 angeben kann. Auch iiber

die im Jahre 43 eingetroffenen Transporte vermag ich keine Einzelheiten

Wie hoch die Zahl der im Lager Getdten gewesen ist, vermag ich nicht

anzugeben. Nach meiner Schdtzung mogen es in der Zeit meiner Anwesen-

heit in Sobibor etwa 25 bis 30 000 gewesen sein. Aus welchen Ldndern die

Getdten gekommen sind, kann ich nicht sagen.
"

"I cannot say when the first transports arrived in the camp for extermi-

nation. On this issue I can only say that in any case people were killed al-

ready in 1942, although I cannot make any statement as to the month or the

scale of the killings in 1942. Neither am I able to make any detailed state-

ments on the transports arriving in 1943.

I cannot give the number of the people killed in the camp. According to

my estimate it may have been some 25,000 to 30,000 during the period I

was present in the camp. I cannot sayfrom which countries the killed peo-

ple came.

"

When interrogated together with Johann Klier on 21 August 1950,

shortly before the verdict was passed that sentenced him to life in pris-

on, Gomerski repeated the estimate:^^^'

"Ich gab einmal an, dass die Zahl der Vernichteten nach meiner

Schdtzung etwa 25 000 betragen wiirde. Es ist technisch unmdglich, dass

600 000 Menschen vernichtet worden sein sollen.

"

"I once estimated that the number of those exterminated may have

amounted to some 25,000. It is technically impossible that 600,000 people

are said to have been exterminated.
"

Later during the same session Gomerski stated that "[a]n estimated

30,000 people were gassed in the camp."^^^**' More than two decades lat-

Cf. Carlo Mattogno, The Bunkers ofAuschwitz. Black Propaganda versus History, Theses &
Dissertations P^ess, Chicago 2004, pp. 133f.

Testimony of Hubert Gomerski, 1 1 April 1950; NIOD archive 804, inventory 48, p. 28.

Interrogation of Hubert Gomerski and Johann Klier, Frankfurt am Main, 21 August 1950;

NIOD archive 804, inventory 48, p. 36.

Ibid., p. 40.
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er, when interrogated in connection with his trial for appeal, Gomerski

foxind it wise to adapt his victim estimate to the official version of

events: he now maintained that 90,000 corpses had been interred before

the exhumations and cremations began (the Hagen court had given

150,000 as a minimum victim estimate). Apparently for the same

reason he drastically increased his estimate of the gas chamber capacity.

Inl961hehadstated:^^^^

"Die Transporte kamen immer recht unterschiedlich in der Zeit. Oft-

mals kamen in einer Woche zwei bis drei Transporte. Es ham aber auch

oftmals vor, dafS drei bis vier Wochen Pause war. Die Kapazitdt des eigent-

lichen Vernichtungslagers war auch nicht so grofi, dafl in dieser Anlage je-

de Woche mehrere Transporte 'verarbeitet ' werden konnte. Meiner Mei-

nung nach konnten auf einmal in jeder der Kammern 60 bis 80 Personen

vernichtet werden. Ich meine, dafi zwei oder drei Kammern vorhanden wa-

re. Die genaue Zahl kann ich nicht mehr angeben. Ich kann mich aber ge-

nau erinnern, dafi zur Vernichtungjeweils 250 Personen abgezahlt wurden,

es konnten also 250 Personen aufeinmal ergast werden.

"

"The transports always arrived rather irregularly. Usually two to three

transports arrived in a week. It also often happened that there were lulls

lasting three tofour weeks. The capacity of the extermination camp proper

was also not large enough that several transports could be 'processed'

each week in this facility. In my opinion 60 to 80 people could be extermi-

nated at once per chamber. I think that there were two or three chambers. I

can no longer state the exact number. I remember clearly, however, that

250 people were counted off and sent to be exterminated, therefore 250

people could be gassed at a time.

"

Thus, if we accept Gomerski' s contradictory statement, the old gas

chamber building at Sobibor would have had the capacity of only 120 to

250 victims per gassing! In 1973, however, Gomerski testified that

"[tjhere were approximately 3 chambers; each of the chambers held

200-250 people \Es waren ungefdhr 3 Kammern, in die pro Kammer
200-250 Leute reingingen]."^^^^ Thus 600 to 750 people could be gassed

at a time, instead of 250. It should be pointed out that here Gomerski

has nothing to say about a reconstruction of the gas chambers resulting

in a new building with an increased number of chambers.

Gomerski also claimed that the first gassings took place much later

^'"^ Testimony of Hubert Gomerski, Frankfurt am Main, 28 November 1973; NIOD archive 804,

inventory 48, p. 188.

Testimony ofHubert Gomerski, Butzbach, 19 September 1961; NIOD archive 804, inventory

48, p. 105.

Testimony ofHubert Gomerski, Frankfurt am Main, 28 November 1973; NIOD archive 804,

inventory 48, p. 188.
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than in May 1942, as claimed by the court verdicts. When interrogated

in 1949 he mentioned offhandedly that "[t]he gassings were carried out

only at a very late stage [Die Vergasungen wurden erst sehr spat

durchgefuhrt],"^^^'' a statement which begs the question what went on in

the camp before that. When testifying in 1965, Gomerski claimed that

he had arrived in Sobibor at the beginning of May 1942^^**^ and stated

fortheri^^^^

"Als die erste Grube fertiggestellt war, vielleicht 2-3 Monate nach

meiner Animnft, wurde mit der Vergasung begonnen. Es kann nicht

stiinmen, dafi vorher schon Juden dort getdtet werden sind.
"

"The gassings began after the work on the first pit had been completed,

perhaps 2-3 months after my arrival. It cannot be correct that Jews were

killed already before that.

"

Later on during the same court session Gomerski claimed that the

first transport had arrived for gassing 2 to IVi months after his own arri-

val in the camp.^^^^ Thus according to Gomerski the gassings did not

commence until July or August 1942! In 1964, however, Gomerski dat-

ed the arrival of the first transport to about a month after his own arri-

val.^^'°

Even more revealing are Gomerski's statements on the mass graves

in Camp 111. In 1 964 he left the following description of how the grave

pits were excavated:^^'"

"Mit zu den ersten Arbeiten nach dem Eintreffen der Gruppe unter

Stangl gehdrte das Ausheben von Gruben im Lager 3. Es gab dort ingesamt

drei grofie Leichengruben. Ungefdhr schdtzte ich die Ldnge der Gruben auf

30-40 m, die Breite auf 8-10 m und die Tiefe auf etwa 2-3 m. Die Mafie

mogen im einzelnen anders gewesen sein, so genau kann ich das heute

nicht mehr sagen.

Es gab im Lager 3 drei Leichengruben, die in der Reihenfolge ihrer Er-

richtung am ruckwertigen Ende des Lagers (vom Zugang zum Lager 3 aus

gesehen) und rechts an der Umzdunung hinter dem Wachturm sowie links

an der Umzdunung schrdg hinter der Gaskammer lagen. Von diesen drei

2586 Yergasungen wurden erst sehr spat durchgejuhrt."; Interrogation of Hubert Gomerski

and Johann Klier, Frankfurt am Main, 23 August 1950; NIOD archive 804, inventory 48, p.

53.

Testimony of Hubert Gomerski before the court in Hagen, 2 December 1965 (date stated in

protocol, according to a note by Schelvis the session took place on 30 November 1965); NIOD
archive 804, inventory 48, p. 135.

Ibid., p. 136.

Ibid, p. 141.

^™ Testimony ofHubert Gomerski, Butzbach, 24 February 1964; ); NIOD archive 804, inventory

48, p. 122.

Ibid, pp. 122f.
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Gruben ist die letztgenannte nicht mehr benutzt warden, weil inzwischen in

dem Geldnde hinter dem Wachturm eine Verbrennungsanlage errichtet

warden ist. Diese bestand aus einer Reihe von Eisentrdgern, uber welche

die Leichen gelegt wurden. Dann wurde unter dieser Reihe von Trdgern ein

grofies Feuer entfacht. In der Folgezeit wurden aufdiese Weise sowohl die

soeben getdteten Juden als auch die Leichen aus den beiden zuerst

genannten Gruben verbrannt.

Den Zeitpunkt der Errichtung dieser Verbrennungsanlage kann ich

nicht bestimmen. Ich meine, dafi ein Zusammenhang mit einem grofien

Durchbruch an der Ostfront im Jahre 1943 bestanden hat.

"

"Among the first tasks carried out following the arrival of Stangl's

group was the excavation ofpits in Camp III. There were in total three

large corpse pits. I estimate the length ofthe pits to approximately 30-40 m,

the width to 8-10 m, and the depth to some 2-3 m. The dimensions may have

been different in individual cases; 1 can no longer sav anything more spe-

cificonthis.

There were three corpse pits in Camp IH, located, in order of their ex-

cavation, at the far end of the camp (as seen from the entrance to Camp
III), to the right hy the fence behind the guard tower, and to the left hy the

fence diagonally behind the gas chamber. Of these three pits the last-

mentioned was not used, since in the meantime an incineration facility had

been installed in the area behind the guard tower. This consisted of a row

of iron beams, on top of which the corpses were placed. After that a large

fire was lit under this row ofbeams. In thefollowing period of time the re-

cently killed Jews as well as the corpses from the first-mentioned pits were

burnt in this way.

I cannot determine the point in time when this incineration facility was

installed. I believe that it came about in connection with large [Soviet]

breakthrough at the Eastern Front in 1943.
"

Gomerski would thus have it that all the Jews killed in Sobibor dur-

ing 1942 were interred in two pits of a total volume of 960 to 1,200 cu-

bic meters. With a hypothetical maximum of 8 corpses per cubic meter,

this would correspond to a total of 7,680 to 9,600 corpses, as compared

to the 101,370 Jews brought to Sobibor during 1942 according to the

Hofle docimient. Even assuming, as we did in our Sobibor study, that

cremations began in October 1942, at a point in time when some 80,000

Jews had arrived,^^'^ the implications of Gomerski' s description fits

very badly with the official version of events.

Testifying in Hagen in 1965, Gomerski gave somewhat different di-

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 1 15-117.
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mensions for the graves

"Zundchst hatten wir zwei Gruben ausgegraben. Spdter ist dam noch

eine weitere grofie Grube ausgehoben warden. [...]

Die Entfernung von der Gaskammer bis zur Grube -war ungefdhr 40-50

m. [...] Die Gruben hatten ein Ausmafi von 25 x 40 x 2 1/2 m. Die Erde

bestand aus Sandboden; die Wdnde waren schrdg abgebaut.

"

"At first we dug two large pits. Later an additional large pit was dug.

[•••]

The distancefrom the gas chamber to the pit was approximately 40-50

m. [...] The pits measured 25 x 40 x 2.5 m. The soil consisted ofsand, the

walls were oblique.

"

Later during the same court session he stated:^^^"*

"Es wurden ingesamt drei Gruben geschaffen; die dritte Grube wurde

nicht benutzt. Beim Eintreffen der ersten Transporte war die erste Grube

noch nicht ganz ausgehoben. Die zweite Grube wurde erst ausgehoben, als

die erste fast belegt war. Die dritte Grube wurde mit einem Bagger

ausgehoben; sie wurde nicht helegt.

Anfang des Jahres 1943 kam der Bagger, vielleicht auch schon Ende

1942. [...]

Den genauen Zeitpunkt, wann der Bagger ins Lager kam, weifi ich nicht

mehr. Die dritte Grube sollte auch zum Beerdigen dienen. Der Bagger

wurde auch zum Leeren der Gruben benutzt. Die Leichen wurden sodann

verbrannt. Soweit ich mich erinnere, wurde am Anfang nur aus den Gruben

verbrannt; damals hatten wir Frostwetter.
"

"Three pits were dug in total; the third pit was not used. At the time of

the arrival of the first transport the fiirst pit was not yet completely excavat-

ed. The second pit was excavated only after the fiirst had almost been fiilled

up. The third pit was dug by an excavator, it was notfilled.

The excavator arrived at the beginning ofi 1943, but perhaps already at

the end ofi1942. [...]

/ do no longer remember when exactly the excavator arrived in the

camp. The third pit was also to be used fior interment. The excavator was

also used fior emptying the pits. The corpses were then burnt As fiar as I

can remember only [corpses] from the pits were burnt in the beginning;

back then we hadfirosty weather.

"

If only two pits with a maximiun total volume ([25 x 40 x 2.5]

X 2 =) 5,000 cubic meters were used for the interment of corpses, then

at most (5,000 x 8 =
) 40,000 corpses could have been buried in said

pits. Then again we must recall that Gomerski spoke of the pits having

Testimony ofHubert Gomerski before the court in Hagen, 2 December 1965; NIOD archive

804, inventory 48, pp. 136f

lbid.,p. 141.
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oblique walls, something which would further reduce the volume of the

pits.

The notion that one or more pits were dug that were never used for

the interment of not cremated corpses finds support in the testimony by

Franz Hodl:'^''

"Zur Aujhahme der Asche wurde ebenfalls im Lager III eine Grube

ausgehoben, die man spdter schloss und auf der man dann Bdumchen

pflanzte.

"

"For the deposit ofthe ashes a pit was dug, likewise in Camp HI, which

was later closed and on top ofwhich saplings were subsequently planted.
"

As already quoted in Chapter 8, archeologist Wojciech Mazurek did

indeed propose that the pits identified by him as containing only crema-

tory remains were excavated after the switch fi-om interment to crema-

tions and thus never used for burial of uncremated corpses, but only for

depositing of ashes i^^^*"

"Two graves (Nos. 1 and 2), located west ofthe Memorial Mound, were

crematory in character, which implies that they were built [sic] later, in the

Summer of 1942, when the area of the camp was being extended and when

the cremation ofthe corpses dug out ofthe pits had started.

"

This reasoning would of course apply to Kola's pits number 1 and 2

as well as the later identified "pit no. 9," which likewise contained only

cremated remains. The relatively small and shallow "pit no. 9" (measur-

ing 25 X 5 X 1.9 to 2.1 m) may have been dug for the purpose of depos-

iting crematory remains, but it could also have been originally excavat-

ed for another purpose, such as a pit for waste incineration (a "sizeable

rubbish tip" was found close nearby, in the south-east comer of hectare

XVIII, during the 2011 spring survey^^'^), which was only later filled

with crematory remains.

One significant problem with the pit dimensions mentioned by

Gomerski is of course the fact that Kola found only one pit with a

length of 40 meter or more, namely pit no 4 - none of the other detected

pits are longer than 25 meters! Thus only one of the pits could fit his

largest estimate (25 x 40 x 2.5 m), whereas for the remaining cases his

smaller estimate of 30 to 40 x 8 to 10 x 2 to 3 m is the only somewhat

applicable one when using the lower-end length estimate of 30 m and

treating it as as an exaggeration by at least some 15%.

Gomerski also provided some further information on the locations of

Testimony ofFranz Hodl, Linz, 18 April 1963; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. EX, p. 1822.

M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit, p. 98.

Ibid., p. 127.
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thepits:^='«

"Die Verbrennungsanlage war in der Ndhe der Gaskammern. Eine drit-

te Grube, die unten im Lager III war, ist aufder Skizze nicht eingezeichnet.

Die obere Grube wurde nicht belegt.

"

"The incineration facility was located in the vicinity of the gas cham-

bers. A third pit, located down below in Camp III, does not appear on the

sketch. The upper pit was notfilled.
"

The "sketch" which Gomerski is referring to here is the Bauer map

used during the Hagen trial,^^^^ as can be seen from his further refer-

ences to numbered structures appearing on this map. Gomerski contin-

ued to hold on to the claim that only two pits had been used for inter-

ment: When testifying in 1973 in connection with his own appeal trial,

Gomerski apparently found it wise to adapt some numbers to better fit

the official version of events and thus spoke of a total of 90,000 buried

victims, but these corpses, he stated, were buried in "both graves \den

beiden Gmben]."^^^'^ That only two or three pits were excavated for the

burial of the corpses is supported by Alfred Ittner, who was in charge of

the Jewish labor detail excavating the pits in Camp III, and who spoke

of two pits in Camp 111;^''°' by Kurt Bolender, who likewise claimed that

only two pits had been dug before the start of cremations;^*'"^ by Erich

Lachmann, who spoke of three pits,^''"^ and by Erich Bauer, who, in tes-

timony as well as in the map which he drew of the camp for the Hagen

trial, maintained that there had existed only two pits.^''''''

Let us summarize Gomerski's statements on the grave pits:

> There were three pits in total, dug one after another, but only the

first two were ever used for the burial of corpses.

> The pits measured either 30-40x8-10x2-3 m or 25x40x2.5 m.

> The walls of the pits were oblique.

> The distance fi-om the gas chamber building to one of the pits, pre-

sumably the closest one, was approximately 40-50 m.

Ibid.,p. 144.

Reproduced in Miriam Novitch, Sobibor. Martyrdom and Revolt,
,
op. cit, pp. 36f.

Testimony of Hubert Gomerski, Frankfurt am Main, 28 November 1973; NIOD archive 804,

inventory 48, p. 188.

Interrogation of Alfred Ittner, Kulmbach, 17 July 1962; NIOD archive 804, inventory 49, p. 15

(208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. VII, p. 1433).

Interrogation ofKurt Bolender in Diisseldorf on 21 December 1961; 208 AR-Z 251/59, Bd. V,

p. 957; cf. also the interrogation of Kurt Bolender before the court in Hagen, 18 December

1963; StA.Do-band 35-1 16.

See Chapter 10, point 15.

Testimony ofHermann Erich Bauer, Berlin, 10 December 1962; 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. 8, p.

1666; the Bauer map is reproduced in Miriam Novitch, Revolt in Sobibor, op. cit, pp. 36f.
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> The first pit was located at the "far end of the camp" seen from the

entrance gate of Camp III.

> The second pit was excavated "to the right" as seen from the camp

entrance, "by the fence" and "behind the guard tower" (which is

marked out on the Bauer map)

> The third, unused pit was located "to the left by the fence diagonally

behind the gas chamber" and was identified by Gomerski as the

"upper pit" on the Bauer map. This no doubt means the westernmost

pit on the Bauer map, as this map is oriented with west at its top.

Gomerski 's statements on the approximate locations of the mass

graves may be graphically represented as follows (note that this repre-

sentation is neither to scale, only serving to show the relative approxi-

mate locations of the pits, nor is the ahgnment of the longer side of the

pits based on the statements, but is arbitrary):

Two of Kola's pits with only cremated

remains (#1 and #2) roughly correspond

location-wise to the western of the two

pits marked out by Bauer, which Gomer-

ski in turn maintained had never been

used for the burial of uncremated corpses.

Gomerski' s first and second grave pits,

on the other hand, rather seem to corre-

spond to Kola's pits #3 and #4, respec-

tively (the first at the far end of Camp III,

the second "to the right" as seen from the

camp entrance, and "by the fence," i.e.

near the eastern border of Camp III),

which both contained uncremated re-

mains of corpses in a saponified state.

This would seem to confirm that Gomer-

ski 's descriptions have a basis in reality. But then again, the dimensions

mentioned by him are considerably smaller than those of Kola's pit

number 4. In the end, Gomerski's statements on the burial pits can only

be taken to support our conclusion that the original total volume of said

pits was much smaller than the total volume estimated by Kola. They

are also fully congruent with the notion that only some ten thousand

corpses were ever buried in the camp. Add to this Gomerski's contra-

dictory statement on the capacity of the gas chambers and his initial

claim that the Sobibor victims had numbered only some 25,000 to

30,000, and we have a witness which only a pious fool like Myers

Illustration 10.1: A sche-

matic representation of

Gomerski's statements on

the approximate relative lo-

cation of the mass graves in

Camp III (numbered 1 to 3)
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would have the audacity to put forward as evidence in favor of the "ex-

termination camp" hypothesis.

10.2.7. The Sobibor Prisoner Revolt, Himmler's 1943 Visit

to Sobibor, and "Witness Convergences"

In the concluding and fittingly most pathetic part of his critique,

Myers makes a remarkable attempt at conjuring up a supposed "conver-

gence of evidence." As his ramblings in this issue has already been cov-

ered in most parts by Carlo Mattogno above, I will focus my own cri-

tique on his discussion of witness statements relating to the Sobibor

prisoner revolt of 14 October 1943 and to Heinrich Himmler's visit to

the same camp in early 1943, both of which he presents as a concrete

example of "convergence" demonstrating the reliability of the witnesses

(p. 379):

"The fundamental point is that the witnesses recalled and detailed the

Sobibor revolt and escape (often a crucial part in their testimony), which is

substantiated and verified by several contemporary documents.
"

Whereas the contemporary documents relating to the uprising are

indeed few in number, there can be no doubt that it actually took place

on the date in question, that 1 1 SS guards and 2 "Trawniki men" were

killed by the inmates, and that a large portion of the inmates managed to

escape from the camp. This we also note in the second chapter of So-

bibor. What Myers completely avoids in his discussion is the fact that

the witness accounts of the event in question put the "extermination

camp" allegation in a highly questionable light. According to the ac-

counts of the revolt leader Pechersky and others, the majority of the

guards were killed not in combat situations but were struck with axes,

hatches and clubs while alone with prisoners in their workshops, un-

armed or with their weapons placed on some nearby table. As Jiirgen

Graf points out in Sobibor (p. 92), the uprising

"was possible only if the SS neglected to take even the most elementary

precautions, because it did not even consider the possibility ofan uprising.

If, however, Sobibor was an extermination camp where a horrifying num-

ber ofJews had been murdered, where the Jewish workforce were facing

death at any time and were whipped all along, one would have had to reck-

on permanently with a revolt. Thus, the absolutely hare-brained behavior of

the SS who practically asked to be killed, as Pechersky describes it, proves

that Sobibor was, instead, a camp where conditions may have been tough,

but where the lives ofthe detainees were not in constant danger and where

they were not continually ill-treated.

"
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This conclusion is supported by other witness statements, such as

Ester Raab's that she had been employed in the camp armory from

where ammunition and weapons were handed out to the guards - in

other words a place where clearly no "extermination camp" administra-

tor with any awareness of security issues would ever have permitted an

inmate to be employed - or Zelda Metz' account of how some detainees

had escaped while being taken out of the camp to fetch water accompa-

nied by a single Ukrainian guard {Sobibor, pp. 179f). The fact that a

number of the inmates who escaped on 14 October 1943 voluntarily re-

turned to the camp later that same day {ibid., p. 93) clearly shows that

they must have believed that they could do so without risking certain

death.^*"^ If Sobibor had in fact been a "pure extermination camp," such

a belief among the escaped inmates would be pretty much inconceiva-

ble.

The second example of "convergence" presented by Myers concern

the visit of Heinrich Himmler to Sobibor in early 1943. Regarding the

date of this visit we wrote in Sobibor (pp. 58f ):

"The date ofthe second visit is not known precisely, although it did take

place in March of 1943. On ISApril 1943 the head ofSS and police of the

Lublin district, Odilo Globocnik, noted in a letter to SS-Gruppenfiihrer

Maximilian von Herff that, on the occasion ofhis stay (in Lublin) in March,

Himmler had inspected 'installations of 'Aktion Reinhard.' [...] Hence,

Himmler 's visit to Sobibor must have taken place in March of 1943. [...]

Claiming to quote from witness statements, B. Distel and J. Schelvis give

the date of the visit as 12 February 1943, although the documents cited

have it take place in March. This matter is symbolic, showing as it does

how the orthodox historians operate.

"

As the source of the March date we cite Christopher Brovraing's ex-

pert report from the David Irving libel trial. Myers comments (pp.

379f.):

"What MGK leave offfrom Browning 's report is a crucial sentence

within the same paragraph of their citation, where Browning states 'Subse-

quent correspondence in the file concerning the recommended promotions

ofAktion Reinhard personnel confirmed Himmler 's visit and inspection of

Sobibor but dated itprecisely to February 12, 1943.

This distortion thus undermines MGK's criticism in Sobibor that histo-

rians rely upon a February date for Himmler 's visit based only on witness

The fact that these Jews - along with the Jews remaining in the camp - appears to have been

shot (as a measure ofpunishment or security) does not alter the fact that they would hardly

have returned to the camp if they hadn't beheved that there was a chance that they would not

be killed.
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Statements, and neglect documentary evidence. Grafsees this as 'symbolic,

showing as it does how the orthodox historians operate'. The only thing

that can be taken as symbolicfrom this instance is thatMGK are extremely

sloppy researchers, and distort their sources when it suits them. That they

expect witnesses to recall an event in its exact detail years after its occur-

rence without mistake, when they themselves cannot even properly read a

source, exposes the weakness ofthe Revisionist argument.

"

Here Myers has in fact discovered a genuine error in our book. Four

documents from April 1 943 concerning ttie promotion of Aktion Rein-

liardt personnel do indeed give the date of the visit to the Reinhardt in-

stallations as 12 February 1943.^''"'' It thus seems most likely that the

vague dating of the visit to March in the documents cited by us is incor-

rect and that it in fact took place on 12 February. While this invalidates

this particular criticism of ours against the holocaust historians men-

tioned, it does not invalidate our criticism of the contents of the witness

statements concerning the Himmler visit. As we have demonstrated in

Sobibor (pp. 58f ), they diverge on the alleged main event during the

visit, namely the supposed demonstration of the workings of the homi-

cidal gas chambers for the benefit of the ReichsfUhrer-SS:

> Leon Feldhendler states that the visit took place in March 1943 and

that the victims of the demonstration gassing were 200 women
brought in from Lublin who had been "locked up in a special barrack

for two days."

> Zelda Metz dates the visit to the "late summer of 1943" and that the

victims, "7,500 beautiful young girls were brought in from [the Jew-

ish camp on] Lipowa Street [in Lublin]."

> Thomas Blatt claims that the victims were "over 300 specially se-

lected young Jewish girls from the nearby city of Wlodawa."

> In 1949, on the other hand, the same Blatt stated that the victims

were 80 Jews, gender unmentioned, who had arrived from Trawni-

ki.^*'" In 1965 they had become an unmentioned number of Jewesses

from the same location.

> Moshe Bahir asserts that the victims, numbering "several hundred,"

^^"^ Reproduced in Henry Friedlander, Sybil Milton (eds.), Archives of the Holocaust, Vol. 11,

Berlin Document Center, part 2, Garland Publishing, New York/London 1992, Document 435

on p. 343, Document 437 on p. 347, Document 439 on p. 349 and Document 440 on p. 350. In

a letter from Globocnik to SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer Grothmann dated 3 March 1943 it is also

spoken of Himmler's "last visit" as having taken place recently; NIOD archive 804, inventory

51, p. 111.

Thomas (Toivi) Blatt, Lodz, 8 January 1949; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p. 154.

Thomas Blatt, court testimony in Hagen on 29 November 1965; NIOD archive 804, inventory

13, p. 238.
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came from Trawniki.

> Abraham Kohn speaks of 500 Jewish girls from Trawniki: "As the

execution was carried out, Himmler stood on the glass roof of the

gas chamber and observed how the people were killed inside. He
was a man [. . .] with a dark face and an evil appearance.

"^'^"^

> Philip Bialowitz believed that the girls had arrived from Majdanek,

and that they were to be "experimented upon."^'''°

> Itzhak Lichtman stated in 1945 that Himmler had arrived in an air

plane "in the summer of 1943" and that the victims came from vari-

ous unnamed villages and small tovras.^*"

> Eda (Ada) Lichtman' s account of the "demonsfration gassing" is

even more divergent, not to say bizarre and quasi-pornographic:^*'^

"We saw Himmler up close, since he wanted to see with his own eyes

and confirm, that the people brought to Sobibor were burned, and how
they were burned. How this experiment in extermination ofhumans was

fiinctioning. How they were burned after being killed in the gas cham-

bers, how they were burned without their hair. For this purpose there ar-

rived a transport with girls from Czechoslovakia, from Germany, tall,

heaiitifiil blond girls. The Germans prepared for Himmler 's visit some

days in advance. The preparations were carried out day and night, and

when he finally arrived, he went to the girls, who were waiting for him.

He looked at them from head to heels, he looked at them from behind his

glasses, he touched them, and together with them he went to Lager III,

accompanied by high officers who had comefrom Holland.
"

From this description one might gain the impression that Mrs.

Lichtman worked as a scriptwriter for the kind of "Nazisploitation"

sleaze movies that were churned out in the 70s and which had fore-

runners in the 1960s Israeli "Stalag fiction."

Myers avoidance of this non-convergence of the testimonial evi-

dence exposes the weakness of the anti-Revisionist argument. What is

fijrther telling is the fact that the holocaust historians, despite the date of

Himmler' s visit being known and the references to various locations as

the origin of the hundreds or thousands of "beautiful Jewesses," have

not been able to locate any evidence for the transport of these alleged

victims of the "demonstration gassing" (such as a note on a transfer of

^^'^ Abraham Kohn, Linz, 17 February 1977, NIOD archive 804, inventory 16, p. 90.

^™ Testimony of Philip Bialowitz, New York 15 May 1965; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

84.

Ithzak Lichtman, testimony left in Krakow on 15 December 1945; NIOD archive 804, invento-

ry 17, p. 143.

Taped interview with Eda Lichtman, Tel Aviv, 3 March 1964; NIOD, archive 804, inventory

17, p. 131.
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Jewish prisoners, or even testimonies from other camps or ghettos) out-

side of the corpus of Sobibor testimonies. Hubert Gomerski, when con-

fronted with the claim that a group of Jewish girls had been kept in the

camp as part of the preparations for the Himmler visit, stated before the

Hagen court: "That is simply out of the question."^^'^

10.2.8. Addendum: A Complementary Survey of the Sobib-

or Eyewitness Testimonies

10.2.8.1. Additional Absurdities from Moshe Bahir

There are many downright absurdities to be found in the testimonies

left by former inmates of the Sobibor camp. Some of them became

known to us only after the publication of our study about Sobibor and

are well worth mentioning here for the light they shine on the credibility

of these witnesses. Ada Lichtman, for example, claimed that the SS

men in the camp used human skulls as balls in the camp's bowling al-

ley!^''''' One wonders: wouldn't it have been extremely difficult for the

players to get a strike?

In this work of rebuttal as well as in our original study on Sobibor,

we have given numerous examples of the bizarre claims made by the

witness Moshe Ba(c)hir, aUas Moses Szklarek. There are, however,

several more absurdities to add to his account. In an long, undated ac-

count Bahir presents us with the following story
:^'''^

"/ can remember a transport ofnaked women who, holding their babies

in their arms, put up resistance at the entrance to the gas chambers. That

was already at the end of 1943 - a transport ofwomenfrom Poland. They

did not believe in the lies which Oberscharfuhrer Hermann Michel had told

them. The attacked the guards with their milk bottles, which they held in

their hands, and injured some officers. Panic broke out among the German

heroes and they calledfor the help ofthe Ukrainians, who overpowered the

naked women with great effort Most of [the women] were killed already

before entering the gas chambers.

"

Later in the account Bahir gives what appears to be another version

of the very same story, but here the nationality of the women has been

changed and the number of fransports doubled:^*'^

Testimony of Gomerski in Hagen, 7 Dec 1965; NIOD, archive 804, inventory 48, p. 160.

Testimony ofAda Lichtman, Tel Aviv, 26 October 1983; NIOD archive 804, inventory 17, p.

115.

Undated account by Moshe Bachir; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p. 36.

Ibid., p. 43.
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"During the last months Jews from Poland, the Ukraine and Russia

were brought to the camp. [...] The women from these transports showed

signs ofresistance, even when they were already stark naked. I can remem-

ber that some transportsfrom Poland and the Ukraine resisted having their

hair cut and were driven with beatings and bullets into the gas chambers,

without them having had their hair cut. [. . .] There were also two transports

ofwomen from the Ukraine, who put up resistance, after they had already

undressed completely, with their babies in their hands, against the heroes

[Bahir's sarcastic name for the SS guards], who were armedfrom head to

toe. [The women] grazed the faces and broke their milk bottles over the

heads of the German officers and their dastardly Ukrainian helpers. These

women were killed before they reached the gas chambers.
"

Notwithstanding that the story in itself is hardly believable and

smells of regurgitated atrocity propaganda, the claimed origin and date

of the transport(s) does not fit with documented facts. To begin with, no

convoys from the Ukraine are known to have arrived in Sobibor. Like-

wise, Jules Schelvis knows nothing of transports from Poland to Sobib-

or during the last months of the camp's operational period (August-

September 1943). On 18 September 1943 a convoy was sent to Sobibor

from Lida, which had previously been part of Poland, but according to

the testimony of an Organisation Todt engineer who accompanied the

transport, it consisted of both men and women. ^'''^ There may also have

arrived a transport from the liquidated ghetto in Vilnius, which had also

previously been part of Poland, but this is only supported by a vague

second-hand rumor mentioned in the testimonies of Leon Feldhendler

and Arkadij Waispapier.^'''** According to Arad, "[ajbout 4,300 to 5,000

elderly women and children were sent [from Vilnius] to Sobibor in the

last days of September 1943" (emphasis added),^'''' while the young and

middle-aged women able to work were deported to camps in Estonia. It

does not seem very likely that elderly women would fight SS guards

with milk bottles, while clutching babies. .

.

Besides maintaining that transports arrived from Ukraine, Bahir in-

credibly enough writes of the arrival of convoys of not only Belgian

Jews but also of Hungarian Jews,^^'^° despite the fact that the deportation

of the Jews from Hungary did not begin until spring 1 944, half a year

after the liquidation of the Sobibor camp!

In his testimony of 10 April 1960, Bahir stated that he had been de-

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 219.

Ct ibid., 220.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 137.
^'^^ Undated account by Moshe Bachir; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p. 43.
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ported from Komarow to Sobibor via Zamosc on 16 March 1942, to-

gether with more than 2,000 other Jews, and that the train arrived after 3

days, i.e. on 19 March. On the train some of the deportees spoke of So-

bibor as a death camp and said prayers of atonement.^''^' However, since

it is maintained that the camp was still under construction in March

1942, and that the first transport (from Komarow) arrived on 3 May
1942,^''^^ Bahir could not have arrived to the camp at this date, and the

other deportees could hardly have heard rumors of Sobibor being a

death camp. According to Schelvis, on the other hand, Bahir was de-

ported from Zamosc on 24 May 1942 with "one of the first frans-

10.2.8.2. Glaringly Different Descriptions of Individual Sobibor

Staff Members

In our study on Sobibor I noted the glaringly different descriptions

of Sobibor staff member Gustav Franz Wagner made by the witnesses

Ada Lichtman and Esther Raab.^''^'* This example can be multiplied. For

example, Philip Bialowitz, who was deported from Izbica to Sobibor in

January 1943,^*^^^ described Wagner as follows in a testimony from
1963:^"^'^

"He beat and killed many people. Daily he would seek his victims, who
he alsofound and killed.

"

In stark contrast to this is Schlomo (Salomon) Alster, who was de-

ported to Sobibor from Chelm around November 1
942^*^^ and who stat-

ed with regard to the same Wagner in 1975:^''^^

"Wagner was also bad. He beatpeople, but he never killed anyone.

"

Considering that the Jewish witnesses unanimously agree that Wag-
ner was one of the most well-known, or infamous, members of the

camp staff, how are we to explain such diverging testimonies?

A similar example can be made with regard to the SS Karl Frenzel,

who was convicted to life in prison in 1 966 based on a number of testi-

Testimony of Moshe Bahir, Tel Aviv, 10 April 1960; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p. 62,
'^^^

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A Historv ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 36,

Ibid., p. 231.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sohibdr, op. cit., p. 99.
"'^^

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. c!«,,p,231,
^''^ Testimony of Philip Bialowitz, New York, 15 May 1963; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

74.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 23 1

.

Testimony of Schlomo Alster, Tel Aviv, 17 March 1975; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

25,
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monies claiming that Frenzel on his own initiative had killed a consid-

erable number of inmates. Thomas Blatt, who was deported from Izbica

to Sobibor on 23 April 1943, testified in 1963:^*^^

"Frenzel was a noted sadist and murderer. He killed many prisoners. I

myself have witnesses some 18 killings perpetrated by Frenzel He beat

people with a spade and occasionally shot some as well. Of the prisoners

killed by Frenzel the following are known to me by name: Leizor Griiner,

Kominkowski, Wolff Stumzeiger. It is likely that myfather likewise died as

a result of the beatings Frenzel gave him with a wooden bludgeon. I myself

was beaten several times by Frenzel with the whip and the bludgeon.
"

Schlomo Alster on the other hand compares Frenzel favorably to

Wagner, who "never killed anyone," stating:^*^"

"There were also SS men who were not so bad. For example, Frenzel

was not a bad man.

"

What reason could Alster possibly have for whitewashing the repu-

tations of the SS men Gustav Wagner and Karl Frenzel?

10.2.8.3. The "Evolving" Testimonies of Thomas, Pechersky,

Biskubicz and Blatt

In Sobibor we wrote that Stanislaw Szmajzner, to our knowledge, is

the only witness to have claimed that Zyklon B was used for the alleged

mass killings in the camp.^*^^ Here we must revise this statement, since

there are in fact two additional witnesses who identify this delousing

agent as the murder weapon. The first is Yehuda Lemer, who in 1959

made the following statement:
^^'^

"The SS man Getzinger was the head of the gas chambers and the one

who threw in the Zyklon gas to kill the people. After halfan hour there was

no trace left ofall the Russian-Jewish prisoners ofwar, norfrom the other

Jewsfrom the Minsk ghetto, they were all gassed.

Some months later something special happened to the SS man Getzinger

who had gassed the Jews. Two Ukrainian helpers worked with him. As by

now the Russian front gradually was getting closer to Poland, the two

Ukrainians decided to go over to the partisans. Getzinger had the habit of

bullying the Ukrainians, and now they wanted to exact revenge on him. One

day they put a handgrenade between the Zyklon gas containers, and when

Testimony of Thomas Blatt, Los Angeles, 30 April 1963; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, pp.

194-195; 208 AR-Z 251/59, Bd. 9, p. 1888f.

Testimony of Schlomo Alster, Tel Aviv, 17 March 1975; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

25.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 30.
^''^ Account by Yehuda (Leon) Lemer, Haifa, 16 December 1959; NIOD archive 804, inventory

17, p. 74.
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Getzinger came to fetch new gas for the gas chambers, the grenade explod-

ed and tore Getzinger to pieces.
"

This story is obviously bogus, and not only for the mention of

"Zyklon gas," but also because the chronology is completely off kilter.

The convoys from Minsk to Sobibor, one of which included Lemer

himself,^''''^ all arrived during the latter half of September 1943, while -

as is well known - the prisoner revolt took place on 14 October 1943.

The accidental death of Anton Getzinger happened a few weeks prior to

the revolt; according to Hubert Gomerski, who was present on the occa-

sion, Getzinger was trying to zero the aim of a machine gun by using

two Soviet grenades from the munitions storage in camp IV (the "Nord-

lager") when one of them went off, killing him instantly.^*^"* Thus the

period of time between the alleged gassing of a Minsk convoy described

by Lemer and the death of Getzinger could have amounted to at most

two weeks, not "some months." Symptomatically, Lemer claimed in the

same testimony that he had stayed for six weeks in the camp,^''"'^ while

still claiming that the revolt took place on 14 October^''^'' - he would

thus have arrived in the camp around 1 September 1943, more than two

weeks before the arrival of the first Minsk convoy. Lemer maintained

the claim that he stayed for six weeks in the camp when testifying in

April 1960.^*^^

The story of Getzinger and the Zyklon cans is not the only patently

untrue statement left by Lemer in his 1959 account:^*'^

"/ saw transports arrive from Belgium, Holland and Latvia. A few

weeks before our revolt a transport arrived with women and children from

Riga.

"

While one may accept that Lerner may have mistaken the alleged

convoy from Vilnius at the end of September 1943 as coming from Ri-

ga, there were no real transports which Lerner could have mistaken as

coming from Belgium or the Netherlands. No convoy of Belgian Jews

ever reached Sobibor, and the last Dutch convoy departed on 20 July

1943.

The second witness to mention Zyklon is the Slovakian Jew Kurt

^"^^
J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 220, 236.

Ibid., p. 255.
^''^ Account by Yehuda (Leon) Lemer, Haifa, 16 December 1959; NIOD archive 804, inventory

17, p. 75.
^''^

ft/rf.,p. 76.

Testimony ofYehuda Lemer, 5 April 1960; NIOD archive 804, inventory 17, p. 83.

Account by Yehuda (Leon) Lemer, Haifa, 16 December 1959; NIOD archive 804, inventory

17, p. 5.
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Thomas (bom Kurt Ticho), who arrived in Sobibor in early November

1942 from the Piaski ghetto.^^^^ In a letter cum testimony to the World

Jewish Congress from December 1961, Thomas wrote:^*'*"

"By the cashier's box the last valuables were handed over, wedding

rings, watches etc., and from there the victims were driven into the gas

chamber, which faucets then would blow the gas into the chamber. Instead

of water there came from the faucets a lethal gas, which, at that time, ifI

recall correctly, was named Cyklon.
"

According to Kurt Thomas, the alleged gas chamber building was

designated "Staatliche Seuchenhekdmpfimgsstelle" (State epidemics

control facility) and carried a sign reading ''Bad" (bath).^'''" It is clear

that Thomas, in contrast to the witnesses who had portrayed Erich Bau-

er as the "Gasmeister" responsible for the "gassing engine," did not ini-

tially connect this SS man with the alleged mass gassings. In a letter

concerning Sobibor staff members from 1949, Thomas mentions a "Ru-

dolf [sic] Bauer" - "I believe he was a car mechanic.
"^*^^

The fact that Kurt Thomas believed at least until 1961 that Zyklon

had been used as killing agent can only mean that at that time he did not

identify engine exhaust gas as the killing agent. However, in May 1963,

in response to a specific (but not quoted) question from the senior pub-

lic prosecutor in Dortmund, Thomas stated:^*''^

"/ do not know who serviced the gassing engine, since it was located in

Camp III, where I never was.

"

Thus, based on a request of information from the judiciary, Thomas

belatedly came to adapt his testimony to the official engine exhaust ver-

sion.

As noted in our Sobibor study, the witness Alexander Pechersky

wrote in his 1946 account of Sobibor that the victims in the "bath" were

killed with a "thick dark substance" which came "spiralling out from

vents in the ceiling.
"^'''^''

This description of the killing operation was

supposedly given to Pechersky by another inmate. What is important

here is not the ultimate origin of this description, but the fact that

Pechersky does not refer to any alternative killing agent in this account.

J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., p. 240.

Letter by Kurt Thomas to the World Jewish Congress, 3 December 1961; NIOD archive 804,

inventory 20, p. 67.

NIOD archive 804, inventory 20, p. 66, 67, 95.
^'"^ Letter by Kurt Thomas to Oberstaatsanwalt Frankfurt am Main, 20 April 1949; NIOD archive

804, inventory 20, p. 61.

Testimony ofKurt Thomas, Cleveland, 21 May 1963; NIOD archive 804, inventory 20, p. 88.

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit, p. 70.
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When interrogated in Kiev on 1 1 August 1961, however, Pechersky had

changed his statement on what he supposedly had learnt from his in-

formant about the killings i^*"*^

"In der dritten Zone des Lagers wurde die Vernichtung von Menschen

durchgefiihrt. Wie man niir erzdhlt hat, wurden Menschen in besondere

Kammern getrieben, diese Kammern wurde geschlossen und wurden diese

Menschen mit Gas vergiftet. Dariiber haben mir Leite ausgesagt, die eine

schon Idngere Zeit als ich in Sabibur [sic] zuriickgehalten worden sind.

Besonders einer meiner Kameraden mit Namen Boruch, ein polnischer

Jude, der in der Folgezeit am Aufruhr, den wir im Lager angezettelt hatten,

teilnahm, sagte mir, was er von einem der Wachmdnner erfahren hatte,

ndmlich, daj] Personen, die im Lager ankommen und in die dritte Zone des

Lagers kamen, von dort nicht mehr zuriickkehrten.
"

"The extermination of human beings was carried out in the third zone

of the camp. As I was told, people were driven into special chambers, these

chambers were then closed and the people were poisoned with gas. This

was told to me by people who had already been detained in Sabibur [sic]

for a longer period of time than I had. In particular a friend of mine, a

Polish Jew by the name ofBoruch who laterparticipated in the revolt insti-

gated by us in the camp, told me what he had learned from one of the

guards, namely that people, who arrived in the camp and were brought to

the third zone never returnedfrom there.
"

He continues his description of the gas chambers thus:^'''"^

"Aus der zweiten Zone des Lagers brachte man die vollkommen entklei-

deten Personen in die dritte Zone, die mit besonderen Kammern ausgeriis-

tet war, wo sogar Wasserleitung und Heine Wasserbecken installiert

waren, die angeblich fiir Waschungen da waren. Das warjedoch alles eine

Vortduschung, denn sobald die Menschen in die Kammer eingetreten wa-

ren, wurde die Ttir derselben geschlossen und man liess in die Kammer
Gas strdmen und an welchem diese Menschen erstickten.

"

"From the second zone of the camp the completely undressed people

were brought to the third zone, which was equipped with special chambers,

in which waterpipes and even small water basins were installed, ostensibly

for the purpose ofwashing. All of this was just a sham, however, because

as soon as the people had entered into the chamber, the door to it was

closed and gas was let into the chamber, which suffocated the people.

"

What then was the origin of this poison gas? Later on in the same

testimony Pechersky recounts the following story:^'''*^

Protocol of interrogation ofAlexander Pechersky in Kiev, 1 1 August 1961 (translation from

Russian); 208 AR-Z 251/59 Bd. XIH, p. 2673.

Ibid.,^. 261A.

Ibid., p. 2676.
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"Weiter geschah eines Tages folgendes, als wir in der vierten Zone des

Lagers arbeiteten, kam zu uns einer der Deutschen liefi uns antreten und

fragte, ob unter uns ein Elektroschweifier set Aus unserer Gruppe trat

niemand hervor, aber die Deutschen fanden einen Elektroschweifier in der

anderen Arbeitsgruppe, und wiesen denselben mit drei oder Junf anderen

Arbeitern in die dritte Zone fir die Durchfihrung irgend einer Reparatur.

Im Lager verbreitete sich das Gerucht, dafi der Mordmotor kaputt gegan-

gen set Spdter, als diese Leute in die dritte Zone des Lagers gegangen

waren, hat sie niemand mehr gesehen, und wir rechneten damit, dafi sie

ebenfalls vernichtet warden sind.

"

"Further the following happened one day: as we were working in the

fourth zone ofthe camp, one ofthe Germans came up to us, had us lined up

an asked, if anyone of us was an electric welder. No-one from our group

stepped forward, but the Germans found an electric welder in the other

work detail and sent him together with three or five other workers to the

third zone, where he was to carry out some kind of repair. In the camp the

rumor spread that the murder engine had broken down. Since no-one ever

saw these people again after they had gone into the camp 's third zone, we

reckoned later that they had been exterminated as well.
"

Thus fifteen years later the "thick dark substance" had inexplicably

as well as conveniently been turned into exhaust gas from an engine!

Now, if the rumors in the camp had it that the people sent to Camp III

were killed by means of an engine, then why would Pechersky not have

mentioned this in 1946, but instead recounted the ludicrous story about

the "thick dark substance"?

A third example of the statements of a witness evolving to fit the of-

ficial version of events can be found in the already discussed Jakub

Biskubicz. Because his claim from the Eichmann trial - that he had wit-

nessed the gas chamber building equipped with a collapsible floor while

accidentally entering Camp III - clearly was too unbelievable, he found

it wise while testifying before the court in Hagen in 1965 to change his

mode of observation:^'^'***

"/ could see the gas chamberfrom above from camp II; its roofshone

like metal From the woods I could see the pits. I worked notfarfrom Camp
III. Out offear I did not look much into [Camp III]. From the gas chamber

one heard the noise ofengines. One could also see thefire clearly.

"

This "bird's eye" version of course also allowed the witness to con-

veniently abandon the story of the collapsible gas chamber floor.

Thomas "Toivi" Blatt, who served as a key witness in the recent trial

^'"^ Testimony of Jakub Biskubicz, Hagen, 9 November 1965; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

130.
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against John Demjanjuk in Munich, is another former Sobibor inmate

who has modified certain parts of his testimony. In 1949 Blatt made the

following statement:^*'*'

"In 1943 the Germans enlarged the gas chamber. It could be seenfrom
our camp how a Gestapo man walked to andfro on the glass roof of the

chamber, looking inside.

"

That Blatt had himself observed this curious activity - described also

in several other early Sobibor testimonies - is made clear by his state-

ments from the Hagen trial:^'''''

"/ did not see the gas chamber, as it was surrounded by a fence; one

could see 1/4 of itfrom above [zu 1/4 konnte man sie von oben sehen]. One

often saw Frenzel, Gomerski and other SS men moving around on the roof

and looking down. There must have been a window there. One could also

see thefire."

Later on in his court testimony Blatt repeated this claim:^''^'

"Once or twice I saw SS men on the roof who were looking down.

Therefore a window must have been located there [i.e. in the gas chamber

roof].

"

In a video interview fi-om 1984, Blatt still made mention of the SS

men on the gas chamber roof:^*^^

"The place where people were gassed and burned wasfenced in, so that

one could not look inside. We heard screams and saw the SS man Bauer on

the roofof the gas chamber. We knew exactly what was going on there.
"

In what must be regarded as Blatt' s definitive and most well-known

account of his time in the camp, the memoirs From the ashes of Sobib-

or, published in 1997,^''^^ the observation of the men on the roof goes

completely unmentioned. The obvious reason is of course that it is in-

congruent with the officially sanctioned description of the Sobibor gas

chambers, which does not allow for an observation window placed in

the roof of the gas chamber building.

The above-mentioned four examples clearly demonstrate how the

testimonies of "eyewitnesses" to the Reinhardt camps evolved to suit

the crucial points of the official version of events, thereby discarding

Account by Thomas Blatt, Lodz, 13 June 1949; NIOD, archive 804, inventory 13, p. 151.

^™ Testimony of Thomas Blatt, Hagen, 23 November 1965; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

203.

Testimony ofThomas Blatt, Hagen, 29 November 1965; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p.

235.
^'^^ Transcript ofvideo interview with Thomas Blatt in Tricht, 1984; NIOD archive 804, inventory

13, p. 141.
^''^ Thomas Toivi Blatt, From the Ashes ofSobibor. A Story ofSurvival, Northwestern University

Press, Evanston 1997.
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various absurd and contradictory statements regarding how the sup-

posed extermination was carried out.

10.2.8.4. Hershl Cukiermann and His Rumor Mill

In the eyewitness chapter of our study on Sobibor we raised the issue

of smuggled letters claimed to have reached the Jewish inmates of camp

I and II from the isolated Jewish workers in Camp III, the "death camp

proper." We discussed three witnesses who maintain that such commu-

nication took place: Stanislaw Szmajzner, Moshe Bahir and the cook in

the inmate kitchen, Hershl Cukiermann (or Zukerman). The latter, who
arrived at the camp in one of the first transports in May 1942, main-

tained that the "real function" {i.e. the alleged mass gassings) were re-

vealed to the inmates in the other parts of the camp through a device of

his, as follows: The inmate kitchen also provided the workers of Camp
III with food, which was carried to the gate of that camp in buckets.

One day Cukiermann prepared a "thick crumb pie" and put a message

inside asking the Camp III inmates for information on what went on in

their camp. In one of the returned buckets he found a piece of paper

with the dramatic message: "Here the last human march takes place,

from this place nobody returns; here the people turn cold. .

." In another

version of his account, Cukiermann changed the "thick crumb pie" into

a "dumpling" and the reply message to a considerably more blunt one:

"You shouldn't have asked. People are being gassed, and we must bury

them." He also informs his readers there that said exchange of letters

took place some ten weeks after his own arrival in the camp, i.e. some-

time during the latter half of July 1942.^*^'' When testifying before the

court in Hagen in 1965, Cukiermann's account went thusly:^*^^

"The workers in camp I and II had no contact with the workers in Camp
III. Bolender once brought a work detailfrom Camp III to the Ukrainians

'

barracks next to our kitchen. With him was also the Kapo Franz. When

Bolender left, I asked the people what was going on in Camp III. They told

me that all arriving people were gassed and then put in mass graves. Over

these quicklime was then spread.

Also, one time I had to cook dumplings [Knddel] for the workers in

Camp III. In one of the buckets were these were put I placed a letter,

wherein I asked, what was happening to the people [sent to Camp III]. I re-

ceived a letter of reply, stating that all the people were gassed. The reply

J. Graf, T. Kues, C. Mattogno, Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 8 If.

Testimony ofHershl Cukierman before the court in Hagen, 2 November 1965; NIOD archive

804, inventory 14, pp. 1 If
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[from Cuckierman?] was very stupidly done. I could easily have beenfound

out. That was some 2-3 months after I arrived in the camp. Before that I

did not knowfor certain that it was a death camp. Koschowatzki [a Ukrain-

ian guard] and the workersfrom Camp III also told what was going on in

Camp III. I heard that Bolender always said: 'Man, get that dog, he 's not

working!'

I was also curious about why I sometimes had to cookfoodfor 300 peo-

ple in Camp III and another dayfor only 250 or 200 people. They told me
that Bolender shot the workers who weren 't movingfast enough.

It was indeed dangerous to inquire about all of this, but we were all

sentenced to death and therefore did not have much to risk. My wife and

children had been killed, I was not more precious than they.

As soon as Bolender had left, I took the risk ofspeaking to the people

from Camp III. I did not speakfor very long with them, since I was afraid of

Bolender. It was an exception that peoplefrom Camp III came to the other

parts ofthe camp.
"

Accordingly Cukiermann was informed about the gassings twice,

once in letter, and once directly from Camp 111 workers. But why did he

have to repeat his question about what was going on in the camp?

Some two years ealier, in 1963, when preparations for the Sobibor

trial in Hagen was still underway, Cukiermann left yet another version

of this story

"The people brought to camp II were told that they were to take a bath

and then sent to the Ukraine, where they were to be deployed as workers.

These statements seemed believable, because the people were handed soap

and towels. After some time had passed, I grew suspicious, however, since

thousands ofpeople were led to Camp III never to return. I decided to gain

some knowledge and kneaded into a sausage a letter [knetete in eine Wurst

einen Brief] in which I askedfor information on what was happening to the

Jews in Camp III. The provisions were meantfor the Jewish labor in Camp
III After some time I received in an empty bucket the written reply that the

Jews were gassed in Camp III. In the following period of time I made ob-

servations confirming the contents ofthe message. In Sobibor there arrived

per week some three transports with Jews, who were killed in the gas

chambers in Camp III.

"

While Cukiermann self-gratifyingly claimed to have been held in es-

teem in the camp as a good cook,^''^^ one cannot help but pity the in-

mates who had to eat the food of a cook unable to tell a sausage from a

thick crumb pie or a dumpling! No mention is made in this testimony of

Testimony ofHershl Cukiermann (as Harry Cukierman), New York 13 May 1963; NIOD ar-

chive 804, inventory 14, p. 31.

Ibid., p. 35.
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the supposed visit of a Camp III work detail to the Ukrainians' barracks

in camp 1, but a Ukrainian guard appears divulging information about

Camp m}"^^

"During my stay in Sobihor I struck up a certain friendship with the

Ukrainian Koschowatzki. He told me many things that had been a secret to

me. I mostly asked him about the conditions in Camp III and thus learned

that Gomerski was in charge there, and that Bauer was the Gasmeister.

Koschowatzki also told me that Bolender worked in Camp III. I saw

Bolender daily on his way from Camp 1 to Camp III and back again. He
usually brought a large dog named Barri with him. From Koschowatzki I

learnt that Bolender was supposed to have shot numerous work Jews in

Camp III.

"

The realibility of this witness is also demonstrated by the fact that on

1 8 October 1 949 he presented the foUowing ridiculous atrocity story be-

fore the court in Frankfurt upon Main where Hubert Gomerski and Jo-

hann Klier stood trial:^*^'

"Etwa im August 1942 wurde ein Transport von etwa 1600 Juden mit

der Bahn eingeliefert. Sie waren in einem ganz schwachen heruntergekom-

menen Zustand. Im Gegensatz zu den bisherigen Transporten trugen sie

AnzUge mit Streifen, ohne Wdsche. Ich wusste, dass diese Kleidung im La-

ger Maidaneck [sic] getragen wurde. Einem dieser Leute der aus meinem

Wohnorte mir bekannt war, frug ich heimlich nach seiner Herkunft und er

sagte mir aus Maidaneck. Diese 1600 Leute mussten sich unter einem lan-

gen im rechten Winkelfuhrenden uberdachten Raum hinsetzen und zwar im

Lager 1. Erst nach 24 Stunden bekam ich den Auftrag von Oberscharfuhrer

Schiittfur diese 1600 Menschen etwas diinne Suppe zu kochen. Ich erinnere

mich noch genau, dass ich eine Griessuppe kochte. Ich habe die Suppe

dann persdnlich unter Zuhilfenahme einigen Leuten des Kuchenpersonals

ausgeteilt. Die Suppe reichte naturlich nichtfur Alle. Zu diesen Zeit habe

ich noch keine Toten gesehen. Die 1600 Menschen mussten dann noch 2

Tage in der sitzenden Stellung verbleiben. Der Grund dafur lag darin, dass

[struck out: der Verbrennungsofen] die Gaskammern defekt waren und da-

her die vorgesehene Vergasung nicht stattfinden konnten. Da die Menschen

es nicht mehr aushielten, teils vor Hunger, teils vor Schwdche, versuchten

sie doch aufzustehen. Ich habe selbst gesehen, dass Gomerski einen der

dicken Wasserkriige aus Blech und Emaille mit einem Fassungsvermogen

von etwa 15 bis 18 Liter nahm und denjenigen die aufstanden oder aufste-

hen wollten, mit Wucht aufden Kopfschlug, sodass diese tot umfielen. Bei

Ibid., p. 36.

Protocol of confrontation of Hubert Gomerski and Johann Klier with Hersz Cukirmann and

Josef Cukirmann, Frankfurt am Main, 18 October 1949; NIOD Archive 804, inventory 48, p.

14.
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den schwachen Zustand der Menschen ist es leicht verstdndlich, dass sie

einem solch krdftig gejuhrten Schlag sofort erlagen. Wagner hat dasselbe

mit einem eisernen Schlauch gemacht. Dies ging wdhrend der ganzen zwei

folgenden Tage lang, sodass nachher etwa die Hdlfte der Menschen tot

dalagen. Die Gaskammern waren mittlerweile wieder in Ordung gebracht

worden. Die Uberlebenden mussten dann, sich gegenstdndig vor Schwdche

stutzend, selbst ins Lager 3 zur Vergasung gehen, wdhrend die Leichen von

den Arbeitern durch das Lager 2 hindurch his vor das Lager 3 gebracht

und dort hingelegt wurden. Die Arbeiter durften ja das Lager 3 nicht betre-

ten.

"

"Around August 1942 a transport ofsome 1,600 Jews was brought in

by train. They were in a very weak, sordid state. In contrast to the trans-

ports until then they wore striped uniforms, with no underwear. I knew that

such clothing was worn in the Maidaneck [sic] camp. I discretely asked one

ofthese people who I knewfrom my hometown where he camefrom, and he

told me from Maidaneck. These 1,600 people then had to sit down in a

room covered by a perpendicularly raised roof. This was in Camp 1. Only

after 24 hours hadpassed did I receive the instruction from Oherscharfiih-

rer Schiitt to cook some thin soup for these 1,600 people. 1 still remember

clearly that I cooked a semolina soup. 1 personally handed out this soup

with the help of a few people from the kitchen staff. Needless to say there

was not enough soup for everyone. At this point in time I had not yet seen

any dead [among the arrivals from Majdanek]. The 1,600 people then had

to remain in this sitting position for two more days. The reason for this was

that [struck out: the incineration oven] the gas chambers were malfunction-

ing and that the planned gassing therefore could not be carried out. When

the people, partly because of hunger, partly because of their weakness,

could not stand it any longer, they tried to stand up nonetheless. I saw my-

selfhow Gomerski took a thick waterjug ofsheet metal and enamel with a

capacity ofsome 15 to 18 liter and hit anyone who stood up or attempted to

stand up with force on the head so that the person fell down dead. Because

of the weak condition of these people it is easy to see how they could be

immediately struck down by such a forceful hit Wagner did the same thing

with an iron hose. This continuedfor the whole following two days, so that

after this some half of the people were lying there dead. In the meantime,

the gas chambers had been fixed up. The survivors then had to walk, sup-

porting each other because oftheir weakness, to Camp III, where they were

gassed, while the corpses were brought by the workers through Camp 2 to

the gate ofCamp III and left there. The workers, after all, were not allowed

to enter Camp III.
"

Notwithstanding the absurdity of two SS men killing some eight

hundred people with a water jug and a hose over the course of three

days, it makes precious little sense within the official framework that
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this transport, confronted with a malfunctioning gassing facility, would

have been kept in Camp 1 for several days instead ofjust bringing them

to Camp III in smaller groups and shooting them there. And why feed

them before killing them? Of course, there exists no documentary proof

for a transport from Majdanek to Sobibor to begin with. .

.

Cukiermann's lurid description may be compared be the witness

Samuel Lerer's account of the same event from 25 October 1949:^'^''°

"An den Transport aus Maidaneck [sic] kann ich inich auch erinnern.

Die Leute waren ganz erschopft und verhungert. Ich sah, wie sie sich um
das bisschen Essen geschlagen haben, das ihnen gebracht wurde. Dabei

haben Wagner, Gomerski, Frenzel, Bauer und andere init ihren Pistolen

eine ganze Anzahl totgeschossen. Auch wenn sie sonst vorbeigingen, haben

sie ohne Anlass einfach hineingdchossen und haben mit der Peitsche ge-

schlagen.

Ich habe nicht gesehen, dass Gomerski mit einer Wasserkanne geschla-

gen hat, jedoch war ich auch nicht immer dabei, sondern hatte meine

Beschdftigung im Lager 2 im Pferdestall.

"

"I can also recall the transportfrom Maidaneck [sic]. The people were

completely worn out and starved. I saw how theyfought over the littlefood

that was brought to them. On this occasion Wagner, Gomerski, Frenzel,

Bauer and others shot a considerable number ofthem with their pistols. Al-

so when they just passed by, they shot into the crowd and beat them with

their whips.

I did not see Gomerski use a ewer to hit people, but then again, I was

not there all the time, since my workplace was in Camp 2 in the horse sta-

ble.
"

It is clear that either Cuckiermann or Lerer, or both of them, are not

telling the truth, and that Cuckiermann telling the truth is the least likely

option.

Finally we will take a look at the testimony from him taken down by

a certain M. Lewenkopf in Opole Lubelskie on 17 September 1944, i.e.

only some eleven months after the prisoner revolt. As in all of his ac-

counts, Cukiermann here states that he arrived at the camp in early May
1 942. The general layout of the camp and the arrival of transport is de-

scribed as follows i^*"^'

"The camp was divided into three parts. The first and the second had

contact with each other. The third part was separatedfrom the others. It

Protocol of confrontation of Hubert Gomerski with Estera Raab and Samuel Lerer, NIOD Ar-

chive 804, inventory 48, pp. 22f.
^''^ Testimony ofHersz Cukierman in Polish, Opole, 17 September 1944; NIOD Archive 804, in-

ventory 14, pp. 61f.
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was located in the forest, and the entry to this area was guarded. All who

went inside this camp were exterminated. A group ofmen, women and chil-

dren, corresponding to the quantity the gas chambers [kamery gazowe]

could hold, were rounded up, destinedfor Camp III. The unfortunates were

led to Camp 2, where SS men gave thefollowing speech to them: 'This is a

transit camp from where people are sent to work in the Ukraine. You must

therefore go to the bathhouse, at which exit you will receive clean under-

wear before continuingyourjourney.
"'

Camp III in particular is described thusly:^^^^

"As already mentioned. Camp III was separated from the remaining

camp. The gate was closed, andpine branches were inserted in the barbed

wire surrounding it so that the view was blocked completely. The same kind

ofintervowen branches shielded the entire campfrom the eyes ofoutsiders.

The workers who brought things for the people working in Camp III

were forced to leave them 50 paces from the gate and then move away

quickly. When new transports were arriving, food was in abundance, be-

cause foodstuffwas taken from the arriving Jews. As the cook I lived with

my son in a separate building. [...]

From each subsequent group ofarrivals several people - more than ten

— were selected to complete the team ofworkers, which for Camps 1 and 2

amounted to [illegible number ending with a zero] andfor Camp III to 450.

In Camp III working conditions were hard: beatings, tugsfrom an agitated

dog and 50 lashes as punishment for bad work. The Jews here were ex-

changed for new ones very often: under the bad ruse of sending them to

other camps, they were sent into theforest and shot.

The claim that the detainees of Camp 111 numbered 450 people

should be compared with Cukiermann's testimony in Hagen in 1965

(see above), wherein he stated that the number of Jews in Camp 111 that

he had to cook for varied between 200 and 300.

Not unexpectedly, Cukiermann has some bizarre tales of cruelty to

tell ofCamp 1 and 2 as well:^^*^

"In Camp 1 and 2 the Jews were occupied with the sorting and packing

of the victims ' remaining belongings. Apartfrom this the craftsmen were

continuously occupied with different tasks. To the work they went singing -

such was the order — andfor not complying with this they were beaten or

rushed by dogs. During the work the SS men entertained themselves by

beating the workers bloody, and when the blood was running, they poured

vinegar on the wounds and continued beating them.

The men heading the work details were Jewish kapos [grupowy]. One

SS man by the name ofPaul was particularly sadistic and often - after roll

/Wrf.,pp.62f.

Ibid., p. 63.
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call - he picked out an unfortunate man and gave him French Brandy to

drink, after which the man was sickfor a long time and often diedfrom the

poisoning.

"

On the other hand, the Majdanek transport episode, as told by

Cukiermann before the court in Frankfurt five years later, goes com-

pletely unmentioned in the 1944 testimony.

Cukiermann' s account of the lull in transports during the summer of

1942 and the construction of the new "gas chambers" is most remarka-

ble:^^''^

"During the three monthsfollowing our arrival, the killing actions were

stopped, the officers got vacations from their arduous activity, and the

demolition of the oven [piec] began. Not even two months later, ten brick-

layers - all Warsaw Jewsfrom Tremblinka [sic] - were brought in with two

railway carriages together withfood and bread as well as bricks. The work

on the new oven [nowego pieca] was now begun. While this went on, the SS

men put the word out that the new oven would befor Poles.

During this time, taking advantage of the presence of workers from

Camp III in the kitchen, who were assigned there to carry out certain

works, I learned of the tragic reality of Camp III. Our conversation took

place in a whispering manner and in spite ofthe presence ofguards. Now I

learned that after the gassings, the corpses were buried in a grave contain-

ing 30,000-40,000 bodies. The corpses were sprinkled with chlorine

[chlorkiem] and later buried. When the grave was full, it was covered with

earth. Despite the chlorine in the graves ' surroundings it stunk very much.

After staying a few weeks in the camp, the workers asked where their

families had gone. The SS men answered that they were in a camp in the

Ukraine and that some ofthem worked independently as peasants on agri-

culturalfarms and that they would be reunited again in two weeks time.

Sometimes an officialfrom the labor office in Wlodawa came and ordered

clothingfrom the goods of the arriving Jews, and this official gave another

story, namely that the Jews were directedfrom this camp to Krakow.

In the month of September the new gassing facility [nowe urzadzenie

gazowe] was completed. The facility had 8 rooms, each able to hold 100-

120 people. In this way it was possible to murder 1,000 people at one time.

After the building had been completed, new transports began to arrive.

In October 1942 an excavator arrived and work begun on extracting the

corpsesfrom the earth and burning them. During wintertime the transports

started to come more rarely, and the people arriving in carriages were sent

barefoot Children on the trains were eating snowfrom thirst.

"

In 1944 Cukiermann thus not only maintained that the transports to

Ibid., pp. 63f.
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the camp were halted for no less than some five months (May to Sep-

tember 1942), but also that Jews were brought in fi-om Treblinka to do

bricklaying work in connection with the construction of the "new gas-

sing facility" - a claim found in no other witness account. Even more

remarkably, the witness uses the term "oven" (piec) interchangeably

with "gas chambers" and "gassing facility." That Cukiermann is not

speaking of any cremation pyre is clear from the fact that

1) he initially states that the (first) "oven" was demohshed "[d]uring

the three months following our arrival," i.e. in the period May to Ju-

ly or possibly June to August 1942, and

2) he claims to have learned fi-om Camp III detainees sometime in late

summer 1942 that the corpses of the gassed were interred, not burnt;

and

3) he gives the date of the beginning of cremations as October 1942.

Thus "oven" must be synonymous with "gas chamber." But how
could this be, if Cukiermann had learned of the killing installations

from those working in or near them? The most likely explanation is, of

course, that he is merely repeating from Polish-Jewish afrocity propa-

ganda the common "gas oven" motif.

Moreover, the story of the smuggled letters is completely missing in

his 1944 testimony. Here we instead have the version that Cukiermann

learned of "the tragic reality of Camp III" directly from Camp III pris-

oners, several months after his arrival in the camp. This not only helps

to explain the anomaly of the "repeated revelation" in the 1965 testimo-

ny - the conversation with the Camp III detainees makes narrative sense

only within the older version which had no smuggled letters - but also

raises the question: were the purported letters from Camp III something

Cuckierman made up after the war, and onto which some other witness

(like Moshe Bachir) later latched on, or "real" and part of an under-

ground propaganda operation actually conducted by Cukiermann and

others among the camp prisoners, but which he found too blatantly spu-

rious to mention in his first testimony? Regardless of which, we know
that the court in Hagen considered Hershl Cukiermann (here named as

Harry Cukierman) to be a "reliable witness" !^**^

NIOD Archive 804, inventory 13, p. 4.
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Chapter 1 1 : "Aktion Reinhardt" Camps and

Chehnno: Real and Alleged Mass Graves

By Carlo Mattogno

Chapter 7 was written by Roberto Muehlenkamp and deals with the

question of "Mass Graves." He explains his goals immediately:

"This chapter starts with a presentation of what is known about the

mass graves at these four camps, mainly from forensic and archaeological

investigations, followed by a discussion of the main claims and arguments

adduced by Holocaust deniers (so-called Revisionists) Carlo Mattogno,

Jiirgen Graf, and Thomas Kues, whereby the physical evidence of said

mass graves is not compatible with or need not correspond to mass murder

on the scale that historiography has established. "
(p. 382)

The victims of these camps would be in total 1,551,000, distributed

as follows: Belzec: 435,000, Sobibor: 170,000; Treblinka: 789,000;

Chelmno: 157,000 (p. 382 and footnote 1)

Since "the focus will be the camps of the killing operation known as

Aktion Reinhard, Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka." (p. 382), it is not

clear what the insertion of the Chelmno camp has to do with this. Given

that, I start by analyzing the section "Number, Dimensions and Con-

tents of the Mass Graves."

[1] Muehlenkamp adduces first of all a very long quotation (almost

two pages) from my study about Belzec (pp. 383-384). This contains an

"Account of the diggings in the cemetery of the Belzec extermination

camp" of the Regional Investigative Judge of the district court of Za-

mosc, Czeslaw Godziszewski, dated 12 October 1945^'^'''' and a further

report on the survey from the following day, 13 October 1945.^*^^ Since

Muehlenkamp quotes from the same source (footnote 5), it is clear that I

was the first (at least in the Western literature) to quote from this docu-

ment and he should at least take notice. His first point of critique is the

following:

"Mattogno argued that the coroner's 'insistence, in the description, on

single bones as if they were unique pieces leaves us wondering about the

value one should attribute to the 'very large' quantity of corpses conjec-

tured by the coroner' - a conspiracy theory oblivious of the fact that the

coroner was obviously interested in what the remains examined revealed

about the victims ' age and sex, especially the presence of children among

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 79f.

Ibid., p. 80f.
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the victims. " (footnote 5)

This is my relative text:^*'*'^

"The coroner's expert opinion, which comes at the end of the report,

reached the following conclusions: The bonesfound were human in origin

and camefrom a "very large" quantity ofcorpses; these corpses had been

interred about three years earlier; some of them did not present traces of

incineration; and the examination of the skulls and other samples excluded

shooting as the cause ofdeath. The presence ofunincinerated corpses with-

in the Belzec camp area is therefore nothing new. As far as their number is

concerned, the Polish coroner 's expert opinion gives no specific data, but

the general tone of the report and its insistence, in the description, on sin-

gle bones as ifthey were unique pieces leaves us wondering about the value

one should attribute to the "very large " quantity ofcorpses conjectured by

the coroner. In any case, the essentialproblem is not the existence, hut the

significance of these corpses. In other words: What does their existence

As in ttie case of ttie cadaveric stencti, of ttie smoke and of the

flames of cremations, what matters here is the quantitative factor, not

the qualitative one: do these bone remains prove the killing of 435,000

people?

[2] After having reproduced the "Expert Opinion" of coroner Miec-

zyslaw Pietraszkiewicz which I already summarized and discussed in

my book^*^' (see point 1 above), Muehlenkamp, in order to explain "the

extent of the mess of human ashes and other partial remains," publishes

an excerpt of the inspection report by the Zamosc examining magistrate

of the camp area dated 10 October 1945 (p. 385). It mentions a surface

"in a width of some 100 m \einer Breite von etwa 100 m]" along the

northern border of the camp in which the soil had been dug up by local

inhabitants in their search for valuables, and there were "large amounts

[in grofier Menge]" of human remains and burned bones.^^^" Here the

same problem persists: how big a quantity? We will discover this next.

[3] On p. 386 Muehlenkamp reproduces two pictures of "a pit made

by robbery diggers [which] can be found in the archives of the Ghetto

Fighters House (Image 7.1)" and "some of the human remains exam-

ined by the PoUsh coroner whose report is quoted by Mattogno (Image

Ibid.,p.Sl.

On p. 384 Muehlenkamp writes that "[t]he coroner's report about the inspection of the corpses

is followed by an expert opinion not transcribed and translated by Mattogno," while neglecting

to mention that I did summarize it in my book. Muehlenkamp's readers could thus easily get

the impression that I kept silent about this document in my book.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, pp. 144f.
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7.2)." Both pictures are reproduced below as Illustrations 11.1 and 1 1.2.

As one can see from the pictures, the alleged "large amounts" are actu-

ally very small, which only confirms my doubts about the real amount

of the human remains actually found.

Illustration 11.1 Illustration 11.2

At the time Belzec is said to already have been designated as an "ex-

termination camp," and therefore the findings should have consisted of

extremely large quantities. Only a few months later, on 11 April 1946,

the Zamosc Assistant prosecutor summarized the results of his investi-

gation about Belzec in a report in which he declared that the number of

victims was 1,800,000.^^^'

The two pictures presented alongside (Figures 1 1.3 and 1 1.4), which

were taken in Belzec on an unknown date, fully confirm the ridiculous-

ly small magnitude of the human bones found there.

[4] Muehlenkamp presents a short summary of the archeological re-

search conducted by Professor Andrzej Kola, and he refers to the perti-

nent comments by Michael Tregenza and Robin O'Neil. In this context

he states:

"The presence of corpses in wax fat transformation besides cremation

remains is mentioned in Kola 's description of the graves numbered 1, 3, 4,

10, 13, 20, 25, 27, 28 and 32. Core drilling by Kola's team came upon

corpse layers up to 2 meters thick in the graves ' lower parts. Why these

corpses were left in the graves and not cremated by the SS is not known.

Tregenza surmised that 'perhaps after five months of supervising day and

night the gruesome work ofexhuming and cremating the hundreds of thou-

sands ofrotting remains the SS had simply had enough, and against orders,

abandoned the task. ' A likelier explanation is that the SS simplyfound it too

difficult to extract these corpses from the bottom of the graves, as is men-

tioned regarding Treblinka extermination camp by survivor eyewitness Os-

car Strawczyinski, who wrote that the graves 'could never be emptied en-

ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol. 1, p. 1225.
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tirely, because blood mixed with water accumulated

387)

When considering that

Tregenza estimates the

number of these corpses at

15,000,^*''^ the question is

not without importance

from an exterminationist

point of view. Next Mueh-

lenkamp gives a sample of

his method of deception: in

order to explain the pres-

ence of saponified, hence

uncremated corpses in

Belzec, he adduces an "eye

witness testimony" about

Treblinka! This unique tes-

timony is in fact contradict-

ed by Wiemik's testimony,

who wrote

"By now about 75 per

cent of the corpses had

been cremated; [...]. With-

in a few days work begun

to empty the remaining 25 Illustration 11.4"''

per cent ofthe graves and the bodies were cremated.
"

On the other hand, since the exhumation of the corpses is said to

have been carried out using "an excavator which could dig up 3,000

corpses at one time"^''^'' - a rather gigantic machine !^''^^ - it does not

make any sense that "the graves 'could never be emptied entirely, be-

cause blood mixed with water accumulated at the bottom.'"

[5] On p. 389 Muehlenkamp presents a table about "Measurements

http://iis.mfocenters.co.il/gfh/multimedia/GFH/0000005275/0000005275_l_web.jpg

http://iis.infocenters.co.il/gfh/muhimedia/GFH/0000005250/0000005250 1 web.jpg
'' M. Tregenza, "Das vergessene Lager des Holocaust," in I. Wojak, p. Hayes (eds.), "Arisie-

rung" im Nationalsozialismus, op. cit., p. 258.

^ J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., pp.

180f

Ibid., -p. 170.

' The translation is conform to the Polish text, according to which the machine extracted "about

3,000 corpses at one time [naraz okolo 3.000 trupdw]." J. Wiemik, Rok w Trehlince. Ghetto

Fighters House Archives, Catalog No. 3166, p. 13.
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of the Belzec Mass Graves." It is the same table already published by

me,^*'^ in which I reported the dimensions, the depth and the volume of

each of the 33 above-mentioned graves. The result is a total surface area

of 5,490 m^^''^^ and a total volume of 21,310 m^. Muehlenkamp does not

make any reference to my table, to which he added only some insignifi-

cant modification; his totals are in fact 5,391.75 m^ and 21,310 m'. He
adds a column about "calculated" volume, whose total is 23,604 m'

(hence bigger than the "estimated" volume of 21,310 m^); and also a

row of "subtotals" in which the surface area is 4,084 m^, the "calculat-

ed" volume of 18,290 m^ the one "estimated" of 15,840 m^ In this re-

gard, Muehlenkamp explains:

"The total volume ofall graves according to Kola 's estimates is 21,310

cubic meters, ofwhich 15,840 cubic meters (line 'Subtotals') correspond to

graves in which the estimated volume is smaller than the calculated volume

in Table 2.1.1. The sum ofestimated volumes in these graves (15,840 m^) is

about 86.6 % of the sum of calculated volumes in the line 'Subtotals'

(18,290m'). "(p. 387)

The figures of 4,084 and 18,290 are derived from what Muehlen-

kamp writes in footnote 23 on p. 389: "Only graves in which Volume

estimated < Volume calculated." They are sums (of areas and volumes

respectively) of individual graves matching this parameter. The first

figure is for the area (m^), while the second stands for the calculated

volume (m^) of those graves matching the parameter that the volume es-

timate < calculated. The use of these "subtotals" is, however, left un-

clear.

[6] "A description of the Sobibor site during postwar examinations by

investigatingjudge Zdzislaw Lukaszkiewicz is quoted in Mattogno, Graf&
Kues ' book about Sobibor. " (p. 388)

Evidently Muehlenkamp did not find the document in question in

any other book. He continues then to draw from our books without giv-

ing us credit for having published important documents hitherto un-

known to at least Western historiography.

[7] On pp. 390-391 Muehlenkamp quotes the translation of the part

of Prof Kola's archeological survey in Sobibor about the mass

graves.^*^^ We were the first to retrieve the Polish text of Kola's article,

translate it and analyze it; the passage quoted by Muehlenkamp has al-

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 73

Belzec. Propaganda, testimonianze..., op. cit, p. 98. In the American edition the number 5,919

wrongly appears.

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne...," op. cit., pp. 116f.
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ready been quoted by us,^*^^ and he knew it well, but he preferred to ig-

nore it in deference to the plagiarist bloggers's tale about our alleged

meager documentation.

[8] On p. 394 Muehlenkamp presents a table about the measure-

ments of the Sobibor mass graves according to Kola which is practically

taken from our book;^^'**^ the totals are identical as well, a surface area of

3,210 m^ and a volume of 14,718.75 m^. He limited himself to add a

column "Volume corrected for sloping," in which the calculated volume

is "corrected" by him to 12,746.50. This corresponds to 86.6% of our

volume.

[9] About Treblinka, Muehlenkamp writes:

"Treblinka extermination camp has not yet been subject to an archaeo-

logical investigation. The most thorough investigation of the Treblinka site

to this day was carried out in November 1945 by Judge Zdzislaw

Lukaszkiewicz. The thoroughness of this investigation is acknowledged

even by Mattogno & Graf (M&G), who provide what they claim to be a

complete translation ofthe report ofNovember 13, 1945 signed by Examin-

ing Judge Lukaszkiewicz and State Attorney Maciejewski. M&G also quote

parts ofLukaszkiewicz' protocol dated December 29, 1945, which was pre-

sented by the Soviets at the Nuremberg Trial as Document USSR-344. " (p.

394)

The source adduced is: "Protokol czynnosci wykomanych w terenie

w toku dochodzenia sadowego w sprawie obozu smierci w Treblince,

AIPN NTN 69, pp. 97-98; cf M&G, Treblinka, pp. 84-86" (footnote

31).

It is the same title already bragged about by Myers (see Chapter 8,

point 117), which Muehlenkamp copies with the same orthographic

mistake. The correct title it "Protokol czynnosci wykonanych w terenie

w toku dochodzenia sqdowego w sprawie obozu smierci w Treblince"

(Protocol about the activity performed on the site during the judicial in-

vestigation of the death camp in Treblinka). Muehlenkamp takes from

our book the following quotation "From the report of November 13,

1945," which in fact refers to day 1
1,^*^^ and also the quotation "From

the report of December 29, 1945."^''**''

|10| "Mattogno & Graf claimed that Lukaszkiewicz' investigations had

failed to produce evidence of mass murder, obviously failing to take into

account what a) the depth of the crater in which Lukaszkiewicz ' ordered

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 118-120.

Ibid.,p. 120.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., pp. 85f.

Ibid., p. 87.
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further excavations 'to discover the depth of the pitfsj in this part of the

camp' (7.5 meters!), and b) the size of the area hefound to be covered by

human ashes and larger partial human remains, which was obviously the

burial area or one ofthe burial areas ofthe Treblinka extermination camp

sector (2 hectares = 20,000 m^), revealed about the enormous amount of

burial space that had existed at that camp. "
(p. 395)

True to the plagiarist bloggers's method, they add to their plagiarism

the misrepresentation of our statements, which are neither quoted nor is

the page indicated where one can find them, for obvious reasons. Here

are in fact our conclusions

"Even the investigations performed by Lukaszkiewicz proved to be a

complete failure in terms of this central question [that is the question of

'physical evidence' and of 'corpora delicti']. He arranged excavation at a

quite definite spot in the camp where, according to the witness S. Rajzman,

a mass grave was located, but discovered nothing of the kind. He had

trenches dug, 10-15 m long and 1.5 m deep, at the places where, according

to witnesses, the two alleged buildings for gassing had stood, yet merely

encountered 'undisturbed layers of earth. ' To be sure, he didfind skulls,

but without wounds from shooting. All the evidence examined by him

(coins, documents, rags, containers, remnants of various objects) show

merely that there was a camp at that place, and the human remains as well

as the ashes prove only that bodies were buried or cremated in the camp.

Nothing produced even the trace of evidence for a mass murder, to say

nothing of such a crime committed against several hundred thousand peo-

ple,
"

...to be exact, 789,000 corpses. In footnote 33 Muehlenkamp adds:

"The German text ofM&G, Treblinka, p. 107 reads: 'um die Tiefe der

Gruben in diesem Lagerteilzu ermitteln' - 'to discover the depth ofthe pits

in this part of the camp. ' Lukaszkiewicz obviously assumed that the crater

had been blown into one ofthe pits used to bury the corpses in 'this part of

the camp ' - his earlier mention ofsearchingfor the gas chamber building

shows that he was in the former extermination sector of Treblinka - and

that, by digging below the bottom of the crater to the bottom of this pit, he

would establish how deep the burial pits in the extermination sector had

been.

"

Our poor plagiarist, who boasted with the Polish title of the

Lukaszkiewicz report only a few lines earlier, is forced to look up the

German text of our Treblinka study in order to establish something in

the original text!^*^* Now, since he does not know the original text, how

Ibid., pp. 89f.

C. Mattogno.J. Graf, Treblinka. Vemichtungslager oder Durchgangslager?
, op. cit., p. 108.

Muehlenkamp writes wrongly 107.
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can he be certain that the correct translation is "Gruben/pits" (plural) in-

stead of "pit"? For a mere chance the correct translation is "pits"

("dolow"), but it does not take away from the fact that his method is ar-

bitrary and inconclusive, just as his obvious conclusion.

[11] "The aspect of the Treblinka site and the robbery digging there

was also conveyed by Karol Ogrodowczyk, member of a delegation from

Warsaw that inspected the site:

The fields are dug up and rummaged through, the pits are about 10 me-

ters deep, bones are lying around and objects of all kinds, shoes, spoons,

forks, chandeliers, hair of wigs worn by Jewesses. In the air hangs the

stench of decomposing corpses. ... The foul smell so numbed me and my

colleagues that we vomited and felt an unusual rasping in the throat (...)

Under every tree seekers ofgold and gems have dug holes (...) Between the

trees cavort local peasants, eager to find treasures. When we ask them

'What are you doing here? ' they give no answer. "
(p. 395)

In footnote 34 Muehlenkamp adduces the following source: "Piotr

Ghachowski and Marcin Kowalski, 'Gorqczka zlota w Treblince,' Duzy

Format Nr. 1/760, 7.1.2008, attachment to Gazeta Wyborcza, pp. 2-4."

For obvious reasons Muehlenkamp does not give the original text,

which is introduced as follows:

"Skal§ dokonanych przez nick wykopkow opisuje jednak dokladnie

uczestnik innej delegacfi z Warszawy Karol Ogrodowczyk:

"

Translated:

"Nevertheless a member of another delegation from Warsaw, Karol

Ogrodowczyk, accurately describes the scale of the excavations performed

by them [the Soviets].-

"

Then the text quoted by Muehlenkamp follows in a rather accurate

translation.^*^**^

"'Pole przekopane i zryte, doly majq po 10 metrow glfbokosci, lezq

kosci ludzkie iporozrzucane rzeczy, buciki, lyzki, widelce, lichtarze, wlosy z

noszonych przez Zyddwki peruk. Wpowietrzu wisi smrod gnijqcych cial...

Odor tak nas odurzyl, iz poczflismy z kolegq wymiotowac i uczulismy dra-

panie niesamowite w gardle (...) Pod kazdym drzewkiem otwory wykopane

przez poszukiwaczy zlota, brylantow (...) Mi^dzy drzewami uwijajq sif

miejscowe kmiotki zqdne znalezienia skarbow. Zapytaniprzez nas 'co wy tu

robicie? ' nie dali zadnej odpowiedzi.
'

"

Piotr Gluchowski, Marcin Kowalski, "Gorqczka zlota w Treblince" (Gold rush in Treblinka),

in: Gazeta Wyborcza, 8 January 2008, in:

http://web.archive.Org/web/20090303094745/littp://niniwa2.cba.pl/goraczka_zlota_w_treblinc

e.htm. Some time before the two journalists write: "The Soviets brought from the Ceranow air-

field at about 10 km [of distance] mines and unexploded shells. The load was buried in a mass

grave, a Soviet soldier detonated it, Jews' corpses flew into the air."
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'"The fields are dug up and rummaged through, the pits are about 10

meters deep, bones are lying around and objects ofall kinds, shoes, spoons,

forks, chandeliers, hair of wigs worn by Jewesses. In the air hangs the

stench of decomposing corpses. (...) The foul smell so numbed me and my
colleagues that we vomited andfelt an unusual rasping in the throat. Under

every tree seekers ofgold and gems have dug holes (...) Between the trees

cavort localpeasants, eager to find treasures. When we ask them 'What are

you doing here? ' they give no answer.

Ogrodowczyk inspected Treblinka together with his colleague

Michal Kalembasiak on 12 September 1945.^''^^ On 7 November of the

same year Rachel Auerbach visited the former camp with an official

delegation of the Central State Commission for the Investigation of

German Crimes in Poland,^''*^' but her description does not reflect the

bluntness of the report mentioned above.

[12] On p. 396 and 397 Muehlenkamp presents four pictures depict-

ing "respectively, a moonscape of holes and what seem to be bones

(Image 7.7), upturned soil/ash saturated with white shards that are obvi-

ously bone fragments (Image 7.8), a close-up of skulls and bones (Im-

age 7.9) and a larger pit in the camp area (Image 7.10)." (p. 396). In the

first two one can see only shapeless piles of soil, in the fourth a pit with

- probably - some scattered bones. The only clear picture is the third,

which I reproduce in Illustration 1 1.5.

All "material proofs" are abso-

lutely insignificant compared to

an alleged extermination of

789,000 persons. These pictures

are coming - as Muehlenkamp

states with great pomp - from the

"collection of photographs put to-

gether by the author." (p. 396),

therefore - one can assume - they

are the best he could find relating illustration 11.5

to this topic.

[13] On p. 397 Muehlenkamp publishes a map of Treblinka ("Image

7.11") for which he provides as source the website deathcamps.org

(footnote 36 on p. 396). This source in turn, however, clearly got it from

Jan Tomasz Gross, Irena Grudzinska Gross, Golden Harvest. Oxford University Press, 2012,

p.21.

R. Auerbach, "In the fields of Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.). The Death Camp Treblinka, op.

cit, pp. 19-73. Cfr. Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, pp. 82-84.
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something which, needless to say, Muehlen-our book on Trebhnka,

kamp does not mention.

He must admit that "neither of the aforementioned investigations

provided information about the number of mass graves and the shape

and size of each of them." (p. 396), but the plan plagiarized by him

"shows a 1.8 ha area in the camp's south-eastern part called the 'area of

cremation.'" (p. 396). The area in question, designated by the letter "g,"

corresponds in fact to the ''miejsce palenia trupdw 1,80 h." But what

has the "site of the cremation of the corpses" (this being the meaning of

the Polish caption) in common with that of their burial?

[14] With reference to the aerial photograph of Treblinka of Sep-

tember 1944, Muehlenkamp writes:

"The soil in this area is

thoroughly churned up - so

thoroughly that, according to

Alex Bay, it is no longer pos-

sible to make out the shapes of

individual mass graves. In the

camp's former 'reception' ar-

ea/sorting yard, on the other

hand, Peter Laponder, author

of a model of Treblinka and

three maps of the camp identi-

fied several mass graves on

the September 1944 photo-

graph (Image 7.13). "
(p. 398)

Muehlenkamp informs us

that "according to Peter Lapon-

der" (the reference here is to a

private message sent from

Laponder to Muehlenkamp on

28 November 2006; footnote

45 on p. 398), in his "Image

7.13," which I represent in Il-

lustrations 11.6f, the arrows

emanating from number 3

show "in all probability the

Pits for Corpses which were

used during the first phase of Treblinka." (p. 399).

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit camp?, op. c
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This location is topographically wrong. The area in question is in

fact located in the south-eastern edge of the camp (see Illustration 11.7),

far away from the area which Muehlenkamp highlighted as "the 'area of

cremation'" in the aerial picture of November 1944 (his picture 7.12, p.

398).

In fact, these mass graves are located in the former area of the "re-

ception camp" and probably contained only the corpses of those depor-

tees who had arrived dead in the camp. Their number had to be much
smaller than that of the allegedly gassed, yet the area in which they are

found is not much smaller than the "death camp proper." But how then

could the latter area contain the graves of the allegedly gassed? How
much space would said graves have required?

[15] Finally Muehlenkamp gives the following data regarding

Chelmno's mass graves:

"First grave: Length 62 meters, width 5 to 8 meters, depth not stated.

Second grave: Length 254 meters, width 4 to 10 meters, depth 3 meters.

Third grave: Length 174 meters, width 8 meters, depth not stated.

Fourth grave: Length 182 meters, width 10 meters, depth not stated.

"

(p. 400)

Whence the relative table:

"Table 7.3 Measurements ofthe Chelmno Mass Graves

Grave # Length m Width m Area m' Depth m Volume m'

1 62.00 6.50 403.00 3.00 1,209.00

2 254.00 7.00 1,778.00 3.00 5,334.00

3 174.00 8.00 1,392.00 3.00 4,176.00

4 182.00 10.00 1,820.00 3.00 5,460.00

Total 5,393.00 16,179.00."

(p. 400)

At this regard Muehlenkamp explains:

"Due to the comparatively small depth of the graves, it doesn 't seem

necessary to apply a correction factor to take account of volume loss from

sloped walls, as was done regarding the mass graves ofSobibor. "
(p. 400)

This statement is inadmissible, because precisely for Chelmno wit-

nesses have claimed that the walls of the alleged mass graves were

sloped!^*'' I will address this topic again in point 56.

[16] After having taken and abimdantly plagiarized our sources in

his "presentation of what is knovm about the mass graves," Muehlen-

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., pp. 74-76. According to the witness

"Szlamek," a grave had the section of an upside-down trapezoid, with the smaller base on the

bottom at 1 ,5 m depth and the bigger base at the top of 5 m.
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kamp critiques my statements in this regard with his paragraph "Mat-

togno et al's Claims: Nature and Purpose of Archaeological Investiga-

tions." (p. 400)

Before addressing this, I may recall that I already refuted the insipid

objections of this plagiarist in the paper "Belzec or the Holocaust Con-

troversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp,"^''^^ which he basically ignores. I

will not repeat the arguments laid out there, but merely add some new
ones.

The first objection refers to a question of absolutely no importance.

The maniacal insistence with which Muehlenkamp has brooded over

this topic during the past years (in the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" he

even dedicates 3 pages to it!) raises doubts about his capability to dis-

cern reahty from fiction. Anyhow, since I promised to also discuss the

idiocies of the "plagiarist bloggers," I am forced against my will to

dwell on it, but without focusing too much on the marginal subtleties of

this plagiarist.

"In his book about Belzec, Mattogno tried to present the archaeological

investigations carried out in the area of that camp by Kola in 1997-1999 as

a (failed) attempt to furnish the 'material proof of the alleged extermina-

tion at Belzec. ' Kola is supposed to have been hired in order to obtain cor-

roboration of eyewitness testimonies through physical evidence, and the

reason why he restricted his work on the mass graves to core drilling in-

stead of excavating the graves and exhuming the corpses, according to

Mattogno, was a concern - motivated by the core drilling results - that ex-

cavation would lead to conclusions incompatible with the historical record

of Belzec extermination camp. Mattogno 's insinuations ignored the stated

purpose ofKola 's archaeological work, which not only was not aboutfur-

nishing material proof but also ruled out excavating graves and exhuming

corpses because such would have had the very desecrating effect that Ko-

la 's employers intended to avoid...

"

A quotation of Kola's text follows, from which I quote the most im-

portant part, as highlighted by Muehlenkamp:

"For its message, it was necessary to conduct archaeological research

in order to thoroughly examine the topography oftheformer camp, so as to

exclude areas with human remnants. So that we, in commemorating, do not

violate the memory ofthose whom we want to commemorate. " (pp. 400f.)

Then Muehlenkamp concludes:

"Confronted with thefallaciousness ofhis claims, Mattogno brought up

"Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," in:

http://codoh.com/node/975. Italian version: Belzec e le controversie olocaustiche di Roberto

Muehlenkamp, in: www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres9/CMMuehlen.pdf
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a conspiracy theory whereby the 'official' purpose had been mere window-

dressingfor the actual purpose, which was to tryfinding physical proof of

the mass murder at Belzec, the 'official'purpose having had thefunction of

providing an alibi in case the investigation did not yield the desired re-

sults, "(p. 401)

First of all it must be mentioned that the text in the above-mentioned

quotation is not a statement by Kola, but is from the preface to his book

written by Miles Lerman. Kola in fact speaks in this regard in more di-

rect terms i^*"'^

"
The general purpose, essentialfor the project taken up already, is to

obtain the basic knowledge ofhow the camp had been planned, particularly

to establish where the mass graves had been located. " (Emph. added)

Later he explicitly states that the real purpose of the investigation

was to deliver archeological "proofs" to orthodox holocaust historiog-

raphy:^^^^

"The big number [of mass graves] contains mainly ashes of bodies,

which make killing and burying hundreds of thousands ofpeople in one

place possible.

"

I add that the article by Isaac Gilead, Yoram Haimi and Wojciech

Mazurek fully confirms that the primary motivation of the investiga-

tions performed in Belzec was first of all an archeological and historio-

graphical one. In fact the excavations performed in Cheimno by L. Paw-

licka-Nowak with the help of the Museum of Konin in three stages dur-

ing the years 1986-1987, 1997-2002 and 2003-2004 to look for mass

graves and for burning installations and the excavations performed by

Kola himself in Sobibor in the years 2000-200 1 had nothing to do with

the erection of monuments in these areas, but were part of a general

project, exactly, of "Excavating Nazi Extermination Centres.
"^''^^

Later Mazurek declared it in an even more explicit way:^*^*

"These aim, above all, at the precise localisation of the mass graves,

and identification of the area of theformer camp and its buildings, includ-

ing the gas chamber [...].

The foremost intention underlying the archaeological expedition at the

Sobibor site by the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun (led by Pro-

fessor Andrzej Kola and carried out at the request of the Polish Boardfor

the Protection ofMonuments of Combat and Martyrdom in Warsaw), was

to localise its mass graves.

"

^™ A. Kola Be^iec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., pp. 9-10.

Ibid.,p. 40.

I. Gilead, Y. Haimi, W. Mazurek, "Excavating Nazi Extermination Centres," op. cit., pp. 16,

27.

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., pp. 91f. and 97f.
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Paradoxically Kola described with great accuracy on 19 pages,^''^^

including drawings and descriptions of the drills, the mass graves of

Belzec which (according to Muehlenkamp) did not constitute the main

goal of his archeological surveys, while he devoted only little more than

half a page to the layout of the Sobibor camp,^'''** which is said to have

constituted the main goal of his survey of that camp!

Muehlenkamp complicates matters intentionally and gives an exces-

sive importance to a question which is in fact very simple besides being

also utterly irrelevant: the main goal of the archeological surveys was

the locaUzation of the mass graves, a secondary function was its museal

character. But even if the priority list of goals were inverted and if lo-

cating the mass graves had been only secondary to the museal purpose,

does it make a difference?

The reason why I wrote that Kola had "the principal aim of identify-

ing the mass graves described by witnesses"^^''''* is the self-evident fact

that his book, as one can infer from the title itself - Hitlerowski obdz

zaglady Zydow w Belzcu w swietle zrddel archeologicznych (The Hit-

lerite extermination camp in Belzec in the light of the archeological

sources) - presents itself as an archeological book with historiograph-

ical claims. It is in fact a very accurate study of the mass graves and of

all building structures discovered by him and brought back to hght with

specific excavations - all of which would have been completely unnec-

essary for mere museal purposes. That an aim of Kola's research was to

locate the alleged "gas chambers" is also evident from his related dis-

cussions.

As a conclusion, the Italian exterminationist writer Frediano Sessi

interpreted the Polish archeological surveys indeed in this way; with

reference to the Nizkor site, he stated:^^"''

"Nel 1997-1998 un gruppo di lavoro polacco ha condotto una campag-

na di scavi, tesa a rintracciare il numero e I'esatta dislocazione dellefosse

comuni.

"

"During 1997-1998 a Polish working group performed a series of ex-

cavations aimed at discovering the number and the exact location of the

mass graves.

"

[17] Also on this issue Muehlenkamp adds the following:

A, Kola Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit, pp. 21-40.

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne. . .," op. cit, pp. 1 16f.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 71.

F. Sessi, Lager, centri di sterminio e luoghi di intemamento, in:

ww.fredianosessi.it/documenti/Lager%20centri%20di%20sterminio%20e%201uoghi%20di%

20intemamento.pdf, p. 20.
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"The chiefargumentpresented in support ofthis conspiracy theory was

that it would not have been necessary to do an archaeological survey ofthe

whole camp area to build a structure covering just one part of that area.

However, the above-quotedforeword ofKola 's book also mentions that the

memorial was to cover the entire former camp area, rather than be re-

stricted to a building structure somewhere in that area. Photos of the me-

morial site show that the memorial was actually implemented in this man-

ner, a fact that Mattogno was obviously aware of. This means that identify-

ing the parts of that area containing human remains in order to avoid their

disturbance when building the memorial was a pertinent purpose, and that

Mattogno 's objection is moot.

In a later blog response to the refutation ofhis claims about the nature

andpurpose ofthe Belzec archaeological survey This argument, first of all,

flies in the face ofprofessional design and construction procedures, as it

postulates that the people in charge of designing and constructing the

trench would have put the cart before the horses, planning the location and

course of this building structure before checking whether conditions on site

fit their planning, thereby risking the inconvenience and expense of having

to redo their design every time it turned out to he incompatible with site

conditions. " (p. 402)

This phantom "conspiracy theory" is a real obsession for the "plagia-

rist bloggers." Above I mentioned that - even though the excavations

are said to have been ordered only for museal purposes - this would not

change anj^hing, because their findings have been used by Kola for his-

toriographical aims. Nevertheless the accuracy of his investigation as-

siunes a goal independent fi-om the mere museal one, that is: a survey

w^ith the purpose of locating the graves themselves (and of other archeo-

logical exhibits). For museal purposes the "Map of the drills vv^ithin the

camp"^^**' which showing (indicated with red circles) all the drillings

relative to the mass graves would have been more than sufficient, with-

out doing a specific study about every alleged^^"^ single grave. The

comparison between this map (Illustration 11.8) and the satellite view

of Belzec (Illustration 1 1.9)^^°' shows that the museum restoration work

(a trench together with the attached memorial) is based in fact on this

map, and therefore, as I mentioned above, the survey of the mass graves

and of the archeological exhibits was the Kola's specific task and com-

A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit.,p. 70. The drawing is taken from the

Polish edition: Hitlerowski obdz zaglady Zydow w Belzcu w swietle zrodel archeologicznych.

Badania 1997-1999. Rada Ochrony Pami^ci Walk i M?czenstwaAJnited States Holocaust

Memorial Museum, WarsawAVashington 2000.
™^

I will later explain the meaning of this phrase. Please see point 5 1

.

™ Both taken from A. Kola, Hitlerowski obdz zaglady Zydow w Belzcu..., op. cit, p. 70
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Illustration 11.8: "Map of

the drills within the camp"

Illustration 11.9: Satellite

view ofBelzec, 2009

pletely independent from any museal purposes.

I skip Muehlenkamp's other obsessive foolishnesses on this topic

and pass on to the next objections after having pointed out the devasta-

tion in the Belzec area caused by the creation of the memorial, which is

shown in all its evidence in the following picture (Illustration 11.10).
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Illustration 11.10: The Belzec Memorial - the entire area covered with boul-

ders cast in concrete.
^^""^

If the main goal was to prevent any fUture verification of the data re-

ferred to by Kola and to prevent any further research, one could not

have done any better to achieve this than by what was done to the area

of that former camp.

[18] "Mattogno furthermore claimed that the religious/ethical consid-

erations ofrespectfor the peace ofthe dead underlying the 'official ' reason

for Kola 's investigation were a mere pretext, arguing that, as it is desirable

for Jews to be buried in Israeli land or with some soil ofIsrael if in the Di-

aspora, it would make more sense, from the point of view ofJewish reli-

gious beliefs, to exhume the corpses in wax-fat transformation buried in the

Belzec mass graves and rebury them according to Jewish rites.

Notwithstanding the considerations of this self-appointed expert in Jew-

ish religious matters, thefact is that regarding the victims ofthe Nazi geno-

cide of the Jews there are rulings ofOrthodox Jewish courts whereby their

remains should be left in peace. These rulings, which may have been relat-

ed to the fact that exhuming and duly reburying the remains of millions in-

terred throughout Eastern Europe was an impracticable task, were ex-

plained to Father Patrick Desbois by Orthodox Jewish legal experts includ-

ing Rabbi Schlesinger, 'people determined to scrupulously respect the pre-

scriptions emergingfrom the laws ofJudaism.
'

" (p. 404)

Here Muehlenkamp refers to "Father Patrick Desbois, The Holo-

From www.scrapbookpages.com/poland/Belzec/Belzec01.htiTil
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caust by Bullets, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008, pp. 129-130"

(footnote 63). Thus this rule has not prevented Desbois from opening a

mass grave and to expose human bones (Illustration 11.11),^™^ and then

to take a picture on its edge (Illustration 1 1
.12).^^*"'

Illustration 11.11 Illustration 11.12

Furthermore I have reported various cases of exhumation and re-

burial of corpses of Jews killed by Germans or their allies:

a) Exhumation of Jewish corpses near Ia§i (Romania), 12 September
1945.2707

"The exhumation work began at grave No. I on September 12, 1945,

and continued at grave No. II, and then at No. III. The work was periodi-

cally halted on public holidays and because of inclement weather. Due to

the above circumstances, as well as the season, during that autumn, the lasi

Jewish Religious Community agreed to postpone the continuation of work

on the exhumation. The exhumed bodies were buried in three large common
graves in the Jewish cemetery. [...]

The number of bodies exhumed from the three mass graves was 311

From: "Les fusillades massives des juifs en Ucraine 1 94 1 - 1 944. La Shoah par balles," in:

www.memorialdelashoah.org/upload/minisites/ukraine/exposition5-desbois.htm

From: "Father Patrick Desbois at a mass execution site uncovered at Busk in the L'viv region

of Ukraine." From: www.ushmm.org/museum/press/annualreport/2007/report.pdf, p. 10

The Holocaust Revealed. Documents, in:

www.logon.org/_domain/holocaustrevealed.or2/Romania/Matatias/Iasi4.htm.
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(three hundred and eleven).

"

b) Exhumation of Jewish corpses near Kerecsend and Budapest

(Hungary), 5 November 1957:""^

Elustration 11.13:

"Exhumation in the

forest of

Kerecsend."'™^

Elustration 11.14: "The fu-

neral ofthe 26 martyrs in

Eger. They were murdered in

the forest ofKerecsend.

Mr. Szekely the President of

the Jewish Community of

Eger delivers a speech.

Dlustration 11.15:

"Funeral procession

held for exhumed bod-

ies ofJewish forced

laborers (Buda-

pest)."-"

c) Exhumation of Jewish corpses near Lithuanian Jurbarkas (in Yid-

dish Yurburg), 1958:^^^^

"In 1958, after significant efforts and demands were exerted, the gov-

ernmentfinally gave its consent to transfer the bones ofmurdered Yurburg

Jews to the Jewish cemetery of Yurburg.

It was Mikhalovsky and his wife, Meigel and his wife, Zelde Frank, Sha-

lom Rizman, Yehudah Fleisher, Yankl Levin, Leibl Elyashev and other Yur-

berikers who took part in the sacred work ofcommemorating the dead, af-

ter the bones were exhumed and transferred to the Jewish Cemetery.
"

d) Exhumation of Jewish corpses near Bialystok (Poland):^^'^

"The Jewish Reconstruction Committee, led by Dr. Szymon Datner [...].

The subcommittees included thefollowing: historical research; production;

social security; children 's welfare; the secretariat; landsmanschaft; youth;

schools; health care; drama; library; newsletter; exhumation and reburial

2708 "Photographs Documenting the Holocaust in Hungary," by Laszlo Karsai Ph.D.;

www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/
™' www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/jpg/06-1091 .jpg; section.

www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/jpg/06-l 103.jpg; section.

www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/jpg/06-1089.jpg; section. See also the pictures

0696, 1090a, 1095, 1099, 1100a, 1101, 1102, 1104.
"'^ "At The Seventh Kilometer on the Road from Yurburg to Smaleninken," by Leib (Aryeh)

Eltashev, www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/jurbarkas/yur454.html

Jakow Pat, Chaim Szoszkes, The Bialystoker Memorial Book - Der Bialystoker Yizkor Buck,

The Bialystoker Center, New York 1982, www.zchor.org/bialystok/yizkor9.htm
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ofJewish martyrs; [...].

We also exhumed Jewish corpses

from mass graves and reburied them

in the Jewish cemeteries. Digging up

these large pits, our exhumation bri-

gade found the bodies ofseveral re-

sistance fighters murdered by the

Nazis. [...] The total of exhumed

corpses soared to 230. Evidently

some of them had been forced into

the pit and buried alive. They were

all interred in the Zqbia cemetery on

November 22, 1945.

"

e) During 1958 exhumations of

Jewish victims from concentration

camps in Germany were performed,

in which Miriam Novitch also par-

ticipated.^^'" Both Illustrations 1 1.16

and 1 1.17 relate to them.^^'^

f) More recently, at the begin-

ning of April 2011, in Popricani, in

Romania, "the remains of dozens of

Jews killed during World War II and

found in a mass grave in northern

Romania were buried Monday in a

ceremony at the Jewish cemetery in

Ia§i." Rabbi Elyakum Schlesinger

also participated in the organization

of the exhumations,^^"' the same

person invoked by Muehlenkamp in

favor of the inviolability of Jewish c

time show English and American rabl

Illustration 11.17

;orpses. The pictures taken at the

lis at work.

Documentation in: Ghetto Fighters House Archives, Catalog No. 105.

Ibid.,

http://iis.infocenters.co.il/gfh/multimedia/Albums/idea/%2005liny%20105%20ain'7!<.jpg.

Popricani, Romania - In Photos: Burial Ceremony For WWII Mass Grave Remains, in:

wv™.vosizneias.com/80 166/20 1 1/04/04/popricani-romania-in-photos-burial-ceremony-for-

wwii-mass-grave-remains/
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Illustration 11.18: "Rabbis from England and the United States bury the re-

mains of dozens of Jews in a cemetery in lasi, 410 km (251 miles) north of

Bucharest, April 4, 20 11."^^'^

g) Other Jewish exhumations are displayed in pictures on the web-

site Ghetto Fighters House Archives, among others:^^'^

"A burial service for the remains of Jews who had been murdered in

Czestochowa and interred in a mass grave, then exhumedfor reburial. The

bodies were buried in wooden coffins. A speaker is giving a funeral oration

before the coffins. Photographed on January 2, 1946.
"

"The bodies of 54 Jews from Kurenets who were murdered during the

Nazi occupation, exhumed to be transferred to the town 's cemetery for re-

burial.
"

"The exhumation of the bodies ofJews killed in Kozienice (Kozhnits).

The bodies were disinterred from a mass grave and brought to a Jewish

cemeteryforproper reburial.
"

One can also quote the case of Perez Smolenskin:^^'^

"Like many other poets and authors Zionist Perez Smolenskin, who lat-

er became Israel's national poet, visited Meran/Merano. He died here in

1885 and was buried at the Jewish cemetery of Meran/Merano. After the

www.vosizneias.com/80166/2011/04/04/popricani-romania-m-photos-burial-ceremony-for-

wwii-mass-grave-remains/

Ghetto Fighters House Archives, Photo Archive section, Catalog No. 10855, 16737, 43841,

Jiidische Gemeinde Meran,"A state funeral in Israel," in:

www.juedischegememdemeran.eom/langl/perez_smolenskin.html#
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declaration of independence of the state ofIsrael, Smolenskin 's mortal re-

mains were transferred to Israel and buried with a statefuneral"

Therefore the religious dictates would not have impeded the exhu-

mation of corpses in a state of saponification and their re-burial in a

Jewish cemetery, assuming that the corpses belonged to Jews, a proba-

ble fact but not a certain one; in 1940 the camp received some gypsies,

among whom contagious diseases like typhus broke out,^^^° and it is

likely that a certain number of gypsies died and were buried there.

The statements by Rabbi Avi Weiss show that the Jewish political-

cultural authorities in the whole matter of the museum ofBelzec kept an

attitude of total indifference in respect of Jewish religious dictates:^^^'

"Several years ago the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum de-

cided to build a Holocaust memorial for the 600,000 Jews murdered at

Belzec.

Last June, I warned on thesepages that 'Despite assurances by museum

officials that 'we are being careful in construction not to disturb any human

remains, ' anyone familiar with the Belzec terrain, saturated in its depth

and breadth with the ashes and bones ofthe Jewish dead, knows that this is

well nigh impossible.

'

With the recent publication of Andrzej Kola 's book 'Belzec: The Nazi

Camp for Jews in the Light of Archaeological Sources, ' no one involved

with the memorial project can claim ignorance of the desecration that has

occurred.

Kola documents how, in anticipation of creating the Belzec memorial,

2,227 very deep 'bore holes' were sunk every 16.25 feet in a systematic

grid encompassing the Belzec site. Former museum chairman Miles Ler-

man, whose organization co-published the book, writes in theforeword that

'it was necessary to conduct archaeological research in order to thorough-

ly examine the topography of theformer camp, so as to exclude areas with

human remnants. So that we in commemorating, do not violate the memory

ofthose whom we want to commemorate.

'

Yet countless violations did occur as described in the book itself. Page

after page of Kola 's book describes what was found in the name of 'ar-

chaeological research. ' In Grave Pit Number One, at a 'depth ofabout [6.5

feet] burnt human bones and charcoal were mixed together. ' In Grave Pit

Number Thirteen 'there was a layer ofbodies in a wax-fat transformation.

'

Grave Pit Number Sixteen 'contained crematory ashes in layers with sand.

'

A colored map with red circles indicates where remains were found. Red

circles are everywhere.

™ E. Dziadosz, J. Marszalek, "Wi^zienia i obozy w dystrykcie lubelskim w latach 1939-1944,"

in: Zeszyty Majdanka, 3, 1969, p. 61.

™' A. Weiss, A Monumental Failure at Belzec, in: www.hir.org/amcha/belzec.html.
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One cannot read Kola 's account without wondering whatpossessed the

Holocaust museum to become involved in an effort that so blatantly dese-

crated the remains ofthe dead.
"

Rabbi Weiss interpreted thus the museum project as a desecration

"in the name of 'archaeological research,'" confirming that this was the

primary goal for the Jewish and Pohsh authorities involved in it.

[19] Muehlenkamp concludes his observations with the unavoidable

referrence to "conspiracy theories":

"As concerns Kola's archaeological investigations at Sohihor, Mat-

togno, Graf& Kues briefly hint at similar conspiracy theories when writing

that, while the 'officially stated purpose' of the survey was 'basically the

same as for the 1997-1999 excavations at Belzec, ' the search for 'artifacts

'linked to the organization ofthe genocide ' - in other words remains ofthe

alleged gas chambers - is also recognized as 'important" in Kola's re-

port. "
(p. 406)

This is a further proof of the decisive importance which the "plagia-

rist bloggers" attribute to this issue, despite its irrelevance for our main

argiunents.

[20] "Regarding the ongoing archaeological investigations at Sobibor,

Gilead et al forestalled such conjectural humbug by stating very clearly

that they consider Sobibor and the other Nazi extermination camps a past

reality amply supported by written and oral documentation, which does not

need to be proven by archaeological excavations, that archaeology has 'the

role ofsupplementing information on the layout ofthe sites, structures and

artefacts in use there, thus providing data for the historical reconstruction

of the sites ' but 'is not and cannot be an instrument to show deniers how

wrong they are, ' and that 'professors ofgeography, and archaeologists as

well should not waste time debating with people who think that the earth is

flat. ' This wholly reasonable approach - assuming that archaeological re-

search is required to prove that Sobibor was what all known eyewitness,

documentary andphysical evidence show it to have been, i.e. an extermina-

tion camp, would be at least asfar-fetched as assuming that archaeological

excavations were required to prove the amply documented existence of

Pompeii - is attacked in the strongest terms by MGK, who accuse Gilead et

al of dishonesty and 'pseudoscience '
- apparently unaware of what they

are thereby calling themselves. "
(p. 406)

Muehlenkamp dishonestly contorts the sense of our commentary

about a much longer and articulate passage by Gilead et al.

"To recapitulate: The extermination ofJews at Sobibor is a 'historical-

ly established truth ' based on eye witness testimony, Polish-Soviet reports,

™ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 166f.
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and a handful ofdocuments relating to Jewish deportations, none ofwhich

mentions killings in anyform. Since the extermination at Sobibor and other

camps is an undisputed historicalfact, there is no need to prove it with the

methods offorensic archeology. Moreover, the remains of the alleged gas

chambers are assumed to be in a state which makes impossible the verifica-

tion ofthe gas chamber allegations, and therefore the results ofthe excava-

tions and geophysical surveys carried out should not be, and cannot be, an

attempt to verify the existence ofthe gas chambers. In turn, persons not sat-

isfied with mere belief in eye witness claims andfanciful interpretations of

documents are to be equated with flat-earthers and simply not debated

with. The above is ofcourse nothing but a pre-emptive clause, a guarantee

to be able to pass off any uncomfortable data as irrelevant, and a carte

blanche to ignore all negative critique of their conclusions, however well-

founded it may be. The type ofargumentation employed by Gilead et al. is

typical ofpseudoscience, as it is an impermissible attempt at immunizing

one 's thesis against any and all critique.

The dishonest approach of Gilead et al. becomes even more evident

when considering thefollowingpassage in their article:

'It is generally agreed that one of the challenges facing the histori-

cal archaeologist is the artifact/text dichotomy. (...) If contradictions

are apparent and real, we are talking about spaces between or within

artifact and text, about dissonances, that may reveal additional aspects

hitherto unknown (...). However, to establish if in a given case disso-

nances exist, the nature and quality of the evidence, ofboth the archae-

ological and the historical data, should be reexamined carefully.

'

But how can an honest and unbiased re-examination of the evidence

even be possible if the existence of the Sobibor gas chambers - for which

there exist only the weakest type ofevidence, namely eye witness testimony

- is taken as an a priori fact? In short, Gilead et al. 's reasoning serves only

to betray their intellectual bankruptcy. Their only chance to redeem their

honor as scientists would be to actually present physical evidence backing

up the gas chamber allegations. To date, this has not happened.

"

If this is not "pseudoscience," then what is it?

[21] Let's move on to the paragraph "Human Remains Found." Here

as well, Muehlenkamp confronts me with dull objections of a maniacal

meticulousness.

"In his Belzec book Mattogno claimed that out of 137 core drilling

samples from mass graves visually represented in Kola 's book, 'obviously

the most significant ones of the 236 samples taken altogether' in mass

graves, only 5 out of 17 visualized samples from graves nos. 3, 10 and 20

contained human remains - 'Thus, from all 236 drilling samples, we have

only 5 'positive ' cases, that is, 2%!. ' These 5 samples resulted from the

drill penetrating a layer of 3 or 4 corpses on each occasion, 15 to 20
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corpses in total. Allowingfor 'the presence of other layers ofcorpses near

those identified by Kola, ' one may conclude that 'the most probable inter-

pretation is that the graves contained at most several hundred corpses, ' ra-

ther than many thousands as considered by Robin O'Neil or at least 15,000

as estimated by Michael Tregenza. These meager core drilling results, in

the conspiracy theory discussed in the previous subsection, were the reason

why Kola or his employers refrained from excavating the graves and ex-

huming the corpses, because theyfeared discoveries contrary to what Mat-

togno calls the 'official historical version.
'

" (p. 407)

The general context is the one of the niunber of corpses in a state of

saponification as identified by Kola. In particular, I critically analyzed

Tregenza' s following statement:^^^^

"Although it is difficult to attach a figure to the unburnt corpses, a con-

servative estimate would be on the order ofat least 15,000.
"

Muehlenkamp launches himself immediately into a series of incon-

clusive statements. "First of all," the exhibited samples with "hiunan

corpses" are not 5, as I wrote mistakenly, but 6 (p. 407), as I have in

fact enumerated them:

- grave no. 3: (1) 286/XVI-90-40 and (2) 332/XVI-85-40

-grave no. 10: (3) 483/XV-30-60, (4) 485/XV-30-50 and (5)

486/XV-25-50

- grave no. 20: (6) 1042/XIV-45-80.^^^''

"Second," the sample 484/XV-30-55 of grave no. 10 "shows the

stylized 'x' shapes designating 'human bones and wax-fat mass,' and

mentions a 'canine tooth' and a 'blockade.'" After various fanciful sup-

positions Muehlenkamp concludes: "An omission of the mention 'hu-

man corpses' behind 'blockade' in the drawing of sample 484/XV-30-

55 is more probable." The consequence is that the samples containing

"human remains" are 7.

In reality the graph of the sample in question does not show at all

"the stylized 'x' shapes designating 'human bones and wax-fat mass,'"

which are represented with a symbol similar to open scissors with the

tips facing down, but a simple "x" describing "Burned human

bones,"^^^^ as results from Illustrations 1 1.19f
^^^"^

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 77.

/Wrf.,p. 78.

A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 15.

A. Kola, HitlerowsH obdz zaglady Zydow w Belzcu ...,op. cit.,p. 15.
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GROB 10/98 MilIn this regard I draw attention to Mueti-

lenkamp's comical interpretation of ttie

wording "canine tooth" which shows all his

critical perspicacity:^^^^

"First of all, ifMattogno really looked as

attentively at the schematically represented

soil samples as he implies, he should hardly

have missed sample 484/XV-30-55 from

grave # 10 in Figure 13 on page 15 ofKola 's

book, in which, a little above the drill's

blockade (obviously by a layer of human

corpses) there is expressly mentioned the

finding ofcanine tooth. This means that Kola

had no problem with mentioning animal re-

mains in the mass graves.

"

As I noticed in my reply

"Thus for Muehlenkamp a 'canine tooth

'

is not a tooth in the human mouth (the dentes

canini^, but the tooth ofa dog! The term used

by Kola in the Polish text is 'kiel' which

means (a human) canine tooth. In Polish

'dog' is 'pies' and the adjective 'canine' is

genitive to the noun; a 'dog tooth' is there-

fore 'zqb psa.

But back to Muehlenkamp:

"Third, there is no indication that the 137

visually represented samples are necessarily

'the most significant ones of the 236 samples

taken altogether' in mass graves. "
(p. 408)

Muehlenkamp offers his usual drivel of

inconsistent minutiae. He objects that Kola

expressively declared to have published "ex-

amples of graphic illustration of the results"

(p. 408). This is a strange objection, since I

did not question this fact but simply interpreted its meaning: "Andrzej

Kola pubhshes the results of 137 samples - obviously the most signifi-

cant ones of the 236 samples taken altogether,"^^^^ therefore the remain-

™ R. Muehlenkamp, "Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (4)," in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006_05_01_archive.html
^™ "Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," in:

v™w.codoh.com/node/975.
'™ Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 11.

Illustration 11.19: The

samples 483/XV/30-60

(on the left) and

484/XV/30/55 (on the

Lght) of grave no. 10

Illustration 11.20: The

symbol for human corps-

es at the bottom of the

column for sample

483/XV/30-60
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ing 99 were irrelevant or at least much less important. In my previous

reply I observed as follows:^^^"

"The 137 diagrams published takes up four pages in a book with 84

pages (each of the pages show 32 diagrams) and therefore all 236 samples

would have required no more than 8pages, that is three more. Perhaps Ko-

la wanted to save paper? Why did he not publish them, if they were not, in

fact, irrelevant?
"

Muehlenkamp dodges the fundamental question trying to distract the

reader with insignificant subtleties. Given that Kola identified some

corpses in a state of saponification, what was their number? 15,000, as

estimated by Tregenza? In this perspective, if the remaining 99 samples

would have proven the presence of such corpses in great numbers, can

one really believe that Kola would have refrained from pubHshing them

in order to save three pages?

[22] "Mattogno 's '5 out of236 = 2%
' -juxtaposition is thus not only as

wrong, but also dishonest. An honestjuxtaposition would have been to set

the shown samples containing human remains only against those out of the

shown samples from graves 3, 10 and 20 that were deep enough to reach

layers of human remains at the bottom of the graves, which was the case

with only 4 ofthe drills in grave # 10 visualized in Figure 13 (all ofwhich

hit layers of corpses, a 'positive' ratio of 100 %), 1 of the drills in grave #

20 visualized in Figure 16, which hit a corpse layer (a 'positive' ratio of

100 %), and the two drills in grave # 3, visualized in Figure 15, which hit

human remains (286/XVI-90-40 and 332/XVI-85-40 - again a 'positive ' ra-

tio of100 %). "
(pp. 408-409)

This statement is stunning. Everybody should understand that the

discussion is not based on the corpses which could be found in the

Belzec soil, but on those actually found by Kola with his drillings.

Since the only data known are those provided by Kola, we can base our

arguments only on these same data. What then has the depth of the drill-

ings to do with the topic? Tregenza' s statement was based in fact on

those drillings, and from their analysis one must start to ascertain if the

number adduced by him has some foundation.

[23] The following objection is also unfounded: Muehlenkamp pre-

tends that I had "briefly mentioned" the description of the contents of

grave no. 27 but "omitted those of mass graves nos. 1,4, 13, 25, 28 and

32, thereby creating the impression that they contain no mention of

corpse layers and thus contradict Kola's assertion that corpses were

found in these mass graves." (p. 409) In reality I mentioned this fact

-™ "Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.
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twice, the first time quoting Kola's text directly

"One can report graves filled with bodies in wax-fat transformation (in

bottom parts of the ditches, as a rule), over which there are layers ofbody

ashes and charcoal. Similar structure was reported in 10 graves (No 1, 3,

4, 10, 13, 20, 25, 27, 28, 32). In the rest ofthe graves in number of23 only

the layers of crematory ashes as well as charcoal placed on a few levels

with sandy ground were observed.
"

And the second time by commenting like this:^^^^

"As we have seen above, A. Kola asserts that ten graves (# 1, 3, 4, 10,

13, 20, 25, 27, 28, 32) were 'filled with bodies in wax-fat transformation,

'

but then hastens to add that they were located 'in bottom parts ofthe ditch-

es, as a rule, ' which means that these graves were not, in fact, 'filled' with

corpses in a state ofsaponification.
"

Therefore, according to Muehlenkamp, after having written twice

that the graves in question contained "bodies in wax-fat transfor-

mation," I allegedly dishonestly "omitted" this in order to create "the

impression" that the graves "contain no mention of corpse layers"!

[24] "Actually Kola 's descriptions of 5 graves (numbers 3, 13, 25, 27

and 32) contain information about the thickness of the corpse layers, which

together with information about the area ofthese graves allowsfor estimat-

ing the number ofcorpses contained therein, under the assumption that the

layers ofcorpses are as extensive as the graves ' surface area [80] (see Ta-

ble .4). The total volume of corpse layers in these five mass graves is

607. 75 cubic meters. Assuming a density of15 corpsesper cubic meter, this

volume corresponds to 9,116 corpses.

Even with the density of 8 corpses per cubic meter that Mattogno pro-

claims to be a maximum assuming that one third of the deportees were

children, it corresponds to 4,862 corpses. " (pp. 409-410)

First of all one must analyze what Kola says regarding the graves

mentioned by Muehlenkamp:

Grave no. 3: "a layer of bodies in wax-fat transformation be-

low."^^" For this grave, exactly 2 samples of 9 (the 286/XVI-90-40 and

the 332/XVI-85-40) refer to human remains, hence to speak of "a layer

of bodies" is arbitrary, if not deceitful. In his book Kola does not pro-

vide a scale for the columns representing the drillings. Since the maxi-

mum depth of the drillings is 5.2 meters,^^^"* one must assume that this is

the length of the longest column, 485/X-30-50, related to grave no. 10,

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 72

/Wrf.,p. 76.

A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit, p. 23.

Ibid., p. 27, grave no. 10.
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which is 70 mm high, and at whose base appears the indication

"groundwater."^^^^ Therefore I assiune a scale of (5.2 ^ 0.07 =) approx.

1 : 75.

This allows us to calculate the thickness of the indicated layers of

corpses based on the height of the segments marked as such by the cor-

responding symbol in the two relevant columns:

286/XVI-90-40: approx. 30 cm
332/XVI-85-40: approx. 70 cm
Furthermore in the first drilling the layer of corpses starts at a depth

of ca. 2.90 m, in the second at ca. 3.50 m, which proves again that there

was not a uniform layer of corpses as big as the surface of the grave.

Grave NO. 13: "There is a layer of bodies in wax-fat transformation

with thickness of about 1.00 m in the bottom part."^^^^ Kola identified

this grave on the base of 9 drillings, but he does not tell how many of

these actually encountered corpses. The previous case shows his great

sloppiness with real data, irom which he draws unfounded conclusions,

and therefore also in this case one can assiune that the "positive" drill-

ings constitute a minority part of those performed.

Grave NO. 25: "The bottom of the grave contains a 40-50 cm layer

of bodies in wax-fat transformation, covered with lime layer. For

this grave the same reasoning as above is valid as well. It was identified

based on 4 drillings. The scheme of the grave shows their position:

drillings no. 1598/IX-80-55 and 1582/1X85-55 are along the longitudi-

nal axis A-B and at a distance of 10 meters; drillings no. 1581/IX-85-60

and 1597/IX-80-49 are along the crossing axis C-D and at a distance of

5 meters. These 4 drillings delimitate a rhombus whose sides measure 5

m, 7. 1 m, 5 m, 7. 1 m, in total 25 m^. Therefore based on drillings per-

formed on the four edges, and without mentioning which of the samples

were "positive," Kola claims that the whole area was filled with a layer

of corpses.

Grave no. 27: "The bottom part consists of a layer of bodies in

wax-fat transformation nearly 1 m thick."^^^^ This case is identical to

the previous one, only the orientation of the grave changes. Here as well

4 drillings determine the same rhombus, and Kola commits the same

arbitrary act.

Grave no. 32: "the bottom part contains bodies in wax-fat trans-

™ p. 15.™ Ibid.,p.2S.

Ibid.,p. 35.

™* Ibid., p. 36.
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formation, covered with lime at the depth of about 3.60 m."^^'' Kola

performed the survey based on 3 longitudinal drillings (along the axis

A-B^^'*"), but no crossing drilling to determine the width of the grave,

yet nevertheless he declares it 5 meters wide!

This gives some ideas about Kola's fraudulent method, about which

I will elaborate more later. In this regard Muehlenkamp writes:

"Mattogno (Ibid., p. 78) argues that this assumption is not warranted

'in the light of the approximating method used by Kola (one sample every 5

meters). ' However, if one drills into human remains every five meters it is

reasonable to assume that the area in between drills also contains human

remains, unless there is the possibility of something else in between. This

possibility was not present in the Belzec mass graves area. The method ap-

plied by Kola was the same he had applied in his investigation ofthe Soviet

'Katyn crime ' killing sites at Kharkiv and Miednoje (Kola, Belzec, p. 13

n.l4). " (note 80 on pp. 409f.)

This observation lacks sagacity. It is one thing to follow this proce-

dure in order to locate mass graves, then open them, exhume the corps-

es and subject them to autopsies, as happened at Katyn,^''*' but a differ-

ent thing to utilize it to identify mass graves in order to estimate their

dimensions without opening them.

Coming back to the main issue, the result of the identification of

corpses in a state of saponification is therefore:

- 2 drillings in grave no. 3, with a thickness of 30 and 70 cm;

- an alleged layer of 1 meter for a surface of 199.75 m^ (according to

Muehlenkamp: p. 389); probably some more "positive drillings"

like in the case of grave no. 3;

- a layer of corpses of 40-50 cm at maximum at the four edges of

grave no. 25;

- a layer of corpses of 1 m thickness at maximum at the four edges

of grave no. 27;

- a layer of corpses of undetermined thickness at maximum on three

points of grave no. 32.

Muehlenkamp 's calculation is completely unfounded, since it is

based on a series of completely arbitrary data. In his "Table 7.4." (p.

410) he gives the following thicknesses of the layers of corpses:

- grave no. 3: I m (in reality 0.30 and 0.70 in only two drillings)

- grave no. 13: I m

™ /Wrf.,p.38.

™ p. 39, Figure 49.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 77.
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- grave no. 25: 0.45 m, average of 0.4-0.5 m
- grave no. 27: 1 m
- grave no. 32: 0.4 m (figure invented by Muehlenkamp).

The supposition ttiat from ttie small number of performed drillings

one can deduce that these five graves contained a continuous layer of

corpses is completely arbitrary. All one can deduce with certainty is that

two drillings encountered corpses; it can further be deduced that at most

20 more drillings were positive, which would determine the presence of

corpses in 22 points of the five mass graves, that is 22 times 33 cm^ (the

surface area of the drilling probe with 65 mm diameter) of a total sur-

face area of the graves of 685.75 m^ according to Muehlenkamp. The

drilling therefore hit upon 22 layers of corpses (2 certain and 20 sup-

posed); even assuming 15 corpses for each drilling, Kola would have

"ascertained" at maximum the presence of (22 x 15 =) 330 corpses.

[25] "These are onlyfive of the ten graves in which layers ofcorpses in

wax-fat transformation were identified, and they do not include the biggest

such graves. The otherfive graves containing human remains, in layers the

thickness ofwhich is not clearly stated in Kola 's book, have a total area of

1,319 square meters. Ifthe layer ofcorpses in each ofthese graves was on-

ly 40 cm thick as in grave # 32, the volume of the corpse mass in these

graves would be 527.60 cubic meters, corresponding to 4,221 corpses at a

density of8 corpses per cubic meter or 7,914 at a density of15 corpses per

cubic meter. All 10 graves would thus contain 9,083 to 17,030 corpses, the

latter a higher fiigure than the estimate ofMichael Tregenza that Mattogno

decried as wildly exaggerated. "
(p. 410)

The remaining 5 graves are nos. 1, 4, 10, 20 and 28. I start out with

Kola's descriptions.

Grave no. 1: "the pit was filled with bodies in wax-fat transfor-

mation."^^"^^ These were 13 drillings, but Kola doesn't indicates the con-

tents for any of them. Yet, as I mentioned above, Kola states that these

corpses were "in bottom parts of the ditches, as a rule," and therefore

this grave cannot be "filled with bodies."

Grave no. 4 : "The drilling was given up here at the depth of 2.30

m, because of a layer of bodies in wax-fat transformation."^^''"' The

graphical representation of the 4 drillings (293/XVI/90-5, 294/XV1/90-

0, 295/XVI/85-0 and 296/XVl-85-10)'^'''' does not at all show the sym-

bol of the "bodies in wax-fat transformation," and therefore the related

""^ A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 21.™ Ibid, p. 23.™ Ibid., p. 17.
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statement is either a mistake or a display of Kola's excessive zeal.

Grave no. 10: "The grave was very deep (the drills in particular

places were stopped at the depth of 4.25 to 5.20 m, because of bodies in

wax-fat transformation and underground waters presence).
"^'"^^ Kola

publishes the graphic scheme of 7 of the 16 drillings from this grave.

Only 3 of them bear the symbol for human corpses:

483/XV/30-60, with a layer of approx. 20 cm
485/XV/30-50, with a layer of approx. 20 cm and another layer of

approx. 20 cm 1.5 m fiirther below

486/XV/25-50, with a layer of approx 30 cm.

Rye. 27. Dot smierci nr 10. Plan onz przckroje grobu

Illustration 11.21: Schematic diagram of grave no. 10. From: A. Kola, Hitlerowski

oboz zaglady Zydow w Belzcu..., op. cit., p. 27.

In Kola's related drawing, which I reproduce here, I inserted the

number of individual drillings, highlighting the ones mentioned above.

As is evident from this, drilling 485 (likewise drillings 499, 500 and

504) is not even part of those used by Kola to determine the outline of

the grave! Furthermore, of the surrounding drillings, nos. 481, 482, 484,

487 and 488 are negative. The last three are less deep, but the term

marking them, "blokada" = blockade, does not necessarily mean that

they were interrupted by the presence of human corpses, because in

such cases the term used is "blockade (human corpses) [blokada (ciaia
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ludzkie)V as for drillings 483 and 486."^*

This demonstrates the presence of some corpse in a state of saponifi-

cation only in correspondence to the three above-mentioned drillings,

and therefore it is absurd to speak of a layer of corpses covering the

whole surface area of the grave.

Grave no. 20: "The contents is made of crematory ashes. Burnt

bones are also placed in layers with sand."^^"*^ This grave did not con-

tain corpses in a state of saponification.

Grave NO. 28: "In the drill in its bottom part 2 clear layers of bodies

in wax-fat transformation covered with lime were reported."^'''^ As one

can deduce fi-om the related figure 45, Kola refers to drilling no.

1647/IX/70-30, the only one which is in "part 2" of the grave, the deep-

est part (the other two are in "part 1," the shallower part of the grave).

To summarize, grave no. 1 contains a layer of corpses of undeter-

mined thickness; grave no. 4 contains no corpses at all; for grave no. 10

the corpses are ascertained only from 3 drillings of the 7 published by

Kola, while he remains silent about the remaining 9 samples, and there-

fore we have to limit ourselves to the certain data; in grave no. 20 there

are no corpses at all; and in grave no. 28 they are indicated by one drill-

ing out of three.

This exposes all the aberrations of Muehlenkamp's calculation: of

his alleged 1,319 m^ of corpse layers, (96 [grave no. 4] + 286 [grave no.

20] =) 382 m are imaginary, since they do not contain corpses, as well

as 'Vi6 of the 432 m^ of grave no. 10 = 351 m^ and % of the 25 m^ of

grave no. 28 = 17.7 m^. The calculation needs to be done based on 97.7

m^ instead, plus an undetermined surface of the 480 m~ of grave no. 1.

For what concerns the thickness of the layer, the only certain data

come fi-om the 3 drillings of grave no. 10, from which one can deduce a

value of ([20+40+30] ^ 3 =) 30 cm. Muehlenkamp's assumption of a

layer of 40 cm is a simple supposition; he plays it even "moderately,"

quoting Kola's statement that "in some of the graves the layer of corps-

es reached a thickness of ca. 2 meters." (p. 411). This is true, but it is al-

so one of the Polish archeologist' usual uncertain statements: which

graves are we dealing with? And why did he not publish the complete

documentation? This all further confirms that Kola's working method is

very approximate and lacks seriousness.

Even assuming the yet to be demonsfrated hypothesis that grave no.

™ p. 15.

/Wrf.,p.31.
™* Ibid., p. 37.
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1 had an even layer of corpses as big as its surface, the total area would

correspond to (480+97.7=) 577.7 m^ the volume to (577.7x0.3=)

173.31 and the number of corpses, according to the more than de-

batable coefficient of Muehlenkamp, 173.31 x 15 = 2,600, a figure far

away from the pretended 7,914. In reality, as the cases of graves no. 3,

10 and 28 show, also for grave no. 10 one must assume a number of

"positive" drillings much lower than that performed, and therefore the

figure of 2,600 is without doubt highly inflated.

Muehlenkamp 's eccentric calculations most likely parallel those pre-

sumably performed by Tregenza in estimating the presence of 15,000

corpses in a state of wax-fat transformation; this would explain why
Kola did not furnish any indication about the drillings containing corps-

es remains (with the exception of the few mentioned above) and why he

did not investigate the issue in a more thorough way, for instance by

drilling every meter or meter and a half into the graves containing

corpses in a state of saponification.

My evaluation about the number of corpses, therefore, remains still

the most reasonable i^^"^'

"One may conclude that the most probable interpretation is that the

graves contained at most several hundred corpses.

"

[26] After these very sharp observations, Muehlenkamp moves on to

Sobibor:

"Human remains in wax-fat transformation were alsofound in the low-

er layers ofgraves nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 at Sobibor. Their quantity cannot be

estimated because Kola's comparatively brief report contains no infor-

mation about the thickness of the layers of human remains. These four

graves have a total area of2,310 square meters, so if the corpse layers in

each are only 40 cm thick (as in Belzec grave # 32) and cover the same ar-

ea as the graves ' surface, the graves contain 924 cubic meters of corpse

mass, i.e. 7,392 to 13,860 corpses considering the same densities (8 or 15

corpses per cubic meter) that were considered above regarding the Belzec

mass graves.

Mattogno, Graf& Kues claim that corpses are not distributed over the

entire area of the mass graves, in support ofwhich they invoke Kola 's pre-

liminary survey reportfrom 2000, which is supposed to contain the infor-

mation that 'Of the initial 15 core samples taken on the eastern side of the

memorial mound, 6 encountered human remains; 4 of those contained

fragments ofburnt human bones and charcoal, ' whereas 2 contained both

human ashes and remains ofsaponified corpses. "'
(p. 411)

™ Ibid., p. 79.
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At the end he states that "this argument is fallacious for various rea-

sons" and he gives three of them, which I do not even consider, because

- since he could not take Kola's text from our book, as we did not quote

it - the plagiarist is forced to imagine and to suppose.

The Polish archeologist has described the preliminary stage of his

work as follows:^^^"

"The first series of 10 drillings was designed for hectare XVII in the

western part of the current small tarmacked path which leads to the memo-

rial erected in the 60-ies. Five of them had a positive result (4/XVI/-80-95,

5/XVII-70-90, 7/XVII-60-90, 9/XVII-50-90, lO/XVII-50-95) and were inter-

preted as traces ofgraves. In these drillings, in a depth ofalready 20 cm a

layer ofbrown soil containing wooden charcoal and burned human bones

was registered. The thickness of the grave 's layer in these drillings varied

from 60 cm in drilling 5/XVII-70-90 to at least 430 cm in drilling 9/Xni-

50-90. [...]

75 successive drillings were performed in hectare XVIII on the eastern

part of the memorial. The drillings numbered 15/XVIII-40-60, 16/XVIII-40-

70, 17/XVIII-40-80, 22/XVIII-30-60, 23/XVIII-20-60 and 24/XVIII-10-60

contained remains ofburned human bones and ofwooden charcoal and in

two cases - 23/XVIII-20-60 and 24/XVIII-10-60 - even hair was found, and

the peculiar corpses odor was determined typicalfor mass graves due to an

incomplete putrefaction process, characteristic of corpses laying in a very

humid soil due to the lack of oxygen (a state of corpses in the so-called

transformation into wax-fat). In both surveys the drillings were stopped at a

depth of230 and 250 cm. The layering ofthe remaining drillings performed

in this area turned out to be intermingled, but without the presence of

burned human bones.

"

Of the above-mentioned 15 drillings, the 8 described were per-

formed in the area of the graves which Kola numbers as 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Kola's plan attached to his article, although merely partly describing his

activities, enables us nevertheless to ascertain that at least 5 of said

drillings were performed by him in the area of grave no. 4 (see point

54). Since the odor of fat-wax was determined in only two samples, it is

evident that the corpses in a state of saponification were not present

everywhere in grave no. 4, and therefore what is really "fallacious" is

Muehlenkamp's pretense, together with his subsequent calculation.

[27] The subsequent objection is another proof for Muehlenkamp's

A. Kola, "Sprawozdanie z archeologicznych badan na terenie bylego obozu zaglady Zydow w
Sobiborze w 2000 r," (Report about the archeological research on the site ofthe former Jewish

extermination camp in Sobibor in the year 2000), in: Przeszlosc i Pami?c, no. 3, July-

September 2000, p. 91. Kola states to having performed the research with a drill of 65 mm of

diameter with a penetration capacity of 5-6 meters.
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lack of the sense of proportions and of reality. In 18 lines we have tried

to explain to whom the corpses in a state of saponification could be at-

tributed and why they were not cremated. This is obviously a simple

hypothesis, but we deemed it necessary not to leave the question unan-

swered, even though we resorted to mere assumptions. In the general

outlook of our study about Sobibor these hypotheses are absolutely in-

significant, both because we could have left them completely out or be-

cause we could have proposed other ones. In any case, nothing would

have changed the fact of the presence of some corpses in a state of sa-

ponification in some mass graves. But Muehlenkamp works himself up

about this detail dedicating to it more than two pages (pp. 4II-4I3)!

Considering the dubious value of the question, it is not even worth ana-

lyzing the Muehlenkamp 's counter-assumptions, which he presents with

peevish meticulousness.

The only important fact is that he does not give any explanation re-

garding the presence of corpses in a state of saponification in the above-

mentioned mass graves: Who were they? Why were they not cremated?

This problem arises fi-om an exterminationist perspective, not from a

revisionist one: If Sobibor was an extermination camp and the corpses

of the victims were cremated to erase the traces of the crime, why were

these corpses in a state of saponification not cremated? For Muehlen-

kamp the question is even more testing, because he fantastically calcu-

lates the number of these corpses "in the thousands rather than the hun-

dreds." (p. 411). Instead of answering these important questions, he los-

es himself in a cluster of vain details.

[28] The subsequent critique concerning Treblinka presents the same

characteristics as the previous ones: a detailed discussion of irrelevant

particulars:

"As previously mentioned, Treblinka has not yet been subject to an ar-

chaeological investigation. Yet is it knownfrom site inspection and investi-

gation reports what the extermination camp site looked like in late 1945,

with cremation remains as well as skulls, bones and other parts ofhuman

bodies covering an area of at least 1.8 hectares and saturating a huge

bomb crater in which Judge Lukaszkiewicz orderedfurther digging in order

to establish how deep the mass graves in the camp 's extermination sector

had been (see section one ofthis chapter). Mattognofelt that this enormous

mess of human remains required an explanation, and in trying to put to-

gether one that fit Revisionist notions they concocted the amusing theory

that the skulls and body parts described by Lukaszkiewicz were from in-

mates ofthe Treblinka I labor camp who had died during a typhus epidemic

in 1943, musing that this could also furnish an explanationfor the odd cir-
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cumstance that Treblinka II was bombed. ' What readers are asked to be-

lieve here is that the Soviets used explosives to scatter the body parts of a

few hundred typhus victims from the Treblinka I labor camp over an area

of at least 1.8 ha (the size of the 'area ofcremation ') and to a depth of 7.5

meters (the depth to which human ashes and larger body parts werefound

in the crater that Judge Lukaszkiewicz ordered to be further excavated) at

Treblinka II, which was located around 2 km to the south ofthe Treblinka I

labor camp. This is supposed to have made for the countless human

bones found throughout those 18,000 square meters that are mentioned in

the judge 's report ofDecember 29, 1945. And what is more, it seems that

the Soviets are also supposed to have covered this huge area with ashes

and bone fragments as described by Lukaszkiewicz and visible in Image

7.8, even though the bodies at Treblinka I labor camp had not been cremat-

ed." 414)

The pretense that "cremation remains as well as skulls, bones and

other parts of human bodies" covered "an area of at least 1.8 hectares"

is in total contradiction to the related photographic documentation. It is

in fact known that the Poles took

pictures of the remains found at

Belzec. In point 3 I adduced the

two most significant pictures of-

fered by Muehlenkamp from his

"archive," pictures which are sil-

ly from a quantity point of view

because no person in their right

mind would adduce them as a

proof for the murder of 435,000

people. I will elaborate on these

exhibits during the discussion of

the mass graves allegedly identi-

fied by Kola.

The photographic exhibits of

the Treblinka area are of a very

poor magnitude similar to that of

Belzec, as results from the Illus-

trations reproduced here.

The Illustrations 23 and 25

show the devastafion of the sur- illustration 11.23: "Skeletal remains

face of the camp with - most at the site of the Treblinka extermina-

probably - human bones in cer- tion camp." From: Ghetto Fighter

tainly not big numbers scattered ^0"^^ Archives, Photo Archive sec-

^ ^ tion. Catalog No. 11336

Illustration 11.22: "Skeletal remains

at the site of the Treblinka extermina-

tion camp." From: Ghetto Fighter

House Archives, Photo Archive sec-

tion. Catalog No. 11335
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around.

The Illustration 26 shows in-

stead a group of abusive diggers

of the village of Wolka Okr^glik

caught by Polish militia in the ar-

ea of the Trebhnka camp.

In point 10 I already quoted

the first part of our considera-

tions criticized by Muehlenkamp.

Here I reproduce the next

part:"^>

"Among the objects discov-

ered, the skulls as well as the

human body parts found in a

state of decomposition deserve

particular attention. From whom
did they come? If we hold to the

official historiography, this ques-

tion remains unanswered. Ac-

cording to this, the cremation of

the bodies exhumed from the

mass graves was finished by Au-

gust 2, 1943, the day of the pris-

oner revolt. During this revolt, at Illustration 11.25: "Skeletal remains

least 300 to 400 prisoners are at the site of the Treblinka extermina-

supposed to have been killed tion camp." From: Ghetto Fighter

within the camp or in the vicinity House Archives, Photo Archive sec-

ofthe wire fence, and in thefol- tion, Catalog No. 11337

lowing three weeks, allegedly more than 30,000 Jews from the ghetto of

Biafystok were gassed, whose bodies neither the Soviets nor the Poles dis-

covered. If there were such killings, these victims therefore must have been

cremated. The same is true for the bodies of those killed in the revolt. The

survivingprisoners were not, say, killed on the spot, rather they were trans-

ferred to Sobibor on December 20, 1943, as can be gatheredfrom a corre-

sponding Wehrmacht bill of lading. Ifdecomposing body parts were found

in November 1945, this discovery is also inconsistent with the thesis that

the victims involved were murdered more than two years before. Finally, it

is strikingly problematic that no single complete body was discovered.

From whom, therefore, did the skulls and body parts come? Were they per-

haps takenfrom the mass graves of Treblinka I? Could these have been the

Illustration 11.24: "Human skeletal

remains in the Treblinka camp."

From: Ghetto Fighter House Ar-

chives, Photo Archive section, Cata-

logNo. 11338

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 90.
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remains of victims of the typhus epidemic, which had raged in the camp at

the end of 1943? This hypothesis seems all the more plausible as none of

the skulls exhibited gunshot wounds. It could also furnish an explanation

for the odd circumstance that Treblinka II was bombed: the bombs de-

stroyed not only the two buildings, which in all probability were left intact

by the Germans, but also scattered the rotted body parts over a wide area

and thus increased the horrible effect of the 'extermination camp '. In fact,

the discovered body parts were thoroughly exploited in propaganda.
"

Illustration 11.26: From: P. Gluchowski, M. Kowalski, Gorqczka zlota w
Treblince (Gold fever in Treblinka), in: Gazeta Wyborcza, 8 January 2008, in:

http://web.archive.Org/web/20090303094745/http://niniwa2.cba.pl/goraczka_

zlota_w_treblince.htm

As with the case of the corpses in a state of saponification at Belzec

and Sobibor, the presence in the Treblinka area of uncremated skulls

and bones presents a problem for orthodox holocaust historiography,

but certainly not for us. We also tried to explain it with simple assump-

tions; we could have brought forward alternative hypotheses here as

well, for instance that these remains belonged to persons who had died

in the camp or arrived there dead. Or we could have abstained from

positing any explanation at all, as the burden of proof is entirely on the

supporters of the extermination camp thesis. As usually Muehlenkamp

does not provide any answer, Hmiting himself to silly criticisms and ir-

relevant suppositions.

[29] "Two pages later Mattogno & Graf indulged in further musings

about the bomb craters. In their tortuous reasoning the Soviets may have

tried to lay false tracks' by doing exactly what the Germans would not

have done because 'the craters produced by the bombs would have ren-
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dered visible the traces of the alleged mass murders. ' M&G may want to

explain how those manipulating Soviets could possibly have spread 'false

tracks ' over 18,000 square meters and to a depth of 7.5 meters by bombing

an area which the SS had made all efforts to give the look ofinnocuous ag-

ricultural or forest land, unless the human remains later found by

Lukaszkiewicz were already there when the bombs exploded. It is also hard

to understand what 'traces which could in no way be made compatible with

the thesis of mass extermination ' those manipulating Soviets could have

hoped to 'obliterate ' by bombing that area. " (pp. 414-415)

In this regard we observed the following:^^^^

"Lukaszkiewicz found several bomb craters on the camp grounds and

even two unexploded bombs. The largest crater was 6 m deep and pos-

sessed a diameter of approximately 25 m. Therefore the camp must have

been bombed, and most surely not through an error. The Germans, who ac-

cording to official historiography had wiped away all the traces of their

crimes by dismantling the barracks, tearing down the walled structures,

leveling, plowing the terrain and planting it with lupines, would have had

no interest in bombing the camp, for in thefirst place there was nothing left

to destroy, and in the second place, the craters produced by the bombs

would have rendered visible the traces of the alleged mass murders. From

an aerial image of the camp Treblinka II taken in November 1944, it is fur-

ther revealed that the camp at that time - therefore after the area was taken

by the Red Army - had not yet been bombed. Thus, the bombardment must

have been caused by the Soviets. But the camp Treblinka had already been

liquidated in November 1943, and there were no military targets in its di-

rect vicinity. Treblinka I, which was still in operation in May 1944, was not

bombed. Why, therefore, did the Soviets drop bombs on Treblinka II? Per-

haps in order to obliterate the many traces left behind by the SS, traces

which could in no way be made compatible with the thesis ofmass extermi-

nation, and to layfalse tracks that seemed to confirm this thesis?
"

One more time we are confronted with a big problem for orthodox

holocaust historiography, but for us this is practically irrelevant: why
did the Soviets intentionally bomb the area of the "extermination camp"

of Treblinka? From our point ofview it is sufficient to take note of what

happened and to wait for the answer by orthodox holocaust historians.

The hypothesis profferred by us is an attempt to explain. This does nei-

ther add nor subtract anything from our arguments. Instead of giving an

explanation for the bombing, Muehlenkamp again embroils himself in

insignificant details. With childish emphasis he highlights that the hu-

man remains "were already there when the bombs exploded," as if we

Ibid., pp. 92f.
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claim that in the camps of Aktion Reinhardt no dead bodies were to be

found. The gist of my argument is that the bombing would have shat-

tered and scattered the remains of an insignificant number of corpses

(insignificant from an exterminationist perspective, that is), originally

concentrated in single spots - real evidence- across a vastly wider sur-

face, thus creating the false impression that extermination on a huge

scale had indeed taken place at the site - "false tracks". Even so, what

we are dealing with here is merely an impression; as I explained above,

the question is of purely quantitative nature: either the findings in the

three Reinhardt camps demonstrate the killing of (435,000 + 170,000 +

789,000) 1,394,000 people or at least a victim figure in the magnitude

of several hundred thousands, or they do not.

[30] "The only reasonable explanation for the aspect of the site de-

scribed by Lukaszkiewicz is that the bombs brought to the surface ashes

and larger human remains buried where the bombs had exploded, as was

recognized by Rachel Auerbach. "
(p. 415)

We can entirely endorse this statement, but the problem remains

without solution for Muehlenkamp: why was there an "enormous mess

of human remains" in the Treblinka camp area despite the meticulous

cremation by the Germans to hide the traces of their alleged crime?

Muehlenkamp quotes a passage of the article by Ghichowski and

Kowalski (with the reference "Ghichowski and Kowalski, 'Gold

Rush,"' footnote 96 on p. 415) which I quoted above:

"In the autumn of1944 Ukrainian and Russian guards appeared again,

but this time in Stalin 's service. With their arrival the peasant digging be-

came an enterprise. From Ceranow airport, 10 km away, the Soviets

brought along mines and blind bombs. The explosive charge was lowered

into a mass grave, a Sovietfellow detonated it, and the Jewish corpsesflew

through the air. " (p. 415)

Finally he concludes:

"Soviet participation in the gold rush at Treblinka may also have been

the reason why the bomb craters' provenance was not mentioned in

Lukaszkiewicz' report ofNovember 13, 1945. "
(p. 415)

Again Muehlenkamp occupies himself with very insignificant de-

tails, yet he shirks the main problem: why did the Soviets bomb the

Treblinka camp area while "knowing" that it was an "extermination

camp"?^^^^ Why did they also detonate "mines and blind bombs" in the

The fact of the aerial bombardment results from the writings ofLukaszkiewicz, who speaks of

the discovery of "two unexploded bombs" inside the camp area {Treblinka, op. cit, p. 85), and

from Auerbach, who mentions "pociski i bomby," that is, artillery projectiles and aerial bombs
(R. Auerbach, "Treblinka. Reportaz" in: Zaglada Zydow. Studia iMateriafy, , vol. 8, 2012, p.
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soil? If one crater had a diameter of 25 m and a depth of 6 m, it is evi-

dent that the force of the explosions must have scattered human remains

over a much wider area.

Muehlenkamp's conjecture is quite far-fetched: the Soviets are sup-

posed to have joined the Polish peasants like vulgar marauders, bringing

with them explosives.

[31] On p. 416 a new section begins titled "Capacity of the Graves."

I ignore Muehlenkamp's superfluous detailed ramblings and come di-

rectly to the point. In my study about Belzec I calculated that the mass

graves of Belzec allegedly identified by Kola (21,310 m^) could contain

theoretically only 170,480 corpses based on 8 corpses per cubic me-

ter,^^^"* instead of the approximately 435,000 of official historiography:

where were the remaining corpses buried?

In this rough calculation I wanted to show the quantitative magni-

tude of the actual maximum grave capacity, which is clearly incompati-

ble with the thesis of mass extermination.

Muehlenkamp recurs as usual to the paraphernalia of sophistic de-

tails: the average height of the Polish Jews was 1.60 m and "a person

with a height of 1.60 meters is underweight at 38 to 48 kg," so his aver-

age value is "(38+48) ^ 2 = 43 kg." (p. 417). Moreover the average

weight of two adults and one child would be 34 kg and not 55.1 kg (p.

418).

Now, if the average weight of an adult Jew deported to Belzec was

43 kg, why were two persons necessary to carry a corpse to the mass

graves, as Reder had stated? In fact he wrote: "It took two workers to

drag one corpse away,"^^^^ while they carried on the shoulders "the

corpses of small children. . .two at time."^^^^

Leon Weliczker, an alleged member of the "Death Brigade" (the

purported "Sonderkommando 1005"), in relation to one of the first

opened mass graves, was even more explicit:^^^^

"Tak nosili trupy we dwoch, jeden trzymajqc je za r^ce, dmgi za nogi.

Kazdy trup wazylpo 70-80 kilogramow. Byfy to trupy stosunkowo swieze, z

przed 2 tygodny, t.zn. z okresu likwidacji ghetta.

"

"In this way they carried the corpses in pairs, one holding it by the

72). According to Gtuchowski and Kowalski, the Soviets brought to Treblinka ''miny i

niewypafy," mines and unexploded projectiles, so that it would seem that they used both aerial

and grotmd bombs.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 85.

R. Reder, Belzec. Fundacja Judaica, op. cit, p. 131.

L. Weliczker, Brygada smierci Sonderkommando 1005 (Pamiftnik). Centralna Zydowska

Komisja Historyczna w Polsce, Lodz, 1946, p. 42.
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arms, the second by the legs. Every corpse had a weight of 70-80 kilo-

grams. They were relatively fresh corpses, of 2 weeks earlier, this means

from the period ofthe liquidation ofthe ghetto [ofLwowJ.

"

Muehlenkamp's criticism would affect also Robert Jan van Pelt, who
assumed an even higher average weight of 60 kg for the victims of the

"gas chambers" at Auschwitz.^^^^ Based on these data, Muehlenkamp

calculates 12 corpses for each cubic meter (p. 418). However, "[w]ith

the more realistic weights for malnourished Polish ghetto Jews that the

author established above, the average would be 663.4 34 = 19.51 (20)

corpses per cubic meter" (ibid.). Or rather, according to "Provan's test

group" "19.95 (20)" persons would fit into one cubic meter. As if such

fatuous nonsense were not enough, Muehlenkamp tops it off with some-

thing even sillier: by "applying Polish ghetto weights to Provan's test-

group members" he arrives at the startling result of "25.39 corpses per

cubic meter," and therefore "the 21,310 cubic meters of grave space es-

timated by Kola could have taken in over 540,000 dead bodies" (foot-

note 107 on p. 418)

But in his initial criticism Muehlenkamp had deduced from

"Provan's test group" a completely different conclusion:^^^^

"However, I will use Provan 's experimentally proven figure of 703 for

my ensuing calculations.

If 703 living persons could fit into a space of 5 x 5 x 1.9 = 475 cubic

meters, this meant a density ofca. 15 persons per cubic meter in the Belzec

gas chambers. What applies to living people certainly applies to corpses, so

it can be assumed that 15 corpses out of a transport to Belzec made up in

more than halfby children could be made to fit into one cubic meter ofbur-

ial space in the Belzec mass graves. Assuming such composition for all

transports to Belzec, and without taking into consideration the emaciation

and size factors mentioned by Provan, the 21,310 cubic meters of burial

space estimated by Kola could have taken in 319,650 corpses - ifthey had

been thrown in there all at once.
"

With his trickery Muehlenkamp gained space for another ([19.51 x

21,310] - 319,650 =) 96,108 corpses, but that is still not enough:

wouldn't it have been better to assume an even slightly bigger fantasy

amount and to state that in a single cubic meter (435,000-^21,310 =)

20.4 corpses could easily fit? Perhaps they were a httle smaller, perhaps

they were a little more emaciated, perhaps... As for Provan's risible

"experiment," I refer the reader to what I already vwote in my first re-

Robert J. van Pelt, The Casefor Auschwitz, op. cit, pp. 470, 472.

R. Muehlenkamp, Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (1), in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_27.html.
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buttal.

Muehlenkamp concludes his dense series of stupid remarks thus:

"With this calculated concentration for an adult+adult+child group

weighing as much as half-starved Polish ghetto Jews can realistically (even

somewhat optimistically) be expected to have weighed, the number that

could be buried at one time in the space estimated by Kola for the 33

graves he found was 19.51 x 21,310 = 415,758. This is close to the total

number of victims ofBelzec extermination that is now accepted by histori-

ography, the 434,508 mentioned in the Hdfle Report). "
(p. 419)

The rare pictures of the Jews deported to Belzec, such as the one

shown below, do not confirm Muehlenkamp 's fantastic assumptions.

Illustration 11.27: "Jews photographed upon their arrival at the Belzec camp,"

from: http://iis.infocenters.co.il/gfh/multimedia/GFH/0000005256/0000005256_l_web.jpg

In Illustration 1 1.27 I numerated the first 10 persons in the row from

right to left: who can seriously beheve that 25 of these persons could fit

into one cubic meter, even assuming the presence of one third of chil-

dren? Or that their average weight would be 43 kg?

Muehlenkamp' s reasoning is also deceptive, because it assumes that

"what appHes to Hving people certainly applies to corpses," but this

cannot be true, as I aheady remarked in my first rebuttal. First of all one
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must consider the rigor mortis of the corpses:^^^^

"Niderkorn's (1872) observations on 113 bodies provides the main ref-

erence databasefor the development ofrigor mortis and is commonly cited

in textbooks. His data was as follows (Ref. 19 at p. 31) [...] In this series,

rigor was complete in 14% of cases at 3 hours post mortem and this per-

centage had risen to 72% at 6 hours and to 90% at 9 hours.
"

In the context of homicidal gassings it is, however, worth noting

thati^^^"

"Very fast or instant onset (rigor mortis with the body remainingfixed

in its last position) take place in muscles tired by physical labor or in cases

where death is preceded by convulsions, and in particular in warm cli-

mates.
"

Such would indeed apply to the description of the agony suffered by

750 victims inside a gas chamber measuring 25 square meters and 47.5

cubic meters.

On the other hand, according to Reder, it took up to two hours until

all of the victims had entered the gas chambers ("By the time they filled

all six chambers, the people in the first chamber had been suffering two

hours already").
^^''^ In this case rather the opposite of the aforemen-

tioned principle applies, so that "what appHes to living people certainly

does not apply to corpses," especially since the bodies had to be

dragged from the gas chambers to the mass graves, something which

according to Reder's account happened as foUows:^^*^

"It took two workers to drag one corpse away. We had leather straps

with buckles. We put the straps over the arms of the corpses and pulled.

The heads often caught in the sand.
"

If it took 2 hours for the living victims to enter the gas chambers, ex-

tracting the corpses from the chambers and dragging them to the graves

must have required a far greater time. Under such circumstances, many
of the corpses would have been found in the state of well-developed ri-

gor mortis, making it extremely arduous, to say the least, to place 19.51

ofthem per cubic meter into a mass grave.

And secondly there is a huge difference between Provan's (alleged)

"record," in which living persons (plus one doll!) have intentionally and

voluntarily crammed themselves together to the extreme, and the posi-

Department of Forensic Medicine, University of Dundee. Lecture notes. "Time ofDeath.

Postmortem changes and time of death," at:

www.dundee.ac.uk/forensicmedicine/notes/timedeath.pdf
2760 itrpjjg

thanatological modification of the corpse," at:

http://digilander.libero.it/fadange/medicina%201egale/tana.htm

R. Reder, Belzec. Fundacja Judaica, op. cit., p. 126.

™' Ibid., p. 131.
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tioning in a grave of dead corpses, which can either happen in a system-

atic way or chaotically.

The two "eyewitnesses" Kurt Gerstein and Karl Alfred Schluch de-

scribed in fact the latter case (Emph. added) i^^*'^

"Die nackten Leichen wurden aufHolztmgen nur wenige Meter weit in

Gruben von 100 x 12 x 20 m geworfen. "

"From wooden stretchers the naked corpses were thrown only a few

meters into pits of100x12 x 20 m.
"

And Schluch confirmed

"Nach dieser Prozedur wurden die Leichen in die vorhandenen grofien

Grdber geworfen.

"

"After this procedure the corpses were thrown into the existing large

graves.
"

How can one seriously believe that the miniature corpses like the

ones supposed by Muehlenkamp, stiffened by the rigor mortis and cas-

ually thrown into the mass graves, would arrange themselves automati-

cally to a density of 19.51 per cubic meter?

Muehlenkamp' s statements are even refuted by the evaluations of

serious scholars and even by the Soviet investigation commissions. For

instance, regarding the mass graves of Bronnaya Gora (Brona Gora),

Gerlach writes:"^^

"Die acht Gruben hatten ein Rauminhalt von 5800-6700 m\ AufGrund

von Vergleichswerten ist von mindestens 5 Leichen je m auszugehen. Vgl.

Untersuchungsbericht Bronnaja Gora v. 15.9.1944 (?), der von 50000

Opfern ausging.

"

"The eight pits had a volume of 5800-6700 m^. Based on comparative

values, we have to assume a density ofat least 5 corpses per m\ Cf. inves-

tigation report Bronnaya Gora ofSept. 15, 1944 (?), which assumed 50,000

victims.

"

The Black Book states about the same topic

"Altogether there were eight mass graves in the area where the mass

shooting tookplace. The first was 63 x 6.5 meters, the second 36 x 6.5, the

third 36 x 6, the fourth 37 x 6, the fifth. 52 x 6, the sixth 24 x 6, the sev-

enth 12 X 6, and the eight 16 x 4.5. All the graves were 3.5 to 4 meters

deep.

From June to November 1942 the Germans shot more than thirty thou-

sandpeaceful Soviet citizens in the area ofBronnaya Gora.
"

Despite the last sentence, it is clear that 50,000 and not 30,000 was

PS-2170, p. 6.™ Interrogation of K.A. Schluch on lONovember 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, p. 1513.

C. Gerlach, Kalkulierte Morde, op. cit., footnote 1 194 on p. 723.

I. Ehrenburg, V. Grossman, The Complete Black Book ofRussian Jewry, op. cit., p. 179.
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the nxunber of Broimaya Gora victims asserted by the Soviet investiga-

tors. Besides Gerlach's reference, Andrea Simon, who, as mentioned by

Harrison,^^*^ is familiar with the Extraordinary State Commissions re-

ports on Bronnaya Gora, confirms this:^^'^^

"The commission concluded that between June and November 1942, the

Germans killed more than 50,000 people at Brona Gora
"

The dimensions of the eight mass graves which she cites are identi-

cal to those given in the Black Book. It is hardly likely that Gerlach and

Simon made the same mistake. Shmuel Spector in his article on "Aktion

1005" gives the number of Jews buried at Bronnaya Gora as 48,000.^^*'

This figure is undoubtedly derived from the railway worker Roman
Stanislavovich Novis, who claimed to have heard it from the German in

charge of the Bronnaya Gora railway station.
^^^^ Finally, 50,000 is also

the victim figure stated on the memorial plaque found on the site it-

self Thus it seems most likely that the "thirty thousand" figure

found in (at least the English translation of) the Black Book is the result

of an editorial mistake, and for my calculations 1 will therefore use the

figure of 50,000 victims.

Below 1 summarize the dimensions of the graves listed in the ESC
report as quoted in the Black Book and Simon:

Grave no. 1: 63 x 6.5 = 409.5 m^

Grave no. 2: 36 x 6.5 = 234 m^

Grave no. 3: 36x6= 216 m^

Grave no. 4: 37x6= 222 m^

Grave no. 5: 52x6= 312 m^

Grave no. 6: 24 x 6 = 144 m^

Grave no. 7: 12 x 6 = 62 m^

Grave no. 8: 16x4.5= 72 m^

in total: 1,671.5 m^

Assuming the average depth of 3.75 m, a total volume of (1,671.5 x

3.75 =) 6,268.125 m^ results. The density of the corpses was therefore

(50,000^6,268.125 =) 8 per cubic meters, the same value assumed by

Jonathan Harrison, More Mass Graves in the Polesie,

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2009/04/more-mass-graves-in-polesie.html

Andrea Simon, Bashert, op. cit.,
, p. 192.

S. Spector, "Aktion 1005 - Effacing the murder of millions." Holocaust and Genocide Studies,

Vol. 5, No. 2, 1990, p. 166.

"™ A. Simon, Bashert, op. cit., p. 191.

Cf photograph taken by Ruth Stem on 1 8 August 2009, online:

http://picasaweb.google.eom/113356305157360015052/BronaGora#5377222192635802738
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us.^^^^ In conclusion, beyond Muehlenkamp's senseless statements, it

remains also established that the mass graves of Belzec could contain a

maximum of 170,480 corpses of the alleged 435,000 murder victims.

[32] In footnote 108 Muehlenkamp again shows his critical astute-

ness in writing:

"Notwithstanding their claim that 8 bodies per cubic meter is a maxi-

mum, Mattogno & Grafseem to consider an even higher density plausible,

for in another context they tell their readers that '3,000 bodies take up a

volume of about (3,000x 0.045 ^) 135 m'' (M&G, Treblinka, p. 147). The

concentration they are assuming here is 3,000 135 = 22 bodies per cubic

meter." (p. 419)

In the passage of our book quoted by him the topic is the senseless

statement of Wiemik, already mentioned by me in point 4, relating to an

excavator capable of extracting "about 3,000 corpses at one time." In

order to give an idea about his absurdity, I noted that 3,000 decomposed

corpses with the average weight of 45 kg each would occupy a volume

of 135 cubic meters, ifthey were in a liquified state. One can also rea-

son inversely that the claimed fantastic excavator had a loading capacity

of (3,000 X 45 135,000 kg or 135 metric tons. For Muehlenkamp the

average weight of the corpses in Belzec was 21 kg,2™ therefore the ex-

cavator would have extracted (3,000 x 21 =) 63,000 kg or 63 metric

tons of corpses at one time.

The ARC website dedicates one page to the excavators of Treblinka.

These were machines manufactured by the company Menck & Ham-
brock of the type "Ma" and "Mb," and bore a clamshell bucket (Greif-

g^-)
2774

jYiQ largest such bucket that could be carried by either of these

two models had a volxune of 1.6 m^^^^^ Therefore, even if assuming

Muehlenkamp's absurd data, the Treblinka excavator could only extract

(1.6 X 19.51 =) 31 corpses at one time with the weight of (31 x 21

651 kg. Of course Muehlenkamp keeps silent about this! He limits him-

self to reprimanding us for our clarification by way of comparison (the

corpses in liquid form), thus merely confirming his own hypocrisy.

|33| "The Belzec mass graves were not filled all at once but during a

^"^ As for the reliability of the claim that 50,000 Jews were killed and buried at Bronnaya Gora, it

might be noted that, according to the Soviet investigators, the interred corpses were exhumed

by the Germans and incinerated on open-air pyres within a period of a mere fifteen days, that

is, a rate of 3,333 corpses per day! As fuel the Germans allegedly used forty-eight dismantled

"military warehouses and barracks" plus a "flammable liquid"; ibid., p. 180.

^™ Belzec e le controversie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp, op. cit, p. 38.

^™ http://www.deathcamps.org/trebliiika/excavators.html

http://www.menckundhambrockarchiv.de/Ubersicht/Bagger/Bagger_bis_1945/Mo-Ma-

Mb/mo-ma-mb.html
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period of about eight months between the arrival of the first transports in

mid-March 1942 and early December of that year, when the last load of

deportees was murdered at Belzec. This means that mass grave space must

thus have been 'recovered' due to bodies in the graves ' lower layers losing

volume through the effects of quicklime and decomposition. There is evi-

dence suggesting that the mass graves at Belzec were filled to or even be-

yond the rim, the upper layer being covered withfurther layers ofbodies or

with sand after the corpses had sufficiently matted down due to decomposi-

tion. In his report dated May 4, 1945, Kurt Gerstein wrote thefollowing:

The naked corpses were carried on wooden stretchers to pits only afew
meters away, measuring 100 ^ 20 x 12 meters. After afew days the corps-

es welled up and a short time later they collapsed, so that one could throw

a new layer ofbodies upon them. Then ten centimeters ofsand were spread

over the pit, so that only a few heads and arms still rosefrom it here and

there." (p. 419)

I start from the end, from Gerstein' s statement, for which Muehlen-

kamp adduces an obsolete source: '"Augenzeugenbericht zu den Mas-

senvergasungen', p. 192" (footnote 110 on p. 419). This is the German

report of 4 May 1945 as published by Hans Rothfels in 1953"^'^ with

various unindicated omissions. One may indeed wonder why Muehlen-

kamp did not rather quote the actual document, the relevant passage of

which reads as foUows:^^^^

"Die nackten Leichen wurden aufHolztragen nur wenige Meter weit in

Gruben von 100 >i 20 x 12 Meter geschleppt Nach einigen Tagen gdrten

die Leichen hoch undfielen alsdann kurze Zeit spdter stark zusammen, so

dafi man eine neue Schicht aufdieselben draufwerfen konnte. Dann wurde

10 Zentimeter Sand daruber gestreut, so dafi nur noch vereinzelte Kopfe

undArme herausragten.

"

"The naked corpses were carried on wooden stretchers only for a few
meters into pits of100 x 20 ^ 12 meters. After afew days the corpsesfer-

mented up, and then shortly thereafter they collapsed heavily so that it was

possible to throw a new layer on top of them. Then 10 cm of sand was

sprinkled above, so that only afew heads and arms were protruding.
"

In my previous rebuttal I refuted abundantly Muehlenkamp's stupid-

ities, and therefore I can only repeat what I wrote in that regard,^^^^ add-

ing fiirther observations:

The argument that an "old" corpse layer would have decreased in

H. Rothfels, "Augenzeugenbericht zu den Massenvergasungen," in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeit-

geschichte, 1. Jg., Heft 2, April 1953, pp. 185-194 (text of the report).

T-1310. p. 16; cf. // rapporto Gerstein. Anatomia di un falso, op. cit, p. 28.

"Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit. : Belzec e le contro-

versie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp, op. cit., pp. 19-21.
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volume because of decomposition, thus creating space for "new" layers

is based on four false premises:

1 . The argument only makes sense given that the mass graves would

have remained opened for weeks or months, thereby allowing the vol-

ume of the corpses in the graves to be reduced substantially due to de-

composition.

However, if Muehlenkamp believes Gerstein's declarations to be

true, and in particular the claim that 750 persons were killed in each gas

chamber per gassing, then he must also believe that, during the course

of Gerstein's visit, a total of "4 times 750 people in 4 times 45 cubic

meters," that is, 3,000 people were killed there. If all six gas chambers

were utilized, the victims would have numbered 4,500, but Gerstein on-

ly speaks of four chambers being used, although it is implied that the

murdered victims totaled 5,250, as he refers to 6,700 deportees, 1,450

ofthem already dead at arrival.

As already noted, the 33 mass graves identified by Kola have a total

volume of 21,310 cubic meters. The individual graves are of various

dimensions, but their average volume is (21,310 ^ 33 =) 646 cubic me-

ters. If, for the sake of argument, we accept Muehlenkamp's absurd fig-

ure of 15 corpses per cubic meter, and further assume that each gassing

claimed at least 4,500 victims (like Muehlenkamp we presume here that

all transports to the camp consisted more than half of children, with the

average weight of all deportees being 35 kg) we reach the following re-

sults:

- After one gassing there would be 4,500 dead Jews, whose corpses

would occupy (4,500 15 =) 300 cubic meters of the mass grave

and after (646 300 = 2.15) little more than two gassings the

grave would be completely filled up and no longer usable.

- The number of victims considered certain by Muehlenkamp

(434,508) would have been killed in (434,508 - 4,500 =) ca. 96

gassings.

- The camp was operative for approximately 240 days (8 months),

therefore on average there was (240 96 = 2.5) one gassing every

two and a half days.

Thus, based on the conjectures used by Muehlenkamp, a mass grave

would have been filled on average in little more than five days.

Assuming Muehlenkamp's new conjecture of 19.51 corpses (of an

average weight of 34 kg) per cubic meter, the situation would not

change much, since (4,500 ^ 19.51 =) 230 m^ of mass graves would be

filled by one gassing, and an average grave would have been filled after
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(646 ^ 230 =) less than 3 gassings.

2. The story of the "old" and "new" corpse layers is lifted from Ger-

stein. As already emphasized, this argument presupposes that the mass

graves remained opened for weeks or months. Gerstein instead declares:

"After a few days the bodies would swell up and the whole contents of

the ditch would rise 2-3 meters high because ofthe gases that developed in

the bodies. After afew more days swelling would stop and the bodies would

collapse. The next day the ditches were filled again, and covered with 10

centimeters ofsand.

"

Hence, we are dealing here with the brief period of a few days, con-

trasting with the slow decomposition process invoked by Muehlen-

kamp.

The description of this scene cannot be an "Augenzeugenhericht'"

("eye witness report"), to use Rothfels's expression. In fact, in the doc-

ument quoted by Muehlenkamp, Gerstein states that he arrived to Lu-

blin on 17 August 1942;^™ "on the other day [am anderen Tage]"^^^^

he went to Belzec and "on the other day - on 19 August 1942 [am

anderen Tage - dem 19. August 1942]," he went to Treblinka,^^*^' and

therefore he was in Belzec one day only: 18 August. As a consequence

he could not have observed what happened to the corpses "after a few

days [nach einigen Tagen]" and "a short time later [kurze Zeit spdter]."

Even if taking Gerstein' s statement seriously, we are faced with a narra-

tion based exclusively on hearsay and thus devoid of any value.

3. The conclusion dravra from Gerstein' s account is fallacious also

in that it misinterprets the contents of the quoted statement. Gerstein

does not say that the lowering of the "older" layer consisted in the re-

duction of the original volume, but that the corpses first swelled to a

height of 2-3 meters before they deflated, all this supposedly taking

place within a period of merely a few days, when the process of decom-

position would hardly have begun. In fact, the emphysematous stage of

the putrefaction process "begins 3-6 days after death under warm condi-

tions, later when cold. The sulfiiric acid produced by anaerobic gas gen-

erators (Clostridium perfrigens and butyricum) is diffiised throughout

the intestines, the subcutaneous layers, inner cavities and viscera, swell-

ing the corpse to huge proportions." However, "once the production of

gas has stopped, the corpse loses its huge appearance."^^^^ Illustration

T-1310,p. 7.

" p. 9.

" p. 18.

"Le modificazioni tanatologiche del cadavere, at
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11.28 confirms that the bloating would not have subsided in the short

time it would have taken to fill one of the mass graves.

An adult male in full bloat 2 weeks postmortem during late spring.

Illustration 11.28: An adult male in full bloat 2 weeks postmortem during

late spring. Note the extreme expansion of the abdominal cavity causing split-

ting of the soft tissue of the lateral chest wall. Also note the elevated posture

of the pelvic hmbs.^^" (© Elsevier)

4. Muehlenkamp further omits to consider another certainly not in-

significant aspect of Gerstein's account, namely the covering of the

corpses with sand. From the quoted account we might infer that a layer

of corpses was thrown into the mass graves which after some day

swelled and then, following the same period of time, deflated, after

which another layer of corpses was thrown in and all of it covered with

a 10 centimeter layer of sand.

The medium depth of the mass graves at Belzec is (21,130 m^ ^

5,490 m^ 3.84 meters, and according to Muehlenkamp, a section of 1

square meter (3.84 m') would therefore have contained (15 x 3.84 =)

http://digilander.libero.it/fadange/medicina%201egale/tana.htm

M.K. Marks and M.A. Tersigni, "Decomposition, patterns and rates" (pp. 148-152) in: J.

Payne-James et al. (eds.), Encyclopedia ofForensic and Legal Medicine, Vol. 2, Elsevier Ac-

ademic Press, Amsterdam, p. 150.
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57.6 corpses or (57.6 ^ 384 x 10 =) 1.5 corpses per decimeter of height.

By throwing in a 10 centimeter layer of sand for every two corpse lay-

ers, V-i of the height - and volume - would have been filled up with

sand, that is (3.84 3 1.28 meters of the average depth and (1.28 x

5,490 =) 7,027 cubic meters, sufficient to bury (7,027 x 15 105,405

corpses according to Muehlenkamp. Pfannenstiel, who mentions the

partial combustion of corpses, speaks instead of one layer of sand for

every layer of corpses, so that the sand would have filled up half the

volume of the grave, that is (3.84 ^ 2 =) 1.92 meters of the average

depth and (1.92 x 5,490 =) 10,541 cubic meters, sufficient to bury

(10,541 X 15 =) 158,115 corpses in Muehlenkamp 's style. By this omis-

sion, Muehlenkamp avoids losing a volume equal to the burial space of

105,000 or even 158,000 corpses, and at the same time he attempts to

increase the burial capacity by referring to a volume decrease in de-

composing corpses!

If we take into consideration Muehlenkamp 's new stupidity - the

burial of 19.51 corpses per cubic meter - this have resulted in 1.95

corpses for each decimeter of height of the mass grave alternated with

10 cm of sand, and therefore the content of 1 m' of grave would have

been only half a cubic meter sand and half a cubic meter of corpses or,

to put it differently, 9.75 corpses per m'.

In conclusion, in taking Gerstein's narrations (and Muehlenkamp'

s

estimate of 19.51 corpses per m') seriously, the mass graves at Belzec

could have contained at maximum (21,310 x 9.75 208,000 corpses,

not 540,000 or 415,758 as Muehlenkamp claims in his delirium. The

fact that he did not consider these elementary considerations, even

though I had noticed them in my previous rebuttal, shows all his bad

faith. He shows his dishonesty also in his final comment:

"Despite the obviously exaggerated statement about the depth of the

pits, Gerstein's description is interesting in its reference to a procedure

[...]" (p. 419)

So for him the exaggerations refers only to the "the depth of the

pits"! And the surface? Gerstein speaks about (100 x 20 =) 2,000 m^ per

pit, but according to Muehlenkamp's "Table 7.1." (p. 389) the biggest

pit, no. 1, measured 40 m x 12 m = 480 m^!

[34] In this context Muehlenkamp attempts to support Gerstein's

narration by quoting Franz Stangl:

"Wirth was not in his office, they said that he was up in the camp. The

man I talked to said that one ofthe pits had overflown. They had thrown too

many bodies inside, and the decomposition had gone too fast, so that the

liquid gathering below hadpushed the bodies up, to the surface and above.
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and the corpses had rolled down the hill. I saw some ofthem. - Oh God, it

was awful... " (p. 419)

Here he shows another example of his incredible gullibility. How
can the idiocies allegedly reported by Stangl be taken seriously?

It is known that the water content of the human body is estimated by

specialists at 64% of the body weight. To give an example, the corpses

of Belzec, according to Muehlenkamp's hypothesis, consisted of (34 kg

X 0.64 =) 21.76 kg water and 12.24 kg dry mass. If, to make things eas-

ier, one assumes for the human body the same specific density as water,

the above-mentioned figures correspond to liters. If, as Muehlenkamp

claims, I cubic meter of mass grave could contain 19.51 corpses, corre-

sponding to 663.34 liters, this amounted to (19.51 x 21.76 =) 424.53 li-

ters of water and 238.81 liters of dry mass. If the putrefaction had hap-

pened very quickly, the corpses - hypothetically - would have lost their

water content, but their volume would have been reduced in a propor-

tional way; their total volume would have been still 663.34 liters, but

distributed in a different way: 238.81 liters inside the body, 424.53 h-

ters outside of the body. But then, how was it possible "that the liquid

gathering below had pushed the bodies up, to the surface [die sich unten

ansammelnde Fliissigkeit die Korper nach oben gedriickt hatte, bis an

die Oberfldche]"7^^^ This would mean that the liquids percolating fi-om

the corpses, instead of being partially absorbed by the sandy soil and

draining off, actually increased in volume so much as to create pressure

towards the top?

Obviously the only pressure generated in such cases is the one of pu-

trefaction gases, which however do not produce the above-mentioned

effect. The chemist Creteur, assigned to the bonification of the battle

fields of Sedan of the German-French war of 1870/71, described the

mass graves which were often only corpse-filled ditches over which a

small layer of sand was thrown, in this way:^^^^

"/ faced the presence of thousands of corpses, the majority of which

was in a state ofdecomposition. Often these partially covered corpses [with

soil] were abandoned in open fields. The ravens and the birds ofprey thus

showed me where they were buried. Other times the corpses were uncov-

ered by the activity ofdecomposition itself; thefirst effect ofdecomposition

of a corpse is in fact the accumulation ofgas inside the abdominal walls.

Y. Arad, "Die 'Aktion Reinhard' Gaskammem in Ostpolen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.),

Nationalsozialistische Massentotungen durch Giftas, op. cit., p. 69.

M. Creteur, "La pratique de la cremation des cadavres sur les champs de bataille de Sedan en

I87I," in: Revue d'Hygiene et de Police Sanitaire, XXXVII, 1915, p. 561.
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When a corpse decomposes inside a casket, the formation of these gases

does not bear importance; but when several hundreds ofcorpses are buried

in a single pit and the decomposition starts, the activity of the gases accu-

mulated in the bodies lifts the grave mounds, breaks them down and pro-

duces large gaps through which the gases arefreed; then, with the ongoing

decomposition, the corpses are lifted among each other and they overturn

the soil covering them; often Ifound corpses with arms and legs protruding

from the graves, halfmauled by dogs and birds.

"

[35] Muehlenkamp then describes the various decomposition pro-

cesses in a highly scientific manner (p. 420), about which I remarked in

my previous reply

"He invokes first the website of an Australian museum, on which is

shown six photographs ofa piglet ofa kilo and a half (!), going through the

stages ofdecomposition. The first photograph shows some living piglets. In

the subsequentfive photographs, the process ofdecomposition in a piglet is

shown, without any exact specification for when each picture was taken.

For each phase indicated, the span of time is depicted, ranging from 0-3

days after death for the second photo to 50-365 days (!) after death for the

final photo. Muehlenkamp describes the final phase of decomposition as

beingfinished after exactly 365 days in the open air. In the case of inter-

ment, saidprocess will take more time.

"

In order to estabhsh the time it takes for a human body to decom-

pose, Muehlenkamp, evidently not satisfied with his first specialist,

doctor McNair, refers to another:

"However, in the open Belzec mass graves the corpses - at least those

in the upper layers - were still in contact with air, so decomposition must

have beenfaster than with bodies buried underground, ifnot necessarily as

fast as with bodies lying in the open. Forensic anthropologist Arpad A.

Vass and his colleagues have 'worked out a simple formula, which de-

scribes the soft tissue decomposition process for persons lying on the

ground. Theformula is y=1285/x (where y is the number ofdays it takes to

become skeletonized or mummified and x is the average temperature in

Centigrade during the decomposition process). So, if the average tempera-

ture is 10 °C, then 1285/10 = 128.5 days for someone to become skeleton-

ized. ' According to Vass 's formula, the time to skeletonization at Belzec in

the late spring, summer and autumn of 1942, at temperatures presumably

ranging between 20 and 30 degrees Celsius, would have been 43 to 64 days

for bodies exposed to air and insects, as bodies lying in open mass graves

can be expected to have been. The time until the bodies were reduced to

less than half their original volume and weight through loss offluids and

"Belzec or the Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.; Belzec e le contro-

versie olocaustiche di Roberto Muehlenkamp, op. cit, p. 37.
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Otherfactors would be even lower. " (p. 420)

This expert explains, however:

"Of course, this is a rough estimate since many factors affect this rate

and it is typically used at a crime scene when investigators need some time

framefrom which to begin their investigation.
"

It is therefore a general formula valid for one single corpse (and not

for a mass grave) and it is very uncertain if any fundamental parameters

are unknown.

In this regard, the essential question not even touched by Muehlen-

kamp is the one about the corpses in wax-fat status. If he is willing to

believe that there are at this very moment in the soil under the Belzec

memorial some 17,000 corpses in a state of saponification, then he must

also believe that the phenomenon was huge and that it must have in-

volved a far superior number of corpses, partially cremated and partially

left in the pits, and for these latter ones the volume loss would have

been negligible in respect to the decomposed corpses.

I have shown above that in Muehlenkamp's extermination scenario

the graves would have been filled with corpses and covered after a max-

imum of three days, a fact which demolishes all his relative ponderings.

One can re-calculate considering these figures: 435,000 corpses were

buried in 240 days, on average approximately 1,800 per day. The aver-

age voliraie of the mass graves is (21,310 - 33 =) ca. 646 m^ therefore

every day (1,800 ^ 19.51 =) approximately 92 m^ of graves were filled,

and one grave would have been filled on average in (646 ^ 92 =) ap-

proximately seven days. But even in this short period of time the corps-

es would always have been covered with a layer of sand.

Earlier Muehlenkamp invoked "Casper's dictum," according to

which "one week of putrefaction in air is equivalent to two weeks in

water, which is equivalent to eight weeks buried in soil, given the same

environmental temperature."^^**** Since the corpses were buried, the du-

ration calculated in Vass's example was eight times longer and there-

fore it would have taken (128.5 x 8 =) 1,028 days, hence almost three

years!

The decomposition process of corpses in a mass grave is obviously

not as simple as Muehlenkamp proposes it to be. Among various factors

Arpad A. Vass, Beyond the grave - understanding human decomposition, in:

www.sgm.ac.uk/pubs/micro_today/pdf/ 110 1 08 .pdf.

Department of Forensic Medicine, University of Dundee. Lecture Notes. "Time of Death.

Postmortem changes and time of death," in:

www.dundee.ac.uk/forensicmedicine/notes/timedeath.pdf
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influencing it, two particularly important have already been reported on

the CODOH Forum.

Already in the early 1 920s it was known that lime develops "a pre-

servative action" on the corpses:^^^'

'Wo record can be found of any observations or experiments showing

the effect of lime upon the dead human body. From purely theoretical con-

siderations, however, it may be stated that neither slaked lime nor chlorin-

ated lime has any corrosive action upon flesh, but that on the contrary both

these substances, especially chlorinated lime, would tend to exert a pre-

servative action, owing to their germicidal properties, and ifplaced round

a dead body would prevent, or partly prevent, the attacks of micro-

organisms and insectsfrom without. They would also act as deodorants, the

lime by absorbing some of the offensive gases ofputrefaction and the chlo-

rinated lime by decomposing them. Neither lime nor chlorinated lime out-

side a body, however, could arrest the decomposition taking place from

within, and it is this which is one of the main factors in the putrefaction of

the body.
"

A series of experiments on pigeon carcasses confirmed this theoreti-

cal assumption:^^'"

"These results bear out the statements already made, namelyfirst, that

lime is a preservative, and secondly that the act ofslaking lime in contact

with a dead body, whether the slaking is brought about gradually or done

all at once, does not destroy the body.

"

Recent experiments made with pig carcasses resulted in the fact that

"lime retards the rate of decomposition ifpresent in a burial environ-

ment It was evident that the limed pigs were better preserved than the un-

limedpigs. It can be argued that the encasement ofa body in lime, although

as here only present on the upper surfaces of the pigs, served as a barrier

for the whole carcass. It partially negated the effects ofthe general soil en-

vironment, delayed the decay process, restricted the release of cadaveric

volatile organic compounds and therefore attractedfewer insects. Histolog-

ical analysis also revealed better preserved tissue on the limed surfaces of

the pigs, as compared with the under surfaces. Furthermore it provided a

localised picture of the changes to the pig carcasses with core-periphery

differences and the presence ofGram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria.

Additional laboratory experiments showed that quicklime had the most des-

iccating effects. Although parts of the skin of the limed pigs in the field

looked desiccated, tissue samplesfrom thefieldpigs were not as desiccated

A. Lucas, Forensic Chemistry. Edward Arnold & Co., London, 1921, p. 227 (from the chapter

titled "Effect ofLime on the Body"). Quoted from the online text available at:

http://archive.org/stream/forensiccheinistr001ucarich/forensicchemistr001ucarich_djvu.txt

Ibid., p. 229.
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as anticipated. It is clear that one has to be careful in translating infor-

mation derivedfrom microcosm experiments using cubes oftissue in the la-

boratory to whole carcasses in the field. Lime can rapidly desiccate a cube

oftissue, but dehydration ofa whole carcass is more complex.

The deodorant property of lime is worth mentioning. Almost all tes-

timonies agree that the corpses were covered with chlorinated lime

(Chlorkalk). A Wehrmacht letter (Wehrmacht-Brief) dated "Treblinka,

10 September 1943 [Treblinka, den 10. September 1943]" regarding the

delivery of a railway car of chlorinated lime to the "SS-Arbeitslager

Lublin"^^'^ is known, evidently the remnant of a previous delivery. This

allows us to infer that in Treblinka the chlorinated lime {Chlorkalk) was

used in adequate quantities in the mass graves, but then this renders

even more questionable the protest of the "Wehrmacht local comman-

dant in Ostrow about the unbearable stench of corpses emanating from

Treblinka because the Jews there were not sufficiently buried" (see

chapter 10, points 17f)

The second factor depends on the nature of the mass grave itself:^^'^

"Mant clearly showed that bodies decompose at different rates depend-

ing on their condition at burial method of burial, and soil conditions in

and around the grave. He also pointed out that bodies in the center ofmass

graves decompose more slowly than those on the outer edge of the body

mass, thus creating a feather edge effect, which ran contrary to the general

consensus ofmedical opinion at that time. A majorfactor in determining of

the state ofa particular individual in a mass grave is its relative position in

relation to the body mass. Satellite remains are least preserved. Peripheral

bodies of the body mass are less preserved (Figure 12.4) than individuals

within the core of the assemblage (Figure 12.5). This dynamic was noted in

the 1943 report of the International Medical Commission that investigated

the Katyn Forest Massacre [...].

Remains on the fringes of the body mass bridge two taphonomic inter-

faces: One is contact with other bodies, and the other is contact with fill or

the surrounding matrix thatforms the walls and floor of the grave. At the

outerfringe they are affected by porosity andpercolation characteristics of

the surrounding substrate. Best preserved are remains within the interior of

the body mass where they create their own synergistic environment, body

Eline MJ. Schotsmans, John Denton, Jessica Dekeirsschieter, Tatiana Ivaneanu, Sarah Leent-

jes, Rob C. Janaway, Andrew S. Wilson, "Effects of hydrated lime and quicklime on the decay

of buried human remains using pig cadavers as human body analogues," in: Forensic Science

International, vol. 217, Issue 1-3, April 2012, pp. 50-59.™ J. Gumkowski, A. Rutkowski, Treblinka, op. cit., facsimile outside text.™ William D. Haglund, "Recent Mass Graves, An Introduction," in: William D. Haglund, Mar-

cella H. Sorg (eds.), Advances in Forensic Taphonomy. Method, Theory, and Archaeological

Perspectives, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 2002, pp. 248, 250, 252.
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on body. These remains, isolated from the grave substrate, trap moisture

that originatesfrom bodyfluids and thefluids ofdecomposition. For graves

submerged beneath the water table or in areas susceptible to seasonal

rains or flooding, additional moisture may be transported into the core of

unsaturated body masses. Clothing may act as a wick [...].

Under favorable conditions, a mass grave may yield partially to fully

fleshed remains up to several yearsfollowing the primary burial; for exam-

ple, after 5 years of internment in the Ovcara Grave outside of Vukovar,

Croatia, the majority of the 200 victims werefleshed remains, some retain-

ing tattoos. On the other hand, the Bosnia-Herzegovina grave at Cerska,

opened merely 12 months following burial, revealed 150 males in varying

stages ofadvanced skeletonization.
"

This renders Muehlenkamp's conjectures even more inconsistent.

[36] In order to demonstrate ttie value of the loss of volume of the

corpses in mass graves, Muehlenkamp presents an eccentric argument

which I will summarize below. In "Table 8.17" on p. 479 he displays a

month-by-month chronology of the deportations to Belzec based on the

corresponding table of Arad, which lists estimates for transports to that

camp totaling 513,142. Muehlenkamp "corrects" this number based on

the number of Belzec deportees given in the Hofle telegram (434,508),

which corresponds to ([434,508 - 513,142] x 100 =) 84.67% of Arad's

overestimated figure.

This table, for what it is worth, enables me to expand on the general

calculation set out by me above on the basis of Muehlenkamp's esti-

mates (point 33).

In the first 15 days of the camp's operation, from 17 to 31 March

1942, a total of (34,760 15 =) 2,317 corpses were buried per day, oc-

cupying (2,317 19.51 =) approximately 119 cubic meters. Since the

average volume of a mass grave was 646 m^, some (646 119 =) 5

days were necessary to fill it up. By applying the same calculation for

each month we get the following results:

Month corpses

buried

corpses/day mVday days per

average grave

March 34,760 2,317 119 5

April 33,544 1,188 57 1
11

May 1,868

June

July

15,512

42,582

517

1,374

25 1 26

70 9

August

September

135,610

73,693

4,374

2,456

224 1 3

126
1 5

October 48,274 1,557 79
1

8
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Month corpses

buried

corpses/day mVday days per

average grave

November 41,887 1,396 71 9

December 6,778 616

(r'll days)

32 20

Total 434,508

I omit the month ofMay since the number of deportees is too small.

Even in this scenario the mass graves would have been filled up in

three days for 135,610 corpses, in five days for (34,760 + 73,693 =)

108,453, within nine days for (42,582 + 48,274 + 41,887 132,743,

and in total from three to nine days for 376,806 corpses, or 86.7% of the

total. Here I considered the average volume of the mass graves, but a

rational management of the burial would have assigned the smaller pits

to the smaller average quantities of corpses and the bigger pits to the

bigger ones, thus further reducing the time needed to fill up each single

grave.

Muehlenkamp instead talks deliriously about his "model," based on

which "even 513,142 dead bodies could have been buried in 20,670 cu-

bic meters of burial space." (p. 421), which corresponds to 24.8 corpses

per cubic meter. Therefore the total capacity of the mass graves would

have been increased to ([24.8 - 19.51] x 100 =) 127% of their formerly

assumed capacity..

[37] Muehlenkamp then quotes Pfannenstiel's interrogation of 25

April 1960 which he takes from my Belzec study:

"From the inspection site the corpses were taken directly to deep mass

graves that had been dug in the vicinity of the extermination installation.

When the pits were rather full, the corpses were doused with gasoline - it

may have been some otherflammable liquid - and were then lit. I could on-

ly determine that the corpses burned just partly. Then another layer of

earth was thrown over the corpses and then fresh corpses were placed into

the same pit. " (pp. 421-422)

As I already stated in my first rebuttal, Gerstein and Pfannenstiel al-

legedly observed the same event in the same location and on the same

day. But the former "observed" exclusively the burial of the corpses,

the latter exclusively their (partial) burning. Here Muehlenkamp's bad

faith is again evident, because he not only feigns not to notice this con-

tradiction, but he even pretends that both procedures were real ones. In

fact he utilizes both, Gerstein' s in order to demonstrate the reduction of

the corpse volume due to decomposition and other fatuous claims ex-

amined above, and Pfannenstiel's for the reduction of the corpse vol-
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ume due to combustion. Muehlenkamp demonstrates once again his

lack of a critical mind. Pfannenstiel in fact stated:^^'''

"Ich konnte lediglich feststellen, daji die Leichen nur unvollkommen

verbrannten
"

"I could merely ascertain that the corpses combusted only partially.
"

This means that the upper layer of corpses (the burning happened in

fact "when the pit was rather full \yvann die Grube ziemlich vol! war]")

resulted at maximum only in charring them with a very small reduction

of volume, amply compensated by the fact that "Then a layer of earth

was throvm over the corpses again [dann wurde wieder eine Schicht

Erde iiber die Leichen geworfen]."^^^^

[38] To demonstrate the veracity of Pfannenstiel' s statement, Mueh-

lenkamp adduces the following "proof:

"Wehrmacht non-commissioned officer Wilhelm Cornides also noticed

the smell ofsomething burning when passing Belzec extermination camp in

a train on 31.08.1942, being informed by a co-passenger that this smell

wasfrom the 'crematory. ' The burning of the corpses was mentioned by a

policeman that Cornides talked to on September 1, 1942, as recorded in

Cornides ' diary. " (p. 422)

Muehlenkamp knows this document only from second hand, since

he is unable to furnish the page on which the quoted passage appears, of

which I relate the original text:^^'''

"Wir sind am Lager Belcec vorbeigefahren. Vorher ging es Idngere Zeit

durch hohe Kiefernwdlder. Als die Frau rief jetzt kommt es ' sah man nur

eine hohe Hecke von Tannenbdumen. Ein starker siisslicher Geruch war

deutlich zu bemerken. 'Die stinken ja schon ' sagte die Frau. 'Ach Quatsch,

das istja das Gas, ' lachte der Bahnpolizist. Inzwischen — wir waren unge-

fdhr 200 Meter gefahren — hatte sich der siissliche Geruch in einen schar-

fen Brandgeruch verwandelt. 'Das ist vom Krematorium, ' sagte der

Polizist.

"

Translated:

"We drove past the Belcec camp. Before that we drove for a long time

through high pine forests. When the woman cried out 'now it comes ' one

could only see a high hedge offir trees. A strong sweetish smell was dis-

tinctly noticeable. 'They really stink ' said the woman. 'Oh rubbish, that is

actually the gas ' laughed the railway policeman. Meanwhile - we had driv-

en some 200 meters - the sweetish smell had changed into an acrid burning

odor. 'That'sfrom the crematorium ' said the policeman.
"

Vemehmung ofW. Pfannenstiel of 25 April 1960. ZStL, Z 252/59, vol. I, p. 587.™ ft/rf.,p.588.

H. Rothfels, "Zur 'Umsiedlung' der Juden im Generalgouvemement," in: Vierteljahrsheftefiir

Zeitgeschichte, 7. Jg., Heft 3, July 1959, p. 334.
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This does not demonstrate at all that the "bximing odor [Brandge-

ruch]" came from cremations, moreover because in such cases eyewit-

nesses normally speak about the smell of burned hair or burned flesh.

On the other hand, the story of the "policeman" mentioning "the burn-

ing" is yet another of Muehlenkamp's tricks. The passage in question in

fact says:^™^

"Auf die Fmge, auf welche Weise derm die Juden umgebracht werden,

antwortete der Polizist: 'Man sagt ihnen, dafi sie zur Entiausung miissen

iind dann miissen sie ihre Kleider ausziehen iind dann kommen sie in einen

Raum, da Idfit man zuerst eine Hitzwelle hinein iind da ist dann schon eine

kleine Dosis von dem Gas dabei. Das geniigt zur Betdubung. Der Rest

kommt dann nach. Und dann werden sie gleich verbrannt.

"To the question, how the Jews are being killed, the policeman an-

swered: 'They are told that they are going to delousing and then they must

undress and then they come into a room; first a heat wave is let into it and

there is then already a small dosage of that gas mixed in. This sufficesfor

the anesthesia. The rest comes later. And then they are immediately

burned.
'

"

We are thus dealing with a simple hearsay account devoid of any ev-

identiary value.

[39] Moving on to Sobibor, Muehlenkamp shows all his desperation,

deriving from the full awareness of the fact that his thesis is completely

unfounded:

"At Sobibor extermination camp the bodies of the murdered deportees

were buried only until late July/early August of 1942. After that, the camp

stood still for a period of two months due to reconstruction work on the

railway line between Lublin and Chelm. When operation resumed in Octo-

ber 1942, the bodies were no longer buried but burned right after being

taken out of the gas chambers. The number of people killed in the first

phase ofthe camp 's operation is given by Arad as '90,000 to 100,000
''^^

or

as 'one third of the 250,000 victims in this camp, ' i.e. about 80,000 victims;

the latter is also the figure mentioned by Gilead et al and used by Mat-

togno, Grafand Kues in their Sobibor book. The Revisionist authors seem

to have given up on claiming that the Belzec mass graves identified by Kola

could not have held the documented number ofdeportees, for they write the

following:

'The Sobibor mass graves have an average depth of 14,718.75 3,210

= 4.58 m and a total area of3,210 mi With a 30 cm layer ofsand covering

the interred corpses, the available burial space would have amounted to

(X4.58 - 0.30] X 3,210 =) approximately 13,739 m^, resulting in a density of

Ibid., p. 335.
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(80,000 13,739 =) approximately 5.8 bodies per cubic meter. On the oth-

er hand, at Belzec the mass graves were estimated to have a total area of

5,490 m^ and an average depth of3.88 m, which means that (X3.88 - 0.30] x

5,490 =) 19,654 m^ of burial space would have been available. Since it is

claimed that 434,508 uncremated corpses were buried at Belzec, the densi-

ty would have been (434,508 ^ 19,654 =) 22.1 bodies per mi If the alleged

Belzec victims had been buried with the same density as the alleged So-

bibor victims, they would have occupied an effective volume of (434,508 +

5.8 =) 74,915 cubic meters, i.e. 3.5 times the total size ofmass graves dis-

covered at Belzec! This clearly contradicts the notion that the Sobibor

camp staff did their best to utilize the available burial space as effectively

as possible.

'

If22.1 corpses per m^ was the average grave volumefor Belzec, the So-

bibor staffcertainlyfell behind what their colleagues at Belzec managed to

achieve which may be related to Sobibor having handled much less 'traffic

'

than Belzec and the Sobibor body disposal procedure having changedfrom

burial to burning at a relatively early stage. But the difference in efficient

use of burial space was not as large as MGK make it out to be, for only

graves 3, 4, 5 and 6, with a total volume (correctedfor sloping) of 9,525

cubic meters, were usedfor burial at Sobibor extermination camp. The to-

tal area of these graves was 2,310 m\ so deducting 2,310 x 0.3 = 693 m
for the 0.30 cm sand cover assumed by MGK there would be 8,832 cubic

meters available for burial. Assuming 80,000 buried corpses this would

mean a density of 9. 1 corpses per cubic meter -more than the 'maximum
'

claimed by Mattogno & Graf in their Treblinka book and by Mattogno in

his book about Belzec. "
(pp. 422-423)

In his initial response to our Beizec book, Muehlenkamp declared

that "in Belzec and the other camps of 'Aktion Reinhard(t),' Sobibor

and Treblinka, the corpses were not simply thrown into the mass graves

but carefully arranged in layer upon layer to make the most of the avail-

able burial space."^^^^ Therefore this coefficient of 22.1 corpses per cu-

bic meter must be applicable also to the other camps, since it derives

from the alleged diminutive nature of the Pohsh Jews' corpses. Now
that this principle is no longer useful to him, he readily adopts one op-

posite to it, speaking of "difference in efficient use of burial space"!

Muehlenkamp painfully tries to provide some reason to the pretense

of "difference," but the variations in "traffic" and "disposal procedure"

suggested by him are unsatisfying as explanations. The only sensible

explanation would be that of saving burial space (as previously adduced

R. Muehlenkamp, "Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (1)," in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_27.html.
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by him). But such an argument wouldn't have any foundation either,

because, as Kola himself noted, "the total surface of the burial pits at

the area of the [Belzec] camp amounts about 0.52 ha, which states [sic]

barely 9% of the camp territory in the present, enclosed shape."^^^'

On pp. 390-391 Muehlenkamp quotes without reservation Kola's

verdict that the Sobibor graves no. 1 and 2 were not mass graves, but

"body burning graves." W. Mazurek seems to agree, because he

writes:^^°°

"Two graves (Nos. 1 and 2), located west of the Memorial Mound, were

crematory in character, which implies that they were built later, in the

Summer of 1942, when the area of the camp was being extended and when

the cremation ofthe corpses dug out ofthe pits had started.

"

In this regard Kola uses the expression ^'groh cialopalny (grave ac-

commodating remains of cremation), whose definition is "fimeral ritual

consisting of putting the remains of bones and of the cremation pyre of

a corpse into urns [ohrzqdek grzebalny polegajqcy na umieszczaniu

resztek kosci i stosu cialopalnego w urnach]."^^^^ In this specific case

this means graves containing cremation remains of corpses, not crema-

tion pits. This results from the Kola's description of graves no. 4, 5 and

6, in which the term ''cialopalny" appears as well. Each of them is

marked with "szkieletowy" (skeletal) in the lower parts, i.e. a grave ac-

commodating skeleton remains, and in the upper parts with "cialopal-

ny," i.e. a grave accommodating cremation remains.

Grave no. 7, which we had excluded as a cremation pit, certainly

was not such a pit. Kola speaks of ''skupisko cialopalenia," (accumula-

tion of cremation remains of corpses), but then he notes that "this could

be a place where the corpses were cremated [bye maze jest to jednak

miejsce, gdzie palono zwloki,]."^^^*^ This demonstrates that graves no. 1

and 2 were not "body burning graves," which is further absurd consid-

ering their depth: 4.30 m and 4 m respectively - which is incompatible

with the alleged incineration technique using a grate of railways tracks

put atop concrete pillars, in contrast to grave no. 7 with its depth of

merely 90 cm.

But even when subtracting one of these two graves fi-om the total

volume, Muehlenkamp reaches only 9.1 corpses per cubic meter. His

related comment is incredible: "more than the 'maximum' claimed by

A. Kola, Belzec. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 40.

M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p.

http://netspriiit.sjp.pwii.pl/haslo.php?id=2463106

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne. . .," op. cit, pp. 1 16f.
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Mattogno & Graf in their Treblinka book and by Mattogno in his book

about Belzec."

What an unsettling "refutation": 9.1 corpses instead of 8! This does

not make any difference for our argumentation, because given the

above-mentioned density, the mass graves of Belzec could have only

contained a maximum of (19,654 x 9.1 178,851 of the alleged

435,000 corpses.

Notice also Muehlenkamp's hypocritical opportunism: here, where

the mass graves' covering layer of 30 cm of soil, which reduces the ef-

fective volume of the graves, makes him gain 693 cubic meters

(amounting to 0.7 corpses more per m'), he takes it into account; but for

Belzec, where the layer makes him lose (5,490 x 0.3 =) 1,647 m^, and

hence the reduced effective volume of 19,654 cubic meters^**""' would

have allowed the burial of only ( 19,654 x 19.51 =) 383,450 corpses in-

stead of (21,310 X 19.51 =) 415,758, he does not even consider it!

From an exterminationist perspective it must also be considered that

Mazurek mentions the discovery of an eighth grave missed by Kola:^^""*

"South of grave No 7, in the trenches and by means of the boreholes

that were drilled, the excavators discovered and identified the range ofan-

other mass grave. It is rectangular, about 25 m by 5 m in size. Its longer

axis lies west-east. The object is about 190-210 cm deep.

"

To the mass graves an additional (25 x 5 =) 125 m^ of surface area

(125 X 2 =) and 250 m^ ofvolume must be added.

The case of Sobibor denotes the total collapse of the exterminationist

thesis. If one assumes the covering of the mass graves with 30 cm of

sand, equaling ([3,210 + 125] x 0.3 =) 1,000.5 m^ the effective volume

of the mass graves would have been (14,718.75 +250 - 1,000.5

13,968.25 m^, and the corpse density per m^ would be (80,000 ^

13,968.25 =) 5.7 corpses per cubic meter.

How to reconcile the irreconcilable values of 19.51 and 5.7 corpses

per m^? In this insurmountable contradiction lies all of Muehlenkamp's

tragic desperation.

[40] In the case of Treblinka Muehlenkamp's desperation is even

bigger. Not knowing where to grasp, he puts forward unfounded conjec-

tures which were swept away by Caroline Sturdy Colls 's investigation. I

refer the reader to the respective examination by Thomas Kues in chap-

ter 8.. Here I will limit myself to discussing the main points of Mueh-

The discrepancy between the correct figure 21,310 - 0.3x5,490 = 19,663 and Muehlenkamp's

figure of 19,654 results from Muehlenkamp's use of the rounded figure 3.88 in his calculation.

M. Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 127.
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lenkamp's remarks.

If all the alleged 434,508 victims of Belzec would have been buried

in the graves identified by Kola, for which "the author's model" consid-

ers a surface of 5,101.75 m^ and a volume of 20,670 m^, "this would

correspond to an average of 85 bodies for each square meter of grave

area and 21 bodies for each cubic meter of grave space." It follows that

"burying the total number of 721,555 Jews killed at Treblinka in 1942

would have required 721,555 85 = 8,489 square meters and 721,555 ^

21 = 34,360 cubic meters, if the same density that was achieved at

Belzec could also be achieved at Treblinka." Yet Muehlenkamp re-

marks:

"However, thefact that ashes, bonefragments and larger remains cov-

ered an area of at least 1.8 ha when Judge Lukaszkiewicz investigated the

site in November 1945 suggests that the mass graves alone covered an area

larger than 8,489 square meters, while on the other hand the depth to

which human remains werefound in the crater that Lukaszkiewicz ordered

to befurther excavated (7.5 meters) suggests that the burial pits at Treblin-

ka were deeper than the deepest burial pits at Belzec. "
(p. 424)

This reasoning is faulty beginning with the unacceptable supposition

of 21 corpses per m^. But there is more. With his notorious hypocrisy

Muehlenkamp assumes the hypothesis more favorable to him: Why was

the burial desinty not the same as in Sobibor, that is 5.8 corpses per m^?

Applying the realistic Sobibor density, for the alleged victims of Tre-

blinka (721,555 - 5.8 =) 124,406 m^ of mass graves would have been

necessary, with a total surface of (721,555 - [80,000 - 3,210] =) 28,952

m\
Finally, Muehlenkamp perpetrate a stupid ruse. In his "Table 8.19"

on p. 480 he compares the list of deportees to Treblinka transports given

by Arad for the year 1942 (corresponding to 824,170 deportees) with

the number resulting from the Hofle report (751,555 persons). This

number represents therefore (751,555 - 824,170 x 100 =) 91.2% of the

former. For the months of January and February 1943 Arad mentions

28,220 and 14,400 deportees, respectively,^**"^ in total 42,620, corre-

sponding to (42,620 X 0.912 =) 38,869 assuming the same ratio of re-

duction.. Therefore the alleged nimiber of corpses buried prior to the

commencement of cremations (Marchl943) was (721,555 + 38,869 =)

approx. 760,424. The above calculated surface area increases therefore

to 30,512 m^.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 392-398.
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On the other hand, from the area in which human remains were

found scattered after the war - allegedly "at least 1.8 ha" - nothing can

be deduced about the surface of the mass graves. First of all, because

this area is calculated approximately^*^"*' on the basis of the plan of Tre-

blinka attached by Eugeniusz Szrojt.^**"^ If one considers his statements

regarding Belzec, one can draw likely conclusions also in regard to his

corresponding statements regarding Treblinka.

Szrojt's plan of Belzec shows a mass grave area along the eastern

part of the camp of ca. 65 x 155 meters, equal to a surface of approx.

10,075 m^. But the report by judge Godziszewski of 10 October 1945

(quoted by Muehlenkamp on p. 385) says:^^"^

"Entlang der Nordgrenze des Lagers, ungefdhr von ihrer Mitte ab bis

zum Beruhrungspunkt mit der Ostgrenze, ist das Area! des Lagers in einer

Breite von etwa 100 m aufgewiihlt und zerpfliigt. Ebenso ist ein Streifen

entlang der ganzen Ostgrenze in der bis zur Mitte der ganzen Lagerfldche

reichenden Breite aufgegraben und aufgewiihlt Nach der Auskunft der

assistierenden Beamten der Burgermiliz vom Milizposten in Belzec stammt

die beschriebene Aufwiihlung des Lagergebiets von der benachbarten

Bevolkerung, die nach dem von den ermordeten Juden zuruckgelassenen

Gold und Brillanten suchte.

"

"Along the camp 's northern border, from about the middle until the

point where it touches the eastern border, the camp area is churned up and

plowed through in a width of about 100 meters. Also a strip along the

whole eastern border is dug up and churned up in a width reaching up to

the middle of the whole camp area. According to information from the as-

sistingpublic servants ofthe citizen 's militiafrom the militia post in Belzec,

the described churning-up of the camp area is the act of the neighboring

population, which was searching for gold and jewels left behind by the

murdered Jews.

"

The eastern border of the camp measured 263 m, the northern 275

m.^^°**

But in the "Report about the results of the investigation about the

matter of the extermination camp in Belzec [Bericht iiber die Ergebnis-

se der Untersuchung in der Sache der Vemichtungslagers in Belzec]'"

recorded on 1 1 April 1 946 by the assistant prosecutor of the Zamosc

Court, the following dimensions are indicated:^^°'

^^"^ In the report of 29 December 1945 Lukaszkiewicz stated that "in the northwestern section of

the area, the surface is covered for about 2 hectares by a mixture of ashes and sand." Treblin-

ka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 87.

Z. Lukaszkiewicz, "Oboz zaglady Treblinka," op. cit., drawing outside text after p. 136.
^'"^ A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 144.^ ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, p. 1224.
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"Das Vernichtunglager in Belzec ... umfasste eine Fldche in Form eines

Rechtecks, dessen Nordgrenze etwa 249 m, SUdgrenze etwa 205 m, Ost-

grenze etwa 255 m und Westgrenze etwa 250 m lang waren.

"

"The extermination camp in Belzec ... comprehended an area inform of

a rectangle, which north border was about 249 m, the south border 205 m,

the eastern border 255 m and the western border 250 m in length.

"

These dimensions were then made "official" in the plan of the camp

pubhshed by Szrojt as quoted above.^**'°

The alleged area of the mass graves along the northern border of the

camp was therefore ca. ([249 2] x lOO =) 12,450 m , and the one

along the eastern border ca. (285 x [205 - 2] =) 29,212 m^ but the for-

mer was almost entirely comprised in the latter, and therefore the effec-

tive area was, in rounded figures, ca. 2.9 hectares. The total surface of

the graves identified by Kola at Belzec is only 5,490 m^, a little less

than half the one resulting from Szrojt' s map and less than V5 of the one

described by Godziszewski.

On the other hand, as described above, the explosions caused by the

Soviets at Treblinka shattered and scattered over a very large area the

himian remains which previously lay in single points of the camp.

This confirms that no relation exists between the alleged surface in

which the human remains were scattered and the surface of the mass

graves.

Muehlenkamp adds that, "based on Peter Laponder's scaled map of

the Treblinka area as it looked in August 1943," Romanov calculated

(using the software AutoCad) a "total area of mass graves dravra by

Laponder: 9,000 m^." (p. 424). It is not known on which basis Laponder

has designed the surface of the mass graves, but there can be little doubt

that they are ultimately mere conjectures.

The following "argxunent," however, trumps all of the nonsense that

comes before:

"Bay projected 9 areas representing mass graves with an area of 50 x

25 meters into the 'Death Camp ' sector just to show that that the same

could comfortably fit into the 'Death Camp. ' These mass graves could take

in at least 900,000 corpses, according to Bay's calculations and estimate.

The surface area of these projected graves is 9 x 1,250 = 11,250 m', and

their volume was calculated by Bay as being 9 x 8,502 = 76,518 cubic me-

ters. The grave space accordingly required to bury the ca. 721,555 Jews

E. Szrojt, "Oboz zaglady w Belzcu" (The extermination camp in Belzec), in: Biuletyn Gtownej

Komisji Badania Zbrodni Niemieckicj w Polsce, III, Poznan, 1947, table outside text (between

pp. 40 and 41). In this plan the sides north, west and south of the camp have the same meas-

urements; the east side has written 285 m, this is without doubt a mistake for 255.
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murdered at Treblinka in 1942, with the density ofca. 12 corpses per cubic

meter assumed by Bay, was somewhat smaller: 721,555 ^ 12 = 60,130 cu-

bic meters, corresponding to a surface area of60,130 ^ 76,518 x 11,250 =

8,841 m' (roughly 21-22 % of the 'Death Camp' sector's entire area). "
(p.

427)

Thus Laponder invented 6 mass graves of ca. 8,300 of surface,

and Bay has "projected" (!) 9, for a total 11,250 m^. Both these un-

founded conjectures have been swept away by Caroline Sturdy Colls, as

results from the following montage by Thomas Kues.

The total surface of these graves is ca. 3,500

m^. Assuming an average depth of 4 m (for

Belzec 21,310 - 5,490 = 3.88 m), a volume of

14,000 m^^ resuhs. If the alleged 760,424 corpses

of Treblinka would all have been buried in these

graves as well, 1 m^ would have contained

(760,424 - 14,000 =) 54.3 corpses!

The 7 mass graves at Sobibor (excluding no.

7 with a depth of some 90 cm, but including the

eight pit mentioned by Mazurek with a depth of

190-210 cm) had an average depth of about 4.15

m, the deepest of them measuring 5.80 m, so it is

unclear why the graves at Treblinka should be

7.5 meters deep.

Bay, however, with his 9 hypothetical mass

graves, assumes a depth of (76,518 11,250 =)

6.80 m, so that one cubic meter of them would

contain some (758,400 [3,500 x 6.80] =) 32 corpses. Even if assum-

ing Muehlenkamp's average depth of 7.5 m, they would have contained

some 29 corpses per cubic meter.

Considering that for Muehlenkamp no absurdity is too absurd, we
can be sure that he will try to "prove" also this one. Perhaps the Jews

deported to Treblinka were descendants of the lost tribe of Lilliput?

[41] After this remarkable series of inconsistent remarks, Muehlen-

kamp quickly moves on to occupy himself with "Soil Removed from

the Graves." (p. 427). Being notoriously dishonest, he evades certain

other problems which further demolish his thesis. One concerns the

mass graves of Chelmno. Muehlenkamp states that in this camp, to

which he attributes 157,000 victims, four mass graves were present with

T. Kues, Comments on Treblinka Statements by Caroline Sturdy Colls. Inconvenient History,

27 January 2012, in: www.revblog.codoh.com/2012/01/comment-sturdy-colls/

Illustration 11.29:

"Montage of the 10

identified pits placed

within a square 100

X 100 meters. Rela-

tive dimensions have

been kept unchanged

from the maps pro-

duced by Caroline

Sturdy Colls"^**"
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a total surface of 5,393 and a volume of 16,179 (see point 15). It

is known that the corpses were buried in the mass graves until spring of

1942;^^'^ and by the end of June of that year there were ca. 101,000

corpses according to orthodox holocaust historiography therefore

this is the maximum number of buried corpses.

The author from which 1 take this number calculates a total of

172,230 deportees, however, in contrast to the 157,000 generally be-

lieved (which is 9 1 . 16% of the former total), and therefore it can be as-

sumed that the above-mentioned nimiber should be reduced by 8.84%,

which results in 92,500. The density was therefore (92,500 - 16,179 =)

5.7 corpses per m', practically identical with that of Sobibor (5.8). I will

return to this question in point 55.

Poor Muehlenkamp has to cope with a series of insuperable contra-

dictions here as well. He does not say anything about Chelmno. He tries

to negate the exterminationist evidence for Sobibor, but with his conjec-

tures he is only able to increase the density of corpses per cubic meter

from 5.8 to 9.1. He assumes a fantastic density of 19.51 corpses for

Belzec, but he is forced to postulate an even bigger, outrageous one for

Treblinka. Finally the tragic call to reality by Caroline Sturdy Colls

terminally destroys Muehlenkamp's pipe dreams.

[42] Another important problem which Muehlenkamp evades with

great care is the comparison between the archeological surveys and the

testimonies. In my study about Belzec I dedicated a whole paragraph to

the examination of the testimonies by Gerstein and Reder. The former

spoke about graves of 100 m x 20 m x 12 m, that is with a surface of

2,000 m^ and a volume of 24,000 m^; the latter mentioned 30 graves of

100 m X 25 m X 15 m, and therefore of 2,500 m^ and 37,500 m^ Mueh-

lenkamp, who on p. 389 copied my table summarizing Kola's results,

knows perfectly well that both statements make no sense, since the big-

gest grave found measured only 40 m x 12 m x 4.8 m, thus had an area

of 480 m^ and a volume of 2,304 m'. Reder's testimony is particularly

delirious because the total surface of his graves (30 x 2,500 =) 75,000

m^, is even bigger than the area of the camp itself: 62,000 m^.

With his notorious hypocrisy Muehlenkamp looks the other way

when facing these absurdities, which taken by themselves already un-

dermine his witnesses' credibility, and at the same time he appeals to

their credibility to "demonstrate" his theses. As I remarked above, when

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., p. 107.

Patrick Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust, op. cit, pp. 186f.
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he quoting Gerstein's nonsensical description he hj^ocritically speaks

of an "exaggerated statement about the depth of the pits," as though the

length and the width were not "exaggerated" as well, and as though in-

creasing the surface of the graves by at least a factor of five would be a

simple "exaggeration" and not a ridiculous lie. Myers on his part takes

from Reder the story of the gasoline engine, which is fundamental to his

hypothesis. Even though Reder is mentioned multiple times in the "Cut

and Paste Manifesto," there is not a single hint as to what this witness

stated with regard to the mass graves, in which - according to him - 3

million corpses were buried!^^'''

Even Reder' s fantastic delusions refute Muehlenkamp's assumption,

because 3 million corpses in 30 mass graves corresponds to 100,000

corpses per pit of 37,500 m' each, that is less than 3 corpses for each

cubic meter!

This shows one more time the bad faith of the "plagiarist bloggers"

and of Muehlenkamp in particular, who have kept silence about these

statements knowing full well that they would have destroyed the credi-

bility of the witnesses in question.. They accuse us of a perverse will to

discredit the witnesses, but in reality they manage to heavily discredit

them on their ovm, while we limit ourselves merely to pointing out the

absurdities and idiocies uttered by said witnesses.

[43] We move on to the examination of the "Soil Removed from the

Graves" in Treblinka. As usual, Muehlenkamp gets lost in a series of

details which are rendered insignificant due to a purely imaginative

premise:

"According to the author's calculations above, the Treblinka grave pits

would have had a volume of60,130 m ' at most, hut their volume might also

have been just 34,360 m^ if corpses were buried as densely as at Belzec.

The maximum expanded soil volume would thus have been 60,130 x 1.25 =

75,163 m' (66,143 m' with a 10 % dilation) or 34,360 x 1.25 = 42,950 m'

(37, 796 m' with a 10% dilation). "
(p. 428)

The volumes adduced by him (60,130 or 34,360 m^) are pure fiction,

therefore they are not worth addressing. If 760,424 corpses had been

buried in Treblinka, then a mass grave volume of (760,424 8 =)

95,053 m' would have been necessary, which "with a 10 % dilation"

would have become circa 104,558, thus altering radically the fantastical

situation proposed by Muehlenkamp.

I omit the various unfounded remarks made by the plagiarist except

C. Mattogno, Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 74f.
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one, which is too amusing to be ignored:

"The removal ofsandfrom the camp hy train is mentioned in the Soviet

65th Army report from August 1944: 'Dozens of witnesses attest to have

seen how up to three transports ofJews, with 60 cars each, arrived in the

camp on a daily basis. The trains left the camp either loaded with sand or

empty. fl42] Mattogno quotes this report in Treblinka, including this ex-

cerpt.[143] So Mattogno's removed soil 'problem ' comes across as rather

artificial and even self-contradictory. " (pp. 428-429)

His source is actually our study about Treblinka, but Muehlenkamp

sells it as his own with a curious double footnote: in footnote 142 he

writes "Akt, 24.8.1944, GARF 7021-115-9, p. 108; cf M&G, Treblin-

ka, p. 78" and in footnote 143 he adds "M&G, Treblinka, p. 78." He al-

so "saw" the original text of this document, which was quoted by us as

well, but his quotation is completely identical to our translation!

Here our plagiarist feigns not to remember that there was a gravel

quarry ("Kieswerk Treblinka") between Treblinka I and Treblinka II,

which actually supplied sand for building sites in the Lublin district and

was managed by a "SS-Sonderkommando Treblinka." In our study we
have pubhshed documents relating to it. One, the letter dated "Trawniki,

1 July 1943 [Trawniki, den 1. Juli 1943]" mentions 100 freight cars of

sand received, 20 of which contained 213.87 m^ of sand.^**'''

Confronted with the alternative that the sand freight cars seen by

witnesses came either from the excavation of mass graves or from the

sand quarry, Muehlenkamp chooses the former. From the volume of

sand contained in the mentioned 20 freight cars one can deduct that one

freight car contained (213.87 ^ 20 =) 10.7 m'. In order to carry away

only half of Muehlenkamp 's imaginary volume of 37,796 m', a total of

(18,898 10.7 =) 1,766 freight cars would have been necessary, or 44

trains of 40 freight cars each all full of sand!

[44] The situation does not change for Belzec. Here we find the

same fatuous details based on imaginary premises. Muehlenkamp posits

in fact that the corpses of the ca. 435,000 alleged victims would have fit

without difficulty in the 21,310 m^ of graves (allegedly) identified by

Kola, which amounts to 20.4 corpses per m^. Above I showed that all

the other available sources categorically refute this tale, with reported

densities varying from 8 (ESC report on Broimaya Gora), to 5.8 corpses

per m' (Chelmno and Sobibor). Therefore for the above-mentioned vol-

ume one can assiune a content of between (21,310 x 8 =) 170,480 and

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., documents 16 and 17, pp. 330f.
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(21,310 X 5.75 =) 122,532 corpses; inversely, in order to bury 435,000

corpses a volume between (435,000 - 8 =) 54,375 and (435,000 ^ 5.75

=) 75,652 itf would have been necessary - indeed "exactly an insur-

mountable logistical problem." (p. 429).

[45] On p. 429 a new section begins with the title "Groundwater Pol-

lution." Muehlenkamp writes:

"In a German-language online pamphlet preceding their Sobibor book,

Mattogno, Grafand Kues tried to take their readersfor a ride, arguing that

the depth of the mass graves identified at Sobibor by Kola (grave # 4 is

about 5 meters deep, grave # 3 up to 5.80 meters) is not compatible with

the high groundwater level in the camp 's area. They deliberately misrepre-

sented an excerpt from Kola 's report about his Sobibor investigation to

claim that excavations in a well "not farfrom the graves " supposedly had

to be stopped at a depth of3.60 meters because ofa groundwater stream.

What Kola actually had written was that excavation in the well had to

be stopped at a depth of5.00 to 5.10 meters because ofundergroundwaters

that had started appearing at a depth of3.60 meters. " (pp. 429-430)

The complete text quoted by Muehlenkamp in bits and pieces reads

as follows:^^'*

"Die Tiefe der Massengrdber war sehr unterschiedlich, betrug aber bis

zu 5.80 m. In diesem Zusammenhang sei darauf hingewiesen, dass beim

Ausgraben eines unweit der Grdber befindlichen Brunnens die Arbeiten in

einer Tiefe von 3.60 m aufgrund eines heftigen Grundwasserstroms einge-

stellt werden mussten. Prof. Kola berichtet:

An der Stelle, wo - rund 40-45 cm unter der asphaltierten Oberfld-

che - der oberste Teil eines betonierten Brunnens gefunden worden

war, wurde auf einem Grundriss von 2,3 x 2,1 m eine archdologische

Grabung vorgenommen. Es wurde zundchst 95-100 cm tief gegraben,

wobei man in einer Tiefe von ca. 50 cm den oberen Teil der ersten der

erhaltenen Brunnensegmente entdeckte. [...] Die Untersuchungen wur-

den wegen eines heftigen Stroms von Grundwasser eingestellt, der

bereits in einer Tiefe von etwa 3.60 m einsetzte. Es gelang somit nicht,

bis zum Grund des Brunnens vorzustossen...

'

Als A. Petscherski und seine Gefdhrten im Oktober 1943 einen Flucht-

tunnel graben wollten, lief dieser mit Wasser voll, was auf einen hohen

Grundwasserpegel hindeutet. Unter diesen Umstdnden wirkt die Tiefe der

Grdber -bis zu 5.80 m - sehr erstaunlich. Wir uberlassen es den Geologen,

sich aus diesen widerspriichlichen Angaben einen Reim zu machen.

"

"The depth of the mass graves varied considerably, but reached down

to 5.80 m. In this regard it shall be mentioned that, during the excavation of

Jiirgen Graf, Thomas Kues, Carlo Mattogno, "Die Akte Sobibor," in:

http://vho.org/aaargh/fran/livresl 1/AkteSobibor.pdf, p. 81.
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a well notfar awayfrom the graves, the operations had to be stopped at a

depth of3.60 m due to a strong groundwater current. Prof. Kola reports:

'In the location where - approx. 40-45 cm under the asphalted sur-

face -the top part ofa concrete well was found, an archeological exca-

vation with afootprint of2.3 x 2.1 m was conducted. Initially it was dug

95-100 cm deep, where in a depth of approx. 50 cm the top part of the

first conserved well segments were discovered. [...] The investigation

was stopped due to a strong groundwater current, which started already

at a depth of3.60 m. It was therefore notpossible to reach the bottom of

the well ...

'

When A. Petscherski and his comrades wanted to dig an escape tunnel

in October 1943, itfilled up with water, which indicates a high groundwa-

ter level Under these circumstances the depth ofthe graves - up to 5.80 m
- seems very surprising. We leave it to the geologists to make heads or tails

out ofthese contradictory statements.

"

Muehlenkamp's method is really incredible: he dwells on insignifi-

cant details and omits the essence. The above-mentioned statement is in

fact wrong, since Kola clarifies:^^'^

"Thefurther archeological survey was continued thus not in the field of

the indicated excavation, but inside the shaft, arriving to a depth of 5.00-

5.10 m. At this stage the survey was blocked due to the raging flow of the

groundwater, which appeared already in a depth ofapprox. 3. 60 m.
"

The important data is that groundwater was located at a depth of

3.60 m fi-om the surface. What importance does it have that Kola con-

tinued to dig in a shaft until he reached a depth of 5.10 m? This means

that he merely foimd (5.1-3.6=)!.5m of groundwater. And then? The

problem Muehlenkamp dodges is in fact this: How could Kola drill up

to 5.80 meters without running into water in an area where the ground-

water level was 3.6 meters?

[46] "This misrepresentation was not repeated in MGK's Sobibor

book, perliaps because they realized, after reading this author 's comments,

that they had been caught with their hands in the cookiejar. Now they write

that 'groundwater was encountered already at a depth of 3.60 m, and the

work had to be halted at a depth of 5 m because of the steady inflow of

groundwater, ' and go on to explain that the groundwater level in the area

is probably that ofnearby Lake Spilno, 164 meters high, and Sobibor 's ex-

termination sector 'Camp III, ' with a height of 170 m, is 6 meters above

that level "
(p. 430)

Muehlenkamp's presumptuousness is really incredible. As results

from our paragraph "A Note on the Ground Water Level at Sobibor," it

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne. . .," op. cit., p. 119.
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is only due to a Polish map of 1933 that we have established that - at

that time - the groundwater level at Sobibor was at 6 m from the sur-

face.^^'^ This does not change anything with regard to the above-

mentioned problem: how could Kola drill down to 5.80 meters without

running into water in an area where the groundwater level was at 3.6

meters? The "Planimetric and altimetric map with the displacement of

the graves in Sobibor" published by Kola shows that the area of his ar-

cheological survey hes comprised between the isohypses of 1 69 and of

179 meters above sea level.^^'^ If the groundwater level was at 3.6 me-

ters on a location 169 m above sea level, at level 170 m it was 4.6 m
deep, and an excavation down to 5.8 m would have run into groimdwa-

terforthe last 1.2 m.

[47] "While no longer arguing against the compatibility of the graves'

depth with the groundwater level, MGK now use the groundwater 's prox-

imity to the bottom ofthe larger graves and the swampy nature ofthe area,

with the resulting risk of water contamination, to argue that the Germans

would have been stupid to set up an extermination camp in such an area,

and that this is evidence against Sobibor having been an extermination

camp. Indeed, there was concern among the Sobibor camp staff that their

drinking water might he polluted by leachatefrom the corpses, and indeed

this seems to have been the reason, or one of the reasons, why Sobibor

changed its body disposal procedurefrom burial to burning at a relatively

early stage. According to MGK, this "inevitable" situation was entirely

predictable, as the danger of contaminating the ground by the products of

decomposed corpses had been knownfor decades. "
(p. 430)

Muehlenkamp forgets to says that we limited ourselves to the expo-

sition of what important exterminationist sources have stated in this re-

gard, starting from Schelvis:^^^°

"Sobibor nevertheless turned out to be a poor choice of location for the

Germans. The single railway line - both Belzec and Treblinka had double

lines - ran through marshland, and this made itprone to subsidence.
"

In the written verdict of the Hagen Schwurgericht (Jury Court) of 20

December 1966 one can read:^^^'

"As early as the summer of1942, a different reason had brought about

a partial change in the extermination mechanism: As a result of the heat,

the corpse pits that had already been filled bulged upwards, releasing

corpse water, attracting vermin, and filling the entire camp area with a

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 125-130.

A. Kola, "Sprawozdanie z archeologicznych. . .," op. cit, p. 92.

^™
J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A history ofa Nazi death camp, op. cit, p. 28.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 128.
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frightful stench. Furthermore, the camp commandfeared an intoxication of

the drinking water, which came from deep wells in the camp building

[sic].
"

From this we had then drawn the most reasonable conclusion:^^^^

"One therefore cannot believe that the two chains ofcommand control-

ling the alleged extermination camps - Hitler, through the Fiihrer chancel-

lery and Wirth, on the one hand and Himmler, via Globocnik and Hofle, on

the other — would have optedfor a swampy area as the spot to be usedfor

the burial of tens or hundreds of thousands of corpses, only to be forced to

have them dug out again and incinerated at the first signs of the inevitable

phenomena caused by the decomposition of the dead bodies. It would not

have required the mind of a genius to avoid this problem: it would have

been easy to choose a site more suitable for the cremation of the corpses

from the very beginning ofthe operation.
"

Seen from this perspective, choosing Sobibor as an extermination

camp was not just "wrong," as Schelvis says, but idiotic. Muehlen-

kamp's objection to this conclusion is of an amazing ineptitude:

"They support this claim with a quote from a 1904 publication, where

thefollowing is stated:

'Ground water, even more so than soil or air, is suitable for the propa-

gation of decomposition products. It is all the more dangerous as the sub-

terranean currents can take on changes which are not noticeable on the

surface. Thus, it is entirely possiblefor wells on the cemetery itselfor close

to it to have good water, free from organic substances, whereas the secre-

tions of the graves may be carried away by underground currents to reach

wells or other types ofusable water and then exercise their harmfulpoten-

tial.
'

Apparently MGK didn't realize that the above-quoted information

harms rather than helps their argument, for it means that the SS could hope

that groundwaterpollution by leachatefrom the corpses would not occur at

the site of the graves because underground currents carried such leachate

away."(s>. 430-431)

Here Muehlenkamp neglects the certainly not irrelevant fact that we
are dealing here with cemeteries located in areas suitable for that pur-

pose. Sobibor, however, was located in a marshy area. Which "under-

ground currents" would exist at such a place where the water was by

definition stagnant?

My opponent's argument is fallacious anyway. In the map of the

camp published by Schelvis^^^^ no wells are indicated, although accord-

Ibid., p. 130.

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 8-9.
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ing to Erich Bauer^^^"* at least one well existed in the Vorlager, which

seems logical considering that Schelvis places there a laundry as well as

a kitchen and showers. This well was therefore located at a "relatively

large distance" from the mass graves of camp 3, making it entirely pos-

sible that any existing undercurrents would have brought corpse poisons

to it.

[48] Muehlenkamp next displays another "argument" worthy of sim-

ilar mirth:

"Whetherpeople elsewhere in Poland got dysentery or other sanitation-

related diseases from contaminated water carried their way from Sobibor

wasn't necessarily the concern of the SS. Set against the possibility of

groundwater pollution on site, on the other hand, was the ease of digging

graves in the sandy soil of Sobibor, its relative remoteness and, most im-

portantfor operating an extermination camp, its good railway connections

with places that Jews were to be deportedfrom, factors that would proba-

bly prevail even if the people in charge (presumablyfrom the lower eche-

lons of the chains of command, as higher-ranking decision makers would

hardly bother themselves with technical execution details) had recognized

the risk ofon-site groundwaterpollution as considerable. " (p. 43 1)

Muehlenkamp again shows a very short memory for everj^hing in-

convenient to him. The above-mentioned verdict of the Hagen Court

declared that "furthermore, the camp command feared an intoxication

of the drinking water, which came from deep wells in the camp building

[Die Lagerleitung befurchtete ausserdem die Vergiftung des Trinkwas-

sers, das im Lagergebdude [sic] durch Tiefbrunnen gewonnen wurde]."

Therefore the primary worry was the health of the SS staff in the camp.

On the other hand it does not make sense to state that the SS would

have been indifferent to an infection spreading among the Poles, be-

cause sooner or later it would also have affected some Germans.

As for the "good railway connections," just remember the subsiding

railway line, due to which Schelvis considers Sobibor "a poor choice

[eine falsche Wahl]." Finally, the argument regarding "the ease of dig-

ging graves in the sandy soil of Sobibor," which would have compen-

sated for the danger of groundwater pollution, would make sense only if

the soil at other possible sites had been rocky. But because the soil of

Eastern Poland is sandy pretty much everywhere, what compensation

would have offset the risk of polluting the groundwater?

[49] "Without taking all these factors into consideration, Mattogno &

Protocol of 15 November 1965. Continuation of the statement by E. Bauer. Staatsanwaltschaft

Dortmund, 45 Js 27/61, Ordner November 65/NO, p. 565 and 566.
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Graf bluntly claimed that there can be 'no doubt' that 'hundreds of thou-

sands of bodies allegedly buried in 'Camp II' would have completely poi-

soned the groundwater, which supplied the wells. ' The only indication they

provided in support of this contention is the fact that the mass graves per-

taining to the Treblinka I labor camp were located in theforest ofMalisze-

wa, about 500 m awayfrom the camp. Without evidence regarding the rea-

sons for the placement of these graves, M&G postulated that it had been

'due to obvious considerations ofhygiene and sanitation.
"'

(p. 431)

As usual, Muhlenkamp produces a vapid critique while diligently

avoiding to answer the questions arising from his own arguments. If the

6,500 corpses of Treblinka I were not buried at about 500 m distance

from the camp for hygienic reasons, what other reason were there? The

camp had a surface of approx. 50,600 m^. According to Muehlenkamp's

estimates, the 6,500 dead bodies of this camp^**^^ could have been easily

buried in a grave of (6,500 19.51 =) 333 m^, that is a grave of (333 ^

4 =) 83.25 m^ with a depth of 4 meters, which could have been kept

"open" (similar to what Muehlenkamp alleges for Belzec) enabling

corpses to be thrown in individually or in smaller numbers over an ex-

tended period of time until the grave was filled. One could also have

dug smaller graves, filling them up more or less immediately, but this

does not change the fact that the available space was huge compared to

the surface needed for these mass graves. Why then were the corpses

buried 500 m away from the camp?

[50] In the section "The 'Actual' Surface of the Graves," Muehlen-

kamp, with his usual dishonesty, attempts to answer my observation re-

garding this issue. Independent of the unrealistic calculations and con-

siderations by which he tried to demonstrate the compatibility of Kola's

findings with the mass murder he alleges (to recycle our opponent's

phrase on p. 431) Muehlenkamp here proposes an additional argiunent

relating to the method and alleged results of Kola's archeological sur-

vey at Belzec.

Since it is completely meaningless to follow the jumble of details

with which Muehlenkamp misrepresents or hides my arguments and

avoids providing the answers he owes, I will here summarize the most

important issues. The first argument, as explained in my study, reads as

follows:^^^*

"Kola's assertions concerning the area and the volume of the mass

graves are actually rather arbitrary. He himself, [...] has remarked:

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 120.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 88-90.
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'In the first zone, as we can suppose, connecting smaller neighbor-

ing graves into bigger ones by destroying earth walls separating them

was observed.

'

And afewpagesfiirther along he adds:

'Additional disturbances in archeological structures were made by

intensive dig-ups directly after the war while localpeople were search-

ingfiyrjewelry. The facts make it difficult for the archeolosists to define

precisely the ranges ofburialpits .

'

The Germans closed Belzec in September 1943. The Soviets arrived in

October 1944. In October 1945, the district court at Zamosc opened an in-

quiry on the alleged extermination camp. On October 14, the witness Stani-

slaw Kozak stated:

'After the removal of the fences, the local population started to

search for gold, jewels, and other valuables that might have been left

behind by the Jews, by digging in the area of the camp. That explains

the great number ofhuman bones spread all over the site of theformer

camp, as well as the great number ofholes in the ground.

'

Other witnesses, like Eustachy Ukrainski and Eugeniusz G., confirmed

this statement. In his report of April 11, 1946, the Zamosc prosecutor

'At the moment, the camp site has been completely dug up by the lo-

cal population in their searchfor valuables. This has brought to the sur-

face ash from the corpses and from wood, charred bones as well as

bones that were only partially charred.

'

What's more, as we have seen above, nine graves had been opened by

order ofRegional Investigative Judge Godziszewski on October 12, 1945.

The localpopulation continued to dig in the area ofthe camp until the early

sixties, at which time it was transformed into a monument and surrounded

by the present enclosure. How many graves were dug up in those twenty

years? [...]

Andrzej Kola, who was supposed to furnish the 'material proof of the

alleged extermination at Belzec, did not take these facts into account; be-

cause of this the layout he gives for the graves is completely random, as is

their surface area, their volume, and even their number. " (Emph. added;

footnotes omitted)

And here is Muehlenkamp's answer to the above:

"[a] Contrary to Mattogno 's accusations. Kola 's team was well aware

of the difficulties created by postwar robbery digs in identifying the mass

graves at Belzec, and can thus be assumed to have duly considered the pos-

sibility ofa modification of the original shape and/or size of the graves due

to robbery digs. Thus the observed damages to the original grave structure

in the area between graves 12, 13, 14 and 24 are expressly mentioned in

the description ofgrave # 13.
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[b] Moreover 26 out of the 33 graves identified by Kola have a regular

geometrical shape, which can hardly have been the work of robbery dig-

gers, and in six irregularly shaped graves the original regular shape that

was later modified can be made out.

[c] As to the bottoms of the graves, the only ones in which the author

could make out 'bumps and holes ' are graves nos. 8, 14 and 20, which are

expressly mentioned by Kola as having resultedfrom a connection between

previously neighboring graves.

[d] The bottoms ofall other graves, as the author sees them, are shaped

either like a tub with a fairly regular bottom or like a swimming pool pro-

gressively deepening towards a certain spot. These shapes may be related

to the composition of the soil at Belzec, which was made ofsand or sandy

loam and would thus make steep rectangular walls unadvisable as these

would more easily cave in. "
(pp. 432-433)

These objections, which I will analyze below, do not touch my ar-

gument, which can be summarized as follows: the 33 graves identified

by Kola with a surface of 5,490 m^ and 21,310 m^ also include all the

graves and the previous excavations mentioned above.

[a] Kola states in this regard: "In the zone between the graves No.

12, 13, 14, 24 in surface layers the drills showed numerous damages of

grave structures, probably caused by levelling works or robbery

digs."^«"

Therefore Muehlenkamp dishonestly keeps silence about the "level-

ling works" in order to pretend that Kola was referring exclusively to

"robbery digs." I may also add that the English translation of Kola's pa-

per is incorrect, because the Polish text uses the adjective "silne,"^^^^

which does not mean "numerous," but "strong, intense," hence "intense

damages of grave structures."

[b] This is an argument which I will analyze below (in point 51).

[c] Another foolishness of Muehlenkamp. Looking at Kola's draw-

ings we see that the graves nos. 1, 3-9, 11-18, 20, 22-24, 26-29, 32 and

33 are all pits with a very irregular bottom (the previous excavations for

sure changed the bottom of the mass graves, but not necessarily in the

form of "bumps and holes").

Below are two pictorial examples: what idiot would have dug mass

graves like these?

A. Kola Be^iec. TheNazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit, p. 28.
^'^ A. Kola, Hitlerowski obdz..., op. cit, p. 28.
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Illustration 11.30: Section of grave no. 3. From: A. Kola, Hitlerowski ohoz

zagiady Zyddww Beizcu..., op. cit., p. 22.

Illustration 11.31: Section of grave no. 13. From: A. Kola, Hitlerowski ohoz

zagiady Zyddww Beizcu..., op. cit., p. 29.

[d] Muehlenkamp makes mere conjectures. The contour of the bot-

tom of the graves can depend on various factors, such as wild diggings

by Polish villagers and blending of distinct smaller pits of different

depths.

[51] My second argument concerned the rehability of Kola's state-

ments regarding the number, shape and dimensions of the mass graves.

I return here to what I wrote in my previous rebuttal to Muehlenkamp

while adding some further considerations.

The geometric shapes of the mass graves as delineated by Kola do

not constitute actual data, but are merely arbitrary conjectures. He
publishes a map of the mass graves (see Illustration 11.32)^**^^ and a

map showing the grid of drillings executed in the camp area with 5 me-

ter intervals (see Illustration 1 LS.).^^"'"

The round dots on Illustration 11.8 represent the 2,227 drillings

made by Kola. Those colored red are drillings that detected the presence

of mass graves. While Kola in his text states that there were 236 such

drilhngs, they number 229 on the map. By joining the dots together, one

obtains 21 areas, to which Kola has ascribed numbers and the shapes of

graves. These areas are, however, quite unrelated to Kola's numbers

and shapes, as is apparent from a comparison with O'Neil's map of the

graves^**^' (see Illustration 11.33 a & b)

Ibid., p. 19.

'™ Ibid., p. 70.

~™ From: R. O'Neil, "Beizec - the 'Forgotten' Death Camp," iti: East European Jewish Affairs,

vol. 28, no. 2, 1998-9, p. 59.
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Illustration 11.32

- The areas no. 1 and 2 would have to correspond to graves no. 13,

22, 32 and 9,

- area no. 3 to grave no. 29,

- area no. 4 and 5 to grave no. 26,

- area no. 5 to grave no. 25,

- area no. 6 to graves no. 27, 28, 30 and 31,

- area no. 7 to graves no. 12 and 24,

- area no. 8 to grave no. 10,

- area no. 9 and 1 1 to grave no. 14,
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- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

- area no.

10 to graves no. 16 and 17,

12 to graves no. 15, 18 and 19,

13 to grave no. 20,

14 to grave no. 8,

1 5 to grave no. 7,

16 to grave no. 22,

17 to graves no. 6 and 23,

18 and 20 to graves no. 5,

19 to grave no. 3,

21 to graves no. 1 and 4,

Illustration 11.33 a, b

tS Dilimmiat L Pba onifmlmieg^oba (lupahawie inhi

Illustration 11.34: Plan and section of grave no. 1. From: A. Kola, Hit-

lerowski oboz zaglady Zydow w Belzcu w swietle irodel archeologicznych.

Badania 1997-1999, I.e., p. 21.
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A/ ^

1.3

Illustration 11.35: Map of grave 1 with a 5 m x 5 m grid added.

1
A

;-f4- i

i " B

—

p
Illustration 11.36: Map of grave 1 with effective contours.

. ^_ ^

Illustration 11.37: Map of grave no. 1, likely configuration.
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- the 3 drillings to the right of area no. 19 to grave no. 2,

- the (single!) drilling below area no. 14 to grave no. 11,

- the (single!) drilling below area no. 15 to grave no. 21.

As seen from the above, it was so "difflcuh" to "define precisely the

ranges of burial pits" that Kola had to define them in an imaginative,

completely arbitrary way. The outlines of Kola's 33 mass graves, 26 of

which "have a regular geometrical shape" according to Muehlenkamp,

are therefore purely fictitious and do not correspond at all to the result

of the drillings. On the other hand, since the drillings are arranged along

orthogonal lines running north-south and west-east, it is rather likely

that the aforementioned straight lines and angles do not follow the actu-

al contours of the graves, but rather the orthogonal drilling lines. This

can even be demonstrated. As an example I present the biggest pit,

grave no. 1. Kola identified it through 13 drillings, as one can see from

the attached drawing.

In Illustration 11.35 I present my elaboration of the drawing into

which I inserted the 5 m x 5 m grid used by Kola, the positions of the

positive drillings (1-13) and those of negative drillings (01-07). From

this drawing it results that Kola's delimitation of the grave would have

required drilhngs 01, 02, 03, 05, 06 and 07 to be positive, and for this

very reason Kola's conjecture is arbitrary and inadmissible.

0 o
o

0 o^o^<

The effective contours are

traced in Illustration 11.36.

The surface dehmited by

points A-F is ca. 245 rc?,

around half of what Kola

claims (480 m^). The odd

shape of this figure is compat-

ible with the three small graves

arranged like in Illustrations

11.37.

This is also the most proba-

ble configuration. Nothing in fact demonstrates any relationship be-

tween these three shapes that would force us to interpret them as a sin-

gle grave. The three graves have a total surface of approx. 1 00 m^. Also

the map of the drillings shows that this is the most probable situation (in

the area of grave no. 1 the drilling located where the number XXII ap-

pears is not reported)

In this map (Illustration 1 1.38) the number 4 refers to a grave identi-

Illustration 11.38: The drilhngs inter-

preted by Kola as grave no. 1

.
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Rye. 21. ml smkrci nr 4. Plan oraz pmkroj gmbu

Illustration 11.39: Map of grave no. 4. From: A. Kola, Hitlerowski oboz

zaglady Zydow w Belzcu w swietle zrddel archeologicznych. Badania 1997-

1999, op. cit, p. 23 (Large letters A-D added)..

fied by Kola through the 4 indicated drillings. The plan and section

drawing corresponding to this pit (Illustration 11.39) shows that Kola

identified a simple rhombus (A-B-C-D) whose surface is 30 m^ as a

grave of 1 6 m x 6 m = 96 m^.

: il

Rye. 28. Do} smierci nr 11. Plan oraz przekroj grobu

Illustration 11.40: Map of grave no. 11.'^

Another evident abuse concerns grave no. 11 (Illustration 11.40).

How could Kola identify a grave of 9 m x 5 m based on two drillings

made 5 m apart? The drilling map confirms this arbitrary act (lUustra-

A. Kola, Hitlerowski oboz op. cit, p. 27.
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tions 11.41). Here only one drilling

appears (the second is the one I have

indicated with the letter "B"). The

blue circles around it designate "Soil

disruptions - Unidentified camp ob-

jects or disruptions next to the

graves.
"^^^^ Kola has therefore pro-

longed in an arbitrary way by 2 m the

limits of the grave on both sides (2 +

5 + 2 = 9 m) while fixing its width in

the same arbitrary way to 5 m.

Other similar cases of arbitrary

delimitations of grave contours based

on drillings concern grave no. 2 (3

drilHngs, 14 m x 6 m),^^^^ no. 24 (4

drillings, 20 m x 5.5 m),^^^^ no. 27 (4

drillings, 18.5 m X 6 m),^^^* 28 (3

drillings, 12.5 m x 5 m,^^" no. 30 (3 drillings, 9 m x 4 m),^**^** no. 31 (2

drillings, 9 m x 4 m)^^^* and no. 33 (2 drillings, 9 m x 5 m).^**^** The di-

mensions of all these graves are arbitrary and much bigger than one can

deduce from the drilhngs.

The biggest abuse concerns grave no. 21: based on a single drilling

Kola manages to "ascertain" that around the drilling point there was a

grave of 5 m x 5 m!^'*"''

All the other graves have been determined by Kola using the same

deceptive procedure, for which I present two additional examples.

Grave no. 10 is the second biggest with its 24 m x 18 m (= 432 m^). Ko-

la has determined it based on 16 drillings,^**^^ which I number on his

drawing (see Illustration 11.42)

Yet connecting the single positive drilling points (A-B-C-D-E-F-G-

A) results in a surface of approx. 237 m^. From the 5 meters grid which

I added it results that in order to delineate the geometric figure of Kola

the drillings 01, 02, 03 and 04 would have been required, but these are

negative!

Ibid., p. 70.

^™ Ibid., p. 22.

Ibid., pp. 34f.

'™ Ibid., p. 36.

Ibid., p. 37. The measurements, not indicated, are taken from Kola's drawing.

Ibid, p. 38.

^™ Ibid, p. 33.
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A final example: Grave no. 7 is the third in size with a claimed 364.5

m^.

Also here the geometric figure resulting fi-om the drillings is defined

by the letters A-B-C-D-E and has a surface of ca. 180 m^. Kola has abu-

sively determined the contours of the grave as if drillings 01 to 05 had

been positive, but they were negative, which means that in these points

no traces of mass graves existed.

Considering only the four graves examined above (nos. 1, 4, 7, 10),

Kola has abusively increased their surface by approx. 680 m^!

Kola's procedure is therefore arbitrary and deceptive as to the num-

ber, shape and dimensions of the mass graves. Furthermore Kola did not

explain which of the actual pits - those really resulting from the drill-

ings - were dug by the inspecting judge of Zamosc (9 graves) and

which and how many resulted from the wild diggings carried out for

two decades by the ocal population.

[52] Muehlenkamp opposes the usual silly argument:

"Mattogno furthermore claimed that 'the geometric forms of the mass

graves delineated by Kola does not constitute factual data, hut are merely

arbitrary conjecture. ' In support of this claim he did a somewhat puerile

dot-connecting exercise, which supposedly demonstrates that the outlines of

the graves drawn by Kola are 'purely fictitious and do not correspond at

all to the result of the drillings. ' Mattogno obviously made things easy for

himself, especiallyfailing to take into account Kola 's information about the

number of drills that were used to estimate the .shape and size of a mass

grave in each case. Taking this information into account helps to group (to

the extentpermitted by the accuracy ofKola 's map ofcore drillings and the

author's poor drawing skills) the dots presumably corresponding to drills

on the basis ofwhich Kola estimated the shape and size ofeach mass grave

into units that a) bear some resemblance to the mass grave shapes shown

on page 19 ofKola's book and b) match the number of these shapes (33).
"

(pp.433f.)

In reality I have in fact taken "into account Kola's information about

the number of drills that were used to estimate the shape and size of a

mass grave in each case." As demonstrated above, in order to give his

graves regular geometrical shapes, Kola had to recur to fictive drillings,

including negative drillings which he uses as if they had been positive.

Muehlenkamp 's answer, besides being childish, is also stupid. It is

clear that he did not even understand that the drillings indicated by red

circles in Kola's map correspond to those effectively performed and

registered in each grave's drawing. Above I explained that this map
contains an irrelevant margin of error for the scope of my demonstra-
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tion: 229 drillings out of 236. From the missing drillings I have identi-

fied only 2 (relating to grave 1 and 11) and therefore the missing drill-

ings are only 5 out of 236, or 2.1%.

[53] "Mattogno's last straw in this context was to invoke the map

drawn byformer SS-UnterscharJuhrer Robert Jiihrs , which shows only one

area ofmass graves in the camp 's north-western corner. From this one is

apparently supposed to conclude that those of the graves identified by Kola

that are not in the area ofwhat Jiihrs called the field ofgraves ' (Grdber-

feld) - nos. 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 18, 19 and half ofgrave no. 14, with a total

volume of 7, 775 cubic meters, according to Mattogno - were not graves

made to bury corpses during camp times but holes that subsequently came

into being and into which cremation remains (and apparently also the

whole corpses found by Kola in graves 1, 3 and 4) somehow made their

way from the original graves. By this somewhat-less-than-logical reason-

ing, one would have to conclude that the sketch made by SS man Heinrich

Gley in 1961 (image 7.18), which is even more incomplete than Jiihrs' in

that it shows no mass graves at all, means there were no mass graves at

Belzec during the camp 's operation - yet it was Gley who provided a de-

tailed description ofthe emptying ofthe mass graves and the burning of the

corpses. " (pp. 434f.)

Muehlenkamp again manages to demonstrate only his own hypocri-

sy. He knows very well that Jiihrs did not limit himself to drawing the

sketch map of the Belzec camp, but also explained it in his interrogation

of 11 October 1961:^^^°

"Rechts davon war die Entkleidungsbaracke, von der der sog. Schlauch

zur Gaskammerfuhrte. Der Schlauch war ein aufbeiden Seiten mit Stachel-

draht eingefafiter Weg von etwa 2 m Breite. Im rechten unteren Eck meiner

Skizze habe ich aufierhalb des Zaunes den zweiten Wachturm und innerhalb

des Zaunes die Lage von weiteren Baracken eingezeichnet. [...] Zwischen

den eben erwdhnten Baracken und der Entkleidungsbaracke stand eine

Halle fur Bekleidung. Oberhalb davon und rechts des Schlauches befand

sich die Baracke fUr das jUdische Arbeitskommando. Der bisher beschrie-

bene Teil des Lagers wurde durch einen Zaun abgeteilt von dem Teil, in

dem sich das Grdberfeld und die Gaskammer befanden. In diesem Teil des

Lagers war ein weiteres jUdisches Arbeitskommando mit einer eigenen

Unterkunfts- und KUchenbaracke untergebracht.
"

"To the right ofit was the undressing barrack, from which the so-called

hose led to the gas chamber. The hose was a path ofapprox. 2 m width en-

closed at both sides with barbed wire. In the right bottom corner of my
drawing I charted outside of the fence the second watch tower and inside

Vemehmung of Robert Emil Franz Xaver Jiihrs of 1 1 October 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59,

vol. VIII, p. 1465.
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the fence the position of further barracks. [...] Between the above-

mentioned barracks and the undressing barrack stood a hallfor clothing.

Above this hall and on the right side of the hose stood the barrackfor the

Jewish working brigade. The part of the camp described so far was sepa-

rated by afencefrom the part where the graves field and the gas chamber

were located. In this part ofthe camp another Jewish working brigade was

located with its own accommodation and kitchen barrack.
"

It is true that Gley, in his sketch of the Belzec camp dated 10 May
1961, did not explicitly indicate the area of the mass graves, but he

spoke about it in his respective explanations:^**"*'

"Ich habe eben eine Handskizze des Lager Belcec [sic] gemacht, die

naturgemdfi nicht mafistabgetreu sein kann. [...] Im oberen rechten Eck

meiner Skizze steht das Wort Waldbestand. Hier war ein leicht ansteigen-

des Geldnde mit einem dreifiig- bis vierzigjdhrigen Bauinbestand. Links

davon fiihrte eine Schleuse zu den Gaskammern. Der obere linke Teil, der

mit Bleistift eingerahmt ist, stellte den Bereich von Feix dar. Hier befanden

sick die Massengrdber. Die mit seeks bezeichneten roten Striche stellen

Unterkiinfte der Arbeitsjuden dar, die in diesem Bereich vornehmlich zu

arbeiten hatten
"

"Ijust made a sketch by hand of the Belcec [sic] camp, which cannot be

true to scale, ofcourse. [...^ In the top right corner ofmy sketch the word

forest stand can befound. Here the terrain was slightly rising with thirty to

forty year old trees. On the left a sluice led to the gas chambers. The top

left part, which is framed by pencil, marks the area ofFeix. Here were the

mass graves. The red lines marked with the number six depict accommoda-

tionsfor the working Jews, who had to workpredominantly in this area.
"

Therefore in this drawing (Illustration 1 1 .44) the area of the mass

graves is denominated as "Area [assigned to Reinhold] Feix [Bereich

Feixy^^^ It is therefore Muehlenkamp ^ho displays a "less-than-

logical reasoning" and, one must add, stupidity and hypocrisy.

Both Jiihrs and Gley identified the area of the mass graves in the top

left comer of their maps. As an overlay of Jiihr's sketch with the map of

the graves drawn by O'Neil based on Kola's survey shows, (see Illus-

tration 11.46), graves no. 1-6, 15 and 18-20 remain completely outside

of this area, while grave no. 14 hes half within its limits. Muehlen-

kamp 's "critique" has thus only served to strengthen my argument on

this issue.

Vemehmung of Heinrich Karl Johaim Gley of 8-9 May 1961. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol.

VIII, pp. 1287-1288.

According to the ARC website, who in turn refer to Franciszek Piper, SS-Hauptscharfiihrer

Reinhold Feix was in charge of the Trawniki-trained Ukrainian auxiliaries posted to the Belzec

camp; "Belzec Perpetrators," http://www.deathcamps.org/belzec/perpetrators.html
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Illustration 11.44: Gley's sketch of the Belzec camp. From:

www.deathcamps.org^elzec/pic/bmap06.jpg

Illustrations 11.45: Jiihrs's sketch of the Belzec camp. From

www.deathcamps.org^elzec/pic/bmap05.jpg
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Illustrations 11.46: Overlay of O'NeiFs and Juhrs's Belzec map.

[54] Regarding Sobibor, Muehlenkamp objects:

"They may want to explain why, then, the size of the graves that ar-

chaeological investigations points to is in line with what becomes apparent

from eyewitness testimonies, such as led the Hagen District Court to con-

clude that in the camp 's first extermination phase the corpses were buried

in large pits, each of them with a length ofabout 50-60 meters, 10-15 me-

ters wide and about 5-7 meters deep. " (p. 435)

The verdict of the Hagen District Court established:^^"*^

"Von den dufieren Zellentiiren des Gaskammergebdudes fiihrte eine

Feldbahn zu grossen Gruben, die in der ersten, etwa halbjdhrigen Vernich-

tungsphase des Lagers je in einer Ldnge von etwa 50-60 Metern, in 10-15

Meter Breite und mit einer Tiefe von etwa 5- 7 Meter zur Aufnahme der Lei-

chen, wegen des Sandbodens mit schrdgen Seitenwdnden, nach und nach

ausgehoben wurden.

"

"From the outer cell doors of the gas chamber building a narrow-

gauge railway led to bigpits, each having a length ofapprox. 50-60 meters,

a width of 10-15 meters and a depth ofapprox. 5-7 meters. These pits were

™^ Sobibor Extermination Camp. Excerpt from Judgment LG Hagen vom 20.12.1966, 1 1 Ks

1/64, in: http://holocaustcontroversies.yuku.eom/topic/1877#.UAuosWWV81E
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meant to absorb the corpses. During thefirst, ca. half-year lasting extermi-

nation period of the camp these pits were were dug in stages with sloped

side walls due to the sandy soil.

"

The "eyewitness testimonies" Muehlenkamp mentions consist in re-

ality only of one: Kurt Bolender. During his interrogation of 5 June

1961 he declared:^'^^^

"Das jiidische Arbeitskommando legte die Leichen in 4-eckig verschalte

Loren und fuhr sie zum Massengrab. Ein Massengrab diirfte etwa 60 m
lang, 20 m breit und 6-7 m tiefgewesen sein. Die Seitenwdnde waren zur

Venneidung der Einstiirzgefahr in Form einer Boschung abgeschrdgt. Auf
Zwischenfrage erkldre ich, daj] zu der Zeit meines Aufenthaltes in Sobibor

keine Leichenverbrennungen stattgefunden haben. Dies weifi ich ganz ge-

nau. Zu meiner Zeit wurden die Leichen geschichtet, urn mdglichst viele in

einem Grab unterzubringen zu konnen
"

"The Jewish working brigade put the corpses into rectangularly board-

ed trolleys and drove them to the mass grave. A mass grave may have been

approx. 60 m long, 20 m wide and 6-7 m deep. The side walls were sloped

like an embankment to avoid the danger of collapse. To the interposed

question I answer that during my stay in Sobibor no burning ofcorpses was

performed. I know this very well. During my time the corpses were layered

in order to place as many as possible in a grave.
"

In a subsequent interrogation, on 18 December 1963, Bolender add-

ed:^^^^

"Richtig ist, dafi wir in diese zweite Grube schon vor der Fertigstellung

Leichen gelegt haben. Uber die erste Grube war eine Sandschicht gebreitet

worden. Nachdem nun diese Grube vdllig voll war, mufiten die weiteren

Leichen irgendwohin gebracht werden, obwohl wir mit der neuen Grube

noch nichtfertig waren
"

"It is correct that we put corpses in this secondpit even before its com-

pletion. Above the first pit a layer ofsand was spread. After this pit was

completelyfull, the other corpses had to be put somewhere, even though we
were notyetfinished with the new pit.

"

The dimension of the other two graves is not indicated. If - as one

may assume - they had the same dimensions, there would have been

three mass graves of 60 m x 20 m x 6-7 m, with a total volume of

23,400 m' before the exhumation and cremation of the corpses started.

This means that the above-mentioned 80,000 corpses would have had a

density of (80,000 23,400 =) 3.4 corpses per cubic meter, even though

^ Vemehmungsniederschrift ofKurt Bolender of 5 June 1961. ZStL, VH, 252/59, Band II, p.

194.
^'"^

Interrogation of Kurt Bolender of 18 December 1963. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund, Band 35,

p. 116.
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they are said to have been buried in layers with the utmost care to max-

imize their packing density. Even if one assumes 5.7 corpses per m^ de-

riving from the data of Kola and Mazurek (see point 39), this would

constitute the maximum packing density resulting from a burial "in or-

der to place as many as possible in a grave [um mdglichst viele in einem

Grab unterzubringen zu konnen]." This inflicts yet another decisive

blow to Muehlenkamp's fantasies about the 19.51 corpses per cubic me-

ter of Belzec.

The fact that one of the graves identified by Kola (70 m x 20-25 m)

is very close to the one mentioned by Bolender (60 m x 20 m) can have

contrasting meanings, even if Kola may have forced his conclusions.

Because he did not supply the drawings of the graves with the positions

of the drillings, a verification of his statements is impossible. Neverthe-

less a comparison between the preliminary drillings map to the one of

the final results raises some doubts.

In the area of the allegedly 70 meters long grave the preliminary

drillings gave negative results in the points "0" and "01," positive in the

points "a," "b," "c," "d," "e." This means that most probably two or

three smaller graves existed in this area, which Kola considered as a

single big grave. If one observes the curvy contours of the mass graves

in Illustration 1 1 .47, one cannot seriously believe that the area in ques-

tion corresponds entirely to mass graves, because the connection of the

positive drillings at a distance of 5 meters in a grid as it appears in Illus-

tration 1 1 .48 (although it shows squares of 1 0 x 10m instead of 5 m x 5

m) would have resulted only in straight lines in any case.

Besides the wild diggings by local villagers looking for valuables^^"**

there is another important fact that renders Kola's results uncertain. The

Germans - it is reported - planted a pine forest in the area of the mass

graves. This forest, a rectangle of 60 m x lOO m, is shown in the pla-

nimetry of the Sobibor area as pubUshed by Nachman Blumental in

1946 (no. 3), where one can also see the forest planted above the al-

leged gas chambers (no. 4, see Illustration 11.49).^^''^

When the Poles decided to erect a memorial in Sobibor, it was de-

cided that "the forest planted on the graves should be cut down."^^"*^

This was done in the mid-1960s.. A photograph dating from 1965

demonstrates the works performed (Illustration 1 1.50).

M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research. . ., op. cit., pp. 24f., 41.

Ibid.,p. 32.

Ibid., p. 45.
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Illustration 11.47: The mass graves of Sobibor. From: M. Bem, W. Mazurek,

Sobibor archaeological research conducted on the site of the former German
extermination centre in Sobibor 2000-2011, op. cit., p. 120.

Illustration 11.48: Map of A. Kola's preliminary drillings in Sobibor. From:

A. Kola, "Sprawozdanie z archeologicznych badan. . .," op. cit., p. 92.
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Illustration 11.49 Illustration 11.50: Deforestation of the

mass graves area in Sobibor. From: M.
Bem, W. Mazurek, Sobibor archaeolog-

ical research ...,op. cit. p. 47.

The trees were not only cut, but their roots were eradicated, other-

wise Kola would have encountered countless roots in his drilhng work.

But the eradication of a wooded area of 100 m x 60 m full of trees of

more than twenty years necessarily provoked a devastation of the soil,

and therefore Kola's subsequent survey must have encountered right

from the start countless craters from the eradication of the trees.

[55] "In trying to overstate the impact ofpostwar excavation, MGK al-

so swiftly convert what the 1947 Central Commission Report described as a

pitfilled with chloride oflime 'close to the eastern limit ofthe camp' into a

lime pit close to the eastern limit of the camp 's burial area, to then specu-

late that grave #4 (the largest grave in the camp with a surface area of

1,575 m' and an estimated volume of 6,819.80 m', see Table 7.2), which

contains lime (as does grave # 3), might have resultedfrom a 300 m^ lime

pit's being 'drastically enlarged by various diggings, including those ofthe

commission surveyors. ' The lime pit is supposed to have been enlarged to

more than five times its original area. MGK are obviously grasping at

straws. " (p. 436)

The argument is formulated by us in a dubitative form:^**'*'

"On the other hand the area of grave No. 4 is (1575 : 300 =) 5.25

times as large as the pit described in the report. Could it be that Grave No.

4 was drastically enlarged by various diggings, including those of the

Sobibor. Holocaust propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 125.
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commission surveyors?
"

The hypothesis is in fact wrong, but not for the stupid reason ad-

duced by Muehlenkamp. The planimetry of the Sobibor camp published

by Lukaszkiewicz shows the position of the "dol z chlorkiem" (grave

with chlorine) along the eastern border of the camp, near the train sta-

tion of Sobibor, which is far away from the mass graves area.^^^°

[56] "Regarding Chelmno, Mattogno's main contention against the

2003/04 archaeological investigation is that this investigation essentially

confirmed three graves in the area called Plot IV that had been 'arbitrarily

established before, ' and that it 'could not have been otherwise.

'

In other words, he is accusing the archaeologists who carried out said

investigation of having manipulated their findings to vindicate a predeter-

mined result, moreover one that - as he points out later - had not even

been based on archaeological investigation. This accusation is not only

baseless but also disingenuous, for a closer look at Pawlicka-Nowak's re-

port about the 2003/04 investigation and a related map, on which the grave

boundaries that had been incorrectly assumed before are also drawn,

shows that the investigation in 2003/04 led to major corrections in regard

to the previously assumed boundaries of two graves, furthermore estab-

lished that one previously assumed grave area contained no grave, and dis-

covered 11 ash disposalpits that had not been previously marked. " (p. 437)

Muehlenkamp' s observations are completely silly. In this regard I

wrote, and I confirm:

"The Konin District Museum carried outfurther archeological investi-

gations in 2003-2004. The results have been summarized on the related

website by Lucja Pawlicka Kaminski (Pawlicka Nowak).^^^^^^ A thorough

examination of these investigations will be possible only when a scien-

tific study is published like that ofProf. Andrzej Kola on archeological in-

vestigations carried out in theformer Belzec camp (Kola 2000).

In Sector IV of the camp, the most important with regard to the alleged

extermination activities, a mass grave 174 m long and 8 m wide was alleg-

edly identified, plus a second, parallel pit, 182 meters long and 10 m wide,

andfurthermore 11 pits ofvaried dimensions between 9 m x 7.5 m and 8.5

m X 15.5 m, located alongside the second pit, 2-3 meters apart. The pits

are said to have been discovered "by random testing and drilling, " but it is

not explained what criteria were used. The map which shows the newfind-

ings (see document 12e ) is not clear: it seems, for example, that for the

^™ Z. Lukaszkiewicz, "Oboz zaglady w Sobiborze," op. cit., table outside text between pp. 48 and

49.

Chelmno. A German Camp in History..., op. cit, pp. 99f.

Muzeum bylego Obozu Zaglady w Chelmnie nod Nerem (Museum of the former extermination

camp of Chelmno on the river Ner). Historia obozu (History of the camp), in:

www.muzeum.com.pl/content/view/28/8 1/
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firstpit (174 m long) onlyfour sample drillings were carried out (numbered

VI to IX), -which were veryfar apart, and maybe two unnumbered others in

the final section at the bottom. For the second pit there are seven indica-

tions that could be drill sites. The map shows that the area of the first pit

and the series of 11 pits partially overlaps that of the outer pits (B and D)

indicated on the earlier map ofLorek (see document 12 c), while the second

pit is adjacent to the central one (C). In practice, the new surveys have con-

firmed the three earlier arbitrarily-defined pits, and it could not be other-

wise.
"

With the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 I highlighted the points "VI," "VII,"

"VIII" and "IX" representing the "numbers ofprobing excavations."

Above I noted that on p. 400 Muehlenkamp supplies a prospect of

the mass graves of Chelmno in which 4 graves each 3 meters deep with

a total area of 5,393.00 m^ and a total volume of 16,179.00 m^ are de-

termined. Leaving beside the minor errors (which bring the total surface

to 5,667 m^),^^^^ I observe that the depth of 3 meters is a simple conjec-

ture by Muehlenkamp except for grave no. 2, where it is explicitly men-

tioned. But the most serious issue here is that he presents the fifth series

of graves, made up of 1 1 graves, as "ash disposal pits." The relative text

of the Museum of Konin is worth quoting in its entirety i^^^"*

"The last grave, or rather a line ofpits filled with ashes, was not com-

memorated with any walls; in the 1960s it was already not discernible on

the surface. On the basis of the description by Judge W. Bednarz it appears

that in 1945 the pits were examined by him. The total length of these pits

equals 161 m. The stretch is made up of 11 pits, each located about 2-3 m
from another. The dimensions of the pits vary from 9 x 7.5 m to 15.50 x

8.50 m. They are filled with gray soil with a significant mixture of burn

waste and crushed human bones. In the southern (SE) part of the grave the

bonesfound in the pits used to be ground; those in further parts - crushed.

According to W. Bednarz, the depth of the pits was about 4 m, and the

width 8-10 m. Even now thefiora on the pits is more luxuriant, making this

stretch more visible on the surface.
"

But the judge Bednarz wrote in this regard:^^^^

"Bis zum Friihling 1940 [recte: 1942] wurden die Leichen in grossen

gemeinsamen Grdben verscharrt, von denen ein Grab 270 m lang war, 8-

10 m breit und etwa 6 m tiefwar.

"

"Up to the spring of 1940 [recte: 1942] the corpses were buried in big

The graves nos. 1 and 2 have an irregular form, measuring respectively 62 m x 8 m (bigger

side) X 3 m (smaller side) and 254 m x 7 m (bigger side) x 10 m (in the central part) x 4 m
(smaller side).

"Archeological Research," in: www.muzeum.com.pl/en/chelmno.htm

W. Bednarz, "Vemichtungslager Chelmno in Polen." USSR-340, p. 6.
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common graves, ofwhich a single grave was 270 m long, 8-10 m wide and

approx. 6 m deep.

"

Anyhow, it is certain that these are also considered as mass graves.

They have a total surface, obtained by the related map which I present-

ed above, of approx. 1,080 m^. If they were 6 m deep, they had a total

volume of (1,080 x 6 6,480 m^
Supposing that the other four graves had a depth of 3 m as well, the

total volume would have been of ([5,667 x 3] + 6,480 =) 23,481 m^
It results that the 92,500 corpses alleged buried there would have

had an average density of (92,500 ^ 23,481 =) 3.9 corpses per cubic

meter!

Here as well, the alleged mass graves of Chehnno contradict Mueh-

lenkamp's fantasies about the claimed mass graves of Belzec.

[57] In order not to be inconsistent with himself, Muehlenkamp con-

cludes this chapter with an incoherent section with the title "Density of

Corpses in the Graves" (pp. 437-439). He appeals to "elementary com-

mon sense," which, coming from him, sounds grotesquely ridiculous.

His reasoning is rather childish: an "enonnous amount of burial

space" presupposes a huge amount of corpses. Therefore the existence

of mass graves would demonstrate the reality of extermination on a

huge scale. He adduces the example of "grave # 4 at Sobibor, which

was 70 meters long, 20-25 meters wide and 5 meters deep and had a

volume (corrected for sloping) of 6,819.80 m^" (p. 438)

He then asks, why such a big grave would have been needed, "when

a few much smaller and more shallow graves would have been suffi-

cient to dispose of the camp's mortality?" (p. 438).

Apart from the fact that the dimensions of the alleged grave of 70 m
X 20-25 m do not correspond to reality, as I explained above, his argu-

ment is connected with two fundamental problems, the first being: What

was the order of magnitude of this camp mortality? I have already hint-

ed many times that there was an abundance of dead bodies in the Aktion

Reinhardt camps, and that killings occurred as well. What we contest is

the claim that there was a mass extermination. It is then a matter of

quantity, not of quality.

In discussing one of our observations, Muehlenkamp states:

"The 'several documented mass graves that have a density of 1-2

corpses per cubic meter ' were the three graves found by Soviet investiga-

tors at Treblinka in August 1944, with the dimensions 10x5x2, 10x5x1.9

and 10x5x2.5 meters. "
(p. 438)

His only answer is that:

"Only one of these graves was a little deeper than the proverbial 'six
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feet below ground, ' and this grave - the biggest ofthe three - had a volume

ofmerely 125 cubic meters, i.e. it was about 55 times smaller than Sobibor

grave # 4. "
(p. 438)

As if the corpse density depended on tlie grave volume!

If we accept ttiis data for argument's sake and confront it witti our

estimated deatli toll at Sobibor (about 10,000)^**^'' their burial would

have required a volume of 5,000 to 10,000 m^ of mass graves. The

grave mentioned by Muehlenkamp, if it were a real one and when sub-

tracting a covering layer of 30 cm, that is (70 m x 22.5 m x 0.3 m =)

472.5 m^, would have had a volume of (6,819.80 - 472.5 =) 6,347.3 m^,

which would have accommodated (2 x 6,347 =) 12,694 corpses.

Dieter Pohl states that in the camps of the Reinhardt action, "a part

of the victims, up to five percent of them, died already during the depor-

tation trip due to the extreme conditions in the railway freight cars \ein

Teil der Opfer, bis zu JiinfProzent von ihnen, start schon wdhrend der

Deportationsfahrt an den extremen Bedingungen in den GUterwag-

gons\"^^^^ If one accepts this estimate, in this way in Belzec a total of

(435,000 X 0.05 =) 21,750 persons would have died en route, compati-

ble even with the ficticious volume of the mass graves indicated by Ko-

la (21,310 m^)

Therefore the "elementary common sense" plays in our favor in

these circumstances as well.

The second fundamental problem is that the number, shape and di-

mensions of the mass graves identified by Kola are demonstrably false,

and that the real values of these figures are almost certainly far lower,

making our hypothesis even more likely.

It remains only to draw a conclusion from this chapter. Muehlen-

kamp's arguments are absurd, incoherent, stupid, hypocritical and de-

ceptive, and by posing them he has showed all the desperation of a per-

son trying to defend the indefensible. Quite contrary to his intentions,

he has actually demonstrated excellently the total inconsistency of the

orthodox holocaust thesis in relation to the mass graves of the Reinhardt

camps. This is especially true for Belzec, which is the weak link in the

chain of camps and the real thorn in the side of the orthodox holocaust

historians.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit.,^. 169.

D. Pohl, "Massentotungen durch Giflgas im Rahmen der 'Aktion Reinhard,'" in: Giinter

Morsch, Betrand Perz (eds.), Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentotungen durch Gift-

gas. Historische Bedeutung, technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, op. cit.
, pp.

193-194.
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Illustration 11.51: "Site Plan of Probing Excavations in the Groimds of the

Former Extermination Camp Waldlager," from:

www.muzeum.com.pl/content/view/28/81/.
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Thanks to Muehlenkamp, we now know with an even higher certain-

ty that the mass burial of the alleged victims in the mass graves at

Belzec as allegedly identified by Kola would have been impossible.

Therefore the related mass gassings cannot be considered real.
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Chapter 12: Cremating the Alleged Victims

in the "Aktion Reinhardt" Camps
By Carlo Mattogno

[1] The eighth chapter of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" is presented

as follows:

"Chapter 8, also by Roberto Muehlenkamp, is dedicated to deconstruct-

ing MGK's farcical claims that cremating the murdered victims ' bodies at

the Nazi extermination camps would have been an impracticable undertak-

ing as concerns fuel requirements, cremation time and disposal of crema-

tion remains. "
(p. 35)

Tilis verdict on our researcii merely reveals the plagiarist bloggers'

unparalleled ignorance and obtuse arrogance. In chapter 11 I demon-

strated that Muehlenkamp' s arguments concerning the mass graves of

the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps are "farcical," to say the least. In the pre-

sent chapter I will show that the label "farcical" is even more apt for de-

scribing his arguments relating to cremation. In my studies on this issue,

lasting more than two decades and culminating in the two-volume,

1211 -page opus I forni crematori di Auschwitz,^^^^ this chapter by

Muehlenkamp is certainly the most ludicrous among all the rubbish 1

have read about this issue. As stupidity goes, it exceeds even the rav-

ings in the paper titled "On the necessary coke consumption for human

body incineration," written by a henchman of the "plagiarist bloggers,"

which used to be posted in PDF format online but was then wisely

erased.

Beyond being "farcical," Muehlenkamp's exposition is also false,

hypocritical, misleading and inconsequential. His chapter 8 in the mani-

festo covers a topic on which, with his usual modesty, he believes him-

self to be an expert - just as with the topic of mass graves.

In order to gauge Muehlenkamp's "expertise" regarding cremations,

it is sufficient to recall his previous principal argiunent about the calo-

rific value of a human body:^*^'

"I haven't yet found a site quantifying the methane set free during the

decomposition of corpses, but we may obtain guideline valuesfrom a simi-

lar process - the decomposition ofanimal waste: 5.9 lbs (= 2.676195 kilo-

Effepi, Geneva, 2012; the publication of the English language version has been delayed due to

much time and effort spent on the present book.

* Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (2), in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_28.html
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grams) ofcattle manure produce 30 cubicfeet ofbiogasper day,...

"

This is such a huge stupidity that eventually even Muehlenkamp be-

came aware of it, leading him to tacitly eliminate it from his new^

"demonstration" - without admitting that his whole argimient and all

his calculations based on this "animal waste argument," are completely

wrong.^**''°

[2] After the preamble in which Muehlenkamp explains his intended

achievements, he begins the section "Cremation Devices, Methods and

Times" (p. 441) with an argument which I have already invalidated (see

chapter 11, point 37):

"Burning of corpses at Belzec took place as early as August 1942, ac-

cording to the testimony ofDr. Pfannenstiel. At that time cremation was not

yet used as a means of body disposal per se but probably in order to help

stretch the available burial space (judging by Dr. Pfannenstiel's descrip-

tion whereby the corpses burnedJust partly andfresh corpses were placed

on top ofthem thereafter), perhaps alsofor reasons ofhygiene. " (p. 441)

I here restate my previous comment
,
adding a fiuther consideration.

Gerstein and Pfannenstiel allegedly witnessed the same event, yet the

former "observed" only the burial of the corpses, while the latter wit-

nessed only their burning. Muehlenkamp, does not only feign not to see

the contradiction, but even claims that both contradictory procedures

really took place. In fact he uses them both in his argument: Gerstein's

to demonstrate the reduction of the volume of the corpses in the mass

graves due to their decomposition, and Pfannenstiel's to demonsfrate

the reduction of the volume of the corpses due to combustion. Mueh-

lenkamp then hypocritically omits the essential fact that the key witness

Reder never mentions cremations as having taken place at Belzec dur-

ing his stay in the camp (17 August to the end of November 1942);

Reder in fact mentioned it only as rumors heard from the local popula-

tion - after his escape from the camp - when he returned there after the

arrival of the Red Army:^^'''

"Soon I went there. I spoke with the people living in the area. They told

me that in 1943 there had been fewer andfewer transports and that the

center for exterminating Jews had shifted to the Auschwitz gas chambers.

In 1944 the pits were dug up, gasoline was poured over the corpses and

they were burned" (see point 4)

Pfannenstiel declared:^^*^

2860 "Bgi^gg tiig Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.

R. Reder, Belzec. Fundacja Judaica, op. cit, p. 142.
^''^ Interrogation ofW. Pfannenstiel of 25 April 1960. ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, pp. 587f
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"Wann die Grube ziemlich vol! war, hat man die Leichen mit Benzin

Ubergossen - es kann auch eine andere Flussigkeit gewesen sein - und hat

sie dann angezUndet Ich konnte lediglich feststellen, dafi die Leichen nur

unvollkommen verbrannten. Dann wurde wieder eine Schicht Erde iiber die

Leichen geworfen, und dann wurden wieder neue Leichen in die gleiche

Grube gelegt. Bei dieser Vernichtung der Leichen habe ich dann auch fest-

gestellt, dafi die ganze Angelegenheit nicht hygienisch einwandfrei war.

"

"When the pit was ratherfull, the corpses were doused with gasoline -

it could also have been a different liquid - and then they were lit. I could

merely ascertain that the corpses burned only partially. Then another layer

of earth was thrown over the corpses, and then new corpses were again

laid into the same pit. During this destruction ofthe corpses I then also no-

ticed that the whole matter was hygienically not impeccable.

"

During the interrogation of 8 November 1963 he declared without

hesitation:^^*^^

"Die Leichen wurden in dieser Grube aufgeschichtet und mit Benzin

Ubergossen.
"

"The corpses were stacked in this pit and then doused with gasoline.
"

I already refuted the inconsistent speculations that Muehlenkamp

elicits from this statement. Here 1 add that the alleged event took place

only a few weeks prior to Globocnik's letter to Grothmann of 4 Sep-

tember 1942, which was the answer to a previous communication in

which the head of "Aktion Reinhardt" complained about the reduction

of the fuel allotment assigned to him (see point 66). Who can seriously

think that, during such circumstances, gasoline would have been wasted

in Belzec on the burning of corpses?

[3] In order to determine the chronological limits of the alleged mass

cremation at Belzec, Muehlenkamp repeats the sources already quoted

by myself He infers that the cremation started in November 1 942 and

ended in March 1943, but he adds:

"On the other hand, erasing the traces of the camp lasted until June

1943, and a witness noticed the stench ofexhumed corpses as late as April

of that year, so it is possible that corpses were burned at Belzec beyond

March 1943. " (p. 442)

The extension of the cremations' duration to April obviously serves

the purpose of rendering the scenario more plausible. To support this,

Muehlenkamp quotes Reitlinger:

"Gerald Reitlinger, The Final Solution. The Attempt To Exterminate

The Jews Of Europe, 1939-1945, 2nd revised edition, Cranbury: Thomas

Yoseloff 1968, p. 148: 'In April, 1943, a Jewish doctor, who later escaped

Interrogation ofW. Pfannenstiel of 8 November 1963. ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, p. 16.
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to Switzerland, noticed the appalling stench of the exhumed bodies as he

passed the spot by train. "' (footnote 8)

Reitlinger's source is a report with the title ''Die Hdlle von Belzec"

which states:^^*"^

"Far too many corpses having been thrown into these mass graves, it

was impossible to cover them with a sufficiently thick layer of earth. This

caused a stench ofrottingflesh to spread over the whole area. This smell is

still perceptible (i.e. in April at the time of writing of this eyewitness re-

port).

Travelers on the railway line Zawada-Rawa Ruska close the windows,

for this awful stench penetrates into the compartments and causes the peo-

ple to vomit I myselfhad to travel along this line on several occasions and

have thus been able to convince myself of this state of affairs. As late as

April 10, 1943, Ipassed through there one last time. The Christian popula-

tion ofBelzec has left this placefor the only reason ofthis stench.
"

Not even this "eyewitness" - on 10 April 1943 - knew anything

about cremations at Belzec. Yet in spite of this, Muehlenkamp cites him

to demonstrate that the cremations in Belzec lasted until April 1943!

This is another example of his incredible hypocrisy, which is further

confirmed by the fact that I already quoted this exact passage from the

above-mentioned report in my study on Belzec,^^''^ and Muehlenkamp

hence knew it perfectly well.

[4] Presumptuous as always, Muehlenkamp then takes for granted

what needs yet to be proven:

"Cremation remains were crushed with a special machine, the descrip-

tion of which suggests a ball mill. According to O 'Neil, this machine was

borrowed from Janowska concentration camp and resembled a cement

mixer with heavy iron balls inside the revolving drum; as the drum revolved

at high speed, the metal balls crushed the bone material into small frag-

ments. If this is accurate, the machine must have looked like the one shown

in Image 8.1 below. "
(p. 442)

In the corresponding footnote Muehlenkamp offers a lengthy disqui-

sition on the name of the operator of this "special machine":

"O'Neil, Belzec, Chapter 10. O'Neil mentions that the machine was op-

erated by a Janowska inmate, an Hungarian Jew named Szpilke; this was

obviously the same Szpilke, or Szpilka, who told Belzec survivor Rudolf

Reder about having set up and operated this machine, as mentioned by

Reder in his report about Belzec (German translation in BAL B162/208

A. Silberschein, "Die HoUe von Belzec," in: idem. Die Judenausrottung in Polen, vol. V, Ge-

neva, 1944, p. 22.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., pp. 14f.
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AR-Z 252/59, Bd. II,f.258 ff., mention ofSzpilke on f. 286-287) and in his

deposition before examining judge Jan Sehn in Krakow on 29 December

1945, BAL B162/208 AR-Z 252/59, Bd I, f.1175 ff.; mention ofReder's ac-

quaintance Scharf- Szpilka on f. 1180. The machine used at Janowska

concentration camp is mentioned in the testimonies before the Lvov Deputy

District Attorney of Heinrich Chamaides on 21.9.1944 and of Moische

Korn on 13.9.1944, quoted in Klee/Dressen (eds.), Gott mit uns, p. 226 ff.

The photo in Image 8.1 is shown on p. 225 of the same collection. It was

taken in 1943 and resides in Belarusian State Archive ofDocumentary Film

and Photography according to the USHMM database, from which the digi-

talpublic domain image was taken. " (footnote 12 on p. AAl-\Ay)

Muehlenkamp omits the fact that Reder is not an eyewitness to the

use of this machine, as one may think from reading his text makes

alone. Here is in fact what Reder states in the German translation of his

booklet quoted by our "plagiarist blogger":^^''''

"Und dann - erzahlten die drtlichen Bewohner - wurden die Knochen

zermahlen und der Wind zerstdubte die Asche iiber Felder und Wald. Die

Maschine zum Mahlen der Knochen montierte ein Hdftling des Lagers

Janowska, Spilke, der zu di[e]sem Zweck nach Belzec gebracht wurde. Er

erzdhlte mir, dass er dort nur Knochenha[an]ften angetroffen hat, alle

Gebdude waren verschwunden.

"

"And then — the local inhabitants related - the bones were ground and

the wind scattered the ash overfields and woods. The machinefor grinding

the bones was assembled by a detainee of the Janowska camp, Spilke, who

was brought to Belzec for this reason. He told me that he hadfound only

bonefragments there, all buildings had disappeared.

"

In his interrogation of 29 December 1945 Reder repeated:^^''^

"Aus der Erzdhlung der benachbarten Bevolkerung weiss ich, dass die

Deutschen im Jahre 1944, als sick die russische Front ndherte, die Grdber

in Belzec aufgemacht, sie mit Benzin iibergossen und verbrannt haben

sollen; die nicht verbrannten Reste sollen mit Maschinen aus dem Grab

geholt worden sein, die Knochen zu Kunstdiinger gemahlen, die Grdber

zugeschuttet, damit die Spuren des Verbrechens auf diese Weise beseitigt

wiirden. Von dem Mahlen der Knochen erzdhlte mir mein Bekannter, der

Monteur Scharf-Szpilka, der die Muhle zum Mahlen von Knochen

montierte.

"

"From the narration of the neighboring population I know that in the

year 1944, as the Russian front drew closer, the Germans are said to have

opened the graves in Belzec, domed them with gasoline and burned them;

^ German translation of the booklet ofR. Reder "Belzec." ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. II, p. 286.

Protocol of the interrogation ofR. Reder of29 December 1945. ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. I, pp.

1179f
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the unburned remains are said to have been taken out of the graves with

machines, the bones ground to chemical fertilizer, the graves filled up, so

as to eliminate in this way the traces ofthe crime. About the grinding ofthe

bones I was told by an acquaintance, the technician Scharf-Szpilka, who

assembled the grinderfor grinding the bones.
"

In his first statements, the quoted interrogation of 22 September

1944 and the quoted interview pubHshed in the newspaper Czerwony

Sztandar on 1 November 1 944, Reder never mentions the cremation of

the corpses or the machine used to grind the bones. In testimony no. 594

collected by the Krakow section of the Jewish Historical Commission,

without a date but written prior to his booklet, Reder stated:^**''**

"In 1944, according to the testimony ofa mechanic who related it to the

declarer [^to me], the mass graves were re-opened and were irrigated with

fuel; it was burned and the bones were ground to fertilizer.
"

This means that the tale of the grinder of Belzec is not only without

any proof, but also evolved rather late. If one adds the fact that Reder

was liberated by the Soviets in Lwow in July 1944,^^^' it is difficult to

believe that he erroneously assigned the exhumation-cremation of the

corpses to the year 1 944, something which further invalidates the state-

ments' credibility of his statements.^^™

The image of the alleged bone grinder published by Muehlenkamp

("Image 8.1" on p. 443) originates from a Soviet picture albiun (see Il-

lustration 12. 1), together with others.

The caption states that the three men depicted, Henryk Chamaides,

David Manusevic and Kom, were among the few survivors of the

"death brigade" and that they operated the machine, which was found in

Lwow and was the object of a Soviet technical report dated 29 Septem-

ber 1944.^^^' Nothing prevents that this machine was also used to grind

burned human bones, but there is no documentary evidence of it, and

neither is there any dociunentary proof that this machine was ever trans-

ferred to Belzec.

Since Reder stated in his interrogation of29 December 1945 that this was when "the Russian

front got close," 1944 cannot simply be a mistake for 1943. In spring 1943 the Eastern Front

was still in Russia and eastern Ukraine.

' ErkenntnisBefund. USSR-61.
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Illustration 12.1: Alleged bone crusher found in the Janowska camp in

Lwow. From: GARF, 128-157, unreadable page number.

[5] Muehlenkamp then refers to Sobibor, stating that this camp
"was the first of the three camps ofAktion Reinhard to change its body

disposal procedurefrom burial to cremation, the main reason being proba-

bly a concern that the camp 's water supply might be polluted by leachate

from the graves due to the camp area 's relatively high groundwater level.

"

(p. 443)

It is not clear how this statement could be reconciled with one of his

previous declarations already highlighted earlier but worth repeating:

"Apparently MGK didn't realize that the above-quoted information

harms rather than helps their argument, for it means that the SS could hope

that groundwaterpollution by leachatefrom the corpses would not occur at

the site of the graves because underground currents carried such leachate

away." (p. 430-431)

Accordingly, one must believe that the SS, being completely unable

to foresee a more than obvious danger of groundwater poisoning due to

leachate, were as inept as Muehlenkamp.

[6] "The corpses of the victims killed after the camp resumed operation

in October 1942 following a two-month interruption were taken directly

from the gas chambers to places ofcremation, while the corpses of the vic-

tims killed and buried until the end ofJuly/early August 1942 were disin-

terred with a mechanical excavatorfor this purpose. "
(p. 43 1)

But according to the witness Biskubicz, the excavator arrived at So-
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bibor in early December 1942 (see the next point). The statistical analy-

sis of the deportations to Sobibor prepared by Wolfgang Scheffler for

the Hagen Court arrived at the conclusion that no transports arrived at

that camp between early August and early October 1942.^*^^^ Muehlen-

kamp does not explain why the camp SS did not take advantage of these

two months of respite in order to start the cremations, which were sup-

posedly begun only later in connection with the resumption of the de-

portations.

[7] For what concerns Sobibor, all of Muehlenkamp's efforts aim at

two goals: to stretch as much as possible the numbers and surface areas

of the cremation sites and to reconcile the testimonies with the results of

Kola's archeological studies. The task isn't easy, and already from the

starting point the evidence adduced by Muehlenkamp turns against his

hypothesis:

"As in the case of Belzec, little is known about the cremation sites at

Sobibor. According to Schelvis, rails were criss-crossed over the top of a

pit excavatedfor this purpose, forming a rudimentary grid. This configura-

tion is also mentioned by survivor eyewitness Leon Feldhendler. "
(p. 443)

Schelvis wrote in this regard:

"In the autumn of 1942 a heavy machine arrived in the middle of the

night. [...]. The machine was taken to Lager 3 and, within afew days, work

was begun on the very spot where the third grave was to be dug, with the

digger pulling out trees and roots. A pit was excavated, but it was smaller

and more shallow than the other two. Once it was finished, rails were criss-

crossed over the top, forming a rudimentary grid. The grabber was then

used to excavate the decomposing bodiesfrom the two existing graves and

to haul them over to the new pit. The operator would drive right up [to] the

grid, where the Arbeitshdftlinge from Lager 3 piled the bodies into human

pyramids. Then they were burnt.

"

In his reconstruction Schelvis derives the information about the ex-

cavator from a 9 November 1965 statement by Jakob Biskubicz,^^^'' who
limited his statement to the arrival of this machine:

^^^^

"Eines Nachts kam ein Zug an und wir dachten, es ware ein Transport.

Es rief uns aber niemand. Da haben wir von weitem gesehen, daji die

Ukrainer und SSMaschinen und Barackenteile abluden. Diese Sachen wur-

den zum Lager III gebracht. Wir sollten das nicht sehen. Es kam mit diesem

Zug auch ein Bagger. Das war ungefdhr Anfang Dezember 1942, vielleicht

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 156.

^™
J. Schelvis, Sobibor. A History ofa Nazi Death Camp, op. cit., 'p. 111.

Ibid., footnote 319 on p. 133.

Interrogation of J. Biskubicz of 9 November 1965. Trial Bolender, Staatsanwaltschafl Dort-

mund, volume without numeration, p. 144; NIOD archive 804, inventory 13, p. 127.
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auch im November.

"

"One night a train arrived and we thought it was a transport But no-

body called us out Then we sawfrom a distance how the Ukrainians and

the SS unloaded machinery and parts of barracks. These things were

brought to Camp III. We were not supposed to see this. With the train an

excavator also arrived. This was around the beginning ofDecember 1942,

perhaps even in November.
"

Muehlenkamp takes the reference to Feldhendler from Arad, who
quotes the following passage of a testimony report by this witness:^**^''

"In the first period, there was no crematorium. After gassing, the peo-

ple were laid into the graves. Then, out of the soil, hlood and a had odor of

gas began to surface; terrible smells spread over the whole camp, penetrat-

ing everything. The water in Sobibor became rancid. This forced the Ger-

mans to build a crematorium. It was a large pit with a roaster above it The

bodies were thrown on the roaster. The fire was ignitedfrom beneath, and

petrol was poured on the corpses. The bones were crushed into ashes with

hammers.
"

An examination of Arad's source shows that his translation is defec-

tive and inaccurate

"The crematorium was fenced in. 50 Jews were working there [...]. In

the first period there was not yet a crematorium. After the gassing the per-

sons were put into the graves in layers, the graves were still open, chlorine

was poured over the corpses. But the soil exuded gases, blood started to

squirt, nasty odors spread over the whole camp, they permeated everything.

During this entire time the water in Sobibor was putrid. The Germans or-

dered their well to be purified. In wintertime they let some naked inmates

inside the well to clean it. A tree cut in the woods emitted the scent ofblood

while burning. This forced the Germans to build a crematorium. The crem-

atorium did not have a chimney. It consisted ofa big pit, and above it some

grids were put and above those rail tracks. The persons were thrown on the

rail tracks and the bones fell to the grid. Thefire was ignited in the pit, the

corpses were doused with petroleum. The bones were crushed to ash with

hammers.

"

As one can see, this testimony not only ignores the excavator com-

pletely, but it also contains a description of the cremation method which

differs radically from that given by Schelvis.

Immediately after this Muehlenkamp tries to modify the resulting

picture using other sources:

"SS-SturmbannJuhrer Streibel, who visited Sobibor in 1942, recalled a

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit, p. 172.

Affidavit without date ofLeon Feldhendler to the Jewish Historic Commission N. Blumental,

Dokumenty i material}/, op. cit., p. 203.
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roaster made of railway lines, supported by a stone base; he mentioned

having seen 'the cremation sites, ' which suggests that there was more than

one of them. The Judgment LG Hagen vom 20.12.1966, 11 Ks 1/64 men-

tions (several) huge grids inside a pit. " (pp. 443f.)

He lifts this source from Arad, who reproduces the pertinent passage

of Streibel's testimony as foUows:^^^^

"Wirth led me through the Sobibor camp. I saw the gas chambers and

the otherfacilities. I saw the ditches near the gas chambers. I could not see

any corpses in the ditches, because they were covered with a layer ofearth.

But I saw the roaster made ofrailway lines where the corpses were burned.

During my visit, there was no extermination operation. There were also no

corpses burned, hut 1 could see the cremating sites. The roaster madefrom

the railway lines was supported by a stone base.
"

Muehlenkamp's bad faith is evident. The text quoted above men-

tions "the roaster" twice in singular form, but he prefers to direct the at-

tention to the contradictory "cremating sites," which would make sense

only as a "cremating site" in singular form. Considering how Arad mis-

quoted Feldhendler's text, such a possibility is highly likely.

The Hagen Court's verdict on Sobibor refers to the installation of a

single cremation structure

"Die schon verwesten Leichen wurden mit Hilfe des Baggers aus den

Gruben gehoben und aufgrofien Rosten in einer bereits ausgeschachteten,

aber noch leeren Grube verbrannt Die Roste bestanden aus alien Eisen-

bahnschienen, die iiber Betonfundamente gelegt wurden.

"

"The already decomposed corpses were lifted out of the pits with the

help of the excavator and burned on large grates in an already dug but as

yet empty pit. The grates consisted of old railway rails which had been

placed over concretefoundations.
"

[8] After making his fallacious preliminary remarks, Muehlenkamp

arrives at some even more fallacious conclusions:

"The latter description is corroborated by the research findings ofAn-

drzej Kola. Graves nos. 1 and 2 were considered to be body-burning

graves, presumably because (unlike graves nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6) they con-

tained only cremation remains but no human remains in wax-fat transfor-

mation. The .surface area ofthese graves is respectively 400 m^ and 500 m^,

which means that cremation grids of considerable size couldfit into them.

The mention of a single pit by eyewitnesses suggests the possibility that

graves nos. 1 and 2 are actually part ofwhat was one single grave in camp

times, just like graves 3 and 4 and graves 5 and 6 may have been respec-

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 172.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 173.
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tively one grave. Kola 's team also identified a possible smaller location of

body-burning activity with an area of30 m^, which is called grave no. 7 in

Kola 's report. " (p. 444)

In point 39 of chapter 1 1 I have already refuted Muehlenkamp's fan-

tasies regarding the alleged cremation pits nos. 1 and 2. The only prob-

able cremation pit found by Kola is in fact no. 7, about which Mazurek

writes:^**^"

"Out of all the discovered mass graves, the researchers had and still

have the greatest difficulty in interpreting grave No. 7 located south of

grave No. 4. Professor Andrzej Kola claims that the existence of indefinite

transformations around this cremation grave implies that, perhaps, it was

the place where the corpses were incinerated.
"

If one assumes Muehlenkamp's perspective, two cremation pits of

(400 + 500 =) 900 m^ would have meant the synchronous cremation of

(19.51 X 900 X 2 =) more than 35,000 corpses, utilizing the density of

19.51 corpses per and a layer of corpses only two meters heigh.

Notwithstanding this, according to the memorandiun of Zachar Fil-

ipowicz Poplawski of 7 October 1943, the inmates of Sobibor "take the

stripped corpses to the pyre, throw them onto the ground and quickly

place them on the rail tracks (about 1000-1500 people at a time). Then

they light a small fire and the bodies start buming."^^**'

In contrast, the witness Freiberg spoke about 4,000-5,000 corpses,

but in reference to a very peculiar procedure (see point 9).

Muehlenkamp's attempt to reconcile the pit (singular form) of the

testimonies with these alleged pits (plural form) detected by Kola is

desperate: by assuming that pits 1 and 2 were originally one single pit

he pretends to have won the argument, game over! The inconsistency of

this assumption is glaring. First of all he must explain why the probes

made between these two pits turned up negative, which is of course why
Kola speaks of two separate pits, not one. Second, if there was only one

pit, it would have measured over 70 meters in length and 25 meters in

width; in these 1,750 square meters, given the above-mentioned param-

eters, one could have cremated (19.51 x 1,750 x 2 =) 68,285 corpses at

once!

I add the fact that cremation method is not as obvious as Muehlen-

kamp thinks it is, who speaks of burning "m" the pits. This may corre-

spond to the verdict of the Hagen Court, but it is in open contradiction

to Schelvis's description and to Feldhendler's statement, according to

M. Bern, W. Mazurek, Sobibor: Archaeological research..., op. cit., p. 98.

Ibid., p. 78.
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whom the grid was above the pit, and therefore either directly on the

soil or on concrete bases around the pit. Feldhendler even speaks of rail

tracks above grates above a pit. The difference is not irrelevant: which

of these two methods was used?

[9] Muehlenkamp, referring to various witnesses, then states:

"Few particulars about the body-burning procedure at Sobibor are

known because no inmatefrom the Sobibor extermination sector 'Camp III'

survived. Witnesses mentioned the pyres being doused with gasoline or an-

otherflammable liquid, and hugefiresflaring up so high that they could be

seen far and wide; Ukrainian guards in their watchtowersfound it hard to

breathe when the wind blew in their direction from the burning grids. " (p.

444)

One of these witnesses is Berisch Freiberg alias Ber Freiberg alias

Dov Freiberg (footnote 23 on p. 444). In 1945 he wrote a lengthy report

about Sobibor in which he described the alleged gassing procedure as

follows:^^^^

"Innen drin sind Rohre gewesen, genau wie in einem Duschbad, und die

Menschen glaubten, dafi aus diesen Rohren Wasser zum Duschen heraus-

kommen wiirde. Als die Menschen dann drin waren, jeweils etwa 1000

Mann, wurden die Turen verriegelt - Fenster gab es keine - aus den

Duschrohren ist Gas, Chlor oder Talen gekommen.

Zwischen 15 und 20 Minuten hat es gedauert, bis die Menschen alle tot

waren. Als der Sadist durch das kleine Fenster sah, dafi sie alle schon tot

waren, wurde der Fufiboden durch eine elektrische Apparatur geoffnet, und

die Toten sind durchgefallen, so dafi dann gleich daraufder ndchste Schub

von Menschen hineinkommen konnte.

Zur gleichen Zeit wurden die Leichen unter dem Fufiboden aufLoren

gelegt, das sind so kleine Wagen, die aufschmalen Schienenfahren, und sie

wurden da zu einem Platz, nicht weit von dem Haus gefahren.

"

"On the inside there were pipes, exactly like in a shower bath, and the

people thought that waterfor showers would comefrom these pipes. When

the people were then inside, in each case about 1000 men, the doors were

bolted shut - there were no windows - and from the shower pipes gas,

chorine or Talen^^^^^^ came out.

It lasted between 15 and 20 minutes until all people were dead. When

the sadist looked through the small window that all were already dead, the

floor was opened with an electrical mechanism, and the deadfell through,

in order that the next batch ofpeople could come inside.

Report of Berisch Freiberg recorded by Bluma Wasser in Lodz on 25.7.1945. Translation from

Jiddisch to German by the Sworn Translator Gabriel Miller. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund JS

27/61, Aktenband Vm, pp. 2637-2638.

Original term; there is no such word in the German language; translator.
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At the same time the corpses beneath the floor were put on trolleys,

these were small carriages running on narrow rails, and they were driven

to a place notfar awayfrom the house.

"

With his typical hypocrisy, Muehlenkamp omits this nonsense while

siunmarizing the immediately following passage:^^**"^

"Da wurden die Leichen zu grofien Haufen gescharrt, etwa vier bis

funftausend Mann jeweils, um diese Leichen wurde Holz gelegt, mit Benzin

begossen, angeziindet, und auf diese Weise wurden die Menschen ver-

brannt. Das Feuer war schrecklich hock, da der Haufen von Menschen ja

auch sehr hock stand, und es hrannte etwa 24 Stuiulen.
"

"Here the corpses were stacked into big piles, each with some four to

five thousand people, wood was put around these corpses, doused with

gasoline, lit, and in this way the people were burned. The fire was terribly

high, because the pile ofpeople stood also very high, and it burned for

some 24 hours.

"

This cremation system is in total contradiction to the one evoked by

Muehlenkamp. Here we are instead dealing with piles of 4,000 to 5,000

corpses around which the wood was put! No wonder that he feels it

necessary to keep silent on this obvious contradiction.

The testimony by "Jan Krzowski (inhabitant ofWlodawa)" (footnote

23 on p. 444) is based on hearsay:^^^'

"Ich horte aus Gesprdchen mit den Wlasow-Leuten, dafi im Bereiche

des Lagers Sobibor Menschenleichen verbrannt wurden, und zwar aus Ver-

brennungsstdtten, die gebildet wurden aus Auto-Untergestellen oder Eisen-

bahnschienen. FUr die Verbrennung der Leichen benutzte man Wurzelstub-

ben und Holz, und auf so einem Stapel, bestehend aus geschichteten Lei-

chen und Holz, erfolgte die Verbrennung, wobei man den Stapel mit irgend

einer Fliissigkeit Ubergoji, damit die Leichen besser verbrannten.
"

"I heardfrom conversations with the Vlassov people [i.e. the Ukrainian

camp guards] that human corpses were burned in the area of the Sobibor

camp, namely at burning sitesformed by carframes or railway tracks. For

the burning of the corpses root stumps and wood was used, and on such a

stack, consisting of corpses in layers and wood, the burning took place,

whereby the stack was doused with some liquid so that the corpses burned

better.

"

What value can be ascribed to such tales can only be inferred from

these other tales reported earlier in the same testimony:^****''

"Ich weifi aus Erzdhlungen der Wlasow-Leute, die in deutschen Dien-

Ibid.,p. 2638.
^"'^ ZeugenvemehmimgsprotokoU ofJan Krzowski of 7 August 1974. ZStL, 208 AR 643/71, vol.

Ill, pp. 413-414. Translation from Polish.

Ibid., p. 412.
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sten standen, dafi im Lager Sobibor die Juden unmittelbar in die Badenan-

stalt getrieben wurden, wo man sie mit Wasser Ubergofi, und anschliefiend

wurden sie ca. eine halbe Stunde lang mit irgend einem Gas erstickt. An-

schliefiend ging der Fufiboden in dieser Badenanstalt automatisch nach

unten, und die Korper der vom Gas Vergifteten fielen nach unten. [...] Von

den gleichen Wlasow-Leuten weifi ich, dafi man die Juden zuerst mit Blei-

oxyd [sic], welches aus einem Verbrennungsmotor stammte, erstickten.

"

"I knowfrom the account ofthe Vlassovpeople, who were in the service

ofthe Germans, that in the Sobibor camp the Jews were immediately driven

inside the bathing facility, where they were doused with water and subse-

quently they were suffocated with some gasfor approx. halfan hour. After-

wards the floor of this bathing facility was automatically lowered, and the

bodies of those poisoned by the gas fell down below. [...] From the same

Vlasov people I know that the Jews were suffocated first with lead oxide

[sic], which camefrom a combustion engine.
"

Besides the usual opening of the floor of the "gas chambers," here

we also have a no less imaginative kiUing with "lead oxide"!

Obviously Muehlenkamp omits to mention these statements, as they

throw doubt also on that regarding the cremations.

He then refers to the witness Bronislaw Lobejko's mention of petro-

leum: "the witness mentioned having smelled burning petrolexrai"

(footnote 23 on p. 444). Lobejko stated:^^^''

"Die Leichen wurden aufeinem Gerust aus Eisenbahnschienen, die auf

Pfdhlen steckten, verbrannt. [...] Danach legten sie Leichen auf das Ge-

rust, zundeten darunter Aste an und gossen vermutlich Petroleum darauf,

denn beim Brennen war Petroleum zu riechen.

"

"The corpses were burned on a frame of railway tracks, which was

supported by poles. [...] Afterwards they put the corpses on the frame, lit

branches underneath, and poured upon them what was presumably petro-

leum, because during the burningpetroleum could be smelled.

"

This witness, like Krzowski, did not know anj^hing about cremation

pits. The negligible detail of the petroleum smell fades into insignifi-

cance in the face of other statements by Lobejko, starting with the one

immediately precedent:^******

"Nach Berechnungen des Verkehrspersonals, vor allem aber des Sta-

tionsvorstehers Parkola, konnen im Lager etwa 800.000 Juden umgekom-

"According to calculations by the transportation personnel, and chiefly

Testimony ofBronislaw Lobejko of 8 January 1946 in front ofjudge Zielinski. Staatsan-

waltschaft Dortmund, Trial Sobibor, 85, PM 4, NO 178, pp. 3-4 ofthe witness report (transla-

tion from Polish).

Ibid., p. 3.
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those by the station master Parkola, around 800,000 Jews may have per-

ished in the camp.

"

In addition to this, Lobejko claimed that only one mass grave was

utilized in Sobibor:^****"

"Ich fiige hinzu, am Anfang wurden die Leichen nicht verbrannt son-

dern in eine riesige Grube geworfen und mit Chlor begossen.
"

"I add that at first the corpses were not burned but thrown into a huge

pit and doused with chlorine.
"

Muehlenkamp finally refers to the testimony by the railway worker

Jan Piwohski of 10 May 1984 (footnote 23 on p. 444). The statements

of this witness are for the most part in contradiction to the thesis sus-

tained by him:''*'"

"Zu Beginn des Lagerbetriebes wurden die Leichen in Massengrdber

gelegt. In der zweiten Novemberhdlfte oder Anfang Dezember 1942 wurde

ein mechanisch betriebener Bagger auf das Lagergeldnde gebracht. Wir

erfuhren von Wachleuten, dieser Bagger diente zur Ausgraben von Leichen,

die dann in Erdgruben verbrannt wurden. Einer der Wachleute mit dem

Vornamen Waska beschrieb mir, wie eine solche Grube, in der die Leichen

verbrannt wurden, aussah. Noch vorher hatten Juden, die auf dem Lager-

geldnde arbeiteten, in den umliegenden Wdldern Stubben gerodet, die

neben der Gaskammer gelagert und beim FeueranzUnden verwendet wur-

den. Der Wachmann erzdhlte mir, man hdtte in der Ndhe der Massengrdber

eine etwa zwei Meter tiefe Grube ausgehoben, in dieser Grube eine Art

Rost aus Schienen erstellt und aufdieses Rest die mit irgendeiner Fliissig-

keit begossenen Stubben gelegt. Als dieses gut brannte, hdtte der Bagger

die Leichen daraufgelegt.

"

"At the beginning of the camp operations the corpses were put in mass

graves. In the second half ofNovember or in early December 1942 a me-

chanically operated excavator was brought to the camp site. We learned

from guards that this excavator was used to exhume corpses, which were

then burned in pits in the ground. One of the guards with the first name of

Waska described to me what such a pit usedfor the burning of the corpses

looked like. Just before that Jews working on the camp site had uprooted

root stumps in the nearbyforests, which were stored next to the gas cham-

ber and which were used when lighting the fire. The guard told me that in

the vicinity ofthe mass graves a pit around two meter deep was dug, that in

this pit a kind of grate was constructed from railway tracks, and that on

this grate the root stumps previously doused with some liquid were put

When this [fire] burned well, the excavator is said to have put the corpses

Ibid., p. 4.

Testimony of Jan Piwonski of 10 May 1984. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund, trial Sobibor, 85

PM 3, NO 99, pp. 8f of the witness report.
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on top of it.

"

According to the witness, the cremations commenced in December

1942, not in October as stated by Muehlenkamp: "The corpses were

burned from December 1942 until February or March 1943 {Man hat

die Leichen von Dezember 1942 bis Februar oder Mdrz 1943 ver-

brannt]."^^^^ Moreover, the cremation is stated to have taken place in

one single pit on one single grate.

In footnote 24 on p. 444 Muehlenkamp refers to the "Ukrainian

guard Daniltsjenko (deposition on 25 January 1985 in Lisakowsk, Ka-

zakh SSR, StA Dortmund Sob 85 PM V NO 96)" to document the

statement that "Ukrainian guards in their watchtowers found it hard to

breathe when the wind blew in their direction from the burning grids."

This witness stated:^^^^

"Nach der Vernichtung der Menschen offneten Arbeiter aus der dritten

Zone die GaskammertUren, luden die Leichen auf Wdgelchen und trans-

portierten sie in derselben Zone auf eine aus Eisenbahnschienen angefer-

tigte Rampe. Dort wurden die Leichen verbrannt. [...] Wenn wdhrend der

Verbrennung der Leichen der Wind zum Turm wehte, war es sehr schwer zu

atmen.

"

"After the extermination of the people workers from the third zone

["Camp III"] opened the gas chamber doors, loaded the corpses onto small

trolleys, and transported them within the same zone onto a ramp made of

railway tracks. There the corpses were burned. [...] When during the burn-

ing of the corpses the wind turned towards the tower, it became very diffi-

cult to breathe.
"

He mentioned therefore a "ramp [Rampe]," in the singular form,

something which contradicts Muehlenkamp's assumption, and therefore

he transforms it into "burning grids," in the plural form.

[10] "From Treblinka extermination camp there are reports of corpse

burning as early as August and September 1942. These cremation proce-

dures don't seem to have been aimed at destroying all corpses in the

graves, but rather at carbonizing the upper layers to stretch burial space

andfor hygienic purposes. The same may have applied to reported crema-

tions in the months of October, November and December 1942, another

possibility being that these were early and not very successful attempts at

Ibid., p. 9. This would of course imply most or all of the some 33,000 Dutch Jews allegedly

gassed in the camp between March and July 1943 were not cremated, nor the other French,

Macedonian, Polish and Russian Jews allegedly gassed during the same period or later during

1943.

Beglaubigte Ubersetzung. ProtokoU iiber Zeugenvemehmung ofIgnat Terentjewitch Danilt-

schenko, Lisakowsk, 25 January 1985. Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund, Sobibor, 85 PM VNO
96, pp. 7f of the witness report.
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wholesale cremation, perhaps motivated by shortage ofburial space and/or

by complaints such as one from the Wehrmacht local commandant in Os-

trow about the unbearable stench ofcorpses emanatingfrom Treblinka be-

cause the Jews there were not sufficiently buried. "
(p. 445)

I have already demonstrated in point 18 of chapter 10 that these

statements are baseless, and therefore 1 will not repeat myself but in-

stead refer my reader to my previous discussion.

[11] "Nevertheless, wholesale systematic, continued and eventually

successful cremation of corpses at Treblinka started only after a visit of

Himmler 's at the end ofFebruary/beginning ofMarch 1943. "
(p. 445)

This constitutes one of the pivotal points of the orthodox extermina-

tionist account of the cremations in Treblinka. Let's observe how
Muehlenkamp handles it. He refers to Arad, who limits himself to the

following statement with no source provided:^^'^

"The last camp where cremation ofthe corpses was instituted was Tre-

blinka. During Himmler 's visit to the camp at the end of Febru-

ary/beginning ofMarch 1943, he was surprised tofind that in Treblinka the

corpses of over 700,000 Jews who had been killed there had not yet been

cremated. The veryfact that the cremation began immediately after his visit

makes it more than possible that Himmler, who was very sensitive about the

erasure of the crimes committed by Nazi Germany, personally ordered the

cremating of the corpses here. A cremation site was erectedfor this pur-

pose in the extermination area ofthe camp.

"

When did Himmler's visit to Treblinka take place? Wiemik stated

the foUowing:^^'^

"This was theperiod when the Germans talked a lot about Katyn, which

they used for anti-Soviet propaganda purposes. One day, by accident, we

got hold a newspaperfrom which we learned about that mass killing. It was

probably these reports that made Himmler decide to visit Treblinka per-

sonally and to give orders that henceforth all the corpses ofinmates should

be cremated.

"

It is documented that the discovery of the Katyn mass graves was

first publicized by the Germans on 13 April 1943, hence Himmler's vis-

it to Treblinka and the subsequent start of the cremations would have

happened after this date.

[12] Muehlenkamp then attempts a description of the cremation fa-

cility at Treblinka. A statement by Stangl, taken from Arad, mentions

the cremation as being done "on a roaster" which was initially con-

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., pp. 173f.

J. Wiemik, "One Year in Treblinka," in: A. Donat (ed.), Death Camp Treblinka, op. cit., p.

169.
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structed using "rails from the trolley," and later from "real railroad

rails." There is no reference to any kind of pit (p. 446). Then follows a

passage from the verdict of the Treblinka trial at Diisseldorf of 22 De-

cember 1970:

"Around the turn of the year 1942/1943, following instructions from

higher up, the bodies started being burned. At first a burning grid was

made out of the trolley rails still available. However, these could not bear

the weight of the mountains ofcorpses. Thereupon a bigger grid was erect-

ed by the gas chamber building, which was made ofrailway rails placed on

concrete foundations. At first there were difficulties also with this burning

installation. As a specialist for such burnings an Unterfuhrer by the name

of Floss came to Treblinka, who after some experiments brought the grid

into the right position. In a pit underneath the grid a woodfire was main-

tained. The corpses were now placed upon the grid in layers and burned.

"

(p. 446)

Muehlenkamp then quotes a statement by the "Ukrainian guard

Pavel Vladimirovich Leleko" of 20 February 1945, available online,^^'^

which states:

"An incineratorfrom the burning of bodies was situated about 10 me-

ters beyond the large gas chamber building. It had the shape of a cement

pit about one meter deep and 20 meters long. A series offurnaces covered

on the top withfour rows ofrails extended along the entire length ofone of

the walls of the pit The bodies were laid on the rails, caughtfirefrom the

flames burning in thefurnaces and burned. About 1000 bodies were burned

simultaneously. The burningprocess lasted up tofive hours. " (p. 446)

Finally, Muehlenkamp quotes a short passage from the verdict of the

Diisseldorf Jury Court (Schwurgericht) of 3 September 1965, of which I

present the complete German text:^^^''

"Im Friihjahr 1943 dnderte sich die Bestattungsart grundlegend, da

man nunmehr dazu iiberging, sdmtliche anfallenden Leichen zu verbrennen.

Nachdem man zu diesem Zwecke die verschiedensten Verbrennungsversu-

che angestellt hatte, wurde schliefilich eine grofie Verbrennungsanlage

errichtet. Sie bestand aus etwa 70 cm hohen Betonsockeln, auf denen in

geringen Abstdnden 5 bis 6 Eisenbahnschienen von etwa 25 bis 30 m Ldnge

lagen. Unter den Schienen brannte das Feuer, wdhrend die Leichen der in

den Gaskammern getdteten Juden in einer Zahl von 2000 bis 3000 aufden

Rost gepackt und dann verbrannt wurden.

"

Translated:

"During spring 1943 the burial method changed radically, because

The Interrogation ofPavel Vladimirovich Leleko, in: http://nizkor.org/hweb/people/l/leleko-

pavel-v/leleko-001 .html.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 205.
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from then on one proceeded with burning all accumulating corpses. After

the most diverse cremation attempts had been employedfor this purpose, a

large cremation facility was ftnally constructed. It consisted of a concrete

base approximately 70 cm thick, upon which 5 to 6 railroad rails ofper-

haps 25 to 30 m length lay at small intervals. Under the rails burned afire,

while 2,000 to 3,000 of the bodies of the Jews killed in the gas chambers

were loaded on the grate and then burned.
"

I quote these texts and passages to facilitate my evaluation of Mueh-

lenkamp's discussion of the cremation facilities, which reads as fol-

lows:

"A comparison between Leleko 's description and the ones contained in

the above-mentioned Diisseldorf judgments suggests that the furnaces'

mentioned by Leleko were subdivisions of the pit by concrete blocks placed

at certain intervals across the pit, which gave this witness the impression

that each part of the pit between its ends and a concrete block or in be-

tween concrete blocks, in which fire was burning, was a furnace. ' The de-

scription in the first Diisseldorfjudgment suggests that the concrete blocks

stood 70 cm above ground, which can be matched with Leleko 's description

by assuming that these were either blocks L 70 meters high placed inside

the pit and protrudingfrom the pitfor 70 cm, or blocks 70 cm high placed

on the rims of the pit, the distance between the bottom of the rails and the

bottom ofthe pit being, in any case, L 70 meters. "
(p. 447)

Muehlenkamp's desperate efforts to reconcile what is irreconcilable

are pathetic. Leleko speaks of a pit 20 meters long and 1 meter deep, 4

"rows of rails" and 1,000 corpses cremated at a time. The verdict of 3

September 1965 on the other hand mentions concrete blocks (unknown

to Leleko) upon which 5-6 rail tracks (25-30 meters long) were put

(well exceeding the length of Leleko's pit) with a capacity of 2,000-

3,000 corpses at a time. The verdict completely ignores the pit under-

neath the railway tracks. But for Muehlenkamp no contradiction is too

contradictory: he always has an "explanation" ready for everything!

This depends on the fact that he assumes a priori that all testimonies

are truthful, and therefore they cannot {must not) be contradictory and,

if they are, there must be an "explanation" - which of course means a

"Muehlenkamp" explanation.

His "explanation" for the "series of furnaces" perfectly reflects his

mentality: only Muehlenkamp could have confused some "furnaces,"

which could have been such only if they were single structures closed

from three sides like the Fuel Efficient Crematorium (see Illustration

12.1 1), with simple "subdivisions of the pit by concrete blocks placed at

certain intervals across the pit."
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[13] Then, as usual, he starts constructing imaginative hypotheses

based on mere guesswork data:

"The area of the grid can be roughly estimated on hand of the above-

quoted data, the author 's estimate being ca. 66 square meters. The volume

ofspace available underneath the grid, considering the calculations in the

previous paragraph, would be about 66 ^ 1.70 = 112 cubic meters." (p.

447)

Muehlenkamp elsewhere justifies these measurements in this

way:^^"^

"At Treblinka, according to the descriptions quoted above, each roaster

consisted of railroad rails laid on top of concrete blocks placed inside or

on the lateral rims of a pit 1 meter deep, there being a distance of 70 cm
between the bottom ofthe rails and the top of the pit and a distance of 1. 70

meters between the bottom ofthe rails and the bottom ofthe pit. Thefacility

was 20 meters long according to Leleko, 25 to 30 meters long according to

the witness or witnesses on whose testimony the Diisseldorfcourt based its

findings offact in this respect. I'll take the mean of the three values, which

is 25 meters. How wide the structure was depends on the number of rails

making up the grid, their width and the space in between the rails. The

measurements of various types offlat bottom rails are given in this table;

most ofthese rails are 125 mm = 12.5 cm wide at the base. Ifthe rails were

placed on the concrete blocks according to base width, which seems to be

the likeliest configuration, and if the intervals between them were no more

than 50 cm, the width of the structure was 2 meters, 2.625 meters or 3.25

meters, depending on whether the grill consisted offour, five or six rails

(the differences between Leleko 's number and those of the witness or wit-

nesses on whose testimony the data in the Diisseldorfjudgment are based

may be due to thefact that the several structures ofthis kind in operation at

Treblinka had different sizes). I'll use the middle of these three values,

2.625 meters. The average area of one roaster at Treblinka would thus be

65.625 square meters, and the volume ofspace underneath the same about

112 cubic meters.

"

As I explained above, Muehlenkamp here puts together incompatible

data: the pit of 1 m depth described by Leleko but unknovra to the ver-

dict of the first Treblinka trial and the concrete base mentioned in this

verdict but unknown to Leleko. This witness states that the furnaces

with the four rows of railroad rails on top of them extended "along the

entire length of one of the walls of the pit," and therefore they were in-

side the pit, close to one of its walls. Muehlenkamp's desperate effort to

R. Muehlenkamp, Incinerating corpses on a grid is a rather inefficient method, in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/12/incmeratmg-corpses-on-grid-is-

rather_18.html.
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solve the further contradiction relative to the number of railroad rails

("may be due to the fact that the several structures of this kind in opera-

tion at Treblinka had different sizes") is based on a vacuous assump-

tion, because it is invalidated by his own quotation. The verdict at issue

describes in fact the typical structure of "a large cremation facility [eine

grofie Verbrennungsanlage]." Even though the verdict states that more

than one such facility existed (see point 15), they evidently were of the

same structure.

For what concerns his calculations, Muehlenkamp assumes the aver-

age of 5 raikoad rails of 25 meters length to form a grate of 65.625 m^,

that is with a width of (65.625 ^ 25 =) 2.625 m; because five parallel

rails form four empty spaces, then if a rail had a width of 12.5 cm the

distance of the rails from each other must have been ((2.625 - 0.125) ^

4 =) 62.5 cm, measured from the center of each rail, or 50 cm measured

from the edges of the rails. This is still too wide to allow the railroad

rails to hold the corpses in their state of decomposition. The volume un-

der the railroad rails - 1 12 m^ - is another supposition without any val-

ue, because it is based on the imaginary condition that the rails were po-

sitioned at a height of 1.70 m from the bottom of the pit: (1.70 x

65.625) » 112 m'; this supposition, I repeat, arises fi-om the forced rec-

onciliation of two incompatible data. Because the Treblinka trial verdict

speaks of concrete blocks with a height of some 70 cm, the only valid

data is this, and the volume underneath would accordingly be (0.7 x

65.625 =) approx. 46 m^
Here Muehlenkamp offers another example of his shrewd method: If

"extermination camp" witness testimonies present numerical contradic-

tions, one can find the truth simply by calculating the arithmetic aver-

age of the different values. According to this logic - for instance - if

Gerstein speaks of gas chambers filled with 750 people and Pfannen-

stiel for the same alleged event indicates a maximum number of 125,^^'^

one can deduct that a "gas chamber" contained [(750 + 125) ^ 2] ca.

437 persons!

[14] "Eyewitness descriptions of the burning procedure suggest that

corpses considered to burn better than others were placed at the bottom of

the pile ofbodies so that they would help combustion of the corpses above

For Pfannenstiel the transport arriving to Belzec in his and Gerstein's presence did not contain

6,700 deportees, but 500, ofwhich not 1,450, but merely some: "einige"; were dead on arrival,

the remaining deportees were gassed in "drei oder vier Gaskammem," and therefore each "gas

chamber" (assuming 4 as Gerstein does) contained a maximum of (500 ^ 4 =) 125. Protocol of

the testimony ofW. Pfannenstiel of 9 November 1959. ZStL, AR-Z, 252/59, vol. 1, p. 139.
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them, and that the operators endeavored to create a huge and very inten-

sive fire so that the corpses on the grid would quickly be engulfed by the

fire and start burning themselves: ...
"
(p. 447)

This is followed by a quotation - taken from Arad - of a statement

made by "SS Oberscharflihrer Heinrich Matthes, the commander of the

'extermination area' in Treblinka,"^^^' who therefore should have

known well the local cremation facility; he describes it as made of

"railway lines and concrete blocks." (p. 447), but without any pit un-

derneath.

The subsequent quotation is a passage from a statement by Yechiel

Reichman, again taken from Arad, but its very beginning destroys all of

Muehlenkamp's mental guesswork about weights and measures of the

Polish Jews (see point 36): "The SS 'expert' on body burning ordered

us to put women, particularly fat women, on the first layer of the grill,

face down." (p. 448). Therefore in the "extermination camps" there

were even fat women!

Finally, as the pinnacle of absurdity, Muehlenkamp quotes a passage

from A Year in Treblinka by Wiemik, taking even that from Arad! Evi-

dently he isn't very familiar even with this key testimonial text on Tre-

blinka. To top it off, the quoted passage doesn't even appear on the

page indicated,^'"" nor on the previous one, even though both pages re-

fer to the cremation of corpses.

[15] "About the number of cremation grids in operation at Treblinka

there are no precise data. Arad mentions that at the height of cremation

operations the number of cremation sites was increased to six and the

roasters 'occupied a good portion of the area east of the gas chambers,

which was clear ofmass graves and buildings. ' Yet according to the judg-

ment at the r' Dusseldorf Treblinka trial, the number ofcremation roasters

could not be established exactly in the main proceedings. " (p. 448)

It is not clear why Muehlenkamp did not quote Arad's previous sen-

tence:^'">

"Other efficiency measures introduced included increasing the number

of cremation sites to six - thus enabling the workers to burn up to 12,000

corpses simultaneously - and placing the cremating roasters nearer the

mass graves to save time in transferring the bodies.
"

In any case, Arad does not provide a source, and therefore this can

only be regarded as his personal opinion.

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 174.

Ibid, footonote 13 on p. 416. The quoted page is number 39.

Ibid., pp. 175f.
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The Diisseldorf trial verdict states:^'°^

"Die genaue Anzahl der Verbrennungsroste hat sich in der

Hauptverhandlung ebenfalls nicht genau kldren lassen. Fest steht jedoch,

dass es mehrere derartiger Anlagen im oberen Lager gegeben haben muss
"

"The exact number ofthe burning grates could not he ascertained in the

main hearing. However it is certain that in the upper camp several such fa-

cilities must have been present. " (see point 73)

Ttiis demonstrates on ttie one tiand ttiat Arad's statements are mere

speculations, and on the other hand that the respective witness reports

were so inconsistent that the judges were unable to ascertain the number

of the cremation installations.

[16] "The result of the cremation process was not complete combustion

of all bodies. Arad writes that the corpses were taken to and arranged on

the roasters during the daytime and burned throughout the night, and that

when thefire went out there were 'only ' skeletons or scattered bones on the

roasters, and piles ofash underneath. [. . .]

Arad writes that round wooden sticks were then used to break the re-

maining bones into smallfragments, which were then run through a tightly

woven screen made ofmetal wire; those bonefragments which did notpass

through the screen were then returned for further smashing. Unburned

bones which proved too difficult to fragment were returned to the roaster

and re-ignited with a newpile ofbodies. " (p. 448)

This incessant referring to Arad's speculations, as if they were a sa-

cred truth, shows all of Muehlenkamp's childish gullibility. His total

lack of critical sense together with his hypocrisy allows him to ignore

even the most self-evident contradictions. A fundamental one refers to

"the result of the cremation process" (see point 73).

Between the two passages quoted above, Muehlenkamp presents a

quotation from the testimony by Leleko:

"After the bodies had been burned, the prisoners belonging to the

'working crews ' passed the ashes and remains of the bodies through a

sieve. The parts ofthe body that had burned but hadpreserved their natural

shape were put into a special mortar andpounded intoflour. This was done

in order to hide the traces ofthe crimes committed. Later on the ashes were

buried in deep pits. "
(p. 448)

Shortly before that Leleko declared:^^°^

"The bodies were laid on the rails of the incinerator where the fire

burned already. Some 800-1000 bodies were laid on the incinerator at one

^'"^ Treblinka-Prozess - Urteil LG Diisseldorfvom 3.9.1965, 8 1 Ks 2/64, in:

www.holocaust-history.org/german-trials/treblinka-urteil.shtml
^'"^ The Interrogation ofPavel Vladimirovich Leleko, in: http://nizkor.org/hweb/people/l/leleko-

pavel-v/leleko-00 1 .html.
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time. They continued to bum for some five hours. This incinerator func-

tioned ceaselessly day and night

"

Besides the fact - as already noted - that the witness speaks of only

one cremation installation, it must be further noted that according to

him the corpses were put on it when the fire was already burning. This

procedure is in contrast with the one described by Arad, according to

which - as appears more logical and feasible - first the corpses were ar-

ranged and then the pyre was lit:^'""'

"The body-burning went on day and night. The corpses were trans-

ferred and arranged on the roasters during the day: at nightfall they were

lit, and they burned throughout the night.
"

If one then considers Reichman's statement, which Muehlenkamp

quotes shortly before, the procedure described by Leleko proves with-

out sense:

"Within afew minutes thefire would take so it was difficult to approach

the crematoriumfrom asfar as 50 meters away. " (p. 448)

How would it then have been possible to put the corpses on the al-

ready burning pyre?

In addition to this, Arad mentions further six cremation installations,

which allowed for the cremation of 12,000 corpses simultaneously, that

is 2,000 on each installation, while Leleko speaks about 800-1000

corpses for his single installation.

Finally, and strangely enough, the cremation installations at Chelm-

no are said to have been shielded even during the day for fear of obser-

vation by enemy airplanes,^'^^ while at Treblinka the cremations pro-

ceeded safely even at night.

[17] "What Arad calls 'round wooden sticks ' are likely to have been not

sticks but wooden logs similar to those portrayed in this drawing from

Auschwitz-Birkenau by David Olere: ...In another article by Arad, these

objects are more correctly referred to as Holzpflocke, i.e. wooden logs.

"

(pp. 448-449)

Another childish reference to Arad: "ipse dixif'l Muehlenkamp's

procedure of demonstration is inconsistent. Arad never quotes his

source. In the mentioned article he wrote:^^"''

"Mittels runder Holzpflocke wurden die Knochen kleingestampfl und

danach durch ein engmaschiges Metallsieb geschuttelt; was darin

Y. Mad,Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 176.

W. Bednarz, Obdz stracen w Chetmn nad Nerem. Panstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, Warsaw,

1946, pp. 22f. Cf: // campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., pp. 109f.

Y. Arad, "Die 'Aktion Reinhard': Gaskammem in Ostpolen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.),

NationalsozialistischeMassentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit., pp. 189f.
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hangenblieb, wurde noch einmal zerkleinert. Unverbrannte Knochen, die

schwer zu zersplittern waren, wurden ein zweites Mai ins Feuer geworfen.

"

"The bones were ground with rounded wooden stakes and afterwards

they were shaken through afine-meshed metal sieve; what got stuck therein

was ground one more time. Unburned bones which were difficult to crush

were thrown into thefire a second time.
"

Illustration 12.2: "Image 8.1" of Muehlenkamp, p. 443

Here the Israeli historian merely took the Diisseldorf Court verdict

and added his personal speculations i^^"^

"Die bei der Verbrennung anfallende Asche, die zuvor nach Knochen-

resten durchsucht werden musste, wurde mit Erde vermischt und vergraben

bzw. zur Auffullung der ausgerdumten Gruben verwandt Fanden sich in

der Asche noch grossere Knochenreste, so wurden sie kleingestampft oder

erneut ins Feuer geworfen.
"

"The ash accumulated during the burning, which had to be sifted

through for bone remnants, was mixed with soil and buried or used to refill

the emptied pits. If bigger bone remnants were stillfound in the ash, they

werefinely crushed or thrown again into thefire.

"

Muehlenkamp 's statement that the "round wooden sticks" were

"more correctly referred to as Holzpfldcke" by Arad is unfounded, be-

cause on the one hand Arad's German article was pubhshed before

(1983) his English-language book on the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps

Treblinka-Prozess - Urteil LG Diisseldorf vom 3.9.1965, 8 I Ks 2/64, in:

www.holocaust-histoi-y.org/german-trials/treblinka-urteil.shtml
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(1987) - and therefore he would have used the more correct descriptive

term in the article and subsequently an incorrect one in the book. The

German article is evidently a translation, while no translation is indicat-

ed for the 1987 book.

Muehlenkamp completely lacks any critical sense, since he does not

even notice the fierce contrast between his descriptions of the treatment

of the cremation remains at Belzec and Treblinka respectively. Even

though the SS were able to arrange machines such as that shown in Il-

lustration 12.2, they are said to have preferred to execute this task man-

ually at Treblinka, using makeshift tools to crush the bones from

789,000 corpses!

For what concerns

Olere's drawing, Mueh-

lenkamp takes it from

Pressac (footnote 44 on

p. 449), apparently ig-

norant of the respective

photo album. The

caption says: "Crushing

of bones (crematorium

V)." In fact Olere de-

picts an absurd scenario

with bones being

ground inside the crem-

atorium. According to

Hoss, this was done "with wooden hammers," even before the construc-

tion of the Birkenau crematoria.^'"^ Filip Miiller on the other hand men-

tions a concrete platform of 60 m x 15m built in the courtyard of crem-

atorium V (of which there is no material trace neither in loco nor in the

aerial photographs of 1944) upon which the cremation remains were

crushed "with massive tampers [mit massiven Stampfern]."^^^°

Such a procedure stands in stark contrast to the 1945 "findings" by

Judge Lukaszkiewicz mentioned by Muehlenkamp on p. 414, according

to which the camp area was strewn over "with cremation remains as

well as skulls, bones and other parts of human bodies covering an area

S. Klarsfeld (ed.), David Olere. The eyes ofa witness. A painter in the Sonderkommando at

Auschwitz. The Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, New York, 1989. The picture is shown on p. 77.

Statement by R. Hoss of 14 March 1946. NO-1210.

F. Miiller, Sonderbehandlung. Drei Jahre in den Krematorien und Gaskammem von

Auschwitz. Verlag Steinhausen, Munchen, 1979, p. 212.

Illustration 12.3: "Image 8.2" of Muehlenkamp.

p. 449
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of at least 1.8 hectares": how can one reconcile this alleged massive

finding of human remains with the crushing/grinding procedure of such

remains described above? Here is Muehlenkamp's naive response:

"This shows that the results of the exhumation, burning and crushing

procedure were not nearly as complete as certain descriptions suggest " (p.

449)

For him no contradiction is contradictory: for everything there is a

suitable "explanation."

[18] "The ash and hits of hone left after cremation and crushing were

returned to the mass graves that had previously held the hodies, where they

were scattered in several layers, interspersed with layers ofsand, and cov-

ered by a top layer ofearth 2 meters thick. Some of the cremation remains

were taken awayfrom the camp area, as is mentioned in the Soviet investi-

gation report about Treblinka I and Treblinka II dated August 24, 1944.

"

(p. 449)

This is another reference to Arad, Muehlenkamp's personal oracle of

truth. The reference to "cremation remains" is distinctly comical. He re-

fers to the same sentence quoted in our study on Treblinka: "Dozens of

witnesses attest to have seen how up to three transports of Jews, with 60

cars each, arrived in the camp on a daily basis. The trains left the camp

either loaded with sand or empty." This is quoted by Muehlenkamp on

pp. 428f., where he espouses his deceptive argument concerning the

"sand removed from the mass graves" during their excavation. In point

43 of chapter 1 1 1 explained that this sand in reality came from the sand

quarry at theTreblinka I labor camp. Muehlenkamp now hypocritically

wants us to believe that the sand allegedly removed during the excava-

tion of the fiiture mass graves contained "cremation remains" even be-

fore the cremations had begun!

[19] Muehlenkamp then proceeds to Chelmno:

"Chelmno extermination camp operated in two phases. During thefirst

phase, between December 1941 and March 1943, at least 150,000 people

were killed. In the second phase, which lastedfrom June 1944 to January

1945, a total of 7,176 Jews were deportedfrom Lodz to Chelmno and killed

there between June 23 and July 14, 1944. "
(p. 450)

He refers to chapters 3 and 7 of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto"

(footnote 51 on p. 450), but the number of 7,176 is mentioned only here

and on p. 504. Nobody of the "plagiarist bloggers" has therefore disput-

ed my demonstration that these Jews in reality never arrived at Chehn-

no.^'"

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit, chapter 13, pp. 155-163.
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[20] "In the summer of1942, decomposition gasses emanatingfrom the

graves polluted the whole surrounding area, whereupon burning instead of

burial became the camp 's body disposal method, which starting in the au-

tumn of 1942 was also applied to the corpses previously buried in mass

graves. The change ofthis camp 's body disposal method coincided with the

start of the operation known as Aktion 1005, an attempt to eliminate the

traces ofthe Nazis ' massacres in Eastern Europe by exhuming and burning

the corpses, which was entrusted to SS-StandartenJiihrer Paul Blobel.

Blobel experimented with various types ofcremation devices, one ofwhich

was described by SS-Untersturmfuhrer Dejaco as having the aspect of a

round coalfurnace fKohlenmeilerj, while another was mentioned by Fritz

Ismer, a member of the Chelmno staff, who had witnessed a failed experi-

ment ofBlobel 's with a flamethrower-like apparatus. "
(p. 450)

The first sentence here is derived fi^om the verdict of the Schwurger-

icht (Jury Court) of Bonn of 30 March 1963 quoted by Riickerl (foot-

note 53 on p. 450). I will return later to the question of the beginning of

the cremations as well as the aUeged "Aktion 1005."

For what concerns Blobel's alleged tests in Chelmno, Muehlenkamp

takes the first part of his information from Pressac, who writes:^^'^

"Selon Dejaco, I 'installation ressemblait a une grande meule

charbonniere (Kohlenmeiler), circulaire, d'un diametre de 4 a 6 metres, et

remblayee de terre sur son pourtour.

"

"According to Dejaco, the installation looked like a big round charcoal

kiln (Kohlenmeiler), with a diameterfrom 4 to 6 meters, andfilled up with

earth around its circumference.

"

The French researcher adds:^''^

"Blobelfut d'avis que son installation ne convenait pas pour incinerer

rapidement, parce que la combustion y etait lente.

"

"Blobel was of the opinion that his installation was not adequate for a

quick incineration, since combustion on it was slow.
"

The "charcoal kiln" method was tested to destroy infected animal

carcasses between the end of the 1 9* and the beginning of the 20"* cen-

tury. Its inventor was the Finnish veterinary Fabritius. The procedure

used a pit filled with a stack of wood, above which the animal carcass

was placed; above it a cover of soil and peat sods was created, in which

holes were left to permit the immission of combustion air and the emis-

sion of fumes (see Illustration 12.4).

J.-C. Pressac, Les crematoires d'Auschwitz, op. cit., p. 57.

Ibid., p. 58.
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Abb. 1.

Illustration 12.4: "Charcoal kiln" system Fabritius. From: W. Heepke, Die

Kadaver-Vernichtungsanlagen, op. cit., p. 30.

All that's known about the operating results of this system is that af-

ter a few hours the cover collapsed into the base of the pit, where "com-

pletely burned bone remains" were found, and then the pit was filled

with soil.^^''*

Because of its structure, which prohibited continuous operation, it is

extremely unlikely that such a system would have been tested by the SS

for the purpose of mass cremation. Dejaco's respective testimony was

made very late (20 January 1972) and stands in contrast to his "travel

report [Reisebericht]" of 17 September 1942, according to which the

"special facility [Sonderanlage]" seen by him was evidently of masonry

brickwork, since "construction materials [Baumaterialen]" had been

needed for it (see point 27).

^ W. Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vernichtungsanlagen, op. c
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For what concerns Fritz Ismer, the source adduced by Muehlenkamp

presents a lengthy statement by this witness, of which I quote the most

important passages:^''^

"Der Name BJohel ist luir erstiualig hekannt geworden, als Blobel das

Lager Kulmhof aiifsuchte. es war im Spdtsommer 1942. In dieser Zeit

gingen wir gerade daran heran, die Massengrdber zu beseitigen. [...] Blo-

bel brachte ein Brenngerdt mit, das aus einem Topf mil einem Idngeren

Rohr bestand. Man kann dieses Gerdt mit einer vergrofierten Ldtlampe

vergleichen. [. . .] Ich habe beobachten konnen, dafi die entwickelte Flamme

nicht sehr stark war. Beim ndheren Ansehen der Erprobungsstelle kam ich

zu dem Schlufi, dafi der Versuch gescheitert sein miisse. [...] Von weiteren

Versuchen Blobels habe ich nichts gehdrt. Wir entwickelten aber im Laufe

der Zeit eine gewisse Technik bei der Leichenverbrennung aufden Rosten.
"

"I got to know the name Blobelfor thefirst time when Blobel visited the

Kulmhofcamp, it was in late summer 1942. At this time we were set to work

to eliminate the mass graves. [...] Blobel brought a burning device which

consisted of a pot with a longer tube. One can compare this device to an

enlarged soldering lamp. [...] / was able to observe that the emanating

flame was not very strong. From a closer look at the trial site I came to the

conclusion that the experiment had to be a failure. [...] / did not hear of

further experiments by Blobel. As time passed by, however, we developed a

certain techniquefor the corpse cremation on the grates.
"

The device described is simply put ridiculous: a kind of a huge ''Ldt-

lampe" that is, a makeshift blowtorch: apparently Blobel, himself a

World War One front veteran, did not know that there existed military

flamethrowers (despite this device in its modem form being a German

invention from 1901).

For Ismer this was the only device ever tested by Blobel in Chelmno,

and therefore his and Dejaco's respective descriptions are contradictory.

In order to eliminate this contradiction, Muehlenkamp opts to omit Is-

mer' s statement on this issue and to hypocritically declare that Blobel

tested "various types of cremation devices." The fact that both systems

proved inefficient is no less incredible: Blobel, we are implicitly led to

believe, did not even know that at that time Germany was home of the

most acclaimed world specialists of cremation; that one of the most re-

knowned companies in this field, J.A. Topf & Sohne, had already

equipped the crematorium of the Auschwitz main camp; that since early

November 1941 Topf & Sohne had received from the Auschwitz Cen-

tral Construction Office the order for five ovens with three muffles each

J. Hoffmann, "Das kann man nicht erzdhlen. op. cit., p. 81
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for the future crematorium II; and that at the beginning of December

1941 Topf & Sohne had signed an agreement for the delivery of four

ovens of a simplified design with eight muffles each destined for Mogi-

lev.^'"'

[21] "Ismer also mentioned the more effective cremation method that

was eventually adopted; pointing out that 'a certain technique in burning

corpses on the grids ' had been developed after some time. Former police

officer Frank Sch., who for a time had been part ofthe guard detachment in

the Rzuchow forest section of Cheimno (known as the Waldlager, or forest

camp) testified that the bodies extracted from the mass graves had been

burned in three or four pits about 5 meters long, 4 meters wide and three

meters deep. The descriptions ofIsmer and Frank Sch. suggest a method of

burning corpses on grates inside ofpits, akin to the one applied at Sobibor

extermination camp. "
(p. 450)

As quoted above, the SS at Cheimno is said to eventually have de-

veloped on their ovm "a certain technique for the corpse cremation on

the grids \eine gewisse Technik bet der Leichenverbrennung auf den

Rosten]": but then vv^hat was the point of Blobel's alleged experiments?

Muehlenkamp's account exudes the usual ignorance, bad faith and

hypocrisy. "Frank Sch." is in fact Franz Schalling. Instead of quoting

Dejaco's "Reisebericht iiber Dienstfahrt nach Litzmannstadt" of 17

September 1942 (see point 27), which is a well-known document, he re-

fers to a statement ascribed to H6B (footnote 54 on p. 450).

That Ismer' s statements refer to the cremation "on grates inside of

pits,'' is simply speculation on Muehlenkamp's part. Jens Hoffinann,

who read the testimony in full, dismisses the notion:^^'^

"Zur 'gewissen Technik, ' die Blobels Gruppe und das Kommando Both-

mann entwickelten, gehdrte nicht nur die Verbrennung der Leichen auf

'Rosten ' aus Eisenbahnschienen, sondern auch die Erschiefiung der jiidi-

schen Arbeitshdftlinge, nachdem sie die Leichen aus den Gruben zu den

Verbrennungspldtzen geschleppt hatten.

"

"Not only the burning ofthe corpses over 'grates ' made ofrailway rails

belonged to the 'certain technique ' developed by Blobel's group and Both-

mann 's commando, but also the shooting ofthe Jewish working inmates af-

ter they had carried the corpsesfrom the pits to the buring sites.

"

Muehlenkamp then distorts Schalling 's statement, which in fact

reads as foUows:^''^

"Bald danach mufiten die Grdber durch das jiidische Kommando geqff-

Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit, vol. I, pp. 255-272, 274-275, 293-294.

J. Hoffmann, "Das kann man nicht erzdhlen. op. cit., p. 82.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., pp. 273f.
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net werden. Zwischenzeitlich waren bereits drei oder vier Gruben in der

Abmessung von 5 m Ldnge, 4 m Breite und 3 m Tiefe ausgegraben worden.

In diese Gruben schichtete man die aus den Massengrdbern hervorgeholten

Leichen, bestreute sie mit einem Pulver und setzte sie in Brand. Spdter

wurde auSerdem von irgendwelchen Handwerkern ein grofier Ofen mit

einem 4 bis 5 m hohen Schornstein gemauert und weitere Leichen zusdtz-

lich darin verbrannt Die Gruben und der Ofen brannten Tag und Nacht.

"

"Shortly afterwards the graves had to be opened by the Jewish com-

mando. In the meantime three or four pits with the dimensions of 5 m in

length, 4 m in width and 3 m in depth had already been dug. In these pits

the corpses extractedfrom the mass graves were placed in layers, sprinkled

over with a powder and set on fire. Later some craftsmen additionally con-

structed a big furnace with a 4 to 5 m high chimney, andfurther corpses

were burned therein. The pits and thefurnace burned day and night.
"

Hence according to this witness the cremation pits had no grids,

while there also existed a masonry-built cremation oven with no pit

mentioned in connection to it. Muehlenkamp thus lies again. I will re-

turn to this matter in point 85.

[22] "Archaeologist Lucja Pawlicka-Nowak mentions 'repetitive ac-

counts about burning corpses in bonfires, which took place in the initial

phase ofopening the mass graves and was aimed at quick liquidation ofthe

decomposing bodies. ' Whether or not it was Blobel who developed or at

least contributed to the development of this method - Ismer's testimony

suggests otherwise - Blobel seems to have claimed the creditfor it, judging

by the above-quoted deposition of Treblinka commandant Stangl, who men-

tioned having been told by Wirth about the experience of a StandartenfUh-

rer whereby 'corpses could be burned on a roaster, and it would work mar-

velously. ' The StandartenfUhrer in question must have been Blobel as is

further corroborated by thefact that the method ofburning on roasters was

adopted not only at the Aktion Reinhard camps but also by Blobel himself

at places like Babi Yar, where the corpses were cremated on funeral pyres

built on iron rails. " (pp. 450-451)

Here Muehlenkamp once again alters the contents of his quoted

sources. His goal is evidently to attribute the cremation system based

"on a roaster" also to Chelmno, even though he forgets about the imagi-

nary pit underneath. This is in fact what Lucja Pawlicka-Nowak

wrote

"The crematoria dating back to the first phase of the camp operations

were blown up; those ofthe secondphase, on the other hand, were disman-

Muzeum bylego Obozu Zaglady w Chelmnie nad Nerem (Museum of the Former Extermina-

tion Camp in Chelmno over the River Ner). Historia obozu (History of the Camp), in:

www.muzeum.com.pl/content/view/28/81/.
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tied. According to the account ofthe prisoners, witnesses, and observers, in

the first phase of the camp operation there were two furnaces with chim-

neys. There are repetitive accounts about burning corpses in bonfires,

which took place in the initial phase of opening the mass graves and was

aimed at quick liquidation ofthe decomposing bodies.

"

From what can we deduce that these "bonfires" were equipped with

"roasters"?

The mention in this context of Stangl's statement, which Muehlen-

kamp takes from Arad, makes no sense. Muehlenkamp seeks to demon-

strate that Blobel introduced the "roaster" cremation method at Treblin-

ka, in the other "Aktion Reinhard" camps and at Babi Yar. In reality

Stangl states that the system was already in use in Treblinka even be-

fore he first heard of this remarkable ^'Standartenfiihrer''' (who, if it was

indeed Blobel, had already on his track record two dysfunctional crema-

tion systems). The only difference - as stated above - was that initially

the grids were made from "rails from the trolley," and then from "rail-

road rails,"^'^" so that Blobel would have only introduced the use of

railroad rails.

In his desperation, Muehlenkamp is even forced to refer to Reitlin-

ger:

"Reitlinger, Final Solution, p. 146, wrote that, after the visit ofHoss et

al, 'Blobel adopted the method which he was to introduce at Treblinka

death camp and at the immense mass graves outside the larger towns of the

Baltic States, White Russia and the Ukraine, a vast pyre constructed ofiron

rails and wooden sleepers
'

" (footnote 60 on p 45 1)

Needless to say that this is simple speculation without any source. At

the Einsatzgruppen killing site in Paneriai (Ponar) near Vilnius, accord-

ing to the witnesses Motke Zaidl and Itzhak Dugin, the cremation on

pyres - according to Muehlenkamp structured like the ones of "Aktion

Reinhardt" - lasted for seven to eight days,^'^' but in Belzec the dura-

tion was supposedly 10 or 14 hours! (p. 499)

For Babi Yar Muehlenkamp must instead rely on two witness re-

ports, namely those by David Budnik and Yakov Kaper (footnote 60 on

p. 451).

[23] "The witness Frank Sch. also mentioned a large oven with a chim-

ney 4 to 5 meters high, built by craftsmen. Two such ovens with chimneys

were mentioned by the Central Commission for Investigation of German

Crimes in Poland, which however couldn 't establish any details about these

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 174.

™ C. Lanzmann, Shoah, op. cit., p. 26.
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ovens. These furnaces were blown up by the camp authorities on April 7,

1943. Two new ones were, however, constructed in 1944, when the camp

activities were resumed. The witnesses Zurawski and Srebrnik, and the cap-

tured gendarme Bruno Israel, who saw them in 1944, described them as be-

ing shaped like inverted cones with rectangular bases, measuring 6 x 10

meters at the top on ground level and 1.5 x 2 meters at the bottom by the

ash pit and having a depth of 4 meters, with grates made of rails and a

channel to the ash-pit that ensured the admittance of air and permitted the

removal of ashes and bones. The furnaces burned alternate layers of

chopped wood and corpses, space being left between the corpses to facili-

tate combustion. They could hold 100 corpses at a time, new corpses being

added as the previous ones burned down. Larger bones remaining after

cremation were crushed in a ball mill before being buried, scattered or

thrown into the Ner River. "
(p. 451)

Muehlenkamp shows again his amateurish approach. Here is in fact

what he writes in the two corresponding footnotes:

"Central Commission, Chelmno: 'Those who lived near had only no-

ticed two constantly smoking chimneys within the enclosure.
'

" (footnote

61)

"Hoffmann, Aktion 1005, p. 223; Central Commission, Chelmno."

(footnote 62)

It is clear that he has no idea about the original source, which is

quoted via a website. The article in question was written by Judge

Wladyslaw Bednarz and bears the title "The extermination camp at

Chelmno [Kulmhof]."^'^^ The passage quoted by Muehlenkamp

reads:^'^'

"In spring of 1942 two crematoria were built, and after that, all the

dead were burnt in them (and the bodies previously buried as well). Details

about the furnaces are lacking, for the investigator couldfind no witnesses

who had been in the wood in 1942 or 1943. Those who lived near had only

noticed two constantly smoking chimneys within the enclosure.

"

The word "spring" appears also in the Polish text: "«a wiosn§ 1942

roku" (in the spring of 1942),^'^'' and therefore it is not a translation er-

ror. This refutes Muehlenkamp 's imaginative speculations about Blobel

and "Aktion 1005," because at Chelmno the exhumation of the corpses

would thus have commenced even before Blobel went to the camp in

order to perform his alleged cremation tests. Another blow to Muehlen-

^'^^
In: Central Commission for Investigation ofGerman Crimes in Poland. German Crimes in Po-

land. Warsaw, 1946. vol. I, pp. 107-120.

Ibid.,p. 115.
^'^ W. Bednarz, "Oboz zaglady Chelmno" (The Extermination Camp of Chelmno), in: Biuletyn

Glownej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskichw Polsce, I, 1946, p. 154.
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kamp's speculations is dealt by Hoffmann himself and exactly on the

page which our plagiarist quotes. After discussing the description of the

cremation pits made by "Franz Sch.", Hoffinann continues his discus-

sion as follows:^^^^

"Um wdhrend des laufenden Mordbetriebs keine weiteren Massengrd-

ber mehr anlegen zu miissen, befahl Bothmann, unterstiitzt von dem mit

Verbrennungsexperimenten beschdftigten Paul Blobel, den Ban eines Feld-

ofens, in dem die Leichen der Erstickten gleich nach Ankunft der Gaswagen

im Waldlager verbrannt werden sollten. Eine Grube von etwa 4 in Ldnge

und Breite sowie 2 m Tiefe wurde mit Eisenschienen belegt, aufdie die Ar-

beitshdftlinge die Leichen zu stapeln hatten. Zur Beschleunigung der Ver-

brennung wurde ein unter die Roste der Feuerstelle fiihrender Luftschacht

gegraben.

"

"In order that no additional mass graves would have to be excavated

during the ongoing killing operations, Bothmann, supported by Paul

Blobel, who was engaged with cremation experiments, ordered the con-

struction of a field furnace, in which the corpses of the suffocated were to

be burned immediately after the arrival of the gas vans in the forest camp.

A pit ofsome 4 m length and width as well as 2 m depth was covered with

iron rails, upon which the working inmates had to stack the corpses. To ac-

celerate the cremation, an air duct was dug which led beneath the grids of

thefire place.

"

This is said to have happened "during summer 1 942 \im Verlauf des

Sommers 1942],"^^^^ which is in contradiction to Bednarz' "spring".

Hoffmann limits himself to reporting the corresponding passage of the

20 March 1963 verdict by the Bonn Court, adding on his own that the

rail tracks covered the pit, and therefore were positioned above it, while

the verdict says only that the apparatus was constructed from "some

iron rail as grid [einigen Eisenschienen als Rost]," without specifying

their placement.^^^'' Judge Bednarz provides a rather different descrip-

tion of the fumaces:^^^^

"Thefurnaces were blown up by the camp authorities on April 7, 1943.

Two new ones were, however, constructed in 1944, when the camp activi-

ties were resumed. The witnesses Zurawski and Srebrnik, and the captured

gendarme Bruno Israel, who saw them in 1944, describe them asfollows:

They were built deep in the ground and did not project above its surface

and were shaped like inverted cones with rectangular bases. At the top on

the ground level the furnaces measured 6 x 10 m [20 x 33 ft.] and they

^'^^
J. Hoffinann, "Das kann man nicht erzdhlen. op. cit., p. 223.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 273.
^™ W. Bednarz, "Oboz zaglady Chelnmo," op. cit., p. 115. 1 remind the reader ofMuehlenkamp's

laughable reference to this article: "Central Commission, Chelmno"]
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were 4 m [13 ft.] deep. At the bottom by the ash-pit they measured 1.5 x 2

/« [5 X 6.5 ft.]. The grates were made of rails. A channel to the ash-pit en-

sured the admittance of air andpermitted the removal ofashes and bones.

The sides offurnace were made offirebrick andfaced with cement.

"

If fliis crematory oven was invented as a consequence of Blobel's

"cremation tests," why then, in contrast to "the method of burning on

roasters," was it not adopted at the Aktion Reinhard camps or at places

like Babi Yar? In reality, of course, this construction was actually based

on the principle of the Feist oven, as we shall see below in point 30.

[24] After recapitulating the archeological findings regarding the

cremation ovens at Chehnno, which I will discuss in point 31, Mueh-

lenkamp eventually lays out his "critique":

"Mattogno 's attempt to tackle this inconvenient evidence (insofar as he

addresses it at all) starts with a feeble argument that two incriminating

documents were not related to Chelmno. The documents are Dejaco 's re-

port ofSeptember 17, 1942 about his trip the previous day as member ofa

delegation from Auschwitz-Birkenau including camp commandant Rudolf

Hoss for the purpose ofinspecting a Sonderanlage, a 'special installation,

'

and the corresponding travel authorization ofSepember 15, 1942, whereby

the 'special installation ' to be inspected was a Versuchstation fiir Feldofen

Aktion Reinhard, an experimental station for Aktion Reinhardfield ovens.

As the Auschwitz delegation's trip to Chelmno (a.ka. Kulmhof) is men-

tioned in the notes later written by RudolfHoss in Polish captivity, Mat-

togno further claims that Hoss 's account - which he maintains is the only

evidence about Blobel's activities at Chelmno, ignoring the testimonies of

Frist Ismer and others - is false because in another part of his notes Hoss

stated that Kulmhof was no longer in operation when he visited it, while

according to the established historical record the camp functioned until

April 1943 in its 1st phase. Unfortunately for Mattogno, Hoss was actually

correct in his statement, insofar as the flow of transports to Chelmno

stoppedfollowing the deportation of 15, 700 Jews from the Lodz ghetto be-

tween September 1-2 and September 7-12, 1942, and a final deportation

from the Zelow ghetto on 14 September 1942, after which the camp was

dedicated to removing the bodies. As concerns killing operations the camp

had indeed stopped operating by the time ofRoss's visit on September 16,

1942. "(pp. 45 If.)

To begin with, Muehlenkamp criticizes something without even

mentioning the object "criticized": what is he referring to? The whole

quoted passage does not refer to any of my texts. Evidently he feared

that the reader would partake ofmy arguments directly instead of taking

his deformed version of it at face value. As we shall see, this fear is

more than well-founded.
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In my study on Chehnno I dedicated chapter 8 to the problem of the

cremation of the alleged victims.^'^^ First of all I pointed out an insur-

mountable contradiction within the exterminationist sources regarding

the starting date and the scope of the cremations.

As seen above, the verdict of the Bonn Jury Court (Schwurgericht)

of 30 March 1963 mentions the summer of 1942 as the start of crema-

tions. When wrapping up his investigation, Judge Wladyslaw Bednarz

stated on 7 January 1946:^'^^°

"Im Friihling 1942 wurden 2 Krematoriumsofen erbaut. Seit dieser Zeit

wurden alle Leichen verbrannt.

"

"In spring 1942 two crematorium furnaces were built From this time

on all corpses were burned.

"

In a subsequent report he changed the point in time when the crema-

tions are said to have commenced without giving any explanation for

this revision:^'^'

"In summer 1942 the large amount ofrotting corpses that had accumu-

lated led to a typhus epidemic. In addition, the odor was so intense as to

render the admission ofnew transports impossible. It was therefore neces-

sary to find means of mitigation. They then began to cremate the bodies.

Subsequently the numerical strength of the Waldkommando was increased

(testimony ofwitness Kozanecki, page 82) and new transports ceased to be

admitted [in a note: probably in June and July 1942]. Two crematoria were

built, whose chimneys towered above the forest (deposition ofwitnesses on

pages 13, 57, 61, 67 and others).
"

And finally, in the report quoted by Muehlenkamp, the Pohsh judge

again with certainty placed the commencement of cremations in the

spring of 1942.

So when did the cremations start? In spring or in summer of 1942?

And on what basis can one make the choice between these two contra-

dicting dates?

[25] Furthermore - and this is a far more serious issue - it is clear

that Bednarz did not know anything about the alleged "Aktion 1005,"

nor about Blobel, and thus we are presented with an insurmountable

contradiction: for the Polish judge the commencement of cremations

was caused exclusively by hygienic-sanitary reasons, while for today's

orthodox historians the cremation was part of an alleged project aiming

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit, pp. 94-106.

Ibid., chapter 8.1, "Lo scopo della cremazione," pp. 94f.

"Vemichtungslager Chelnmo in Polen," USSR-340.

W. Bednarz, Oboz stracen w Chetmnie nad Nerem, op. cit., p. 20. Cf. Chelmno: A German

Camp in History & Propaganda, op. cit., p. 83.
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at the erasure of criminal traces. Shmuel Krakowski writes in this re-

gard, for instance:^'^^

"Inzwischen konzentrierten sich die Deutschen im Lager vor allem

darauf, die Spuren ihrer Morde zu verwischen, indem sie die Leichen ver-

brannten und die Asche der Ermordeten verstreuten. Diese Aktivitdten wur-

den von Paul Blobel geleitet-dem Kommandanten der 'Aktion 1005' -, die

sich auf die Spurenverwischung an Massenmordstdtten spezialisiert hatte.

Blobel wdhlte Lodz zum Amtssitz seines Stabes, urn mdglichst nahe am
Einsatzort zu sein - dem Lager Chelmno.

"

"Meanwhile the Germans in the camp focused mostly on erasing the

traces of their murders by burning the corpses and dispersing the ashes of

those murdered. These activities were headed by Paul Blobel - the com-

mander of 'Aktion 1005' - who had specialized on the obliteration of the

traces at mass murder sites. Blobel chose Lodz as the office of his staff in

order to he as close as possible to the operation site - the Chelmno camp.
"

Muehlenkamp tries to solve this contradiction in his usual childish

way: the cremation for hygienic-sanitary reasons, he claims, "coincided

with the start of the operation known as Aktion 1005" (see point 20). It

was thus a simple coincidencel

[26] In chapter 8.2 of my Chelmno book I discussed "The Alleged

Mission of Blobel at Chelmno."^^" In it I drew attention to the fact that

- according to Judge Bednarz - two cremation ovens had aheady been

built in Chelmno in the spring of 1942. But if two flawlessly operating

cremation facilities had already been built at Chelmno for hygienic-

sanitary reasons, what purpose served Blobel's cremation experiments?

And why exactly were they entrusted to him?

The problem of mass cremations for hygienic-sanitary reasons (due

to epidemics or battles of war) had been discussed by German special-

ists as early as 1875, when Friedrich Kiichenmeister pubhshed a project

by Friedrich Siemens (the inventor of the first hot air crematorium ov-

en), which had been formulated by the latter after a specific request for

an installation for mass cremation of corpses of soldiers killed on the

battlefield. The project was called "Field oven for the cremation of

corpses System Friedrich Siemens [Feldofen fur Leichenverbrennung

System Friedrich Siemens].
"^''^'^

Already at the end of the 19* century the scientific works on the

cremation contained essays about collective cremation ovens to be used

S. Krakowski, Das Todeslager Chelmno/Kulmhof. Der Beginn der "Endldsung. " Yad
VashemAVallstein, Gottingen, 2007, p. 119.

/; campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit, pp. 95-98; Engl, edition: pp. 74fr.

2934 p Kiichenmeister, Die Feuerbestattung. Stuttgart, 1875, pp. 82f.
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in the case of outbreaks of contagious diseases or war.^'^^ In November

1901, during a session of the Medical Chamber of the province of

Brandenburg, Doctor Weyl proposed to cremate the victims of a typhus

epidemic raging in that region. He then sent a request to engineer Hans

Kori (the future competitor of the Topf company for the delivery of

cremation facilities for the concentration camps), who on 10 February

1902 proposed the "construction of makeshift or transportable ovens

which could be built within 36 hours.
"^^^"^

The first World War rekindled the German specialists' interest to

such an extent that an apparatus for collective cremation was even pa-

tented.^'^^ The 1942 patent request for a "Continuously operating corpse

cremation furnace for mass operation [Kontinuierlich arbeitender Lei-

chen-Verbrennungsofen fiir Massenbetrieb]" which the head engineer

of the Topf company Fritz Sander drafted on 26 October 1942 and mod-

ified on 4 November 1 942 was part of this tradition of studies on mass

cremation.^^^^

Engineer Kurt Priifer of the J.A. Topf & Sohne company of Erfurt,

on the other hand, who at that time supervised the construction of the

cremation ovens at Auschwitz-Birkenau, was among the leading Ger-

man specialists with regard to cremations.

But then, why would the head of the Gestapo, Heinrich Miiller, have

entrusted the task ofperforming mass cremation tests to a dilettante like

Blobel, whose only professional experience was that of a mason and ar-

chitect, without even asking a specialist like Priifer or any of his col-

leagues?

The only fact certain is that Blobel' s alleged activity in Chetmno is

not corroborated by any document, but only by mere testimonies, name-

ly those of Rudolf Hoss, the tortured commander of Auschwitz ("con-

firmed," considerably later, by Walter Dejaco), Franz Schalling and

Fritz Ismer.

[27] Did Hoss really visit the Chelmno camp? I addressed this ques-

^""^ One of the first is: G. Pini, La cremation en Italia et a I 'etranger de 1 774jusqu 'd nosjours.

Ulrich Hoepli Editeur Libraire, Milan, 1885, pp. 151-157.
^''^ An den Deutschen Reichstag. Eingabe vom 20. Februar 1902 wegen Verbrennung von Pestlei-

chen, attachment II.

Deutsches Reich. Reichspatentamt. Patentschrift Nr. 331628. Klasse 24d. Ausgegeben am 1 1.

Januar 1921. AdolfMarsch in Gera, Reuss. Schachtofen zur gleichzeitigen Eindscherung einer

grosseren Anzahl von Menschenleichen oder Tierkadavem. Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche

vom 30. September 1915 ab.

On this issue see: Iforni crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 161-175 and 337-343.
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tion in chapter 8.3 of my book on Chelmno.^'^' Two documents exist

concerning this alleged visit. On 17 September 1942 SS-

Untersturmfuhrer Walter Dejaco wrote the following "Report on the

Mission to Lodz [Reisebericht iiber die Dienstfahrt nach

LitzmannstadtY-}''^^^

"Zweck der Fahrt: Besichtigung einer Sonderanlage

Abfahrt von Auschwitz erfolgte am 16.9.1942 5 Uhrfruh mit PKW. von

Kommandantiir des K.L. Auschwitz.

Beteiligte: SS-Ohersturmbannfiihrer Hoss, SS-Untersturmfiihrer Moss-

ier und SS-Untersturmfiilirer Dejaco.

Anlainft in Litzmannstadt um 9 Uhrfriih. Es erfolgte eine Besichtigung

des Gettos, anschliefiend Fahrt zur Sonderanlage. Besichtigung der Son-

deranlage und Besprechung mit SS-Standartenfiihrer Blobel iiber die Aus-

fiihrung einer derartigen Anlage. Die bei der Firma Ostdeutsche Baustoff-

werke, Posen, Wilhelm Gustloffstr. unter Sonderauftrag Staf. Blobel bestell-

ten Baumaterialen sollen sofort fiir KL. Auschwitz geliefert werden. Die

Bestellung geht aus dem beiliegenden Schreiben vom W. V.H. hervor und

soil der Abruf und die Umleitung der bestellten Materialen im Einverneh-

men mit Ostuf. Weber vom Ami C V/3 von der hiesigen Zentral-Bauleitung

sofort erfolgen. Frachtbriefe in der angeforderten Anzahl sind der oben ge-

nannten Firma zu iibersenden.

Unter Bezugnahme auf die Besprechung des SS-Staf. Blobel mit der

Firma Schriever u. Co., Hannover, Biirgermeister Finkstr., soil die dort

reservierte, bereits beiseitegestellte Kugelmiihle fiir Substanzen fiir das KL.

Auschwitz zur Lieferung gelangen.

Ruckfahrt erfolgte am 17.9.42, Ankunft in Auschwitz um 12 Uhr.

Dejaco

SS-Ustuf (F)

Anlagen:

1 Durchschrift

1 Skizze.

"

"Purpose ofJourney: Inspection ofa special installation

Departurefrom Auschwitz was on 16 Sept. 1942 at 5 a.m. by car of the

headquarters ofAuschwitz concentration camp.

Participants: SS-Obersturmbannfuhrer Hoss, SS-Untersturmfuhrer

Hdssler and SS-Untersturmfuhrer Dejaco.

Arrival at Lodz at 9 am. A visit to the ghetto took place, followed by a

trip to the special installation. Inspection of the special installation and

discussion with SS-Standartenfiihrer Blobel about the design ofsuch an in-

stallation. The construction material ordered by special directive Staf.

Ibid., pp. 101-103; Engl, edition: pp. 76-79.

RGVA, 502-1-336, p. 69. Facsimile in: "Azione Reinhard" and "Azione 1005, " p. 84.
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Blobelfrom the company Ostdeutsche Baustoffwerke, Posen [Poznan], Wil-

helm Gustloffstr., are to be delivered immediately to Auschwitz concentra-

tion camp. The order resultsfrom the attached letter ofthe W. V.H., and the

request and allocation ofthe ordered materials is to be effected immediate-

ly by the local Central Construction Office in agreement with Ostuf Weber

of Office C V/3. The required number ofwaybills is to be sent to the above

company.

With reference to the discussion of SS-Staf. Blobel with the company

Schriever & Co., Hannover, Biirgermeister Finkstr., the reserved ball mill

for substances which has already been reserved is to be delivered to the

Auschwitz concentration camp.

Return on 17 Sept. [19]42, arrival at Auschwitz at 12 o'clock.

Dejaco

SS-Ustuf (F)

Attachments:

1 carbon copy

1 sketch.

"

Both attachments were lost and there is no evidence of such a "spe-

cial facility" at Auschwitz.

Here is the text of the relative Fahrgenehmigung (travel permit) for

the car for the trip to Lodz:^'"*'

"Abschrift.

Funk-Spruch Nr. 52

Angekommen: 15.9.42 1744

Absendende Stelle: An

W.V.H.A K.L. Auschwitz

Betr.: Fahrgenehmigung

Bezug: Dort Antrag v. 14.9.42

Fahrgen. fur einen PKW. von Au. nach Litzmannstadt und zuriick

zwecks Besichtigung der Versuchstation fur Felddfen Aktion Reinhard wird

hiermitfur den 16.9.42 erteilt

Die Fahrgen. ist dem Kraftfahrer mitzugeben.

Der Chefder Amtsgr. D
gez. Gliicks SS-Brigadef. u. Generalmajor der Waffen-SS, Letter der

Dienstst. im Range eines Generalleutnants der Waffen-SS.

F.d.R

gez. Selle

Funkstellenleiter

F.d.R.d.A:

Mulka

SS-Hauptsturmfuhrer und Adjutant.

"

*' AGK, NTN, 94, p. 170. Facsimile in: "Azione Reinhard " e "Azione 1005, " op. cit, p. 85.
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"Copy.

Radio message no. 52

Arrived: 15 Sept. [\9]42 1744

Sender: To

W. V.H.A Auschwitz concentration camp

Re.: travelpermit

Reference: Local application of14 Sept. [19]42

Travel permit for passenger car from An. to Litzmannstadt [Lodz] and

backfor inspecting the experimental station forfield ovens Aktion Reinhard

is granted herewith for 16 Sept [19]42.

The travelpermit is to be given to the driver.

The Head ofOffice Group D
sgnd. Glucks SS-Brigadef. & Major General of the Waffen-SS, Head of

the Office in the rank ofa Lieutenant General ofthe Waffen-SS.

Certified correct

sgnd. Selle

Radio station supervisor

Certified true copy

Mulka

SS-Hauptsturmfiihrer and Adjutant
"

Muehlenkamp evidently knows these two documents only second or

third hand, but more severe is the fact that he avoids a pivotal historical

problem of crucial importance especially for the "plagiarist bloggers,"

because it concerns "Aktion Reinhardt." The problem which has devas-

tating consequences for the orthodox exterminationist version of events

is the following: if the "Felddfen Aktion Reinhard" were really built at

Chelmno and if they were cremation facilities built by Blobel:

a) Why were they tested and built in Chehmio instead of Belzec, So-

bibor, Treblinka or Majdanek, that is in the actual camps of "Aktion

Reinhardt"?

b) What relation exists between these facilities and Auschwitz?

Bernard Perz and Thomas Sandkiihler tried to answer the second

question in a 1999 article,^'"*^ whose historical inconsistency 1 demon-

strated elsewhere?'^''"' Starting with the two above-mentioned docu-

ments, the authors claim that at Auschwitz the term "Aktion Reinhardt"

meant not only the expropriation of the deported Jews and the exploita-

tion of their property, but also their extermination. Yet in reality, the on-

ly two documents referring to "Aktion Reinhardt" in connection with

B. Perz, T. Sandkiihler, "Auschwitz und die 'Aktion Reinhard'...," op. cit.

"Azione Reinhard " e "Azione 1005, " I, "L 'Azione Reinhard " ad Auschwitz e a Chelmno, pp.

7-56.
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Auschwitz refer to disinfestation facilities. The report about the visit by

Oswald Pohl to Auschwitz of 23 September 1942 mentions a "disinfes-

tation chamber and repository warehouse/Aktion Reinhard [Entwe-

sungs- und Effektenkammer/Aktion Reinhard]" and a "Stage 2 of the

Aktion Reinhardt [Station 2 der Aktion Reinhardt]"^'^^ As late as 1944

a "Sonderkommando Reinhardt" still existed at Birkenau in which, on

19 June, 2,505 female detainees worked.^'''*^

Perz's and Sandkiihler's perspective - besides being historically un-

foimded - complicates the whole matter further: if in fact the "Aktion

Reinhardt" referred to the alleged extermination of Jews also at Ausch-

witz, why did Blobel not perform his alleged tests in this camp? For the

sake of truth, however, this question does not make any sense at all, be-

cause, as mentioned above, the Topf company was constantly in touch

with the Auschwitz SS since the camp's creation. Starting May 1942

their Oberingenieur (chief engineer) Kurt Priifer functioned - according

to Pressac - as counselor for the Jewish extermination undertaking with

regard to cremation aspects.^^"*^ It is therefore obvious that the Ausch-

witz SS would have contacted the Topf company about any problem

they had with mass cremations, as they indeed did. This is proven by at

least three projects for field ovens elaborated by Topf for Auschwitz:

the "Circular incineration oven [Ring-Eindscherungs-Ofen]" (5 Febru-

ary 1943), "crematorium VI" (12 February 1943), and the already men-

tioned oven referred to in the cost estimate of 1 April 1943.^^"^**

The question thus must be reformulated as follows: why would Hoss

have visited Chelmno in order to inspect Blobel' s cremation facilities,

even though he had at his disposal at Auschwitz the most important

German cremation company (Topf) and an undisputed cremation expert

(Priifer)?

The way this story evolved is even more ludicrous. As Danuta Czech

writes, the goal of the alleged visit was "to find a procedure with which

one can empty the mass graves at Birkenau, bum the corpses, dispose of

the ash, and thus obliterate all traces of the crimes [ein Verfahren zu

finden, mit dem man die Massengrdber in Birkenau leeren, die Leichen

verbrennen und die Asche beseitigen, also alle Spuren der Verbrecher

Besichtigung des SS-Obergruppenfiihrers Pohl am 23.9.1942. RGVA, 502-1-19, p. 86.
^'''^ Ubersicht fiber Anzahl und Einsatz der weiblichen Haftlinge des Kom lager

Auschwitz O/S of 30 June 1944. GARF, 7021-108-33, p. 157.

Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit, vol. I, p. 255. The first letter fi-om Topf to the SS-

Neubauleitung ofAuschwitz known to me is fi-om 25 May 1940.
^'"^

J.-C. Vmssaa, Auschwitz: Technique..., op. cit., p. 98.
^'"^ Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit, vol. I, pp. 339-343.
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verwischen kann]."^^'^^

From the Dejaco report results that the "Felddfen Aktion Reinhard"

were real brick and mortar ovens, because it mentions an order for con-

struction materials (Baumaterialen) needed for their construction and

given to the company Ostdeutsche Baustoffwerke of Posen. At Ausch-

witz, however, Hoss is alleged to have proceeded as follows i^'^"

"Erst gegen Ende des Sommers fingen wir an mit der Verbrennung;

zuerst aufeinem Holzstofi mit ca. 2000 Leiclien, nacJtJter in den Gruben mit

den wiederfreigelegten Leiclien aus derfridneren Zeit
"

"Only at the end ofsummer we began with the burning, first on a pile of

wood with some 2,000 corpses, later in the pits with the again exhumed

corpsesfrom theprevious period.
"

Practically, as Pressac underlines, "Blobel's installation was not re-

produced at Birkenau [I 'installation de Blobel ne fut pas reproduite a

Birkenau],"^^^^ because Hoss initially adopted cremation on pyres and

later in pits - without making mention of any grids made of railway

rails.

The second purpose of Hoss's visit to Chelmno - according to

Czech - was to eliminate the cremation ashes. The Dejaco report men-

tions a "ball mill for substances [Kugelmiihlefur Substanzen]" made by

the Schriever u. Co. company of Hannover, which was supposed to be

delivered to Auschwitz. But in order to crush the cremation remains in

this camp, "wooden stakes [Holzpflocke]" as depicted by Olere in the

drawing reproduced Muehlenkamp are said to have been used instead,

so that machine was apparently never used.

Hence Hoss is said to have visited Chelmno in order to inspect and

introduce at Auschwitz the "field furnaces Aktion Reinhard [Felddfen

Aktion Reinhard]" and the "ball mill for substances [Kugelmiihle fur

Substanzen]," only to implement neither the former nor the latter. So

what was the reason for his visit to Chelmno? A tourist trip?

The first question remains open: why were the "field furnaces Ak-

tion Reinhard [Felddjen Aktion Reinhard]" as a claimed part of "Ak-

tion Reinhardt," tested and built in Chelmno instead of Belzec, Sobibor,

™''
D. Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, p. 301.

^'^^ Martin Broszat (ed.), Kommandant in Auschwitz, op. cit.
, p. 161.

J.-C. Pressac, Les crematoires d Auschwitz, op. cit., p. 58. Pressac pretends, though, that in the

cremation facilities of Birkenau employed Blobel's "principle" of "incineration of layers of

wood and of the corpses alternatively stacked above huge grids, built by railway tracks sup-

ported by short brick pillars Uncineration de couches de bois et de cadavres empilees

altemativement sur de vastes srils, formes de rails de chemin de fer supportes par de courtes

piliers de briques\" These, as results from the statements of Hoss mentioned above, are sim-

ple speculations.
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Treblinka or Majdanek? Perz and Sandkiihler deal with this question in

a footnote(!) where they write:^''^

"Das Verhdltnis zwischen Chelmno und der 'Aktion Reinhard' bedarf

einer genaueren Kldrung. Es istjedoch nicht anzunehmen, dafi die Formu-

lierung 'Versuchstation fur Felddfen Aktion Reinhard' auf Versuche im

Hinblick aufdas GG statt aufAuschwitz hindeutet.

"

"The relationship between Chelmno and 'Aktion Reinhard' needs more

precise clarification. However it is not to be assumed that the expression

'experimental station for field furnaces Aktion Reinhard ' indicates experi-

ments in view ofthe GG [General Government] instead ofAuschwitz.
"

In other words, the two authors are groping in historical darkness.

But the problems do not end there. If Blobel had tested the "field

furnaces Aktion Reinhard" at Chelmno with success, as follows from

that fact that they were, as stated in the Dejaco report, immediately or-

dered also for Auschwitz, then why was this method of cremation not

introduced in the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps? Why did the choice in-

stead fall on "the method of burning on roasters" allegedly adopted "not

only at the Aktion Reinhard camps but also by Blobel himself at places

like Babi Yar"?

Furthermore, since Blobel claims to have obtained his order from

Heinrich MiiUer in June 1942,^^^^ why was the method of cremating the

victims adopted only much later and in addition also at different periods

of time for all the three main camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt"? Mueh-

lenkamp's explanations about the danger of poisoning the groundwater

with leachate, as remarked above, are part of a hygienic-sanitary rea-

soning which has nothing to do with Blobel's "mission."

Partly due to his ineptitude, and partly due to his desperation, poor

Muehlenkamp does not even attempt to raise these pivotal questions. He
merely settles for a superficial and childish discussion.

[28] After these indispensable preliminary remarks I can now re-

spond to Muehlenkamp 's "critique." In chapter 8.4 of my study^^^"* I

have remarked that no document proves that a "special facility

[Sonderanlage]" corresponding to the "field furnaces Aktion Reinhard"

existed at Chelmno. This results already from Hoss's notes:^^^^

"Ich fuhr mit Hofiler nach Culmhofzur Besichtigung. Blobel hatte ver-

schiedene behelfsmassige Ofen aufbauen lassen und verbrannte mit Holz

und BenzinrUckstdnden. Er versuchte auch durch Sprengungen die Leichen

^''^ B. Perz, T. Sandkiihler, "Auschwitz und die 'Aktion Reinhard'...," op. cit., fh 76, p. 312.

Affidavit ofPaul Blobel of 18 June 1947. NO-3947.

II campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., pp. 101-103; Engl, ed.: pp. 78f
^'^^ M. Broszat (ed..), Kommandant in Ausctiwitz, op. cit, pp. 161f.
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zu vernichten, dies gelang aber nur sehr unvollstdndig. Die Aschen wurden

in dem ausgedehnten Waldgeldnde verstreut, zuvor durch eine Knochen-

muhle zu Staub zermahlen
"

"I drove with Hdssler to Culmhoffor an inspection. Blobel had ordered

various makeshift ovens to be built and used wood and petroleum refinery

byproducts for the incineration. He also tried to destroy the corpses with

explosives, but this succeeded only very incompletely. Afier having been

pulverized in a bone mill, the ashes were scattered in the wideforest area.

"

The commander ofAuschwitz adds:^'^*

"Bei dem Besuch von Culmhofsah ich auch die dortigen Vernichtungs-

anlagen mit den Lastwagen, die zur Totung durch die Motorenabgase her-

gerichtet waren
"

"During the visit at KulmhofI also saw the extermination installations

with the trucks, which were adaptedfor killing with engine exhaust gases.
"

He then returns to the visit, writing:^^^^

"Ich selbst habe nur Culmhof und Treblinka gesehen. Culmhof war

nicht mehr in Betrieb
"

"I personally have seen only Culmhof and Treblinka. Culmhofwas no

longer in operation.

"

What does it mean that Chelmno "was no longer in operation \war

nicht mehr in BetriebYl Muehlenkamp, as one can see, pretends that

the transports to the camp
"stoppedfollowing the deportation of 15, 700 Jewsfrom the Lodz ghetto

between September 1-2 and September 7-12, 1942, and a final deportation

from the Zeldw ghetto on 14 September 1942, after which the camp was

dedicated to removing the bodies. As concerns killing operations the camp

had indeed stopped operating by the time ofHoss 's visit on September 16,

1942. " (p. 454)

According to Krakowski, the transports to Kulmhof ceased in March
1943.^'^^ The verdict of the Bonn Jury Court (Schwurgericht) (indirect-

ly cited by Muehlenkamp via Riickerl in footnote 74 on p. 454) stated

that "from the end of 1942 until spring 1943 only a few transports oc-

curred [von Ende 1942 bis Friihjahr 1943 fanden nur wenige

Transporte stattY',^'^^'^ and therefore, even though the first wave of de-

portations from the Lodz ghetto ceased on 12 September 1942, this did

not prevent the camp from operating until March 1943 (or until 7 April

Ibid., p. 162.

Ibid.,ip. 170.

S. Krakowski, "In Kulmhof: Stationierte Gaswagen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.), National-

sozialistische Massentotungen durch Giftas, op. cit., p. 135: "In Marz 1943 endeten die Trans-

porte nach Kulmhof."

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 280.
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1943 according to a Polish source^'*").

In the periods of 1-2 and 7-12 September, a total of 15,685 Jews

were deported to Chelmno, on the 14* of the same month another

6,000.^^''' Therefore during 13 "work days," 21,685 Jews are said to

have been killed, an average of 1,668 per day. If there was no trace of

exterminations to be observed on 16 September, the day Dejaco and

Hoss allegedly arrived at Chelmno, then on each of the two previous

days an average of 3,000 persons would have had to be exterminated.

Adopting Judge Bednarz's verdict that the "gas vans [Gaswagen]" had

a capacity of 150 persons for the bigger model and 100 for the small-

er, one trip using both vehicles would have handled a total of 250

persons, and thus 6,000 victims would have required a total of ([6,000 ^

250] X 2 48 such trips or 24 each on 14 and 15 September. The fig-

ure of 3,000 killings per day is therefore an exceedingly high one even

from an exterminationist point of view, as is also indirectly admitted by

Krakowski: the 70,000 Lodz Jews allegedly scheduled for extermina-

tion in August 1944 were sent to Auschwitz because "the possibilities

of Kulmhof would not have been sufficient for the killing of tens of

thousands within a very short period of time [die Mdglichkeiten von

Kulmhofhdtten zur Ermordung Zehntausender innerhalb kilrzester Zeit

nicht ausgereicht]."^^^^ But if Chelmno had possessed a daily extermi-

nation capacity of 3,000 people, the 70,000 Jews in question could have

been killed there in little more than three weeks.

In my book on Chelmno I examined the issue of the two cremation

ovens installed there in the spring of 1942 and came to the conclusion

that they each had a capacity of approx. 90 corpses in 24 hours. Mueh-

lenkamp objects that the two ovens could cremate 576 corpses of 34 kg

each in 24 hours, but his calculation is based on a flawed premise: the

correct result would be 3 12 (see point 84).

For the sake of this argument, let us assume Muehlenkamp's absurd

capacity and see where it leads us. In order to cremate the above-

mentioned 6,000 corpses, the two facilities would have needed (6,000 ^

W. Bednarz, Vemichtungslager Chelmno in Polen, USSR-340.
2961 p Montague, Chelmno and the Holocaust, op. cit., p. 187; S. Krakowski, Das Todeslager

Chelmno/Kulmhof, op. cit., pp. 95, 1 19.
^""^

// campo di Chelmno tra storia epropaganda, op. cit., pp. 56-57. Brano Israel speaks instead

of 40-50 persons {ibid., p. 78), while according to another witness the capacity was respective-

ly of 50 and 70 persons for the two models. A. Riickerl, NS- Vemichtungslager im Spiegel

deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 272.
^"^

S. Krakowski, "In Kulmhof: Stationierte Gaswagen," in: Eugen Kogon et al. (eds.), National-

sozialistische Massentdtungen durch Giftas, op. cit, p. 142.
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576 =) ca. 10.5 days. The consequence is that on 16 September, when

Hoss allegedly visited Chelmno, the cremation would have been in full

swing: only a little more than 1,100 corpses could have been cremated

by then, and ca. 4,900 would have remained to be cremated. Therefore

the camp could not have been "no longer in operation \nicht mehr in

Betrieb]." To the contrary it would necessarily have been in full opera-

tion, and the contradiction I brought up is therefore real.

Muehlenkamp's "critique" proves yet again his lack of critical sense.

How could Hoss have determined that Chelmno was "no longer in op-

eration"? Certainly not by observing the performance or non-

performance of alleged gassings, because then any visitor to Belzec,

Sobibor, Treblinka or Majdanek who entered the camp on a day without

alleged gassings would have determined that the camp was "no longer

in operation." Therefore Hoss could have been told so only by the

commander of Chelmno, who, being unable to see into the future, could

not know that the transport of 14 September was the last to arrive dur-

ing the first stage of the camp's operation. Not even his seniors could

have known this, as is apparent by the fact that they kept the camp in

operation for some seven more months. Hoss could have known with

certainty that the camp was closed and that it was "no longer in opera-

tion" only as of 9 April 1943.

If then Hoss used this expression, it most likely means that his al-

leged visit was after this date. Had it been earlier, he would have only

stated that on this day there were no gassings.

Since the travel permit (Fahrgenehmigung) was introduced as evi-

dence during the Hoss trial and the Dejaco letter was then already

known as document NO-4467, it is plausible that the Auschwitz com-

mander tried in some way to explain these two documents.

Furthermore Muehlenkamp omits two rather relevant facts. First of

all, as Reitlinger put it, "when interrogated at Nuremberg, Blobel deli-

cately described this place as a 'disused Jewish cemetery near

Lodz."'^*''* This statement is perfectly coherent with the travel permit

mentioned above, which refers to a trip "from Auschwitz to Litz-

mannstadt and back [von Au. nach Litzmannstadt und zuriick]." The

Dejaco report says that the Auschwitz SS men arrived in Litzmannstadt

(Lodz) and performed an "inspection of the ghetto [Besichtigung des

Gettos]" prior to the "trip to the special facility [Fahrt zur Son-

G. Reitlinger, The Final Solution. The Attempt to Exterminate the Jews ofEurope 1939-1945.

Vallentine, Mitchell, 1968, p. 138.
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deranlage]J" where they had a "talk with SS-Standartenfuhrer Blobel

[Besprechung mit SS-Standartenfuhrer Blobel]" If Blobel was already

in Chelmno, why did the SS first stop in Lodz to visit the ghetto? And
why does the travel permit not mention the alleged destination of

"Kulmhof and back"? Chelmno is in fact not located "near Lodz," but

ca. 60 km north-west of this city. The travel permit came directly from

the SS-WVHA and more precisely from SS-Brigadefuhrer Richard

Gliicks, commander of the Amtsgruppe D, and therefore it cannot be se-

riously considered that Hoss, arriving at Lodz, would then have contin-

ued on to Chelmno on his ovra initiative.

[29] In my study on Chelmno I have dedicated chapter 8.5 to a dis-

cussion of the machine allegedly used to grind crematory remains.

Muehlenkamp evades also this issue, limiting himself to mention my
"peculiar 'demonstration' that the Chelmno Sonderkommando used a

ball mill (Kugelmiihle) and not a bone mill (Knochenmiihle), as if the

two were mutually exclusively propositions and the former were not in-

criminating evidence to the crushing of bones" (p. 454). That is all.

Muehlenkamp is probably not in bad faith here, but due to his limited

intellectual capacity he completely missed the point. I recall first of all

the text of the dociunents, taken from Artur Eisenbach's study on the

Lodz ghetto:^'*^

"An den

Altesten der Juden

Litzmannstadt

Getto Schreiben Nr. 10195

027/2/Lu/R 16.7.1942

Betrifft: Maschinen iin Getto

Ich bate sofort feststellen zu lassen, ob sich innerhalb des Gettos eine

Knochenmiihle befindet, entweder mit Motor oder Handbetrieb.

ImAuftrage (Fr. W. Ribbe)

Das Sonderkommando Kulmhofinteressiert sichfir diese Miihle.

"

"To the

Jewish Elder

Litzmannstadt

Ghetto letter no. 10195

027/2/Lu/R 16 July 1942

Re.: Machines in the ghetto

I ask to determine immediately whether there is a bone mill inside the

^'^^ A. Eisenbach, Dokumenty do dziejow okupacji niemieckiej w Polsce (Documents for the Ac-

tions of the German Occupation in Poland). Tome HI. Getto Lodzkie (The Ghetto ofLodz).

Warsaw-Lodz-Krakow, 1946, p. 279.
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ghetto, either with engine or hand-cranked.

On behalfof(Fr. W. Ribbe)

The special command Kulmhofis interested in this mill.

"

On the same page Eisenbach reproduces also the second document,

which doesn't explicitly mention a "bone mill [Knochenmiihle]'":^^''^

"An die

Geheime Staatspolizei

z. Hd. Herrn Kommissar Fuchs

Litzmannstadt

027/1/Bi/Si 1.3.1943

Betrifft: Ankauffur das Sonderkommando Kulmhof

Mitgehend sende ich ihnen die Unterlagen iiber den Ankauf hei der Fa.

Schriever & Co., Hannover zuriick. Die Regulierung hat inzwischen statt-

gefunden, ich indchte jedoch diese Akte aus bestimmtem Griinden nicht in

meiner Verwaltung behalten, und bitte, sie dort in Verwahrung zu nehmen.

Im Auftrage:

Anlage: 1 Akte

(Biebow) Amtsleiter.

"

"To the

Secret State Police

c/o Mr. commissar Fuchs

Litzmannstadt

027/1/Bi/Si 1 March 1943

Re.: Purchasefor the special command Kulmhof
Attached I send back to you the documents about the purchasefrom the

company Schriever & Co., Hannover. The matter has been regulated in the

meantime, butfor certain reasons I do not want to keep this file in my ad-

ministration, and ask it to be taken into storage there.

On behalfof
Attachment: 1 file

(Biebow) head ofdepartment.
"

Ribbe 's request of 16 July 1942 related to a ''KnochenmiihW (bone

mill) is known only from the transcript of Eisenbach, who does not pro-

vide an archival reference. Nobody seems to have seen the original, if it

exists at all. Furthermore the letter by Biebow of 1 March 1943 makes

explicit reference to the Schriever & Co. company of Hannover, which

is mentioned also in the Dejaco report, but here in reference to a "Ku-

ge/miihle" (ball mill).

Therefore until contrary evidence is found - that is until the original

document is produced - it is more than legitimate to assume that the

"Sonderkommando Kulmhof requested and obtained a simple "Kugel-

miihle" (ball mill).
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A "bone mill {KnochenmiihleY was a machine conceived to obtain

fertilizer from animal bones. A similar machine still exists in Germany

as a historical monument.^'** It was normally located inside industrial

complexes for the exploitation of animal carcasses.
^^''^ Therefore the

"Sonderkommando Kulmhof" which for sure did not occupy itself with

the production of fertilizer from animal bones, asking the Jewish Coun-

cil of the Lodz ghetto for such a "bone mill" would have only raised se-

rious concerns and suspicions. Finally, the fact that it could also be op-

erated manually {Handbetrieb) is not exactly compatible with the al-

leged grinding of bone remains from tens of thousands of corpses.

However, if the Sonderkommando Kulmhof was indeed interested in

such a machine already as early as 16 July 1942, this would indicate -

from an exterminationist perspective - that the cremation problem had

already been solved by then, but if that was the case, what then was the

purpose of Blobel's visit to Chelmno a few months later?

My perspective on this question can be summarized as follows:^^''^

No orthodox holocaust historian has been able to establish a relation-

ship between the "Aktion Reinhardt," as an alleged extermination oper-

ation, and the Auschwitz and Chelmno camps. Only an economic aspect

(the appropriation and exploitation of Jewish belongings) link it to

Auschwitz, while there is no link to Chelmno at all. Thus while Ausch-

witz was involved in the economic aspect of "Aktion Reinhardt,"

Chelmno was not involved at all. Accordingly the "field furnaces Ak-

tion Reinhard [Felddfen Aktion Reinhard\' were not cremation ovens

and they were not located at Chelmno. If in fact they had been crema-

tion ovens and if they had been linked to the extermination aspect of

"Aktion Reinhardt," why then were these brick-and-mortar ovens not

introduced at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka? I posit instead that they

were actually field waste incineration furnaces {Mullverbrennungsdfen)

meant to desfroy all flammable and unusable materials originating from

the appropriation of Jewish goods (the economic aspect of "Aktion

Reinhardt"), while the "ball mill" was used to grind down non-

flammable materials. This is why the difference between a "ball mill"

and a "bone mill" is of significance here.

Die Knochenmiihle von Miihlhofe, in : www.meinerzhagen.de/Knochenmuehle-

Muehlhofe.255.0.html

Wilhelm Heepke, Die Kadavervemichtungsanlagen. Verlag von Carl Marhold, Halle a. S.

1905, p. 156, sketch of an "Anlagefiir Cadaververnichtung" (destruction facility for animal

carcasses) with "Knochenmiihle."
^"^ "Azione Reinhard" and "Azione 1005, " op. cit.
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Muehlenkamp, with this Muhlenkampf(pun intended: Muhlenkampf

,
"dispute over mills"), gives another example of his incompetence and

superficiality.

My hypothesis about the waste incineration furnaces resonates with

at least one testimony. The Sobibor witness Thomas Blatt declared in

1963 that he had been "in charge of the supervision of a paper and

clothing incineration furnace [mit der Betreuung eines Papier- und

Kleider-Verbrennungsofens beauftragt]."^^^^ Two years later this wit-

ness confirmed:^^^"

"Es gab auch einen gemauerten Ofen, wo die Dokumente verbrannt

wurden. [...]Es wurde dann ein Ofen gemauert, damit die Papiere im Wind

nicht wegfliegen konnten
"

"There was also a masonedfurnace where the documents were burned.

[...] Then afurnace was built with bricks, so that the papers would notfly

away in the wind.

"

[30] Muehlenkamp continues by stating:

"Mattogno reproduces without comment Judge Bednarz's description of

the 1st phase cremation devices in the Central Commission 's report and a

more detailed description from a later book authored by Bednarz, which

besides the two crematorium ovens with chimneys mentions enormous fire-

places (iocoXan) on which the accumulated corpses (which presumably

means those extractedfrom the mass graves) were cremated. The detailed

descriptions of the 2nd phase cremation devices in the Central Commis-

sion's report (see above) and in Bednarz's book get more attention from

Mattogno, as he argues that these devices resemble a 19th century contrap-

tion for incinerating animal carcasses known as the Feist apparatus, a

brickfurnace that had the aspect ofan inverted cone and was covered by a

chimney-like metalfunnel, as shown in Image 8.3 below. "
(p. 454)

There is no doubt that the device described by the witnesses (in par-

ticular by M. Zurawski) is indeed the Feist apparatus, an oven for the

combustion of carcasses from animals dead from contagious diseases

which was conceived by the veterinary Georg Feist in the second half of

the 19th century. A book on cremation from the end of that century ex-

plains its structure and operation with the help of a drawing.^'^^ I limit

myself to reproducing the drawing and explaining it schematically.

The oven (lUusfration 12.5) consisted of an upside-down brick-lined

Vemehmungsniederschrift of T. Blatt, 30 April 1963. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol. 9, p. 1879.

Protocol of the interrogation of T. Blatt of 23 November 1965. Staatsanwaltschafl Dortmund,

ttial Sobibor, Protokollband I, p. 9023 and 9025.

M. de Cristoforis, Etude pratique sur la cremation. Imprimerie Treves Freres, Milan, 1890, pp.

125-128.
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cone inside a pit (thickness of ttie brick wall: 35 cm); the bigger base

had on the surface a diameter of 1.60 m, the smaller - located 1.75 m
below - was delimited by a grid and had a diameter of 0.90 m. The rest

of the oven down to its bottom had a cylindrical shape. 0.55 m below

the first grid there was a second grid, located 0.45 m above the oven's

bottom and upon which a flat iron container was placed in order to col-

lect the ashes. On the side was a brick-Hned tunnel with an entrance,

1.80 m high, which entered the oven just below the top grid.

Fiir. 2!i.

Illustration 12.5: Feist oven. From: M. de Cristoforis, Etude pratique sur la

cremation. Imprimerie Treves Freres, Milan, 1890, p. 126.

This device could incinerate 250-500 kg of animal carcasses within

8-9 hours, corresponding to 4-8 carcasses of 60 kg each, with a con-

sumption of approx. 500-600 kg of coal and 5-10 hters of petroleum.

Assuming average values, 375 kg of organic mass (the equivalent of 6

corpses) could be incinerated in 8.5 hours with the consumption of 550

kg of coal. In 24 hours therefore the combustion capacity of the oven

was 1,050 kg of organic mass (the equivalent of 18 corpses) with a con-

sumption of 1,550 kg of coal. I will return to this topic in point 84.
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[31] Muehlenkamp's "critique" of my interpretation of the results of

the archeological survey at Chelmno is, unsurprisingly, characterized by

futile pettiness. I will here examine the main topics at hand, but first I

will quote Muehlenkamp's summary of Lucja Pawlicka-Nowak's con-

clusions:

"In 1986/87, relics of a blown-up cremation oven were found. De-

scribed as prohahly rectangular in shape, with a measurable size of

1 7x1 7m, walls ohlitpicly narrowing towards the inside, concrete pipes sup-

plying air to the hearth, a depth of 4.5 meters, and a bottom layer ofbrick

and concrete debris, it is believed to be one of the two furnaces with chim-

neys observed by outside witnesses during the 1st phase. Blocks ofconcrete

in the foundations were found to have survived the blowing up of this con-

struction at the end ofthe 1st phase. "
(p. 452)

He then offers his "critique":

"Mattogno claims that the above-mentioned object identified in 1986/87

was the only crematorium furnace used at Chelmno, which implies the

baseless accusation that the archaeologists who identified seven other cre-

mation objects in 2003/04 (objects 2/03, 3/03, 4/03, 5/03, 10/03, 20/03 and

21/03) manipulated theirfinds or (unlike self-appointed master archaeolo-

gist Mattogno) didn 't know what they were doing. Another claim is that the

1986/87 object was not as big as stated in Pawlicka-Nowak's article, be-

cause a photo supposedly taken ofthis object by Mattogno in 1997 suggests

a somewhat smaller size and there is aplaque by the object reading that the

furnace 's contours were reconstructed on the surface with authentic frag-

ments from the furnace. A more reasonable conclusion would be that the

reconstruction covers only a part of the object's identified size and the text

on theplaque is inaccuratelyformulated. " (p. 456)

Here I will limit myself to pointing out that the dimensions given for

the cremation oven in question -17mx 17m - are erroneous because

the current archeological reconstruction of the oven measures approx.

6 m X 5 m, and a picture from the time of the survey shows an even

smaller excavation. ^^^^ Muehlenkamp objects that the current museum
reconstruction covers only a part of the original cremation facility, but

this is simply speculation. The picture of the oven being excavated^^^^

carries a caption speaking of "small visible fragments of the crematori-

um \widocznefragmenty crematoriumy^^^^

[32] "Regarding the described cremation sites uncovered in 2003/04

Chelmno. A German Camp in History..., op. cit, p. 97; H campo di Chelmno tra storia..., op.

cit., p. 124.

Ibid., English; p. 169; Italian: document 14 outside of the text.

Janusz Gulczynski, Obdz smierci w Chelmnie nadNerem (The Death Camp ofChehno over

Ner). Wojewodzki Osrodek Kultury w Koninie. Konin, 1991, picture outside text.
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(objects 2/03, 3/03, 4/03, 5/03, 20/03 and 21/03), Mattogno's essential

claim is that their interpretation as cremation sites is highly disputable.

This claim ignores the above-mentioned descriptions of the objects (per-

haps because these descriptions, especially the mentioned inclusions of

burn waste, ashes, and pieces of burned bones, are hard to reconcile with

the notion that the objects in question were not cremation sites) and is

based on the objects having been individualized by what Mattogno consid-

ers toofew probing excavations or, according to Mattogno, no probing ex-

cavations at all in two cases. However, Mattogno 's reading of the pertinent

map leaves much to be desired. According to the author's assessment, the

number ofprobing excavations corresponding to a given object is the fol-

lowing:

Object 2/03: 1 probing excavation (n° XV). Mattogno claims zero

probes.

Object 3/03: 2 probing excavations (nos. XVI and XXVI). Mattogno

claimsjust one probe.

Object 4/03: 1 probing excavation (n° XVII). Mattogno claims zero

probes.

Object 5/03: 1 probing excavation (n" XIV)

Object 20/03: 2 probing excavations (nos. XXVII and XXVIII)

Object 21/03: 4 probing excavations (numbers XLV, XXXIX, XLVI and

XLIV), with probing excavations XLIII and XLVII possibly also belonging

to this object. Mattogno claimsjust one probe.

As to the criteria underlying Mattogno 's claim that the number ofprob-

ing excavations is too smallfor the size of the objects, all his readers get to

see is an exclamation mark. Mattogno 's criticism - ifsuch it can be called

- also seems to be based on a misunderstanding of the archaeological

method applied, which according to its description in Pawlicka-Nowak's

article (not quoted by Mattogno) provided for a reduced number of bore-

holes or excavations

:

'The research in the cemetery was carried out with the application of

methods which did not disturb the layers andplaces where human remains

were expected to he found. We adopted the method of intersecting objects

on the photointerpretations with 1-meter longprobes, thus obtaining a leg-

ible horizontal stratigraphy, that is a photograph ofsod and a humus layer,

only sporadically reaching deeper, when stratigraphy was disturbed. Due

to the large extend of the research, it was decided to make boreholes in the

places where clarifications were needed. "'
(pp. 455-456)

In my study on Chefenno I juxtaposed two maps from different time

periods which show the results of the surveys and which I include here

(Illustrations 12.6f.). Both were drawn by Zdzislaw Lorek, the first in

1996, the second in 2004.
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In the 1996 map the two cremation ovens of 1942 are indicated with

the lowercase letter "a" (= 21/03 and 21/04), while the letter "e" (= 4/03

and 5/03) indicates: "probably field crematoria, circular pits of a diame-

ter of 4 meters with a stone sheathing of 1942". Next to the evidence

marked 4/03 is a caption stating: "Objects from the murdered were un-

earthed." The exhibits "c" 2/03) and "d" 3/03) are not explained.

Below, in front of the "remembrance wall," two black rectangles

marked with the designations "A/86" and "B/87" indicate two archeo-

logical excavations performed in 1986 and in 1987, likewise the desig-

nations 'V^'l/86," "wII/86)" and "wV/87." The caption provides the

following explanations:

excavation I: negative result

excavation 11: remains of a cremation oven

excavation 111: negative result

excavation IV: mass grave

excavation V: grave used to bum the personal belongings of the

victims.

In the caption a rectangle with double margin appears with the fol-

lowing explanation: "Cremation oven of 1944 located during archeolog-

ical surveys." It is located between the two above-mentioned black rec-

tangles, under the letter "P" (for Piec, oven).

The map is drawn to scale; the two ovens marked with an "a" (=

21/03 and 21/04) measure ca. 5 m x 4 m and 6 m x 4 m, respectively;

the boundaries of oven P measure approx. 6 m x 5 m and corresponds

to the archeological reconstruction.^'^** This confirms that the above-

mentioned dimensions of 17 m x 17 m are erroneous.

Furthermore the archeological surveys performed in the years 2003-

2004 are claimed to have located six cremation sites, indicated in the re-

spective map with the numbers 2/03, 3/03, 4/03, 5/03, 20/03 and 21/03.

But a comparison with the 1996 map shows that the exhibits 2/03, 3/03,

4/03 and 5/03 had already been examined at that time, so that only their

interpretation has changed:

Exhibit 2/03:^'^' "It was uncoveredfragmentarily during the first exca-

vations carried out by the Museum in the years 1986-87. It was then misin-

terpreted as a pit for burning useless belongings of the victims. Square on

the surface (8^8 m), it narrows towards the bottom with the depth slightly

' "W" designs the excavations ("wytofy"), "ws" the testing excavations ("wylmpy sondazowe").
'*

/; campo di Chelmno tra storia..., op. cit, p. 124 and pictures 17-21 outside text.

' All subsequent quotes on these exhibits are taken from "Archeological Research," online:

www.muzeum.com.pl/en/chelnmo.htm
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exceeding 5 m. The comers reveal slanting furrows, about 1-meter wide,

containing traces ofpreserved concrete pipes, whose tasks was probably to

supply air to thefurnace interior. It wasfilled with sandy humus mixed with

inclusions ofbum waste, ashes, andpieces ofburned bones. Afew artifacts

have been acquired, the most precious of which is a button from a Soviet

uniform (the first one comes from the 1986-87 research). Furthermore,

pieces ofchamotte brick werefound. Most likely thefurnace had been dis-

mantled.
"

From what does it result that the exhibit was a cremation oven? The

only evidence offered is the presence of ''traces of preserved concrete

pipes", ''pieces of chamotte brick" and an unspecified amount of "ash-

es" and "pieces of burned bones" mixed with the sandy humus filling

the object - crematory remains which, as far as we know, may just as

well have ended up there at the time of the liquidation of the camp.

Exhibit 3/03: "It has the shape of an 8 >^ 9 m rectangle. Its contents

consist of gray soil mixed with inclusions of burn waste, ash, and small

fragments of burned bones. In the process of uncovering the object, lumps

of concrete as well as pieces of chamotte brick and concrete pipes were

found. Several objects belonging to the victims were acquired; these are,

among others: belt buckles, crescent-shaped metal tips of shoes, and flat-

ware. Most likely it had been dismantled.
"

The "identification" as a cremation oven is based on the same incon-

sistent elements, as though "lumps of concrete as well as pieces of

chamotte brick and concrete pipes" could not have originated elsewhere

and ended up here when the pit was filled.

Exhibit 4/03, initially described as a circular pit of 4 meters in di-

ameter, but now turned into "a rectangle with the dimensions 7 m x 8

m."

Exhibit 5/03, also first described as a circular pit with a diameter of

4 meters, now becomes a rectangle measuring 3.5 m x 4 m ("The rec-

tangular outline of the object was estabhshed on the basis of two prob-

ing excavations. The dimensions were determined to be 3.50 x 4 m.")

The contents of exhibits 20/03 and 21/03 are more or less identical

with those of the first two mentioned exhibits, which means that also in

these cases the interpretation of the remains as cremation sites is mere

speculation.

Exhibit 20/03: "The outline of the object was determined through a

cross excavation. The horizontal projection is an 8x8 m square. It is filled

with gray, very sandy humus, similar to that in other objects of this type,

mixed with inclusions of burn waste, ash, and crushed, burned bones. The

inventory is typical: lumps ofconcrete and blackened chamotte bricks. Be-

cause ofthe observations presented above, the object should be interpreted
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as the remains ofanotherfieldfurnacefor burning corpses.
"

More speculations: we note the remains found ''should be interpreted

as the remains of another field furnace for burning corpses." Again, no

actual argument is made to back up the interpretation.

Exhibit 21/03: "Uncovered during the exploration of the grounds with

the use of drills, thanks to which its location and depth could be estab-

lished. The depth equals over 6.30 m in the northern part. The object is be-

ing uncovered in the 2004 archeological season. Presumably, it has the

shape of a 25 x 9 [m] rectangle. So far traces of2 pipes supplying air to

the inside of the furnace have been found, as well as a shaft, usedfor re-

moving ashfrom the ash pit. The width ofthe shaft equals about 4 m (direc-

tion: S). About 2 m NE ofthefurnace, traces offence posts were uncovered.

The object is filled with gray, very sandy humus, mixed with inclusions of

burn waste, ash, and crushed burned bones. In the drills, fragments ofcon-

crete were found. The depth, presence of concrete, and traces of a fence

may indicate that these are the relics of a crematorium. After a thorough

uncovering of the objects and verifying its length, it will be possible to link

it to a particularperiod ofthe center operation.
"

Again simple indications which ''may indicate that these are the rel-

ics of a crematorium," that is: mere speculations.

I remind the reader that in the previous survey, exhibit 21/03 was

"probably" (prawdopodobnie) a cremation oven measuring 5 m x 4 m;

then it became a rectangle of 25 m x 9 m.

I move on to the

methods used in the

course of these archeo-

logical surveys. Poor

Muehlenkamp has not

understood anything

about the matter. I start

by pointing out that, ac-

cording to the caption to

the 2003-2004 map, the

roman numerals VI- Illustration 12.8: Detail of Illustration 12.7.

XXXIX indicate the

"Numbers of probing excavations," which refer to the whole area of

"Plot IV," and not only the "Objects," which have the numbers 2-22/03.

In the map every "probing excavation," besides their respective roman

numeral also comes with an arrow indicating the location on the field to

which it is referring. In the map presented below (Illustration 12.8.) this

appears in a particularly evident manner: from top to bottom and from
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left to right appears a "XVI" referring to a cross excavation, a "XXVII"

referring to exhibit 3/03, a "XV" indicating another crossing excava-

tion, and a "XVIII" indicating another cross excavation.

I now resume my analysis of Muehlenkamp's "critique":

"Object 2/03: 1 probing excavation (n° XV). Mattogno claims zero

probes.

"

In reality the number XV indicates a cross excavation, since here

there are indeed "zero probes."

"Object 3/03: 2 probing excavations (nos. XVI and XXVI). Mattogno

claimsjust one probe.

"

Number XVII also indicates a cross excavation, so that the only val-

id "probing excavation" is number XXVI, as I correctly indicated.

"Object 4/03: 1 probing excavation (n° XVII). Mattogno claims zero

probes.

"

But the number XVII refers to another cross excavation, and hence

also here there are "zero probes."

"Object 5/03: 1 probing excavation (n°XIV).

"

Exactly as I wrote.

"Object 20/03: 2 probing excavations (nos. XXVII andXXVUI).

"

Exactly as I wrote.

Is this "critique" the result of incompetence or bad faith? Probably

both.

The identification of the six alleged cremation sites is thus not based

on the discovery of certain and incontrovertible archeological data, but

on merely speculative interpretations of material fragments, which are

only indications at best.

According to Pawhcka Kamihski these sites were temporary facili-

ties and do not have anything in common with the two real, brick-and-

mortar ovens, the first of which - and to which she is referring - was

discovered in the years 1986-1987, while the second one was not found

even during the subsequent surveys:^'^'

"After the destruction of the corpses from the mass graves, two solid

furnaces with chimneys were built. Sofar we know only one, discovered in

1986-1987.
"

The form and dimensions of these alleged "field furnaces" moreover

contradict the testimonies:^^^^

"It may be puzzling that the descriptions of the field crematoria, one by

H. May and the other by SS Untersturmjuhrer Walter Dejaco, mention

roundpits.

May saw a pit walled off with stones, about 4 m in diameter and 3 m
deep, while Dejaco described and sketched a pit which was 4-6 m in diame-
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ter with a safety barrier - an earth embankment around the pit. By contrast

the outline ofsuch temporary furnaces for burning corpses uncovered by

the Museum are square or rectangular"

[331 Muehlenkamp states that "objects 3/03, 4/03, 5/03 and 20/03

would be traces of open-air cremation grates similar to those used at the

Aktion Reinhard camps, corresponding to the above-mentioned descrip-

tions of Frank Sch. and Fritz Ismer." (p. 456) This is a rather bold asser-

tion, for sure. Pawlicka Kamihski states that the four above-mentioned

exhibits were "field furnaces," semi-subterranean like the two ovens of

1944, but Schalling speaks of "three or four pits \drei oder vier

Gruben]" which were simple cremation pits without grids and in which

the cremation was performed after having covered the corpses "with a

powder [mit einen PulverJ'l Ismer on the other hand mentions neither

"field furnaces" nor cremation pits, but limits himself to refer generical-

ly to a generic reference to "a certain technique for the cremation of

corpse on the grids [eine gewisse Technik hei der Leichenverhrennung

auf den Rosten]." Ismer provides no dimensions or even hints at any,

whereas Schalling states that the three or four pits measured 5 m x 4 m.

The dimensions of the above-mentioned exhibits are, respectively:

3/03: 8mx9m
4/03: 7mx8m
5/03: 3.5mx4m
20/03: 8mx 8m
Hence with regard to the dimensions only one of the exhibits is

somewhat compatible with Schalling's declarations. As for the (alleged)

nature of the object there is only incompatibihty: one is a "field fur-

nace," the other a cremation pit.

[34] Finally I move on to the issue of the chimneys. Muehlenkamp

writes:

"The witness Frank Sch. also mentioned a large oven with a chimney 4

to 5 meters high, built by craftsmen. Two such ovens with chimneys were

mentioned by the Central Commission for Investigation of German Crimes

in Poland, which however couldn't establish any details about these ov-

ens." {v 451)

"Mattogno also holds that the object cannot have had a brick chimney,

based on nothing other than its claimed similarity with the Feist apparatus,

which like this object narrowed towards the inside. He doesn 't explain why

a larger furnace built according to the Feist principle couldn 't have had

such chimney instead of the funnel that can be seen in Image 8.3, which

presumably had thefunction ofa chimney. "
(p. 456)

I will begin with the testimonies. In his first report on the Chehnno
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camp, Judge Bednarz states the following in this regard:^^^"

"Some witnesses living near the forest saw 2 chimneys which continu-

ously smoked and which were in afenced area.

"

In a subsequent report he wrote:^'^'

"Two cremation ovens were built whose chimneys overtowered the for-

est (testimonies ofthe witnesses on pages: 13, 57, 61, 67 and others).
"

Schalling, as shown above, spoke only of one oven:

"Spdter wurde aufierdem von irgendwelchen Handwerkern ein grofier

Ofen mit einem 4 bis 5 m hohen Schornstein gemauert [...]."

"Afterwards a bigfurnace with a 4 to 5 m high chimney was also built

with bricks by some craftsmen [...]."

Finally, Pawlicka Kamihski speaks of "two solid furnaces with

chimneys" one of which was "discovered in 1986-1987."

Since Muehlenkamp believes that this oven measured 17 m x 17 m,

a person equipped with a modicum of common sense should ask: how
was the chimney structured?

In a cremation oven fired with coke or wood, the function of the

chimney, beyond the obvious one of emitting the combustion gases,

consists of sucking combustion air into the hearth. Due to its vertical

structure, the Feist oven itself functioned as a chimney, and it was cov-

ered with a removable funnel made of 2 mm sheet iron (which glowed

from the heat while operating) whose main purpose was to reduce heat

dispersion in order to ensure - as much as possible - the after-

combustion of the fumes and limit the emission of bad odors.

The ovens built in 1944 are said to have followed the construction

pattern already tested in 1942,^^^^ yet they are said to not have pos-

sessed brick-and-mortar chimneys, as results fi-om Judge Bednarz's in-

vestigations
:^^^^

"When the ovens were not in function, they were camouflaged in order

to hide them from above for fear of aerial attacks. Over the funnel of the

ovens ("ponad lejem piecow ") railway tracks ofca. 15 meters were put and

above them iron sheets andfoliage (Bruno Israel - 394).
"

The expression "over the funnel of the ovens [ponad lejem piecow]"

does not necessarily mean that the ovens had a funnel like the Feist ov-

en. It probably meant that the oven itself had the shape of a funnel; the

^"iKo w. Bednarz, "Vemichtungslager Chelmno in Polen." USSR-340, p. 6.

W. Bednarz, Obdz stracen w Chebnnie nad Nerem, op. cit, p. 20.
2982 "Moreover in the forest camp two identical crematoria to bum the corpses were built

[AuSerdem wurden im Waldlager zwei identische Krematorien zur Verbrennung der Leichen

gebaut]." S. Krakowski, Das Todeslager Chetmno/Kulmhof, op. cit., p. 132.
2'*' W. Bednarz, Obdz stracen w Chebnnie nad Nerem, op. cit., pp. 22f.
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Polish term for it - "/e/" - can also mean also "crater." If the ovens of

1942 had brick-and-mortar chimneys, why were such not built for the

1944 ovens?

In his ignorance, Muehlenkamp writes:

"[Mattogno] doesn 't explain why a larger furnace built according to

the Feist principle couldn 't have had such [a] chimney instead ofthefunnel

that can be seen in Image 8.3, which presumably had the function of a

chimney. " (p. 456)

In this regard I wrote and I confirm that the "Feist apparatus to

which corresponds the description of the oven discovered in the years

1986-1987, is inconsistent with a solid and closed structure and with a

brick-and-mortar chimney," because, as stated a few passages earlier,

"in such a case they would not have been field fiimaces, but true crema-

tion ovens."^'^"^

To any person with normal intellectual capacities it is clear that the

construction of a chimney for an underground furnace with the dimen-

sions of 17 m X 17 m (or 6 m X 5 m, for that matter) would have re-

quired first of all the construction of a huge muffle; and if then the

chimneys "overtowered the forest," they could not have had a height of

merely 4 to 5 meters, but say 15 meters or higher, and therefore on one

hand they would have required proper foundations and accurate static

calculations, and on the other hand they would have had to be installed

at a certain distance fi-om the ovens and connected to them with smoke

ducts. The result would have been a huge structure which could have

been built only by speciahzed personnel under the supervision of an en-

gineer, as with the construction of any cremation oven. This construc-

tion system would also have affected the loading of the oven, because,

in order to arrange the bodies on the upper grid, it would have been

necessary to enter the muffle!

The possibility remains that the two ovens of 1 942 were true crema-

tion ovens having chimneys 4 to 5 meters high. But this would have re-

quired the involvement of a specialized company, like J-A. Topf &
Sohne or Hans Kori, for which there is no trace, whether docimientary

or testimonial. Moreover, no technician would have constructed true

cremation ovens in the open, without the necessary foundation, flues

and chimney.

// campo di Chelmno tra storia..., op. cit, pp. 129-130.
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r.
Illustration 12.9: Mobile crcniat

oven H. Kon of the KL Gross-Rosen.

Carlo Mattogno

The last and more realistic

possibility is a mobile cremation

oven like the one shown in Illus-

tration 12.9, as produced by the

H. Kori company. But this re-

sults neither from documents nor

testimonies, and moreover the

chimney was of sheet iron rather

than brick and mortar.

Schalling's testimony can

therefore not be truthful. Re-

garding the inhabitants of the

surrounding area, if they really

saw smoke coming out of chim-

neys, the most probable thing is

that the first two ovens

covered by a funnel similar to

the one used in the Feist ovens,

which terminated in a small

chimney (see Illustration 12.10).

But also in this case it would not

have been a brick-and-mortar chim-

ney.

[35] On p. 457 the section "Fuel

Requirements" begins. Muehlen-

kamp starts by making remarks on

my statistics relating to the number

of children and adolescents up to 16

years of age deported to the "Aktion

Reinhardt" camps, summarizing his

conclusion as follows:

"Considering the numbers of de-

portees from each place of prove-

nance, this means that 36,400 out of

169,000, or about 21.5 % ofthe total,

were children below the age of 16. "
(p. 457)

He then levels the following argument against me:

"The percentage assumedfor Polish and Soviet territories is based on

figures about the Jewish population in the Lodz Ghetto on June 30, 1942,

whereby out of a total of96,874 inhabitants 25,947, or 26.8 %, were chil-

dren under the age of16. This is hardly an appropriate yardstick insofar as

Illustration 12.10: Funnel and

"chimney" of the Feist oven.
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children - especially younger ones - were among the first to be deported

due to their uselessnessforphysical labor. " (p. 457)

and therefore, as a conclusion:

"It stands to reason that, in transports ofpeople unable to work, chil-

dren, especially such ofyounger ages, were more strongly represented than

in the generalpopulation. " (p. 458)

Thus by 30 June 1942 the majority of the children had basically al-

ready been deported and this is offered as explanation for their limited

percentage.

Poor Muehlenkamp does not know what he is writing. The statistics

"Ausgesiedelte aus dem Getto 1.I.-30.VI.1942"^'^^^ lists all the deported

Jews by stages^'^'' and by year of birth. The deportees bom in 1926 (16

years of age) or later correspond to 14,819 out of a total of 54,990,

hence 26.9%, which is almost identical to the percentage given above

(26.8). This means that minors were not deported to a higher proportion

than adults, and therefore my statistics are perfectly valid.

[36] After a series of tj^ical Muehlenkamp calculations, our "critic"

presents a table in which he gives for each camp the alleged average

weight of the deportees and their acciunulated total weight (p. 461):

Table 12.1

Camp Deportees Average weight

of deportees [kg]

Total weight

of deportees [kg]

Belzec 435,000 34 14,790,000

Sobibor 170,000 48 8,160,000

Treblinka 789,000 34 26,826,000

Chelmno 157,000 34 5,338,000

Total: 1,551,000 55,114,000

As already explained, Muehlenkamp 's average weight of 34 kg is

his own unfounded speculation.

[37] Muehlenkamp next moves on to the crucial question: "How
much wood was required to bum this mass of human bones and tissue?"

(p. 461)

His "demonstration" is dazzlingly trivial. I will focus on the main

topics and leave the trivialities.

In my exposition I based myself on experimental data. I repeat what

I wrote in this regard:^'^^

PAL, PSZ, 863, pp. 66f.

"I. Etappe (14 Transporte) 16.1 - 29.1. 1942"; "II. Etappe (40 Transporte) 22.n.-2.IV. 1942";

"III. Etappe (4.V.-15.V.1942) 12 Transporte."

Sobibor. Holocaustpropaganda and reality, op. cit., pp. 133f.
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"Valuable information concerning the wood requirements for the cre-

mation ofhuman bodies in the open can be gatheredfrom three systems de-

veloped in India.

The Teri apparatus is a true cremation oven, equipped with a closed

chamber and an external gasifier in which wood is gasified, with the com-

bustible gases thus generatedfed into the cremation chamber by means ofa

blower. The result is a powerfulflame.

An official document explains:

'It was observed that each cremation using the gasifier took approx-

imately 60-80 minutes consuming 100-150 kg of wood as against 400-

600 kg in the traditional system and about 250-300 in improved open

fire system using a metal grate. After carrying out successful trials the

gasifier based crematorium system has now been put into regular use at

Ambernath. The time required for cremation ranged between 70-85

minutes while the specific fuelwood consumption ranged from 110 to

145 kg per cremation during trial runs.

'

The second apparatus is the Mokshda Green Cremation System. It is

basically a simplified cremation oven, open at either end, consisting of a

cremation grate mounted above ground level, protected on both sides by a

metal panel with small perforations. Two steel plates cover these panels at

a certain distance from the former and support a heavy steel plate roof

shaped like a truncated pyramid and carrying a tall chimney. A publicity

pamphlet describes the apparatus, claiming that it 'has brought down the

wood consumption level to an average [of] 150 kg per cremation.

'

Applying this to a body of 70 kg, the specific consumption would thus he

2.14 kg ofwood per kg ofbody weight.

The third apparatus, labeled 'improved open fire system using a metal

grate' is the Fuel Efficient Crematorium, consisting of three connected

brick walls, similar to a barbecue grill, about 1.5 m high, holding a metal

cremation grate at a level ofabout 50 centimeters. This piece ofequipment,

open at either end, is the directprecursor ofthe Mokshda Green Cremation

System and allows a 50% reduction in the amount ofwood as compared to

a traditional cremation which requires some 400 -600 kilograms. Hence,

the Fuel Efficient Crematorium consumes some 200 - 300 kg ofwood per

cremation.

Thus, for a body of 70 kg, these operational data correspond to

> 7.14 kg ofwoodper kg ofbodyweightfor a traditionalpyre

> 3.9 [recte: 3.6] kg ofwoodper kg ofbody weightfor a pyre equipped

with a metal grate

> 1.8 kg ofwoodper kg ofbody weightfor the cremationfurnace.

Hence, for the cremation of corpses on the grates ofSobibor we would

thus have a standard value of 3.9 [recte: 3.6] kg of wood per kg of body

weight

"
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Muehlenkamp presents the following counter-argument:

"It should also be noted that its [the Mokshda Green Cremation Sys-

tem] inventor, Vinod Kumar Agarwal thinks it should be possible to burn a

human body with no more than 22 kg of wood (ratio assuming a body

weight of 70 kg as Mattogno does: 0.31 to 1), and that he managed with

100 kgper body (ratio: 1.43 to 1) using the 'raised human size brazier' he

unsuccessfully (obviously not because of its efficiency but because itfailed

to gain acceptance among tradition-minded Hindus) tried to introduce in

1993. An essential feature of this brazier was its elevation, which 'allowed

air to circulate and feed thefire.
"'

(p. 463)

Tlie source adduced by him says:^'^**^

"Agarwal said it should take only 22 kg ofwood to cremate the average

human body. But Hindufunerals often use much more because ofinefficient

combustion. [...]

In 1993, Agarwal built his first pyre, a raised human-sized brazier un-

der a roofwith slats that could he lowered to maintain heat. The elevation

allowed air to circulate and feed the fire. Unlike electric crematoriums,

however, Agarwal's pyre still allowed family members to congregate to

perform last rites. 'But no one used it, ' said Agarwal even though it needed

only about 10 [sic] kg of wood and reduced the burning process to two

hours.
"

The consumption of 22 kg of wood is merely theoretical data;^^^' the

real consumption, as one could see, is ca. 150 kg for a body of 70 kg.

Another source adduced by Muehlenkamp confirms

"However, in Delhi its first unit was installed as recently as January

this year. The basic design of the system works on the principle that the

amount ofair in it is controlled and wastage ofheat is restricted, hence re-

quiring 150 kg ofwood as against the 400 kg required in the conventional

system.

"

[38] Muehlenkamp objects further:

"Combustion efficiency is best in the Teri oven, with a wood weight to

corpse weight ratio of 1.8 to one; next comes the Mokshda Green Crema-

tion System with a ratio of 2.14 to 1, a combustion efficiency that MGK
consider 'good, ' and the 'Fuel Efficient Crematorium ' with a ratio of3.9 to

LiveMint.com. The Wall Street Journal, "New 'green' pyre to cool planet while burning In-

dia's dead," online:

www.livemint.com/2007/06/13003051/New-green-pyre-to-cool-plane.html

Similarly, the engineer of the Topf company Kurt Priifer wrote in 1931 that the heat produced

by the fat of a human body would suffice, in theory, to vaporize the water in the body and to

heat all its parts to the ignition temperature, but it is known with certainty that the Topf oven

with 2 muffles of the KL Gusen needed on average 30.6 kg of coke to cremate a single corpse.

Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit., pp. 194f. and 412.

Shailaja Tripathi, "A thought for the dear departed," in: The Hindu; www.thehindu.com/life-

and-style/society/article3008863.ece
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1, which means 'poor' fuel efficiency for MGK. The latter is postulated to

be a standard value for the cremation ofcorpses on the grates at Sobibor,

without MGK explaining on what basis, other than convenience, they con-

sider the comparatively inefficient 'Fuel Efficient Crematorium ' to be what

most resembles the grates of Sobibor. On page 6 ofMGK's source about

theMokshda Green Cremation System ('Global Environment Facility, ' CEO's

notification to GEF Council Members dd. March 13, 2008, online under

http://207.190.239.148/uploadedFiles/India_Mokshda_Green_Cremation_

System.pdf), one reads that 'due to unscientific design, poor quality ofma-

terial of construction [...], such IWC could not achifeve the ]desired fuel

efficiency [...].' Aren't the camp's SS supervisors supposed to have done

things efficiently? " (note 1 10 on p. 463)

Illustration 12.11: Fuel Efficient Crematorium
from: www.tribuneindia.com/200 1 /200 1 0 1 22/ldh 1 .htm

It is obvious that the respective efficiency of the three facilities is de-

termined by the consumption of wood per cremation. The facility of the

"Fuel Efficient Crematorium" (Illustration 12.11) is an open furnace

with a simple grid surrounded by three walls.

The Mokshda facility (Illustrations 12.12 and 12.13) is a flat metaUic

grid to which two vertical grids are soldered, and is topped by a chim-

ney which can be lowered in order to keep the heat or raised to oxygen-

ate the flames. This produces a more efficient combustion.

The Teri facilty (Illustrations 12.14 and 12.15), finally, is a true

cremation oven equipped with a gasifier and an air blower together with

a cremation chamber.
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Illustration 12.12: Cremation appa-

ratus Mokshda. From:

www.thehindu.com/life-and-

style/society/article3008863.ei

Illustration 12.13: Cremation appara-

tus Mokshda. From: Michele Clausi,

Vita, morte e biossido di carbonio: la

pirn sostenibile, in:

www.greenme.it/infonTiarsi/ambiente/298-vita-

morte-e-biossido-di-carbonio-la-pira-funebre-

sostenibile

If therefore I assumed as a reference point for the cremations in So-

bibor the "Fuel Efficient Crematorium," then this was not for "conven-

ience," as Muehlenkamp hypocritically claims, but indeed because

among the three systems examined this resembles most the alleged fa-

cilities of this camp or is the one least different from them.

Regarding efficiency, the text quoted by Muehlenkamp says:^^''

Global Environment Facility, in:

http://207.190.239.148/uploadedFiles/India_Mokshda_Green_Cremation_System.pdf
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"With a view to eliminating these bottlenecks, IWCs were introduced

earlier, which are capable of saving fuel wood in a significant manner.

However, due to unscientific design, poor quality of material of construc-

tion and lack ofpublic awareness and education activities at the local bod-

ies ' level, such IWC could not achieve the desiredfuel efficiency as wells as

public acceptance. This gave rise to the development ofan energy-efficient,

environment-friendly, technically sound and user-acceptable Mokshda

Green Cremation System (MGCS) by the Mokshda Paryavaran Evam Van

Suraksha Samiti (Mokshda PEVSS) an NGO working under the aegis of

MoEF. •'

The acronym "IWC" means "Improved Wood based Crematorium"

and evidently refers to ttie "Fuel Efficient Crematorium." In such a con-

text, it is not clear what Muehlenkamp's rhetorical question means:

"Aren't the camp's SS supervisors supposed to have done things effi-

ciently?" Perhaps the SS men allegedly in charge of the cremation had

to be efficient and therefore they would not have used an "inefficient"

system? If this is so, then the observation is pointless, because the "inef-

ficiency" in question is such only in relation to the Mokshda facility,

vvfhile it is obvious that the "Fuel Efficient Crematorium," as the name

implies, is more efficient only compared to the traditional Hindu funeral

pyre.

[39] Even though Muehlenkamp does not say so expHcitly, he insin-

uates that the principle behind the Mokshda system ("An essential fea-

ture of this brazier was its elevation, which 'allowed air to circulate and

feed the fire'" p. 463) was valid also for the system with the grid which

in his opinion was used in the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps. It is worth

examining this issue.

The documented cremation system which resembles most the one at

hand is that experimented with in Dresden after the Allied bombing of

13 and 14 February 1945. This is shown in Illustrations 12.16£

But a simple pile of corpses put on a grid of rail tracks, however, has

nothing to do with the Mokshda cremation facility. In the latter case the

principle of air flow around the corpses is ensured by the special struc-

ture of the grid and by the presence of a single corpse, with the possibil-

ity to regulate the combustion with the help of a movable chimney. In

the case of the Dresden pyres the air flow only took place around the

pile as a whole and affected only the external parts of the corpses. It is

clear that the purpose of the pyres in this case was not incineration, but

the partial carbonization of the bodies for hygienic reasons.
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Elustration 12.16: Corpses pyre in Dresden. "Image 8.5" of

Muehlenkamp (p. 488)

Illustration 12.17: Corpses pyre in Dresden. From:

http://www.dhm.de/lemo/objekte/pict/ph003739/index.jpg

[40] In Sobibor I also wrote as follows:^^^^

"The only reliable data refer to the technical study of the operational

results of the Air Curtain Burner. This device for the cremation of animal

carcasses consists of a burner and a powerful blower, linked to an enclo-

""^ Sobibor. Holocaust propaganda and reality, op. cit., p. 135.
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sure of refractory material or to a ditch into which the carcasses are

placed. Over two days, on 29 and 30 January 2002, two incinerations were

carried out, involving 15 cattle carcasses each per day, for a total weight of

16.1 tons. The incinerations required 49 tons of timber, having an average

humidity ofabout 20percent.

Fuel consumption thus was (49 ^16.1=) 3.04 kg oftimberper kg ofcar-

cass, in spite of the favorable conditions provided by the Air Curtain Sys-

tem.
"

Illustration 12.18: "DEFRA CB Test 29.01.02." From: "Investigation into

Burning Characteristics of an Air Curtain Burner,"

www. airburners.eu/DEFRA_UK-Air_Curtain_Bumer_Report_S-32 1 .pdf.

In order to avoid any pointless controversies, I based myself on a

technical expert report concerning such a facility and the necessary re-

lated scientific equipment, starting with the combustion diagrams indi-

cating the temperature flow over time (Illustration 12.18).

To this Muehlenkamp opposes what a certain Norbert Fuhrmann,

"sales manager of Air Burners LLC in Florida, USA" told him, ("For 5

tons of carcasses you need 4 to 5 tons of wood waste"), a statement

which, if compared to the technical expertise mentioned above, amounts

to mere speculation, even more considering that, due to his position as

"sales manager," Mr. Fuhrmann has to present his product in the most

favorable light, including with regard to its efficiency.

[41] Finally I wrote in Sobibor that in my "experiments with waste

beef, a weight ratio of wood/flesh of 2.6 was needed in a makeshift

closed furnace, of 3. 1 in an open furnace and of 3.5 in a pit."^^'"'

-"^
Ibid., p. 136.
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The results of my experiments, documented in a detailed report and

with various pictures, have been available in English since 2004,^'^'' and

in German since 2003. ^'''^
I certainly do not pretend that these results

are undisputable, but the experiments delivered very precise data. Why
did Muehlenkamp, who claims to be so interested in the cremation is-

sue, not repeat them? Before the pubUcation of the "Cut and Paste Man-

ifesto" he had more than 8 years time to do it.

[42] Muehlenkamp

then pretends to expose

my allegedly "most

grievous omission":

"In his otherwise

unremarkable article

about his combustion

experiments with flesh

and animal fat, Mat-

togno did his critics the

favor of copiously quot-

ing the writings of Ger-

man engineer Wilhelm

Heepke. Particularly in-

teresting in Heepke 's

writings quoted by Mat-

togno is the reference to

burning experiments

carried out in the early

20th Century by two

German veterinarians.

Dr. Lothes and Dr.

Profe of Cologne. These

professionals managed

to burn carcasses on

grids over pits in a rather short time and with rather lowfuel expenditure,

their most satisfactory results being achieved by a method in which a pit

was excavatedfrom the sole ofa largerpit and the carcass was placed on a

grid upon the inner, smaller pit (which contained the burning material ig-

nited to set the carcass on fire) below ground inside the outer, largerpit.

There are some striking similarities between the carcass burning meth-

Illu$tration 12.19: combustion pit for animal

carcasses system Lothes and Profe. From: W.
Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vernichtungsanlagen,

op. cit., p. 32.

'* "Combustion Experiments with Flesh and Animal Fat

termination camps of the Third Reich," in: The Revisionist, vol. 2.

' "Verbrermungsexperimente mit Tierfleisch und Tierfett," in: VierteljahreshefteJurfr

schichtsforschung, vol. 2, Juni 2003, pp. 185-194.

the alleged ej
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Illustrations 12.20 and

Cremation facility

scheme with grid on surface

and on the inside of a pit.

ods applied by Dr. Lothes and Dr. Profe

on the one hand and the methods applied

for burning the corpses of those mur-

dered at the Aktion Rernhard extermina-

tion camps Belzec, Sobibor and Treblin-

ka, which come across as applications

on an enormous scale ofDr. Lothes and

Dr. Profe's methods, or some of those

methods. " (pp. 463 f)

Since Muehlenkamp attributes such

importance to this faclHty, it is neces-

sary to understand well what we are

dealing with. I here refer first to the

schematic plan of the facility in Illustra-

tion 12.19.

The object consists of a pit 2 meters wide, 2.5 meters long and 0.75

m deep down to the level of the grid, under which the pit narrows to a

width of 1 meter. The length remains the same, with the depth of the

smaller pit also being 0.75 meters. The drawing shows 3 ''Eisentrdger"

(iron girders) placed on top of an ''Auflager" (support) 0.5 meters wide.

It is apparent that Muehlenkamp has no grasp of the principle behind

this structure, to which I will return in point 45.

His pretense that the cremation facilities of Belzec, Sobibor and

Treblinka were "applications on an enormous scale of Dr. Lothes and

Dr. Profe's methods" is simply put farcical. The facility with a grid in-

side a pit is attested to by exterminationist historiography only for So-

bibor, whereas for Trebhnka, as shown above, the data resulting from

the verdict of the Diisseldorf Court of 3 September 1965 and of 22 De-

cember 1 970 and from the testimony of Leleko are contradictory, ren-

dering it impossible to establish the system of cremation employed in

that camp. We are thus dealing with two different facilities, one with

the cremation grid placed in a pit and one where it is placed above the

surface. For Belzec the only witness providing any details in this regard,

Heinrich Gley (in his interrogation of 8 May 1961), spoke of a "con-

struction of large grids, upon which the corpses were bumed,"^^^^ with-

out any reference to pits. Illustrations 12.20 and 12.21 shows sketches

of these two facilities.

A simple comparison with the sketch of the Lothes and Profe facility

(Illustration 12.19) shows that the systems are unrelated, and therefore

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 84.
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Muehlenkamp's pretense is nonsensical.

[43] My opponent's focus on this facility is explained by the fact

that the two veterinaries in question:

"obtained thefollowing results:

'Experiment I (carcass placed on pit above ground): 4.5 E. U. per kg of

carcass 0.5 kg ofwood per kg ofcarcass)

Experiment II (carcass placed on pit above ground): 3.88 E. U. per kg of

carcass (^ 0.43 kg ofwoodper kg ofcarcass)

Experiment III (carcass placed on pit above ground): 6. 75 E. U. per kg

ofcarcass (= 0. 75 kg ofwoodper kg ofcarcass)

Average ofexperiments I to III: 5.04 E. U. per kg ofcarcass (= 0.56 kg

ofwoodper kg ofcarcass)

Experiment IV (carcass placed on inner pit below ground): 3.65 E.U.

per kg ofcarcass (^ 0.41 kg ofwood per kg ofcarcass)

Experiment V (carcass placed on inner pit below ground): 4.76 E.U.

per kg ofcarcass (^ 0.53 kg ofwood per kg ofcarcass)

Experiment VI (carcass placed on inner pit helow ground): 4.50 E.U.

per kg ofcarcass (^ 0.5 kg ofwood per kg ofcarcass)

Average ofexperiments IV to VI: 4.30 E. U. per kg ofcarcass (^ 0.48 kg

ofwoodper kg ofcarcass).

'

"
(p. 465)

First of all it is necessary to explain the results of these six experi-

ments, taking as a reference point the first,^''^ which concerned a horse

weighing 600 kg. The consumption of combustible material was 100 kg

of wood, 150 kg of lignite coal briquette (Braunkohlenbrikett), 25 kg of

anthracite coal tar (Steinkohle Teer). The results were:

- "Verdatnpfungseinheiten" units of vaporization: 2,700 kg

- "Wdrmeaufwand" heat consumption: 450,000 [kcal]

- duration of the process: 20 hours.

Results for 1 kg of animal carcass:

- weight of the combustible material: 0.46 kg
- "Verdampfeinheiten " units of vaporization: 4.5 kg

- "Wdrmeeinheiten" (WE: heat units (=kcal): 750
- duration of the combustion: 2 minutes.

The "unit of vaporization" is the amount of water vaporized by 1 kg

of combustible material. Engineer Heepke confirms that 1 kg of wood
vaporized 9 kg of water, while 1 kg of briquet evaporated 12 kg of wa-

ter. He assigns to wood a "calorific effect" of 1,500 WE (kcal) per 1 kg,

and 2,000 WE to briquet, but, since the vaporization heat of 1 kg of wa-

Lothes, Profe, "Zur unschadlrchen Beseitigung von Thiercadavem aufdem Wege der Ver-

breimung," in: Berliner Thierdrztliche Wochenschrift, no. 37 (1 1 Sept. 1902), p. 558; W.
Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vemichtungsanlagen, op. cit., p. 34.
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ter equals 640 kcal, it is not clear how 1,500 kcal could vaporize 9 kg of

water and 2,000 kcal 12 kg of water. The heat necessary is in fact (640

X 9 =) 5,760 kcal and hence (5,760 - 1,500 =) 3.84 kg of wood and

(640 X 12 7,680 kcal and (7,680 - 2000 3,84 kg of briquette, re-

spectively.

The 2,700 kg "units of vaporization" are based on the sum of the

products of the wood and briquet quantities for the respective "units of

vaporization": [(100 x 9) + (150 x 12)] = 2,700.

By dividing the result with the weight of the animal carcass, one ob-

tains (2,700 ^ 600 =) 4.5 kg, the "unit of vaporization" for 1 kg of car-

cass.

The heat consumption is calculated by multiplying the wood and

briquet quantities with the respective "calorific effect": [(100 kg x

1,500 kcal/kg) + (150 kg x 2,000 kcal/kg) =] 450,000 WE [kcal].

By dividing this number with the weight of the carcass, one obtains

the "heat unit" for 1 kg of carcass: (450,000 - 600 =) 750 WE [kcal].

In this calculation of the heat consumption the 25 kg of anthracite

coal tar are missing. These would develop between 9,000 and 9,300

kcal/kg,^''^ or averaged 9,150, and therefore (9,150 x 25 =) 228,750

kcal must be added to the total.

Furthermore the energy contents of the wood and briquets are con-

sidered by Heepke as "Heizeffekt," calorific effect, i.e. as the factual ef-

ficiency of these combustible materials (i.e. as the heat actually used),

the consequence of which is rather arguable, because in a facility such

as the one we are deahng with, the heat losses (radiation, conduction,

sensible heat of the fumes) cannot be calculated precisely and only with

great approximation.

Muehlenkamp's sentence "4.5 E.U. per kg of carcass (= 0.5 kg of

wood per kg of carcass)" means that 4.5 "units of vaporization" for 1 kg

of carcass correspond to (4.5 ^ 9 =) 0.5 kg of wood, since the "unit of

vaporization" ofwood is 9 kg of water per 1 kg; or, in other terms, (750

^ 1,500 =) 0.5 kg of wood. But this, as I will explain immediately be-

low, does not make any sense.

The energy content of 1 kg of hgnite coal briquet is between 4,700

and 5,200 kcal/kg,^^^^ on average 4,950 kcal/kg. This means that Heep-

ke considered the efficiency of the combustible material used in the

above-mentioned experiments to be [(2,000 - 4,950) x 100 =) 40.4%.

Gesellschaft inijr Technische Informationen (ed.), "Hiitte " Des Ingenieurs Taschenbuch. Verlag

von Wilhelm Ernst & Sohn, Berlin, Band I, 1931, p. 897.

Ibid., p. 901.
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The effective heat developed by the anthracite coal tar thus corresponds

to (228,750 X 0.404 =) 92,415 kcal.

If the wood used had a calorific effect of 1,500 kcal/kg with an effi-

ciency of 40.4%, its energy contents would be (1,500 ^ 0.404) « 3,700

kcal/kg, a value compatible with normal parameters of dry wood.

By expressing all the combustible materials as units of wood, one

obtains the following balance:

wood: 100 kg X 3,700 kcal/kg = 370,000 kcal

briquet: 150 kg x 4,950 kcal/kg = 742,500 kcal, corresponding to

(742,500 kcal - 3,700 kcal/kg =) 200 kg of wood;

tar: 25 kg x 9,150 kcal/kg = 228,750 kcal, the equivalent of (228,750

kcl - 3,700 kcal/kg) « 62 kg of wood.

The equivalent consumption of wood is therefore (100 + 200 + 62 =)

362 kg, and the above-mentioned ratio changes from 0.46 to 0.60.

In the case of fresh wood (1,900 kcal/kg),^°°'' with a calorific effect

of (1,900 kcal/kg x 0.404 =) 767 kcal/kg, the total consumption would

be (362 kg - 1,900 kcal/kg x 3,700 kcal/kg) ~ 705 kg, with a ratio of

1.17:1.

Here Muehlenkamp's obtuse ignorance takes over. The results of

these experiments depended on two simultaneous factors: on one hand

the capacity to bum in an efficient way the fat of the carcass; on the

other the capacity to monitor the combustion process accurately.

For what concerns the first factor, Lothes and Profe themselves stat-

ed:^°°'

"Nachdem das Cadaver voll in Brand geraten war, sah man augen-

scheinlich aus Sparsamkostenrucksichten von der Verwendung weiteren

Brenninaterials ab. Durch das reichlich vorhandenen Fett wurde der Ver-

brennungsprocess dennoch unterhalten
"

"After the carcass had fully caught fire, one refrainedfrom using fur-

ther combustible materials for savings reasons. Due to the abundantly

availablefat the combustion process was nevertheless maintained.
"

It is a well-known fact among cremation specialists that a "a typical

iresh carcass contains approximately 32% dry matter, of which 52% is

protein, 41%) is fat, and 6%) is ash."""'"' The above-mentioned carcass

therefore contained (600 x 0.32 x 0.41 =) 78.72 kg of fat. It is likewise

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 142f.

Lothes, Profe, "Zur unschadlichen Beseitigung von Thiercadavem. . .," op. cit., p. 558.
'""^ Carcass Disposal: A Comprehensive Review, National Agricultural Biosecurity Center Con-

sortium USDA APHIS Cooperative Agreement Project. Carcass Disposal Working Group.

August 2004. Chapter 2, in: http://fss.k-

state.edu/FeaturedContent/CarcassDisposal/PDF%20Files/CH%204%20-%20Rendering.pdf
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well-known that "animal fats have an energy value of 17,000 British

Thermal Units per pound,"^""^ which corresponds to ca. 9,520 kcal/kg;

another source^"""* mentions 39.8 kJ/g, which is equal to 9,506 kcal/kg,

and therefore one can assume a rounded value of 9,500 kcal/kg.

From this results that the 78.72 kg of fat mentioned above would

produce (78.72 x 9,500 747,840 kcal. Assuming also here a combus-

tion efficiency of 40.4%, the effective energy would amount to

(747,840 X 0.404 =) 302,127 kcal, the equivalent of (302,127 - 1,500 =)

201 kg of dry wood and (302,127 - 767^"°^ =) 394 kg of fresh (green)

wood. In the latter case, adding the consumption calculated above, the

total equivalent would be (394 + 707.2 =) 1,101.2 kg of fresh wood, or

(1,101.2 ^ 600 =) 1.83 kg for each kg of carcass.

In order to demonstrate the triviality of Muehlenkamp's "argu-

ments," I must return to his elaboration on the weight of the Polish Jews

deported to the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps. After having determined

their average height to 1.60 m, Muehlenkamp states:

"According to the Body Measurement Index table, a person with a

height of 1.60 meters is underweight at 38 to 48 kg. Assuming that the av-

erage weight ofadult Jews in Polish ghettos at the time was in between the

upper and the lower value ofwhat the BMI table considers underweight, it

would be (38+48) ^2^43 kg "
(p. 417)

As a source Muehlenkamp indicates a Gewichtstabelle nach

BMI'. " (footnote 104) The BMI system (Body Mass Index) is based on

indexes calculated by dividing the weight of a person with the square of

his/her height. In Table 12.2,'°"^ the condition of underweight is divided

into severe, moderate and hght. The indices of normal weight for a per-

son of 1.60 m height correspond to 47.36-63.97 kg, on average 55.66

kg. A sHghtly underweight person lies between 43.52 and 47.33 kg, on

average 45.42 kg; the moderately underweight is between 40.96 and

43.49 kg, on average 42.22; and finally the severely underweight person

is under 40.96 kg.

The case assumed by Muehlenkamp corresponds therefore to a re-

duction of weight in respect to the normal weight of [I - (43 ^ 55.66) x

100 =) 22.74%.

In the Minnesota Starvation Experiment performed between No-

ftW., Chapter 4.

J. DeHaan, S.J. Campbell, S. Nurbakhsh, "Combustion of animal fat and its implications for

the consumption ofhuman bodies in fires," in: Science & Justice, 1999, 39 (1), p. 28.

This results fi-om: (1,900 x 0.404 =) 767.

www.wissen-info.de/rechner/body-mass-index.php
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Table 12.2: Weight Classification of Adults according to BMI (acc. to

WHO, as of 2008)

Category BMI (kg/m^)

Severe underweight less than 16.00

moderate underweight 16.00-16.99

Light underweight 17.00-18.49

Normal weight 18.50-24.99

vember 1944 and December 1945, which I referred to in our Sobibor

study, the result was an average weight reduction among the volunteers

of 16.8 kg, from 69.4 to 52.6 kg, equivalent to [1 - (52.6 - 69.4) x 100

=) 24.2%, which is almost the same as Muehlenkamp's value. The vol-

unteers lost 37% of water (6.2 kg), 9% of proteins (1.5 kg) and 54%. of

fat (9.1 kg)^°°^ (regarding the loss of fat, however, see point 55).

Returning to the above-mentioned experiment, the cremation of a

fresh underweight corpse of 43 kg using the Lothes and Profe system

would require [43 x (4.5 - 9 or [(43 x 750) - 1,500 =] 21.5 kg of dry

wood, in addition to [(25 ^ 600) x 43 =) 1.8 kg of tar corresponding to

(9,150 X 1.8 =) 16,470 kcal, with a saving of (6.2 kg x 640 =) 3,968

kcal due to the reduction of the water and with an additional consump-

tion of (9.1 X 9,500 =) 86,450 kcal due to the loss of human fat. Even

assiraung the speculative efficiency rate of 40.4%, the consumption of

wood would be:

[(16,470 + 86,450) x 0.404] - 3,986

1,500
Kg.

Total consumption: (25 + 21.5) = 46.5 kg, or (46.5 - 43 =) 1.08 kg

wood/kg corpse.

If one considers instead the case which would have been valid for

the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, i.e. the utilization of fresh wood, the

consumption would increase (1,500 ^ 767 =) 1.95 times, resulting in

(1.08 X 1.95 =) 2.10 kg ofwood for I kg of corpse.

All this shows the superficiality of our cremation "expert". The data

cannot be assumed uncritically, but must be correctly interpreted, and -

most importantly - one must have the capacity to do so.

The second factor contributing to the low consumption of combus-

tible materials is the possibility, or rather the necessity, to monitor accu-

rately the combustion process and to oxygenate the carcass adequately.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. I38f.
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Engineer Heepke considers it even a disadvantage:^"*^^

"Die einzige Schwierigkeit liegt nur darin, dass stets ein Sachverstdn-

diger den Prozess in die Wege leiten muss.

"

"The only difficulty was that the process had to be constantly super-

vised by an expert.

"

This, among other things, was due to the fact that the entrails and the

internal organs, which bum with difficulty, were extracted from the car-

casses and put on the pyre piece by piece as the combustion proceed-

ed.^""' Experience shows that "the body is not a good conductor of heat.

Soft tissues form a dense, damp mass of material (Fengming, 2005, Ta-

ble 2), variable thicknesses of which overlay the bone within different

parts of the body. The soft tissues not only restrict heat transfer but also

effectively cut off the oxygen supply to the underlying bone."^"'"

In a huge heap of corpses placed over a grid, only the external parts

would be exposed to the flames and oxygen, while the internal parts

would remain protected from the heat and without the influx of oxygen

for a considerable time. For this reason directives for the combustion of

dead animals prescribe that carcasses are not amassed on top of each

other (see point 48)

In the Lothes and Profe system the carcass put on top of the grid is

touched by the flames from underneath and from two sides, with no im-

pediment to the combustion air flow. This procedure bears a relation-

ship neither to the simultaneous cremation of thousands of corpses on a

grid nor to the Mokshda system. A direct comparison would only make

sense if the corpses in the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps would have been

put one by one onto the cremation grids. But since the orthodox hypoth-

esis is radically different, the experimental results of these single crema-

tions can only be taken as starting points when it comes to the fuel con-

sumptions and incineration times for cremations of a vastly bigger

magnitude.

[44] Immediately after this Muehlenkamp offers another example of

his sad incompetence:

"The effect of higher quantities of carcass mass on the fuel-to-carcass

ratio is visible in the data from animal incinerators shown in Heepke 's Ta-

ble 3. "
(p. 465)

^oos
\y Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vernichtungsanlagen, op. cit, pp. 36f.

Ibid., p. 32; Lothes, Profe, "Zur unschadlichen Beseitigung von Thiercadavem. . .," op. cit, p.

560.

Jacqueline I. McKinley, B. Tech, "In the Heat of the Pyre: Efficiency of Oxidation in Roma-

no-British Cremations - Did it Really Matter?," in: Christopher W. Schmidt, Steven A. Symes

(eds.). The Analysis ofBurnedHuman Remains, Elsevier, London, 2008, p. 165.
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This table, which he takes from one of my papers (footnote 115),

lists the operating results of 10 models of Kori incinerators for animal

carcasses at the beginning of the 20* century. The first 8 are hsted ac-

cording to their size; the smallest, measuring 1,160 mm (width) x 2,460

mm (length) x 2,200 mm (height) could incinerate 250 kg of carcasses

in 5 hours with a consumption of 1 1 0 kg of anthracite coal; the biggest,

measuring 1,680 mm x 3,630 mm x 3,100 mm, had a capacity of 900

kg of carcasses in 13.5 hours with a consumption of 300 kg of anthra-

cite coal. The other incinerators, from the second to the seventh, were of

increasing dimensions andperformances.^"''

And here is Muehlenkamp's incredible comment on this table:

"If, as these data suggest, the incineration of numerous carcasses re-

quires less fuel per kg ofcarcass than the incineration ofjust one carcass,

it stands to reason that the rates achieved by Dr. Lothes and Dr. Profe

could also be improved upon when incinerating not one, but several hun-

dred carcasses. It would also not be surprising, under this assumption, if

mass incineration ofcorpses at the Nazi extermination camps achieved bet-

terfuel consumption rates than the grid burning experiments conducted by

these two veterinarians. "
(p. 466)

Poor Muehlenkamp is clueless when it comes to the reason for the

decreasing consumption of anthracite coal from the smaller to the big-

ger oven. The last column in the table in question lists the weight of the

refractory walls of a single oven; for the first (model la) this weight

was 950 kg, for the eight (model 4b) 2,000 kg. Thus, while the load of

this latter oven in respect to the former was (900 ^ 250 =) 3.6 times

bigger, the weight of its refractory walls was only (2000 ^ 950 =) 2.1

times bigger, and this relationship is also valid for all the intermediate

ovens. The better efficiency of oven 4b compared to all the other mod-

els depended in fact on the better ratio of load to refractory wall weight.

I will explain this with an example. If both models operate at a

standard temperature of 800°C, model la, for heating the refractory

walls from 0°C to this temperature, requires (0.21 kcal/K/kg x 950 kg x

800 K =) 159,600 kcal, which equates to (159,600 kcal - 250 kg =)

638,4 kcal for 1 kg of carcass and (159,600 kcal - 1 10 kg =) 1,451 kcal

for 1 kg of combustible material. In the case of model 4b, the heating

required (0.21 kcal/K/kg x 2,000 kg x 800 K =) 336,000 kcal, which

equates to (336,000 kcal ^ 900 kg =) 373 kcal for 1 kg of carcass and

(336,000 kcal - 300 kg =) 1,120 kcal for 1 kg of anthracite coal. Oven

4b had a consumption ratio of (300 kg 900 kg =) 0.33, whereas oven

W. Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vernichtungsanlagen, op. cit., p. 43.
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la had a ratio of (1 10 kg ^ 250 kg =) 0.44. Hence oven la was [(0.33 -

0.44) X 100 =] 75% as efficient as oven 4b, a percentage which is al-

most identical to that resulting from the above-mentioned example,

[(1,120 - 1,451) X 100 77.2%. In other words, compared to oven la,

oven 4b had proportionately lower heat losses due to irradiation and

conduction, and this explains its higher efficiency.

As demonstrated above, the "mass incineration of corpses" would

result in a proportionally higher consumption of combustible materials

in respect to a single cremation, both because the air could not freely

flow around each corpse and because the high temperature of the blaze

would prevent any access to the pyre (the witness Reichman stated:

"Within a few minutes the fire would take so it was difficult to ap-

proach the crematorium from as far as 50 meters away," p. 448) needed

to control the process of combustion and to rationally and economically

handle the fat of the bodies, with the inevitable loss of heat as a result.

This is exactly the opposite of Muehlenkamp's babblings.

[45] I will pass by Muehlenkamp's claim that I allegedly have a

"problem with Dr. Lothes and Dr. Profe's experiment results" (p. 466),

having already shown that the "problem" is Muehlenkamp's, who, in

his superficiality, has no clue about the reasons for their documented re-

sults. 1 here take the opportunity instead to expose another example of

the plagiarist bloggers' obtuseness. As is known, they are fierce sup-

porters of the notion that human fat was collected in the "cremation

pits" for use as fuel, especially with regard to Auschwitz-Birkenau. In

this respect Sergey Romanov had particularly distinguished himself
^"^^

In one of my pertinent papers^°'^ I demonstrated that a fundamental

contradiction exists between the technique of Lothes and Profe and the

testimonial evidence. In the former case, as explained above, the heat

produced by the fat from the carcass was rationally managed by being

poured into the pit below (measuring 1 m x 2.5 m x 0.75 m) from

where it helped fuel the combustion. In the case of Auschwitz, the fat is

instead said to have dripped to the bottom of the pit, where it then

flowed through special channels to lateral chutes, whence it was alleg-

edly collected with buckets and thrown back onto the flames. Using this

"""^ "Recovery ofliquidfatfrom pyres is impossible. .
." in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/2009/ll/recovery-of-liquid-human-fat-from-

pyres.html

"II recupero del grasso unmno nelle fosse di cremazione di Auschwitz-Birkenau" (The collec-

tion ofhuman fat in the cremation pits ofAuschwitz-Birkenau), in:

http://olo-dogma.myblog.it/archive/2010/08/21/l-il-recupero-del-grasso-umano-nelle-fosse-di-

cremazione-di.html
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system - as if it were feasible to begin with - most of the fat's calorific

heat value would be lost, as this is obtained only when the fat bums

from the bottom of the pyre toward the top. In reality this system is ut-

terly unfeasible, since due to the fat's relatively low ignition tempera-

ture - between 343 and 345°C, depending on the sources - and due to

its even lower flash point of 184°C, any fat dripping out of objects

placed in a blaze would inevitably catch fire and bum fiercely inside

that blaze, in this case inside the cremation pit.

The Auschwitz camp offers another exterminationist refutation of

Muehlenkamp's ramblings. As shown above, he claims that the crema-

tion grid system developed at Chelmno by Blobel (or at least with his

help) was adopted both in the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps and within the

framework of "Aktion 1005." Above 1 discussed the contradiction re-

sulting from the exterminationist interpretation of Hoss's (alleged) trip

to Chelmno. At his return to Auschwitz, he in fact ordered the estab-

lishment of a cremation system without grids. As if this was not incom-

prehensible enough, the claim that the grid system wasn't used at

Auschwitz even in 1944, more than a year after the alleged huge crema-

tion operations at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, is even more striking:

all the essential testimonies which I collected in my study on the open

air incinerations at Auschwitz speak in fact merely of simple pyres with

altemating layers of wood and corpses.
^"'"^

If the grid system was so ef-

ficient, why wasn't it adopted also at Auschwitz?

[46] Muehlenkamp then presents his conclusions:

"The conclusions that the above leads to are thefollowing:

a) Fuel expenditure in cremating corpses or carcasses essentially de-

pends on applying the correct method.

b) MGK presented no arguments that would make a wood weight to

corpse/carcass weight ratio of2:1 seem inappropriate.

c) There are good reasons to assume that the fuel-weight to carcass-

weight ratio achieved in burning corpses at Nazi extermination camps was

much lower than 2:1.

Aggarwal 's 'raised human-sized brazier ' may have achieved a ratio of

100 kg ofwood vs. 70 kg of corpse = 1.43:1, and the carcass-burning ex-

periments I to III conducted by Dr. Lothes and Dr. Profe in the early 20th

Century (the comparatively less fuel-efficient oftheir experiments) achieved

an average ratio of 0.56:1. Descriptions of the burning process at Sobibor

actually suggest a similarity to the more fuel-efficient ofDr. Lothes & Dr.

Profe 's experiments, the ones at which a ratio of0.48:1 was achieved.

Auschwitz: Open Air Incinerations, op. cit, pp. 13-23.
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d) There 's no reason why SS expert Floss (the man who according to

the Stangljudgment 'brought the grid into the right position 'at Treblinka)

could not have achieved in mass burning a ratio equal to or lower than

what had been achieved by Dr. Lothes & Dr. Profe burning individual car-

casses in the early 20th century.

Therefore the ratio of 0.56:1 that the veterinarians achieved in the

comparatively less fuel-efficient of their experiments - ignoring the possi-

bility ofa lower ratio at Sobihor, for good measure - shall in thefollowing

be considered as the likely expression ofwood or wood-equivalent expendi-

ture on cremation grids at Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka and Chelmno, as

soon as they had been properly arranged. " (pp. 467f.)

Here we are again faced with the astounding inconsistency of his ar-

gument: In the above exposition, the only correct point is the first: "Fuel

expenditure in cremating corpses or carcasses essentially depends on

applying the correct method." Alas, poor Muehlenkamp has no idea

whatsoever of what he is talking about.

His point b) is a pathetic lie. I list once more the essential consump-

tion data for the various systems presented (in relation to a body of 70

kg):

1) Ten cremation oven: 1.82 kg ofwood for each kg ofbody

2) Mokshda system: 2.14 kg/kg

3) Fuel Efficient Crematorium: 3.6 kg/kg

4) traditional Hindu pyre: 7. 14 kg/kg

5) Air Curtain System (technical expert report): 3.04 kg/kg

6) burning of carcasses: 3.6 kg/kg (based on the total weight of the

ashes)

7) burning of poultry carcasses in Virginia: 4.4 kg/kg

8) combustion experiments by Mattogno: 3.5 kg/kg.

My assumption of a fuel/carcass mass ratio of 3.5 kg/kg for the "Ak-

tion Reinhardt" cremation facilities'^" is therefore very much validated.

Point c) constitutes another proof of Muehlenkamp 's incompetence.

The claim of a consumption of 1 00 kg of wood for the cremation of a

body of 70 kg using the Mokshda system was only a theoretical forecast

of its inventor, Vinod Kumar Agarwal. When the apparatus was built in

Delhi, the consumption turned out to be 150 kg (see point 37).

The ratio "wood vs. 70 kg of corpse" is therefore not 1.43 : 1, but

2.14 : 1.

The application of the results obtained by Lothes and Profe to So-

bibor is, as shovra above, abusive and senseless. I add here that the

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 133-136.
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adoption of the "correct method" of cremation of which Muehlenkamp

speaks in point a) also takes into consideration the ratio of the carcass

mass to the surface of the pit. From this point of view, and ignoring for

now all other considerations presented, a comparison with the "Aktion

Reinhardt" facilities requires a similar ratio. I will return to this issue in

point 75, where I will demonstrate Muehlenkamp 's huge errors in this

regard. Furthermore, in Lothes's and Profe's experiments the entrails

and inner organs were emptied from the carcasses and then gradually

thrown onto the flames specifically in order to avoid the initial thermal

shield inevitable in the case of a huge heap of corpses with subsequent

huge losses of heat and hence combustibles.

Point d) shows Muehlenkamp 's impressive gullibility. Based on

mere testimonial statements, he considers Herbert Floss a kind of Deus

ex machina for cremations (but wasn't Blobel the "expert"?), without

explaining where, when and how he would have achieved this extraor-

dinary mastery with regard to cremation techniques. However, as it

turns out, his knowledge was apparently not that extraordinary after all,

considering that, according to Treblinka commandant Franz Stangl, he

limited himself to bringing "the grid into the right position." What does

that mean? Stangl does not explain it, and Muehlenkamp, as we will see

in the next point, delivers an eccentric interpretation. His speculation

("there's no reason") is flawed and nonsensical, in fact I have presented

many facts demonstrating the exact opposite. In conclusion, his claim

that at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka there existed "the possibility of a

lower ratio" than the one resulting fi-om Lothes's and Profe's experi-

ments (0.56 : 1) is without foundation, and therefore he has not even

made any dents on my arguments in favor of a 3.5 : 1 wood/corpse ra-

tio.

[47] "The importance ofbringing the grid into the 'right position, ' one

that provided for good air circulation and in which the corpses burned

largely on their own combustible substances because they were suspended

over a firefed by bodyfat, is illustrated by the experimental burning oftwo

carcasses in two different cars described in a 1969 scientific article by

Bruce V. Ettling.

One of the experimental carcasses burned rather incompletely whereas

the other was mostly consumed by fire. The reason for the difference was

that the latter carcass 'was still suspended on the seat springs with a lot of

char and ash underneath. Thefat being renderedfrom the carcass dripped

onto the char which acted like a candle wick and kept thefat burning. ' This

burning rendered more fat, which in turn kept alive the fire consuming the

carcass. Ettling concluded that a carcass, and presumably also a human
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body, 'can be rather thoroughly consumed by firefrom its own fat, ' a nec-

essary condition being that 'the body be suspended in such a way that it is

over thefire which is fedfrom the bodyfat. ' He drew thefollowingparallel

with burningprocedures at the Aktion Reinhard camps (emphasis added):

'Some related information was found in an article concerning a Nazi

extermination camp and its trouble destroying the corpses (3). Burning

gasoline on piles of corpses on the ground did not consume the corpses.

Eventually an 'expert' was brought in who arranged the bodies on a rack

with the corpses that appeared to contain some fat being placed on the

bottom of the pile. A good fire beneath the rack causedfat to drip down

and burn. The corpses which were thus over the fire instead of on the

ground were reduced to ashes. '"
(p. 468, emphasis in original)

Muehlenkamp's ex-

planation regarding the

"right position" is simp-

ly put nonsense. Et-

tling's experiment evi-

dently simulated the

combustion of a human

body on the car seat of a

burning car, as shown in

Illustration 12.22.

From a methodical

point of view, Muehlen-

kamp's comparison is

worthless. First of all the

carcass in the experi-

ment was "suspended on

the seat," not placed on

top of a grid. Secondly, the success of the procedure presupposes that

the body contains a normal amount of fat, but Muehlenkamp postulates

starved bodies with a very low fat content for the corpses at Belzec and

Treblinka. Thirdly, the principle of air flow around a carcass/corpse is

based on the assumption that these are cremated individually or - if

they are cremated in large numbers - that only a single layer of carcass-

es/corpses is put on the grid in order to leave enough space between

them for the air flow.

Illustration 12.22: From: J. DeHaan e E. Pope,

Combustion properties of human and large an-

imal remains.

www.fireexforensics.com/Library/Poster%20Combustion%

20Properties%20ol%20Human%20and%20Large%20Anim
al%20Remains%202007.ppt
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Milton Friend and J.

Christian Franson, in

their Field Manual of

Wildlife Diseases, state

this explicitly:^"'*

"In either situation,

piling too many car-

casses on the fire at

once is a common mis-

take; bum carcasses

one layer at a time.

"

As illustration,

Friend and Franson pre-

sent two drawings (Illus-

tration 12.23 and

12.24.).

[48] Muehlenkamp

concludes with a sum-

marizing table ("Table

8.4") in which he gives

the alleged victim num-

ber for each "Aktion

Reinhardt" camp plus

Chelmno, as well as his

claimed wood require-

ment for each camp, juxtaposing the farcical amount of 0.56 kg per kg

of corpse to my estimate of 3.5 kg (p. 469). The table is worthless and

merely displays Muehlenkamp 's superficiality and incompetence. As

shown above, the Mokshda device is a cremation apparatus similar to -

or the least different from - those of the Reinhardt camps, with a con-

sumption of 2. 14 kg of wood per kg of corpse. However, attributing this

value to the claimed facilities at Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka makes

no sense, because the basis for its efficiency - the air flowing around

the corpse - would have been impossible due to the piHng of hundreds

or thousands of corpses on the grid. In fact, based on the body composi-

Illustration 12.24: Wrong grid loading

"Chapter 4 - Disease Control Operations," from:

http://wildpro.twycrosszoo.Org/S/00Ref/bookref36_fieldmanualofwildlifediseases/04/chapter4.

htm#Figure4. 1 1 . These drawings were already used in:

http://forum.codoh.info/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=6754&start=15
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tion indicated by Muehlenkamp, the effective consumption would have

been far bigger than his imaginative speculations (see points 75 and 91).

To his incompetence and superficiality, Muehlenkamp here also

adds his hypocrisy. He attributes the ratio of 0.56 : 1, i.e. the ratio re-

sulting from the Lothes and Profe system, to the Chelmno ovens as

well, even though the only performance results known to him with re-

gard to the Feist apparatus, and quoted by me in my Chelmno study, are

more than five times higher: on average a carcass of 375 kg was incin-

erated using 550 kg of coal, 7.5 liters of petroleum, plus straw and foli-

age (see point 31). The energy content of anthracite coal - between

7,460 and 8,500 kcal/kg^"" - is more or less twice that of dry wood (ca.

3,800 kcal/kg), and therefore the above-mentioned quantity corresponds

to ca. 1,100 kg of dry wood; the ratio is therefore (1,100 - 375 2.93 :

1, without even considering the petroleum and an undetermined amount

of straw and foliage. I will elaborate further on this issue in point 84.

[49] Muehlenkamp then moves on to the decomposition process:

"One would expect this to positively influence externalfuel equirements

in two respects, one being the much lower mass to he burned and the other

that little or no heat is expended in evaporating body water. This assump-

tion is supported by evidence whereby at Treblinka extermination camp

corpses removedfrom the graves required less fuel for burning than fresh

corpses. " (pp. 469f.)

His statement on the "much lower mass" makes no sense, because it

has to be specified first what the cause of this lower mass was. The ref-

erence to Arad (footnote 126 on p. 469) as "evidence" (!) for the crema-

tion - as if Arad had reported experimental data instead of mere bab-

blings (Arad doesn't even mention the witnesses said to have given

such statements) - is not only inconsistent, but actually contradicts tes-

timonial evidence as well as objective facts (see point 52).

[50] Muehlenkamp subsequently objects to an argument of mine

which I presented in our Sobibor study as follows:^"'^

"Assuming that the human body consists on average of64% water, 14%
fat and 15.3% proteins, a corpse of 60 kg contains 34.80 kg ofwater, 8.40

kg offat, and 9.18 kg ofproteins.

The heat consumption for the evaporation ofbody water and the super-

heating of the steam to 800°C thus amounts to [640+(0.493 x 700)] ~ 986

kcal for 1 kg of water. Animal fat has a heating value of some 9,500

kcal/kg, hence, in the thermal balance the heat added by 1 kg offat is equal

°" GesellschaftJiir Technische Informationen (ed.), "Hiitte," op. cit., p. 902.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 137f.
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to the heat lost by the vaporization of (9,500 ^ 986^) 9.6 kg of water. For

the proteins with a heat value of about 5,400 kcal/kg this ratio is roughly

1:5.5 in terms ofweight.

Therefore, even assuming an extreme case where the alleged corpses at

Sobibor would have lost their total water content over a period of4 months,

the heat ofvaporization thus saved would have been

38.4 X [640+(0.493 x 700)J
~ 37,800 kcalfor each corpse.

To balance this saving in heat, a loss of, say, 40% ofbodyfat and 12%

ofproteins would have been sufficient:

[(0.4x8.4x9,500)+(0.12x9.18x5,400)J ~ circa 37,800 kcal.
"

Here Muehlenkamp's comment on the above:

"The above looks quite 'scientific ' and is probably correct - under the

assumption that the corpse 's weight remains unchanged and the corpse 's

calorific value, expressed in kcal/kg, thus remains the same.

Of course this is not so. As shown in Table 8.5 below, MGK's 60 kg

corpse has a total heating value of91,509.60 kCal and a heating value per

weight unit of 1,525. 16 kCal/kg, assuming MGK's distribution by water, fat

and protein, the heating values per weight unit they give for each of these

substances and that the 4.02 kg of body weight that are neither water nor

fat norprotein are neither an asset (likefat andprotein) nor a liability (like

water) in the heat balance. Now the body loses all its water, 40 % of its fat

and 12 % of its proteins as per MGK's example. As MGK seem to assume

that all three substances vanish completely, this of course also means that

the corpse 's weight is reduced accordingly. We thus get what is shown in

Table 8.6. With zero water, 60 % of its originalfat and 88 % of its original

proteins, the body now weighsjust 1 7.14 kg and has a total heating value of

91,503.36 kCal and a heating value per weight unit of 5,339.08 kCal/kg -

very close to that ofprotein (and notfar below that ofcoking coal ) and 3.5

times higher than the heating value per unit of the fresh, un-dehydrated

body.

"

These two tables follow:

Tables 12.3 and 12.4: Muehlenkamp's Tables 8.5 and 8.6

Table 8.5 Table 8.6

Muehlenkamp then concludes:
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"Are MGK trying to tell their readers that burning a corpse with a

heating value of5,339.08 kCal/kg requires the same amount ofwoodper kg

as does burning a corpse with a heating value ofjust 1,525.16 kCal/kg?.

"

(pp.470f.)

Muehlenkamp's way of argumentation is again baffling. The exam-

ple I adduced demonstrates that, in the thermal balance, the energy

saved by the potential total loss of water in the corpse {- 37,800 kcal) is

compensated by the energy lost due to the 40% decrease of the body fat

and the 12% decrease of the proteins: [(0.4 x 8.4 x 9,500) + (0.12 x

9.18 X 5,400)] ~ 37,800 kcal.

It is no coincidence that the thermal balances in Muehlenkamp's two

tables are in equilibrium. He evidently has no idea whatsoever of the

significance of these data, or of the fact that a human body of 60 kg and

one of 17.14 kg have an almost identical positive balance: 91,509.60

against 91,503.36 kcal, which I will round off to 91,500. This means

that in both cases the cremation of the corpse requires roughly the same

energy provided by the combustible material in addition to the 91,500

kcal delivered by the body. If, for the sake of argument, we assume

Muehlenkamp's grossly underestimated fuel wood consumption of 0.56

kg for 1 kg of corpse, then we obtain the following results:

a) For a corpse of 60 kg:

(79,800 + 49,600 - 37,900) + (0.56 x 60 x 3,800) ~ 219,200 kcal;

b) For the corpse of 17.14 kg:

(47,900 + 43,600) + x = 219,200 kcal;

since x = 127,700, the resulting coefficient is:

[127,700 - (17.14 X 3,800 )] = 1.96

In fact:

(1.96 X 17.14 X 3,800) = (0.56 x 60 x 3,800)

Hence, the heat not produced by the corpse due to the loss of fat and

proteins has to be delivered by the wood. But the coefficient of 0.56

kg/kg, as explained above, obviously depends on the fat and the pro-

teins being present in the carcasses, which then cause the savings in

wood equivalents, as Lothes and Profe explicitly explained (see point

43).

Muehlenkamp here shows his ignorance of even the most elemen-
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tary thermo-technical issues. The basic concept is that - even though

a human body should produce heat - the combustion of a corpse con-

sumes a certain amount of heat, more or less according to the system

used. For instance in the Topf oven with two muffles of the KL Gusen,

for which consumptions are perfectly documented, two corpses with an

average weight loss presented this balance:

- vaporization heat of corpse water: - 75, 100 kcal

- heating of hydrogen contained in the dry mass: - 5,600 kcal

- heating of the ashes: - 1,200 kcal

- energy content of two corpses: + 164,400 kcal.

This results in a positive balance of (-75,100 - 5,600 - 1,200 +

164,400 =) 82,500 kcal. Notwithstanding this surplus, the oven still

consumed on average 30.6 kg of coke per corpse, or 61.2 kg for two

corpses, with an energy content of (6,470 x 61.2 395,964 kcal, and

therefore the oven consumed (82,500 + 395,964 =) 478,464 kcal for two

cremations. With a heating efficiency of coke of 53.8%,^"^° the effective

heat resulted in (61.2 x 6,470 x 0.538) ~ 213,000 kcal; hence the loss

due to irradiation and conduction was ca. 25,800 kcal, the loss due to

preheating the combustion air and other small losses corresponded to

ca. 269,700 kcal.

The thermal balance of the oven can thus be summarized as follows:

-213,000 = 164,400 - 75,100 - 5,600 - 1,200 - 25,800 - 269,700

213,000 = 213,000,

or more precisely :

269,700 + 75,100 + 5,600 + 1,200 + 25,800 - 164,400 , , -
,

2 X 3 4go
= 30.6 kg of coke

If the energy content of the corpses decreases, the coke requirement

increases accordingly. For example, the consumption of the Topf dou-

ble-muffle oven (the Auschwitz model) was ca. 23.5 kg for a normal

corpse, 28 kg for a corpse with average weight loss, and 32.5 kg for an

emaciated corpse.
^"^^

[51] Muehlenkamp continues his critique:

"Ofcourse fat and proteins don 'tjust disappear, unlike the body fluids

that seep into the soil. They are transformed into glycerol and fatty acids,

as MGK themselves point out. Glycerol andfatty acids (the latter including

butyric acid, which at the stage of butyric fermentation gives corpses or

' For an in-depth treatment ofthe thermal balance of a coke-fired crematorium oven I refer to

my study //o?7!j crematori di Auschwitz, vol. I, Part I, chap. Vn, pp. 1 19-136
•° /Wrf., Parti, p. 413.
•' Ibid., Part 11, chap. X, pp. 405-430.
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carcasses a cheesy smell) are flammable substances with a considerable

calorific value, which means that the heat balance asset offat and protein

is (to put it conservatively) not completely lost when both break down. " (p.

471)

This observation is first of all opportunistic. In his first "critique,"

Muehlenkamp, as pointed out above, in fact calculated that due to the

putrefaction gases, "assuming an average weight of 35 kg per dead

body (see above), every one of the victims buried in the mass graves of

Belzec would during his or her putrefaction phase produce 35 ^

2.676195 X 15 = 196.17 cubic feet of biogas per day with a caloric val-

ue of 35 - 2.676195 x 9000 = 117,704.43 BTU,"^°^^ which is ca. 5.42

of biogas per day with a total calorific value of (5.42 x 5,392 =) ap-

prox. 29,225 kcal. He further concluded that "the amount of biogas pro-

duced by a decomposing body weighing ca. 35 kg within roughly 3

days would have been enough to incinerate that body without recourse

to other sources of fiiel!"^"^^

Omitting the absurdity of this argument and calculation,^"^^ the fact

remains that he considered the whole content of fat and proteins of the

corpse to have been gasified in three days - and therefore unusable for

the cremations as alleged. The relative heat production of (29,225 x 3

=) 87,675 kcal corresponds in fact aknost to the calorific heat of a des-

iccated body of 60 kg (91,500 kcal), but it is higher than that of a nor-

mal corpse of 35 kg, which is:

35 X [(0.14 X 9,500) + (0.153 x 5,400)] « 75,500 kcal.

In Muehlenkamp's new argument a part of the fat and proteins

which he had previously considered completely gasified becomes usa-

ble in the cremation. The new argument is likewise flawed, because in

the above-mentioned example 1 demonstrated that corpses in mass

graves keep 60% of the fat and 88% of the proteins of the original

weight!

This example was given only to demonstrate the significance of the

thermal balance. In reality, part of the fat and proteins are gasified dur-

ing the putrefaction process, while another part is converted into fatty

acids and glycerol, which are in any case liquid and, in the sandy soil of

Eastern Poland, would have followed the other fluids seeping down to

the groundwater level.

For what concerns the final sentence ("The correctness of the above

Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (2), in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_28.html
3023 "Bgi^gg tjjg Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.
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reasoning is confimied by ttie fact ttiat only very low amounts of addi-

tional fuel are required to bum carcasses reduced to only their bones",

p. 471), Muehlenkamp refers to a no longer active online document.

The website in question (Laboratorioazul) contains an article with the

same title as that quoted by Muehlenkamp, "Eliminacidn de caddveres

muertos por carbunclo" (Elimination of the carcasses of animals that

have died from anthrax). It recommends that the carcass is disinfected

with formol and then covered with a black nylon cloth. The carcass

should remain like this for "240-260 days, a time adequate for the de-

struction of the whole of the organic material of the animal (only the

bones must remain)," after which the cremation may proceed: Three

punctures are made in the cloth and five liters of diesel are poured in.

Finally it is recommended to "add more combustibles until the combus-

tion is completed."^"^'*

soil used to cover ashes
after indrte ration

How much combustible has to be added is not specified; the instruc-

tion is not about quantity but about quality ("until combustion is com-

pleted"). That this would require "very low amounts of additional fuel"

"Eliminacidn de caddveres muertospor carbunclo" in

www.laboratorioazul.com.ar/Carbunclo/carbunclo/eliminacion_de_cadaveres_muertos_por_ca

rbunclo.html
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is nothing but an arbitrary speculative addition on the part of Muehlen-

kamp, that is, a lie.

During my research I encountered an important piece of information

with regard to the combustion of an anthrax carcass:^"^^

"The approximate quantities offuel that will be needed are 100 pounds

of straw, I'/i gallons of accelerant and 2 tons of wood or Vi ton of wood

and Vi ton ofcoal.
"

The incineration system employed here, which is the one shown in

the two following drawings taken from the same source, is rather simi-

lar to that of Lothes and Profe:

An adult cow has a typical weight of 500 kg.^"^'' The quantities given

in the source, however, refer to the cremation of "a 1 ,000-pound car-

cass," that is a carcass with a weight of 454.55 kg, rounded off to 455.

Accordingly, the lower wood/carcass ratio (assuming here the value of

the American "short ton" = 907 kg) is of 1,814-455 or 3.99 kg of wood

for 1 kg of carcass, leaving aside the other combustible materials. It

must be further noted that here the wood-coal ratio is 3 1, because 0.5

t of coal equal 1.5 t of wood.

For what concerns the combustion of bones I refer to my previous

rebuttal to Muehlenkamp.^"^^

[52] "Mattogno, Graf& Kues present an example supposedly corrobo-

rating their claim that burning decomposed corpses requires no less or

even morefuel than burningfresh bodies.

The burning of 21,000 decomposing carcasses at Epynt in Wales between

April 24 and the end ofAugust 2001, they write, required an amount offuel

and a timeframe far in excess of those that had been observed with fresh

carcasses. " (pp. 47 If.).

Muehlenkamp then objects that the bigger consumption of combus-

tible was caused by the following factors:

"First of all, the carcasses in their deteriorated state were burned to-

gether with mud and stones, meaning that the coal expenditure was not due

to the carcasses alone.

Second, the pyre was inadequately wide and didn 't allow for air circula-

tion, which rendered the burning very inefficient

Third, fire hydrants alongside the pyre dowsing down burning machines

"Anthrax," in: www.extension.org/pages/13386/anthrax
'"^^ Carcass Disposal: A Comprehensive Review. National Agricultural Biosecurity Center Con-

sortium USDA APHIS Cooperative Agreement Project. Carcass Disposal Working Group.

August 2004. Chapter I, in:

http://fss.k-state.edu/FeaturedContent/CarcassDisposal/PDF%20Files/CH%201%20-

%20Burial.pdf
3027 "Bgi^gg tjjg Holocaust Controversy of Roberto Muehlenkamp," op. cit.
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would hardly have improved the already low burning efficiency.

In sum, this showpiece of incompetence can hardly be used as evidence in

support ofthe counterintuitive proposition that burning decomposed corps-

es requires morefuel than burningfresh ones. " (p. 472)

I will examine the three factors one at a time.

The first could be valid also in the case of Belzec, Sobibor and Tre-

blinka. According to some testimonies (see point 83), the corpses were

extracted from the mass graves with an excavator and thrown directly

onto the grid in an unordered heap presumably containing also a con-

siderably amount of sand stuck between and on the excavated corpses.

In point 33 of chapter 11 I demonstrated that - assuming as valid Ger-

stein's statements and Muehlenkamp's speculations - 1 m^ of mass

grave would have contained 9.75 corpses instead of 19.51, that is 0.5 m'

of corpses and 0.5 m' of sand (and lime). The consequence is that a load

of 2,000 corpses on a grid,^°^^ equivalent to (2,000 - 9.75 =) 205 m',

would have also contained 102.5 m' of sand, which - as is known - is

not exactly combustible.

The mass of 1 m^ of dry sand is 1 ,400 to 1 ,600 kg,^"^^ hence on av-

erage 1,500 kg. Therefore 2,000 corpses would have landed on the grid

with a mass of (2,000 x 35 =) 70,000 kg, plus (102.5 x 1,500 )
=

153,750 kg of sand. If the corpses, during their putrefaction, had for in-

stance lost 50% of their original weight, the mass relationship of sand to

corpses would have been [153,750 - (70,000 x 0.5) x 100 =] 437%, that

is 4.37 kg of sand for each kg of corpse would have been on the grid.

The calculation is of merely theoretical nature, but it explains well the

problem and its magnitude.

With regard to the second factor, poor Muehlenkamp does not even

understand what he reads! The quoted text says exactly the opposite of

what he claims: the pyre "was so wide that the machines used to stoke

up the fire could not reach the centre. Therefore (according to his

logic) the airflow was more than sufficient. This, as I explained above,

could impossibly have been the case with the heaps of corpses claimed

to have been put on the cremation facilities at Belzec, Sobibor and Tre-

blinka.

Third factor: the hydrants are said to have been lateral and to have

According to the testimony of Heinrich Gley. C. Mattogno, Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit,

p. 84.

www.larape(iia.com/pesi_specifici/peso_specifico asciutta.html

"Epynt Action Group," www.epp-ed.org/Activities/pcurrentissues/fmd/doc/contribution-

EpyntActionGroup.pdf
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poured water on the machines only when unloading the combustibles,

because the pyre itself was too wide: "Also there were fire hydrants

alongside the pyres to dowse down burning machines which caught fire

as they tried to stoke up the fire."''°^°

Muehlenkamp's pretense is on the other hand refuted from an ex-

terminationist perspective by one of the most important witnesses to

"Aktion 1005," Leon Weliczker. I remind the reader that, in Muehlen-

kamp's opinion, "Blobel adopted the method which he was to introduce

at Treblinka death camp" for "Aktion 1005" in its entirety (see point

22). Hence what is valid here is valid also for Treblinka. Weliczker,

speaking of the duration of the cremations and the combustibility of the

corpses, wrote as follows:^"''

"Zalezy to tez od tego, czy trupy sq zgnile. O He sq zgnile, palq si^

gorzej. W kazdym razie roznica czasu spalenia mi^dzy stosem trupow

zgnilych a swiezych wynosijeden dzien.

"

"This depends also on whether the corpses are decayed. Ifthey are de-

cayed, they burn less well. In any case, the difference in time neededfor the

cremation ofa pile ofdecayed corpses and one offresh corpses amounts to

one day.
"

Here we are dealing not only with ignorance but also with bad faith,

because this passage is quoted in German by Jens Hoffinann only four-

teen pages after his quotation of the statement by Fritz Ismer cited by

Muehlenkamp (note 56 on p.
450).^°^^

I conclude by quoting experimental data relating to cremation ov-
„.3033

ens:

"The bodies ofyoung (infants and children) and emaciated individuals

produce little heat during cremation and the external heat source may need

to be maintained or reapplied to ensure the required operational tempera-

ture and efficient cremation (Hoick, 1989: 39; McKinley, 1994a: 72).

"

[53] Muehlenkamp then occupies himself with the Minnesota Star-

vation Experiment, which he considers "a more pertinent argument of

the Revisionist authors." He comments:

"MGK are right, ofcourse in that burning the fresh corpse ofa person

that has lost most of itsfat but a lesser part of its water due to malnutrition

will require more wood and/or other external fuel than burning the fresh

corpse of a person with a normal fat and water content, even though the

mass and weight to be burned has been reduced. Quantifying how much

L. Weliczker, Brygada smierci: Sonderkommando 1005, op. cit., p. 73.

J. Hoffmann, "Das Icann man nicht erzdhlen. op. cit, p. 95.

Jacqueline I. McKinley, B. Tech"In the Heat of the Pyre. in: Christopher W. Schmidt, Ste-

ven A. Symes(eds.), The Analysis ofBurned Human Remains, op. cit, p. 165.
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more wood is required, however, must take into account the weight loss and

the impact thereofon the calorific value in kCal/kg. " (p. 473)

And here his conclusion:

"It is assumed that burning such corpse on a grid with the method ap-

plied by Dr. Lothes & Dr. Profe, and arguably on a much larger scale at

the Aktion Reinhard camps, would take 0.56 kg of wood per kg of corpse

weight, or 38.86 kg ofwood in total. In the above-quoted statement MGK
consider 23 kg of wood to correspond to 88,400 kcal, which means that

they are assuming wood with a calorific value of 3,843.48 kCal/kg. 0.56

hereof is 2,152.35, which raises the corpse's calorific value per weight unit

from 1,525.16 to 3,677.51 kCal/kg. This is assumed to be the calorific value

per weight unit at which the normal-weight corpse combusts.

In the next table (8.8), the corpse has the weight ofan MSE [Minnesota

Starvation Experiment] test person at the end of the experiment (52.6 kg)

after losing 6.2 kg ofwater, 1.5 kg ofprotein and 9.1 kg offat. It's calorific

value per weight unit is down to 330.98 kCal/kg, which means that wood

must contribute an additional 3,346.53 kCal/kg to reach the 3,677.51

kCal/kg requiredfor combusting the corpse. These 3, 346. 53 kCal/kg corre-

spond to 0.87 kg ofMGK's wood, which means that the wood weight to

corpse weight ratio goes up from 0.56:1 to 0.87:1, and the total amount of

wood requiredfor cremation risesfrom 38.86 kg to 45.80 kg. "
(p. 473)

In his ignorance, Muehlenkamp has thought up a completely sense-

less calculation of the thermal balance. It must be noted that he had the

extreme misfortune to publish this nonsense before the publication of

my study /fomi crematori di Auschwitz, in which I documented how
the engineers calculated the thermal balance of a cremation.'"^'' This

was a real bad break for Muehlenkamp, who with this book in hand

could have saved himself from at least some of these embarrassments.

Before analyzing his erroneous thermal balance, it is necessary to

explain its presuppositions.

In Sobibor I presented the following argument, starting with the

Minnesota Starvation Experiment, in which the volunteers on average

lost weight from 69.4 to 52.6 kg. The average loss of 16.8 kg consisted,

according to the quoted source, of 6.2 kg water, 1.5 kg proteins and 9.1

kg fat. I then calculated that in the cremation of a body of 52.6 kg, the

vaporization would have meant the deduction of approx. 6,100 kcal,

while the combustion of fat and proteins would have added approx.

94,500 kcal. Hence a heat surplus of ca. 88,400 kcal would have result-

Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit, vol. 1, Parte Prima, cap. VII, "Bilancio termico di un

fomo crematorio a gasogeno riscaldato con coke," pp. 1 19-136.
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ed, corresponding to approx. 23 kg of dry wood.^°^^

Muehlenkamp quotes the conclusion of the reasoning and arguments

in this way:

The above-mentioned 88,400 kcal correspond to (88,400 ^ 23 =)

3,843.48 kcal for each kg of wood. Had he read my text more carefully,

he would also have noticed that on the previous page I had indicated the

energy contents of dry wood with 3,800 kcal/kg; it is therefore obvious

that the above-mentioned 23 kg is a rounded value (the exact value is in

fact 23.26 kg). Therefore already his initial premise is imprecise. He
then multiplies the energy content of wood with the alleged amount of

wood needed to cremate 1 kg of corpse: 3,843.48 x 0.56 = 2,152.35

kcal/kg. As I explained above, this coefficient of 0.56 alone invalidates

all subsequent calculations.

Muehlenkamp eventually adds this amount with the lower energy

value ofthe corpse, resulting from his "Table 8.7": 2,152.35 + 1,525.16

= 3,677.51 kcal/kg.

He then considers this amount as "the calorific value per weight unit

at which the normal-weight corpse combusts."

Summarizing and simplifying, the calculation is this:

- heat produced by wood: 38.86 x 3,843.48 ~ 149,350 kcal

- heat produced by the corpse: ~ 105,850 kcal

- total heat: 149,350 + 105,850 = 255,200 kcal

- heat for each 1 kg of corpse: 255,200 - 69.4 = 3,677.51

And this is how Muehlenkamp performs the calculation. I take as an

example the case of the corpse of 52.60 kg ("Table 8.8"). The thermal

balance gives a surplus of 17,409.30 kcal, corresponding to (17,409.30

^ 52.60 =) 330.98 kcal/kg; in order to arrive at the required 3,677.51

kcal/kg the (3,677.51 - 330.98 =) 3,346.53 kcal/kg are lacking, corre-

sponding to (3,346.53 X 52.60 - 3,843.48 =) 45.80 kg of dry wood.

In the "Table 8.7," where he considers a normal corpse of 69.4 kg,

Muehlenkamp calculates an energy surplus of ca. 105,850 kcal and a

consumption of 38.86 kg of wood (= 0.56 x 69.4). Since the specific

energy of dry wood is of 3,843.48 kcal/kg, this amount corresponds to

(38.86 X 3,843.48) « 149,350 kcal. This means that - even though the

corpse had already a surplus of 105,880 kcal - its cremation requires

another 149,350, and therefore the total loss is (105,850 + 149,350 =)

255,200 kcal, as the relative thermal balance shows (with rounded val-

ues):

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 139.
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92,300 + 57,350 - 43,800 + 149,350 = 255,200

or, written it in another way:

255,200 - (92,300 + 57,350) + 43,800 - 149,350 = 0, or

255,200 - (92,300 + 57,350) + 43,800 ^oo^i fA a—
g

= 38.86 kg of dry wood.

For the corpse of 52.60 kg the balance would be this:

193,450 - (5,850 + 49,250) + 37,700 .com a—' ^ '

3 g^3 ^g
— — 45.80 kg of dry wood

The 193,450 kcal which make the resuh fit resuh from 3,677.51 x

52.60; but how are they justified starting from the thermal balance of

the corpse of 69.40 kg? Here the loss of 255,200 kcal is compensated by

the heat produced by an amount of wood assumed to be known and by

the heat produced by the corpse itself. In the second balance the value

of 193,450 derives from a simple proportion between the total heat con-

sumption and the weight of the corpses:

255,200 - 69.4 = x - 52.60 , and therefore x = 255,200 - 69.4 x

52.60= 193,422.

The fundamental presupposition of this calculation method is that

the total heat consumption is directly proportional to the weight of the

corpse, but this is a mere convenient speculation. Because here by defi-

nition a body weighing 52.60 kg is the same body of 69.40 kg emaciat-

ed by 16.8 kg, the ratio of consumed heat/weight cannot be constant,

and hence Muehlenkamp's 3,677.51 kcal/kg, the only invariable in his

calculations, is invalid.

If the cremation of the corpse of 69.40 kg requires 255,200 kcal,

105,850 kcal of which are delivered by the body and 149,350 kcal pro-

duced by wood, the same corpse emaciated by 16.8 kg still requires

255,200 kcal, of which the wood delivers the difference between this

energy and the one produced by the emaciated body.

The previous equation turns therefore into:

255,200 - (5,850 + 49,250) + 37,700 ^,

3 4g
= 61.87 kg of dry wood

Muehlenkamp mechanically unfurls tables and "thermal balances"

without knowing anything about their meaning. In repeating his "Table

8.7," he does not even remotely ask himself, in his obtuse superficiality,

for what reason a positive thermal balance of (92,300 + 57,300 - 43,800

=) 105,800 kcal still requires the alleged 38.86 kg of wood, or in other

terms another 58,300 kcal for the cremation. The answer to this ques-
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tion is also the answer to the real thermal balance.

The water of the body has no influence, because its vaporization heat

is already deducted. Only fat and proteins remain. Fat, as is known, is

easily flammable. As I explained above, it has an autoignition tempera-

ture between 343°C and 345°C and an flash point of 184°C. This fact

computes for its complete utilization in a cremation with the Lothes and

Profe system, and this fact contributes to the low demand of combus-

tible. Proteins, instead, bum with difficulties. Already in the 1950s Mar-

tin Klettner of the company J.A.Topf & Sohne observed that protein

substance, with its relatively high nitrogen content (approx. 25%), has a

very high resistance to combustion, and its autoignition temperature is

ca. 800°C.^°^'' Cremation experiments performed in England at the be-

ginning of the 1 970s confirmed the huge resistance of the protein sub-

stance to combustion.

The only explanation to the question is that protein bums endother-

mically.

Simplifying this, it could also be stated that the above-mentioned

theoretical 255,200 kcal are necessary to bum 10.62 kg of protein; the

relationship between the total heat and the one produced by protein is of

(255,200 - 57,300 =) 4.45; and therefore it results:

(4.45 X 57,300) + 105,800 ^oo^i x- j j

g g43 4g
= 38.86 kg oi dry wood

analogically, for the body of 52.60 kg it is calculated as:

= 61.55 kg of dry wood.

The two calculation methods lead to an almost identical result: 61.87

and 61.55 kg.

This means that, if for the body of 69.40 kg the ratio of combustible

material/corpse is (38.86 - 69.40 =) 0.56, for the body of 52.60 kg it is

(61.55 ^ 52.60 =) 1.17, and not 0.87 as Muehlenkamp assumes. In this

case the heat for 1 kg of corpse is not 3,677.51, but (255,200 - 52.60 =)

4,851.71 kcal.

^"^^ Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Deutsches Patentamt. Patentschrift Nr.861731.Klasse 24d.

Gruppe 1. Ausgegeben am 5. Januar 1953. Martin Klettner, Recklinghausen ist als Erfmder

genannt worden. J. A. Topf& Sohne, Wiesbaden. "Verfahren und Vorrichtimg zur Verbren-

nung von Leichen, Kadavem und Telle davon." Patentiert im Gebiet der Bundesrepublik

Deutschland vom 24. Juni 1950 ab. Deutsches Reich. Cf. Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op.

c//.,vol.I,pp.229-233.

E. W. Jones, R.G. Williamson, "Factors which affect the process of cremation," op. cit, p. 81.

Cf. Ifomi crematori di Auschwitz, op. cit, vol. I, p. 1 18.
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The other fundamental wrong assumption which invalidates Mueh-

lenkamp's calculations even more is that in a mass cremation the rela-

tionship of 0.56 would also be valid. This is completely false, as I will

demonstrate subsequently based on experimental data.

In conclusion, Muehlenkamp's "thermal balance" is a simple incon-

clusive mathematical joke without rhyme or reason.

[54] Muehlenkamp then applies his inconsistent conclusions to the

Reinhardt camps:

"Applying this exercise to the average weights of deportees to Nazi ex-

termination camps established above (34 kg for deportees from ghettos in

Poland or the Soviet Union, 57 kg for long-range deportees from outside

these areas), and considering how many of the deportees had been decom-

posing in mass gravesfor how long before being cremated, it is possible to

roughly estimate the presumable wood expenditure at each of these

camps. " (p. 475)

Muehlenkamp follows up with fussy and eccentric hypotheses, of

which I will summarize the essential parts. Starting from Sobibor, he

assumes an average weight of "34 kg for deportees from ghettos in Po-

land or the Soviet Union, 57 kg for long-range deportees from outside

these areas." (p. 475) and he fabricates the hypothesis that until the end

of June 28,721 deportees at the camp arrived from the General Gov-

ernment, 19,030 of which in May.

"These bodies would have been lying in the mass gravesfor at least two

months by the time they started being cremated. Those that had arrived in

May 1942 would have been lying in the graves twice that long. Considering

the timeline ofthe stages ofdecomposition [139], and thefact that the mass

graves were obviously not closed until they had been filled to the brim

[140], it is assumed that the speed of decomposition was closer to that of

decomposition above ground than to that of decomposition below ground

[141] and that these corpses had at least reached the stage of butyric fer-

mentation [142] and most oftheir water had gone. " (p. 475)

The footnote 139 quotes as a source "Australian Museum webpage

http://austraUanmuseum.net.au/Stages-of-Decomposition." As I already

explained in my first response and in point 35 of chapter 11, these are

six pictures of a small piglet of 1.5 kg decaying on the soil, without any

indication of after how much time after the death of the animal they

were taken, with a lapse of time for each stage of a minimum of 0-3

days to a maximum of 50-365 days. To wit: a rather imprecise and

hence irrelevant source.

Footnote 140 says:

"See e.g. Bolender, as quoted in Schelvis, Sobibor, pp. 110f: 'Thefirst
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grave had been covered with a layer ofsand. As this grave was completely

full, the other bodies had to be taken elsewhere, even though the new grave

was notyet ready.
'

"

Muehlenkamp has already forgotten Streibel's testimony, which

contradicts his speculation: "I could not see any corpses in the ditches,

because they were covered with a layer of earth" (see point 7). For what

concerns Bolender's statement, if each layer of corpses was covered

with a layer of sand, this proves first of all the the corpses did not lie in

the open on the nude soil as the piglet of the Australian Museum, and in

addition it confirms that, in case of an exhumation of mass graves with

excavators, a considerable amount of sand would have also landed on

the pyres, as I explained above.

In the footnote 141 Muehlenkamp refers to chapter 7, that is to the

"Vass formula," which says:^"^^

"In our studies we have worked out a simple formula, which describes

the soft tissue decomposition process for persons lying on the ground. The

formula is y=1285/x (where y is the number ofdays it takes to become skel-

etonized or mummified and x is the average temperature in Centigrade

during the decomposition process). So, ifthe average temperature is 10 °C,

then 1285/10 = 128.5 daysfor someone to become skeletonized.

"

This is therefore valid for a corpse "lying on the ground"; nonethe-

less, according to the "Caspers dictum," the "rate of decomposition in

soil water and air" is of 1:2:8, that is "one week of putrefaction in air is

equivalent to two weeks in water, which is equivalent to eight weeks

buried in soil, given the same environmental temperature.
"^"^^

Muehlenkamp admits the covering of each layer of corpses with a

layer of sand in the mass graves. This way the corpses in a layer were

always isolated from other layers by a layer of sand, and therefore this

procedure is analog to a normal burial and not to the exposition to fresh

air, as our critic pretends. As a consequence, the result of the example

from the Vass formula is (128.5 x 8 1,028 days!

This invalidates also Muehlenkamp 's pretense "that these corpses

had at least reached the stage of butyric fermentation," of which he

moreover has a rather superficial idea (resulting from the picture of the

piglet! See Illustration 12.28; footnote 142 on p. 475, which refers back

Arpad A. Vass, "Beyond the grave - understanding human decomposition," in;

http://fss.k-state.edu/FeaturedContent/CarcassDisposal/

PDF%20Files/Executive%20Summary.pdf

Department of Forensic Medicine, University of Dundee, Lecture Notes. "Time of Death.

Postmortem changes and time of death, in:

vww.dundee.ac.uk/forensicmedicine/notes/timedeath.pdf
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to footnote 130.)

The stage of decay in question in relation to animal carcasses is in

fact the following:^"'"

"Dopo 3-6 mesi, allorche il cadavere comincia a irrancidire con la

liberazione di acidi grassi volatili (fermentuzione butirrica), interviene la

terza squadra, composta da coleotteri e lepidotteri, i quali continuano

I 'opera di demolizione organica.

In seguito, attratta dai liquami putridi in fermentazione caseosa, inter-

viene la quarta squadra, costituita da altre specie di mosche (pyophila

casei, cioe la mosca delformaggio e del salame) e da alcuni coleotteri del

genere corynetes, che invade il cadavere dopo circa un anno dalla morte.
"

"After 3-6 months, even though the carcass starts to become rancid

with the liberation of volatile fat acids (butyric fermentation), the third

squad intervenes, composed by bugs and moths, which continue the task of

organic demolition.

In the following, attracted by the putrid manure in caseous fermenta-

tion, the fourth squad intervenes, constituted by other species of flies

(pyophila casei, that is the fly on cheese and salami) and ofcertain species

of bugs of the corynets type, which invade the corpse after approximately

one year after the death.
"

A bizarre knowledge gap of Muehlenkamp, who altogether is pedan-

tic until queasiness, must be announced. He in fact states to believe that

in Belzec up to 17,030 corpses in state of saponification (p. 410; see

point 25 of chapter 11), are still present, about whose presence he does

not give any explanation, though. The German commission which in-

vestigated the massacre of Katjm discovered as foUows:^""^'

"Welcher Art waren nun die Leichenerscheinungen, die die Katyner

Mordopfer boten? Fuhrt man sick ruckblickend den Zustand vor Augen,

den die in die Tausende gehende Zahl der exhumierten Leichen mit grofier

Konsequenz bot, so mufi man feststellen, dafi sich diese jeweils im Stadium

einer mehr oder wenigerfortgeschrittenen Leichenwachsbildung befanden.

Mit dem Ausdruck Leichenwachs (oder auch Fettwachs, Adipocire) be-

zeichnet man das Produkt einer allmdhlich eintretenden Umwandlung des

normalen Korperfettes in eine dufierlich fett- hzw. wachsartige Masse"

"Of which kind were the appearances of the corpses, which the mur-

dered victims ofKatyn presented? If in retrospective the condition is plain-

ly shown, which was displayed with great consistency from the exhumed

corpses in numbers of thousands, it must be assessed that they each were

A. Argo, "Diagnosi di epoca della morte," in:

www.auletta99.net/uploads/Diagnosi_di_epoca_della_morte.pdf

Deutsche Informationsstelle (ed.), Amtliches Material zum Massenmord von Katyn. Berlin,

1943, p. 49, in: http://katyn.ru/index.php?go=Pages&file=print&id=831
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determined to be in a state of more or less advanced corpse wax-fat for-

mation. The product ofa gradually accruing conversion ofthe normal body

fat into an external fat-like or wax-like mass is described with the expres-

sion corpse wax-fat (or also adipoceratus).

"

Adding the fact fliat Kola speaks about corpses in a state of saponifi-

cation also in the case of Sobibor, is it not more reasonable to suppose

that, when the corpses are said to have been exhumed during the war,

they would have been in this stage rather than in a stage of butyric fer-

mentation, and in a number even larger than that suggested by Tregenza

and Muehlenkamp with regard to the mass graves at Belzec? This fact

further invalidates all of Muehlenkamp 's fantasy speculations.

[55] Muehlenkamp starts his calculations based on the arbitrary ratio

combustible/corpse of 0.56:1 and on the ficticious average body weight

of 34 kg. Hence he is misleading the reader right fi-om the start. He
gives various examples, together with insignificant tables, from which

he takes following conclusion:

"The 28,721 decomposed deportees from the GG assumed above as

having arrived until the end ofJuly 1942 would thus have weighed 16.96 kg

on average at the time of cremation, which would have required 10.54 kg

per corpse (weight ratio: 0.62 to 1).
"

(p. 477)

The respective "thermal balance" considers for a corpse weight of

16.96 kg - with 8.53 kg of water, 0.24 kg of fat, 5.18 kg of protein and

3.01 of "other substances" - a consumption of 10.54 kg of wood, that is

0.62 kg for each 1 kg of corpse ("Table 8.13" on p. 477)

Here it is necessary to delve more deeply into what 1 already started

to explain above. The weight of the single components of the body is

calculated based on the results of the Minnesota Starvation Experiment,

to be more precise, of the percentages, not indicated, resulting fi-om

"Table 8.8":

- water: 38.22 kg (38.22 - 52.60 x 100) = 72.66%

- other substances: 4.65 kg (4.65 - 52.60 x 100) = 8.84%

In applying these percentages to a body of 34 kg, Muehlenkamp ob-

tains ("Table 8.11"):

These percentages are a mere speculation by Muehlenkamp. Fur-

thermore he really and unbelievably thinks that the volunteers have lost

- fat: 0.62 kg (0.62 - 52.60 x 100)

- protein: 0.12 kg (9.12 - 52.60 x 100)

= 1.17%

= 17.33%

- water: (34 x 0.7266)

-fat: (34 X 0.0117)

-protein: (34 x 0.1733)

- other substances: (34 x 0.0465)

= 24.70 kg

= 0.40 kg

= 5.89 kg

= 3.01 kg
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(9.72 - 0.62 =) 9.1 kg of their fat and that only 1.17% of its initial con-

tent remained in their body, although the source quoted by me shows

that this cannot be true: Because the essential or primary fat, which is

"the fraction of fat contained in some areas like spinal cord, myocardi-

um, lungs, spleen, kidneys, bowels, skeleton muscles and some parts of

the nerve system \la frazione di grasso contenuta in alcuni distretti

come midollo osseo, miocardio, polmone, milza, reni, intestino, musco-

lo scheletrico e alcune parti del sistema nervosa]" and is "subject to a

continuous metabolic utilization from the tissues [soggetto a un

continuo utilizzo metabolico da parte dei tessutlY constitutes 3% of the

body weight in men and 12% in women and will simply not go away by

fasting.^""^^

According to another source, the results of the Minnesota Starvation

Experiment were the following:^"'^^

Table 12.5; Fat Loss During Starvation

Confrol Experiment Difference [%]

Body weight (kg) 70 53.2 243044

Body fat (kg) 9.9 3.3 67

Fat-free mass (kg) 60.1 49.9 117

Therefore the loss of fat was not (9.1 - 9.72 x lOO =) 93.62%, but

67%, and therefore 3.3 kg of fat remained in the bodies of the volun-

teers. Already for this reason all of Muehlenkamp's tables are incon-

sistent. In his specific case, for a body of 34 kg, the fat content, corre-

sponding to (3.3 - 52.6 X 100 =) 6.27%, would be (34 x 0.0627 =) 2.13

kg rather than 0.40 kg.

In "Table 8.12" Muehlenkamp adduces another vapid hypothesis

"assuming an (unrealistically high) loss of 40 % of the remaining fat

and 12 %. of the remaining protein (as considered in MGK's example

calculation regarding decomposed bodies." (p. 476), which is rather far-

cical, since I did not in the least assume what he claims. I akeady

proved that he did not understand that this example served the only pur-

pose of showing what loss in percentage and in fat mass and protein

compensates the heat gained in a cremation from the possible total loss

Alexander Bertuccioli, Dall 'indagine antropometrica alia composizione corporea. Manuale

pratico, in: www.aracneeditrice.it/pd£'3697.pdf; Massa grassa, in:

www.benessere.com/dietetica/massa_grassa.htm

A. Roberto Frisancho, Human Adaptation andAccomodation. University of Michigan, 1993,

p. 382.
3044 rpj^g

"difference" is calculated as follows: 1 - (53.2 ^ 70 =) x 100 = 24%.
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of body water. Even if he did not grasp the rest, Muehlenkamp under-

stood this principle, as results from the quotation which I akeady com-

mented in point 53:

"MGK are right, ofcourse in that burning the fresh corpse of a person

that has lost most of itsfat hut a lesser part of its water due to malnutrition

will require more wood and/or other external fuel than burning the fresh

corpse of a person with a normal fat and water content, even though the

mass and weight to be burned has been reduced.
"

Nonetheless, in his obtuseness he did not realize the fact that this in-

validates the fundamental assumption of his "thermal balance," i.e. that

"the calorific value per weight unit" is constant. This means that the

reasoning he should have made (in his tables 8.7 and 8.8) is this: If a

corpse of 69.40 kg needs 38.86 kg of wood for the cremation with a

contribution of 105,850 kcal from the body, the same corpse, with a

contribution of bodily heat of 17,400 kcal, requires the 38.86 kg of

wood mentioned above plus the amount of wood equivalent to the heat

not contributed by the body, or:

3,843.48

Another element to consider is the skeleton. Based on the experi-

ments of Bischoff, the skeleton of an adult male makes up 15.9% of the

body mass, in a female 15.1%, in a young person 15.6%, in a male

newborn 17.7%, and in a female newborn 15.7%.^""*^ The average is

1 6%. For the deportees from Poland and Russia Muehlenkamp assumes

an average height for the adults of 1.60 m. In point 44 I demonstrated

that, according to the Body Mass Index, this corresponds to the normal

mass of 55.66 kg. Muehlenkamp, due to emaciation, assumes a mass of

43 kg, which represents (43 - 55.66 x 100 =) 77.25% of the normal

mass, and he assumes an average mass of 34 kg, including children,

which corresponds to [(100 ^ 77.25) x 34 =] 44 kg for persons with a

normal mass. One must start from the normal mass, because obviously

the skeleton mass does not diminish in emaciated persons. The conse-

quence is that the average skeleton mass of the deportees was (44 x

0.16=) 7.04 kg.

Human bones consist of 12% water, 28% organic substances, 50%
mineral substances, and 10% fatty substances.^"''* 98% of the organic

Friedrich Goppelsroeder, Ueber Feuerbestattung. Miihlhausen, 1894, p. 90.

Michele Giua, Clara Giua-LoUini, Dizionario di chimica generate e industriale. Unione Tipo-

grafico-Editrice Torinese, Torino, 1950, vol. Ill, p. 128.
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substances is protein.^^"^^ The skeleton composition is therefore:

- water: 7.04 x 0. 12 = 0.84 kg

-fat: 7.04 X 0.10 =0.70 kg
^"^'^

- protein: 7.04 x (0.28 x 0.98) =1 .93 kg

But, even ttiougti the bones present a positive balance of approx

15,400 kcal, they also bum endothermically, as can be seen from their

flash point temperature of 700°C.^°''^

These exposed facts show what the rational utilization of the fat in

the experiments by Lothes and Profe really means. If, due to a careful

conduction of the cremation, the fat is released and is burned in a slow

and gradual way, it adds a considerable contribution to the combustion

of the protein. If, however, the cremation proceeds uncontrolled, as it

would have been the case in the Reinhardt camps, the fat is released and

burned for the most part in the initial stage of the combustion process so

that its energy can be utilized only partially, and what is lost must be

substituted by external combustibles.

I have dwelled so long on this question in order to expose Muehlen-

kamp's thermo-technical and cremation-related babblings.

[56] For the deportees from Western Europe Muehlenkamp assumes

an average weight of 57 kg, which he then reduces to 28.88 kg (pp. 477-

478) based on his grotesque incomprehension, which I already exposed

with the above deduction of the percentage of fat and protein as a sim-

ple example of offsetting the thermal balance in the case of total loss of

water. In this regard I wrote in Sobibdr?^^^

"Therefore, even assuming an extreme case where the alleged corpses

at Sobibor would have lost their total water content over a period of 4

months, the heat of vaporization thus saved would have been 38.4 x

[640+(0.493 x 700)J = 37,800 kcalfor each corpse. To balance this saving

in heat, a loss of, say, 40% of body fat and 12% ofproteins would have

been sufficient: [(0.4x8.4x9,500) +(0.12x 9.18x5,400)] = circa 37,800

kcal.

"

In this hypothesis the corpse is considered completely without water,

but in all his tables Muehlenkamp assumes a certain amount of water,

for example in "Table 8.13" 8.53 kg. He therefore cannot justify his ar-

Istituto Istrazione Superiore Europa Unita Chivasso, Conosce il copro umano. Parte 3, in:

www.istitutoeuropaunita.it/didattica/Parte3.pdf

In his farcical "Table 8.13" on p. 477 Muehlenkamp assumes a fat content for a body of 16.96

kg of 0.24 kg, almost one third ofthe fat content of the skeleton!

Teodora Spasova, Anthropologic und Archdologie an ausgewdhlten Beispielen. Leichen-

branduntersuchungen. Grin Verlag, 2009, p. 9.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 137f.
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bitrary and speculative data with a referral to what I wrote.

The calculations laid out in "Table 8.15" relative to corpses of the

deportees from the West result in a senseless 8.25 kg of wood for a

corpse of 28.88 kg. Since this corpse is considered the final stage of a

normal body of 57 kg, the demand of wood for the cremation would ac-

tually be (tables 14 and 15, approximate values):

Jl.y2Jcg+
3,843.48 kcal/kg wood J^.y Jcg wood

On p. 479 Muehlenkamp presents a pretentious "Table 8.16" in

which he lists in detail the grade of decay for all alleged corpses of the

deportees to Sobibor, and he calculates the wood requirement for the

cremation: from 8.25 to 31.92 kg!

[57] Then, still on p. 479, Muehlenkamp starts to discuss Belzec.

First of all he presents a "Table 8. 17" in which the number of deportees

to the camp are listed month by month, then ("Table 8.18" on p. 480),

based on his fantasy assumption about the corpses' state of putrefaction,

he divides them in a pedantic way into "category B," 263,876 buried

until August 1942, and into "category C," 170,632 corpses buried later.

And finally, based on his incoherent thermo-technical and cremation-

related babblings, he calculates a wood requirement for the cremation of

a corpse of absolutely irrational 18.02 kg.

[58] The calculation procedure for Treblinka is the same, but the re-

sult is even more absurd: 12. 1 8 kg of wood for each corpse!

In addition to his appalling ineptitude, Muehlenkamp adds his noto-

rious hj^ocrisy when dealing with Chelmno. In point 48 I already ex-

plained that in "Table 8.4" on his p. 469 he assumes a wood/corpse ratio

of 0.56:1 for the cremation at Chelmno, the same as resulted from the

experiments by Lothes and Profe, even though he knew well that the

system used in Chelmno was similar to the Feist apparatus, in which the

ratio is 2.93: 1, without considering the petroleum, straw and foliage

used. Here, with a rather clumsy trick, he assumes "that corpses were

buried until July 1942 inclusive and cremation of previously interred

bodies started in October 1942." (p. 481), although the first two ovens

were built in spring 1942 according to the judge Bednarz, which means

between the end of March and the end of June 1942, which means that

the alleged new corpses were cremated immediately without burial.

In the chapter 11, point 41,1 mentioned the number of the deportees

allegedly killed and buried in Chelmno in 1942: 92,500. The remaining

(157,000 - 92,500 =) 64,500 victims therefore would have been fresh

corpses cremated immediately. Muehlenkamp instead considers this on-
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ly for the alleged 7,000 corpses of 1944, and he divides the other

150,000 in this way: 104,360 of "category B," that is "in an advanced

state of decomposition in which they had lost all or most of their water

content" and 45,640 of "category C," "non-decomposed corpses of

malnourished deportees." Therefore on average the cremation of one

corpse would have required 16.34 kg of wood. For the alleged 7,000

victims of 1944 the consumption would have been 29.60 kg for each

corpse instead ("Table 8.22" on p. 482), the amount corresponding (for

Muehlenkamp) to the cremation of a fresh corpse of 34 kg ("Table

8. 11" on p. 476). In total, the consumption ofwood for the cremation of

157,000 corpses would have been of 2,658,000 kg ("Table 8.22"), a

nonsensical statement, because when applying the experimental results

of the Feist apparatus, already the 72,700 fresh corpses would have re-

quired (72,200 X 2.93 x 34 =) 7,192,500 kg of wood!

His conclusion that the cremation in the camps of Belzec, Sobibor,

Treblinka and Chelmno, for a total of 1,551, .000 corpses, would have

required a total of 44,869.8 tons of wood, on average 28.93 kg for each

corpse, is therefore without foundation and nonsensical.

Muehlenkamp 's calculations are simply pseudoscientific verbiage

which can be characterized as a form of delirium thermotechnicum.

[59] Immediately after, he shows again his prodigious hypocrisy:

"The assumption underlying these calculations is that wood required

for burning was wholly or mostly procured by inmate woodcutting teams

from the respective camp in the forests surrounding that camp. This is the

assumption made by several historians and gratefully taken up by Revision-

ists but it is hardly a given that the camps were dependent on what wood

they could obtain by their own workforce, and to the extent that what this

workforce could obtain was not sufficient it is likely that additional wood

was brought in by train or truckfrom lumberyards elsewhere. " (pp. 482f.)

In the related footnote 157, Muehlenkamp writes:

"Evidence to such transports is hard to come by because camp records

were destroyed (see Globocnik's letter to Himmler of 5.1.1944, 4024-PS)

and wood shipments were hardly a detail that would under the circum-

stances catch the particular attention of camp staff members, inmates or

bystanders or be ofinterest to interrogators in the course ofcriminal inves-

tigations, which were about establishing the basicfacts ofthe crime and the

deeds of the perpetrators rather than the crime 's logistics. However, one

mention ofwood broughtfrom outside can befound in Arad, Belzec, Sobib-

or, Treblinka, p. 171: 'Unterscharfiihrer Becher Warner, who served as a

driver in Sobiborfrom August through November 1942, testified at the So-

bibor trial: 'The corpses were taken outfrom the gas chambers and cre-

mated on a specially prepared roaster. The ashes and the remains of the
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bodies were buried in a specially designated place, and later a forest was

planted there ... As I have already said, I used to bring foodstuffs to the

camp and also woodfor cremating the killed ..." (emphasis added by au-

thor). Chelmno had several external wood suppliers, including witnesses

Michal Radoszewski and Heinrich May (see Muehlenkamp, 'Chelmno

Cremation 2 ').

"

Basically all testimonies speak about Waldkommandos (forest com-

mandos), squads of detainees appointed to the cut down trees in the

nearby forests to obtain wood for the cremation, but for Muehlenkamp

this holocaustic truth is intolerable. He appeals to only one witness,

whose name Arad distorts and whose statements Muehlenkamp inter-

prets according to his own convenience. Werner Becker in fact dec-

lared:^°^>

"Ich habe verschiedene Dienste ausgefiihrt, so wie bereits gesagt, ich

habe Lebensmittelfiir das Lager sowie Holzfilr die Verbrennung der Men-

schen gebracht"

"Iperformed various services, as already stated, I brought victuals for

the camp as well as woodfor the combustion ofpeople.

"

In this regard Schelvis writes

"Die Verbrennung der damals schon mehr als hunderttausend Leichen

erforderte Unmengen von Holz, das in dem unweit gelegenen Wald reich-

lich vorhanden war. Es wurde ein Waldkommando gebildet, das aus etwa

30 Arbeitshdftlingen bestand. Unter Aufsicht von einigen SS-Angehdrigen

und ukrainischen Wachmdnnern mufite es Bdume roden und in kleine Stu-

cke sdgen
"

"The burning of the corpses, at that time already more than one hun-

dred thousand, required a vast quantity of wood, which was abundantly

available in the nearbyforest A forest commando was formed which con-

sisted of about 30 working inmates. Under the supervision of several SS-

members and of Ukrainian security guards it had to cut down trees and saw

them into smallpieces.

"

Are we to believe that the men of the Waldkommando (forest com-

mando) carried the tons of wood they cut into the camp by hand? It is

more likely that the wood was loaded on lorries or onto similar devices,

and therefore Becker's testimony does not prove what Muehlenkamp

pretends it to, i.e. that the wood transported by Becker originated from

"from labor camps or forestry enterprises."

[60] He is in fact obliged to recur to this fantasy hj^othesis:

Peter Lang (ed.), Der "Euthanasie "-Prozefi Dresden 1947. Eine zeitgeschichtliche Dokumen-

tofton, Frankfurt am Main/Berlin/Bem/New York/ParisAVien, 1993, p. 183.

J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., pp. 133f.
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"Obtaining up to ca. 24,000 tons of dry wood or 45,000 tons ofgreen

woodfrom labor camps or forestry enterprises, over a period of roughly

one year, cannot have been much ofa problem in a lumbering country like

Poland, which had an enormous woodproduction as far back as 1921: ac-

cording to an article written that year by then Polish Prime Minister Win-

centy Witos, Poland's state forests alone furnished 3,439,047 cubic meters

ofbuilding timber and 2,019, 758 cubic meters offuel wood. " (p. 483)

This reasoning is of unearttily stupidity: because in August 1921 (!,

footnote 159) Poland produced "2,019,758 cubic meters of fuel wood,"

the consequence is - in Muehlencamp's logic - that in 1942-1943 the

"labor camps or forestry enterprises" supphed to the aUeged extermina-

tion camps "ca. 24,000 tons of dry wood or 45,000 tons of green

wood"! The conclusion which Muehlemkamp deduces from this enor-

mous idiocy is even more foolish than his assumptions:

"Sobibor extermination camp, with a calculated requirement of about

3,500 tons or dry wood (Table 8.22) or 7,000 tons offresh wood (Table

8.23) would have required 700 to 1,400 truckloads (2 to 4 per day) or 140

to 280 railwayfreight cars (one every two or three days, or one nearly eve-

ry day) to satisfy its cremation wood requirements. " (p. 484)

Obviously there is not documentary and no testimonial trace of this

huge inflow of lorries or of trains full of wood. But who cares? The

speculation is convenient to Muehlenkamp, and it therefore does not re-

quire any proof

His general conclusion is really comical:

"The realistic possibility ofwood supplies being mostly brought into the

camp by rail and/or truck renders irrelevant Revisionist considerations

about the incompatibility of cremation wood requirements with available

woodcutting labor and deforestation around the camp observable on air

photos, as it means that only a part of the required wood had to be cut by

each camp 's own inmate lumbering teams. " (p. 484)

Therefore that which is substantiated neither by documents nor by

witnesses, who instead tell the exact opposite (exclusive use of

Waldkommandos) becomes a "realistic possibility"!

It is clear that Muehlenkamp 's pathetic mind is completely dissoci-

ated from reality.

[61] Then he discusses the question of the amount of wood cut daily

by the Waldkommando (forest commando):

"According to the Revisionist authors, a team of 30 inmates of the So-

biborforest detail would have been able to handle (0.55 x 30 =) 16.5 tons

ofwoodper day. The camp 's daily requirements offresh wood between Oc-

tober 1942 and October 1943 would have been ca. 18.3 tons (6,666.7 ^

365), i.e. Sobibor would have been nearly self-sufficient as concerns. " (p.
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484)

This is another goofy statement, because it is based on the gro-

tesquefy low amount of 6,666.700 tons of wood allegedfy required to

cremate 170,000 corpses ("Table 8.22" on p. 482), while the effective

amount would have been of more than 22,600 tons (see point 91) that is

(22,600 365 =) approx. 62 tons per day.

And here his final climax:

"According to Arad , the Sobibor Waldkommando was 40 men strong,

which according to MGK's considerations would mean a capacity ofabout

22 tons ofwood per day, in excess of the camp 's daily requirements offresh

woodfor cremation. "
(p. 485)

In order to adapt his own calculation, Muehlenkamp assumes con-

veniently the maximum number of members of the Waldkommando

(forest commando), the one adopted by Arad without any reference to

the sources: 40 men,^°'^ even though the witnesses, as Moshe Bachir^"^''

and Schelvis, speak about 30 men.

[62] Childishness and hypocrisy emanate also in the case of Treblin-

ka:

"At Trehlinka, the forest team originally consisted of a few dozen pris-

oners but was enlarged when the cremation of the corpses started. To how

many men the team was enlarged does not become apparent from the

source, but it seems reasonable to assume that a detachment starting out

with at least 24 members (a few dozen is at least two dozen) and then rein-

forced ended up numbering 60 to 80 of the permanent inmates ofTreblinka

extermination camp, which numbered between 500 and 1,000 in total. The

burning of the bodies at Treblinka lasted at leastfrom March or April to

August 1943, butprobably until the end ofOctober 1943, i.e. 5 to 7 months.

In this period a team of 60 to 80 men could, according to MGK's above

calculations, have handled 33 to 44 tons ofwoodper day, corresponding to

between 4,950 and 6,600 tons within 150 days (five months) and between

6,930 and 9,240 tons within 210 days. These amounts would correspond to

at least 27 % but possibly as much as 51 % of the camp 's cremation wood

requirements as shown in Table 8.23. "
(p. 485)

In his desperation, miserable Muehlenkamp uses every possible sub-

terfuge. First he tries to artificially prolong the duration of the crema-

tion period up to seven months, even though his primary source, Arad,

Y. Arad, "Jewish Prisoner Uprisings in The Treblinka And Sobibor Extermination Camps.

Part 4," in: The Nazi Concentration Camps. Proceedings ofthe Fourth Yad Vashem Interna-

tional Historical Conference - January 1980, Yad Vashem Jerusalem, 1984, p. 387;

www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Holocaust/resistyad4.html.

Staatsanwaltschaft Dortmund Sob. 85 PM VNO 32.
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disproves him sensationally:^"^^

"In this camp the entire cremation operation lasted aboutfour months,

from April to the end ofJuly 1943.
"

Then he inflates the number of the detainees appointed to the

Waldkommando (forest commando) to 60-80 men, even though the wit-

ness Glazar speaks of about 25 persons. Notwithstanding these mean

trickeries, he is stiU not able to obtain the hoped-for result, because

even in his most favorable case - duration of the cremation period of

seven months and 80 men able to cut 44 tons ofwood each day - Mueh-

lenkamp finds himself with a deficit of [(18,259.038 - 210) - 44 =

42.95 tons ofwood every day!

Even when assuming his aberrant demand of wood for the crema-

tion, if we consider this in light of orthodox data - 122 days of crema-

tion and 25 men cutting (0.55 x 25 =) 13.75 tons of wood per day^"'^ -

the deficit would resuh in [(18,259.038 - 122) - 13.75 135.91 tons

ofwood each day!

If one then considers that the amount of wood calculated by Mueh-

lenkamp is ridiculously low and should be multiplied with a factor of

eleven (see point 91), the conclusion to be inferred about the probability

of the claimed task is rather clear.

[63] Taken by desperation, Muehlenkamp then resolves to adopt an

even bigger tomfoolery:

"Wood could to a large extent be replaced as a combustion agent by

gasoline or other liquidflammables. Mattogno, Grafand Kues inform their

readers that the fuel value ofgasoline is 10,500 kcal/kg and that 'in order

to replace the heat produced by 100 kg of fresh wood, ([2,000x100]

^10,300=] 19.4 liters of kerosene (or 19 liters of gasoline)' would have

been required. " (p. 486)

Based to this equation, of which I will explain below the context and

the significance, Muehlenkamp presents a "Table 8.24." (p. 486) in

which he diligently calculates the amount of gasoline equivalent to the

wood requirements previously calculated by him for all camps:

8,525,275 liters.

What does this equation mean? Absolutely nothing, because ortho-

dox holocaust historiography does not know how much gasoline or oth-

er fiammable substances were used for the alleged mass cremations. I

Y. Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 111.

R. Glazar, Die Falle mit dem griinen Zaun. Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main,

1982, p. 126.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 144.
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will return to the question below.

[64] Then Muehlenkamp speaks about the Germans who perished in

the Allied bombing of Dresden on 13 and 14 February 1945 and says

that 6,865 corpses were cremated on grids with the help of gasoline (pp.

486-487). But he does neither state how much gasoline was needed nor

to what degree the corpses were in fact cremated rather than just super-

ficially charred, and therefore this "argument" is also futile and petty.

The customary nutty conclusion follows:

"The Dresden grid was essentially nothing other than the less fuel effi-

cient ofDr. Lothes and Dr. Profe 's carcass-burning methods - the one in

which the grid was placed above the pit, rather than on top of a smaller

cavity inside the pit - except that no pit could be made in the cobbled sur-

face of the medieval Altmarkt square. So the burning process at Dresden

was, if anything, less efficient than in the two veterinarians ' experiments

which, as explained above, were reproduced on an enormous scale by the

SS at Treblinka and the other Nazi extermination camps. " (p. 487)

As I explained above, the grids of Dresden had nothing to do with

the system of Lothes and Profe, but they have an undoubtful similarity

with the facilities of the Reinhardt camps. This is however of no help at

all, because - for what is was reported - in Dresden the corpses were

cremated preferentially with gasoline instead of using wood and, most

importantly, because the used quantities of gasoline and wood are not

known. It must be observed that the corpses of Dresden were cremated

with clothing, and not naked as the bodies of the alleged gassed. In ad-

dition of producing heat,^°^^ the clothing was impregnated with gasoline

as well as body fat, rendering the combustion more efficient.

Gasoline is however not the best method to perform cremations. In

this regards John D. DeHaan observes:^"^'

"People often assume that gasoline alone will accomplish great damage

to a human body. Gasoline burns off very quickly, however, and damage

from theflames will only rarely exceed splitting and charring ofthe dermis.

In one case in the author's experience, a woman was doused with a gallon

ofgasoline and set alight while dressed in a shirt, denim pants and cotton

socks, lying on a sandy soil surface. She diedfrom shock but her skin was

nearly intact, penetrated to any degree only at her ankles where the cotton

socks, secured by a leather belt, absorbed enough gasoline to continue to

For instance wool produces 4,500 kcal/kg, rags and cotton 3,600 kcal, leather shoes 4,020

kcal. Giuliano Salvi, La combustione. Teoria e applicazioni. Tamburini Editore, Milano, 1972,

p, 786.

John D. DeHaan, "Fires and Bodies," in: Christopher W. Schmidt, Steven A. Symes (eds.),

The Analysis ofBurned Human Remains, op. cit, p. 12.
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burnfor some minutes (Icove andDeHaan, 2004).

"

Muehlenkamp further does not take in consideration an essential fac-

tor. The victims of Dresden had died mostly by having been burned

alive in the "firestorm" caused by incendiary bombs. The historic com-

mission which later investigated the bombing deemed it necessary to

examine the question of "residue-free combustion in a firestorm

[riickstandloses Verbrennen im Feuersturm]" coming to the conclusion

that "the effectively reached fire temperatures during the firestorm were

not sufficient for the majority of the cellar and street settings to bum the

corpses without residue. Merely in some sparse building settings the

necessary building conditions could have been given. Therefore the

commission excludes that a larger number of people - that is some

thousands or even tens of thousands - could have vanished virtually

'without a trace' \die im Feuersturm tatsdchlich erreichten Brandtem-

peraturen in der Mehrzahl der Keller- und Strafiensituationen nicht

ausreichten, Leichen rilckstandlos zu verbrennen. Lediglich in einigen

wenigen baulichen Situationen konnten die dafilr notwendigen Bedin-

gungen aufgetreten sein. Die Kommission schliefit daher aus, dafi eine

grofiere Zahl von Menschen - also einige Tausend oder gar Zehntau-

send - in der Bombennacht quasi 'spurlos ' verschwunden seien\."^^^^

This fact further complicates the general situation, because charred

corpses bum with more difficulty than fresh ones, but dried corpses

more easily.

[65] "On the other hand, the possible presence of Treblinka 'experts ' at

Dresden, mentioned by Taylor, suggests that cremation at Treblinka may

also have chiefly relied on gasoline as external combustion agent. Ifso, the

maximum average daily amount ofgasoline requiredfor cremation at Tre-

blinka, as shown in Table 8.24, would have been roughly 23,000 liters. "
(p.

488)

Muehlenkamp is in full delirium. As I explained many times, he is

alienated from reality (a form of exterminationist schizophrenia) and

does not differentiate between the possible and the real: for him (and

when it is more convenient) what is possible is also real!

It is useless to say that there is no trace either of the presence of "ex-

perts" of Treblinka in Dresden or of the utilization of gasoline in Tre-

blinka as the main combustion agent. In this demented perspective, as

Landeshauptstadt Dresden. Abschlussbericht der Historikerkomm i on zu den Luftangriffen

aufDresden zwischen dem 13. und IS.Februar 1945, in:

www.dresden.de/media/pdf/mfoblaetter/Historikerkommission_Dresdenl945_Abschlussberic

ht_Vl_14a.pdf, p. 65.
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Muehlenkamp explains, only 23,000 liters of gasoline would have been

necessary daily: a mere bagatelle!

In the above-mentioned "Table" he calculates the gasoline equiva-

lent of wood allegedly necessary for the cremation of 1,551,000 corpses

(44,869,868 kg) as 8,525,275 Hters. The equivalent gasoline amount, al-

ready huge in spite of his ridiculously low demand of wood, becomes

absurd if one considers the real amount (see point 91): 185,694,640 kg

of wood only for the camps of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, corre-

sponding to (185,694,640 x 1.9 =) 352,819,810 kg of fresh wood,

which then equates to (352,819,810 - 100 x 19 =) 67,035,763 liters of

gasoline! For Treblinka the requirement would have been of

[(105,707,640 X 1.9 ^ 100 X 19) - 150 =] 254,403 liters per day!

[66] Muehlenkamp responds in this way to our fundamental objec-

tion:

"But the Third Reich 'could not afford to waste gasoline or other liquid

fuels in such a manner, ' the Revisionists claim. And they are unwittingly

supported in this claim by Jules Schelvis, who in the German-language ver-

sion ofhis Sohihor hooli shows a written request of Globocnilc's requestfor

morefuel and interprets this as meaning that GlobocniJi was barely able to

keep his gassing engines running. Such a request tookplace in order to fuel

the gasoline engines usedfor gassings, and likely also brought aboutfrom

work andpreparations related to body disposal efforts at the camps. Such a

request may have been made in order to obtain more fuel for the gasoline

engines usedfor gassing, but is more likely (also considering that a gassing

engine operated in idle mode for half an hour or so several times a day

would hardly consume as much fuel as an engine in a tank or truck on

combat or transportation duty, and that no more than three such engines

were operating at the same time in the camps of Aktion Reinhard(t)) to

have been primarily related to burning the victims ' bodies at the camps. At

the time of Globocnik 's requestfor more fuel, partial cremations had taken

place at Belzec and Treblinka, and preparations were presumably being

made for cremating the corpses at Sobibor, after it had been decided to no

longer bury them out ofconcern about possible pollution ofthe camp 's wa-

ter supply. " (p. 489)

I akeady discussed this document in the point 71 of chapter 8, where

I demonsfrated the deceit of the two interpretations by Myers. Mueh-

lenkamp adds a third interpretation, not less deceitful: on 4 September

1942 Globocnik protested for the reduction of the "Treibstoff' (fuel)

contingent assigned to him, because he "presumably" (!) needed it for

the ftiture cremations of Sobibor. Globocnik' s letter is addressed to SS-

Hauptsturmfiihrer Grothmann, who was a member of the "personal staff

of the Reichsfiihrer-SS [persdnlicher Stab des ReichsJuhrer-SS]." Its
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consequence is that Himmler, who was the direct superior of Globoc-

nik, either did not know anything about the alleged decision to cremate

the corpses, a rather implausible fact because the decision was his, or he

knew it but nonetheless authorized the reduction of fuel, and then either

he wanted to willingly interfere with the activities of his subordinate,

another implausible fact, or he knew that the fuel was not needed at all

for future cremations.

The text of the letter categorically invalidates Muehlenkamp's sup-

position, because Globocnik gives as the reason for the need of a higher

fuel supply not a "cryptonym" allegedly created for cremations, for in-

stance "Sonderaufgaben"' (special tasks) or something similar, but the

impending arrival of "big contingents from abroad [grosse Auslandslie-

ferungen]" which, as already shovm, Myers was forced to interpret in a

fantastic and deceitful way.

[67] Muehlenkamp thus believes to be able to present even a proof

"Did the RSHA have a problem with granting Globocnik's request?

Hardly so, considering what is known about the amount of motor gasoline

(Vergaserkraftstoff) delivered monthly to the General Government. About 6

million liters were delivered in July 1942 alone, thereof2,935 tfor civilian

authorities and 3,612 tfor military authorities. "
(p. 489)

Omitting the fact that the RSHA was not involved in the question,

these data, devoid of any point of reference, do not mean anything, be-

sides the fact that it was the assignment for the month of July. What was

the assignment for August? Globocnik's letter to Grothmann is dated 4

September 1942, therefore the contingent mentioned by Muehlenkamp

either was already reduced, or it was reduced in the month of August.

That at that time the fuel situation in Germany was not as bright as

Muehlenkamp wants to make us beHeve, results, among other things,

from the German efforts to convert all private vehicles working with

hquid fuels to vehicles working with generator gas. On 22 October

1942 Reichminister Speer made an "appeal [AufruJ]' in this sense,

which ended as follows:^"*'

"Ich weise darauf hin, dafl die Versorgungslage fur fliissige Treibstoffe

alien Haltern von Nutzfahrzeugen die Umstellung im eigenen Interesse zur

Pflicht macht. Wer sein Fahrzeug nicht umstellt, kann in absehbarer Zeit

nicht damit rechnen, weiterhin Benzin oder Diesel-Krafstoffzu erhalten
"

"I indicate that the supply situation for liquid fuels makes the conver-

sion an obligation for all owners of commercial vehicles for their own in-

terest. Whoever does not reconvert his vehicle, cannot count on continuing

Werner KroU, Der Gasgenerator. Verlag G. Kliemt. Nossen i. Sa. Berlin, 1943, p. 15.
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Table 12.6.

3. Qu. 41 3. Qu. 42 3 Qu. 43 Ruck-

3rd quarter

1941

3rd quarter

1942

3rd quarter

1943

gang
decrease

Vergaser- Verbrauchs- 83,110 45,100 27,250 40.00%

kraftstoff

motor fuel

kontingente

allottments

Benzin, Einfuhr 31,600 15,000 7,500 50.00%

Benzol,

Alkohol

import

gasoline,

benzene,

alcohol

Dieselkraft Verbrauchs- 83,230 20,275 17,360 15.00%

stoff

diesel fuel

kontingente

consumption

allottments

Einfuhr 33,550 14,000 12,000 14.00%

import

Heizdl Verbrauchs- 40,960 11,000 4,345 60.00%

heating oil kontingente

consumption

allottments

Einfuhr 24,700 7,500 0

import

to receive gasoline or dieselfuel in theforeseeable time periods.

"

Already many years ago, Friedrich Berg published an information by

the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, Oil Division Final Report, War
Department, Washington, D.C., 1947:^°*^

"War-time Germany was an empire built on coal, air and water. 84.5%

ofher aviation fuel, 85% ofher motor fuel, more than 99%) of all her rub-

ber, 100% ofher concentrated nitric acid - the base substancefor all mili-

tary explosives - and 99%o of her no less important methanol were synthe-

sizedfrom these three raw materials. ... Coal gasification facilities, where

coal was converted into producer gas, were the body of this industrial or-

ganism.
"

The inconsistency of Muehlenkamp's reasoning regarding the as-

signment of carburetor motor fuel {Vergaserkraftstoff) to the General

Government in July 1942 appears even more evident if compared vv^ith

'"^^ F.P. Berg, "Diesel Gas Chambers: Ideal for Torture - Absurd for Murder," in: Germar Rudolf

(Ed.), Dissecting the Holocaust, op. cit, pp. 466f. This book is mentioned several times in the

"Cut and Paste Manifesto."
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the assignments to the Military Commander in Chief in France (Militdr-

befehlshaber in Frankreich). In fact, from the relative situation reports

(Lageberichte) the assignments in the third trimester of the years 1941,

1942 and 1943 result, as shown in the Table 12.6.^°*^^

The assignment of "Vergaserkraftstoff (carburetor motor fuel) for

the trimester July-September 1942 was of 45,100 tons, which, in abso-

lute terms, seems to be a huge amount, but in its context it means that

there was a reduction of 46% in respect to the assignment of the previ-

ous year.

[68] "German authorities didn 't consider it a waste to spend 6<S. 000 li-

ters ofgasoline witJiin 13 days to bum tire bodies ofcivilian air raid victims

at Dresden in February/Marcli 1945, at a time when the Reich had lost al-

most all of its petrol resources and its war machine was bogging down for

lack offuel. Why should they have minded allotting higher amounts ofgas-

oline to a state project of vital importance lilce the extermination of a mi-

nority of perceived dangerous subversives and useless eaters harmful to

Germany, and that moreover at a time when the Third Reich still had ac-

cess to its main sources ofpetrol, especially the Romanian oilfields?. "
(p.

489)

Another inane (mis)demonstration. The source Muehlenkamp quotes

from, Irving, speaks also of the utilization of "wood and straw" ("Under

the steel grinders and bars were poked bundles of wood and straw. On
top of the grill were heaped the corpses, four or five hundred at a time,

with more sfraw between each layer"), which, together with the cloth-

ing, reduced the demand for gasoline, which therefore could not have

been 68,000 liters. Hence this comparison is useless.

In the case of Dresden it was necessary to cremate within short no-

tice the corpses without the supply of huge amounts of fuel wood. In the

Reinhardt camps there existed no such urgency, and an unlimited

amount of wood was available in the surroundings. In such a situation,

only a Muehlenkamp would have decided to cremate the corpses using

gasoline instead of wood. The SS, to their fortune, were not Muehlen-

kamps.

[69] A not less inconclusive "critique" follows:

"MGK's other objection against gasoline is 'its volatility; by the time

the corpses would have been thoroughly doused, ignition could have

caused an explosion of the gasoline/air mixture. ' Ifso, this risk would also

have been present on the Dresden Altmarkt, where it seems to have been

Der Militdrbefehlshaber in Frankreich. Lagebericht of July-September 1943. Paris, 6 Novem-
ber 1943, in: www.ihtp.cm-s.fr/prefets/de/d070943mbf.html.
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managed, there being no reason why it should not have been managed at

the extermination camps as well - moreover as gasoline need not have been

the only liquidfuel usedfor burning at these camps. " (p. 490)

Here I return to the question I left open in point 63. 1 present first of

all the context in which I mentioned the gasoline:^"'''*

"Thomas Blatt, however, asserts that 'the pyre, sometimes more than

three yards high, was then doused with kerosene and ignited. ' Kurt

Ticho/Thomas speaks also of coal as fuel for the cremations. To demon-

strate a fortiori the inconsistency of the Holocaust thesis, we will assume

that the use of kerosene and/or coal would have brought down the fresh

wood requirements by one quarter, i.e. to 300 kg per corpse, even though

such a hypothesis would he rather unlikely.

What is more, the Third Reich could not afford to waste gasoline or

other liquidfuels in such a manner.
"

It was therefore a rebuttal ad ahsurdum. The testimonies, in fact,

starting from the one by Thomas Blatt, speak of the utilization of hquid

combustible only for the ignition of the pyres, and therefore quantities

largely inferior to those posited by Muehlenkamp must be assumed.

Regarding the volatility of gasoline, he does not consider that for the

corpses of Dresden the hazard of explosion was reduced, since the gaso-

line impregnated also the clothing.

[70] On p. 490 a new paragraph starts, "Duration of Cremations."

Here Muehlenkamp profusely dispenses his trite speculations once

more. I immediately anticipate the first:

"On the page preceding these calculations, Mattogno takes issue with

an obviously misunderstood or mistranslated statement in Alexander

Donat's publication ofWiernik's A Year in Trehlinka, whereby an excava-

tor could dig up 3,000 corpses 'at one time' (the witness must have meant

to say something like 'in one day ' or 'in one shift '),
derisively pointing out

that '3,000 bodies take up a volume ofabout (3,000x0.045 =) 135 m'. "'
(p.

491)

The "plagiarist bloggers," who accuse me wrongly of not having

consulted the original texts, are satisfied with an English, albeit correct,

translation in which Muehlenkamp has "obviously misunderstood or

mistranslated" the meaning. I already occupied myself with this issue in

point 4 of chapter 11, where I quoted the text of the first machine-typed

version of Wiemik's declarations; here I mention the second version,

the one published in 1944, which speaks about an excavator, with which

help "3,000 corpses at one time were extracted [wyciqgano naraz 3000

Sobibdr. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 143.
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trupowy^'^''^ The Polish adverb "namz" translates as "at the same time,

together,"^"**' therefore I interpreted the meaning of the passage in a

blameless way. It was Wiemik who uttered a monstrous nonsense.

[71] Muehlenkamp emphasizes that - in his opinion - a cremation

grid at TrebHnka had a surface of 66 m^ (against the 90 calculated by

me) and contests my hypothesis of the load of 4 corpses on 3 m^ of grid,

because the surface assumed for this value - 1.75 m x 0.5 m = 0,875 m^

per corpse - seems excessive to him. But because his vacuousness is

unlimited, he puts as the base of his speculations "the 'ideal man' calcu-

lated by Alex Bay." (p. 491). Bay presents a table in which this ideal

man has a height of 67.2 inches (170.7 cm) and a width of 17.7 inches

(44.95 cm),^'"'^ which represents a surface of 0.77 m^; adding a mere

0.105 m^ of space between a corpse and the other for the circulation of

air as taken from my thesis. The result is again a 0.875 m^ surface per

corpse!

According to Bay, the "ideal man" has a volume of 0.093 m^, but

then Muehlenkamp introduces a volimie of 0.045 m^, based on an aver-

age weight of 45.3 kg per person (footnote 193 on p. 491) and calcu-

lates, in relation a grid loaded with 3,500 corpses:

"Volume displacement of 0.045 m^ per body, grate area 66 m^: pyre

volume above grate 157.5 m^ pyre height above grate 2.4 m = about 8 lay-

ers ofabout 438 bodies each;

"

"Volume displacement of 0.093 m^ per body, grate area 66 m^: pyre

volume above grate 325.5 m^ pyre height above grate 4.93 m = about 16

layers ofabout 219 bodies each.

"

Finally he concludes:

"Itfollows that, if indeed there had been only two grates at TrebHnka

and it had been necessary to cremate about 860,000 bodies within a mere

122 days, building a pyre of3,500 bodies wouldn 't have been an impracti-

cable undertaking as Mattogno claims. " (p. 492)

Muehlenkamp's calculations of nonsensical. His volumes result

from the following calculation: (3,500 x 0.045 =) 157.5 m^ and (3,500 x

0.093 =) 325.5 m^. He therefore treats the corpses as if they were bricks

which can be perfectly arranged without losing even one cubic centime-

ter of space, which is absurd. In fact, in the first case, 1 m' would con-

tain (1 ^ 0,045 =) 22.22 corpses, more than the value assumed by him

'"^^
J. Wiemik, Rok w Treblince. Nakladem Komisji Koordynacyjnej. Warsaw, 1944, p. 13.

Jan Stanislawski, Malgorzada Szercha, Podr^czny Slownik Polsko-Angielsko. Wiezda

Powszechna, Warsaw, 1990, p. 325.

A. Bay, Appendix D - Ash Disposal and Burial Pits (Continued), in: www.holocaust-

history.org/Treblinka/appendixd/appendixd2.shtml
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for the mass graves (19.51)! In his exterminationist delusion, he con-

founds a full cubic meter (filled to the last) with a stacked cubic meter

(with gaps).

Needless to say that any such a compact pile of corpses on 66 m^

with a height of 2.40 m would not have allowed even a minimal circula-

tion of combustion air between the individual corpses, as it would have

been comparable with a single massive corpse of (3,500 x 0.045 =)

157.5 tons, which is like cremating the corpse of a blue whale.

It is a pity that the witnesses did not enlighten us about the proce-

dure of stacking the corpses onto the pyre and about the technique of

cremation: in this regard they practically don't say anything. They also

don't reveal anything about the state the exhumed corpses were in, in

particular whether they had been in an advanced stage of wax-fat trans-

formation, which would have to be the case in at least a certain percent-

age of the corpses in the mass graves. This would have been a macabre

phenomenon which might have impressed them even more than the de-

composed corpses.

As I showed above, fi-om Muehlenkamp's assumptions and fi-om the

testimonies it results that 1 m' of mass graves could have contained 9.75

corpses and 0.5 m^ of sand, equivalent to 750 kg. Therefore the exhu-

mation of 3,500 corpses to be cremated on a grid would imply to extract

(3,500 - 9.75 =) 359 m^, half of which, 179.5 m^, would have been

(178.5 X 0.75 =) 133.875 tons of sand. In this shapeless mass of more or

less decayed corpses and sand, the detainees assigned to the cremation

first would have had to sort the corpses, then transport them to the grid

and align them in an orderly way. After placing the third layer of corps-

es, the pyre, concrete posts, rails and corpses, would already have

reached the average height of the workers (1.60 m according to Mueh-

lenkamp), and after another pair of layers (2.20 m) the workers would

have needed ladders to stack further corpses onto the pyre. In any case,

the result could not have been an orderly heap of corpses like a stack of

wood, but a cluster even more chaotic than the one created after the

Dresden bombings.

[72] Muehlenkamp (pp. 494-495) calculates the cremation time

based on the grid operation of a wood furnace (the amount of wood
burned per square meter in one hour), but because the demand of wood
assumed by him is wrong, I will not lose time to answer this point.

I omit also the comparison with the grids of Dresden (p. 492) be-

cause we don't have any certain data about this, neither for their sur-

face, nor on the effective number of corpses put on them, nor about the
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actual time period for the cremations, nor regarding the tj^e and

amount of combustibles used, nor about the resuU of the cremations.

Even more petty is Muehlenkamp's referral to the "Ukrainian Lele-

ko." (p. 492), whose statements, based on his childish gullibility, Mueh-

lenkamp treats like unquestionable experimental data.

I proceed therefore to the question of the number of the grids in Tre-

blinka, about which Muehlenkamp writes:

"How many dead bodies per day did the Treblinka grids have to pro-

cess on average? As mentioned above, bodies were cremated during a pe-

riod of at least 5 but possibly as many as 7 months, so the average number

of daily cremations, considering a total of ca. 789,000 corpses, was be-

tween 3,757 (7 months = 210 days) and 5,260 (5 months = 150 days). Two

or three grids with a capacity of2,000 to 2,500 corpses per day each would

have been sufficient to achieve this daily average. "
(p. 493)

Above I already mentioned Muehlenkamp's miserable trickery to

expand the time period of the cremations. He pretends to deduce a time

period of 5-7 months from "Arad, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, pp. 170,

177, 280, 288 and 373" (footnote 172 on p. 485). Arad states that the

cremations started either in March (p. 170) or in April and that they

ended at the end of July (p. 177), that by mid-July Va of the corpses

which had been in the mass graves had already been cremated (p. 280)

and finally that at the beginning of August the last pits with corpses still

had to be cremated (p. 288). Arad's p. 373 does not contain any refer-

ence to mass cremations. But Arad explicitly explains his point of view

on p. 177, where he gives the period from April to July: 4 months.

If we take testimonies as the foundation for determining the begin-

ning and end of cremations in Treblinka, the following results:

In the point 12 1 demonsfrated that for Wiemik the cremations start-

ed after the German announcement of their discovery of the mass

graves in Katjm (13 April 1943). The witness Stanislaw Kon de-

clared:^"''^

"At the time of the revolt (2 August) the cremation of the corpses was

substantially already terminated.

"

The verdict of the Diisseldorf Jury Court (Schwurgericht) of 3 Sep-

tember 1965 sentenced that "nachdem man zu diesem Zwecke die

verschiedensten Verbrennungsversuche angestellt hatte, wurde schlie-

Blich eine groBe Verbrennungsanlage errichtet" "after widely differing

incineration experiments had been performed for this purpose, a large

Protocol of the interrogation of S. Kon of 7 October 1945. Z. Lukasziewicz, "Oboz stracen w
Treblince," op. cit, p. 47
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cremation facility was finally built, the one mentioned above. The

time fi-ame was therefore rather three and a halfmonths than four.

Assuming the 122 days which we considered in our Treblinka study,

the daily rate of cremated corpses would have been (789,000 ^ 122) =

6,467. The consequence is that two grids with a capacity of 2,000 to

2,500 corpses per day could not have managed the task.

But how many grids were there? Here Muehlenkamp reverts to the

usual subterfuge:

"However, evidence shows that the number of rosters was higher and

that a correspondingly higher daily number of corpses could be burned at

Treblinka: ...
".

This "evidence" is an alleged statement by Arad, without giving any

sources, which mentions six grids and a testimony that Muehlenkamp

introduces as follows:

"Mattogno mentions the statement of witness Henryk Reichman (Chil

Rajchman) on 9 October 1945, quoted in, whereby five to six grates were

built, each ofwhich was able to accommodate 2,500 bodies at a time. " (p.

493)

The source indicated by him is: "Protokol, Henryk Reichman,

12.11.45, Lodz, AlPN NTN 69, p. 29R, also published in Z. Lukasz-

kiewicz, Oboz stracen w Treblince" (footnote 201) .

Therefore he pretends to having looked at the original document,

which was "also published" by Lukaszkiewicz. Here his plagiarist in-

stinct emerges. Having never seen the document, he ignores that the

document is a "Protokol przesluchania swiatka," (Protocol of a witness

interrogation.)

Muehlenkamp remains also hypocritically silent about another tes-

timony, which we quoted immediately after the one by Reichman. On 9

October 1945 Szyja Warszawski also mentioned 5-6 grids, but he stated

that each measured 10 m x 4 m.^°^° Hence we are to accept that there

were actually 5 to 6 grids of 40 m^ each which could cremate 2,500

corpses each. How can these data be reconciled with the ones published

in the verdict of the Diisseldorf Jury Court {Schwurgericht) of 3 Sep-

tember 1965 and with the dimensions of 25 m x 2.625 m as calculated

by Muehlenkamp based on them? He immaturely limits himself to tak-

ing - at his own convenience - data bits fi-om here and there, without in

any way taking into consideration the context in which they appear.

[73] In footnote 203 on p. 493 Muehlenkamp writes that we

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 205.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, p. 148.
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"referred to a plan ofthe camp drawn by Wiernik that was presented at

'the trial in Dusseldorf to claim that there werejust two cremation facili-

ties because two are drawn on said plan. The plan, shown as Document 5

on page 319 ofM&G's book, is a sketch not drawn to scale that contains

two symbols representing cremation grids, which are obviously meant to

give a rough idea of the location of the grids rather than make a statement

as to their number. It was also understood in this sense by thejudges at the

first DusseldorfTreblinka trial, who in thejudgment stated that the number

ofcremation roasters could not be established exactly in the main proceed-

ings. M&G omit the respective passagefrom thejudgment, even though it is

at the end of the paragraph containing the description of the grids, which

they quote on page 147.
"

This is another incomprehensible misunderstanding, like the one I

already displayed in point 52, and therefore one could ask if Muehlen-

kamp "can actually read English fluently, since the alternative is that he

has absolutely no shame about lying."

The passage to which he refers says in fact:^"^'

"According to the plan ofJankiel Wiernikfrom the year 1945 as well as

thatpresented at the trial in Diisseldorf two such cremation facilities were

infact constructed.

"

In point 78 of chapter 8 I demonstrated that the map in question was

drawn by Wiernik in 1943 and that this represents a fundamental docu-

ment for orthodox holocaustology. Muehlenkamp's pretense that Wier-

nik, in drawing two grids, did not mean to say that there were two grids,

but that he simply intended "to give a rough idea of the location of the

grids," is as farcical as the statement that, in drawing two gassing facili-

ties, the witness did not mean to say that there were actually two such

facilities, but that he intended only "to give a rough idea of their loca-

tion." This is an argument coequal to the proverbial "muehlenkampian"

vacuousness of argumentation.

Regarding the verdict of the first Treblinka trial, Muehlenkamp's ac-

cusation that 1 had omitted it is hypocritical. He well knows that this

omission is Riickerl's, my source, who, in his excerpts of this ver-

dict,^"'^ does not quote the passage in question. It appeared instead in

the original version, published on the internet years after the publication

date of our book. The passage says:^"'^

"Die genaue Anzahl der Verbrennungsroste hat sich in der Hauptver-

Ibid.,p. 147.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 205.

Treblinka-Prozess - UrteilLG Diisseldorfvom 3.9. 1965, 8IKs 2/64, in: www.holocaust-

history.org/german-trials/treblinka-urteil.shtml.
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handlung ebenfalls nicht genau kldren lassen. Fest steht jedoch, dass es

mehrere derartiger Anlagen im oberen Lager gegeben haben muss.

"

"The exact number of the burning grids could not be ascertained in the

main hearing. However it is certain that in the upper camp several suchfa-

cilities must have been present.

"

I observe that ''mehrere" (several) is not in contrast to two, i.e. to the

two facilities drawn by Wiemik.

The map presented during the trial, refers Manfred Burba,^"^"*

"wurde 1964/1965 von dein Ersten Staatsanwalt A. Spiefi wdhrend des

1. Treblinka-Prozesses aufgrund von Zeiigenhekiindiingen wie auch Anga-

ben der Angeklagten erstellt und in die Hauptverhandlung eingefilhrt Der

ehein. Lagerkommandant Franz Stangl hat in dein gegen ihn 1970 gefiih-

rten Prozefi den Plan als 'absolut korrekt ' bezeichnet

"

"was drawn 1964/1965 by the First Public Prosecutor A. Spiefi during

thefirst Treblinka trial based on witness statements and also on indications

of the defendants and was introduced into the main hearing. The former

camp commander Franz Stangl described the plan in the 1970 trial against

him as 'absolutely correct
'

"

But in this map only one grid appears.^"^^ The consequence is that in

Treblinka, based on witnesses and accused, most of all on Stangl, there

was only one grid or at maximum two.

[74] "Another way to estimate the burning time of a pyre is to look at

the times requiredfor mass burning ofcarcasses when more or less compe-

tently handled. A related online source contains information about the

burning at High Bishopton Farm, Whithorn, Scotland, of 511 cattle, 90

sheep and 3 pigs over a period ofthree days on two separate pyres, each of

which was 50 meters long and 1.5 meters wide. Assuming average carcass

weights of500 kgfor cattle, 100 kgfor pigs and 50 kgfor sheep, the total

weight of carcass mass burned was (511x500)+(90x50)+(3xl00) =

260,300 kg. The area of the pyres was 2 x (50x1.5=) 75 m' = 150 m\ As-

suming a total cremation time of 72 hours, the carcass weight crematedper

hour and square meter ofpyre was 260,300^(72x150) = 24.1 kg. At this

rate a 66 m^ pyre could burn 1,591 kg of carcass per hour, while 2,169 kg

ofcarcass per hour could be burned on a 90 m' pyre. "
(pp. 494f.)

Assuming for the time being that Muehlenkamp's suppositions are

valid, I observe that he omits the logical conclusion of his argument.

The average weight of the corpses at Treblinka is arbitrarily determined

by him as 18.95 kg ("Table 8.20" on p. 481). Therefore 1,591 kg or or-

ganic substance correspond to (1,591 ^ 18.95 =) 84 corpses per hour. In

^'"^ M. Burba, Treblinka. Ein NS-Vemichtungslager im Rahmen der "Aktion Reinhard, " Gottin-

gen, 1995, pp. 14f.

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit, document 12 on p. 326.
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24 hours two grids would have cremated (84 x 2 x 24 =) 4,032 corpses.

The cremation of all the alleged corpses of Treblinka would therefore

have required only (788,863 ^ 4,032 =) 195 days of combustion time,

without considering the time needed for assembling the pyres and re-

moving the ashes. But there were only 122 days available, therefore

Muehlenkamp invalidates his own conclusion.

Moreover the experiences achieved during the burning of animal

carcasses in England thoroughly invalidate Muehlenkamp 's assump-

tions regarding the consxraiption of combustible. According to an offi-

cial report,^"^^

"a typical pyre for 300 cows included some 175 tonnes of coal, 380

railway sleepers, 250 pallets, four tonnes ofstraw and 2,250 litres of die-

sel

"

In this regard Muehlenkamp writes:

"According to a documentfrom the British Environment Agency (EA)

referred to by MGKJ, a typical pyrefor 300 cows at the time of the British

Foot & Mouth Disease Crisis in 2001 included 175 tons of coal, 380 rail-

way sleepers, 250 pallets, four tons ofstraw and 2,250 liters ofdiesel.

Such a pyre could leave 15 tons ofcarcass ash and 45 tons ofother ash

to be disposed of. Assuming that each cow weighed 500 kg, the original

carcass weight was 150 tons, i.e. the carcass ash amounted to 10 % of the

original weight. The other ash amounted to 300 kgfor each ton of carcass

burned.

Table 8.39 contains a calculation of the presumable original weights

per ton ofcarcass ofthe substances usedfor burning the carcasses and the

corresponding residue after cremation. The wood equivalent of the coal,

straw and wood used for cremation was calculated on hand of each sub-

stance 's heating value in BTU, in order to establish the weight ofwood res-

idue, calculated as the weight of wood residue that would accrue if all

flammables left the same amount ofresidue (which is unrealistic insofar as

coal leaves a higher percentage of residue than wood when combusting).

The diesel oil was left out of the calculation as its residue is assumed to be

negligible. " (pp. 505-507)

In his "Table 8.40" on p. 507, he converts these combustibles into

firewood. I repeat only the results of this strange table, realized in his

typical "Muehlenkamp"-style:

Environment Agency North Region. North Area, 26 April 2002, in:

http://cmis.carlisle.gov.Uk/CMISWebPublic/Bmary.ashx?Document=6837
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Table 12.7

type of combustible amount equivalent in dry wood [kg]

coal 175,000 kg 259,200^""

railway sleepers 380 43,911

straw 4,000 kg 4,000

diesel oil 2,250

1

0

pallets 250 11,340

Total: 318,451

Muehlenkamp considers therefore 1 kg of coal equivalent to

(259,200 - 175,000 =) 1.48 kg of wood, which is a false but convenient

value.^"^** The official source, which I quoted in the point 51 establishes

as a practical criterion a relationship between wood and coal of 3 : 1 , that

is 3 kg of wood equal 1 kg of coal. This notwithstanding, I limit myself

to a ratio of 2:1, which I utilized above. The consequence is that 175

tons of coal correspond to 350 tons of wood. Muehlenkamp does not

take into consideration the diesel oil, but it is him informing us that "1

gallon of diesel oil has a thermal value of 140,400 BTU,"''"^'' therefore 1

liter develops (140,400 x 0.252 - 4.546 =) 7,783 kcal, the equivalent of

2 kg of dry wood, therefore the 2,250 liters of diesel correspond to

(2,250 X 2 =) approx. 4,500 kg of wood. The equivalent of dry wood is

therefore (350 + 43.911 + 4 + 4.5 + 11.34 =) 423.751 1. Because accord-

ing to the above-mentioned table the 300 carcasses have a weight of

150 tons, the ratio of wood and carcasses is (423.751 : 150 =) 2.82:1.

As it was easily foreseeable for reasons explained above, this coeffi-

cient is higher than the one of the Mokshda apparatus: (2.14). I remind

the reader that here we are speaking about dry wood and that 1 kg of

dry wood corresponds to approx. 1.9 kg of fresh wood.^"**" The conse-

quence is that, using fresh wood, the above-mentioned ratio becomes

(2.82 X 1.9 =) ca. 5.36:1.

Obviously the instructions for the pyres advise against the utilization

of fresh wood:

This number results from (1.728 X 150) x 1,000 = 259,200.

Although Muehlenkamp never explains this, he derives the figure 1 .48 from the statement that

the energy content of coking coal is "greater than 5,700 kcal/kg" (footnote 128 on p, 471), and

his erroneously derived figure of 3,843.48 kcal/kg for wood: 5,700 - 3,843.48 = 1.48. Why the

coal used in pyre cremations should be presumed to be coking coal, which is metallurgical

coal, and why Muehlenkamp ignores the phrase "greater than," are never addressed.

"Carlo Mattogno on Belzec Archaeological Research - Part 4 (2)," in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2006/05/carlo-mattogno-on-belzec_28.html.

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., pp. 142f

Carcass Disposal: A Comprehensive Review National Agricultural Biosecurity Center Consor-
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"To promote clean combustion, it is advisable to dig a shallow pit with

shallow trenches to provide a good supply ofairfor open-air burning. Kin-

dling wood should be dry, have a low moisture content, and not comefrom

green vegetation (MAFF, 2001, pp. 36-37). [...]

Dry woodforfuel is critical to ensuring aproper air/fuel mixture (Ellis,

2001, p. 30). [...]

Experience gained in North Carolina in 1999 (following Hurricane

Floyd) and Texas (followingflooding in 1998) confirms the importance of

having dry woodfor incineration.
"

This further invaHdates Muehlenkamp's wrongful appHcation of the

results of the burning experiments of single carcasses performed by

Lothes and Profe to mass burnings of carcasses, and his babbling pretense

that mass cremations could be performed with a coefficient of 0.56 of kg

wood per kg corpse or even lower! The experimental data relative to an-

imal carcasses using dry wood is more than five times higher!

Here again appears the strange phenomenon of transfer which af-

flicts squalid Muehlenkamp and which induces him to project his ovra

mental limitations onto others. In this case, the specialists of the British

Environment Agency, even though (according to him) they should have

been able to incinerate the carcasses with the equivalent of merely

(150,000 X 0.56 =) 84,000 kg of wood, they fooUshly used (according

to his calculation) 318,451 kg!

I will return later to the issue of the ashes.

[75] Then Muehlenkamp appeals again to the experiments of Lothes

and Profe:

"In experiments IV to VI (carcass placed on inner pit below ground),

the outer pit was 2 meters long and 2 meters wide, the inner pit 2 meters

long and 1 meter wide. T-carriers two meters long were placed across the

width of the inner pit, resting on that pit's borders, which were 0.5 meters

wide on each side. The grate area was thus 2x1 = 2 square meters. Regard-

ing experiments I to III (carcass placed on pit above ground) the length and

width is not mentioned in the article, but it can be assumed that the 2-meter

T-carriers also used in these experiments rested on the pit's borders in the

same way as they did on the inner pit's borders in experiments IV to VI

(that is, lying above 0.5 m ofground on either side) and that the area ofthe

pit containing the combustion material and accordingly the area of the

grate, was 2x1 = 2 square meters in these experiments as well " (p. 495)

tium USDA APHIS Cooperative Agreement Project. Carcass Disposal Working Group. Au-

gust 2004. Chapter 2,

in: http://fss.k-state.edu/FeaturedContent/CarcassDisposal/PDF%20Files/CH%204%20-

%20Rendering.pdf.
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In reality, as results from the lUusfration 12. 19, the pit is 2.50 m long

(its length is subdivided into four sections of 600, 650, 650 and 600 mm
= 2500 mm), and therefore its surface is of 2.5 m^.

Experiments I-III were performed with this system:
^"^^

"Kadaver auf Tragerrost. Dieser iiber der 1, 5 tiefen Grube.
"

"Carcass on support grid. This over the 1.5 deep pit.
"

The grid was therefore located above the pit and therefore measured

m 2 X 2.5 = 5 m^
Experiments IV-VI were performed as follows

"Kadaver auf Tragerrost. Dieser in der 1,5 tiefen Grube, nach Abb. 2.

"

"Carcass on support grid. This in the 1,5 deep pit, according to illus-

tration 2.

"

In this case the grid was placed inside the pit and measured 1 m x

2.5 m = 2,5 m^. But in this regard Heepke points out:^°^'

"Bevor der Kadaver auf den Rost gelagert wird, ist die unterste

Grubensohle mit einer dichten Schicht von Stroh und leichten brennbaren

Stoffen auszulegen und der untere Raum bis zur Trdgerebene mit dent

Hauptbrennstoff auszufullen. Zur bequemeren Sektion wird der freie Raum
zwischen den beiden Trdgern mitgenugend starken Brettern abgedeckt.

"

"Before the carcass is placed on the grid, the lowest pit bottom has to

be covered with a dense layer ofstraw and lightflammable substances and

the lower space up to the supporting level has to be filled with the main

combustible. For convenient separation the free space between both sup-

ports is covered with adequately sturdy planks.
"

Hence the free space on both sides of the grid, that is 0.5 m x 0.75 m
X 2.5 m on each side, was basically filled with wood planks. This sys-

tem is not directly comparable to the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps, where

the combustible was put only underneath the grid or between the differ-

ent layers of corpses, as Thomas Blatt states (see point 80).

These coarse errors influence the results in Muehlenkamp's "Table

8.26" on p. 495: for experiments I-III the values become 6, 6.5 and 7.2

kg; for experiments IV-VI, 32, 30 and 34.5 kg. The average values are

therefore 6.7 kg (instead of 16.51) for the first set and 32.1 kg (instead

of 40. 12) for the second set.

Assuming the maximum value, this corresponds to (32.1 x 66 =)

2,119 kg/h for Muehlenkamp's grid of 66 vc?. The alleged weight of a

corpse was 18.95 kg, and every day 6,467 had to be cremated on two

grids (see point 72), that is (6,467 x 18.95 =) 122,550 kg. The duration

W. Heepke, Die Kadaver-Vemichtungsanlagen, op. cit., p. 34.

Ibid., p. 32.
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of the cremation would therefore have been ([122,550 ^ (2 x 2,119)] ~

29 hours.

In other words, since 2,119 kg correspond to (2,119 ^ 18.95 =) 112

corpses as assumed by Muehlenkamp, the two grids would have cre-

mated (112 X 2 X 24 =) 5,376 corpses in 24 hours, and the cremation of

all the alleged corpses would have required (788,863 ^ 5,376 =) 147

cremation days, or at least [147 + (147 x 0.41^"^") =] 206 considering

also the time to arrange the pyres and to remove the ashes, while only

122 days were available.

I expose these arguments only to demonstrate a fortiori the deceit of

Muehlenkamp 's calculations. Above I repeatedly mentioned the fact

that the results of the combustion of animal carcasses with the system

Lothes and Profe, for what concerns the consumption of combustible

and its duration, are not directly transferable to the alleged mass crema-

tions of corpses in the camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt," not only for the

different system of cremation but also due to another fundamental rea-

son. The animal carcasses contained an immensely superior fat content

than the human corpses supposed by Muehlenkamp.

In experiments I-III and IV-VI by Lothes and Profe ("Table 8.26" on

p. 495) there are in total 1,750 kg of carcasses with a fat content of

(1,750 X 0.32 X 0.41 =)^°'^' 229.6 kg, and 1,525 kg of carcasses, with a

fat content of (1,525 x 0,32 x 0.41 =) 200 kg, respectively. According

to Muehlenkamp, this equates to (1,750 - 18,95 =) 92.3 and (1,525 -

18.95 =) 80.5 corpses, respectively, each of which had a fat content of

0.4 kg, therefore the total fat content was (92.3 x 0.4 =) 36.9 kg in the

first case and (80.5 x 0.4 =) 32.2 in the second.

The influence of fat on the speed of combustion of the carcasses was

observed many times:

"The efficiency and throughput of all three incineration methods - in-

cluding open-air burning - depend on the type of species burned; the

greater the percentage ofanimalfat, the more efficient a carcass will burn

(Brglez, 2003, p. 32). Swine have a higher fat content than other species

and will burn more quickly than other species (Ellis, 2001, p. 28).

"A very important factor observed during the incineration process was

that carcass bodyfat added significantly to the incineration rate. It was ob-

^"'^
I assume an assembly time of the pyres of 10 hotirs according to Muehlenkamp (p. 499), cor-

responding to his 10/24 or to 0.41 days.
'"^^ Fat constitutes 41% ofthe dry substance of the carcass, representing 32% of its weight.

Carcass Disposal: A Comprehensive Review. National Agricultural Biosecurity Center Con-

sortium USDA APHIS Cooperative Agreement Project. Carcass Disposal Working Group.

August 2004, Chapter 2, in: http://krex.k-state.edu/dspace/bitstream/2097/662/17/Chapter2.pdf
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served that the small carcasses weighing less than 100pounds [45 kg] were

not incinerated as quickly as the carcasses with increased body fat. The

body fat appeared to increase the incineration rate and provide higher

burn temperatures.
"'"^^

And this longer duration also translates to a higher fuel consump-

tion.

The above-mentioned report admonishes:^"^^

"Pyres were often incorrectly built using unsuitable materials so that

they burned/smouldered for several weeks causing nuisance complaints. A
correctly constructedpyre should have burned out in 3 days.

"

From here it can be deducted that the double pyre of the High

Bishopton Farm was constructed "correctly," using the amount of com-

bustible mentioned above, i.e. the one mentioned by the British Envi-

ronment Agency.

In point 55 I demonstrated that the emaciated body of 34 kg assiraied

by Muehlenkamp as a reference point, w^hich in his opinion represents

the average weight of children and adults, corresponds to a normal body

of 44 kg which has lost 1 0 kg of weight. The normal body, per defini-

tion, has the same proportional composition as a body mass of 69.40 kg.

In calculating accordingly, its composition is thus the following:

-water: 28,17kg

-fat: 6,16kg
- protein: 6,73 kg

- other substances: 2,94 kg.

Because it is a normal body, wood consumption for the cremation

can be considered proportional to the mass, in other words for this body

the experimental coefficient of 2.82 kg wood/kg of corpse can be as-

sumed. Its cremations requires therefore (2.82 x 44 =) 124 kg of wood,

which develop (124 x 3,800 =) 471,200 kcal. Water vaporization re-

quires (28.17 X 986) s 27,800 kcal, while the fat produces (6.16 x

9,500) K 58,500 kcal and the protein (6.73 x 5,400) ~ 36,350 kcal. The

total energy released is [417,200 + (58,500 + 36,350 - 27,800) =]

538,250 kcal, and the relative thermal balance is the following:

538,250 - (58,500 + 36,350) + 27,800 - 471,200 = 0

or in another form:

Swine carcass disposal evaluation using Air Curtain Incinerator System, Model T-359. De-

cember 19 - 20, 1994. Pilot Point, Texas, in: www.airbumers.com/DATA-

FILES_Tech/ab_swine_report.pdf.

Environment Agency North Region. North Area, 26 April 2002, in:

http://cmis.carlisle.gov.uk/CMISWebPublic/Binary.ashx?Document=6837, p. 15.
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538,250 - (58,500 + 36,350) + 27,8
= 124 kg of dry wood

Muehlenkamp presents various cases for different body types, but

for the calculations he uses only three masses (see my Table 12.11). In

the following table I list the wood consumption for his cases. The calcu-

lation method (as a matter of fact for a corpse of 16.96 kg, Muehlen-

kamp's "Table 8.13") is the following:

538,250 - (2,300 + 27,950) + 8,400 ^, ,= 136 kg or dry wood

The calculation as a function of the combustion of the protein, as-

suming that the ratio between the total heat and the one produced by the

protein is (538,250 - 36,350 =) 14.80, fully confirms the order of mag-

nitude:

(14.8 X 36,350)-21,850 ^, ,

TT^ ^ 136 kg or dry wood

Table 12.8

corpse factor needed dry needed fresh Muehlenkamp 's Muehlen-

mass [kg] wood [kg] wood [kg] dry wood [kg] kamp 's table

69.4 2.82 195 370 38.86 Table 8.7

52.6 4.14 '218 414 45.8 Table 8.8

46.88 4.61 216 410 38.86 Table 8.9

34 4.08 139 264 29.6 Table 8.11

27;58 4.71 130 247 15.45 Table 8.10

17.83 7.51 134 254 9.98 Table 8.12

16.96 8.01 136 258 10.54 Table 8.13

'57 2.82 160 304 31.92 Table 8.14

28.88 5.64 163 310 8.25 Table 8.15

Muehlenkamp consider a body of 57 kg to be the average of adults

and children of more or less normal body mass deported from the West

(pp. 475, 477), and the equivalent for victims from Poland and Russia

(very emaciated bodies) is an average body mass of merely 34 kg. For

the normal body the coefficient of wood for the cremation is 2.82 and

the hence consumption is (2.82 x 57 =) 160 kg, corresponding to 160 x

3,800 = 608,000 kcal; then, according to "Table 8.14" and rounding the

values: total heat consumption: 608,000 + 86,950 = 694,950 kcal.

Thermal balance:

694,950 -(75,800 + 47,100) + 36,000 _

An emaciated body of 28.88 kg is almost the same as an emaciated
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body of 28. 12 kg, and therefore the thermal balance is calculated as fol-

lows:

694,950 -(45 ,450 +41,450)+ 12,400 , ,

3:800 = kg

Because the relationship ration between the total heat and the heat

produced by protein is (694,950 - 47,100 =) 14.75, for the body of

28.88 kg results:

(14.75 X 41,450) -74,500 , ,

For the calculations Muehlenkamp utilized the following average

masses:

Table 12.9

camp corpse weight wood demand His Table

Belzec 23.65 18.02 8.18

Sobibor 36.43 20.64 8.16

Treblinka 18.95 12.18 8.20

But he does not specify the composition of the respective corpses,

which I calculate based on the corpses of 17.83 and 27.58 kg. I list the

results:

Table 12.10

corpse mass: 18.95 23.65 36.43

water 9.18 10.93 22.2

fat 0.43 0.52 0.86

protein 6.33 7.55

ashes 3.01 4.65 4.65

totals: 18.95 23.65 36.43

In executing the calculations, the following wood requirements for

the cremations result. They are compared with those of the corpses with

the closest mass of Table 8:

Table 12.11

corpse mass wood demand body mass wood demand

18.95 134 17.83 134

23.65 132 27.58 130

36.43 133 34 139

Muehlenkamp assumes 9.12 kg ("Table 8.10"), which is without doubt excessive, because the

reference value for a normal body of 69.4 kg is 10.62 kg ("Table 8.7"), therefore I take the

value ofthe "Table 8.14."
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1

It is important to underline that these consumptions refer to the tj^es

of corpses imagined by Muehlenkamp and that they can vary consider-

ably if different starting conditions regarding their composistion are as-

sumed. But because this is, in fact, a reply to Muehlenkamp, who, with

great modesty, considers himself as a worldwide exterminationist cre-

mation speciahst for the camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt," the listed re-

sults have a historiographic value, and if only by invalidating Muehlen-

kamp's results.

In the book about Treblinka we assumed a consumption of 160 kg of

dry wood for each exhumed corpse,^"^" a value I also used in my Belzec

study.'°'^ In both cases the question was not meant to be treated with a

maniacal elaborateness as exhibited by Muehlenkamp, but only to offer

a reasonable order of magnitude. The present, more detailed examina-

tion of the problem, necessitated by this maniacal detailedness, fully

confirms the order of magnitude we had assumed, because the average

results are (133 ^ 160 x 100 =) 83.12% of what we had previously as-

siraied as our base.

The consumptions calculated above presuppose a rational disposi-

tion of the corpses on the grid, not a Muehlenkampian "blue whale"

heap as mentioned above. In this case the consumptions would have

been even bigger, because the pyres would correspond to an inefficient

structure requiring much more time and much more combustible for the

cremation, as I will detail in the following point.

[76] Above I demonstrated that the correct load of the grid, which

gives the best efficiency of combustion, consists in positioning a carcass

next to the other, without clustering them (see Illustrations 12.23 and

24). This procedure is confirmed by another official source (see Illustra-

tion 12.27).

In the above-mentioned case of the High Bishopton Farm, 260,300

kg of carcasses were burnt over 150 m^ of grid, the equivalent of

(260,300 150 =) 1,735.3 kg per m^ However, according to the direc-

tives, "3 ft {- 1 m) of length for each adult bovine carcass"^"''^ were re-

quired. Therefore for one cattle 0.91 linear meter of grid were foreseen,

and the 100 meters mentioned above could only take 110 cows. Exclud-

Treblinka. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 149.

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit., p. 85.
'"'^ National Animal Health Emergency Management System Guidelines U.S. Department ofAg-

riculture. April 2005. Operational Guidelines: Disposal, in: Operational Guidelines: Disposal,

in: www.aphis.usda.gov/emergency_response/tools/on-

site/htdocs/images/nahems_disposal.pdf
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ing therefore that the carcasses (the equivalent of 530 bovines of 500 kg

each) overlapped in (530 -^110 = ) almost five layers or that one bovine

DISPOSAL OF CARCASSES BY BURNING

SUmiB NSDED

Fi<>uri' 1. Construction a firi.- hed fur burning carcasves.

Illustration 12.27: From: National Animal Health Emergency

Management System Guidelines. U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture. April 2005. Operational Guidelines: Disposal, in:

www.aphis .usda.gov/emergency_response/tools/on-

site/htdocs/images/nahemsdisposal.pdf

carcass would weigh merely 1 00 kg, three possibilities remain:

a) either the numbers mentioned are erroneous - the real ones being

only ca. V^, for example there were only 1 1 1 instead of 5 11 bovines -,

b) or the carcasses were put on the pyre not simultaneously but in

succession -,

c) or finally the data given for the grid were erroneous, the correct

ones being much bigger.

In each of the three cases the grid worked only with a single layer of

carcasses according to prescriptions. In the contrary case, that is if the

carcasses were all put on a grid of 100 meters length, the pyre would

have been constructed "incorrectly" and would have burned "several

weeks" instead of three days.

Directives similar to the British ones were also adopted in the United

States:^""^^

"An example ofresource estimation is seen in a situation requiring dis-

posal of500 cattle, 1,000 swine, and 700 sheep. Using Table 1, the number

ofbovine-equivalent carcasses is calculated asfollows:
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500 cattle = 500 bovine-equivalent carcasses

1,000 swine = 200 bovine-equivalent carcasses

700 sheep = 140 bovine-equivalent carcasses

Total = 840 bovine-equivalent carcasses

Because two swine (or two sheep) carcasses may be put on top ofeach

bovine carcass without requiring additional space or fuel the 840 bovine-

equivalent carcasses can be reduced by 200 bovine-equivalent carcasses to

arrive at a total of 640 bovine-equivalent carcasses. Thus, the fire bed will

need to be 640 yd [-585 m] long. This total length can be divided into two

or three separatefire bed lines.
"

This confirms that at the High Bishopton Farm 5 1 1 cattle, 90 sheep

and three pigs, the equivalent of about 530 cattle, could not be inciner-

ated on two grids each 50 meters long and 1.5 meters wide, because in

that case one carcass would have had only (100 : 530 =) 20 cm of the

grid's length available to it.

The starting point must therefore be the fact that "fourteen sq ft

(-1.3 m^) of surface area should be allowed for an adult bovine car-

cass."^"'^ Because "if weather conditions are favorable, the bulk of the

carcasses should bum within 48 hours,"'*"^ the best of cases can be as-

sumed as (500 48 1.3 =) 8 kg of carcass in one hour for one m^ of

grid.

Applying this data to Muehlenkamp's grid, for TrebHnka a daily

cremation capacity of (8 x 66 x 24 =) 12,672 kg results, which is equiv-

alent to (12,672 18.95 ca. 670 corpses, or ca. 1,340 on two grids. In

order to cremate the alleged 789,000 corpses, this would have required

(789,000 - 1,340 =) 589 days or ca. 19y2 months. In theory the crema-

tion would have been terminated in November 1944, and even later if

the time necessary for the pyre assembly and the removal of the ashes is

also considered. If we assume Muehlenkamp's 10 hours for the assem-

bly of the pyre, the time required would increase to 830 days or ca. 27'/2

months (until July 1945).

What 1 exposed above confirms how unfounded and ludicrous the

detailed calculations are which Muehlenkamp presents in his "Tables."

(pp. 496-497).

At the end of this impressive sequel of thermo-technical idiocies,

Muehlenkamp declares that "one can thus conclude that the SS at Tre-

blinka could master the task of burning about 789,000 corpses within 5

to 7 months, if only they implemented an efficient cremation procedure

and properly organized the preparatory work." (p. 497). His conclusion

is perfectly worthy of his "demonstration":

"Considering the above conclusions, this claim can - to use an expres-
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sion ofMattogno & Graf's - evoke only amusement. "
(p. 498)

[77] Muehlenkamp then occupies himself with Beizec:

"At Beizec the corpses cremated within a period of about 5 months

weighed about 23.65 kg on average (Table 8.18), so the total corpse mass

corresponding to ca. 435,000 corpses was 10,287, 750 kg. " (p. 498)

Based on his erroneous conditions, he comes to the conclusion that

"in the lowest average throughput scenario of Table 8.32, cremation

would last between 58 (90 m^ pyre) and 79 (66 m^ pyre) complete days,

leaving between 71 (66 m^ pyre) and 92 (90 m^ pyre) out ofan assumed to-

tal cremation period of150 daysfor preparatory work. "
(p. 498)

Based on experimental data about mass cremation of animal car-

casses, the duration with three cremation grids of 66 m^ each would be:

total surface of the grids: 66 x 3 = 198 m^

total mass of corpses: 435,000 x 23.65 = 10,287,750 kg

total mass of corpses cremated daily: 198 x 8^°'^^ x 24 = 38,016 kg

total duration of cremation: 10,287,750 - 3 8,0 1 6 = 270 days

However, according to Heinrich Gley only two grids were used in

Beizec.^'"'* Muehlenkamp assumes 150 days for the duration of the cre-

mations (p. 498), that is five months, without giving a source, but he ev-

idently took this from Gley, who declared that the cremation "may have

lasted from November 1942 until March 1943 [diirfte von November

1942 bis Mdrz 1943 gedauert haben]:'^^'^^

The beginning month is evidently an error, because he specified that

the gassings ended at the end of 1 942 and only "afterwards the general

exhumation and the corpses burning began \dann begann die allgemei-

ne Exhumierung und Leichenverbrennung]."^^^^ But the gassings ceased

on 11 December 1942 according to Arad.^°'* In the interrogation of 8

March 1961 Gley exphcitly said that he received the task to procure the

rail tracks for the cremations in early 1943, although he did not remem-

ber the exact date.^''^^ When the witness Reder escaped from Beizec "at

the end of November" 1942, the cremations had not yet started.^'*'^

Therefore their beginning could not have been prior to the first half of

December, and therefore their maximum duration was three and a half

months or ca. 105 days.

In this time frame the two grids of Beizec would have been able to

Combustion of 8 kg/h/m^ of carcasses, see preceding point.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., p. 143.
^'^^ Ibid, pp. 142f.

^'^ Y. Arad, Bebec, Sobibor, Treblinka, op. cit., p. 384.

ZStL, 252/59, vol. I, p. 1286.

R. Reder, Beizec. Fundacja Judaica, op. cit, p. 141.
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cremate [(66 x 2 x 8 x 24 x 105) - 23.65 =] only 112,520 corpses of the

alleged 435,000. The cremation of all corpses would have required

[10,287,750 - (66 X 2 X 8 X 24) =] 406 days or WA months and would

have been terminated in February 1 944, without counting the time nec-

essary to assemble the pyres and to remove the ashes. If using Mueh-

lenkamp's estimation of the cremation time and of the assembling time

for the pyre, the duration would have lasted 572 days or 19 months (un-

til July 1944).

On p. 499 Muehlenkamp reports Gley's statements according to

whom a "fireplace [Feuerstelle]" was initially built, in which 2,000

corpses could be cremated per day and which operated for one month;

then another similar one was erected. On the first 300,000 corpses were

cremated within five months, on the second 240,000 within 4 months.

Muehlencamp babbles about an "equivalence" with one of his fanciful

"scenarios" but he keeps silent about the fact that the total number of

cremated corpses according to Gley is 540,000, 105,500 more than the

number accepted by him!

Due to his typical hypocrisy, the contradictions moreover turn into

evidence in his favor: "Gley meant a single pyre or a cremation site

consisting of more than one pyre like there were at Whithorn and Tre-

blinka." (p. 499), because various witnesses spoke about "3 or an unde-

termined number of cremation grates." (p. 499), while the term "Feuer-

stelle" designs a fireplace (hearth), that is a combustion facility. The to-

tal number of 540,000 alleged corpses would lengthen the duration even

beyond what was determined in the previous point. The additional

105,500 corpses would have required 98 additional days, prolonging the

duration to 504 days (16'/2 months, until April 1944) or - in the case of

adding the assembling time for the pyre - to 710 days (231/2 months, un-

til November 1944).

[78] Regarding Sobibor Muehlenkamp affirms:

"Sobibor extermination camp could afford to burn its about 170,000

corpses weighing 36.43 kg on average (Table 8.16) at a more relaxedpace

than Treblinka and Belzec, as it operated for a year after having imple-

mented cremation as its body disposal procedure in October 1942. As

shown in Table 8.34 below, a single 66 m^ pyre could have handled all

corpses within 237 days at most (leaving 365-237 = 128 days for prepara-

tory work), but possibly within asfew as 97 days (time leftfor preparatory

work = 268 days). With a 90 pyre, cremation would have lasted 174

days at most (leaving 191 days for preparatory work), but possibly as little

as 71 days (time leftforpreparatory work = 294 days). "
(p. 499)

Another nonsensical conclusion. Based on his own data - 170,000
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corpses of the average mass of 36.43 kg each - the total mass would

have been 6,193,100 kg, of which the cremation on a grid of 66 m^

would have lasted [6,193,100 - (66 x 8 x 24) =] 489 days. Adding 10

hours for the preparation, the duration of the whole process would have

been of 689 days.

[79] Regarding Sobibor we have concluded:^"''''

"According to the official Holocaust historiography, the cremation of

the corpses was carried out in a trench, on grates made of railway rails

which rested on blocks of concrete. This trench, A. Kola informs us, meas-

ured 10x3 meters and was 90 centimeters deep

Muehlenkamp objects:

"The above text shows that Kola considered it possible (but not certain)

that this 'grave ' was 'just a place where corpses were burned. ' Not the (on-

ly) place where corpses were burned, but a 'place where corpses were

burned, ' i.e. one out of several burning sites. MGK conveniently trans-

formed this into a categorical statement that grave # 7 was the (only) cre-

mation site at Sobibor. " (p. 500)

Kola says in this regard:^^"" "this could be the location where the

corpses were burned {Bye moze jest to jednak miejsee, gdzie palono

zwioki]," and it is a matter of fact that this is the only exhibit to which

he attributes such a possibility.

Muehlenkamp then delights us with his concoctions about the mean-

ing of "Grob cialopalny" (sic), explaining us that '''Grob' means

'grave' and 'cialopalny' obviously refers to a property of the grave, so it

doesn't look like the author's translator made a mistake here. MGK, on

the other hand, translated the term 'Grob cialopalny' as 'It contains re-

mains of cremated corpses.'" (p. 500)

In point 39 of chapter II I have already explained that "grob

cialopalny " is a pit (gravesite) containing remains of cremated corpses,

not a cremation pit. Exactly for this reason Kola, in order to express the

possibility that grave no. 7 had served as a cremation pit, he does not

speak about a ''grob cialopalny," but in fact of a location "'gdzie palono

zwioki" "where the corpses were burned."

And now the final gem that shows one more time all of Muehlen-

kamp 's blazing hypocrisy:

"One cannot help the suspicion thatMGK mistranslated this passage in

order to concealfrom their readers the fact that the archaeologist had lo-

cated two other cremation sites besides grave no. 7, which belies their

Sobibor. Holocaustpropaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 145
"™ A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne...," op. cit., p. 117.
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claim that grave no. 7 was the 'only incineration site identifiedfor Sobib-

6r.
'

"

A philological and rather ambitious "critique" for one who is not

even able to write a Polish word correctly, evidently bewildered by the

diacritical marks!

[80| Muehlenkamp's conclusions are erroneous and contrary to the

testimonies. He explains in fact that "it seems reasonable to assume that

the two pits, with a combined surface area of 900 irf (or the single huge

pit they originally constituted, see section 1 of this chapter), could ac-

commodate a pyre area at least half the surface area, i.e. 450 m^." (p.

501).

First of all Franz Hodl mentioned only one single grid:''"^

"In diesem Lager III befand sich dann noch im Freien ein grofies Rost,

auf dem die Leichen der Vergasten auf einem offenen Feuer verbrannt

wurden
"

"In this Camp III outdoors there was moreover a large grid on which

the corpses ofthe gassed were burned on an open fire.
"

Second, the grid was not located inside the pit, but it covered its en-

tire surface:''"'^

"Es wurde eine Kuhle geschaufelt, die kleiner und nicht so tief wie die

beiden anderen war. Dariiber wurden kreuzweise Schienen angeordnet, so

dafi ein grobmaschiger Rost entstand.
"

"A pit was shoveled, which was smaller and not so deep as the other

two. On top of it railway tracks were arranged crosswise so that a wide-

meshed grid wasformed.
"

Third, according to Thomas Blatt, the pyres were "sometimes more

than three yards high," with corpse layers alternated with wood. The

pyres therefore would have occupied a volume of (450 x 0.91 x 3 =)

1,228.5 m^. Assuming that only half of the height consisted of corpses,

the rest ofwood (a possibility not considered by Muehlenkamp), 16,861

corpses would have been amassed on the two grids (1,228.5 x 0.5 ^

0.03643 =) !

[81] "A Polish witness by the name ofPiwonski, living in the village of

Zlobek three kilometers to the north-west of the camp, was told by some of

the Ukrainian guards that one day as many as 5,000 to 6,000 bodies were

disinterred at Sobibor, obviously in order to be burned. Piwonski's mention

of disinterred corpses calls for assuming that the cremation performance

suggested by his Ukrainian interlocutors was achieved with decomposed

corpses ofdeportees killed and buried during the firstphase of the camp 's

Zeugenvemehmimg di F. Hodl of 29 March 1966. APRILHAP 1966 Js 27/61/1055A, p. 9.

""^
J. Schelvis, Vemichtungslager Sobibor, op. cit., p. 133
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operation, until the end ofJuly/early August 1942. " (p. 501)

That the 5,000-6,000 exhumed corpses were cremated the same day

is not so obvious as Muehlenkamp pretends. The witness hmited him-

self to declare:"'"'^

"Von den Ukrainern erfuhr ich dann spdter, dafi man wdhrend eines

Tages aus den Massengrdbern 5.000/6.000 Leichen ausgegraben hat.
"

"From the Ukrainians I later learned that during one day 5,000/6,000

corpses were dugfrom the mass graves.
"

Muehlenkamp 's interpretation would perhaps make sense in light of

what Piwonski said shortly before, i.e. that the corpses were placed di-

rectly onto the pyres by the excavators:
^'''^

"Von den Ukrainern erfuhren wir spdter, dafi mit Hilfe dieses Krans

Leichen aus den Massengrdbern herausgeholt wurden, die dann auch auf

Roste gelegt wurden, wo sie verbrannt wurden.
"

"From the Ukrainians we learned later that with the help of this crane

corpses were retrievedfrom the mass graves which were then put on grids,

where they were burned.
"

But, as we will see in point 83, Muehlenkamp excludes this possibil-

ity.

In the quotation which I quoted above he sustains that "operated for

a year" for what concerns the cremations. But the witness adduced by

Muehlenkamp, Jan Piwonski, who according to him obtained detailed

information from the Ukrainian guard, stated:^'""'

"Man hat die Leichen von Dezember 1942 bis Februar oder Mdrz 1943

verbrannt.
"

"The corpses were burned from December 1942 until February or

March 1943.

"

Therefore the cremation of the 85,000 buried corpses lasted at most

four months or 120 days. According to the above-mentioned data, with

the correction of the alleged mass of the corpses of 24.60 kg each, the

cremation would have lasted [(85,000 x 24.60) - (66 x 8 x 24) =] 165

days.

If, as Muehlenkamp pretends, 5,000-6,000 corpses could be cremat-

ed daily in Sobibor, the cremation of the above-mentioned 85,000

would have lasted (85,000 - 5,500 15'/2 days, and therefore the

statement that this cremation lasted 3 or 4 months makes no sense, even

more so because it allegedly came from the same source: the Ukrainian

ZeugenvemehmungsprotokoU ofi Jan Piwonski. Lublin, 29 April 1975. ZStL, 208 AR-Z
643/71, vol. IV, p. 444.

ProtokoU iiber Zeugenvemehmung of Jan Piwonski, Lublin, 10 May 1984. Staatsanwaltschaft

Dortmund, PM 111, NO 99, p. 10 of the interrogation (translated from Polish).
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guards.

[82] Then Muehlenkamp wants to "invalidate" my statement that the

cremation facilities' smoke mentioned various times by witnesses is

synonymous with an inefficient combustion:

"First of all, the descriptions provided 'above ' don 't necessarily bear

out MGK's reading, for they mostly mention flames that were widely visi-

ble, especially at night, rather than smoke and dust. Second, smoke and

dust do not necessarily indicate poor combustion but may also be due to the

use of certain materials for burning, for instance tar. Dr. Lothes and Dr.

Profe observed in their experiments that the smoke developed was consid-

erable only as long as the tar was burning, their articlefurther mentioning

that stronger development of smoke was found to take place only at the

start of the burning process. Even MGK would hardly argue that combus-

tion proceeded 'poorly ' in the experiments ofDr. Lothes & Dr. Profe. " (p.

502)

"First of all," one must remind that the "plagiarist bloggers" have

used the argument of the smoke seen by "bystanders" to demonstrate

that in the camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt" mass cremations were per-

formed. I repeat only one exemplary quotation:

"Regarding Treblinka, the August 24, 1944 report by a Soviet investiga-

tive commission found that there were 'statements of hundreds of inhabit-

ants ofvillages ' within a 10-15 km radius ofthe death camp who saw giant

columns ofblack smokefrom the camp, while inhabitants as close as 2 km
to the camp (in the village of Vul'ka-Kronglik) stated that they actually

heard the cries ofpeople. " (pp. 357f.)

Therefore the pjres of Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka smoked con-

tinuously and hugely when it is convenient to "demonstrate" that mass

cremations were performed, while they were hardly smoking when it is

a matter of combustion economy!

Muehlenkamp 's pretense that "smoke and dust do not necessarily

indicate poor combustion" demonstrates all his ignorance in the thermo-

technical field. It is an elementary principle known for several centu-

ries:^>°=

"Indice evidente di combustione incompleta e ilfumo nero e denso che

esce dagli apparecchi di combustione... Da esperienze del Debette risulta

che la perdita di calore derivante dall'essere incompleta la combustione e

vicina al 2% quando ilfumo e perfettamente limpido, ma pud giungere al

10% nelperiodo difumo nero, denso.

"

"Evident sign ofincomplete combustion is the black and thick smoke ex-

™^ Ugo Bordoni, Trattato generate teorico pratico dell 'arte deU'ingegnere civile, industriale ed

archietto. Vallardi, Milano, 1918, pp. 38f.
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iting from the combustion apparatuses ... From experiences ofDebette it

results that the heat loss provoked by incomplete combustion is near 2%,

when the smoke is perfectly clean, but it can reach even 10%, in the case of

black dense smoke.

"

The comparison of Lothes/Profe's single carcass with a grid contain-

ing several thousand corpses is nonsensical, because in the former case

the combustion process could easily be managed while in the latter this

was impossible.

As I was forced to point out repeatedly, Muehlenkamp lives in his

fantasy world estranged from reality. That being so, he also could not

take into account that the alleged cremations are said to have been con-

ducted in deep wintertime, on the snow,^'"^ with temperatures under the

freezing point, with frozen soil and frozen corpses and with frozen

wood cut every day in the forests. What impact would all this have had

on the efficiency of the combustion? It is evident that this armchair crit-

ic never even tried to light a fire using fresh wood during winter in his

home fireplace. Otherwise he would know what considerable contribu-

tion of external heat is necessary to perform this simple task.

[83] "Another ofMGK's claims is that, whilefresh corpses could be ar-

ranged on the grate in a somewhat orderlyfashion allowingfor open spac-

es to be providedfor the passage ofair, the unearthed corpses were simply

dumpedfrom the excavator in vague piles ofshapeless mass. One wonders

whence MGK derived the notion that at Sobibor and the other Aktion Rein-

hard camps the unearthed corpses were simply dumpedfrom the excavator

onto the pyre. Certainly not from related eyewitness descriptions consid-

ered by historians, according to which the corpses were placed and ar-

ranged on the pyres by prisoner-workers after excavators had extracted

themfrom the graves. "
(p. 502)

The problem is that also with repect to this point the testimonies are

confradictory. Jan Piwonski, adduced by Muehlenkamp, stated regar-

ding Sobibor:''"^

"Der Wachmann erzdhlte mir, man hdtte in derNdhe der Massengrdber

eine etwa zwei Meter tiefe Grube ausgehoben, in dieser Grube eine Art

Rost aus Schienen erstellt und aufdieses Rost die mit irgendeiner Fliissig-

keit begossenen Stubben gelegt Als dieses gut brannte, hdtte der Bagger

die Leichen daraufgelegt.

"

"The security guard told me, that in the vicinity ofthe mass graves a pit

According to Heinrich Gley, in Belzec the gassings ceased "when we already had snow." The

cremations started afterwards, therefore with full snow. Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, p. 84

ProtokoU iiber Zeugenvemehmung of Jan Piwonski, Lublin, 10 May 1984. Staatsanwaltschaft

Dortmund, PM III, NO 99, pp. 8f of the interrogation (translated from Polish).
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about two meters deep had been dug, that in this pit a kind ofgrid made of

railway tracks had been built and that on this grid tree stumps were put,

doused with some liquid. As it was burning well, the excavator had placed

the corpses onto it.

"

Witness Reichmann, whom Muehlenkamp refers to regarding the

number of grids at Trebhnka, made a similar statement:^'"^

"Above such a grid 2,500 corpses were placed with the excavatorsfrom

the pits and then they were burnedfrom underneath.
"

Kurt Thomas also gave a similar statement (see point 93)

Muehlkamp adds another vacuous observation:

"It's also not like the corpses in the mass graves were necessarily a

gooey, indistinguishable mass offlesh and bone; they might well have

looked like the decomposed corpses of civilians found by Soviet investigat-

ing commissions at many Nazi killing sites. " (p. 503)

The two cases have rather relevant differences, which have escaped

his mind alienated from reality (for the sake of clarity we consider the

German investigation of Katyn rather than the comparatively poorly

documented Soviet investigating commissions):

1) In Katyn the corpses were not extracted with excavators, but by

hand;

2) the Germans' goal was not to cremate the corpses of the Poles,

but to identify them and to subject them to autopsies in order to estab-

lish the causes of death, and therefore the whole task was performed

with great care and diligence;

3) the most part of the corpses were not in the butyric fermentation

stage, but "in a state of more or less advanced corpse wax-fat formation

\im Stadium einer mehr oder weniger fortgeschrittenen Leichenwachs-

bildung]" (see point 54)

And this is the final gem:

"To be sure, arranging decomposed bodies on the grid must have been

more unpleasant than doing so with bodies offreshly killed people, but

there 's no reason why the prisoner-workers couldn 't have arranged them in

a fashion at least as 'orderly' as victims of the Dresden air attack on the

pyre at the Altmarkt (see Image 8.5), whose cremation doesn 't seem to have

been hampered by insufficient air circulation. "
(p. 503)

The argument is different, but the futility is the same. First of all the

corpses of Dresden were fresh. Secondly they were amassed with negli-

gible success and the result cannot be considered "orderly," as it results

Deposition of H. Reichman of 12 October 1945, in: Z. Lukasziewicz, "06dz stracen w Treb-

lince," op. cit, pp. 3 If
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from the two pictures I presented above. For the corpses in putrefaction

Muehlenkamp assumes "that these corpses had at least reached the

stage of butyric fermentation." (p. 475), that is a stage analog to the fa-

mous Australian piglet appearing in this picture.

fermentation-20-to-50-days/

How then could corpses in putrefaction exhumed from mass graves

with excavators not be considered an "indistinguishable mass of flesh

and bone"?

[84] "Mattogno 's attempt to downsize cremation capacities at Chetmno

has been discussed in detail in an earlier blog article, where it was demon-

strated that the installed capacity of the two cremation ovens used on the

camp 's 2nd phase, assuming they were comparable to the Feist apparatus

as Mattogno claims, was 288 x 2 = 576 corpses weighing 34 kg on average

within 24 hours. This was sufficient to deal with the 7,176 deportees that

arrived at Chelmno between June 23 and July 14, 1944, at an average of

326per day. "(p. 503)

Muehlenkamp babbles here as well, which is understood even better

from his explanations in the blog he refers to:^'°^

"First of all, if the technical description quoted by Mattogno says that

up to 500 kg of carcass mass could be cremated within 8-9 hours if they

were of huge animals and 5-6 hours if they were ofsmall animals (weigh-

ing 60 kg each), the timeframe to be consideredfor human beings (which

resemble the 60 kg small animals rather than the huge animals up to 8

R. Muehlenkamp, "Mattogno on Chefenno Cremation (Part 3)," in:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.it/2011/01/mattogno-on-chemno-cremation-part-3.html.
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times heavier) should be the latter and not theformer.

Second, if according to the technical description up to 8 small-animal

carcasses weighing 60 kg each could be burned within 5 to 6 hours, it

seems appropriate to assume that the Feist oven could within at most 6

hours burn 8 carcasses ofsmall animals weighing 60 kg each (or ofhuman

beings having the same weight), i.e. that in burning small animals or hu-

man beings it could on a grid with an area of 0.6 combust at least 480

kg ofcarcass or corpse mass within 6 hours, or 80 kgper hour Its average

throughput was thus (80 ^0.6=) 133 kgper hour and square meter ofgrid.

The average weight of malnourished deportees to Chelmno from the Lodz

ghetto is assumed to have been 34 kg. Thus the capacity of the Feist device

corresponded to about 4 such corpses per hour per square meter ofgrate,

meaning that each of the two ovens described by Zurawski et al, with their

1.5 X 2 m grate area, could burn 12 such corpses per hour, 120 within ten

hours and 288 within 24 hours. The installed cremation capacity in the 2nd

phase of Chelmno extermination camp was thus 288 x 2 = 576 corpses

within 24 hours.

"

The first objection is ctiaracterless. Ttie text quoted by me says in

fact:^"°

"La combustione completa richiede da 5 a 6 ore per i piccoli animali e

da 8 a 9 per quelli piii grossi, che pesano da 250 a 500 kg, cioe quanto 4-8

cadaveri delpeso medio di 60 kg ciascuno.
"

"The complete combustion requiredfrom 5 to 6 hours for the small an-

imals andfrom 8 to 9 hours for the bigger ones which weighedfrom 250 to

500 kg, that is like 4-8 corpses ofan average weight of60 kg each.
"

It is obvious ttiat ttie 8-9 tiours refer to carcasses from 250 to 500 kg

and the 5-6 hours to carcasses weighing less than 250 kg. For Muehlen-

kamp, however, the carcasses' mass is always 250-500 kg and only the

size of the carcasses varies, either smaller or bigger! Stupidity or bad

faith?

His conclusion is even more characterless, because it is distorted by

his incorrect assumption. If the combustion of a 250-500 kg carcass re-

quired 8-9 hours, on average 8/2 hours were necessary for on average

([250 + 500] ^ 2 =
) 375 kg. Hence the hourly incineration capacity per

m^ of grid was [(375 - 8.5) - 0.6 =] 73.52 kg. The two ovens of Chelm-

no, which had a grid of 3 m^ each, could in total cremate (73.52 x 6 x

24 =) 10,586.88 kg of organic substance within 24 hours, equivalent to

(10,586.88 ^ 34) -312 malnourished corpses, 156 for each oven. In or-

der to cremate the 21,685 corpses of the alleged gassed in the first two

weeks of September 1942, shortly before Hoss's alleged visit, (21,685 ^

// campo di Chelmno tra storia..., op. cit, p. 111.
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312=) 69V2 days would have been necessary!

Since the average coal consumption for 375 kg of organic substance

was of 550 kg, equivalent to 1,100 kg of dry wood, a ratio of combus-

tible:carcass of (1,100 ^ 375 =) 2.93 results, a value practically identical

to the one which 1 deducted from the burning of animal carcasses.

Since Muehlenkamp plays it stubborn, I follow him on this path.

In the Feist oven first the coal was loaded on the bottom grid, then

the carcass was placed on the top grid. The coal could burn at maximum
efficiency, because it was not obstructed by the carcass, which was lo-

cated above it on the higher grid.

In the ovens of Chelmno, however, alternate layers of wood and

corpses were placed. According to judge Bednarz, foliage was used

which was brought in "from the nearby forest of Koscielec, since the

wood of the location was not sufficient,""'''' hence this was green fresh

wood.

Hence the efficiency of the Chelmno ovens was necessarily lower

than that of the Feist apparatus.

I add also that the coal consumption for the cremation of a normal

corpse of 34 kg would have been of (550 ^ 375 x 34 =) 49.8 kg, equiva-

lent to ca. (49.8 - 0,5 =) 99.6 kg of dry wood and to ca. (99.6 x 1.9 =)

189.2 kg of fi-esh wood, well above Muehlenkamp's fantasy calcula-

tions.

In performing the calculations, a corpse of 34 kg with the composi-

tion indicated by Muehlenkamp in his "Table 8.11" would have re-

quired an additional 10.7 kg of dry wood.^"^

To the higher efficiency of the Feist apparatus contributed both the

cover in form of a funnel, which limited the heat dispersion, and the uti-

lization of coal instead of fresh wood.

All these factors prove also a capacity of 312 corpses per day as

completely arguable, which therefore has to be considered a merely

theoretical value.

Regarding the possibility to cremate the corpses of the 7,176 [recte:

7,170] deportees of 1944, Muehlenkamp should first of all demonstrat-

ed that these deportees really arrived at Chelmno.

[85] "The first phase of Chelmno extermination camp produced about

Ibid., pp. 107-109.
'"^ A normal body of 34 kg would contain, in proportion to the values ofthe "Table 8.7" of

Muehlenkamp, 21.76 kg ofwater, 4.76 kg of fat and 5.20 kg of protein; its balance would have

an active value of 5 1 ,850 kcal, against an active value of 1 1 ,250 kcal for the emaciated body;

therefore a higher consumption for the latter of (51,850 - 1 1,250) ^ 3,800 = 10.7 kg ofwood.
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150,000 corpses, which were mostly burned on grid structures resembling

those applied in the experiments ofDr. Lothes and Dr. Profe, at the Aktion

Reinhard camps and on the Dresden Altmarkt. In fact, the descriptions of

Ismer and Frank Sch. mentioned in section 1 of this chapter suggest a

method akin to the one applied by Lothes & Profe in experiments IV to VI,

that ofburning the corpses on grates placed inside ofpits. " (p. 503)

I remind first of all the statement of Franz Schalling:^^'^

"Bald danach mufiten die Grdber durch das judische Kommando geoff-

net werden. Zwischenzeitlich waren bereits drei oder vier Gruben in der

Abmessung von 5 m Ldnge, 4 m breit Breite und 3 m Tiefe ausgegraben

warden. In diese Gruben schichtete man die aus den Massengrdbern her-

vorgeholten Leichen, bestreute sie mit einen Pulver und setzte sie in Brand.

Spdter wurde aufSerdein von irgendwelchen Handwerkern ein grofier Ofen

mit eiiiein 4 his 5 m hohen Schornstein gemauert und weitere Leichen

zusdtzlich darin verhrannt. Die Gruben und der Ofen hrannten Tag und

Nacht.
"

"Shortly afterwards the graves had to be opened by the Jewish com-

mando. Meanwhile three orfour pits with the dimensions of5 m in length, 4

m in width and 3 m in depth had already been dug. In these pits the corpses

extracted from the mass graves were stacked, they were sprinkled with a

powder and they were set on fire. Afterwards a bigfurnace with a 4 to 5 m
high chimney was also build with bricks by some craftsmen, and additional

corpses were burned therein. The pits and the furnace burned day and

night.
"

In addition of wliat I already stated, I point out as follows:

1) No orthodox holocaust historian takes these alleged 3 or 4 crema-

tion pits into consideration. Shmuel Krakowski for instance, one of the

major exterminationist specialists in this field, does not know them at

all: he speaks only of "two open facilities to bum the corpses [zwei

offene Anlagen zur Verbrennung der Leichen]" which are the two ovens

mentioned above ("crematoria [Krematorien]").^^^'^ He never quotes

Schalling, whose testimony therefore is not all that important.

2) From Riickerl's text it is unclear if Schalling's statement is part of

the written verdict of the Bonn Jury Court (Schwurgericht) of 30 March

1963. In any case, on the same page the verdict states:^"^

"Daraufhin wurde ein Verbrennungsofen erstellt, der auf einer Grube

im Umfang von ca. 4 x 4 m und einer Tiefe von 2 m, einigen Eisenschienen

als Rost und einem seitlich in die Erdefiihrenden Luftschacht bestand"

"Hereupon a burningfurnace with dimensions ofabout 4 ^ 4 m and a

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit., pp. 273f.

S. Krakowski, Das Todeslager Chelmno/Kulmhof, op. cit, p. 123 and 132.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 273.
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depth oflm was built, which consisted ofsome iron rails as a grid and of

an air duct leading laterally into the soil.

"

Hence if Muehlenkamp accepts Schalling's testimony, he must also

accept the dimensions of the oven established by the verdict, and it is

clear that, in comparison to a facility with a surface of 10 m x 6 m = 60

m^, a facility with a surface of merely 4mx4m=16m^ would have a

reduced daily cremation capacity of [100% - (16 ^ 60) x 100 =] 73.3%.

Therefore the 312 daily corpses calculated above would be reduced to

26.7% or ca. 83.

3) In this case Muehlenkamp also shows his opportunism by uncriti-

cally accepting the testimony. For the cremation, Schalling speaks nei-

ther of wood, nor of gasoline or coal. We still wait for enlightment from

our "expert" on how mass cremations can be performed "with a powder

\mit einen Pulvery

4) Muehlenkamp also reveals his hypocrisy, because - besides the

"powder \PulverY - the witness does not say anything about the crema-

tion system, and therefore it is erroneous and deceitful to invoke in this

regard the method used by Lothes and Profe.

5) The archeological surveys invalidate the statements of this wit-

ness, because of all claimed cremation locations only one, exhibit 5/03

(a rectangular shaped pit of 4 m x 3.5 m) corresponds more or less to

the measurements claimed by him (4 m x 5 m). Where are the other

three cremation pits of these dimensions?

[86] Here is shown instead how Muehlenkamp, in the archeological

field, tries clumsily to harmonize incompatible data:

"The witnesses ' descriptions, as also pointed out in section 1, are cor-

roborated by the results ofarchaeological investigations in 2003/04, name-

ly the descriptions ofobjects 3/03, 4/03, 20/03 and 5/03 and of indications

that corpses were burned inside the second grave. Frank Sch. 's description

points to 3 or 4 pits with an area of20 each, i.e. a total pit area of60 to

80 m\ The witness 's estimates may have been on the low side, or the burn-

ing pits may have been enlarged after the time of his observation, for ob-

jects 3/03, 4/03, 20/03 and 5/03 have areas of, respectively, 72 m\ 56 m^,

64 m' and 14 m'." {p. 504)

Lucja Pawhcka Nowak discusses the various exhibits 2/03, 3/03,

4/03, 20/03 and 21/03 in a paragraph with the title "Field crematoria."

Exhibit 5/03 is treated separately. In the description of the single objects

she explicitly implies that they were ovens. As I determined in point 33,

exhibit 3/03 is interpreted by her as a "field furnace" due to the pres-

ence of "concrete as well as pieces of chamotte brick and concrete

pipes." It "most likely [...] had been dismantled." Regarding the exam-
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ination of exhibit 2/03 she explains that the probable function of these

"concrete pipes" was "to supply air to the furnace interior." Exhibit

20/03 is also interpreted "as the remains of another field furnace for

burning corpses." In the case of exhibit 4/03 Pawlicka Nowak speaks of

"chamotte bricks, and fragments of burned concrete pipes," which

brings us again to a "field furnace." Only for exhibit 5/03 she declares

expressively that "most likely it is also a pit-furnace for burning corps-

es," that is a cremation pit as the ones described by Schalling. This only

confirms the correctness ofmy previous analysis.

Muehlenkamp therefore commits his first misinterpretation by pre-

tending that, what for Pawlicka Nowak were "field furnaces," could be

simple cremation pits. His second abuse, which openly ends in ridicu-

lousness, is his pretense to forcefully reduce to the dimensions indicated

by Schalling (4 m x 4 m) the actual measurements of 8 m x 9 m (exhibit

3/03), 7 m X 8 m (exhibit 4/03) and 8 m x 8 m (exhibit 20/03). Certainly

everj^hing is possible, but a simple possibility does not eliminate the

contradictions to reality.

[87] Based on these nonsensical foundations, Muehlenkamp then

constructs his mathematical babblings. He bases himself in fact on the

assumption of three cremation pits with a total surface of 142 m^ "con-

sidering the possibility that the square object 20/03 was one of the 2nd

phase ovens," a hypothesis which he also adapts to exhibits 3/04 and

4/04. In these pits the "104,360 corpses weighing 16.96 kg on average

and 1,769,946 kg in total." (p. 504) have allegedly been cremated ac-

cording to his "Table 8.36," which contains - as all the others - com-

pletely misleading and deceitful data.

Pawlicka Nowak' s interpretations are simple speculations, since

there is no evidence that the above-mentioned exhibits were "field fur-

naces" or cremation pits. Muehlenkamp's hypothetical calculations are

even more unfounded, because they pretend to calculate the capacity of

alleged cremation facilities of which nothing is known, except their sur-

face area.

I limit myself to a general observation. He assumes that the crema-

tions lasted 150 days. As judge Bednarz established, green fresh wood
from the forest was utilized for the cremations. In point 75 I demon-

strated that the requirements of fresh wood for the cremation of one

corpse of 16.96 kg is of ca. 258 kg. The cremation of 104,360 corpses

of such type ("Table 8.1 1") would therefore require [(104,360 x 258) -

1,000] ~ 26,925 metric tons of fresh wood, corresponding to a daily

consumption of (26,925 - 150) ~ 199.5 tons.
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Assuming that a worker cut and split 0.55 tons of wood per day,^"^ a

fact not contested by Muehlenkamp, in order to prepare this amount of

wood (199.5 0.55 =) 362 workers would have been necessary. How-
ever, the verdict of the Bonn Jury Court (Schwurgericht) mentioned in

two occasions the workforce of the Jewish Arbeitskommando (working

commando): 50-60 men in the first stage, in which 30 were working "as

'forest commando' in the forest camp \als 'Waldkommando' im

Waldlager]," and 85 men during the second stage.^^'^ Only for the latter

the task "felling wood for the combustion [Hok fiir die Feuerung zu

schlagen]" is mentioned, among other things. The former work detail is

said to merely have placed "the corpses into the pits [die Leichen in die

Gruben zu legend Even if we assume that 55 out of the 85 men in the

second stage worked in the forest camp {Waldlager), it would have tak-

en them [26,925 ^ (55 x 0.55) 890 days to procure the wood needed

for the claimed cremations.

[88] The paragraph "Cremation Remains." (p. 505), as all the others,

is affected by Muehlenkamp 's unfounded assumptions. He writes:

"The remains left behind by cremation would correspond to about 5 %
of the corpses ' non-decomposed weight and 6 to 8 % of the wood weight,

according to Mattogno, Graf& Kues. With the exaggerated corpse weights

and enormous amounts of wood they claim (see section 8.3), this allows

them to argue that the volume of ash (assuming specific weights of 0.5

g/cm^for human ash and 0.34 g/cm^for wood ash) would, in some camps at

least, have exceeded the established or estimated volume of the mass

graves. " (p. 505)

The source adduced by me regarding human ashes speaks about 3 kg

of mineral salts for a corpse of 60 kg, hence 5%. Muehlenkamp's initial

data is a normal body of 55.66 kg which emaciates down to 43 kg. The

only thing which can be conceded is that the mineral salts in this body

would weigh (55.66 x 0.05 =) 2.78 kg. Since the average weight of an

emaciated body calculated by him (34 kg) corresponds to a normal body

of 44 kg, the average weight of the ashes results in (44 x 0.05 =) 2.2 kg

for each corpse. But this does surely not change the order of magnitude

ofmy previous calculation based on 3 kg, also because - as we will see

- the non-combustible substances of the corpses must be added to the

ashes.

[89] Muehlenkamp presents in this regard other meaningless "ta-

bles" based on his habitually misleading and deceitful assumptions

Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 144.

A. Riickerl, NS-Vemichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse, op. cit, p. 274 and 286.
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which I do not even take into consideration. I move on to a more inter-

esting question. He refers to some experimental data quoted by me:

"According to a documentfrom the British Environment Agency (EA)

referred to by MGK, a typical pyre for 300 cows at the time of the British

Foot & Mouth Disease Crisis in 2001 included 1 75 tons of coal, 380 rail-

way sleepers, 250 pallets, four tons ofstraw and 2,250 liters ofdiesel. Such

a pyre could leave 15 tons of carcass ash and 45 tons of other ash to he

disposed of. Assuming that each cow weighed 500 kg, the original carcass

weight was 150 tons, i.e. the carcass ash amounted to 10 % of the original

weight. The other ash amounted to 300 kgfor each ton ofcarcass burned.
"

(pp. 505f.)

These data are also valid for the burnings at the High Bishopton

Farm, which Muehlenkamp, as we have seen, assumes as a basis for his

calculation of the duration of the cremations. The appeal to this argu-

ment shows one more time his pitiful technical vacuousness.

In his "Tables" 8.16, 8.18 and 8.20 (pp. 479-481) he reports the fol-

lowing results of his queer calculations:

Table 12.12

camp no. of average total weight total weight of

corpses weight

[kg]

[kg] dry wood [kg]

Belzec 434,508 23.65 10,276,825 7,831,960

Sobibor 170,165 36.43 6,199,756 3,512,279

Treblinka 788,863 18.95 14,947,062 9,612,035

First of all I summarize the above-mentioned data:

15 tons of ash from the carcass, or 10% of the carcass mass

45 tons of ash from the ftiel, or 30% of the carcass mass

60 tons of total ash, or 40%( of the carcass mass

From this, assuming Muehlenkamp 's values for the weight of the

deported Jews, the following amounts of ashes in tons result, which

contrast sharply with the numbers Muehlenkamp derives in his "Table

8.37" on p. 506 via a strictly theoretical analysis:
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Table 12.13

mass X %
[tons]

correct

results

Muehlenkamp's

results

Belzec 14,790 X 0.3 =

14,790 X 0.1 =

4,437

1,479

627.1

739.5

ashes of the

combustible

ashes of the

corpses

Sum: 5,916 1,366.6 total ashes

Sobibor 8,160x0.3 =

8,160 X 0.1 =

2,448

816

280.7

408

ashes of the

combustible

ashes of the

corpses

Sum: 3,264 688.7 total ashes

Treblinka 26,826 X 0.3 =

26,826 x 0.1 =

8,047.8

2,682.6

768.8

1,341.3

ashes of the

combustible

ashes of the

corpses

10,730.4 2,110.1 total ashes

Total 19,910.4 4,165.4

Muehlenkamp therefore lists less than half of the ashes deriving

from his own assumption.

A slightly lower value for the quantity of ash, which appears to be

the lowest amount to be found in the literature, is 350 kg ash for one ton

of carcass. ^"^ Muehlenkamp proceeds to argue that by using even this

value we have overstated the quantity of ash, because the pyre in ques-

tion was fueled mainly by coal, whereas the pyres at the Reinhardt

camps were fueled by wood. He writes:

"Residue of coal estimated as the quotient between 130 million tons of

coal ash generated by the United States each year according to the CBS
News article 'Coal Ash: 130 Million Tons of Waste' (August 15, 2010,

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/10/01/60minutes/main5356202.shtml

) and the US coal consumption in 2008 according to the U.S. Energy In-

formation Administration (EIA) table 'Coal Consumption by Sector'

(http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/pdf/sec7_9.pdf), which is

1,120.5 million short tons corresponding to 1,01 7 million metric tons.
"

Therefore the "residue of coal" would constitute (130 ^ 1,017 x 100

=) 12.78% of the initial weight. Here Muehlenkamp offers another

sample of his bad faith and ignorance. He in fact accuses me as follows:

"MGK tried to use IAEA guidelines for carcass burning to support the

wood-to-carcass weight ratio that underlies their wood requirement calcu-

^™ J.A. Mercer, N. Hesketh, J. Hunt, D.H. Oughton, "Burning of carcasses,"

www.infocris. iaea.org/en/w3.exe$EAFull?ID=67#2725.
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1

lations, conveniently omitting thefact that the ashfigure given by Mercer et

al, 350 kg per ton ofanimal, is notjust carcass and wood ash but also in-

cludes coal ash. " (p. 508)

He evidently assigned capital importance to my alleged "omission,"

as if ashes from coal were considerably bigger than ashes from wood. In

reality, since one ton of coal corresponds to two tons of wood, replacing

one ton of coal with wood would have the following result:

1,000 kg X 0.1278 = 127.8 kg of ashes for one ton of coal;

2,000 kg X 0.08 = 160 kg of ashes for wood with an equivalent heat-

ing value.

In other words, even when assuming as correct the percentage of

coal ashes adduced by Muehlenkamp, if dry wood would have been uti-

lized to incinerate the animal carcasses instead of coal, the quantity of

ashes would have increased in any case.^"' And this proves his bad

faith.

Let's move on to Muehlenkamp 's ignorance. He has not the faintest

idea of what matter is actually part of "ashes." The fundamental distinc-

tion is between "fixed" ashes, which are solid, and the "flying" or "vol-

atile" ashes, the powdery ones dragged away by the fumes. The U.S. as-

sociation ACAA (Advancing the Management & Use of Coal Combus-

tion Products) lists eight different ash types. In 2008, of a total of

136,073,107 tons of ashes produced in the United States (roxmded dovra

to 130 miUion by Muehlenkamp), as much as 72,454,230 tons were

"flying ashes" (fly ash)."''^" The fixed ashes were therefore

(136,073,107 - 72,454,230 =) 58,846,920 tons. The percentage of the

fixed ashes was therefore of (58,846,920 - 1017^^^' x lOO =) 5.78%.

This corresponds to the fixed ash content of coals; for example the 4-

6% in anthracite coal and 5-8% of the lignite.^'^^

Taking the example mentioned above and applying this real percent-

age, the 175 tons of coal would have left a residue of (175 x 0.0578 =)

I0.II5 tons, as opposed to the (350 x 0.08 = ) 28 tons for their equiva-

lent in dry wood. The ashes of 380 railway sleepers (24.81 t) would

have amounted to (24.81 x 0.08 =) 1.98 tons. Further above I mentioned

that the 2,250 liters of diesel oil utilized for the combustion of 300 bo-

The amount would have been increased to ca. 1,630 tons only with his farcical ratio between

coal and wood of 1 ; 1 .48.

ACAA, 2008 Coal Combustion Product (CCP) Production & Use Survey Report, in:

http://acaa.affmiscape.com/associations/8003/files/2008_ACAA_CCP_Survey_Report_FlNA

L_100509.pdf.™ The value in kg of a "long ton" assumed by Muehlenkamp.

G. Colombo, Manuale dell'ingegnere, op. cit, p. 70.
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vine carcasses correspond to ca. 4.5 tons of dry wood, but obviously

they do not leave ashes behind. Straw has an ash content of 5%.^^'^^ For

the wooden pallets it can be assumed a minimal percentage of 5%, so

that the 3.75 utilized tons produced (3.75 x 0.05 =) ca. 0.19 tons of ash-

es. The quantity of the theoretical ash amount was therefore (10.115 +

1.98 + 0.19 =) 12.285 tons, and therefore - besides the theoretical ashes

- there were also (45 - 12.285 =) 32.715 tons of non-combustible sub-

stances.

The same thing is also valid for the carcasses, whose theoretical ash

content is about 6% (see point 43), but, as Muehlenkamp infers, "the

carcass ash amounted to 10% of the original weight," that is (500 x 0.1

=) 50 kg, of which (500 x 0.06 =) 30 kg of ashes and 20 kg of non-

combustible substances. The weight of ashes and non-combustible sub-

stances is therefore (50 30 x 100 =) 167% higher than the one of the

theoretical ashes.

Taking the example discussed above about the exclusive combustion

with dry wood, as I have explained in the table of point 74, the equiva-

lent consumption of 423.751 tons of wood would have produced

(423.751 X 0.08 =) 33.9 tons of ashes. Even assuming that for wood the

ratio of the actual ash to the theoretical ash is the same as it is for car-

casses, rather than the higher number which resulted for the fuel in the

pyre reported on by the British Environment Agency, this amount in-

creases to (33.9 X 1.67 =) 56.6 tons; adding finally also the ashes of the

carcasses, one obtains (15 + 56.6 =) 71.6 tons of ashes and non-

combustibles, that is (71.6 150 =) 0.48 tons for each ton of carcass.

This value is naturally higher than the quantity actually reported ([15

+ 45] 150 =] 0.4 tons), partly because diesel oil was utilized, but

mostly because the predominant combustible was coal, and a ton of this

combustible produces ca. 58 kg of theoretical ashes, while its equivalent

of dry wood (2 tons) produces 160 kg of theoretical ashes.

The considerations mentioned above already demonstrate how
Muehlenkamp 's calculations in his "Tables." (pp. 508-510) are deceiv-

ing and goofy. I dwell on them a little more in the subsequent point.

[90] In his treatment of the question of the ashes, Muehlenkamp

gives another example of his legendary inconsistency of argumentation

which I have covered only to some extent in the previous point.

He starts out with information taken from the already quoted direc-

www.biomassenergycentre.org.uk/portal/page?_pageid=75,17972&_dad=portal&_schema=P

ORTAL
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tives "Burning of carcasses" which says:^^'^

"To destroy 250 carcasses thefollowing are required:

- 250 railway sleepers

- 250 bales ofstraw

- 6,250 kg ofkindling wood
-50,750 kg ofcoal

- 1 gallon ofdiesel oilper metre length ofpyre.
"

According to this source, the total residue is 350 kg of ashes per ton

of carcass, of which it is likely that, as in the data reported by the Brit-

ish Environment Agency, 100 kg derive from the carcass. In his Tables

8.41, 8.42, and 8.43, Muehlenkamp plays around with different values

for the "residue factor" of the various materials being burned. His tables

are riddled with errors, not least in the incorrect assumptions that go in-

to them. However, only one point from these tables is used in Muehlen-

kamp 's final reasoning: the "residue factor" of wood, which appears in

the bottom right of his tables.

As this is the only result of Muehlenkamp 's calculations in these ta-

bles to play any role in his calculation of the ashes in Table 8.44, we
must understand how it is derived. Muehlenkamp is quite reticent about

this, likely hoping that his readers will be awed by the numbers and

never stop to ask how they were arrived at. In fact, Muehlenkamp'

s

method of deriving this value in the lower right corner of his tables is

simple: he converts the combustibles (excluding the carcass) into a

quantity of wood having the same energy content,^
'^"^ and he calculates

the siun of these equivalent quantities of wood. Then he calculates the

total quantity of ashes of the combustible, based on the assumptions he

makes for "residue factors." Finally, he divides the total quantity of fuel

ashes by the total equivalent quantity of wood to obtain his wood resi-

due factor.

But this procedure is absolutely nonsensical. One cannot derive any

information about the quantity of ashes left by wood in this way. For

example, were one considering a pyre than had been fueled entirely by

diesel fuel, foUowing Muehlenkamp 's logic one would reason as fol-

lows: one ton of diesel fuel has the energy content of some three tons of

wood; one ton of diesel fuel leaves no ash; therefore three tons ofwood
leave no ash. It is self-evident that this reasoning is fallacious, and it is

for this reason that Muehlenkamp 's mathematical house of cards col-

lapses.

^™ Muehlenkamp's values for the energy contents ofvarious substances are, here as well as else-

v^fhere, frequently erroneous.
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The totally illogical nature of Muehlenkamp's calculations is ob-

scured somewhat by the fact that be performs his final calculations (in

Table 8.44) in a roundabout manner and with little explanation, which

allows him to fool the casual reader unwilling to take the time to stop

and figure out where all the numbers come from.

The other blunders in Muehlenkamp's analysis are hardly worth

mentioning. They include: using the same residue factor for wet and dry

wood, using an incorrect energy content for straw, declaring that 76 kg

of wood has the same energy content as 18 kg of wood [!] (Table 8.39;

the same error occurs in Tables 8.40 through 8.43), and more.

[91] Now I move on to positive and tangible questions regarding the

mass of the corpses assumed by Muehlenkamp.

Since the ashes of the carcasses, including the non-combustible sub-

stances, amount to 10% of the total initial mass, 31,423.643 tons of

corpses would result in 3,142.3 tons of ashes. It must be taken into con-

sideration that the above-mentioned 10% refers to normal carcasses, in

which the ash content is of approx. 6%. But, irrespective of the fact that

the weight of the ashes remains unchanged, their percentage varies in

function of the body size. As can be deduced from Muehlenkamp's

"Tables" 8.7-8.15, the ash percentages for the body weights assumed by

him vary fi-om a minimum of 6.7% for a normal body of 69.4 kg (4.65 ^

69.4 X 100 = 6.7%, "Table 8.7") to a maximum of 17.7% for a body of

16.96 kg (3.01 - 16.96 x 100 = 17.74%, "Table 8.13").

The calculation for the ashes must therefore be executed starting

fi-om the minimal weight of 2.2 kg of ashes for each corpse, which re-

fers to a body of 34 kg assumed as the average weight by Muehlenkamp

for the camps of Belzec, Treblinka and Chelmno. For Sobibor he as-

simies a more or less normal average weight of 48 kg^'^^ (p. 460 and

"Table 8.3" on p. 461), of which the ashes content is (48 x 0.05 =) 2.4

kg.

These amounts must therefore be multiplied with the coefficient 1.67

(the 167% calculated above). An average corpse considered here pro-

duces therefore a total amount of ashes and of non-combustible sub-

stances of (2.4 X 1.67 =) approx. 4.0 kg for Sobibor and of (2.2 x 1.67

=) approx. 3.7 kg for the other camps.

The amount of ashes and of non-combustible substances for each

camp of the "Aktion Reinhardt" are given in the following table:

This is in contradiction with the weight of 57 kg previously established by Muehlenkamp. See
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Table 12.15

Number of Mass of Ashes and Total Mass of Ashes and

Corpses Non-Combustible Non-Combustible Sub-

per Corpse [kg] stances [t]

Belzec 434,508 3.7 1,607.7

Sobibor 170,165 4.0 680.7

Treblinka 788,863 3.7 2,918.8

Totals: 1,393,536 5,207.2

And this s the respecti ve wood requirement for the cremation:

Table 12.16

Number of Average Dry Wood Total Dry

Corpses Corpse Mass

[kg]^'^^

Needed per

Corpse [kg]
^'2'

Wood [t]

Belzec 434,508 23.65 132 57,355.06

Sobibor 170,165 36.43 133 22,631.94

Treblinka 788,863 18.95 134 105,707.64

1,393,536 185,694.64

For the human ashes 1 assumed a specific weight attested to by the

literature of 0.5, for wood ashes a specific weight of 0.34 derived exper-

imentally from fine and perfectly burned ash. In the case under exami-

nation, due to the high amount of non-combustible substances, the real

specific weights would be lower. But even inferring the ones indicated,

for each camp it results:

Belzec: [(1,607.7 - 0.5) + (57,355.06 x 0.08 x 1.67 - 0.34 )] = 25,753 m'

Sobibor: [(680.7 - 0.5) + (22,63 1 .94 X 0.08 X 1 .67 - 0.34)] = 1 0,254 m'

Treblinka: [(2,918.8 - 0.5) + (105,707.64 x o.08 x 1.67 - 0.34)] = 47,374 m^

In total, ashes and non-combustible substances would have occupied

a volume of over 83,300 m^.

In his deceitful "Table 8.44" on p. 509, Muehlenkamp gives a max-

imum of 29,500 m^.

In the case of Belzec, even if all mass graves allegedly identified

(21,310 itf) had been filled up to the rim, this would not have been suf-

ficient to contain the quantity of ashes and non-combustible substances

(25,753 m^)!

In the exterminationist perspective ashes and non-combustible sub-

According to Muehlenkamp's "Tables" 8,16, 8.18, 8.20.

According to my Table 8.16.
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stances should be even higher. Yakov Kaper, the witness of Babi Yar

referred to by Muehlenkamp (according to whom the cremation system

utilized there was the same as the one of the "Aktion Reinhardt" camps)

stated:^'^**

"Bones remained almost untouched though they were in fire. They were

gathered and put on a special ground lain with granite plates. A special

team was crushing those hones into small pieces with special mortars.
"

If we believe judge Lukaszkiewicz (see point 17), in 1945 the area

of the Treblinka camp was full "with cremation remains as well as

skulls, bones and other parts of human bodies covering an area of at

least 1.8 hectares." With Muehlenkamp 's stupid comment - "this shows

that the results of the exhimiation, burning and crushing procedure were

not nearly as complete as certain descriptions suggest." (p. 449) - and

with his explicit admission that "the result of the cremation process was

not complete combustion of all bodies" (see point 16), he confirms that

the amount of ashes and non-combustible substances should have been

much higher that the theoretical.

[92] "At Belzec, coroner Dr. Pietraszkiewiczfound that the ash he ex-

amined was predominantly of human origin and only a small part came

from wood "{p. 510)

Muehlenkamp here refers to the "Expert Opinion" quoted by him on

p. 384, where it is said:

"On grounds of the postmortem examination made I find that the

aforementioned bones and soft tissue parts as well as the ash are predomi-

nantly ofhuman origin. A very small part comesfrom wood. Judging by the

huge amount of ash and bones I assert that the same must befrom a very

large quantity ofhuman bodies.

"

He interprets this statement in the sense that the corpses have been

cremated with very little wood, while it is a simple hyperbole to say that

there was a huge amount of human remains (which would have been

much less in case of a huge amount ofwood ashes). But the illustrations

shown by Muehlenkamp as evidence and by me render this statement

simply farcical (see chapter 11, point 3). Muehlenkamp adds:

"Regarding Belzec, the scattering ofashes in fields and woods near the

camp is mentioned by at least one witness. "
(p. 511)

The witness in question is Reder:

"Report of Rudolf Reder regarding Belzec - BAL B162/208 AR-Z
252/59 Bd. II, p. 258 ff. (p.286). Reder refers to conversations he had with

local inhabitants after the area was occupied by the Soviet army. " (foot-

www.ess.uwe.ac.uk/genocide/kaper06.htm\.
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note 249 on p. 511)

I already treated this issue in point 5. With his notorious hypocrisy,

Muehlenkamp omits the fact that the alleged voices gathered by Reder

are historically unfounded, because the witness stated:"''^^

"Im Jahre 1944 wurden die Grdher geojfnet, mit Benzig [sic] iibergos-

sen und ausgehrannt. Dunkler, dichter Rauch schwehte kilometerweit um
die riesige Feuerstelle. Der Gestank und Rauch schwebte mit dem Wind auf

weite Entfernung, titer lange Tage und Ndchte, iiber Wochen. Und dann -

erzdhlten die ordichen Bewohner - wurden die Knochen zermahlen und der

Wind zerstdubte die Asche iiber Felder und Wald"

"In the year 1944 the graves were opened, doused with gasoline and

burned out. Dark, dense smokefloatedfor kilometers around the huge fire-

place. The stench and the smokefloated with the wind over large distances,

for long days and nights, for weeks. And then - the local inhabitants related

- the bones were ground and the wind scattered the ash over fields and

woods.
"

Since the mass graves were opened in 1944, it is not clear why the

statements about the ashes would be truthful. In this regard I show the

Muehlenkamp 's infinite hypocrisy, who speaks of "the scattering of

ashes in fields and woods" as if the ashes would have been intentionally

scattered by the SS, while Reder mentions the activity of the wind

which could "scatter [zerstdubenY only the dust, and therefore an in-

significant part of the ashes.

Muehlenkamp forgets to mention a document a little more important

than the hearsay tales allegedly gathered by Reder: the report about the

end of the Pohsh investigations about Belzec:^'^"

"Vom Monat Dezember des Jahres 1942 an horten die Judentransporte

in das Lager in Belzec aufund die Deutschen begannen damit, die Spuren

ihrer Verbrechen planmdssig zu verwischen. Man fing an, mit Spezialkrd-

nen die Leichen der Ermordeten aus der Erde zu holen und sie aufden mit

leicht brennbarer Masse tibergossenen Haufen zu verbrennen. Spdter wur-

de das Verfahren der Verbrennung von Leichen dadurch verbessert, dass

man Geriiste aus Eisenbahnschienen baute, aufdie die Leichen schichtwie-

se abwechselnd mit Lagen von ebenfalls mit leichtbrennbarer Masse ge-

trdnktem Holz gelegt wurden. Die Asche der verbrannten Leichen wurde

dann durch eine Getreidewindmaschine durchgelassen, um die Kostbarkei-

ten, die bei den Leichen verblieben sein konnten, auszusondern; die Asche

wurde anschliessend vergraben. Das Verbrennen von Leichen wurde im

German translation of the booklet ofR. Reder "Belzec." ZStL, AR-Z 252/59, vol. II, p. 286.

Bericht iiber Ergebnisse der Untersuchung in der Sache des Vemichtungslagers in Belzec.

Translation from Polish. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 252/59, vol. VI, p. 1 1 87.
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Mdrz des Jahres 1943 beendet...

"

"From the month of December of the year 1942 onward the Jewish

transports to the Belzec camp ceased and the Germans began to methodi-

cally obliterate the traces oftheir crimes. It was started to heave the corps-

es ofthe murderedfrom the soil with special cranes and to burn them on a

pile doused with easily flammable matter. Later the procedure of burning

the corpses was improved by building grids made of railway tracks, on

which the corpses were alternatively placed with layers of wood also

doused with easily flammable matter. The ash of the burned corpses was

led through a grain wind machine in order to segregate the treasures left

behindfrom the corpses; afterwards the ash was buried. The burning ofthe

corpses ended in March ofthe year 1943...
"

The ashes were therefore buried. This report confirms further that

the cremation lasted from December 1942 to March 1943, that is for a

maximum of approx. 110 days, as I assumed above.

[93] For Sobibor Muehlenkamp recycles the well-known lie - based

obviously only on testimonies (footnote 247) - about the utilization of

the ashes of the cremated as fertilizers for the fields, which is the equiv-

alent of the lie about the human soap:

"At Sobibor ashesfrom the cremated bodies were used as fertilizerfor

vegetable plots, mixed with sand and spread out across the soil, or taken

out ofthe camp area. " (p. 510)

The argument is even stupid, since it would make sense only if the

amount of ashes allegedly utilized to fertilize the soil had been so huge

as to constitute a considerable amount of the ashes actually produced in

Sobibor, for example some thousands of cubic meters. Muehlenkamp

instead adduces testimonies with risible amounts (footnote 247 on p.

510):

a) Jakob Biskobicz:^'^'

"Auf Befehl von Wagner mufite ich Menschenasche, die mir aus dem

Lager Nr. 3 zugewiesen wurde, im Gemilsegarten in Sobibor ausstreuen
"

"On order of Wagner I had to scatter the human ash, which was as-

signed to mefrom the camp Nr. 3, in the vegetable garden in Sobibor.

"

How much ash could that veggie garden absorb?

b) Kurt Thomas:

"According to inmate witness Kurt Thomas, ash was loaded into bar-

rels and sent to Germany as fertilizer or mixed with unburned coal and dirt

and then scattered on the camp 's roads (letter to the Jewish World Con-

gress dd. 3.12.1961, translation to German in BAL B162/208 AR-Z 251/59,

"Beglaubigte Ubersetzung" (certified translation) ofthe interrogation of Jan Biskobicz [sic],

Tel Aviv 6 June 1962. ZstL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol, VII, p. 1479.
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Bd. V,f.l024ff.,f.l044)."

This quotation constitutes another proof of Muehlenkamp's hypocri-

sy and of his opportunistic and deceitful method, which consists of tak-

ing single elements of contradictory testimonies and using them to

compose a historical "reconstruction" which is mere fiction. I quote the

passage in its context:^'^^

"Wenn der Verbrennungsschacht nicht inehr die grofien Mengen ermor-

deter Menschen aus den Gaskammern hewdltigen konnte - an manchen

Tagen wurden 10000 getdtet - henutzte die SS in Camp III einen grofien

mechanischen Bagger, der tiefe Grdhen grub, in welchen die Leichen

gestapelt wurden, bis die Zeit kam, wenn die toten Opfer verbrannt werden

konnten. Dann wurden die Grdben geoffnet und die Greifer eines Krans

zogen die Leichen heraus und in den Schacht (sic). Feuerbomben, Kohle

und Holz wurden verwandt, um das Verbrennen zu beschleunigen. Die

Asche der Verbrannten, die gute weifie Asche wurde in Fdsser verladen und

als Dungemittel nach Deutschland geschickt. Die Asche, init unverbrannter

Kohle und der Schmutz aus dem Schacht vermischt, wurde zum Bestreuen

der Wege im Lager wegen der Sandigkeit des Bodens benutzt

"

"When the burning shaft could no longer cope with the huge amounts of

the killed peoplefrom the gas chambers - on some days 10000 were killed

- the SS in Camp III utilized a big mechanical excavator, which dug deep

trenches in which the corpses were stacked until the time came when the

dead victims could be burned. Then the trenches were opened and the

claws ofa crane pulled the corpses out and into the shaft. Firebombs, coal

and wood were used in order to accelerate the burning. The ash of the

burned, the good white ash, was loaded in barrels and sent to Germany as

fertilizer. The ash, mixed with unburned coal and the dirtfrom the shaft,

was used to sprinkle the roads in the camp due to the sabulosity of the

soil.

"

This testimony contradicts all the basic elements of the thesis of

Muehlenkamp:
- The cremation was performed in a single facility, called "burning

shaft" or "cremation shaft" {"Verbrennungsschacht" or "Krema-

toriumsschacht")^^^^ which was evidently different from a simple

"burning pit [Verbrennungsgrube]" and which rather reminds of

the Feist apparatus.

- For the cremation, fiirthermore, neither gasoline nor other Hquid

combustibles were utilized, but "firebombs [!], coal and wood

Letter of Kurt Thomas "an den Jiidischen Weltkongress" dated "Columbus, Ohio 3. December

I96I." Translation. ZStL, 208 AR-Z 251/59, vol. V, pp. 1043f.

Ibid., p. 1036.
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[Feuerbomben (!), Kohle undHoky
- Then "the claws of a crane \die Greifer eines Krans]" pulled the

corpses from the pits and unloaded them directly into the "burning

shaft [Verbrennungsschacht]." As it was shown above (point 83),

Muehlenkamp pretends that "one wonders whence MGK derived

the notion that at Sobibor and the other Aktion Reinhard camps the

unearthed corpses were simply dumped from the excavator onto

the pyre. Certainly not from related eyewitness descriptions con-

sidered by historians." (p. 503), but it is invalidated from two tes-

timonies adduced by him, the one by Piwonski and the other by

Thomas, besides the one by Reichman.

- Obviously the alleged delivery to Germany of "barrels [Fdsser]"

full of cremation ashes is not supported by any documentary evi-

dence.

- Thomas mentions instead a Kommando of 30 detainees, which,

"during the summer months of 1 943 [wdhrend der Sommermonate

von 1943]" worked in the forest "to fell trees [zum Bdumfdl-

which also confradicts Muehlenkamp's fantasies of an al-

leged massive use of gasoline for the cremation.

- The witness speaks of 750,000-800,000 victims^'^"* and describes

the gassings in this way:''^^

"...und von dort wurden die Opfer in die Gaskammer gejagt, deren

Zapflidhne dann das Gas in die Kammer bliesen. Statt Wasser kam aus

den Zapfhdhnen das tddliche Gas, damals, wenn mein Geddchtnis nicht

tduscht, genannt Cyklon
"

" ...and from there the victims were chased to the gas chamber,

whose taps then blew the gas into the chamber. Instead of water the

deadly gas came from the taps, at the time, ifmy memory does not fail

me, called Cyklon.

"

In order to justify these absurdities, the "plagiarist bloggers" recur to

the trickery of "hearsay," which is another proof of their hypocrisy, be-

cause, whenever it is convenient for them, as in the case of the ashes de-

hvered to Germany, the "hearsay" becomes a certain fact!

c) Bronislaw Lobejko:^"''

"Die menschliche Asche wurde mit Schotter aus Eisenbahnlokomotiven

gemischt. Damit wurden dann Pfade und Wege im Lager bestreut"

Ibid.,p. 1042.

Ibid, p. 1028.

Deposition ofBronislaw Lobejko of 8 January 1946 in front of the judge Zielinski. Staatsan-

waltschaft Dortmund, Sobibor trial 85, PM 4, NO 178, p. 3 of the deposition (translation from

Polish)
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"The human ash was mixed with the gravelfrom railway locomotives.

In that way the paths and the roads in the camp were besprinkled"

Muehlenkamp had previously adduced this testimony to demonstrate

that the corpses were cremated with petroleum oil (see point 9). The

cremation happened "on the scaffolding \auf das Geriist]," evidently

only one, or "on stacks [auf Stofien]"-^^^^ neither of the two is reconcil-

able with Muehlenkamp 's fantasy theses, not to speak of the 800,000

victims^'^** or of the killing method:^'^^

"Man totete vermutlich mit Hilfe von Gas. Davon zeugten Flaschen, die

Sauerstoffflaschen dhnlich waren und im grofien Mengen geliefert wurden
"

"Presumably the killings were performed with the help ofgas. This was

attested to by bottles which were similar to oxygen bottles and which were

delivered in great quantities.

"

Another example of the opportunistic use of testimonies,

d) Jan Piwonski:^''"'

"Die Deutschen transportierten Schuhwerk, Kleidung, Unterwdsche

und sogar die Asche der verbrannten Leichen mit Zugen aus dem Lager

ab"

"The Germans transported away from the camp with trains footgear,

clothing, underwear and even the ash ofthe burned corpses.

"

A statement not corroborated by anything which has the same grade

of authenticity of his estimation of the camp's death toll. The number of

800,000 referred to by him was only the lower limit, as he stated: "there

perished considerably more {es sind dort wesentlich mehr

umgekommen]."^^'*^

The witness declared also: "I did not hear anything about dousing

the corpses with fuel [Ich habe nichts vom Begiefien der Leichen mit

Benzin gehdrt],"^^"^^ exactly the opposite of what Muehlenkamp pre-

tends, who also in this case hypocritically quotes only what is useful for

his thesis.

[94] About Treblinka Muehlenkamp affirms:

"Regarding Treblinka there is evidence that cremation remains were

not always buried in the emptied mass graves but also moved outside the

camp area (see section 1 ofthis chapter). "
(pp. 51 Of.)

It is his farcical pretense, which I already discussed in point 18, that

Ibid., pp. 3f.

Ibid., p. 2.

Ibid., pp. 4f.

J. Piwonski, "ProtokoU Chelm, den 10. November 1945." Beglaubigte Ubersetzung. Staatsan-

waltschaft Dortmund, Sobibor 85 PM III NO 85, p. 1 15.

Ibid,^. 117.

»W.,p. 116.
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the sand allegedly removed from the excavation of the mass graves, be-

fore the cremation even began, would contain "cremation remains"!

[95] "In his Belzec bookMattogno claimed that 'the graphs of the anal-

yses of the 137 drill cores presented by Kola show that the ash in the

graves is normally intermingled with sand, that in more than half of the

samples the layer of ash and sand is extremely thin, ' and that furthermore

'out ofthe 236 samples, 99 are irrelevant and among the 137 relevant ones

more than halfshow only a very thin layer ofsand and ash, whereas among

the remainder the percentage of sand is not less than 50%, and the thick-

ness of the sand/ash layer varies greatly. ' However, he never undertook to

explain how he had managed to determine, on hand of the schematic repre-

sentations of core samples in Kola 's hook , how high the ash content de-

tected in each ofthe samples shown was. "
(p. 511)

Muehlenkamp knows perfectly well that in the book in question I

explained precisely which samples I was referring to.^'"*^ So how did I

establish the contents of these samples? Very easily: based on the re-

spective captions published by Kola!^''*'*

[96] "Oblivious of the fact that one should thus not necessarily expect

to find human cremation remains in high concentrations in the Chelmno

mass graves, ash pits and cremation structures, Mattogno triumphantly an-

nounces that a 1988 examination of soil samples containing human ashes

revealed a human ash concentration ofjust 'some percent' in these sam-

ples. And he further disgraces himself by speculating that these samples

must have comefrom the ash disposal pits making up the 'fifth grave. ' Ap-

parently Mattogno 'forgot' that these pits (in which the soil was found to

contain 'a significant mixture of burn waste and crushed human bones
')

were not subject to archaeological investigation before 2003/04 and soil

samples examined in 1988 are thus not likely to have beenfrom these pits.

"

(p. 513)

In the passage quoted by Muehlenkamp I limited myself to refer that

the ash was "taken from the area of the camp of Chehmio."^'^^ Then I

added:^>^*

"Come stabili il giudice Bednarz, 'le ceneri furono scaricate in fosse

profonde 4 metri e larghe 8-10 metri. Poi furono ricoperte di terra. In quel

luogo fu impiantato un bosco parte di conifere, parte di hetulle, ' percid - si

presume - la terra analizzata dall'Istituto di Medicina Legale dell'Acca-

demia Medica di Poznan fu prelevata in una di questefosse.
"

"As judge Bednarz established, 'the ashes were thrown into pits 4 me-

Belzec in Propaganda..., op. cit, footnote 268 and 269 on p. 87.

A. KolaSe&c. The Nazi Campfor Jews..., op. cit., p. 14.

""^
// campo di Chelmno tra storia..., op. cit., p. 123.

Ibid, p. 135.
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ters deep and 8-10 meters wide. Then they were covered with soil. In that

location a forest was planted, partly of conifers, partly of birches, ' there-

fore - it is assumed - the soil analyzed by the Institute ofForsensic Medi-

cine ofthe Medical Academy ofPosen was takenfrom one ofthese pits.

"

This has nofliing to do with a "fifth grave" of which Muehlenkamp

fantasizes. The sample of ashes came fi-om the crematory oven ("z

krematorium"), which was "filled with sand of light gray color and with

ash and with a huge amount of crushed human bones [riempito di

sabbia di colore grigio chiaro con cenere e un 'enorme quantitd di ossa

umane frantumate]" and "everywhere small samples of human bones

could be found, mostly ash, bone dust {dappertutto si incontrarono

minutiframmenti ossei umani, soprattutto cenere, polvere osseay^^'^^

Yet in spite of this alleged huge amount of ashes, the analyzed sam-

ples contained only an irrelevant percentage ofbone remains.

[97] "As concerns Sobibor, MGK reduce the amount of cremation re-

mains in that camp 's mass graves by creatively interpreting their transla-

tion ofKola 's descriptions ofthese graves. Kola 's translated statement that

'Particularly noticeable traces ofcremation occurred in the lower parts of

the graves where distinct layers of scorched bones, with a thickness up to

40-60 cm, could be identified' is first decried as contradicting the archae-

ologist 's description whereby the lower parts ofgraves nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6

contained not cremation remains but corpses in wax-fat transformation

(apparently it didn 't occur to these keen text analysts that Kola, as the con-

text of his quoted statement suggests, is likely to have meant the lower lay-

ers of cremation remains in graves nos. 1 and 2, which he considered to

have been usedfor cremation only, and the layers closest to the corpse lay-

ers in the other graves, which after all were up to 5. 80 meters deep). Then

MGK swiftly convert Kola 's 'particularly noticeable ' traces of cremation

into the only such traces that were found in the Sobibor mass graves, fur-

ther ignore that Kola said nothing about how many 'particularly noticea-

ble' layers of cremation remains were in the lower parts of the graves, and

postulate that each mass grave contained only one layer of cremation re-

mains, which they generously assume to be 50 cm thick. Considering the

graves' area of3,210 m\ this would mean '(3,210^0.5^) 1,605 m3, equal

to (1,605x0.4=) 642 tons, corresponding to about 34,500 corpses. "'
(pp.

513f.)

The sentence of Kola which we would have ^'creatively" interpreted

is the following:
^"^^

J. Gulczynski, Oboz smierci w Chetmnie nad Nerem, op. cit., appendix outside text. Letter

which the District Museum of Konin sent to the Institute ofForensic Medicine of the Medical

Acadamy of Poznan of 5 January 1988.

A. Kola, "Badania archeologiczne...," op. cit., p. 116
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"Szczegolnie czytelne cialopalenie wyst^powalo w dolnych partiach

dolow, gdzie mozna wydzielic wyraznie warstwy przepalonych kosci o

miqzszosci do 40-60 cm "

"Remains of corpses particularly identifiable appeared in the bottom

parts of the pits, where distinct layers ofburned bones ofa thickness up to

40-60 cm could be discerned.

"

Here Kola doubtlessly attributes the layer of cremation remains to

the bottom parts of the pits ( "w dolnych partiach dolow ") and there is

no doubt either that in his description of pits 3 through 6 he referred to

the top parts ( "w partiach wyzszych "), while he attributes a "skeletal"

character to the bottom parts:^'"''

pit no. 3 : "w dolnych partiachjest szkieletowy";

pit no. 4: 'V dolnych partiachjest szkieletowy"

pit no. 5: "grob w dolnych partiach jest szkieletowy"

pit no. 6: ''grob w swych dolnych partiach jest szkieletowy"

Hence "in the bottom parts the grave is skeletal." The meaning of

'"grob szkieletowy" is "grave with uncremated corpses."^'^"

Muehlenkamp claims that the quoted sentence is about pits no. 1 and

2, and that I therefore have interpreted it "creatively." Yet it is he who
interprets it falsely, because he does not take the context into considera-

tion in which it appears, which is the following: Kola speaks about 128

drillings, which enabled him to identify the traces (slady) of pits, and

then he adds:^'"*^

"In majority they are pits containing human bone remains. Their bot-

tom parts (the bottom ofthe pits) reached a depth ofapprox. 4 metersfrom

the surface. In only one case (pit no. 3) the bottom of the pit reached the

depth of5.80 metersfrom the surface.

"

The above quoted sentence refers therefore to all the pits, not exclu-

sively to pits 1 and 2.

Muehlenkamp then incriminates us for what he himself did, i.e. that

we allegedly construed "'particularly noticeable' traces of cremation in-

to the only such traces that were found in the Sobibor mass graves,"

giving yet another proof of his serious lack of comprehension, because

"szczegolnie czytelne" means that the layer of 40-60 cm was the clear-

est, the most decipherable (readable),^'^' which, even if it does not ex-

clude the presence of other remains, renders them uncertain, indeci-

pherable, or irrelevant compared to the main decipherable layers. We

Ibid.,pp. 116f.

http://sjp.pwn.pl/slownik/2463 107/gr6b_szkieletowy.

The adjective "czytelnf derives from the verb "czytac," "to read."
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have explained that "such statements are not specific enough to permit a

quantitative evaluation of the ash present in camp,"^^^^ and therefore we
based our calculations on the only data considered unambiguous and

therefore predominant by Kola himself.

Muehlenkamp finally claims that the amount of ashes calculated by

us as based on the above-mentioned layer of 40-60 cm, on average 50

cm - 1,605 m^ - does not differ very much from the one resulting from

his calculations - 1,992 m^ - and therefore the arguments "don't help

their case." (p. 514), but I demonstrated ad nauseam that his calcula-

tions are inconclusive and deceitful: the volume of ashes and of non-

combustible substances in Sobibor which results from our book^'^^ is in

fact of (3,549 ^ 0.5) = 7,098 m^, while the one calculated more accu-

rately here is of approx. 10,254 m^.

[98] Muehlenkamp 's last paragraph has the title "Why Cremation?"

In it Muehlenkamp again presents inconclusive and inconsistent objec-

tions. Before examining them in detail, it is necessary to elucidate once

more the crucial problem which the exterminationist version implies.

Muehlenkamp refers many times to Paul Blobel's mission and to the al-

leged "Aktion 1005," especially in regard to Chefenno.

In his affidavit of 18 June 1947, Blobel stated that he allegedly re-

ceived an order from Gruppenfiihrer Miiller in June 1942 after appear-

ing in person in Berlin.^'^^ Then he went to Chelmno to perform his al-

leged cremation experiments "during summer 1942 [im Verlauf des

Sommers 1942]."^^^'^ His next stage is said to have been Auschwitz:^'^^

"In fact, shortly after Himmler 's visit, Standartenfiihrer Paul Blobel of

Eichmann 's office arrived at Auschwitz with orders to exhume all the bur-

ied bodies, burn them, and scatter the ashes to prevent the possible recon-

struction ofthe number of victims.
"

Since a chronological congruity must exist, this should have been

before 16 September, because Hoss's trip to Lodz would have been a

consequence of it. At his return to the Auschwitz, Hoss ordered the ex-

himiation of the corpses buried in mass graves and their cremation in

the open; the related operations are said to have started on 21 Septem-

ber 1942.""^^' There must therefore have existed an order to ex-

hume/cremate by Himmler dated June 1942, which had already been

^''^ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit.,'p. 148.

NO-3947.

J. Hoffmann, "Das kann man nicht erzdhlen. op. cit., p. 11, 80-81.
^'^^ Franciszek Piper, "Gas Chambers and Crematoria," in: Yisrael Gutman, Michael Berenbaum

(eds.), Anatomy ofthe Auschwitz Death Camp, op. cit., p. 163.
'''' D. Czech, Kalendarium, op. cit, p. 305.
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adopted in Birkenau in September.

The historiographical problem lies in fact here: why did Himmler

not transmit his order directly also to Globocnik? Why did the crema-

tions start at such wildly divergent times at the various "Aktion Rein-

hardt" camps: in Sobibor in October 1942, in Belzec in December 1942,

and in Treblinka in April 1943? Why did they not start everywhere

around September 1942 as in Auschwitz?

The situation is even more convoluted and hence implausible regard-

ing Treblinka, because, as Muehlenkamp states (see point 11), "whole-

sale systematic, continued and eventually successful cremation of

corpses at Treblinka started only after a visit of Himmler' s at the end of

February^eginning of March 1943." (p. 445)," therefore Himmler "at

the end of February/beginning of March 1943" is said to have ordered

again what he had allegedly already ordered in June 1942. . . Or perhaps

Muehlenkamp would like to make us believe that the order of June

1942 concerned only Chelmno, Auschwitz and the Einsatzgruppen, but

not "Aktion Reinhardt" camps - but why? - and that the cremations in

Belzec and Sobibor started without a specific order by Himmler?

Instead of asking me stupid questions, Muehlenkamp should first an-

swer these serious and grave questions originating fi-om his ovra thesis.

Regarding his main question - "Why Cremation?" - Shmuel Spector

states:""

"At the end of the summer of 1942, there were serious health problems

in the areas of the death camps: Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka; the earth

above the graves was open and noxious odors arose; leakagefrom the bod-

ies also threatened the wells and the drinking water, which was used also

by camp guards and German army units. [...] In the autumn of 1942,

Blobel gave orders for the pits to be opened, andfor a start to burning the

bodies. This was done first in Sobibor and later in Belzec. In both camps,

halfa million bodies were burned by March 1943. In Treblinka the opera-

tion began at the beginning of 1943, after Himmler visited the camp and

gave his personal order.
"

It is therefore a desperate explanation, which tries to reconcile two

irreconcilable themes: the hygienic-sanitary question and Blobel's al-

leged mission.

With this premise, I proceed to Muehlenkamp's objections.

[99] "If, as Mattogno claims, the cremation was related to avoiding

contamination ofthe groundwater (this was actually the reason why crema-

tion replaced burial as the body disposal method at Sobibor starting Octo-

S. Spector, "Aktion 1005...," op. cit, p. 161.
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ber 1942, see section 1 ofthis chapter), then why were the mass graves dug

as deep as the groundwater level in the first place, although for 'several

thousands, perhaps even some tens ofthousands ' ofdead bodies one really

didn 't needpits that deep?. " (pp. 514f.)

First of all it is false that "the mass graves [were] dug as deep as flie

groundwater level." The Belzec camp extended over a small hill, and

the groundwater level obviously varied from one point to the other. In

the drilling samples taken by Kola, the groundwater level was reached

only once (sample 485/XV-30-50 of pit no. 10).^'^** Furthermore, noth-

ing proves that in 1942, as the pits were excavated, the groundwater

stood at the same level. In any case, the excavation of shallower pits

would certainly not have decreased the risk of leachate reaching the

groundwater due to the sandy consistency of the soil.

[100] "The pits near Treblinka I labor camp, regarding which Mat-

togno conceded 'circa 6,800' corpses in a feeble attempt to explain away

the Wehrmacht local commander of Ostrow's complaint about the unbear-

able stench from the corpses of the 'not adequately' buried Jews at Tre-

blinka were only as deep as or not much deeper than the proverbial 6feet

below ground, besides having a much smaller overall area than the mass

graves at Belzec. "
(p. 515)

In point 49 of chapter 1 1 I showed that Treblinka I had an area of ca.

50,600 m^; using Muehlenkamp's coefficients, the 6,500 corpses in

question would have occupied (6,500 19.51 =) 333 m^; more reahsti-

cally, since it was a penal labor camp in which probably no children

were interned, the round figure of 1,000 m^ can be assumed, which - as-

suming a depth of 4 meters - would have corresponded to a pit with a

surface area of 250 m^. This represents (250 - 50,600 x 100 =) 0.49%

of the camp area. Belzec had a surface area of ca. 60,000 m^, while the

area of the mass graves (according to Kola) occupied 5,490 m^, that is

(5,490 - 60,000 X 100 =) 9.15%. Why then were the corpses in Belzec

buried inside the camp, yet in Treblinka I outside of it?

Muehlenkamp's reference to the fact that the pits at Treblinka I had

"a much smaller overall area than the mass graves at Belzec" shows one

more time his stupidity, because the total surface area of these pits was

relatively large: 1,607 m^. If therefore 1,607 m^ of mass graves con-

tained 6,500 corpses, how can Muehlenkamp seriously claim that 5,490

m^ of mass graves would contain 434,508 corpses? Even considering

that the pits at Belzec were a little deeper, and that in this camp many
children were also present whereas Treblinka I only harbored adults, the

A. Kola Be^iec. TheNaziCampfor Jews..., op. cit.,p. 15.
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number in question could be multiplied four, five or even six times, but

how could it be almost 64 times higher?

[101] Muehlenkamp concludes with a childish objection:

"The major concentration camps run by the SS-Wirtschaftsverwaltungs-

hauptaint may have had cremation ovens, but Belzec was not one of those

But the question "Why Cremation?" is valid obviously both for the

concentration camps of the SS-WVHA not considered as extermination

camps and regularly provided with crematoria, and for the alleged ex-

termination camps like Auschwitz and Majdanek; why were cremations

performed?

In practice Muehlenkamp claims that open air cremations were used

only for the victims of the "Aktion Reinhardt" and of the Einsatzgrup-

pen, with the limitation that "at many a Nazi massacre site in the occu-

pied Soviet territories the bodies were not destroyed for lack of time or

because the graves could not be found by the Aktion 1005 disposal

squads." (p. 516). And that confirms for him that the Germans routinely

did not bother at all about the victims of "natural causes"? The case of

the two camps at Treblinka emphasizes the issue: why were the corpses

of the alleged extermination camp cremated whereas in the adjacent pe-

nal camp they were merely buried?

Perhaps because, as Spector says, in Treblinka (but also in Belzec,

Sobibor and Chehnno) "there were serious health problems," problems

that did not exist in Treblinka I because the corpses were buried outside

the camp?

Conclusions on the "Aktion Reinhardt" Camps

A. Documentary Evidence

There exists no documentary proof for the gassing of Jews in these

camps.

B. Testimonies

The testimonies are numerous, but contradict each other on all fun-

damental issues, starting with, but not limited to, the killing method,

and they are frequently demonstrably false or even nonsensical.

C. Material Evidence for the Killing Method

The meticulous archeological surveys performed at Belzec and So-

bibor did not reveal any traces of the alleged gas chambers.
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D. Mass Graves

In the cases of Belzec and Treblinka, archeologically ascertained

mass graves could not have contained the corpses of those alleged

gassed. In the following table I Hst the number of corpses which one

cubic meter of grave would have had to contain to make sure that all the

claimed corpses would be contained in the total volume of the mass

graves discovered, for Belzec 22.3 m'^, for Treblinka 58.6 m"^!

For Belzec I assume Kola's data (surface area 5,490 m^, volume

21,310 m^) even though, as I demonstrated in point 5 1 of chapter 11 , he

doubled the surface area and therefore the real values closer to reality

were probably ca. 2,750 m^ and ca. 10,750 m^.

It can rightfully be suspected that a similar exterminationist over-

zealousness can also be expected for Sobibor; this would explain why
Kola avoided to pubhsh the same detailed data for this camp which he

had presented for Belzec.

Table 12.17: Mass Grave Data

# claimed grave vol- corpses grave volume corpses

buried vic- ume [m^] perm' with 0.3 m soil perm'

tims layer

Belzec 438,508 21,310 20.6 19,663 22.3

Sobibor 80,000 14,969 5.3 13,969 5.7

Treblinka 760,424 14,000^''" 54.3 12,950 58.7

Chelmno 92,500 16,179 5.7 14,561 6.4

As a comparison benchmark value: The mass graves of Bronnaja

(shooting of men, women and children) contained 5 corpses per cubic

meter according to Gerlach, yet 8 corpses per cubic meter based on the

Black Book. The maximum content of corpses per m^ of grave which

can reasonably be assigned to Belzec and Treblinka is therefore 8. The

data of Table 12.17 then change as follows:

Table 12.18: Missing Grave Volume
# claimed

buried vic-

tims

grave volume

with 0.3 m
soil layer

corpses

per m'

max. # of

corpses

difference

Belzec 438,508 19,663 8 157,304 281,204

Sobibor 80,000 13,969 5.7 80,000 0

Treblinka 760,424 12,950 8 103,600 656,824

Chelmno 92,500 14,561 6.4 92,500 0

Therefore in Belzec 281,204 corpses would have remained unburied,

: on the data di™lged until now by Caroline Sturdy Colls.
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and in Treblinka 654,800!

In the following table I list which surface areas and grave volumes

that would have been necessary to absorb all the corpses of the alleged-

ly buried gassing victims.

Table 12.19; Required Mass Grave Area and Volume
# claimed real mass real mass needed needed mass

buried grave area grave vol- mass grave grave vol.

victims [m^] ume [m^] areaK] [m^]

Belzec 438,508 5,490 21,310 14,055 54,813

Treblinka 760,424 3,500 14,000 23,763 95,053

In chapter 8 Thomas Kues drew attention to the issue of the cement-

ed memorial area at Treblinka onto which symbolic grave stones are

placed. Since all maps of Treblinka, starting with map presented during

the Diisseldorf trial, locate the area of the mass graves in the south-

eastern part of the camp, mass graves could potentially be found in the

cemented area which is located in front of the monument (to the east),

beyond which Carolina Sturdy Coll found graves #5 to 8. This area has

a surface area of ca. 10,000 m^. Even if an immense mass grave of the

same surface area were to ever be revealed there, not even this would

suffice to contain the corpses of those alleged gassed, because the vol-

ume of such a hypothetical grave would be of (10,000 x 4 =) 40,000 m'.

Hence the total volume of all mass graves would then be (14,000 +

40,000 =) 54,000 m\ which is still considerably less than the needed

95,053 m\ If we assume realistically that the mass graves were covered

with a layer of at least 30 cm of sand, then the volume needed would

actually increase to [95,053 + (23,763 x 0.3) 102,182 m^!

E. Dry Wood Requirements and Ashes Produced

The cremation of the alleged corpses would have required immense

amounts of wood and for Belzec and Treblinka this would have pro-

duced a volume of ashes (including other incombustibles) bigger than

those one of the mass graves:
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Table 12.20: Dry Wood Requirements and Ashes Produced
corpses dry wood total dry

wood [t]

grave

vol.
'

[%]

Sobibor

Treblinka

36.43

18.95

22,631.94

105,707.64

10,254

47,374

13,969

12,950

1,393,536 185,694.64 83,381

F. Fresh Wood Requirements

Based on experimental data, I assumed in our Sobibor study that a

tree feller could cut 0.55 tons of wood every day.^'*^ Later I found an-

other source which is better suited to the holocaustic context. In Ereig-

nismeldung'Hr. Ill of 20 February 1942 one can read:^'*'

"In der grofien Waldarbeitsaktion, die sich iiber ganz Estland erstreckt,

und die zur Beschaffung von Brennholz fiir die Stddte dient, sind z. Zt.

25263 Personen heschdftigt. Der Ahtransport des Holzes, fiir den 9000

Pferde zur Verfiigung stehen, hat bereits begonnen. Die tdgliche Leistung

betrdgtje Waldarbeiter durchschnittlich etwa 1.5 Festmeter.
"

"25,263 persons are currently employed in the great action offorest

work stretching across the whole ofEstonia, which was necessary for the

supply of burning woodfor the cities. The delivery of the wood, for which

9,000 horses are available, has already begun. The daily performance for

eachforest worker amounts on average to about 1.5 solid cubic meter.
"

The average weight of one solid cubic meter (bank meter) of the

prevalent tree types around the "extermination camps" (spruce, pine,

birch) is of approx. 900 kg,^"''* therefore it can be assumed that the daily

production of a tree feller is of (1.5 x 0.9 =) 1.35 t. For all the three "ex-

termination camps" it would have been impossible to obtain within the

available time the wood necessary for the cremation, as results from the

following table:

'™ According to Muehlenkamp's "Tables" 8,16, 8.18, 8.20.

According to my Table 8.16.

'^^ Sobibor. Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, op. cit., p. 144.

NARA, T 175-234-2723884.

Here is how the amount ofwood present in the forest can be calculated, in:

www.ruralp.it/content/archivio_pfolioallegato_file/62/cubatura_legname.pdf
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Table 12.21: Fresh Wood Requirements
needed # fellers daily days days difference

fresh wood wood [t] needed available

[t]

Belzec 109,061 40.5 2,693 105 - 2,588

Sobibor total 43,052 30 40.5 1,063 365 -698

Sobibor 1st 30 40.5 499 121 -378

stage

Treblinka 201,160 25 33.75 5,960 122 -5,838

Totals 253,273 85 114.75 9,716 592 -9,124

G. Duration of the Cremations

In the three camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt" it would have been im-

possible to cremate the corpses within the chronological hmits resulting

from the orthodox holocaust historiography; the cremation would have

been prolonged well beyond these limits from a minimum of 3,5 to a

maximum of 12 months, as it is displayed in the following table.

Table 12.22: Duration of the Cremations

total corps-

es [kg]

#

grids

total

grid

surface

[irf]

capacity

r^i

days

needed

effective

days

needed""^'

days avail-

able

Belzec 10,276,825 2 ^323168 25,344^'^' 405 571 105

Sobibor 6,199,756 1 30 5,760 1,076 1,517 365

Treblinka 14,947,062 132 25,344 589 830 122

totals 31,423,643 5 294 56,448 2,070 5,837 592

H. Summary

I. No document exists about the gassing of Jews in the camps of the

"Aktion Reinhardt."

2. The Pohsh archeological surveys performed at Belzec and Sobibor

found no traces of the "gas chambers."

3. At Belzec and Treblinka it would have been impossible to bury the

corpses of the alleged victims. 281,200 and 654,800 of them, respec-

tively, would have remained unburied. The killing and the burial of

at least 434,508 persons in the former and of at least 760,424 in the

latter camp can therefore not be real.

About the ' Waldkommando oi Betzec nothing is known; I assume the maximal known ni

ber of the other two camps.

80,000 X (0.1 33 x 1.9) = 20,2 16.

Using Muehlenkamp's hypothesis that the preparation of the pyres lasted 10 hours.
^""^ The surface of the grids of Beizec is not known; I assume the Treblinka value.

This results from 132 x 8 x 24 = 25,344
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4. For these two camps the volume of the ashes would have surpassed

the respective volume of the mass graves by 31% and 266%, respec-

tively, while in Sobibor it would have occupied more than 70%) of

the volume of the graves. Data which do not find archeological con-

firmation can therefore not be real.

5. In neither of the three camps it would have been possible during the

claimed time frames to obtain the amount of fresh wood for the cre-

mation of the corpses. In order to supply all three camps with the

wood required, the detainees claimed to have been charged with this

task would have needed 9,716 days, more than 26V2 years! The sup-

ply of such an amount ofwood can therefore not be real.

6. Furthermore the cremation of the alleged corpses would have been

impossible within the claimed chronological limits and would have

lasted another 592 days. The cremation of the alleged gassing vic-

tims can therefore not be real.

But then again, what exactly is real about this exterminationist tale?
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Chapter 13: Conclusions

13.1. Asinine, Judeophantic Arrogance

By Carlo Mattogno

[1] The Conclusion (p. 517) of the "Cut and Paste Manifesto" begins

with a fatuous self-glorification which I refuse to address. I immediately

move on to examine the "plagiarist bloggers'" stale accusations levied

against us:

"This is just one ofmany problems that MGK have with witnesses. This

raises anotherproblem: the resettlement hypothesis. Ifthe Soviets could not

eliminate dissentfrom three dissidents, how could they silence all the wit-

nesses to the resettlement ofthe Jews? The resettlement hypothesis does not

just require the state to silence most witnesses most of the time, but all of

them all the time in allplaces, even after Jews emigratedfrom the USSR to

Israel and the USA. State repression must attain perfection and be enforced

on a global scale, which is simply a mirage ofthe conspiracy theorist. " (p.

519)

To equate the Jews sent to the Soviet Union through the alleged "ex-

termination camps" of the "Aktion Reinhardt" to the Russian dissidents

does not make sense. The dissidents were persons in disagreement with

the political direction of the Soviet regime, which were considered "en-

emies of the nation," whereas the Jews were "enemies of the German

nation" just as the Soviet Union was Germany's enemy during the war.

Even if many Jews were not initially enemies of Germany, most of

them certainly turned into enemies after receiving the treatment they re-

ceived from NS Germany. Hence, if anything, these Jews were not dis-

sidents within the Soviet Union when it comes to views about NS Ger-

many, but rather consentors.

Since Polish propaganda, later reclaimed and revived by Soviet ma-

nipulations, was already by 1942 creating the tale of the Eastern "ex-

termination camps," only a lunatic would have stated publicly in the

Soviet Union that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were not "extermina-

tion camps" but transit camps, even if this meant their statements con-

tradicted their own personal history. Hence the ideological positions of

the Soviet Union and of the deportees matched perfectly, and in this

case as well it is therefore immature to appeal to a bizarre "conspiracy

theory."

[2] "A further insurmountable problem is that Mattogno and Kues fun-
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damentally disagree on the value of witnesses. Mattogno misuses Baynac

out of context to insist that 'testimony, if not supported by a document, is

worthless from the historical point of view, regardless of the notion of

'converging testimonies, ' as is shown by the example of the 'converging'

testimonial evidencefor the Auschwitz 4 million victim figure. ' In contrast,

Kues attempts to use convergence ofwitnesses without documents to prove

resettlement, as we showed in Chapter 4. This contradiction can only be

sustained through cognitive dissonance on the part of both parties. Fur-

thermore, Mattogno breaks his own rule in his policy chapters, such as in

his reliance upon Hoss and Wisliceny to dispute the historiography of the

spring 1942 escalation, while ignoring the copious documentation on that

escalation that we discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Mattogno 's obsession

with 'the 'converging ' testimonial evidencefor the Auschwitz 4 million vic-

tim figure ' ignores thefact that Hoss gave lowerfigures. "
(p. 519)

That my reference to Baynac would be "out of context" is one of the

many nonsensical claims by the "plagiarist bloggers." In the essay "The

annoying question of the gas chambers, or: from Little Red Riding

Hood to... Auschwitz. Reply to Valentina Pisanty (revised, corrected

and adjourned edition)" available on the web since 2007^'™ and never

quoted by them, I gave a more than exhaustive summary - in four pag-

es^'^' - about the point of view expressed by French historian Jacques

Baynac in his two articles^ '^^ "How the historians delegate to the judici-

ary the task of silencing the revisionists" and^'^^ "In the absence of con-

clusive documents about the gas chambers, the historians avoid the dis-

cussion." Baynac explicitly declares:

"For the scientific historian, an assertion by a witness does not really

represent history. It is an object ofhistory. And an assertion ofone witness

does not weigh heavily; assertions by many witnesses do not weigh much

more heavily, if they are not shored up with solid documentation. The pos-

tulate of scientific historiography, one could say without great exaggera-

tion, reads: no paper/s, no facts proven [...].
"

Clumsily trying to deny this incontrovertible fact with reference to

my answer to one of their worthy congeners^ '^"^ (which contains an in-

3170
"L'in-i(af[tg questione delle camere a gas ovvero da Cappuccetto Rosso ad...Auschwitz. Ri-

sposta a Valentina Pisanty (Edizione riveduta, corretta e aggiomata)," in:

www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres7/CMCappuccetto.pdf.

Ibid., pp. 3-6.

'"^ "Comment les historiens deleguent a la justice la tache de faire taire les revisionnistes," in; Le

Nouveau Quotidien, 2 September 1996, p. 16.

"Faute de documents probants stir les chambres a gaz, les historiens esquivent le debat," in: Le

Nouveau Quotidien, 3 September 1996, p. 14.

"Rebuttal to Joachim Neander," op. cit; Neander, who posits a thesis which can only be de-

scribed as demented, to put it mildly, even claimed to have identified the names of two gassed
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accurate translation, which ought to be the only point of contention), the

"plagiarist bloggers" confirm to be in perfect bad faith, and - 1 must add

- to be imbeciles on top of it, because the title of Baynac's second arti-

cle itself - "In the absence of conclusive documents about the gas

chambers, the historians avoid the discussion" - clearly demonstrates

that he did not consider testimonies as "proving evidence." Otherwise

neither the title nor the article itself would make any sense.

In Chapter 2.2., when discussing the fallacy of the "conspiracy theo-

ry," I explained why no historiographic value can be attributed to testi-

monies unsustained by documents, as the most serious orthodox holo-

caust historians admit as well.

Kues gathered a series of testimonies of the period about the pres-

ence, in various Eastern countries, of Western Jews who orthodox holo-

caust historiography considers as killed in the "extermination camps."

These witness reports were written in a period in which the propaganda

atmosphere influencing witnesses, judges and historians from the im-

mediate aftermath of the war was not yet spread, and therefore they

were free from this conditioning.

Our explanation gives credit to the real or apparent "convergence of

testimonies" of the post-war period, which can be ascribed to war and

post-war propaganda themes sfreamlined in judicial courts, then em-

bedded in historical vmtings and next elevated to an indisputable dog-

ma. The "convergence of testimonies" of the war period, however,

would necessarily demand a "reverse conspiracy theory" in order to be

consistent with the orthodox version of events, to wit that all the Jews

who claimed having seen any western Jew in the east would have lied in

unison, evidently trying to assist or exculpate their hated "Nazis."

Therefore there are no "contradictions" between Kues and myself,

but only different outlooks. In addition, Kues quoted these testimonies

as mere circumstantial indicators, without claiming to equate them with

documentary evidence.

[3] The allusion to the issue of the 4 million vicitims of Auschwitz

and the objection that I would have ignored "the fact that Hoss gave

lower figures" is only a further proof of the pathetic obtuseness of the

"plagiarist bloggers." I merely stated the simple fact that testimonies are

not necessarily true, just because they are consistent, for which I ad-

duced the testimonies about 4 million victims at Auschwitz as a mere

persons in Auschwitz (in the Bunker of Block 11). The bloggers quote his article twice (foot-

note 190 on p. 180 and 39 on p. 284) as a proof or documentation in favor of the reality of the

fictional "first gassing" in Auschwrtz!
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example. These testimonies are in tune with each other, but they are al-

so all wrong. How does this argiunent relate to the niunber of victims

claimed by Hoss?

[41 "MGK have also, by pursuing this strategy, made themselves unac-

countable to other deniers. For example, Mattogno's use ofHimmler's ra-

cial policy document ofMay 1940 to support a policy of 'emigration' can

be traced all the way back to his first 'Myth ' essay of 1985, but this was

implicitly rejected by Walendy, who declared it a forgery in 1991.

IfMattogno cannot defend his case against refutations by Revisionists

with whom he concurs elsewhere in his texts, why should we expect him to

engage with opponents such as ourselves who deal with the evidence in

good faith? Or is Mattogno brushing this Revisionist dissensus under the

carpet in the knowledge that such open disagreements on method expose

negationism as actually having no method except negation? "
(p. 520)

Another pathetic argument. The document in question is an essay by

Himmler with the title "Some thoughts about the treatment of foreign

nationals in the East [Einige Gedanken iiber die Behandlung Fremdvdl-

kischen im Osten]," which is quoted in the Vierteljahrshefte fiir Zeitges-

chichte,^"^ the original of which Walendy reproduced in facsimile.'"*

Walendy, as anybody else, is free to think what he pleases, but I do not

see why I should be bound by his opinion. Since this is an official doc-

ument, I certainly don't have to defend my "case against refutations by

[other] Revisionists." If at all, this is the task of those who reproduced

the document.

[5] "The attempt to poison the well by blaming the Soviet investigators

for effectively hoaxing mass graves ignores thefact that western journalists

were shown human remains at Babi Yar, Klooga and near Majdanek, and a

huge store ofplunderedproperty in Lublin. "
(p. 520)

Such an objection makes no sense, since we were the first to draw

attention to the mass graves discovered by the Soviets in the surround-

ings of Treblinka 1,^'^^ and besides we have discussed the topic of the

corpses at Osarichi;'"^ our reproach is in fact that "the Soviets found

nothing comparable to the discoveries made by the Germans in Kat)^

and Vinnitsa,"' or - more precisely - during their investigation of

corpses in mass graves they never adopted procedures anywhere close

5. Jg., Heft 2, 1957, p. 197.

'™ U. Walendy, Historische Tatsachen, no. 45, Verlag fur Volkstum imd Zeitgeschichtsfor-

schung, Vlotho 1991, pp. 4f.

TreblMa. Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, op. cit., p. 77.

™ /Wrf., pp. 218-220.

Ibid., p. 223.
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to the professional procedures adopted by the Germans. Below I refer to

two typical examples relating to the themes introduced by the "plagia-

rist bloggers."

In a perhaps willingly concealed act they refer to our hypothesis,

which they critique (see my response in chapter 11, point 28), regarding

the origin of human remains found in the Treblinka area:^'^"

"From whom, therefore, did the skulls and body parts come? Were they

perhaps taken from the mass graves of Treblinka I? Could these have been

the remains ofvictims of the typhus epidemic, which had raged in the camp

at the end of1943?"

In the forest of Mahszewa, near Treblinka I, the Poles found 1,607

m^ of mass graves, which - according to their estimate -contained about

6,500 corpses. At the time of the discovery the graves were in fact emp-

ty, as the investigation judge Lukaszkiewicz stated:^'^'

"Due to the destruction ofthe graves, it is notpossible to count the bod-

ies which have been there.

"

Nor is any German activity of exhumation and of corpse cremation

known. Starting from this matter of fact and considering the notorious

inclination of the Soviets for lies and deceptions, and considering the

fact that they bombed the area of the former Treblinka camp and even

detonated explosives in the ground (perhaps to crush and to scatter the

bones?), our hypothesis does not seem so eccentric at all.

Having clarified this, I return to the objection of the "plagiarist blog-

gers." By way ofprinciple, the simple fact that the Soviets would have

exhibited mass graves and corpses to journalists does not demonstrate a

lot, because they already lost in a radical and irrevocable way their

credibility (if they ever had any) with the event of Katyn.

After they recaptured the territory of Smolensk, they established a

special investigation Commission about Katyn (the so called Burdenko

Commission). It performed its tasks between 16 and 23 January 1944,

and on the 24 a long report was issued and subsequently presented at

Nuremberg as document URSS-054.^'**^ "From the testimonies of the

witnesses \Aus den Aussagen der Zeugen],"^^^^ who were always at

hand whenever needed, the Soviets "demonstrated" that Katyn was a

German "provocation":^'^'*

"Im Winter 1942/43 veraenderte sich grundsaetzlich die allgemeine

Ibid., p. 90.

/Wrf.,p. 88.

IMT, vol. XXXIX, pp. 290-332.
™^ Ibid.,p.292.
'"^ Ibid, p. 304.
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Kriegslage nicht zugunsten der Deutschen. Die Kriegsmacht der Sowjet-

union verstaerkte sich laufend und die Einigung der Sowjetunion mit den

Alliierten festigte sich. Die Deutschen entschlossen, sich, mit der Provoka-

tion zu beginnen, indem sie zu den Greueltaten, die sie im Wald von Katyn

veruebt hatten, griffen und diese den Sowjetbehoerden zur Last legten.

Dadurch beabsichtigten sie, die Russen mit den Polen zu entzweien und die

Spuren ihres Verbrechens zu verwischen.
"

"During winter 1942/43 the general war situation did not profoundly

change in favor ofthe Germans. The Soviet Union 's power to wage war in-

creased steadily and the understanding of the Soviet Union with the Allies

consolidated. The Germans decided to start with the provocation by blam-

ing the Soviet authoritiesfor the atrocities which they committed in thefor-

est ofKatyn. In this way they intended to divide the Russians and the Poles

and to obliterate the traces oftheir crime.
"

The Commission invited 20 foreign journalists, mostly British and

American, among them "John Melby, the Third Secretary of the Ameri-

can Embassy, and Kathleen Harriman, the 25-year-old daughter of the

millionaire Averil [Averell William] Harriman, who was US ambassa-

dor to the USSR at the time."^'**^ Without doubt they were shown all or

a part of the 925 corpses which the Soviets declared they had ex-

humed. ^'^'^
In his memoirs, Churchill recalled what he had told the So-

viet ambassador Ivan Maisky following the German discovery of the

graves and the subsequent Polish demand for an investigation by the

Red Cross: "I thought the Poles had been unwise to make or lend them-

selves to such accounts.
""'"^^ He continues:^

"In the trials of Germans at Nuremberg for war crimes the murder of

the Poles at Katyn was mentioned in the indictment of Goering and others,

who laid the White Book of the German investigation before the court. It

was decided by the victorious Governments concerned that the issue should

be avoided, and the crime ofKatyn was never probed in detail. The Soviet

Government did not take the opportunity ofclearing themselves of the hor-

rible and widely believed accusation against them and offastening the guilt

conclusively upon the German Government, some of whose principal fig-

ures were in the dock on trialfor their lives. In thefinaljudgment ofthe In-

ternational Tribunal at Nuremberg Katyn is not mentioned in the section

dealing with the treatment ofprisoners ofwar by Nazi Germany.
"

George Sanford, Katyn and the Soviet Massacre of1940. Truth, justice and memory.

Routledge, New York, 2005, p. 139.

Ibid.,^. 137.

Winston Churchill, The Second World War, Vol. IV: The Hinge ofFate, London: Penguin

Classics, 2005, p. 680.

Ibid.,-p. 681.
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The fact that the Soviets showcased to foreign journalists mass

graves and corpses without any accurate investigation - such as the

ones performed by the Germans at Katyn and Vinnitsa - does not add

anything to Soviet assertions that these were victims of German atroci-

ties. Churchill's attitude demonstrates on the other hand that the western

Alhes had no interest whatsoever in any independent, professional in-

vestigations; he concluded: "Everyone is therefore entitled to form his

own opinion."

By way of principle, I insist therefore that the Soviet discoveries

have exactly the same value as the findings by father Patrick Desbois:

none at all. Besides, I may remind the reader that, even though the "pla-

giarist bloggers" quote Desbois seven times, they never cite my devas-

tating article "Patrick Desbois e le 'fosse comuni ' di Ebrei in Ucraina"

(Patrick Desbois and the 'mass graves' of Jews in Ukraine"), although it

has been available on the web since 2QQ9 3189
^j^gy were probably una-

ble to devise any deception in order to counter my essay and to sustain

this shooting aspect of the Holocaust, whose significance rises in pro-

portion to the constant and inescapable decrease of the historiographic

weight of its gassing aspect.

I now discuss the examples adduced by the "plagiarist bloggers."

For Babi Yar they present the following references:

"New York Times, 29.11.43; the reporter, W.H. Lawrence, was scepti-

cal about the number ofdeaths claimed: Laurel Leff, Buried by The Times:

the Holocaust andAmerica 's most important newspaper, Cambridge, 2005;

Bill Lawrence, Six Presidents, Too Many Wars, New York, 1972, p. 92.

"

(footnote 8 on p. 520)

The most important source is W.H. Lawrence's article with the title

"50,000 Kiev Jews Reported Killed." The above-mentioned statement is

false for two reasons: first because no "human remains" were found in

Babi Yar, and second because the article's author did not limited him-

self to be "sceptical about the number of deaths claimed" but wrote:

"On the basis ofwhat we saw, it is impossiblefor this correspondent to

judge the truth orfalsity ofthe story told to us.
"

The Soviets in fact reported to him that the Germans "not only

burned the bodies and clothing, but also crushed the bones, and shot and

burned the bodies of all prisoners of war participating in the burning,"

with the exception of a few fugitives.^^'" Hence there were basically

^™ In the site: www.vlio.org/aaargh/fran/livres9/CMPatrickDesbois.pdf.

D.D. Guttenplan, The Holocaust on Trial. W.W. Norton & Company, New York, 2002, p.

185.
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neither "human remains" nor any other evidence that could sustain the

tale told by the Soviets.

Regarding Klooga the "plagiarist bloggers" refer to "'Nazi Death

Camp: A Scene of Horror,' New York Times, 6.10.44, p. 6; John Her-

sey, 'Prisoner 339: Klooga,' Life, 17/18, 30.10.44, pp. 72-83, including

photographs" (footnote 9 on p. 520). In this regard Myers states on p.

256:

"For example, around 2,000 were killed at Klooga, where their remains

were photographed and published in western sources soon after liberation.

Foreign journalists were shown the unburied corpses ofpartially burned

victims on October 2, 1944. The New York Timesjournalist W.H. Lawrence

wrote that he had personally 'seen and counted recognizable parts of438

complete andpartly burned bodies ofmen, women and children.
"'

This would only demonstrate that the massacres were documented,

but this is for sure not a proof in support of the reality of the alleged

immense exterminations in the camps of the "Aktion Reinhardt." Here

is how Arad describes the events:'''^

"The 200 people who were first to be removed were taken to a nearby

forest, where they were ordered to carry wooden boards with which toform

four 6x6 meter square wood platforms. When their work was completed,

the Jews were all ordered to lie face down on the platforms and were shot

in the back ofthe head.

Further wooden boards were laid over the bodies ofthe first group, and

more groups ofJews were broughtfrom the camp to be shot to death in the

same way. In laying wooden boards over the murdered Jews corpses, the

Germans were aided by Estonians prisoners. As the murders were being

carried out, other groups ofJews were forced to enter a large wooden hut

in the camp, ordered to lie down on the corpses ofJews who had been mur-

dered beforehand, and then shot. By evening, the wooden platforms and hut

were packed with the corpses of about 2,500 Jewish victims of that day's

shootings. As darkness fell, the Germans poured gasoline on the corpses in

the wooden hut and over the layers ofwooden boards and set them alight.

Their work completed, the Germans left Klooga that same night, with-

out waitingfor the fires to subside. Beforehand, they managed to murder a

few more Jewsfound hiding in the camp. [. . .]

Not all the piles of corpses had been burned and the Soviet soldiers

came across several wooden platforms with the bodies ofmurdered Jews.

The sights werephotographedforposterity.
"

According to Arad, the massacre happened on 19 September 1944,

i.e. during the period of time when the SS evacuated the Jews from Lat-

Y. Arad, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, op. cit., pp. 332f.
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via and from Lithuania. Between 12 July and 14 October 1944 the secu-

rity police (Sipo = Sicherheitspolizei) of Kowno (Kaunas) and of Riga

evacuated over 25,000 Jewish detainees to the Stutthof camp.^"^ There-

fore it is not clear who ordered this massacre, why it was ordered and

who performed it.

The claimed killing method is at least strange, and in any case with-

out precedent: a shot in the neck to the victims already lying on the

pyre: a time saving method indeed! But the climax of the proverbial

German cunningness lies in the fact that - after a considerable amount

of wood had been made available (I will dwell on this question below),

after the four "wood platforms" had been prepared and erected, and af-

ter the victims had been killed with the above-mentioned method - the

Germans lit the stacks and left during the same night without bothering

to ensure that the corpses incinerated properly. In the exterminationist

perspective, this procedure is rather untypical for the "Aktion Rein-

hardt" camps and also inconsistent with the fraceless removal of evi-

dence otherwise claimed.

The Soviets immediately established an investigation commission

whose actions confirm what I wrote above about the superficiality of

the Soviet surveys of mass graves and corpses. The "Report of survey

of the Klooga concenfration camp held by the Office of Public Prosecu-

tor of the Estonian SSR" of 29 September 1944 stated the foUowing:^'^^

"700 meters to the north from the camp, on a glade that is 27 meters

awayfrom the wood road there are four fires situated 4 meters awayfrom

each other; one of them was only prepared, the other three were already

burnt down. The area of the fires is 6 x 6.5 meters. The fires consist of 6

logs put on the ground with a number ofpoles with 75 cm pine andfir-tree

logs on it. In the middle of the fire four poles are hammered by a quadran-

gle at the distance of0,5 mfrom each other. [...]

A layer offirewood is placed on the first layer of corpses and the sec-

ond layer of corpses lies on it. On the second and on the fourth fire two

layers ofcorpses are visible, and on the third fire - three layers. The mid-

dle and eastern parts of the fiires have completely burnt down. On the re-

maining parts of the fires, it is possible to make out 254 burnt corpses that

is 20-25% ofthe overall number ofcorpses that were laid on thefires.

"

The "Report about afrocities of Nazis and their Estonian accomplic-

J. Graf. C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Stutthof, op. cit., pp. 22f. (list ofthe transports).

Estonia. "The bloody traces ofNazism: 1941-1944. Selection of archival documents on crimes

of Estonian collaborators during the Second World War," in:

http://dspace.utlib.ee/dspace^itstream/handle/ 1 0062/23 3 1/Estonia_book.pdf?sequence= 1 , p.

29.
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es against prisoners of the Klooga concentration camp," also with the

date of 29 September, stated:^^'"^

"At 14.30, the Germans began the annihilation ofprisoners. Most of

them were brought out on to a glade behind the camp. Here the prisoners

were forced to make four big fires from the firewood that was prepared in

advance. The Germans ordered [prisoners] to lie down closely on the first

row of logs in rows. Then prisoners were shotfrom submachine guns. Then

on the first row ofcorpses the prisoners who expected their turn, put a new

row of logs and on hilarities command the laid down prisoners were shot

by SS and Gestapo soldiers. When three firewood fiires of 8-10 rows of the

corpses were ready, the Germans poured their gasoline specially brought

here (14 barrels) and lit it. Fires were burningfor two and a halfdays. The

base of the fourth fire prepared by the Germans remained untouched as

they had no time; it forced the Germans to finish executing the remained

prisoners in barracks. The larger group (about 800 people) was destroyed

by the Germans in an empty house - a barrack that consisted of8 rooms.
"

The victims, as the report's "Concluding remarks of Deputy Public

Prosecutor of the Estonian SSR on materials of investigation of mass

executions of prisoners and destruction of their bodies in Klooga con-

centration camp (Harjumaa Uyezd)" of 12 October 1944 affirm, w^ere

2,000 at the most:^''^

"The medical commission cannot determine the precise number of the

executed because of the full combustion of the corpses. Considering that

corpses remained only at the edges of the fires and only at one end of the

burnt-down barrack, and considering the given research, it is necessary to

consider that the number of the destroyed people reaches up to 1,800-

2,000. " Thus, by materials ofthe medico-legal examination ofthe remained

corpses, by the careful survey ofplaces where the execution tookplace, all

in all in the Klooga Camp on September 19, 1944, about 2, 000 prisoners

from the civilian population were executed.

"

The victims of the pyres were therefore (2,000 - 800 =) about 1,200,

a number sustained by the fact that the "254 burnt corpses" were "20-

25% of the overall number of corpses that were laid on the fires," that is

1,106-1,270. Since three pyres were used, each must have burned 400

corpses. The above-mentioned text speaks of "8-10 rows of the corps-

es," which, considering the surface of each pyre as (6 m x 6.5 m = 39

m^), does not make sense, and therefore the "rows" were probably "lay-

ers." The corpses were therefore placed in 8 to 10 layers of 40 to 50

corpses each, alternated with layers of wood. In the case of maximum

Ibid.,^. 34.

Ibid., p. 43.
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density (50 corpses), the surface occupied by each corpse was of (39 ^

50 =) about 0.8 m^, as I aheady assumed for the Trebhnka pyres.

The Soviets took several pictures, some of which show intact, un-

bumed pyres and even an unfinished "wood platform" (see Illustrations

13.1. through 13.3'''"'). These pictures, which even partly contradict the

Soviet statements mentioned above, further tear to pieces Muehlen-

kamp's thermo-technical delirium, because they show an impressive

amount of wood for only two layers of corpses. Since each pyre had to

accommodate 400 corpses in 10 layers, a very big heap would have re-

sulted indeed, as one can deduct from my reconstruction model in Illus-

tration 13.4. This would have been considerably bigger than what the

Soviets claim to have found (see Illustrations 13.2 & 3).

Already in 1999 Jan Kuras critically analyzed a number of images

he had received from the Yad Vashem archives. They all show un-

bumed pyres allegedly discovered by the Soviets at the Klooga camp.

Curiously, as in 111. 13.2. & 13.3. shown here, on all images at least one

of the individuals lying on the pyre is still wearing a cap. In one case

one person even pads his face with a cap. This and other indicators

strongly suggest that these photos were staged by the Soviets using liv-

ing people.^''^^

Furthermore the pyres were allegedly "burning for two and a half

days." If we take this claim for granted, and even without taking into

consideration the time needed to erect the pyres, the data resulting from

Table 12.22 of chapter 12 in relation to the theoretical days needed for

the cremation become: 1,012 for Belzec (against the 105 available),

2,690 for Sobibor (against 365), 1,472 for Treblinka (against 122).

All this shows once more the totally uncritical gullibility of the "pla-

giarist bloggers."

Their reference to Majdanek is not very timely, because their prima-

ry source is overloaded with the crassest and most brazen Soviet propa-

ganda. In footnote 10 on p. 520 they give this source:

From: http://resources.ushmm.org/iiiquery/uia_doc.php/photos/808I; ~/15322;

www.ushmm.org/lcmedia/viewer/wlc/photo.php?Re£Id=03 1 82

Jan Kuras, "Sowjetische Bildfalschungen. Eine Analyse gestellter sowjetische Fotos aus dem
Lager Klooga in Estland," VierteljahreshefteJurfreie Geschichtsforschung, no. 3, 1999, pp.

278-283.
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" 'Nazi Mass Killing

Laid Bare in Camp,

'

New York Times,

30.8.41, p. 1. The jour-

nalist, again W.H. Law-

rence, expressed uncer-

tainty regarding the re-

liability of the Soviets'

1.5 million death esti-

mate, but personally

witnessed 'three of ten

opened mass graves

and looked upon 368

partly decomposed bod-

ies of men, women and

children who had been

executed individually in Illustration 13.4: "Photoshop" reconstruction

a variety of cruel and model of a pyre with 10 layers of corps-

horrible means' at es/wood.

nearby Krepiecki. He also visited 'a warehouse in downtown Lublin in

which I saw hundreds of suitcases and literally tens of thousands ofpieces

ofclothing and personal effects ofpeople who died here '; and he 'had the

opportunity of questioning a German officer, Herman Vogel, 42, of Mill-

heim, who admitted that as head of the clothing barracks he had supervised

the shipment of eighteen freightcar loads of clothing to Germany during a

two month period and that he knew it camefrom the bodies ofpersons who

had been lulled atMaidanek. ' Vogel was later executed by the Poles.
"

The correct date is obviously 30.8.1944. Among others, the article in

question is presented by Tomasz Kranz.^'^^ Lawrence mentions there

the ridiculous Soviet he of 1.5 million victims. The current official

number is 78,000.^'^*^ In addition to this lie, the official PoHsh-Soviet

report^^°° also mendaciously stated that in the forest of Kr^piec

(Krepiecki) "the authorities estimate, there are more than 300,000 bod-

ies," although only two actual discoveries are mentioned in this report:

"forty-two corpses" in pit no. 1 near the crematory and "three hundred

™^ T. Kranz, "Majdanek w swietle prasy amerykanskiej z 1944r." (Majdanek in view of the

American press of 1944), in: Zeszyty Majdanka, tome XV, 1993, pp. 51-61; the English text of

the article is on pages 53-56.

Tomasz Kranz, Zur Erfassung der Haftlingssterblichkeit im Konzentrationslager Lublin.

Pahstwowe Muzeum na Majdanku, Lublin, 2007, p. 62.

Communique on the Polish-Soviet Extraordinary Commissionfor Investigating the Crimes

Committed by the Germans in the Majdanek Extermination Camp in Lublin. Foreign Lan-

guages Publishing House, Moscow, 1944, p. 19.
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and sixty-eight bodies of men, women and children" in pit no. 19 in the

forest of "Krembecki," which is the same number also mentioned by

Lawrence: "368 partly decomposed bodies of men, women and chil-

dren" in the above-mentioned article.

The "Protocol no. 18" of the Polish-Soviet investigation Commis-

sion, a "Forensic examination of the mass graves in the forest of

Kr^piec" dated 4-23 August 1 944, is another proof for the fact that the

Soviet expertises have nothing in common with the serious German

ones of Katyn and Vinnitsa:
^^"^

"In a forest, which lies 11 km easterly ofLublin and which borders the

road Lublin-Cholm, three kilometers south of the road, eight mass graves

were examined. The ascertained mass graves lie between trees and fields

andform places, where the soil caved in 30 to 70 cm. Due to this fact the

contours ofthe graves stand out clearly. The area ofthe latter is variable in

size. The biggest pit displays a surface of 820 m^/ 82 x 10 m, and the

smallest pit displays a surface of36 mV 9 x 4 m. The surface of the pits is

covered with white limestone, and the vegetation on the surface ofthefilled

up pits is very sparse. At two of the filled up pits is the surface is densely

overgrown with weed in the height up to [unreadable]. On the surface of

each of the filled up pits sporadic bones ofhuman skeletons were found -

ribs, vertebrae, shoulder blades, fibulas and thighs. On the surface of one

ofthefilled up pits two human skulls with bullet wounds werefound.

In the immediate proximity of the above described pits, in forest clear-

ings, three areas ofapprox. 60 m^ each werefound with a great number of

remains of burned human bones, of which parts of ribcages, single verte-

brae, the remains of a lowerjaw, etc. kept theirform. The areas, in which

the burned human bones were found, are of darker coloration as the other

soil of the forest clearings; the vegetation on them is supremely sparse and

low, and is sharply discernablefrom the other vegetation ofthe clearings.
"

The statement attributed to Hermann Vogel that the huge quantity of

clothing found by the Soviets in the camp "came from the bodies of

persons who had been killed at Maidanek" was a grotesque lie. Richard

Lauterbach, in the article "Murder, Inc.," published in the magazine

Time on 11 September 1944, was the first journalist to mention the

820,000 pairs of shoes present in the warehouses of the camp which

were considered as a "proof of the immense massacre.^^"^ This propa-

ganda myth was destroyed in 1992 by a historian of the Majdanek Mu-
seum, Czeslaw Rajca, who disclosed:

^^"^

GARF, 7021-107-9, pp. 299f.

T. Kranz, "Majdanek w swietle prasy amerykanskiej z 1944r.," op. cit., p. 57.

Cz. Rajca, "Problem liczby ofiarw obozie na Majdanku" (The problem of the number of the
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"In the evaluation of human losses, the shoes left at Majdanek, over

800,000 pairs, were also taken into consideration [by the Soviets]. It had

been assumed that they camefrom murdered detainees. We knowfrom doc-

uments discovered later that there was a store at Majdanek which sent

shoes to other camps. The above mentioned investigation errors caused

that in the report and, following it, also in early publications, it was stated

that about 1,500,000 persons hadperished in the Majdanek camp.

"

During the trial against Hermann Vogel et alii the number of victims

increased even to 1,700,1 1
1.^^""^

Another "proof was mentioned by the journalist Edgar Snow^ in his

article "Here the Nazi Butchers Wasted Nothing" published on 28 Oc-

tober 1944 in The Saturday Evening Posf?^'^^

"Doctor Siengalwicz, a Polish toxicologist and professor offorensic

medicine ofLublin University, told me that to date they had identified, by

chemical analysis, a total of 1, 034 cubic meters ofhuman ashes recovered

from graves and from nearby fields - the remains ofperhaps 1,000,000

corpses.

"

This is another crude lie, which only confirms the massiveness of the

impostures regularly produced by Polish-Soviet "investigation" com-

missions.

[6] As all those who are uninformed, the "plagiarist bloggers" con-

sider any expression on Jews and Judaism as "anti-Semitic" (a false

term, the proper being "anti-Judaic") which is not pompous praise. In

their eyes every critique, no matter how well-founded and justified, be-

comes an expression of "anti-Semitism." They try to include me in their

miserable game by writing:

"Mattogno is much more guarded [than Graf] in his statements but, in

2010, wrote an article on the Protocols of the Elders ofZion which stated

that the 'aspiration to world domination by the Jews... is already expressed

explicitly ' in rabbinical texts and constitutes 'the very essence of Jewish

messianism. 'Mattogno cites approvingly the claims by Bernard Lazare and

his own brother that Jews have, throughout history and across all societies

in which they have settled, brought persecution upon themselves through

their own behaviours. His brother has also given an interview in which he

has stated that:

'From the Talmud, the Midrash and other rabbinical texts of the tradi-

tion we learn that the murder ofnonfew [sic] is not only permitted but also

required, and that this murder could take theform ofan actual ritual sacri-

victims in the Majdanek camp), in: Zeszyty Majdanka, tome XIV, p. 127.
'^"^

J. Graf. C. Mattogno, Concentration Camp Majdanek. A Historical and Technical Study, op.

3205 Yjwax, "Majdanek w swietle prasy amerykanskiej z 1944r.," op. cit., p. 58.
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flee offered to Yahweh. It is a subject that deserves to be investigated, start-

ingfrom the concept of 'cherem, ' anathema, the extermination ofvotive en-

emies ofIsrael, the annihilation ofthe Jewish goyim consecrated to God.
"'

(p. 523)

Fortunately, the reality is a little more complex than what these poor

imbeciles believe. Besides the "anti-Semites" and their diametric oppo-

nents, the "philo-Semites," the former not less obtuse than the latter,

there exist also mere critics of Judaism. My brother Gian Pio, who was

unexpectedly implicated by them, is among these critics, and so am 1.

He is the author of various articles, essays and studies about the "Jewish

question," among them:

- L'antigiudaismo nell'Antichitd classica. (Anti-Judaism in classic

ancient times) Edizioni di Ar, 2002, with a selection of Latin and

ancient Greek texts rendered in facsimile and translated. 225 pa-

ges;

- L'imperialismo ebraico nelle fonti delta tradizione rahbinica.

(Jewish imperialism in the sources of the rabbinic tradition) Edi-

zioni airinsegna del Veltro. Parma, 2009, 285 pages;

- La non-umanitd dei gojim nel Talmud e nella letteratura rahbini-

ca. (The non-humanity of the gojim in the Talmud and in the rab-

binic literature) Edizioni all'Insegna del Veltro. Parma, 2011, 150

pages;

- // non-Ebreo nello Shulhan Aruch. (The non-Jew in the Shulhan

Aruch) Effepi, Genova, 2012, 1 14 pages.

In an attempt to discredit my brother, the "plagiarist bloggers" quote

two sentences of an interview without in the least knowing any of his

pubhcations, thus demonstrating only their silly "philo-Semitic" preju-

dices. It is also clear that they don't even know the Bible. In the Books

of Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Samuel and Isaiah, "c/?erem" de-

notes a "person who has to be killed or a thing which that has to be de-

stroyed based on the command of God "persona che dev 'essere uccisa

o una cosa che dev 'essere distrutta in base al comando di Dio [persona

occidenda vel res delenda secundum mandatum iDef]";^^"^ or, more dip-

lomatically, "a thing devoted to God without hope for redemption (if

animated, to be killed) [una cosa votata a Dio senza speranza di reden-

zione (se animata, da uccidere); res Deo devota sine spe redemptionis

(si animata erat, occidenda)]" i^^^^
or, a little more explicitly, "every

Franciscus Zorell, Lexicon Hebraicum etAramaicum Veteris Testamenti, reprint, Pontificium

Institutum Biblicum, Rome 1968, p. 269.

G. Gesenius, Lexicon manuale Hebraicum et Chaldaicum in Veteris Testamenti libros. Lipsi-
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hiunan being who became 'ch ' [cherem] should be killed":^^"^ a real and

proper Jahvehbefehll

An Italian writer troubled himself to count the number of persons

exterminated according to the Bible by virtue of the ''cherem":

2,120,182.'^°' The biblical Jehudim were therefore real forerunners of

the Einsatzgruppen, actually even worse, because besides men, women
and children, they even exterminated the animals! Is pointing this out

"anti-Semitic" too?

The "plagiarist bloggers" quote my article "The false 'false Proto-

cols.' Scope and significance of the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zi-

5 5,3210 ^]^(.]^ jg essay about the origin and the significance of this

script. With their typical dishonesty, they took it from the web-site

"Olo-Dogma" instead of taking it from Andrea Carancini's blog. The

reason is simple: they want to prevent the reader interested in the argu-

ment to discover that two more essays of mine have been published

there which refute the "anti-Semitic" thesis about the alleged authentici-

ty and veracity of the "Protocols," that are:

- "Evola e la veridicita dei 'Protocolli'"'^'^ (Evola and the truthful-

ness of the "Protocols"), originally published by the magazine

Orion m My 1986;

- "Evola e I'autenticita dei 'Protocolli"'^^'^ (Evola and the authentic-

ity of the "Protocols"), Orion, December 1987;

This blog also features a translation of the 1938 article by Abbe

Pierre Charles, "The Protocols of the Elders of Sion"^^'^ (published by

Orion in July 1988), which also contradicts the above-mentioned "anti-

Semitic" thesis.

This miserable subterfuge allows the "plagiarist bloggers" to spread

the ridiculous lie of "Graf and Mattogno's defense and association with

the Protocols of the Elders of Zion." (p. 525)

ae, 1847, p. 337.

A Hebrew and English Lexicon ofthe Old Testament with an Appendix containing the Biblical

Aramaic based on the Lexicon of William Gesenius, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston/New

York 1906, p. 356

Oscar Aldo Marino. Fiat Lux. Published by the author. Messina, 2002, pp. 188f., with the ref-

erence to the relative biblical passages.

"I falsi 'falsi Protocolli.' Scopo e significato dei 'ProtocoUi dei Savi Anziani di Sion,'" now
in: http://studirevisionisti.myblog.it/archive/2012/01/10/i-falsi-falsi-protocolli-scopo-e-

significato-dei-protocolli.html.

in: http://andreacarancini.blogspot.it/2010/05/evola-e-la-veridicita-dei-protocolli.html.

in: http://andreacarancini.blogspot.it/2010/05/evola-e-latuenticita-dei-protocoUi.html

"I ProtocoUi dei Savi di Sion," in: http://andreacarancini.blogspot.it/2010/05/lo-storico-

opuscolo-di-pierre-charles.html
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Regarding the Jewish aspiration for global domination, with their

stupid critiques the "plagiarist bloggers" show their complete ignorance

of biblical Messianism, which I simply summarized based on the expo-

sition presented by Rabbi Isidore Loeb:^^'"*

"Un quarto effetto e che si mira a bandire dal consesso delle persone

sane e mgionevoU il concetto non solo di 'cospirazione, ' ma anche di

'aspirazione' al dominio del mondo da parte degli Ebrei. Eppure questa

idea e espressa esplicitamente gid nel Deutero-Isaia. II rabbino Isidore

Loeb la commenta cosi: 'Quel che e certo e che, con o senza Re Messia, gli

Ebrei saranno come il centro dell'umanitd, intorno al quale si raggru-

pperanno i Gentili, dopo la loro conversione a Dio. L'unitd del genere

umano si faro, mediante unitd religiosa. Le Nazioni si riuniranno per an-

dare a portare i loro omaggi al popolo di Dio (LX 3 e ssgg.). Tutta la fortu-

na delle Nazionipasserd al popolo ebraico [...]. Le ricchezze del mare e la

fortuna delle Nazioni verranno esse stesse agli Ebrei [...]. // popolo e il

regno che non ti serviranno saranno distrutti. ' In questo evento messianico

gli Ebrei avranno un ruolo attivo: 'Bisogna dire subito, per la compren-

sione di cid che segue, che il popolo di Dio, nel Deutero Isaia, e indub-

biamente incaricato di un ruolo messianico. E vero che verrd un Messia

personale che sottometterd le Nazioni e i Re, fard trionfare su questa terra

la giustizia [ebraica] e regnare la pace [la pax judaica], ma il popolo

ebraico e incaricato anch 'esso di questo ruolo e vi deve concorrere. Pro-

prio esso, senza alcun dubbio, e il nuovo flagello col quale Dio, alia fine

dei tempi, scuoterd le montagne, schiaccerd le colline e le spanderd come

crusca (XLI, 14-16); proprio Israele, Servitore di Dio, designato e scelto da

Dio quando era ancora nelle viscere di sua madre, e la freccia aguzza che

Dio nasconde nella sua faretra per vincere e sottomettere i popoli (XLIX,

1-3,7). I suoi nemici e i suoi avversari saranno coperti di confusione,

distrutti, annientati (XLI 8-13); i popoli marceranno alia sua luce e i Re ai

raggi del suo splendore (LX, 3). ' E che queste non siano fisime arcaiche

ma costituiscano I'essenza stessa del messianismo ebraico e documentato

ad abundantiam nello studio di Gian Pio Mattogno L 'imperialismo ebraico

nellefonti della tradizione rabbinica.

"

"A fourth effect is the aim to ban from the community ofsane and rea-

sonable persons the concept not only of 'conspiracy, ' but also of 'aspira-

tion' for world dominance by the Jews. And yet this idea is explicitly ex-

pressed already in the Deutero-Isaiah. The rabbi Isidore Loeb comments it

asfollows: 'What is certain is that, with or without King Messiah, the Jews

will be like the center of humanity, around which the Gentiles group to-

gether, after their conversion to God. The unity ofhumankind will be done

through religious unity. The Nations will group to bring their tributes to the

I falsi "falsi Protocolli," op. cit.
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people of God (LX 3 and subsequent). All the fortune of the Nations will

pass to the Jewish nation [...]. The richness of the sea and the fortune of

the Nations will come on their own to the Jews [...]. The people and the

kingdom who you will not need, will be destroyed. ' In this messianic event

the Jews will have an active part: 'It has to be said immediately, for the

comprehension ofwhat willfollow, that the people of God, in the Deutero-

Isaiah, are undoubtedly charged with a messianic role. It is true that a per-

sonal Messiah will come and that the Nations and the Kings will be submit-

ted, he will make [Jewish] justice triumph in this earth and he will make

peace [the pax judaica] reign, but the Jewish nation is also charged with

this role and must contribute. This nation proper is, without any doubt, the

new scourge with which God, at the end of times, will rock the mountains,

crush the hills and will spread them like bran (XLI, 14-16); Israel proper.

Servant of God, designated and chosen by God when he was still in the

womb of his mother, is the sharp arrow which God hides in his quiver to

conquer and to subjugate the nations (XLIX, 1-3, 7). His enemies and his

adversaries will be covered in confusion, destroyed, annihilated (XLI, 8-

13); the nations will march in his light and the Kings will march to the rays

ofhis splendor (LX, 3). ' That these were not archaic eccentricities but con-

stitute the very essence of the Jewish Messianism is abundantly documented

in the study by Gian Pio Mattogno: The Jewish imperiahsm in the sources

of the rabbinic tradition
"

The "plagiarist bloggers" also forget to mention that Bernard Lazare

was a Jewish essayist and author of a famous history of "anti-

Semitism," in which he sustained this thesis:"'^''*

"Se questa ostilitd, perfino ripugnanza, si fossero esercitate nei con-

fronti degli Ebrei soltanto in una determinata epoca e in un solo paese,

sarebbefacile chiarire le cause specifiche di questi scatti d'ira; ma questa

razza e stata al contrario esposta aU'odio di tutti ipopoli in mezzo ai quali

si e stabilita. Bisognava dunque, poiche i nemici degli Ebrei appartenevano

alle razze piii diverse, vivevano in paesi molto lontani gli uni dagli altri,

erano retti da leggi differenti, governati da princlpi opposti, non avevano

ne le stesse usanze, ne gli stessi costumi, erano animati da intenti dissimili

che non permettevano loro di giudicare tutte le cose alio stesso modo,

bisognava dunque che le cause generali dell'antisemitismo fossero sempre

state insite in Israele stesso, non in coloro che lo combatterono.

"

"Ifthis hostility, even disgust, had been practiced toward the Jews only

in one certain period and in one single country, it would be simple to clari-

fy the specific causes for these acts ofwrath; but this race was on the con-

trary exposed to the hate ofall nations among which they established them-

selves. Therefore it was necessary, because the enemies of the Jews be-

longed to the most various races, lived in countries far away from each

other, were ruled by different laws, governed by opposite principles, did not
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follow the same customs, nor the samefashions, were animated by different

intentions prohibiting them tojudge all things in the same way; therefore it

was necessary that the general causes of anti-Semitism had to be always

inherent in Israelproper, and not in those whofought it.

"

By mentioning the "Christian blood in their rituals" (p. 522) as an

example of alleged "anti-Semite" prejudice, in their opinion shared by

Graf, the "plagiarist bloggers" display another proof of their coarse ig-

norance.

In early 2007 the book by Ariel Toaff with the title Pasque di

sangue (Bloody Easters) was published in Italy. Ariel is the son of the

former head rabbi of Rome Elio Toaff and lecturer of Medieval History

in Israel. In his review, Sergio Luzzatto, a Jewish lecturer of Modem
History at the University of Torino, wrote:^^'^

"Magnifico libro di storia, questo e uno studio troppo serio e meritorio

perche se ne strillino le qualitd come a una bancarella del mercato. Tutta-

via, va pur detto che Pasque di sangue propone una tesi originale e, in

qualche modo, sconvolgente. Sostiene Toaff che dal 1100 al 1500 circa,

neir epoca compresa tra la prima crociata e I'autunno del Medioevo,

alcune crocifissioni di 'putti ' cristiani - oforse molte - awennero dawero,

salvo dare luogo alia rappresaglia contro intere comunitd ebraiche, al

massacro punitivo di uomini, donne, bambini. Ne a Trento nel 1475, ne

altrove neW Europa tardomedievale, gli ehrei furono vittime sempre e

comunque innocenti. In una vasta area geografica di lingua tedesca com-

presafra il Reno, il Danubio e I' Adige, una minoranza di ashkenazitifon-

damentalisti compi veramente, e piu volte, sacrifici umani. Muovendosi con

straordinaria perizia sui terreni della storia, della teologia, dell' antro-

pologia, Toaff illustra la centralitd del sangue nella celebrazione della

Pasqua ebraica: il sangue dell' agnello, che celebrava I' affrancamento

dalla schiavitii d' Egitto, ma anche il sangue del prepuzio, proveniente

dalla circoncisione dei neonati maschi d' Israele. Era sangue che un passo

biblico diceva versato per la prima volta proprio nelV Esodo, dal figlio di

Mose, e che certa tradizione ortodossa considerava tutt ' uno con il sangue

di Isacco che Abramo era .state pronto a sacrificare. Percid, nella cena

rituale di Pesach, il pane delle azzime solenni andava impastato con san-

gue in polvere, mentre altro sangue secco andava sciolto nel vino prima di

recitare le died maledizioni d' Egitto. Quale sangue poteva riuscire piu

adatto alio scopo che quello di un bambino cristiano ucciso per V occa-

"Saggi. La sconcertante rivelazione di Ariel Toaff: il mito dei sacrifici umani non e solo una

menzogna antisemita. Quelle Pasque di Sangue. II fondamentalismo ebraico nelle tenebre del

Medioevo." (Essays. The perplexing revelation ofAriel Toaff: the myth ofhuman sacrifices is

not only an anti-Semite lie. These Bloody Easters. Jewish fundamentahsm in the darkness of

the Middle Age.) Corriere della Sera, 6 February 2007, p. 41.
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sione, si chiesero i piii fanatici tra gli ebrei studiati da Toaff? Ecco il

sangue di un nuovo Agnus Dei da consumare a scopo augurale, cosi da

precipitare la rovina dei persecutori, maledetti seguaci di una fede falsa e

bugiarda. Sangue novello, buono a vendicare i terribili gesti di dispera-

zione - gli infanticidi, i suicidi collettivi - cui gli ebrei dell' area tedesca

erano stati troppe volte costretti daW odiosa pratica dei battesimi forzati,

che la progenie d ' Israele si vedeva iinposti nel name di Gesii Crista. Oltre-

che questo valore sacrificale, il sangue in polvere (umano o animale) aveva

per gli ebrei le piii varie funzioni terapeutiche, al punta da indurli a sfl-

dare, con il consenso dei rabbini, il divieto biblico di ingerirlo in qualsiasi

forma. Secondo i dettami di una Cabbalah pratica tramandata per secoli, il

sangue valeva a placare le crisi epilettiche, a stimolare il desiderio sessu-

ale, ma principalmente serviva come potente emostatico. Conteneva le

emorragie mestruali. Arrestava le epistassi nasali. Soprattutto rimarginava

istantaneamente, nei neonati, la ferita delta circoncisione. Da qui, nel

Quattrocento, un mercato nero su entrambi i versanti delle Alpi, un andi-

rivieni di ebrei venditori di sangue umano: con le loro borse di pelle dal

fondo stagnato, e con tanto di certificazione rabbinica del prodotto, sangue

kasher...

"

"A splendid history book, this is a study too serious and praiseworthy to

clamor its qualities like in a bazaar stall. However it must he said that

Pasque di sangue (Bloody Easters) proposes an original thesis and that is -

somehow - even upsetting. Toaffstates thatfrom 1100 to about 1500, in the

period between thefirst crusade and the dusk ofthe Middle Ages, some - or

perhaps many - crucifixions of Christian 'putti ' [cherabic infants] did oc-

cur and as a result this led to reprisals against entire Jewish communities,

against their innocent men, women and children, as occurred in Trento in

1475 and elsewhere in late medieval Europe. In the geographical German-

speaking area between the Rhine, the Danube and the Adige rivers, a mi-

nority offundamentalist Ashkenazi didperpetrated the crime ofhuman sac-

rifices. By revealing his extraordinary knowledge in the fields of history,

theology and anthropology, Toaff is able to illustrate the centrality ofblood

in the celebration ofJewish Easter: the blood of the lamb, which celebrates

the liberationfrom Egyptian slavery in Egypt, and as well as in the blood of

theforeskin of the circumcised newborn male ofIsrael. And according to a

biblical passage, blood for the first time was spilled during the Exodus,

from the son of Moses, which some orthodox tradition liken to Icaac 's

blood that Abraham was ready to sacrifice. Therefore in the ritual dinner of

Pesach, and before the ten curses of Egypt were recited, the unleavened

bread had to be kneaded with pulverized blood, while other dried blood

had to be dissolved in wine. Hence, Toaff references some fanatical Jews

who surmised that the blood of a Christian child killed for the occasion

would be most apt. This is the blood ofa new Agnus Dei to consumefor a
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greeting purpose, as well as to crash down the ruin of the persecutors, the

damned followers of a false and lying faith. This new blood was good to

vindicate the terrible desperate actions of infanticides and collective sui-

cides which was repeatedlyforced on the Jews ofthe German area because

of the obnoxious practice offorced baptisms imposed on them in the name

ofJesus Christ Besides the sacrificial value, the pulverized blood (human

and ofanimal origin) hadfor the Jews various therapeutic functions, to the

point that they were induced, with the consent of the rabbis, to challenge

the biblical prohibition to ingest it in any way. According to the dictates of

a practical centuries-old Kabbalah tradition, the blood helped to mitigate

epileptic fits, to stimulate the sexual desire, but principally it served as a

potent haemostatic agent; it stopped menstruation; it blocked nasal epistax-

is; and most importantly it immediately healed in the newborn the wound of

circumcision. It is for these reasons that in the fifteenth century a black

market on both sides of the Alps flourished. It saw a coming and going of

Jewish vendors ofhuman blood: with their leather bags with the tin-plated

bottom, and with even the rabbinic certification of the product, kosher

A national pandemonium sparked off instantly in Italy, which later

spread internationally. The accusation against Toaff was that he was

supplying "ammunition to the anti-Semites of all kinds, including the

negationists of the Shoah [munizioni agli antisemiti di ogni genere,

inclusi i negazionisti della Shoah]," as Robert Bonfil, lecturer of He-

brew History at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, candidly de-

clared,^^^* masking the actual reason with rather spurious historiograph-

ic motives, since the rage was based on press releases and almost no-

body knew the real content of the book. Soon enough Toaff was forced

to surrender. On 14 February 2007 he asked the book's pubhsher, Edi-

tore il Mulino, to cancel the book's pubhcation,^^'^ which was subse-

quently withdrawn as "purged" by the author. A striking case of preven-

tive censorship and self-censorship which shows the immense power of

historiographic dogmas: Toaff submitted to them just like the authors of

the Third Reich are said to have done.

[7] The "plagiarist bloggers" add another argument on "anti-

Semitism" perfectly worth of their intellectual level:

"Distaste for Jews was expressed by Mattogno when he wrote the fol-

™^ Alessandra Farkas, "Gli storici; 'E un' antica impostura riesumata. Quei documenti erano noti

e non attendibili.'" (The historians: "It is an exhumed ancient imposture. These documents

were known and not reliable") Corriere della Sera, 13 February 2007, p. 49.

"Toaff ritira il libro 'Pasque di sangue.' 'Le mie tesi storiche distorte dai media.'" (Toaff re-

calls the book "Bloody Easters," "My history theses distorted by the media.") La Repubblica,

14 February 2007.
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lowing regarding van Pelt in 2003:

[Jean-Claude Pressac] was no longer a valuable goldmine to the guard-

ians ofthe 'Holocaust' orthodoxy, but had turned into a more and more re-

bellious and uncontrollable Goy, jeopardizing the official historiography

with each new publication. [...] For this reason, the position as the

'world's leading Auschwitz expert, ' until then occupied by Pressac, was

taken by a trustworthy Yehudi, who was to take Pressac 's theses - cleaned

from all revisionist waste - and embed them into an unalterable, definitive

version ofAuschwitz.

It is very noteworthy that Mattogno identifies the two historians most

damaging to his work on Auschwitz, Jean-Claude Pressac ('uncontrollable

Goy') and Robert Van Pelt ('trustworthy Yehudi'), with Jewish names and

terms. "
(p. 523)

Here the "plagiarist bloggers'" unquestioning "ptiilo-Semitic" credo

reacties a paroxysm: even "distaste" is "anti-Semitic"! Ttierefore we are

forced to prove sympattiy for the Jews! And it also reaches the chmax

of absurdity, because I used two Hebrew terms of common usage in that

language: "Yehudi" simply means "Jew," without any negative conno-

tation,^^ while "goy" means "population, nation, not belonging to the

Jewish nation \popolo, nazione, non appartenente al popolo ebra-

ico]."^^^^ Only based on their boundless stupidity and hypocrisy the

terms "yehudi/goy" can constitute "distaste," in contrast to all the other

terms that could be used, like "ludaeus/Gentilis," "Ebreo/non Ebreo,"

"Jude/Nicht-Jude," "Jew/non-Jew" etc.

[8] Stating that Pressac and van Pelt are the "two historians most

damaging to his work on Auschwitz," they only prove one more time

their total lack of the sense for the ridiculous, as the exact contrary is

true. In fact, 1 am the author "most damaging" to their books about

Auschwitz, which I exhaustively refuted in the more than 700 pages of

my already quoted study Auschwitz: The Casefor Sanity.

The "plagiarist bloggers" are not even "philo-Semites," but only pa-

thetic gelamim (plural form of golem), puppets animated by somebody

else who is inserting into their mouths magical exterminationist formu-

las and unleashes them for the glory of the religio holocaustica. They

are poor shammashim to which the words by Eliahu ben Abraham in the

Sepher Midrash Talpioth, Smime 1736, p. 194, are reserved - a verse

speaking about the gojim as they are: mK misn nnnn.^^^"

™^ Menachem Emanuele Artom, Vocabolario Ebraico-Italiano. Roma, Fondazione per la Gio-

ventuEbraica, 1965, p. 326.

p. 100.

Gruppo di Ar, Johann Andreas Eisenmenger e il Giudaismo svelato. Con un 'antologia su
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[9] "It is in this light that one should view the conspiracy claims that

MGK make across their work regarding the hoax ofthe Holocaust, many of

which have been discussed in the chapters of this critique. This also ac-

countsfor the conspiracy claims made by the trio beyond the years of1933-

1945. For instance, Grafand Mattogno 's defense and association with the

Protocols of the Elders of Zion fits this pattern, as does Kues ' belief that

"sick Jewish gangsters and their ilk" were behind the suicide of German

death camp perpetratorsfar into the postwar years. "
(p. 525)

In their outrageous impudence, the "plagiarist bloggers" first invent

and ascribe to us a ludicrous "conspiracy theory," then, based on sordid

lies - starting with the one about our alleged "association with the Pro-

tocols of the Elders of Zion" - they conjure up our presumed "anti-

Semitism" and spread the word about it, claiming that this is the cause

for the "theory." At the same time they display again their vulgar

"philo-Semitism" of golem, or of zombies, or of biblical obhoth and re-

phaim, or of cabbalistic qeliphoth, consisiting in a blind and total obse-

quiousness. All this is followed by a high dose of hypocrisy.

In the reference adopted by them in the footnote 31 ("See post of

'LaurentzDahl' (aka Thomas Kues) of January 25, 2007 at

http ://revforum.yourforum. org/viewtopic.php?t=3674&start= 15."),

Kues made a comment about an article with the title "Jewish Militants:

Fifteen Years, and More, of Terrorism in France.""'^^' 1 quote some pas-

sages from this article in order to explain what this is all about, referring

for more details to the complete reading of it:

"In its issue ofJune 1991, the French monthly Le Choc du mots ('The

Shock of the Month') published a rather lengthy report entitled 'Jewish

Militants: Fifteen Years of Terrorism ' ('Milices juives. Quinze ans de ter-

rorisme, 'pp. 7-13). Under the main headline, a subtitle summed up:

'Jewish Action Group, ' 'Jewish Combat Organization, ' 'Jewish Defense

Organization... ' Under these various names, Jewish activists for 15 years

have unceasingly sown terror [in France] with total impunity. Provocations

that have no other aim than to incite reprisals. As if certain people wanted

the [French] Jewish community tofeel threatened ...

The report reviews 50 cases ofphysical aggression committed by orga-

nized Jewish groups during the period from June 19, 1976, to April 20,

1991. Not mentioned, therefore, are physical attacks committed by individ-

ual Jews (which are, in any case, rare)

ebrei e non-ebrei secondo gli insegnamenti biblici. (Johann Andreas Eisenmenger and the re-

vealed Judaism, With an anthology about Jews and non-Jews according to the biblical teach-

ings.) Edizioni di Ar, Padova, 2008, pp. 107f.

In: www.ihr.org/jhr/vl 6/vl 6n2p-2_Faurisson.html.
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The victims of the 50 cases listed by Le Choc du mois, who number in

the hundreds, suffered: loss oflife, an eyeput out, acid throwing, numerous

hospitalizations, injuries followed by deep coma, lifetime disabilities, and

serious post-traumatic conditions, 'the commission of barbaric acts, ' se-

vere beatings in the presence ofpolicemen who refused to intervene, and

numerous ambush attacks (in one case with the complicity of the daily

newspaper Liberation).

"

We are dealing therefore with scoundrels, with rascals, with Jewish

terrorists. But for the "plagiarist bloggers" no Jew can be a scoundrel, a

rascal or a terrorist. For them all the Jews are, by definition and par ex-

cellence, candid pious souls, innocuous and innocent. In this way they

approve the acts of these terrorists, who can only be defined as "sick

Jewish gangsters."

[10] "This is a sufficiently low number that one could justifiably doubt

whether Mattogno has even seen thefiles in question. He citesfromjust one

file from the National Archives of Belarus which is misnumbered in Tre-

blinka. Would Mattogno expect us to believe that he stopped off in Minsk

and asked to see a singlefile? "
(p. 526)

The "plagiarist bloggers'" suspicion makes us roar with laughter,

since exactly in the National Archives of the Republic of Belarus Jiirgen

Graf made - in my presence - a decisive encounter. . . Decency de-

mands that I reveal no more here.

[11] "It is therefore to be expected that MGK's work will continue to

decline in quality, and will lean increasingly on Kues ' IH outlet, where he

can focus narrowly onjust one piece ofthejigsaw at a time. "
(p. 526)

This is another farcical statement, sensationally refuted already by

our present reply (as also all the other ridiculous "predictions" of the

"plagiarist bloggers" referred to us). Without mentioning my recently

pubhshed, frequently mentioned study / forni crematori di Auschwitz,

which then must constitute this "decline in quality" with its 1,21 1 pag-

es, its more than 500 pages of text, its 300 documents reproduced in

facsimile and its 370 photographs! As usual, the exact opposite of what

the plagiarists state is true: It is therefore to be expected that MGK's
work will continue to increase in quality.

[12] "In case MGK have the courage [sic!] to respond to this critique,

we would like to set some provisions requiredfor us to take any 'risposta

'

into serious consideration. We will not accept any effort that only deals

with our critique in a piecemeal and isolatedfashion, hence we will be little

concerned with any response that justfocuses on the technical minutiae of

the camps without recognizing the importance ofNazi policy. The Reinhard

camps weren 't created in a vacuum, and we expect MGK to recognize that

fact That is why we dare MGK to follow the structure of the present cri-
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tique, so as to put things in proper perspective. As mentioned, arguments

not told in narrativeform often fail a simple bullshit test " (p. 527)

This infantile arrogance is aptly punished by this very reply, which

addresses all their requests and refutes their work chapter by chapter,

paragraph by paragraph, argument by argument, objection by objection.

In the chapters written by myself, in which I numbered my replies for

the reader's sake (except those in chapter 2), I replied to more than 800

objections. This will give them plenty of work for the next six years, the

time they needed to complete their present plagiarized opus. For what

concerns us, their possible future reply does not interest us at all. The

very long list of outrageous plagiarisms, lies, distortions and omissions

performed by these bunglers and listed in the Appendix to the present

work is more than sufficient to show their deliberate dishonesty and

their conspicuous display of bad faith. With similar exterminationist

clowneries we will not bother anymore in the future, as it would be a

waste of our sparse resources.

[13] "We therefore request MGK to make a reasonable response to this

critique, but we can only predict that their response will be unreasoned,

hysterical and notfully honest. "
(p. 527)

Never has a "prediction" been more ridiculous and more fatal for the

"prophets."

13.2. The Bogeyman of "Anti-Semitism"

By Jurgen Graf

On pp. 52 If our opponents make a pathetic attempt to analyze the

alleged motives which have prompted Mattogno, Kues and me to be-

come revisionists:

"Simply refuting their work [. . .] misses a crucial part ofa proper anal-

ysis ofMGK, namely the drivingforce behind MGK'sfraudulent work. " (p.

521)

Predictably, Holocaust Controversies come to the conclusion that

our driving force is "anti-Semitism." As a matter of fact, since the days

of Paul Rassinier the opponents of revisionism have regularly tried to

mask their intellectual impotence by accusing the revisionists of "anti-

Semitism," "Nazism" and "racism." This chimera was developed to per-

fection by Deborah Lipstadt in her hook Denying the Holocaust?^^^

'™ Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the Holocaust. The Growing Assault on Truth andMemory, Free

Speech Press, New York 1994.
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It goes without saying that we are not obliged to comment on our

adversaries' "analysis," which is a mere inadmissible ad hominem at-

tack, because the motives of a researcher are irrelevant; only the results

count. In my book The Giant with Feet of Clay I did not attack Raul

Hilberg for being a Zionist Jew. 1 criticized him for using a flawed

method which unavoidably leads to faulty results. Likewise, any at-

tempt to refute a revisionist book by attacking the - real or alleged - po-

litical beliefs of its author is untenable and impermissible from a scien-

tific point of view. Even if all revisionists were staimch admirers of

Adolf Hitler, this would not necessarily mean that their conclusions are

wrong, just as the fact that most Holocaust historians are Jews does not

prove that their theses are unfounded.

For these reasons Thomas Kues has decided not to waste his pre-

cious time by responding to the accusation of "anti-Semitism." Howev-

er Carlo Mattogno and I have decided to briefly comment on some of

the attacks directed against us - not because we feel obliged to defend

our convictions against intellectual midgets but in order to demonstrate

once again that our critics are both frauds and ignoramuses.

On page 522, Holocaust Controversies states:

"He [Graf] joined the pro-Stalinist Institute of Russian Civilization, a

group that spreads anti-Semitic positions, such as through reprinting and

defending the authenticity ofthe Protocols ofthe Elders ofZion and accus-

ing Jews ofusing Christian blood in their rituals. " (p. 522)

It is quite true that I cooperate with the Institute of Russian Civiliza-

tion, an orthodox and nationalist think-tank (that this institute should be

"pro-Stalinist" is a puerile invention) and that I am on friendly terms

with its director. Dr. Oleg Platonov. Platonov believes in the authentici-

ty of the Protocols of the Elders ofZion whereas 1 think that these pro-

tocols are a very clever and elaborate forgery which was not fabricated

by the Tsar's secret police, as conventional wisdom has it, but by entire-

ly different people. That is why I never even mentioned this text in any

of my books or articles. In other words, while Platonov and I agree on

many things, we disagree on others, such as the authenticity of the Pro-

tocols of the Elders of Zion. This does not prevent Holocaust Contro-

versies from mendaciously speaking of "Graf s [...] defence and asso-

ciation with the Protocols of the Elders ofZion" (p. 526).
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Epilogue

ByJurgen Graf

Anyone familiar witti Greek myttiology knows ttie story of ttie Nes-

sus shirt. After carrying Heracles' s wife Deianeira across a river, the

lewd centaur Nessus attempted to rape the fair maiden. Standing on the

other shore of the river, Hercules witnesses this scene and shot a Hydra-

poisoned arrow into Nessus' breast. Before dying, the centaur told

Deianeira that his blood would ensure that Hercules would be faithful to

her forever. Later, when she suspected her husband of infidelity,

Deianeira spread the centaur's blood on a shirt and gave it to Heracles.

Initially he took great pride in this beautiful shirt, but then it began to

bum. The hero, who had vanquished a thousand monsters, suffered

atrocious pain but he was unable to remove the accursed shirt from his

tormented body.

The Nessus shirt of international Jewry is the Holocaust lie. Thanks

to this lie, the Jews became a martyr nation virtually impervious to crit-

icism. Had revisionists not come to the scene, this state of affairs would

probably continue for many decades to come.

An intelligent person desirous to save what can be saved of the Ho-

locaust tale would jettison the gas chambers altogether and concentrate

on the "Shoa by bullets" instead: It is much more difficult to refiite and

admittedly contains a certain amount of truth, since no serious research-

er can possibly deny that large numbers of Jews were indeed shot in the

East. But for the Jews such semi-revisionism is totally unacceptable.

Quite apart from the fact that the sacrosanct six million figure becomes

untenable without extermination camps, these camps convey the Holo-

caust its uniquely bestial character. If the death factory and gas chamber

story were true, the Jews would indeed have been the victims of a his-

torically unprecedented atrocity. Without death factories and homicidal

gas chambers, the treatment meted out to the Jews during World War
Two, while still barbarous, immediately loses its uniqueness and be-

comes just one of the countless cruelties which sully the history of

mankind.

So the Jews and their stooges are forced to defend their gas cham-

bers at all cost. This task is about as enviable as the one of a mathemati-

cian forced to attempt to square the circle.

From the Jewish point of view, the best strategy is certainly the one

devised by Raul Hilberg who simply ignored the revisionists. MM. Har-
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rison, Muehlenkamp, Myers, Romanov and Terry would have done

wisely to emulate the late Holocaust historian. Rather than doing so,

they foolishly attempted to refute MGKs books about the Aktion Rein-

hardt camps and to prove that Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were in-

deed extermination camps equipped with homicidal gas chambers, as

traditional historiography claims. They now reap the fruits of their folly.

Some people might argue that Mattogno, Kues and 1 should com-

mend our adversaries for having at least tried. 1 am not so sure about

this: If a madman, who is eager to prove that he can fly, jumps to his

death from the 127th floor of a skyscraper, we do not usually praise him

for "having at least tried." All the same we would have treated the Con-

troversial Bloggers as honest opponents if they had formulated their cri-

tique in a civilized way and refrained from cheating, but their imperti-

nent tone and their countless brazen distortions and outright lies make it

impossible to feel any respect for them.

Already at the very beginning of Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, our ad-

versaries demonstrate their blatant dishonesty by stating that "after ar-

guing for so long over Auschwitz and losing those arguments in open

court during the Irving vs. Lipstadt libel trial of 2000, deniers began to

turn their attention to the so-called Aktion Reinhard camps." Any com-

puter-literate person (and all readers of the pamphlet are of necessity

computer-literate, as Holocaust Controversies never published anything

in print and probably never will) can easily ascertain that

a) David Irving never wrote a book or even a paper about the Holo-

caust and can therefore not be considered an expert on the argument;

b) Irving never was an authentic revisionist;

c) the revisionist flagship of yore, Vierteljahreshefte fiir freie Ge-

schichtsforschung, carried more articles about Auschwitz after than

before the Irving vs. Lipstadt trial;

d) The most proliflc revisionist writer. Carlo Mattogno, authored no

fewer than seven books about Auschwitz after the trial, among them

the epic study Auschwitz. The Casefor Sanity.

So whom do the flve buffoons hope to fool? Do they really think

that their readers are all idiots?

Holocaust Controversies had all the time they needed to write their

"refutation." They were assisted by a host of Holocaust historians they

diligently enumerate in their introduction. It did not help them a bit. Nor

did it help Harrison, Muehlenkamp, Romanov and Terry that they were

able to recruit a flfth clown, Yahweh's greenhorn Jason Myers, who
wrote the chapters about the gas chambers and the eyewitnesses. Since
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the exterminationist position with regards to these two topics is hope-

less from the beginning, Myers had myriads of opportunities to make a

fool of himself, and he missed not a single one of them. Congratula-

tions, Myers, you have proven yourself to be a worthy disciple of Ni-

cholas Terry, Roberto Muehlenkamp and the rest! I trust this will en-

hance your career as a historian.

However, the most preposterous chapters of the pamphlet are un-

doubtedly the two last ones, written by Yahweh's moron Roberto

Muehlenkamp, who unsuccessfully tried to prove that during World

War II the eternal laws of nature had to pause so that the evil Nazis

could carry out their massacre in chemical slaughterhouses and get rid

of the bodies without significant use of fuel. The more I read of Mueh-

lenkamp, the more I am amazed at the dismal stupidity of this individu-

al. He knew exactly that Mattogno, who has an encyclopedic know-

ledge of all problems related to cremation, would react to his challenge

and make mincemeat of his chapters, to use Romanov's poetic formula-

tion for the last time. Is Muehlenkamp perhaps a masochist? Does he

relish the role of the circus clovra who is pelted with eggs to the roaring

laughter of the audience? Now he has egg all over his face. I do not feel

a bit sorry for him because he asked for it.

The only chapter where our opponents could hope to come close to a

draw was their fourth one, authored by Harrison and Romanov about

the resettlement thesis. While we revisionists can easily prove that

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka were transit camps, we are unable to

produce German wartime documents about the destination and the fate

of the deportees. But instead of contenting themselves with such legiti-

mate objections, Harrison and Romanov overstated their case, trying to

prove that the resettlement of the Jews in the occupied Eastern Territo-

ries would have been impossible for logistic and other reasons. In his

exceptionally brilliant reply, Thomas Kues reftited all these objections,

thus robbing the anti-Revisionists of their last seemingly valid argu-

ment.

If the Controversial Bloggers had any common sense, or indeed any

rudimentary human decency, they would now shut up. But they cannot;

their inflated ego does not allow them to acknowledge defeat. So after

licking their wounds, the Inglorious Five will doubtless write yet anoth-

er pamphlet in order to "prove" that MGK got it all wrong. It goes

without saying that Carlo Mattogno, Thomas Kues and 1 will not in the

least feel obliged to react to such a step. All three of us are overbur-

dened with work, and we simply cannot afford to waste any more of our
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precious time to comment on the ravings of five clowns who are held in

contempt even by their fellow Holocaust behevers.
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